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academics, teachers and educators. This conference is now a well-known educational technology event and the 
number of paper submissions and attendees increase every year. It promotes the development and 
dissemination of theoretical knowledge, conceptual research, and professional knowledge through conference 
activities, the conference proceeding book, and the Turkish Online Journal of Educational Technology (TOJET). 
Its focus is to create and disseminate knowledge about the use of instructional technology for learning and 
teaching in education.  This year, IETC-2013 received almost 400 applications.  The conference academic 
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(IETC) was organized at Sakarya University in Turkey in 2005.The Sixth International Educational Technology 
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Near East University in the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus. After then The 8th International Educational 
Technology Conference was held at Anadolu University in Turkey in 2008. The 9th International Educational 
Technology Conference was organized at Hacettepe University in Turkey in 2009.  IETC-2010 was organized at 
Bogazici University in 2010 in Turkey.  IETC-2011 was conference organized at Istanbul University in 2011 in 
Turkey.  IETC-2012 conference was organized at National Central University in Taiwan in 2012. 
The International Educational Technology Conference aims to diffuse the knowledge and researches among 
academicians and lead to development in educational technology and instructional technologies. 
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hosting and for her great effort. She always tried to do her best.   
We have lots of participants from 30 different countries. Should you have any enquiries regarding IETC 
conference, please do not hesitate to contact with us for any additional information you may require. 
Finally, we would like to wish you all a pleasant stay in Kuala Lumpur - Malaysia and safe return back home. We 
hope that IETC-2013 will be a meeting you will pleasantly remember. 
We hope to meet you again in IETC 2014 which will be held in Chicago, United States between 03-05 September 
2014. 
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Abstract 

In recent years, researchers reported that effective ICT integration requires teachers to acquire knowledge 
of technology, content, pedagogy and the intersection of these, known as TPACK (Mishra & Koehler, 2006; 
Archambault, & Crippen, 2009). This study specifically sought to answer: 1) What are pre-service teachers’ 
perceptions of their TPACK mastery level before and after field experience; and, 2) Is there a significant difference 
of TPACK after field experience in schools? The TPACK survey instrument was adapted from Schmidt et al. (2009) 
and Archambault and Crippen (2009) and administered before and after their field experience to 107 pre-service 
teachers in a research intensive university programme in New Zealand. In addition, three student teachers were 
interviewed before and after field experience. These pre-service teachers scored highest in Content Knowledge (CK) 
and lowest in Technology Knowledge (TK) domains within TPACK at both before and after field experience. 
Paired-sample t-tests showed significant increases in most TPACK domains, namely, TK, PK, PCK, TCK and 
TPACK. Interviews and observations of three students clarified complex changes in knowledge of TPACK that 
linked to their experience in schools. The study continues to support the need for field experience while also adding 
caution to the interpretation of TPACK survey evidence given the strength of the student teachers’ perceived 
knowledge before field experience. Further research is underway with a comparative survey in a programme that 
prepares teachers for secondary schools in Malaysia. 

Keywords: pre-service teachers, TPACK, ICT Integration 

INTRODUCTION 

The integration of information and communications technologies (ICT) in teaching and learning remain as 
key issue in most educational institutions (Jones, Harlow & Cowie, 2003; Choy, Wong & Gao, 2008). A study of 
ICT implementation across all schools in New Zealand showed that ICT is implemented across all school types with 
differences in implementation between the primary, middle and secondary school systems (Jones, Harlow & Cowie, 
2003). Bolstad’s (2011) more recent synthesis of the future focus in the New Zealand curriculum indicates the 
increasing challenges of integrating ICT. 

Therefore the preparation of teachers for New Zealand schools and in many countries worldwide includes 
preparation to enhance learning and teaching with ICT (Davis, 2010). However, it is important to note that many 
student teachers have inaccurate perceptions of their competence to teach before they gain experience in schools and 
such beliefs must be challenged throughout their programme; field experience is a particularly relevant strategy 
(Howey & Zimpher 1996; Knowles & Cole, 1996). Most if not all pre-service teacher education programmes 
include field experience in schools to provide a hands-on opportunity for pre-service teachers to put what they have 
learned into classroom instructions (Darling-Hammond & Baratz-Snowden, 2007; Smith & Lev-Ari, 2005). Field 
experiences provide “the first formalized opportunity for pre-service teachers to verify, challenge, and modify their 
preconceptions” (Knowles & Cole, 1996, p. 654). Within such field experience student teachers in the 21st century 
are also likely to gain experience with ICT in classrooms that enhance their understanding of the complex 
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interaction of digital technologies with content and pedagogical knowledge (Compton & Davis 2010). For this 
reason pre-service teachers’ confidence to teach may drop in the process of becoming more competent. In other 
words, measures of pre-service teachers’ perception of their competence to teach may drop as a result of all or part 
of their programme, particularly as they experience of the complexity of education during a field experience 
(Compton, Davis & Mackey 2009). 

Effective ICT integration requires teachers to acquire knowledge of technology, content, pedagogy and the 
intersection of those (Neiss, 2005; Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Archambault, & Crippen, 2009). Therefore 
Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK) model provides a useful theoretical framework for 
this study.  The TPACK model was developed by Mishra and Koehler (2006), derived from Shulman’s Pedagogical 
Content Knowledge (PCK) model. According to Shulman (1986) pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) is a 
“specific category of knowledge which goes beyond knowledge of subject matter per se to the dimension of subject 
matter knowledge for teaching”. As for TPACK model, Technology Knowledge (TK) covers pre-service teachers’ 
knowledge of technology tools to be used in teaching (Koehler et al., 2007). Pedagogy Knowledge (PK) is defined 
as knowledge in applying strategies to deliver the instruction which includes teaching approaches for assessing 
individual’s learning needs, performance and strategies to present the content (Koehler et al., 2007). Content 
Knowledge (CK) is a subject matter knowledge in which teachers specialize. The intersection between three 
domains of knowledge produces Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK), Technological Pedagogical Knowledge 
(TPK) and Technological Content Knowledge (TCK). The PCK domain refers to knowledge of integrating effective 
teaching strategies with the content knowledge (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). TPK involves pre-service teachers’ 
understanding of using technology with suitable teaching strategies. The heart of the suggested model is 
Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK), which is described as knowing how to integrate 
technology within the subject matter in pedagogically sound ways (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). The TPACK model 
lays out the core knowledge; TK, CK and PK, and their intersections; PCK, TCK, TPK and TPACK to enhance 
teaching with technology (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). Pre-service teachers’ perceptions of TPACK may be used to 
ensure effective integration of ICT in classroom instructions (Mishra, & Koehler, 2006; Schmidt, Baran, Thompson, 
Mishra, Koehler & Shin, 2010; Lux, Bangert, & Whittier, 2011). Studies have been conducted to measure teachers’ 
TPACK development (Koehler & Mishra, 2005; Graham, Burgoyne, Cantrell, Smith, St. Clair, & Harris, 2009; 
Jimoyiannis, 2010), in-service teachers’ TPACK (Archambault, & Crippen, 2009; Lee & Tsai, 2010; Jang & Tsai, 
2012) and pre-service teachers’ TPACK (Schmidt, et al., 2010; Lux, Bangert, & Whittier, 2011; Yurdakul, Odabasi, 
Kilicer, Coklar, Birinci, & Kurt, 2012). However, the majority of the TPACK survey studies were administered with 
teachers in the USA (e.g. Schmidt, et al., 2010; Lux, Bangert, & Whittier, 2011) and very few studies have been 
conducted outside the country (e.g. Jimoyiannis, 2010; Yurdakul et. al., 2012) and now in New Zealand. Therefore, 
there is a need for measuring pre-service teachers’ level of TPACK in New Zealand to effectively integrate ICT in 
teaching. A reliable measure of TPACK could benefit the field by enabling a better understanding of the ICT in pre-
service teacher education. This is very relevant with the planned increased access to ICT introduced above. 

PURPOSES 

The study reported in this paper is part of an ongoing research project examining pre-service teachers’ use 
of ICT during field experience and their development of Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge 
(TPACK) mastery before and after completing the field experience in New Zealand and in Malaysia.  In this paper, 
we limit our findings to one programme in New Zealand and seek to answer: 1) What are pre-service teachers’ 
perceptions of their TPACK mastery level; and, 2) Is there any significant difference in pre-service teachers’ 
perceptions of their TPACK mastery level before and after field experience. 

METHODOLOGY 

Research Design 

This study used a mixed methods design which combined both quantitative and qualitative approaches for 
data collection and data analysis (Creswell & Clark, 2011). Methods of gathering data included: survey of a large 
sample. In addition to the surveys, three student teachers were interviewed during their field experience in different 
secondary schools; two majored in ICT and one in Social Studies. These three students were interviewed before 
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starting field experience and after completing field experience and also observed during the field experience by the 
first author. 

Instrumentation 

In order to survey the students’ perception of their mastery level of TPACK before and after field 
experience, TPACK instruments developed by Schmidt et al. (2009) and adapted by Archambault and Crippen 
(2009) were further adapted to the New Zealand context. The final version of the New Zealand TPACK survey 
consists of 36 items that measure pre-service teachers’ perceptions of TPACK with a five-point Likert-type scale: 
(1) strongly disagree; (2) disagree; (3) neutral; (4) agree and (5) strongly agree.  A pilot study was conducted with 
pre-service teachers (N = 33) in New Zealand to test the reliability of the TPACK instrument. 

Participants 

The participants in the New Zealand study were enrolled in a Graduate Diploma in Teaching and Learning 
(Secondary) from a research intensive New Zealand university. A total of 107 respondents participated both in the 
pre-survey and post-survey. As summarised in Table 1 the sample comprised 62 females and 45 males. In terms of 
age 53 were between 21-24 years, 26 were between 25-29 years, 13 were between 30-39 years, and 15 were above 
40 years. As for the major subject taken by the pre-service teachers in the teacher education program, the majority of 
the respondents took English or another language as their major (n=29); 16 pre-service teachers majored in Social 
Studies, while pre-service teachers majored in Science Education (n=14), Physical Education (n=24), Arts Education 
(n=12), Mathematics Education (n=7), or Technology Education (n=5). The Technology Education group included 
the two pre-service teachers with ICT major who volunteered for closer study.  

Table 1. Profile of respondents based on gender, age and major  

Profile  Respondents (N=107) 

Gender 

 

 
Female 

Male 

 
62 

45 

 
53 

26 

13 

15 

 
5 

12 

14 

29 

24 

16 

  7 

Age 

 
 
 
 
 

Major  

 
21-24 

25-29 

30-39 

>40 

 
Technology 

Arts Education 

Science Education 

English or Other Language 

Physical Education 

Social Studies 

Mathematics Education 

Procedure for Analysis 

Each TPACK knowledge domain subscale was assessed for internal consistency using Cronbach’s alpha 
reliability technique. The difference between pre- and post- survey scores was analyzed using a paired-samples t-test 
via SPSS version 19.0.  For qualitative data, case study analysis (Yin, 2009) was employed to examine pre-service 
teachers’ development of TPACK mastery level. To analyze the interview data, the first step was to become familiar 
with the data; this was achieved by reading and re-reading the interview transcripts. Before a list was made of what 
were felt to be significant phrases, these phrases were examined for inter-rater reliability to identify patterns or 
themes that emerged from the data. One researcher coded the data and devised a clearly described coding system, 
which was then given to the two independent researchers. After initial coding, all interviews were independently 
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examined by the principal researcher. The themes emerged were then reviewed and discrepancies were discussed 
and resolved. All data are reported anonymously where possible and the three pre-service teachers were given 
fictitious names of Vanessa, Paige and Melinda. Both data sets were analyzed and merged during data interpretation 
for data triangulation to provide more information (Creswell & Clark, 2011). 

FINDINGS 

Quantitative Findings 

Findings from pre-VXUYH\�DQDO\VLV�VKRZHG�WKH�UHOLDELOLW\�FRHIILFLHQWV�RI�WKH�FRQVWUXFWV�UDQJH�IURP�Į ����WR�
Į �����DV�VKRZQ�LQ�7DEOH����%DVHG�RQ�WKH�UHVXOWV��WKH�DOSKD�YDOXHV�RI�DOO�73$&.�Vcales indicated good reliability of 
WKH� LQVWUXPHQW��Į!����� �+DLU�HW�DO����������5HVXOWV�DOVR� LQGLFDWHG� WKDW�DOO�PHDQ�VFRUHV� UDQJHG� IURP������ WR������DV�
illustrated in Table 2. From the pre-survey analysis, the highest mean (M) of TPACK for the respondents in this 
study was for content knowledge (M = 4.22, SD = .46), whereas the lowest was for technology knowledge (M = 
3.44, SD = .70). Similarly, for post-survey findings, the highest mean scores of pre-service teachers’ perceptions 
towards their TPACK mastery level was for content knowledge (M = 4.31, SD = .48), whereas the lowest mean 
score was for technological knowledge (M = 3.61, SD = .68). However, the mean scores for all TPACK domains 
indicated an overall positive response to the scales. In other words, generally, pre-service teachers agreed that their 
level of TPACK before and after were above average. Although the mean score for technology knowledge was the 
lowest mean score among the seven domains of perceptions of TPACK, it was observed that pre-service teachers 
perceived that they had the necessary technology knowledge, sufficient enough for them to be able to apply TK 
during field experience. 

Table 2. Reliability, mean scores, standard deviations, t-value and effect size of TPACK domains (n = 107) 

Note: *. t-value is significant at p < .05; Cohen’s d values were presented for TPACK domains with the 
significant difference 

There was a small improvement between pre and post mean scores on all seven TPACK constructs (Table 
2). In order to measure the significant differences between the two times of data collection, a paired-samples t-test 
was conducted to evaluate the differences in the mean of the pre-service teachers’ TPACK mastery level before and 
after field experience with a total of 107 respondents. There was a statistically significant increase in the mean 
scores between the pre- and post-survey for TK, t(106) = 2.25, p < .05, d = 0.25; PK, t(106) = 4.97, p < .05, d = 
0.55; PCK, t(106) = 2.46, p < .05, d = 0.34; TCK, t(106) = 2.61, p < .05, d = 0.32 and TPACK, t(106) = 5.16, p < 
.05, d = 0.63. Cohen (1988) defines effect sizes as small, d = .2, medium, d = .5, and large, d = .8. Therefore, the 
findings reported that the Cohen’s d for TK, PCK and TCK indicated a small effect size and a medium effect size 
for PK and TPACK.  

Qualitative Findings 

The three female students who volunteered to be interviewed and observed were given pseudonyms: 
Melinda and Vanessa were ICT majors, while Paige was social studies major. All three perceived themselves as 
having good mastery levels of TPACK both before and after field experience. Vanessa with a major in ICT and 
minor in Economics, had more advanced uses of ICT because of her advanced knowledge of ICT and her 

Domains 
Subscales 

Reliability Pre-survey Post-survey t Effect Size (Cohen’s d) 

Mean SD Mean SD 

TK 

CK 

PK 

PCK 

TCK 

TPK 

TPACK 

.87 

.80 

.76 

.70 

.85 

.75 

.82 

3.44 

4.22 

3.82 

3.86 

3.78 

3.80 

3.64 

.70 

.46 

.45 

.41 

.59 

.51 

.53 

3.61 

4.31 

4.11 

4.02 

3.97 

3.92 

4.00 

.68 

.48 

.60 

.52 

.61 

.63 

.61 

2.25* 

4.97* 

2.46* 

2.61* 

5.16* 

0.25 (small 

0.55 (medium) 

0.34 (small) 

0.32 (small 

0.63 (medium) 
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participation as a volunteer in an ICT project led by New Zealand Association for Computing, Digital and 
Information Technology Teachers. During the period of field experience, Vanessa was assigned to three associate 
teachers: 1 Economic and 2 ICT. Vanessa rated agree in all TPACK domains. However, after field experience, 
whilst TK, PK, PCK, TPK and TPACK remained at the same level, she rated a negative change in her CK and a 
positive change of her TCK. The negative change of her CK in the survey was supported in the third interview 
session after field experience. “[M]y economics part was quite old, and when I was teaching my year 13 
economics…I was learning two or three steps ahead of the students and it was coming back… but because I don’t 
use economics every day its quite rusty” Thus Vanessa needed to revise the work before continuing her teaching. 
Furthermore, “my economics associate [teacher]… was never around”.  In contrast, her ICT subject, “all of the 
content is not a problem for me at all, but in saying that there is still so much more - especially in my area that needs 
to be maintained and upgraded and so on”. Vanessa stated that this knowledge developed throughout her field 
experience. She noted that her understanding of TPACK concepts was “getting there” and that her “…PK is 
improving all the time”; she further added that “we can’t chop one of them out as we need them all”, (Vanessa, 3rd 
interview, 2011).  

Melinda was majoring in ICT and taking a minor in Mathematics and she was guided by three associate 
teachers: two Mathematics and one ICT. Melinda rated ‘agree’ for all TPACK domains before and after field 
experience. She further described that there was not much teaching involved during her field experience as the 
students had a group discussion on the project they were working on. Thus, “ICT use was not really there” which 
suggested her TK remaining at the same level as rated in the pre-survey.  However, in the third interview session 
after field experience, Melinda agreed that she had improved more of her CK when they discussed the students’ 
projects and during their revision period. She added that she was not able to enhance her content knowledge during 
her studies perhaps because the “student teachers have already done a degree (in most cases) on the subject they 
taught, thus they knew a lot about the content of that subject and they may just pick up new bits and pieces during 
field experience” (Melinda, 3rd interview, 2012). Additionally, she stated that there was a significant increase in 
PCK as she was able to solve students’ misunderstanding of the concepts taught previously.  

In contrast, Paige, who was majoring in Social Studies with a minor in Geography, rated ‘agree’ in all 
TPACK domains before field experience and remained ‘agree’ in all domains except for TCK and TPK which were 
rated as ‘strongly agree’ in the post-survey. The reason for this was clarified when she said that “We won’t be an 
effective teacher if we were lacking in one of those areas”. Furthermore, those three domains of knowledge were 
important and “I don’t think there is one more important than the other”, (Paige, 3rd interview, 2011). Paige 
continued that “I guess you could teach without technology if you had the other two, but the lessons would be 
probably more boring”. She further commented that “[A]ll the feedback from students that I've received says that 
using technology in class makes it much more interesting”. Paige noted that “if you have learnt what they [TPACK] 
are, then, you can develop it during teaching practice”. Though Paige found that most of the time during her field 
experience she was unfamiliar with the topic, she tried to find out what was taught in school in the different year 
levels in that subject and to make sure that she learnt the topic before she got to teach the class. She was then able to 
teach the topic. She stated in relation to TK that “I have been exposed to ICT tools, and then I need to just have 
some time actually working on them and learning them practically”. 

DISCUSSION 

The mean level of each TPACK domain was similar to that of previous studies (Koh, Chai and Tsai, 2010; 
Schmidt, et al. 2009). Contrary to the findings of Graham, et al., (2009), but consistent with those of Archambault 
and Crippen (2009), participants in New Zealand showed lower levels of TK before and after field experience than 
other domains of knowledge. Although the mean score for technology knowledge was the lowest mean score among 
the seven domains of perceptions of TPACK mastery level, results still indicated that the pre-service teachers in 
New Zealand perceived that they do have a certain level of technology knowledge. For example, they can keep up 
with the important new technologies and they can learn to use new software easily, -- technology knowledge they 
thought would be adequate enough to enable them to use ICT during their field experience. In spite of this, 
participants in New Zealand showed significant differences in their TK mastery level which indicates that they have 
developed their TK mastery level after completing field experience.  

The small effect size of significant differences in TK within the New Zealand context aligned with the 
findings of Koh, Chai and Tsai (2010), who found that the participants indicated that they have the confidence in 
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integrating technology into their lesson plans, however, when it comes to the actual implementation, they faced 
issues, such as a lack of time and difficulties in reserving technology for their class. While pre-service teachers 
perceived that their CK were good in comparison with other domains, they showed no significant improvement of 
CK after field experience. In support of this finding, the contexts of the students interviewed provided evidence of 
the lack of opportunity to develop content knowledge while in the field. For example, Melinda noted that “student 
teachers have already done a degree (in most cases) on the subject they taught, thus they knew a lot about the 
content of that subject and they may just pick up new bits and pieces during field experience” (Melinda, 3rd 
interview, 2012). Having rated their initial CK the highest among all domains, it became less likely that the trainees 
would show significant development of their CK during their field experience, as compared to the significant pre- 
and post- field experience differences observed in most of the other domains of TPACK. The significant increase in 
technology-related domains; TK, TCK and TPACK within New Zealand context provide support for the 
recommendation of Archambault and Crippen (2009) to integrate technology throughout content courses including 
field experiences where the use of technology can be contextualized.  

Understanding of TPACK components was not an easy task, nor developing the knowledge bases among 
pre-service teachers. It requires a comprehensive understanding of the core knowledge and interaction of the 
knowledge within the teaching context (Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Niess, 2005). Although pre-service teachers were 
confident about the complementary knowledge bases before field experience, their use of ICT during field 
experience was limited. However, the requirement to complete two teaching practices during this teacher education 
program is likely to have contributed to the significant improvement in many of the TPACK domains, namely, TK, 
PK, PCK, TCK and TPACK.  

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, pre-service teachers in New Zealand rated their CK as the highest and TK as the lowest 
mean score in both surveys, indicating little change in their knowledge. However, as noted in the introduction, pre-
service teachers often have inaccurate preconceptions of their knowledge and skill of teaching and this can explain 
the puzzling findings on the TPACK survey of New Zealand pre-service teachers. There was medium effect size in 
PK and TPACK and small effect size in TK, PCK and TCK. The interviews and observations of three students 
enhanced our view of changes in the pre-service teachers’ perceptions of TPACK mastery level. Although the 
TPACK provides a model to guide effective integration of ICT into teaching, the implementation of these 
intersecting knowledge bases is a complex process that includes challenging students’ preconceptions. Therefore, 
the survey findings and the three students interviewed suggest further research of TPACK development during field 
experience to build up students’ knowledge of the three components and their interactions. Further research is 
underway with a comparative sample of pre-service students in a Malaysian teacher education programme. 
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Abstract 

This case study explores EFL pre-service teachers’ perceptions toward a prototype of the instructional 
model for second language (L2) writing in blended learning and the effects of the model on the development of L2 
writing skills in higher education. This model is primarily founded on a process-oriented writing approach combined 
with various types of writing activities in both online and offline environments. It was observed that the participants 
of the study perceived the blended learning model to be useful and helpful for the improvement of their writing 
skills. In addition, it was found that the participants in the three focus groups received higher scores at the end of the 
study. Based on the main findings, modifications have been made to the model and further suggestions and 
implications are provided. 

Keywords: Blended learning; L2 writing; L2 writing model; effectiveness; students’ perceptions 

Introduction 

    As second language (L2) writing is considered very complex for L2 learners, a need for systematic and 
comprehensive writing instruction is heightened. The teaching and study of L2 writing involves various factors: 
writing process, peer and teacher responses, writing activities, and writing instructions (Harmer, 2004; Raimes, 
1983; Williams, 2005). Also, L2 learners are required to address content, organization, structure, and mechanics 
appropriately to convey meaning through writing at the same time (Brown, 2007; Tribble, 1996; Ramies, 1983). For 
L2 learners who do not have sufficient knowledge of the four writing components - content, organization, structure, 
and mechanics - L2 writing is very complicated and, consequently, they often encounter a number of difficulties. In 
order to resolve these problems, L2 learners are to be given a number of opportunities to write and a variety of 
writing activities and instructions in a systematic and organized manner. Although many L2 learners write and 
revise their drafts several times, they are still often unsatisfied with the writing process due to the limited number of 
class sessions and insufficient time in a conventional classroom. Thus, providing sufficient writing opportunities and 
environments for interaction and communication with peers and a teacher regardless of time or place, blended 
learning, which combines the positive attributes of online and face-to-face instruction, has been suggested 
(*UJXURYLü��������Nicolson, Murphy & Southgate, 2011; Yoon & Lee, 2010). In a blended learning environment, 
L2 learners are able to interact with peers and a teacher using a variety of computer-mediated communication 
(CMC) tools. Despite the promising features of blended learning, it is rarely employed in L2 writing class; 
furthermore, little research has been conducted on the teaching and learning of L2 writing or on the L2 writing 
process and instruction in a blended learning environment.  

In order to implement a blended learning environment effectively and efficiently in L2 writing, a 
systematic and comprehensive instructional model is an integral element. In L2 writing pedagogy, it has been 
asserted that an integrated L2 writing approach combine the process approach and the genre approach with other 
aspects of writing and writing instruction (Min, 2011). Taking into account the current writing approaches and other 
aspects of L2 writing, as well as the attributes of online and offline environments, an instructional model for L2 
writing in blended learning is urgently needed. Therefore, the purposes of the study are to examine the perceptions 
of L2 learners in higher education toward the prototype of the instructional model for L2 writing in blended learning 
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and its effects on the development of L2 writing skills and to suggest a proper model of L2 writing in blended 
learning. The research questions for the above purposes are as follows: 1) What are the students’ perceptions toward 
the model?; 2) What are the effects of the model on the development of writing skills?; and 3) What is the 
appropriate model for teaching and learning L2 writing in a blended learning environment? 

Blended learning and second language (L2) writing  

Blended learning in language teaching and learning  

Since blended learning was introduced to both the academic and corporate fields, there have been various 
attempts to employ blended learning in the language teaching field (Behjat, Yamini & Bagheri, 2011; *UJXURYLü��
2011; Miyazoe & Anderson, 2010; Neumeier, 2005; Yoon & Lee, 2010). Featuring the combination of instructional 
modalities or methods, blended learning is defined as a system that combines face-to-face instruction with 
computer-mediated instruction (Graham, 2006, p. 5). Through the blended learning system, instructors and learners 
are provided with the benefits of enhanced pedagogical richness, the active use of teaching and learning strategies, 
multiple platforms for interaction and communication, and an increased access to knowledge (Graham, 2006; 
Osguthorpe & Graham, 2003).  

In the English Language Teaching (ELT) field, Yoon and Lee (2010) further narrowed the term blended 
learning in ELT and defined it as “bringing together the positive attributes of online and offline education, including 
instructional modalities, delivery methods, learning tools, etc., in relation to language teaching and learning 
approaches and methods in order to reinforce learning process, to bring about the optimal learner achievement, and 
to enhance the quality of teaching and learning (p. 180).” This definition not only includes core themes of blended 
learning, such as the combination of instructional modalities, delivery methods and learning tools, but also 
emphasizes the necessity of association with approaches and methods of language teaching and learning.  

In English as a Foreign Language (EFL) contexts like Korea, where language input is provided in formal 
classroom settings with a limited number of sessions, blended learning has been recognized as an alternative 
learning environment due to the increased time for language input and extended learning setting both online and 
offline (Lee & Pyo, 2003; Yoon & Lee, 2010). Murphy and Southgate (2011) proposed that for the design of 
blended learning systems and materials in language teaching contexts a wide range of teaching modes, tools, and 
resources be integrated to meet learners’ needs and to achieve academic goals and learning outcomes. As Garrison 
and Kanuka (2004) indicated that learning experiences in blended learning are to be integrated, not simply mixed 
together, in language teaching or learning, a variety of activities and tasks are to be organized systematically in 
relation to the modes, tools, and available resources considering the language teaching and learning approaches and 
methods, learner characteristics and contexts.  

Second language writing  

In order to effectively write in L2, learners need to possess a variety of skills. Raimes (1983) presented nine 
features that produce a piece of writing: content, the writer’s process, audience, purpose, word choice, organization, 
mechanics, grammar, and syntax. Tribble (1996) also suggested four types of knowledge that writers need - content 
knowledge, context knowledge, language system knowledge, and writing process knowledge - a daunting task for 
any L2 writer.  

For the teaching and learning of L2 writing, various approaches have been suggested such as the 
controlled-to-free approach, the free-writing approach, the paragraph-pattern approach, the communicative 
approach, the process approach and the genre approach (Hyland, 2002; Raimes, 1983; Tribble, 1996; Williams, 
2005). Of these, the process approach has been a mainstay of L2 writing pedagogy. Ever since Raimes (1985) 
identified that the writing process is recursive, the process of writing has been targeted by researchers. Williams 
(2005) suggested four stages of the writing process: getting started, creating the first drafts, revising, and editing. 
Williams asserted that L2 learners need to spend more time on all stages of the writing process and receive more 
discussion and feedback than native speakers (L1 writers). Likewise to Williams, Harmer (2004) suggested four 
main elements in the writing process: planning, drafting, editing (reflecting and revising), and the final version. 
These were presented via the process wheel, showing the many directions that writers can take. Tribble (1999) also 
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suggested the writing process is composed of prewriting, composing (drafting), revising, and editing, indicating that 
the whole process is not a fixed sequence but rather a dynamic and unpredictable process.   

Although the process writing approach has been adopted in L2 writing classrooms, some critiques have 
been made: an L1-oriented process writing approach might be inappropriate for L2 learners in different social and 
educational contexts from L1 contexts (Delpit, 1988; Holliday, 1994). From this argument, a post-process approach 
in the post-process movement has been suggested (Atkinson, 2003; Trimbur, 1994) putting an emphasis on the 
genre, other aspects of writing and writing instruction, and a final product as well as the writing process. Min (2011) 
suggested a principled eclectic approach for foreign language writing instruction, indicating the integral need to 
search for the most effective and efficient approach to enhance students’ writing skills. The principled eclectic 
approach adapts imported mainstream instructional approaches to local needs and stresses creations of local 
practices.  

There have been a few studies addressing blended learning in L2 writing (Behjat, Yamini & Bagheri, 2011; 
Miyazoe & Anderson, 2010; Yoon & Lee, 2010). These studies indicated that blended learning environments foster 
interaction among students and teachers and have a positive impact on the development of L2 writing skills. Yoon 
and Lee (2010), particularly, in a Korean university setting, proposed a model for blended learning in L2 writing 
(BLW) and found that the model was received positively by students and that there was an increase in high test 
results.  

Methodology 

Participants 

The participants of the study consisted of 51 English pre-service teachers in two universities in Seoul, 
Korea: H University and K University. The participants were enrolled in courses entitled “Logical Thinking and 
Writing in English” for pre-service teachers. This was a required course for pre-service teachers and taught by a 
bilingual Korean instructor. The course in H University was open to graduate students and the course in K 
University was open to both undergraduate and graduate students. A total of 25 graduate students enrolled in the 
course in H University, and 18 graduate students and 8 undergraduate students enrolled in the course in K 
University. H University’s course comprised of 3 males and 22 females, K University’s of 2 males and 24 females: a 
total of 5 males and 46 females.  

The participants of both courses were divided into groups of four or five for the response activity. As focus 
groups, three groups in K University were selected to examine the improvement of the participants’ writing skills 
and to gather qualitative data. The groups were heterogeneous in terms of writing proficiency level: high-beginning, 
intermediate, and high-intermediate. Their writing proficiency was based on their results from a pre-testing stage. 
The participants of the three groups (A, B, and C) are as seen in Table 1. Pseudonyms have been used to protect 
identities. 

Table 1. Participants of three groups 
Group Name  Writing proficiency Status Gender 

A 
Eunsung 
Mihye 
Sungjin 
Semi 

High-intermediate 
Intermediate 
Intermediate 
High-beginning  

Undergraduate 
Undergraduate 
Undergraduate 
Undergraduate  

Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 

B 
Jihyun 
Hyeyoung 
Kyunghee 
Insung 

High-intermediate 
High-intermediate 
Intermediate 
High-beginning 

Graduate 
Graduate 
Graduate 
Graduate 

Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 

C 
Garim 
Junghyuk 
Jungmin 
Miyoung 

High-intermediate 
Intermediate 
High-beginning  
High-beginning 

Undergraduate 
Undergraduate 
Graduate 
Graduate 

Female 
Male 
Female 
Female 

Data collection instruments and procedures 

In order to obtain data for this study, quantitative and qualitative data were gathered. Quantitative data 
sources included a questionnaire that used semantic differentials of six bipolar adjective scales (0-5) with six items 
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of usefulness, easiness, interest, motivation, helpfulness and satisfaction of the prototype of the instructional model. 
The questionnaire was designed to measure participants’ perceptions and was administered in class on week 16; 51 
questionnaires were completed and returned. 

Qualitative data sources included online and offline classroom observations, reflective journal entries, post 
interviews with three focus groups, and the focus groups’ writing drafts of the pre-test, midterm, and post-test. The 
classroom observations were undertaken every week throughout the entire semester as non-participant observation 
in order to gather information on the participants’ behaviours and interaction. Field notes and reflective observation 
logs were taken and offline peer response sessions of three focus groups were voice recorded. The participants were 
required to write reflective journals after producing a final draft in each writing cycle in order to reflect the writing 
process, comments from peers and teacher, writing activities and instruction. They were allowed to write the 
reflective journals in Korean. Focus group interviews were conducted at the end of the course as semi-structured 
interviews in Korean. The interviews were all voice recorded and notes were taken during the interviews. The 
interviews consisted of experience and behaviour, opinion and values, feeling, and background questions regarding 
previous experiences of English writing in blended learning and the model. The pre-test, midterm, and post-tests 
were given in week 1, 8, and 16 of the semester. The tests were to write an argumentative essay on the effectiveness 
of homework, the need of peer assessment in language learning, and the necessity of supervised night self-study, 
respectively. The 40-minute tests were administered in class and the participants were required to handwrite. 

Implementing a prototype of the instructional model for L2 writing in blended learning  

This study was conducted over two semesters from March 2012 to December 2012 in classes entitled 
Logical Thinking and Writing in English. The course at H University ran from March 2012 to June 2012, the course 
at K University from September 2012 to December 2012. Over 16 weeks, H University’s participants met for two 
hours each week, K University’s for three hours. For these courses, a prototype of the instructional model for L2 
writing in blended learning was implemented (See Fig. 2). The model combines an offline class, where students 
meet in a conventional classroom, with an online class where students interact with others using CMC tools, such as 
e-mail, bulletin board system (BBS), blogs and chatting programs taking into account the recursive process of 
writing and writing activities as well as instruction.  

Based on the process-oriented writing approach, the model possesses five stages: getting ready to write, 
drafting, revising, producing the final draft, and reviewing. In the first stage, students met in an offline class and, on 
selected topics, performed pre-writing activities such as listing, outlining, clustering, brainstorming and mind-
mapping individually, in groups and as a whole class, using varied-multimedia tools. In the drafting stage, the 
students were to produce first drafts and upload them to each group’s BBS in a class BBS. The students were 
required to conduct an online peer response session in each group, using a tag-line function in BBS, e-mail 
asynchronously or using chatting programs. After the online peer response sessions they were asked to revise their 
first drafts, produce a second draft, and upload it to the class BBS. In the revising stage, the students conducted the 
offline peer response sessions, collaboratively working on second drafts. The teacher also responded to students’ 
second drafts and provided feedback for the students. In the fourth stage, the students produced the final draft based 
on feedback from peers and the teacher in the online environment and uploaded it to the class BBS. The teacher 
responded to the students’ final drafts and provided feedback. After producing the final draft, the students wrote a 
reflective journal to reflect the writing process and feedback and comments from response sessions. The journal 
entries were also uploaded to the class BBS and recommended that they be shared to extend the learning 
experiences. 

Finally, in the reviewing stage, they evaluated their final drafts and conducted group discussions based on the 
reflective journals. This stage is distinguished from the pre-existing writing process, such as the writing process 
suggested by Williams (2005), Harmer (2004), and Tribble (1996). In order to reinforce learning and writing 
experiences throughout the one cycle, the students need to be provided explicit opportunities for evaluating and 
reviewing what they did in the one cycle with peers and the teacher. 
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Method of analysis 

Quantitative data from the questionnaire was analyzed using SPSS for descriptive statistics in order to 
investigate the participants’ perceptions toward the instructional model for L2 writing in blended learning. Field 
notes and reflective observation logs collected through classroom observation were categorized into either 
description or reflection. The field notes and observation logs were analyzed descriptively. The collected reflective 
journal entries from the focus groups were read through by the researchers to investigate emergent themes regarding 
the perceptions toward the model. The instances of accounts were categorized into the perceptions toward the stages 
of the model and translated into English. The focus group interviews were also transcribed and translated into 
English. The interview transcripts were read through and then analyzed and categorized. The drafts of pre-test, 
midterm, and post-tests were scored using the rubric for academic writing based on the scoring rubric for paragraph 
writing (Yoon & Lee, 2010). The rubric consists of four main components: content (30 points), organization (30 
points), structure (20 points), and mechanics (20 points). The drafts were scored by two raters, and Pearson’s r for 
all the drafts was over 0.8 in this study. 

Results and Discussion 

Perceptions toward the prototype of the instructional model for L2 writing in blended learning 

The participants were found to have positive perceptions toward the prototype of the instructional model 
for blended learning in L2 writing as seen in Table 2. They considered it useful (4.2745), interesting (3.3922), 
motivating (3.6667), helpful (3.9020) and satisfying (3.7843).  

Table 2. Perceptions toward the model 
Feature N Mean SD 

Usefulness 
Easiness 
Interest 

Motivation 
Helpfulness 
Satisfaction 

51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 

4.2745 
2.6863 
3.3922 
3.6667 
3.9020 
3.7843 

.82652 
1.17457 
1.09688 
1.12546 
1.13587 
1.06421 

The ample opportunities for writing and response sessions in online and offline environments were seen as 
the major benefits provided by the model. More than half of the participants (31, 60.8%) had not experienced 
process-oriented writing, indicating the participants were previously not given sufficient opportunities to write. This 
model appeared to provide the opportunities for producing multiple drafts, revising the drafts, giving and receiving 
peer feedback, and receiving teacher feedback. The following are excerpts from the participants commenting on the 
model. 

Eunsung: At first, it was difficult and even scary: English writing. However, as I practiced writing and 
conducted peer response sessions, following the steps in this course, I realized that English writing was not that 
difficult. [Reflective journal (RJ)6] 

Jungmin: I am absolutely satisfied with this course. Although I was very despondent due to my lack of 
writing skills, I thought the process-oriented writing was very interesting. This helps me study English writing by 
myself. [RJ6] 

Semi: I liked the peer response sessions provided in this course, utilizing the class BBS and the mobile 
messenger application, Kakao Talk. Through these sessions, I could recognize mistakes and errors which I had not 
known before and widen my knowledge of English writing. 

However, easiness (2.6863) was received as less positive than others. It can be attributed to the fact that 
most of the participants (39, 76.5%) had not had any previous experience of blended learning. They also seemed to 
have difficulties dealing with the content provided at each stage and considered L2 writing a difficult and 
challenging skill as seen in the transcripts of the interviews.   

Jihyun: It is, of course, not easy to write multiple drafts and upload them to the class BBS in time. 
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Miyoung: I liked the contents addressed in the classroom, but I felt rushed to finish the tasks and activities. 
It would be much better if we had enough time to address the content and conduct the tasks and writing activities. 

In Table 3, the participants had positive perceptions toward pre-writing activities in the getting ready to 
write stage. The participants considered the pre-writing activities useful (4.3922), easy (3.000), interesting (3.5294), 
motivating (3.8627), helpful (3.9216) and satisfying (3.9216). The participants were observed thinking of ideas and 
deliberating the organization of content during individual work, and enjoying discussing and sharing the results of 
individual work during group work in a non-threatening environment. Also, they appeared to appreciate further 
information and comments provided by the teacher. The following are the excerpts from the participants’ reflective 
journals commenting on pre-writing activities.  

Sungjin: I could gather a lot of information through the pre-writing activity, listing. Pre-writing activities 
have the merits in terms of producing better drafts through a variety of collected information. [RJ1] 

Jungmin: I had recognized that mindmaps are a very powerful technique in writing, but I had rarely used 
them. I think organizing ideas and expressing them are part of a quite meaningful process. Also, I really liked the 
websites, such as http://www.okmindmap.com or http://www.lextutor.ca/ because they are useful. [RJ5] 

Table 3. Perceptions toward pre-writing activities  Table 4. Perceptions toward writing multiple drafts  
Feature N Mean SD  Feature N Mean SD 

Usefulness 
Easiness 
Interest 

Motivation 
Helpfulness  
Satisfaction 

51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 

4.3922 
3.0000 
3.5294 
3.8627 
3.9216 
3.9216 

.80196 
1.14891 
.98697 
.84899 
.93473 
.91309 

 

Usefulness 
Easiness 
Interest 

Motivation 
Helpfulness  
Satisfaction 

51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 

4.3922 
2.3725 
2.9020 
3.7059 
4.2549 
3.9412 

.69508 
1.29554 
1.06311 
1.06384 
.84482 
.98817 

As shown in Table 4, the participants considered writing multiple drafts, drafting, revising, and producing 
the final draft performed in the while-writing stage useful (4.3922), motivating (3.7059), helpful (4.2549), and 
satisfying (3.9412). In particular, they were found to think it very useful and helpful to improve writing skills 
because it provided sufficient opportunities for writing practice. Although the participants found it difficult to write 
multiple drafts, they appeared to recognize the benefits of the process-oriented writing approach as presented in 
reflective journal entries. 

Jihyun: As I wrote the drafts several times throughout the semester, it became more helpful for the 
development of my writing skills. I think the writing assignments and the instruction are both very necessary, and I 
appreciate this course since it helped me a lot. [RJ3] 

Mihye: The biggest improvement this made to my writing was related to time. I usually spent a long time 
drafting, but I decided to produce the drafts fast, focusing on the drafts, and I could complete the drafts in one hour. 
[RJ4] 

The participants’ perceptions toward writing reflective journals are somewhat less positive than the other 
elements of the instructional model for L2 writing in blended learning as presented in Table 5. Despite its usefulness 
(3.7647), the participants showed a low level of interest (2.6471) and motivation (3.0392).  

Table 5. Perceptions toward writing reflective journal  
Feature N Mean SD 

Usefulness 
Easiness 
Interest 

Motivation 
Helpfulness  
Satisfaction 

51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
51 

3.7647 
3.0392 
2.6471 
3.0392 
3.0784 
3.2745 

1.47768 
1.26429 
1.45360 
1.42774 
1.26243 
1.23415 

It can be attributed to the notion that there was a lack of interaction among the participants and the teacher. 
Since writing reflective journals was considered personal and cognitive work, it remained in individual areas. Some 
had difficulties writing about the given areas and were overwhelmed and stressed after finishing the entire process. 
It was also suggested that the reviewing stage needed to be intensified with more explicit consolidation by the 
teacher to reinforce and to foster further learning as seen in the transcripts of the interview. 
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Mihye: I was stressed out about writing the first draft and further revising. Also, it was easy not easy to 
write the reflective journals and upload them to the class BBS. 

Jihyun: I think this course could be much more helpful if the teacher consolidated the entire writing process 
and contents at the end of the cycle. Because we did not address the final drafts in detail, there were somethings that 
I could not fully understand. 

Effects of the prototype of the instructional model for L2 writing in blended learning 

As shown in Figure 1, the members of group A showed an increase in scores from the pre-test to the 
midterm, and the post-test. Eunsung, who is a high-intermediate level student, got 81 points in the pre-test, 86 points 
in the midterm, and 90 points in the post-test. Although she was knowledgeable of English writing, she seemed to be 
concerned about content and organization. She was found to recognize the importance of content and organization 
through process writing, often interacting with group members in response sessions provided in the drafting and 
revising stages. Mihye, who scored 71 points in the pre-test, also showed an increase of 10 points from the pre-test 
to the post-test. Mihye was a very hardworking student and completed each task and activity in the stages diligently. 
Not only did she gain higher scores in the midterm and post-test, but she also gained confidence in English writing 
and was satisfied with the model as seen in the transcript from the interviews.  

Mihye: This course is absolutely helpful for improving individuals’ writing skills. I feel a big sense of 
accomplishment in my writing. At first, I felt some pressure writing the first draft, but as I wrote more and more, I 
could produce the first draft fast and learn certain strategies. Through this course, I was able to gain confidence in 
writing and now I even consider myself a good writer.   

For all the members of Group B, there were increases of points from the pre-test to the post-tests as seen in 
Figure 1. Among the group members, Insung gained 59 points in the pre-test, showing a low level of writing 
proficiency. Insung seemed to have difficulties selecting appropriate words and organizing the content of drafts. 
However, as he produced drafts and revised them through received feedback from peers and the teacher with 
supportive explicit activities and instructions in the model, his writing skills improved, gaining six points overall 
from the pre-test to midterm, and eight points from the midterm to the post-test. The other group members, Jihyun, 
Hyeyoung, and Kyunghee, were all eager to respond to peers’ drafts and participate in the writing activities as well 
as the writing process, and gained higher scores in the midterm and post-test.   

 
Fig. 1. Scores of three focus groups 

Every member in Group C showed increases of points from the pre-test to the post-test as well. Among the 
group members, Junghyuk’s performance was notable. Junghyuk was not able to complete his composition in the 
pre-test in 40 minutes. The number of produced words was 132, and the number of produced sentences 10. 
However, he completed his mid-term and post-test composition with 276 words and 15 sentences, and 296 words 
and 19 sentences respectively. With the increase in quantity of words and sentences, the quality of drafts  improved 
from the pre-test (74) to the post-test (92.5) stage. This improvement can be attributed to Junghyuk performing tasks 
and activities provided in the model and following the writing process. Junghyuk was observed to interact with other 
group members in class BBS, respond to peers’ comments and explain the reasons for his writing through the tag-
line function. He seemed to be able to acknowledge his weaknesses and thus tried to make as many revisions to the 
first and second drafts as possible. He also recognized that he could write faster than before and could arrange his 
ideas in more logical ways as this excerpt from his reflective journal states: 

Junghyuk: I think I become more confident and relaxed while I am writing. Now, I organize my ideas and 
then start to write from these thoughts for more logical drafts. [RJ3] 
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Modification of the prototype of the instructional model for L2 writing in blended learning  

Based on the main findings, the prototype of the instructional model for L2 writing in blended learning was 
modified as presented in Figure 2. In order to reduce the burden that the participants bear during the writing process 
of the model and to provide sufficient time to reflect the feedback from online peer response sessions, the task of 
revising the first draft and producing the second draft was moved from the drafting stage to the revising stage. The 
participants were observed to have too heavy a workload in the drafting stage: writing the first draft, conducting 
online peer response sessions, revising the first draft and producing the second draft all within one week. They 
seemed to be in a hurry to conduct each task and to not have sufficient time to reflect on comments from peers or to 
make decisions as to whether the comments were to be incorporated for revisions or not. By revising the locations of 
the first draft and producing the second draft, the students’ burdens can be eased and ample time allowed for 
students to reflect on feedback and deliberate the revision process more thoroughly.  

To reinforce the writing process and foster further learning after producing the final draft, online peer 
response sessions in the producing the final draft stage are to be added. The participants in the study were found to 
rarely address the final draft despite its importance as a product. In order to engage students’ attention to the final 
drafts and promote interaction among the students, the online peer response session is to be added; however, this 
online peer response session should only be conducted if the students find it necessary. In addition, the reviewing 
stage is to be intensified to reinforce teaching and learning writing skills. In the prototype of the model, reviewing 
was conducted based on the reflective journal entries with evaluation of the final draft by the teacher and students. 
However, it was found to be insufficient for addressing the tasks and activities provided in the model, so 
consolidating the writing process and feedback from the students and the teacher and setting goals for next writing 
are included. The consolidation provides students with opportunities to review what they have learned in the writing 
process and to address the important points made. Goal setting also connects problems acknowledged in the writing 
cycle to improvements that need to be made for further writing cycles. 

 
Fig. 2. The instructional model for L2 writing in blended learning 

The participants in the study were observed to utilize varied functions of personal learning devices (PLDs) 
such as smartphones, iPads, or tablet PCs and mobile messenger applications (MMAs) for their response sessions as 
well as the drafting and revising stages. Using PLDs and MMAs did not require the participants to use computers, 
and consequently provided flexibility and mobility for communication and interaction regardless of time or place; 
thus, it is seen as essential to implement PLDs and MMAs as learning tools. 
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Conclusion 

This case study was conducted to investigate EFL pre-service teachers’ perceptions toward the prototype of 
the instructional model for L2 writing in blended learning and its effectiveness on the development of L2 writing 
skills and to develop a proper model of the instruction for L2 writing in blended learning. The main findings are as 
follows: First, the participants were found to receive the model positively. They considered it useful and helpful for 
the improvement of their writing skills; however, they found it somewhat difficult dealing with some of the tasks 
and activities provided in the model. Second, the model was found to be effective for the development of L2 writing 
skills. The model illustrates the writing process in five systematic stages and suggests a combination of writing 
activities based on the four writing components with varied learning materials and tools provided in online as well 
as offline environments. Due to the abundant opportunities to produce multiple drafts, the giving and receiving of 
feedback, and the explicit practicing of the four writing components, the participants were found to gain higher 
scores for the midterm and the post-test than the pre-test. Last, the prototype of the instructional model for L2 
writing in blended learning was modified by reducing the students’ burden, intensifying the reviewing stage to 
reinforce further learning, and adding the learning tools for the promotion of interaction and communication among 
the students and teacher.  

For the effective and efficient implementation of this model for L2 writing classrooms, teachers or 
instructors need to carefully consider their students’ learning environments and academic needs. According to 
learning environments and academic needs, this model could be implemented and modified. For example, the 
writing process can be shortened to a one week cycle for advanced students. The writing activities on structure can 
also be added for students who are not yet capable of producing accurate sentences. Teacher training needs to be 
conducted prior to the implementation of this model since it requires teachers to teach contents, respond to students’ 
writings, interact with students through varied learning tools, facilitate interaction, monitor students’ writing 
process, and manage time efficiently. Teachers, therefore, need to be prepared to effectively employ this model for 
their students in terms of utilizing learning tools as well as addressing contents.  

Since this study was conducted as a case study, further research needs to be carried out with a large number 
of participants to provide a true experiment and investigation of its effectiveness. Furthermore, more studies need to 
be conducted with participants of other languages and varied proficiency levels to examine the impact of the model 
on the development of L2 writing skills.  
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Abstract 

This paper provides a review of research trends and content analysis of studies in the field of YouTube that 
were published in seven major journals: Turkish Online Journal of Educational Technology (TOJET), Educational 
Technology & Society (ET&S), Educational Technology Research & Development (ETR&D), Computers & 
Education (C&E), Learning and Instruction (L&I), Australasian Journal of Educational Technology (AJET) and 
British Journal of Educational Technology (BJET). These articles were cross analyzed by published years. Content 
analysis was implemented for further analysis based on their research topics, issues category, research settings and 
sampling, research design, research method and data analysis. The results of the analysis also provide insights for 
educators and researchers into research trends and issues related to YouTube.  

Keywords: YouTube; trends; content analysis. 

Introduction 

YouTube is the world's most popular online video site, with users watching 4 billion hours’ worth of video 
each month, and uploading 72 hours’ worth of video every minute (YouTube, 2013).  YouTube began in February 
2005 and was founded by Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, and Jawed Karim who named it “YouTube.com”.  Through the 
YouTube platform, people started to create a video-sharing website on which users could upload, share, and view 
videos. 

Since then, YouTube has gained an audience of billions of users including educators and scholars. While 
the academic literature provides some evidence that YouTube has been studied and written about, little is known 
about priorities for YouTube research. This study employed trend analysis and content analysis method to obtain 
data on research topics, issues category, research settings and sampling, research design, research method and data 
analysis on articles published regarding YouTube in selected journals ( Cheung & Hew, 2009).  

Having started in 2005, YouTube has developed into a prominent online video-sharing destination. The 
millions of video clips on YouTube represent a broad spectrum of user interests including those of educators, 
scholars and researchers. YouTube EDU (http://www.youtube.com/edu) illustrates a portion of the growing 
academic presence on YouTube as colleges and universities establish institutional channels through which they 
share videotaped lectures and campus events. YouTube has become a topic of discussion and inquiry within the 
scholarly literature as educators and researchers grapple with questions about the possibilities and problems 
associated with social media (Chenail, 2008; Snelson, 2009, 2010). 
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1.1 Research Objectives 

This paper is aimed at evaluating and identifying the trend and content analysis of studies in the field of 
YouTube that were published in seven major journals: Turkey Online Journal of Educational Technology (TOJET), 
Educational Technology & Society (ET&S), Educational Technology Research & Development (ETR&D), 
Computers & Education (C&E), Learning and Instruction (L&I), Australasian Journal of Educational Technology 
(AJET) and British Journal of Educational Technology (BJET). These articles were cross analyzed by published 
years. Content analysis was implemented for further analysis based on their research topics, issues category, 
research settings and sampling, research design, research method and data analysis.  

The objectives to be achieved through this study are as follows:  
1. What are research topics, research settings and samplings related to YouTube have been published in seven 

journals over the last 6 years? 
2. What are the main issues categories and sources of articles related to studies on YouTube in the seven 

journals between 2007 and 2012? 
3. What types of research design, research method and data analysis have been applied in the related article of 

YouTube? 

1.2 Review on Studies of YouTube 

In their research paper Mullen and Wedwick (2008) say that modern technology should be implemented 
into classroom instruction in order for students to develop the skills needed in our new digital society. Technology is 
considered as a major part of every aspect of our lives; it is no wonder that it is being seen more and more in 
schools. Educators have a responsibility to prepare students for the future and technology is a very real component 
of that future. The phenomenon of technology and preparing students for the future is at the forefront of education. It 
has become such an important topic that the New York State Department of Education has developed standards for 
educational technology. Over the past decade, these standards have been developed not only to implement 
technology into the classroom, but to ensure that by the end of eighth grade all students are computer literate 
(“Education technology” n.d.).  

Incorporating technology into the classroom is not only for the benefit of the students, but for the benefit of 
the teachers as well. Technology can be used to help teachers be more interactive, effective, and engaging (Yu & 
Smith, 2008). According to the New York State Department of Education, educational technology is defined as 
“using multimedia technologies or audiovisual aids as a tool to enhance the teaching and learning process” 
(“Definitions and terminology” n.d.). Additionally, technology allows teachers to reach out to different types of 
learners (Gorder, 2008). Not all students learn the same way; with technology use teachers can adapt their lessons to 
a multitude of student needs. With such a mutually beneficial relationship, teachers should be willing to integrate 
technology into classroom activities. According to Juhasz (2008) YouTube is providing “access to what exactly? 
Democratization of what really?” The claims of Web 2.0 are only relevant if you happen to have a computer with 
broadband connection, and the majority of people in the world have no such luxury (Steven, 2003). 

Although Web 2.0 holds some exciting possibilities for all areas of community media, and the sector is best 
placed to harness its full potential, new technologies can simply put a new face on an old problem (Juhasz, 2008). At 
the moment, rather than video tapes on the shelves of production companies gathering dust, the new trend is to 
upload the video onto YouTube for all the world to see, and let it sit there online, gathering “cyberdust”.   

Mullen and Wedwick (2008) wrote that anything from a music video to a political speech to an amateur 
movie can be found on YouTube. With such a wide range of applications, teachers are just beginning to unravel the 
potential benefits of using YouTube during a lesson. Anyone who accesses YouTube can search the large database 
of videos for his particular need, or a user can set up an account and save selected videos to that account (Mullen & 
Wedwick, 2008). If teachers search for videos in preparation for their lesson, they can save the video to the created 
account, thus eliminating time spent in class to search and select the correct video. 
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Methodology 

This study examines related research relevant to YouTube in education in seven selected journals from 
2007 to 2012. The seven selected journals were: Turkish Online Journal of Educational Technology (TOJET), 
Educational Technology & Society (ET&S), Educational Technology Research & Development (ETR&D), 
Computers & Education (C&E), Learning and Instruction (L&I), Australasian Journal of Educational Technology 
(AJET) and British Journal of Educational Technology (BJET). The journals chosen are widely accessed and have 
high impact factor based on the 2011 Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) Journal Citation Reports and based on 
its impact factor as released by Thomson Scientific 2011 Journal Citation Reports. There were a total of 4,319 
document items from 2007 to 2012 published by these seven journals. Only papers identified as being of the type 
“articles” in the seven journals were analyzed.  Publications such as “book reviews”, “letters”, and “editorial 
materials” were all excluded from this study. Finally, two research based articles related to YouTube were found 
from these journals. As a study on preparation of basic knowledge in the field of YouTube based learning which is 
still new in the context of education in Malaysia, this study was implemented in a limited scope. Two approaches to 
analysis were used in this study, namely trend analysis and content analysis. 

The different databases were chosen due to the availability of certain journals and accessibility of the 
abstract and full text for the selected articles. The databases were; EBSCOhost, ProQuest Education Journals, 
Science Direct, Springer Link, Web of Science and Wiley Online Library. One search engine was also used for the 
purpose above. The search engine used was Google Scholar. 

The first procedure in conducting this research is setting three items to search for the related articles in all 
databases above. They are: (1) Selected Journal Name for Journal Name, Publication Title or Journal/Book Title 
column, (2) YouTube for Topic or Title column and (3) 2007-2012 for Timespan, Year or Coverage column. This 
step is important to ensure standardization in order to search the related articles in spite of the different interface 
between all databases. 

In total, 66 articles were identified from the first procedure. The next procedure consists of further 
comprehensive review which needs the researchers to examine the 66 articles carefully to determine the articles 
actually related to YouTube. Finally, a total of two articles were selected for the analysis. 

2.1 Trend Analysis 

Trend analysis of an article can show the periodic discussion taking place in a knowledge discipline (Erford 
et al., 2010). In the analysis of trend and frequency, justification for article selection is found in the seven journals. 
Descriptive statistics are used to analyze the articles related to YouTube published in the seven journals over a 6 
year period from 2007 until 2012.  

2.2 Content Analysis 

Based on content analysis or the process of summarizing and reporting of written data (Cohen et al., in 
Cowan, 2011), the research topics in the articles selected for analysis were categorized according to key words in the 
given abstracts, issues discussed as well as research scope.  Throughout the data analysis carried out, each category 
identified was further clarified using thematic analysis. At the end of the analysis, the categories of the articles are as 
follows: 
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1. Research topics 
2. Issues category 
3. Research settings and samplings 
4. Research designs 
5. Research Method 
6. Data Analysis 

3. Findings 

3.1 Frequency and Trend Analysis 

Based on frequency analysis, there were two articles listed in the shortlist related to the topic of YouTube. 
These two articles were in the British Journal of Educational Technology (BJET) and Computers & Education 
(C&E) for the period 2007 until 2012. Analysis of number of articles based on yearly periods is given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Number of Articles Related to Studies on YouTube According to Selected Journals  

Journal Frequency References 

BJET 1 Chareen Snelson, Kerry Rice & Constance 
Wyzard, 2012 
 
 

C&E 1 Karsten Krauskopf, Carmen Zahn & Friedrich W. 
Hesse, 2012 
 

Analysis of the findings shows that frequency of articles related to YouTube are started to be researched in 
British Journal of Educational Technology (BJET) and Computers & Education (C&E). Turkish Online Journal of 
Educational Technology (TOJET), Educational Technology Research & Development (ETR&D), Learning and 
Instruction (L&I) and Educational Technology & Society (ET&S) and Australasian Journal of Educational 
Technology (AJET) have no research articles related to YouTube published within the period 2007 to 2012.    

3.1 Content Analysis of Current Articles on Studies Related to YouTube 

For the latest trend related to YouTube, this study also consider issues in the published articles in the seven 
journals, but only Computers & Education (C&E) and British Journal of Educational Technology (BJET) for the 
years from 2007 until 2012. Given the limitation of the date of publication, three articles related to YouTube were 
found. The selected articles were types of research based articles.  

Research based articles are content analyzed based on several constructs such as title, source, sample, 
research design, instrumentation and type of data analysis used. Table 2 shows the result of content analysis of two 
selected articles related to YouTube according to research based articles.  
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Table 2: Content Analysis and Current Focus of Articles Based on Studies Related to YouTube 

Article title Research 
Topic 

Issues Category Research 
Setting and 
Samplings 

Research 
design 

Re-
search 
Method 

Data 
Analysis 

1. Research 
priorities for 
YouTube and 
video-sharing 
technologies: 
A Delphi 
study 

Areas in 
need of 
research 

Obtain consensus 
from experts about 
areas that are most in 
need of research in 
video-sharing 
technology 
(Particularly YouTube). 

17 experts  
Questionnaire in 
online 

Quantitative 
Survey 

Delphi 
Method 

Descrip-
tive 
Statistics 

      

2. Leveraging 
the affordance 
of YouTube: 
The role of 
pedagogical 
knowledge 
and mental 
models of 
technology 
functions for 
lesson 
planning with 
technology 
 

Potentials 
of digital 
video 
technology 
in school-
based 
education 

To integrate teacher 
knowledge of a 
technology with their 
professional knowledge 
about teaching. This 
paper described mental 
models of YouTube, 
lesson planning for 
using YouTube, 
barriers to using 
YouTube in the “ideal” 
way and mental models 
as mediators of 
pedagogical knowledge 
 

This study was 
administered 
online and 
participants were 
recruited via a 
German online 
forum for pre- 
service teachers. 
Sixty (60) pre-
service teacher 
users of the 
forum answered 
the questionnaire 

Quantitative 
Survey 

 Descrip-
tive 
Statistics 

 

3.3 Content Analysis of Source of Articles Based on Studies Related to YouTube 

The first article, “Research priorities for YouTube and video-sharing technologies: A Delphi study” is 
written by Chareen Snelson, Kerry Rice and Constance Wyzard and was published in the British Journal of 
Educational Technology in 2012. The second article, “Leveraging the affordance of YouTube: The role of 
pedagogical knowledge and mental models of technology functions for lesson planning with technology” was 
written also in 2012 by Karsten Krauskopf, Carmen Zahn, and Friedrich W. Hesse in the journal Computers & 
Education . 
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Table 3: Content Analysis of Source of Articles Based on Studies Related  to YouTube 

 
 Article title Source : (author, year, journal, 

page numbers) 
 1. Research priorities for YouTube and video-sharing 

technologies: A Delphi study 
Snelson, Chareen, Rice, Kerry, & 
Wyzard, Constance. (2012). 
British Journal of Educational 
Technology, vol 43 No 1, 119-129. 

   

 2. Leveraging the affordance of YouTube: The role of pedagogical 
knowledge and mental models of technology functions for lesson 
planning with technology 

Krauskopf, K., Zahn, Carmen, & 
Hesse, F. W. (2012). Computers & 
Education, 58, 1194-1206. 
 

4. Discussion  

In this section, the authors summarize and discuss the major findings and the results are:  

1. Two research topics covered about areas are most in need of research in YouTube and potentials of 
digital video technology (YouTube) in school-based education. The first article determined seven priority categories 
in YouTube over the next five years. Seven categories were identified and ranked in order of priority: 1) users, 
groups and communities 2) teaching and learning 3) social/political impact 4) video creation/production 5) 
legal/ethical 6) media management 7) commercial interest. The second article found that participating pre-service 
teachers focused on YouTube as an audio-visual medium and as a searchable database with additional Web 2.0 
features.   

2. The research setting and sampling of the article title Research priorities for YouTube and video-sharing 
technologies: A Delphi study, are find 35 experts which had conducted empirical research studied and had multiple 
publications about YouTube. The 35 researchers were invited to participate in a Delphi study to determine YouTube 
research priorities. Then, 17 researchers are agreeing to take part in the study. The sample was involved in a three 
round Delphi process involving two cycles of online questionnaires and feedback reports. The optimal number of 
Delphi participants to include on an expert panel with suggestions from 10 to 30 (Anderson & Kanuka, 2003). The 
setting and sampling of the second article was administered online too and participants were recruited via a German 
online forum for pre service teachers. Sixty (60) pre-service teachers who were forum users answered the 
questionnaire. 

3. The main issues categories and related to studies on YouTube in the seven journals between 2007 and 
2012 are about to obtain a consensus from experts about areas most in need of research in video-sharing technology 
(particularly YouTube). The second article describes mental models of YouTube, lesson planning for using 
YouTube, barriers to using YouTube in the “ideal” way and mental models as mediators of pedagogical knowledge.  

4. The research design for both articles is survey design. Research design of these articles are quantitative 
survey undertaken through online questionnaire. 

5. Research method for first article is Delphi Technique which is to obtain consensus of experts in a three 
round Delphi process. The research method for the second article is survey technique using web based 
questionnaires (online) which consisted of three parts. The participants were recruited via a German online forum 
for pre-service teachers (http: //www.lehramtforum.de). Sixty pre-service teacher users of this forum completed the 
questionnaire. All participants will become educators at the secondary level. The three part questionnaire contain 
demographic questions (age, gender, high school grades), two scales measuring their general pedagogical beliefs and 
open questions. 
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6. Data analysis of these two articles involved descriptive statistics. Descriptive statistics refer to measures 
of central tendency or location (median, mean, mode, percentiles, etc) and measure of variation or spread (range, 
variance, standard deviation etc), graphs and charts are also useful tools to understand the characteristics of each 
variable (Rasimah, Puziwati, & Norizam, 2000).  

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, this study reviewed seven selected journals published within six years between 2007 and 
2012. These YouTube articles related only started to be studied of late, by 2012. This study could be affected by the 
setting of the studies based on their research topics, issues category, research settings and sampling, research design, 
research method and data analysis. Furthermore, there will never be a fit finding on the same issues researched and 
further studies always be needed to fill in the gaps between the last and the current studies.  Frequency studying of 
YouTube increases in the current issues (2013). Study of YouTube can attract other researchers and will give more 
results besides affecting our educational system. 
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ABSTRACT 

Non-Suicidal Self-Injury (NSSI) is a complex behavior. Many Web-sites devoted to NSSI are available and 
in this manuscript we have performed a content analysis, analyzing how NSSI is portrayed. From a clinical point of 
view, as suggested by Lewis and collaborators, the clinician while interviewing the patient should inquire about 
his/her online activities. More quantitative-based research is needed to shed light on this topic.  

Key words: Internet; Non-Suicidal Self-Injury (NSSI); YouTube. 

INTRODUCTION 

Non-Suicidal Self-Injury (NSSI) is a deliberate, direct, reiterate and socially deprecable behavior resulting 
in destruction of one's own body tissue with no intention of committing suicide, even though it is associated with a 
high risk of considered or attempted suicide [1]. 

Even if there is a lack of an ambiguous and consistent terminology and NSSI remains an “umbrella term” 
rather than a precise self-defined nosological entity [2], despite many efforts of providing a systematic and 
comprehensive consensus (it is noteworthy mentioning the “Classification of Self-Injurious thoughts and 
behaviors”) [3], interest in exploring NSSI is increasing in the scientific community, a growing body of evidence is 
accumulating and proposals for including NSSI in the forthcoming Diagnostic Statistic Manual (DSM) V version 
have been put forward [4-8]. 

Currently, according to the DSM-IV TR and ICD-10, a description of NSSI-like behaviors constitutes one 
of the items of Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD). However, NSSI has peculiar characteristics that enables to 
distinguish it from other mental disorders. From an epidemiological point of view, subjects affected by NSSI are 
usually in the 12/14-24 years range and the most common ways of self-injuring are self-cutting (generally on the 
inside part of the arms), head banging/punching and hitting walls, pinching, skin picking, scratching, and hair 
pulling [9]. The precise aetiology of NSSI is unknown, but a genetic background and biological impairments, such 
as alterations of brain morphology, of lipid plasma levels, of neurotransmitters (in particular, serotoninergic, 
dopaminergic and opioid systems) [10-12], as well as a story of child trauma and sexual abuse have been reported. 

Experimental studies have shown how people suffering from NSSI are likely to use more online sites as a 
preferential platform for conveying their feelings and emotions, and moreover, the onset age of NSSI coincides with 
the peak of the Internet use and accessing [13]. Therefore, it is of vital clinical importance and relevance that the 
psychiatrists become aware of the NSSI-related online material, check their reliability [14-16], in order to be able to 
react to it and to discuss it with their patients. The new media can have a dangerous epidemic and “viral”, 
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contagious effect on vulnerable subjects [17-23], and some scholars talk about a so-called “Werther effect”, a 
“cybersuicide phenomenon” or a “virtual cutting edge”. 

Undoubtedly, NSSI 2.0 is a complex reality where web-sites can have a negative effect of reinforcement, or 
on the contrary can be used for healthier purposes, such as health education, self-managing and coping strategy. 

In this preliminary report, we introduce the concept of “NSSI 2.0”, that is to say the study of the Internet 
usage by subjects with NSSI, and its related representations. We have transcribed the YouTube videos related to 
NSSI and used content-analysis in order to analyze them and extract pertinent information. YouTube is having an 
emerging and clinically relevant role in the field of suicidology. Ad hoc web portals and surveys could be designed 
at the light of the reported results, for helping people with NSSI, while monitoring the extant online sites and videos. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

YouTube is an online platform that enables users to freely download, share videos and even to upload their 
own created videos. YouTube videos related to “autolesionismo” (Italian for NSSI) were mined, downloaded, 
transcribed, after removing duplicates or non-pertinent material. Content-analysis or textual analysis was performed 
using T-LAB® software. Content analysis is a scholarly methodology widely used in the social sciences for studying 
the content of communication – articles from journals and magazine, books, or videos, websites, etc. – from a 
qualitative point of view.  

RESULTS 

Most videos showed crude and dramatic images (Figure 1). The conceptual map showed that NSSI is 
strictly related to suffering, having problems, having ambivalent emotions (a sense of hate and of  self-destruction), 
being alone, a strong need to talk with others, to share one's own feelings and being understood (Figure 2). Figures 
3-5 show how these concepts related to NSSI cluster together (Figure 3 Sammon's stress technique, Figure 4 co-
occurence graph, Figure 5 map of the main themes and semantic categories). 

DISCUSSION 

Being anonymous, NSSI subjects accept to use the Internet (forum, blogs, chat), easily speaking about their 
difficulties and problems, without experiencing stigma, marginalization. and however, according to a research 
carried out by Lewis and collaborators, even though promising and apparently helpful, these sites should be 
carefully monitored and validated by physicians and practitioners [24]. These sites are usually run by peers who, in 
some cases, have not succeeded to stop self-injuring. Moreover, the quality of the information about NSSI and the 
content itself are not always of high quality or corresponding to the truth: some videos of YouTube that we analyzed 
tried to deny that NSSI is disease and there is a need of a proper treatment, by normalizing it. This is clinically 
relevant since the spreading of not reliable, misleading and even dangerous information could lead the users to 
imitate this kind of behaviors.  

CONCLUSION 

Despite its limitations, this preliminary exploration showed that monitoring and checking the Web-based 
material concerning NSSI is of crucial importance. NSSI is an increasing phenomenon, probably due also to the 
reinforcement provided by the same digital technologies. From a clinical point of view, as suggested by Lewis and 
collaborators, the clinician while interviewing the patient should inquire about his/her online activities. More 
quantitative-based research is needed to shed light on this topic.  
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FIGURES CAPTIONS. 

Figure 1: some of the images present in the videos uploaded on YouTube and concerning NSSI. Most of them are crude and 
dramatic. 
Figure 2: conceptual map of terms and words strictly related to NSSI. 
Figure 3: Sammon's stress graph, showing how NSSI-related concepts and representations cluster together. 
Figure 4: co-occurrence graph of the most important terms and words related to NSSI. 
Figure 5: map of the main themes and categories related to NSSI, as shown from the content analysis. 
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Abstract 

This paper provides content analysis of studies in the field of Wikis that were published in six major journals: TOJET, 
Educational Technology & Society, Educational Technology Research &Development, Computers & Education, Australasian 
Journal of Educational Technology and British Journal of Educational Technology. These articles were cross analyzed by 
published years. Content analysis was implemented for further analysis based on their research topics, issues category, research 
settings and samplings, research designs, research method and data analysis. The results of the analysis also provide insights for 
educators and researchers into research trends and patterns related to wikis. 
 
Keywords: Wiki; content analysis; trends; patterns 

Introduction 

This study focuses on wikis, a social media tool for collaborative problem-solving. The feature of social media is 
that social interaction and dialogue between peers, as well as experts, is enabled. Scaffolding and modelling of 
learning behaviours for engaging the learners is provided (Andrews & Haythornthwaite, 2009).   

A wiki is a collection of easily editable webpages, interlinked through hypertext systems for storing and 
modifying information (Guo & Stevens, 2011). Wiki, which means “quick” in Hawaiian, can be used for 
collaborative writing and problem-solving tasks. By providing a collaborative learning environment, learners can 
collectively contribute to the content while building the website and adding new pages. At the same time the content 
on the webpage can be edited by other users. As learners collaborate in publishing their work, they gather 
information, represent it in new ways, and generate novel ideas (Bonk, Lee, Kim, & Lin, 2009). 

Wikis are a relatively new tool for teaching and learning. The first wiki was developed by Ward Cunningham in 
1995 and was initially a form of database of information (Cunningham, 2012). Recently, wikis have been used as a 
social media tools for interaction and collaborative processes. The use of wikis has gained the interest among 
academicians who see the potential of the use of wikis for learning (Guo & Stevens, 2011). 

There also seems to be an increase in the number of articles on the use of wiki for education in recent years with 
the interest in social media tools in recent years. Hence, the purpose of this paper is to determine the type of research 
and trends in the use of wikis in education. The investigation would answer the following research questions.  

x What is the trend in the number of articles published on wikis from 2007 – 2012 in the selected journals in 
the field of educational technology? 

x What are the focus areas of the studies in the selected journals related to in the field of educational 
technology? 

x What are the research designs used in the research related to wikis in the selected journals in the field of 
educational technology?  

The scope of this study would be limited to research related to wikis in the articles published in the selected 
educational technology journals from 2007 to 2012. The findings are relevant to researchers investigating the 
integration of technology, namely wiki in instruction, and for teachers who wish to explore effective and engaging 
methods of instruction using collaboration and social media tools.  

                                                           
* Dorothy DeWitt. Tel +603- 7967 5077; fax: +603- 7967 5139. 
E-mail address: dorothy@um.edu.my 
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Wikis for collaboration  

Wikis have been used for collaboration for the construction of knowledge. Information can be shared with an 
audience in an online portal (Bonk, Lee, Kim, & Lin, 2009). This asynchronous communication tool is not merely 
used for knowledge transmission in learning through sharing of information, but transforms knowledge as the 
learners involved generate, share and reshape knowledge on the wiki (Bonk et al., 2009).  

Learners gradually become experts as they participate in the active learning process while contributing to 
knowledge-building on the wiki (Bonk et al., 2009; Pifarré & Li, 2012; Zhang et al., 2007). As learners gather and 
evaluate the information and knowledge, they then manage the assimilation and application of the knowledge in 
finding solutions to problems (Biasutti & El-Deghaidy, 2012). At the same time their peers and instructors help 
scaffold the learner in this process to achieve expert status (Pifarré & Li, 2012; Whipp & Lorentz, 2009; Zhang et 
al., 2007). Hence, the culture of participatory learning in a collaborative environment for social interactions is 
afforded by wikis (Bonk et al., 2009; Pifarré & Li, 2012).  

Mindtools 

Computer applications can be used to promote meaningful learning and critical thinking. When computers and the 
applications are used in meaningful ways to organize and represent personal knowledge, they are considered as tools 
for assisting thinking, or mindtools. “Mindtools” are computer-based tools and learning environments that have been 
adapted or developed to function as intellectual partners with the learner in order to engage and facilitate critical 
thinking and higher order thinking (Jonassen, 2000; p.9)” 

However, Jonassen’s (2000) mindtools includes use in live conversation environments and computer 
conferences.  Social media tools can be used to develop meaningful learning and critical thinking skills. These are 
called social mindtools (Nuutinen, Sutinen, Botha & Kommers, 2010).  

Methodology 

Sampling 

Six journals were used for this research namely as Turkish Online Journal on Educational Technology (TOJET), 
Educational Technology & Society (ETS), Educational Technology Research & Development (ETRD), Computers 
& Education (CE), Australasian Journal of Educational Technology (AJET) and British Journal of Educational 
Technology (BJET). All of these journals were ISI-ranked journals and prominent academic journals in the field of 
‘Educational Technology’.  

Procedure 

Content analysis is a multi-purpose research method for analysing text data in a naturalistic setting (Hsieh and 
Shannon, 2005). The cognitive schemes, the values and intentions of the authors can be inferred from the data which 
may reveal underlying themes and associations (Duriau, Reger and Pfarrer, 2007).  In addition, the multilevel 
analysis involved, makes it a rigorous and yet flexible enough methodology to employ (Duriau, Reger and Pfarrer, 
2007; Hsieh and Shannon, 2005). 

A content analysis of the selected journals was done using a deductive approach (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005; 
Mayring, 2000; Potter and Levine Donnerstien, 1999). The key concepts and variables for the initial coding 
categories was identified (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005; Potter and Levine-Donnerstien, 1999): impact, collaborative, 
learning, effectiveness, teaching, development, contributing factors, assessment and application. However, the 
disadvantage of using pre-specified categories in directed content analysis is that it is more likely that the 
participants are influenced to concur with the researchers’ theories, opinions and expectations (Hsieh and Shannon, 
2005).  

Firstly, the operational definitions for each category were determined based on theory. Then, text in the journal 
articles is read to determine the categories of research areas and methods. Articles which cannot be categorised in 
the existing codes are given new codes (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005). The order and frequency of codes can be ranked. 
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Findings and Discussion 

Analysis Frequency and Trends 
 
The analysis of the trends in the selected journals in educational technology showed that only 49 articles related to 
wikis were published from the total of 4119 articles (Table 1).  

Table 1. Frequency of articles published on wikis as a percentage of the total articles published from 2007-2012. 

Journal Name Total articles published 
from 2007-2012 

Frequency of articles on wikis 
from 2007-2012 

Percentage  

(%) 

TOJET 438 5 1.14 

ETS 587 13 2.21 

ETRD 270 6 2.22 

CE 1324 6 0.45 

AJET 370 14 1.08 

BJET 1130 5 0.44 

Total 4119 49  

 
The highest number of articles related to wikis were published in AJET (14), followed by ETS (13), while the 

lowest was in TOJET and BJET (5 each). The total percentage of articles published on wikis from 2007-2012 in the 
selected journals was only 1.2%. This indicates that research on wikis is a new area and is yet to be explored in the 
field. However, the trend shows that there is an increase in the number of articles published on wikis over this period 
of time is data (Figure 1). 
 

 

Fig. 1. Number of Articles on Wikis From 2007-2012 
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Table 2. Frequency of papers according to categorized according to issues 

Issues  Frequency References based on selected journals 

Impact 4 CE:  Barry (2012); Biasutti & Heba El-Deghaidy (2012) 
ETS: Yoo & Huang (2011); Hoda Baytiyeh & Pfaffman (2010) 

Collaborative 
Learning 

13 CE: Moskaliuk, Kimmerle & Cress (2012) 
AJET: Li, Chu, Ki & Woo (2012); Suleiman & Picard (2011); Judd, Kennedy & Cropper 
(2010); Weaver, Viper, Latter & McIntosh (2010); Robertson (2008) 
BJET: Nuutinen, Sutinen, Botha & Kommers (2010) 
TOJET: Pinheiro & Simoes (2012); Yasemin Allsop (2011) 
ETRD: Ertmer et. all (2011); 
ETS: Eyal (2012); Woo, Chu, Ho & Li (2011); Dron (2007) 

Learning 9 CE: Cho, Lee & Jonassen (2011); Cole (2009) 
AJET: Ruth & Houghton (2009) 
TOJET: Gwo, Liang & Chin (2012) 
ETRD: Mayer (2012); Zdravkova, Ivanovic & Putnik (2012); Reynolds & Caperton (2011) 
ETS: Kimmerle, Moskaliuk & Cress (2011); Wong, Chin, Tan & Liu (2010) 

Effectiveness 4 AJET: Neumann & Hood (2009); Elgort, Smith & Tolland (2008); Choy & Ng (2007) 
BJET: Wheeler, Yeomans & Wheeler (2008) 

Teaching 4 AJET: Snodgrass (2011); Baltzersen (2010) 
BJET: Armellini & Aiyegbayo (2011); Polly (2011) 

Development 2 CE: Shih, Tseng & Yang (2008) 
ETS: Li, Dong & Huang (2011) 

Factors 2 AJET: Guo & Stevens (2011); Zorko (2009) 

Assessment 2 AJET: Davies, Pantzopoulos & Gray (2011) 
ETS: Imran A. Zualkernan, Anjana Raza & Asad Karim (2012) 

Application 9 BJET: Chuy & Chun (2011) 
TOJET: Fatime Balkan Kiyici (2012); Fatime Balkan Kiyici (2010) 
ETRD: Zhao & Bishop (2011); Cifuentes, Sharp, Bulu, Benze & Stough (2010) 
ETS: Avci & Askar (2012); Tambouris et. all (2012); Lo (2009); Nauman Saeed, Yang & 
Sinnappan (2009) 

Total 49 - 

The main focus of research seems to be on the role of the wiki in collaborative learning (Table 2). Among others, 
the impact and effectiveness of wikis in teaching and learning, as well the applications of wikis in teaching were 
related areas of concern. 

Most of the research used quantitative research designs, which employed surveys and experimental designs. 
There were fewer articles with qualitative designs (16 articles), and less using mixed methods (11 articles). There 
were 15 methodologies identified in the study (Table 3). Most of the researchers preferred survey methods, followed 
by experimental studies, and observation. Other methods used are cognitive mapping, casual comparative research 
model, phenomenology, review, content analysis and Delphi study.  
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Table 3. Categories of articles according to research method  

Research Method Frequency References based on selected journals 

Survey 10 CE: Barry (2012) 
AJET: Guo & Stevens (2011); Snodgrass (2011); Elgort, Smith & Toland (2008); Robertson 
(2008) 
TOJET: Pinheiro & Simoes (2012); Fatime Balkan Kiyici (2012) 
ETRD: Reynolds & Caperton (2011) 
ETS: Yoo & Huang (2011); Hoda Baytiyeh & Pfaffman (2010) 

Experimental 6 CE: Biasutti & Heba El-Deghaidy (2012); Moskaliuk, Kimmerle & Cress (2012); Cho, Lee & 
Jonassen (2011); Shih, Tseng & Yang (2008) 
AJET: Neumann & Hood (2009) 
ETS: Kimmerle, Moskaliuk & Cress (2011) 

Action Research 2 CE: Cole (2009) 
ETS: Nauman Saeed, Yang & Sinnappan (2009) 

Case Study 3 AJET: Suleiman & Picard (2011); Davies, Pantzopoulos & Gray (2011) 
BJET: Nuutinen, Sutinen, Botha & Kommers (2010) 

Observation 5 AJET: Judd, Kennedy & Cropper (2010); Baltzersen (2010); Weaver, Viper, Latter & 
McIntosh (2010); Ruth & Houghton (2009) 
BJET: Wheeler, Yeomans & Wheeler (2008) 

Triangulation 3 AJET: Li, Chu, Ki & Woo (2012) 
ETS: Woo, Chu, Ho & Li (2011); Lo (2009) 

Exploration 2 AJET: Zorko (2009) 
ETS: Imran A. Zualkernan, Anjana Raza & Asad Karim (2012) 

Interview 3 AJET: Choy & Ng (2007) 
BJET: Polly (2011); Chung & Chun (2011) 

Cognitive Mapping 1 BJET: Armellini & Aiyegbayo (2011) 

Casual Comparative 
Research Model 

1 ETS: Avci & Askar (2012) 

Phenomenology 1 TOJET: Fatime Balkan Kiyici (2010) 

Design-based research 2 ETRD: Cifuentes, Sharp, Bulu, Benz & Stough (2010) 
ETS: Wong, Chin, Tan & Liu (2010) 

Reviews 1 ETRD: Zdravkova, Ivanovic & Putnik (2012) 

Content Analysis 1 ETRD: Mayer (2011) 

Delphi Study 1 ETRD: Zhao & Bishop (2011) 

���PHWKRGV 4 TOJET: Yasemin Allsop (2011); Guo, Liang & Chin (2012) 
ETRD: Ertmer et. all (2011) 
ETS: Li, Dong & Huang (2011) 

Total 46 - 

Studies which used more than two methods employed was done by Yasemin Allsop (2011) using video 
recording, content analysis, survey and case study, while Guo, Liang & Chin (2012) chose survey, case study and 
interviews as their method for acquiring data. Meanwhile, Ertmer et. al (2011) used survey and interview, while Li, 
Dong & Huang (2011) did a survey and an experiment for their research.  
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Table 4. Categories of articles according to  data analysis procedures 
 
Data Analysis Frequency References based on selected journals 

Descriptive 12 CE: Cole (2009) 
AJET: Davies, Pantzapoulos & Gray (2011); Judd, Kennedy & Cropper (2010); Elgort, Smith & Toland 
(2008); Robertson (2008); Wheeler, Yeomans & Wheeler (2008) 
TOJET: Pinheiro & Simoes (2012); Gwo, Liang & Chin (2012) 
ETRD: Mayer (2011); Zhao & Bishop (2011); Cifuentes, Sharp, Bulu, Benz & Stough (2010) 
ETS: Lo (2009) 

Inferencial 5 CE: Moskaliuk, Kimmerle & Cress (2012); Cho, Lee & Jonassen (2011); Shih, Tseng & Yang (2008) 
AJET: Guo & Stevens (2011) 
ETS: Imran A. Zualkernan, Anjana Raza & Asad Karim (2012) 

Descriptive + 
Inferencial 

10 CE: Barry (2012); Biasutti & Heba El-Deghaidy (2012) 
AJET: Neumann & Hood (2009) 
TOJET: Fatime Balkan Kiyici (2012) 
ETS: Avci & Askar (2012); Kimmerle, Moskaliuk & Cress (2011); Li, Dong & Huang (2011); Yoo & 
Huang (2011); Hoda Baytiyeh & Pfaffman; Nauman Saeed, Yang & Sinnappan (2009) 

Thematic 9 AJET: Baltzersen (2010); Weaver, Viper, Latter & McIntosh (2010); Choy & Ng (2007) 
BJET: Armellini & Aiyegbayo (2011); Chung & Chun (2011); Nuutinen, Sutinen, Botha & Kommers 
(2010) 
TOJET: Fatime Balkin Kiyici (2010) 
ETRD: Zdravkova, Ivanovic & Putnic (2012) 
ETS: Wong, Chin, Tan & Liu (2010)  

Inductive 
qualitative 

1 BJET: Polly (2011) 

Mix of 
quantitative & 

qualitative 

9 AJET: Li, Chu, Ki & Woo (2012); Suleman & Picard (2011); Snodgrass (2011); Zorko (2009); Ruth & 
Houghton (2009) 
TOJET: Yasemin Allsop (2011) 
ETRD: Ertmer et. all (2011); Reynolds & Caperton (2011) 
ETS: Woo, Chu, Ho & Li (2011) 

Total 46 - 

 
Descriptive data analysis seemed to be the favoured method (12 articles). This might be because there is a 

tendency for researchers to conduct qualitative research in the form of case studies, through observation, exploration 
and using triangulation of data (Table 4). The second highest frequency of choice of the study is descriptive data 
analysis and inferential form (10 articles) which uses surveys.  

Thematic data analysis using research interviews and Delphi technique (9 articles) were as popular as a mix of 
quantitative and qualitative methods (9 articles). Among the studies were those with inferential data (5) and 
qualitative inductive methods (1 articles). 

Implications 

The use of wikis in learning has been shown to have a significant impact on learners. Wikis have been used to 
engage learners (Barry, 2012; Yoo & Huang, 2011) as learning is active (Biasutti & El-Deghaidy, 2012), and 
students are motivated in learning (Barry, 2012; Biasutti & El-Deghaidy, 2012) There is more effective feedback 
(Barry, 2012) and higher level thinking skills (Barry, 2012; Biasutti & El-Deghaidy, 2012) and creativity is 
developed (Baytiyeh & Pfaffman, 2010). Students are satisfied in using wikis for learning (Biasutti & El-Deghaidy, 
2012). 

One of the affordances of wikis is that it enables collaborative learning (Weaver, Viper, Latter & McIntosh, 
2010). Collaborative learning occurs during social interaction through learners’ unplanned responses and 
interactions within the community (Johnson & Johnson, 2004; Jonassen, Lee, Yang & Laffey, 2005). As learners 
share information and collaborate to achieve the learning goals, they assimilate the knowledge into their own 
personal knowledge structures (Kaye, 1992; Pallof, & Pratt, 1999). 

Wikis have been used for collaborative writing (Moskaliuk, Kimmerle & Cress, 2012; Sukaimen & Picard, 2011; 
Woo, Chu, Ho, & Li, 2011). During collaboration, new knowledge is integrated into learners’ prior knowledge, 
building new knowledge structures (Moskaliuk, 2012; Nuutinen, Sutinen, Botha & Kommers, 2010). Higher level 
thinking and reasoning skills are developed during collaborative problem-solving (Woo, Chu, Ho & Li, 2011; 
Snodgrass, 2011). Jonnassen’s (2000) mindtools are used for enabling critical thinking. Hence, social media 
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applications, such as wikis, which are used for developing critical thinking skills are social mindtools (Nuutinen, 
Sutinen, Botha & Kommers, 2010).  

Wikis have been shown to be effective for learning. Student performance has been shown to improve (Neumann 
& Hood, 2009). In addition, the use of wikis in instruction engages the learner (Neumann & Hood, 2009). Learners 
also perceive that wikis are useful for learning (Avci & Askar, 2011; Guo & Stevens, 2011).  The research also 
shows that the factors which affect this positive perception is dependent on teachers attitudes towards technology 
use, the ease of acess to the wiki, and students’ attitude towards the tool and the intention to use the tool (Guo & 
Stevens, 2011).  

Research methodologies vary according to the research questions, and a variety of research methods and data 
analysis have been used. Design and developmental research approaches have been used in developing learning 
environments for collaborative problem-solving (Li, Dong & Huang, 2011; Shih, Tseng & Yang, 2008; Stough, 
2010). The results of such research have given rise to s set of guidelines which can be used for developing learning 
environments (Stough, 2010).  

Conclusions 

There has been an increase in the number of articles written on the use of wiki for collaborative learning. The 
articles were mainly on research but employed a variety of research designs. The articles written from 2007 to 2012 
covered several themes: learner engagement, collaborative learning, effectiveness, assessment and instructional 
design. This implies that this tool and its role in education is becoming more important and is being realised by the 
researchers in this field. 

Cross-cultural studies need to be done to investigate the perceptions among students of different cultures in using 
wikis. Future research is needed to determine the impact of different cultures on the patterns of online interaction on 
the wikis. For example, in some research, learners are reluctant to delete what another has written (Yoo & Huang, 
2011), In addition, building, managing and supporting communities of practice among users of wikis is another area 
to focus future research (Zhao & Bishop, 2011).The role of  the learner, and of the pedagogical role of the instructor 
is important and needs to be clarified.  
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Abstract 

Micro teaching subject is the training in the formation of teaching competence through actualizing teaching basic 
competencies. Micro teaching subject is an integral part of the course Practical Field Experience educational programs for 
students of UNY S1 which are performed on campus peer teaching model. Subject Teaching Materials for Micro Teaching have 
also been prepared from interesting sources shared that peer teaching job is not boring. Learning resources can be printed and 
electronic sources, as well as the physical, natural, social, and cultural. Thus, literary works in the form of poetry can be a 
potential source of learning to explore. 
 
Keywords: micro teaching subject; peer teaching model; literary works 

About Micro Teaching Subject 

Micro Teaching subject is about training at an early stage in the formation of actualizing teaching 
competence through teaching basic competencies. Basically, micro teaching is a learning method based on the 
performance of the technique which is done by train components to teach basic competency in the learning process, 
so that prospective teachers are really able to master each component one by one or a few components are integrated 
in a simplified learning situations. Micro Teaching subjects are an integral part of the course Practical Field 
Experience S1 educational programs for students of Yogyakarta State University. Micro Teaching subject is 
performed on campus by peer teaching model (Tim Penyusun Panduan Pengajaran Mikro. 2013). 

In practice, micro teaching activities include orientation, observation of teaching in schools or in 
institutions that will be used for practical field experience, as well as teaching practice with peer teaching models. 
Implementation of peer teaching models is considered the most flexible implemented before students do real 
teaching practice in the form of field experiences in schools. In Micro Teaching, students can practice to show basic 
competence which is limited and integrated teaching. Material, learners, as well as presentation time are limited. 
Micro teaching practice is also a means to appear bravely to face class, controlling emotions, set the rhythm of 
speech, and others. Micro teaching practice is carried out until the student competencies adequately mastered as a 
prerequisite to follow the practice of field experience in schools / educational institutions. 

 The important benefits of Micro Teaching Subject are (1) students are more sensitive to the 
phenomena occurring in the learning process when they become collaborators, (2) students are better prepared to 
undertake teaching practice at the school or educational institution, (3) students can do self-reflection on their 
competence in teaching, (4) students become more aware of teachers or educational staff profile so she can look as 
teachers or educator. To achieve these benefits, students are trained to (1) make the Lesson Plan, (2) master the basic 
competencies of teaching in a limited time, (3) master the basic competencies taught in an integrated manner, and 
(4) control of personality and social competence. 

Micro Teaching Practice for students is trying to condition that he has a profile and appearance that 
reflect mastery of the four competencies are: pedagogic, personable, professional, and social. The number of 
exercises for each student is at least eight times with respect to the level of quality-controlled student competency 
achievement. In connection with these exercises, Micro Teaching is limited in the following aspects: (1) the number 
of students per group is 8-12 students led by two teachers, (2) subject matter, (3) a presentation of 15-20 minutes, 
and (4) competencies (knowledge, skills, and attitudes) were trained. 
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Prior to teaching practice in Micro Teaching Subject, students must make arrangements to teach the so-
called Learning Implementation Plan. Learning Implementation Plan is a plan of action in the form of teacher 
learning step by step scenario of the activities to be conducted with student teachers. Scenario is related to the 
material the students will learn to achieve basic competency specified. Form and Learning Implementation Plan 
components may vary according to the characteristics of the field of study based on competency. 

In relation to learning materials, students should understand that these materials are used to achieve the 
learning objectives and developed with reference to the subject matter contained in the syllabus. Learning materials 
is also closely linked to the learning resources. The selection of learning resources refers to the formulation in the 
syllabus developed by the education unit. Learning resources include a referral source, environment, media, 
speakers, tools, and materials. Learning resources is everything necessary in the learning activities, which may 
include textbooks, print media, electronic media, resource, natural environment, and so on. 

Appropriate learning resources will be beneficial to the learning process. Obtaining the benefits that 
can be reached partly by way of selecting learning resources and learning materials as well as more interesting and 
delivered with the methods and techniques of teaching are more varied. One material that is interesting and 
important in learning French language is a matter of learning to use simple literary texts in French. Literary texts 
also have the potential to develop a more vibrant learning. Simple literary texts that can be used in Micro Teaching 
Subject, among others, is a poem and a mini-theatre (notrepoésie.canalblog.com). 

Poem and Mini-Theatre in Micro Teaching Subject 

Learning French is basically aims to develop the four language skills, namely Compréhension Orale 
(Listening), Expression Orale (Speaking), Compréhension Écrite  (Reading Comprehension), and Expression Écrite 
(Writing). The four skills can be developed through teaching materials in the form of literature. Teaching materials 
in the form of a mini-theatre and a poem in French can be selected for supporting the activities of discussion, 
express opinions; identify all aspects of the language and its use, as well as the cultural context of the language user. 
Cultural context in this case is also useful to introduce "something new and unfamiliar" for peer students. 

Teaching materials are first analyzed whether the text is appropriate or useful in terms of language and 
content. The text contains too much new vocabulary and grammatical structures are complicated to be assessed 
"scary" by the students. Therefore, the selected text as an example here is a simple text, with a vocabulary 
appropriate to the syllabus of high school French class (where students are subject Micro Teaching participants will 
do teaching practice), and uplifting to learn the French language further. 

Broadly speaking, the process of learning French is done in the Micro Teaching subjects may be four 
steps: (1) preparation phase, (2) the presentation and discussion phase, (3) interpretation phases, and (4) training and 
application phases. The fourth phase was delivered within 15 minutes and, in particular, adapted to the language 
skills that are taught. In the preparation phase, students have to interact with literary texts to be read. This phase 
serves to activate their prior knowledge, recalling vocabulary that has been studied, and at the same time arouse their 
interest. 

In the next phase or the second phase, the phase of the presentation and processing of text, students are 
guided to recognize the text contents. At that time recommended no interruptions during the process of reading 
progress. The aim is that the students are reading the text can begin to establish a preliminary understanding of the 
text as a whole. At this stage, the teacher can provide assistance through the instructions and complete the 
vocabulary exercises. The third phase is the phase or phases of interpretation used to reconstruct the meaning 
contained in the text. In this phase is also expected that the spontaneous reactions of the students, especially about 
the content of a new culture that emerged during the study. 

In the training phase, students are trained to conclude in more detail the form and language elements that 
make up the work, for example in the form of exercises for vocabulary building. In addition, at the application stage 
guided students to creatively reproduce text into other forms of discourse, such as writing a new story by presenting 
different characters, arrange interviews with imaginary figures that he got from the text and write a short letter to the 
figures in the text. 

  Examples of the use of poem in Micro Teaching Subject can be seen from the following explanation. 
Poem used is the poem entitled Hésitation (Indecision) that contains vocabulary that has been understood by high 
school students and is a representation of everyday language, a prominent literary aspect of this poem is the rhyme 
used. 
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Hésitation  

Poème de Richard Jalbert 

Quatre ans trop tôt, 
quatre ans trop tard, 
c'qu'il faut rester de niveau 
pour ne pas faire le grand écart, 
déjà qu'à chaque sursaut 
je me retrouve en encart 
dans le grand livre des maux 
et qu'à chaque chapitre, je crie "encore!" 

Micro Teaching class in the French language competency training is teaching four linguistic competences, 
Expression Orale (Speaking), Compréhension Orale (Listening), Compréhension Écrite (Reading Comprehension), 
and Expression Écrite (Writing). Therefore, the following will be discussed how to teach the four competencies by 
using poetry as the taught material. 

Compréhension orale competence 

Students can practice the following steps: (1) read a poem with proper pronunciation, pauses and intonation 
according to the meaning of the poem (2) read the poem to the class, and (c) understand the general meaning of the 
poem. For the evaluation, the student practitioner can provide test form fields on hiatus sentence, e.g. by exercising 
vocabulary that learners vocabulary increases. Looking for options can be given in the evaluation synonym for 
Compréhension Orale, for example niveau - classe, faire - passer, grand - épais, chapitre - partie. 

In addition, students can make inquiries experimentalist can measure the level of student understanding, for 
example: (1) D'après vous, où est-ce que la situation se passe?, (2) Pourquoi est-ce que le narrateur crie "encore"? 
Students practitioner can explain that any adjectives, adverbs, and some specific verbs useful to give a special 
character is also a person, an object, and place (Peyroutet, 1994: 8) 
 

Expression orale competence 

Competence in teaching, the student practitioner who acts as the teacher reads the rhythm slowly and peer students 
look at each word and sentence by taking into account the meaning of every sentence. Teachers ask questions orally 
and at the end of the teaching-learning process of peer students to explain the meaning of the whole poem orally. For 
evaluation, students can read this poem to the expression and appreciation of the support of the meaning of the 
poem. Expression of skill, live, pronouncing each word with the correct pronunciation competence of a student, can 
be assessed. Students should look at the reading process experimentalist and if there are pronunciation errors, they 
should correct it. 
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Compréhension écrite competence 

In teaching competence, peer students look at each word and sentence by taking into account the meaning of 
every sentence. At the end of the teaching-learning process of students is to explain the meaning of the whole poem 
and write it in the form of a resume. For evaluation, student peer practitioner invites students to get together to 
discuss the poem or create a discussion group consisting of three or four students. Guided discussion was provoked 
by the core questions were distributed to each group. 

Expression écrite competence 

Competence in teaching, prospective teachers facilitates peer students to write a short letter or short narrative 
writing as a form of reproduction. Peer students are given exercises as well as examples of how to paraphrase to 
share experiences and feelings during her school by taking the main idea of the poem Hésitation. Making paraphrase 
be simple or use a simple sentence patterns and conjunction are easy to find, for example, et (and) and mais (but). 

 
Furthermore, with the same steps, students can use a mini-theater experimentalist its simplest form, the jeu de 

rôle or role playing to practice teaching in the Micro Teaching Subject. It should be emphasized is that both the 
poem and the mini- theater is very useful to foster a sense of courage, confidence, and cohesiveness in the 
classroom. Beauty aspects of language learning at the same time can be extracted from the two forms of literature 
that, through practitioner student’s jeu de rôle also in the habit of sharpening social skills that will be taught in high 
school. There are many social skills that young people need to learn to achieve personal success. "Merci beaucoup" 
and "s'il vous plaît" may rightfully be viewed as part and parcel of the moral virtue of respect for others but they are 
also which social skills help one succeed in life (Kirschenbaum, 1995: 19). 

Conclusion 

Literary works in the form of a short poem or a mini-theater can be used in Micro Teaching Subject after 
adjusting for comprehension, especially vocabulary, and the existing syllabus. Mastery of the material will be more 
comprehensive, the material will be more attractive and thus more memorable lessons. Micro Teaching Subject in 
French Education Department in Yogyakarta State University is prerequisite courses that must be taken before the 
student went to the field for practice teaching. So, it is not exaggerating when this subject is enjoyable in accordance 
with the nature of literary works that are useful and fun. To achieve a sense of enjoy it actually practicing students 
should better prepare. However, preparations are more mature in the classroom Micro Teaching Subjects surely 
guarantee success practitioner students in the field. For students in the Micro Teaching Class, good job and get 
pleasure from your practice. 
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Abstract 

1. This paper aimed to investigate how gamified learning approach influence science learning achievement through a context-
aware mobile learning environment and to explain effects on student learning outcome. A mobile learning environment has been 
developed based on MILS (Mobile Insect Learning System) gamified learning activity. A series of gamified learning activities 
based on MILS was developed and implemented in an elementary school science curriculum to improve student learning 
achievement and help students to actively engage in learning activities. A quasi-experimental design was used to investigate the 
effectiveness of gamification approach by combining game elements with the use of MILS in a real-world scenario. The response 
to questionnaire indicates that students valued the outdoor learning activities made possible by use of the smartphone and its 
functions. Pre- and post-test results demonstrated that incorporating mobile and gamification technologies into botanical learning 
process could achieve a better learning achievement than using non-gamified mobile learning and traditional instruction. In 
managerial implications, the results could provide parents, teachers, educational organizations to make related educational 
decision. 
 
Keywords: Gamification, Elementary education, Teaching strategies, Mobile learning 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the last decade, the development of mobile phone industry, associated with the parallel development in Mobile 
Internet has been explosively swift: from the earliest voice phone to the current 3G smart phone which can serve as 
a mini-computer, telephone, or camera, and transfer data as well as audio and video files. The interaction with this 
ubiquitous devices and their use for learning purposes extend the traditional learning paradigm into a new 
phenomenon so-called mobile learning (m-learning). Preliminary research suggests that mobile devices can create 
more active learning experiences that improve student engagement, learning, and course retention (Joosten, 2010), 
and the use of new technologies can enhance motivation, which is a vital aspect of learning, deliver information 
when needed, and encourage to solve problems and satisfy curiosity (Sharples et al., 2002). Furthermore, much 
research has shown that the mobile device as a mobile guide can help student to increase their science and 
geographical knowledge as well as their motivation to engage in learning activities (Huang et al., 2009; Hwang et 
al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2010). Many educators have emphasized the importance and necessity of “authentic learning 
activities” in which students are able to work with problems from the real world (Hwang et al., 2010). Students 
participating in an m-learning environment can enhance their learning performance and improve their creativity 
(Cavusa & Uzunboylu, 2009). Furthermore, researchers have also indicated the difficulty of supporting and guiding 
learners in such environments that combine real-world and digital-world learning resources (Chu et al., 2010). 
Therefore, it has become an important issue to develop effective and easy-to-follow learning guidance models for 
context-aware mobile learning system. 

Literature review 

To set a cornerstone for a common understanding before constructing the research model, some related 
theoretical perspectives based on literature analysis results are briefly described in this section to serve as a common 
ground. 

Context-aware mobile learning environment  

Mobile devices have become more and more popular, which can facilitate data collection, process and analysis, 
and the high interactivity enabled by beaming makes collaboration and communication among students handy. A 
learning environment is so-called mobile learning (m-learning). Mobile technologies can meet higher order learning 
needs and realizing a more creative and learner-centered educational process (Joo & Kim, 2009). 

Several studies have demonstrated successful experiments that support knowledge production and transmission 
among learners and educators through the use of mobile devices in the learning activities of various courses, such as 
natural science (Hwang et al., 2010a), social science (Chiou et al., 2010) and language courses (Ogata et al., 2009; 
Sandberg et al., 2011). For example, Chen et al. (2003) proposed a mobile learning system for scaffolding bird 
watching learning activity that enables students to take photos of birds with handheld devices and to communicate 
with teachers and other students in an outdoor wireless environment. Chu et al. (2008) conducted several outdoor 
learning activities in a butterfly ecology garden by integrating mobile learning environments with electronic library 
facilities to assist elementary students to observe and distinguisK�EXWWHUÀ\� IHDWXUHV� LQ� D� VFLHQFH� FRXUVH�� /DL� HW� DO��
(2007) note the affordances that mobile technologies provide for experiential learning by allowing rapid “note 
taking” through photos, audio and video recording, and by supporting students through in field provision of learning 
materials and prompts to assist their development of abstract concepts. Also, Huang et al. (2010) developed a mobile 
plant learning system to facilitate student learning in an elementary-school-level botany course. Furthermore, recent 
findings in this research literature show that digital learning resources, alongside the real-world learning contexts, 
improve students’ learning interest, motivation (Chen et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2009, among many others) and their 
learning achievement (Chu et al., 2010; Hwang & Chang, 2011, among many others).  

Therefore, this study aimed to develop a low cost location-aware m-learning environment with appropriate 
learning activities that incorporate game elements, which should promote the development of problem-solving skills 
and to engage learning interest and increase learning achievement through adopting a game-informed approach to 
support learners' authentic learning experience.  

Gamification  
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Mobile technologies can be used as powerful cognitive tools within constructivist approach to solve complex 
problems and to engage students in authentic and meaningful activities (Jonassen & Reeves, 1996). Educational 
gamification proposes the use of game-like rule systems, player experiences and cultural roles to shape learners’ 
behavior. In the previous research study, Sandberg et al. (2011) found that many children used a trial-and-error 
strategy on play the games. For this reason, gamifying a course would be a great help to primary students by take 
advantage of the motivational power of games and apply it to the motivational problems in education so successful 
learning can take place (Prensky, 2001). 

 

Methodology 

This study tries to enlarge the scope of game-play in learning situation by adopting gamified learning strategy 
and combining game elements with well-designed mobile learning activities. The goal is to determine whether 
mobile technologies can support gamified learning approach, and learning strategies influenced achievement in the 
natural science course. The implementation of our solution proposal, called Mobile Insect Learning System (MILS). 
A series of learning activities geared toward integrating the game elements into course design was developed for the 
outdoor learning environment. 

Research concept  

This section introduces the research design concept of our study, which applies the mobile insect learning system 
with game elements to facilitate the mobile learning activity in an outdoor educational environment. According to 
the use perspective, we designed an experiment in which students carry out the well designed gamified learning 
activity in a mobile learning environment. This study was based on a quasi-experimental. We divided students into 
three groups an experimental group and two different control groups that were formed from three classes. To 
evaluate the effectiveness of this approach, a mobile learning activity was implemented in the elementary school 
natural science courses in Kaohsiung Taiwan. Quantitative data analysis was also used to evaluate the students’ 
Learning achievement. The study proposes a research framework relative to the effectiveness of learning 
achievement by adoption of different learning approach in a mobile learning environment as shown in Fig.1. 

 

Learning 
strategy

H1

H2

Demographic 
variable

Learning
achivement

 
Fig.1 Research Framework 
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Tow major hypotheses are described as follows according to the research purpose and research questions: 
H1: The demographic variables will affect the learning achievement positively. 
H2: The students who receive different interventions show significant difference in individual learning 

achievement in an outdoor learning environment positively. 
 

Design and Implementation 

With MILS, teachers can create any number of teams for students, and create any number of specific, relevant 
goals and missions for that team to pursue. These include visiting learning area, observing learning target, and 
generally being social. 

 
Fig.2 illustrates the framework of the MILS application, which is based on a standard server-client model and is 

composed of two modules. The client side and server side are connected through a conventional 3G or Wi-Fi 
network. The screenshot of system functions are shown in Fig.3. After login to the mobile learning application, 
students can browse the learning games nearby them and select one to participate, as shown in Fig.3(a). The system 
then sends students a new Quest reminder with instructions on how to start with the learning task, as shown in 
Fig.3(b). The learning contents were represented on the screen after students scanned the QR code of specific 
learning target, as shown in Fig.3(c). Students can view the learning objects, the NPCs (No Player Character), and 
the notes created by others according to their location in the learning area, as shown in Fig.3(d). All of the NPCs are 
essential to the main storyline and will guide students to the next steps in chatty, as shown in Fig.3(e). Students can 
create personal knowledge gained through firsthand observation and personal experience, as shown in Fig.3(f). 

 
 

 
Fig.2 The framework of the MILS application 
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Fig.3 The screenshot of system functions for MILS application 
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Participants 

The participants of this study were three classes of fourth grade students taught by same teacher in an elementary 
school in Taiwan, the teacher had been teaching in the school for more than three years. The age range of the 
students was 10-11. After studying the fundamental knowledge of insects in a natural science course, these 
participants were randomly assigned to three groups to participate separately in three different teaching methods 
with some learning objects and tasks. The participants of the experimental group used MILS application incorporate 
game-informed learning approach in an outdoor education environment. Before analyzing the research hypotheses, 
we examined the level of knowledge about insects in each of the three groups by using one-way ANCOVA 
(Analysis of Covariance), and we found it to be equivalent among the groups. The results of the pre-test showed that 
the experimental group (M = 71.059, SD = 8.352), the first control group (M = 72.235, SD = 10.036) and the second 
control group (M = 73.176, SD = 9.846) had no significant differences between them (F = .429, p = .652 > .05). 

 

Research instrument 

In order to evaluate the students’ learning achievements and attitudes while participating in the different learning 
conditions, various data sources and methods were utilized, including pre-test/post-test design, questionnaires, and 
interviews with the teacher and students. The Cronbach's alpha value for internal consistency reliability of the 
pretest and posttest was .89. An acceptable alpha value was .7 or higher (Nunnaly, 1978) indicating a good 
reliability of the tests used in this study. 

 

Data analysis and results 

In this study, student toward natural science learning was measured and the effect of different teaching strategies 
on learning achievement in a natural science course was analyzed. There are totally 102 students participating in this 
study, of which 54 are male and 48 female, with the average age of 10-11 years. 

 

Results of hypothesis test 

For testing hypothesis H1, Table 1 shows the analysis comparison for the impact of demographic variables on the 
student’s learning achievement. The result shows the experienced students were more enjoyment in the learning 
activities, and more satisfied with their learning achievement in the ‘Understanding of Insects’ learning activity than 
the non-experienced students. The students with different gender lead to differences in post-examination 
achievement (P=.044). The male students did have a higher learning performance than the female students in the 
experimental group. The students' subject interest also indicated a significant difference for post-examination 
achievement (P=.000), which means the students who are interested in insects lead to higher learning achievement 
than the students who are not interested in insects. Moreover, the prior experience with smartphones also leads to 
significant difference in post-examination achievement (P=.010). Based on the results of Table 1, the hypothesis 1 is 
significance. 

 
For testing hypothesis 2, this study analyzed the differences between pre-examination, post-examination and 

learning strategies using one-way ANCOVA in order to eliminate the influence of the pre-examination. First, 
normality plots revealed that the normality assumptions were valid, and there was an interaction of minor degree 
between pre-examination achievement and the learning strategies (F=0.429,P=0.101), which indicated that the 
regression slopes of the three learning strategies were homogeneous, so the assumption of equality of variance was 
not violated. Since the homogeneity requirement was met, we were able to carry on with the ANCOVA analysis, as 
depicted in Table 2. The results show that using mobile learning with gamification approach can promote student's 
botanical knowledge and lead to differences in learning performance, after removing the influence of the pre-
examination. The post-hoc analysis for the research model showed that achievement in using mobile learning with 
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gamification approach was higher than the achievement of conventional mobile learning and traditional instruction 
alone. The result shows that hypothesis H2 is significance. 

 
Table 1 The t-test and ANOVA results for the impact of demographic variables on the student’s learning 
achievement 

Hypothesis Constructs Gender Subject 
interest 

Prior 
experience 

Working off-
campus 

Games 
frequency Time to play 

H1 
Learning 
achievement t(-2.112)* t(-4.535)* t(-2.640)* F(2.846) F(2.365) F(1.449) 

Comparison M>F Y>N Y>N ˉ ˉ ˉ 

* P0.05أ ** P0.01أ *** P0.001أ M=male, F=female ,Y=Yes N=No 

Table 2 The t-test and ANCOVA for learning achievement on learning strategies 

Hypothesis 
Learning 

Achievement 
Group N Mean SD 

t-test for Equality of Means 

F Value Sig. (2-tailed) 
Scheffe 

Comparison 

H2 

Pre-test 

EG 34 71.06 8.352 

0.429 (.652) .789 ˉ CG1 34 72.24 10.036 

CG2 34 73.18 9.846 

Post-test 

EG 34 82.94 10.009 

25.287 (.000) .062 
EG > CG1* 

EG > CG2* 
CG1 34 75.59 9.595 

CG2 34 74.71 8.956 

EG= Experimental Group,CG1= Control Group 1,CG2= Control Group 2)* P0.05أ ** P0.01أ *** P0.001أ 
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Conclusions & Findings 

This study has investigated how different learning conditions affect student's learning achievement for botanical 
knowledge in an outdoor educational environment. Three interesting findings were summarized in the following: 

(1) Learner characteristics affect learning achievement: 
The results of questionnaire indicate that among the six demographic variables and learning achievement, subject 

interest were indicated as the important factor followed by gender ,subjects interests and prior experience. (See 
Table 1). This study supports the argument that male students have higher learning performances than females; 
experienced students have higher learning performances than those non-experienced students. Compared to male 
students, female students considered some instructional factors and learning activities more valuable than other 
learning factors. It can be naturally interpreted that female students and the students who are not interested in 
insects. 

(2) The advantages of MILS:  
The students in the experimental group satisfied the learner controlled pace of the learning process, and they 

thought the gaming mechanics in the structure of game play were organized and useful for assisting them to learn. 
(3) The comparison of learning achievement with different learning strategies. Experimental group’s students 

who use MILS have better learning achievement than other control groups in post-test.  
 
Through gamification we can not only create a mindset that encourages students to try new things, to not be 

afraid of failing (Lee & Hammer, 2011), but also can enable students to engage in enjoyable experiences for the 
purpose of learning. In addition, gamification is an innovative approach to learning, and because new technologies 
and new applications are continuously emerging, it is still developing. Future studies must continue to examine the 
new mechanics and new applications associated with emerging gamification technologies. 
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Abstract 

Tablet PCs in its different forms such as Apple’s iPad and Samsung’s Galaxy which usually have a touchscreen or 
pen-enabled interface will with no doubt have a substantial effect on the future of education. They signal the 
opportunity for a transformation in how technology is used in schools, colleges and universities. The objective of the 
study is to identify the implication of using iPads in teaching introductory math courses and leverage their popularity 
toward an improved learning experience. The study was implemented in a first year Mathematics course at the 
American University of Sharjah (AUS). The main effectiveness of the approach was tested through a pilot class 
followed by a survey of undergraduate students taught by using the iPad in a completely paperless environment. The 
results from the pilot study are crucial for the implementation of a proposed study to be conducted during the 2013-
2014 academic year.  While the study explored the use of iPads in teaching mathematics at AUS, the lessons learned 
are relevant to any institution considering the use of similar technologies in the teaching of mathematics in the 
Middle East. 
 
Keywords: Mathematics education, iPads, interactive tablets, technology for teaching. 

1. Introduction 

Studies have long shown that teaching mathematics is becoming more and more difficult. The challenge is to catch 
student’s attention and interest in the subject. Obviously, there is a crucial need to incorporate new tools into the 
classroom to preserve the relevance of the educational institution (Pai, et al, 2012, Jelemenská, et al, 2011). 
Recently, there has been a growing interest in the use of tablets and more specifically iPads as a tool of promoting 
learning and teaching of mathematics. In fact, iPad creates an environment that facilitates students’ learning 
processes (Banister, 2010, Enriquez, 2010). It also provides an interactive classroom with real-time feedback.  
 
As the use of iPads in the classroom grows, there is a growing need to understand its impact on students’ 
performance. Therefore, to date, the potential of iPads-based classroom is still vague and is being explored by many 
institutions. A number of recent reports have indicated that the use of iPads in the classroom is more effective than 
the traditional format of instructor-centered lecture and has a positive effect on the development of students’ 
mathematical capacities. In this paper, the authors describe a pilot study conducted at the American University of 
Sharjah on undergraduate engineering students attending an introductory math course. Then we propose to address 
the questions: 
 

x Can iPads facilitate and enhance students’ learning of mathematics?  
x How can the iPad open room for engagement and creativity? 

 
2. Literature review 

 
While the use of iPads in teaching is relatively new, many colleges and universities have been trialing its efficacy in 
the classroom. For example at Abilene Christian University (ACU) in Texas USA, iPads were used to deliver 
several courses. In fall 2010, Dr. Ian Shepherd and Dr. Brent Reeves designed Econ 261 class incorporating a digital 
textbook from McGraw-Hill. They studied the ACU's first all-digital class (Nilsson, et al, 2010). The program 
showed that iPads increase students' engagement and had a positive impact in academic environment.  In Oklahoma 
State University, an iPad pilot program was conducted in five sections of two courses across two colleges to study 
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how iPads affect student learning (Oklahoma, 2012). The collected data are uniformly positive and indicate that the 
iPad pilot was a very successful experience to a point that the university is considering the development of iPads for 
all students. Also in 2011 Kanda University of International Studies in Chiba, Japan conducted a case study 
investigated the integration of iPads into an existing English language curriculum. The findings indicate that the 
iPads are appropriate mainly in collaborative situations. Nonetheless, the institution's technological infrastructure, 
particularly the Wi-Fi network is a key factor for the iPads' effectiveness. Not only in the western countries, but also 
in the UAE, some universities are integrating these new technologies such as Zayed University, UAE University and 
Higher Colleges of Technology (HCT). 
 
Although tablets are increasingly popular in education, there are still obstacles and barriers that may limit the use of 
them in the educational landscape and more specifically in teaching undergraduate mathematics. In fact, many 
colleges and universities adopted the iPads as an educational tool and as a standardized mobile device to integrate 
into curriculums without certitude that these tools are helping students in their learning process. Can we claim that 
iPads can make significant changes in the teaching of mathematics at AUS? Does this new e-tool provide 
opportunities to improve the engagement and motivation of students in math classes in the Middle East? To the best 
of our knowledge, there are no studies investigating the effect of iPads in teaching mathematics in Middle East. 
With this in mind, there is an emerging need to study the effectiveness of the iPads approach on teaching 
mathematics to undergraduate students in the region. 
 

3. Case study 

At the American University of Sharjah (AUS), during the fall semester of 2012, a research study was conducted to 
analyze the benefits of using iPads in teaching introductory mathematics course for engineering students. The 
teaching environment was completely paperless. The instructor had to ensure that a set of applications were installed 
on students’ iPads prior to the starting of the class. These applications would aid in delivering the course content, 
conducting in class quizzes, referring to book materials and real time communication with students. The following 
apple applications were used: 
 

x Nearpod: enables teachers to use their iPads to manage content on students' iPads synchronously. It 
combines presentation, collaboration, and real-time assessment tools into one integrated solution. Students 
receive content and submit their responses on the Nearpod application; the teacher monitors the classroom 
activities, and receives the result of each student. 

x AirSketch: allows PDF documents or images to be annotated live and projected to the entire class. It can be 
used as an interactive whiteboard. 

x Blackboard: allows the instructor to upload documents in any format, post announcements, upload media, 
course roaster, and possibly students’ grades. The students can save these files on their iPads, and view 
them even if there is no internet. 

x An iPad Application: allows the students full access to the E-text version of the book for bookmarking and 
other related notes. 

x QuickOffice: allows the students to edit any word file, excel sheet, or power point presentations. These files 
were provided remotely by the instructor through Blackboard. 

x Dropbox: allows the student to put all their files, documents, photos in multiple remote computers 
simultaneously after class hours for home editing. 
 

In a class of 17 students, where the classroom has a wireless network, the instructor delivered the course content 
using iPads only. The material taught was about trigonometry: trigonometric identities and solving trigonometric 
equations. Students simply logged in the Nearpod session using their usernames and pins. This pin was provided by 
the instructor and once all students are logged in, the instructor has complete visibility of all the students 
participating in the class delivery. An implicit advantage of using iPads was a fast way to take attendance and 
monitor students’ active participation in the class discussions when needed. The instructor prepared the power point 
presentation before class which was saved in a PDF form and then uploaded on Nearpod. During the class delivery, 
the instructor inserted some slides to represent some quiz questions to monitor student progress and learning 
outcomes. The students were given 5 minutes to answer every quiz question during the class delivery. The quiz 
questions were designed perfectly to match the learning outcome of every subpart of the lecture. At the end of the 
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lecture, the instructor saved the responseware data, and added it on the excel file for student performance 
monitoring. Although this was not utilized during the research experiment, one more advantage of this class delivery 
was that absent students can still join the class even if they were absent. All what they needed was a wireless 
connection on their iPads allowing them to see the class lecture notes and also take the quizzes that the instructor 
conducted in class. The instructor also used Air Sketch as a white board to do further calculations and explanations 
away from the PowerPoint lecture notes. 
 

4. Preliminary results 

In this study, we wanted to test whether using iPads would lead to better understanding of the class content and more 
interaction between the instructor and the students. A survey was conducted to all the students in the classroom. The 
study included a number of questions highlighting the students’ feedback from the iPad experience. 
One of the main advantages of the iPad classroom is the fact that the whole course delivery was not predetermined 
as the instructor adapts the lecture to the progress and the needs of to the students. Thus the lecture became dynamic 
and changed in real time. The quick feedback from the students using Nearpod was one of the major advantages of 
using iPads and boosted the content delivery. Overall most of the students found the iPad class engaging and agreed 
that the iPad class presents the class content in a better way. 
 
 

5. Conclusion 
 
The preliminary results presented in this paper, demonstrate that integrating tablet PCs specifically iPads in teaching 
introductory math courses for engineering students has a positive impact on average students. In fact, the use of the 
iPads, increases the interaction between the instructor and the students rending the class more dynamic and tailored 
in real time to the students’ needs. In addition, it has been demonstrated that students are more engaged in the iPad 
class and keep concentrating till the end of the class. This initial result will be followed by a more in depth 
evaluation of the use of the interactive tablets conducted over a course length to confirm that this positive result will 
not fade once the initial excitement dissipates. 
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Abstract 

This paper define a circuit-based simulation model for a PV cell in order to allow estimate the electrical behavior of the cell with 
respect changes on environmental parameter of temperature and irradiance. An accurate PV module electrical model is presented 
based on the mathematical equations. The general model was implemented on MATLAB/Simulink environment, and accepts 
irradiance as variable parameters and outputs the I-V characteristic. A particular typical solar panel was used for model 
evaluation, and results was compare with points taken directly from the manufacturer’s published curves and show excellent 
correspondence to the model. With this proposed module different types of PV modules could be developed and students could 
be investigate and learn the P-V or V-I characteristics easily. Furthermore, a by-pass diode is added to the PV cell design with 
this addition, in different insulation combinations will be able to investigate likewise partial shade. 
 
Keywords: Type your keywords here, separated by semicolons ;  

INTRODUCTION 

Recent developments in computer hard-ware and software now make it possible to provide students with 
interactive programs that can be considered as midway between regular labs and lecturers and that allow us to 
display multiple-view representations of given dynamic system, and some of its attributes, on the computer screen 
(Rosal, 2005) Virtual laboratories are recognized as an attractive complement to traditional engineering laboratories. 
Among other advantages, they do not require expensive and dedicated equipment, reduces the required time for 
instruction, and promote student involvement and learning (Muñoz & Díaz, 2010) MathWorks tools for technical 
computing and simulations widely used across various engineering and science disciplines. MATLAB Programming 
language and interactive environment well suited for computing, algorithms, data processing and visualization. 
Moreover, Simulink Environment is a practical tool for graphical and model-based simulation of dynamic systems 
(Eker & Cervin, 1999) (Nchez, Esquembre, Marti, Dormido, & Canto, 2005)(Swamy, Kuljaca, & Lewis, 
2002)(Valera, Díez, Vallés, & Albertos, 2005). 

The sun's heat and light provide an abundant source of energy that can be harnessed in many ways. Photovoltaic 
power systems convert sunlight into electricity directly. Research and development efforts are under way to improve 
efficiency and reduce cost of photovoltaic power systems in applications ranging from roof-top residential to large 
industrial or electric utility sites �3HWUHXú�� )ăUFDú�� 	� &LRFDQ�� �����.Photovoltaic systems have become globally 
accepted as a practical and feasible tool for power generation. Researchers’ efforts for facilitating PV systems 
utilization and their integration to currently available systems have been always inspired by the national goal of 
having renewable and clean energy sources. These efforts successfully solved many of the problems that are 
attached to PV systems (Mohamed, 2012) Therefore, for a student it is important to learn the characteristics and 
details about the PV systems before graduation. However, for colleges it is expensive to build a real PV system 
laboratory. 

This paper define a circuit-based simulation model for a PV cell in order to allow estimate the electrical behavior 
of the cell with respect changes on environmental parameter of temperature and irradiance. An accurate PV module 
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electrical model is presented based on the mathematical equations. The general model was implemented on 
MATLAB/Simulink environment, and accepts irradiance as variable parameters and outputs the I-V characteristic. A 
particular typical solar panel was used for model evaluation, and results was compare with points taken directly from 
the manufacturer’s published curves and show excellent correspondence to the model.  With this proposed module 
different types of PV modules could be developed and students could be investigate and learn the P-V or V-I 
characteristics easily. Furthermore, a by-pass diode is added to the PV cell design with this addition, in different 
insulation combinations will be able to investigate likewise partial shade. 

 
 

 MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE PV CELL 

Nomenclature 

I &V Cell output current and voltage 

Iph Photon or light generated current 

Io PV junction saturation current 

Rs Series Resistance 

RsH Shunt Resistance 

T Operating temperature 

ISC Short circuit current at 25o C and under 1sun 

G  Solar Insulation in W/m2 

refG           1000 W/m2 

KI Short ckt. Current temperature coefficient at ISCR  

Tref Nominal Temperature 

Np Number of parallel connected cells 

Ns Number of series connected cells 

 
 
The simplest model of a PV cell consists of a current source in parallel connection with a diode as shown in figure 1. 
Photo current Iph is directly proportional to solar radiation G. Temperature T and photo current  Iph have a linear 
relationship according to equation (1), where Iph(ref)  is photo current which corresponds to reference temperature Iref. 
Equation (2) gives photo current at reference temperature. is a constant given by (3). In equation (2) and  (3) Iref is 
the nominal radiation given by PV’s constructor and ISC  is the short circuit current. All symbols are presented on 
figure 1 and used in equations refer to a single PV cell (Nema, Nema, & Agnihotri, 2009).  

 

Fig 1. PV Cell equivalent circuit 

The Mathematical Equations for PV Cell 
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Diode’s current is given by (4), where CellV  and CellI  are output voltage and current for a single PV cell 
respectively, oI Io is diode’s saturation current, TV  thermal voltage of it and SR  is in series resistance. 

exp 1Cell Cell S
D o

T

V I R
I I

V
ª º§ ·� �

 � �« »¨ ¸
« »© ¹¬ ¼

            (4) 

Current SHI  through shunt resistance SHR  according to Ohm’s law is equal to: 

Cell Cell S
SH

SH

V I R
I

R
� �

                   (5) 

Taking into account equations (1) – (5) and applying Kirchhoff’s current law, I –V characteristic equation (6) is 
resulted for PV cell:  

exp 1Cell Cell S Cell Cell S
Cell ph o

T SH

V I R V I R
I I I

V R
ª º§ ·� � � �

 � � � �« »¨ ¸
« »© ¹¬ ¼

         (6) 

Substituting in (6) equations  (7) and (8) which gives output voltage V and current I respectively for Ns in series and 
Np in parallel PV cells and ignoring current through shunt resistance, equation (9) gives the general I – V 
characteristic for PVs. Equation (10) gives the output power of a PV module consisted of (Ns x Np) cells.    

S CellV N V �                        (7) 

P CellI N I �                      (8) 
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NV I R
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I N I N I
N V
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             (9) 
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� �S P Cell CellP N N V I � � �                      (10) 

Equation (10) is able to be extended for a single PV array which consists of a number of PV modules and for a PV 
farm with many arrays. 

Modeling The PV Cell and Different Input PV Modules 

A. PV Cell and PV Module Model 
 

Due to the formulations in section 2 the interface model of PV Modules has been developed in 
MATLAB/Simulink environment. A parameter login screen is designed for different type PV modules which is 
shown in Fig. 2 (b). To prevent the hot spot and short circuit problems a by-pass diode is added as shown in Fig. 2 
(b). In addition to the PV cell model also PV module is designed. A practical method is used while developing the 
PV module with a gain (Ns) block which can be seen in the right part of the Fig. 2 (a). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

Fig 2. (a) PV Cell and PV Module design in MATLAB/Simulink (b) PV Module parameter login screen  

 
B. A Current-Input and Voltage-Input PV Module 

 
In Maximum power point trackers researcher has to be develop an algorithm and this algorithm could be 
different outputs like maximum current or maximum voltage, therefore designer or student could need 
different input PV modules for simulations. For this purpose, two types of PV Modules are designed for the 
user. With the current input and voltage-input PV modules provides a flexible environment to the user. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.  (a) Current-input PV Module  (b) A Voltage-input PV Module  

 
 

 

 

CELL MODULE
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Determination of V-I and P-V Characteristics 

Student can easily determine the PV characteristic with proposed PV modules with connecting them in series.  
For a realistic PV system simulation, it is better to connect series the PV modules. Fig. 4 shows the simulation 
between six series connected PV modules. In this fashion, the output power of the PV system is about 510 W. The 
output P-V and I-V characteristics in Fig. 5  are obtained from that simulation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. 6 array connected in series for a PV system simulation and determined the characteristic curves 
 
P-V and I-V characteristics are key points for understanding the PV systems. The need for the Maximum Power 

Point Tracker (MPPT) is acquired from these characteristics. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 5(a) that there are only 
one maximum power point in each power curve and the purpose of the MPPT’s are operate the PV systems at these 
maximum power points in different insolation levels. In Fig. 5. (a) different power curves are occurs due to different 
insolation conditions. When the insolation level is raised the output power is raised continually until the insulation is 
reached its maximum level. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. (a) P-V characteristic                              (b) I-V characteristics 

Reliability test of the model 

The reliability of the system is tested with using real PV module parameters and the simulation results are compared 
with the data sheet values. The real data which is obtained from data sheet is login as shown in Fig. 6 (a) and the real 
parameters from data sheet are shown in Fig. 6 (b). Although, in the PV modules data sheets has plenty of 
parameters, with proposed model a few of them enough to develop a realistic PV module. To the login screen the 
short circuit current, open voltage, voltage and current values at the maximum power point values are entered as 
shown in Fig. 6 (a) and the real values from data sheet is given in Fig 6 (b).  
 
 
 

G=200 W/m2

G=400 W/m2

G=600 W/m2

G=800 W/m2

G=1000W/m2 Insulation
rising
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               Fig. 6 (a) Parameter login screen with real data sheet values                                     (b) data sheet parameters            
 
The maximum power for one module is 85 W and 6 module is connected in series which makes the total output 
power 510 W and voltage value is equal to 103.2 V. The comparison tables of the real data and the simulation 
results are given in Table 1 and 2 respectively. 
 
 Table 1. The real data results     Table 2. The Simulation results 
 
Insulation MPP Power  

(W) 

  

MPP Voltage(V) 

  

MPP current  

(A) 

  

Insulation MPP Power  

(W) 

  

MPP Voltage 

(V) 

  

MPP current 

 (A) 

  

1000 W/m2 510 (85*6) 103.2  (17.2*6) 4.95 1000 

W/m2 

510.8243 103.4057 4.9400 

 
 

2. Partial Shade Condition Simulations 

If a PV array is partially shaded by a building, a tree, and/or clouds as shown in Fig 7 (a), it becomes insufficient for 
conventional MPPT schemes to extract maximum power. If modules with different optimal currents, caused by 
uneven insolation, are connected in series-parallel, MPPs often appear in the power versus voltage characteristic.  

In our interface model it is also possible to make a shade condition simulation. In Fig. 7 (b)  the sixth panel is 
exposed to a shade condition. The student only changes the insulation rate to see the effect of the partial shade 
condition to the PV system. 
 +

-
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V
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Fig 7. (a) Partial shade occurs because of a tree   (b) partial shade  simulation results  
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Conclusion 

An accurate PV module electrical model is presented and demonstrated in MATLAB/Simulink for a typical 60W 
solar panel. Given solar insolation and temperature, the model calculates the current for a given voltage. The results 
from the MATLAB™ model show excellent correspondence to manufacturer’s published curves. Finally the model 
development was used to show the effect of: insolation, temperature, ideality factor and series resistances .This 
paper is the first step to develop a complete solar photovoltaic power electronic conversion system in simulation. 
The final objective is develops a general model to simulate the electrical behavior of the PV systems in a grid 
connected application. With this study students will be able to simulate the PV system without a laboratory. 
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Abstract 

   This research is aimed to study factors effecting network learning resource center for the elementary schools of Bangkok 
Metropolitan. Those factors studied must have influenced the provision of effective learning center in academic institutions and 
must have facilitated the contribution of learning experiences among the community people while the learning media are always 
developed and the communication are made through the learning network which link the local academic institutions and urban 
areas. The population used in this study is 96 people of administrators, instructors and school personnel from 24 primary schools 
of Bangkok Metropolitan. The data has been analyzed by descriptive statistic methods which are percentage, mean and standard 
deviation in order to describe the results derived from behaviors forecasting using the data multivariate analysis regression. The 
results found are that:- 1) The first factor studied is emphasized on instruments which should be provided in the network learning 
resource center for primary schools of Bangkok Metropolitan are actually served to the students entering the center for self-
learning with the most value 3.97 of mean (S.D. = 0.71) and the least mean is derived from provision of computer units in the 
center for students to search information themselves and for the coordination among schools with its average value 3.40 of mean 
(S.D. = 0.78). 2) The second factor is emphasized on application of languages used in information technology and 
educational communication for the learning administration in network learning resource center. It is found that there 
has been searching information from websites for teaching and learning preparation and there has also been usage of 
applied software programs for teaching methods which effect to the highest 3.93 of the mean (S.D. = 0.76) and the 
least is derived from using of information technology and education communication for producing learning media 
with average value of 3.58 of mean (S.D. = 0.99). 3) The third factor is emphasized on media and instrument used in 
the network learning resource center. It is found that there has been adequate personal computers provided by the 
academic institutions and those computers are applicable and up-to-date and there has also been sufficient compact 
and applied programs that effect the highest value 3.93 of mean (S.D. = 0.76) and the least value was found on the 
audio-visual media which have been supplied adequately at the average value of 3.30 of mean (S.D. = 068). 4)The 
fourth factor is about the supportive actions derived from network learning resource center towards the information 
technology and educational communication through academic activities and skills for teachers in schools or school 
groups of Bangkok Metropolitan. It is found that learning activities prepared by school instructors result the highest 
value 3.95 of mean (S.D. =0.76) and the inferior value is deprived from listening the instructors’ comments and 
encouraging them for applying knowledge and skills in using media learnt from the network learning resource center 
to apply for further factual preparation of learning and teaching with its average value 3.93 of mean (S.D. = 0.76). 
From the study, it is clearly notified that the trend of network learning resource center for schools of Bangkok 
Metropolitan will be applicable under this convention:- Policy and Strategy Administration highly possible mean 
3.93 (S.D. = 0.76) Building and Location Administration fairly possible mean 3.40 (S.D. = 0.78)Management and 
Finance Administration highly possible mean 3.79 (S.D. = 0.68) Personnel Administration highly possible mean 
3.73 (S.D. = 0.69) Statistic and Reports Administration highly possible mean 3.97 (S.D. = 0.71) Public Relation 
Administration highly possible mean 3.58 (S.D. = 0.99) 
 

Keywords: Network  Learning ; Resource center 
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Introduction 

The required qualifications defined in item 3 of the purposes of Basic Education Standards issued in 2554 B.E.    are 
hereto:- 

“Learners need to be educated as well as international education levels are provided and they are required to        
realize all steps of global alternatives and technology development. It is very important for learners to be trained 
with skills, management capability, communication methods and usage of modern technology.  Learners need to 
know how to revise their attitude and apply their working methods for appropriate areas and related parts of         
learning network resources of which the following basic procedures have been managed for related academic      
agencies:- 

There has been provision or management of effective learning resources in academic institutions and community for 
being searching resources where experiences can be exchanged among academic institutions and with other   
communities.  

The researcher has realized those problems occurring in those communities and has aimed to study factors affecting 
the format of network learning resources for elementary schools of Bangkok Metropolitan. Hopefully, this study will 
be advantageous and can be an approach for further developing network learning resources for                 elementary 
schools of Bangkok Metropolitan. 

Objective 

To study factors which influence the format of network learning resources for elementary schools of Bangkok   
Metropolitan. 

Expected Outcomes 

From this study, the factors influencing the format of net work learning resources for elementary schools of 
Bangkok Metropolitan will be recognized and its outcome will be used as developing approach by management 
levels for supporting the network learning resources. 

Study Concept 

These following independent and dependent variables have been defined for the study concept:- 
There are 3 types of inputs in independent variables: 
 
Inputs which are 

- Inputs 1 include necessary information should be provided for network learning resources for 
elementary schools of Bangkok Metropolitan.  

- Inputs 2 are the application of Information technology and educational media for being learning 
services within network learning center. 

 
Contributing factors are readiness of media materials and equipment in the learning center. 
 
Supplementary factors are learning centers which provide information technology and educational communication 
through activities provided for increasing skills for teachers in elementary schools of Bangkok Metropolitan. 
 
Dependent variables are the format of network learning resources provided in elementary schools of Bangkok 
Metropolitan. 
 
To study those factors, related documents and research articles related have been studied including the National 
Education Act of 2542 B.E., computer network systems, library network process, organization management, 
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personnel administration, physical services in learning center for network resources and other related foreign 
articles. 
 
Study Methods 
These following methods have been used in this study:- 
Population used in this study is 96 people of 24 elementary schools of Bangkok Metropolitan including 
administration levels, teachers, academic personnel who have related responsibilities in learning services of each 
school where its format of the learning resource management is unclear. 
Tools used in this study are questionnaire consisting of 6 parts:- 
Part 1 – General information for the questionnaire respondents 
Part 2 – Inputs 
Part 3 – Contributing factors 
Part 4 – Supplementary factors  
Part 5 – Possible variables 
Part 6 – Suggestions from the questionnaire respondents concerning possible formats for the network learning 
resources for elementary schools of Bangkok Metropolitan   
To produce tools used in this study, these following processes were managed hereto:- 
1. Studying document and research articles concerning the format of network learning resources for elementary 
schools of Bangkok Metropolitan 
2. Designing questionnaire following to the study concept and the objectives of the study 
3. Proposing of the designed questionnaire to the advisor for her comments which will be used for revising the 
appropriate contents, statements and language used in the questionnaire of which its consistency was reviewed by 
the specialist 
4. Trying out the designed questionnaire to search for reliability of the questionnaire 
5. Reliabilities of all questions set in the questionnaire was 0.812 
6. Revising and editing before the complete set of questionnaire was printed out 
 
Data Information Collection Method 
The researcher herself propagates the approved questionnaire to collect data information. The duration for between 
propagating and collecting the questionnaire is 3 weeks and the researcher herself collect the number of 
questionnaire as set following to the number of population. 
 
Statistics used for data analysis 
Descriptive statistics which are percentage , mean and standard deviation was used for analyzing the data 
characteristics. After that the regression was used to analyze the data information and to forecast behaviors 
herewith:- 
1. Independent variables of inputs influence the format of network learning resources for elementary schools of 
Bangkok Metropolitan showing the relationship between behavior forecast and information perception behavior 
with its statistic at .05. 
2. Independent variables of contributing factors influence the format of network learning resources for elementary 
schools of Bangkok Metropolitan showing the relationship between behavior forecast and information perception 
behavior with its statistic at .05.  
3. Independent variables of supplementary factors influence the format of network learning resources for elementary 
schools of Bangkok Metropolitan showing the relationship between behavior forecast and information perception 
behavior with its statistic at .05. 
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4. Dependent variables of possible format: the relationship between format of network learning resources for 
elementary schools of Bangkok Metropolitan and information perception behavior showing its statistic at .05. 

 
Comments and suggestions 
Comments for this study 

 
1. There has been limitation in the number of population used for this study. In addition, duration for collecting data 
needs to be expanded also. 
2. Some parts of population used in this study lack knowledge of the study information because the schools used for 
the study are pilot schools which lack learning resource centers and some data information collected is only imagery 
and it is not collected from actual practice. 

 
Suggestion for further studies 
 
Connection between each type of learning media used in the network learning resources and satisfactory of users 

need to be further studied for further appropriation. 
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Abstract 

In our day, technology plays a major role in almost all walks of life. Individuals of all ages make use of it in their daily lives. 
5HVHDUFKHUV�KDYH�DOVR�VWXGLHG�WKLV�SKHQRPHQRQ��:\N�	�/RXZ������������$NSÕQDU�����������$ONDQ�����������'HQL]�������������
The views of individuals on technology use offer clues about the tools they consume. These views may vary. Used in all aspects 
of our daily lives, technology has also become part of the instructional process at schools. Student and teacher opinions are 
crucial in the effective and efficient use of technology. 
The aim of this study is to determine the views of elementary school pupils (grades 1-4) and teachers on technology use. The 
study group consists of pupils from grades 1 through 4 and their teachers. 
This is a descriptive study based on the survey model and quantitative research method (Karasar, 2005:25). Data will be collected 
by using a 3-point Likert type questionnaire prepared by the researchers. Frequencies and percentages were used in the analyses. 
 
Keywords: Elementary school student, elementary teacher, technology use; 

Introduction 

In our day, technology plays an important role in almost all walks of life. Individuals of all ages make use of 
technology in their daily lives. This swift increase in technology use has also affected educational systems and 
technology entered our schools for different reasons. Technological gadgets are the easiest way of reaching 
information and they have taken their place among the most commonly used educational materials in schools. 
Where we once used overhead projectors, videos, TV sets, and radios in the education sector, these have 
undoubtedly been replaced by computers, projectors and smart boards. Smart boards are defined as an educational 
tool that allows teachers and students to use their knowledge with skills, repeat, interact with knowledge and 
respond to instruction. The components of a smart board system are a computer, a projector and a panel with active 
surface that acts like a blackboard. Connected to a computer, the smart board and projector are used in conjunction 
with a smart board software. This software allows the use of many ready-made drawings, formulas, images, maps 
and shapes during class (Dill, 2008).  
    Smart boards offer many facilities such as presentations, viewing videos and graphics, as well as the opportunity 
to retrieve what was on the board at a later time (Smith et al., 2005). As stated by Levy (2002), smart boards have 
the advantages of presenting learning resources and knowledge, explaining concepts and ideas, and facilitating 
interaction and activities in the instructional process. They thus support the instructional process, draw students’ 
attention and increase their motivation.  
     According to the British Educational Communications and Technology Agency (BECTA) report (2007), smart 
boards are a beneficial tool of presentation that can be used to replace traditional and modern classroom resources 
(such as the blackboard, flipchart, OHP, maps, images, graphs, books, calculators and players); and that give one-
click access to teachers to a bank of resources that would otherwise take years to collect and much space to store. 
Lewin, Somekh and Steadman (2008) state that smart boards make classes more visual and  lively with their touch-
screen characteristics, the ability of students and teachers to interfere, change and record things and their other 
features such as sound, video and animations, colors, images, and zooming in or out. SMART Technologies (2006) 
report also states that smart boards increase active student involvement in the learning process and their interaction 
with the course, encourage them to learn and support different learning styles 
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     Kennewell and Beauchamp (2007) argue that smart boards ensure more eye contact between students and 
teachers and thus ease classroom management, make learning fun, enhance involvement and enrich the environment. 
Cogill (2001) emphasizes that training is necessary if smart boards are to be used effectively in education, and that 
RYHUXVH�FDQ�SXW�VWXGHQWV�RII� OHDUQLQJ��$GÕJ�]HO�HW�DO���������FRQWHQG�WKDW� LI� WHDFKHUV�XVH�smart boards in the right 
way, students can develop more interaction with the course.  
     Looking at research results on smart boards, some state that, when used properly, they keep students happy to 
learn with them, make class time more efficient, help teachers maintain student interest and motivation, and ensure 
more effective instruction along with a cooperative learning environment (6�QN�U��$UDEDFÕ�DQG�ùDQOÕ� ������$WHú��
2010; Painter,  Whiting and Wolters, 2005). However, there are other studies that discuss the problems that arise 
during the use of smart boards. Some of these are “lack of training on how to use smart boards for teachers, lack of 
support for teachers, lack of materials for use with smart boards, technical problems before and during smart board 
use, and the resulting fall in student motivation (Türel, 2011; Türel, 2010; Hutchinson, 2007;  Hall and Higgins, 
2005). 
     Smart boards have become very popular in the field of education recently, particularly in countries such as the 
UK, USA and Australia, attracting huge allocations in their education budgets. While 90% of classrooms in Japan 
and the USA are adorned with smart boards, 70% of EU classrooms have them. The Italian Ministry of Education 
started a project called “Digital Schools” (www.digiscuola.it) in 2010, with which they are making a great effort to 
increase the number of smart boards across the country and ensure their effective use with teacher training (Lai, 
2010; Türel, 2010; Torff and Tirotta, 2010 and Holmes, 2009). These countries mostly use tools that resemble a 
traditional board but has a touch screen to interact with the user, and are connected to a computer. In Turkey, smart 
boards have recently become a popular tool of learning and teaching especially in elementary schools, and their use 
is on the rise both in public and private schools. The Fatih project initiated in 2010 intending to bring a new vision to 
the Turkish education system defines its overall goal as bringing computer technology (CT) tools to classrooms by 
the end of 2013 (MEB, 2012). The components of the Fatih project include the following five headings: hardware-
software, e-content, use of information technologies and in-service teacher training. The project embodies the 
WUDQVLWLRQ�IURP�³D�FRPSXWHU�IRU�HDFK�VFKRRO�WR�D�FRPSXWHU�IRU�HDFK�FODVVURRP´��$GÕJ�]HO�HW�DO�������� 
 
1.1. Significance of the Study 

 
As mentioned before, smart boards have become popular in Turkish education agenda and are being used in 

many institutions.  However, every technological tool comes with both advantages and disadvantages. This study 
examines teacher and student views on smart boards that have a big cost for the country by referring to other studies 
in the literature and the Fatih project. Examining the success of previous practices and teacher and student views is 
crucial. The study was conducted with 5th, 6th and 7th graders from a school that has been using smart boards for 
the past three years, and the teachers of these children. The concept of technology in the study is limited to smart 
boards.  
     The study sought answers to the following questions:  
Problem Statement  
     What are student and teacher views about smart boards used in their classes? 
Sub Problems  

a. What are student views about smart boards used in their classes? 
b. What are teacher views about smart boards used in their classes? 

Method 

Study Group 

The study group comprises 5th, 6th, and 7th graders from a school that was using smart boards during the 2012-
2013 school year, as well as the teachers of these students. The distribution of the students by gender and grade level 
is shown below in Table 1. 
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3.   Table 1. Distribution of students by gender and grade level 
 

Gender    Grade Level n % 
 n %  5 69 37,7 

Girl 105 57,4  6 65 35,5 
Boy 78 42,6  7 49 26,8 
Total 183 100,0  Total 183 100,0 

 
     Of the students in the study group, 57,4 % were girls and 42,6% were boys. Of these , 37,7% were 5th graders, 
35,5% were 6th graders and the remaining 26,8% were 7th graders. 
 
     The distribution of the teachers by gender and subject area is presented below in Table 2. 
 

4. Table 2. Distribution of teachers by gender and subject area 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
     Of the teachers in the study group, 55,6% were female and 44,9% were male. Of these, 16,7% were Turkish 
teachers, 19,4% were Science and Technology,  16,7% were Social Studies, 25% were Mathematics and 22,2% were 
Foreign Language teachers. 
 
     The distribution of teachers regarding their smart board experience and use is given in Table 3. 
 
 
 

Table 3: Distribution of teachers regarding their smart board experience and use 

Smart Board Experience n % 

3 years 18 50,0  

2 years 12 33,3 

1 year 6 16,7 

Smart Board Use (Daily) n % 

7 hours 7 19,4 

5 hours 16 44,4 

4 hours 13 36,1 

 
     Fifty percent of the teachers had been using smart boards for 3 years,  while 33,3% had been using them for 2 
years, and 16,7% for 1 year. On the other hand, 44,4% used it for 5 hours daily, 36,1% for 4 hours daily, and 19,4% 
for 7 hours daily. 

Data Collection Tools 

 Student data were obtained by using the tool developed by Beeland (2002). This is a 4-point Likert type scale 
with 20 items with the following: 1: Completely Disagree, 2: Disagree, 3: Agree and 4: Completely Agree. Test 
reliability was ensured by a Cronbach Alpha coefficient of .71. Also, the researchers added the following questions 
at the end of the scale: “When a smart board is used, what are your favorite aspects of class?”, ”Is there anything 

         Gender n      %         Subject Areas n       % 

           Female    20    55,6              Turkish 6     16,7 
           Male    16    44,9               Science and Technology 7     19,4 

               Social Science 6     16,7 
               Mathematics 9     25,0 
               Foreign Language 8     22,2 
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you don’t like about smart boards? What?” and “Do you think you learn better when a smart board is used in class? 
Why?” and obtained the views of 18 (10%) randomly selected students from each class.   
 Data from teachers, on the other hand, were collated by the researchers by using a survey based on Beeland’s 
(2002) measurement tool, which was a 5-point Likert type scale with 20 items. The points were as follows: 1: 
Completely Disagree, 2: Disagree, 3: Undecided, 4: Agree and 5: Completely Agree. Test reliability was ensured by 
a Cronbach Alpha coefficient of .69. The survey included questions such as: “How many years have you used smart 
boards?”, “How many hours daily do you use smart boards?”, “What difficulties do you face when using smart 
boards?” and “What are the advantages of using smart boards?”. 
 
Findings 
 

The findings were considered and interpreted in the same order as the questions used in the study. 
a) What are student views about smart boards used in their classes? 

Student views about smart board use were examined and the results are offered in Table 4. 
 
 
 

Table 4: Student views about smart boards used in their classes 
 

    _ 
   X                 

 
     sd 

I enjoy learning with smart boards   
I don’t like being taught through smart boards*  3,21 ,467 
Using technology well helps finding a good job 3,79 ,588 
When smart boards are used during education, I focus better 3,81 ,599 
If my teacher used smart boards more often, I would study more  3,46 ,557 
I know that learning how to use technology gives me the opportunity to learn many new things  3,49 ,663 
I can learn many things when my teacher uses a smart board 3,75 ,611 
I enjoy courses taught through smart boards 3,89 ,755 
I believe that the more teachers use smart boards, the more I enjoy school 3,56 ,550 
I believe that it is important for me to learn how to use a smart board 3,87 ,676 
I feel comfortable using a smart board  3,78 ,487 
I enjoy using a smart board 3,87 ,539 
I don’t think that learning will take longer when my teacher uses a smart board * 3,68 ,599 
I’m no longer apprehensive of using a smart board 3,91 ,296 
Using a smart board makes me nervous* 1,87 ,536 
Using a smart board is not nerve-wrecking  3,38 ,616 
By using technology, I can study as little as possible* 3,57 ,622 
It is difficult to use a smart board * 1,87 ,911 
I can learn more from books than I can from smart boards * 2,82 ,627 
I panic when I think about using a smart board * 1,86 ,474 
Total 3,36 ,591 

* Items 2, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19 and 20 are negative and inversely coded   
 
 It can be understood that students generally embrace the use of smart boards as they have mostly chosen the 
alternative “Completely Agree ( X = 3,36, sd=0,591)”. The items for which the students chose “Agree” and 
“Completely Agree” were: “I enjoy learning with smart boards”, “Using technology well helps finding a good job”,  
“When smart boards are used during education, I focus better”, “If my teacher used smart boards more often, I 
would study more”, and “I enjoy courses taught through smart boards.” 
 Students chose “Agree” for smart boards encouraging participation, making classes fun and interesting, and 
using time efficiently. Overall, they seem to think that technology use facilitates learning and is influential in finding 
a good job. 
These results suggest that students are satisfied with learning through smart boards. This finding is in line with those 
of previous studies about using smart boards in the instructional process (Beeland, 2002 and Lewin et al., 2008). 
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 The responses of students to the open-ended questions were as follows: 
 When a smart board is used, what are your favorite aspects of class?  
 Most students stated that they enjoyed the interactive feature of smart boards and the option of being able to 
write on them by using a marker or their fingers, and that they did not get bored during smart board use. They also 
said that learning through videos and other visuals is beneficial, and that smart boards enable them to use the 
Internet when there is a new concept they want to learn about. 
 “We learn by seeing and listening.” A.K 
 “We learn without being overloaded with information, we can use the net when we want to”. K. D 
  “We can copy what we do and share them with other classes or view them again ourselves” A. F 
 Is there anything you don’t like about smart boards? What?   
 Students replied that visibility was compromised due to glare in sunny weather, they were not able to read 
materials written on A4 paper, they sometimes changes the screen upon touching the board accidentally, videos 
sometimes did not load and wasted their time, and teachers sometimes went over things too quickly. 
 “Videos shut down, which leads to time waste. When I’m writing on them my other fingers touch the board and 
cause problems” A.K 
 “Print sometimes moves, restarting the board after a power cut can take time, and using a marker can be 
difficult.” K.D 
 “It can give us eye strain. Glare during early hours makes it hard to see the board. Our teachers sometimes 
teach too quickly, which tires us and makes it difficult to follow class.” A. F. 
Some teachers going over materials too quickly, the headache and eye strain that some students mentioned, and 
possible technological problems are similar to the difficulties mentioned in previous studies (Wall et al., 2005; 
Hennes, 2007). 
 Do you think you learn better when a smart board is used in class? Why? 
Most students stated that smart boards are audio-visually rich and lead to better learning, and that their teachers 
come to class better prepared which leads to more interesting classes where they can learn better.  
 “The smart class facilitates our teacher’s work and makes drawings clearer. I learn better with the smart board. 
Its Internet connection also supports our learning.” A.K. 
 “I learn better with the smart board than with books. I understand things more quickly and find learning fun” K. 
D. 
 “Our teachers prepare for class, and we use the internet to reach videos and images and thus learn better.” A. 
F. 
 In sum, students stated that they understood subjects more easily with a smart board owing to its print and 
drawing features, audiovisual opportunities and the internet connection. Considering student interest in visual, aural 
and tactile course materials, these findings are not surprising.  
 However, one student said during the interview that he was not able to learn with a smart board and that using it 
was a loss of time and led to some problems. 
 “I think it’s a time waste to use a smart board, it gets noisy at times and stops me from learning. Instead of 
writing things down, we just view them on the board. Those with eye problems suffer. Also, I don’t like it that my 
work or assignments are shared with the whole class on the smart board.” C. B. 

b. What are teacher views about smart boards in their classes? 
     Teacher views on the topic were also examined and the results are given below in Table 5. 
 

Table 5: Teacher views on their smart board practices 
 

Smart boards... X  
ss 

help me use time efficiently 3,78 ,663 
interest and motivate students 4,21 ,629 
make my classes more interesting 3,98 ,576 
help me have more time for my students 3,43 ,654 
visualize the learning environment and bring concrete learning 4,50 ,586 
help me use computers and projectors more effectively than before 4,01 ,473 
encourage my students to participate more in my lessons  3,78 ,417 
help my students learn better 3,97 ,473 
have helped me change my instructional method 3,67 ,668 
are time consuming* 3,51 ,554 
help me enjoy my classes more 4,13 ,581 
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are not appropriate for every subject* 4,28 ,583 
waste time when there are technical problems* 4,04 ,630 
help students understand topics better  by using audiovisual materials 4,15 ,595 
are not significantly different from regular boards* 2,63 ,710 
make my classes more planned and organized 4,63 ,531 
are difficult to use* 2,50 ,505 
make classroom management more difficult* 2,65 ,481 
require too much time and effort for materials development* 3,71 ,455 
reduce student interest when overused*  3,65 ,481 
Total 3,76 ,654 

* Items 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19 and 20 are negative and inversely coded   
     It can be seen that teachers generally chose between “undecided” and “agree” ( X = 3,76, ss=0,654)”. Those 
items that were marked as “Agree” and “Completely Agree” were: “interest and motivate students”, “visualize the 
learning environment and bring concrete learning”, “make students understand better with audiovisual materials”, 
and “make my classes better planned and organized”. However, teachers also stated that smart boards were not 
appropriate for every course and that they led to time loss when technical problems arose. 
     The responses of teachers to the open-ended questions are summarized below. 
     All teachers in the study group said that they made use of smart boards. 
What are some difficulties you face when you use smart boards?  
     Similar to any technological system, problems may also arise when smart board systems are used. Teachers listed 
these problems as technical problems, the time needed to prepare materials, and their mismatch with some subject 
areas.  
“They frequently require calibration, and their overuse may cause headaches or restlessness in students. It can 
sometimes take time to technically solve problems, which leads to a hubbub in class and waste of time, as well.” A. 
K. 
“I don’t think they are very effective in courses such as Social Studies. They can, however, draw student interest 
with visual materials such as maps.”  D. N. 
 “It takes time to prepare course materials, I need to revise and correct them a lot.” S. T. 
“They cause loss of time when there’s a technical problem (such as power cuts or calibration), and because we 
prepare to teach via the smart board, it takes time to shift to another mode” A. F. 
What are the advantages of using smart boards? 
     The teachers listed increased student motivation and participation, efficient use of time, and effective learning 
owing to being visual as the advantages of smart boards. 
“They attract student attention.  They are particularly good with that in geometry” A.K. 
“Because you prepare for class beforehand, you can use time very efficiently.” D. N. 
“They increase student interest and motivation; particularly when students are allowed to also use the board.” S. T. 
 
Conclusion 

 
Technology is becoming ever more present in the instructional process. Different technological tools are in use 

in different countries and schools. Smart boards, which combine computers, projectors, smart screens and the 
internet are an example of these technologies and are becoming more and more popular.  
     Aiming to promote the use of smart boards in education and to examine student and teacher views on smart 
boards, this study found that students embraced smart boards, and “agreed” that these boards increased their 
involvement in classes, made their courses more fun and helped efficient use of time.  
     Teachers, on the other hand, “completely agreed” that smart boards interest and motivate students”, “visualize the 
learning environment and bring concrete learning”, “make students understand better with audiovisual materials”, 
and “make classes better planned and organized”.  
     Most students stated that they enjoyed an interactive board and being able to write with a marker or their fingers, 
learning with a smart board by watching videos and seeing, and being able to use the internet to check out new 
information. Teachers, on the other hand, mentioned enhanced student motivation and participation, better use of 
class time owing to prior preparation, and more effective learning with visual materials as the advantages of smart 
boards. 
     Students stated that smart boards have glare problems, they were not able to read materials written on A4 paper, 
they sometimes changed the screen by touching it inadvertently, videos sometimes do not load and cause time loss, 
and teachers sometimes rush through materials. Teachers mentioned technical problems (such as power cuts or 
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calibration), the time-consuming nature of materials preparation, and smart boards not lending themselves to use in 
every subject area.  
     As can be seen, despite technical problems and the time needed to prepare materials, smart boards are a viable 
educational solution to get students motivated and interested, to make lessons more efficient, and to support 
teachers.  
     Other studies are needed to make smart boards more commonplace in the country and reveal their advantages and 
benefits comprehensively.  
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Abstract 

The present research paper focuses on the area of vocabulary teaching in the foreign language classroom.  It attempts to highlight 
the way computer corpus data ease the difficulties involved in EFL (English Foreign Language) vocabulary teaching and 
learning. The paper aims at exploring the extent of awareness of EFL teachers to the concept of computer corpus-data, raising 
awareness on the efficacy of computer-corpus data in the area of EFL vocabulary selection and instruction and analyzing 
teachers’ attitudes on the application of those data as a language source in selecting EFL vocabulary teaching materials.  
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 Introduction and statement of the problem 

Learning a foreign language involves the development of different skills, namely, reading, writing, listening and 
speaking. Although specific skills may be focused on separately for pedagogical reasons, two elements are crucial to 
the process of acquiring and using a language: vocabulary and grammar (Celce-Murcia, 2001). However, the 
importance of grammar has been widely recognized in English Language Teaching (ELT) methodologies than 
vocabulary (Celce-Murcia, 2001; Nunan, 2001; Swan, 2002). This is because the latter was incidental to the main 
purpose of the target language teaching. In this respect, DeCarrico (2001:285) writes: “vocabulary has not always 
been recognized as a priority in language teaching”. In addition, Richards and Renandya (2002) affirm that 
vocabulary teaching and learning has been left to a position of secondary importance if compared with other fields 
of research in language teaching and learning. However, from the mid 1980s onwards, vocabulary becomes the area 
of interest of many investigators (Laufer, 1986; Carter, 1987, 1988; Sinclair & Renouf, 1988; Nation, 1990; Willis, 
1990; Descamps, 1992; Nattinger & DeCarrico, 1992; Lewis, 1993, 1997; Read, 2000 etc.).  

 The growth of interest in vocabulary learning pushes many researchers to investigate its effectiveness   on 
successful Second Language (SL) learning. For example, Laufer (1986) and Nation (1990) realize that many of SL 
learners' receptive skills (listening and reading) and productive skills (speaking and writing) difficulties result from 
an inadequate vocabulary. They also assert that even when learners are at higher levels of language competence and 
performance, they are still in need to vocabulary learning for this latter is a lifelong process. On their part, Richards 
J.C. and Renandya (2002: 252) find out that: “Vocabulary is a core component of language proficiency and 
provides much of the basis for how well learners listen, speak, read and write. Without an extensive vocabulary… 
learners often achieve less than their potential and may be discouraged from making use of language”. In the same 
context, Beglar and Hunt (2005: 7) confess that “Vocabulary acquisition is a crucial, and in some senses, the central 
component in successful foreign language acquisition”. Accordingly, it could be argued that vocabulary is the 
keystone of successful Second Language and Foreign Language (FL) learning and its acquisition is the basic 
foundation of the target language proficiency since its knowledge pervades all four language skill areas and helps 
learners in both language comprehension and production.  Therefore, words are perhaps the greatest tools teachers 
can give to their learners to do well, not only in their target language learning but more generally in life since words 
play an important role in expressing one’s feelings, emotions, and ideas to others during the act of communication in 
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today’s complex social and economic world (Allen, 1983). It follows that language teachers in general and S/FL 
teachers in particular should attribute great importance to teaching vocabulary in their classes.   

 The present paper goes beyond that and sees FL vocabulary teaching more than presenting new words. For sure, 
this may have its position but careful consideration should be given to other issues. For example, EFL students see 
lots of words in a language class, some of them are taught at an early stage and other are taught later and some are 
used often while others are not. At this level, one should ask why should instructors teach some words and not teach 
others? On which aspects should they base their EFL vocabulary selection decisions? Is there any way or source on 
which teachers may rely to encourage students to learn a given word rather than another? Why some students are 
successful at vocabulary learning and others are not? These questions are more or less difficult and challenging to 
foreign language syllabus or textbook designers, teachers and learners to answer for the large amount of the English 
vocabulary itself and the foreign language little exposure in the learning environment. Given the challenge involved 
in EFL vocabulary selection and instruction, the present paper strives to solve and answer some of the above queries 
by highlighting the way computer-corpus data can ease the difficulties involved in EFL vocabulary selection and 
instruction which is the scope of this paper, but prior to this the researcher tries to answer some questions, like:  
what is meant by computer-corpus data? And what can computer-corpus data tell EFL textbook designers or 
teachers about vocabulary?  

Computer-corpus data 

A computer-corpus is basically a collection of written or spoken texts which are stored in a computer. Written 
texts (newspapers and magazines) can be entered into a computer from a scanner, a CD, or the Internet. Spoken texts 
as conversations are recorded and then transcribed so as to feed them into the computer database. Eventually, it 
becomes possible to analyse the language with corpus software tools to see how people really speak or write (O’ 
Keeffee, McCarthy & Carter, 2007). According to many corpus-linguists (Sinclair J., 1991; Hunston S., 2002; 
McCarthy M. J., 2004; O’Keeffe, A., M. J. McCarthy, & R. A. Carter, 2007) computer corpus data can tell us about: 

Frequency 

It means which words and expressions are most frequent and which are rare. The frequency of words is shown 
and ordered in a frequency list. This latter, tells us what word and phrases are used most often i.e. high frequency 
words; and which are less used i.e. low frequency words. As far as teachers are concerned, frequency lists will be 
useful for us to make choices about what vocabulary to teach and in what order to present it to our pupils. For 
example, when one makes a look at some corpora like Brown Corpus or Cambridge International Corpus he may 
notice that idioms use is rare. Thus, as a teacher, he will teach idioms later in the language programme. On the other 
hand, he can notice which items in a large vocabulary set, people talk most about in order to give them priority in 
teaching. These may include names of colours, pets, clothing and health problems. Based on a sample of 4.5 million 
words of spoken data from Cambridge International Corpus it has been noted that The is the first word in the rank 
frequency list for the whole corpus; the five most common verbs (apart from parts of the verbs be, have and do) are 
said, know, see, get, and made; the most common nouns are time, people, way, years, work, government, man, day, 
work, and life; the most common adverb is so. One can also see which words are more frequent than other similar or 
related words: Yeah is more frequent than yes; also is more frequent than too.  

Frequency lists can also provide very useful statistics to help textbook writers present grammar items in the best 
way. If we take example of the verb must and consider the hundreds of uses of must in the Cambridge International 
Corpus (Spoken Corpus), the results reveal  that, on average, only 5 % of all its uses are connected with obligation 
(e.g., you must have a visa to enter the United States). Another 5 % are in expressions, such as I must admit and I 
must say. Yet, the crushing majority of uses of must are to express prediction, such as: that must have been nice; you 
must be hungry, etc.  

Differences in speaking and writing 

As we saw in the previous section, corpus tools can give teachers information about how frequent a word is in 
different corpora, therefore, they can compare the frequency of vocabulary in newspapers, academic texts and 
conversations. For instance, the word probably is about five times more frequent in conversation than in 
newspapers and ten times more frequent in conversations than in academic texts. On the other side, however is eight 
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times more frequent in newspapers than in conversation and over twenty times more frequent in academic texts than 
in conversation. Awareness of such differences helps teachers a great deal to decide on whether to insert and 
present vocabulary units in a written or spoken context. 

Contexts of use 

The corpus tells us about the situations in which people use certain vocabulary. Owing to this language source, it 
becomes possible to know whether an item of vocabulary is used by anyone and in whatever situation or particularly 
in more polite situations and relationships. Large corpora enable the possibility of presenting and using vocabulary 
appropriately for teachers and learners respectively. Examples are: formal and informal usage of expressions like 
goodbye and see you. 

Collocations 

The term collocation means a combination of two or more words often used together more frequently than would 
happen by chance.  Collocation software enables us to find out all the words which are often combined with others 
(see figure 1). Computer-corpus data is very helpful for searching for collocations of verbs like:  have, get, make, 
and do i.e. delexical verbs. As their name implies these verbs do not have a lexical meaning of their own. They 
rather take their meaning from the words that they collocate or are used with.  Providing collocational knowledge to 
our students, by means of those data, will not only lessen their word-choice, but make them sound more native-like, 
too.  

Make: sure, difference, sense, decision, mistakes, decisions, money, mistake, reservations, copies and effort. 
Do: anything, something, things, job, well, nothing, work, whatever, aerobics, gardening, homework and laundry. 
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(Adapted from McCarthy: 2004) 

Fig. 1. Collocations of the words make and do 

Strategic use of vocabulary 

Strategic vocabulary means the words and expressions that are used to organize and manage discourse.  Written 
texts are easily found in newspapers, books, on the Internet, etc. and then used by teachers as models for teaching 
words and expressions that writers use strategically to organize their texts. These include conjunctions like along 
with and however, which organize ideas within and across sentences and adverbs as first, secondly, etc., which list 
ideas within a paragraph or text. Yet, it is not easy to find words and expressions that speakers use to manage their 
different talks. So how can we find them? Corpus software can answer this need since it analyses different 
conversations and orders frequency lists of the strategic vocabulary speakers use to manage their speech. These 
include expressions which linguists call ‘vague language’ as: or something, and that kind of thing and and stuff that 
speakers use often informally instead of specific words to refer to things, activities, or situations. Other examples of 
strategic vocabulary of conversations are discourse markers like ‘anyway’ which speakers use with words like so 
and well to come back to the main point after an interruption. These strategies are not just extras or a plus in foreign 
language learning, but they are a must in creating "proper" dialogues and in creating "fine" relationships between 
speakers (Carter & McCarthy: 2006). Computer-corpus data, indeed, proves to have much to offer to EFL teachers 
and textbook writers especially while designing English vocabulary teaching materials that recently  much attention 
is  paid to as they pervade all four skill areas of listening, speaking, reading and writing. 

Objectives of the research 

From this research one aims to: 

x  Explore the extent of awareness of EFL teachers to the concept of computer corpus-data. 
x  Raise awareness on the effectiveness of computer-corpus data in the area of EFL vocabulary selection and 

instruction. 
x  Analyze the EFL teachers’ attitudes on the application of computer-corpus analyses as a language source for 
EFL vocabulary selection and instruction.  

Research questions 

In fact, this research paper intends to answer problem area of this research by tackling the following questions:  
 

x What language sources do EFL teachers usually rely on to teach about English vocabulary?   
x How do EFL teachers qualify the existing EFL vocabulary selection sources and teaching materials? 
x Are EFL teachers knowledgeable about computer-corpus data? 
x What are teachers’ perspectives regarding the application of computer- corpus data in EFL vocabulary selection 
and instruction? 
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Research methodology 

Method 

The choice of the method is mainly based on the problem of the investigation. In fact, the nature of the problem, 
the population and the looked-for data made the researcher decide on two methods. One chooses the descriptive and 
analytic methods because the work is mainly based on some definitions, mainly computer corpus-data and the 
description and the analysis of EFL teachers’ attitudes on those data.  That is, in order to report EFL teachers’ 
perceptions on the impact that computer corpus-data has on English vocabulary selection and instruction, the 
researcher opts for the use of the aforesaid methods. Indeed, those methods enable one to adequately describe and 
analyze the collected data about the subject matter. 

Sample population 

To gather data about the EFL vocabulary teaching situation in general and teachers’ attitudes on the application 
of computer corpus-data on English vocabulary selection and instruction; one needs a sample population of EFL 
teachers for the administering of a semi-structured interview.  The population of teachers for this study is of 10 full-
time teachers (6/10 are females and 4/10 males), who are charged with teaching English as a Foreign Language  in 
the Department of Foreign Languages – Section of English – at the University of Tlemcen (Algeria). The research 
subjects were chosen at random because in random sampling, according to Brown (2001:72) "each individual in the 
populations must have an equal chance of being selected", which reduces the effect of bias and enhances objectivity.  

Research instrument 

Following the requirements of the present research, one makes use of the semi-structured interview to answer the 
aforementioned research questions and to supply the research subjects with the needed information about computer 
corpus-data if teachers show unfamiliarity about those data. Yet, in introducing the semi-structured interview, the 
investigator and the interviewees discussed some inevitable points about EFL vocabulary teaching; like EFL 
vocabulary teaching goals and importance to foreign language teaching and learning milieu. All teachers confess the 
importance of vocabulary teaching in the foreign language classroom. Some explained that vocabulary knowledge 
makes EFL learning more effective as words are used in both language perception and production and relate its 
inadequacy to the students’ low level of English proficiency. Accordingly, Beglar and Hunt (2005:7) write 
“vocabulary acquisition is a crucial, and in some senses, the central component in successful foreign language 
acquisition”. Others admitted that vocabulary is inevitable in teaching and that it should be presented, taught and 
recycled very often in and outside the classroom for vocabulary knowledge can ever be fully mastered.  

To manage this interview, the researcher takes an interview schedule which lists the topics to be discussed out of 
beforehand determined questions. Yet, at the same time the investigator allows an elaboration in the questions and 
answers whenever needed. In collecting information, one writes down quick and abbreviated notes on the 
interviewees’ answers as they code switch while speaking. Later on, the researcher summarizes the data gathered 
from each interviewee in order to organize and analyze the results in graphs.  

Results and discussion  

Results and discussion of the first research question  

To see what language sources do EFL teachers use in order to teach about vocabulary, the following question was 
asked: Which language sources do you use to teach about the English vocabulary? 

The results show that all teachers rely on the Oxford Advanced Learner’ Dictionary and some vocabulary 
teaching books like, English Vocabulary in Use, as far as word knowledge and vocabulary activities are concerned. 
Yet, this query brought a hot debate between the interviewees so that two points of controversies rose up among the 
research informants. Some teachers (4/10) admitted that they hardly refer to vocabulary teaching books for the 
reason that their learners are adults enough to undertake their own vocabulary learning process. Other teachers 
(6/10), however, confessed on a planned vocabulary teaching is needed and added that vocabulary is inevitable in 
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teaching and that it should be presented, taught and recycled very often in and outside the classroom for vocabulary 
knowledge can ever be fully mastered.  

Results and discussion of the second research question  

Subsequently, the informants were asked to answer the question: “How do you qualify the existing EFL 
vocabulary selection sources and teaching materials, if any?” to know whether or not they are satisfied with the EFL 
vocabulary sources and teaching materials they are currently using. The findings, in the graph below, show that the 
majority of teachers (6/10) are not satisfied by the English vocabulary teaching sources and materials they are 
currently using, unlike one teacher.   The rest of the respondents show a neutral attitude as they choose to say 
‘Average’. What is more is that this query sheds light on some EFL instructors’ vocabulary teaching difficulties. 
Actually, those teachers who were not satisfied with the existing EFL vocabulary selection sources and teaching 
materials do relate their dissatisfaction to the problem of the outdated books in the library of the department and 
other times to the lack of vocabulary teaching books, to finally admit that they find the refuge in the Internet rather 
than the library to better their English teaching in general and that of vocabulary in particular.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 2. Teachers’ satisfactory level on EFL vocabulary teaching sources and materials 
 

Results and discussion of the third research question 

 The third research question that the investigator endeavours to answer reads the following: Are EFL teachers 
knowledgeable about computer-corpus data? One aims from this question to introduce the notion of computer 
corpus-data to the research informants and to see whether or not teachers have prior knowledge about those data. In 
fact, once the researcher mentioned the idea of computer corpus-data and its investments in language analyses in 
general and vocabulary selection and teaching in particular, almost all research informants (9/10) reveal their 
unfamiliarity about those data (See Figure 3). Consequently, one has provided the sample of teachers with the 
relevant information about computer corpus-data in order to familiarize them and raise their awareness on the notion 
of those data. Furthermore, the supply of EFL teachers with the relevant information vis-à-vis computer corpus-data 
is fundamental since this made the collection of their attitudes on the application of those data as a source for EFL 
vocabulary selection and teaching possible.  
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Fig. 3. EFL Teachers’ Familiarity or Unfamiliarity with Computer Corpus-Data 

 

Results and discussion of the forth research question 

In an attempt to answer and gather data about the forth research question which enquires on EFL teachers’ 
attitudes a propos the application of computer- corpus data in EFL vocabulary selection and instruction, the 
researcher had asked the research subjects to rank their perceptions on the statements below using the five Likert-
type scale.  

x Statement 1: Computer corpus-data is the ‘richest’ language source that syllabus designers and textbook writers 
may relay on for presenting both current and authentic language content and teaching materials as far as EFL 
learners are concerned.  

x Statement 2: EFL vocabulary is best analysed, selected, presented and taught with the aid of computer corpus-
data analyses.   

x Statement 3: Raising awareness about computer corpus-data language analyses and recommending its 
application in EFL vocabulary teaching and learning situations may not only enhance EFL teachers and learners’ 
interest in vocabulary teaching and learning but do also improve their proficiency level as a whole.  

 
The findings show that the highest scores ranged between “Agree”, “Strongly Agree”, and “Agree” without leaving 
a single score to “Disagree” or “Strongly Disagree” as regards statements 1, 2, and 3 respectively. This means that 
the research informants do very often show agreement on the above statements as illustrated in the graph below: 
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Fig. 4. EFL teachers’ levels of Agreement and disagreement on statements 1, 2 and 3 

 
While discussing the above statements, the research informants were conferring positive attitudes towards the 

application of computer corpus-data as a source for EFL vocabulary selection in particular and English teaching in 
general. They added that its use would bring “new and light breath” to EFL teachers and learners alike. What is 
more, the interviewees admitted that their learners would “enjoy” the EFL class more than ever for they will deal 
with a more authentic language that they expect to meet in the international mass media or receive while visiting 
English-speaking countries or while chatting in text or speech with English native speakers and non-native English 
speakers by means of social networks (Facebook, MSN, Skype and the like). In due course, the research subjects 
confess on the effectiveness of computer corpus-data and make recommendations on its application in EFL 
vocabulary selection and instruction. 

Conclusions and Implications  

There is no doubt that learning a foreign language is strongly based on the learning of its vocabulary because a 
widely productive vocabulary is essential in enhancing the learner’s four language skills (listening, speaking, 
reading and writing). It follows that teachers are advised to plan their English vocabulary teaching and enforce its 
recycling and testing as word knowledge encompasses EFL learners’ receptive and productive skills and to 
emphasize the importance of word knowledge and vocabulary teaching in general in their EFL classrooms by 
explaining its efficiency to foreign language learning.  

Now it is clear that the corpus massive collection of texts and conversations, that were previously unavailable, 
have given language researchers, syllabus designers and instructors access to a wealth of information for both 
spoken and written English in order to determine the words and phrases needed to fulfil the EFL learners’ 
vocabulary needs for conducting conversations and writing passages more effectively. From this, it is highly 
advocated for syllabus designers and teachers to apply computer corpus-data as a source for EFL vocabulary 
selection and instruction in particular and why not EFL teaching and learning in general.   

From this research, however, it has been discovered that though EFL teachers confess the significance of 
vocabulary teaching in foreign language learning they do not have the tendency to implicitly teach about vocabulary 
on their classrooms and to update their language teaching sources and teaching materials in general and that of 
vocabulary in particular since many of the research informants were unfamiliar with computer corpus data. And 
therefore, it is kindly requested for EFL teachers to update their teaching resources and materials for a better English 
teaching and learning.   
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Abstract 

Modeling and simulation are acting a critical role in modern life because of development and evaluation of new systems and 
products, effective design, understanding how the new systems work and education of new technologies. Ad Hoc networks are 
composed of mobile nodes where a central authority doesnt exist or  regular services in traditional networks are not provided. 
Topology and mobility is very important in performance of the network due to complexity and increasing size of the ad hoc 
network systems. In this study, a simulation tool has been developed for education and research on effects of complexity, 
scalability and mobility of the ad hoc networks. Simulation experiments have been carried out by using developed topology and 
traffic models. Besides, education of topic has been facilitated with graphical interfaces. 
 

Keywords: Ad hoc, modeling, simülation, topology, mobility 

*LULú 

0RELO� VLVWHPOHU� DOW\DSÕ� JHUHNVLQLPOHULQLQ� G�ú�N� ROPDVÕ� YH� JH]JLQ� LOHWLúLP� GHVWH÷L� QHGHQL\OH� JHOHQHNVHO� NDEOROX�
LOHWLúLPH�J|UH�DYDQWDMOÕGÕU��&HS�WHOHIRQODUÕQÕQ�LOHWLúLPGHNL�EDúDUÕVÕQGDQ�HWNLOHQHQ�DUDúWÕUPDFÕODU�VDELW�DOW\DSÕ�ROPDGDQ�
KDEHUOHúPH� �]HULQH RGDNODQPÕúODUGÕU�� %X� \DNODúÕPÕQ� DOWÕQGD� ³JH]JLQ�$G�+RF� D÷ODU´� �0RELOH�$G�+RF�1HWZRUN� - 
0$1(7�� ROXúWXUXOPDVÕ� ILNUL� \DWPDNWDGÕU��1LKDL� KHGHI� WDPDPHQ� DOW\DSÕVÕ]� JH]JLQ� D÷ODU� NXUPDNWÕU� >�@��*HOHFHNWH�
0$1(7¶OHULQ��*�PLPDULVLQLQ�|QHPOL�ELU�SDUoDVÕ�ROPDVÕ�EHNOHQmektedir [2].  

+DUHNHWOLOLN�|]HOOL÷LQH�VDKLS�NDEORVX]�D÷ODU�LNL�IDUNOÕ�\DSÕ\D�VDKLSWLU��øON�\DSÕGD�ED]�LVWDV\RQX�RODUDN�DGODQGÕUÕODQ�ELU�
W�U� N|SU�� EXOXQPDNWD� YH� JH]JLQ� G�÷�P�ED]� LVWDV\RQX� oHYUHVLQGH� ED÷ODQWÕ� �� LOHWLúLP� NXUPDNWDGÕU�� øNLQFL� \DSÕ� LVH��
genel oODUDN�µ$G�+RF¶�D÷ODU�RODUDN�ELOLQHQ�DOW\DSÕVÕ]��JH]JLQ��VDELW�ELU�\|QOHQGLULFLVL�ROPD\DQ�D÷ODUGÕU�>�@��$G�KRF�
D÷ODUÕQ� D÷� WRSRORMLVLQLQ� VDELW� ROPDPDVÕ�� HQHUMLQLQ� GH÷HUOL� ROPDVÕ�� G�÷�POHULQ� ELUL� ELULQH� NDEORVX]� ED÷ODQWÕODUOD�
ED÷ODQPDVÕ�JLEL�ED]Õ�NDUDNWHULVWLNOHUL�YDUGÕU�>�@�� 

$G�+RF� D÷ODU� JLEL� GD÷ÕWÕN� VLVWHPOHU�� oHúLWOL� WHNQRORMLOHU� NXOODQDUDN� ELUELUOHUL\OH� LOHWLúLP� \DSDQ� ELULPOHUGHQ� ROXúXU��
øOHWLúLP� LoHULVLQGH� EXOXQDQ� VLVWHPLQ� X\DUODQDELOLUOLN�� |OoHNOHQHELOLUOLN�� J�YHQLOLUOLN� JLEL� ELU� WDNÕP� QLWHOLNOHUH� VDKLS 
ROPDVÕ� JHUHNPHNWHGLU��$UWDQ� NDUPDúÕNOÕN�YH�ER\XW� QHGHQL\OH� RUWD\D� oÕNDQ� VRUXQODUÕQ��VWHVLQGHQ� JHOPHN� DPDFÕ\OD�
JHOLúWLULOHQ� oHúLWOL� \|QWHPOHU� ELOJLVD\DU� D÷ODUÕQÕQ� LKWL\DoODUÕQD� J|UH� NXOODQÕOPDNWDGÕU�� %X� \|QWHPOHULQ� WDVDUÕP� YH�
JHOLúWLULOPHVLQGH�PRGHOOHPH�YH EHQ]HWLP�DUDoODUÕQÕQ�\HUL�E�\�NW�U�� 

<DSÕODQ�oDOÕúPDGD�$G�+RF�D÷ODUÕQ�\XNDUÕGD�EHOLUWLOHQ�VRUXQODUÕQ�LQFHOHQPHVL��WDVDUÕP�DOWHUQDWLIOHULQLQ�DUDúWÕUÕOPDVÕ��
IDUNOÕ�o|]�P�\DNODúÕPODUÕ��]HULQGH�oDOÕúÕODELOPHVL�YH�H÷WLP�DPDoOÕ�NXODOQÕODELOPHVL�LoLQ�$G�+RF�D÷ODrda topoloji ve 
KDUHNHWOLOL÷L�J|]OHPOHPHN�DPDoOÕ�ELU�EHQ]HWLFL�JHOLúWLULOGL�� 

 $G�+RF�$÷�\DSÕVÕ 

0$1(7¶OHU� ³G�÷�P´� RODUDN� DGODQGÕUÕODQ� NH\IL� YH� UDVWJHOH� KDUHNHW� HGHELOHQ� SODWIRUPODUGDQ� ROXúXU��9HUL�� NDEOROX�
D÷ODUGDQ� IDUNOÕ� RODUDN� G�÷�PGHQ� G�÷�PH� \|QOHQGLULOerek iletilir [2][4]. '�÷�POHU� UDVWJHOH� YH� NH\IL� RODUDN�
NHQGLOHULQL�RUJDQL]H�HGHUHN�KDUHNHW�HWPHNWH�VHUEHVWWLU��%X�\�]GHQ�D÷ÕQ�WRSRORMLVL�KÕ]OÕ�YH�|QJ|U�OHPH\HQ�ELU�úHNLOGH�
GH÷LúHELOLU�[2].   

                                                           
* Corresponding author. Tel.:+90-264-295-64-58 
E-mail address:stuncel@sakarya.edu.tr 
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ùHNLO�����%DVLW�ELU�$G�+RF�D÷�J|U�Qümü 

ùHNLO��¶GH�EDVLW�ELU�$G�+RF�D÷Õ�J|U�OPHNWHGLU��ùHNLOGH�$��%�YH�&�D÷GDNL�G�÷�POHUL��NHVLNOL�oL]JLOHUOH�ROXúWXUXOPXú�
GDLUHOHU�G�÷�POHULQ�UDG\R�NDSVDPD�DODQODUÕQÕ��RN�LúDUHWOHUL�LVH�ED÷ODQDELOLUOL÷L�WHPVLO�HWPHNWHGLU��%XUDGD�$�G�÷�P��
LOH� %� G�÷�P�� YH� %� G�÷�P�� KHP� $� KHP� &� G�÷�P�� LOH�� &� G�÷�P�� %� G�÷�P�� LOH� LOHWLúLP� KDOLQGHGLU�� $� YH� &�
G�÷�POHU�ELUELUL\OH�LOHWLúLP�NXUPDN�LVWHGLNOHULQGH�EXQX�DQFDN�%��]HULQGHQ�JHUoHNOHúWLUHELOHFHNOHUGLU� 

Hareketlilik 

.XOODQÕFÕODU�LoLQ�0$1(7¶OHULQ�HQ�|QHPOL�DYDQWDMÕ�KDUHNHWOLOLNWLU��'L÷HU�WDUDIWDQ�J�YHQLOLU�\�NVHN�EDúDUÕPOÕ�LOHWLúLP�
VD÷ODPDN� DPDFÕ� LOH� �VWHVLQGHQ� JHOLQPHVL� JHUHNHQ� ELU� VRUXQGXU� >�@�� 0$1(7� D÷ODU� JH]JLQ� YH� VDELW� G�÷�POHULQ�
NDUÕúÕPÕQD�VDKLS�RODELOLU��'�÷�POHULQ�KDUHNHWOLOL÷L��o�NDWHJRULGH�LQFHOHQHELOLU�>�@� 

x Rastgele harHNHWOLOLN��'�÷�POHULQ�DQDOLWLN�X\JXQOXN�LoLQ�NH\IL�RODUDN�UDVWJHOH�úDEORQODUGD�KDUHNHW�HWWL÷L��G�]HQOL�
“Brown devinimi” olarak modellenen) kabul edilmektedir.   

x 7DKPLQ� HGLOHELOLU� KDUHNHWOLOLN� �3UHGLFWDEOH� 0RELOLW\��� +DUHNHWOL� G�÷�POHULQ� KDUHNHW� N�PHOHUL� ELOLQGL÷L�
YDUVD\ÕODELOLU�YH�EX�ELOJL�URWD�YHULVL�LoLQ�NXOODQÕODELOLU��+DUHNHWOL�G�÷�POHU�YHUL�WUDQVIHU�HWPHN�DPDFÕ\OD�KDUHNHW�
HWPH]OHU�YH�EX�\�]GHQ�\ROODUÕ�\|QOHQGLUPH�JHUHNVLQLPOHUL�LOH�oDWÕúPD]�� 

x .RQWUROO��KDUHNHWOLOLN��'�÷�POHULQ�KDUHNHW�|UQH÷L�WDPDPHQ�D÷ÕQ�NRQWURO��DOWÕQGDGÕU��%X�DOW\DSÕ�D÷D�PDQWÕNVDO�
GHVWHN�YHUPHN�JLEL�DPDoODU�LoLQ�NXOODQÕODELOLU� 

%(1=(7ø0�257$0,1,1�*(/øù7ø5ø/0(6ø 

dDOÕúPD�'(96� >�@>�@�PRGHOOHPH� YH� EHQ]HWLP� \DNODúÕPÕ� NXOODQÕODUDN�� JHOLúPLú� NXOODQÕFÕ� GRVWX� DUDELULPLQH� VDKLS��
WDVDUÕP��PRGHOOHPH��EHQ]HWLP�YH�H÷LWLP�DPDoOÕ�NXOODQÕODELOHQ�'(96-6XLWH�RUWDPÕ�>�@��]HULQGH�JHOLúWLULOGL��'(96-
6XLWH�PRGHOOHPH�YH�EHQ]HWLP�RUWDPÕ�SDUDOHO�'(96�IRUPDOL]PLQH�GD\DQÕU�YH�PRG�OHU��KL\HUDUúLN��D\UÕN�ROD\OÕ�VLVWHP�
RUWDPÕ��QHVQH\H�GD\DOÕ�-DYD�SURJUDPODPD�GLOL�NXOODQÕODUDN�JHUoHNOHQLU�>�@>��@��-DYD�SURJUDPODPD�GLOL��EDVLWOLN�������
QHVQH\H�\|QHOLP��KÕ]��GD÷ÕWÕN�oDOÕúDELOPH��WDúÕQDELOLUOLN��YE��SHN�oRN�ID\GDGDQ�GROD\Õ�PRGHOOH\LFLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ�WHUFLK�
edilmektedir[11]. 

Topografya atomik modeli 

'�÷�POHULQ� KDUHNHW� NDELOL\HWLQH� VDKLS� ROPDVÕ� ELUELUL� LOH� RODQ� ED÷ODQDELOLUOL÷LQLQ� V�UHNOL� GH÷LúPHVLQH� VHEHS�
ROPDNWDGÕU� YH�G�÷�POHU� DUDVÕQGD�PHVDM� WUDIL÷L� LoLQ�NXOODQÕODQ�ED÷ODQWÕODUÕQ�GLQDPLN�ROPDVÕQÕ� ]RUXQOX�NÕOPDNWDGÕU��
%X�GLQDPL]PLQ� NRQWURO�Q�� KHU� ELU� G�÷�PH�EÕUDNPDN� JHUHNVL] NRG� \�N�QH� VHEHS�RODFD÷ÕQGDQ�GROD\Õ�0$1(7�D÷�
RUWDPÕQGD�ED÷ODQWÕODUÕQ�NXUXOPDVÕ�YH�NDOGÕUÕOPDVÕ� LúOHPL�7RSRJUDI\D�DGÕ� YHULOHQ�DWRPLN�PRGHOL� WDUDIÕQGDQ�NRQWURO�
HGLOPHNWHGLU��ùHNLO����� 

A B C 
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x ùHNLO����7RSRJUDI\D�DWRPLN�PRGHOLQLQ�NDYUDPsal modeli  

2OXúWXUXODQ�DWRPLN�PRGHOLQ�EHOLUOHQHQ�DUDOÕNWD�SHUL\RGLN�RODUDN�\HULQH�JHWLUGL÷L���\DSWÕ÷Õ�J|UHYOHU�DúD÷ÕGDNL�úHNLOGH�
özetlenebilir; 

x '�÷�POHUL�EHOLUOHQPLú�KÕ]�YH�\|Q�ELOJLVLQH�J|UH�\HQL�NRRUGLQDWODUÕQD�NRQXPODQGÕUÕU� 
x .RQXPX� GH÷LúHQ� G�÷�P�Q� GL÷HU� G�÷�POHU� LOH� NDSVDPD� DODQÕ� LoLQGH� ROXS� �� ROPDGÕ÷ÕQÕ� NRQWURO� HGHUHN�

ED÷ODQWÕODUÕQÕ�WHNUDU�NXUDU���NDOGÕUÕU� 
x '�÷�POHULQ�KDUHNHWOHUL�YH�ED÷ODQWÕODUÕ�J|UVHO�RODUDN�HNUDQGD�J�QFHOOHQLU 

7RSRORMLGHNL�GH÷LúLPOHULQ�PRGHOOHQPHVL 

+DUHNHWOL� G�÷�POHU� NDEORVX]� ROGXNODUÕ� LoLQ� ELU� EDúND� G�÷�POH� LOHWLúLPL� DQWHQOHUL� YDVÕWDVÕ\OD� FR÷UDILN� RODUDN�
ELUELUOHULQLQ�NDSVDPD�DODQÕ�LoLQGH�LVH�NXUDELOLU��ùHNLO��¶GH�$��%�YH�&�G�÷�POHULQGHQ�$�G�÷�P��VDGHFH�%�G�÷�P��LOH�
LOHWLúLP�NXUDELOLUNHQ��%�G�÷�P��$�YH�&�G�÷�P��LOH�LOHWLúLP�NXUDELOPHktedir. 

*HOLúWLULOHQ� RUWDPÕQGD� ELU� G�÷�P� LOH� EDúND� ELU� G�÷�P� DUDVÕQGDNL� LOHWLúLPH� LNL� G�÷�P� DUDVÕQGDNL� X]DNOÕ÷ÕQ� �G��
KHVDSODQPDVÕ� LOH�NDUDU�YHULOLU��'�÷�POHU� LoLQ�EHOLUOHQHQ�NDSVDPD�DODQÕ� KHVDSODQDQ�X]DNOÕNWDQ�E�\�N� LVH�G�÷�POHU�
DUDVÕQGD� LOHWLúLP� YDU� NDEXO HGLOLU� YH� ED÷ODQWÕ� NXUXOXU�� '�÷�POHU� DUDVÕ� LOHWLúLPL� HWNLOH\HQ� VROPD� �IDGLQJ��� IL]LNVHO�
RUWDPÕQ�úDUWODUÕ�J|]�DUGÕ�HGLOPLúWLU� 

  

x ùHNLO����+DUHNHWOL�G�÷�POHUGH�ED÷ODQWÕ�NXUXOXPX 

ZĂƐƚŐĞůĞ�mƌĞƚĞĐŝ 

'PZ^�>>�bd7ZD� 

Koordinatlar (x.y) ,Ŧǌ 

A B C 

r 

d 

ƌ͗�ŬĂƉƐĂŵĂ�ǇĂƌŦ�ĕĂƉŦ�������Ě͗�ĚƺŒƺŵůĞƌ�ĂƌĂƐŦ�ƵǌĂŬůŦŬ - - ͗�ĚƺŒƺŵƺŶ�ŬĂƉƐĂŵĂ�ĂůĂŶŦ 
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7DVDUODQDQ�EHQ]HWLFLQLQ�PRELO�D÷ODU�LoLQ�ROPDVÕ�V�UHNOL�NRQXPX�GH÷LúHQ�G�÷�POHULQ�ELUELUL� LOH�RODQ�ED÷ODQWÕODUÕQÕQ�
GD�GLQDPLN�ROPDVÕQÕ� JHUHNWLUPHNWHGLU��=DPDQÕQ�EHOLUOL�ELU� DQÕQGD� LOHWLúLP�KDOLQGH�RODQ�G�÷�POHU�ELU�EDúND�]DPDQ�
GLOLPLQGH�IDUNOÕ�NRRUGLQDWODUGD�ROGXNODUÕ�LoLQ�DUDODUÕQGDNL�ED÷ODQWÕ\Õ�ND\EHGHELOPHNWHGLUOHU��%XGD�D÷ÕQ�WRSRORMLVLQLQ�
GHYDPOÕ� GH÷LúPHVLQH� VHEHS� ROPDNWDGÕU�� 'H÷LúNHQ� WRSRORML� DOWÕQGD� G�÷�POHULQ� DUDVÕQGDNL� ED÷ODQWÕODUÕQ� NXUXOXS�
NDOGÕUÕOPDVÕ�'(96-6XLWH� RUWDPÕQÕQ� VDKLS�ROGX÷X�GLQDPLN� \DSÕ� �YDULDEOH� VWUXFWXUH�� VD\HVLQGH�P�PN�Q�ROPDNWDGÕU�
[12] [13].  

Hareketlilik modeli 

1RUPDOGH� JHUoHN� KD\DWWDNL� KDUHNHWOLOL÷LQ� \D]ÕOÕP� RUWDPÕQD� DNWDUÕOPDVÕQGDNL� J�oO�NWHQ� GROD\Õ� \DSD\� KDUHNHWOLOLN�
PRGHOOHULQL�NXOODQPDN�NDoÕQÕOPD]GÕU��$G�+RF�D÷ODU�LoLQ�ELUoRN�KDUHNHWOLOLN�PRGHOL�YDUGÕU��5DQGRP�:DON�0RELOLW\�
Model,  Random Waypoint Mobility Model, Random Direction Mobility,  A Probabilistic Version of the Random 
:DON� 0RELOLW\�� YE���� <DSÕODQ� oDOÕúPDGD�� KDUHNHWOLOLN� PRGHOOHULQGHQ� %URZQLDQ� GHYLQLPL� SUHQVLELQH� J|UH� oDOÕúDQ�
“Rastgele Yürüyen Hareketlilik Modeli” (RandRP�:DON�0RELOLW\�0RGHO��NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU�>��@�� 

*HOLúWLULOHQ�RUWDPGD� µWRSRJUDI\D¶�DGOÕ�DWRPLN�PRGHOL� WDUDIÕQGDQ�G�÷�POHULQ�VÕQÕUODUÕ�EHOLUOHQPLú���ER\XWOX�G�]OHP�
�]HULQGH�KDUHNHW�HWPHOHUL�VD÷ODQPDNWDGÕU��'�÷�POHULQ�KDUHNHWOHULQL�UDVWJHOH�ELU�NRRUGLQDWWDQ�\LQH�UDVWJHOH�VHoLOPLú�
EDúND�ELU�NRRUGLQDWD�GR÷UX�UDVWJHOH�ELU�KÕ]OD�\DSPDODUÕ�NRRUGLQH�HGLOLU��+HGHIH�XODúDQ�G�÷�P�UDVWJHOH�EHOLUOHQPLú�
GH÷HUOHUOH��\HQL�ELU�KHGHIH�GR÷UX�KDUHNHWOHULQH�GHYDP�HWPHNWHGLUOHU� 

Topoloji Üreteci 

$÷� WRSRORML� �UHWHoOHUL� JHUoH÷H� \DNÕQ EHQ]HWLP� oDOÕúPDODUÕ� YH� D÷ÕQ� EDúDUÕP� NDUDNWHULVWLNOHULQLQ� LQFHOHQPHVL� LoLQ�
DUDúWÕUPDFÕODU� WDUDIÕQGDQ� VÕNOÕNOD� NXOODQÕOPDNWDGÕU�� $÷� WRSRORML� \DSÕVÕQÕQ� L\L� PRGHOOHQPHVL� LOHWLúLP� WHNQLNOHULQLQ�
DQDOL]L�YH�JHOLúWLULOPHVL�LoLQ�HVDV�WHúNLO�HWPHNWHGLU��$÷ÕQ�EDúDUÕPÕ�|QHPOL�|Oo�GH�WRSRORML\H�GD\DQÕU�>��@��%X�QHGHQOH�
WRSRORML��UHWHoOHULQLP�NDUDNWHULVWLN�|]HOOLNOHUL��]HULQH�oDOÕúPDODU�\DSÕOPÕúWÕU��>��@� 

<DSÕODQ� oDOÕúPD� ELUoRN� |QHPOL� WRSRORML�PRGHOLQL� GHVWHNOH\HQ��&��� �� -DYD� LOH� NRGODQPÕú� V�U�POHULQLQ� EXOXQDQ� YH�
DoÕN�kaynak kodlu olan BRITE (The Boston University Represetative Internet Topology Generator) topoloji üreteci 
LOH�HQWHJUH�KDOH�JHWLULOPLúWLU� 

Görsel Takip 

%LU�D÷Õ�ROXúWXUDQ�G�÷�POHULQ�D÷��]HULQGHNL�NRQXPX��NDSVDPD�DODQODUÕ��KDUHNHW�\|Q��YH�KDUHNHWOHULQLQ�J|UVel takibini 
\DSPDN� DPDFÕ\OD� ³0$1(7� *|U�QW�OH\LFL´� DGÕ� YHULOHQ� ELU� PRG�O� WDVDUODQPÕúWÕU�� +D]ÕUODQDQ� J|U�QW�OH\LFL� EX�
KL]PHWL� YHUHELOPHN� LoLQ� EHQ]HWLPLQ� oDOÕúWÕUÕOGÕ÷Õ� ND\QDNODUÕ� NXOODQPDNWDGÕU� �5$0�YE���� %X� QHGHQOH� JHQLú� |OoHNOL�
D÷ODUÕQ� EHQ]HWLPLQGH� LKWL\Do GX\XODQ� ND\QDNODUÕQ� YHULPOL� NXOODQÕODELOPHVL� LoLQ� EX� DUD� \�]�Q� oDOÕúWÕUÕOÕS�
oDOÕúWÕUÕOPDPDVÕ�%5,7(�WRSRORML��UHWHFLQH�HQWHJUH�GLOHQ�ELU�EXWRQ�LOH�NXOODQÕFÕ\D�VHoHQHN�RODUDN�VXQXOPXúWXU� 

MANET-*|U�QW�OH\LFL� HNUDQÕQGD� �P �� SLNVHO� RODUDN� NDEXO� HGLOPLúWLU�� ùHkil 4’de 500 X 500 bir alanda 10 
G�÷�PGHQ�ROXúDQ�ELU�WRSRORMLQLQ�HNUDQ�J|U�QW�V��YHULOPLú�YH�EX�HNUDQ�J|U�QW�V���]HULQGHNL�úHNLOOHULQ�LIDGH�HWWLNOHUL�
PDQDODU�DoÕNODPD�EDORQFXNODUÕQGD�EHOLUWLOPLúWLU� 
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x ùekil 4. MANET-*|U�QW�OH\LFLGH�����;�����O�N�ELU�DODQGD�WRSRORML�GD÷ÕOÕPÕ 

��G�÷�PGHQ�ROXúDQ�KDUHNHWOL�ELU�D÷ÕQ���IDUNOÕ�]DPDQ�GLOLPLQGHNL�NRQXPODUÕQÕ�J|VWHUHQ�HNUDQ�J|U�QW�V��ùHNLO��¶GH�
görülmektedir.  

 

x ùHNLO����G�÷�PO��ELU�D÷ÕQ�WDNLEL�LoLQ�WDVDUODQDQ�HNUDQ�oÕNWÕVÕ 

�ƺŒƺŵ�
ŶƵŵĂƌĂƐŦ 

�ƺŒƺŵƺŶ�
temsili 

�ƺŒƺŵůĞƌ�ĂƌĂƐŦ�
ďĂŒůĂŶƚŦůĂƌŦŶ�ƚĞŵƐŝůŝ 

�ƺŒƺŵƺŶ�
hareket yönü 

<ĂƉƐĂŵĂ��ůĂŶŦ 

(t 1) (t 2) (t 3) 
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6RQXoODU�YH�'H÷HUOHQGLUPH� 

%X� oDOÕúPDGD� -DYD� SURJUDPODPD� GLOL� NXOODQÕODUDN�� 0$1(7� VLVWHPOHULQ� NDUDNWHULVWLNOHUL� �]HULQH�� |OoHNOHQHELOLU��
DGDSWLI�� IDUNOÕ� WRSRORMLOHUH� VDKLS�� EHQ]HWLP� YH� H÷LWLP� oDOÕúPDODUÕ� \DSÕOPDVÕQD� \DUGÕPFÕ� RODQ� ELU� EHQ]HWLFL�
JHOLúWLULOPLúWLU��%X�oDOÕúPD�VDKLS�ROGX÷X�QHVQH\H�\|QHOLN�\DSÕVÕ�LOH�\HQLGHQ�NXOODQÕODELOLU�ELOHúHQOHUH�VDKLS�PRGHOOHU�
JHOLúWLULOPHVLQH�YH�SODWIRUPGDQ�ED÷ÕPVÕ]�RODUDN�NXOODQÕOPDVÕQD�LPNkQ�VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU���“java webstart” teknolojisi ile 
øQWHUQHW� �]HULQGHQ� \D\ÕQODQDELOPHVLQL� �� NXOODQÕOPDVÕQÕ� VD÷ODPDNWD� YH� øQWHUQHW� NXOODQÕODUDN� X\JXODPDODUÕQ�
SD\ODúÕOPDVÕQÕ��X]DNWDQ�H÷LWLP�JLEL�J�Q�P�]�Q�LOHUL�WHNQRORMLOHUL�LoLQ�HOYHULúOL�ELU�DOW\DSÕ�ROXúWXUPDNWDGÕU��%HQ]HWLP�
ELOLPLQLQ� X\JXODPDOÕ� RODUDN� NDYUDQPDVÕQD� YH� |÷UHQLOPHVLQH� NDWNÕ� VD÷ODPÕúWÕU�� 6D÷ODQDQ� J|UVHOOLNOH� G�÷�POHULQ��
GDKD�L\L�L]OHQPHVLQL���DQDOL]LQL�P�PN�Q�NÕODUDN�L\L�ELU�H÷LWLP�DUDFÕ�ROPDVÕQÕ�VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU��2UWDPÕQD�HQWHJUH�HGLOHQ��
BRITE topoloji üreteci ile kRG�\D]PDNVÕ]ÕQ�E�\�N�|OoHNOL�WRSRORMLOHU��UHWLOHELOPHNWHGLU�� 

7DUWÕúPD�YH�gQHULOHU 

*HOLúWLULOHQ� EHQ]HWLFLGH� ELU� 0$1(7¶LQ� KDUHNHWOLOL÷L� PRGHOOHQPLú�� GL÷HU� ED]Õ� |]HOOLNOHUL� EDVLW� NDEXOOHQPHOHU� YH�
VR\XWODPDODUD� WDELL� WXWXOPXúWXU�� %X� VR\XWODPDODUÕQ� JHUoH÷H� X\JXQ� ELU� úHNLOGH� PRGHOOHQPHVL� LOH�0$1(7¶LQ� W�P�
\|QOHULQL�GH÷HUOHQGLUHQ�HNVLNVL]�ELU�0$1(7�EHQ]HWLFLVL�JHOLúWLULOHELOLU� 

*HOLúWLULOHQ�RUWDP�ZHE�RUWDPÕQD�WDúÕQDUDN�SRS�OHU�WDUD\ÕFÕODU��]HULQGHQ�PRGHOOHPH�YH�EHQ]HWLP�oDOÕúPDODUÕQD�LPNDQ�
VD÷ODQDELOLU��:HE�WDEDQOÕ�YH�X]DNWDQ�H÷LWLP�oDOÕúPDODUÕQGD�ID\GDODQÕODELOLU�� 
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ABSTRACT 

Learning the Malay language has been a challenging task for foreign language learners. Learners have to learn 
Malay grammar structure rules in order to write simple sentences. The word choice is important in constructing a 
sentence. Therefore, the study focuses on the use of adjectives in television advertisements among Korean learners 
at Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, Korea. The objectives of the study were to identify and discuss adjectives 
incorporated into the advertisements. The students involved in the study were ten male and female subjects from a 
Malay language class. The subjects had to choose one television advertisement and view it several times. They were 
given three weeks to identify and discuss the adjectives in the advertisements. The subjects were interviewed on 
their views about the adjectives in the advertisements. The interviews were video recorded and analyzed for the 
purpose of the study. The results of the study revealed that each subject managed to identify five adjectives per 
advertisement. They also managed to offer their views on the adjectives, which were not directly uttered by the 
models in the advertisements. It is hoped that a future study will focus on the use of adjectives via other means of 
media technology. 
 

INTRODUCTION  

Learning a foreign language is a challenging task for learners. Besides having to learn the language, they have to 
make sure that the foreign language that they learn is not influenced by their own language. Malay language is one 
of the many languages in the world and it has been introduced and taught at many universities around the world. 
Malay was taught to students willing to take the languages seriously, where the students will have to use the 
language in the working environment. Therefore, the choice of choosing Malay as a major or a minor at universities 
will prove that the students are willing to work in the Malay world either as an interpreter or translator. In addition, 
students could also work in countries, such as Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei and Indonesia. The Malay language is 
similar to other languages where it consists of linguistics features. The language is a study in terms of not only 
proficiency skills but also for sociolinguistic, pragmatics, semantics, psycholinguistics, linguistics and other skills. 
Therefore, the first major step for a student to learn Malay will be learning the basic knowledge of Malay language 
proficiency including listening, speaking, reading and writing as well as focusing on the grammatical rules of the 
Malay language. Moreover, learning Malay or any other languages will be interesting with the help of materials and 
task designs, which will arouse student interest in learning the language. Subsequently, with the boom of 
technology, educators will never fail to include the use of technology within the teaching and learning environments. 
Therefore, this study will focus on the use of  technology as in television advertisements in identifying and 
discussing the adjectives identified.  
 
 
LEARNING AND TECHNOLOGY 
Learning the Malay language will also concentrate on the correct use of verbs, adjectives, determiners, adverbs, 
prepositions, conjunctions and others. With the knowledge of these words, a student will be able to understand the 
meaning of each sentence constructed (Nik Safiah Karim, Farid M. Onn, Hashim Haji Musa & Abdul Hamid 
Mahmood, 2008). According to Normaliza Abd Rahim (2012b), a sentence structure focuses on the basic knowledge 
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of a simple sentence in the Malay language, such as Noun (N) + Verb (V);  i.e., Saya makan (I eat). Since the 
translation from Malay to English seemed to show that it will not make a good and simple English sentence, the 
students therefore were advised not to think in other languages but in the Malay language. Hence, a simple sentence 
in Malay will show the understanding of the sentence by the students. For instance, Dia lari laju (He runs 
fast)means that the person is running fast and the word laju (fast) means that the person is lari (running) really fast. 
On the other hand, Malay compared to English consists of the same expression of adjectives. Therefore, students 
were often seen trying to translate the word into English in order to find the true definition. Jennifer Yamin-Ali 
(2011) postulates that the influence of other languages learnt besides the mother tongue language will have a big 
impact toward the automatic translation in the brain. Therefore, while learning a specific language, a person should 
not think in other languages for the sake of avoiding confusion in the word choice of a sentence structure (Ellis, 
1997:95). As for the Malay language, a simple sentence to describe a Malay adjective can be instantly described by 
students. The sentence follows the rule of a simple sentence as in Noun (N) + Adjective (Adj). For instance, 
Perempuan itu cantik (The woman is beautiful) implies that the specific woman shown to the person is beautiful. 
Therefore, the correct use of the adjectives will also be stated in the sentence. Zaharani Ahmad & Nor Hashimah 
Jalalludin (2012) described the use of correct Malay grammatical rules. The study has given impact toward 
educators and students learning the Malay language. The study also disclosed evidences of Malay grammar structure 
rules, including the use of determiners, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc. The structure rules were discussed and proven 
to ensure that there would be no mistakes from future learners. The studies (Zaharani Ahmad & Nor Hashimah 
Jalalludin, 2012; Jennifer Yamin-Ali, 2011; Nik Safiah Karim et al, 2008)  above showed that the use of simple 
sentence and Malay grammatical rules and the influence of other languages would give great impact towards 
learning a language. This study has taken into consideration on the perspective of learning a language using the 
correct use of words for Malay language learning among Korean learners. Here, it can be seen that this study 
concentrates on the word choice that involved adjectives using the technology in learning the Malay language.  
 
Studies on the use of verbs, adjectives, adverbs, determiners, conjunctions and others were widely researched by 
Malaysian researchers. The researches were focused not only on native Malay speakers but also on other races in 
Malaysia as well as on foreign students. Brown (2000:35) postulates the principles of language learning and 
teaching that should be followed by both teachers and learners. The principles show the effectiveness of teaching 
any language and to make sure that the learning process is a success; students will be able to communicate in the 
target language and therefore understand the context. Yong Chyn Chye & Vijayaletchumy’s (2012) research on 
foreign students studying the Malay language revealed that foreign students had made several lexical errors in the 
aspect of phonology. The research focused on the writing process for eight weeks and discovered that there were 
182 spelling mistakes; in terms of phonology, the errors were found in terms of changing the different alphabets. 
This study revealed that foreign learners have difficulty in understanding the concept of a simple sentence in the 
Malay language. Malay grammar rules were not understood and therefore, errors (Corder, 1974:97) were made due 
to the influence of other languages. Goh Sang Seong (2011) has researched on the translation of Chinese and Malay 
languages. The study involved six translators in translating a Malay anthology, Cerpen Pilihan Sastera Mahua III: 
Dalam Hujan Renyai. The results of the study revealed that 10 Chinese verbs had 126 different meanings in the 
Malay language. The study concluded that the use of verbs in the Malay language has helped to identify meanings in 
the Chinese language. The studies on the use of foreign languages (Yong Chyn Chy & Vijayaletchumy, 2012; Goh 
Sang Seong, 2011) in language learning have showed that the involvement of foreign students and foreign language 
in learning the Malay language have given great impact towards foreign learners. The learners involved found that 
the errors can be overcome by learning the basic Malay sentence structure. This study has taken into consideration 
the involvement of the foreign students in learning the Malay language and also, considered the errors involved 
when dealing with the language barriers from their native language i.e Korean language.  
 
Auzar (2012) stated that the use of technology has helped learners with their reading. The software that was created 
consisted of design, content and technical assistance to be used for the reading process. The subjects involved in the 
study consisted of 86 students from a school in Pekanbaru, Indonesia. The results revealed that the computer has 
helped in the process of reading and showed a significant difference compared to the conventional way of teaching. 
Jhy Wee Sew (2012) agreed with Auzar (2012) and stated that the use of technology allows the lesson to be more 
interesting. Jhy Wee Sew (2012) has researched the learning of Malay by utilizing the weblog, which has proven 
that learners were able to write in the Malay language. The use of simple Malay sentences was occasionally found. 
This way, the subjects were able to avoid making mistakes while writing in the Malay language. Other researchers 
also have concentrated on the use of technology in learning (Normaliza Abd Rahim, Arbaie Sujud, Nik Rafidah Nik 
Affendi & Siti Nur Aliaa Roslan, 2012; Normaliza Abd Rahim, Kamaruzaman Jusoff & Siti Nur Aliaa Roslan, 
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2011; Normaliza Abd Rahim & Nik Ismail Harun, 2011) in order to ensure that learning will arise the interest of 
students in their learning. The studies that involved the use of technology (Auzar, 2012; Jhy Wee Sew, 2012; 
Normaliza Abd Rahim et al, 2012; Normaliza Abd Rahim et al, 2011; Normaliza Abd Rahim & Nik Ismail Harun, 
2011) above has given great impact toward this study that involved the use of technology in learning the Malay 
language. The Korean learners involved in this study will be able to use the technology to learn the new language. 
Therefore, the studies as stated above have helped in the process of choosing the appropriate materials in learning.  
 
A number of studies conducted among Korean learners learning the Malay language were carried out by Normaliza 
Abd Rahim (2012a; 2012b; 2012c). The studies were carried out at Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, Korea. 
The samples involved male and female subjects from a few Malay language classes. Different types of materials and 
task design were used to ensure that learning the Malay language was effective. The materials were involved with 
the technology as well as the conventional way of teaching. The study on using simple sentences with verbs and 
adjectives were found in the study, which incorporated watching a Malay cartoon, Upin and Ipin (Normaliza Abd 
Rahim, 2012a). The study focused on identifying verbs and adjectives in the cartoon; the subjects were then 
involved in a discussion about the characters and storylines of the cartoon. Another study involved the use of 
antonyms in Malay sentences (Normaliza Abd Rahim, 2012b), which revealed that subjects used adjectives in the 
sentences. Although the subjects focused on the use of antonyms, they also used adjectives in their description (for 
example, tall: short), which proved that the subjects were able to identify not only the antonyms but also the use of 
correct adjectives. Moreover, another study on blog writing among Korean learners learning Malay (Normaliza Abd 
Rahim, 2012c) had showed that writings of subjects in the blog consisted of adjectives words. The words such as 
‘happy’, ‘beautiful’, ‘smooth’, ‘sad’, ‘fat’, ‘thin’, ‘tall’, ‘short’ and others were evidence from the blogs. This result 
revealed that the subjects understood the use of adjectives in the blog in order to describe and express things around 
them. The studies involved Korean learners learning the Malay language by using technology (Normaliza Abd 
Rahim, 2012a; 2012b; 2012c) as stated above showed that Korean learners were motivated in learning the language. 
The technology involved in the learning process has given the subjects the chance in understanding and enjoy 
learning the Malay language. Therefore, this study has taken into consideration the results of the studies (Normaliza 
Abd Rahim, 2012a; 2012b; 2012c) and used the other means of technology via television advertisements to learn the 
Malay language.  
 
Although the studies based on learning the Malay language had proven that they were steps to be taken in order to 
ensure the learning of the target language, it seemed that foreign learners tend to become confused in using the 
words in sentences. Here, the questions of the study were listed, ‘What are adjectives related to the advertisements 
suggested by the subjects? What are the subjects’ views on the adjectives related to the advertisements? Therefore, 
the objectives of this study were to identify and discuss the adjectives in advertisements.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
This study focuses on the use of television advertisement in identifying the Malay adjectives. This study also 
discusses the subjects’ views and opinions about the adjectives stated. The study involved 10 subjects from a Malay 
language class at Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, Korea. The subjects were exposed with the Malay language 
course from the previous semester. The subjects were given a task to view one television advertisement for three 
weeks. They have to select and identify the appropriate advertisement for the purpose of the study. The subjects’ 
were to identify and discuss the adjectives within these advertisements. They also had to discuss and give their 
views on the adjectives that were not directly stated in the advertisements. The subjects were interviewed and their 
views and discussion were video recorded. The views and discussion were analyzed for the purpose of the study. 
The discussion was analyzed by using the discourse analysis method (Brown & Yule, 1983). Brown & Yule (1983) 
have five features of discourse analysis. The features of discourse analyses that were related to this study were the 
method of language usage among the community,  the understanding of the language in written or spoken, the 
understanding of speech, the understanding of functional language and lastly the understanding of the intentional 
written or spoken language. Therefore, this study will analyze the results by using all the features suggested by 
Brown & Yule (1983). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Subject  Types of 
Advertisement 

Adjective 1 Adjective 2 Adjective 3 Adjective 4 Adjective 5 

S1 Cosmetics 
-Missha 

Smooth 
(licin) 

Fragrance 
(wangi) 

Soft  
(lembut) 

Fair  
(cerah) 

Confident 
(yakin) 

S2 Drinks 
-Coca cola  

Sweet 
(manis) 

Delicious 
(sedap) 

Active  
(aktif) 

Happy 
(gembira) 

Gas  
(gas) 

S3 Drinks 
-Kanu coffee 

Sweet 
(manis) 

Delicious 
(sedap) 

Bitter  
(kelat) 

Happy 
(gembira) 

Relax 
(tenang) 

S4 Cosmetics 
-Faceshop  

Smooth  
(licin) 

Fragrance 
(wangi) 

Soft 
(lembut) 

Fair  
(cerah) 

Shiny 
(kilat) 

S5 Fridge 
-Samsung 

Beautiful 
(cantik) 

Big  
(besar) 

Cute  
(comel) 

Cold  
(sejuk) 

Fresh  
(segar) 

S6 Mobile phone 
-Samsung 

Thin 
(nipis) 

Light 
(ringan) 

Beautiful 
(cantik) 

Easy  
(mudah) 

Savings 
(jimat) 

S7 Laptop 
-Samsung 

Thin  
(nipis) 

Light 
(ringan) 

Beautiful 
(cantik) 

Big  
(besar) 

Confident 
(yakin) 

S8 Fragrance 
–Glade 

Fragrance 
(wangi) 

Soft 
(lembut) 

Clean 
(bersih) 

Small 
(kecil) 

Cheap 
(murah) 

S9 Cosmetics 
-SKII  

Smooth 
(licin) 

Fragrance 
(wangi) 

Soft 
(lembut) 

Beautiful 
(cantik) 

Fair  
(cerah) 

S10 Detergent 
-Downy 

Soft  
(lembut) 

Fragrance 
(wangi) 

Easy  
(mudah) 

Liquid 
(cecair) 

Clean 
(bersih) 

Table 1: Choice of adjectives in advertisements. 

Table 1 above showed the choice of adjectives in advertisement for each subject. Three female subjects (S1, S4 and 
S9) chose cosmetics advertisement from Missha, Faceshop and SKII. It seemed that all of the three subjects were 
wearing make-up to class and they admitted that they used the products every day. S1, S4 and S9 had the same 
adjectives pertaining to the products. They stated that the advertisement showed the adjectives ‘smooth’, ‘fragrance’, 
‘soft’ and ‘fair’. They added that the adjectives were clearly shown in the advertisement. All of the three subjects 
mentioned that the adjectives ‘smooth’ and ‘fragrance’ were explicitly shown by the model in the advertisement. 
The model had smooth facial skin with the index finger sliding down the cheek; the model also made it clear she had 
smooth face. The subjects also stated that the adjective ‘fragrance’ was clearly stated when there were another male 
model who had his eyes closed but opened them when he smelled the perfume around him. This showed that the 
subjects understood the meaning of the adjective ‘fragrance’ from the advertisement.  
 
Hence, all subjects stated the adjectives ‘soft’ and ‘fair’ were mentioned in the advertisement. The subjects uttered 
that the two words were mentioned by the model in the advertisement. S1 stated that the advertisement portrayed the 
adjective ‘soft’ by having the model touch her cheek as well as with a piece of silk flying on her face, implying the 
softness. S4 stated that the advertisement showed the face of the model before and after applying the cosmetic, 
illustrating the softness after applying the cosmetic. The model also mentioned the word ‘soft’ in the advertisement. 
S9 uttered that the word ‘soft’ was mentioned by the model in the advertisement twice while touching both her 
cheeks. This was clearly understood as model’s attempt to show the ‘softness’ of her skin.  
 
On the other hand, all three subjects stated that the cosmetic advertisements had implications of the following 
adjectives: ‘confident’ (S1), ‘shiny’ (S4) and ‘beautiful’ (S9). S1 stated that the model in the cosmetic advertisement 
showed confidence after applying the product. The model was also seen smiling and walking confidently with her 
beautiful face. Hence, S4 stated the face of the model in the advertisement had clearly shown than it was ‘shiny’. 
The ‘shiny’ face was clearly shown on the cheeks when the model was moving from side to side as well as when she 
smiled. In addition, subject 9 stated that the adjective ‘beautiful’ was dedicated to the beautiful model in the 
advertisement. The subjects mentioned that the model was really beautiful after using the product and the dress that 
she wore had made it clear that she was really beautiful.   
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On the other hand, two subjects (S2 and S3) selected an advertisement based on drinks. S2 chose a soft drink ‘Coca 
cola’ while S3 chose a coffee brand ‘Kanu’ as the advertisement. According to the adjectives from S2 and S3, both 
subjects stated the same adjectives ‘sweet’, ‘delicious’ and ‘happy’. S2 stated that the adjectives ‘sweet’ and 
‘delicious’ were clearly shown in the advertisement; further,  it was obvious that the ‘Coca cola’ drink is sweet. 
Hence, the subjects also mentioned that the model had acted as if the drink was delicious when he was smiling 
happily after drinking from the bottle. S2 also mentioned that the advertisement gave her feelings of being ‘happy’. 
This might be due to the fact that the model for the advertisement was from her favorite boy band and every time 
she viewed the advertisement, she would fell ‘happy’. S3, who is a big fan of coffee, stated that the adjectives 
‘sweet’ and ‘delicious’ were in the advertisement. He stated that the model in the advertisement had shown the 
‘sweet’ and ‘delicious’ tastes of the coffee. He admitted that he tasted the coffee before and the adjectives were 
right. On the other hand, S3 also stated that the adjective ‘happy’ was clearly shown by the model in the 
advertisement. The model was seen smiling happily after every sip from the cup.  
 
S2 uttered that the advertisement consisted of the adjectives ‘active’ and ‘gas’. The subjects stated that the models in 
the advertisement showed a group of males who were dancing and moving actively after drinking the product. The 
subject also stated that the adjective ‘gas’ was clearly showed when bubbles formed after the drink was poured into 
a glass. Therefore, it was understood by the subjects. On the other hand, S3 said that the adjectives ‘bitter’ and 
‘relax’ were in the advertisement as well. The subject admitted that he had tasted the drink and found it to be a bit 
‘bitter’. Since he liked it and with his knowledge of the drink, he stated that the adjective ‘bitter’ was suitable. S3 
also stated that the adjective ‘relax’ was shown in the advertisement when the model was sitting on a chair while 
sipping the coffee. The model was seen as ‘relaxing’ and enjoying his moment with the drink.  
 
Three subjects (S5, S6 and S7) selected an advertisement based on electrical products. S5 chose a refrigerator from 
Samsung, S6 a mobile phone from Samsung and S7 a laptop from Samsung. All three subjects chose Samsung 
products since Samsung produces a majority of electrical products and are also famous all over the world. S5, S6 
and S7 stated that the advertisements portrayed the adjective ‘beautiful’. They stated that the fridge, mobile phone 
and laptop were beautiful in the advertisements. They agreed that each of the products had its own beauty; the fridge 
was beautiful among other fridges, the mobile phone was beautiful among other mobile phones and the laptop was 
beautiful among other laptops. They mentioned that they had viewed similar products from different companies; 
however, they preferred the ones that they had chosen. This showed that the adjective ‘beautiful’ was reflected in the 
products. On the other hand, S5 also stated that the fridge from Samsung had adjectives such as ‘big’, ‘cute’, ‘cold’ 
and ‘fresh’. He said that the adjectives were his perception when viewing the advertisement for several times. He 
mentioned that the adjectives were uttered by the model advertising the product. S5 also commented that the fridge 
was ‘beautiful’ and ‘cute’ as an interior object. He also said that when the model opened the fridge door, he could 
feel the ‘cold’ and ‘freshness’, particularly when the compartments were opened to show the ‘fresh’ vegetables.  
 
S6 gave his views on the mobile phone from Samsung. He stated that the adjectives from the advertisement 
displayed the following words: ‘thin’, ‘light’, ‘easy’ and ‘savings’. The advertisement presented graphics of 
different colors of mobile phones; the ‘thinness’ and ‘lightness’ of the phones were clearly shown. The side 
elevation in the mobile phones was seen in the advertisement, revealing the ‘thinness’ of the mobile phones. The 
subject also mentioned that he observed the adjective ‘easy’ when viewing the mobile phone advertisement. The 
applications of the mobile phone were portrayed as ‘easy’ to use and user friendly. S6 also stated that the use of the 
mobile phone proved ‘savings’ in terms of money where due to cheap calling costs. This provided implications that 
the mobile phone was affordable among university students.  
 
Furthermore, S7 stated that the adjectives in the laptop advertisement were ‘thin’, ‘light’, ‘big’ and ‘confident’. She 
stated that the advertisement had made her want to buy the product. The advertisement clearly showed the ‘thinness’ 
and ‘lightness’ of the laptop. The side view of the laptop had given her the assumption that the laptop was really 
‘thin’. When the model holding the laptop with one hand was shown in the advertisement, it directly showed that the 
laptop was ‘light’. Moreover, the advertisement also portrayed the size of the laptop, which was big enough and 
suitable for people of all ages. Thus, the look on the model’s face when using the laptop showed that he was 
confident with using the laptop. Also, the applications in the laptop had also made the subject feel confident.  
 
S8 and S10 selected an advertisement related to a domestic product, such as a fragrance for the toilet and detergent 
for clothes. Both subjects stated that the products had the same adjective ‘fragrance’. Both products consisted of a 
nice scent. The advertisements for both showed that there were flowers coming out from the products and these 
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flowers represented the nice scent of flowers. Furthermore, the subjects uttered that the models in the advertisements 
mentioned the word ‘fragrance’. Both subjects also stated that the products resemble ‘cleanliness’. S8 stated that the 
adjective ‘clean’ implies that if the smell is nice, the room would look ‘clean’ too. Hence, S10 uttered that the when 
the detergent was used on clothes, the clothes would also feel ‘clean’. On the other hand, S8 stated that the 
adjectives in the fragrance advertisement were ‘soft’, ‘small’ and ‘cheap’. She uttered that Glade fragrances consist 
of a ‘soft’ scent. She gave an example of a lemon scent, which was considered as being ‘soft’. Moreover, she added 
that the fragrance was ‘small’ and can be placed anywhere in the bathroom. According to the subject, the fragrance 
was put on a shelf near the sink in the advertisement. Since the fragrance was ‘small’, the subject stated that the 
product would be ‘cheap’ and affordable for everyone. The subject was making a true assumption due to the 
evidence from the advertisement stating that the money paid for the fragrance is worth it.  
 
As for S10, the other adjectives stated in the advertisement were ‘soft’, ‘easy’ and ‘liquid’. The subject stated that 
the adjective ‘soft’ was shown in the advertisement when the model hugged the other model and felt the ‘softness’ 
of the clothes that used the detergent while closing his eyes. This showed the ‘softness’ of clothes after using the 
detergent. Furthermore, S10 uttered that the adjective ‘easy’ was in the advertisement. The subject stated that the 
feeling of ‘easiness’ was felt when the two models hugged each other. Also, the use of the detergent was seen as 
‘easy’ to use when the model used only one cup of detergent for one load of washing. The subject stated that the 
combination of the detergent and softener had made the process of washing easier. S10 also mentioned that the 
product in the advertisement was in the form of ‘liquid’. The subject stated that the advertisement clearly showed the 
detergent was poured out from the bottle in the form of ‘liquid’ and this had made the subject clearly identify the 
adjective. Moreover, the subject stated that the adjective ‘liquid’ had made viewers compare the product with other 
powder detergents.  
 
To sum up, the study revealed that the subjects were able to identify several adjectives in the advertisements chosen. 
The study also revealed that the subjects managed to discuss the adjectives in the advertisement and offer their 
comments toward the related adjectives. The subjects seemed to be able to identify the adjectives that were not 
explicitly stated in the advertisements; however, they managed to give their assumptions based on their multiple 
viewings. It can be seen that the adjectives given by the subjects were suitable and relevant to the advertisement. It 
was clearly seen that the subjects understood the use of adjectives in advertisement; the success of an advertisement 
is based on the right perception of the viewers. The process of learning Malay adjectives was successful when the 
subjects managed to identify and discuss the adjectives in the advertisements. Therefore, learning processes with 
viable activities must be fully considered in order to have a successful lesson. The involvement of students with the 
help of technology will therefore create an active environment where the subjects are able to provide their views and 
opinions toward the task given to them.  
 
CONCLUSION 
The study implicates educators in considering television advertisements when teaching Malay adjectives. Educators 
will be able to provide other forms of advertisements in order to make the lesson more interesting and learner 
autonomy. Moreover, the study also implicates foreign students in learning the Malay language. Students might find 
it difficult to understand the language and with the task given to them in identifying the adjectives, the difficulty 
would be increased. Therefore, learning Malay adjectives would be more interesting when students are given the 
opportunity to identify the adjectives on their own. With this, students will better understand Malay adjectives. It is 
hoped that a future study will focus on the study on Malay adjectives with the use of other means of media and 
technology. 
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Abstract 
The development of alternative energy fuel technology at present many are produced from biological resources, eg the 
manufacture of biodiesel and biodiesel as a fuel substitute for gasoline. This study aims to obtain biogas from chocolate rind that 
can be used as an alternative energy and find operating conditions that produce appropriate levels of CH4 in the standard 
Indonesian. The first stage is done by preparing 1 liter of raw materials chocolate rind and water are then mixed with a starter 
(cow dung) 10% of the volume of raw materials and the addition of yeast and grass after it is mixed until blended. Then put into 
containers/bottles that have been fitted hose, water manometer, and the gas holder. The research was done in stages with the 
conditions that you run. Variables that run is a comparison of raw material (1:1; 1:1.5; 1:2; 1.5:1; 2:1), observation time (5 days, 
10 days, 15 days, 20 days, 25 days , 30 days), and the variable addition of grass (50 gr, 100 gr, 150 gr, 200 gr). From the results 
of this reasearch found the greatest level of 74.22% in comparison 1 (water): 1.5 (chocolate rind) with the addition of 150 g of 
grass while low levels of 60.04% in comparison 2 (water): 1 (chocolate rind ) with the addition of 200 g of grass. 
 
Keywords: Biogas, grass, yeast  

INTRODUCTION 

Biogas can be produced from a variety of decomposed organic materials, eg wastes from: household and 
industry which is parsed by the methanogenic bacteria that will produce biogas, which is mostly methane. 
Utilization of chocolate’s rind is currently being cultivated as animal feed and organic fertilizer. As an alternative 
use of chocolate’s rind, there have been several experimentals from several researchers, among others : the 
manufacture of oxalic acid chocolates rind (Rachmat, Alif, Yeni. 2005), which explains that the best yield of oxalic 
acid occurs at heating temperature 210 oC, research of pectin extraction from chocolates rind (Mariana, Tri. 2005), 
which explains that pectin derived from chocolate fruit have high levels of metoxil. Utilization of organic waste as 
raw material for other biogas, namely organic waste (Hudha, Istnaeny, 2007), that bacteria play a very important 
role in producing biogas from organic waste but requires the addition of grass as addition of carbohydrates. 
Research by Billah et al (2009) about producing a biogas from cow that have levels up to 74%. 

Biogas (methane) can occur from the decomposition of organic waste that contains proteins, fats, and 
carbohydrates. Parsing is done by anaerobic bacteria in the fermentation process; therefore the vessel that is used to 
ferment this waste should be closed so that the air (O2) does not enter into the biodigester which resulted in decrease 
of methane production. 

This study aims to obtain biogas from chocolate rind that can be used as an alternative energy. 
 
METHODS 
 
Material Used: chocolate rinds purchased from Chocolate Garden in Wonosalam, Jombang. Distilled water as a 
solution for chocolate rind mixture that will be enumerated on thrasher (blender). Cow dung used as a starter, and 
the addition of other ingredients are yeast and grass. 
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Tools used: Consists of a digester tank (digester) equipped with a manometer, and a gas and water drainage system. 
Digester tank serves as the site of an overhaul of industrial wastes by bacteria through anaerobic fermentation 
process that produce a methane gas and compost. 
 
Conditions set: one liter volume of materials (water and chocolate rind), giving starter as many as 10% of raw 
materials, add 25 ml of yeast  
 
Variables were executed: Comparison of chocolate rind and water: 1:1, 1:1.5, 1:2, 1.5:1, 2:1.  
 
Fermentation time: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 days, the addition of grass: 50, 100, 150, and 200 grams. 
 
Procedure: The raw materials which is a chocolate grind chopped in order to be uniform in size. After the chopping 
procedure, it continued with a dilution using blender and add water according to predetermined ratio. Stir until it 
mixed then add starter from a cow dung, yeast, and grasses according to the executed variable, then stir until mix 
evenly. The mixture of raw materials is then inserted into a bottle. Stir down after inserted into the bottle and after 
that observe the biogas product produced from anaerobic fermentation process in the time specified by means of gas 
produced using burnt matchsticks and blue color observed in the biogas produced. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Concentrations obtained from this study can be said in accordance with Indonesia's National Standard namely 
between 50-70%, but the volume obtained is still a lot less because influenced by environmental conditions such as 
ambient temperature, pH, C / N ratio, total solids and mixing materials and how the placement of the bottle which is 
should not be positioned standing, it would be better positioned if the bottle tilted as it will have a larger surface 
area. The more surface area in the bottle, the greater the gas methane (CH4) is produced. 
           The highest concentrations of 74.22% was obtained at comparison of water and chocolate rind 1:1.5 with the 
addition of 150 g grass, while the value of the lowest concentrations of 60.04% obtained with the addition of 200 g 
grass. In ratio 1:1.5; 1.5:1; 1:2, and 2:1, the highest average concentrations found in 1:1.5 ratio and the lowest 
average concentrations are on 2:1 ratio. These results when compared with the research (Billah, 2009), the highest 
concentrations of methane (CH4) obtained is 74% and the average value of the highest concentrations is in ratio of 
1:1. This is caused by the difference in the ratio of C / N, and carbohydrate content between cow dung and chocolate 
rind. The difference in pH and starter or microbial that have the ability to decipher the ingredients to form CH4 and 
CO2 from cow manure is better than the chocolate rind. 
 

 
Figure 1. Fermentation time vs manometer height with variable of 50 g grass  
 
           Addition of 50 g grass, the highest volume obtained in 30th day with manometer height 0.4 cm, ratio of 1:1, 
while the lowest volume in 30th day with height of 0.1 cm found in ratio of 1:1.5 and 2:1 in both comparisons in 15th 
day and 30th day does not occur an increase in volume due to the mixing process is not perfect because the material 
is too thick. This viscous material has a high pectin content so it is necessary to do a process of breaking down 
pectin in advance to ease the process of fermentation. In previous studies (Billah, 2009) the highest biogas volume at 
12th day with a value of 12.5 cm, due to the ratio of the number of microbial (starter) were used. Other factors that 
affect the volume of the temperature, because the temperature of 30-40 oC bacteria can breed well. According to 
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(Hudha, 2007), the role of bacterial is greatly affects fermentation process in production of biogas from organic 
material. 
  

 
 
Figure 2. Fermentation Time vs Height Manometer with variable of 100 g grass  
 
           At addition of 100 g grass the highest volume occurred on 30th day with 0.45 cm height at ratio of 1:1, while 
the lowest volume at 30th day by 0.2 inches tall at 1:2 ratio, in both comparisons in 15th day and 30th day does not 
occur an increase in volume. In previous studies (Billah, 2009) the highest biogas volume occurred at 12th day with a 
value of 12.5 cm, due to the ratio of the number of microbial (starter) were used. 
 

  
 
Figure 3. Fermentation Time vs Height Manometer with variable grass 150 grams. 
 
At addition of 150 g grass the highest volume occurred on 30th day with 0.4 cm height at ratio of 1:1 and 1:2, 
whereas the lowest volume that occurred at 30th day with 0.1 cm height have a ratio 2:1 and at this ratio there was no 
increase in volume on 10th day until 30th day. In previous studies (Billah, 2009) the highest biogas volume at 12th 
day with a value of 12.5 cm height, due to the ratio of the number of microbial (starter) is used, the bacterial content 
of the cow manure is higher than chocolate rind. 
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Figure 4. Fermentation Time vs. High Manometer with variable grass 200 grams. 
 

Addition 200 g grass give highest volume on 30th day with 0.3 cm height in 1:1 ratio and at this ratio there was 
no increase in volume on 15th day until 30th day. While the lowest volume at 30th day have 0.2 cm tall, 1:2 ratio and 
at this ratio there was also no increase in volume on 10th day until 30th day. In previous studies (Billah, 2009) the 
highest biogas volume at day 12 with a value of 12.5 cm is happened due to the ratio of the number of microbial 
(starter) were used. Other factors that affect volume was the temperature due to the bacteria can proliferate when the 
temperature was 30-40 °C, with that temperatures the biogas production process will run in accordance with the 
time, but it's different when the value of the temperature is too low (cold), then the time needed to become biogas 
will be longer than before. 

Addition of 50, 100, 150 and 200 g grass have in common which is the highest volume occurred on 30th day 
at 1:1 ratio, while the lowest volume at 30th day have 0.2 inches tall at 1:2 ratio, and at this ratio there was no 
increase in volum on 15th day and 30th day. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 

In this study, the levels obtained are in accordance with the National Standard of Indonesia which is between 
50-70% but the volume obtained was least when compared with previous studies (Mu'tasimBillah, 2009). The 
highest level of 74.22% was obtained on a 1:1.5 comparison of water and chocolate rind with the addition of 150 g 
grass. 
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Abstract 

In parallel with the recent developments, education has also begun to use internet media. Internet usage has enhanced the quality 
of the education. This teaching systems have widened up to primary education. In our country, works and applications in this area 
have also increased and universities have included distance education into their systems. In this study, the contents of the circuit 
analysis course were developed according to distance education. Multimedia Technologies were exploited heavily in this work. 
 
Key Words: Circuit Analysis, Distance Education, Multimedia; 

*LULú 

The use of internet technology has rapidly improved due to the use of computer increases. Internet is almost used 
in every field today. 

Internet technology is realized that it can use in training system at the present time and it largely understood to be 
the facilitator in training system. Outside students of the group being trained in internet-based education is observed 
to benefit. This also has flexibility in terms of course. 

Standardization efforts have started due to the spread of Internet-based teaching model in the whole world. As a 
result of these studies. For Learning Management Systems and all of components have been created standard. This 
studies are still continuing. 

The aim of this study, after the technologies used for Internet-based training courses are to be prepared, 
examining the concepts and materials Electronics and Computer Education content development criteria, taking into 
account the contents of the distance education courses for Circuit Analysis. 

Distance Education 

Distance Education is economic and interactive education form regardless of time and place using information 
technology. Depending on the situation, it is realized as synchronous (simultaneous) and asynchronous (time-
independent / asynchronous) in two ways. 

In synchronous presentation, Users and servers are inside the application interactively through a live connection 
(Internet, satellite, etc.) in classroom environment simultaneously. Users can ask questions, discuss with each other 
or solve test. 

Asynchronous presentations are Web-based educations. The user may participate at any time at any place the 
courses on the web, take the test and participate in activities. Courses may be repeated as requested. (Isman, 2008). 

Some definitions related to distance education are as follows: 
Distance education program is the name given to the study performs stand-alone training courses to help you 

prepare in a certain order of educational institutions and students (Isman, 2008). 
Distance education provides access to education with satellite, video, audio, graphics, computer, multimedia 

technology with the help of electronic devices. USDLA, the teacher and the student are geographically remote from 
each other and said, this training program, the use of electronic means or written material and underline the need of 
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the printed materials. Distance education consists of two main parts including teachers and students in the field of 
teaching education. It provides access to education to other persons. 

Distance education is to establish direct connection with the students. The distance learning program can be a 
method that replaces the forefront of the field of education, a program that can be interpreted as reinforcing the other 
methods (Isman, 2008). 

Different time (asynchronous) teaching model 

Participants will receive courses from anywhere at any time. In this case, all the activities from sign-examination 
of the course participants, course content be processed by the participants, subject to final examinations in the notes 
to be stored or subject teacher can able to make assignments, forums, whiteboard, chat rooms, electronic mail, 
providing a platform for communication between the participants and the teachers allowing a management program 
is necessary. This management program is called Learning Management System (ÖYS) and ÖYS program is a must 
of distance learning. 

In this model, the publication of content delivery over the network forms other activities. Learning Management 
System (ÖYS) is a program that can be purchased in general as well as some institutions have developed their own 
applications. Today, largest shortcoming in this regard in Turkey and world is matching international standards in a 
wide range of different issues is the lack of quality content. Development of content fits these definitions are carried 
out by a team of crowded instructional designers, educators, writers, subject matter experts, audio, graphics, and 
computer experts. Quality and permanent education is interested with quality of developed content (Al & Orçun, 
2004). 

 

Simultaneous (synchronous) teaching model 

In this method, in consequence of a teacher's course participants to tell and different places for targeted 
monitoring and participation in the course, the teacher told the course pursued by the participants in the course, the 
necessary equipment should be installed. While a teacher expresses courses in a class or in a studio, videos that 
broadcast live are delivered over the Internet with the appropriate software and hardware to the participants. 
Similarly, participants that watch courses in places have sufficient software and hardware and they can ask questions 
to teacher and can take answers. As you can see, in this method software and hardware infrastructure in monitored 
environments and presented courses compose main element. Here, the most important factor affecting learning 
content is described by the teacher in the classroom may not show much change the content of face-to-face training. 
Of course, plenty visual material of content will be more permanent (Al & Orçun, 2004). 

Blended teaching model 

In blending teaching, classroom education that will be used at a face-to-face education need to add with both 
methods above mentioned (Nicholson, 2002).  

Different time teaching model from these teaching models form the basis of the study that we have done. The aim 
of this study, as well as this teaching model, student performs the learning process using Internet technologies. 

Content Development Used Technologies and Concepts 

Multimedia in the broadest sense, a computer-based application, the normal text, audio, images, graphics, 
animation, video, and supported the use of visual aids is the face of a user interface (Bourne, Harris, & Harris, 
2005). 

Traditional education in recent years, overhead projector, video, and etc. tools were used. One of the most 
striking developments is WWW in information technology today; normal text, graphics, images and sound are 
transmitted over the Internet is a network of multi-media. Web is capable of integrating from the materials in 
different formats in variety of environments. øW�DOORZV�WUDLQHUV�WR�SUHSDUH�DQ�HIIHFWLYH�DQG�HIILFLHQW�FRXUVH��Bourne, 
Harris, & Harris, 2005). 

Html 
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1   <html> 

2 <head> <title> This is my first Php Page </title></head> 
3 <body> 
4 <?php 
5 echo ("Hi Evren"); 
6 ?> 
7 </body> 
8 </html> 
 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) documents how to connect to each other and determines how settle the text 
and images in the document and determines how settle the text and images in the document ve a system consisting 
of pieces of code called tag. 

<BODY> .... </BODY> information between the post / commands (HTML code / source program) is created. 
<CENTER>, <FONT>, <B> Sample HTML tokens / commands. HTML code is of no significance in the gaps 

left. The main thing, the formatting of HTML markers and environments.  

Php 

PHP is a scripting language and it is saved as PHP, PHP3 file extension after code is written in PHP editör. files 
written in PHP don't compile. A PHP interpreteris is only in Web Server to interpret scripts written in this language 
programs are available. This interpreter convert  PHP scripts a format understood by the Web Server and sends. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5.  

6.  

7. Figure. 1. Php writing codes 

Dreamweaver web design software 

For programming languages such as HTML, Visual (visual) programming using the property editor programs 
which have been developed and ready-made objects. These programs are further simplified by using the HTML 
language, ready-made objects instead of program code  used as images. Dreamweaver is one of the best of these 
programs. This program is a large, complex and interactive web pages, can be prepared. Dreamweaver is a 
professional web design package that is designed for web designers. 

 
 

8.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

9. Figure. 3. Dreamweaver user interface 

10.  
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An Adaptation of Circuit Analysis Course to Distance Education 

Using the above-mentioned instruments, circuit analysis course notes that contain textual expressions is made 
more fun and intuitive for distance education students. Therefore animations are created and this animations will be 
able to watch again topics which do not understand gradually advanced.  

Adapting sinusoidal function 

11.  

12.  

13.  

14.  

15.  

16.  

Figure. 4. Sinusoidal function graph 
 
 

The following definitions are made for the sinusoidal function: f(t)=f (t+nT), n is about to be a constant, so 
sinusoidal function is periodic. T sinusoidal function’s period, in contrast to the period is called the frequency. (A., 
)HULNR÷OX�������� 

 
 

 
 
 

 W is the angular frequency and the relation between with the frequency w=2�f. ��is called the phase angle of 
a sinusoidal function. A which is a constant shows the amplitude of the function. T’s unit is second (s), f’s unit is 
+HUW]��+]���Z¶V�XQLW�LV�UDGLDQ�VHFRQG��UDG�V���ș¶V�XQLW�LV�UDGLDQ�UDG����$���)HULNR÷OX�������� 

7KH�IROORZLQJ�SHULRGLF�IXQFWLRQV�DUH�DOVR�FRPPRQO\�XVHG��DV�ZHOO�DV�VLQXVRLGDO�IXQFWLRQ��$���)HULNR÷OX�������� 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure. 5. Square wave 
 
 
In study, distance education students select average and effective values. Sinusoidal and square waves is shown 

after textboxes are entered the required values. 
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Figure. 6. Square wave is plotted 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure. 7. The sinusoidal wave plotted after values have been entered 
 

Animation is used to observe sinusoidal steady-state analysis’s phase movement and angularly combined 
movement.  
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Figure. 8. Phase motion animation 
 
 

Adapted to the application in the Internet environment 

Our lessons were prepared to publish on the Internet. The application is a web page and can be used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure. 9. Circuit Analysis course web page 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

In this study, A website that is easy usage, flexible and funny are designed to teach circuit analysis course over 
internet. this application also can be advanced by other methods. An example of this as ASP, PHP programs can be 
given. In the future, if ASP ,PHP etc. are used, it can be more interesting. 

Aim of this study is to enjoy students and teach as interactive. Frame was used so that the user easily to reach the 
information. The right side section opens when the user clicks on the button on the left side. In addition, Student can 
return to the homepage from everywhere wherefore each page have homepaga button. In this way, leaving the user 
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to navigate the main topics on the page provided. design is given important in order to keep the user within the 
website. Forum is crated in order to discuss some of the issues among users. Subsequently users to be able to write 
their ideas on the web site put a guestbook. These are provided through the website to be more interesting. 

Consequently, Circuit Analysis course at the beginning of the computer easy to understand and enjoyable for 
anyone who wants to learn how to Circuit Analysis Dersi'nin presentation via the web application has reached the 
desired goals and the application is fully reached the stage of completion. The imagination of the person who 
designed the site using the Web site way he wants can make it more fun by adding visuals. This entirely depends on 
the horizon of the person who designed the site. 
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Abstract 

17. The term anatomy is coming from Greek Ana 'on, upon' and Temno 'I cut'. Today, the basis of anatomy education is the work 
performed on cadavers. However, due to difficulties in modern and alternative approaches to participate in the educational 
process, an essential element of today's educational process. In recent years for both time and training costs advantages and in 
order to ensure a healthy laboratory conditions, such methods, computer-assisted learning, simulation-based training, using  true-
to plastic anatomical models, plastination   started to be used. 
 
Keywords: Anatomy, Education, Technology, Cadaver, Plastination  

1. INTRODUCTION   
 
The human anatomy, one of the basic medical sciences, is one of the initial branches of medicine that studies the 
normal shape, structure and the organs of the human body as well as the structural and functional relations between 
these organs. Within an etymological frame, the term anatomy is formed by the combination of two ancient Greek 
words, Ana (remove) and Tomy (cut). It is expressed in the form of separation by cutting and removing. The term 
anatomy is 'Dissection' for Latin. Recently 'Dissection' is a term being used as a method for the examination of 
cadavers. 
 
2. THE HISTORICAL PROCESS OF ANATOMY 
 
Physicians need to know how the combination of all subsystems of the body works in harmony, in order to 
understand if there is a pathology in any part of the body or not. This is why anatomy is important for the medical 
education. When we look at the historical process of the anatomic studies, during the first period, we see the 
drawings of scientists that the internal organs of animals, as well as external images on the walls.  
 
The first written records of Anatomy is said to have begun with Alcmeon from Craton 500 years before (Gürbüz, 
.DUOÕND\D�	�0HVXW����������7KH�scientific and experimental style of today’s medicine began at 3. Century BC. with 
the dissection experiments allowed by Ptolemy (Ronan, 2003). During this period, Herophilus, in particular on the 
work of the human anatomy, and Erasistratus exploration in dissection and physiology came into prominence 
(Lyons & Petrucelli, 1997; Garrison, 1921). To investigate the structure and the working system of the human body. 
Herophilus and Erasistratus make dissection on human cadaver in an objective manner firstly (Atabek & Görkey, 
1998). After Erasistratus and Herophilus such scientists as Aristotle, Galleons, Avicenna, Leonardo Da Vinci, 
Andreas Vesalius, Claud Bernard  have worked on the anatomy. 
 
Knowledge of anatomy, from Hippocrates until Vesalius was obtained by the superficial structures of the human 
body and animal dissection. Along with Andreas Vesalius (1514-1564) dissecting desks have been introduced by 
physicians and medical students. Studies on cadavers formed the basis of anatomical education. Knowledge has 
increased rapidly as a result of these studies with human cadaver �*�UE�]��.DUOÕND\D�	�0HVXW�������� In line with 
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the recent technologic developments, today it has been started to be found difficult to study with the cadavers by the 
people and consequently the final developments led to the shift in the direction of the technology. 
 
The method of “Parafinizasyon” has been developed by Deegener and Brendt in 1914, Hochstetter and Schmeidel in 
1924. Since the structure of the samples are dry in this method, the natural image of them are shown as to be 
resistant to external forces. However, they are heat-sensitive and are not protected against flammability (Buyruk, 
Groen, Kempermann & Altuniçn, 1990). In 1977, Gunther von Hagens developed plastination, which  has been 
more useful and increasingly used method at present. He organized an exhibition of plastination in Japan in 1995 for 
the first time. A similar exhibition was held in Istanbul, Turkey in 2010, and in 2012 another one followed it in 
Ankara. 
 
3. DEVELOPMENTS IN TURKEY 
 
Study of anatomy in Ottoman Empire began to show itself with 17th Century. The number of works written on this 
subject are quite rare, especially the ones containing pictures. 2QH�RI�WKHP�LV�ùHPVHGGvQ-i Îtakî’s illustrated anatomy 
book, named 'Kitâb-Õ�7HúUvK-i Ebdân (Kâhya, 1996). 
    
There was no significant attempt until the beginning of 19th century. From the beginning of the 19th century, The 
Head Physician Mustafa Behçet Efendi, prevail upon Sultan III.Selim to dissection which is part of the anatomy 
education. However, these attempts have not been very successful due to the prevailing circumstances. For the 
second time, during Mustafa Behçet's chief physician period, although the importance of anatomy was emphasized 
in medical education, the dissection could not be conducted because of the deep-rooted beliefs (*�UE�]��.DUOÕND\D�
& Mesut, 2004).  
 
After 1839 anatomy has been included in the curriculum of education. Dr. Bernard from Austria has pioneered the 
start of training in anatomy. ,QLWLDOO\��GXULQJ�WKH�SHULRG�RI�µ7ÕSKDQH�DQG��&HUUDKKDQH-i Amire’, it couldn’t have been 
VXFFHHGHG� WR� ZRUN� ZLWK� FDGDYHUV� IRU� YDULRXV� UHDVRQV�� +RZHYHU�� ZLWK� WKH� HVWDEOLVKPHQW� RI� µ7ÕEEL\H-i Adliye-i 
ùDKDQH¶��'U��%HUQDUG�ZDQWHG�WR�FDUU\�RXW�WUDLQLQJ�DFWLYLWLHV�RQ�D�FDGDYHU�LQ�������2QO\�DIWHU�KDYLQJ�WKH�SHUPLVVLRQ�
of Sultan Abdulmecit, DQG�WKH�VWXGHQWV�KDG�WKH�FDSDELOLW\�WR�PDNH�D�FDGDYHU�GLVVHFWLRQ��(ULPR÷OX��������S������ 
 
Hristo Stambolski, who has been appointed to medical school in 1868 issued an atlas of anatomy in the same year 
and by translating from A. Jamin Mazhar Pasha  published a book of Topographical Anatomy for the first time in 
Turkey as some of the frontier contributions to Turkish medical education �(ULPR÷OX��������S����� 
 
In 1908, the method of “cadavers’ cold storage preservation” by injecting formaldehyde was applied by Dr. Nurettin 
$OL� %HUNRO� �(ULPR÷OX�� ������ S����� After the University Reform of 1933, the anatomy dissection education of  
medical students was continued by Prof. Nurettin Ali Berkol on the one hand and, on the other hand, Assoc.Prof. 
+DP]D�9DKLW�*|÷HQ� Assoc.Prof. Mehmet Ali Oya and Assoc.Prof. Zeki Zeren prepared and presented a textbook of 
anatomy for the benefit of the students �(ULPR÷OX��������S����� After 1951, Dr. Zeki Zeren, worked for localizing the 
anatomy terms, and significantly contributed to WKH�HGXFDWLRQ�V\VWHP��(ULPR÷OX��������S�����  
 
The apparent difficulty in the supply of cadavers since 1960, has reduced the number of cadaveric for education 
�(ULPR÷OX�� ������ S����� Classical methods are applied in many medical schools in our country. The interactive 
methods, integrated into the education system and computer-based training systems increasing with time. 

4. ANATOMY EDUCATION TODAY  

The main purpose of the anatomy education for the student is to gain the required information by the practical way 
and use it properly. To reach this purpose, there are several methods of training. 
 
Using the technology contributes learning even teaching. Using technology also increases motivation of the student.  
Thereby learning becomes more permanent (0DQGÕUDFÕR÷OX�� +DVVR\� 	� .DUDEDED�� ������ S������ 0RUHRYHU�� XVLQJ�
model, plastic model and computer assisted simulator technologies instead of traditional methods is preferred as a 
part of respect to privacy in medical ethics (Balcombe,2001).   
 
4.1. Training with Cadaver:  
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Currently the practical studies on cadaver are forming the basis of anatomy training. The student can learn the 
macroscopic structures of anatomic formations, the relationships between them and their vicinity by touching and 
seeing in the studies on cadaver. However, the difficulties of finding cadaver for medical faculties, loss of form and 
degeneration of tissue in the post mortem term, diversifications in the structure, colour and smell as a result of the 
chemical usage for detection make the studies on cadaver unsuitable. 
 
It is known that formaldehyde, the chemical material used on cadaver, causes irritation of respiratory tracts and eyes 
of people and determines several health problems. (Ohmichi, K., Komiyama, M., Matsuna, Y., Takanashi, Y., 
Miyamoto, H., & Kadota, T., et.al., (2006); Arts, Rennen & de Heer, 2006). 
 
4.2. Training Based on Simulation: 

 
4.2.1. Simulation:  
Simulation is described as comparing to real, imitating the attitudes those exists in reality (Patrik, 2002). Properties 
of simulators are valued depending on not only the similarity to the truth, but also the respond to the applications. It 
can be said that especially the more respond is sensitive, the more qualification is high-OHYHO��0ÕGÕN�	�.DUWDO��������
Patrik, 2002; Maran & Galvin, 2003).  
 
4.2.2. Usage of Simulation in Medicals: 
First important usage of simulation was Resusci-Anni created by technology and anaesthetists in 20th FHQWXU\��0ÕGÕN�
& Kartal, 2010; Bradley, 2006; Ziv, Wolpe & Small, 2003). Later in sixties Abrahamson and Denson made a human 
simulator called “Sim Man”. In this simulator it could be carried out: Heart beat, carotis pulse, imitation of human 
acts, mouth moves, winking, respond to intravenous applications and blood pressure measurement etc. However, it 
couldn’t bH�SURGXFHG�VHULDO�EHFDXVH�RI�WKRVH�WLPH�FRQGLWLRQV��0ÕGÕN�	�.DUWDO��������%UDGOH\��������*RRG���������
The third development was occurred by utilization of simulators by medical students and it was accepted globally 
after nineties. To follow on, these praxis were used in post graduated terms further in the clinical skills laboratories 
�0ÕGÕN�	�.DUWDO��������%UDGOH\������������ 
 
4.2.3 Benefits of Simulation: 
Simulation supports one of the basic principles of bioethics "first do no harm"  by  providing students to notice their 
mistakes in different scenarios. Provides equal opportunities for each student (Patrik, 2002). In terms of the patients, 
it minimizes the risks of damage by the educational processes which would be held on them (Ziv, Small & Wolpe, 
2000; Ziv, Wolpe & Small, 2003). 
 
4.2.4. Weaknesses of the Simulation: 
The most important weakness is not to replace clinical education, but only supports �0ÕGÕN�	�.DUWDO�������� 
 
4.2.5. Simulation Tools: 
The simulations can be divided into two main groups: Low-tech simulations and High-WHFK�VLPXODWLRQV��0ÕGÕN�	�
Kartal, 2010). 
 
4.2.5.1. Simulations Does Not Contain Advanced Technology ; 
Three-Dimensional Organ Models; Like skeletal anatomy, lung, heart, larynx models, used in laboratories. 
 
Basic Plastic Mannequins; These Models are used in the basic and advanced life support training and also can be 
used at physical examination, interventional training and wide range. 
 
Animal Models; These models are used during the training of physiology. 
 
4.2.5.2. Simulations Including High Technology; 
Screen-Based Simulations; It is a kind of computer-assisted education (Rasmussen, Mason, Millman, Evenhouse & 
Sandin, 1998). It is known that different studies were carried out about these subjects. For example, Mary 
Rasmussen and her friends presented the three-dimensioned structure of the temporal bone virtually. In this way, the 
difficult and complex structure of this bone became easier and comprehensible by the virtual media  (Langrana, 
Burdea, Ladeji & Dinsmore, 1997). Another study was carried out by Noshir Langrana  and his friends. Here, a 
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simulator was generated which enabled the cancered tissues to be inspected. Today, it is possible to examine a 
YDULHW\�RI�FDQFHU�W\SHV�E\�WKH�XVH�RI�WKLV�VLPXODWRU��0ÕGÕN�	�.DUWDO�������� 
 
Realistic, High-Fidelity Procedural Simulators; These are the simulators which imitate the parts of human body and 
focus on certain responsibilitieV��%UDGOH\��������0DUDQ�	�*ODYLQ��������0ÕGÕN�	�.DUWDO�������� 
 
Realistic High-Tech Interactive Human Simulator; These are composed of models quitely resembling human and 
computer assistant. A realistic medium is maintained by computer assistant and they give the opportunity of 
PDQDJLQJ�WKHVH�FRPSOH[�FOLQLFDO�VLWXDWLRQV�WR�WKH�VWXGHQWV��0ÕGÕN�	�.DUWDO��������*RRG�������� 
 
Virtual Reality and Haptic Systems; Technologic education requiring high-level computer assist which is used 
especially in surgery educatLRQ��0DUDQ�	�*ODYLQ��������0ÕGÕN�	�.DUWDO�������� 
 
4.3. Education by using cast models and plastination: 
People gain knowledge by using visual, auditory and touch senses at most. It can be claimed that  the usage of three-
dimensioned plastic models in anatomy education raises the learning performance. On the other hand, although the 
complex structure of cadaver prepared by formaldehyde includes different variations, it may hide the details wanted 
to be given to the student. However, the subjects introduced by plastic models are easier to be learnt and 
comprehended by the student (Gültiken, 2012). The use of virtual materials in education, makes the concepts 
concrete, easy to understand and facilitate the chance of observation and re-using �0DQGÕUDFÕR÷OX�� +DVVR\� 	�
Karababa, 2011). 
 
At the beginning of 20th century, anatomy lessons were taught by plastic models of organs. For example, German 
students have used these models since 1930’s. Anatomist Dr. Gunther von Hagens, who is a researcher in 
Heidelberg University in Germany, worked for 10 years on development of  plastination method in stead of plastic 
models since the middles of 1970’s (Britta, 2012). 
 
Plastination is a method which is formed by banishing oil and water from the subscribed body tissues and replacing 
them by polimerized materials and hardening the samples by shaping them out (Buyruk, Groen, Kemperman & 
Altuniçn, 1990). This operation should be carried out in about two and ten days after the death for resembling a 
living body (Britta, 2012). Highly substantial cadavers which are unwatered, scentless and real-like can be obtained 
by the use of polimers like resin, silycon and polyester in this method (Sugand, Abrahams & Khurana, 2010). The 
type of polimere used in the method determines the properties of the plastinized sample, like optic (transparent or 
opac) and mechanic (flexible or stable). Being unwatered,  scentless and substantial, the plastinized samples 
preserve even their structural properties at the histologic level (Von Hagens, Tiedemann & Kriz, 1987). 
 
Past studies indicate that students are more sensitive to models which are prepared by plastination. At the same time, 
it is concluded that the material prepared by plastination increases the learning ability (Latorre, Garcia-Sanz, 
Moreno, Hernandez, Gil, Lopez et.al., 2007). Another determined fact is that the plastinats are less damaged than 
plastic models. (Sugand, Abrahams & Khurana, 2010). Plastination method was also tried in Turkey, by using 
cheaper polimers like alkid resin in order to decrease the cost (Gültiken, 2012). 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
We are in an era of educational technologies being used today. Therefore, to engage the modern and alternative 
approaches into the educational process is an essential element of today's education sector. Teaching anatomy 
traditionally on cadavers in faculties of medicine is essential because they provide the opportunity of knowing three-
dimensional structure and diversity of the body. But in recent years, the bodies as training equipment are being 
simulated by images, using computer-aided teaching methods; some plastic lifelike anatomical models or other 
recent methods such as the use of plastination are being used. The use of all these recent and technologically 
developed methods allows us to decrease both the required time for training and the cost of education. In addition to 
these contributions, ensuring the hygienic and healthy conditions in the laboratory environment is becoming a matter 
of preference as well. 
 
The health problems, which the staff working in education may face because of the conventional cadavers’ 
appearance and unpleasant odors caused by formaldehyde, allows working after removal from the pool wetness, are 
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of great importance considering the model and plastinates. However, all of these models, as it is known, may not 
create a suitable environment to monitor the anatomic variations of the human body and possible pathological 
structures. Consequently, although it seems to have some negative aspects dealt with, it is still considered to be 
appropriate, continuing the use of cadavers in education. 
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Abstract 

Transfer of information from one point to another by using electronic signals to provide medical services is defined as 
telemedicine. Today, many people and intuition who want to get health care service through telemedicine consults the internet. 
Technically it would be possible to reach the database from the outside that contains the information so the protection of personal 
information and maintaining the confidentiality seems to be so difficult. Ethical problems usually emerge in the phase of 
protection of privacy. Therefore, on the one hand the use of technological means as scheduled, on the other hand the risks that 
may arise should be evaluated in terms of ethics. 
 
Keywords:  Health, Ethics, Technology, Telemedicine, Internet 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Increasingly, the Internet has become a part of our daily lives, the number of internet users in the world is nearly two and 
a half billion as of June 2012 and it is approximately close to 36.5 million people in Turkey 
(http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm.). As internet usage is growing rapidly over the years, the internet brings a 
rapid increase in crimes and ethical violations with it. However, despite this, one of the leading uses of it is in health 
during daily life. 
 
2. TELEMEDICINE 
 
2.1. Description: 
Telemedicine has been described in the form of ‘use of information and communication technologies to transfer 
information the correct diagnosis, treatment, disease and injury prevention, continuing education of health professionals, 
individuals, or in any case affect the development of community health’ by the World Health Organization  (Feroze, 
1996). 
Also telemedicine is described by ‘United State Institute of Medicine’ in 1996 as ‘Where the distance is a problem, the 
use of electronic information and communication technologies (two-way video, e-mail, smart phone, cordless tools and 
RWKHU�WHOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQ�WHFKQRORJLHV��WR�SURYLGH�DQG�VXSSRUW�KHDOWKFDUH��0LOOL�(÷LWLP�%DNDQOÕ÷Õ�������� 
 
According to Ministry of Health of the Republic of Turkey, telemedicine is ‘With the widest range of definition to 
present the remote health services. Telemedicine includes providing services in the fields of radiology, pathology, and 
ultrasonography in information and communication technologies in health service delivery through the distance between 
the secondary and tertiary health care institutions. (http://www.saglik.gov.tr/ SBSGM/belge/1-15487/tele-tip.html). 
 
2.2. Development:  
Over time and with the development and getting cheaper of information and communication technologies, telemedicine 
has steadily expanded the range of applications. As a result of this expansion the boundary between the disciplines has 
obscured partly (http://halilaktas0.tripod.com/odev/ teletipnedir. htm). Looking across application areas in medicine 
today, cardiology, ophthalmology, radiology, pediatrics, dermatology, psychiatry, pathology, pulmonology, neurology, 
gastrohepatology, surgery stands out as the branches (Ertek, S., 2011). 
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Nowadays medical informatics which is almost become an essential concept at the past it was a concept if there would 
be better (DeShazo, J.P., LaVallie, D.L. & Wolf, F.M., 2009). Telemedicine applications not new in the world also have 
an increased importance in our country recent years. In applications of telemedicine especially Radiology plays an 
important role such rate of 57% . This applications provide  an easy and fast access to information for health 
professionals �(UGR÷PXú��3��	�(UGR÷PXú��%����������,W�LV�UHSRUWHG�WKDW�DSSUR[LPDWHO\�����RI�DOO�UDGLRORJ\�SUDFWLFHV�LQ�
the United States is made in the form of teleradiology (Binkhuysen, F.H.B. & Ranschaert E.R., 2011). 
  
The first application to telemedicine in the medical literature was created in the form of teleradiology system in 1950, by 
Canadian radiologists from Montreal Jean-Talon Hospital (Field, M.J., 1996, pp.36). In this regard, Ruggiero who 
conducted the world's first application said that, inspection results sent by the Jutra using coaxial cable In Montreal in 
1959 (Ruggiero, C., 1998). Then, at the end of 1960 between The Logan International Airport Medical Center and 
Massachusetts General Hospital in East Boston Information communicated by establishing a microwave transmission 
line (Murphy, R.L.H. & Bird, K.T., 1974). The first application in Turkey was realized between Günmar MR Center, 
*D]LDQWHS�DQG�0HGDUW�0HGLFDO�&HQWHU��$QNDUD�LQ�������(UGR÷PXú��3��	�(UGR÷PXú��%��������� 
 
2.3. Application Areas: 
Telemedicine, not only is used with the aim of remote monitoring and examination of patients in clinical practice, but 
also of medical education, management, and is also used in scientific research. When we look at the world for the 
intended use, diagnosis, education, management, scientific research, medical monitoring and treatment protocols, natural 
disasters, mobile applications, public health and preventive medicine such areas see used in application (MilOL�(÷LWLP�
%DNDQOÕ÷Õ���������� 
 
2.4. Purpose: 
Ministry of Health of Republic of Turkey described the objectives of telemedicine listed as follows; 

a. Collection of all images and information about a patient in a common electronic field. 
b. The creation of a safe and fast way to share the information  by relevant physician. 
c.  To Digitize hospital processes. 
d. Use of information and communication technologies in the remote delivery of health care services. 
e.  The creation of a digital hospital concept. 
f. Alleviating the shortage of experts in the field of medical imaging. 
g. Complicated cases, made a quick consultation. 
h. The provision of information and experience sharing among physicians. 
i. The creation of tools that help diagnose accurately and quickly. 
j. Ensuring the quality and precision of the evaluation of patients. 
k. Reducing hospital costs and increase productivity  (http://www.e-saglik.gov.tr/ ERadyoloji. aspx)  

 
2.5. Benefits: 
Health care will be taken to the patients that away from medical centers; Remotely assess the condition of patients with 
the latest technology equipment and systems; Reduction in hospital costs and achieve savings in terms of time; Obtain 
information from the environment of the patients, and provide 24-hour service �,úÕN�� $�+�� 	� *�OHU�� ø��� �������
http://www.teletip.com.tr/hak.asp); Bed due to shortening cycle more efficient use of the number of beds; Elimination of 
waiting periods will result in death; Specialist physicians able to reach a broader patient population and satisfied more 
patient; Provide expert support for health care personnel working in remote areas; Health-related statistical information 
can be obtained in a very short period of time �0LOOL�(÷LWLP�%DNDQOÕ÷Õ�������� 
 
3. ETHICAL PROBLEMS 

 
The main ethical problem areas  are: Insufficient clinical information transfer to the opposite side, broken 
communication between doctor and patient, inaccurate and unclear reporting, security of personal health information 
maintained in electronic form, the reliability and risk of housing, How much the responsibility of the physician during 
the consultation with the patient will be, What will happen in the event of consultant physician disagree with the patient's 
physician, How to be and how to inform the patient informed consent (Gülhan, Y., 2006, p.138), the decrease in the 
control might be caused  a defect in informing patients, using growing technology plays difficulties in autonomy,  in own 
specific cases these technological developments might reasoning errors, decreases the concept of trust between doctor 
DQG�SDWLHQW��'R÷DQ��+���������S�������'XULQJ�VXUJHU\�DSSOLFDWLRQV�ZKR�EHORQJ�WR�WKH�OHJDO�UHVSRQVLELOLW\��*�OKDQ��<���
2006, p.138). 
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Today, with telemedicine, many people and corporate who want to get health care consults internet site. As well as many 
health agency and health personnel which provides health services, share data and professional knowledge over the 
Internet offer. Technically, it may be possible to gain externally access to the database where the information is evaluated 
maintaining the confidentiality of the provided information and the protection of personal information seems to be 
difficult. Also the ethical problem arises in the stage of protection of privacy which stored on personal information. 
Capturing patient records by unauthorized persons may jeopardize the principle of the protection of private information 
of patients and may be able to misuse. 
 
For one of the most important problem areas, to keep stored personal data that prepared electronically, the protection of 
health data and protection of private life have been various national and international regulations. According to this, The 
12. Article of  Universal Declaration of Human Rights declares that 'No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference 
with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honor and reputation' (Resmi Gazete, 1949) 
and Article 8 of the Declaration of Lisbon on the Rights of Patients Published in 1981 and revised in 2005, declares that '' 
Patient's has a right to expect from physician, to respect the confidentiality of all medical information about his private 
life' '(WMA Declaration of  Lisbon on the Rights of the Patient, 2005). In the 4. Article of Declaration on the Promotion 
of Patients’ Rights in Europe, Amsterdam 1994, ''Protection of personal information, even after death, protect the 
patient's identity, the protection of patients' records from third parties'' subheadings are listed (WHO A Declaration on 
the Promotion of Patients’ Rights in Europe, 1994). Article 1 of the; Section 1 of the Convention on Biomedicine; it is 
specified that Protection of human dignity and the identity is given the responsibility of states and the rights must be 
secured (Resmi Gazete, 2003). 
 
When we look at the national survey prepared for the protection of personal data we encounter the followings; Article 23 
of the Patients' Rights Regulations entitled "disclosure of information'' in  1998 (Resmi Gazete, 1998), Article 9 of Code 
of Professional Ethics in Medicine entitled "Confidentiality Obligation" and Article 31 entitled  "Giving the patient on 
the patient and the use of information" in 1999 �+HNLPOLN�0HVOHN�(WL÷L�.XUDOODUÕ���������$UWLFOH���RI�5XOHV�RI�0HGLFDO�
Ethics ''Medical and dental surgeon, can not disclose the learned the secrets of the patients unless legal obligation'' in 
1960 (Resmi Gazete, 1960), 20th Article of The 1981 Constitution of Turkish Republic, entitled "Privacy and the 
Protection of Private Life" (Resmi Gazete, 1982). 
 
With more cases in the forefront of technological opportunities, physician-patient communication and relationship 
between them was adversely affected. Because of this, physicians use of their own ability has decreased. This is 
manifested not only in the form less conversation with the patient, but also as a simple physical examination and 
diagnosis deprivation or to patients who may be treated to favor a morH�FRPSOLFDWHG�WUHDWPHQW��2÷X]��<���������S�������
For example, today one of the most widely used methods for teleradiology patient and the physician are not talking a 
direct relationship with the clinical data disruption and feedback during the writing of this report and to be more sensitive 
to the physicians. Physicians are not faced with the patient and could not know the full details of patient's narrative, and 
even the need to stay away from relatively precise diagnosis and may wish to additional investigations. Thus, 
unnecessary labor, time and material loss arises (Gürkan, M., 2009). 
 
Nevertheless the time spent and the cost is getting decreasing through telemedicine, also by leaving the classic methods 
in the physician-patient relationship decreses morale and confidence. By decreasing confidence the healing process 
negatively affected. This leads us to the technological methods can not be replaced, a well-established patient-physician 
relationship (Gürkan, M., 2009). 
 
Another example is, in the classical system making it relatively difficult to falsify on radiographs and it can be perceived 
easy. However, the data generated in computer still can be changed via the computer, can be much easier than the 
conventional method. In addition, the presence of electronic data networks such as the internet or data during 
transmission over long distances where the security gaps that may occur in the form of unauthorized access so these 
information that should be kept confidential patient data seize by third parties or even offer of making changes on this 
data not only legal problems but also ethical problems (Gürkan, M., 2009). 
 
In terms of medical ethics secrets of the patients can be contributed and we find a violation of the principle of 
"Confidentiality" (Gürkan, M., 2009). We can clarify this situation a few examples from real life. According to Gürkan; 
A health worker who may have access to medical information gave the information about four thousand HIV (+) patients 
to two newspapers. Elements of a company, the financial information of the patients were sold to another company that 
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distributes data. In June 2008, a bone marrow donor bank which has about thirty thousand identity information has stolen 
by copying files from the computer. In August 2000, 858 patient records confidentiality has been violated by the 
improper appointment (Gürkan, M., 2009). 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
The personal health data, have attempted to ensure with a variety of national and international regulations. Thus, on the 
one hand envisaged the use of technological opportunities as possible, on the other hand the risks that may arise should 
be evaluated in terms of ethics (Gürkan, M., 2009).     
 
Remote reporting or evaluation of patient information is a fast-growing and inevitable phenomenon, which includes a 
variety of advantages and disadvantages. It is considered to be a high potential of additives for the use in accordance. 
However related to the field of technical, medical, legal and ethical regulations is considered to be needed (Gürkan, M., 
2009). 
 
Because of all this these problems those may arise during the implementation of telemedicine there are no regulations 
about who neglect or who will be responsible for damages. This is another problem area. Therefore, to overcome these 
deficiencies constitute legal regulations and ethical basis for these analyzes shall be performed (Gürkan, M., 2009). 
 
In the circular "Data Security" which was published by the Ministry of Health of Turkey, stated that; security policy 
within the scope of personal health records; about data security, confidentiality, integrity and accessibility that the three 
basic principles to be taken into consideration and in the context of  "System Security" traceability, identity testing, 
reliability, and not to be denied the four basic principles should be carried out �6D÷OÕN�%DNDQOÕ÷Õ�������� 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to determine if there is any relation between level determination exam (LDE) point and the type of 
school and the points that student got from those lessons which are represented by questions in the exam. Randomly selected data 
belongs to 8th degree primary school students among whole Turkey are used as the sample data.  To investigate the significance 
level of relationship between two variables independent of each other, first of all the correlation values between two variables has 
been examined and then some statistical tests has been applied.  
 
As a result, it has been observed that there is a strong, meaningful and positive relation between the achievement of students on 
the lessons which are represented by questions in the exam and the LDE points. Furthermore, it has been observed that the type 
of school that students attend is also effective to the success and it has been seen that the students who attend private schools are 
more successful than the students in public schools. 
 
Keywords: Student achievement, LDE,school type 

Introduction 

Education system is exam-oriented in Turkey. Understanding the factors that lead to success (or failure) of 
students at secondary education is an interesting and difficult problem. Therefore, determining the variables that are 
related to academic achievement of students have always been aroused the curiosity of the researchers. Often 
centralized placement tests and future academic achievements are considered as related concepts that are derivative 
of each other. The purpose of this study is to determine the importance level of variables that is considered to have 
an impact on student achievement and guide students’ accordance with the objectives of education. 

Many researches have been done in the country and abroad in order to determine the items that affect students' 
success in the exams. Understanding the factors (i.e., the predictor variables) that affect students’ academic 
achievement is a critical input to understanding and improving the educational landscape. Many of the previous 
studies analysed this phenomenon one variable at a time. They tried to collect data, mostly from survey type 
instruments, to understand the relationship between a single factor and its impact on academic achievement. For 
instance, some researchers studied the correlation between academic achievements and parenting styles (Attaway & 
Bry, 2004; Steinberg, Lamborn, Darling, Mounts, & Dornbusch, 1994), others focused on socio-economic status 
(Goddard, Sweetland, & Hoy, 2000). Some others investigated the impact of teacher aid to academic achievement 
(Gerber & Fin, 2001) while others looked at the significance of different schools types (Carpenter, 1985). On the 
behavioural side, some researchers looked into the perception of personal control (Stipek, 1981), others looked into 
the efficiency of principals (Gentilucci, 2007), gender (Kelly, 1993), and locus of control (Bain, Boersma, & 
Chapman, 1983). Some of these studies found statistically strong relationships between the individual factors and 
academic achievement based on the limited data that they have based their studies on. Some researchers looked into 
a pseudo representation of academic achievement, namely the level of success in centralized placement test. Some 
claimed to have found strong relationship between test scores and family income. Their results pointed out that the 
level of income has a positive effect on test scores and further academic achievements (Carneiro, 2008; Yenilmez & 
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Duman, 2008).On the other hand, some other researchers have stated that income does not directly affect academic 
achievement, but affects the beliefs and attitudes of the family, which in turn affects the ultimate outcome (Davis-
Kean, 2005). For instance, the families on a high income can afford to send their children to private schools, and 
provide them with additional private tutoring, which, at the end, may translate to higher academic achievement (in 
general, but not always).  

According to the study of Morrison and McLntyre (1971), father's and mother's level of education and profession 
influence the children's educational achievements and plans positively and the size of family affects adversely. 
According to the survey of Balu and Duncan (1976), there is a high relation between the education level of male 
students and profession and education of their fathers. Especially the success in profession and social status of male 
students closely related with their father's profession and education. Another approach is to assert that qualitative 
and quantitative characteristics of the school do not have significant effect on student's educational achievements 
and student's achievement is determined by familial and other social factors out of the school (Coleman et all, 1966, 
Jencks et all 1972, Bowles ve Gintis 1976). 

 

Purpose of the study 

The purpose of this study is to determine if there is any relation between level determination exam (LDE) point 
and the type of school and the points that student got from those lessons which are represented by questions in the 
exam.  For this reason, it has been investigated the relations between LDE points and the type of school and the 
points that student got from those lessons which are represented by questions in the exam 

 

Methodology 

In this section, the research group, data collection instruments and analysis is explained. The universe of the 
study is composed of students studying at 9th degree in 2010-2011 academic years. Randomly selected data of 5000 
students in Turkey has been taken as sample. This data belonged to students has been gathered from e-school system 
of Group Head of Information Technology of Ministry of Education. By comparing LDE points, school types and 
scores that have been taken from lessons which are represented by questions in LDE of concerned students, it has 
been investigated whether there is a significant relationship between LDE and those compared variables. In order to 
reveal the relationship, statistical analysis such as frequency, percentage, correlation, standard deviation and 
arithmetic mean have been applied on obtained data. 

Findings  

For evaluation of the study, first of all the frequency distribution has been examined and the frequency 
distribution of students by school type is as in Table 4.1. As seen in Table 4.1, the percentages of students who 
attend public schools are more than the ones who attend private schools. 

18. Table 4.1. The frequencies and percentages of the students according to the school types. 

School Type Frequency Percentage 

Public 3379 67,6 

Private 1621 32,4 

Total 5000 100 

 
For evaluation of the study, mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum values belonging to lessons which 

are represented by questions in LDE has been given in Table 4.2. 
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19. Table 4.2. The statistics of lessons which are represented by questions in the LDE. 

Lesson Name School Type N Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation 

 

Turkish 

 

Public 

Private 

Total 

3379 

1621 

5000 

16,8700 

37,6300 

16,8700 

99,6000 

100,0000 

100,0000 

64,0527 

82,5508 

70,0497 

15,1487 

11,7762 

16,5830 

 

Mathematics 

 

Public 

Private 

Total 

3379 

1621 

5000 

15,9433 

21,3733 

15,9433 

99,3367 

100,0000 

100,0000 

57,8722 

79,5701 

64,9067 

17,7392 

15,3342 

19,7993 

 

Science and 
Technology 

Public 

Private 

Total 

3379 

1621 

5000 

16,0567 

28,7400 

16,0567 

98,9600 

100,0000 

100,0000 

62,1648 

81,4873 

68,4224 

15,7082 

13,0453 

17,4295 

 

Foreign  

Language 

Public 

Private 

Total 

3379 

1621 

5000 

15,7733 

21,4967 

15,7733 

99,5000 

100,0000 

100,0000 

62,4088 

80,6188 

68,3125 

16,4952 

14,0845 

17,9113 

 

Religion and 

Ethics 

Public 

Private 

Total 

3379 

1621 

5000 

25,8933 

31,2133 

25,8933 

100,0000 

100,0000 

100,0000 

75,7803 

90,7567 

80,6235 

12,8054 

7,6589 

13,3786 

 

Social Studies 

 

Public 

Private 

Total 

3379 

1621 

5000 

22,1467 

42,3567 

22,1467 

98,2467 

100,0000 

100,0000 

65,1941 

83,2976 

71,0633 

15,0773 

11,8446 

16,4589 

 
The distribution of LDE points according to the school type has been given in Table 4.3. The analysis of mean 

scores of LDE has showed that the students who attend private schools are more successful than the ones who attend 
public schools. 

20. Table 4.3. The distribution of LDE scores by school type. 

School Type N Minimum Maximum Mean Standard Deviation 

Public 3379 114,9200 488,8350 308,1991 72,9352 

Private 1621 162,1490 497,8810 410,7904 62,8001 

Total 5000 114,9200 497,8810 341,4592 84,7295 

 
 
The results of correlation analysis between LDE points and the scores of lessons that are represented by questions 

in LDE have been given in Table 4.4. Findings have showed that correlation factors are close to each other. It has 
been observed that there is a quite high, significant and positive relation between LDE points and lessons that are 
represented by questions in the LDE by 0,01. According to the correlation factors, the highest level of relationship is 
between Science and Technology lesson and LDE point. 
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21. Table 4.4. The results of correlation analysis. 

Variable Turkish Mathematics Sci. and Tech. For. Lang.  Religion Social LDE Score 

Turkish 

Pearson Cor. 

p 

 

1 

,000 

 

,895 

,000 

 

,918 

,000 

 

,901 

,000 

 

,877 

,000 

 

,913 

,000 

 

,908 

,000 

Mathematics 

Pearson Cor. 

p 

 

,895 

,000 

 

1 

,000 

 

,936 

,000 

 

,880 

,000 

 

,822 

,000 

 

,891 

,000 

 

,907 

,000 

Sci. and Tech. 

Pearson Cor. 

p 

 

,918 

,000 

 

,936 

,000 

 

1 

,000 

 

,892 

,000 

 

,852 

,000 

 

,921 

,000 

 

,920 

,000 

Foreign Lang. 

Pearson Cor. 

p 

 

,901 

,000 

 

,880 

,000 

 

,892 

,000 

 

1 

,000 

 

,831 

,000 

 

,876 

,000 

 

,863 

,000 

Rel. and Eth. 

Pearson Cor. 

p 

 

,877 

,000 

 

,822 

,000 

 

,852 

,000 

 

,831 

,000 

 

1 

,000 

 

,865 

,000 

 

,845 

,000 

Social Studies 

Pearson Cor. 

p 

 

,913 

,000 

 

,891 

,000 

 

,921 

,000 

 

,876 

,000 

 

,865 

,000 

 

1 

,000 

 

,906 

,000 

LDE Score  

Pearson Cor. 

p 

 

,908 

,000 

 

,907 

,000 

 

,920 

,000 

 

,863 

,000 

 

,845 

,000 

 

906 

,000 

 

1 

,000 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

The findings of the study show that the scores of lessons that are represented by questions in LDE taken by the 
students who attend private schools are higher than the students in public schools. The second result obtained from 
findings shows in parallel with the previous result that the students who attend private schools are more successful 
on LDE than the students in public schools. 

Another significant result of the study is that here is a quite high, significant and positive relation between LDE 
points and achievements of the students on the lessons that are represented by questions in the LDE. In other words, 
the students who have high scores on these lessons are more successful in LDE. 

Our previous study for predicting secondary education placement test result is revealed that previous test 
experience, whether a student has a scholarship, student’s number of siblings, previous years’ grade point averages 
DUH�DPRQJ�WKH�PRVW�LPSRUWDQW�SUHGLFWRUV�RI�WKH�SODFHPHQW�WHVW�VFRUHV��ùHQ��8oDU�	�'HOHQ�������� 
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Abstract 

This paper describes preliminary results of research related to programming teaching tools. This study focuses on the key issues 
being highlighted in this research. Among the research questions of the study are: What are the important issues in programming 
teaching and learning research? What are the methods of the research? What kind of tools involved in programming teaching 
and learning? What is the level of programming involved? The study applies systematic review approach to 45 research papers 
derived from the ACM digital database, published between 2005 and 2011. The study found six issues related to programming 
teaching tools, and most of the issues concern on the techniques and methods used in teaching, learning and assessment. 
Regarding the level of programming involved, majority of the research focuses on introductory stage. 

 

Keywords: Teaching tools; Programming; systematic review 

Introduction  

Various tools have been introduced in education process to enhance teaching and learning activities. These tools 
play important role for enriching students' learning experience on the learned subject. In programming teaching and 
learning, various electronic tools are available. These electronic tools are essential since programming software and 
environment are closely related to and require computer as a platform to implement and test the syntax of 
programming.  

Programming process involves a combination of activities i.e. planning, designing, testing and debugging. To 
learn on how to develop a program, students need to understand the syntax of programming language. The 
complexity of programming and difficulty to comprehend program logic often lead to frustration and lack of 
motivation to learn programming (Caitlin Kelleher, 2005). According to Garner (2007), learning separation between 
theory and practical sessions complicate the learning process in this course. Eventually, these factors contribute to 
the high rate of dropouts in programming courses at most universities and colleges. 

These problems have stimulated researchers to find ways to help students in learning programming. Among the 
top three topics in programming teaching and learning are issues related to programming tools (Sheard et al. , 2009). 
Available programming tools and environment such as Alice, BlueJ, Jeliot, Scratch and Greenfoot intend to facilitate 
teaching and learning in programming and to reduce the burden of instructor. Various learning strategies such as 
story telling, games in learning approaches, simulation and visualization techniques as well as pair-programming 
approaches are implemented to enhance student engagement and to develop creative thinking as one of the 
preparation strategy for students to become future producers, not just consumers of technology (Denner et all., 
2012). Researchers in programming teaching and learning areas also give their attention to related issues for example 
students’ attitudes toward programming and assessment activities in the process.  

Although programming teaching and learning research has rapidly increased, there is little study to evaluate and 
synthesize the results of relevant research in this area, specifically within the context of programming tools. The 
objective of this paper is to identify the direction of recent research in programming tools usage in teaching and 
learning from 2005 to 2011. Four research questions were raised in this study: what are the current issues related to 
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tools in programming teaching and learning?, what are the adopted method in the research?, what kind of tools that 
were developed or used in programming teaching and learning?, and what are the level of programming involved? 

Programming Tools  

Programming consists of three main components: program, programming tools and programming language. As 
one of the key element in programming, programming tools play an important role in programming development 
and implementation. Programming tools provide the software or environment that allows programmers to give 
instructions, test them and implement the program. Ability and skills to use programming tools are considered as 
important and equivalent to skills in syntax and logic. In teaching and learning of programming, programming tools 
is one of the main topics that discuss issues related to pedagogy, curriculum and programming languages (Janet C. et 
al, 2011; Anorld, 2007; Judy, 2009). 

Programming tools are supposed to assist novice programmers, students and instructors in developing 
programming skills. Though many of programming tools are available in market and most of them can be 
downloaded from the Internet and supported by most platforms, only a small number of them are suitable to be 
adopted in programming teaching and learning (Valentine, 2004). As a consequent, skills in using programming 
tools could be gained only through informal learning, trial and error process, using either Internet sources, help 
functions, or from insertion notes supplied by the software. 

Program software developers are generally designed to meet the needs of professional and advance programmers. 
Usually, the software are equipped with complete set of concepts and complex functions. Due to limited experience 
and knowledge among novice programmers, it is very difficult for them to understand and use the functions. As a 
result, this complex functions are perceived as problem rather than solution that help them in producing program. 
Furthermore, complexity in software interface, difficulty to understand error messages display and warning 
messages are among the reasons why most programming tools are not suitable for the programming learning 
environment (Arnold et al, 2007). These hurdles distract and fade away the initial interest possessed by novice 
programmers or students.  

This problem calls for innovative programming tools and environment suitable for teaching and learning 
purposes. Better learning can be achieved by using a tool that combines communications technology, active learning 
and visualization display. Jeliot3 is among programming tool architecture and features that support device from cell 
phones to interactive code that allow mobile users to contribute code and predict its performance (Andrés et al, 
2004). 

Research in programming teaching and learning has produced a variety of special tools to help students develop 
their program. Among the tools that are used in software programming including Alice and Jeroo, JPie, Alice, Karel 
Universe, Raptor, Iconic Programmer and Visual Logic (Power et al, 2006). In addition to focusing on the needs of 
students, educational programming tools are also designed with unlimited teaching methods to reduce the need for 
tutors and increase aid through the use of technology. Each innovation considers the features of the latest gadgets 
that have gained importance in the computer science education community. 

Method in Systematic Review 

The present study is performed using systematic review. Systematic review is a process for identifying, 
evaluating and interpreting research materials to answer a number of research questions (Kitchenham and Charters, 
2007). The purpose of systematic review is to summarize the research by performing synthesis on research 
resources. In this study, the review was carried out in several activities. The activities involve: 

x Identify research needs and devise a protocol study 
x Build research questions 
x Identify relevant literature by performing search on  database based on teaching and learning programming 

research domain 
x Select materials based on inclusive and exclusive criteria 
x Extract data and evaluate the quality 
x Synthesize evidence 
x Interpret results and write reports  
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Database search on programming tools research papers was made using ACM digital library. ACM digital data 
base is selected as a source of information domain because the programming education are widely covered and 
published by ACM, including the publication of conferences i.e. ICER, SIGCSE, ITiCSE, ACE, SIGGRAPH and 
Koli Calling. Two keywords were used in the search process that refer to the study domain i.e. "Teaching and 
Learning Tool" and "Programming”. 

The research questions raised in the study and selection criteria that will be discussed shortly after this guide the 
researcher in performing systematic review. 

 

Research questions 

The study focus is to understand the practice of the researchers in programming teaching and learning using 
teaching equipment. This literature survey aims to obtain answers to the following four research questions: 

Research question 1: What are the important issues in programming teaching and learning research? 
Research question 2: What are the methods used in programming teaching research? 
Research question 3: What kind of tools used in programming teaching and learning? 
Research question 4 : What are the level of programming involved? 

Inclusive and exclusive criteria 

All selected research papers in this survey must meet inclusive and exclusive criteria. The following list is the 
inclusive criteria:  

x Research papers published in conference or journal;  

x Research papers published between the years 2005 - 2011; 

x Research paper that discusses the topic of education tools in the field of programming.  
While the rejection of a research papers are those that meet this criteria:  

x Research papers published other than English;  

x Research papers outside the domain of education tools in programming; 

x Research papers  that display only the abstract, without full access to the entire discussion; 

x Double issue by the same author, describing the same topic, only the most recent publication will be 
taken into account in this study.  

 

Results and Discussions of Systematic Review  

This section describes the results of the analysis in the review. The obtained data will be the input of the synthesis 
process. Synthesis includes formulating the finding that will answer the research questions set out in Section 3.1. 
Search strategy used in the ACM database lists 52 publications related to programming tools (Table 1). However, 
after evaluating the research paper title and abstract, and after removing previous copies of multiple studies, only 45 
papers were accepted for analysis. 88% of the initial research papers were included after paper screening based on 
titles and abstract. Seven research papers were rejected, which title falls outside programming education domain. 

"Tool" or "instrument'' keywords in most of the research papers refer to software, applications and programming 
environments. However, researchers may refer this string using different terms such as technology, management 
methods, research  tools, and  teaching approach. 
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22. Table 1. Paper review 

Paper Number 

Total fulfill inclusive criteria 52 

Total fulfill exclusive criteria 7 

Total valid 45 

Research question 1: Issues in educational programming research  

Research in programming consists of a number of issues. Classification of papers within similar issue is 
conducted using a method proposed by Simon (2007). Simon (2007) classifies computing publications on four 
aspects of discussion: context, theme, scope and characteristics. Since the research questions for this study focus on 
the detail of research discussion, the classification is made based on the research theme. Simon (2007) suggests 16 
dimensions of research issue under theme heading. As a result, six issues were identified in  this study (see Table 2). 
Five important issues will be discussed separately here. 

 

Table 2. Identified issues 

Issue Number 

Techniques of teaching / learning / 
assessment 

18 

Teaching / learning / assessment tools 13 

Ability / aptitude / understanding 7 

Model and theory of teaching/learning 3 

Research direction 3 

Gender issue 1 

Total 45 

 

Techniques of teaching,  learning,  assessment 

Regarding educational programming techniques of teaching, learning and assessment, the focus of relevant 
papers is to report the experience and describe teaching and learning methods. The various features and aspects of 
information technology (IT) are also reviewed to relate the best and pedagogical techniques that produce 
programming skills and confidence to students, including fragmentation of the programming process using small 
parts (Simon et al, 2007), visualization (Orni et al, 2010, Robin et al,2010, N. Baloian, et al, 2005), constructive  
(Naomi et al, 2008) and  think-aloud approach (Naveed Arshad, 2009).  

Among the formulations in this dimension are to construct clear programming teaching strategy to increase 
student learning outcomes (Carsten Schulte & Maria Knobelsdorf, 2007, Michael E. Caspersen & Jens Bennedsen. 
2007, Jorge A. et al,2009 ). The design and testing of programming learning model are considered as important 
process to identify and understand how students experience certain learning method. This helps to explain the 
learning process and improve existing methods (Michael E. Caspersen & Jens Bennedsen, 2007, Eckerdal et 
al,2007). The implementation of active learning should not focus only on language syntax and programming logic 
(Carsten Schulte & Jens Bennedsen, 2006) in educational programming. Among the suggested activities are trouble 
shooting and breaking solution into phases (Simon Grayet al, 2007, and Quintin Cuttset et al, 2011) . 

Teaching, learning and assessment tools 
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Under this issue, 13 papers fall into this research issue that discuss the process of teaching and learning, as well 
as assessment in programming course. These tools might be developed by the researchers themselves. A large 
number of studies measure the effectiveness of these tools in helping students to write the program and perform the 
solution (N. Baloian et al, 2005 and Susan H. Rodger et al, 2009) Similarly, many studies assess the impact and 
relationship between programming tool usage and performance (Juha Helminen and Lauri Malmi,2010 and Paul 
Denny et al, 2011 ). 

The results show that the use of various software tools help student to program. Based on good performance 
positive response from student, there is evidence that the tools are accepted in the learning process (Orni et al, 2010, 
Reginamary et al, 2009, Fatima AlShamsi and Ashraf Elnagar, 2009,  Ana Paula et al, 2010,  Georgios Fesakis & 
Kiriaki Serafeim, 2009 ). Besides, tool support from technology and peer-learning are important in helping students 
to understand programming concept  ('DYRU�ýXEUDQLû�HW�DO������ ). 

Programming tools using visualization approach were found to be preferred by students (N. Baloian et al, 2005 
and Susan H. Rodger et al, 2009). Meanwhile, game element makes learning programming more interesting to 
follow (Martinha Piteira & Samir R. Haddad, 2011 and Mary Flanagan et al, 2005). Programming animation and 
online application were among innovative element in the research (Jungsoon et al,2006). 

Ability / aptitude / understanding 

Programming complexity and ambiguity are among the reasons for lack of motivation among programming 
students (Päivi Kinnunen & Lauri Malmi,2008 and Paivi Kinnunen & Lauri Malmi, 2006). Among the concerns in 
handling laboratory sessions for this course is the effort to identify and rectify errors that might frustrate and 
discourage students. In the long run, students’ attitude towards programming are at stake and consequently give a 
negative impact on exam scores (Emily S. at al, 2011) which in turn contributes to drop out in programming 
subjects. 

In programming teaching and learning, students require clear and precise instruction and need peer support ( 
Michael E. et al, 2007 and Naomi et al, 2008). Students’ understanding in programming can be improved by paying 
attention to clear instruction activities and peer learning forum( Naomi et al, 2008), as well as applying concepts and 
knowledge through games (Martinha Piteira and Samir R. Haddad, 2011). 

Research direction 

Under this issue, this study identifies what researcher perceives as their future research in educational 
programming, including new issue and proposal (Petri et al, 2010). Research in this domain should not be limited to 
programming introduction level, and more research is required to synthesize the current study in educational 
programming and to explore educational technology such as distributed line environment and mobile learning (Judy 
et al, 2009). 

Research question 2: Method used in research  

There are nine identified methods used in the research paper, as in Table 3. Survey appears to be the most widely 
method that measures feedback and responses from instructors and students regarding the effectiveness of 
programming tools. Several methods were used in evaluating programming tools effectiveness and efficiency. This 
result implies that instructors are required to be more flexible, to use combination of traditional teaching approach 
with other techniques in classroom and laboratory to make the session more interesting (Carsten et al, 2010 and 
Carsten Schulte, 2008). 

Table 3. Research method 

Item Number 

Survey 14 

Software design and development 9 

Experience report 6 

Comparison study 4 
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Meta Analysis/ Literature review 4 

Program evaluation 2 

Empirical study 2 

Model and framework development 2 

Case study 2 

Total 45 

Research question 3: Types of programming tools  

The equipments used by instructors to help students in programming include visualization, simulation, and 
physical or online tools. Table 4 present the result. The analysis suggests visualization as the most widely used 
approach to clarify abstraction in programming (Juha Helminen and Lauri Malmi,2010, Aniket et al,2010, Quintin et 
al. 2011). Most studies concern on evaluation of programming tools rather than development of the tools. 

In addition to programming tool, the use of management or support tool is also important, especially to assess 
students’ work on  programming, to record programming activities, and to communicate programming activities ( S. 
Tabanao et al, 2011, Bronius Skupas and Valentina Dagiene, 2010, Davor et al, 2006). A large number of research 
papers (23papers) do not directly involve in using the tools. These papers discuss computing issues related to 
students' behavior and attitudes, dropout and failure factors, theory of programming tools, and modeling and 
analysis of programming teaching and learning . 

Table 4. Programming tools type 

Item Number 

Visualisation/ simulation 12 

Support and management 6 

Online tool 2 

Physical tool 2 

No tools involved 23 

Total 45 

Research question 4: Programming Level 

All of the papers are related to education domain, in the context of programming teaching and learning (refer 
Table 5). They cover the basic concepts of programming or introductory programming including programming 
algorithms, selection, repetition structures, with two exceptions. These two papers discuss programming data 
structure. This result shows most of the reviewed paper concentrate on the basic level of programming in which 
novice programmers struggle to develop their understanding and skills. 

Table 5. Programming level 

Item Number 

Introductory programming 43 

Data structure 2 

Total 45 

Conclusion 

This study focuses on programming teaching tool and uses review analysis to determine important issues raised 
by recent research conducted on this topic. The findings are based on four research questions. They indicate 
prominent issues addressed by researchers such as the techniques and methods of programming teaching, learning 
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and assessment. These findings are useful for researchers to continue research in programming teaching tools in 
regard to this aspect. 
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Abstract 

The aim of this study is to identify the various types of tajweed errors made by students during Quran recitation.  This study was 
carried out on 20 students who took the Tilawah Al-Quran (Quran Recitation) level 2 course as part of their first degree 
programme at the IIUM. Analysis of the errors was carried out on recordings of the respondents' recitation using a comprehensive 
set of instruments to identify the type and category of errors comitted.  Only errors that occurred at least 1% percent of the time 
are taken into consideration in this analysis. As a result, a total of six elementary errors have been found.  It is hoped that this 
study will pave the way for a more effective method of teaching the subject of Quranic Recitation which continues to focus on 
the practical aspects of tajweed knowledge. 
 
Keywords: Error Analysis; Tajweed; Al-Quran; Quranic Recitation; 

BACKGROUND 

The Tilawah Division is a division under the supervision of the Centre for Languages and Pre University Academic 
Development (CELPAD), International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM), responsible for the Quranic Recitation 
programme for IIUM students. This Quranic Recitation course offered by the Tilawah Division  is a compulsory 
pass course to be taken by every IIUM student in order to graduate.  There are three courses being offerred by the 
Tilawah Division as follows: - 
 

1. Basic Level (TQ 1000) 
2. Intermediate Level (TQ 2000) 
3. First Degree Level (TQ 3000, TQ 3010, TQ 3020) 
 

In this study the writer will focus on the Quranic recitation of level TQ 2000 students only. This course is 
compulsory for students not majoring in Islamic studies or Arabic. 

 
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

The problem of poor Quran recitation skills is often discussed by teachers and researchers in the field of Islamic 
education. Saidi Mohd (2007) states that students weakness in Quran reading has already become an issue in the 
field of Islamic education for some time, and is still unresolved. Despite various efforts and innovative methods 
proposed by educators and researchers, this problem has yet to be overcome completely and it is considered to be 
the root cause of for overall student weakness in the Islamic Education subject in schools. The answer to this 
problem could conceivably be found through knowing the various errors and mistakes made by students in Quran 
reading.  In fact, many matters would be resolved after the various mistakes made by students have been identified 
and classified.  

This researcher has decided to conduct a pilot study on this particular problem on level TQ 2000 students at 
IIUM. Through this study, the various errors and mistakes in Quranic recitation can be described in a more 
systematic manner, thus paving the way towards overcoming the problem of poor Quran recitation skills.  
 
3. OBJECTIVES 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +6-019-239-0698; fax: +6-036-038-8698. 
E-mail address: surur@iium.edu.my 
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The objectives of the study are as follows: - 
 

1. To devise a system to evaluate accurately the level of ability of Quranic recitation, especially among 
IIUM students. 

2. To classify the mistakes made by the students, which  are the most common mistakes, and which are 
the infrequent ones.  

3. To develop a Quranic tajweed teaching guide going directly to the practical aspects of recitation, 
without burdening students with the theoretical elements of tajweed. 

 
 

4. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 
In order to obtain knowledge of the means to identify mistakes in Quranic recitation, a theory has been  formulated 
based on the following source literature:-  
 
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework 

 
 
5. LITERATURE REVIEW   
 
The writer has referred to the studies and writings of leading reciters throughout the ages. Among the writer's main 
sources are the writings of Al-Jazari (833H) and Al-Jamzuri (1198H) and other sources.  
 
5.1. RULES OF TAJWEED ACCORDING TO AL-JAZARI (833H) 
 

Al-Jazari (833H), through his verses, has clarified the Rules of Tajweed in the following areas: - 
x Manner of  correctly pronouncing the makhraj (articulation point) of  a letter. 
x Manner of  corrcetly pronouncing the sifat (characteristic) of  a letter.  
x Errors in the implementation of al-Tarqeeq (thinning) and al-Tafkheem  (thickening).  
x Errors in the pronunciation of the letters  ��ν and�υ during recitation.  
x The Mutamathilan (Analogous Pair), Mutaqariban (Proximate Pair) and Mutajanisan (Homogeneous Pair) 
x Pronunciation of al-Ghunnah (nasalization) and al-Izhar (without nasalization)  
x Degrees of Lengthening - Mad (long) or Qasr (short).  
x Manner of stopping (Waqaf) and restarting (Ibtida') 
x Readings involving certain peculiarities of al-Rasm al-Uthmani, and  
x Words which should be read in the manner of al-Raum or al-Ishmam. 

 
5.2. RULES OF TAJWEED ACCORDING TO AL-JAMZURI (1198H) 
 

Al-Jamzuri (1198H), through his verses, clarified the Rules of Tajweed in the following areas: - 
x Rules of Nun Sakinah & Tanwin,  
x Rules of the Doubled Nun & Mim, 
x Rules of  Mim Sakinah, 
x Rules of  Qamariyyah and Shamsiyyah, 
x Mutamathilan, Mutaqariban, Mutajanisan, 
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x Rules of Mad Asli. (Natural Lengthening) 
x Rules of Mad Fari'e (Secondary Lengthening) caused by hamzah 
x Rules of Mad Al-Lazim (Compulsory Lengthening). 
x Rules of Lengthening of Isolated Letters at the beginning of  certain Suras. 

 
5.3. SURVEY OF THE BOOK OF REGULATIONS OF  THE (MALAYSIA ANNUAL) QURAN READING 

COMPETITION (1996-2006) 
Among the sources which can be referred to for guidance for this study is the scoring guidelines for the jury at 

the annual national and international level Quran Reading Competitions. The Regulations, Terms and Scoring 
Guidelines for the National and International Level Quran Reading Competition cover the following categories: -  
 
5.3.1. Matters which are considered in the Tajweed section (40 marks) 

x the rules of  nun and mim sakinah and tanwin 
x the articulation point and characteristics of the letter 
x the rule of doubled nun and mim 
x the rules of ra and lam 
x the rules of saktah (breathless pause), imalah and ibdal 
x other rules of tajweed 
x recitation according to the riwayah of Hafs by the way of al-Shatibi 
x the rules of the mad asli (natural lengthening) and mad far'i (secondary lengthening) 
x ability to render the riwayah perfectly 
x ability to make uniform the length of madd 
x ability to render the characteristic of ghunnah (nasalization) accurately 
x accurate rendering of wajh aula 
x perfect pronunciation of letters according to their characteristics 

 
5.3.2. Matters which are considered in the Fasohah section (20 marks) 

x lack of  care in recitation 
x lack of fluency in the articulation of letters, words and phrases 
x lack of attention to vowel signs and doubling of letters 
x error in waqaf (pausing) and ibtida’  (starting) 
x not paying due attention to the arrangement of verses 
x lack of control of breathing during recitation 
x reciting according to the Arabic lahjah (accent) 
x careful and mindful (with tadabbur.) recitation 
x recitation in keeping with the meaning of the verse. 
x correct choice of waqaf jibril and waqaf rumus 
x ability to recite a long verse  in one breath 

 
5.4. RESULT OF OBSERVATION SURVEY 
 

The writer himself has endeavoured to learn Quranic recitation by way of Talaqqi wa Musyafahah with a direct 
line of transmission or sanad from Al-Sheikh Muhammad Abdun Nabiy, a lecturer in Qiraat science from Shubra, 
Egypt in 2004 andAl-Sheikh Rif‘at al-Bastayisiy an expert in Qiraat from Tanta, Egypt in 2008, when both men were 
respectively resident in  Malaysia. 
 
6. RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
The study was done quantitatively, involving 20 Level 2 students of the Tilawah al-Quran (Quranic Recitation) 
Course at the IIUM. The design of the study is as follows: - 
A. To construct an instrument to  evaluate errors in Quranic recitation. 
B.  To obtain samples of students' recitation. 
C.  To analyse and evaluate the students' recitation. 
D.  To make a summary of the types of errors in recitation.   
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7. DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE 
 
7.1. Selection of Verses for Recitation 

The writer had to pick the most suitable verses for recitation - verses that would cover all the rules of tajweed for 
the purpose of evaluating the student's ability in tajweed. The total length of the verses chosen is equal to 2½ pages 
of al-Quran Mushaf ‘Uthmani and the normal length of recitation of these verses is between 8 to 10 minutes. The 
verses chosen are: - 

x Surah Maryam verses 1 to 7 
x Surah al-An‘am verses 73 to 81 
x Surah al-Fiil verses 1 to 6 
x Surah al-Kafirun verses 1 to 6 
x Surah al-Lahab verses 1 to 5 
x Surah al-Ikhlas verses 1 to 4 
x Surah al-‘Alaq verses 1 to 6 

 
7.2. Recording the Recitation  

The writer made video recordings of the recitations of 20 students from the course mentioned earlier. The 
recordings were made at the CELPAD Language Centre, IIUM, studio using their devices. The recordings were later 
copied into a VCD in order to facilitate the work of checking for mistakes in recitation. 

 
7.3. Preparation of the Checklist Instrument  

The writer had to prepare a list of all the rules of Quranic recitation and reproduce it in the form of a long 
checklist. As a result, a trial checklist set was created, as follows: - 
 
1. (Harf) Letter and (Shakl) Vowel Sign   4 items 
2. Waqf (Stopping) and Ibtida' (Starting)   6 items 
3. Makhraj (Articulation Point) and Sifat (Characteristic) 20 items 
4. Tarqiq (Thinness)/ Tafkhim (Thickness)   8 items 
5. Ghunnat (Nasalization)     21 items 
6. Mudood (Lengthening)     18 items 

Total 77 items 
 
7.4. Processing the Data 

The writer had to give full attention to review one by one the errors detected when the recording of the student's 
recitation is played. The writer took on the average one hour to review every recording lasting approximately 8 
minutes. Each recording has to be played several times in order to take note of every type of error heard.The data 
obtained are then reviewed and it was found that the instrument used had to be revised in order that the types of 
mistakes not found in the instrument could be categorized in a more systematic manner. The resultant refined data 
were then processed using Microsoft Excel 2003. The writer found that several types of errors occurred very 
infrequently, less than 1 percent (%) of the time, and decided that these categrories would be ignored in the process 
of analysis. 
 
8. RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH 

 
From the number of errors compiled, the following is the result of the analysis of the data from the study, 

arranged according to the number of errors found. Please look at the table below:- 
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Table 1: Category of Errors According to Percentage of Occurrence 
 
Category of Errors Errors Percentage  
1. Makhraj (Point of Articulation) and Sifat (Characteristic)  484 29% 
2. Tafkhim (Thick) and Tarqiq (Thin)  379 23% 
3. Ma'al Ghunnal (With Nasalization) and Bi La Ghunnah (Without Nasalization)  379 23% 
4. Madd (Long) and Qasr (Short)  235 14% 
5. Harf (Letter) and Shakl (Vowelling)  139 8% 
6. Waqf (Stopping) and Ibtida' (Starting)  46 3% 

Total 1662 100% 
 
The detail review of tajweed errors analisis in the recitation of al-Quran is as follows:-  
 
8.1. ERRORS OF PRONUNCIATION OF ARTICULATION POINTS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF 
LETTERS (29%)  
 
Table 2: Category of pronunciation error relating to Articulation Point and Letter Characteristic 
 
Types of Errors Number of errors % 
Error in the pronunciation of the letters ��˯�˰ϫ�Ρ�ω�Υ�ύ 55 11 
Error in the pronunciation of the letters  �ν/ ��ϱ�ε�Ν 49 10 
Error in the pronunciation of the letters ��α�ί�ι 5 1 
Error in the pronunciation of the letters ��ρ�Ω�Ε 99 20 
Error in the pronunciation of the letters ��υ�Ϋ�Ι 22 5 
Error in the pronunciation of the letters ��ϥ�έ�ϝ 6 1 
Error in pronouncing Hams or Jahr 48 10 
Error in pronouncing Syiddah, Tawassut, Rakhawah 17 4 
Error in pronouncing Itbaq or Infitah 21 4 
Error in pronouncing Qalqolah 105 22 
Error in pronouncing Sofir 3 1 
Error in pronouncing Istitolah 25 5 
Error in pronouncing Inhiraf 4 1 
Error in pronouncing Lin 18 4 
Error in pronouncing Ghunnah 4 1 
Error in pronouncing Khafa’ 3 1 
Total 484  

 
Among the examples of Articulation Point and Letter Characteristic errors found: - 

Sample Verse Explanation of Error 

 Error because the tongue was not extruded in pronouncing the letter υ. 

 Error on the letter Ϋ because the tongue was not extruded and error on the letter Ω because the 
tongue was not pressed to the base of the upper teeth. 

 Two mistakes on the letter ν viz: error in not reproducing the characteristic of Istitolah and in 
not reproducing the characteristic of Shiddah. 

 Error in not rendering Qalqolah Kubra when stopping on the doubled (mushaddah) letter Ώ. 
 
8.2. ANALYSIS OF ERRORS OF THICKNESS AND THINNESS (23%) 
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Table 2: Errors in the pronunciation of Thick and Thin Letters (Tarqiq / Tafkhim) 
 

Types of Errors Number of errors % 

Thickening a letter of istifal 228 60 
Thinning a letter of Isti'la' 45 12 
Thickening the pronunciation of thin Ra 21 6 
Thinning the pronunciation of thick Ra 83 22 
Thinning the pronunciation of Lam Jalalah 2 1 
Total 379  

 
 Among the example of errors of pronouncing thick and thin letters found: 

Sample Verse Explanation of Error 
 Error in thickening the letter ϡ  which should be thin. This is due to the influence of adjacent 

letters ϕ andέ which are thick. 

 Error in thinning the letter ύ  which should be thick.  

 Error in thinning the letter έ  when it should be thick.  

 Error in thickeing the letter έ  when it should be thin.  
 
8.3. ANALYSIS OF ERRORS INVOLVING NASALIZATION (23%)  
 
Table 3: Category of Errors in the pronunciation of Nasalization (Ghunnat) 
 
Types of Errors Number of errors % 
Failure to conceal the Nun in Ikhfa' Haqiqi 73 19 
Failure to pronounce doubled Nun with nasalization the length of 2 vowels. 51 13 
Failure to pronounce Ikhfa' Haqiqi with nasalization the length of 2 vowels.  45 12 
Not consistent in executing the rules of nasalization 33 9 
Failure to pronounce doubled Mim with nasalization the length of 2 vowels. 32 8 
Error of thinning the nasalization when Nun meets an Isti'la' (thick) letter 32 8 
Error of pronouncing with nasalization where there should not be nasalization. 25 7 
Failure to conceal Mim in Ikhfa' Shafawi 22 6 
Failure to nasalise Idgham ma'al Ghunnah the length of 2 vowels. 17 4 
Failure to nasalise Ikhfa' Shafawi the length of 2 vowels. 12 3 
Failure to assimilate the  letters on Idgham ma‘al Ghunnah 10 3 
Error of thickening the nasalization when Nun meets a letter of Istifal. 9 2 
Failure to conceal (ikhfa') Mim on Iqlab (Ikhfa' Majazi) 7 2 
Failure to nasalise Iqlab the length of 2 vowels. 6 2 
Error of pronouncing nasalization longer than 2 vowel lengths. 3 1 
Failure to assimilate the  letters on Idgham bi la Ghunnah 2 1 
Total 379  
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Among the errors found related to nasalization (or its absence) are: 
Sample Verse Explanation of Error 

 Error of not making nasalization for doubled (mushaddah)  �˷ϥ and �˷ϡ which must be nasalized for 
the duration of 2 vowel lengths.  

 Error of not concealing (ikhfa')  �˸ϥ nun sakinah which must be pronounced concealed, and with 
a thin nasal sound for the length of two vowels. 

 Error of not concealing (ikhfa')  ϡ  mim sakinah which must be pronounced concealed by 
keeping the lips slightly apart.  

 Error of nasalizing �˸ϡ mim sakinah when it is inappropriate to do so, when the rule is Izhar 
Shafawi. 

 
8.4. ANALYSIS OF ERRORS IN LENGTHENING (MUDUD) (14%) 
 
Table 4: Category of Errors in Lengthening (Mudud) 
 
Types of Errors Number of errors % 
Lengthening more than the proper length. 49 21 
Lengthening letters which should not be lengthened. 45 19 
Mad Lazim Kalimi Musaqqal not lengthened to 6 vowel lengths 29 12 
The duration of various madd sounds not regular or well-proportioned 25 11 
Mad Munfasil not lengthened to 4 or 5 vowel lengths  23 10 
Mad Muttasil not lengthened to 4 or 5 vowel lengths 16 7 
Shortening letters which should be lengthened 14 6 
Mad Lazim Harfi Mukhaffaf not lengthened to 6 vowel lengths 13 6 
Mad Asli not lengthened to 2 vowel lengths 5 2 
Mad Silah Kubra not lengthened to 4 or 5 vowel lengths  5 2 
Mad Asli Harfi not lengthened to 2 vowel lengths  4 2 
Mad Lazim Harfi Musaqqal not lengthened to 6 vowel lengths  4 2 
Mad Badal not lengthened to 2 vowel lengths 3 1 
Total 235  

 
Among the examples of errors in lengthening found: 

Sample Verse Explanation of Error 

 Error in not lengthening ΎΣ˴ and ϮΟ˵ which must be lengthened to 6 vowel lengths. 

 Error in lengthening Ύϣ˴ and �˴ϭ more than 2 vowel lengths. 

 Error in not lengthening  ˴˯  which must be lengthened 2 vowel lengths. This rule is also known as 
Mad Badal. 

 Error in not regularizing the length of madd on 5 letters found in this word ι�ˬ�ω�ˬ�ϙ which must 
be 6 vowel lengths and ϱ�ˬ�˰ϫ must be 2 vowel lengths. 
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8.5. ANALYSIS OF ERRORS OF PRONOUNCING LETTERS AND VOWEL SIGNS (8%) 
 
Table 5: Category of Errors of Pronouncing Letters and Vowel Signs 
 
Types of Errors Number of errors % 
Errors in rendering fathah, kasrah, dhommah, sukun and shaddah. 43 31 
Error of leaving out letters 42 30 
Error of adding letters 34 24 
Error of changing letters 20 14 
Total 139  

 
Among the examples of errors found in this category: 

Sample Verse Explanation of Error 

 Error in connecting two sakinah letters with the correct vowel sound, such as in this way: �Ϧ˶ϣ˴˶ϼ˵ϐ˶Α
�˵ϪϤ˵γ˸. 

 Error of changing the letter ΎϏ to Ύϋ. 
 

8.6. ANALYSIS OF ERRORS OF STOPPING (WAQF) AND RESTARTING (IBTIDA') (3%) 
 
Table 6: Category of Errors of Stopping and Restarting the Recitation (Waqf / Ibtida') 
 
Types of Errors Number of errors % 
Stopping / Repeating by drawing in breath 16 35 
Restarting on a word which results in violation of the grammar of the language 10 22 
Stopping on a word which results in violation of the grammar of the language 6 13 
Stopping on a word which alters the intended meaning. 5 11 
Stopping while pronouncing the vowel sound on the last letter 5 11 
Starting on a word which alters the intended meaning 4 9 
Total 46  

 
Among the errors of stopping and restarting found are: 

Sample Verse Explanation of Error 

 Stopping on the word: ϲ˶Η˴ή˴ϣ. Then restarting from the word ή˱˶ϗΎϋ˴ without repeating the word 
before it.  

 Stopping by cutting of the breath in the middle of a word: ϋ˵˴Ϊ˶Α- �˶Ϛ˶ . and to restart without 
repeating the word in full.  

 

9. CONCLUSION OF THE STUDY 
 

From the analysis of the errors in recitation, it can be concluded that students' ability to implement the rules of 
tajweed is generally very low. Although they are able to read, they commit a lot of mistakes in recitation The total 
number of mistakes from the 20 respondents is high, numbering 1662 mistakes in all. This means that on average 
each student makes 83 mistakes during their recitation. A total of 29% of those mistakes constitute failure to 
pronounce letters correctly (according to their respective points of articulation and characteristics). Another 23% are 
mistakes in implementing the rule of tarqiq wa tafkhim (thick and thin) and 23% as well in implementing the rules 
of  Ghunnat (nasalization or without nasalization). Errors in lengthening account for 14% of the errors of recitation. 
Errors in pronouncing letters and vowel signs correctly make up 8% of the total number of errors, and waqf wa 
ibtida’ errors of stopping and restarting the recitation represent 3% of the tajweed mistakes in recitation. 
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Abstract 

Saudi government is striving to integrate technology at all school levels. In many schools English language is being taught 
through modern digital technology. Intel program has been launched to integrate technology in teaching and learning in Saudi 
Arabia. Qualitative research study was used to investigate English language teachers’ readiness to integrate technology in Sabt 
Al-Alaia, Aseer region in Saudi Arabia. 12 in-service English language teachers participated in this study. Data were collected 
through structured and semi structured interviews. We found five main themes, (a) Understanding of technology, (b) Use of 
technology for learning and motivation, (c) Types of technology, (d) Teachers’ main concerns, and (e) Teachers’ unawareness of 
Intel program. Participants complained about lack of funding, scarcity of technology in schools and paucity of proper training to 
use technology. Sabt Al-Alaia regional schools do not have access to technology as their counter parts in other regions of Saudi 
Arabia. However, all the participants were willing to use technology to teach English as a foreign language. The paper includes 
implications of evaluation findings, recommendations for policy and directions for further research. 
 
Keywords: language, integration, technology, readiness, Intel program 

Introduction 

Education in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) commenced in 1932. There are three different school 
levels e.g. elementary school level (grade1 to grade 6), intermediate school level (grade 7 to grade 9) and secondary 
school level (grade 10 to grade 12). The education is compulsory for all males and females at the age of seven. 
Nowadays, according to the educational statistics, there are 330,500 schools around the Kingdom for both genders. 
Based on the culture and religion of Saudi Arabia, the educational system follows gender-based schools (Al-Hariri, 
1987). However, there are two kinds of school systems, the private school system and the public school system. In 
the private schools students have to pay tuition fee while in the public schools education is free.  
 Since 2007, education in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has made significant achievements focused on 
providing educational opportunities for all individuals, despite the geographical scale of the Kingdom and the 
increasing population. Today, education in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is entering into a new phase, which focuses 
on quality of education, ensuring that students in the Kingdom’s public education system are being prepared to deal 
with future challenges such as cultural diversity, economic changes, and globalization. They will be able to 
accomplish this by acquiring twenty-first century skills while maintaining the values and principles of Saudi society. 
 In keeping with the wish of King Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz to achieve development in the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia, a project to develop public education has been launched to act as a major support to the efforts of the 
Ministry of Education. This will carry out King Abdullah’s vision that education is the foundation for building a 
knowledge-based economy and contribute to Saudi Arabia’s move into the ranks of developed countries. It will also 
facilitate future participation for young people in building a progressive society across all fields (Ministry of 
Education). 
 English language is considered one of the most important foreign languages in Saudi Arabia. Students start 
learning English in public schools at grade 6. Some private schools, very few, have English curriculum from grade 1 
and onward. The Ministry of Education is taking special measures to integrate technology in teaching and learning. 
This vision has developed since 2007 up to now to include Intel (to teach to learn) for future program, which focuses 
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on the integration of all sorts of technologies in teaching and learning. Modern technology is being provided at all 
levels from elementary school to university level.  

Sabt Al-Alaia is a governorate in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, which is located in the south of the 
Kingdom. Geographically, it is considered a part of Aseer region. The population of Sabt Al-Alaia governorate is 
approximately 300,000. There is an office for Education related to the directorate of Education in Bisha governorate, 
which is a leader governorate in that area, to direct the educational system in Sabt Al-Alaia. There are total 190 
schools included 100 elementary school, 59 intermediate schools, and 31 secondary schools for males and females. 
In addition, there are 12 schools for disabled and 2 evening schools for those who can not attend schools in the day. 
There are 2181 teachers and 140, 00 students in the region. In our research we have focused on male teachers to 
avoid being in some ethical issues related to Saudi culture and religion (Al-Hariri, 1987). 

 
Intel Program 
 

The Intel Program is a worldwide project presented by the Intel Corporation with support from Microsoft 
Corporation. The main purpose for Intel Program is to integrate technology into education. Therefore, students and 
teachers will involve into the process of teaching and learning. Also, they will gain a high benefit from Intel 
Program to improve their skills either in teaching for the teachers or learning for the students. Moreover, students 
use available technology to present their ideas and research to their class. As far As the researcher mentioned that 
Intel Program is to integrate technology into education; therefore, the researcher should high light on the contents of 
this program. It includes eight units: the first one is teaching through projects, which focuses on Projects-based 
learning and the design of the unit. The second unite is planning unit; the main purpose of this unit is Curriculum-
Framing Questions and ongoing evaluation process that is based on the student. The third one is to create methods 
for communication; this unit focuses on the Internet to support teaching and learning. The fourth unite is creating 
educational models, the focal point of this unit is to shed light on the results of the project from the perspective of 
the student. The unit number five is an assessment of student projects; this unit concentrates on the comprehensive 
and formative assessment. The sixth unit is planning for student success, which, focuses on supporting student self-
direction. Unit number seven is to support technology; the key point of this unit is to focus on the role of the teacher 
in supporting the educational process. Finally, showing portfolios unity this unit focuses on participation in learning. 
To build these units; all teachers and students should work together to build them (Saudi Intel Web). 
 The objective of Intel Program Project in Saudi Arabia is to update various aspects of the educational 
process and its components to global standards, develop an integrated system to evaluate education and measure 
educational quality, and develop the various elements of the educational process. To achieve these goals the project 
will include comprehensive curriculum development using technology for foreign language teaching at secondary 
school level designed to respond to scientific developments and modern technology, meet the knowledge, 
professional, psychological, physical, mental, and living needs of students. It will also facilitate the professional 
development of teachers, preparing them to perform their educational duties so as to achieve the developed 
curriculum objectives, while preparing the educational environment to integrate technology, including Internet 
technologies and digital models into the curriculum.  These factors combine to make the classroom environment 
more effective in achieving the objectives of learning (Minister of Education). 
 Teachers are an integral part of any educational systems (Bill, 1997). It is significant to know their 
concerns and issues through their perspectives. This research study is unique in its nature. Most of the research 
studies have been conducted in Saudi Arabia about main cities such as Riyadh, Jeddah, Makkah and Madina. Little 
is known about teachers’ perceptions in small regions. The purpose of this study is to seek English teachers’ beliefs 
about using technology for language teaching. The results of this study will be helpful for policy makers, English 
teachers in small areas and for the Ministry of Education, KSA. The study will investigate what are English 
teachers’ concerns about using technology and how do they perceive technology. 
 
 Literature Review 
 
 Computer technology has changed every sphere of life (Hill & Hannafin, 2001).  It is useful not only for 
learners but also for teachers (Saglam & Sert, 2012). Recently, the use of technology for teaching is an integral part 
of successful teaching (Almekhlafi & Almeqdadi, 2010). New technologies are influencing students’ learning skills 
especially reading and writing (Barrel, 1999). Teachers’ perceptions about integration of technology in teaching 
have not got enough attention of researchers (Bruce, 1997). Teachers’ beliefs about using technology affect their 
attitude to use technology for teaching and learning (Almekhlafi, 1999). In Saudi Arabia English language teachers 
play very important role in teaching and learning (Khan, 2011). In his quantitative and qualitative research study 
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with Syrian high school English teachers Albirini (2006) found that teachers were worried about the devastating 
effect of technology in the form of internet and western cultural influence on Syrian culture. So, all the participants 
felt the need of locally created soft wares and computer programs to teach English as a foreign language. 
 Many educational leaders and policy makers claim that computers and related internet technologies 
represent important educational innovations (Howley & Wood, 2011). Recent studies have shown that the successful 
implementation of educational technologies depends largely on the attitudes of educators, who eventually determine 
how they are used in the classroom (Albirini, 2006). 
 Teaching and learning a foreign language through technology has become a new trend in foreign language 
education all over the world (Liu, 2009). Most foreign language teachers know very little about the effective use of 
technology in education. (Olphen, 2007).  In their study of the attitudes of teachers in three middle schools, Atkins 
and Vasu (2000) found that teachers’ concerns have a significant influence on the use of computers in the classroom.  
A recent study conducted by (Gilakjani, 2012) to identify the factors affecting teachers’ use of technology concluded 
that teachers should be introduced to the types of computer technology and to aim at the usefulness and benefits of 
these resources in improving teaching and learning. In a related study, Buabeng-Andoh (2012) examined some of 
the factors that affect the adoption and integration of Information Communication and Technologies (ICT) into 
teaching, the author concluded that teachers’ feelings, knowledge and attitudes among other factors influence their 
use technology within their classrooms.  
 Ewa (2005) found that teachers’ beliefs were based on dilemmas’ and concerns. However, the teachers 
were willing to use technology in order to benefit from it and to help their students. In a recent study, Saglam and 
Sert (2012) found that despite the lack of proper training English language teachers were willing to use technology 
for teaching. Some of them used some sort of technology to improve students’ linguistic skills. 
Odabasi (2000) found that teachers were familiar with technology. The participants described technology helpful to 
increase students’ motivation and to improve students’ learning. In their quantitative study with 100 Arab teachers, 
Almekhlafi and Almeqdadi (2010) found that teachers were integrating technology in their class activities. They 
used a variety of technology to promote learning among students. The only difference was the method of using 
technology among male and female teachers. 
 
 Research Design 
 
 Creswell (2009) defined qualitative research as “a means for exploring and understanding the meaning 
individuals and groups ascribe to social or human problems.” Researchers using qualitative research often study 
issues in their natural settings, intending to interpret phenomena in terms of the meaning that respondents give to 
researchers (Kvale, 2009). Some scholars, such as Phillips and Burbules (2000), mention that researchers cannot 
claim absolute truths when studying the behaviours and actions of humans. Therefore, qualitative research is an 
approach that seeks to explore hidden issues and give meaning to them, chiefly by asking questions about 
phenomena and gaining a better understanding about them through the responses given (Maxwell, 1996). For this 
research study we relied on qualitative research approach for in depth understanding of English teachers’ interests 
and concerns. This research study conducted in a bounded system. Sabt Al-Alaia region was chosen to carry out this 
research study. Therefore, we depended on case study design for the purpose of our enquiry. 
 
 Participants 
 
 The researchers have chosen fifteen male Saudi English language teachers purposefully because we cannot 
involve female teachers in the study for cultural and religion customs and traditions. Therefore, male researchers 
cannot interview women in KSA because it is against their culture and their beliefs. Fifteen male Saudi English 
language teachers were contacted from Sabt Al-Alaia region for this research study. Three of them refused to 
participate in the research study due to their personal reasons. Twelve in-service teachers participated in this 
research. All of them have teaching qualification from recognised Saudi universities. They teach at intermediate and 
secondary schools. 
 
 Data Collection and Analysis 

 Canadian Institutes of Health research (2010) stated that there are some ethical issues associated with 
educational research and obviously state the principles of ethics that should be followed by researchers including: 
Minimizing the risk of harm, getting informed consent, maximizing and protecting anonymity and confidentiality, 
and providing the right to withdraw. Kavale (2009) explained that ethics and interview had a strong relationship. 
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Hence, researchers need to focus on ethical issues while interviewing participants and ethical issues should be 
undertaken from the start to the conclusion. Therefore, one of the researchers contacted all the participants and took 
informed consent. The researcher also told the participants in details about his own role as a researcher and about the 
purpose of the research. The participants were informed that they could stop participating in the study at any time. 
Two of the participants refused to participate in the beginning. Remaining thirteen participants were willing and 
were very enthusiastic to express their views. They were well aware of digital technology. They were also informed 
that their names would not be used in the research study. 

 We use semi structured and structured interviews for data collection. Face to face interviews were 
conducted between Jun, July and August 2012. All the interviews were recorded and saved. Two teachers requested 
the questionnaire in advance. We send the questionnaire and they replied through e-mails. Their responses were also 
saved and printed on a paper. We coded the data and then wrote themes. To improve the accuracy we used the 
member check technique (Krefting, 1991). After identifying the themes we e-mailed the reports to the participants 
and they affirmed them within a week.  
 
Findings and Discussion 
 
 Understanding of Technology 
 

One of our main interests in this study was to know the participants’ understanding of technology. It was 
clear from their responses that all the participants were acquainted with modern technology. Whenever they talked 
about technology they meant digital technology. One of the participants said, 
“Technology means computer, projector, CDs and projectors”. 
Similarly another said, 
“T.V, VCR, data show and laptops are all types of technology”. 
 
 Use of Technology for Learning and Motivation 
 
 We were keen to know about their use of technology in the classroom. All were agreed that technology was 
helpful. This point of view was based on their previous experience at university level. All the teachers told that they 
used some sorts of technology in classroom. Most of them mentioned that they used technology to improve students’ 
listening and reading skills. Seven of the participants mention that they motivated students through technology. 
Some of their samples are as follow; 
“I like technology. It is really very helpful. First time I experienced it when I was at university. I use technology in 
my class as well” 
 
“I use CDs to improve students’ listening and reading skills and it works” 
 
“When I use technology student enjoy it. It is very helpful to motivate students”. 
On the other hand participants also complained about lack of motivation from government side to integrate 
technology in classrooms. 
 
 Type of Technology 
 
 Another important theme was the type of technology, which was being used in Sabt Al-Alaia schools. 
During our semi-structured interviews eleven of the participants mentioned that they used Fawaz Al-Harbi CDs for 
listening and reading. Fawaz Al-Harbi CD is a CD project that designed by a person his name is Fawaz Al-Harbi. 
His CD included the ministry English curriculum. Fawaz Al-Harbi Just added sound and videos and some pictures 
to the curriculum. Also, he got assistance from native speakers to record the reading passages and the speaking parts 
by their voices. Therefore, many teachers prefers to use it in their classes because it assisted them in teaching the 
receptive skills (Listening and Reading) so teachers do not do much efforts in their classes, while in the productive 
skills (Writing and Speaking) it does not take please in Al-Harbi CDs.  
 
They also told that they bring their own CDs and videos to use in the classroom. All the teachers expressed that they 
also used data show. 
One of the participants said, 
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“I use Al-Harbi’ CDs, you know Fawaz Al-Harbi. His CDs are good for listening and reading”. 
 
The other participant said, 
“We have nothing to use in terms of technology except data show. So we use it occasionally”.  
 
 Main Concerns 
 
 When we talked about their main concerns three sub themes appeared. First of all, all of the teachers were 
concerned about paucity of technology. They described that they did not have computers, language teaching soft 
wares, and internet connections for classroom.  
One sample is as follow; 
 
“I know what technology is. But the main problem is that we do not have technology in our school. I bring CDs to 
school. I myself buy it. We do not have funds to buy” 
 
Secondly, they lamented for the lack of funding. They made clear that whatever they brought to school to teach they 
brought it from their own pocket. The third sub theme was lack of training. All the teachers emphasized on the need 
of training to use modern technology in the classroom. One of the participants said, 
 
“We need computers, internet connections and proper training to use technology for language teaching”. 
 
 Unawareness of Intel (to teach to learn) program 
 
 We were also eager to know teachers’ awareness of Intel program. All the participants were asked about 
Intel program, its vision, and its implementation. It was serious identified by the participants. They expressed their 
bewilderment of Intel program. Only one teacher knew the program because he was transferred from another region 
where Intel program has already been commenced. One of the samples is as follow; 
 
“I  know nothing about Intel program. I use only CDs bought by myself. Our government has not provided us 
anything related to technology” 
 
 It is a positive thing that the teachers in Sabt Al-Alaia region have adequate knowledge of modern 
technology. They not only know digital technology but also use it. It is also note worthy that they are optimistic to 
use it in the future as well which supports Ewa (2005)’s point of view that teachers were willing to use technology in 
the future. Most of the teachers find it useful for students which validates Saglam and Sert (2012)’s statement that 
technology is beneficial for both. One critical issue appeared in this study which shows that Saudi English language 
curriculum in schools does not equally emphasize on all four skills. Eventually, teachers have to use privately made 
CDs which mainly focus on receptive skills (listening and reading). This also affirms Albirini (2006)’s finding that 
locally created soft wares can be useful. A very important issue appeared that Saudi English language curriculum 
does not much attention on productive skills (writing and speaking).  
 The teachers in this region have serious concerns. The scarcity of technology is a main issue which shows 
that Sabt Al-Alaia regional schools do not have same technology as other regions such as Riyadh, Makkah, Jeddah, 
Madina and Dammam posses. This point of view made clear when we asked about Intel (to teach to learn) program 
and all the participants nodded in negative except one. One teacher knew this program because he worked in 
Dammam region before coming to Sabt Al-Alaia region. Intel (to teach to learn) is a latest program of King 
Abdullah’s government. The main purpose of this program is to integrate technology at school level in all schools of 
Saudi Arabia. It is clear that Sabt Al-Alaia regional schools need technology and funding. It is also visible that Intel 
program has not been introduced in Sabt Al-Alaia region. Finally, teachers need proper training to use technology. 
In his article,Khan (2011) recommends pre-service and in-service teacher training for English language teachers in 
Saudi Arabia. From above discussions it is crystal clear that English language teachers in Sabt Al-Alaia region are 
willing to integrate technology into their classes but they need technology and proper training to use it. 
 
Further Research and Recommendations 
 
 Our study cannot be generalised to other regions or cities of Saudi Arabia. It is limited to Sabt Al-Alaia 
region. We also do not know about female English teachers’ concerns and perceptions. In future studies, the 
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effectiveness of technology for langaue learning would be helpful. The effectiveness of Intel (to teach to learn) 
program has not been explored yet. 
 Our first recommendation is to provide modern technology in all schools in Sabt Al-Alaia region. 
Our second recommendation is to provide proper training to in-service teachers to use technology for language 
teaching. Saudi Universities should offer a course at bachelor of education level to use technology for teaching. 
Our third recommendation is to redesign English language curriculum at school level. In which all the four skills 
should have equal importance. Special attention should be paid to active skills as well. Proper soft wares and 
computer programs should be prepared to teach these skills. 
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Abstract 

Laptop use for undergraduate students is increasingly becoming popular; it is often deemed a necessity. Students are using 
laptops for academic as well as non-academic activities. Researchers are debating on the effect of this trend on students’ 
educational and learning outcomes. There is therefore a need for investigation in order to determine how efficient the use of 
laptops is in the educational process. The main purpose of this study is to investigate if laptops could be distracting educational 
tools inside classrooms during the learning phase of undergraduate students. A questionnaire was designed and completed by a 
random sample of students at the United Arab Emirates University’s Colleges of Engineering, Science, and Information 
Technology. Data analysis showed that students used laptops mainly for academic as well as non-academic purpose which was 
indicative that laptops were indeed distracting tools in the classrooms. 
 
Keywords: Laptops; Educational Tool; Classroom; Undergraduate Education. 

Introduction 

Laptops have become standard tools used by most university students. Furthermore, it is mandatory in many 
undergraduate colleges around the world for students to utilize them in their studies. The number of universities with 
plans for campus-wide computer adoption is quickly growing (Weaver & Nilson, 2005; Brown, Burg, & Dominick, 
1998). E-learning design and simulation programs are the main drivers of the development in this field. In United 
Arab Emirates University (UAEU), it is a mandatory that each student, regardless of his/her major, to have a laptop; 
the campus is equipped with wireless network connectivity in all academic and non-academic facilities. The 
university policy is promoting the use of laptops in lectures in order to target the development more interactive type 
of classes and to enhance lecture delivery. Therefore, the UAEU campus was selected for conducting this study.  
Many educators raised the issue that usage of laptops could be a source of distraction for students in classrooms and 
it should be carefully monitored. Indeed, some studies, such as the one done by Levine (2002a) & (2002b), 
suggested that instructors should have special softwares to control the students’ use of laptops during class time. 
Kay & Lauricella (2011) investigated and compared beneficial and challenging laptop behaviors in higher education 
classrooms.  Kay & Lauricella (2011) and Lindorth & Bergquist (2010) reported beneficial behaviors such as note-
taking activities, in-class laptop-based academic tasks, collaboration, increased focus, improved organization and 
efficiency, and the possibility to address special needs. Challenges observed by Kay & Lauricella (2011) were as 
follows: distracting behaviors, instant messaging, surfing the web, playing games, watching movies, and decreased 
focus. However, beneficial behaviors were more often reported by Kay & Lauricella (2011) than challenging 
behaviors; the ratio of beneficial to challenging behaviors was 2:1. Kay & Lauricella (2011) concluded that actively 
integrating meaningful laptop activities into the classroom will increase the frequency of beneficial laptop behaviors. 
Indeed, a number of researchers have concluded that if the faculties do not make an active attempt to meaningfully 
integrate technology into the classroom, distractions and decreased performance are inevitable (Baron et al., 2008; 
Hall & Elliot, 2003; Kolar, Sabatini,& Fink, 2002; MacVay, Snyder, & Graetz, 2005; Weaver & Nilson, 2005).  
The present study addresses primarily the question: could a laptop, which is considered an educational tool, be a 
source of distraction, specifically during classroom learning activities? In this paper, Section 2 and 3, respectively, 
present the methodology, results and analysis. Section 4 presents the conclusion. 
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Methodology 

Participants 

The participants recruited for this study are undergraduate female students from the United Arab Emirates 
University’s Colleges of Engineering, Science, and Information Technology. This sample is deemed representative 
of the university’s students since the official statistics of UAEU indicates that 74.9% of the students registered at 
UAEU during the 2010/2011 academic year, are female students (3,082 male students and 9,197 female students). 
The distribution of the students who participated in this study among the three colleges is as follows: 

23. Table 1. Distribution of the student’s sample among the IT, Science and Engineering Colleges 

College Number Percent 
IT 55 38.5 
Science 30 21 
Engineering 58 40.5 
Total 143 100 

Questionnaire 

A questionnaire shown in Table 2 is developed to investigate the possible distracting effects of laptops in the 
classroom. Prior to the distribution of the questionnaire, reliability is calculated using the Cronbach’s alpha 
coefficient which revealed that the questionnaire has an overall reliability of 0.77 indicating that the test is deemed 
reliable. 

Table 2. Questionnaire used for the current study 
Question No. Question (1) Strongly 

Agree 
(2) Agree (3) 

Neutral 
(4) Disagree (5) Strongly 

Disagree 
1. I use my laptop for academic 

purposes only (ex: note taking, finding 
information online, viewing the lecture 
notes etc.) 

     

2. I use the laptop for chatting, 
checking my e-mail, playing games, or 
watching movies 

     

3. I am more concentrated and focused 
when I can view the lecture notes on 
Power Point on my laptop.  

     

    
The questionnaire has been distributed to 143 students.  Laptops are deemed to be effective in increasing 

educational learning if:  
1) They are primarily used for academic purposes by students 
2) They aren’t used much for non-academic purposes 
3) They help students in increasing their concentration in class 
The above criteria for this study are presented in the questions 1 to 3 of the questionnaire in the respective order. 

The students are allowed to answer each question on a Likert scale from one to five; one being strongly agreed and 
five strongly disagree.  

In order to conclude that laptops do not have distracting effects during classrooms academic activities, a standard 
of at least 70% of the students answering questions one and three with agree and strongly agree and at least 70% of 
students answering to question two with disagree and strongly disagree is preset. We select 70% as a standard for 
positive responses due to our judgment of the adequacy of this percentage to evaluate the results of our study. 

Results and Analysis 

Students Responses 

The report below shows the response to each question and the designated percentages. 
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Table 3. Students’ responses to Question No. 1 

  Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 
Strongly agree 30 21.0 21.0 

Agree 46 32.1 53.1 

Neutral 33 23.1 76.2 

Disagree 27 18.9 95.1 

Strongly disagree 7 4.9 100.0 

Total 143 100.0  

Table 3 shows that only 53.1% of the students either strongly agree or agree with question number 1, while 23.8% 
either disagree or strongly disagree. 23.1% of the students were neutral.    

Table 4. Students’ responses to Question No. 2 

  Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 
Strongly agree 29 20.3 20.3 

Agree 40 28.0 48.3 

Neutral 36 25.2 73.4 

Disagree 25 17.5 90.9 

Strongly disagree 13 9.1 100.0 

Total 143 100.0  

Table 4 shows that 48.3% either agree or strongly agree with question number 2, while only 26.6% of the students 
either strongly disagree or disagree. 25.2% of the students were neutral. 

Table 5. Students’ responses to question No. 3 

  Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent 
Strongly agree 25 17.5 17.5 

Agree 49 34.3 51.7 

Neutral 35 24.5 76.2 

Disagree 20 14.0 90.2 

Strongly disagree 14 9.8 100.0 

Total 143 100.0  

Table 5 shows that only 51.7% of the students either strongly agree or agree with question number 3, while 23.8% 
either disagree or strongly disagree. 24.5% of the students were neutral.  
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Table 6. Correlations Tests 

  v1 v2 v3 
q1 Pearson Correlation .680** -.481-* .379 

Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .027 .090 

N 21 21 21 

q2 Pearson Correlation -0.243457 .688** .140 

Sig. (2-tailed) .288 .001 .544 

N 21 21 21 

Q3 Pearson Correlation .549** -0.111344 .789** 

Sig. (2-tailed) .010 .631 .000 

N 21 21 21 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

 

Test Reliability 

In order to test the reliability of the questionnaire, a random sample of 21 students was selected from the three 
colleges. Those students answered the same questions, one week after the first completion of the questionnaire. The 
correlation between the two sets of responses is calculated as shown in Table 6. These tests show that the 
questionnaire is reliable. 

Statistical Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Laptops  for In-class Learning Enhancement  

As we mentioned in Section 2 of this paper, at least 70% of the students answering questions one and three with 
agree and strongly agree and at least 70% of students answering to question two with disagree and strongly disagree 
was deemed essential in order for the use of laptops in the classrooms to be considered beneficial. In this section, we 
will test if the average percentage of students, who answered strongly agree and agree for the questions one & three, 
is greater than 70%. The cumulative percentage is entered and the average percentage is tested against 70%. The 
null and alternative hypotheses are as follows: 
H0: Average percentage of students selected strongly agree or agree for question number one and question number 
three is less than 70%  (x<70%). 
H1:  Average percentage of students selected strongly agree or agree for question number one and question number 
three is greater than or equal 70%  (x������ 
Test statistics 
One-sample T-test is used to test the likelihood that the results do not fit the null hypothesis. The results presented in 
Tables 7 & 8 show that the observed data set provides no strong evidence against the null hypothesis, i.e. based on 
the answers analyzed from the drawn sample, we can’t say that the use of laptops in the classroom does not have 
distracting effects on the students learning. 
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Table 7. T-Test (One-Sample Statistics) 

 N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Cumul 3 43.800 14.9121 8.6095 

Table 8. T-Test (One-Sample Test) 

 Test Value = 70 

T Df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference 95% Confidence Interval of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Cumul -3.043- 2 .093 -26.2000 -63.244 10.844 

Variability Analysis based on One-Way ANOVA 

In this section, we use one-way ANOVA to test whether the students from different colleges have significant 
differences in their opinions regarding the use of the laptop. 

Table 9. ANOVA of Question No. 1 (I use my laptop for academic purposes only (ex: note taking, finding 
information online, viewing the lecture notes etc.)) 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 1.173 2 .587 .432 .650 

Within Groups 190.281 140 1.359 
  

Total 191.455 142 
   

Table 10. ANOVA of Question No. 2 (I use the laptop for chatting, checking my e-mail, playing games, or watching 
movies?) 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 1.323 2 .661 .428 .653 

Within Groups 216.230 140 1.544 
  

Total 217.552 142 
   

Table 11. ANOVA of Question No. 3 (I am more concentrated and focused when I can view the lecture notes on 
Power Point on my laptop?) 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 2.445 2 1.223 .838 .435 

Within Groups 204.366 140 1.460 
  

Total 206.811 142 
   

 
Tables 9, 10 & 11 show no significant difference in the responses to the 3 questions between the students of the 
three groups of students from the different Colleges. 
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Conclusion 

In this paper, we investigated the question: are laptops distracting tools inside classrooms? This study showed that 
the majority of students were not using laptops in class for class-related material. Rather, most of the laptops’ use 
was for non-educational purposes such as chatting, checking e-mails, playing games, or watching movies during 
educational lectures. This implies that laptops are likely a source of distraction when used by students in an 
educational setting. Based on this study, we recommend that the use of laptops in the classroom to be monitored in 
order to decrease students’ distraction and enhance learning. 
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Abstract 
Learning and using information and communication technologies (ICT) such as computer technologies and internet by the elderly 
is seen as an important demand for their integration in daily life and as a factor related to active aging. The aim of this research is 
to explore the attitudes of the elderly towards ICT literacy in the context of a training curriculum about the utilization of a 
personal computer platform such as introduction to computer, using Windows, internet: web browser usage,   e-mail 
management, searching information, and Facebook. It is the result of an empirical study with a sample of 32 older people (65 
years and older), consisted of retried employee from the schools and universities that took place in the centers for the elderly in 
the province of Chiang Mai in Thailand. They registered in the special short course training for the elderly at information 
technology center, Maejo University, Thailand. The data were collected through questionnaire. The data were analyzed by 
frequency, percentage and mean. They have more skill in ICT after learning course. The research findings indicate that the 
elderly who use ICT learning show more positive attitudes towards new technologies. They thought of training as a means of 
social participation and lifelong learning. 

Keywords: Curriculum, ICT Literacy, Elderly People, Lifelong learning. 

Nomenclature 
A Curriculum Training   

B  ICT Literacy 

C Elderly People 
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Introduction 

In Thailand, population ageing is defined as the increasing proportion of elderly people (60 years and above) in 
the total population. Thailand’s population is rapidly ageing. In 1950, with 5 per cent of its population aged 60 years 
and over, Thailand ranked as the seventh most aged country among the eleven countries in South-East Asia. It has 
now moved up to be the second most aged country in the region (next to Singapore), with elderly people constituting 
more than 10 per cent of the population. This is a result of a relatively higher rate of increase in older population as a 
consequence of decline in fertility and improvement in longevity (UNFPA, 2006). The proportion of elderly people 
in total population will increase to 14.0 per cent in 2015, 19.8 per cent in 2025 and nearly 30 per cent by 2050. The 
population of elderly people will increase from the current 6.4 million to 9.0 million in 2015, 12.9 million in 2025 
and exceed 20 million in 2050. (Figure 1) 

 

      Figure 1: Thailand is ageing faster than others in South-East Asia. 
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      Sources: Institute for Population and Social Research, Mahidol University, Population Projections for Thailand, 
2005-2025, 2006; and United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs Division, World Population 
Ageing 1950-2050, Population Division, New York. 2002. 

Moreover, ICT can help elderly people to improve their quality of live, promoting them to stay healthier, 
live independently for longer and if it this possible counteract reduced capabilities which are more prevalent with 
age that may allow them to remain active at work and/or in their society. Today ICT offers several solutions for 
elderly people for their independent living by managing their preferred environment by maintaining their 
independence and autonomy in order to enhance their mobility and quality of life, improving their access to age-
friendly ICT and personalized integrated social and health care services. Ageing well and active ageing means for 
elderly people continue active and able to participate in social life and work. However, there are barriers, problems 
and constraints when elderly people use ICT (Amaro & Gil, 2011).  Thus, they should to develop ICT literacy and 
skill for lifelong learning and social participation.  

The Study 

 This study focused to develop the ICT training curriculum for Thai elderly people, to manage learning 
environment for training such as trainer, assistant trainer, content, practices, computer, training room etc. , and to 
evaluate attitudes towards the use of ICT training curriculum for Thai elderly people.  

Objectives 

This exploratory sought to study and evaluate attitudes towards the use of ICT training curriculum for Thai 
elderly people. 
 
Methodology 

1. Population and Sample 
    1.1 Population of the study was retried employee from the schools and universities that took place in the centers 
for the elderly in the province of Chiang Mai in Thailand.  
    1.2 Sample was selected by purposive sampling which composed of 32 elderly people for ICT training (65 years 
or older). 

2. Developing lessons and practices of ICT training curriculum for elderly people which were the trainer’s 
handbook and learner’s handbook for use in the ICT training. The ICT training curriculum composed of 5 topics 
which were synthesized from opinions’ 5 specialists. The contents composted of 5 topics: 1) introduction to 
computer, 2) using Windows, 3) using internet, web browser usage, e-mail management, 4) searching information 
and 5) using Facebook. They needed to train as 1 day short course in the computer laboratory at information 
technology center, Maejo University, Thailand. The contents for presentation used rich multimedia for drawing 
attention and gave the highest effective learning (Sompong, 2012). 

3. Preparing research instrument was questionnaire which evaluated attitudes towards elderly people the use of 
ICT training curriculum for Thai elderly people. The questionnaire included 20 items and each item was 
accompanied by using a 5-point Likert Scale which begins with Strongly Disagree (1), Disagree (2), Undecided (3), 
Agree (4) and Strongly Agree (5), with 1 representing “strongly disagree” and 5 representing “strongly agree” for 
positive items. The questionnaire was validated by researcher. The questionnaire was pilot tested on a group of 
elderly people (30) who took the same course a semester before this study was conducted. The items were found and 
the reliability for the 20 items was established at .80 using the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient, indicating good internal 
consistency.   
4. Data collection and analysis 
    4.1 The data were collected through the trainer’s observation for ICT skill of elderly people and the 
questionnaire’s attitudes towards the use of ICT training curriculum for Thai elderly people.  
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    4.2 The data were analyzed by frequency, percentage and mean. 
Results 

After training course, the elderly people were given more skill in the use of ICT. They ware survey 
questionnaire to assess their attitudes towards use of ICT for elderly people. The sample size was 32 elderly people 
(N=32). The data were analyzed using statistical package program. The elderly people were 68.8 per cent female 
and 31.2 per cent male. They ranged in age between 65 and 80 years and average 66.4 years. The survey was 
conducted to evaluate elderly people on their attitudes and perceptions towards use of ICT training curriculum. 
Analysis on the survey items showed that the overall average means of responses towards these areas were positive 
attitudes the use of ICT training curriculum (Mean=3.84).  The learners felt that these contents were suitable for the 
level of elderly people, could be integrated to real life. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, the study was successful in demonstrating the importance of incorporating ICT learning 
approaches in order to enable elderly people to acquire ICT skills and presentation skills, and create a learning 
environment where they are engaged in the special contents and learning process. Here the results provide very 
positive attitudes and encouraging results for using ICT training curriculum in the computer training room, and 
would be an effective learning for elderly people in Thailand who are interested in enhancing ICT skills for social 
participation and lifelong learning. Moreover, the Thai population ageing is the increasing proportion of elderly 
people in the total population. This ICT training curriculum is suitable for the level of Thai elderly people. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to examine the effect of providing learners with diverse approach of simulation-based instructional 
design, 2D animation (2D), 3D simulation (3D), and augmented reality (AR) on students' moon phases concept learning and their 
academic achievement. There were 104 senior college students participated in this study. Based on ANOVA analysis, the result 
showed that: (a) all of the three approaches could enhance learners’ performance on academic achievement, however, there were 
no significant difference between them; (b) students in AR approach outperformed the other two instructional design on moon 
phases concept learning; (c) students in 3D and AR approach demonstrate higher motivation and concentrate their attention on 
the learning tasks. This study provided insights for better understanding the design, theory and practice of e-learning through 
augmented reality technology. 
 
Keyword: augmented reality; moon phases; concept learning; instructional design; empirical research 

Introduction 

With the continuous evolution of simulation-based instructional models, it has become possible for education 
researchers to introduce proper e-learning systems to enhance those learning tasks for which subject attribute and 
traditional models are ineffective (Yeh, 2004; Guo, 2007). Integrating the advantages of the authentic technologies to 
provide solutions unlimited by the real environment can resolve problems caused by the following circumstances: 
the concepts of some subjects may be excessively abstract; some subjects require dangerous experiments and 
operations; a certain subject may require long periods of time for recording and observation; the surroundings for 
observation cannot be easily constructed or meet the necessary requirements due to cost and technological limits or 
remote locations. Researches on simulation-based learning indicate that teaching aided by the operation of 
interactive 2D or 3D models can significantly help learners to understand spatial concepts (Shelton & Hedley, 2002). 
In addition, research into using augmented reality (AR) technologies to develop instructional materials desired by 
teachers and students have confirmed that AR materials can effectively enhance the academic motivation of learners 
and help them obtain better learning effects (Chen, Wu, & Zhung, 2006). Therefore, simulation-based e-learning 
system may help learners to obtain more diversified and abundant knowledge in order to construct a complete and 
correct conceptual framework (Hsu, 2008). 

Nowadays, it has become a trend to utilize the characteristics of multimedia and computer aided instruction 
models for scientific concepts. Through research into the application of 3D animation and the teaching of the moon 
phases, Ma (2008) discovered that 3D animation instruction improved learners’ immediate learning effects on the 
concepts of moon phases, but that it had no significant difference to the learning outcomes in delayed posttest. 
Moreover, Li (2010) adopted "Interactive Software of Lunar Phase" to conduct e-learning, proving that multimedia 
courseware had a significant improvement on the learning effects of concepts, such as the phenomena, causes and 
periods of the moon phases, as well as the motions of the earth, the sun and the moon. In addition, the learners’ 
misconceptions of the moon phases can be clarified through the presentation of the multimedia. All the above 
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researches came to the same conclusion; by providing teaching materials, such as 2D and 3D animation, a 
simulation-based e-learning model is really helpful for improving the learning effectiveness of the concepts of the 
moon phases. However, more evaluations are still required to confirm whether other more authentic presentation 
modes, such as AR materials, can improve the learning effectiveness of abstract conceptual knowledge, such as the 
changes and periods of the moon phases. 

This research aims to apply AR technology to develop a simulation-based concept learning system on the phases 
of the moon, as well as discuss the influence of different simulation-based instructional models on the academic 
achievement in astronomy. It hopes to lay a foundation for further researches into the application of AR on the 
concepts learning in the natural science field. 

Augmented reality 

AR has been widely applied in many aspects, including medicine, entertainment, education and interactive action 
guides. This study will integrate AR’s application to nature and earth science, and is as follows: 

With the Nine Planets system and Garden Learning system as the research content, the researches of Liu, Cheok, 
Mei-Ling and Theng (2007) helped to develop instructional materials using AR. According to their research, an AR 
instructional model can give a full demonstration of 3D virtual objects, which is a great advantage compared to 
narrative or static image-text types. The research results also indicated that this kind of instructional model can 
effectively improve learners’ attention and learning outcomes. Shelton and Hedley (2002) compared the AR model 
of the Nine Planets with the traditional simulation material (including on-line 2D picture displays and 2D 
animation), and pointed out that AR model can save time spent by learners on practice and can also reduce the cost 
of materials designed. Moreover, learning with AR assisted technology, can provide learners with perceptual 
feedback and interaction, allowing them to understand the content better and reach the learning objectives more 
easily and less practice through actual interaction with the system (Milgram, Takemunra, Utsumi, and Kishino, 
1994). 

Billinghurst (2003) holds that the development of AR material supplies a unique education application model in 
which learners can interact freely with virtual objects in a real environment and acquire new knowledge that is not 
so easily imitated in a real environment. Kikuo and Tomotsugu (2005) consider that AR is a new pattern applied in 
teaching and has great potential for future development. This new and unique instructional method and strategy can 
help learners with little computing experience to interact easily. In addition, different from traditional learning 
content that only provides static texts and pictures, AR instructional model can lead learners directly to the essence 
of the learning content. 

Eric, Mark, Graham and Barbara (2004) integrated five examples of AR teaching in their research to illustrate the 
advantages of AR teaching. These advantages include: (1) learners like this kind of instructional material; (2) as far 
as the courses about spatial concept relations are concerned, AR materials can help learners to clarify relative 
conceptions; (3) AR materials can better demonstrate knowledge about time concepts than traditional teaching 
materials; (4) virtual objects produced by the AR learning system are presented as 3D objects and learners can 
interact directly with these virtual objects; and (5) referring to the concept of constructivism, AR model can allow 
learners to change their native knowledge, independently. 

In accordance with the above researches, applying AR to education has the following advantages: 
x Novelty towards learning: AR learning uses new multimedia technology and presents diversified multimedia 

content through the system, which allows learners to acquire knowledge of concepts and increases their interest 
in learning. Aided by simulation-based materials, AR combines virtuality and reality to improve the interaction 
level, stimulating the learners’ learning motivation and enthusiasm. 

x Interaction with learners: With regards to relatively difficult abstract concepts, learners can practice repeatedly 
through the interactive operation process. This model can deliver the correct knowledge of concepts to the users. 
Even learners with little computing experience can improve their comprehension abilities and familiarity through 
this model. 

x Establishment of spatial concepts: If the instructional material can make abstract spatial concepts visible and 
visualized, it will be of great benefit to learners in terms of promoting learners’ understanding towards the spatial 
concept. AR materials are developed with the possibility of turning abstract to concrete and, thus, they can 
improve learners’ learning effectiveness of spatial concepts. 

x  
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Referring to the above three advantages which are about the AR’s applications in teaching aspects, the content 
design of the instructional materials should be in accordance with the learning objectives and concepts that teachers 
wish to convey to their learners. The development of simulation-based materials should meet the requirements 
necessary to initiate the different experiences, sensorial stimulation or interaction of learners and even help them to 
visualize abstract concepts. It is expected that AR materials will help learners to establish correct scientific concepts. 

Research method 

This study aimed to discuss the influence of simulation-based materials on the learning effectiveness of the 
learning unit on the phases of the moon. Quasi-experimental research was adopted to replicate the students’ learning 
effects in this study. In addition, through T tests on independent samples, this study obtained statistics for the 
effectiveness of different instructional design for the learning unit between learners using 2D animation materials 
(2D), 3D simulation materials (3D), and augmented reality materials (AR). 

Simulation-based moon phases Materials 

The 2D animation materials on moon phases used in this study were taken from the interactive animation 
software system on moon phases designed by Wang (2006) through Flash technology, has proven itself was a 
effectively 2D animation learning system. The 3D simulation system of moon phases was flowered from Google 
Earth. Tilting the image and flying through the moon in Google Earth suddenly makes the structure and 
relationships obvious to students. The moon's color stripes and zigzags become more lively and authentic before 
their eyes. All of these content and materials contains the learning objectives of the learning unit. The system 
overviews were shown in Fig 1. 

 
 

  

24. Fig. 1: (Left) The 2D animation materials; (right) The 3D simulation materials 

Meanwhile, this study developed its own AR materials using virtual reality technology based on the Total 
Immersion D'Fusion AR software package, 3D molding software Maya and 2D image processing software 
Photoshop. The process of material development is shown in Fig 2. 
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25. Fig. 2. The construction process of the Augmented Reality Materials of this study 

First, the 3D model was imported into D'Fusion AR using molding software Maya. Second, the D'Fusion CV was 
used to set the graphic cards’ pattern, named AR tag, for camera identified. Then, 2D surface materials and system 
pictures were drawn and design by using Photoshop. Next, we using the D' Fusion AR package to process the above 
completed model, graphic cards and interfaces with the interactive program language Lua Scipt for advanced 
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interactive. Finally, the design for interaction and the setting of functional dimensions was completed and then 
upload all files to the learning system website. The system overviews were shown in Fig 3. 

 

 

26. Fig. 3: (A) show 3D object; (B) show lunar calendar date; (C) each day of the month; (D) real world scenarios 

It should be noted that the image resolution level of pictures influences the sense of reality of the 3D virtual 
objects displayed. Additionally, the charting of the adjustments in the moon’s shadow area should be in accordance 
with the real shape of the moon. 

Participants and Scenario 

The present study investigated the effect of providing learners with diverse approach of simulation-based 
instructional model, 2D animation (2D), 3D simulation (3D), and augmented reality (AR) on students' moon phases 
concept learning and their academic achievement. The participants were 104 juniors students from an education 
college at a university in the north of Taiwan, including 41 male (39.42%) and 63 female (60.58%), enrolled in two 
selective course on "computer animation and applications." The samples were divided into three groups and 
randomly assigned to experimental conditions (AR group) and control group (2D animation and 3D simulation). 
Base on the simulation-based instructional design, the experimental group and control group adopted exactly the 
same procedures but different assistant materials. The experimental group (AR group) carried out the unit activities 
on moon phases with our AR materials. Meanwhile, the control group (2D and 3D group) conducted activities using 
2D animation and 3D simulation materials. The research framework is shown in Fig 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

27. Fig. 4. The research framework of this study 

Firstly, the study ran a homogeneity of variance on the students' concepts of the moon phases among three group. 
Then, the research experiment adopted difference approaches of computer simulation materials to learn related 
concepts of the moon phases. The primary data collected for this study consisted of: (1) self-report collected from 
learners, in which after completing each stage of the experiment, they were asked to describe in 30 words the 
learning task and; (2) weekly interviews recorded by the instructor in class meetings throughout the course; and (3) 

Independent variable 

learning approach 

learning with 2D animation 

learning with 3D simulation 

    

Experimental 

 
ANOVA 

Dependent variable 

learning achievement 

post-test on moon phase achievement 

attitude of learning materials 
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attitude questionnaire of learning materials; and (4) an online post-test achievement test on moon phase was 
conducted to examine participants’ progress. 

Two-stage questionnaire on the elementary school students concepts of the moon 

This study applied two-stage questionnaires on the students’ concepts of the moon, as designed by Lai (2002). It 
aimed to assess the learners’ learning degree of the four major concepts in the unit on moon phases, including the 
phenomena, causes and periods of the moon phases, as well as the motions of the earth, the sun and the moon. It also 
aimed to analyze the changes in the learners’ misconceptions from before the study and after the study. In order to 
clarify if the notions in the learners’ minds were correct scientific concepts, this test applied the two-stage answer 
method. Two tests were done, specifically a pre-test and a post-test. The test-retest reliability method was applied 
and the related coefficients of all questions were significantly correlated (0.41أr0.78أ), indicating a good test-retest 
UHOLDELOLW\��7KH�LQGH[�RI�LQWHUQDO�FRQVLVWHQF\��Į��ZDV�������UHSUHVHQWLQJ�WKH�DFFHSWDQFH�OHYHO�RI�WHVW�UHOLDELOLW\��$V�IRU�
the validity, this test adopted content validity. Three professors from the Nature Department and two primary 
schools teachers were invited to examine the test content in order to construct the content validity of the test. There 
were a total of 16 test items. Each item of single choice included two parts, option and reason. Two scores were 
given if both the option and reason were right; otherwise, no score was given. The total score was 32. 

 

 

28. Fig. 1. The learning scenario of research implementation 

Research results and discussion 

Different learning approach of concept learning effects was not significant 

The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was conducted to examine the main effects of the different learning 
approach on the dependent measures. Significance level was .05 for data analysis. The descriptive statistics and 
summary of learning achievement are shown in Table 1. The achievement mean score of all three group indicated 
that the participants obtained positive progress toward the simulation-based learning. The mean score of the AR 
group (12.76) was slightly higher than that of the 2D animation group (12.63) and 3D simulation group (11.58). The 
effects of different treatment on participants’ achievement were further analyzed by means of ANOVA. 

29. Table 1. Descriptive statistics and summary of learning achievement in different approach 

Learning Approach N 
Learning Achievement 

Pre-test Post-test 

M SD M SD 

2D animation 36 7.95 3.28 12.63 3.77 

3D simulation 35 7.92 3.23 11.58 3.45 

AR simulation 33 8.03 3.39 12.76 3.91 
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First, the Levene’s test of equality was conducted on participants’ pre-test score of achievement toward 

simulation-based learning. The result was not significant (F(3, 101) =.312, p =.817). The homogeneity assumption 
that the error variance of the dependent variable is equal across groups was sustained. Then, the ANOVA summary 
of different simulation materials for the independent measures of participants’ post-test score of achievement is 
shown in Table 2. The main effect of the ANOVA result was not significant (F(3, 101) = 1.085, p=.216).  

30. Table 2. Summary of the ANOVA result 

Source Type III Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F p 
Learning Approach 1478.649 2 359.550 1.085 .216 

Error 32561.587 101 102.303   
*p<.05 

Students in 3D and AR approach demonstrate higher motivation 

Furthermore, an ANOVA was conducted to examine the main effects of the different learning approach on the 
learners’ attitudes toward the simulation-based learning materials are shown in Table 3. The significance level was 
also .05 for data analysis. 

31. Table 3: Summary of learners’ attitudes on different learning approach 

Attitudes N Descriptive Statistics F p M SD 

2D animation 36 3.513 .510 3.212 <.01 

3D simulation 35 4.509 .608   

AR simulation 33 4.775 .542   
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The results showed that some striking effects of difference treatment on learners’ attitudes toward simulation-

based learning. The effects of different learning approach on the learners’ attitudes were very significant (F=3.212, 
p<.01). Further check by the mean values found the AR simulation group (M=4.775) and 3D simulation group 
(M=4.509) scored higher than the 2D animation group (M=3.513). The data indicated that the learners perceived 
more authentic and more realistic outperformed the plain significantly while learning in the learning system with the 
mechanism of simulation-based design. The result was similar to the researches of Wu, Lee, Chang, and Liang 
(2013) and Yen, Lee, and Chen(2013). It is interesting and seems worthy to pay more attention on how simulation-
based learning design could result in this outcome. 

Conclusion 

This study aimed to discuss the influence of different learning approach (2D animation, 3D simulation and AR 
materials) on the learning effectiveness of the concepts of moon phases and to analyze the learners’ experiences 
when using AR teaching materials. Owing to this study was a pilot study, the teaching content of which chose only a 
few concepts related to moon phases as the operating variables. Therefore, the influence of learners’ concepts and 
learning effectiveness other than changes of the moon phases cannot be predicted. Two experimental lessons of 70 
minutes were given during this study. According to the data collected from the pre-test and post-test, the following 
conclusions were obtained. 

Firstly, in terms of the influence of different approach of instructional design on the learning effectiveness of the 
concepts of moon phases, 2D animation, 3D simulation and AR simulation are all helpful for the improvement in 
learning. However, the differences among the three groups did not reach a significant level. It means that the AR 
materials on moon phases, as developed by this study, can improve learning effectiveness, but the advantages of AR 
materials require further exploration. A suggestion for future researchers is to fully understand and authentically 
display the knowledge content when producing AR materials. More importantly, a complete interactive operation 
mode that can improve the students’ learning interests should be provided. 

Otherwise, according to the observations and records of the learning experiences, learners in the 3D and AR 
simulation group had higher motivation levels and degree of concentration. This study deduces that the reason may 
be that these materials can provide a more intuitive interactive mode and present abstract concepts more 
authentically. Therefore, using AR materials can rise the students’ learning motivation levels and their degree of 
concentration. We suggests that future researchers of AR materials explore these aspects further. 
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Abstract 

This research aims to reduce the time, effort and monetary cost needed for developing various educational materials for teaching 
hand-drawn mechanical drawing by replacing actual educational materials with virtual ones on an augmented reality (AR) -based 
support system. This system is used for training of sketching and orthographic projection drawing, and has following features. 1) 
The virtual educational materials constructed by using 3D-CAD are superimposed to a real-time camera image as AR objects. 2) 
Students can watch the objects from various directions by using a cubic-marker intuitively. 3) The objects are applied realistic 
textures similar to the actual materials. 
 
Keywords: Augmented Reality, Education in Engineering, Education Support System, Educational Application 
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INTRODUCTION 

In this research, we developed an augmented reality-based support system for teaching hand-drawn mechanical 
drawing at a faculty of mechanical engineering of a university. Recent industrial products are mainly designed by 
using computer aided design system called, CAD. Therefore most of the faculties of mechanical engineering teach 
the mechanical drawing by using CAD. Though the above situation, our faculty thinks that it is necessary and 
important for the students to learn the hand-drawn mechanical drawing. So firstly we teach hand-drawn mechanical 
drawing, and after that we teach by using CAD. We think that learning the hand-drawn mechanical drawing is not 
only to learn the drawing skills, but also it is able to learn the stereognostic sense effectively. Here, we define the 
stereognostic sense as an ability of understanding a shape of three-dimensional object and then drawing it onto a 
two-dimensional drawing. 

We are using mechanical parts such as gears, bearings as educational materials on teaching the hand-drawn 
mechanical drawing. Each student draws a mechanical part by using sketching or the third angle orthographic 
projection drawing, while he has the part in hand and watches it from various orientations. Through the above 
learning, he will have mastered the stereognostic sense. On the other hand, there are problems to maintain those 
educational materials. In order to give the materials to each student, we have to maintain various parts, but it 
requires the time, effort and monetary cost. 

In this research we aim to reduce the above problems by replacing actual educational materials with virtual ones 
on an augmented reality (AR) -based support system. This developed support system overlays virtual materials on 
the digital camera image. Student can feel as if he had the actual material by watching the virtual object from 
various orientations by using the system. As the result, we can provide various educational materials for each 
student rapidly, easily and low cost. 

This paper describes the structure of the system and then shows some demonstrations of the system. 

DEVELOPMENT OF AR-BASED SUPPORT SYSTEM 

This section describes the system configuration of the developed AR-based support system. 

Overview and Structure 

The developed AR-based support system recognizes a cubic AR marker from a digital camera image and 
overlays a virtual mechanical part made by 3D-CAD as educational material on the image. 

The hardware of the system is composed of a personal computer and a digital camera. The software of the system 
is constructed by using some programming library, such as ARToolKit, OpenCV and OpenGL. The ARToolKit is a 
programming library for implementing augmented reality application. A virtual object is overlaid on an AR marker 
taken by the digital camera. Position and orientation of the virtual object is defined by recognizing the position and 
the orientation of the AR marker. Figure 1 shows the procedure of how to overlay the virtual object on AR marker 
by ARToolKit. 
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Fig. 1. How to overlay a virtual object on an AR marker by ARToolKit  

(Quote from http://www.hitl.washington.edu/artoolkit/) 

Cubic AR Marker 

The AR system displays virtual objects as if they existed on real world. In order to do so, the system needs to 
recognize the position and the orient of the objects. It is called registration. An example of a procedure of the 
registration to overlaying a virtual coordinate into a real coordinate is shown in Fig. 2. At the registration, the 
direction and the distance of a virtual object from a camera is calculated by recognizing edges of an AR marker 
using a binarized camera image. 

Our support system uses a cubic AR marker for the registration. The cubic AR marker provides recognition of 
every aspect of virtual object to the system. Each student takes the cubic AR marker in hand and watches it from 
various directions of front, back, top, under, left and right. It serves a user experience similar to holding an actual 
educational material in hand. A drawing of the cubic AR marker is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 2. How to recognize AR marker from camera image by ARToolKit  

(Quote from http://www.hitl.washington.edu/artoolkit/) 
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Fig. 3. Drawing of cubic AR marker. 
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Realistic Texture of Material 

Colors of materials which are expressed by setting various color tones provide realistic textures to the educational 
materials. The textures are set by using glMaterialv( ) function of OpenGL library. Various textures of materials are 
expressed by controlling the glMaterialv( ) function parameters, Ambient Light Reflection Coefficient 
(GL_AMBIENT), Diffuse Light Reflection Coefficient (GL_DIFFUSE), Specular Light Reflection Coefficient 
(GL_SPECULAR) and Shininess Coefficient(GL_SHININESS). Some examples of these control parameters are 
shown in Table 1. 

 

RESULTS 

In this section firstly, we demonstrate some examples of the operation of the system, and then we show the 
effectiveness of the cubic AR marker and the expression of realistic texture. 

Demonstration 

The windows of the system are shown in Fig. 4. The upper is main window and it displays overlaid virtual object. 
The lower right window displays source image and the lower left window displays binarized image. Although the 
lower windows are not necessary at the actual use, we show them in order to explain our system here. 

Four examples of the mechanical parts for educational materials are shown in Fig. 5. These examples of a 
knuckle joint, a gear, an L shaped bracket and a bearing holder were made by using CAD. The left object is the 
virtual mechanical part and the right one is the actual part. Each virtual object seems similar to the actual one. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Window of the AR-based support system. 
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(a) Knuckle joint (b) Gear

(c) L shaped bracket (d) Bearing holder
 

Fig. 5. Example of the mecanical parts for educational materials. 

 

 

(a) Front (b) Back (c) Top

(d) Under (e) Left (f) Right
 

Fig. 6. Recognition of orientation by using cubic AR marker. 
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Cubic AR Marker 

Result of the recognition of each orientation by using a cubic AR marker is shown in Fig. 6. From the Fig. 6, we 
can confirm that the cubic AR marker recognized exact orientation and provided various aspect of the virtual object 
successfully. This result shows that students can watch any aspect of virtual object intuitively. 

Realistic Texture of Material 

Texture of each material is set by selecting any texture from a list on window shown in Fig. 7. When user selects 
any texture, the control parameters shown in Table 1 are used to paint the virtual object. Presently, we prepare 25 
textures. Examples of any texture painted on virtual object are shown in Fig. 8. 

32. Table 1. Control parameters of texture of materials 

Name of material RGBA of 
GL_AMBIENT 

RGBA of 
GL_DIFFUSE 

RGBA of 
GLSPECULAR GL_SHININESS 

Default 0.45/ 0.45/ 0.45/ 1.0 0.60/ 0.60/ 0.60/ 1.0 0.04/ 0.04/ 0.04/ 1.0 0.60 

Turquoise 0.10/0.19/0.17/1.0 0.40/0.74/0.69/1.0 0.30/0.31/0.31/1.0 0.10 
White Plastic 0.0/0.0/0.0/1.0 0.55/0.55/0.55/1.0 0.70/0.70/0.70/1.0 0.25 
Black Rubber 0.02/0.02/0.02/1.0 0.01/0.01/0.01/1.0 0.40/0.40/0.40/1.0 0.78 
Brass 0.33/0.22/0.027/ 1.0 0.78/0.57/0.11/1.0 0.99/0.94/0.81/1.0 0.22 
Bronze 0.21/0.13/0.054/1.0 0.71/0.43/0.18/1.0 0.39/0.27/0.171/1.0 0.20 
Chrome 0.25/0.25/0.25/1.0 0.40/0.40/0.40/1.0 0.77/0.77/0.77/1.0 0.60 
Copper 0.19/0.074/0.023/1.0 0.70/0.27/0.083/1.0 0.26/0.14/0.086/1.0 0.10 

 
 

 
Fig. 7. Window of material list for selecting texture. 
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(a) Default

(e) Brass

(b) Turquoise

(f) Bronze

(c) White Plastic

(g) Chrome

(d) Black Rubber

(h) Copper
 

Fig. 8. Examples of texture. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we showed an AR-based support system for teaching hand-drawn mechanical drawing. The virtual 
educational materials were made by using 3D-CAD. Easy and intuitive user experience was achieved by using cubic 
AR marker and realistic texture. As the result, this system achieved the reduction of time, effort and monetary cost 
for preparing various mechanical parts as educational materials by replacing actual materials with virtual ones. 

Head-mounted display, HMD is becoming familiar in recent years. We think that implementing our system on 
HMD will improve usability and we aim it as our future work. 
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Abstract 

Previous studies showed that automatic approach as a better approach to identify learning style in online learning because it is 
based on the actual students' behaviour pattern while learning. However, there are several methods in an automated approach can 
be used to identify learning styles and literature-based method is said to be practical by using LMS. Therefore the purpose of this 
study is to identify the learning style based on patterns of behaviour for 20 students who studied Interactive Multimedia course 
within LMS environment in the context of Malaysian polytechnic student. Patterns of behaviour were analyzed based on 
literature-based method. The Findings indicate the predicted and ILS learning style are different because it depends on the actual 
behaviour patterns of students. Therefore, identifying learning styles literature-based method is needed to ensure the 
measurement is based on actual student behaviour during online learning. 
 
Keywords: Learning styles; automatic detection; literature-based approach; 

Introduction 

Learning style is not a new concept in education. It was started in the 1960s (Coffield et al., 2004; Dag & Gecer, 
2009), but until now this area continue to be relevant in accordance with the development of educational technology 
primarily involves online learning adaptive learning feature (Akbulut & Cardak, 2012; Dung & Florea, 2012). 
Adaptive learning is matching the personality characteristics of students with learning materials and activities (Lee 
& Park, 2008). Practitioners and researchers in the field of education believe that by matching the materials and 
learning activities with learning styles can make learning easy and effective (Felder & Silverman, 1988; Graf, Liu & 
Kinshuk, 2010; Hsieh et al., 2011). In relation to this, learning style is one of the personality traits that are important 
in adaptive learning (Bajraktarevic, Hall & Fullick, 2003; Papanikolaou & Grigoriadou, 2004) and is predicted to be 
the contributor to the success of the online learning system (Lim, Morris & Yoon, 2006). 

There are two approaches for identifying learning styles, which  uses a collaborative and automatic approach 
(Brusilovsky, 1996). Automated approach is based on the actual behaviour patterns during online learning 
progresses, while the collaborative approach using a questionnaire to identify the learning style (Brusilovsky, 1996). 
Collaborative approach is considerably less accurate as current students answered the questionnaires it may be 
influenced by the nonchalant attitude (Schiaffino, Garcia & Amandi, 2008), students are not willing to give 
information (Joerding, 1999; Kobsa, 2002) and only measure to one specific point of time (Graf, Kinshuk & Liu, 
2008). On the other hand, a research done by Zaidatun (2002) showed  that not all student display the same learning 
style as obtained from collaborative approach during actual learning. While the process of identifying learning styles 
said to be more accurate with the automatic approach due to the information technology that can provide explicit 
information during online learning (Garcia et al., 2007; Graf et al., 2008). In relation to this, identifies automatically 
learning styles are very much in the present researchers of learner model because it can make the learner model more 
dynamic and comprehensive. 

Considering learning styles using the automatic determination is not something new, but it has been introduced 
by some previous researchers (Garcia et al., 2007; Graf et al., 2008; Lo & Shu, 2005; Simsek et al., 2010), but this 
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study would like to see the differences between learning styles are identified in collaborative and automatic 
approach in the context of engineering students at one of the polytechnics in Malaysia. Therefore the objective of 
this study was to identify the learning style model of Felder and Silverman automatically using literatured-based 
method and to compare the findings obtained with style collaborative approach. 

Learning Style  

James and Blank (1993), define learning style as ‘the complex manner in which, and the conditions under which, 
learners most efficiently and most effectively perceive, process, store and recall what they are attempting to learn’. 
By identifying students’ learning styles, teachers could design classroom activities and provide learning materials 
that are in line with the students’ learning styles (Felder & Silverman, 1988). In addition, students would be able to 
recognize their own learning strategies when they know the strengths and weaknesses of their learning styles 
(Felder, 1993). There are many models of learning style refers to the variety and interest in the field of model 
designers. However according to Ozpolat and Akar (2009) there are five models of learning style that are often used 
by engineering students in the previous studies: Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (1978), Kolb(1984), Felder and 
Silverman (1988), Herrman (1990) and Dunn and Dunn (Dunn & Price, 1989). Nevertheless, the model that is used 
commonly is Felder and Silverman learning styles model (Akbulut & Cardak, 2012; Dag & Gecer, 2009). This 
model is able to analyze clearly the dimensions of learning styles based on a scale of range between +11 to -11 
(Felder & Spurlin, 2005). In addition, the questionnaire (Index of Learning Style, ILS) also has acceptable reliability 
and validity (Litzinger, Lee, & Wise, 2005; Van Zwanenberg, Wilkinson, & Anderson, 2000; Zywno, 2003) and the 
model is also proposed suitable for use for online learning (Kuljis & Liu, 2005). 

Felder-Silverman learning style model was exclusively designed for engineering students (Felder & Silverman, 
1988). This model was to identify students’ learning styles and help instructors to formulate approaches to teaching 
to be in line with a range of learning styles of students. There are five dimensions of learning style models: 
perception, input, organization, processing and understanding. However, there are only four dimensions found in the 
instrument used to determine learning styles (Felder & Soloman, 1997). According to the Felder-Silverman learning 
style, there are four dimensions of learning styles, namely: - (i) the perception or type of information that becomes a 
choice of someone while understanding a piece of information be it through sensory or intuitive, (ii) the most 
effective input or sensory channels that receive either visual or auditory perception, (iii) the active or reflective 
method of processing information and (iv) the sequence or global way a person understands a knowledge. 

Richard M. Felder and Barbara A. Solomon created a Learning Style Index (ILS) in 1991 based on the Felder-
Silverman learning style model (Felder & Spurlin, 2005). This ILS questionnaire consists of 44 items and was 
placed on the World Wide Web in 1997 (Felder & Soloman, 1997). The instrument was designed with only four 
dimensions of learning style models: active / reflective, sensory / intuitive, visual / verbal and sequence / global. 
Each dimension in the questionnaire has 11 items. ILS scale is a bipolar scale with option ‘a’ brings value +1 and ‘b’ 
gives value -1. The total score for each dimension produces a scale from +11 to -11 (Felder & Spurlin, 2005). Value 
scale of 1 to 3 shows a balance between the two learning styles in one dimension, value of 5 to 7 refers to moderate 
learning styles while value 9 to 11 illustrates strong learning styles. 

Although the Felder and Silverman model has four dimensions of learning styles, this study however, would only 
focus on the dimensions of information processing which are active and reflective. Processing dimension describes 
how to process the favourite information of a person whether it is active (actively involved in learning) or reflective 
(make observation on their own). Students with active learning style are easy to understand information through 
learning activities that allow them to actively use the learning materials like doing experiments. Students with this 
type of learning style love to manipulative the learning materials, try and test something new, give opinions and 
discuss in group. However, the reflective learning style’s students are more comfortable making observations by 
investigating and manipulating learning materials or activities on their own. Next, to match learning materials and 
activities with appropriate teaching styles, learning styles should be identified. The next sections will describe 
various approaches that can be used to identify students' learning styles in automatic approach. 

Determination of Learning Style 

There are several methods that can be used to determine the learning styles automatically. These methods are 
different from each other based on the attributes used (personality factors, behavioural factors, and so on), the 
technique used (bayesian networks, decision trees, fuzzy, etc.) and infrastructure system used (Learning 
Management System) (Özpolat & Akar, 2009). However, in this study will be discussed in terms of methods used in 
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identifying learning styles automatically. Previous studies have shown that there are two approach used to identify 
learning styles in automatic approach: data-driven method and literature-based method (Garcia et al., 2007; Graf et 
al., 2008; Lo & Shu, 2005). Data-driven method aims at building a model that imitates the ILS questionnaire and 
uses sample data to construct a model (Garcia et al., 2007). While the literature-based method is to use the behaviour 
of students in order to get hints about their learning style preferences (Graf et al., 2008). Neural networks (Lo & 
Shu, 2005), decision trees and Hidden Markov Model, fuzzy clustering (Latham et al., 2010) and bayesian networks 
(Garcia, et al., 2007) are the techniques that based on the data-driven approach. The literature-based method on the 
other hand uses only simple rule-based to calculate learning style from the number of matching hints (Atman, 
,QFHR÷OX�	�$VODQ������; Dung & Florea, 2012; Graf et al., 2008; ùLPúHN�HW�DO�������). 

The literature-based method which was proposed by Graf, Kinshuk and Liu (2008) is said to be practical and 
widely used regardless the courses since the focus is more on the content of the objects such as quizzes, tests, 
assignments and forum which are the most featured items used in most open source learning management system 
(LMS) (Dung & Florea, 2012; Özpolat & Akar, 2009; Popescu, 2009). Besides that, the calculation of learning style 
in this study is based on the simple rules and does not involve the design of the system. Therefore, it could be used 
in all learning situations which are LMS based (Dung & Florea, 2012). Graf (2007) conducted a comparative study 
of both data-driven and literature-based methods and found that the literature-based method resulted in more 
accurate data of identifying learning styles compared to the data-driven method. However, the literature-based 
method has its own weakness where there is a possibility that there might be other patterns that are not taken into 
account in the calculation which are also the behavioural indicators of learning styles �$WPDQ�� ,QFHR÷OX�	�$VODQ��
2009; Dung & Florea, 2012). 

Literature-Based Method 

Literature-based method is a method for identifying learning styles based on the behavior when using the LMS, 
then the relevant behavior with features found on the learning style model to be determined. Because this study uses 
a model Felder and Silverman's learning style, then the characteristics and behaviour patterns should refer to the 
dimensions found in this model. In addition, the characteristics and behaviour patterns should be selected based on 
the characteristics of the most commonly used by instructors in the LMS and can provide many information. 
According to Graf and Kinshuk (2006), there are a number of features found in the LMS can be used to see patterns 
of behavior that are relevant to the learning style model of Felder and Silverman content, course outline, example, 
exercise, assessement and forums. 

Based on the features that are available in LMS, the behavior pattern is matched with the learning style 
characteristics in the model Felder and Silverman's learning style. Based on a study done by Graf, Kinshuk and Liu 
(2008), students with active learning style expected to show behavioural patterns of online learning as follows:- (i) 
frequently send messages in the forum to ask questions and explain things, (ii) perform more exercise due to 
preference of testing and trying things out and, (iii) spend only little time on reading material like content object 
because of favour to retain information by doing something active with learned material. On the other hand, students 
with reflective learning style expected to show behavioural patterns of online learning as follows:- (i) participate 
passively by frequently reading the postings and rarely posting message in the forum due to the preference of think 
about the material and work alone, (ii) visit and spend more time on reading material to think and reflect about the 
material and (iii) Take longer time on exercise for reflecting on their result but expected to perform less exercise. 
After determining the relevant patterns of behaviour based on Felder and Silverman learning style model 
dimensions, threshold value is needed to classify the occurence of behaviour pattern. 

In order to classify the occurence of such behaviour, the threshold used to categorize patterns of behavior based 
on the hint of 0 to3. The threshold value is used to determine whether the presence of behaviour pattern indicators is 
high (3), moderate (2), low (1) or no information about student's behaviour (0) with respective learning style. The 
threshold value is based on the value that has been adapted from the value suggested by previous researchers as well 
as the existence of actual student behavior refers to the structure used in the LMS course (Table 1).  
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Table 1. Behaviour pattern based on learning style dimension of Felder and Silverman  
Features  Behaviour Pattern  Pattern Description  Threshold value 
Outline 
 
Example 
 
Content 

outline_stay 
 
example_stay 
 
content_visit 

percentage of time spent on outlines  
(based on a predefined expected value) 
percentage of time spent on examples  
(based on  a predefined expected value) 
percentage of visited content object  
(based on the number of available 
content) 

50%   75% 
 

50%   75% 
 

60%   80% 

 content_stay percentage of time spent on content object  
(based on a predefined expected value) 

20%   45% 

Exercise exercise_visit 
 
 
exercise_stay 
 

percentage of performed exercises  
(based on the number of available 
exercises) 
percentage of time spent on exercises  
(based on a predefined expected value) 

60%   80% 
 
 

30%   50% 

Forum forum_visit 
forum_stay 
forum_post 

number of visit forum (per week)  
time spent in the forum (per week) 
number of postings in forum (per week) 

8   12 
5 min   8 min 

1   2 
 
 
To determine patterns of behavior relevant to the dimensions of active and reflective learning style either it is 

high or low occurance, significant determination test used were two tailed t-test for normal distributed data and two 
tailed Mann-Whitney U test for non-normal distributed data. Table 2 shows the relevant pattern for active and 
reflective  learning style.  

 
                                            Table 2. Relevant pattern for active and reflective learning style  
                                                          (The “+” and “-“ indicate a high and low occurrence of pattern) 

Active  Reflective 
content_visit (-) content_visit (+) 
content_stay (-) content_stay (+) 
exercise_visit (+) exercise_visit(-) 
exercise_stay (+) 
example_stay (-) 
outline_stay (-) 

exercise_stay (-) 
example_stay (+) 
outline_stay (+) 

forum_visit (+) forum_visit (-) 
forum_post (+) forum_post (-) 
forum_stay (-) forum_stay (+) 

 
Next, calculations for the determination of learning styles is based on the hints. As an example of the active 

dimension, the hint value is 3 when behaviour for visit exercise is high or visit the content is low. While the other 
hand is rather reflective dimension hint value is 3 when behaviour for visit exercise is low or visit the content is 
high. Similarly, the value of hints 2 and 1. Once the value of each behavior hints relevant to dimensions of learning 
style is determined, then the calculation to determine the learning style. Calculation of learning styles 
( obtained by calculating the sum of all hints for each relevant behavioural dimensions and divided by the 
total pattern of behavior as in formula 1, with sign (hdim, i) obtained from each dimension (dim), behaviour patterns 
(i) and the total pattern of behavior (Pdim). This measure is then will be normalized from 1 to 0 using the formula 2. 
The normalized learning style (nlsdim) will be determined based on the threshold of 25% and 75%, for example, 
nlsdim smaller than 0.25 is "reflective", nlsdim between 0.25 to 0.75 is "balanced" and nlsdim  greater than 0.75 is 
"active". 

         (1) 
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       (2) 

Methodology 

To identify learning style by using literature-based method, the behaviour patterns of 20 electrical engineering 
students who were taking the Interactive Multimedia subject in their semester five were analyzed. The analysis took 
over 11 weeks of the whole learning process of a semester that covered up the 12 major sub-topics of the subject. 
The teaching of the subject utilized three types of learning materials: learning notes in the Sharable Content Object 
Reference Model (SCORM) format (12), examples (25), exercises (6) and forums (12). With reference to the 
relevant behaviour patterns and the threshold from Table1, hints for every student behavior pattern determined 
whether 3,2,1, or 0 based on Table 2 as described in section 4. Next, calculation of learning styles by using formula 
1 and normalized the value using formula 2. While collaborative approach by asking students to answer ILS Felder 
and Silverman early in the semester before the online learning sessions begin. 

In order to compare the learning styles obtained in collaborative and automatic approach, formula introduced by 
Garcia et al. (2007) have been used as in formula 3. Based on this formula, if the value obtained from collaborative 
approach (LSILS) is same with automatic approach (LSpredicted) then the formula is worth 1. If one of the values is 
balanced and the other is active or reflective then the formula will takes value 0.5. Finally, if the two values are 
mutually different from each other, then the formula takes the value 0. The value of the whole formula will be 
summed and divided by the number of students. 

 

Precision =            (3) 

Result and Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to determine the learning style using literature-based method. This method is based 
on the simple rule for calculating learning styles from indications gathered from students' behavior during  an online 
learning course in LMS in the context of students’ and different learning subjects. Next, the  learning style using this 
method (ILSpredicted) will be compared with the learning style obtained collaboratively (LS ILS). Table 3 shows the LS 
ILS and ILSpredicted, obtained from this study with comparative accuracy of 75%. Turns out that 10 students have the 
same learning style for both the calculation of the balanced approach (BAL) and active (ACT). While there are 9 
students who have  different LS ILS and ILSpredicted , that is from active (ACT) / reflective (REF) to the balanced 
(BAL) and vice versa. BAL probability to become the ACT / REF or otherwise is high, as BAL is located between 
the ACT and REF, but for the ACT to be REF or otherwise is less common that is only one student in this study. 

 
 
                         Table 3. Comparison of ILS Result to Predicted Result 
 

No ILS 
Result 

Predicted 
Result 

No ILS 
Result 

Predicted  
Result 

1 BAL BAL 11 BAL BAL 
2 ACT BAL 12 BAL ACT 
3 BAL BAL 13 BAL BAL 
4 ACT BAL 14 BAL BAL 
5 ACT BAL 15 ACT BAL 
6 ACT BAL 16 ACT ACT 
7 BAL REF 17 ACT ACT 
8 ACT BAL 18 ACT ACT 
9 BAL BAL 19 ACT REF 
10 ACT ACT 20 ACT BAL 

 
While Table 4 shows the accuracy obtained by a number of researchers. According to Garcia et al. (2007)  the 

accuracy of the comparison between active and reflective learning styles derived from the study was 58%. This 
value is relatively low because most of the students made little use (or no use) of chat, mail and e-mail features and 
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cause the number of experiences recorded in most cases was small and the behavior of the bayesian network was 
biased. However, for the other dimensions of learning styles are only 77% for the sensing/intuitive dimension and 
63% for the sequential/global (Garcia et al., 2007). Thus, according to Graf (2007) which obtained 79.63% for 
comparing the accuracy of the dimensions of the active learning/reflective claimed that literature-based approach is 
better than data-driven based. Graf (2007) used 127 samples instead of Garcia et al. (2007) of 27 samples and each 
learning style dimension proposed by Graf (2007) consists of relatively high number of patterns compared to the 
model introduced by Garcia et al. (2007). 

 
 
 
 
 

   Table 4. Comparison with previous studies. 
 
Studies 

conducted by 
Atman et al. 
(2009) has the 
highest 
accuracy 
comparison of 
83.13%. Yet 

Atman et al. (2009) uses the web-based as online learning system and used the feature that has been built in the web-
based such as introduction, form, example and exercise. Meanwhile, the study conducted by Simsek et al. (2010) is 
very similar to thiis study utilizing LMS to calculate the learning styles using the literature-based approach with the 
accuracy comparison of 79.63%. However Simsek et al. (2010) used features like  the video content, PDF content, 
user profile and questionnaire to determine the patterns of behavior. Unlike Atman et al. (2009) and this study, 
Simsek et al. (2010) uses the threshold value which was proposed by Garcia et al. (2007) and Graf (2007) without 
having to make adjustments to the actual usage of the investigated comment in the course. 

Overall, the studies conducted using  the literature-based approach to identify the learning styles automatically, 
have the accuracy of comparison within the range of 75% to 83%. This difference may be due to a number of 
differences for each study in terms of features, relevant behavior patterns, samples, subjects learning and learning 
systems. Difference in the LS ILS and ILSpredicted much anticipated since there are some things that allows these 
differences, such as students who are not proficient using the LMS may take a long time while using certain features 
or students may have changed their  learning styles dimensions due to the features  that they are comfortable with on 
online learning. Thus by identifying learning styles automatically through actual behavior during the online learning, 
provide true information of student learning styles. In addition, this information is said to be less error prone as it is 
analyzed in a period of time compared to data the collected in a collaborative manner, referring to one spesific point 
of time. 

Conclusion 

Literature-based method for identifying learning styles automatically, can help teachers identify learning styles 
based on real behavior patterns of students during online learning, more accurately. This method uses a simple rule-
based mechanisms for identifying learning styles based on the behavior pattern hints corresponding to the 
characteristic dimension of learning styles of the Felder and Silverman model. Information about the learning styles 
is used in matching it with learning materials and activities in adaptive learning. Therefore, to ensure the 
appropriateness of this matching accuracy identifying learning styles should be noted. 
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Introduction 

The rapid advances in technology have changed the way students now learn. Technology, which is a part of 
students’ everyday lives, changes very fast. Universities need to provide 21st century learning environments that 
promote highly mobile, self-directed, and personalised learning. The term technology covers a wide range of recent 
technologies, such as the internet or CD-ROMs. It is also includes the use of computers as a means of 
communication, such as chat and email and many other environments which enable teachers to enrich their language 
courses. In this connection I could ask the question: How can we, as educators, effectively integrate technology in 
our language teaching to cater for specific learning needs? or Do new technologies have the potential to transform 
education by replacing current teaching methods? The latest technological innovations, key interpersonal skills for 
customer relations, real people talk about their work in technology are very important in the foreign language 
teaching, too. The students can use online interactive exercises to revise and recycle language (Glendinning, 2007). 
For example, you can share ideas and experiences with other like-minded teachers. Thoughts about use of new 
technologies show us some of the most varied and divided questions in language education and classroom practice. 
On a far side of that divide are idealists who believe that new technologies can radically transform language 
education. To the idealists, digital tools provide means for viewing various media, collaborative network learning, 
and so forth. To others, new technologies are a great equalizer; nearly anyone can construct a level of product that a 
few years ago was only within the capacity of a few people with specialized training.  

Blended learning in foreign language teaching 

New technologies have revolutionized our conception of knowledge – from something some people might have, 
to something which everyone should be able to find. The distinction has grown exponentially since the early days of 
the Internet. Before its inception, students relied on the language education that was relatively fixed in its knowledge 
content. Computer-based language learning in its various generations has acted to open up the world of knowledge 
to everyone and its most powerful variant, online blended learning, has become a catalyst that has enabled huge 
changes in what is learned and who is able to learn it (Sharma & Barret, 2007).  

For this purpose Moodle Learning Management System (LMS) has been adopted by the Technical University of 
Košice (Slovakia) as one of the e-learning platforms. Moodle is an open source LMS and has become very popular 
among teachers at the Faculties as a tool for creating online dynamic web sites for their students. I suppose that The 
Faculty of Manufacturing Technologies will be successful with using Moodle in foreign language teaching to deliver 
online courses and to supplement traditional face-to-face classes (known as blended learning). Moreover, Moodle 
offers a wide variety of tools that can make language course delivery more effective. It provides an easy way to 
upload and share materials, hold online discussions, give quizzes and surveys, and record grades. The term blended 
learning can be applied to a very broad range of language teaching and learning situations (Bielousova - 
Gluchmanova, 2011, pp. 5-95). It can be commonly applied to a language course where all the learners meet with 
the teacher in a face-to-face class, but in which the language course includes a parallel self-study component such as 
a CD-ROM or access to web based materials. Use of these elements may be optional. The foreign language teachers 
at the Department of Humanities (Faculty of Manufacturing Technologies) prepare for their students a wide range of 
foreign language materials in three languages: English, German and Russian. Because of they are the students of 
Technical University, they prefer teaching technical materials which is closely connected with their study branches 
and study programmes. It means they try to use online materials with specification for manufacturing technologies, 
computer aided manufacturing technologies, manufacturing management, industrial technologies operations, etc. 
(Bielousova, 2008, pp. 695-700). They practice blended learning opportunities which incorporate both face-to-face 
and online learning opportunities. The degree to which online learning takes place, and the way it is integrated into 
the teacher’s plan, can vary across the faculties and the departments. The strategy of blending online learning with 
university-based instruction is often utilized to accommodate students’ diverse learning styles and to enable them to 
work before or after school in ways that are not possible with full-time conventional classroom instruction. Online 
foreign language learning has the potential to improve educational productivity of the students by accelerating the 
rate of learning, taking advantage of learning time outside of school hours, reducing the cost of instructional 
materials, and better utilizing teacher’s time. This form of study is very appreciated not only by full time students in 
bachelor and engineering study, but mostly by part time students or foreign students who attend foreign languages 
within the exchange programmes, such as Erasmus mobility of students. The Common European Framework of 
Reference for Languages, abbreviated as CEFR, is a guideline used to describe achievements of learners of foreign 
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languages across Europe. It plays a central role in language and education, helps to define language proficiency 
levels and interpret language qualifications (Rohalova, 2007, p. 299). Concerning managing learning and managing 
students is necessary to consider the basic principles of effective classroom management how to generate ownership 
of the classroom, while establishing a positive learning environment, how to organize students effectively to 
facilitate different task types basic teaching strategies that lead to successful English (or German and Russian) 
lessons, how to implement these strategies in the classroom. Regardless of the own level of expertise when it comes 
to information and communication technology (ICT), there can be no doubt that the students you teach will have 
more knowledge of and access to such technologies than ever before.  

Planning to teach a foreign language lessons place a sequence of technical topics into a long-term plan. Some 
teachers will say that there is no substitute for experience, therefore, until you have gained that experience, detailed 
and focused planning is an essential part of preparing a successful lesson. Our students are prepared for international 
labour trade, so it is necessary to be creative and innovative. Creativity and innovation in foreign language teaching 
and learning discusses what creativity is and offers a rationale for why it is important outlines aspects of creative and 
innovative teaching and learning in foreign language teaching. It includes a creative curriculum framework for 
technically oriented students, creative language classrooms and creative experimental work identifies, some creative 
and innovative language activities and approaches, particularly – using ICT.  

I would like to stress a wide range of electronic language-teaching materials which are available to the 
contemporary teachers. The main topics that have been selected to meet the needs of our students or technical 
materials for the classroom deals with e.g. traditional and advanced manufacturing processes, engineering materials, 
operating machines as well as computer aided manufacturing or computer aided design, engines, welding, safety at 
work, environmental problems, internet terminology, etc.  They can be downloaded from the Web and carried into 
the access to a computer with an internet connection. Yet others can be accessed from CD-ROMs. This range of 
electronic material available to today’s language teacher is frequently referred to as blended learning. Combining 
manufacturing technology and coursebook support is practiced in foreign language teaching at my department. 
Nowadays, the coursebook is just one component in a suite of technical material, which may include both CD-
ROMs and online exercises. Selecting the best mix of chosen technical materials for a course is nowadays an 
increasingly important part of the teacher’s role at my department. Recently, the range and variety of support special 
technical material offered by publishing companies has grown tremendously. One particular product, the Macmillan 
English Campus, offers existing ways of integrating online material into courses, as a complement to paper-based 
material or an alternative. Enterprising foreign language teachers can also create their own interactive materials, 
especially which is closely connected with the special technical topics during student’s study. 

What is very appreciated nowadays by both, teachers and students, it is a wide range of using electronic 
dictionaries. They are available to teachers and students, and can be a useful addition to any language course. Their 
capabilities allow the user to look up words quickly, and they have a wider range of functions than their print 
equivalents. The students can use them if they are not certain with the meaning of some technical terms, their 
definitions or description. The dictionaries often have additional examples, too. An electronic dictionary can help 
students in the area of pronunciation, and the inclusion of sound files and audio clips is an exciting key feature. The 
Macmillan English Dictionary also includes a Sound Search function, which enables students to perform searches 
using the phonemic symbols. The pronunciation is sometimes difficult for Slovak students, especially in English, so 
the pronunciation function is very helpful for them (www.merriamwebsteronlinedictionary.com). 

In considering the use of electronic materials and learning environments, language teachers should bear in mind: 
how the electronic technical material fits with the aims, outcomes and objectives of the proposed learning 
experiences: Why am I using this technical material? What connections can I make between the electronic technical 
material and curriculum expectations? For example curriculum contains news from the field of science and 
technology which are the part of international magazines (www.iht.com). At the beginning of the foreign language 
lessons students prepare and present the most interesting and important news from the field of manufacture and 
technology. They try to choose the latest ones. Next, it is necessary to have in mind the connections between the 
electronic technical material and learning theory: How does the resource match my beliefs about foreign language 
learning?, the connections between the electronic technical materials and student learning needs: How will my 
students engage with the resource? How does it support identified learning needs, etc.? I think that this question is 
very important, because one of the main aims of foreign language teaching is to prepare the students of the Faculty 
of Manufacturing Technologies for their future careers and their future jobs as technologists, engineers and 
technicians.  Next question can include students specific pedagogical practices needed to support the use of the 
electronic technical material during the foreign language teaching and learning experience: What information, skills 
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and strategies do the student need to engage with the chosen technical material? What explicit modeling and 
scaffolding of the necessary knowledge, skills and strategies do I need to offer? How will they be able to analyse, 
interpret, synthesise and evaluate the input provided by the electronic technical material? Later the chosen technical 
electronic materials available to support language teaching will continue to change and expand. What is critical, 
though, is that teachers have a clear rationale for the use of any suitable, especially technical materials within 
foreign language teaching and learning experiences (Tomlinson, 2011, s. 349-350). 

Conclusion 

Before I finish, I would like to summarize that in a blend approach, we would separate the role of the foreign 
language teacher and the role of the used technology. A blended approach sees the role of language teacher and 
prepared and used technology as complementary. I suppose that an artificial intelligence is not yet sufficiently 
developed to cope with real-world interactions in any but predictable exchanges, and there is no danger of it 
replacing the language teacher. 

In conclusion, we have seen that the term blended learning can have a range of meanings. I have mentioned only 
a few of them which are used by the language teachers at my department.  The results of using technology are very 
interested. It has brought a new dimension in foreign language teaching. Blended learning is defined as referring to a 
foreign language course which combines a face-to-face classroom component with an appropriate use of technology 
and the suitable materials. I have suggested that the technology can be integrated into the language lessons, or be 
used by students outside the classroom for further practice, and to complement the taught element of the language 
course at all. 
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Anahtar Kelimeler:  $÷�J�QO�÷���(OHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPH 

Abstract 

The aim of this research is to determine the effect of the using of blog on student’s critical thinking skills, academic achivement 
and retention of information. 
5HVHDUFK�ZDV�KHOG�RQ� WKH� øQIRUPDWLRQ�7HFKQRORJ\� FRXUVH� in 2009-2010 academic year, LQ�3ULPDU\� VFKRRO� RI� WKH�*D]LSDúD� LQ�
Bolu. At the study, “pre-test post-test permanence test control group design” has been used. The aim of to determine the effect of 
using of blog on student’s critical thinking skills, the Measurement of Determining Level of Critical Behavior, has been 
implemented as pre-test. Blog is used in the process of processing the experimental group’s lessons. approximately at the end of 6 
weeks, the Measurement of Determining Level of Critical Behavior has been implemented as post-test to examine if there is a 
change in the critical thinking skills of the students. An exam prepared by the researcher that includes 5 questions has been 
implemented on experimental and control groups to measure their academic success, and after 45 days the same exam has been 
repeated to check the knowledge retention of experimental and control groups. During this process, the data collection tools have 
included comments of experimental group (comments of students), and supplemental data collected via teacher’s blog.  
After the implementation, the results of post-test have demonstrated that there is no statistically significant difference between 
critical thinking skills of experimental and control groups. However, the qualitative analysis results have shown that weblog 
environment develops the critical thinking skills of students. According to the students’ questions and comments on teacher’s 
blog, it is possible to say that weblog environment develops the critical thinking skills of students Academic Success Test results 
have indicated that there is no significant difference between the academic success scores of experimental and control groups. 
Retention Test results have shown that there is no significant relationship between the retention scores of experimental and 
control groups. The mean of experimental group’s retention scores have been higher; therefore it is possible to say that the 
experimental group has more knowledge retention. As a result of findings, suggestions have been made about applications and 
scientific researches that will be conducted in the future. 
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(OHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH
� YH� 
\DúDP� ER\X
� YH� 
\DúDP� oDSÕQGD� |÷UHQPH
� KHGHIOHUL� G�Q\DGD� ELU� oRN� WRSOXPXQ� H÷LWLP�
KHGHIOHULQGHQGLU� �0DVRQ�� ������� �%LUH\OHU�� ELOJL\H� RODQ� LKWL\DoODUÕQÕ� KHU� JHoHQ� J�Q� GDKD� oRN� KLVVetmekte, daha 
�UHWNHQ�� GDKD� YHULPOL� YH� GDKD� PXWOX� ROPDQÕQ� \ROODUÕQÕ� DUDPDNWDGÕUODU�� %X� QHGHQOH� WHNQRORMLQLQ�� ELOJLQLQ� YH�
GROD\ÕVÕ\OD�ELUH\OHULQ�KÕ]OÕ�JHOLúLPLQH�ED÷OÕ�RODUDN�H÷LWLP�VLVWHPLQLQ�GH÷LúPHVL��JHOLúPHVL�JHUHNWL÷L�DoÕNWÕU� 
7RSOXPODU��KD]ÕU�ELOJLQLQ�DNWDUÕOGÕ÷Õ��H]EHUOHPHVL�EHNOHQHQ�JHOHQHNVHO�|÷UHQFL�\HULQH�ELOJL\H�XODúPD�\ROODUÕQÕ�ELOHQ��
|÷UHQPH\L� |÷UHQPLú� YH� JUXS� oDOÕúPDVÕQÕ� EHQLPVHPLú� ELUH\OHUH� JHUHNVLQLP� GX\PDNWDGÕU�� %X� QHGHQOH�� H÷LWLP�
VLVWHPOHULQGH�N|NO��GH÷LúLNOLNOHULQ�ROPDVÕ�NDoÕQÕOPD]GÕU��%XUDGDQ�\ROD�oÕNDUDN��X]XQ�\ÕOODU�ER\XQFD� LoHUL÷L�³NHVLQ�
GR÷UX´� NDEXO� HGLOHUHN� \RUXPD� NDSDWÕOPÕú� |÷UHWLP� SURJUDPODUÕQÕQ� WRSOXPD� NDWDFD÷Õ� ID]OD� ELU� úH\� NDOPDGÕ÷ÕQÕ�
söylemek mümkündür. 
6DEDQ¶� D� J|UH� �������� � J�Q�P�]� RNXOODUÕQGDQ� YH� |÷UHWPHQOHULQGHQ� EHNOHQHQ� HQ� |QHPOL� J|UHY�� WRSOXPD� \DUDWÕFÕ��
HOHúWLUHO�YH�oRN�\|QO��G�ú�QHELOHQ��|÷UHQPH\L�|÷UHQHQ��SUREOHP�o|]HELOHQ��NHQGL�|÷UHQPHVLQGHQ�VRUXPOX�RODQ�YH�
VD÷OÕNOÕ�NDUDUODU�YHUHELOHQ�ELUH\OHU�\HWLúWLUPHNWLU�� 
)DFLRQH��������EX�NRQXGD�úXQODUÕ�EHOLUWPHNWHGLU� 

(OHúWLUHO G�ú�QPH�EHFHULOHUL� YH�H÷LOLPOHULQLQ�JHOLúWLULOPHVLQH�|]HQ�J|VWHUPHN� LON�YH�RUWD�|÷UHWLP�
P�IUHGDWÕQÕQ� E�W�Q� G�]H\OHULQGH� |÷UHWLPVHO� ELU� KHGHI� ROPDOÕGÕU�� (OHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH� H÷LOLPOHULQL�
JHOLúWLUPH�YH�VHEHSOHU�VXQPD�YH�GH÷HUOHQGLUPHGH�ÕVUDUFÕOÕN�� LON|÷UHWLP�RNXOX�H÷LWLPLQLQ�E�W�QF�O�
ELU�SDUoDVÕ�ROPDOÕGÕU��$NW��g]GHPLU������� 

<DSÕODQ� DUDúWÕUPDODUD� J|UH� ³(OHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH´�� RNXO� VÕUDODUÕQGDQ� Lú� KD\DWÕQD� NDGDU� KD\DWÕPÕ]ÕQ� KHU� G|QHPLQGH�
VDKLS�ROXQPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�EDúOÕFD�|]HOOLNOHUGHQ�ELULGLU�� �(OHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPH�EHFHUilerine sahip olan, bireylerin mevcut 
G�ú�QPH� VLVWHPOHULQLQ� GÕúÕQD� oÕNDUDN� ED÷ÕPVÕ]� G�ú�QHELOHQ�� SD\ODúÕPFÕ�� HGLQGL÷L� ELOJLOHUL� KD\DWD� JHoLUHELOHQ� YH�
E|\OHFH�ELUH\VHO�YH�GROD\ÕVÕ\OD�WRSOXPVDO�JHOLúLPH�NDWNÕ�VD÷ODGÕNODUÕQÕ�V|\OHPHN�P�PN�QG�U�� 

(OHúWLUHO�'�úünme 

%LUH\OHULQ� \DúDPÕQGD� HOHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH� EHFHULOHULQLQ� URO�� E�\�NW�U� �/LQ�� +PHOR�� .LQ]HU� 	� 6HFXOHV�� �������
Eleútirel düú�QPHQLQ� DPDFÕ�� VRUJXODPD� \HWHQH÷ini ö÷rencilere kazandÕUDELOPHNWLU�� %X� \HWHQHN� LQ� YG� GL÷HUOHULQLQ�
EHOLUWWL÷L� JLEL�� ELU� \Dúam felsefesi olarak görülmelidir. Eleútirel düúünme becerisinin do÷uútan gelen bir özellik 
olmadÕ÷Õ, ö÷retilebilir, anlatÕlabilir ve rahatça uygulanabilir bir sistem oldu÷u göz önünde tutuldu÷unda, bu konuya 
verilmesi gereken önem daha da artmakta hatta e÷itim ve ö÷retimin temel amaçlarÕndan biri haline gelmektedir 
(Kürüm, 2003). 

(OHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH� EHFHULVL�� ELUH\LQ� QH� \DSDFD÷ÕQGDQ�� QDVÕO� \DSDFD÷ÕQD�� QH\H� LQDQDFD÷ÕQD� NDGDU� JHoHQ� V�UHFL�
etkiler (Evancho, 2000). 

1RUULV������� � HOHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH\L�� |÷UHQFLOHUH� GDKD� |QFHGHQ ELOGLNOHUL� KHU� úH\L� X\JXODPDODUÕ� YH� NHQGL�
G�ú�QFHOHUL�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD�X\JXODPDODUÕQD�\|Q�YHUPHN�RODUDN�WDQÕPODPÕúWÕU� 

J|UH� HOHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH�� JHoHUOL� oÕNDUÕPODUÕ� \DSDELOPH�� W�PGHQJHOLPOL�PXKDNHPH� YH� GH÷HUOHQGLUPH� \DSDELOPH�
EHFHULOHULQLQ�ELU� ELOHúNHVL� RODUDN WDQÕPODQPDNWDGÕU��2QODUD�J|UH� HOHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH��SUREOHP�o|]PH�� VRUJXODPD�YH�
DUDúWÕUPD� GDYUDQÕúODUÕQÕ� NDSVD\DQ� ELU� V�UHoWLU� YH� EX� V�UHo� KHP� EHFHUL� KHP� GH� WXWXP� RODUDN� LIDGH� HGLOPHNWHGLU�
(Watson ve Glasser, 1980). 

(SVWHLQ
H� ������� HOHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH\H� IDUNOÕ� DoÕGDQ� \DNODúPÕúWÕU�� (OHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH�� ELOJL\L� YH� oRN� ID]OD� LQVDQÕ�
LoLQGH�EDUÕQGÕUDQ�G�Q\D\D�NDUúÕ�ELU�VDYXQPDGÕU� 

&KDIHH¶� \H� J|UH� ������� HOHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH�� DOJÕODGÕNODUÕPÕ]Õ� DoÕNOÕ÷D� NDYXúWXUPDN�� JHOLúWLUPHN� YH� G�Q\DPÕ]Õ�
DQODPDN� LoLQ� GL÷HU� LQVDQODUÕQ� G�ú�QFHOHULQL� GLNNDWOL� ELU� ELoLPGH� LQFHOH\HUHN� \DSWÕ÷ÕPÕ]� HWNLQ�� DPDoOÕ� YH� RUJDQL]H�
HGLOPLú�oDEDODUÕPÕ]GÕU� 

g÷UHQHQOHU�� HOHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH� GXUXPXQGD� NLúLVHO� oDED� VDUIHWPHOL�� GLNNDWOL� YH� LVWHNOL� ROPDOÕ�� LoLQGH� EXOXQXODQ�
durumla birlikte kendini gözlemleme içiQGH�EXOXQPDOÕGÕUODU��)DFLRQH���������(OHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPH�EHFHULVLQLQ�GXUD÷DQ�
ELU�V�UHoWH�ND]DQGÕUÕOPDVÕ�EHNOHQHPH]��%LUH\LQ�LoLQGH�ROGX÷X��DNWLI�ELU�V�UHo�JHUHNWLULU�NL�ELUH\�HOHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPHQLQ�
]LKLQVHO�EHFHULOHUL�RODQ�DQDOL]��VHQWH]�YH�\DQVÕWPD�JLEL�EHFHUiler kazanabilsin (Schafersman, 1991). 

(OHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH� DNÕPÕQÕQ� |QF�OHULQGHQ� 3DXO� YH� (OGHU� �������� ELUH\OHULQ� HOHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH� EHFHULOHULQL�
JHOLúWLUPHOHULQL�VD÷OD\DELOPHN�LoLQ��HOHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPH�|÷HOHULQLQ�EHOLUOL�GLVLSOLQOHU�YH�NRQX�DODQODUÕ�LoLQGH�LúOenmesi 
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JHUHNWL÷LQL� VDYXQPDNWDGÕU�� %X� QHGHQOH� %LOLúLP� 7HNQRORMLOHUL� GHUVL� NDSVDPÕQGD� DUDúWÕUPD� \DSÕOPD� JHUH÷L�
GX\XOPXúWXU� 

Neden Blog? 

%ORJODU�VRV\DO�D÷�VLVWHPOHULQGHQ�ELULGLU��%ORJ��G�]HQOL�RODUDN�J�QFHOOHQHELOHQ�YH�VRQ�PHWLQGHQ�LON�PHWLQH�GR÷UX�
kronolojik RODUDN�VÕUDODQDQ�ELU�LQWHUQHW�VLWHVLGLU��2
5HLOO\���������%ORJODU�NXOODQÕODUDN�EDúND�EORJODUD�\D�GD�VLWHOHUH�
ED÷ODQPDN���IDUNOÕ�NXOODQÕFÕ�JUXSODUÕ\OD�ELOJL�SD\ODúPDN�P�PN�QG�U��.RoR÷OX�������� 

%LU�EORJ��PHWLQ��KLSHUPHWLQ��UHVLPOHU�YH�OLQNOHU��GL÷HU�ZHE�VLWHOHULQH�ED÷ODQWÕODU��LoHULU��%ORJ��NDUúÕOÕNOÕ�NRQXúPD�
�FRQYHUVDWLRQDO��IRUPXQGD��ELU�GRN�PDQWDV\RQ��PHWLQ��YLGHR��VHV�YH�EXQODUÕQ�NRPELQDV\RQX�RODQ�KHU�W�UO��LOHWLúLP�
NXUPD\D�\DUD\DQ�PDWHU\DOOHUL��RODUDN�NXOODQPDNWDGÕU��9H�JHQHOOLNOH�|]HO�ELU� ³LOJL� DODQÕQD´�RGDNODQPDNWDGÕU��%ORJ�
NLWOH�LOHWLúLP�DUDoODUÕQÕ�HWNLOH\HUHN��LOHWLúLPLQ�|QHPOL�YH�SRS�OHU�ELU�DUDFÕ�RODUDN�RUWD\D�oÕNPÕúWÕU��$NDU��������� 

%ORJ�� \D]DUÕQ� NRQX� KDNNÕQGD� ILNLUOHULQL� \D\ÕQODPDVÕQD� YH� \RUXPODQPDVÕQD�� EXJ�QGHQ� G�QH� NURQRORMLN� ELU�
sistemle verLOHUL�G�]HQOHPHVLQH��DUúLYOHPHVLQH�LPNDQ�VD÷OD\DQ�ZHE�VLWHOHULGLU�� 

Okuma ve yazma, matematik ve fen gibi disiplinler olmak üzere bütün akademik disiplinler için gerekli olan 
WHPHO� QLWHOLNOHUL� VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU��%ORJ��GLMLWDO�RUWDPODUGD�RNXPD�YH�\D]PD� LOH�GHVWHNOHQHQ�X\JXODPDODUGÕU��1DVÕO�NL�
Nk÷ÕWODUGDQ�RNX\DUDN��Nk÷ÕWODUD�NDOHPOHUOH�\D]DUDN�RNXPD�\D]PD�QLWHOLNOHUL�JHOLúWLULOL\RUVD��EORJOHUL\OH�GH�EX�QLWHOLN�
JHOLúWLULOHELOLU�� g÷UHQHQOHULQ�� LONRNXO� oD÷ÕQGDQ� EX� \DQD� NXOODQGÕNODUÕ� GHIWHUOHU� \HULQH� NHQGLOHULQH� ELUook konuda 
HVQHNOLN�VD÷OD\DQ�³VDQDO�GHIWHUL´�WHUFLK�HGHFHNOHULQL�V|\OH\HELOLUL]� 

%LOLQGL÷L�JLEL�LQWHUQHW�RUWDPÕ���GHQ����H�ELUoRN�LQVDQÕQ�LOJLVLQL�oHNPHNWHGLU��%X�W�U�ELU�RUWDPÕQ�SDUoDVÕ�RODQ�EORJ�
X\JXODPDODUÕ\OD�|÷UHQHQOHULQ�GHUVH�RODQ�LOJLOHUL�GH�SHNLúWLUilmektedir. 

%ORJODUÕ�EHú�W�UH�D\UÕOPDNWDGÕU��*LOFKULVW�������� 
• øoVHO�EORJOHUL��\DOQÕ]FD�NXUXP�oDOÕúDQODUÕQÕ�KHGHIOHPHNWHGLU�� 
• 'ÕúVDO�EORJOHUL��JHQHO�NDPXR\X��]HULQH�RGDNODQPDNWDGÕU�� 
• 7HPDWLN�EORJOHUL��EHOLUOL�ROD\ODU�\D�GD�SURMHOHUOH�ED÷ODQWÕOÕGÕU�� 
• Desteklenen blogleri, 
• .LúLVHO�EORJOHUL� 

%ORJ�NXOODQÕFÕODUÕ�LVH�*ROGPDQ�YH�6FKPDO]��WDUDIÕQGDQ�ú|\OH�VÕUDODQPDNWDGÕU��*ROGPDQ�YH�6FKPDO]�������� 
• .LúLOHU��.LúLVHO�\D�GD�SURIHV\RQHO�DPDoODU�LoLQ� 
• *UXSODU��.HQWVHO��GLQVHO��H÷LWLPVHO��VRV\DO��H÷OHQFH�LoLQ� 
• Kurumlar: Kamu ve özel sektör, 
• øúOHWPH�YH�(QG�VWUL��<DVDO��ILQDQVDO��VSRU��H÷OHQFH� 
• Devlet Yönetimi: Tüm düzeylerde. 
 

$OWXQ� ������� µD� J|UH� EORJ� LoHUL÷L� ROXúWXUPD� úHNOL� WHNQLN� DoÕGDQ�� PHG\D� W�U�� YH� NXOODQÕP� DPDFÕQD� J|UH�
VÕQÕIODQGÕUDELOLUL]� 

%X� ELOJLOHU� ÕúÕ÷ÕQGD� ³1HGHQ� %ORJ"´� VRUXVXQXQ� FHYDEÕ� DoÕNWÕU�’ %LOJL� ROXúWXUPD�� \DSÕVÕ� JHUH÷L�� LOLúNLOHQGLULFL��
LOHWLúLPVHO�YH�HWNLOHúLPVHO�\DSÕGDGÕU�$OWXQ�������� 

Tekinarslan (2008)’ a göre ; 
• %ORJ�RUWDPÕQÕQ�NXOODQÕPÕ�NROD\GÕU� 
• g÷UHQHQOHU��\D]Õ�EHFHULOHULQLQ�JHOLúWL÷LQL�EHOLUWPHNWHGir. 
• 2UWDPGD�ELOJL\H�XODúPDN�]HYNOL�ELU�LúWLU� 
• *HOHQHNVHO�\|QWHPOHUOH�GHUV�LúOHPHN�\HULQH��IDUNOÕ�RUWDP�NXOODQPDN�ROXPOX�HWNL�\DUDWPÕúWÕU� 

Yöntem 

dDOÕúPD�*UXEX 

$UDúWÕUPD��%ROX�*D]LSDúD�øON|÷UHWLP�2NXOX�����-�����|÷UHWLP�\ÕOÕQGD�JHUoHNOHúWLULOPLúWLU��$UDúWÕUma örneklemi 
EHúLQFL� VÕQÕI� WRSODP� ��� |÷UHQFLGHQ� ROXúPDNWDGÕU�� 'HQH\� JUXEXQD� WRSODP� ��� |÷UHQFL� GkKLO� HGLOPLúWLU� YH� EX�
|÷UHQFLOHULQ� �������¶� L�NÕ]�������¶� L� HUNHN�|÷UHQFLGLU��.RQWURO�JUXEXQD�GkKLO� HGLOHQ�|÷UHQFL� VD\ÕVÕ� LVH���¶GÕU��%X�
|÷UHQFLOHULQ�GH�������¶L NÕ]��������¶L�HUNHN�|÷UHQFLGLU� 
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9HUL�7RSODPD�$UDFÕ 

%X�oDOÕúPDGD�DúD÷ÕGDNL�YHUL�WRSODPD�DUDoODUÕ�NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU� 
x .ULWLN� 'DYUDQPD� '�]H\L� %HOLUOHPH� gOoH÷L�� 6RQHU� 0HKPHW� g]GHPLU������� WDUDIÕQGDQ� HOHúWLUHO�

G�ú�QPH�EHFHULOHULQL�|OoPHN�DPDFÕ\OD���OLNHUW�WLSL�|OoHN�RODUDN�KD]ÕUODQPÕúWÕU� 
x g÷UHWPHQ� *�QO�NOHUL: $UDúWÕUPDFÕ� WDUDIÕQGDQ� ND\GHGLOPLú� ROXS�� |÷UHWPHQLQ� J|]OHPOHULQL�

\DQVÕWPDNWDGÕU��%X�YHUL� WRSODPD�DUDFÕ�|÷UHQHQOHULQ�HOHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPH�EHFHULOHULQGH�JHOLúPH�ROXS�ROPDGÕ÷ÕQÕ� WHVW�
HWPHN�DPDFÕ\OD�NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU. 

x Ö÷UHQFL� <RUXPODUÕ: g÷UHQFLOHULQ� EORJ� RUWDPÕQGD� \DSWÕNODUÕ� HWNLQOLNOHUGHQ�� \RUXPODUGDQ�
ROXúPDNWDGÕU�� %X� \RUXPODU� EORJ� RUWDPÕQÕQ� NXOODQÕOPD\D� EDúODQGÕ÷Õ� LON� J�QGHQ� LQFHOHQPH\H� EDúODQGÕ÷ÕQGD��
|÷UHQFLOHULQ�HOHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPH�EHFHULOHULQLQ�JHOLúLPL�KDNNÕQGD�DUDúWÕUPDFÕ\D�ELOJL�VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU� 

x $NDGHPLN�%DúDUÕ�7HVWL: %X�YHUL�WRSODPD�DUDFÕ��|UQHNOHP�JUXEXQXQ�DNDGHPLN�EDúDUÕODUÕQÕ�|OoPHN�
DPDFÕ\OD�NRQX�DODQÕ�X]PDQODUÕ�WDUDIÕQGDQ�KD]ÕUODQPÕú�ROXS����DoÕN�XoOX�YH���PDGGH�LoHUHQ���X\JXODPD�VRUXVXQGDQ�
ROXúPDNWDGÕU�� 

x .DOÕFÕOÕN� 7HVWL: .DOÕFÕOÕN� WHVWL� VRUXODUÕ� EDúDUÕ� WHVWLQLQ� D\QÕVÕ� ROPDNOD� ELUOLNWH� NDOÕFÕOÕ÷Õ� |OoPHN�
DPDFÕ\OD�EDúDUÕ�WHVWLQLQ�X\JXODQPDVÕQGDQ�\DNODúÕN���KDIWD�VRQUD�X\JXODQPÕúWÕU� 

x g]�'H÷HUOHQGLUPH�)RUPX: g]�GH÷HUOHQGLUPH� IRUPX��%LOLúLP�7HNQRORMLOHUL�NLWDEÕQGD�KHU�ünitenin 
VRQXQGD�EXOXQDQ��X]PDQODU� WDUDIÕQGDQ�KD]ÕUODQPÕú��NRQXQXQ�|÷UHQFL� WDUDIÕQGDQ�DQODúÕOÕS�DQODúÕODPDGÕ÷ÕQÕ�RUWD\D�
oÕNDUPD\D�\DUD\DQ�IRUPGXU��%X�IRUP���GHUHFHOL�DQDKWDU�LOH���HYHW��ED]HQ��KD\ÕU��GHUHFHOHQGLULOPLúWLU�� 

%8/*8/$5�9(�7$57,ù0$ 

(OHúWLUHO�'�ú�QPH�%HFHULOHUL�øOH�øOJLOL�%XOJXODU 

'HQH\�JUXEX���������YH�NRQWURO�JUXEX���������HOHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPH�EHFHULOHUL�|Q-WHVW�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD������SXDQOÕN�
ELU� IDUN�YDUGÕU��%D÷ÕPVÕ]�|UQHNOHP� W-WHVWL� LOH�EX� IDUNÕQ�DQODPOÕOÕN�G�]H\L� LQFHOHQPLúWLU��'HQH\�YH�NRQWURO JUXSODUÕ�
|QWHVW� VRQXoODUÕQD� J|UH� RUWDODPDODU� DUDVÕQGDNL� IDUN� DQODPOÕ� EXOXQPDPÕúWÕU� �W���� ������� S!������� %XQD� J|UH� LNL�
JUXEXQ�HOHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPH�EHFHULOHULQLQ�GHQH\�|QFHVL�ELUELULQH�\DNÕQ�G�]H\GH�ROGX÷X�V|\OHQHELOLU�� 

Deney grubu (61,54) ve kontrol grubu �������� HOHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH� EHFHULOHUL� VRQ-WHVW� SXDQODUÕ� DUDVÕQNL� IDUN�
LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH��LVWDWLVWLNVHO�RODUDN�DQODPOÕ�ELU�IDUN�EXOXQDPDPÕúWÕU��W���� �������S!������ 

$NDGHPLN�%DúDUÕ�øOH�øOJLOL�%XOJXODU 

'HQH\� YH� NRQWURO� JUXEXQXQ� DNDGHPLN� EDúDUÕ� SXDQODUÕ� DUDVÕQGD DQODPOÕ� ELU� IDUNOÕOÕN� J|U�OPHPHNWHGLU� �W���� �
������� S!������� $QFDN� RUWDODPDODU� LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH� GHQH\� JUXEXQXQ� EDúDUÕ� WHVWL� VRQXoODUÕ� RUWDODPDVÕQÕQ� ���������
NRQWURO�JUXEXQXQ�EDúDUÕ�WHVWL�VRQXoODUÕQD��������J|UH�GDKD�\�NVHN�ROGX÷XQX�V|\OHPHN�P�PN�QG�U�� 

 BiOJLOHULQ�.DOÕFÕOÕ÷Õ�øOH�øOJLOL�%XOJXODU 

'HQH\�YH�NRQWURO�JUXSODUÕQÕQ�NDOÕFÕOÕN�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�ELU�LOLúNL�EXOXQPDNWDGÕU��W����� ��������S���������
.DOÕFÕOÕN� SXDQODUÕQD� GDLU� RUWDODPDODU� LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH� GHQH\� JUXEXQXQ� ��������� NRQWURO� JUXEXQD� J|UH� ��6,62) daha 
\�NVHN�ELU�RUWDODPD\D�VDKLS�ROGX÷X�GROD\ÕVÕ\OD��NDOÕFÕOÕ÷ÕQ�GHQH\�JUXEXQGD�GDKD�ID]OD�ROGX÷X�V|\OHQHELOLU�� 

6218d�9(�g1(5ø/(5 

(OHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPH�EHFHULOHULQL�|OoPHN�DPDFÕ\OD�GHQH\�YH�NRQWURO�JUXSODUÕQD�X\JXODQDQ�|Q�WHVW-sontest KDDBÖ 
VRQXoODUÕQD� J|UH�� EORJ� RUWDPÕQÕQ� HOHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH� EHFHULOHULQL� JHOLúWLUPH\H� \|QHOLN� RODUDN� DQODPOÕ� ELU� HWNLVL�
EXOXQPDPÕúWÕU� �S ������� 'HQH\� YH� NRQWURO� JUXSODUÕQÕQ� HULúL� SXDQODUÕ� LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH� VRQXo� DQODPOÕ� oÕNPÕúWÕU�
�S ��������+HU�QH�NDGDU�RUWDODPDODU�DUDVÕQGDNL�IDUN�oRN�N�o�N�YH�PDQLGDUOÕN�G�]H\L�G�ú�N�ROVD�GD�EX�VRQXFXQ�ELU�
G|QHPOLN�ELU�X\JXODPD�YH�VÕQÕUOÕ�ELU�|UQHNOHP�LOH�HOGH�HGLOGL÷L�YH�HOHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPH�EHFHULVLQL�HWNLOH\HQ�oRN�ID]OD�GÕú�
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GH÷LúNHQ� ROGX÷X� GD� J|]� |Q�QH� DOÕQÕUVD� HOGH� HGLOHQ� VRQXo� |QHPOL� J|U�OHELOLU�� $\UÕFD� QLWHO� YHULOHUH� J|UH�� EORJ�
RUWDPÕ\OD�LúOHQHQ�GHUVLQ��JUXEXQ�HOHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPH�EHFHULOHULQL�JHOLúWLUGL÷LQL�V|\OHPHN�P�PN�QG�U� 

g÷UHQFLOHU� EORJ� RUWDPÕ� VD\HVLQGH� \RUXP� VRUXODUÕQD� NÕVD� FHYDSODU� YHUPHN� \HULQH�� GL÷HU� DUNDGDúODUÕQÕQ�
G�ú�QFHOHULQL� HOH� DODUDN� YH� DUDúWÕUPD� \DSDUDN� NHQGL� G�ú�QFHOHULQL� ROXúWXUGXNODUÕQÕ� EHOLUWPLúOHUGLU�� $\QÕ� ]DPDQGD�
GX\GXNODUÕ�� RNXGXNODUÕ� ELOJLQLQ�KHU� ]DPDQ�GR÷UX�ELOJL� ROPDGÕ÷Õ� YH�EX�ELOJLOHUL� GH� VRUJXODGÕNODUÕQÕ� EHOLUWPLúOHUGLU��
'ROD\ÕVÕ\OD�|÷UHWPHQ�J�QO�NOHUL�YH�|÷UHQFL�\RUXPODUÕ�LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH��EORJ�RUWDPÕQÕQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�HOHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPH�
EHFHULOHULQL� JHOLúWLUGL÷LQH� GDLU� VRQXoODUD� XODúÕOPÕúWÕU�� %XUDGDQ� \ROD� oÕNDUDN� EORJ� RUWDPÕQÕQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� HOHúWLUHO�
G�ú�QPH�EHFHULOHULQH�ROXPOX�NDWNÕ�VD÷ODGÕ÷ÕQÕ�V|\OHPHN�P�PN�QG�U� 

Deney ve NRQWURO� JUXSODUÕQÕQ� DNDGHPLN� EDúDUÕODUÕQÕ� |OoPHN� DPDFÕ\OD� $%7� X\JXODQPÕúWÕU�� $%7� VRQXoODUÕ�
LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH� EORJ� X\JXODQDQ� GHQH\� JUXEXQXQ� RUWDODPD� EDúDUÕ� SXDQÕ� �������� NRQWURO� JUXEXQXQ� EDúDUÕ� SXDQÕQGDQ�
(47,1) yüksek olsa da bu fark istatistiksel olarak anlaPOÕ� EXOXQPDPÕúWÕU� �S ������� %ORJ� X\JXODPDVÕQÕQ� DNDGHPLN�
EDúDUÕ�SXDQODUÕQD�DQODPOÕ�ELU�HWNLVL�ROPDGÕ÷ÕQÕ�V|\OHPHN�P�PN�QG�U�� 

$%7¶� GHQ� \DNODúÕN� �� KDIWD� VRQUD� X\JXODQDQ� NDOÕFÕOÕN� WHVWL� VRQXoODUÕQD� J|UH� GHQH\� JUXEX� RUWDODPDVÕQÕQ� ��������
kontrol grubu ortalamaVÕQGDQ� �������\�NVHN�ROGX÷X�YH�DUDGDNL� IDUNÕQ�GD�DQODPOÕ�ROGX÷XQX� V|\OHPHN�P�PN�QG�U�
�������� g÷UHQFL� ELOJLOHULQLQ� NDOÕFÕOÕ÷ÕQÕQ� VD÷ODQPDVÕQGD� EORJ� RUWDPÕQÕQ� NXOODQÕOPDVÕ�� NXOODQÕOPD\DQ� RUWDPD� J|UH�
daha etkilidir.  

g÷UHQFL� \RUXPODUÕ� LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH� EORJ� RUWDPÕQÕQ� |÷UHQFLOHU� �]HULQGH� ROXPOX� HWNL� \DUDWWÕ÷Õ� J|]OHPOHQPLúWLU��
g÷UHQFLOHUH� J|UH� D÷� J�QO�÷�� RUWDPÕ�� ELUELUOHUL\OH� \DUGÕPODúDELOGLNOHUL�� IDUNOÕOÕNODUÕ� NHúIHWPHOHULQH� \DUGÕPFÕ� RODQ��
DQÕQGD�G|Q�W�VD÷ODQDELOHQ��ELUELUOHULQH�WDYVL\HOHUGH�EXOXQDELOGLNOHUL��VÕQÕUOÕ�ELOJL\L�NXOODQDUDN�\DUDWÕFÕOÕNODUÕQÕ�RUWD\D�
oÕNDUDELOGLNOHUL�� ELUELUOHUL\OH� \D� GD� |÷UHWPHQOH� LOHWLúLP� NXUDELOPHOHULQL� VD÷OD\DQ�� ELUELUOHULQH� UHKEHUOLN� \DSDUDN��
|QHULGH� EXOXQDELOGLNOHUL�� |÷UHWPHQLQ� |÷UHQFLOHUH� UHKEHUOLN� HGHUHN� |÷UHQFLOHUL� NROD\OÕNOD� \|QOHQGLUHELOGL÷L�� NRQX�
WHNUDUÕ�VD÷OD\DUDN�ELOJLOHULQLQ�NDOÕFÕ�ROPDVÕQD�\DUGÕPFÕ�RODQ��GHUVWHQ�NH\LI�DOPDODUÕQÕ�VD÷OD\DQ��GHUV�LoL�PRWLYDV\RQX�
DUWWÕUDQ��� ELOJLOHULQL� GHYDPOÕ� J�QFHOOHPHOHULQH� YH� \HQL� ELOJLOHU� HGLQPHOHULQH� LPNDQ� VD÷OD\DQ� HWNLOL� ELU� |÷UHQPH�
ortaPÕGÕU� 

*�Q�P�]GH�LQVDQODU�ELOJLOHULQ�J�YHQLUOLNOHULQL�VRUJXODPDGDQ�ELOJLOHUL�ROGX÷X�JLEL�NDEXO�HWPHNWHGLUOHU���6ZDUW]�
YH�3DUNV���������%X�GXUXP�ELUH\OHULQ�HOHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPH�EHFHULOHULQLQ�]D\ÕI�ROGX÷XQX�J|VWHUPHNWHGLU��%X�DUDúWÕUPD�
GDKLO�ROPDN��]HUH�\DSÕODQ DUDúWÕUPDODU� LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH��ELUH\OHUH�HOHúWLUHO�G�ú�QPH�EHFHULOHULQLQ�ND]DQGÕUÕODELOPHVL�
LoLQ�EORJ�JLEL�X\JXQ�H÷LWLP�RUWDPÕ�KD]ÕUODQPDVÕQÕQ�JHUHNOL�ROGX÷X�VDYXQXODELOLU� 
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Abstract 

This study evaluated the iSchools Project implementation in the public high schools in the Province of 
Tarlac, Philippines. It is a development project of the Commission on Information and Communications Technology 
(CICT) that supports the effort of the department of education in promoting ICT in education. Its goal is to bridge 
the digital divide among public high school teachers and students by providing ICT literacy through access to digital 
applications in education. The component of the project includes provision of ICT equipment, capability building 
and strengthened local support. This paper also determines the problems encountered by the public high schools in 
the implementation of the project. 
 This study made use of the CIPP model developed by Donald Stufflebeam. The CIPP stands for the core 
concepts of the model: Context Evaluation, Input Evaluation, Process Evaluation and Product Evaluation. The 
respondents were the teachers under the adopt-a-school program of the Tarlac College of Agriculture (TCA) who 
were recipient of the project. Survey questionnaires supplemented with interview and observation were used in the 
gathering of data. The data gathered were tabulated, organized, analyzed and interpreted using appropriate statistical 
tools. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) in the Philippines is a milestone in the educational system. 

It opens a wide variety of opportunities both for teachers and students. Transferring of information, data collection 
and researching are the multiple benefits that people can get from ICT, but still it is a dream to many. Most public 
schools in the Philippines have no ICT facilities and most teachers are not ICT literate which results in the poor 
students and school’s performance. 

iSchools project is one of the flagship projects of the Commission on Information and Communications 
Technology (CICT) which supports the efforts of department of education to integrate ICT in education. Its long-
term goal is to contribute to the efforts of the Philippine government in bridging the digital divide by developing an 
educational digital network that equips all public high school teachers and students with ICT literacy as well as 
provide them access to relevant digital content and applications in education that they can use to make learning 
effective. 

iSchools focuses on integrating ICT in education towards strengthening classroom learning and instruction by 
expanding access to various sources of information. In so doing, the project hopes to enhance the capability of 
public high school students throughout the Philippines to successfully compete with their peers for jobs and other 
opportunities in the expanding global knowledge economy. 

The CICT, through its eQuality program for State Universities and Colleges [SUCs] such as Tarlac College of 
Agriculture (TCA), joined hands in implementing the iSchools project, from choosing a pilot site, social preparation 
activities, deployment, capability building for teachers, and progress monitoring.  

Under the iSchools project, schools were provided with twenty [20] computer units, server, printer, projector, air-
conditioning unit, wireless router, one year free internet connections, as well as relevant educator training in the use 
of ICT in education. Strengthened partnerships with Local Government Units (LGU), Parents Teachers Association 
[PTA] and other local educational stakeholders are also part of the components of the project. 

The iSchool's project has ended its implementation, hence, evaluation of the project is deemed necessary. 
Evaluation of this project is an integral part of the development process to determine the effectiveness of the 
program which can be the basis of improving future activities. 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

This study evaluated the iSchools project implementation in bridging the digital divide among public high school 
teachers in the province of Tarlac, Philippines.  

Specifically, this study was sought to answer the following questions: 
 1  How is the iSchools project evaluated in terms of: 

 1.1  Project Administration? 
 1.2  Project Components? 

 1.2.1  iSchools Laboratory, 
 1.2.2  Capability Building for Teachers, 
 1.2.3  Local Educational & Institutional Support? 

 1.3  Project Delivery System? and  
 1.4  Project Effectiveness? 

 1.4.1  ICT Literacy of Teachers, 
 1.4.2  ICT Integration in Education, 
 1.4.3  Client Satisfaction? 

 2  What are the problems encountered in the implementation of the iSchools project? 
 

1.2 Significance of the Study 
 

Evaluation is an inherent part of any process to gauge the strengths, weaknesses and effectiveness of any 
program. This study evaluated the implementation of the iSchools project in the Philippines in attaining its objective 
which is to bridge the digital divide among public high school teachers and to integrate ICT in education. Likewise, 
this study evaluated the components of the project which include the provision of the iSchools laboratory, capability 
building for teachers and strengthened local educational support. It also determines the problems encountered in the 
implementation of the project. 
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The result of this study will serve as an assessment in determining the strengths and weaknesses of the iSchools 
project which will be used as a benchmark in improving the implementation of future projects. The project 
administrators, beneficiary public high schools and other stakeholders of educational system will be benefited 
through the various informations that may be derived from this study. 

The implementers of this project will make use of the findings of this study a basis in improving aspects of 
project needing improvement. This includes improvement on the project management, project implementation, 
project components, capability building for teachers, utilization and maintenance of the laboratory and sustainability 
of the project. The beneficiary public high schools which include teachers, students, parents and community will 
utilize the findings in adapting measures to help the administrators in implementing the project successfully and to 
make use of the project in integrating ICT in education to produce quality, competitive and ICT literate graduates.  

1.3 Scope and Delimitation of the Study 

This study focused on evaluating the implementation of iSchools project in the public high schools under the 
adopt-a-school program of the Tarlac College of Agriculture in the province of Tarlac, Philippines. The evaluation 
focused on project administration, project components, project delivery system and project effectiveness. This study 
also determines the problems encountered by the recipient schools in the implementation of the project. 

 
1.4 Definition of Terms 

 
x Capability Building for Teachers. It is one of the components of the iSchools project which is composed 

of five ICT trainings for teachers. Trainings include Computer and Internet Literacy Course [CILC]; 
laboratory management; library management & information system and website development. 

x Client Satisfaction. It is the acceptability of the teachers of the recipient public high schools on the 
components of the iSchools project such as the provision of iSchools laboratory, capability building of 
teachers and local educational support. 

x Commission on Information & Communications Technology [CICT]. An executive branch of the 
Philippine government under the office of the president that implements the iSchools project which 
supports the efforts of the Philippine government and the Department of Education to integrate ICT in 
public high schools. 

x ICT Integration. The process of incorporating ICT in all aspects of education. It is the application of ICT 
productivity tools such as computer units, application programs, internet applications and relevant 
educational resources of all learning areas to improve the teaching – learning process. 

x ICT Literacy. The competence and expertise of the teachers in utilizing ICT equipment and productivity 
tools in improving the teaching-learning process. It includes the use of computers, application programs, 
internet connection and other ICT equipment in the preparation of instructional materials, reports, lesson 
plans and in teaching-learning process. 

x Project Administration. It is the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to describe, 
organize, oversee and control the iSchools project implementation. It includes the development of project 
design and implementation guidelines, management of trainers training and educators training, 
implementation of project quality measures, monitoring and evaluation, and all related activities to 
successfully implement the iSchools project. 

x Project Components. The project package that was received by the recipient public high schools. This 
include iSchools laboratory [20 desktop, UPS, 1 printer, DLP projector, air condition unit, wireless router, 
1 year internet connection, Edubuntu Software], Capability Building [Sustainability Planning, Computer 
and Internet Literacy Course + ICT for Education, Laboratory Management, Website Development 
Training, and Library Management], all expenses paid by the project, and strengthened partnerships with 
collaborating agencies. 

x Project Delivery System. This refers to the process of utilizing the iSchools laboratory in integrating ICT 
in education in all learning areas of the basic education curriculum. 

x Project Effectiveness. It is a measure of whether and to what extent set goals have been achieved. This 
refers to the products of the iSchools project which include ICT integration in education, ICT literacy of 
teachers and the client satisfaction of the iSchools Project. 

x Tarlac College of Agriculture (TCA). A state college which served as a partner of CICT in the 
implementation of the iSchools project in the public high schools in Tarlac, Philippines. 
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1.5 Conceptual Framework 

 
This study made use of the CIPP model developed by Donald Stufflebeam in 1971. The CIPP stands for the core 

concepts of the model; Context, Input, Process and Product. This model recognizes types of decisions encountered 
in education planning, programming, implementing of projects and recycling. This model is suitable for this kind of 
evaluation because on this concept, evaluation is for improvement of the project. [Stufflebeam 2002].  

 
 

 

Figure 1. Paradigm of the study. 
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In the light of this study, the CONTEXT evaluation revealed the issues and problems encountered in the 
implementation of the iSchools project in Tarlac Philippines. This provided feedbacks on the project project 
administration, project components, project delivery system and project effectiveness, which are used for the 
implementation of the project. The INPUT evaluation was on the components of the iSchools project given to the 
beneficiary schools. The project includes iSchools laboratory, capability building for teachers and strengthened local 
educational support. The PROCESS evaluation involved the utilization of the availed project components. The 
availed facilities and trainings to various public high schools should be used to integrate ICT in education. The 
computers, internet and other educational software’s should be used by the teachers in all learning areas to improve 
teaching-learning process. The PRODUCT evaluation was concerned with the project effectiveness. It was the 
attainment of the goal of the project which is the ICT literacy for teachers, ICT integration in education and client 
satisfaction.                 

2. Methods and Procedure 

This chapter presents the description of the subjects, data gathering tools and procedure, and statistical treatments 
used. 
 
2.1 Respondents of the Study 
 

The respondents of this study were the teachers and principals of the recipient schools under the adopt-a-school 
program of Tarlac College of Agriculture (TCA). 
 
2.2 Data Gathering Instruments 
 

Survey questionnaires supplemented with interview and observation were used as tools in gathering data. Survey 
questionnaires were prepared based on the project scope plan of the iSchools project. 
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Evaluation questionnaires on ICT literacy for teachers and ICT integration were based from the CICT assessment 
evaluation sheet on ICT Skills survey based on the National ICT Competency Standards [NICS] for teachers. 
 
2.3 Data Analysis 
 

The data on the evaluation of project administration, project components and project delivery system were 
interpreted using means, weighted means and verbal description. Frequency counts and ranks were used to present 
data on the problems encountered by the teachers in the implementation of the iSchools project. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1 Project Administration 
 

Administration of the iSchools project was done by the Commission on Information and Communications 
Technology (CICT) and its partner State College, the Tarlac College of Agriculture (TCA) in Tarlac province.  

The data show that in terms of project administration, the CICT which is the prime mover of the project was 
evaluated as very satisfactory. This indicated that the CICT did well in managing the project as a whole and in 
conducting activities related to iSchools project management such as project project briefing and training of trainers. 
This could be because the project has competent personnel, functional organizational structure, and has enough 
funding and resources which made the implementation successful.  

The TCA as co-administrator of CICT in implementing iSchools project in the PHS level was rated also very 
satisfactory. This shows that TCA, with its pool of experts, performed well in implementing the project as partner of 
CICT. This could be attributed to the fact that the CICT conducted training courses and trainers training as part of 
the project management activities, to equip the TCA personnel the necessary knowledge and skills in conducting 
activities related to the project.  
 
3.2 Project Components 
 

The basic iSchools project components include the provision of iSchools laboratory, capability building for 
teachers, and strengthened local educational support.  

Result shows that the provision of the iSchools laboratory was rated as very satisfactory with a composite mean 
of 4.25; the capability building for teachers was rated as very satisfactory with a composite mean of 3.53; while 
local educational support was evaluated as satisfactory with a composite mean of 3.40.  

This shows that the quality of the iSchools project components was acceptable to the recipient public high 
schools; the training activities were implemented well, and the supports from local educational stakeholders were 
attained. The project components were rated very satisfactory because the project has enough funding. Personnel 
involved in the project were trained and properly compensated. Also, recipient principals and teachers were very 
cooperative and stakeholders were supportive of the project. This further shows that project was not just a 
computerization project but it was a development project where support and participation of local educational 
stakeholders were necessary in attaining the project goals. Cooperation, commitment and support to the 
sustainability of the project were the key measures to the success of the project. For these reasons, the project 
components were very satisfactory.  
 
3.3 Project Delivery System 
 

This shows the utilization of the project on the different beneficiary schools after the project implementation. 
The result shows that in terms of utilization of the iSchools laboratory, it was evaluated as very satisfactory with a 
mean score of 4.25. This indicated that the iSchools laboratories were utilized frequently by the teachers. The study 
revealed that most of the respondent teachers utilized the iSchools laboratory everyday and once a week or more in 
their teaching – learning process. 

With regard to the laboratory usage in different learning areas, the respondents evaluated it as very satisfactory 
with a mean score of 3.78. This shows that the iSchools laboratory was utilized by teachers of different subject areas 
in teaching.  

The ICT equipment in education was evaluated as excellent with a mean score of 4.46. This manifested that the 
equipment given by the project were very much suitable in integrating ICT in education.  
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The productivity tools in education were evaluated as very satisfactory with a mean score of 3.43. This shows 
that edubuntu (open source software) and its application programs were relevant to the needs of teachers and 
students for education. The rating was quite low although very satisfactory because teachers need to shift from the 
use of proprietary software such as microsoft into edubuntu software. Adopting this alternative lessened the 
expenses of the government in providing ICT to the public schools in the Philippines.  

In terms of ICT integration using the laboratory, the evaluation was satisfactory with a mean score of 3.40. This 
indicated that the iSchools laboratory was effective means in integrating ICT in education although the obtained 
score was not quite high. This could be because some teachers still find difficulty in integrating ICT on their lessons 
and can hardly shift from the traditional approach to the use of ICT. 

 
3.4 Project Effectiveness  
 

It shows on the result that the project was evaluated as effective in terms of ICT literacy and ICT integration with 
a mean scores of 3.33 and 2.77 respectively; while the client satisfaction was evaluated as moderately effective 
having a mean score of 3.44. In summary, the iSchools project effectiveness was evaluated as effective obtaining a 
grand mean score of 3.18. This result shows that the project in general was effective in attaining its objectives which 
is ICT integration in education and to bridge the digital divide among public high school teachers in Tarlac, 
Philippines. This was proven by the result of evaluation on the project outcomes such as ICT literacy, ICT 
integration and client satisfaction.  

 
3.5 Problems Encountered in the Implementation of the iSchools Project  
 
3.5.1 Problems Encountered in the iSchools Laboratory 
 

The problems encountered are classified into its sub-components which are hardware, software and internet 
connectivity problems. 

The problems related to hardware are Uninterrupted Power Supply [UPS] failure; not functional workstations; 
weak router signal; and not functional air-con unit. This implies that the partner SUCs should monitor this problems 
and report immediately to the supplier since these units are covered by suppliers’ warranty.  

The problem related to software is the frequent bagging down of operating system. This can be resolved by 
reinstalling the edubuntu system which is the task of the designated laboratory managers who were trained to do the 
activity. However, when this happens, if affects the teachers and students who are suppose to be using the units. This 
implies that there should be regular schedule of laboratory maintenance to avoid problems on the frequent bagged 
down of operating system. 

The problems on internet connection are no internet connections; slow internet connections; and fluctuating 
internet connection. This shows that many of the recipient public high schools in Tarlac province are not provided 
with internet connection. These schools are those located in areas where there is no service provider either DSL or 
broadband connection. These schools are part of the plans of the CICT to provide internet connection using satellite 
signal which is still on the process.  
 
3.5.2 Problems Encountered in the Capability Building for Teachers 
 

Capability building is one of the components of the iSchools projects. Teachers are provided with free trainings 
on Computer and Internet Literacy Course [CILC]; laboratory management; library management & information 
system and website development. 

The problems on the capability training are: no hands-on training on internet; no echo training for teachers; no 
follow up training for teachers; lack of hands-on exercises and short training period for Computer and Internet 
Literacy Coursce (CILC); very fast pacing of training and lack of skills learned on website development training. 
This implies that the project implementers should look into these problems especially the hands on training on 
internet since this is critical for the teachers in looking various educational resources available in the web. This 
problem occurred because the computer and internet literacy course rollout training was conducted when most 
schools are not yet given internet connection.  

Also, the problem on no echo training for teachers should be taken into consideration because it is significant in 
the goal of the project which is ICT integration in education. This problem occurred because during the CILC 
training, only two [2] teachers per learning area participated the training together with the laboratory managers, 
principals and librarians. After the training, it was expected that these teachers who attended must echo the training 
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to other teachers to equip them also the knowledge and skill needed for ICT integration. In some schools, this did 
not happen and this was the reason why many teachers remained ICT illiterate. 
 
3.5.3 Problems Encountered on Utilization, Maintenance and Sustainability of the iSchools Laboratory 
 

The result shows that most of the problems on utilization are on the difficulty of using edubuntu (open source 
software). This is because it requires little adjustments on its functions and environment, and teachers were 
accustomed in using proprietary [microsoft] software. It shows also that there were problems on insufficient number 
of computer units. The provision of 20 computer units and server was not enough for the public high schools 
especially in big schools where population was big. The problem was not only on students but also on teachers 
because the higher the enrolment the school has, the more faculty and the more computers are needed. 

With regard to maintenance and sustainability of the iSchools laboratory, the most common problem was the 
repair and maintenance cost. Repair was not much problem because laboratory managers were trained to the activity 
however; replacements of parts such as mouse, keyboard, and ink for printer were the problems. Electric bills, 
payment of internet connection after the one year free, and payment for security personnel were also problems on 
the maintenance of the project. It reveals also that there were problems on technical support from the supplier. Some 
schools experienced problems on technical support from the supplier, if there was assistance given; it took patience 
and perseverance to wait for their delayed action.  

 
4. Conclusions 
 

x The CICT and TCA as the administrators of the iSchools project in Tarlac, Philippines have a very 
satisfactory performance in terms of project administration. They did well in managing the project and other 
related activities. The TCA as co-administrator with its pool of experts, performed well in implementing the 
project in the PHS level. 

x The iSchools project components are very satisfactory. The iSchools packaged are acceptable to the 
recipient public high schools; the training activities are implemented well; and the supports from local 
educational stakeholders are attained.  

x The iSchools project delivery system is very satisfactory. The iSchools packaged provided to the 
recipient public high schools in Tarlac, Philippines are utilized in accordance with its purpose of building ICT 
literacy and interest of public school teachers to integrate ICT in education and improve the teaching and 
learning process. 

x The iSchools project is effective in attaining its objectives of building ICT literacy and interest to the 
teachers of recipient public high schools in Tarlac, Philippines. 

x The problems encountered by the recipient public high schools related to hardware are: UPS failure, not 
functional workstations, not functional air-condition and weak router signal. While in software problem, the 
most common is the frequent bagged down of operating system. And in internet connectivity, the problems are: 
no available internet connection provider in the area, slow internet connection, and fluctuating internet 
connection. 

x The problems commonly encountered by recipient schools in educators training are: no hands-on 
training in internet, no echo training for other teachers, no follow up training for teachers, short training period 
for CILC and lack of hands-on exercises. 

x The problems encountered by the recipient schools in the utilization of the iSchools laboratory are: 
difficulty on the use of edubuntu, insufficient number of computer units, limited access to laboratory and no 
available laboratory personnel. and 

x The problems encountered on maintenance and sustainability of the iSchools laboratory are: no 
technical support from the supplier, no available ink for the printer in the market, and no replacement of 
defective parts and units. 

 
5. Recommendations 
 
x All iSchools activities including trainers training and educators training for teachers may be done if possible 

during weekends, vacation or summer to avoid interruptions of classes on the part of SUC partners and recipient 
public high schools. 
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x Project monitoring to recipient public high schools be done regularly to keep track of the progress of the project 
and assist the schools in any problems related to the project. 

x More durable, quality and cost efficient ICT equipment be provided to lessen the problems of recipient schools 
on repair and maintenance and electricity bills. 

x Stable and fast internet connection should be provided to all recipient schools before the conduct of all 
capability building for teachers. 

x ICT integration training be provided to the teachers of recipient public high schools to equip them skills in 
integrating ICT on their lessons; 

x The principal or school head of the recipient schools should monitor and encourage all the teachers to utilize the 
iSchools laboratory and not only for computer education subject. 

x The follow up training be conducted for the teachers to enhance their mastery of skills necessary for ICT 
integration. 

x The supplier should respond immediately to the problems on repairs and replacement of parts and units which 
are covered by warranty to make the laboratory always functional for ICT integration. 

x The CICT should provide also technology leadership and management training for principal or school heads of 
the recipient schools to equip them skills in taking advantage of ICT in improving their school based 
management. 

x Similar project be given also to elementary schools to help the teachers improve their teaching and learning 
through ICT. 

x Similar study be conducted to other recipient public high schools in other provinces/regions of the Philippines. 
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ÖZET 

Ülkemizde kentleULQ� JHOLúPHVL�� E�\�PHVL� ����¶OL� \ÕOODUGDQ� LWLEDUHQ� EDúODPÕúWÕU� YH�

N|\OHUGHQ� NHQWOHUH� GR÷UX� RODQ� J|oOHULQ� DUWPDVÕ\OD� KÕ]OÕ� ELU� NHQWOHúPH� V�UHFL� RUWD\D� oÕNPÕúWÕU��

.RQWUROV�]� JHOLúHQ� KÕ]OÕ� NHQWOHúPH� V�UHFL\OH� ELUOLNWH� WRSOXP�KD\DWÕQÕ� ROXPVX]� \|QGH� HWNLOH\HQ�

iúVL]OLN��NRQXW��\DEDQFÕODúPD�JLEL�ELUoRN�VRV\DO�SUREOHPH�HN�RODUDN�NHQWVHO�JHOLúPH�VWUDWHMLVL�YH�

NHQWVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ� DUWÕUÕOPDVÕQD� \|QHOLN� IDDOL\HWOHU� GH� FLGGL� X÷UDú� DODQODUÕ� LoHULVLQGH�

GH÷HUOHQGLULOPHNWHGLU� 

  +Õ]OÕ� NHQWOHúPHQLQ� GR÷DO� ELU� VRQXFX� RODUDN� NXUDOVÕ]� ELU� úHNLOGH� DUWDQ� NHQW� Q�IXVX��

NHQWOHUGH� \DúD\DQODUÕQ� VRV\DO�� HNRQRPLN�� SVLNRORMLN� \DSÕODUÕQGD� ROXPVX]� GH÷LúLNOLNOHUH� QHGHQ�

RODELOPHNWHGLU�� 6RV\DO�� HNRQRPLN� YH� SROLWLN� HWNHQOHULQ�� NHQWOHúPH� V�UHFL� YH� NHQWVHO� \DúDP�

NDOLWHVL�DUDVÕQGDNL�LOLúNLGH�|QHPOL�ROGX÷X�ELOLQPHNWHGLU�� 

Anahtar Kelimeler: .(17*(6��.HQWOHúPH��.HQWVHO�<DúDP�.DOLWHVL��<HUHO�<|QHWLPOHU 

ABSTRACT 

Turkey's urban development, growth began in the 1950s and the increasing migration 

from villages to cities with rapid urbanization process has emerged. With the process of 

developing an uncontrolled rapid urbanization negatively affect the social life of unemployment, 

housing, urban development strategy of alienation, in addition to the many social problems and 

to improve the quality of urban life in the fields of activities are considered a serious endeavor.  

Deregulated as a result of rapid urbanization increasing the urban population living in 

urban areas, social, economic, and psychological structures may lead to unfavorable changes. 

Social, economic and political factors, the relationship between the process of urbanization and 

urban quality of life is known to be important. 
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Keywords: KENTGES, Urbanization, Quality of Urban Life, Local Governments 

*ø5øù 

.�UHVHOOHúPH� V�UHFL� YH� JHOLúHQ� WHNQRORML\H� ED÷OÕ� RODUDN� NHQWOHULQ� GH÷LúLPH� X÷UDPDVÕ��

NHQWVHO� \DúDPÕ� GH÷LúWLUPHNWHGLU�� )DUNOÕ� NHVLPOHUGHQ� LQVDQODUÕQ� \DúDGÕ÷Õ� NHQWOHUGH� DUWÕN�

WRSOXPODUGDQ�oRN�ELUH\OHU�|Q�SODQD�oÕNPDNWDGÕU��.HQWWH�\DúD\DQODU�� \DúDGÕNODUÕ�NHQWWH�YDU�RODQ�

GH÷HUOHULQ� NHQGL� \DúDQWÕODUÕQÕ� NROD\ODúWÕUÕFÕ� YH� \DúDQDELOLU� NHQW� VWDQGDUWODUÕQÕQ� YDU� ROPDVÕQÕ�

LVWHPHNWHGLUOHU��.HQWVHO�\DúDP�LoLQGH�KHU�ELUH\LQ�NHQGLQH�|]J��ELU�NRQXPX�EXOXQPDNWDGÕU�YH�EX�

NRQXPD� J|UH� KDNODU� YH� VRUXPOXOXNODU� WDúÕPDNWDGÕU�� � %X� KDNODU� YH� VRUXPOXOXNODU� oHUoHYHVLQGe 

ELUH\� NHQGLQH� ELU� \DúDP� DODQÕ� JHOLúWLUPHNWHGLU�� %X� DODQ�� ELUH\LQ� VRV\DO� KD\DWÕQGD� DQDKWDU� URO�

R\QDPDNWDGÕU��$VODQR÷OX������������ 

.HQW�\|QHWLFLOHUL��NHQW�VDNLQOHULQLQ�NHQWVHO�\DúDPGDQ�EHNOHQWLOHULQL�NDUúÕODPDN�YH�NHQWVHO�

\DúDP�NDOLWHVLQL�DUWÕUPDN�DPDFÕ\OD�V�UHNOL�ELU�oDOÕúPD�LoHULVLQGHGLUOHU��%X�DPDoOD�NHQGL�LoLQGHNL�

YH\D�GÕúÕQGDNL�ELULPOHUOH�LúELUOL÷L�JHUoHNOHúWLUPH\H�oDOÕúPDNWDGÕUODU� 

%DúWD�PHUNH]L� YH� \HUHO� \|QHWLP� NXUXOXúODUÕ� ROPDN� �]HUH� NHQWWH� \DúD\DQODU�� |]HO� VHNW|U�

NXUXOXúODUÕ�� VLYLO� WRSOXP�NXUXOXúODUÕ�YE�� W�P�DNW|UOHU�DUDVÕQGDNL� LOLúNLOHU�YH� WRSOXPVDO�NXUXPVDO�

LOLúNLOHUH�GkKLO�ROPD�NHQWVHO�\DúDP�NDOLWHVLQLQ�DUWÕUÕOPDVÕQGD�|QHPOL�ELU�URO�R\QDPDNWDGÕU��� 

.(176(/�<$ù$0�.$/ø7(6ø¶1ø1�7$1,0,�9(�8/86/$5$5$6,�g/dh7/(5ø 

Pacione’nin; bir bireyin ya da grubun DOJÕODQDQ� \D� GD� J|VWHUJHOHUOH� WDQÕPODQDQ� L\LOLN�

GXUXPX� �3DFLRQH�� ������ ����� RODUDN� LIDGH� HWWL÷L� \DúDP�NDOLWHVL�� KLo� ú�SKHVL]� NLúLOHULQ� \DúDGÕ÷Õ�

NHQW� YH� oHYUH� NRúXOODUÕ\OD� LOLúNLOLGLU�� .HQWOHULQ�� V�UHNOL� ELU� GH÷LúLP� YH� G|Q�ú�P� LoLQGH� ROPDVÕ�

beklentileri ve JHUHNVLQLPOHUL�GH�GH÷LúNHQ�\DSDFD÷ÕQGDQ�\DúDP�NDOLWHVLQLQ�VWDQGDUW�ELU� WDQÕPÕQÕ�

\DSPDN� ]RUODúPDNWDGÕU�� %X� DQODPGD� \DúDP� NDOLWHVL�� VRV\R-HNRQRPLN� GXUXPODUD� ED÷OÕ� RODUDN�

GH÷LúHELOHQ��IDUNOÕ�JHUHNVLQLP�YH�EHNOHQWLOHU�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD��ELUH\LQ�G�ú�QFH�YH�GX\JXODUÕQD�J|UH�

úHNLOOHQHQ�ELU�NDYUDP��ùLPúHN�������������RODUDN�QLWHOL÷L�WDúÕPDNWDGÕU� 

6HNL]LQFL�%Hú�<ÕOOÕN�.DONÕQPD�3ODQÕ¶QÕQ�|QJ|UG�÷��YH�����-�����\ÕOODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�dHYUH�

%DNDQOÕ÷Õ�WDUDIÕQGDQ�'37¶\H�KD]ÕUODWWÕUÕODQ�8OXVDO�dHYUH�6WUDWHMLVL�YH�(\OHP�3ODQÕ¶QGD��8ÇEP) 

\DúDP� NDOLWHVL�� EHGHQVHO�� UXKVDO�� ]LKLQVHO� YH� N�OW�UHO� JHOLúPH� �]HULQGH� ROXPOX� HWNLOHUL� RODQ�

HWPHQOHULQ�QLWHOL÷L� YH�QLFHOL÷L� LOH�EX� HWPHQOHUGHQ� \DUDUODQPD�ELoLPL�YH�G�]H\L� �'37�����������

RODUDN�WDQÕPODQPÕúWÕU� 
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.HQWVHO� PHNkQÕQ� DUWPDVÕQD� SDUDOHO� RODUDN� NHQWVHO� \DúDPGDNL� KÕ]OÕ� GH÷LúLP� V�UHFLQGHNL�

JHOLúPHOHU�� \DúDP� NDOLWHVL� NDYUDPÕQÕ� NHQWVHO� DODQGD� GD� |Q� SODQD� oÕNDUDQ� ROJXODUGÕU�� <DúDP�

NDOLWHVL� NDYUDPÕQÕ� HWNLOH\HQ� �o� |QHPOL� IDNW|U�Q� ROGX÷X� EHOLUWLOPHNWHGLU�� %XQODUGDQ� ELULQFLVL��

LOHWLúLP� YH� ELOLúLP� WHNQRORMLVLQGHNL� JHOLúPHOHUGLU�� øNLQFL� IDNW|U�� N�UHVHOOHúPH� V�UHFLGLU�� <DúDP�

NDOLWHVLQL� HWNLOHGL÷L� LIDGH� HGLOHQ� VRQ� IDNW|U� LVH�� LQVDQ� KDNODUÕ�� LQVDQL� GH÷HUOHU�� NLúLOLN� NDYUDPÕ��

LQVDQÕQ�KHU�úH\GHQ�|QHPOL�ELU�YDUOÕN�RODUDN�RUWD\D�oÕNPDVÕ��H÷LWLP�YH�\DúDP�G�]H\LQLQ�\�NVHOPLú�

ROPDVÕ� JLEL� JHOLúPHOHUGLU� �.RoHO�� ������ ������ %X� IDNW|UOHU� JHUHN� GR÷UXGDQ� JHUHNVH� GROD\OÕ�

\ROGDQ�� NHQWOHULQ� YH� NHQWOHúPHQLQ� GLQDPLNOHUL� �]HULQGH� HWNL� HGHELOHFH÷L� JLEL� EXQXQ� \DQÕQGD�

NHQWVHO�\DúDPÕ�HWNLOH\HQ�JHOLúPHOHU�RODUDN�GD�GH÷HUOHQGLULOPHNWHGLr. 

.HQWVHO� KD\DWÕ� LoLQGH�EDUÕQGÕUDQ�YH� oRN�ER\XWOX�ELU� NDYUDP�RODQ�NHQWVHO� \DúDP�NDOLWHVL�

GR÷DO�� \DSD\� YH� VRV\DO� oHYUH\OH� GH� LOJLOLGLU�� %X� DQODPGD� NHQWVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVL� NDYUDPÕ��

NHQWOHúPH�YH�oHYUH�VRUXQODUÕ��NHQW�SODQFÕODUÕ��PLPDUODU�� \HUHO�\|QHWLPOHU�JLEi konularda uzman 

YH�LOLúNLOL�RODQ�NLúLOHUFH�JHOLúWLUPLúWLU��<DYX]oHKUH������������� 

.HQWVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ� |Oo�WOHUL� EHOLUOHQLUNHQ� NXOODQÕODQ� \|QWHPOHULQ� EDúÕQGD� XOXVODU�

DUDVÕ� NXUXOXúODU� WDUDIÕQGDQ� \DSÕODQ� WDQÕPODPDODU�JHOPHNWHGLU��'�Q\D�%DQNDVÕ�� \DúDP kalitesini 

´NLúLQLQ� NHQGL� DPDoODUÕQD�� EHNOHQWLOHULQH�� VWDQGDUWODUÕQD� YH� oÕNDUODUÕQD� J|UH� ELU� N�OW�U� YH� GH÷HU�

VLVWHPLQGH� NHQGL� \DúDPÕQÕ� DOJÕODPDVÕ� RODUDN� WDQÕPODPÕúWÕU�� %LUOHúPLú�0LOOHWOHU� V|]O�÷�QGH� LVH�

\DúDP� NDOLWHVL�� ³JHOLU� YH� �UHWLPLQ� QLFHOLNVHO� |Oo�P�QGHQ� |WH� VRV\DO� J|VWHUJHOHU� LOH� LQVDQODUÕQ�

PXWOXOX÷XQX� |OoHQ´� ELU� NDYUDP� RODUDN� WDQÕPODQPÕúWÕU�

�GLFWLRQDU\�UHIHUHQFH�FRP�EURZVH�TXDOLW\�RI�OLIH�� ������������� <LQH� XOXVODU� DUDVÕ� ELU� NXUXOXú�

RODQ�YH�|]HOOLNOH�$YUXSD�%LUOL÷L��\HVL��ONHOHULQ�\DúDP�NDOLWHVLQL�EHOLUOHPHN�LoLQ�oDOÕúPDODU�\DSDQ�

(852)281'�� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQL�� WRSOXPVDO� \DúDPÕ� LOJLOHQGLUHQ� WRSOXP� LoLQGH� JHQHO� L\L� ROPD�

KDOL� LOH� DODNDOÕ� RODQ� JHQLú� ELU� NDYUDP� RODUDN� WDQÕPODPÕúWÕU�

(eurofound.europa.eu/areas/qualityoflife/index.htm, 17.04.2013). 

.HQWVHO�\Dúam kalitesi fiziksel çevre, sosyal çevre ve ekonomik çevre gibi özelliklerin bir 

DUD\D�JHOPHVL\OH�LOLúNLOLGLU��.HQWWH�\DúDP�PDOL\HWL�YH�DOÕP�J�F��JLEL�|]HOOLNOHU�HNRQRPLN�oHYUH�

NDOLWHVLQL�ROXúWXUPDNWDGÕU��<DúDP�ELoLPL��H÷LWLP�YH�VD÷OÕN�KL]PHWOHULQH�HULúHELlme, ister örgütlü 

ister gönlü olsun toplumsal faaliyetlerde bulunabilme, güvenlik, aidiyet duygusu, kimlik ve 

\HUHOOLN� JLEL� XQVXUODU� VRV\DO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQL� ROXúWXUPDNWDGÕU�� .HQWLQ� LoPH� VX\X�� \RO�� SDUN��

NDQDOL]DV\RQ� JLEL� DOW� \DSÕ� KL]PHWOHULQGHQ� NHQWLQ� VDKLS� ROGX÷X� LPNkQODUGDQ� YH� VXQXODQ�
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KL]PHWOHULQ� G�]H\LQH� NDGDU� SHN� oRN� XQVXU� GD� IL]LNVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQL� ROXúWXUPDNWDGÕU� �.D\D��

������ �����%X� DQODPGD�NHQWLQ� VDKLS� ROGX÷X� IL]LNVHO� \DúDP�NDOLWHVL� GDKD� JHQLú� ELU� DQODP� LIDGH�

etmektedir (Emür ve Onsekiz, 2007: 369).  

.HQWVHO�<DúDP�.DOLWHVLQLQ�8OXVODUDUDVÕ�gOo�WOHUL 

.HQWVHO�\DúDP�NDOLWHVL��NHQWOHULQ�VDKLS�ROGX÷X�\DúDQDELOLUOLN�GHUHFHVL\OH�GR÷UXGDQ�LOLúNLOLGLU��

%X� DQODPGD� \DúDQDELOLUOLN� NULWHUOHULQLQ� \HULQH� JHWLULOPHVL� NHQWVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ�

VD÷ODQPDVÕQGD� GD� |QFHOLN� WDúÕPDNWDGÕU�� '�Q\D� %DQNDVÕ� WDUDIÕQGDQ� KD]ÕUODQDQ� ³.HQWVHO� dHYUH�

gQFHOLNOHUL� 5DSRUX´QD� J|UH�� NHQWOHUL� \DúDQDELOLU� NÕOPDN� LoLQ� DOÕQPDVÕ� JHUHNHQ� |QOHPOHU� úX�

úHNLOGH�VÕUDODQPÕúWÕU��� 

x dHYUHVHO�ER]XOPDQÕQ�ND\QDNODUÕQÕ�RUWD\D�oÕNDUPDN 

x .HQW�\RNVXOODUÕ�LoLQ�WHPHO�oHYUH�YH�EDUÕQPD�KL]PHWOHULQH�XODúDELOLUOL÷L�NROD\ODúWÕUPDN 

x dHYUHVHO�WHKOLNHOHUGHQ�HWNLOHQPH�RUDQÕQÕ�G�ú�UPHN 

<LQH� D\QÕ� UDSRUGD� \DúDQDELOLU� NHQW�� VD÷OÕNOÕ� YH� RQXUOX� úHNLOGH� \DúDQDQ� ELU� oHYUH� RODUDN�

WDQÕPODQPÕúWÕU��'�Q\D�%DQNDVÕ����������� 

Genel olarak NHQWVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVL�� NHQWWH� \DúD\DQODUÕQ� NHQWWHQ� EHNOHQWLOHULQLQ�

NDUúÕODQPDVÕGÕU�� .HQWOLOHULQ� EHNOHQWLOHUL� PHUNH]L� YH\D� \HUHO� LGDUHOHUOH� LOLúNLOL� RODELOHFH÷L� JLEL�

NHQWWH� YDU� RODQ� GL÷HU� DNW|UOHUOH� GH� LOLúNLOL� RODELOHFHNWLU�� .HQWOLOHULQ� NHQWWHQ� EHNOHQWLOHUL� LVH� úX�

úHNLOGH�VÕUDODQDELOLU� 

x .HQWWH�WHPHO�DOW�\DSÕQÕQ�NXUXOPXú�ROPDVÕ 

x *�YHQOL÷LQ�VD÷ODQPÕú�ROPDVÕ 

x +DVWDOÕNODUD�NDUúÕ�VD÷OÕN�YH�HVHQOL÷LQ�VD÷ODQPÕú�ROPDVÕ 

x 'LQOHQPH\H�\|QHOLN�SDUN�YH�R\XQ�DODQODUÕQÕQ�YDUOÕ÷Õ 

x Kültür merkezi ve kütüphane hizmetlerinin sunuOPDVÕ 

x .HQGLQL�JHOLúWLUPH�YH�ERú�]DPDQÕ�GH÷HUOHQGLUPH\H�\|QHOLN�KL]PHWOHULQ�VXQXOPDVÕ 

x Sosyo-HNRQRPLN� YH� N�OW�UHO� QHGHQOHUGHQ� GROD\Õ� ROXúDELOHFHN� X\XPVX]OXNODUÕQ�

giderilmesi 
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x 6XoODUÕQ�|QOHQPHVLQH�\|QHOLN�WHGELUOHULQ�DOÕQPDVÕ 

x =DUDUOÕ��SDWOD\ÕFÕ�YH�\DQÕFÕ�PDGGHOHULQ�GHSRODQPDVÕ 

x 6D÷OÕNVÕ]��WHKOLNHOL�VÕYÕ�YH�NDWÕ�DWÕNODUÕQ�WRSODQPDVÕ� 

x <DSD\�oHYUH�YH�GR÷DO�oHYUH�GHQJHVLQLQ�J|]HWLOHUHN�DOW�\DSÕ�oDOÕúPDODUÕQÕQ�SODQODQPDVÕ 

x <RO��FDGGH�YH�VRNDNODUÕQ�\DSÕPÕQGD�\DúOÕ��oRFXN�YH�HQJHOOLOHULQ�J|]�|Q�QH�DOÕQPDVÕ 

x .HQW�LoL�XODúÕPÕQ�SODQODQPDVÕ 

x 6D÷OÕN�� WUDILN� EDúWD� ROPDN� �]HUH� oHúLWOL� NRQXODUGD� ELOJL� VD÷OD\DQ� LúDUHW�� \D]Õ� YH� J|UVHO�

DUDoODUÕQ�\HWHUOL�ROPDVÕ 

x 6�U�F�OHULQ� GLNNDWLQL� GD÷ÕWDFDN� YH� \D\DODUÕ� WHKOLNH\H� VRNDFDN� OHYKD� YH� DUDoODUÕQ�

düzenlenmesi 

x øODQ� YH� UHNODP� SDQRODUÕQÕQ� J|UVHO� NLUOLOLN� YH� IL]LNVHO� WHKOLNH� \DUDWPD\DFDN� úHNLOGH�

\DSÕOPÕú�ROPDVÕ 

x &DGGH�YH�VRNDNODUÕQ�JHFHOHUL�\HWHULQFH�D\GÕQODWÕOPDVÕ 

x $OW\DSÕ� WDPLU�YH�EDNÕP�oDOÕúPDODUÕQGD�X\DUÕ� LúDUHWOHUL�YH�GL÷HU�ELOJLOHQGLUPH�DUDoODUÕQÕQ�

NXOODQÕOPÕú�ROPDVÕ��� 

NHQWVHO�\DúDP�NDOLWHVLQLQ�|Oo�WOHUL�DUDVÕQGD�VD\ÕOPDNWDGÕU��hQO������������� 

����� \ÕOÕQGD� %LUOHúPLú� 0LOOHWOHU� WDUDIÕQGDQ� øVWDQEXO¶GD� G�]HQOHQHQ� øQVDQ� <HUOHúLPOHUL�

.RQIHUDQVÕ¶QGD� NHQWVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ� |Oo�WOHUL� úX� úHNLOGH� EHOLUOHQPLúWLU� �+$%ø7$7-II, 

1996). 

x øQVDQÕQ�EHGHQ�YH�DNÕO�VD÷OÕ÷Õ�LoLQ�JHUHNOL�NRúXOODUÕQ�VD÷ODQPDVÕ�� 

x 6D÷OÕNOÕ� oHYUH� NRúXOODUÕQÕQ� VD÷ODQPDVÕ� �LoLOHELOLU� VX�� WHPL]� KDYD�� J�U�OW�Q�Q� |QOHQPHVL�

gibi),  

x .HQWLQ� JHUHNVLQGL÷L� HQHUMLQLQ� XFX]�� NHVLQWLVL]� YH� oHYUH\L� NLUOHWPH\HFHN� ELoLPGH�

VD÷ODQPDVÕ�� 

x 'R÷DO�DIHW�WHKOLNHOHULQH�NDUúÕ�JHUHNOL�|QOHPOHULQ�DOÕQPÕú�ROPDVÕ�� 

x .HQWLQ�G�Q\D�VLVWHPL\OH�E�W�QOHúHFHN�KDEHUOHúPH�D÷ODUÕQD�ED÷OÕ�ROPDVÕ� 
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x .HQW� PHNkQÕQÕQ� NXOODQÕOPDVÕ� YH� NHQWLQ� \DUDWWÕ÷Õ� IÕUVDWODUD� XODúÕOPDVÕQGD� HúLWVL]OL÷LQ�

RUWDGDQ�NDOGÕUÕOPDVÕ� 

x <HWHUOL�DOW\DSÕ�VWDQGDUWODUÕQD�HULúLOPHVL 

x .HQWLQ�LoLQGHNL�YH�oHYUHVLQGHNL�GR÷DO�YH�WDULKL�YDUOÕNODUÕQ�NRUXQPDVÕ 

x <HúLO�DODQODUÕQ�YDUOÕ÷ÕQÕQ�NRUXQPDVÕ�YH�\HQL�\HúLO�DODQODU��UHWLOPHVL 

x <D\D�E|OJHOHULQLQ�JHOLúWLULOPHVL 

x .HQWWH� \DúD\DQODUÕQ� oRN� ]DPDQ� ND\EHWPHGHQ� YH� NHQW� LoL� XODúÕPODUÕQÕ� XFX]� ELU� úHNLOGH�

JHUoHNOHúWLUHELOPHOHUL 

x *�U�OW��G�]H\LQLQ�LQVDQL�ER\XWODU�G�]H\LQGH�EHOLUOHQHQ�VHYL\H\L�DúPDPDVÕ 

x .HQWVHO� DOW\DSÕODUÕQ�� XODúWÕUPD� DUDoODUÕQÕQ� YH� ELQDODUÕQ� HQJHOOLOHUH� X\JXQ� RODUDN�

WDVDUODQPDVÕ 

x .HQWWH�\DúD\DQ�HUNHN��NDGÕQ��oRFXN�KHUNHVL�NDSVD\DFDN�úHNLOGH�KHU�ELUH\LQ�GLQVHO��VL\DVDO�

LQDQoODUD�EDNPDGDQ�WHPHO�LKWL\DoODUÕQÕQ�NDUúÕODQPDVÕ 

JLEL� |Oo�WOHU� +$%ø7$7-,,� NRQIHUDQVÕQGD� EHOLUOHQPLúWLU� YH� D\QÕ� \ÕO� KD]ÕUODQDQ� 7�UNL\H� 8OXVDO�

(\OHP�3ODQÕ¶QGD�\HU�DOPÕúWÕU�� 

.(176(/� <$ù$0� .$/ø7(6ø1ø1� $57,5,/0$6,1'$� <(5(/� <g1(7ø0/(5ø1�

ROLÜ 

<HUHO� \|QHWLPOHU��PHUNH]L� \|QHWLPOH� EHUDEHU� NHQWVHO� DODQGD� D\QÕ� KDON� NLWOHVLQH� KL]PHW�

HWPHVLQH� UD÷PHQ� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHULQ�J|UHY�YH�KL]PHWOHUL� GR÷DO�RODUDN�PHUNH]L� LGDUH� WDUDIÕQGDQ�

EHOLUOHQPHNWHGLU�� 'ROD\ÕVÕ\OD� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHULQ� J|UHY� YH� VRUXPOXOXNODUÕ� NHQGL� LPNkQODUÕ�

GkKLOLQGH�NHQGLOHULQFH�GH÷LO��PHUNH]L�LGDUH�WDUDIÕQGDQ�KXNXNL�]HPLQH�RWXUWXOPDNWDGÕU� 

.HQWVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVL� ú�SKHVL]� NHQWWH� �UHWLOHQ� YH� VXQXODQ� KL]PHWOHULQ� HWNLOLOL÷L\OH�

GR÷UXGDQ� HWNLOLGLU�� d�QN�� V|]� NRQXVX� EX� KL]PHWOerin yürütülmesinde yerel yönetimleri daha 

HWNLQ� KDOH� JHWLUHQ� XQVXU� \HQL� \|QHWLP� DQOD\ÕúÕGÕU�� %X� \HQL� \|QHWLP� DQOD\ÕúÕQÕQ� PHUNH]LQGH�

NHQWVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ� DUWÕUÕOPDVÕ� YDUGÕU�� %X� DQODPGD� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHU� GH� NHQWVHO� \DúDP�

NDOLWHVLQLQ�DUWÕUÕOPDVÕQD�RGDNODQPÕúODUGÕU��7RUODN�YH�g]GHPLU��������������9DWDQGDú�RGDNOÕ�\HQL�
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\|QHWLP� DQOD\ÕúÕQÕQ� ELU� VRQXFX� RODUDN� KDON�� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ� DUWÕUÕOPDVÕ� DPDFÕ\OD� \HUHO�

\|QHWLPOHULQ�GDKD�HWNLQ�ROPDVÕQÕ�LVWHPHNWHGLUOHU��6H]HU������������� 

.HQWWH� \DúD\DQODUÕQ� JHOLU� VHYL\HOHUL� YH� RWXUPD� DODQODUÕ�� \|QHWLPGHQ� EHNOHQWLOHUL� GH�

IDUNOÕODúWÕUPDNWDGÕU��$OW�JHOLU�JUXEXQD�DLW�RODQ�YH�NHQWWLQ�NHQDU�PDKDOOHOHULQGH�RWXUDQODU�DOW�\DSÕ�

YH� XODúÕPD� \|QHOLN� EHNOHQWLOHU� WDúÕPDNWDGÕU�� *HOLU� GXUXPX� GDKD� L\L� RODQODUÕQ� LVH� \|QHWLPGHQ�

beklentileri k�OW�U��H÷OHQFH�YH�GLQOHQFH�DODQODUÕ\OD�LOLúNLOLGLU��øVWHU�DOW�JHOLU�JUXEXQGD�ROVXQ�LVWHU�

\�NVHN�JHOLU�JXUXEXQD�DLW�ROVXQ�NLúLOHULQ�KL]PHW�VXQXPXQGDQ�EHNOHQWLOHUL�KL]PHWLQ�]DPDQÕQGD�YH�

NDOLWHOL�VXQXOPDVÕGÕU��%DúDUDQ����������������� 

.HQWVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ� VD÷ODQDELOPHVL� LoLQ� JHUHNOL� RODQ� |Oo�WOHU� LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH�� EX�

|Oo�WOHULQ�QHUHGH\VH�oR÷XQXQXQ�\HUHO�QLWHOLNOL�ROGX÷X�J|U�OPHNWHGLU��'ROD\ÕVÕ\OD�NHQWVHO�\DúDP�

NDOLWHVLQLQ� DUWÕUÕOPDVÕQGD� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHU� YH� |]HOOLNOH� EHOHGL\HOHU� GDKD� HWNLQ� NRQXPD�

gelmektedir��gUQH÷LQ� øO� |]HO� øGDUHVL� ���PDGGHVL� YH�%HOHGL\H�.DQXQX¶QXQ� ����PDGGHVL� NHQWVHO�

\DúDP� NDOLWHVL\OH� LOJLOLGLU�� .HQWVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVL� NRQXVXQGD� EHOHGL\H� YH� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHUL�

GR÷UXGDQ�\HWNLOL�NÕODUNHQ�\DQÕ�]DPDQGD�NDQXQHQ�GH�VRUXPOXOXN�\�NOHPHNWHGLU� 

Avrupa KHQWVHO�ùDUWÕ� GD� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHUL� NHQWVHO� JHOLúPHGHQ� VRUXPOX� WXWPXúWXU�YH�EX�

NRQXGD� \�N�PO�O�NOHU� JHWLUPLúWLU�� .HQWVHO� VRUXQODUÕQ� o|]�P�� YH� JHOLúWLULOPHVL� JHUHNHQ�

VWUDWHMLOHUGH� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHU� VRUXPOX� WXWXOPXúWXU�� d�QN�� NHQWVHO� JHOLúPHQLQ� QLWHOLNVHO�

özellLNOHUL�\DúDP�NDOLWHVL\OH�GR÷UXGDQ�LOJLOLGLU��(UED\�YH�<HQHU������������� 

.HQWVHO�DODQGD� \DúDP�NDOLWHVLQL� VD÷ODPDN�YH�DUWÕUPDN� LoLQ�NDWÕOÕP�YD]JHoLOPH]�ELU�DUDo�

RODUDN�GH÷HUOHQGLUPHNWHGLU��.DWÕOÕPÕQ�VD÷ODQDELOPHVL�YH�NROD\ODúWÕUÕOPDVÕ� LoLQ�NHQWOLOHULQ�� \HUHl 

\|QHWLPOHULQ� DOPÕú� ROGX÷X� NDUDUODUÕQ� KDQJL� DúDPDODUGDQ� JHoWL÷LQL�� NDUDUODUÕQ� ROXúXPXQD��

GH÷LúLPLQH� \D� GD� JHUoHNOHúWLULOPHVLQH� NDWÕODELOHFH÷L� NRQXVXQGD� ELOLQoOHQGLULOPHVL� KDONÕQ�

NDWÕOÕPÕQÕ�NROD\ODúWÕUDFDNWÕU��.DWÕOÕP�QH�GHQOL�JHQLú�YH�NDSVDPOÕ�ROXUVD�DOÕQan kararlar da o denli 

HWNLOL�RODFDNWÕU��.RoDN������������� 

%h7h1/(ùø.� .(176(/� *(/øù0(� 675$7(-ø6ø� 9(� (</(0� 3/$1,�

d(5d(9(6ø1'(�<$ù$0�.$/ø7(6ø�9(�<(5(/�<g1(7ø0/(5 

.ÕVDOWÕOPÕú�DGÕ�.(17*(6�RODQ�%�W�QOHúLN�.HQWVHO�*HOLúWLUPH�6WUDWHMLVL�YH�(\OHP�3ODQÕ��

\DSÕVDO� VRUXQODUÕQ� o|]�P�QH�� VD÷OÕNOÕ�� GHQJHOL� YH� \DúDQDELOLU� NHQWVHO� JHOLúPHQLQ� VD÷ODQPDVÕQD�

\|QHOLN�LONH��VWUDWHML�YH�H\OHPOHUL�RUWD\D�NR\DQ�YH�EXQODUÕQ�X\JXODPD�HVDVODUÕQÕ�EHOLUOH\HQ�YH�ELU�
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H\OHP�SURJUDPÕQD�ED÷OD\DQ�XOXVDO�ELU�GRN�PDQGÕU��.(17*(6���ONHPL]LQ�PHNknsal planlama, 

\HUOHúPH�YH� \DSÕODúPD�NRQXODUÕQGD�&XPKXUL\HWLPL]LQ������\ÕOÕ�RODQ������\ÕOÕQÕ�KHGHI�DODQ�ELU�

NHQWOHúPH�YH�LPDU�YL]\RQXGXU��.(17*(6����������� 

'RNX]XQFX�.DONÕQPD�3ODQÕ������<ÕOÕ�+D]LUDQ�3URJUDPÕ¶QGD�YH�2UWD�9DGHOL�3URJUDP¶GD��

.HQWOHULQ� <DúDP� 6WDQGDUWODUÕQÕQ� <�NVHOWLOPHVL� YH� 6�UG�U�OHELOLU� *HOLúPHQLQ� 6D÷ODQPDVÕ�

|QFHOLNOL� SROLWLND� RODUDN� EHOLUOHQPLú� YH� EX� DPDFÕ� JHUoHNOHúWLUPHN� LoLQ� EX� SODQÕQ� KD]ÕUODQPDVÕ�

|QJ|U�OP�úW�U��'37�������� 

.(17*(6¶LQ� KD]ÕUODQPDVÕ� NDWÕOÕPFÕ� ELU� V�UHoOH� JHUoHNOHúPLúWLU�� g]ellikle 2009 

.HQWOHúPH� ùXUDVÕ�� H\OHP� SODQÕQÕQ� KD]ÕUODQPDVÕQGD� |QHPOL� ELU� ND\QDN� ROXúWXUPDNWDGÕU�� %XQXQ�

\DQÕQGD�H\OHP�SODQÕQÕQ�KD]ÕUODQPDVÕQGD� 

x .HQWOHúPH�ùXUDVÕ�.RPLV\RQ�5DSRUODUÕ�YH�6RQXo�%LOGLUJHVL�

x '37� 0�VWHúDUOÕ÷ÕQFD� \�U�W�OHQ� 6�UG�U�OHELOLU� .DONÕQPDQÕQ Sektörel Politikalara

(QWHJUDV\RQX� 3URMHVLQGH� \HU� DODQ� 7�UNL\H¶GH� NHQWOHúPH\H� LOLúNLQ� WHVSLW� YH

GH÷HUOHQGLUPHOHU��NHQWOHúPH�DODQÕQGD�V�UG�U�OHELOLUOLN�oHUoHYHVL��\DNODúÕP�YH�PRGHOOHU�

x 'RNX]XQFX� .DONÕQPD� 3ODQÕ�� 2UWD� 9DGHOL� 3URJUDP�� <ÕOOÕN� 3URJUDPODU�� g]HO� øKWLVDV

.RPLV\RQX�5DSRUODUÕ��8OXVDO�6WUDWHML�%HOJHOHUL�

x BM’nin Habitat, Mekânsal Planlama Rehberi, Gündem 21 ve ilgili strateji ve eylem

SODQODUÕ

x $YUXSD� .HQWVHO� ùDUWÕ�� $YUXSD¶QÕQ� 0HNkQVDO� *HOLúPHVL� LoLQ� 5HKEHU� øONHOHU�� $YUXSD

0HNkQVDO�*HOLúPH�3HUVSHNWLIL�YH�GL÷HU�%HOJHOHU

V|]�NRQXVX�H\OHP�SODQÕQÕQ�KD]ÕUODQPDVÕQGD�GLNNDWH�DOÕQPÕúWÕU��.(17*(6����������� 

.HQWOHULPL]LQ� \DúDQDELOLUOLN� G�]H\LQLQ�� PHNkQ� YH� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ� \�NVHOWLOPHVL� LOH�

HNRQRPLN��VRV\DO�YH�N�OW�UHO�\DSÕODUÕQÕQ�J�oOHQGLULOPHVLQH�\|QHOLN�\RO�KDULWDVÕQÕQ�ROXúWXUXOPDVÕ�

.(17*(6¶LQ� WHPHO� DPDFÕ� RODUDN� EHOLUOHQPLúWLU�� (\OHP� SODQÕQÕQ� WHPHO� VWUDWHMLOHUL� LVH� �o� DQD�

HNVHQGH� JUXSODQGÕUÕOPÕúWÕU�� %XQODUGDQ� ELU� WDQHVL� NHQWOHULQ� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ� DUWÕUÕOPDVÕGÕU�

(KENTGES, 2010: 3). 

%�W�QOHúLN� .HQWVHO� *HOLúPH� 6WUDWHMLVL� YH� (\OHP� 3ODQÕ¶QGD�� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ� DUWÕUÕOPDVÕ�

LoLQ�LOLúNLOL�ROGX÷X�SROLWLNDODU�úX�úHNLOGH�VÕUDODQPÕúWÕU� 
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x 3ODQODPD�6LWHPL��.XUXPVDO�<DSÕODQPD�YH�<HUHO�<|QHWLPOHU 

x .HQWVHO�7HNQLN�$OW\DSÕ�YH�8ODúÕP 

x .HQWVHO�'|Q�ú�P��.RQXW�YH�$UVD�3ROLWLNDODUÕ 

x AfetlHUH�+D]ÕUOÕN�YH�.HQWVHO�5LVN�<|QHWLPL 

x .RUXPD��0HNkQ�.DOLWHVL�YH�.HQWVHO�7DVDUÕP 

x øNOLP�'H÷LúLNOL÷L��'R÷DO�.D\QDNODU��(NRORMLN�'HQJH�YH�(QHUML�9HULPOLOL÷L 

x Kentsel Yoksulluk, Göç ve Sosyal Politikalar 

x %|OJHVHO�(úLWVL]OLN��<HUHO�.DONÕQPD�YH�5HNDEHW�(GHELOLU�.Hntler 

x .HQWOLOLN�%LOLQFL��.�OW�U�YH�(÷LWLP 

x <HUHO�\|QHWLPOHU��.DWÕOÕPFÕOÕN�YH�.HQWVHO�<|QHWLP 

%�W�QOHúLN� .HQWVHO� *HOLúPH� 6WUDWHMLVL� YH� (\OHP� 3ODQÕ� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ� DUWÕUÕOPDVÕQÕ�

V�UG�U�OHELOLUOLN� LOH� Hú� GH÷HUGH� WXWXOPXúWXU� YH� NHQWOHULQ� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ� DUWÕUÕOPDVÕ� LoLQ�

JHOLúWLULOPHVL�JHUHNHQ�VWUDWHMLOHU��KHGHIOHU�YH�H\OHPOHU�VÕUDODQPÕúWÕU��%XQD�J|UH� 

¾ <HUOHúPHOHUGH�V�UG�U�OHELOLU�ELU�PDNURIRUP�ROXúWXUPDN 

¾ 6�UG�U�OHELOLU�YH�oHúLWOHQGLULOPLú�DUVD�YH�NRQXW��UHWLPLQL�YH�VXQXPXQX�JHUoHNOHúWLUPHN 

¾ 0HUNH]L� Lú� DODQODUÕQÕQ�� DOW� PHUNH]OHULQ� YH� PDKDOOH� PHUNH]OHULQLQ� V�UG�U�OHELOLU�

SROLWLNDODUOD�JHOLúWLULOPHVLQLQ�YH�FDQODQGÕUPDVÕQÕ�VD÷ODPDN 

¾ 6�UG�U�OHELOLU�NHQWVHO�XODúÕP�VLVWHPLQL�ROXúWXUPDN 

¾ .HQWVHO�DOW\DSÕ�SODQ��SURMH�YH�\DWÕUÕPODUÕQÕ�PHNkQVDO�SODQODUOD�E�W�QOHúWLUPHN 

¾ YerlHúPHOHUGH�VRV\DO�GRQDWÕ�YH�KL]PHWOHULQ�GHQJHOL�GD÷ÕOÕPÕQÕ�VD÷ODPDN 

¾ 0HNkQVDO�SODQODUGD�DoÕN�YH�\HúLO�DODQODUÕ�VLVWHP�E�W�QO�÷��LoLQGH�JHOLúWLUPHN 

¾ 'R÷DO�YH�N�OW�UHO�YDUOÕN�YH�GH÷HUOHULQ�NRUXQPDVÕQÕ�VD÷ODPDN 

¾ 6RV\DO�� N�OW�UHO� YH� HNRQRPLN� ER\XWODUOD� E�W�QOHúLN� ELU� NHQWVHO� \HQLOHPH� YH� G|Q�ú�P��

VD÷ODPDN 

¾ $IHW�YH�\HUOHúPH�ULVNOHULQL�D]DOWPDN 
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¾ <DúDP�YH�PHNkQ�NDOLWHVL�\�NVHN��J�YHQOL�\HUOHúPHOHU�ROXúWXUPDN 

¾ .HQW�NLPOL÷LQL�NRUXPDN�YH�JHOLúWLUPHN 

¾ .HQWOHUGH��oHYUH\H�GX\DUOÕ�ELU�\DúDP�RUWDPÕ�ROXúWXUPDN��.(17*(6����������-52).   

NHQWOHUGH�\DúDP�NDOLWHVLQL�DUWÕUPDN�LoLQ�H\OHP�SODQÕQGD�\XNDUÕGDNL�KHGHIOHU�EHOLUOHQPLúWLU�� 

.HQWVHO�\DúDP�NDOLWHVLQLQ�DUWÕUÕODELOPHVL�LoLQ�JHOLúPH�VWUDWHMLVL�H\OHP�SODQÕQGD�NXUXP�YH�

NXUXOXúODU� DUDVÕQGD� X\XP� YH� HúJ�G�P�� VD÷OD\DFDN� ELU� PHUNH]L� RWRULWHQLQ� EXOXQPDVÕ� ]RUXQOX�

J|U�OP�úW�U�� %X� DQODPGD� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ� DUWÕUÕOPDVÕ� LoLQ� PHUNH]L� \|QHWLP� G�]HQOH\LFL� YH�

GHQHWOH\LFL� URO�� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHULQ� LVH� \HUHO� SODQODPD� YH� X\JXODPD� DODQODUÕQGD� URO� R\QDPDVÕ�

gerekmektedir.  

.HQWVHO� KD\DWÕQ� HQ� |QHPOL� DNW|UOHULQGHQ� ELUL� RODQ� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHULQ� \DúDGÕNODUÕ�

VRUXQODUGD�\DúDP�NDOLWHVLQL�ROXPVX]�\|QGH�HWNLOHPHNWHGLU��%XQODU�DUDVÕQGD�|QFHOLNOL�VRUXQODUGDQ�

ELUL� EHOHGL\HOHUGH� YH� LO� |]HO� LGDUHOHULQGH� DODQÕQGD� X]PDQ� WHNQLN� HOHPDQ� HNVLNOL÷LGLU�� <HUHO�

yönetimlerin mali kaynakODUÕQÕQ� \HWHUVL]OL÷L� YH� |]� JHOLUOHULQLQ� DUWWÕUÕODPDPDVÕ� GD� KL]PHWOHULQ�

HWNLQ� úHNLOGH� \HULQH� JHWLULOPHVLQLQ� |Q�QGH� FLGGL� ELU� HQJHO� ROXúWXUPDNWDGÕU�� %X� DQODPGD� \HUHO�

\|QHWLPOHULQ� NDSDVLWHVLQLQ� DUWÕUÕOPDVÕ� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ� VD÷ODQPDVÕQGD� E�\�N� |QHP�

göstermektedir (KENTGES, 2010: 8). 

%�W�QOHúLN� .HQWVHO� *HOLúPH� 6WUDWHMLVL� YH� (\OHP� 3ODQÕ¶QGD� NHQWVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ�

DUWÕUÕODELOPHVL� LoLQ� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHUOH� LOJLOL� RODQ� KHGHI�� VWUDWHML� YH� H\OHPOHU� úX� úHNLOGH�

VÕUDODQPÕúWÕU� 

¾ <HUHO� \|QHWLPOHULQ� KL]PHW� VXQXPXQGD� úHIIDIOÕN�� KHVDS� YHUHELOLUOLN�� NDWÕOÕPFÕOÕN� YH�

YHULPOLOL÷LQ�HVDV�DOÕQPDVÕ 

¾ .HQWOHúPH�� LPDU� YH� SODQODPD\OD� LOJLOL� EDNDQOÕ÷ÕQ� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHUH� UHKEHUOLN� HGHQ� YH�

GHQHWOH\HQ�\HQL�ELU�\DSÕ\D�G|Q�úW�U�OPHVL 

¾ *HQLúOH\HQ�J|UHY��\HWNL�YH�VRUXPOXOXN�DODQODUÕ\OD�X\XPOX�ELU�úHNLOGH�\HUHO�\|QHWLPOHULQ�

NDSDVLWHOHULQLQ�DUWÕUÕOPDVÕ 

¾ <HUHO� \|QHWLPOHULQ� NDSDVLWHOHULQLQ� DUWÕUÕODELOPHVL� DPDFÕ\OD�� %HOHGL\H� .DQXQX��

%�\�NúHKLU�%HOHGL\H�.DQXQX�YH�øO�g]HO� øGDUHVL�.DQXQX¶QGD�YH�LOJLOL�GL÷HU�NDQXQODUGD�

G�]HQOHPHOHULQ�\DSÕOPDVÕ 
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¾ Yerel yönetimlHUGH� WHNQLN� HOHPDQODUD� \|QHOLN� PHVOHNL� YH� WHNQLN� H÷LWLP� SURJUDPODUÕQ�

düzenlenmesi 

¾ <HUHO� \|QHWLPOHUFH�KD]ÕUODQDFDN�RODQ�NHQWVHO� \DúDP�J|VWHUJHOHULQL� LoHUHFHN� VD\ÕVDO� YHUL�

WDEDQÕ� YH� L]OHPH� VLVWHPOHULQLQ� 8OXVDO� 0HNkQVDO� 9HUL� 3RUWDOÕ� DUDFÕOÕ÷Õ� LOH� NDPXR\XQD�

açÕN�WXWXOPDVÕ�YH�V�UHNOL�RODUDN�J�QFHOOHQPHVL 

¾ .HQWOHúPH�YH�LPDU�NRQXODUÕQGDNL�X\JXODPDODUÕQ�$5-*H�oDOÕúPDODUÕ�LOH�GHVWHNOHQPHVL 

¾ 1LWHOLNOL� NHQWVHO� \DúDP� oHYUHOHULQLQ� ROXúWXUXODELOPHVL� LoLQ� NDWÕOÕPFÕ� SURMH� JHOLúWLUPH�

V�UHoOHUL� JLEL� PHNDQL]PDODUÕQ� X\JXODQPDVÕ� ve bu amaçla yerel yönetimlerin meslek 

RGDODUÕ��VLYLO�WRSOXP�NXUXOXúODUÕ�YH��QLYHUVLWHOHUOH�Lú�ELUOL÷L�\DSPDODUÕ�|QHULOPHNWHGLU 

¾ %Hú� \ÕOOÕN� LPDU� SURJUDPODUÕ� LOH� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHULQ� VWUDWHMLN� SODQODUÕ� DUDVÕQGDNL� LOLúNLQLQ�

J�oOHQGLULOPHVL�YH�X\XPOXODúWÕUÕOPDVÕ 

¾ .HQWVHO� G|Q�ú�P� X\JXODPDODUÕQGD� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHULQ� EHOLUOHQHQ� XVXO� YH� HVDVODUD� J|UH�

\|QWHP�NXOODQPDVÕ 

¾ '|Q�ú�P�YH�\HQLOHPH�X\JXODPD�V�UHoOHULQH�\HUHO�\|QHWLPOHULQ�HWNLQ�NDWÕOÕPÕ 

¾ *�YHQOL� YH� WHKOLNHVL]�ELU� NHQWVHO� DODQ� LoLQ� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHULQ�SROLV�YH�GL÷HU�kurumlarla 

LúELUOL÷L�JHUoHNOHúWLUPHVL 

¾ 6RV\DO� \DUGÕPD� PXKWDo� RODQODUÕQ� EHOLUOHQLS� LKWL\DoODUÕQ� NDUúÕODQDUDN� NHQW� \DúDPÕQD�

ND]DQGÕUÕOPDVÕ�oDOÕúPDODUÕQÕQ�\HUHO�\|QHWLPOHUFH�DNWLI�RODUDN�oDOÕúÕOPDVÕ 

¾ <HUHO� \|QHWLPOHU� WDUDIÕQGDQ� JHQoOHULQ� NHQWVHO� \DúDPD� NDWÕOÕPÕ için programlar 

JHOLúWLULOPHVL 

¾ 0HNkQVDO� SODQODPD� V�UHo� YH� NDUDUODUÕQGD� \HUHO� \|QHWLPOHU� WDUDIÕQGDQ� NDWÕOÕPÕQ� YH�

GHQHWLPLQLQ�VD÷ODQPDVÕ 

JLEL�KHGHI�YH�VWUDWHMLOHU�EHOLUOHQPLúWLU��.(17*(6����������-44). 

SONUÇ 

����\�]\ÕOÕQ� LNLQFL�\DUÕVÕQGD� LWLEDUHQ�\DúDP�NDOLWHVL��]HULQH�%LUOHúPLú�0LOOHWOHU��$YUXSD�

%LUOL÷L�YH�$YUXSD�.RQVH\L�JLEL�RUJDQL]DV\RQODU� WDUDIÕQGDQ�XOXVODUDUDVÕ�VHYL\HGH�ELUoRN�oDOÕúPD�
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\DSÕOPÕúWÕU��%X�oDOÕúPDODU�JHQHO�RODUDN��NHQWVHO�\DúDP�NDOLWHVLQLQ�\�NVHOWLOPHVL�DPDFÕ\OD�H\OHP�

SODQODUÕQÕQ�KD]ÕUODQPDVÕ YH�\�U�W�OPHVL�LoLQ�VWUDWHMLOHU�JHOLúWLUPHNWHGLU�� 

%LUOHúPLú�0LOOHWOHU��%0��øQVDQL�<HUOHúLPOHU�3URJUDPÕQÕQ�G�]HQOHGL÷L�NRQIHUDQVODU�������

6WRFNKROP�dHYUH�.RQIHUDQVÕ�� �����%0�.DQDGD�+$%,7$7� ,� =LUYHVL�� �����%0�5LR�<HU\�]��

=LUYHVL�������%0�øVWDQEXO�+$%,7$7�,I Zirvesi, 2000 BM New York Milenyum Zirvesi ve 2002 

%0�-RKDQQHVEXUJ�6�UG�U�OHELOLU�.DONÕQPD�=LUYHVL�JLEL�RUJDQL]DV\RQODU�NHQWVHO�\DúDP�NDOLWHVLQL�

de içermektedir.  

<DúDP� NDOLWHVL� �]HULQH� $YUXSD� %LUOL÷L� �$%�� G�]H\LQGH� \DSÕODQ� DQODúPDODU� YH�

konferanslar; AB¶QLQ� WHPHO� NXUXOXú� DQWODúPDVÕ� RODQ� ����� 5RPD� $QWODúPDVÕ�� $YUXSD� %LUOL÷L�

WDUDIÕQGDQ� NDEXO� HGLOHQ�� ����� $YUXSD� 7HN� 6HQHGL�� ����� 0DDVWULFKW� $QWODúPDVÕ�� ����� <HUHO�

<|QHWLPOHU�g]HUNOLN�ùDUWÕ�������$YUXSD�.HQWVHO�ùDUWÕ�������$YUXSD�3H\]DM�6|]OHúPHVL�YH������

Leip]LJ�6|]OHúPHVL�NHQWVHO�\DúDP�NDOLWHVLQL�\�NVHOWPH�DPDoOÕ�G�]HQOHPHOHU�\DSPÕúWÕU�� 

7�UNL\H¶QLQ�GH��\HOHUL�DUDVÕQGD�EXOXQGX÷X�$YUXSD�.RQVH\LQLQ��NHQWVHO�\DúDP�NDOLWHVLQLQ�

\�NVHOWLOPHVL� DPDoOÕ� YH� VRQXo� DODQ� EDúDUÕOÕ� oDOÕúPDODUÕ� ROPXúWXU�� $YUXSD� .RQVH\L� NXUXOGX÷X�

J�QGHQ�J�Q�P�]H�LQVDQ�KDNODUÕ�YH�\DúDP�NDOLWHVL�JLEL�NRQXODU��]HULQGH�oDOÕúPDODU�\DSPÕúWÕU�YH�

D\UÕFD�$YUXSD�%LUOL÷LQL�EX�NRQXGD�ELOJLOHQGLUHQ��GHVWHNOH\HQ�YH�WHúYLN�HGHQ�NXUXPODUÕQ�EDúÕQGD�

gelmektedir.  

7�P� EX� JHOLúPHOHUH� UD÷PHQ� NHQWVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVL� ve ölçütleri ülkemizde yeni yeni 

ROXúPD\D� EDúODPÕú� ELU� ROJXGXU�� .HQWVHO� Q�IXVXQ� V�UHNOL� ELU� DUWÕú� J|VWHUPHVL�� NHQWVHO� DODQGD�

VXQXODQ�KL]PHWOHULQGH�oHúLWOHQPHVLQH�VHEHS�ROPXúWXU��d�QN��NHQWWH� \DúD\DQODUÕQ� VD\ÕVÕ� DUWÕNoD�

WDOHSOHUL� GH� GR÷DO� RODUDN� DUWPÕúWÕU�� 0RGHUQ� KD\DWÕQ� JHUHNWLUGL÷L� úDUWODU� QHWLFHVLQGH� NHQWOLOHULQ��

NHQWVHO� LKWL\DoODUÕQ� NDUúÕODQPDVÕQD� \|QHOLN� EHNOHQWLOHUL� GH� DUWPÕúWÕU�� .HQWWH� \DúD\DQODUÕQ�

LKWL\DoODUÕQÕQ�NDUúÕODQPDVÕ�YH�\DúDPGDQ�HOGH�HWWLNOHUL�GR\XPXQ�DUWÕUÕODELOPHVL�LoLQ�\DúDP�NDOLWHVL�

ölçütOHULQLQ�GLNNDWH�DOÕQPDVÕ�JHUHNPHNWHGLU� 

.HQWVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQLQ� WDQÕPÕ� YH� NDSVDPÕ� KHU� QH� NDGDU� XOXVODU� DUDVÕ� NXUXOXúODUFD�

WDQÕPODQVD�GD�LoHUL÷L�YH�|QFHOLNOHUL�DoÕVÕQGDQ��ONHGHQ��ONH\H�GH÷LúHELOHFH÷L�JLEL�NHQWWHQ�NHQWH�GH�

IDUNOÕOÕN�J|VWHUPHNWHGLU��+HU�QH�NDGDU�NHQWWH�\DúD\DQODUÕQ�EHNOHQWLOHUL�YH�LKWL\DoODUÕ�D\QÕ�ROVD�GD�

|QFHOLNOHUL� DoÕVÕQGDQ� IDUNOÕOÕN� J|VWHUHELOPHNWHGLU�� .HQWWH� \DúD\DQODUÕQ� JHOLU� GXUXPODUÕ�

EHNOHQWLOHULQ�|QFHOLN� VÕUDVÕQÕ�HWNLOH\HELOHFH÷L�JLEL�NLúLOHULQ�SVLNRORMLN�YH� VRV\R-N�OW�UHO� \DSÕODUÕ�

GD� ú�SKHVL]�HWNLOL�RODELOPHNWHGLU��<LQH�NHQWWH�YDU�RODQ�SUREOHPOHU�YH�o|]�OHPH\HQ�VRUXQODU�GD�
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NHQWVHO�\DúDP�NDOLWHVLQL�HWNLOHPHNWHGLU��<HUHO�\|QHWLP�ELULPOHUL�NHQWWH�\DúD\DQODU��VLYLO� WRSOXP�

NXUXOXúODUÕ�� |]HO� VHNW|U� YH� NDPX� NXUXOXúODUÕ� LOH� ELUOLNWH� NHQWVHO \DúDP� NDOLWHVLQL� DUWÕUPDN� LoLQ�

oDED� J|VWHUPHOLGLUOHU�� %XQD� HN� RODUDN� JHUHN� XOXVODU� DUDVÕ� NHQWVHO� \DúDP� NDOLWHVL� |Oo�WOHULQLQ�

VD÷ODQPDVÕ�\ROXQGD�JHUHNVH�.(17*(6¶LQ�KD]ÕUODQPDVÕ�VÕUDVÕQGD�ROPD]VD�ROPD]�RODUDN�J|U�OHQ�

NDWÕOÕPÕQ�VD÷ODQPDVÕ�LoLQ�\HUHO�\|QHWLPOer öncülük etmelidirler.  
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Abstract 

Adaptability was found to be the important trait for employees to survive in their career especially in the ICT industry which 
involved with consistent work changes, creative thinking, and advanced technological upgrading. Although organizations 
supposed to encourage career adaptability among the employees, previous studies showed that it will encourage employees’ 
turnover rather than retention. In order to generalize the previous findings into Malaysian work context, this study explored 
whether career adaptability would have such influence on intention to leave the organization and the career. Findings of this 
study found that career concern, career control, career curiosity and career confidence were negatively correlated with both 
intentions to leave. However, only career control and career confidence were found to be significance in explaining the study 
model in multiple regression analyses.  Implications of this study and recommendation for future studies were discussed. 
 
Keywords: career adaptability, intention to leave, ICT professionals 

INTRODUCTION 

The uses of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) have been increasing in the world of business and 
education. Technological advancement today has passed beyond cables and wires where the means of 
communication now can be done from just about anywhere. Office works can be done from home, meetings can be 
conducted virtually and educational classes can be handled from two thousand miles away without having to have 
students sitting in front of the teachers. However, the technological advancement would not be continued without 
the people who make it possible which are the ICT professionals. The issue of high turnover rates among these 
professionals continues to rise especially in Malaysia (Malaysian Employers Federation, 2012). These professionals 
also have the tendencies to leave the ICT career itself (JobStreet.com, 2010).  
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The issues of intention to leave among the ICT professionals in Malaysia has been paramount to both the studies 
in academic and industrial. The gap between the turnover rates of ICT as the highest in the list (75.72%) with the 
second highest is 43.32%. Such big gap required immediate attention for researchers to conduct such studies that can 
lead to lessen the turnover rate in the near future. On a similar note, the new generations seems not to be interested 
to take ICT as their career plan (MDec & Synovate, 2011). Therefore, in order to determine the current situations of 
turnover issues in ICT industry, the aspects of intention to leave among the ICT professionals was examined. It is 
also important to look at the potential antecedents that can contribute to reduce the level of intention to leave. 
Tracing back with the work among ICT students, Der Vyver (2009) suggested that students in ICT programs need to 
be adaptable in order for them to complete their study courses and to enter the ICT career successfully. In line with 
the theory in determining individual’s decision to participate by March and Simon (1958), career adaptability 
represents the ease of movement that will influence the decision to leave. Hence, this study used an exploratory 
approach to test whether having adaptability in career will lead to reducing the level of intention to leave among the 
ICT professionals in Malaysia.  

Intention to Leave 

Intention has been recognized as the immediate to actual behavior (Sommer & Haug, 2010).  Sheeran (2002) 
provided evidence that there is significant correlation between intention and behavior. Hence, this study measured 
the intention to leave in order to determine the final outcome which is the real leaving. Although having intention to 
leave will not necessarily lead to actual leaving, the thought of leaving itself will affect organizational performances 
because it contributed to work inefficiencies and absenteeism (Kivimaki et al., 2007).   

The issues of intention to leave in ICT industry do not just occurred recently. It began since the early 2000s with 
the burst of dot-com bubble in the US. Although the salaries and benefits associated with this career continue to 
increase, the number of employee’s leaving did not decrease. This is also happening in Malaysia where the numbers 
of ICT graduates who continues working in the same field are now decreasing (Wong, 2010). There are few types of 
turnover which are changing from unit to unit, organization to organization and finally the most severe case is 
leaving the current career for other career (Krausz, Koslowsky, Shalom, & Elyakim, 1995). Thus, it is timely to 
examine the current state of the ICT professionals whether they are having high or low intention to leave both their 
organization and the ICT career itself. 

Previously, the relationship between career adaptability and intention to leave was tested and the relationships 
were positive (Ito & Brotheridge, 2005). This means that the increasing of career adaptability will also increase the 
intention to leave. Although the relationship seems to encourage intention to leave, the study was only measured 
intention to leave the organization. This study however extends the intention to leave to leaving the career. As the 
key to survive in ICT field (Van Der Vyver, 2009) career adaptability in this study aspects is expected to encourage 
individual to stay in ICT career. Thus, this constructs of career adaptability is relevant to be studied in determining 
the antecedents to lessen the turnover issues. 

Career Adaptability 

Career adaptability is defined as “the attitudes, competencies and behaviours that individuals use in fitting 
themselves to work that suits them” (Savickas, 2005, p. 45). Career adaptability is a plan for unforeseen events that 
involves an individual undertaking in handling changes (Rottinghaus, Day, & Borgen, 2005). It also deals with how 
an individual constructs a career where it involves with adjusting to vocational development tasks, occupational 
transitions, and personal traumas by solving problems that are usually unfamiliar, often ill-defined, and always 
complex. Originating from the work of Super (1980) in career maturity, career adaptability was introduced by 
Savickas (1997) where the adjustment would be more suitable to be used among working adults. Career maturity 
denote the fact that adolescents could peak at a level of maturity, as displayed in their career-related competencies 
and attitudes whereas career adaptability implies an ability that may either improve or deteriorate during the life 
span (Super & Knasel, 1981). In other words, an adolescent may become progressively more mature in terms of 
careers, whereas an adult may, due to psycho-social circumstances, be less or more adaptable during different stages 
in their careers. Adult career is characterised not only by the entry into, training for and working in an occupation, 
but relates also to the setbacks faced whilst working and the adaptability required to cope with the changing world 
circumstances (Savickas, 2005). 
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Career adaptability has been suggested as a key competency in career success generally (O'Connel, McNeely, & 
Hall, 2008) which enable individuals to effectively implement their self-concepts in occupational roles, thus creating 
their work lives and building their careers. Savickas (2005) developed a career construction theory’s model of self-
regulation for social and developmental with a set of specific attitudes, beliefs, and competencies which is known as 
the ABCs of career construction. These four syndromes of attitudes, beliefs, and competencies constitute career 
adaptability and represent resources for self-cultivation. The adaptive individual is conceptualized as (a) becoming 
concerned about the vocational future, (b) taking control of trying to prepare for one's vocational future, (c) 
displaying curiosity by exploring possible selves and future scenarios, and (d) strengthening the confidence to 
pursue one’s aspirations (Savickas, 2005). Hence, the dimension for career adaptability is also known as the 4C’s 
which are career concern, career control, career curiosity and career confidence.  

Career concern involved with the individual views about the current career and how the future career will be like. 
It emphasizes preparation and planning for the career in the future. Career control is associated with the 
responsibility of a person to construct his/ her own career (Savickas, 2005). Individual with career control can 
decide on which job and career that should be taken based on his/ her own. Even though they can listen to other 
people’s advice, the final decision will be made by the person’s own decision. Career curiosity reflects the ability of 
a person to explore and finding information that are related to the development of the career (Savickas, 2005). 
People with high career curiosity normally will do large amount of research such as reading journals, brochures of 
training and development, asking expert advice and many more activities associated with developing the 
undertaking career. Finally, career confidence derived from the self-confidence (Rosenberg, 1989) which denotes 
the striving for success by encountering challenges and overcoming obstacles. The level of career confidence will 
determine the ability to solve problems related to work tasks. 

The potential connection of the relationships between career adaptability and intention to leave was taken by the 
work of Ito and Brotheridge (2005) and Der Vyver (2009) using the underlying theory by March and Simon (1958). 
The theory stated that for individual need to consider the level of desire of movement and ease of movement in order 
to decide whether to stay or to leave an organization. Desire to move consists of commitment and satisfaction while 
the ease of movement was the availability of job market elsewhere (Anderson & Milkovich, 1980). The theory was 
then extended in recent work among IT professionals in Singapore where the antecedents for desire to move and 
ease of movement was modified to suits the current work situation (Joseph, Ng, Koh, & Ang, 2007). Career 
adaptability was inferred to influence job mobility (Trevor, 2001) and akin to flexibility (Wessel, Ryan, & Oswald, 
2008) which contributed to the ease of movement for individual to leave the organizations. However, because there 
was previous evidence that stressed on the importance of adaptability in order to survive the ICT world, this 
relationship between career adaptability and intention to leave need to be further examined.  

 

METHOD 

The quantitative method is used in this study in order to explore whether there are relationship existed between 
career adaptability and both intention to leave the organization and the career. It also aimed to measure the 
relationship (if any) between career adaptability and both intention to leave based on past researches that has been 
established in the west which reported on the existence of this particular relationship. 

 
2.1 Participants 
The study samples were consists of 303 ICT professionals from Selangor and Kuala Lumpur. The sampling 

frame was taken from the lists of World Class Status listed by Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC). The samples work 
nature ranging from and not limited to networking, software development, system technician and etc. There were 
59% males and 41% females.  63% have bachelor degree18.6% have master degree and 1.7% obtained professional 
courses.  

 
2.2 Measures 
 
2.2.1Intention to Leave  
The instruments used for intention to leave were taken from Alam and Mohammad (2010). There were three 

items which covering the aspects of searching, thought and intend. For example ‘Presently, I am actively searching 
for other job’.  The same instrument was used to measure intention to leave the organization and intention to leave 
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the career. The words that referred to leaving the organization were modified in order to give meaning to leaving the 
career. For example ‘Presently, I am actively searching for other career than ICT’.  The instrument use 7-points 
scale where 1 represent ‘strongly disagree’ and 7 represent ‘strongly agree’. The cronbach’s alpha for intention to 
leave the organization is .88 while intention to leave the career is .92.  

 
2.2.2 Career Adaptability 
To measure the four C’s of career adaptability (concern, control, curiosity and confidence), this study adopt the 

instruments from Savickas (2008). This instrument was chosen because it has been thoroughly studied by Savickas 
and his colleagues where the replicating of different settings was done in various countries such as US, Europe and 
Australia. The questions required the respondents to select from scale 1 to 7 where 1 referring to ‘very not strong’ 
and 7 referring to ‘strongest’. The internal consistency result for the constructs of career concern, career control, 
career curiosity and career confidence are .89, .89. .82, and .88 respectively.  

 
2.3 Analysis 
The responses obtained from the respondents in measuring their intention to leave and career adaptability were 

analyzed using SPSS version 20. The data was first analyzed for the means in order to determine the level of the 
respondents’ intention to leave and career adaptability. The data was then further analyzed for correlation and 
regression to test the relationships that might exist. 

RESULTS 

3.1 Descriptive Statistics 
 

The mean score for all variables are at moderate level. The respondents have higher intention to leave the 
organization (M=4.13; SD=.88) compares to intention to leave the career (M=3.53; SD= .85). This shows that the 
possibility of the ICT professionals to leave the organization is much higher than they are to leave the ICT career.  

Career curiosity achieved the highest mean score (M=5.13; SD= .97) within the career adaptability constructs 
followed by career confidence (M=5.13; SD= .95). The ICT professionals are curious have confidence in their 
career. The average mean score for career adaptability construct is 5.07 which indicated that these ICT professionals 
are moderately adaptable into their ICT career.  

 
 

Table 1: Mean score for Intention to Leave and Career Adaptability 
Dimensions Mean SD 
Intention to Leave Organization 4.13 .88 
Intention to Leave Career 3.53 .85 
Career Adaptability   
Career Concern 4.95 .87 
Career Control 5.05 .97 
Career Curiosity 5.14 .97 
Career Confidence 5.13 .95 
Average for Career Adaptability 5.07  

Note: 1.00 – 3.99 = low; 4.00 – 5.99 = moderate; 6.00 – 7.00 = high 
 
3.2 Correlation 

 
Correlation results shown in Table 2 stated that the relationships between the constructs of intention to leave and 

career adaptability were significant negatively related. All results were significant at .01 levels. In intention to leave 
the organization, it was highly correlated with career control (r= -. 478) followed by career confidence (r= -.466). 
The highest correlation between career adaptability constructs and intention to leave the career is for career 
confidence (r= -.447) followed by career control (r= -.427).   

 
Table 2: Correlation results between ITLO, ITLC, career concern, career control, career curiosity and career confidence 
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Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. ITLO 1      

2. ITLC .791** 1     

3. Career Concern -.441** -.381** 1    

4. Career Control -.478** -.427** .739** 1   

5. Career Curiosity -.432** -.384** .694** .739** 1  

6. Career Confidence -.466** -.447** .693** .781** .766** 1 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 

3.3 Coefficient for the predictor of variables 
 
Using stepwise analysis, Table 3 showed the coefficient results for career adaptability and intention to leave the 

organization. In model 1, only career control is significant with the t-value at -9.430 (p < .001). The standardized 
Beta coefficients for career control and intention to leave the organization is -.478. The R square is .228 significant 
at .ooo level. This means that the proportion variance of intention to leave explain by 22.8% of career control. For 
model 2, career control (B= -.291; p < .001) and career confidence (B= -.239; p <.01) were significant with intention 
to leave the organization. Career concern and career curiosity were both removed from the model tested due to the 
insignificant results. The r square for model 2 is .250 (p < .01). This means that in model 2, 25% of intention to 
leave the organization was explained by career control and career confidence.  

 
Table 3: Coefficient results for career adaptability and intention to leave the organization 

 

Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 7.736 .390 

 
19.850 .000 

ccontrol -.714 .076 -.478 -9.430 .000 

2 

(Constant) 8.200 .415 
 

19.769 .000 

ccontrol -.435 .120 -.291 -3.638 .000 

cconfidence -.365 .122 -.239 -2.991 .003 

a. Dependent Variable: itlo 

 
The same analysis was carried for intention to leave the career. Referring to Table 4, only career confidence was 

significant with intention to leave the career (B= -.447; p <.001) with the t-value of -8.66. The r square for the first 
model is .20 significant at level .000.  In the second model, career confidence (B= -.291; p < .001) and career control 
(B= -.200; p < .05) were found to be significant with intention to leave the career. The r square for the second model 
is .215 significant at .015. The second model showed that 21.5% of intention to leave the career was explained by 
career confidence and career control.  
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Table 4: Coefficient results for career adaptability and intention to leave the career 
 

Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 7.082 .417 

 
16.990 .000 

cconfidence -.692 .080 -.447 -8.666 .000 

2 

(Constant) 7.374 .430 
 

17.135 .000 

cconfidence -.450 .127 -.291 -3.556 .000 

ccontrol -.303 .124 -.200 -2.442 .015 

a. Dependent Variable: itlc 

 

3.4 Regression 

 
Table 5 shows that the regression for model 1 and model 2 between career adaptability and intention to leave the 

organization. Both models were significant at level .000. The F value for model 1 is 88.9 while for model 2 is 50.11. 
The first model only consists of career control while model 2 consists of career control and career confidence. 
Career concern and career curiosity were both removed from both models.  

 
Table 5: Regression analysis for career adaptability and intention to leave the organization 

ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 145.086 1 145.086 88.931 .000b 

Residual 491.064 301 1.631   

Total 636.150 302    

2 

Regression 159.307 2 79.653 50.113 .000c 

Residual 476.844 300 1.589   

Total 636.150 302    

a. Dependent Variable: itlo 

b. Predictors: (Constant), ccontrol 

c. Predictors: (Constant), ccontrol, cconfidence 

 
Table 6 shows the regression results for career adaptability and intention to leave the career. Both models were 

significant at level .000. The first model only consists of career confidence while model 2 consists of career 
confidence and career control. Both career concern and career curiosity were removed from the models. The F value 
for the first model is 75.1 and model 2 is 41.14. 
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Table 6: Regression analysis for career adaptability and intention to leave the career 

ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 130.562 1 130.562 75.091 .000b 

Residual 523.355 301 1.739   

Total 653.917 302    

2 

Regression 140.761 2 70.380 41.146 .000c 

Residual 513.156 300 1.711   

Total 653.917 302    

a. Dependent Variable: itlc 

b. Predictors: (Constant), cconfidence 

c. Predictors: (Constant), cconfidence, ccontrol 

 

DISCUSSION 

 
The results indicated that the relationship between career adaptability and intention to leave the organization and 

intention to leave the career existed. In contrast with previous studies where career adaptability and intention to 
leave were positively correlated (Ito & Brotheridge, 2005), this research found that the relationships were 
significantly negative. This means that having career adaptability will prevent the ICT professionals to have 
intention to leave for both the organization and the career. However, this research findings can be used to support  
previous research where it was found that student of ICT program in higher learning required being adaptable in 
order to cope with the study modules and to survive in the ICT field (Van Der Vyver, 2009). The existence of 
adaptability in career is just an extension of having adaptability in studying ICT courses. Perhaps due to the constant 
changes and the advanced complicated technical upgrades required individuals who venturing into this line of work 
to be able to cope with the turbulent work environments. This ICT industry also required individual to have critical 
thinking, creative work skills and expert in some tactical knowledge. Therefore, such adaptability skills need to be 
taught since during the studies level at the higher learning institutes.  

Although Ito and Brotheridge (2005) found career adaptability to be quite problematic for organization as it 
encourages job-hopping, this has only been tested in Canada among the federal civil services. Their study does not 
represent the ICT industry especially within Malaysian work context. Cultural and individual personality differences 
are the elements that might contributed to the difference results found in this current research. Therefore, findings of 
this study will contribute to the body of knowledge where it entails that ICT organizations should encourage career 
adaptability without having the worries of employees’ turnover.  

Even though all career adaptability constructs were significantly correlated with intention to leave the 
organization and the career, further tests in multiple regressions analyses showed that only career control and career 
confidence are able to significantly explain the intention to leave for both organization and career. Whereas, career 
concern and career curiosity were both found to be not significant to be included in the study models. Individual 
who has sense of confidence in their career would also have the potential to have the control in determining the 
career directions that they are choosing. Individual with these attributes able to adapt to constant changes in work 
environment and pre-prepared with uncertainty within work related (Savickas, 2005). This will reduced the feelings 
that can contribute to leaving the organization or the career such as giving up, loosing self-esteem, job 
dissatisfaction, work-conflicts and etc.  

 
CONCLUSION 
 

Findings of this research indicated that career adaptability appear to have influence on ICT professionals’ 
intention to leave the organization and intention to leave the career. The higher career control and career confidence 
that the ICT professionals are having, the lower their intention to leave will be. Career adaptability that could lead to 
employees’ retention is a field still underexplored, especially in the Malaysian setting. An extension of this study in 
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looking at the relationships between career adaptability with intention to leave aspects within the same ICT field or 
other industry through a qualitative method, or a blend of both qualitative and quantitative methods can be helpful in 
providing in-depth understanding of this issue. Thus, more focus should be emphasized on the career adaptability-
variables involved, specifically in studying the employees’ career retention. It is also suggested that adaptability 
should be tested among the students in higher learning institutes in regards to relating it to the level of the students’ 
study engagement/participation. This is because the skills of career adaptability cannot be developed in overnight. 
The adaptability skills in career need to be consistently developed and it must start as early as in higher learning 
institutions.  
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to determine and compare the use of social networks in education of two private secondary and 
post-secondary schools in North and South of Cyprus with a focus on the possible differences and similarities. The use of social 
networks in education was investigated as new common classrooms in this study. A qualitative method of research was used to 
gain an insight deep understanding of the participants' experiences, related to semi-structured interviews and observations. The 
study group consisted of 35 teachers interviewed by the researcher. The data was collected over the period between January and 
April 2013. Consequents showed that the two schools at both sides of Cyprus share common elements than differences, 
regarding the use of social networks in education. Significant difference between the two schools was that there was no school 
policy for using social networks in education in North although the teachers were positive to use social networks. However 
social networks were used for communication under the school policy in the South although the teachers were negative to use 
social networks in education.  The similarities of North and South is to use SNs for communication, not for education and to 
avoid abuse of students for not knowing privacy and security matters and to promote teachers to spend more time and effort in 
eliminating inappropriate materials regarding lessons, and also to promote parents to appreciate the use of SNs in education. 
The difference between the North and South is that although using SNs for communication is school policy in the South, it is 
not a school policy in the North. Although North school teachers have positive perceptions for using SNs  in education, the 
South teachers have negative perceptions. 

 
 
Keywords: Education, social networks. 
 
 
 
Introduction 

Education is an ongoing phenomenon of a person until death and it has political, social, cultural, and economic 
diversities. Education is a process which affects people to gain society standards, belief and way of living. Education 
is continuous, dynamic, comprehensive, multi-dimensional, scientific, objective-oriantated, limitless and cultural. 
Production and sharing of knowledge is accelerated by the developing technology and according to the needs of 
LQGLYLGXDOV��7LU\DNLR÷OX�	�(U]XUXP��������  

Education is important for modern life (Arap, 2010; Uzgören & Uzgören, 2005), in order to change the behavior 
RI� WKH� LQGLYLGXDO� YLD� H[SHULHQFH� WKURXJKRXW� OLIH� �dHWLQ�� dDNÕUR÷OX�� %D\ÕOPÕú� 	� (NL]�� ������� (GXFDWLRQ� LV� DQ�
investment in changing attitudes of an individual. Formal education is a planned system at the schools however 
informal education is applicable everywhere and not planned. Education is a social and cultural process which is 
lifelong learning (Göksan, Uzundurukan & Keskin, 2009). Education aids students, communities and business life 
(Semerci, 2003). 

The Internet becomes more widespread, common use of various applications originated from technology that has 
come into question. Among these, Web 2.0 applications like Youtube, Facebook, Twitter, Wikis and Blogs facilitate 
the following of the information, enhance the interaction between knowledge communities due to its attractive 
IHDWXUHV� DV� EHLQJ� LQWHUDFWLYH� DQG� DQ\WLPH� DQG� DQ\ZKHUH� �2GDEDúÕ��0ÕVÕUOÕ�� *�Q�o�� 7LPDU�� (UVR\�� 6RP��'|QPH]��
Akçay,  & Erol, 2012). The global use of the Internet has developed in recent years and now impacts all aspects of 
society from business, education to social activities. (Leitch & Warren, 2011) 

                                                           
�)H]LOH�,úÕN��7HO�������������������������ID[�������������������-110. 
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Education and technology play an important role in providing efficiency tR�KXPDQ� OLIH� �6HIHUR÷OX�� �������7KH�
most significant indications of the knowledge era are science, rapid technologic changes and globalization 
�*HGLNR÷OX�� ������ .DUDVDU�� ������� .QRZOHGJH� LV� WKH� FDSLWDO� RI� KXPDQ� EHLQJ�� 1RZDGD\V�� LW� LV� D� QHFHVVLW\� WR�
communicate to large populations as there is huge demand for quick communication (Karasar, 2004). Advancement 
of the web technologies is correlated to increase of memberships of social networks. Online collaborative networks 
are a network that brings people together for a mutual aim (Acun, 2010).  

One of the latest developments  are online social networks. Nowadays, many social networks are appearing and 
shaping the way that people communicate, interact, collaborate, work and even learn (Gülbahar, Kalelio÷OX� 	�
Madran, 2010). Social networks started out as a hobby for some computer literate people and have become a social 
norm and way of life for people from all over the world (Flad, 2010). Sharing of the videos, photos, texts and sounds 
can be possible by using the SNs, at the same time, online games which are embedded in them lead to growth in 
interest in these sites (Kert & Kert, 2010). Nowadays there are many social networks as Facebook, MySpace, Twiter 
WR�SURYLGH�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�WR�WKHLU�XVHUV��øJPDQ��.L\LFL��7HUFDQ��.LSHU�	�øJEXODQ���������)DFHERRN�DVVLVWHG�FRXUVHV�
facilitated the aspects in sharing and cooperation; access to the lecturer; visualizing the course content for some 
students. However, there were also some students having negative opinions aboXW�WKH�DSSOLFDWLRQ��.HOHú�	�'HPLUHO��
2011). 

Social networks are used not only for social networking and entertainment, but also for access to information 
�7RQWD��������� IRU�HGXFDWLRQDO�SXUSRVHV��*�OEDKDU��.DOHOLR÷OX�	�0DGUDQ��������� IRU� OHDUQLQJ�DQG� IRU�FDrrying out 
professional work (Tonta, 2009). Social networks have an important educational potential with their interaction and 
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�WRRO��(NLFL�	�.Õ\ÕFÕ���������*OREDOL]DWLRQ��HGXFDWLRQDO�UHTXLUHPHQWV�LQ�ZKROH�OLIH��DQG�LQWHQVH�DQG�
fast improvements in communication technologies had deeply and widely effected the educational institutions 
(Karaca, 2008).Social networking can be transformed to educational networking (Eteokleous, 2012).  

Educators started using SNs in education due to the fact that SNs are mostly used by youngsters and students and 
that SNs provide rich interaction opportunities. SNs enable teachers to get information about their students and better 
communication. SNs have relation with constructive and pedagogical approaches, and supports active and social 
OHDUQLQJ�� DQG� LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ� �.HOHú�	�'HPLUHO�� ������� 2QOLQH� VRFLDO� QHWZRUNLQJ� FDQ� EH� UHJDUGHG� DV� D� SODWIRUP�
allowing teachers and students to communicate and collaborate on school subjects and projects outside the 
classroom. Teachers can post school related works on these online communities and students can further enrich their 
learning experiences by teaming up with their class mates to work on assignments and projects (Khedo, 
Elaheebocus, Mocktoolah, Suntoo, 2012). 

Widespread use of information and communication technologies has changed learning environments. These kinds 
of changes forced learners in being online or blended learning environments as well as face to face. It has seen as a 
result of both lifelong learning and knowledge society which learners must have developed digital proficiency (Atici 
& Polat, 2010). 

The social network tools via internet provide a wide range of opportunities for educational activities. As an 
educator, it is important to experience good examples of technology integration into curriculum with students 
�*�OEDKDU�	�.DOHOLR÷OX��������7KURXJK� WKH� VRFLDO� QHWZRUNV�� XVHUV� UH-define themselves, involve in various social 
relations and even re-shape their teaching or learning process. Providing new opportunities and conveniences in 
educational settings, the rapidly developing information and communication technology, play crucial roles for 
providing a learning environment for schools, as well as for the societies (Özmen, Aküzüm, Sünkür & Baysal, 2011). 

At present, social networks are developing usually outside the formal educational activities (Acun, 2010); they 
have an important educational potential with their interaction and communication tools �(NLFL�	�.Õ\ÕFÕ���0RVW�RI�WKH�
students are highly aware of social networking and have the ability to use computer and internet with Web 2.0 tools 
which are very important for education (Uçak & Çakmak, 2010).Social networks can be used in education processes 
for improving communication skills of students and teachers, expanding participation, empowering peer support, 
realization of collaborative learning. Social media also provides facilities which are enriching the learning and 
teaching processes with text, video, audio materials, supporting learning, teaching and evaluation processes �7R÷D\��
$NGXU��<HWLúNLQ�	�%LOLFL�������� 

Many educational institutions have taken advantages of social networking websites for maintaining their teaching 
and learning activities (Tinmaz, 2012). The introduction to the concept of social networking, the discussion turns 
towards the exiting definitions of knowledge, leading to the question of what and how we are attempting to 
accumulate, manage and share knowledge resources through applications of online social networking (Benson, 
Morgan, & Tennakoon, 2012). 
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Educators must have a clear vision and guidelines for doing so, or they will face serious technical and legal 
pitfalls. Schools have a role to play in educating students about safely and appropriately using such sites (Davis, 
2008). Teenagers and young adults have especially embraced SNs as a way to connect with their peers, share 
information, reinvent their personalities, and showcase their social lives (Flad, 2010). In order to develop learning 
communities with increased student engagement, educators are increasingly adopting the use of social networks to 
supplement teaching and learning in both fully online as well as traditional classroom learning environments 
(Buzzetto-More, 2012).  In this context, online social network environments are effective sites which can be used as 
constructive and social cognitive learning sites. Theoretical approaches are based on individual orientation, 
interaction with environmental factors and self-control (Kert & Kert, 2010). 

There are many challenges facing the use of social networking in education such as privacy, real friendship, 
taking up time, flexibility, repeatability, convenience and accessibility and miscommunication. The privacy is one of 
the obstacles that faced the use of social networking in education. SNs have effect on health of individuals, due to 
spending a lot of time. Flexible learning expands choice on what, when, where and how people learn. Social 
networking is easy and quick in term of accessing accessibility, reviewing, updating, editing; anytime, anywhere. 
Scholars praise social-networking tools for their capability to attract, motivate and engage students in meaningful 
communicative practice, content exchange, and collaboration (Zaidieh, 2012). 

Though many arguments can be made about the possible risks of adolescent social networking, it is important to 
point out the benefits of these websites as well in order to promote education, keep students updated with 
assignments, offer help to those in need, provide an outlet for teens to express. In general, the Internet and social 
networking sites can be a positive influence (Flad, 2010) 

Social networking sites, as well as other new forms of communication technology, are also a concern to many 
school professionals because of the level of distractions during instruction time and have a negative impact on the 
learning environment. They create within the school such as forbid the use of handheld technology during school or 
that block certain social networking websites (Flad, 2010). Teachers are increasingly finding themselves in trouble 
for their use of social media in and out of the classroom. Teachers most frequently are getting in trouble for posting 
inappropriate contents during their personal time (Papandrea, Mary-Rose, 2012). Parent-child conflicts have also 
become more of an issue since the sudden escalation of online social networking and causes distress in the household 
and may ultimately lead to a barrier between parent, child, and communication about school work and grades (Flad, 
2010). 
     Based on the litreture a set of questions were derived regarding the use of SNs in education as new common 
classrooms, the kinds of networking used, the use of SNs in and out of the school time, the reason of why teachers 
started using SNs, the age group of the teachers that use SNs, the lessons for which SNs are useful, the students 
learning affection of SNs, the teachers and students skills improvment by SNs, the  policy and criteria for using SNs, 
the communication one to one and one to many with SNs, the advantages and disadvantages of using SNs and the 
sharing of information with parents, the perception on SNs and F2F in education. The specific purposes of this 
research was to compare the use of Social Networks (SNs) in secondary and post secondary education at two private 
schools in North and South of Cyprus. 
Objective 

The purpose of this study is to determine and compare the use of social networks in education of two private 
secondary and post secondary schools in the North and South of Cyprus and the importance of such comparison. 

 

Method   

A qualitative method of research was used to gain an insight of deep understanding of the participants' experiences, 
relying on semi-structured interviews and observations. The study group interviewed by the researcher, consisted of 
35 teachers from two secondary and post secondary private schools; one in North and one in South. The data was 
collected over the period between January and April 2013 with a pregranted permission. The interview schedule 
consisted questions which were set up after a thorough study of litarature on the use of Social networks in education. 
Each interview took approximately half an hour. The tape-recorded interviews was transfered to a transcript. 
Thematic coding was based on the relevant literature.  
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Findings 

SNs as  New Common Classrooms  

Physics, Mathematics, Science and computer studies (ICT) teachers of North claimed that SNs are used during 
lessons and out of the classroom for sending and reminding deadlines of homework, getting answers, giving 
feedback and sharing selected youtube materials. The ICT teacher said that he used selected youtube materials, 
during the lesson at the technology lab which is equipped with smart-board, projectors, internet access and 
computers for year 11 and year 12.  Physics, Mathematics and English teachers claimed that SNs could not be used 
for education but they could only be used as education tools. They prefer to use only traditional methods for 
education which was face to face. All the South school teachers said that they had to use school group facebook in 
order to send students homework, questions and reminders on assignments and exams, and for communicating with 
parents about the school activities. Most of the South school teachers especially ICT, French, English and 
Mathematics teachers stated that they did not use SNs for education because they did not like technology and 
believed that it would not be helpful for learning so they did not encourage students to use SNs. Science, Greek and 
psychology teachers claimed that they used youtube during the lessons, yet they prefer face to face education. One 
of the teachers complained that even if they wanted to use SNs for education the school would not provide them the 
infrastructure.  

Kinds of SNs used 

Most of the North school teachers said that they used facebook as a class and email to post homework and to 
share selected youtube materials and videos to visualize their lessons, ask questions or answer the students’ 
questions especially during the exam period. The students under year 11 did not have the opportunities to use 
technology room or lab so they used SNs only out of school. Most of the South school teachers used school group 
facebook. 

The Necessity of Using SNs 

North school teachers claimed that SNs were useful in following technology improvement and   communication 
with students, in order to attract their attention for lessons, in visualizing science experiments which they could not 
do at the school lab due to limited infrastructure and to guide senior students about undergraduate education in 
abroad. The case was similar for South school teachers. 

Timing of SNs In and Out of School 

North school teachers said that there were limited infrastructure and internet access in their classrooms especially 
for students of under year 11, so they could not use SNs in the school. They used SNs out of the school if the 
students had facebook and email account and if they got their parents’ permission to access internet or their parents 
could provide internet and computer at home. Most of the South school teachers claimed that they mostly used 
school group facebook out of school having inadequate infrastructure in most classrooms. 

Age Group of  Teachers  

Most of the North school teachers said that although the age is not very important for using SNs, the teachers 
under 30 were more familiar with technology because they were born with it and teachers over 30 were more 
reluctant to use any form of technology because of not having confidence. Some of the older teachers had never 
used SNs for education, but at the same time there was a teacher over 60 who not only used SNs, even taught young 
teachers how to use SNs. Most of the South school teachers claimed that younger teachers were more familiar and 
confident to use SNs whereas teachers aged over 30 had negative thoughts and fear about SNs.  

Lessons Where SNs is Used Most 
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North school teachers stated that SNs were useful especially for Language, Science, Physics, Biology, 
Mathematics and ICT lessons. Some teachers claimed that SNs were useful for all lessons summarizing, especially 
during exam period. Others said that SNs were not useful for Mathematics because they could not solve equations 
through SNs. South school teachers said that SNs were more useful for theoretical lessons. One teacher said that 
SNs were good for all the lessons, some South school teachers claimed SNs were not good for Mathematics and one 
teacher believed that SNs were not useful for any lesson. 

Skills Improved by SNs 

North school teachers claimed that SNs improved teachers’ skills. Some teachers claimed that SNs improved 
their skills by accessing other teachers’ lessons through the internet and learning and teaching methods. South 
school teachers claimed that SNs did not improve their skills.  

Policy and Criteria 

North school ICT teacher believed that it should be forbidden to open any other computer programs or sites 
during computer lesson. Other teacher stated that she had her own self policy for communicating with graduates. 
Some believed that there should be a school policy for using SNs. South school teachers claimed that privacy, 
honesty and security were important policy issues.  

 One to One, One to Many Connections 

North school teachers said that it would be possible to communicate both one to one and one to many between 
teachers and students. Some teachers said it was quite easy to send individual instant messages from facebook to 
students and to ask them questions and get answers. Some teachers said SNs are good for one to one dialogue with 
their colleagues, for sharing ideas about the lessons or news. North school teachers said that SNs are good for 
students who are not good at lessons and do not have confidence within themselves to communicate in the class. 
South school teachers said SNs are good to keep teacher in touch with students through SNs either one-to- one 
communication or one-to-many and even students who are not confident enough to participate. 

Communicating with Parents Through SNs 

North school teachers said that they prefer to communicate with parents through the schools in the formal way 
face to face (F2F) communication. In this way teachers talked with real parents and not somebody else hiding 
behind the computer. Some teachers were reluctant to communicate with parents through SNs because conversation 
could turn into an argument. They believed communication with parents should be done formally by school through 
weekly reports or emails. South school teachers said that they communicated with parents through email which was 
used as the formal communication way and they also had group facebook for students and parents. Some said that if 
the parents neglected their children, teachers could inform them about the students’ improvement with SNs.  

 

Advantages and Disadvantages 

Advantages 
 

North school teachers said that SNs had a lot of advantages for education such as finding material from youtube, 
sharing with students and colleagues worksheets, power point presentations, links, and enrich their perception on the 
lesson. Some said that students did not have to take notes during lesson. Some said that SNs provided 
communication between teachers and students out of school times. Teachers said that students could learn anywhere, 
anytime and at their own speed and also retrieve lessons. Some teachers said that SNs should be promoted by the 
ministry of education or by the school not by teachers individually. Some claimed that there was not enough 
infrastructure to perform lab experiments, so they used youtube to visual the experiments. One said that SNs should 
be used in a more casual and friendly atmosphere to support communication between students and teachers. 
Furthermore they said that students felt more confident to contribute to the lesson via SNs. South school teachers 
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said that they could find different kinds materials from youtube, videos, worksheets, power points presentations, 
links and share them via the SNs. Some teachers said that by using SNs they saved time for students which not have 
to take notes during lesson. Some said that shy students were encouraged via SNs.  Some said they informed parents 
about activities, announcements, events of the school. One teacher said “An advantage of SNs is that a teacher can 
see from pictures if a student smokes and try to convince them that smoking is a dangerous habit”. 
 
Disadvantages 
 

North school teachers said that students lost their concentration and wasted a lot of time by watching pictures, 
playing games and chatting.  Some teachers claimed that student should first learn about privacy, security and then 
start using SNs in productive and correct way of education. Some said that they needed more effort and more time to 
select the appropriate materials from the internet. Teachers also claimed that parents did not give permission to their 
children for access to internet because they did not have economic power to afford it. Some teachers said that only 
year 11 and 12 students were given the opportunity to use the technology room. Two teachers were reluctant to use 
the SNs because of the information, photos security and privacy issues. One teacher said “We should be careful 
about privacy to avoid the example of the teacher who misplaced her inappropriate photos on facebook and she was 
dismissed from her job and soon after she committed suicide" and he added that “We can see many bad examples on 
youtube about student abuse”. Another teacher said “Once a student got my photos from facebook and changed it for 
having fun and they abused our facebook friendship, so I am afraid to use SNs after this experience”. South school 
teachers claimed that students created fake accounts, used bad words, had concentration problems and some got 
addicted using SNs without control. Additionally they said that students relied too much on internet, they did not 
pay attention to the lesson. Some teachers said that although they could share power point and youtube links with 
students, if parents do not give permission to their children to access internet it will bring difficulties for using SNs 
and students would not feel good. Some parents were against social networking but if SNs was used as compulsory 
parents would be able to follow the school’s decision. One teacher said there are many scandals because people 
share inappropriate pictures at facebook. 

The Perception On SNs and F2F In Education 

North school teachers said that “F2F is the most important way of teaching but we need to use blended education. 
We feel, we touch, we understand students’ problems and emotions with F2f, but with SNs we just have a screen in 
front of us and we don’t know if s/he plays games”. Some teachers said that SNs provided them opportunity to 
connect with other teachers, labs, different fields and countries and share their knowledge and experiences 
throughout the world and carry out F2F education to a better level. Most said that F2f has social importance and 
improves students’ social capability. SNs are not being used during the lessons efficiently. South school teachers 
said that traditional F2F method was the best way for improvement. One teacher said that each one of the teaching 
methods provided different relationship between teachers and students and combination of F2f and SNs would be 
the most appropriate system to be used. 

Conclusions 

SNs are not commonly used both in North or South schools. However SNs are used by some teachers for 
individual purposes in North. In South there is an official policy to use SNs in schools. Either way there is limited 
infrastructure and limited use of SNs out of lesson due to parents’ negative perception that cannot afford internet 
expenses. It was very interesting to see that both school ICT teachers did not believe SNs were useful for education 
and South schools’ language teachers did not like to use SNs at all. In both sides some students did not have self-
confidence to communicate F2F to use SNs and vice versa. North and south school teachers find SNs useful only if 
combined with F2F education and feared to use facebook.  

Teachers of both schools used SNs as a guide for undergraduate education information overseas for year 12 
students. SNs were useful to communicate with their students, to draw attention to their lessons, to visual science 
experiments, to wish them good luck for the exams. The use of SNs was obligatory at the South school, for teachers 
to communicate and inform their students about homework, exams and activities and also for posting materials. 
Both school teachers under 30 years of age were more familiar with technology compared to the teachers over 30, 
although there are exemptions.  
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Both school teachers had common beliefs that F2F education was the best traditional teaching way with using 
five senses but when there is a screen between the students and the teachers when using the SNs in education 
teachers could not know if the students played games or did other activities while online. Both the North and the 
South school teachers had common beliefs that blended education to carry F2F education to higher level although 
SNs were not used in education. SNs provide both one-to-one and one-to-many communication between students 
and teachers for both sides. Students who have not enough confidence to participate to the lessons, they feel more 
comfortable to participate through SNs. 

SNs are useful for language, science and theoretical lessons but not for mathematics or computer studies 
according to both school teachers. North school teachers insisted that SNs were useful for all kinds of lessons. 
However in the South there was a contradiction. There was not a policy or criteria for using SNs for North and 
South school teachers. However, South school teachers insisted on security, privacy, formal communication, sharing 
appropriate photos, and efficiency and productivity of SNs in education.  

There were general worries in North and South schools’ teachers for security and privacy problems but there is a 
demand to have updated computer knowledge use of internet facilities for teachers and students in both sides. There 
was concern for the loss of students’ concentration and time and parents’ negative perceptions to SNs and internets 
in general.  

North school did not use SNs for the communication with parents and the South school had school policy to use 
facebook for the communication with parents. SNs would be a real time saver if used in education appropriately to 
provide unlimited sources and materials for teachers and students in North. SNs improved and enriched teachers and 
students’ perspectives in the North school teachers. SNs could be the best way to extend education time and also to 
remind students of their homework in North.  

Discussions 

There are parallel findings between the research of *�OEDKDU�	�.DOHOLR÷OX��������DQG�WKLV�UHVHDUFK�DQG�WKDW�WKH�
social networks  provide a wide range of opportunities for educational activities.  

Buzzetto-More’s (2012) research is parallel to this research that educators are increasingly adopting the use of 
social networks to supplement teaching and learning online as well as traditional classroom learning. 

Zaidieh’s (2012) research has common  findings that SNs have effect on health of individuals due to spending a 
lot of time with social networks but at the same time SNs provides flexible learning, expands choices as what, when, 
where and how people will learn. 

Flad’s (2010) research has common arguments with this research that there are possible risks of adolescent social 
networking. It is important to point out the benefits of these websites to promote education, to keep students updated 
with assignments, to offer help to those in need, provide an outlet for teens to express. 

Kert & Kert’s (2010) research have similar findings with this research that online social network environments 
are effective sites which can be used as constructivist and social cognitivist learning sites based on individual 
orientation, interaction with environmental factors and self-control in online interaction. 

The research of Dwyer, Hiltz and Passerini (2007) and this research have common findings that trust is not a 
necessary factor in the building of new relationships on SNs, yet trust is very important for face to face relationship. 

The research of Zaidieh (2012) shows similar to this research results that there are many challenges facing the use 
of social networking in education such as privacy, real friendship, taking up time, flexibility, repeatability, 
convenience and accessibility and miscommunication. 

Ministry of Education policy should be effective in application of face to face education and teachers should have 
training on SNs safety and security in order to have competency and comfort in using SNs. ICT teachers could be a 
very important link between teachers and students and the safety of use of SNs in education. 
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Abstract 

While all sort of written information were widely used in education, studies showed that visual perception is very important in 

learning. For this purpose new teaching strategies were developed using computer. The aim of this paper was to emphasize roles 

of computer in education and to make a comparison of computer aided education vs. traditional education. Computer aided 

education (CAE) system is a key to improve the effectiveness and the quality of education system. Computer education forms a 

part of the school and college curricula, as it is important for every individual today. 

 
Keywords: Computer Aided Education; Computer Aided Education’s Advantages; Computer Aided Education’s Materials; Comparison between 
Computer Aided Education and Traditional Education; Education  

Introduction 

Computer aided education eases the process of learning. Life without computers would seem almost 

unimaginable for many individual using computers daily. 

 

Computer aided education (CAE) is not a new fact. In the early 1960s, Stanford University psychology 

professors Patrick Suppes and Richard C. Atkinson experimented with using computers to teach math and reading to 

young children in elementary schools in East Palo Alto, California. Stanford's Education Program for Gifted Youth 

is descended from those early experiments. In 1963, Bernard Luskin installed the first computer in a community 

college for instruction, working with Stanford and others, developed computer-assisted instruction (Wikipedia). 

Usage of computer in data communication has commenced in 15th Century. Most of the individuals in 15th Century 

were extremely ignorant.  

 

Computer aided education eases the process of learning. A life without computers would seem almost 

unimaginable for many individual using computers daily. Traditional teaching methods and course contents have all 

been affected by the introduction of computer technology.  

 

Therefore, one case study quoted for showing importance of computer-aided education. Ath. Kehagias  and Pan. 

Vlachos has a research called Melon project for Melon foundation grant to their project, which is fulfilled in The 

American College of Thessaloniki. They choose American College students for their diverse educational 

backgrounds. They wanted to design courses, which will teach to the students basic mathematical knowledge 
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(necessary for follow-up courses); and , They want to relevance them to mathematics. And They though thing to 

keep a fine balance between showing more technical (in which case students will be alienated) and too simple (in 

which case students will lose interests in the course). Then they organized a course which they can use computer in 

class. by They using some software packages such as Microsoft Excel and Mathcad. At the end of the course they 

had also found that it computers did play a positive role, in "sweetening mathematics”; and. And they have found 

that CAE students were better at it than traditional ones (Kehagias&Vlachos, 1999).  

 

In this paper, types of computer aided education were mentioned such as autonomy, model creation, 

demonstration, game model, storytelling model, virtual reality, animation, e-books, user created content and distance 

education. Designing materials for creating computer aided education; text, color, illustrations, sound, video, and 

characteristic of the learner were also explained. Advantages of computer-aided education (CAE) and comparison 

for CAE and traditional education were also discussed. 

 

2. Types of Computer Aided Education 

 

Traditional teaching methods and course contents have all been affected by the introduction of computer 

technology. Education is the main step of all disciplines and should be carried out seriously. In our competing world 

every individual should learn more and fast in order to take a front row in this competition. 

 

Education is defined as the process of forming an individual identity, becoming sociable and gaining economic 

effectiveness. It is also the process of constructing the balance between human and the environment by interaction, 

ZKLFK�KDV�PDQ\�DVSHFWV��$\GÕQ	6�Wo���������� 

 

Education is a fundamental part of differentiating from a simple living creature to a thinking human being taking 

part in social, economic and industrial world. In this highly competing world it is getting more and more important 

to learn more and faster.  

 

Education is a complex process in which both human and technical resources should be utilized in a carefully 

balanced way. Traditional teaching practice, learning methods and course content have all been affected by the 

introduction of computer technology. The challenge is to develop and use modern learning environments in 

education while the curriculum of university education is continuously evaluated and modified to both include new 

LGHDV��WKLQNLQJ�DQG�OHDUQLQJ�PHWKRGV��DQG�WR�HOLPLQDWH�UHGXQGDQW�PDWHULDO��.Õ]ÕO�HW�DO�������� 

 

Encyclopaedia of Britannica described the word “Education” as follows, which is very difficult to accept today: 

“Education is a discipline that is concerned, in this context, mainly with methods of teaching and learning in schools 

or school like environments as opposed to various informal means of socialization” (Britannica Online 

Encyclopaedia). 
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As we know and use distance education by means of computers now, the definition of a highly trusted 

Encyclopaedia became incorrect. Actually changing time and technologies even made the difference in definitions 

of Encyclopaedias.  

 

It is very well known that learning gets easier if the information could be given by a combination of different 

sources at the same time as sound, picture and words.  It starts with the alphabet only with letters and letters with 

pictures. It is obvious that if it is possible to teach letters with motion and sound concomitantly, it will be easier to 

learn. Beside this teaching advantage it will bring another differentiation, which is willingness to learn.  Autonomy 

may be described as the willingness or self-determination of every individual to study and to learn. 

 

Various techniques were described and analysed in order to improve education methods, because it is almost 

obligatory to learn more in less time in this competing world. This is the aim of many research groups to provide a 

teaching method for faster learning and better understanding. 

 

Traditional teaching methods and course contents have all been affected by the introduction of computer 

technology. Education is the main step of all disciplines and should be carried out seriously. In our competing world 

every individual should learn being quickly in order to take a front row in this competition. 

 

It is very well known that learning gets easier if the information could be given by a combination of different 

sources at the same time as sound, picture and words.  It starts with the alphabet only with letters and letters with 

pictures. It is obvious that if it is possible to teach letters with motion and sound concomitantly, it will be easier to 

learn. Beside this teaching advantage it will bring another differentiation that is willingness to learn. Autonomy may 

be described as the willingness or self-determination of every individual to study and to learn. 

 

Regardless which theory we believe, computer aided education is of importance for sure. Different application 

areas of computers are examined and evaluated according to the changing needs and improving technology. New 

devices and methods have been developed besides autonomy, model creation, demonstration, game model, 

storytelling model, virtual reality, animation, e-books, user created content, distance education and online education 

and for sure they will be more development in near future. 

 

3. Designing Computer Based Education Materials 

 

Computers have a wide range of education materials contrary to traditional tools. Text is still the most important 

tool to transfer information. But there are many different additives to text in computers such as colour, graphics, 

sound, animation, third dimension and interactive sections.  
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Moreover, in preparation of the computer-based learning materials the characteristic of the learner has great 

importance. Different learners will respond to stimuli in a range of ways so it is important to be aware of the 

characteristics of the group you are designing for. You can’t design same material to adult and child. 

 

Alan Clarke summarized these factors in details. The factors, which may influence the learners’ response, 

include age, computer literacy, previous experience of computer-based learning, gender, educational experience, 

learning skills, physical characteristics, reading age, knowledge of the subject and first language (Clarke, 2001). 

 

The best way to transfer knowledge is text. Although computers have various possibilities, text is the most 

condensed way of giving theoretical information.  Computers have many advantages when preparing reader friendly 

text pieces and when reading pre-prepared texts. Arrangements of paragraphs, headings and subheadings are 

important parts of text preparation.  

 

Selection of fonts is a very important subject. The font of a storybook that is prepared for elementary school 

children should be different than a postgraduate master degree paper. A scientific paper should also have different 

letters than a joke book.  

 

Moreover colours are very important in our daily life, psychology and mood. Actually the human eye can 

recognize millions of colours. So colours may be used to draw attention to important points. Setting the same colour 

for related topics may also be helpful. 

 

Colour is a powerful motivating force. People will often judge coloured products as having a higher value and 

quality than the equivalent monochrome products. It is an important way of gaining learners' attention, reinforcing 

key points and segregating information (Clarke, 2001). 

4. Advantages of Computer Aided Education 

 

The advantages of computer-aided education can be overviewed in various topics. But for me the most important 

ones are correction and update possibility of the education materials. Computers in education provide us quick 

information processing and very importantly the saving of paper. 

 

The roles of computers in education may be summarized as follows. 

* The initiation of education may start earlier in preschool children which were not able to write and read yet 

* It will be more interesting and attractive to use a colourful software with animations than reading a book especially 

I children 

* Computer education module can help students deeply understand the content with diagrams, pictures and movie 

clips when needed.   

* Softwares are easy to carry, copy and distribute 
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* Instruction manuel 

* Decrease of labour 

* Chance of sharing personal experience, ideas and new methods 

* Chance of searching in seconds 

  

The uses and advantages for this system are endless. For example, teachers are encouraged to use edutainment 

computer-based learning for introducing students to new or difficult lectures or concepts. Times, tables or grammar 

are incorporated into platform games that use positive reinforcement to encourage children to move onto new 

difficulty levels. Children are able to pick which times, tables or grammatical problems they wish to tackle in the 

session. This interactive element is essential to ensure children feel they have some control over their education 

(Roschelle et al., 2005). 

 

5. Comparison of Computer Aided Education vs. Traditional Education 

 

Computer aided education system is a key to improve the effectiveness and the quality of education system. 

Conventional education system, which is using a book or hardcopy material, can easily make the student to feel 

bored and complicated to understand what they have learnt in class. The information need to be digging out from the 

whole bunch of the book out of nowhere and this might consumes a lot of time. Differ from the computer aided 

education which is much easier to amend and update the material. Besides, Computer aided education system can 

reduce publishing and distribution costing. Therefore it worthwhile to replace the existing of the conventional 

education system with computer aided education (Sabariman, 2008). 

 

Another issue is changing time and changing habits. Traditions, fashion and preferences change from generation 

to generation. While I am very comfortable with computers my parents are using them with minor problems whereas 

my grandparents have major difficulty in using them.  

 

Computers have revolutionized common man’s life and have brought a dramatic change in the life of every 

human being. Plentiful information is available on the Internet that can be read by means of a computer. Hence one 

might not want to be deprived of this new world of information. The information is inclusive of all aspects of 

knowledge. It ranges from preliminary facts in science to philosophy of life. Almost everything that the books once 

carried is now accessible through a computer. Everything that the textbooks have is now just a click away! (Oak, 

2008). 

 

Information can be presented in different forms over a computer. Information can be in the form of an audio 

recording or a video clip. Computer teaching is thus much more than just making students read from the screen. It is 

about providing them with a learning system wherein they can view pictures, watch videos and listen to speeches or 

lectures. It is about making the process of teaching and learning, interesting and interactive.  
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According to Manali Oak’s paper, writes “teachers are irreplaceable”, but on the other hand life conditions 

necessitated teaching with computers which may be accepted as virtual teachers. Another extension of this situation 

is distant education. Distance education may be accepted as third revolution in education. It is obvious that it is the 

last stage of computer aided education (Oak, 2008). 

 

Ath. Kehagias and Pan. Vlachos has a research related with this subject, which is fulfilled in The American 

College of Thessaloniki. They choose American College students for their diverse educational backgrounds. They 

want to design courses, which will teach to the student’s basic mathematical knowledge. They want to relevance 

them to mathematics. And they think to keep a fine balance between showing more technical ( in which case 

students will be alienated ) and too simple ( in which case students will lose interests in the course). The problem is 

worsen because in some of our classes we teach concurrently two groups of students: the first group will major in 

the Liberal Arts and the second in Business Administration. 

 

     To fix the above problems, they have found it necessary to continuously engage in curriculum reform. They have 

been especially interested in computer aided education (CAE) to increase both the learning material and teaching 

process. They have experienced with software packages such as Microsoft Excel, Mathcad and Scientific Notebook 

as well as with HTML-based hypertexts for three years. 

 

Their efforts for emphasized conceptual understanding, through the use of graphical and numerical approaches. 

In particular, in the Calculus course they have used numerical and graphing experiments (in Excel and in Mathcad). 

They have also experimented with various teaching strategies: we have taught traditional, classroom-based courses, 

as well as courses almost exclusively taught in the computer lab; they have used collaborative assignments and 

individual take-home projects. 

 

They have also noticed that students are eager to participate in classroom activities in computer-intensive classes. 

On the other hand, they have found that when teaching a computer-intensive class the students may become quite 

proficient in the use of computers and mathematical software, without grasping the mathematical concepts in which 

are ultimately interested. 

 

Their main goal during this phase was to familiarize us with the symbolic math software Mathcad and with 

teaching computer lab-based courses. They chose Mathcad because of its combination of symbolic math operations 

with “live” computation (i.e. changes made at some part of a document result in immediate update of the whole 

document). They found this feature very useful both for demonstration by the instructor and for experimentation by 

the students. 

 

According to their work’s results, it appears that CAE did not make a difference as far as concepts understanding 
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is concerned. More specifically, CAE students were better at conceptual understanding both at the beginning and at 

the end of the course; but, on the average, they improved at the same rate as traditional students. However, CAE did 

make a difference regarding general mathematical performance both in absolute and differential terms. CAE also 

made a difference regarding the attitude of the students to the course (i.e. students liked the CAE course better than 

the traditional one). Statistics and numbers do not tell the whole story. So it is useful to briefly relate our informal 

experiences. They definitely felt throughout the course that CAE students were more active and interested than the 

traditional ones. 

 

They also find it computers did play a positive role, in "sweetening mathematics". They have found that, the 

CAE classes developed so much momentum, it is particularly important to plan class activities and teaching 

strategies very carefully so that the learning process does not degenerate into an exercise of computer gaming. Also, 

they think that some lecturing is still necessary, even in the CAE course; they do not want to revert to 100% lab 

course because if they revert.   

 

Regarding mathematical performance, they did feel that on the average CAE students were better and remained 

so at the end of the course. Statistical analysis offers a further significant insight: not only were CAE students better 

in absolute terms, but they also improved more than traditional students (Kehagias&Vlachos, 1999). 

 

Finally, regarding the understanding of mathematical concepts, they have found that CAE students were better at 

it than traditional ones. This is substantiated by statistical analysis, which further reveals however, that there was no 

difference in differential improvement. In other words, statistics suggests (and as of now we have no grounds to 

dispute this), that CAE students were originally better at conceptual understanding and remained so at the end of the 

class. A scenario which they found plausible after consideration of the statistical analysis and their subjective 

experiences is that better students were drawn to the CAE course than to the traditional one. This seems to be 

supported by the statistically significant difference in GPA between the CAE and traditional students 

(Kehagias&Vlachos, 1999). 

 

In conclusion, course was a useful improvement over the traditional course and they intend to refine and repeat 

it. Teaching Mathcad to CAE students created an overhead, which was partly compensated by spending less time in 

teaching traditional techniques of differentiation and integration.  

 

6. Conclusion 

 

Computer aided education eases the process of learning.  A life without computers would seem almost 

unimaginable for many individual using computers daily.  

 

Internet, which is the source of all kind of information, can play an important role in education. As it is an 
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enormous information base, it can serve as a source for a wide variety of subjects. Search engines are very helpful in 

reaching the target. It is usually possible to reach the headed information when the clues or keywords were obscure. 

This is another advantage of computers to thick textbooks.  

 

The importance of computers is evident today and having the perfect know-how of computers can only propel 

one’s career in the right direction. Today, computers are a part of almost every industry. They are no more limited to 

the software industry. They are widely used in networking, information access, data storage and the processing of 

information. So why not introduce computers early in education? Introducing computers early in education lays the 

foundation of most of the major competitive careers. Computers play a significant role in one’s personal and 

professional life (Oak, 2008). Computer aided education has the advantage of easy teaching, better learning, free 

repetition and furthermore all sort of distance education.  

 

In final, I defenced computer aided educations superiority again with supporting a case study. Ath. Kehagias and 

Pan. Vlachos has a research called Melon project for Melon foundation grant to their project, which is fulfilled in 

The American College of Thessaloniki. They choose American College students for their diverse educational 

backgrounds. They want to design courses, which will teach to the students basic mathematical knowledge 

(necessary for follow-up courses), They want to relevance them to mathematics. And they think to keep a fine 

balance between showing more technical (in which case students will be alienated) and too simple (in which case 

students will lose interests in the course). Then they organize a course which they can use computer in class. They 

used some software packages such as Microsoft Excel and Mathcad. At the end of the course they also find it 

computers did play a positive role, in "sweetening mathematics”. And they have found that computer aided 

education students were better at it than traditional ones. 
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Abstract 

Animation is a developing and interesting visual communication instrument. It may have multipurpose functions such as 

entertainment, advertisement and education. The aim of this paper is to investigate the use of animation in teaching theoretical 

medical information and especially surgical procedures. Three, animations were planned and created about endonasal surgery 

focused on procedures which are known as difficult to understand. Then a group of 20 medical students were taught with this 

animation whereas a second group of 20 students were taught by theoretical information and plain figures. Different evaluation 

questions were asked in order to clarify the benefit of the animations in learning. Then the second group was taught again by 

using the animations. It is concluded that animation is a very useful tool to teach difficult procedures in medicine especially in 

teaching complex topics. 

 
Keywords: Animation; Medical Education; Education Materials; Teaching; Teaching Methods 

Introduction 

Medicine may be the most interesting and important field of science, but it is extremely difficult to study and 

learn. Although learning a main concept may be sufficient in other disciplines, medical students must learn many 

details, must understand all mechanisms, and must study hundreds of pages. They must understand details and 

attempt to remember them forever. 

In addition to texts, pictures and posters are widely used to explain medical information and surgical procedures. 

However, it is often difficult to verbalize procedures. Instructors must provide theoretical information and then 

explain the steps of the procedure. Diagrams used for this purpose may be insufficient. Thus, it is important for 

students to complete internships and residencies to learn the practical details of medicine. 

 

Although many types of written information are widely used in education, studies have shown that visual 

perception is very important. For this purpose, new teaching strategies have been developed using figures, pictures 

and videos. Recently, education centers have begun preparing animations for both teaching and practice.  

 

Many studies have examined this topic. Fallman said, “Learning consists of acquisition of information that is 

provided by the, in this case, virtual environment. Training, on the other hand, involves mainly responses from the 

user on the environment itself. Training arises from actions carried out by the user on the environment, while 

learning results from contextual factors” (Fallman, 2008).  
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$\GÕQ� VWDWHG�� ³,Q�PHGLFLQH�� WUDLQLQJ�ZLOO� LPSURYH� E\� RSHUDWLQJ� RQ� YLUWXDO� DUJRQV�� DQG� WUDLQLQJ� IRU� pilots will 

benefit from VR training materials that will enable the user to saw or drill wood and build a project before 

DWWHPSWLQJ�WR�XVH�WKH�UHDO�HTXLSPHQW´��$\GÕQ��������� 

 

Animation is a developing and interesting visual communication instrument. It may have multiple functions, 

such as entertainment, advertisement and education. For example, animation may be a useful tool to plan a new nose 

prior to rhinoplasty or to teach surgical maneuvers. The aim of this study is to investigate and quantify the use of 

animation to teach theoretical medical information, especially surgical procedures. Three animations were planned 

and created for endonasal surgery. These animations focused on procedures that are known to be difficult to 

understand.  

 

2. Materials and methods 

 

2.1. Study groups 

 

Our study group consisted of 40 medical students between the ages of 21 and 29. The participants included 20 

males and 20 females. They were divided randomly into two groups of 20 participants. 

 

 

2.2. Educational material 

 

Three tasks were prepared for rhinoplasty maneuvers. The two sets of educational materials included theoretical 

information with figures and the same information with animations. The steps of the surgical maneuvers were 

explained in both sets.  

 

The two groups of subjects were given educational materials including either theoretical information with figures 

or the same information with animations. Twenty minutes later, each student was asked questions related to the 

subject. Then, the students were asked to explain the main idea of the educational material.  

 

In a second step, the first group, which received theoretical information with figures, was given the second 

educational set, consisting of the same information with animations. Then, the students had the opportunity to 

compare the difference in the two materials. Finally, the students were asked the same set of questions a second time 

to evaluate the influence of the second set of educational material. 

 

Task I: Alar cartilages are very important in the constitution of the nose. They may vary in shape and hardness, 

and they provide the projection of the nose. The nasal septum is an important support for the nose projection. The 
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aim of this task is to show how septum or columellar grafts affect the projection of the nose and to focus on the 

influence of projection on the shape and position of the nostrils. 

 

3. Fig. 1. (a) The relationship between the shape of the alar cartilages and the nostrils;  
(b) The relationship between the shape of the alar cartilages and the nasal valve angle 

Task II: Dome suture is a very important binding to narrow the tip of the nose. It also serves as an important 

support to provide symmetry for the nose. The level of this suture is an important issue because this level affects the 

tip position. When the dome-binding suture is placed high, the tip becomes sharper, and the rest of the cartilage 

flares and looks wider at the middle portion. 

 

4. Fig. 2. (a); (b) The narrowing effect of the dome suture 

Task III: When the dome-binding suture is placed 3 or 4 mm lower than the highest point of the tip, the tip looks 

slightly wider but more natural, and the rest of the cartilage becomes closer. 

 

 

5. Fig. 3. (a); (b) The narrowing effect of the dome suture at a lower localization 

2.3. Evaluation Questions:  
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After the educational period, the subjects were asked to explain the tasks in detail. The study group was asked 

questions related to the data. A jury was established, and this jury evaluated each subject’s knowledge about the 

tasks that were explained.   

 

The topics were as follows: 

1. The shape and the position of the alar cartilages 

2. The correlation between the position of the alar cartilages and the nostrils 

3. The effects of the alar cartilages on nose projection 

4. The correlation between dome binding sutures and the width of the tip 

5. The correlation between dome binding sutures and alar flaring 

6. Where to put the suture to prevent a pinched nose 

7. Where to put the suture to narrow the nostrils. 
 

2.4. Self-Evaluation of the Subjects:  

 

Each subject evaluated the educational material on a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 indicating the worst and 10 

indicating the best. 

 

3. RESULTS 

 

The age and sex distribution of the study groups and the evaluation of the students and the jury are shown in 

tables 1 and 2. 

     Table 1. Age, sex distribution and evaluation grades of study group I 

No Age Sex Evaluation by students after 
instruction with theoretical 

information + figures 

Evaluation by jury after 
instruction with theoretical 

information + figures 

 

  

Evaluation by students after 
instruction with animations 

1 22 f 4 4 9 
2 22 m 5 5 9 

3 21 m 5 4 10 

4 21 f 6 5 8 

5 21 f 4 6 8 

6 21 f 5 4 8 

7 21 f 6 6 9 

8 21 m 5 5 9 

9 21 f 6 6 10 

10 21 f 3 5 8 

11 21 m 7 5 10 

12 21 m 3 5 8 

13 21 m 4 5 8 
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14 21 m 4 6 9 

15 21 f 5 6 9 

16 21 f 5 4 9 

17 21 f 6 7 10 

18 21 f 4 5 9 

19 26 f 5 5 10 

20 28 f 6 8 9 

6.  

                            Table 2. Age, sex distribution and evaluation grades of study group II 

No Age Sex Evaluation by students after 
instruction with animations 

Evaluation by the jury after instruction 
with animations 

1 21 f 6 9 

2 21 m 7 8 

3 21 f 9  7 

4 21 m 10 8 

5 21 m 7 9 

6 22 f 7 9 

7 22 m 8 9 

8 25 m 9 8 

9 25 f 9 8 

10 26 f 10 8 

11 26 m 7 9 

12 28 m 6 9 

13 28 f 6 8 

14 27 f 9 7 

15 28 m 9 8 

16 28 m 10 8 

17 25 m 7 7 

18 29 m 6 9 

19 21 m 9 9 

20 21 m 10 8 
 

     The grades of the second group are much higher than the grades of the first group. The second group of subjects, 

who were given information with animations, showed a better learning curve then the first group. They explained 

the main idea of the education much better than the first group. The difference is statistically significant (p<0.001) 

for the evaluations of the students and the jury.  

 

The first group, which received the theoretical information with figures, was given the second educational set, 

consisting of the same information with animations. Then, this group had the opportunity to compare the difference 

between the two materials. The fifth and seventh columns of the first group show their comparison, which is 

statistically significant (p<0.001). All of the students concluded that animation is a useful educational 

material.These data were not available for the second group because they were initially educated with the theoretical 
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information supported with animations. Therefore, they could not compare both methods. However, their higher 

grades may be considered proof of the benefit of animations for education. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

 

It is well known that education is the first level of influence in all disciplines. Medical education is particularly 

important because the subject of this study involves human life. Thus, before beginning to work on the human body, 

one must learn as much as possible. We suggest that theories of cognitive development and education may support 

the importance of animations and virtual reality (VR) in medical education and training. VR provides an exciting 

educational medium to explore information and to explore oneself. VR provides a training environment that is rich 

and responsive and that permits the direct evaluation of educational theory. The central educational issue for VR 

involves the transfer of experience (Bricken, 1990). Increasing numbers of researchers and educational practitioners 

believe that VR technology offers significant benefits to support education and training. For some of these 

researchers, VR’s ability to facilitate constructivist-learning activities is a key issue (Bricken, 1990). Turkish noses 

often have humps so many people in Turkey seek rhinoplasty. Due to the unique nasal structure in Turkey and other 

Mediterranean countries, rhinoplasty is a very common procedure that should be mastered by all ear, nose and throat 

surgeons. 

 

In practical practice, issue it is obvious clear that it is easier to that we all can learn easier by watching a 

procedure than by reading that about it. we see rather than that we read. But of course, in both we need theoretical 

knowledge is needed prior this step. I agree with Brick (Bricken, 1990) in that the idea that “animations and VR 

technology offers strong benefits to support education and training”. Many authors have stated similar ideas on this 

same topic (Bell&Fogler, 1905;Alexiou et al., 2004).  

 

Practical experience is an important component of the educational process. However, the time and economic 

resources required for to establish scientific laboratories is outside the scope of many institutions. A solution to this 

problem may be found in the adoption of virtual laboratories, which can be an important educational tool to address 

the lack of practical experience in education (Bell&Fogler, 1905). 

 

I agree with the author that practical experience is an important component of the educational process. However, 

it is extremely difficult and dangerous to teach surgical procedures practically. Thus, before students begin surgical 

interventions, it is important to fully teach the procedures. Animation can be a helpful tool for this purpose. Other 

surgical interventions have been taught by animations in recent years (Ullrich et al.,2009; Henderson&Ali, 2007), 

and new studies will be published on this topic in the near future. 

 

Animations and virtual reality are more efficient that training on real patients. These methods eliminate the risk 

that students will harm patients while attempting to learn new skills. They also eliminate the time restraints of 
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waiting for specific types of cases and allow the trainees to practice independently. Furthermore, using virtual 

patients for training is less expensive and less offensive than training on animal models.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The importance of education is clear in all disciplines. Education in medicine has particular importance because 

the material involved in this subject is human life. Thus, before beginning work on the human body, medical 

students must learn as much as possible.  

 

Teaching materials are useful in all scientific fields, but they are especially important in medicine. It is extremely 

difficult and dangerous to teach surgical procedures in practice. Therefore, before students begin surgical 

interventions, it is important that they are completely familiar with the procedures. A theoretical education is usually 

not sufficient for complete comprehension. Visual devices such as diagrams, drawings, and pictures can be utilized 

for this purpose.  

 

Animations of anatomical structures and surgical procedures are helpful educational materials. When we 

compared the efficacy of various education materials, we observed that animation was an effective teaching tool.   

 

Further studies should be performed to improve this type of educational material. Cooperation among various 

disciplines, such as medical doctors and visual art creators, is particularly needed. 
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Abstract 

Computer Based Learning (CBL) in teaching and learning process is becoming a phenomenon in the educational field. CBL 
serves to establish more effective learning situations than traditional teaching methods. However, research studies show that most 
teachers do not make use of CBL to contribute and further improve the quality of learning environments. This paper discusses the 
potential of CBL and its’ constrain regarding this issue which is focusing on the barriers of integrating the technology in the 
teaching and learning process among the Malaysian teachers and also in learning Mathematics. 
 
Keywords- Computer Based Learning; technology; Mathematics. 
 

Introduction 

     In general, Mathematics is a compulsory subject for all the primary and secondary school students in Malaysia. 
Nowadays, educators take opportunities to harness the power of computer technology in helping students to learn 
Mathematics. Using computers to help students to learn Mathematics through the use of courseware is becoming 
common in Malaysia. There is much educational software available for teacher to use in teaching and learning. Some 
of them are even free in terms of money and downloadable through the Internet known as freeware (Teoh, 2009). 
CBL in Malaysia has emerged as an instructional technology with the potential to overcome the limitations of 
traditional media in supporting the prospect to provide learning environments with strong visual elements (Nordilah, 
2010). Nevertheless, it is not to replace traditional educational methods which are usually carried out by chalk and 
talk (Nordin and Fatimah, 2011). 

 
 Eventhough CBL is being implementing, teachers still remain central to the teaching and learning process 

(Martin, Khaemba and Chris, 2011). Computer is just an additional aided learning tool for teacher in some areas that 
require more attention. The educational software in the market is an alternative method to assist teacher in teaching, 
apart from the traditional way of teaching (Noordin and Fatimah, 2011). Therefore, CBL become most exciting 
innovation in the educational technology. CBL is a set of programming instructions which is used in instructional 
process to develop certain predefined skills for the students’ mastery over the subject content. It generally refers to a 
specific programmed which is designed to teach (Vansia, 2012). 

Computer Based Learning in Malaysia 

    Computer based learning refers to the use of the computer as a tool for facilitating and improving instruction. 
CBL programs use tutorials, drill and practice, simulation and problem solving approaches to present topics and to 
test the student’s understanding. CBL uses a combination of multimedia element which is combination of text, 
graphics, sound and video in the learning process. It is especially useful in distance learning situation. It is also 
integrated the use of Internet or intranet in the process of teaching and learning. According to Lee (2012), CBL 
improves students’ attitudes, motivation and academic achievement. 
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The history of CBL in Malaysia starts from the year of 1999. In 1999, Smart School was commenced. It is a 

learning institution that has been systemically reinvented in terms of teaching and learning practices and school 
management in order to prepare children for the information age. Most of the teaching and learning practices in 
Smart School have been carried out through ICT initiatives. The Smart School solution package includes ICT-
enabled learning courseware for Bahasa Malaysia, English, Sciences and Mathematics. Presently, the whole 
courseware package has been distributed to all Smart Schools in Malaysia. It was aimed to produce analytical and 
creative students with widespread use of computers in school. Its concept was to develop thinking students with 
information technology tools playing an important role in the teaching and learning process (MSC, 2007). 

 
In 2003, courseware became one of the support tools in the “Implementation of Teaching Science and 

Mathematics in English” program which known as PPSMI. PPSMI is an initiative to teach Science and Mathematics 
subjects in English rather than Bahasa Malaysia. The purpose of this initiative is to allow students to be better 
connected to the rest of the world, as English is a universal language. It will allow students to move seamlessly shift 
from their primary and secondary education into international tertiary institutions. In 2009, Education Minister 
announced the abolishment of PPSMI. According to the Deputy Prime Minister Tan Sri Muhyiddin Yassin, PPSMI 
will be abolished in 2012 after discovering that the policy failed to achieve the objective of improving students’ 
proficiency in English while it (policy) has also affected the performance of students, especially in the rural areas.  

 

Potential of CBL in Learning Mathematics 

There are recent studies reveal that CBL serves to establish more effective learning situations than traditional 
teaching methods which involve teacher presentation, question and answer techniques, and discussions (Ragasa, 
2008). The use of computer in conjunction with effective teaching strategies has great potential in the teaching and 
learning process (Hoon, Chong and Azilah, 2010). According to Lee (2010), the courseware constructed in her 
research showed positive effect on students. She claims that CBL improves students’ attitudes, motivation and 
academic achievement. In addition, the research conducted by Janier, Afza and Wan Fatimah (2008) is also receives a 
positive feedback too.  

 
The reason for this is that the CBL enables the students to progress at their own pace and provides them with 

appropriate alternative ways of learning by individualizing the learning process (Hoon, Chong and Azilah, 2010; Ong 
and Ruthven, 2010; Mudiana, et al., 2011). Moreover, Vansia (2012) stated that CBL has ability to provide 
quantifiable and instantaneous feedback for its users. Besides, CBL motivates students to learn better by providing 
them with the immediate feedback and reinforcement and by creating an exciting and interesting atmosphere (Sharina, 
Fatimah and Mazyrah, 2010). 

 
There a lot of research been conducted to prove the positive effect of CBL in learning mathematics. Research 

conducted by Liao (2007) proved that CBL had a positive effect on individuals by comparing 52 research studies 
carried out in Taiwan in his meta-analysis study. In 2009, Mahmud, Arif and Lim (2009) created a courseware 
called ‘G-Reflect’. The focus of their study was to develop and evaluate a courseware, ‘G-Reflect’ on students’ 
achievement and motivation in learning Mathematics. The courseware was developed using Geometer’s Sketchpad 
(GSP) software. The research indicated that students were motivated in learning mathematics and performed better 
than students taught in the conventional method. He further suggested the mathematics’ topics that suitable to use 
the GSP software in teaching and learning activities in the secondary school Mathematics syllabus such as 
Translation, Rotation, Dilation, Polygons, Perimeter and Area, Coordinates, Graphs of Function, Circle, 
Trigonometry and Linear Equations. 

 
 In the same year, Teoh and his colleagues (2009) study the cognitive effects, in terms of the gain scores and 

time-on-task of a computer courseware by using mastery learning and collaborative strategies. A total of 262 Form 
Four students interact with two Matrices courseware. The students were randomly selected from four suburban 
secondary schools. For each school, three classes were chosen randomly. They are randomly assigned to the 
Computer-assisted Cooperative Learning (CCL) treatment, Computer-assisted Mastery Learning (CML) treatment, 
and Computer-assisted Cooperative Mastery Learning (CCML) treatment. All students had not been exposed to the 
topic of Matrices. The whole lesson on Matrices took four to six hours to finish. Students took a test after each 
subtopic. Students in CML complete all formative tests or quizzes independently. If CML students fail, they would 
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receive supplementary instruction and corrective activities immediately until the requirement is met. Students in 
CCL and CCML groups undergo all designated cooperative learning activities. CCL students received no corrective 
activities but if CCML students fail, they will receive supplementary instruction and correction activities 
immediately after each question until the requirement is met. Each student in CCML must wait until all members in 
the group have achieved the level of 80%. The achieved students are encouraged to help the others. This study 
showed that, CML and CCML are effective learning tools. If the time allocated for the learning process is longer, 
CCML would be the most ideal strategy otherwise CML is generally preferred in the learning process. 

 
Furthermore, in 2010, S-Reflek courseware was developed by a researcher (Lee, 2010) to enhance the 

achievement of the higher lever thinking and the motivation in learning Mathematics of the student. S-Reflek was 
developed by using Geometer’s Sketchpad program which allowed students to learn the topic of Reflection, a 
Mathematics Form 2 subject, using hands on and minds on. The research applied Problem Based Learning (PBL), an 
active learning’s strategy which supports the constructivism theory. Through PBL, students would learn based on 
problems given and they would solve the problems with the aid of computer software. This would give students the 
opportunity to explore knowledge in their own pace. A number of 180 respondents were involved in this study. The 
research showed that PBL with S-Reflek increase the students’ level in mastering the topic of reflection and 
improved their achievement. Students were able to explain in details about the concepts of reflection after the 
learning process and master higher lever thinking after the learning process. Thus, the learners’ motivation level was 
considered as high motivation. To sum up, the application of PBL strategy with S-Reflek showed positive effect on 
students. 
 

Next, in 2011 a research carried by Noordin and Fatimah (2011) utilised the Van Hiele’s levels for teaching and 
learning Lines and Planes in 3 Dimensions. Based on an early study, students had been identified of having 
problems in visualising figures. To overcome this problem, a multimedia courseware was developed based on a 
framework that utilised Van Hiele’s Geometric model for visualizing 3D models. A testing was conducted with 60 
high school students aged 14-year old to measure the courseware’s effectiveness as an aid for visualising 3D 
models. The results showed that the students had demonstrated the ability to visualise and enhance their 
understanding on the topic after learned using the courseware. 

 
 In the same year, the research of Zuraini and Fatimah (2010) evaluated on the effectiveness and usability of a 

‘Li2D’ courseware. The interactive learning environment provided by ‘Li2D’ enabled students to visualize the 
movement of the locus and steps in constructing the locus. A total of 63 Form Two students were involved in the 
study. The students were divided into two groups which are control and experimental. The experimental group had 
to interact with ‘Li2D’ courseware as part of the learning activities while the control group used the conventional 
learning methods. Usability evaluation was accomplished based on four constructs of usability, which were 
efficiency, learn ability, screen design and satisfaction. The research also conducts an evaluation on the multimedia 
elements. The results showed that the experimental group performed better than the control group in understanding 
the Loci in the topic of Two Dimensions. In a nut shell, from several recent studies above proved that the use of 
computer in conjunction with effective teaching strategies has great potential in the teaching and learning process. 

Constrain in applying CBL in Mathematics 

Integrating technology in teaching has been a challenge to teachers since they need to make effective use of it in 
order to develop student’s independent learning skills and enhance students’ learning. It also influences the way 
mathematics is taught and learn. In addition to that, it provides the way for developing independent learning skills 
and an alternative for learning. For instance, to solve a problem in mathematics, students need to explore ideas, see 
the relationship between concepts and finding a solution to a problem. With the advancement of multimedia 
technology, the problems can be solved (Lee and Kim, 2012; Zuraini and Fatimah, 2010). However, research studies 
show that most teachers do not make use of the potential of ICT to contribute to the quality of learning 
environments, although they value this potential quite significantly (Smeets, 2005). 

 
The Malaysian government believes that using courseware can increase student engagement and motivation, 

providing students with a greater level of individualised instruction (Barrow, Debraggio and Rouse, 2008; Chong, 
Horani and Daniel, 2005). The Ministry’s Technology Education division had prepared Smart School courseware 
for self-directed learning, individually-paced, continuous and reflective. Students thought that Smart School 
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courseware was attractive, highly interactive, and usable and it has a potential to replace the conventional teaching 
and learning materials but the surrogate user especially the teachers had thought otherwise (Jaafa, 2008). Therefore, 
in order to achieve better result, some courseware need for improvement and development for future utilisation 
(Murni, 2006). In addition, it was found that only 12% of the 609 students claimed to have frequent use of Smart 
School courseware in school (Jaafa, 2008). According to the research conducted by Lee (2010), the findings 
revealed the need for improvement in mathematics courseware for future utilisation as individual differs in traits 
such as skills, aptitudes and preferences for processing information and applying in real world situations.  

 
There are lots of barriers for teachers to integrate ICT in teaching. To begin with, the findings from Goktas, 

Yildirim, and Yildirim (2009) indicate that a majority of teachers believe that the main barriers for integrating ICT 
are lack of in service training, lack of appropriate software and materials, and lack of hardware. Furthermore, teachers 
are lack of access to computers and negative attitudes toward the integration of technology in teaching (Chong, 
Horani and Daniel). Some of them fear of change (Mishra and Koehler, 2006). In fact, many teachers still fear using 
ICTs, and thus they are reluctant to integrate them in their teaching (Martin, Khaemba and Chris, 2011). They have 
contributed to the limited impact of computer-based learning tools (Kay and Lauricella, 2011). 

 
According to the report of “Integrating ICT-Based Content in Teaching and Learning Mathematics”, MSC 

Malaysia (2007) believes that there is not enough time and that there is too much content to cover for examination 
require consideration on what really matters in teaching. It is also supported by Kay (2011) and Goktas, Yildirim and 
Yildirim (2009) that time constraints is one of the factors teachers are unwilling to integrate ICT in teaching.  Beside, 
studies and observations in schools provide consistent evidence that teachers show minimal or inappropriate use of 
ICT applications in mathematics teaching and learning at all levels (MSC, 2007). Only a few teachers are confident in 
using a wide range of ICT resources. Then, the limited confidence affects the way the lesson is conducted (Martin, 
Khaemba and Chris, 2011). 

 
Moreover, according to Lee (2010), many instructors claim that the courseware is ineffective for certain 

students. The researcher claims that courseware has some strong factors that may de-motivate the learners (Lee and 
Kim, 2012). Some of the factors are unattractive presentation, boring style of writing, undefined/ambiguous learning 
objectives, irrelevant content, content that is too simple or too complex and too much to grasp in one go (Lee and 
Kim, 2012). The next barrier is the interface designs that fail to support learning and also presents unattractive 
presentation (Norfadilah, 2010). According to Norfadilah (2010), interface design for existing courseware should be 
improved to support the quality of learning experiences. It includes the level of interactivity and the availability of 
the interfaces to interact with the users. As suggested by Samah et al. (2011), the interactivity function should be 
considered by instructional designers in order to develop learning materials. So that external conditions of learning 
such as feedback and attentions devices will be meet the students’ need. Besides that, the lack of knowledge about 
the role of interface design by the designers in the development process is also the reasons that most acknowledged 
(Norfadilah, 2010). 

 
Yet, sometimes the problem is the way the courseware is used as a tool for teaching and learning (Bortolossi, 

2012). The way CBL is applied in teaching and learning can affect its effectiveness. Therefore, new studies are 
needed to clarify the effect of CBL in contemporary students’ environment (Hassan, 2008). Besides, it is needed to 
study the courseware whether it meets the requirements before it is being used (Mutalib, 2008).  In fact, CBL allows 
the educators to expand their repertoire of methods, tools and strategies beyond those that are frequently used in the 
classrooms. So, in relation with that, the courseware needs to be tested (Mudiana, et al, 2011). 

 

Conclusion 

From the discussion above, it is shows that computer technology and developed courseware give significant 
effects on students’ learning especially in Mathematics. However, there are many problem faces from many aspects 
such as from teachers, from the courseware itself and so on. Thus the question of what are the effective criteria for 
computer based mathematics learning courseware remain unanswered. However, The Ministry’s Technology 
Education division had prepared courseware using the Smart Schools budget of RM53 million (Chong, Horani and 
Daniel, 2005). Since the Malaysian government has contributed lots of money and afford in integrating ICT in 
education, the question is worth answering. So, to better understanding what are the main construct of the aspects to 
be concerned to design and develop the mathematics learning courseware need to be investigated. When the effective 
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criteria have been identified, it is hope that the learning courseware will be designed and developed that best fit the 
needs of all parties and furthermore can be used as a tool for teachers in order to teach mathematics in school.  
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Abstract 
Nowadays sustainable development is a subject of particular relevance due to the Earth’s environmental crisis, for which 
humankind is to a large degree, responsible. A possible way of addressing sustainable development is science education and 
communication. In principle, a society that is aware of environmental problems will be more participative than an uninformed 
one, and more committed and efficient when putting in practice measures to mitigate the environmental crisis. Sustainable 
development is a matter that concerns the Mexican public in terms of biodiversity and ecosystems conservation which in turn is 
relevant both to the country and to the entire planet. 
The importance of communicating science by means of narrative forms has been suggested by several authors (McKnight, 2010; 
King, 2007; Schank et al, 2002; Korkmaz, 2011; Frisch, 2010; Lanza and Negrete, 2007; Negrete and Lartigue, 2004). In this 
research I propose that comics represent an opportunity to communicate scientific information to low literacy communities and I 
also present an example of the use of comics in communicating information about the sustainable use of the Mayan Nut in rural 
areas in Mexico. 
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Introduction 
 
In general, one of the greatest problems faced by governments in developing countries is letting the general public know about 
the programs and services that they develop. Creating a new policy is not enough if the policy stays at the desk where it was 
developed or if the information is conveyed to the public through conferences and leaflets that use technical and scientific jargon 
with which the public is not familiar. Consequently, it is of paramount importance that besides defining and implementing public 
policies, governments communicate the scientific knowledge emerging from research to the population that will benefit from it. 
To do so, it is important to use the appropriate channels of communication. In order to present knowledge to the public it is 
fundamental to use every day language, focusing on people´s daily lives and using elements with which they are familiar, to 
enable them to construct meaning and promote long term memory for the knowledge in question.  
 
In the particular case of Mexico, it is essential to appreciate that the general public has a relatively high level of illiteracy and 
little interest in reading. The Mexico´s population is approximately 100 million (INEGI, 2005) of which; the majority has less 
than eight grades of basic education (Op. cit.). Out of each 100 inhabitants of more than 15 years of age, 11 females and 7 males 
are illiterate. UNESCO recommends the reading of 4 books a year per individual in order to guarantee an appropriate national 
level of culture and social development. But in Mexico the per capita reading mean is only 0.2 books per year (Marcín, 2005).  
 
Although the Mexican mean reading level is low, given the total population of the country, the total number of readers is still 
considerable. What the majority of the public reads is light or “junk” literature (Malvido, 1993). Evidence of this is the large 
circulation of magazines with themes encompassing gossip of show-business people, fashion, and comics with tasteless themes 
(sex, gossip, sensationalist stories, etc).  
 
Currently, the comic is one of the most preferred communication media and provides the principal reading access for millions of 
Mexicans (CANIEM). In 2002, comics represented 33.5% of all the total number of publications in the country (López, 2003). 
“Libro Semanal” (Weekly book) and “Libro Vaquero” (Cowboy Book), are two of the most widely read comics in Mexico. More 
than half a million copies of each are sold each week and, on average, each copy is read by five individuals. Thus, five million 
readers are reached by these publications per week. The two comics combined, sell more than 40 million copies per year (López, 
2003), placing them among the country`s five weekly magazines with the highest circulation (Gutierrez, 2001). The widely 
accepted status of comics among readers in Mexico makes them a very attractive means to approach the local general public.  
 
México, as well as many other developing countries, needs new ways to communicate sustainability in low literacy situations. 
The evidence found in literature suggests that comics offer an opportunity to communicate scientific information in a reliable 
way (Wright, 2001; Weitkamp, 2007; Iacono and de Paula, 2011), to reach audiences with low literacy level in México 
(CANIEM; López, 2003; Gutierrez, 2001) and they represent a good vehicle to convey environmental issues to low reading 
capacity audiences (Jansen, 2008).  
 
Comics are an interesting means to convey information as they include narrative as well as pictorial forms of representation. 
Narratives and images facilitate learning, thanks to the schemas that individuals possess from both languages as well as to the 
emotional response that visual and literary resources evoke (Greenfield, 2000; Erdelyi and Stein, 1981). Additionally, image and 
narrative contribute to learning because they act as mnemonic elements that prevail in an individual’s long term memory 
(Mcloud, 1993). 

Sustainable 
development and 

comics?  

Science 
Communicati

 i  
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Taking into account the evidence suggesting that comics represent a possible media to communicate scientific information, I 
planned a study in two parts: (1) developing a comic and (2) testing it for memory and learning. 
In developing the comic I found the following problem: how to ensure that purpose-written comics properly follow comic books 
conventions? 
 
Propp´s narrative model (Propp, 1968) has been suggested as a way to analyze modern narratives (Landau, 1984; Harré et 
al.1999). Propp suggested that fairy tales can be understood by using only four principles: (1) the functions of characters are 
stable elements in a tale, (2) the functions known in a fairy tale are limited, (3) the sequence of functions is normally the same in 
every story and (4) fairy tales are of one type with regard to the structure. According to Propp, functions are acts, episodes or 
entrances of people of various sorts. He further claimed that fairy tales are based on 31 functions (acts or episodes), which are 
summarised in Table 1.  
 
Not every story will include all the functions proposed in the classical work by Propp (1968), but the ones that are incorporated 
will normally appear in the order in which they are presented in Table 1. In Proppian analysis, the functions are played out in 
seven ‘spheres of action’: the villain, the provider, the helper, the princess, the king, the dispatcher, the hero and the false hero. 
Functions and spheres of action constitute an ordered set. Their presence or absence in any particular story allows their plots to be 
classified. The plots take four forms: development through struggle and victory, development through the accomplishment of a 
difficult task, development through both of the previous categories and development through neither of them. The important 
point that Propp is making is that when we work with stories we are dealing with discernible and repeated structures (Hawkes, 
1977). 
 
In previous research (Negrete, 2011), I analyzed the Mexican “Libro Vaquero” and “Libro Semanal” comics. From the analysis 
of the narrative structures of Libro Vaquero and Libro Semanal it was possible to conclude that the structure of the comics fits 
remarkably well in the one proposed by Propp. Both comics present a similar structure in terms of dramatic structure, plot, 
characters, spheres of action and functions. The analysis of narrative structures of these popular Mexican comics suggested that 
classical simple structures are the most effective way to construct attractive comics for the Mexican general public. The 
explanation seemed to rely on the fact that people are familiar with classical narratives. That means that schemas to guide the 
interpretation pre-exist in the individual and foster understanding. 
 

 Function Description 
I Absentation Family member absents him/herself 
II Interdiction An interdiction is made to the hero 
III Violation Hero violates interdiction. Villain appears 
IV Reconnaissance Villain or hero attempts reconnaissance 
V Delivery Information about victims is delivered to victims 
VI Trickery Villain attempts deception of victim 
VII Complicity Victims submit to deception 
VIII Villainy Villain causes harm to family members 
IX Mediation Misfortune or  deficiency is made known 
X Counteraction begins Hero agrees /decides on counteraction 
XI Departure  Hero leaves home 
XII Donor’s first function Hero is tested 
XIII Hero’s reaction To donor 
XIV Provisional receipt  Of magic agent 
XV Guidance Spatial transfer of hero is made to vicinity of object of search. 
XVI Struggle Hero and villain are in direct combat 
XVII Branding Hero is marked 
XVIII Victory Villain is defeated 
XIX Liquidation Initial misfortune or deficiency is made good 
XX Return Hero returns 
XXI Pursuit Hero is pursued 
XXII Rescue Hero is rescued from pursuit 
XXIII Unrecognized arrival of hero At home or in another place 
XXIV Unfounded claim by false hero Hero is at home 
XXV Difficult task Proposed by false hero 
XXVI Solution Task is achieved 
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XXVII Recognition Hero is recognised, often by special sign 
XXVIII Exposure False hero is exposed 
XXIX Transfiguration Hero is given new appearance or possessions 
XXX Punishment Villain is punished 
XXXI Wedding Hero marries, ascends throne or is rewarded  
Table 1. Fairy tale functions proposed by Propp (1968) 
 
Taking into account the findings on the structure analysis of the Mexican popular comics I developed a comic, using Proppian 
structure, involving a particular issue of importance in México: The Mayan Nut (Brosium sp.). 
 
Brosium (commonly named as Ramón) is a native tree of the rain forest in Mexico, Central, South America and the Caribbean. It 
produces an easy to collect and nutritive seed. The Brosium seed was used as food in pre-Columbian cultures. Its pulp, seed and 
seedlings are also very important for the fauna of tropical forest ecosystems in which the tree species live. The Brosium 
represents a food source for many human communities in south eastern Mexico. The seed of this tree is rich in fibre, calcium, 
potassium, folic acid and vitamin A and B. It represents an important source of proteins, due to the fact that its amino acid 
composition is very similar to that found in meat. It also has medical properties: it is a source of iron, tryptophan (a natural 
relaxation agent) and has lactogenic properties (helps women to produce milk during lactation) (Mayan Nut Institute, 2012).  
 
Brosium constitutes a social, economic and conservationist alternative to the agricultural production systems that are now 
destroying our forests, because this tree produces large amounts of seeds, reducing the need for deforestation, burning, pesticides, 
fertilization or irrigation. It functions to protect the soil, water reservoirs and biodiversity. It produces four times more food than 
corn per hectare and can be stored, contributing in this way to food reserves (Op. cit.). 
 
Nowadays communities in south eastern Mexico that previously utilized this resource, have to a large extent, abandoned its use. 
In its place they clear forests to use trees as firewood and to use the land for agriculture. In these communities a comic could be 
of help in communicating information about how to use and conserve this native species. This, in turn, could contribute (through 
the generation of economic resources) to alleviate the problems of poverty, unemployment, malnutrition, loss of self-esteem of 
rural women (by providing them employment) and reversing outgoing cultural and environmental degradation. Also if science 
communication comics are effective, this model could easily be replicated and spread to other areas of Mexico and Central 
America with a very low cost/benefit ratio. 
 
Developing the Comic 
 
To produce a comic that includes information about the Mayan nut, I developed the following procedure: 
 
To generate the narratives I researched recent literature about sustainability, sustainable harvest, biology and ecology of Brosium 
sp. With this information I constructed a table entitled the “list of main active principles”, implying the information about 
Brosium that I wanted to convey to the communities using the comic as a “vehicle” (as a metaphor of the active principles and 
the vehicle in a commercial drug). Table 2 shows the basic scientific concepts to be included in the comic (active principles).  
 
I developed the dialogues for the new comic using the Proppian structures identified in the two popular Mexican comics, 
combined with the “main active principles” and information obtained via interviews directly with the people in the communities. 
 

Sustainability 
1 Sustainable harvest 
2 Natural resources conservation 
Brosium sp. 
1 Biology of the plant 
2 Ecology of the plant 
Ecology 
1 Native species 
2 Plant-polarizer interaction 
3 Biodiversity 
4 Natural selection 
Food and medical uses 
1 Nutritious value 
2 Etnobotany 

Table 2. Main active principles, scientific facts to be communicated in the comics 
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Images: As mentioned before, in a previous research I analyzed El Libro Vaquero and El Libro Semanal in terms of narratives 
and imagery (Negrete, 2011). In order to preserve, as much as possible, the style and language of these two popular comics, I 
emulated their content regarding for example the total number of images, images per page, number of characters per image, 
images dedicated to sensual encounters, sex implicit images, etc. (op cit.). Finally I constructed a story board and a consulting 
designer produced the images imitating the style of the comics mentioned above. I adapted the appearance of the characters as 
well as the settings (buildings and landscape) to the rural landscape.  
 
The new comic, “Sustainable Love” is a narrative about a woman (Jesusa, the heroine) whose father (the king) died. She is forced 
to decide whether to immigrate with her boyfriend to the United States or to stay and work the land inherited from her father. The 
land is rich in local forest species including the Mayan nut trees (Ramonales). She has a friend (Maria, the helper), a biologist 
who is trying to convince her to stay in the village and use the Mayan nut to earn a living. Jose Carlos, Maria´s boyfriend (the 
villain and the princess), who just came back from the US wants to convince her to emigrate with him. Ramiro, Jose Carlos` 
friend (helper), arrives in the same bus as Maria’s boyfriend. His aim is to use the area as a study site for his ecological research. 
Ramiro and Maria fall in love with each other and Jesusa convinces José Carlos to stay in the village and start a family.  
 
Appendix I shows the comic that was developed using this methodology. Dialogues were written in Spanish, a translation to 
English is alongside the original comic. Table 3 shows the spheres of action played by each character in the comic.  
 

Characters Spheres of action 
Jesusa Heroine 
María and Ramiro Helpers 
José Carlos (Boyfriend) Villain and princess 
Jose Carlos Princess 
Jesusa´s  father King 

Table 3. Spheres of action played by each character in the comic. 
 
Jesusa´s goal is to convince José Carlos to stay in the village. José Carlos plays a double role in the narrative. He is the villain 
because he tries to convince Jesusa to leave the place (his intent is contrary to Jesusa´s) and he also represents Jesusa´s prize if 
she wins the struggle. Ramiro represents a “helper” for Jesusa in the sense that he contributes to make Jose Carlos change his 
mind and decide to stay in the village. According to Propp’s classification the comic´s plot would be like the development 
through “struggle and victory”. Table 4 shows the functions included in the comic. 
 

Propp’s Functions Description 
Mediation Jesusa`s father is dead. He asks Jesusa, just before dying, to 

keep his lands for her and their descendants. 
Struggle Jesusa struggles with José Carlos to decide whether they should 

emigrate to the United States and sell the land or to keep the 
property and use the Mayan nut products to make a living. 

Victory Jesusa decides to stay and convinces her boyfriend to remain 
with her.  

Wedding They agree to start a family together and cultivate the Mayan 
nut. 

    Table 4. Functions included in the comic. 
Learning Study 
In order to obtain feedback on the effectiveness of the comic, obtained with this method, to communicate the desired “active 
principles”, the comic was presented to volunteers in a rural community (in the state of Morelos in México) with similar 
characteristics as those of the studied communities (with no specific scientific background, low scholastic level, rural area, etc.). 
Immediately after reading the comic they were asked to answer a questionnaire. In average it took 30 minutes to read the entire 
comic.  The sample consisted of 45 individuals between 20 to 50 years of age (25 females, 20 males).  
 
The effectiveness of the comic in communicating information was assessed through the RIRC method. The RIRC method 
explores the effectiveness of a narrative (and other formats) in communicating scientific information using four independent 
memory tasks to asses learning (Negrete, 2009; Negrete and Lartigue 2011). This method assesses an individual’s ability to retell, 
identify, remember and contextualize scientific information presented to them in narrative form. The input consists of a 
qualitative complex stimulus (a story narrative or another text format) and the measurement is performed using questionnaires. 
The structure of the questionnaire used for this research can be seen in Table 5. 
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Questions Questions Intention of the question 
Retell the story  

(Retell) 
1 To measure how much the participant remembered about the 

story as a whole and which parts of the story were better 
remembered (science vs. narrative).  

Multiple-choice 
(Identifying) 

3 To assess how much of the information given in the story the 
participant was able to identify. 

Short answer  
(Remember) 

5 To test how much of the scientific information the participant 
was able to remember and retell. 

Hypothetical situation 
(contextualise) 

4 To determine if the participant was able to put the information 
in context and apply or extrapolate the knowledge (learning). 

Table 5. Structure of the questionnaire. 
 
Results obtained using the RIRC method 
In all of the memory tasks the participants were able to remember more than 50% of the scientific content included in the comic 
(Table 6 and Figure 1). According to previous results using the RIRC method with narratives, scores of more than 50% on the 
four memory tasks, represent good performance (Negrete 2005; Negrete, 2011).  Although this is an exploratory study and more 
research with this comic is needed, the fact that participants were able to remember this amount of scientific information suggests 
that this narrative was well understood and remembered by the participants. 

Retell Identify Remember Contextualize  
51 63 70 63 %* 
2.8 .8 1.3 1.5 STD 

*The percentage represents a measure of how close to the ideal the groups performed. 
Table 6. Performance of the participants responding the questionnaires after reading the comic. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Performance of the individuals compared to the ideal mark for every memory task. 
 
 Future work and research 
 
The next step on this research is to use and study the comic in the communities that it was designed for (Cuzalapa, municipality 
of Cuautitlán, Jalisco and Chulavista community, municipality of Bahia de Banderas, Nayarit).  
 
 In the future, it would be interesting to generate more comics with this same methodology to communicate information in other 
areas of scientific knowledge.  For example, at present, I am working on a project that involves generating a comic book to 
convey scientific information about diabetes and obesity, which together with HIV/AIDS are major health problems in Mexico.  
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Conclusion 
The analysis using the RIRC method suggests that comicss narratives are a good way to reach low literacy audiences with 
socially worthwhile messages. The results also suggest that the comic generated in this research was quite effective in 
communicating scientific information. These results, compared to previous studies using other narratives, show a good 
performance and therefore a good understanding and retention of the scientific information included in the narrative. 
 
The Mayan nut in Mexico is an important natural resource as food, medicine and because of its ecological relevance. There is 
simple scientific information about natural resources and conservation that could encourage communities to make a sustainable 
use of Brosium. Comics could represent an ideal media for communicating such knowledge to communities in a reliable way. 
 
In this research I propose that popular comics can, for certain audiences, be used as a tool to communicate scientific information 
to a large population in an understandable, memorable and enjoyable way. In the case of Mexico, they represent a unique 
opportunity to communicate scientific information about sustainable development and natural resources to a large sector of the 
population with low literacy levels, often very difficult to reach through other means.  
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Abstract 
Students and student-teachers of applied linguistics (LN400/G) taught at the University of Guam continue to explore the promise 
of SCRATCH, a free downloadable program from MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology).  For the past three fall 
semesters, students and student-teachers were required to design class projects with Scratch. They were instructed to integrate 
principles of second language teaching/learning and or other subfields of applied linguistics into their projects, and told that they 
should be able to use these in the language, literature, or other content area classroom.  A CD Rom of their individual projects, 
accompanied by written reports evaluating SCRATCH, were submitted at the end of each semester. In Fall 2012, students were 
required to integrate their computer projects into their lesson plans for elementary, middle, and or high school students.   This 
presentation will propose criteria for evaluating students’ computer projects and summarize their evaluations of and comments 
about MIT’s SCRATCH computer program. 
 
Keywords: communication, barriers, technology 

In the 21st century, technology has become an integral part of students’ lives, and, by extension, a vital part 

of many effective educators’  teaching and lesson plans.  Students of Applied Linguistics at the University of Guam 

were required to design  SCRATCH computer projects starting Fall semester 2010, after the instructor attended a 

conference on educational technology. Students were told to consider some practical applications of the program to 

second or foreign language learning theories by, for example,  integrating the SCRATCH technology project into 

possible classroom lessons not only in foreign language teaching, but also in teaching in the content areas like 

literature and social studies. They were told that their projects had to reflect their creativity, imagination, (multi-

)cultural / ethnic sensitivity, and teaching ability. 

They were told that this computer program could help put them on the cutting edge of teaching and learning, and as 

a result, hopefully be better teachers to their present and future students.  

What is SCRATCH?  SCRATCH is a programming language that enables anyone to do graphics, animation, 

interactive games, music – the possibilities are endless.  The SCRATCH Program consists of a sprite (and other) 

characters, & a list of commands that can be added to a project to say and or do whatever is to be taught.  All 

commands are listed on the side of the program in the form of puzzle-like pieces that can be added to the script.  

Developed by MIT Media Lab’s Lifelong Kindergarten Group, with support from organizations and businesses like 

the National Science Foundation, Microsoft, Google, and Intel, SCRATCH was designed to stimulate and encourage 
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anyone interested, from children to adults, not only to think critically, logically and creatively, but also to work 

collaboratively.  Posted sample programs and tutorials on the net can be invaluable to those who wish to learn using 

the program. 

In these tough economic times, SCRATCH  is an attractive option for educators because it gives student-teachers a 

chance to learn doing hands-on basic programming as well as apply the theories they have learned in class, to actual 

lessons that put those theories to the student and classroom test.    Most importantly, it is free: anyone can download 

it from the net.  Even though the program was originally intended for younger learners to learn basic programming, I 

wanted to see what university students of applied linguistics could do with this MIT-generated program since it is 

gratis and easily downloadable from the net, to help their present and future students with the acquisition of a second 

language, or the learning of content areas like literature. [Mention ScratchEd for teachers]. 

For the past three years, the program has been an integral part of the work required of the university’s applied lx 

students.  None of them have a computer programming background.  They ranged from computer and or 

technology-challenged, to those who thrive on tinkering with what a computer program can do to improve teaching 

delivery!  

Applied Linguistics at the University of Guam (LN400G) is a one-semester, 3-month undergraduate/graduate course 

that ESL, English, and secondary education majors take.  Although the course surveys the main subfields of Applied 

Linguistics, the first half of the semester covers second language acquisition theories, e.g.,  Cross-linguistic 

Influence or CLI  (Kellerman 1995, Odlin 2003) –the weak version that remains from the controversial Contrastive 

Analysis Hypothesis (Lado 1957); Krashen’s (1981, 1982, 1983, 1985, 1997) theory with its bundle of five 

hypotheses – Monitor, Acquisition vs. Learning, Affective Filter, Input i+1,  and Natural Order Hypotheses;  

Cognitive Theory (McLaughlin 1987, Scovel 1999, R. Ellis 1997);  Social Constructivist Theories (Long 1996, 

2003);  Inter/Intralanguage/Fossilization Theories (Selinker & Lamendella 1979, Long 2003),  and  Eckman’s (1981, 

2004) Markedness Differential Hypothesis from Universal Theory (Chomsky(an)  and language universals and 

typology (Greenberg, Ferguson).     

Below is a suggested model of the relationship between L2Acquisition theories and  

 communicative classroom methods in the applied linguistics class projects: 

COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASS (Hymes 1974) 

 

                                                         Fun, Engaging Activities 

L2Acq.THEORIES  Å Æ    COMMUNICATIVE CLASSROOM METHODS  Å Æ Lesson Plans & Tools 

                    TASK-BASED                (exploring SCRATCH) 

Linguistics, Grammar               

Content area learning 

            Culture, social learning/teaching 

            

H.D. Brown (2007) enumerated five characteristics of an ideal communicative language teaching classroom (q.v., 

Hymes 1972 on communicative competence). 
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 1.  Lesson plans should cover all the components of communicative competence, i.e., cultural, social, and 

not just grammatical nor linguistic. 

 2.  Language activities should be authentic, functional, meaningful, as well as fun and interesting, so that 

learners are drawn into the world of foreign language learning and not lost by the wayside. 

 3.  Fluency and accuracy are both important goals; but, to keep communication channels flowing and open, 

accuracy sometimes may have to be sacrificed in favor of fluency, even if the fluent sounding speech is less than 

perfect grammatically! 

 4.  Lessons must be geared to helping develop students’ ability to function in real-life situations, beyond the 

classroom. 

To this list,   I will add a sixth: 

 5.  Activities must support establishing rapport and collaboration in the foreign language classroom. 

Instructor-student as well as student-student relationships must be, as much as possible, positive.  Learning a second 

language is facilitated when stress is minimal. There is nothing wrong with learning a language or learning to teach 

a language in a relaxed but competitive environment – a worthwhile goal. 

The question then is, where does SCRATCH belong in these communicative competence teaching requirements? 

How can it help learning in the classroom? At home? 

Criteria for evaluating students’ projects are in process of being developed. They involve examining how the 

individual projects tie in with the theories of foreign language acquisition and communicative learning methods.  

Questions asked are: 

I.  The theory or hypothesis behind the project 

 A.  Reasons for choosing a particular project 

 B.  The L2Learning theory / hypothesis that “jives” with the program design or that the 

 design addresses  

II.  Use of the Scratch Program 

 A.  The simplicity/complexity of the programming project: mastery or lack thereof? 

 B.  The planning vs. the execution:  any technical problems with the program or content?  

III.  Execution and Communicative Goals in the Classroom 

 A.  User-friendliness of the program for the intended audience 

 B.  Fun and appropriate for learners/students/intended audience 

 C. Task based? Goal oriented? 

 D.  Any Cultural sensitivity or awareness and social rules addressed beyond grammar or    

declarative knowledge? 

E. Are activities (content, inputting responses) age-appropriate with regards to the intended  

 audience? 

IV.  Adjustability and Modifiability 

 A. With the basic design of the program remaining unchanged, can the lesson content be 

 modified for use in other content areas?  
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 B. Any bugs? Glaring problems? 

  

The first year of the SCRATCH project was exploratory.  I divided the class of twelve into groups of 3 or 4; each 

group worked collaboratively and submitted only one project each.  The most knowledgeable naturally became 

group leader.  This first year project was the most basic, yet showed the great cultural and ethnic sensitivity.  Among 

their projects were the following: 

1.  Sirena the Mermaid legend of Guam narrated and illustrated by a 

 student/artist who insisted on doing the mixed media artwork 

 herself, with Guam locales serving as the background 

2.  Teaching colors in Tagalog/Pilipino – with a plane flying and droning in 

 the background; background applause when answer is correct  

encourages students to answer questions 

3.  A lord of a castle giving commands to a knight using TPR – setting: castle 

 with a lady in the background 

4.  Teaching vocabulary words in Chamorro – with Chamorro cartoon 

 characters 

5. A few lines from Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, with  

local-looking characters & setting. 

 

In the second and third Fall semesters, every student was required to program his or her own project, although they 

were encouraged to work in groups to help each other out, or for “knowers” to help others. A  student from the 

previous year was invited to speak to the class, give advice, and answer questions about the program.  This knower-

helping-novices approach apparently helped students a lot.   

Second year Fall 2012 semester projects can be divided into the following groups:   

1.  Interactive Storytelling 

2.  Illustrations, Sing-a-longs for identifying body parts 

3.  Drills 

a.  Identification /counting of objects 

b.  Editing Grammar and Punctuation 

c.  Ballerina Coordinating Conjunctions 

d.  Max the Monkey and Homophones 

4.  Teaching Methods:  Total Physical Response:  a knight, a lord, and his princess 

5.  Interactive poetry:   composing  cinquain interactively 

6.  Sociolinguistics:  illustrating Irving Goffman’s response cries and uptalk (XXXX).   

Attachments in the appendix illustrate some of these programs. 
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Finally, students were required to critique SCRATCH as a program and classroom tool.  The table below 

summarizes their comments. 

 
 

UOG Applied Linguistics Students’ Comments about SCRATCH 
               POSITIVE COMMENTS                    NEGATIVE COMMENTS 

 
1. Fun! 1. Very time-consuming 

 
2. Great learning experience 
 

2.  Not easy to use/learn in the beginning 
 

3.  A useful tools for educators who want a 
different teaching method in the classroom 
 

3.  Hard to coordinate sounds, movements 
 

4.  A creative alternative to Powerpoint, 
lectures, chalkboards, with the teacher talking 
all the time! 

4.  Takes a few days to learn and feel comfortable 
with the program 
 

5. Allows teachers to be very creative 5. UTube videos and tutorials were too basic 
6. Middle and high school students can use 
SCRATCH to do presentations, have fun, 
create games themselves 
 

6. Commands are hard to learn; challenging for 
teachers who are not programming-savvy!  

7. No limit as to what it can do 
 

7. Takes a lot of patience and time that teachers 
may not have 

8. A useful tool for ESL/EFL students as well 
as native speakers of English 
 
9. Teachers placed on the cutting edge of 
technology! 
 

8. What if classrooms don’t have computers? 

 

 

Students’ suggestions for improving SCRATCH include the following: 

1.  Make it more user-friendly because colorful and inviting interface belies the 

 complexity of the scripts needed to make a functional product 

2.  Simplify the tabs:  there are too many tabs and dozens of options: hard to know 

 where to start to move a  sprite from points A to B- so simplify the commands! 

3.  Simplify complex terms that are hard for ordinary people to translate to layman’s  

 terms 

5. Make tutorial more user friendly! 

With SCRATCH’s new version 2.0 coming out in May 2013, hopefully, some of the students’ concerns will be 

addressed.  Meanwhile, students of Applied Linguistics  at the University of Guam will continue to create 

SCRATCH projects that are relevant to L2Acquisition theories and communicative teaching methods.  As in the 

three previous years, they will continue to present these at the University of Guam’s Annual Regional  Language 

Arts Conference in November of every year.     

APPENDIX 
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Sample Scratch Projects Snapshots 
 

 
J. Coles. TPR Project. 2010. 

 
   J. Mendiola. Cinquain Poem. 2010. 

 

         
   J. Mendiola. Finished Cinquain poem. 2010 
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   K.Borja. Interactive Storytelling. 2011. 
 

 
   B. Sapida. Basketball Object Identification. 2011. 
 

 
   B. Sapida. Basketball Object Identification. 2011. 
 

 
   A.J. Boyd. Response Cries. (Sociolinguistics) 2011. 
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   A.J. Boyd. Response Cries.  2011. 
 

 
    A.J. Boyd. Homophones. 2011. 
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Abstract 
Cyber security plays on important role to guarantee and protect people who use internet in their daily life. Some cases take place 
around the world that people get inconvenience condition when they access and use internet. Misuse of internet becomes a 
current issue which some cases take place including a university. Advantages of using internet in the university of course assist 
the student to get some information in internet. However, they have to be protected in order to feel convenience when use 
internet.  
 
Keywords: Cyber Security, Internet 

Introduction 
 
Internet is becoming an important thing in people daily life and has grown at an explosive rate (Pratap Singh and 
Bagdi, 2010). According to International Telecommunication Union (ITU) (2013), internet users (population) 
around the world are over 2.7 billion, which corresponds to almost 40% of the world’s population. In the developing 
countries, people who use internet is around 31% of the population, compared with 77% in the developed countries 
(ITU, 2013). 
 
Basically, internet was used to military, defense contractors, and a university research purpose. However, in recent 
years, it has been developed to multi-purposes including information, communication, leisure, shopping, education, 
e-social activities, financial, job seek, homepage, file share service, and download (Kisa, 2011). Those internet 
usage purposes bring both advantages and disadvantages for people and their community. In terms of disadvantages 
of internet use such as illegal contents, online fraud, identity theft, espionage, sabotage, cyber terrorism, and 
cyberstalking (Boateng, 2011), (Department of Economic and Social affairs, 2012), (Greitzer and Frincke, 2010), 
(M. Arif Mansur and Gultom, 2005), (Suhariyanto, 2012),  cyber security is therefore needed to guarantee people 
who use internet to be safe.  
 
Theoretically, cyber security has to fulfill 3 (three) critical points: measure to protect information technology; the 
degree of protection resulting from application of those measures; and the associated field of professional endeavor 
(Fisher, 2009). The three critical aspects of cyber security play an important role to protect a personal data of every 
person, government, and businesses. Those data are pivotal because they can be misused or manipulated by other 
person for criminal purposes.   
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Internet misuse and manipulation are mostly committed by young and adult people especially people who in level 
senior high school and university students. In South Sulawesi for example, some Hasanuddin University students in 
2011 committed financial fraud (Indonesia Hackers, 2011). The crime usually intended to the personal information 
stored on personal data forms in computer, such as credit card number and ATM PIN numbers. They were then 
arrested by the police and should face suing for their committed crime. 
 

Complexity of definition of cyber security 

It is quite difficult to define what does cyber security mean? The difficulty definition arises from several reasons and 
tends to be complex. (Fisher, 2009).  According to Eric A. Fisher, “there are many components of cyberspace and 
many potential components of cyberspace” to be used in order to determine the cyberspace’s meanings. (Fisher, 
2009). 
 
The meaning of cyber security tends to be decided in different context. In some cases, it refers to economic terms or 
in social and cultural terms or even in politic and military terms. As it is commonly used, “cyber security refers to 3 
(three) things: 

1. A set of activities and other measures intended to protect — from attack, disruption, or other threats — 
computers, computer networks, related hardware and devices software, and the information they contain 
and communicate, including software and data, as well as other elements of  cyberspace. The activities can 
include security audits, patch management, authentication procedures, access management, and so forth. 
They can involve, for example, examining and evaluating the strengths and vulnerabilities of the hardware 
and software used in the country’s political and economic electronic infrastructure. They also involve 
detection and reaction to security events, mitigation of impacts, and recovery of affected components. 
Other measures can include such things as hardware and software firewalls, physical security such as 
hardened facilities, and personnel training and responsibilities. 

2. The state or quality of being protected from such threats; 
3. The broad field of endeavor, including research and analysis, aimed at implementing and improving those 

activities and quality.”(Fisher, 2009). 
 
According to Rich Rosenthal’s Cyber Assure Program (Andress, 2011), the complexity of definition of cyber 
security can be drawn as if: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Rich Rosenthal’s Cyber Assure Program 
 

The mapping as shown in figure 1 draws complexity of definition. There are 7 (seven) elements, namely as policy, 
organization, core, processes, people, skills, and technology, that influence security in cyberspace. Those elements 
essentially has connection one to another. They have to be developed in one system to create security in the area of 
cyber space. For example, people as an actor of internet use have intention and skill to use internet in appropriate 
ways. However, if other elements do not support their intention, it means that they cannot get any advantages from it 
or otherwise.  
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According to Andress (2011), some of elements of cyber security issues definition as mentioned in figure 1 are 
categorized as extremely difficult (ED). They are laws, threat/risk awareness, attribution, deterrence, mission 
assurance, and resilience and supply chain. Other elements are classified as very difficult (VD) and difficult (D). 
Classification of those elements actually shows that cyber security plays important role to create “peace” in using 
internet. Indeed, it is realized that it is not easy-job to reach it. 
 
 
Cyber Security: Rule of Use Internet 
 
Internet user is growing dramatically in variety generation and the purpose of using internet then is done in various 
ways as explained above. The number of internet users in Indonesia for example is increasing every year. According 
to Internet World Stats (2010), commercial internet services commenced in Indonesia in 1995 and coming into 
2008, Indonesia had an estimated 25 million Internet users. It is predicted that in the beginning of 2013, the number 
of internet user in Indonesia is becoming bigger than in 2008. Guharoy and Morgan (the Jakarta Post, 2012) 
furthermore states that internet users in Indonesia is climbing dramatically in the last two years, “20 percent of 
Indonesians 14 years of age and older now access the Internet every month. That’s over 30 million people, and 
growing steadily each month. But we need to remember two important facts that characterize the usage. First, 
roughly 10 of the 30 million users access the Internet via their mobile phones. Second, roughly 70 percent of those 
30 million users visit Facebook and twitter each month, making it the most popular address in the country”.  
 
This fact actually is not surprising because computer and its function including internet as introduction have been 
introduced since the young people in elementary school. It means that the Indonesian young people especially 
university students have skill to access internet but they are also potentially to misuse or to be misused by the 
internet. Presence of internet for students in university actually helps them to get a lot of information related to their 
tasks. The information is provided in forms of book online and journals. Both books and journals give an easy task 
for the students to finish their tasks particular when they conduct their final paper to be graduated. However, a lot of 
cases of misuse the internet function also conducted by university students. Plagiarism is one of the most internet 
misuse conducted by the students. They tend to copy some materials to their tasks but they do not mention the 
author’s name. Other internet misuse can be found such as illegal contents, online fraud, and identity theft.  
 
According to National Research Council (2003), there are 3 (three) classes of attack that addressed to internet, as 
following: 

1. Service disruption; it causes a loss of service and can result from disabling of networks through a variety of 
attacks such as denial of service (DoS) and destruction of information. 

2. Theft of assets; it misuses critical information on a large enough scale to have major impact. 
3. Capture and control; it involves taking control of cyberspace and using them as a weapon. 

Those classes of attacks are then classified as cybercrime and also have been modified in various modus. Those 
modus in fact threaten all human beings activities including infrastructure. To handle and to prevent those crimes, 
cyber security plays important role to guarantee people to use internet safely.  
 
As we known, cyberspace compiles a huge range of related elements of cyberspace activities and it is therefore 
cyberspace activities are potentially at risk. To eliminate or dismiss the risk, protection of cyberspace infrastructure 
is needed in order to stop hackers to commit their crimes. The protection of the infrastructure must cover internet 
hardware, telecommunications infrastructure, computing devices as control system and computing devices as 
desktop computer (Fisher, 2019). Andress (2011) furthermore stipulates that to eliminate the risk is not only 
protection to the infrastructure (hardware) but also must protect the software. 
 
Protection of software is intended to help everybody to use computer/internet safely. It is because so many 
computers are used in homes and businesses. The computer operating systems and email programs are two aspects 
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of computer/internet that is vulnerable to be attacked and exploited. Case of computer worms that attacked 
Microsoft Windows operating system in 2003 was a proof to see that the protection of software is needed to protect 
the internet user (Scheiner); or other sample of a worm (spionage) took place in 2010, when a worm called stuxnet 
was launched to attack the Iranian nuclear program (Farewell and Rohozinski, 2010). 
 
Both protection of hardware and software are the main point of cyber security. They are able to guarantee people to 
use internet safely. People will use internet to support their activities without any worry to negative impacts of 
internet. However, both protections must be implemented and embedded in national and international strategy 
(regulation) to reach its goals. In United States, for example, it can be found National Strategy for Homeland 
Security. The purposes of this strategy are to prevent cyber attacks against critical infrastructure; to reduce national 
vulnerabilities to cyber attack; and, to minimize the damage and recovery time from cyber attacks that do occur 
(Anonymous, 2003); or another example in Canada, its national strategy is placed on three pillars: securing 
government systems; partnering with the private sector; and helping Canadians to be secure online through 
awareness raising (Deibert, 2012). 
 
In terms of Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in which Indonesia one of its members, its regional 
strategy is put in the area of economic and security cooperative comprised of 10 member nations from Southeast 
Asia. According to its Roadmap for an ASEAN Community 2009-2015, it has effort to combat transnational 
cybercrime by fostering cooperation among member-nations’ law enforcement agencies and promoting the adoption 
of cybercrime legislation. In addition, the road map calls for activities to develop information infrastructure and 
expand computer emergency response teams (CERT) and associated drills to all ASEAN partners (United States 
Government Accountability Office, 2010). To develop information infrastructure as one of the ASEAN’ roadmap, 
Indonesia continues to complete Indonesian Law Number 11/2008 Concerning Information and Electronic 
Transaction. One of its efforts is enacting some Government Decree such as the Government Decree No. 82/2012 
Concerning Maintenance System and Electronic Transactions. 

Those regulation strategies as implemented in domestic law each country essentially show huge effort of them to 
create convenience and comfortable environment to internet user to feel safely. Those regulations also must be 
completed every time to respond some changes related to using internet. So cyber security goals can be reach and 
are able to eliminate and dismiss negative side of internet usage as discussed above. 

 
Conclusion 
 
Internet has become a global phenomenon; numerous advantages and disadvantages (crimes) are being gotten and 
committed through the internet. To cope with both advantages and disadvantages, cyber security is needed to 
guarantee people to use internet safely, particular to young people including university students. Cyber security 
covers hardware and software infrastructure that is supported by national and international strategy and regulations. 
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Abstract 

Inle Lake  encompasses immense cultural and biological features, it is the second biggest Lake in Myanmar and it is home to 
different ethnic groups such as Intha, Pa-O and Shan people that have been making the lake their source of revenue for several 
decades. Conversely, some of the activities being performed by these communities have caused diverse environmental challenges 
for the lake. The risk of losing part of the lake ecosystem, including local endemic fish, snails and migratory birds has been  
increasing in recent times. Though, there is a lack of leadership and control over these actions. Tourism is one of these key 
activities that can  either be a difficulty or an answer to the lake ecosystem conservation. To analyze the range of actions within 
the lake, this document develops a methodology that analyzes and places the main hazardous activities in one scheme, it 
evaluates its social, economic-social and ecological cumulative impacts, and refer the main stakeholders involved in it. The 
outcome information from the study aims to facilitate information analysis to formulate strategies to switch from harmful 
activities on the lake towards Sustainable Tourism actions. The research paper indicates the methodology of incorporating data 
into the indicator table and its value as Sustainable Tourism analysis tool for different stakeholders, the analysis tool aims to be a 
sample for other case studies analyses.  

Keywords: Sustainable Tourism; Human Activities, Inle Lake Myanmar; Sustainable Tourism Indicator. 

 

Introduction: Ecotourism and Sustainable Tourism 

The significance of questioning the controversial definition of Sustainable Tourism (ST) (Honey, 2008)  and 
distinguishing it from the term Ecotourism that have been implemented in media as blooming solution to achieve 
Sustainable Development (SD) (Allen, 1993; Isaacs, 2000; Maclaren, 2002) is fundamental when exploring human 
activities in tourism and its effects on the Natural Ecosystem. The widely accepted term of Ecotourism (Valentine, 
1992; Carter, 1994) defined as: “Responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the environment and sustains the 
well-being of local people” by International Ecotourism Society (TIES) (1990) has been declared incomplete by 
authors as Ziffer (1989) or Isaacs (2000) due to its insufficiency, thus, this shortened designation tolerates 
unrelenting abuse of natural resources by mass tourism. Furthermore, Allen (1993), Blamey (2001) Maclaren (2002) 
and other contemporary authors shaped broader definitions to illustrate the misapprehension between their visions 
on ecotourism and Nature Tourism. Nonetheless, most of these explanations as well cannot embrace a 
comprehensive approach for most of the elements related to Tourism and Sustainable Development (Honey, 2008). 
World Tourism Organization (WTO)  and United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) (2005) had defined ST as:  
“Tourism that takes full account of its current and future economic, social and environmental impacts, addressing 
the needs of visitors, the industry, the environment and host communities”  This definition addresses  the three main 
elements of Sustainability: Economic, Environmental and Social (UN, 1987). Concerning the social component of 
ST description, WTO-UNEP rationalization is divided into two main factions: (1) the visitors and (2) the host 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. Tel.:+34 653949659. 
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communities. The interrelation between these two target groups with natural environment is critical for the 
development of SD in Tourism (Koeman, 2002; Pierre ,Walter and Reimer, 2011), primarily to address matters as 
environmental impact reduction, cultural preservation, promotion of community livelihood and visitor satisfaction 
(Honey, 2008; Fredline, 2006).  

This paper investigates the interrelationships between these two social elements, connecting human activities 
with ecological environment. Inle Lake is selected as a case study in this investigation because of its particular 
circumstances: it encompass a fragile and rich eco-habitat, there are  previsions of vast tourism affluence and the 
local community is getting disrupted from their usual habits (UNESCO, 2008; BEWG, 2011) This study aims to 
create an understandable framework to analyze human activities impacts related to ST by defining the critical social 
indicators involved on it, computing the cumulative impact for the main activity groups and creating strategies and 
alternatives to implement ST efficiently.  

Inle lake: Customs that pollute the environment 

Inle  Lake  in Myanmar: Ecological Significance 

The physical heritage, cultural expressions and biological environment of Myanmar are attracting more tourists 
every year (UNESCO, 2008). This fact has been generating vast international and national tourism investment and 
speculation that is threatening the ST Myanmar industry (ADB, 2012). A large part of Myanmar, including Inle 
Lake, is situated within the Indo-Burma Biodiversity Hotspot and  is one of the 34 richest and most threatened flora 
and fauna reservoir on the planet (IID, 2012). There are about 1,027 species of birds, 300 mammals, 425 reptiles and 
amphibians and about 7000 plants recorded (BEWG, 2011). Thus, it is significant for the country to create a 
comprehensive framework to develop SD and preserve its natural ecosystem. 

Inle Lake, also known as Inlay Lake, is positioned within southern Shan Plateau in central Shan State and is one 
of the main sightseeing attractions within Myanmar (IID, 2012). The Lake and its environs was converted into a 
officially protected bird sanctuary in 1985. The Steering Committee of Inle Lake Conservation was formed in 1992. 
Additionally, the Lake was designed one of the Earth’s 200 most valuable eco-regions in 1998  as well as being 
designated as ASEAN Heritage Site in 2004 (BEWC, 2011). 

Endangered Endemic Species of Inle  Lake 

In order to generate appropriate ST measures it is important to identify local eco-habitat elements where tourism 
actions are executed. The fragile Inle Lake ecosystem is the natural habitat to 9 native fish species in 3 endemic 
genera, additionally, it is home for above 20 species of gastropods (snails), 2 cyprinid genera (Sawbwa and 
Inlecypris) and 16 of 31 species appear to be endemic in Inle Lake and its surroundings. Fish species include the Inle 
swamp eel (Chaudhuria caudata) and Inle barb (Sawbwa resplendens). The Inle carp (Cyprinus Carpio intha) is a 
cultural character of Intha community, this fish specie, locally known as nga-phein has been an important food for 
this community until recently (IDE, 2012; ADB, 2006). However Inle carp population has been diminishing in 
recenttimes, one of the reasons seems to be the reduction of  water clarity due to sediment and euthropication (Su 
and Jassby, 2000). Other reason for this native fish declining appears to be about two invasive fish varieties that  
have been seen in the lake, Grass carp and Labeo rohita that could deplete native species (Retrieved from WWF, 
2013). Furthermore, Inle lake also encompasses an important Birds Sanctuary with 240 bird species  recorded(57 
forest birds and 43 water fowls). The lake and wetland are the nesting places of endangered Sarus crane (Grus 
antigone) included in vulnerable class species by IUCN Red list (2007). Any activity involving remedial actions 
without Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) in the lake's ecosystem can have irreversible consequences in 
losing some of these endemic native species.  
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Inle  Lake Environmental reports: Inle  Lake shrinking causes  

Recently, numerous environmental reports have been emerging with reference to Inle Lake from different 
organizations, such as, Asian Development bank (ADB) (2006); Burma Environment Working Group (BEWG), 
(2011), Institute of Developing Economies (IDE) (2012), United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO) (2008), United Nations Development Program (UNDP) (2012), Institute of International 
Development (IID) (2012) and others.  A number of these studies overlap each other in data analysis. Consequently, 
outcomes are not efficient, generally resulting in wasting economic and human resources whereas the lake eco-
system remains being depredated. 

For instance, according to an estimation from Sidle, Ziegler, and Volger (2007), from 1935 to 2000, the net open 
water area of the lake declined from 69.10 to 46.69 km2, reducing 32.4% of its capacity. A survey of the lake's 
dimensions conducted by Myanmar Land Records Department in 2007 revealed that it's surface area  is about 
163.17 km2, of which 62.16 km2 was open water surface area. Both of these information were published in the year 
2007 and have a disparity of 15.47 km2 in size. Most likely this gap is produced because both reports didn’t mention 
the climate circumstances in the lake environs and the period of time when it was considered. Indeed, previous 
analysis from ADB (2006) stated that the lake is situated within a tropical monsoon quarter with three main seasons: 
rainy, dry, and hot, with different rain patterns that makes the size of the open water area vary. Precipitation exceeds 
5cm a month from April until November,  it peak point is in August, through characteristic precipitation of 20cm. 
This rain pattern affects both local community, tourist activities significantly and therefore, lake’s reproductive 
biology. (BEWG, 2011; IDE 2012) Cooperation between report editors can contribute to identify efficiently the 
overall circumstances within the lake and its environs. 

Sources of lake shrinking are also debated, but most of the reports agree that the main reason largely resides on 
sedimentation. Sidle et al. (2007) analyzed the alterations on the exposed water surface vicinity of Inle Lake, their 
analysis states that large quantity of sediments have been deposited on the lake in a short period of time; this is 
attributable to different human activities. The main sources of siltation are: 

(1) Deforestation, There are three main reasons of deforestation on the hills in the catchment: 
x Shifting agriculture, in the upstream 
x Wood fuel, used by local communities 
x Livestock Production 

(2) Floating gardens40: Typically the gardens are 'shifted’ to the edge of the lake after their fertility 
exhaustion . Thus, this activity contributes notably to the loss of the lake open water area.  

(3) Residential/Tourism: Residential and tourism development within the north area of the lake results in 
the creation and deposition of more siltation because of  soil disturbance and their proximity to the 
lake. Unprocessed sewage discharging, that includes petroleum derivates and detergents, contribute 
considerably to the lake ecosystem degradation trough sedimentation, turbidity, eutrophication, and 
pollution (Sidle et al, 2007) 

(4) Mining.  The Tigyit coal mine,  is on the watershed 13 Km from the Lake, it is Myanmar' major open 
pit coal mine, it generate approximately 2,000 tons of coal on a daily basis. As well, there is a coal 
combustion  energy plant in Tiygit,. Contaminated water from the mine and waste from the power 
plant run through the Balu creek into Inle Lake. Conversely there not exist relevant  assessment on the 
environmental impacts of this activities on the lake (BEWG, 2011). 

                                                           
40 Floating gardens are based on hydroponic farming in floating islands of decomposed grasses, reeds and marsh plants. The islands (locally 
known as ye-chan) are usually around 2 meter (m) wide and 40 m long. By trimming these islands annually, Inthas continue floating gardening 
year-round by growing vegetables. Floating gardening is a very productive and economically beneficial practice. In recent years, a high yield 
variety of tomato was introduced from Thailand and Inle has become a major production area of tomatoes, supplying the whole country (ADB, 
2006; Sidle et al., 2007). 
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Community Sectors and related Human Activity 

Inle Lake is situated in Nyaung Shwe Township. It holds 36 village areas, encompassing 444 villages, 32,139 
households, and according some reports, an estimated population of more than 160,000 people inside the lake and its 
environs (IID, 2012; IDE,2012). Population includes diverse ethnic groups (Table1).  

7. Table 1. Population Breakdown from Nyaung Shwe Township, Data Source: UNDP (2008) 

Ethnic Group Percentage 

Intha 70% 

Pa-O 10% 

Bamar 3% 

Taung Yo 

Shan, Myanmar, Others 

2% 

15% 

 
 The number of individuals residing within the lake is complex to calculate due to diverse reasons such as lack of 

updated census in Myanmar,  undefined lake boundaries and seasonal migration. It is roughly estimated that 
population that live in inundated areas are between 60,000 and 100,000 individuals (IID, 2012). Large proportions 
(about 90%) of these households are regarded as rural. The major ethnic group within the lake is Intha. The income 
distribution along the township, illustrates that agriculture, specially tomatoes, account for more than half of the 
income of the lake households (Table 2). Tourism is relatively  a new way of income, so it isn’t measured as a 
separate category in this report; hence there are no accurate estimations on that. 

8. Table 2. Income Distribution in the Lake and community involved. Data Source: IDE (2007) 

Activity  Income Community  

Agricultural Activities 50% Intha, Shan, Taungyo, Myanmar, 
Others 

Small Scale production/ Manufacturing 30% Intha, Shan,Pa O, Others  

Local Business 10% Intha, Shan, Myanmar, Others 

Trading 7% Intha,Shan, Myanmar, Others 

Fisheries 3% Intha, Shan, Others 

Tourism of Inle Lake  

There does not exist reliable long term data about tourism in the lake, existing accessible statistics are not 
accurate. Some rough estimations have been made by IID (Figure 1), representing the gaps of dissimilar information 
sources. They state that in the year 2012 Inle Lake received roughly 300,000 visitors, of which half of them were 
international. Forecasts predict the number of visitors will double within the following three years (IID, 2012). 
There have been no imperative needs to address tourism impact in recent years due to the reduced amount of 
visitors. Previous tourists were believed to have little economic, environmental and social impact. Nonetheless, 
some opinions estimate that in recent times the tourism industry within the lake accounts for about 50 million USD a 
year (Personal communication, Joen Kristensen, Director and Representative at Institute for International 
Development (IID), 2013). 

Phaung Daw U pagoda festival is held in September every year, it is a distinguished celebration in the country. 
There is a large flow of international, national, and regional visitors, they stopover within the lake in this short 
period of time where all travels and numerous marketplace are happening on the water. Because of the celebration, 
larger disposal of solid waste is deposited into the lake, contributing to its pollution. This problem can be solved by 
raising awareness in this rush moment of the year, which can help to extend  environmental awareness for the  
tourists, local communities and social entities involved in it. 

There is a need to differentiate the impact from different tourist target groups, such as domestic and international 
visitors, with its diverse costumes and habits. It is important to raise an enclosed strategy that encompasses the 
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groups' main activities to minimize their impacts. Many of their cumulative impacts are very similar, such as sewage 
disposal, water footprint and  food, usage of motorboats as transportation in the lake (plying of motor boats result in 
oil/lubricant spillage), etc. However, there exist some cultural differences on tourist activities, including  different 
waste disposal behaviors. International tourists generally are aware of waste disposal habits, whereas local tourists 
should be well-informed and enforced to practice sustainable waste disposal behaviors.  (Personal communication, 
Achim Munz, Resident Representative at Hanns Seidel Foundation, 2013) 

 
Fig. 1. This graphs illustrate the differences on statistics from four 

 different data indicators on the lake. Source: IID 2012 
 
 

Finding accurate indicator of human activities impact within the lake 

 ST Indicator Methodologies and Approaches   

Once acknowledged the eco-habitat and social elements within Inle Lake, it is important to recognize the group 
of people undertaking each activity that is affecting the lake’s environment (Table 2). There exist numerous 
investigations on ST indicators. Several of them failed to formulate a comprehensive approach of all factors 
involved on ST. A number of studies are focused on the environmental parts of ST as the one by Colin and Jon 
(2007). Some other investigations carried out a scale to assess the social impact of tourism within communities 
(Fedline, 2006), however, they failed to address environmental problems of ST. There are some other researches that 
addressed the complexities of all issues involved on ecotourism, including human activity analysis, but they only 
provide a limited scope for the case study where they are working on, as Zambrano Et al. (2010) carried out in Costa 
Rica or Wuver and Attuquayefio (2006) did in Ghana. 

Most of these ST studies have been targeted for specific scientist groups, their outcomes are not entirely 
comprehensible and available for broader audiences, such as tourism industry, environmental advocates, tourists, 
media and concerned citizens. Ultimately, the focal point of this research paper is centered on the “decision-makers 
understanding”. The decision-makers have the authority to choose the implementation of the policies that will have 
repercussions on the actions done by local population and tourists of one specific area. This fact will influence on 
the promotion of specific activities (Tin et al. 2009). Hence it is important to offer this decision-makers precise 
understandable information to encourage them to take decisions that support ST activities.  

For instance, to implement correct measures on ST, it is necessary to emphasize that the major environmental 
problems in the lake are direct or indirectly caused by human beings, therefore, an association of human-
environment should be constantly present to monitor human activities on physical environment. A carrying capacity 
index should be created and implemented. Carrying capacity in  the context of tourism is defined by Cooper (1998) 
as “the ability of a site or region to absorb tourism use without deteriorating” yet, nowadays  there is not existing a 
unanimously established explanation for it, neither a standard methodical process for assessing it ( White et Al, 
2006) 
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The intrinsic challenges in the establishment of carrying capacities are the lack of understanding and 
consciousness of the concept regarding ST. In a comprehensive method, Koeman (2002) in an assessment report for 
Vietnam Tourism Ministry, split up Tourism carrying capacity into four branches: Physical, Biological, 
Psychological, and Social. All are related to the number of visitors/tourists to a site or area. 
 

(1) Physical is the actual number of visitors a site can hold. 
(2) Biological is the point at which environmental degradation occurs to the extent that it is irreversible or 

unacceptable. 
(3) Psychological is the point at which the tourists feel the quality of their experience is damaged by the 

number of other tourists and/or their behaviors. 
(4) Social is the level at which the local inhabitants of the site (possibly the tourist attraction themselves) 

feel disrupted, intruded upon. 
Koeman (2002) as well, states that carrying capacities comprise qualitative as well as quantitative features, 

subsequently,  there not exist precise figure for it. However is it essential that an effort is prepared to reach at some 
evaluation of the carrying capacity of each area, employing the best techniques and information obtainable. 

Two main issues need to be addressed in this definition. First, the number of individuals that visit one place is 
significant (Physical branch), although, the activity that each of them performs on this place should be defined. It is 
significant to target what kind of tourists are visiting the lake and what activities they execute, trying to measure 
their cumulative impact. Other significant issue to state is that, current capacity is divided into four branches, but not 
all of them have same significance. Human-nature dualism should always be concerned, from a SD approach,  
biological factor should account for great part of the indicator. Every human activity should correspond with its 
impact on natural habitat. 

ST Comprehensive framework to analyze Inle Lake human activities and its related impact  

Human activities influence flora and fauna at numerous diverse stages of biological organization, arraying 
throughout habitats, communities, populations and individuals. Impacts can vary from small and momentary to 
harsh and long-lasting (Tin Et al. 2009). Accordingly, human activities measurement consists on a long process that 
requires uniformity on the analysis where lot of data need to be collected. An applicable study divides the 
classification of human activities as (1) research studies, addressing some specific subject with short term outcomes 
and (2) monitoring studies, involving quantifying changes in characteristics of resources over long period of time. 
(Robert Et al. 2006). A comprehensive ST Activities Indicator should encompass these two areas: (1) capable to 
explain specific questions in short term that determines the path toward actions and (2) able to be reused in the 
future when circumstances change and compare their results to predict future trends. The proposed framework in 
this paper attempts to create a clear methodology to address Inle lake’s key human activities and its related impacts. 
Moreover, it aims to be used as reference for human activity indicator analysis in Tourism areas, flexible enough to 
acclimatize to other tourism destination studies and determined enough to maintain consistency in the methodology. 
Hence, every study appraised through this methodology would add value to the analysis tool in a process that follow 
these steps:  

 
(1) Identify the environmental–social problems that affect the lake. Based on data research, questionnaires, 

interviews, experiments and related information. 
(2) Categorize the major human activities that are the source of environmental-social problems, not 

necessary by specifying the whole compendium of all activities, but by encompassing a spectrum that 
can cover the activities that create the environmental-social problems identified previously. 

(3) Classify which community or social group is responsible for each activity. Stating a clear identification 
of the ones that are responsible for the most “pollutant” activities  

(4) Input all this data in the Human Activities Indicator Table .By the criteria of Table3,input data on 
social-ecological  cumulative impact in Table 4. Previous analysis would help to categorize  
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(5)  Scrutinize for every negative impact which activities and community of people are related ( Table 3) 
Share it with interested parties, stakeholders and  public. 

(6) Create a strategy based upon the data analysis, targeting the groups of people that cause the impact, 
and encouraging them to transform the specific activities that are the source of the hazards.  

(7) Monitor its effectiveness by updating the new  data on the excel table through the time. 
3.3 Indicator framework 
 
Every activity is composed of quantitative and qualitative aspects. Firstly, recognizing the core human activities 

involved on the lake is essential to retrieve as much as environmental, social and economical data. This  is classified 
in a list that shapes a scope to identify the main environmental degradation causes related to the lake. This list helps 
to  identify the community actions responsible for the environmental problems. The outcome information should 
include three different types of data: environmental cumulative impacts, human activities and groups of people 
related to those impacts. All of these records are incorporated in Human Activities Indicator Table (Table 4) 
according to  the criteria of Table 3 to analyze every group of human activities previously categorized. 

9. Table 3. Tool analysis for the lake. Evaluation analysis 

Impact Evaluation Feedback 

Activity helps to reduce impact in this and most of the activities 5 Activity Performs well 

Activity that helps to reduce impact in this activity but creates impact  in 
others 

4 Appraise other activities'  
negative impacts 

Neutral, circumstances  will not change due to activity  3 Neutral,  

Activity  creates more impact in this activity but create impact others 2 Appraise  other activities' 
positive impacts  

Activity  creates  negative impact in this activity and others 1 Activity need important 
appraisal. 

 
 
 To quantify the social ecological  impacts created, Ecological Footprint (EF) has been chosen as biological 

indicator due to its major coverage of biological facts. EF is divided here into  five elements : bio-reproductive land, 
bio-reproductive sea, energy land, built land and biodiversity (WWF, 2002). Furthermore, Human Impacts are 
divided in physical, psychological and social elements (Koeman, 2002).  Due to limited time and capacity 
constraints, the examination of the impact of the activities of Inle lake in this paper, on both biological and social  
areas, may not be self sufficient in certain aspects. The objective of this paper is to disseminate  the methodology of 
the usage and understanding  of Human Activities Indicator Table ( Table 4) 

 
     The process of input numbers in the table is very sensitive. A scale should be determined based on quantitative 
and qualitative information analyzed on this and previous case studies. The basic evaluation data determined for this 
appraisal is defined in Table 3. This table rates human activities from 1 to 5. Rating 1 means vast degradation of 
eco-habitat in the activity analyzed and other activities, 2 means negative impact in the activity investigated but 
other positive and/or neutral impacts in other activities, 3 means that the activity does not present positive or 
negative impacts when is developed, 4 means the activity analyzed creates good impact in some aspects but negative 
and/or neutral impacts in other activities, and 5 means that the activity creates good impacts in this aspect and also 
help to generate good impacts in other parts.  
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10. Table 4. Tool analysis for the lake. 

   
HI HI HI NI NI NI NI NI 

   

Physic
al 

Psycologyc
al 

Socia
l 

Biorep
. Land 

Biore
p. Sea 

Energ
. Land 

Built 
Land 

Bio 
diversit
y 

Activity Group Target Groups  
  %  
$ 

        
           
Floating garden 

Intha, Shan, 
tourists, others 

50
% 4 4 4 2 2 3 2 1 

Shifting 
agriculture Pa-o, Intha, Shan 1% 3 3 4 1 2 2 3 1 
Fishing Intha, tourists 4% 4 5 4 2 2 3 3 2 

Fuel  wood 
Intha, Pah-O, 
Shan,  2% 3 2 4 1 2 1 2 2 

Mining activities 

Myanmar 
Government Shan, 
others.  3% 1 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 

Pagodas, temple Monks, Tourists 2% 3 3 4 2 2 2 2 2 
Residential.Buildi
ng 

Intha, Shan , 
Ministry,  others 3% 3 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 

Local 
Manufacturing Intha, Pa O, others 

20
% 4 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 

Trading Shan, others 7% 3 3 4 2 3 3 2 2 

Hotel  Tourist, hoteliers 
10
% 4 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 

Boat Taxi Intha, Shan, others 5% 2 5 4 2 2 2 3 3 
Other tourism 
Attractions 

Tourism, Shan, 
Intha 2% 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 

Bird sightseeing 
Tourist, Shan, 
experts 1% 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 

  
  
 Once the data is recorded on the Human Activities Indicator Table (Table 4), its apparent an understandable 
scope of the key pollutant activities related to tourism in the area, as well as its economic importance, the social 
communities that are performing each of these activities and the evaluation of the activity impacts that they create. 
Thus , this table helps to understand the overall situation of the lake. Different target groups can  analyze and review 
the information on the table and add is as a tool to help to formulate strategies to minimize its impact by efficiently 
know who is creating it with the activities they perform. 
 As an outcome on the research in Inle Lake human activities we can observe that, for example, cultivating  
floating gardens is economically and socially beneficial for both local population and tourists. On the other hand, it 
creates great impacts on bio reproductive land  (including wetland) and biodiversity (endemic species risk). The 
social groups  that are involved in this activity (Shan, Intha, tourist and others) should change some patterns of their 
actions, or either switch to other non-impact activities with similar economical benefits. It should be developed in a 
way that is beneficial for the local communities, tourism and reduces its impact on the Inle Lake's water resources. 
Then, the decision makers involved in this activity should examine alternatives to address the environmental and 
social challenges, one of the alternatives is to encourage Sustainable Tourism, as it is economical beneficial, and can 
help to preserve the lake eco-habitat. Human Activities Indicator Table can be a tool for decision makers to help 
understanding the overall social, economical, and environmental situation of the lake while saving time and 
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economic resources. The outcome information can be re-examined during and  after implementation of measures, as 
a result, the  evaluation of the lake could be processed faster.  

 

Conclusion 

   Human Activities Indicator Table has been developed in this paper by the measurement of relevant 
activities related to Inle Lake in Myanmar. The methodology  to analyze and  incorporate data in the indicator on 
this case study exemplify the complexity of Inle Lake particular circumstances. Every case study is different, and  
human activities involved on them fluctuate. To attain this two facts, the usage of this indicator encourages itself to 
be a tool to compare human activities from different case studies, moreover, it aims to be used as a effective monitor 
tool by updating applicable information of tourism activities. The analysis of the outcome data can help to 
implement efficient measures, on the economic, social and ecological situation of the area analyzed.  

This document explain the Human Activities Indicator Table as an instructions manual to incorporate data and read 
it. However, the analysis and methodology to incorporate data on the table should develop further  by generating  
additional standards and case studies data comparison. To do that, the tool its accessible to help to promote 
Sustainable Tourism  (ST) for any party interested in developing it. 
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Abstract 

The study was aimed at designing and developing a web-based teaching courseware, Webquest, for 
secondary school Physics module by employing the Isman Instructional Design Model and to test the 
effectiveness of the module. The paper draws attention to the design principles of the Isman Instructional 
Design Model. The prototype module was tested among a teacher and 4 students. The findings from 
interviews with the teacher and students show a positive response in attracting the students’ interests 
toward the topic. The module was then implemented with 30 participants. In the evaluation phase, 
students’ achievement score instrument was used to collect data for this study. The pre-posttest design 
conducted suggested that the module is effective.The findings from this study suggest that the Isman 
Instructional Design Model which pays attention to instruction from the learner’s perspective than from 
content perspective is suitable in designing and developing Webquest for Physics module in the secondary 
educational setting in Malaysia. The findings of this study are expected to provide insights into promoting 
teaching and learning of Physics based on Webquest. 

 
Keywords: Isman Instructional Design Model; Webquest 
 

Introduction 

       Technology is used in education for two main reasons: as a tool for increasing the effectiveness of instruction 
and to integrate technology into the curriculum (Gülbahar, Madran, & Kalelioglu, 2010). A webquest is a research 
activity that requires the learner “to collect information about a subject using the web” (Sharma & Barrett, 2007, p. 
24). Webquests are a very common way of using Web resources to research a variety of topics, and if appropriately 
used can trigger the situations necessary to develop both written and oral communication (Laborda, 2009). Recent 
studies have indicated that Webquest has a very high potential as a tool in teaching and learning (Alshumaimeri & 
Almasri, 2012; Laborda, 2009; Segers & Verhoeven, 2009), enhancing students’ potential (Allan & Street, 2007; 
Zacharia, Xenofontos, & Manoli) and creating a positive learning environment (Allan & Street, 2007; Chang, Chen, 
& Hsu, 2011; Kleemens, Segers, Droop, & Wentink, 2011). 
        Webquest is a relatively new tool for teaching and learning.  The model of Webquest was first developed by 
Dodge (1997) which consists of six components: introduction, task, information, process, evaluation and conclusion. 
WebQuest, which makes students access the web to complete a task or solve a problem, elicits higher-order thinking 
rather than simple information searching and recall (Gülbahar et al., 2010). Research done by Allan and Street 
(2007) on the impact of a knowledge by pooling WebQuest in primary initial teacher training, shows that WebQuest 
has the potential to promote high order learning within different disciplines in higher education. It also creates a new 
enviroment in learning.  Most of studies on Webquest used  quasi-experiment as the research design (Alshumaimeri 
& Almasri, 2012; Chang et al., 2011; Halat, 2011; Segers & Verhoeven, 2009; Hsiao, Tsai, Lin & Lin, 2012), while 
only a few on design and developmental research (Gülbahar et al., 2010; Norazah Nordin & Ngau Chai Hong, 
2009).  
       Gülbahar et al., 2010 developed a web-based interactive system, Web Macerasi, for teaching-learning and 
evaluation purposes, and to find out the possible effects of the system. The study has two stages. In the first stage, a 
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WebQuest site was designed as an interactive system in which various Internet and web technologies were used for 
infusing technology into the teaching and learning process. The Web Macerasi site was used for project work by 92 
prospective students who attended different courses in different years. For collecting thestudents’ perceptions about 
the implementations of the system, a questionnaire of WebQuest effectiveness and a focus group interview guide 
were developed. Next, the first phase of the study was concluded, and theWebQuest system was updated based on 
the data gathered from students. In the second phase, 27 students from a different course used the system, and their 
perceptions were collected through the questionnaire and analyzed. It was found that the students favored the 
technology-supported media, were more willing to collaborate, found the feedback very useful, and agreed on the 
positive contribution of planned works. Consequently, the WebMacerasi site was found to be successful and to have 
been used effectively in terms of its aims. 
       The same scenario operates in Malaysia as only a few studies have focused on the design and development of 
Webquest.  Norazah Nordin and Ngau Chai Hong (2009)  developed a WebQuest  for ICT secondary school subject. 
The main objective of the study was to develop teaching aids based on webquest and to evaluate students’ 
perception towards it.  Questionnaires were used to evaluate between face aspect and  teaching and learning content 
structure of the WebQuest developed.  The results of the study shows that the overall presentation of the WebQuest 
entitled Computer System is suitable and interesting for teaching and learning of the subject.  It can be implied that 
Webquest has potential as a tool in teaching and learning. However, not much literature on Webquest has explored 
its potential in the design and development of Webquest for Physics module. Hence, this study was aimed at 
designing and developing a Webquest for Physics module in secondary educational setting by using Isman 
Instructional Model and to test the effectiveness of the WebQuest module. 
 
 
 
2.The Aim of Research  
      The aim of this research is to design and develop a WebQuest  Physics module according to the Isman 
Instructional Design Model  in the secondary educational setting and to test the effectiveness of the module.  In 
order to achieve this aim, we set two research objectives.  The first objective is to describe the design and 
development of a Webqusest  module by employing the Isman Instructional Design Model. The second objective is 
to test the module effectiveness by pre/posttest design and interviewing 4 students.   
 
       This study seeks to answer the following research question: 

x Is a WebQuest Physics module developed by employing the Isman model effective? 
 

3. Significance of the Study 
     The results of the study can be used by educators to determine the effects of Isman model in the design and 
development of a  WebQuest module in the secondary educational setting in Malaysia. 
 
4.Scope and Limitations 
      In this study, a sample size of  30 students at an urban secondary school in the state of Selangor was selected as 
the population reflected the proportion of the multiracial communities in Malaysia.   
 
5.Instruments 
      The instrument is two multiple choice tests used for pretest and posttest.  This test was designed to analyze 
students’ achievement on “Charles’s Law” and “Boyle’s Law”.  There were 50 items in these two instruments.  The 
content of the instrument was validated by three Physics teachers while the language was validated by two language 
teachers with more than 10 years’ working experience. 
 
6. Theoretical Framework 

 
6.1 Employing Isman Instructional Design Model in Developing of a Physics Module Based on Learning Style and 
Appropriate Technology 
       The major goal of the Isman Instructional design Model is to show how to plan, develop, implement, evaluate 
and organize full learning activities effectively to ensure competent performance by students (Isman, 2011).  The 
theoretical foundation of the new model comes from behaviorism, cognitivism and constructivism views. Firstly, 
Isman (2011) used realationship between stimulus and response, the reinforcement factor and designing 
environmental condition in behaviorism theory to motivate more in this model.  Secondly, motivation, intellectual 
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learning process, experiences and contents in Cognitivism theory are used in this model to motivate students to learn 
more in this model. This model is interested in how to store information into long term memory, hence instructional 
activities are designed in this model. The Isman model also uses constructivism which pays attention to personal 
applications.  Isman model was implemented on 100 graduate students at the faculty of education at Eastern 
Mediterranean University in North Cyprus with the purpose to analyze the effects of the model on academic 
achievement (2005). The findings of the research indicates that Isman model was implemented successfully in 
instructional activities in the experimental group and affected academic achievement and so, it may be said that this 
model could be implemented to design instruction.  Norlidah Alias and Saedah Siraj (2012) employed the Isman 
model effectively in the design and development of Physics module based on learning style and appropriate 
technology in the Malaysian secondary educational setting. Hence, the researchers aim to employ Isman model in 
the design and development of WebQuest Physics module and to test the effectiveness of the module. The Isman 
Instructional Design Model is described in a five-step systematic planning process.  These are input, process, output, 
feedback and learning as shown in Figure 1. 
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      Figure 1:  Isman Instructional Design Model (Isman, 2011, p.139) 
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6.2 Steps in the Isman Instructional Design Model 
The first step in the Isman model is input.  The input step involves identify needs, identify contents, identify goal-
objectives, identify teaching methods, identify evaluation materials, and identify instructional media. Isman (2005) 
states that the main goal of first step is to identify factors for input.  In this research, we use a panel of experts to 
identify the input for the WebQuest module based on six components of the WebQuest: introduction, task, 
information, process, evaluation and conclusion.   
      The expert panel consisted of five individuals, two Physics master teachers, one ICT master teacher, a Professor 
in Physics Education and a head of department of curriculum and ICT in a local university. The experts review 
suggested that a WebQuest Physics module be developed on two topics on gas laws such as “Charles’s Law” and 
“Boyle’s Law”.   
     An example of WebQuest Physics  module is as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 
 
The second step in the Isman model is process.  The process step involves testing prototypes and redesigning of 
instruction and teaching activities.  We also used the expert panel to redesign the Webquest Physics module  
produced.   
 
 
 

 
 
                               Figure 2: Main Page of Online Module of  Webquest Website. 
 

 
 
                              Figure 3: Main Page of  the task and process in the Webquest Website. 
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      The third step in the Isman model is output.  The output process involves testing and analyzing results.  To 
determine student learning, educational measurement and evaluation process should be implemented by teachers.  In 
this research we tested the prototype by implementing the modules with a  teacher and 4 students. 
      The fourth step in the Isman model is feedback. The feedback process involves revising instruction based upon 
the data collected during the implementation phase.  If, during the phase, teacher finds that students are not learning 
what the plan wanted them to learn, or they are not enjoying the learning process, teacher will try to revise and 
improve some aspect of their instruction to enable the students to accomplish their goals.  In this research, we 
revised the instruction according to the teachers’ and students’ comments. 
     The final step in the Isman model is learning.  The learning process involves full learning.  In this process, 
teachers want to ensure that their students have learned what the instructional plan wanted them to learn. This is 
when the pre/posttest was conducted to test the module effectiveness. Employing of the Isman model to design and 
develop a WebQuest Physics module is documented in work logs as illustrated in Table 1: 
 
 
 
 Table 1: Use of Isman model to design and develop a Physics pedagogical module  
 
Steps Work log Descriptions 
Step 1 
Input 

Identify needs 
Identify contents 
Identify goals-objectives 
Identify teaching methods 
Identify evaluation materials 
Identify instructional media 
 

Designing Physics module based on WebQuest 
Designing the webpage 
Designing six components of the WebQuest: introduction, 
task, information, proses, evaluation and conclusion were 
designed.    
 

Stage 2 
Process 

Testing prototypes 
Redesigning of Instruction 
Teaching activities 
 

Using expert panel to redesign the WebQuest website 
produced.   

Stage 3 
Output 

Testing 
Analyze Results 

Implementing the WebQuest module with a teacher and 4 
students. 
 
 

Stage 4 
Feedback 

Revise Instruction Revise the comments given by students and teachers. 
 

Stage 5 
Learning 

Learning Pre/posttest was conducted to test the effectiveness of the 
WebQuest module. 
 

 
7. Results 
 
The effectiveness of the WebQuestPhysics module by employing the Isman model was analyzed. Findings from the 
module evaluation conducted among 30participants suggested that the module is effective.  A t-test was performed 
to determine if there were significant differences in achievement scores between the groups.  Table 2 shows the 
results of t-test comparison of pre/posttest achievement for the WebQuestPhysics module. 
 
The effectiveness of WebQuestmodule developed using Isman model  
 
      Findings from module evaluation conducted among 30 participants suggested that the module is effective. 
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Table 2: t-Test comparison of pre/posttest achievement towards WebQuestPhysics module 
 
 Pretest  

(n = 30) 
Posttest 
(n = 30) 

t-value   p Effect size 

Mean 52.07 55.03 5.55 < .05 0.69 
SD 18.18 16.58    
 
                Table 2 shows that there is a significant difference between pretest (mean = 52.07, SD = 18.18) and 
posttest (mean = 55.03, SD = 16.58) marks, t (29) = 5.55, p < .05.  The mean scores indicate posttest have 
significant higher achievement toward the WebQuest Physics module than pretest. 
 
 
8. Implication and Conclusions 

 
This paper has described an effort to design and developed a WebQuest Physics module in the Malaysian secondary 
educational setting by employing the Isman model.  In addition, the effectiveness of the modules was tested and it 
was found that the module was effective for learners.  It indicates that the Isman instructional model was 
implemented successfully in the design and development of the WebQuest Physics module in the Malaysian 
secondary educational setting. The outcome of this study will hopefully enhance the process of teaching and 
learning Physics in secondary educational setting by utilizing WebQuest. 
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Abstract 

The basic mission of the universities in the current century has been undergoing a transformation since the last two centuries. 
This transformation also affects the degrees of emphasis on missions with the content. Community service missions have been 
taking precedence over education and research missions in 21st century universities. Also current missions have been re-designed 
by integrating each other and the key elements such as strategy and sustainable development. The biggest difference of this 
design from the earlier models in universities is effective and permanent participation of the internal and external environmental 
conditions to this process. The success of this participation is possible by making the participation of the students, academic and 
administrative employees as internal stakeholders and alumni, business, central and local governments and civil society 
organizations as external stakeholders to the processes in higher education more functional. 
In this context the subject of this study is researching the internal and external stakeholders view on mission and vision of Selçuk 
University's surveys data in the axis of a conceptual model designed for developing sustainable relations with a comparative 
method. In this study first, university and stakeholders relations are discussed with conceptual dimension and changing process’s 
components. In the second part of the study, the questionnaire prepared in the form of case study and applied to university’s 
internal and external stakeholders has been analysed in comparison. In the last part of the study, the process and system 
suggestions have been developed for building up planned and sustainable relationships with internal and external stakeholders 
through analysed findings. 
 
Keywords: stakeholder, sustainability, university 
 

Introduction  

In the later 20th century and in the beginning of 21st century, important developments have been occurred on roles 
and functions in Higher Education Institution, especially university, organization structures. These developments are 
possible to deal as developments which occur in markets and being in financial difficulty because of reducing the 
government support gradually, increasing the competition and globalization.  Globalization, the first one of these 
developments, is a development to influence on all countries, companies and universities because of being integrated 
to go beyond the national limit of knowledge, technology and capital. Creating the knowledge and fast 
developments occurred in diffusion process have caused pressure on universities and accelerated the competition 
between universities and universities and other institutions (Smit, 2002: 6; Aalerud, 2004: 15).  

The issue that the governments don’t make fund-raising for higher education, the second development is, has 
turned an international fact and the universities have had an expectation on the subject of solving the social and 
economic problems from governments. Over against, government has had more quality higher education services 
expectation from universities. But, reducing the financial support has caused a confidence crisis between 
government and universities (Smit, 2002: 7). The mentioned reduce on government support, have caused that the 
institutions develop the own source of income in way of various methods as new or higher tuition fee, research 
scholarship, industry and enterprises and research agreement and private education programs (Gumbort and Sporn, 
2001: 10). The other side, education and investment cost have continued to protect the high level and the highest 
performance presentation which will be possible less sources, have obligated to be managed the universities by basic 
management-finance principles (Kozeracki, 1998: 1). 
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The third development is that labour shows alteration of student and institution requirements in recent 20 years. 
In economy and society, enterprises oriented knowledge have created the ever-growing and ever-changing labour 
market, universities have been expected to be brought the skilled studies for these markets. The main purpose of the 
universities have turned to gain the business opportunity, higher valued knowledge in society, skill, manner and 
behaviours for their students (Smit, 2002: 8). 

Finally, period of change of higher education has made reconstruction subjects current issue in higher education 
institution. Reconstruction of higher education is the result of reform process occurred on knowledge and 
communication and importance of economic globalization, technical and socio-economic knowledge. At the same 
time, reconstruction is opportunity and threat interaction arose by being developed the run models and 
reconstruction the higher education institutions and reshaping the competition, fundamental change in education 
needs (Salmi, 2002: 8-12). 

Fundamental change paradigm which influences reconstruction of higher education may be summarised as 
follows (Aktan, 2007): 

x Quality assurance and accreditation  
x Transparency and accountability  
x Autonomy –academic freedom  
x Differentiation  
x Flexibility and specialization  
x Entrepreneurialship and innovation  
x Stakeholder participation 
x Close relation with society  
x Knowledge age learning and pedagogy system 
x International cooperation  

Four fundamental function and purpose of higher education which these paradigms influence may be ranked as 
follows (Taylor ve Miroiu, 2002: 9): 

x The individuals are grown up with equipment which can use mental potential in the highest level and 
realize themselves along their lives, contribute the society and provide to improve their personality 
completely and freely.  

x To allow to be used usefully for society and economy, by providing to be shared and being understood, 
increasing the knowledge.  

x To generate the economic conditions based on compatible and sustainable knowledge in local, regional and 
national level.  

x To contribute that generating a citizenship sensibility which the individual may improve freely themselves 
and democratic society.  
 

Developments of fundamental mission, which have been explained above, in current century in universities have 
caused to realise a historical change for last two centuries.  This change influences the orders in significance level 
with mission context. The current missions have been planned again with key aspect as strategy and sustainable 
development, being articulated with together. The biggest difference of former university models of this plan is 
activated and sustainable participation of environmental conditions in and out of university. This participation’s 
success looks possible to make more functional that participation of alumni, business world, central and local 
governments and civil society organizations, which ocur the external environment, in higher education process as 
external stakeholder and students, academic and administrative staff who occur the internal environment of the 
university as internal stakeholder.  

In the consequence of all developments, stakeholders, higher education institutions and their missions have been 
become different as stated above. Reducing the government role in higher education and increasing relatively the 
private university role have caused that the universities have been integrated with society much more. But, 
disadvantage of this tendency has been occurred and being departmentalized and social responsibility have become a 
threat to them. Management of university in dilemma and becoming overladen with request of stakeholders make 
current issue that the universities are managed well in stakeholder management sensibility of university 
(Jongbloded, Enders & Salerno, 2008). 
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The stakeholders of universities separated as internal and external, individual and partner, academic and not 
academic. Between these stakeholders, academic personal looks the most important internal stakeholder because of 
being core of scientific production. The other key stakeholder is students from being related to customer input 
technology sensibility of higher education (Rothschild & White, 1995). The students, who are output of universities 
at the same time, appear in society and sectors make essential active participation of external stakeholders in 
decision process of universities (Jongbloded, Enders & Salerno, 2008). 

In the following sections, firstly it has been developed a conceptual model which participation of stakeholders to 
overcome the changes of universities has evaluated within change paradigms. Statement set, which has been 
occurred with component of model, has been presented as a case study and dealt with comparatively vision and 
mission preferences related to fundamental internal and external stakeholder of universities. Finally, process and 
system proposal have been developed on the point of stakeholders relations of universities.  

Aim of The Study and Methodology 

It is aimed to be contributed to explainability of stakeholder participation within conceptual model, which has 
been shown as follow, within the context of period of change in higher education which has been evaluated in 
introduction. Firstly, a statement set has been generated by specialist by using stakeholder analysis and case study 
which are one of the qualitative research methods within conceptual model in this study. Secondly, comments of 
internal and external stakeholders which obtained by means of the mentioned questionnaire, aimed at potential 
mission and vision statement of university, has been evaluated comparatively. 

Model has been designed with the thought that sustainable and quality oriented stakeholder cooperation is an 
important issue for higher education institution. Therefore, model takes part sustainable and quality component in up 
and down position. Accountability and improvement which have two fundamental aims of quality and quality 
assurance have been used in the meaning of content in higher education (Hamalainen ve Jakku-Sihvonen, 2000). 
Therefore, quality has been associated with institutionalization case and generated the content of academic and 
institutional autonomy on the base of transparency and accountability management. A sense of social responsibility 
includes in order to be developed the sustainable relations with society on model in consequence of continuous 
improvement philosophy in quality. 

External dynamic of higher education under the mentioned two fundamental components, taking part in model. 
These dynamics has been shown as; 
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x Cooperative development and internationalization 
x Competition 
x Recognition  

These three dynamic are market conditions which globalization influence the higher education institution. Under 
these conditions, cyclical interaction of three dynamics and three missions, which are shown with social service, 
research-development and training and education missions, being fundamental mission of university, three 
fundamental missions has been included on model in order to take the opportunity. According to model, it is 
required get into strategic partnership and competition, internationalization and sectorial ad international 
cooperation, recognition has been determined as a fundamental and central problem area as European Higher 
Education Area (Lisbon Recognition Convention-1997 and Bucharest Declaration-2012) (EHEA, 2012). 

 

 
 

Figure 1.Stakeholder participation and satisfaction cycle  
 

The participation and satisfaction levels by the basic stakeholders of the university are given within the 
framework of conceptual model. The satisfaction of students having an important role among internal stakeholders 
and their active participation into this higher education process due to the fact that they are the input, outcome and 
the self of the model is placed in a central position. The satisfaction and participation levels of students and 
graduates are classified as “awareness”, the participation of academic and administrative staff by the internal 
stakeholders as “introversion”, and the employer, non-governmental organizations, government, society and global 
dynamics by the external stakeholders as “extraversion”. It is also emphasized that there is a circular relation among 
the elements in order to make an evaluation between internal viewpoint and external viewpoint in an interactive way 
and the key concepts have been determined as “innovation” for an exit gate to the introversion, “entrepreneurialism” 
for extraversion and “flexibility and specialization” for a consciousness raising education service. 

 
Case Study: Selçuk University 

 
Selçuk University was established in 1975. Being one of the most rooted universities throughout the country, it is 

ranked as the 10th university among 170 universities in total in accordance with the ranking by 2012 SCIMAGO 
Scopus. Also known as the second largest university with a population of almost 70.000, the University is consisted 
of 22 faculties, 7 graduate schools, 23 vocational high schools, 6 institutes and 1 state conservatory.  

One part of the several stakeholder analyses conducted to arrange a Strategic Plan for 2014-2018 in the university 
is made though determining the vision and mission by the participation of stakeholders. In this study, the opinions of 
internal and external stakeholders of the university in terms of their vision and mission statements and their 
comparison are taken as a case study.  

The stakeholders of the university are separated into two groups as internal and external stakeholders. The 
internal stakeholders are analysed separately as academic staff, administrative staff and students. The external 
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stakeholders are included in the analysis as managers of public and private sector, managers and employees of 
public and local administrations, managers of employer unions as the chambers of industry and commerce and non-
governmental organizations. In the below section, the stakeholders are separated as students, academic staff, 
administrative staff and external stakeholders and their opinions on the vision and mission statements of the 
university are given and the findings are also investigated through comparisons.  

3.1. Vision and Mission Opinions by Internal & External Stakeholders   

At the time of this survey (initial period of 2012-2013 academic year), there are 74.832 enrolled students, 2.680 
academic staff and 1.225 administrative staff in the university. The survey involves the participation of academic 
staff, administrative staff, students and managers from public, private and non-governmental organizations. Table 1 
indicates the distribution of vision and mission statements of both internal and external stakeholders:  
 
Table 1. Distribution of vision and mission selection by internal and external stakeholders at university 

 
Vision and Mission Terms Academic 

 
Administrative 

 
Student External 

 
 

In top 500 world-class universities  965 423 28.754 81  
Competitive 896 399 4.233 80  
Entrepreneurialial and innovative 1.040 472 3.442 80  
Caring the historical values  880 423 1.242 77  
Highly regarded 922 429 1.188 74  
Self-confident 892 395 697 74  
Institutionalized  1.042 463 747 72  
Transparent and Participative  990 427 348 71  
Honoured to be his/her student 1.032 432 678 71  
Student-centred 802 326 641 70  
Fair and reliable 1.004 473 392 70  
Respectful to different and innovative ideas  986 430 167 70  
Continuously changing and developing  983 455 373 66  
Basing on scientific thoughts  1.073 416 122 65  
Interrogative and researcher  985 394 143 65  
Creating a value 913 389 207 65  
Respectful to the social values  930 435 268 64  
Initiator and leader  879 392 303 59  
Socially responsible and sensitive to environment  943 418 255 59  
Preferred by the students, preferable for graduates  1.064 425 719 58  

3.2. Comparison of Vision and Mission Selections by Internal and External Stakeholders  

When Table 1 is examined, it is seen that 1.073 people among the academic staff state that vision and mission 
concepts must “base on scientific thoughts”. This concept is followed by the ones “Preferred by the students, 
preferable for graduates”, “Institutionalized”, “Entrepreneurial and innovative”, Honoured to be his/her student” 
and “Fair and reliable”.  

It is seen that 473 people among the administrative staff state that vision and mission concepts must be “fair and 
reliable” and this concept is followed by the ones “Entrepreneurial and innovative” and “Institutionalized” 

It is seen that 28.754 people among the students state that vision and mission concepts must be “in top 500 
world-class universities” and this concept is followed by the ones “Competitive”, “Entrepreneurial and innovative”, 
“Caring the historical values”, “Highly regarded”, “Self-confident” and “Institutionalized”.  

The external stakeholders of the university state that vision and mission concepts must be “in top 500 world-class 
universities” and this concept is followed by the ones “Continuously changing and developing” and “Preferred by 
the students, preferable for graduates”.  

Table 2 indicates the first three statements made when making the most and the least selections among vision and 
mission statements by the stakeholders.  

 
Table 2. Comparison of initial and final three in vision and mission selections of stakeholders 
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Visions and Missions Academic Staff Administrative Staff Student External Stakeholders  

Most preferred three 
statements 

-Basing on scientific 
thoughts 

-Fair and reliable -Being in top 500 world-
class universities  

-Being in top 500 
world-class universities  

-Preferred by the 
students, preferring for 
graduates  

-Entrepreneurial and 
innovative  

-Competitive  -Continuously changing 
and developing  

-Institutionalized  -Institutionalized  -Entrepreneurial and 
innovative  

-Preferred by the 
students, preferring for 
graduates  

Least preferred tree 
statements 

-Student-focused  -Student-focused  -Basing on scientific 
thoughts 

-Student-focused  

-Initiator and leader  -Creating a value -Interrogative and 
researcher  

-Transparent and 
Participative  

-Caring the historical 
values  

-Initiator and leader  -Respectful to different 
and innovative ideas  

-Self-confident 

 
According to Table 2, the distribution of internal and external stakeholders within the group and their 

comparative weight levels are respectively as follows: “in top 500 world-class universities”, “Preferred by the 
students, preferable for graduates” and “Institutionalized” for the most preferred vision and mission expressions; 
“Student-focused” and “Initiator and leader” for the least preferred ones.  

Results  

It is seen that academic staff puts a great importance on scientific thought, institutional conscious and 
institutionalization statements in their vision and mission statements. This result is different from the statements 
“competitiveness, innovation and entrepreneurialism”, which are regarded as important by the university students. It 
is believed that high levels of awareness are quite effective in the selection of the statement “Basing on the scientific 
thought” by the academic staff. Students also have similar preferences when selection their vision statements in 
terms of institionalization and institutional conscious.  

It is seen that administrative staff makes a reference to a “fair and reliable” understanding of administration. It is 
also important to see that administrative staff selecting the “entrepreneurial and innovative” statements in the same 
way with the students also selects “institutionalized” statement as a vision and mission in parallel to the opinions of 
academic staff.  

It is also expressed in the vision and mission statements of the university students that the statements 
“competitiveness, innovation and entrepreneurialism”, a trivet of being a world-class university in the centre of 
internationalization and globalization, are given importance by them. It is also expressed that the expectations of 
students in Selçuk University are quite high in terms of their rank among other universities, their preferability and 
familiarity; its re-organization and development with other innovations and minimization of concerns on 
employment within the cooperation between university and industry. The emphasis the students made upon 
historical values indicates that there is a perception on recognizing the local wealth within globalization; and the 
preferences of dignity, self-confidence and institutionalization also indicate that there are expectations to canalize 
the rooted potential history of Selçuk University into brand recognition and professionalization.  

External stakeholders share the same opinion with the students by selecting the statement “in top 500 world-class 
universities”. In addition to this, they also have similar opinions with the academic staff in terms of the statement 
“Preferred by the students, preferable for graduates”.  

Another important result of this study is that no stakeholders other than the students preferred the statement 
“student-focused”. It should also be stated that the statement “student-focused” is not also preferred by most of the 
students.  

It is also seen in the vision and mission statements preferred most by the university stakeholders following the 
findings of this study that levels of perception and awareness play an important role. The grounds for this opinion 
can be seen in the statements of both academic staff as “scientific thought” and of administrative staff as “fair and 
reliable”. 

The selection of “institutionalization” by the academic and administrative staff can be related to their 
sensitiveness in such issues as autonomy and professional organization. The expectations of benefactors from the 
university services can be concluded as internationalization and brandization because students are external 
stakeholders are in the centre of conceptual model of stakeholders as “in top 500 world-class universities” and due 
to their external position.  
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In this context, these issues are recommended to compose a stable strategic plan and program for the university 
by developing systematic and sustainable relations among the university stakeholders and within the framework of 
these relations: 

x It is also possible to gather data by collecting opinions of internal and external stakeholders of the 
university via focus group discussion, workshop and search conference to get better results from the 
selections of vision and mission realized via stakeholder analysis and survey methods. Besides applying 
these methods separately for each stakeholder, common meetings for stakeholders can also be organized.  

x Such surveys assessing the awareness and perception levels of the same stakeholders by basing on their 
vision and mission statements preferred most can also be applied. In this way, wrong perception problems 
will be removed in the vision and mission expressions of stakeholders, as the levels of conscious and 
awareness of the stakeholder selections are determined.  

x Such informative meetings can be organized on “student-focused” subject for stakeholders mainly and 
“innovation” for students, “transparency and participation” for external stakeholders and “leadership” for 
employees. Relative negative ideas and their reasons can be interrogated on these concepts, which are the 
basic elements of becoming a world-class university and 21st century understanding of university.  

x Stakeholders are encouraged to participate in all strategic administrative processes of the university as in 
vision and mission selections. An online data entry and sharing mechanism can be developed via some 
software to make this participation continuous and systematic and for its sustainability.  

x An administrative unit can be established to account for senior administration and stakeholders in order to 
make qualitative and quantitative evaluations via a mechanism to be composed of stakeholder opinions, 
thereby increasing the visibility and awareness studies in this issue. In this view, an autonomous platform 
and in horizontal organization model, similar to the internal auditing unit or quality assessment, in which 
both internal and external stakeholders can meet as “Participatory University Center”.  
 

These can be recommended for future studies by following the opinions of stakeholders when selecting the 
vision and mission of the university investigated herein:  

x The concepts of vision and mission can be presented for the evaluation of stakeholders with broaders and 
explanatory statements.  

x The external stakeholders profile can be diversified primarily with graduates.  
x Quantitative analysis methods can be diversified by the application of qualitative methods on the 

evaluations of stakeholders in a common platform first. 
x Comparative examinations can be made with the stakeholders’ analysis in other universities.  
x Notification of stakeholders on such issues as universities, changes and new tendencies and evaluative 

processes can be increased on a regular and systematic basis. 
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Abstract 

With the development of information technology and popularization of internet web-based applications, students nowadays are 
prone to rapidly browse information, making them incapable of analyzing or integrating information received. Hence, knowledge 
management and critical thinking skills have in recent years become an important topic in tertiary education. In order to develop 
student critical thinking skills, this study proposed a learning environment integrating web applications based on a knowledge 
transformation model. Students should be able to undergo a knowledge transformation process to strengthen critical thinking 
skills by using popular web applications integrated in the proposed learning model. To evaluate the effect of the proposed 
approach, 40 university students were invited to participate in a semester-long experimental course. The students were then 
evaluated after the course. Results showed that the proposed approach was able to effectively improve student critical thinking 
skills. In addition, students were also satisfied with the courses and teaching methods implemented in the experimental course 
used in the study. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Increased popularity of computers and Internet connectivity allowed students to easily obtain and share 
information. Hence, students are increasingly prone to scan and skim over information rapidly, and as a result, many 
were unable to analyze or integrate information, affecting their higher order thinking, creativity and their abilities to 
think critically. Thus, knowledge management that emphasizes knowledge creation, application, acquisition, sharing 
and internalization became an important research topic in recent years (Ungaretti & Tillberg-Webb, 2011). 
Continuous exchange of explicit and implicit knowledge was used to train students in higher levels of thinking skills 
and achieve the objectives of knowledge transformation. The principles of knowledge transformation referred to in 
this study were based on the theories of knowledge creation proposed by the Japanese scholars Nonaka and Takeuchi 
(1995). When members of an institution share knowledge through interactions and exchanges, the value of the 
knowledge would be elevated initiating knowledge transformation and creation in the entire organization.  

The era of Web 2.0 also saw the emergence of many Internet services and programs such as Flickr, Wikis, 
WordPress and Google. These services are accessible and free, and their easy-to-use interfaces and powerful 
functions made them extremely popular. Many of these services have also become indispensable tools for some. 
Many papers have therefore pointed out that these Internet services and programs have the potential as useful 
educational tools for students and instructors in carrying out meaningful educational activities (Lin, & Jou, 2013; 
Schneckenberg, Ehlers, & Adelsberger, 2011; Thompson, 2007). 

With this background in mind, this study has proposed an educational environment with a knowledge 
transformation model that integrated Google services. The objectives of the proposed environment would be to help 
promote student critical thinking skills and knowledge management processes. In order to assess the effectiveness of 
the proposal, an experiment was conducted in a college-level course that utilized the proposed environment in a 
Taiwanese university. Results showed that both instructors and students were pleased with the proposed approach, 
and the approach had effectively improved student critical thinking skills. 

Literature Review 

Teaching students how to think critically has become an important topic in education (Astleitner, 2002; Facione, 
2007; Paul, 1995). This is because critical thinking is a basic element in knowledge development (Yeh, 2009). One 
of the most well-known definitions of critical thinking was made by Ennis (1991) who defined critical thinking as 
“reasonable reflective thinking that is focused on deciding what to believe or do” (p. 1-2). Moore and Parker (2009) 
provided another definition for critical thinking as “the careful application of reason in the determination of whether 
a claim is true” (p. 3). 

In order to facilitate student’s critical thinking skills, several researchers have identified argumentation as a key 
process in critical thinking and must be carried out through peer interaction and collaboration involving knowledge 
sharing and knowledge co-creation (Norris & Ennis, 1989; Moore & Parker, 2009). Moreover, engaging in social 
interactions, each student provides opportunities and resources for other participants to discuss and construct 
knowledge collaboratively that may cause disequilibration, knowledge inconsistency, opposability of perception and 
ideas, and inadequacy of logical reasoning and strategies for individual, which will facilitate higher-orfer thinking 
skills, such as critical thinking skill (Slavin, 1992; Yu, Liu, & Chan, 2005). 

Additionally, a reflective mind is the hallmark of critical thinking (Schroyens, 2005). Thus, many research 
concluded that improving self-awareness and mindfulness would help develop reflective practices (Collier, 1999; 
Tillema, 2000; Yeh, Huang, & Yeh, 2011), provide adequate feedback, and improve self-awareness and mindful 
learning (Titone, Sherman, & Palmer, 1998). Some investigations also pointed out that interaction with other 
participants may help improve self-reflection, idea exchange and further development for mindful learning (Steele, 
2001). 

Approach of an integrated learning environment with knowledge transformation model 

This study proposed an educational environment with Google services based on a knowledge transformation 
model, SECI (Socialization, Externalization, Combination, Internalization) model that would encourage learners to 
go through the process of knowledge transformation with Google services to improve their critical thinking skills. 
Figure 1 shows the educational environment framework. Google services used by this study as educational tools 
include Google Plus, Docs, Blogger and Sites. The tools would help learners undergo the four processes of 
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socialization, externalization, combination and internalization where tacit and explicit knowledge would be 
continuously transformed from one form to another in a knowledge spiral. The process would then help to improve 
critical thinking skills. The following describes the processes in detail: 

 

 

Fig. 1. A web application supported knowledge transformation model 
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x Socialization 
Socialization is a process where tacit knowledge is transformed into another form of tacit knowledge. The 

process incorporates communication, observation, adaptation and practice to share and absorb knowledge, passing it 
on through subtle or immersive influences to create new personal tacit knowledge. In order to promote student 
observation and adaptation in socialization, this study incorporated Google Plus to construct webpages for the 
instructed course. Course participants would form study groups and socialize via the course webpage to improve 
student-instructor and student-student interaction and exchange of information. Students could also implement self-
discipline via the socialization process (Piaget, & Garcia, 1974). 
x Externalization 

Externalization takes place when the individual uses text, analogies, pictures, film or other media to transform 
personal experience, techniques and other tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge. This study incorporated Google 
Docs to help students analyze and externalize their tacit knowledge. Students would be able use various functions 
provided by the service to use texts, pictures and other explicit media to externalize their tacit knowledge and create 
explicit knowledge. 
x Combination 

In combination, individuals systematically analyze, categorize and combine existing explicit knowledge with 
explicit knowledge received through different types of information media or language symbols. This study utilized 
Google Blogger to help learners analyze, categorize, combine, structuralize, and evaluate existing explicit 
knowledge. As students compose blog articles to share with their instructors and peers, they would be systematically 
combining and presenting various types of explicit knowledge. 
x Internalization 

Internalization is the process where explicit knowledge is transformed through symbolization and specification 
into tacit knowledge. To facilitate this process, this study used Google Sites to assist student collaboration as well as 
interaction. Students would use Wiki-based mechanisms in Google Sites to conduct collaborative projects with their 
peers. We hoped that the processes of organizing and compiling data would allow reflective processes for the 
students to internalize explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge. 

The focus of the proposed approach was to facilitate knowledge transformation amongst the participants and 
enhance their critical-thinking skills through continuous interchange of knowledge sharing, internalization, and co-
creation via class-based and online learning activities. 

Experiment 

Research instrument, measures and goals 

Feedback questionnaires were utilized in order to evaluate the impact of the proposed learning environment to 
students in terms of instruction and learning. The questionnaires included assessments on student critical thinking 
and satisfaction of the proposed environment. A detailed description is provided in the following text: 
x Critical thinking: This study implemented the traditional Chinese version of the California Critical Thinking 

Skills Test (CCTST) Form A to assess student critical thinking skills (Facione, 1990). The CCTST is a 34 item, 
multiple-choice test designed for college students, graduate students, and adult professionals. The maximum 
obtainable score in CCTST was 34 points. The CCTST assesses five areas of critical thinking (analysis, 
evaluation, inference, induction, and deduction), and the test was implemented before and after the students 
undergo the learning environment. The internal consistency of CCTST Form A, measured by Kuder-Richardson 
Formula 20 (KR-20), is 0.70.  

x Satisfaction: This study utilized an SSQ (Student Satisfaction Questionnaire) with a five-point Likert scale to 
assess student satisfaction (Biasutti, 2011). The questionnaire was divided into 3 sections – Google services, 
Didactic Material, and Professor. 

Experimental design, participants and procedure 

To evaluate the proposed integrated learning environment, the environment was used in a semester-long course 
(17 weeks) on product design and assessed through a quasi-experiment. The participants were 40 university students 
with an average age of 20 years. Course content and lesson activities include professor lectures, class discussions, 
online discussions, after-class exercises and practical projects. 
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Figure 2 shows the experimental procedure. Students would fill in a CCTST Form A questionnaire at the 
beginning of the course. Relevant literature observed that most students were relatively unclear on the means of 
incorporating similar programs in their learning environment, even though they were seemingly adept in internet 
services and applications through daily use and exposure (Ng, 2012). Therefore, instructors would first provide 
students with correct user concepts and the guidelines of incorporating Google services into class activities, and give 
extra help for the few students who had never used Google services before. A course page was also constructed and 
administered by the course instructor on Google Plus before classes formally begin. The course page would help 
extend the time and space for student-instructor and student-student interaction, even when outside the physical 
classrooms and lesson times. With the conclusion of the course, students would fill in a second CCTST 
questionnaire form and SSQ form to evaluate their feedback on the entire course. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Experimental process 

Experiment 

Critical thinking survey 

Participating students were asked to take a CCTST Form A questionnaire before and after undergoing the 
learning activities to help assess their critical thinking skills. Preliminary analysis results revealed that the mean and 
standard deviation of the post-test (16.00 and 2.32) were slightly better than those of the pre-test (15.35 and 3.13). 
Additionally, a paired t-test was used in order to assess differences between student critical thinking before and after 
the learning activities. Results of the analyses, as shown in Table 3, show that student critical thinking increased 
significantly after going through the learning activities. 

 

Table 3. Paired-samples t-test on the critical thinking skills of the students 

 Group N Mean S.D. t(39) 

Critical Thinking Skills After participating in the learning activity 40 16.00 2.32 -2.292* 

Before participating in the learning activity 40 15.35 3.13  
*p<.05 

 

Student satisfaction survey 

Student Satisfaction Questionnaire (SSQ) was used to assess student feedback on the proposed approach. The 
Cronbach’s alpha value of the questionnaire items was 0.855. Table 4 shows the statistical results. Cronbach’s alpha 
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values for the three factors of Google Service, Didactic Material and Professor were 0.881, 0.870 and 0.831 
respectively. Hence, we could see that students showed high degrees of satisfaction with respect to Google services, 
the didactic materials as well as the professor’s instructions used during the learning. 

 

Table 4. Students’ satisfactions towards the learning process 

# Item SA & A 
(%) 

Neutral 
(%) 

D & SD 
(%) 

Mean 

Google service 

1 I like seeing other students interact with materials I had posted on each Google 
service 

55.0 35.0 10.0 3.53 

2 Use of Google services helped me share ideas with the other students 65.0 22.5 12.5 3.78 

3 My group was able to come to a consensus by using Google Services 50.0 27.5 22.5 3.45 

4 I had learned through information exchanges with other students via Google services 62.5 32.5 15.0 3.50 

5 Use of Google services promoted knowledge transformation 70.0 17.5 12.5 3.70 

6 I felt comfortable seeing other students reply or edit content I had posted 62.5 30.0 7.5 3.63 

Didactic Material 

1 Was clear 60.0 27.5 12.5 3.73 

2 Was useful 65.0 25.0 10.0 3.73 

3 Was challenging 72.5 25.0 2.5 3.90 

4 Provided ideas for learning 67.5 17.5 15.0 3.70 

5 Was connected to my background 80.0 15.0 5.0 3.98 

Professor 

1 Was friendly towards individual participants 60.0 32.5 7.5 3.75 

2 Was dynamic and energetic in leading the learning activities 70.0 25.0 5.0 3.90 

3 Made participants feel welcome in discussions 66.5 27.5 10.0 3.75 

4 Encouraged participants to express ideas 65.0 25.0 10.0 3.78 

5 Stimulated cooperation between participants 65.0 17.5 17.5 3.63 

6 Stimulated formation of the online community 65.0 22.5 12.5 3.73 

7 Gave feedback during activities 72.5 22.5 5.0 3.85 

8 Gave appropriate suggestions 72.5 22.5 5.0 3.80 

9 Helped in solving problems 65.0 27.5 7.5 3.73 

 

Discussion 

Participants developed critical thinking skills described in previous sections during their participation in the 
proposed integrated learning environment. The positive impact of the course was a result of several factors, such as 
the implementation of an appropriate pedagogical approach, an interactive technology tool, clear and organized 
didactic material, opportunity for participant collaboration, and support and feedback provided by the online tutor 
(Blass & Davis, 2003; Garrison & Anderson, 2003). In order to provide a clear discussion of these elements, this 
research shall evaluate the results based on three contexts – social, knowledge and technology. 

Social context 

Instructors play important roles in facilitating learning processes and implementing a learner-centered approach 
in the educational environment (Bower & Hedberg, 2010). In this study, the course instructor would stimulate and 
promote student interaction and collaboration in lectures and the online platform. The instructor would play the role 
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of an observer and encourage students to express personal thoughts and give appropriate feedback to students as 
required instead of providing traditional one-sided lectures. The Professor section in the SSQ investigation allowed 
us to know how students felt about the professor’s role. Students provided positive feedbacks for the professor in 
terms of encouraging student discussion and expression of personal opinions, promoting peer collaboration, and 
guiding students in various learning activities. Additionally, results in the Google service section of the SSQ 
indicated that students were largely pleased when interacting with their peers via Google services. Therefore, in 
addition to the instructor, technology also played an important role in the social aspect. The online environment was 
simple yet efficient, expediting collaborative work, experience sharing, and peer support in the interdisciplinary 
project (Biasutti, 2011; Bliuc, Ellis, Goodyear, & Piggott, 2011; Bold, 2006; Hew & Cheung, 2008). 

Knowledge context 

Knowledge construction is not confined to an individual. Rather, it is a social process carried out between 
individuals, groups and organizations. The task of sharing individual knowledge or information after learning 
requires students to translate (encoding) and recall (retrieval) information as needed (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). In 
the process of knowledge sharing, learners must figure out which information is important and worth sharing, and 
determine the methods of sharing it effectively. To accomplish the tasks of encoding and retrieving, students have to 
engage in various forms of information-processing activities such as rehearsal, organization, or elaboration in order 
to clarify relationships between pieces of information and compare newly acquired information to previous personal 
cognition (Gagne, 1985; Wittrock, 1979). The participants felt knowledge transformation processes in the proposed 
approach helped them create, share, transfer, and acquire knowledge mainly by social interaction. CCTST results 
concluded that participant critical thinking skills had improved. Participants were also engaged in searching for 
different knowledge aspects (concepts, ideas, videos, and pictures) that could be included in their interdisciplinary 
projects and were motivated to use Google services as a modern didactic tool. 

Technology context 

Despite the developments and popularization of modern technologies, they would often negatively affect the 
teaching and learning effectiveness of instructors and students (Zheng & Yano, 2007). From the teaching 
perspective, it appeared that different characteristics and functions of technology have the potential in helping 
instructors design a variety of teaching plans. However, inconsistencies in personal preferences and skills of the 
instructors would result in wide ranges of teaching performance and environments. Similarly, from the learning 
perspective, different technological preferences and skills amongst learners would also result in differences in 
learning attitudes and performance. It is therefore important for educators to eradicate or lower technological 
barriers imposed against students and instructor. Teaching activities must only incorporate appropriate technologies 
to make effective teaching and learning possible. In this research, Google services were applied with the objectives 
of helping students transform their knowledge. Student feedback on the effectiveness of the application in 
knowledge creation, sharing and transformation was assessed by a specific section titled “Google service” in the 
student SSQ. The section consisted of 6 items, and the resulting score was 3.60 out of 5.  

Conclusion 

This study proposed an integrated learning environment with knowledge management model to develop student 
critical thinking skills. An experiment was conducted in a product design course at a university in Taiwan. Two 
questionnaires were used to assess participant feedback. Results of the questionnaires revealed that the participants 
appreciated the use of the proposed approach to support the course. 

Contribution of the proposed environment to knowledge transformation and critical thinking 

Internet popularity and developments are increasing rapidly in the modern society. Students now enjoy extremely 
accessible information, and became increasingly prone to rapid browsing or skimming of information. This 
superficial intake of information negatively affected higher levels of thinking skills and significant gaps in critical 
thinking skills amongst students. As a result, students were unable to flexibly use what they had learned to solve 
daily problems. To tackle this issue, this study proposed an integrated learning environment that could help students 
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go through knowledge transformation processes, thereby promoting their critical thinking skills. The proposed 
approach could also provide significant assistance in training corporate and industrial professionals in the future. 
Additionally, the proposed learning environment could be used for other courses. Tertiary education is the cradle of 
corporate professionals. Only by improving student abilities in critical thinking would we be able to augment 
research and development capabilities of our corporations and industry and improve the competitiveness of our 
economy. 

Limitations and future work 

A limitation to this study was that the approach could not be conducted in a traditional classroom as not every 
student owns tablet PCs or smart phones. However, this issue should be resolved in the future with the increased 
popularity of such mobile devices. Another limitation was that although the majority of the participants were 
familiar with web applications in their daily lives, few understood the means of using these applications to support 
their learning (Ng, 2012). Therefore, course instructors had to give students explicit instruction and information on 
the educational uses of web applications. 

Finally, the future direction of this study would be to apply appropriate web applications in strengthening the 
proposed learning environment for various subjects, disciplines and educational pedagogies. Further investigation 
would allow us to analyze specifically the learning effects amongst participants and develop suitable solutions to 
support the proposed approach by using application program interface (API). 
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Abstract 

The purpose of the paper is to discuss the application of the Delphi technique in the research design of developing a valid and 
reliable ICT (Information & Communication Technology) competency standard for teachers. Much investment has been placed 
on organizing ICT training programmes for in-service teachers but the effects of teaching and learning practices in the classroom 
have not achieved expected outcomes. In addition, allegations from teachers highlighted that the training programmes are 
inadequate to completely meet the needs of ICT competencies. Hence, an ICT competency standard is necessary and timely to be 
developed to serve as a guide for organizing ICT training programmes.  The Delphi technique is a research approach used to 
obtain a consensus opinion from experts using a series of questionnaires. This study was carried out with the purpose to obtain a 
consensus opinion from the experts on the types of important ICT competencies to be mastered by secondary school Science and 
Mathematics teachers, and ultimately develop the ICT competency standard for Malaysian Science and Mathematics teachers. 
The developed competency standard using the Delphi technique is valid and reliable. 
 
Keywords: ICT competency; Delphi technique; Science and Mathematics 

Introduction 

ICT (Information & Communication Technology) is proven of being able to provide new learning opportunities 
among students by making learning fun and simplifying the process of constructing new knowledge (Dooly, 2009). 
In addition, teacher’s quality is another main determinant factor in the learning of students (Ololube, 2006). 
Therefore, school teachers should equip themselves with ICT knowledge and skills to design new learning 
environment which is termed as ICT-rich learning environment. Various types of professional development 
programmes relating to ICT implementation have been organised for in-service teachers with the objective to 
upgrade ICT competencies among teachers, and subsequently bringing change to their teaching and learning 
practices, such as integrating ICT in classroom teaching and learning effectively (Borko, 2004). Some examples of 
ICT training programmes organised for teachers are Intel Teach to the Future project (Toh et al., 2006), smart 
teacher training courses, 14-week professional development programme, and one-year expert certification training 
course (Asariah, 2009). 

Are the aforementioned programmes effective? To answer this question, some past research were studied and it is 
found that most of the ICT training programmes did not achieve the expected outcomes set by the organisers, and 
moreover the needs of the participating teachers were left unfulfilled (Wan Zah et al., 2009; Fong et al., 2009;  Toh 
et al., 2006). In other words, after teachers return to schools from the traning programmes, there are not much 
changes of behaviour in their teaching practices when being observed. The past research findings support Cuban’s 
claim (2000) that much investment had been placed on organising ICT training programmes but only minimal usage 
and changes were implemented. What is the reason behind? 

The fact to be empahised here is that most of the ICT courses offered in the ICT training programmes lack of 
uniformity and the curricula were designed according to the organisers without following any ICT competency 
standards, such as International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) National Educational Technology 
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Standards for Teachers (ISTE 2000; ISTE 2008), European Computer Driving License (ECDL, 2007), European 
Pedagogical ICT License (EPICT) (Hojsholt-Poulsen, 2005) or UNESCO ICT Competency Standards for Teachers 
(UNESCO, 2008). It is clear that practices in the past did not manage to solve problems faced by teachers. 
Therefore, corrective actions are needed urgently. 

In view of this phenomenon, this study was conducted to identify the types of important ICT competencies 
required to be mastered by Malaysian teachers. This study was carried out using the modified Delphi technique to 
ascertain elements needed in the content of ICT competency standard. This paper explains the research design used 
in the study in developing a valid and reliable ICT competency standard for teachers. 

Research Design 

The research design used to develop ICT competency standard for Science and Mathematics teachers is shown in 
Figure 1. It encompasses three stages, which are the stage of designing research instrument, the stage of validating 
instrument and the stage of developing ICT competency standard. 
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Figure 1:  Research Design of Developing ICT Competency Standard 

 

The Delphi technique is defined as a communication structure used to discuss and assess an issue critically 
(Linstone & Turoff, 1975). It is a qualitative method introduced as a way to allow a group of experts to discuss and 
make decision on policy without having to meet face-to-face (Goodman, 1987). According to Lang (1998), the 
Delphi technique has already become a research methodology in helping researchers to formulate plans for the 
future. The rationale of using the Delphi technique is its cost and time effectiveness in achieving desired results 
(Helmer, 1983). When conducting this study, it involved iterative distribution of questionnaires to collect opinions 
from a selected group consisted of experts. This technique is employed with the purpose to identify consensus 
opinions relating to a specific topic (Talbot, 1995). Although opinions of this expert group which gathered 
collectively seem to be subjective, they are considered more reliable and the results are more objective compared to 
views gathered solely from an individual (Helmer, 1983). 

The Delphi technique is designed to optimise the use of group opinion and minimise the quality of conflict 
interaction within group (Lang, 1998). Therefore, the following four basic characteristics need to be fulfilled if the 
researcher intends to use this approach, which are: 

1. Structured questioning in which questionnaires are used. With this method, moderator is able to control 
the whole research process and foster more concrete results.   

2. Meaningful iteraction of questionnaires is performed numerous  rounds to allow panelists to re-evaluate 
their responses.  

3. Controlled feedback in which it is achieved by giving overall group response to the panelists in rounds 
(except Round 1). This means that all the responses of the panel group are considered on the subsequent 
rounds of assessment.  

4. Anonymity is an important characteristic because every panelist has the freedom to express his/her 
views without feeling pressured from other more powerful group (Rowe & Wright, 1999). 

 The Delphi technique has already been applied to solve problems in education field, for instance, it was used to 
determine research areas in distance education (Zawacki-Richter, 2009), to determine secondary school future 
curriculum (Saedah & Azdalila, 2008), to design m-learning curriculum (Ahmad Sobri, 2009), and to determine 
unversity teachers’ ICT competencies in online learning (Espasa, Guasch, & Alvarez, 2009) and so on. 

Designing Main Category, Indicators and Items 

The structure of ICT competency standard employed in this study follows the standard structure of ISTE National 
Educational Standards for Teachers (2000; 2008).  It comprises the following sections: 

1. Main Category – It encompasses general aspects of the teachers’ knowledge and skills pertaining to the 
teachers’ job spesifications.     

2. Indicators – It illustrates the desired quality of a professional teacher. 
3. Items – It is used as the assessemnt criteria to obtain evidence of applying the knowledge and skills in 

actual practice.  

The Main Category of ICT Competency Standard 

Referring to the structure of ICT competency standard, the first question “What are the main categories of ICT 
competencies to be included in the teachers’ ICT competency standard?” was asked. Analysis was performed on 
eight sets of existing  ICT competency standard guidelines for teachers. These include European Computer Driving 
Licence (ECDL) (ECDL, 2007), European Pedagogical ICT License (EPICT) (Hojsholt-Poulsen, 2005), Computer 
Proficiency for Teachers developed by the Ministerial Advisory Council on the Quality of Teaching (MACQT, 
1997), Minimum Standards for Teachers-Learning Technology  (Education Queensland, 1997), and Queensland ICT 
Continua (Education Queensland, 2003); International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) National 
Educational Technology Standards for Teachers (ISTE NETS-T 2000; ISTE NETS-T 2008) and  UNESCO ICT 
Competency for Teachers (UNESCO, 2008). Based on the results of comparing the eight sets of ICT competency 
guidelines, approximately ten main categories were listed (Ch’ng et al., 2008a). 
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Subsequently, document analysis was conducted as a step to determine the important categories in the context 
of a nation, and in this paper Malaysia is referred specifically. The documents that were investigated include Smart 
School Flagship Applications: The Malayisan Smart School A Conceptual Blueprint (Smart School Project Team, 
1997), Education Development 2001-2010: Integrated Planning for Generating Education Excellence (Malaysian 
Ministry of Education, 2001), Formulation of the National Education Blueprint, 2006-2010 (Malaysian Ministry of 
Education, 2006), ICT Literacy for Secondary School Guideline (Malaysian Ministry of Education, 2007) and so on.   

Therefore, the researcher decided to focus the scope of this study on six main categories in designing the draft 
of ICT competency standard for teachers, they include: (1) Knowledge in ICT Operation, (2) Planning and 
Designing Learning Environment, (3) Smart Pedagogy, (4) Assessment and Evaluation, (5) Lifelong Learning, 
Practice and Productivity, and (6) Social, Moral Values and Issues. 

Important ICT Competency Indicators 

The subsequent steps include performing literature review on the findings of local research, exploratory 
interview and comparing technique toward the ISTE 2000 standard guide to outline the statements for ICT 
competency indicator division. 

Literature Review 

 Past research done in Malaysia such as Fong & Ng (2005), Toh et al. (2006), Chong, Sharaf, & Jacob (2005), 
Kamisah, Lilia & Subahan (2006), Mas Nida, Moses & Wong (2009), Fong et al. (2009) and so on, were studied to 
obtain ideas about the types of knowledge and ICT skills that are already mastered, yet to be mastered or needed to 
be mastered among the in-service teachers. These form an important benchmark for the teachers’ ICT competencies. 

Exploratory Interview 

 Exploratory interviews were conducted among school teachers to obtain information about the teachers’ 
experiences in implementing ICT at school level, without the intention to make any comparison. The findings of the 
exploratory interviews (refer to Ch’ng et al., 2008b) are advantageous as they help in developing competency 
statements and important items which are used to reflect the actual needs, the barriers and the usage of ICT in 
schools among teachers. 

 

Comparing The Standard Guides 

 Based on the information gathered from literature review and exploratory interviews, there are 24 
subcategories suggested to be identified as the ICT competency indicators for this study. Comparing technique 
together with the existing ICT standard guidelines are used as the basis to classify subcategory group. 

Then, the process of outlining specific statements for each competency indicator is initiated. The models of 
competency standards of ISTE NETS for Teachers (2000) and ISTE NETS for Teachers (2008) were selected to use 
as the fundamental framework to outline the statements of competency standard indicators. The formulation of the 
statement of competency indicators was administered using the methods of comparing and modifying upon the use 
of terminology, word or sentence structure to conform to the needs and suitability. 

The Measurement Items of ICT Competency Standard 

There were four workshops organised to write and classify items gathered from literature review. The research 
instrument was designed based on the constructs of ICT competencies (main category and competency indicator). 
There were 20 research assistants consisted of ICT experts, lecturers and Science and Mathematics teachers 
participated in these workshops. The research instrument referred were obtained from the past research such as 
Norizan (2003), Scheffler & Logan (1999), McCoy (2001), Dakich (2005), Fong & Ng (2005), Namlu & Odabasi 
(2007). With this method, different types of sample items were collected and reviewed for the development of ICT 
competency items. The outcomes of this series of workshops resulted in the drafting of a list of measurement items. 
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Pilot Study 

Pilot study was carried out among school teachers. The objective of the pilot study is to identify the weaknesses of 
the instrument. Thirty Science and Mathematics teachers were selected randomly. A set of instrument for the pilot 
study was developed. The questionnaires prepared include open questions and likert scale questions.  The 
questionnaires were printed and there were three sections in the questionnaires, which were:(1) 6 main categories, 
(2) competency indicators and (3) ICT competency items. Respondents were invited to assess the suitability of main 
categories and statements of ICT competency indicators to convert into ICT competency standard for teachers. The 
items were in the form of open questions whereby the respondents were required to write their views and comments 
about the statements contained in the questionnaires. The respondents’ comments in the pilot study were taken into 
account for modifying and eliminating the list of items to ultimately develop the Delphi technique research 
instrument. 
 
5. Validating Instrument 
 
  Subsequently, two sessions of round-table discussion were arranged to obtain validation from the experts in 
respect of determining categories, ICT competency indicators and items which were outlined earlier. The partcipants 
for the round-table discussion were invited using snowball sampling where all the participants were invited by the 
researcher’s supervisor with reference to their expertise. The participants consisted of ten lecturers from local 
university with expertise in educational technology, Science education, Mathematics education, distance education 
and psychology education. Besides that, another four in-service secondary school teachers from the field of 
Information Technology, Science and Mathematics were invited for the round-table discussion. This process is 
important to confirm the validity of the items with regard to the constructs. At this stage, one set of the drafts of ICT 
competency was reviewed. It consisted of 6 main categories and 24 competency indicators. 
 
6. Developing Round 1 Questionnaires 
 
  The content of the draft of ICT competency standard together with the measurement items produced through the 
qualitative research procedure were used to develop Round 1 questionnaires. This approach is regarded rational, 
intuitive or theory-based. Items used in Round 1 questionnaires were generated from the concepts of theory which 
were identified following several procedures discussed earlier. 

7. Forming The Delphi Panel Group 

According to Adler & Ziglio (1996), the members of the Delphi panel should meet four conditions as stated 
below: 

1. possess extensive knowledge and experience in the research problem, 
2. are committed to involve, 
3. have spare time to participate in the research process of the Delphi technique, 
4. possess effective communication skills. 

 For this study, the criteria set for selecting the Delphi panel were all local educators with extensive experience 
and expertise in using ICT in the classroom. The snowball sampling technique was used to identify individuals who 
were qualified to be invited and appointed as the Delphi panel of this study (Skulmoski, Hartman & Krahn, 2007). 
 In fact, there is flexibility in determining the sample size of the Delphi panel. According to Skulmoski, Hartman 
& Krahn (2007), the number of panel in the past research range from approximately 4 to 171 “experts”. However, 
Dalkey (1975), finds that 15 experts and above can maximise reliability and minimise group error on the degree of 
consensus. 
 As exemplified in this study, there were 33 experts appointed as the Delphi panel. They were local university 
lecturers in the field of education and educational technology; university/college lecturers in the field of Science and 
Mathematics, university/college lecturers from other fields but with extensive experience in using ICT to execute 
professional tasks and they were ICT daily users to support teaching and learning practices; and also school teachers 
who used ICT in classroom at least three times per week. In addition, the selected candidates affirmed their full 
commitment to this study using the Delphi technique. 
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Procedure of Modified Delphi Technique  

Immediately after forming the Delphi panel, every member of the Delphi panel was contacted whether face-to-
face, or via telephone and email. The panelists were given brief explanation regarding the research objectives and 
the expectation from them. This included giving access link to the research instrument website. In actuality, the 
expert panel has the flexibility to give their responses online or using printed questionnaires or using questionnaires 
in the form of MSWord attached in the email. The Delphi panel was given seven days  to answer the questionnaires 
for Round 1. Two days before the due date of giving Round 1 response, a reminder email was sent by the researcher 
to remind the panel members about their incomplete tasks. However, the duration was extended for another three 
days to wait for the responses from the panel members who were unable to return the questionnaires in time. 

All the data collected in Round 1, was analysed and adopted to develop questionnaires for Round 2. New items 
were included in the Round 2 questionnaires based on the suggestions given by the experts in Round 1. Face validity 
and content validity were checked by the researcher’s supervisor. 

Delphi Round 2 questionnaires were prepared in two forms: in MS Word file and printed questionnaires. Delphi 
panel individual feedback together with the data analysis of group feedback were prepared by the researcher in 
Round 2 questionnaires. They were then printed and distributed or emailed. Panel could refer to the comments of 
other panel, and the group median value, inter quartile range and personal rating in Round 1. They then justified 
whether the values in the earlier round were significant or some modification needed to be made upon their 
respective ratings in this Delphi round. All the panel members were given five days to respond. Two days before the 
due date of giving Round 2 response, a reminder email was sent by the researcher to remind the panel members 
about their incomplete tasks. However, the duration was extended for another three days to wait for the responses 
from the panel members who were unable to return the questionnaires in time. 

Delphi Round 3 questionnaires were prepared in two forms: in MS Word file and printed questionnaires. The 
format was similar to Round 2 questionnaires, except the number of items in this round was limited to only eight 
items. Face validity and content validity were checked by the researcher’s supervisor. All the panel members were 
given seven days to respond in view of three public holidays fell within the period. 

As the example of this study, three rounds of the Delphi technique were practised. Round 1 was performed to 
collect additional input and comments from the expert panel about the initial list of ICT competencies compiled 
through qualitative research method such as document analysis results, literature review, exploratory interview, pilot 
study and round-table discussion. Round 2 was executed to obtain validation for items in Round 1 and to obtain 
consensus from the experts, and to distribute new items and suggested ideas from the panel in Round 1 for the first 
time. Considering all the items in Round 2 had reached consensus, the implementation of Round 3 was merely to 
validate the panel’s responses on the additional items (contained in Round 2 questionnaires). In Round 3, it was 
found that consensus from the experts was achieved for all the items and hence the Delphi round stopped (Delbecq, 
Van de Ven, & Gustafson, 1975). 

Delphi Data Analysis 

Immediately after forming the Delphi panel, every member of the Delphi panel was contacted whether face-to-
face, or via telephone and email. The panelists were given brief explanation regarding the research objectives and 
the expectation from them. This included giving access link to the research instrument website. In actuality, the 
expert panel has the flexibility to give their responses online or using printed questionnaires or using questionnaires 
in the form of MSWord attached in the email. The Delphi panel was given seven days  to answer the questionnaires 
for Round 1. Two days before the due date of giving Round 1 response, a reminder email was sent by the researcher 
to remind the panel members about their incomplete tasks. However, the duration was extended for another three 
days to wait for the responses from the panel members who were unable to return the questionnaires in time. All the 
feedback and comments collected in three Delphi rounds were recorded. The quantitaive data was analysed using 
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) v. 16 and MS Excel. 

The degree of importance and consensus are justified after each Delphi round before making interpretaion. The 
group response median value and the inter quartile range distribution are usually referred as the reference for the 
degree of importance and consensus in the past research (Norizan, 2003; Saedah & Azdalida, 2008; Ahmad Sobri, 
2009). For the example of this study, the analysis of consensus data of the experts was done based on median, inter 
quartile range and quartile deviation on Round 1 data, Round 2 data and Round 3 data. 
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After the median value, inter quartile range and quartile deviation are identified, the subsequent analysis 
technique is classifying items according to the consensus level and importance level. For this study, the concensus 
level is divided into three levels (high, medium and no consensus) and importance level is divided into two levels 
(very high and low). To determine the consensus level which are: high (if quartile deviation is less than or equal to 
0.5), medium (if quartile deviation is in between 0.5 and 1) and no consensus (if quartile deviation is more than 1); 
and the importance level which are: very high (in which the median value is 4 and above) and low (in which the 
median value is less than 3.5). For this study, items which obtained very high importance level and also high 
consensus level were used to develop ICT competency standard and ICT competency assessment criteria. 

Reliability and Consistency of Experts’ Responses 

Young (2007) suggests that researcher can evaluate the consensus obtained in Round 1 and Round 2 to present to 
the panel as a measurement of reliability. If after Round 2, it is found that consensus has been achieved, it can then 
be assumed that researcher has done well on the summary of panel’s feedback gathered in Round 1.   With this 
method, researcher has concrete reason to support the assumption that the acceptable one reliability degree is 
fulfilled (Fish & Busby, 2005). 

Consistency refers to the stability of response. For this study, the response pattern of local Delphi experts was 
observed in the perspective of response consistency between rounds. This is important for acceptable data reference 
quality or reliability. In the research of Ahmad Sobri (2009), the Wilcoxon Match-pairs Signed-ranks test was used 
to identify the consistency of experts’ responses between rounds. This test was also used in this study for data 
between Rounds 1 and 2, Rounds 2 and 3. 

Results and Discussion 

The Delphi results of the study are presented in Table 1 and Table 2. Table 1 presents indicator statements found 
to be rated high importance and achieved high consensus level. These are items that achieved quartile deviation 
(Q.D) value of less or equal to 0.5 with median of 4 and above. 

 
Table 1. Delphi Results: Indicators with High Importance Rating and High Consensus Level 

Indicator  Median Q1 Q3 IQR QD 

1: KNOWLEDGE IN ICT OPERATIONS 
1A – Show understanding and application basic ICT-

related concepts and skills. 4 4 5 1 0.5 

1B - Demonstrate constant development and 
enhancement in the latest ICT-related 
knowledge and skills. 

4 4 4 0 0 

2: PLANNING AND DESIGNING LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
2A - Design and prepare suitable and relevant ICT-

integrated lessons to cater to students’ diverse 
needs. 

4 4 5 1 0.5 

2C - Select and evaluate appropriate curriculum 
materials. 4 4 5 1 0.5 

2D - Plan the usage and management of curriculum 
materials in lesson activities. 4 4 5 1 0.5 

2E - Plan strategies to integrate ICT in lesson 
activities and manage student learning. 4 4 5 1 0.5 

3: SMART PEDAGOGY 
3A - Use ICT assisted instruction to enhance 

students’ meaningful learning. 4 4 5 1 0.5 

4: ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION 
4A – Apply ICT in assessing student learning of 

subject matter using a variety of assessment 
techniques. 

4 3 4 1 0.5 
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4C – Apply evaluation criteria to assess students 
learning, communication, and productivity. 4 3 4 1 0.5 

5: LIFELONG PROFESSIONAL LEARNING, PRACTICE AND PRODUCTIVITY 
5A - Use ICT to engage in ongoing professional 

development and lifelong learning. 4 4 5 1 0.5 

5B - Continuous evaluation and reflection on the use 
of ICT that supports meaningful learning. 4 3.5 4.5 1 0.5 

5C – Apply ICT for “just in-time learning” (JIT) to 
enhance productivity. 4 3 4 1 0.5 

5D - Use ICT to communicate and collaborate with 
colleagues, parents, and other communities to 
nurture student learning. 

4 4 5 1 0.5 

6: SOCIAL AND MORAL VALUES AND ISSUES 
6A - Understand the moral and ethical issues 

concerning the usage of ICT. 4 4 5 1 0.5 

6B - Inculcate and practice moral values regarding 
ICT application. 4 4 5 1 0.5 

6D - Promote and support safe and healthy use of 
ICT tools. 4 4 5 1 0.5 

6E - Provide all students with fair equitable access to 
ICT resources. 4 4 5 1 0.5 

 
A total of 17 indicators achieved high importance rating and high consensus level. It was found that all indicators 

that were proposed under 2 main categories: (i) knowledge in ICT operations, and (ii) Lifelong Professional 
Learning, Practice, and Productivity are regarded as important competencies for Science and Mathematics teachers. 

Based on the number of indicators listed according to each main category in Table 1, the findings show that the 
emphasis is toward competencies related to the three main categories such as Planning and Designing Learning 
Environment (4 indicators), Lifelong Professional Learning, Practice, and Productivity (4 indicators), and Social, 
Moral Values and Issues (4 indicators). This followed by main category related to Assessment and Evaluation (2 
indicators), except for category Smart Pedagogy which was rated 1 indicator for high importance and high 
consensus level. 

Table 2 presents the items that achieved high importance rating with moderate consensus level. These items 
achieved quartile deviation values of more than 0.5 and equal to 1 with a median of 4 and above. 

 
Table 2. Delphi Results: Items with High Importance Rating and Moderate Consensus Level 

 
Indicator Median Q1 Q3 IQR QD 

2: PLANNING AND DESIGNING LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
2B – Refer to contemporary ICT-related educational 

research in the preparation of lesson plans. 4 3 4.5 1.5 0.75 

3: SMART PEDAGOGY 
3B - Employ ICT to support students’ diverse needs in 

self-paced, self- assessed, and self-directed 
strategies. 

4 3 5 2 1 

3C – Apply ICT to develop critical and creative 
thinking skills. 4 3 5 2 1 

3D - Manage student learning activities in an ICT 
instructed environment. 4 3 5 2 1 

3E - Integrate ICT in various instructional strategies. 4 3 5 2 1 
4: ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION 
4B - Apply ICT to generate data on students’ 

achievement, to interpret results and communicate 
findings; so as to improve instructional practice 

4 3 5 2 1 
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and to maximize students’ learning. 

6: SOCIAL AND MORAL VALUES AND ISSUES 
6C - Identify and discuss the impact of ICT on the 

society. 4 3 5 2 1 
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It was found that there are 7 indicators which achieved high importance rating with moderate consensus level. All 

these indicators are listed under 4 main categories such as Planning and Designing Learning Environment (1 
indicator), Smart Pedagogy (4 indicators), Assessment and Evaluation (1 indicator), and Social and Moral Values 
and Issues (1 indicator). 

The expert panel of this study agreed that teachers should be competent to refer to research in relation to ICT-
based education for their lesson plan preparation, but this has only achieved moderate level of consensus based on 
the analysis report of the expert consensus views. It was explained that the reason behind this circumstance is due to 
this practice increases teachers’ burdens when writing lesson plans. Nonetheless, the expert panel acknowledged that 
it is important for teachers to possess the competency as the research findings are a good source for innovative ideas 
to ease the process of integrating ICT in teaching and learning activities. 

The expert panel of this study affirmed that teachers should be competent in using ICT to support self-paced, 
self-directed, self-assessed learning among students and to inculcate independent learning, but this has only 
achieved moderate level of consensus based on the analysis report of the expert consensus views. It was explained 
that the huge student number per class is an additional burden for teachers. Nonetheless, the expert panel 
acknowledged that it is important for teachers to possess this competency. 

It is interesting to note that though the expert panel agreed “Apply ICT to develop critical and creative thinking 
skills” is an important competency indicator, this has only achieved moderate level of consensus based on the 
analysis report of the expert consensus views. To view from different perspective, the expert panel of this study has 
exhibited high level of consensus that this competency is very important to be considered as a criterion in assessing 
teachers’ ICT competencies. 

It is also interesting to note that though the expert panel agreed on the importance of teachers should be 
competent in using ICT to generate student performance data, interpret students’ results, communicate analysis and 
findings to improve students’ learning, this has only achieved moderate level of consensus based on the analysis 
report of the expert consensus views. There were opinions highlighted that the tasks should be taken over by 
Learning Management System (LMS), but the present system at school level is unable to generate student 
performance data automatically. Teachers still have to record the test marks by hand and prepare the report cards for 
parent signatures. Also, there were opinions indicated that this competency is only relevant if schools are equipped 
with LMS. Looking at the existing situation, this competency is not needed at present time. 

From another aspect, the expert panel agreed that teachers should be competent in managing learning activities in 
ICT (3D) teaching environment and integrating ICT with different teaching strategies (3E). Teachers should also be 
competent in discussing the impacts of ICT toward society in the classroom (6C), but based on the analysis report of 
the expert consensus views all these three indicators have only achieved moderate level of consensus. 

For the purpose of this study, these indicators were not considered in the development of ICT competency 
standard for Science and Mathematics teachers. 

Based on the findings of this study, there was no item that achieved quartile deviation of more than 1 or the value 
of median which is less than 4.  In other words, no items was rated not important or no consensus. 

Only statements which achieved high consensus level and high rating were used in the establishment of the ICT 
competency standard for this study. After analyzing all the 24 indicators proposed in the preliminary research, the 
researchers are able to identified high importance with high consensus statements to be used in developing the ICT 
competency standard. 

 

Limitations of the Study 

The appointed Delphi panel experts for this study comprised of local Malaysian academics only. The number of 
Delphi rounds used for this study is only three rounds. Every round of the Delphi strategy is limited to only seven to 
ten days duration for responses from the experts. The results of this study cannot be generalized among all Science 
and Mathematics teachers in other nations. 
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Conclusion 

This paper presents the research method from preparing the initial draft of ICT competency standard for Science 
and Mathematics teachers to the development process of the Delphi research technique instrument. It includes 
competency statements such as main category, competency indicators and items represent skills and competencies. 
Document analysis, exploratory interview, literature review and pilot study are all done for the purpose. 
Modification of the initial draft of competency statements is completed based on the round-table discussion. The 
draft of ICT competency standard and measurement items are finalized and the validity is obtained through the 
Delphi technique. Data is then analyzed to check for the consistency of experts’ responses between rounds. 
Instrument developed from the Delphi technique research findings is also examined and it obtains validation from 
the experts in educational technology for the content validity and construct validity. The research procedure using 
the Delphi technique is rigorous and hence the developed research product is valid and reliable. This paper has 
provided a clear discussion on all aspects such as selection of expert panel, development of Delphi questionnaires 
and data analysis technique used to identify types of important ICT competencies to be mastered by school teachers. 
After the analysis of data using the Delphi technique, a set of ICT competency standard for teachers is developed 
together with a list of ICT competency assessment criteria for the Ministry of Education, organizers of ICT training 
programs and Science and Mathematics teachers. 
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Abstract 
This research explores that the instructional model based on connectivism learning theory to enhance problem-solving skill in 
ICT for daily life of university students as well as its impact in the classroom on learning and teaching, especially in student’s 
problem-solving skill and practices that refer to awareness, connection, and contribution process as part of the learning efficacy 
improvements. In this process, web technology particular social networking site has a necessary role to engage and integrate 
knowledge and learning activities within the problem based learning (PBL) process. In this respect, this research aims to study 
and develop the appropriate instructional model based on connectivism learning theory to enhance problem-solving skill in ICT 
for daily life by the 10 experts’ opinion. The research results exhibited that the instructional model based on connectivism 
learning theory via web-based learning was appropriated and raised the level of problem-solving skill among students. 
Keywords: Connectivism, Information and communications technology (ICT), Problem-solving. 

Nomenclature 
A Connectivism Learning Theory  

B            Connectivism Taxonomy  

C  Information and communications technology (ICT) 

D Problem-solving 

Introduction 

There is a need for students to learn these important learning and innovation skills in order to be successful in the 
work and life. For the 21st century skills, the students need to be taught to facilitate their success in the future. 
Students need to attain the “3R’s & 4C’s”—Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, Critical thinking and problem solving, 
Creativity and Innovation, Communication, Collaboration —which are the most important and necessary 21st 
century skills as defined by businesses, economists, and education experts (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 
2011).  

In Thailand, education reform for the 21st century that will lead to a unity of purpose and action among Thai and 
international educators to realize the goals set forth in the National Education Act (NEA) of  B.E. 2542 (1999). This 
education reform is a move toward student-centered learning and a student-centered classroom. The intentions of 
NEA aim to improve education on the basis of lifelong learning, social contribution in education, and the 
development of new content and learning processes. According to Fry (2002), the issues of quality standards, 
learner-centered approaches, the role of the private sector, and structural reform in decentralization of education to 
local organizations are significant in this Act. Four new factors have been added to streamline education reform, 
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including (a) quality of the new generation of Thais; (b) new generation of teachers; (c) new generation of 
educational facilities and centers; (d) new educational administration system which aims at decentralization.  
Specifically, Section 24 of the Education Act outlines what must be done to improve education performance: (a) 
arranging learning in line with the students’ interests, aptitudes and individual differences; (b) training students in 
thinking abilities, especially critical thinking; (c) organizing learning activities that draw from authentic experiences; 
and (d) promoting situations where learners and teachers learn together.   

An aspect of student-centered learning involves questions learners themselves generate from direct experiences. 
In student-centered learning, the teacher has a number of roles, including scaffolding questions of students when 
needed in order to make the initial questions more accessible to answering and anticipating sufficient time and tools 
that help learners pursue their own questions. 

 In addition to addressing these key issues of education reform in Thailand, indeed in international education, we 
also focus our attention and resources on the goal of promoting Thai teachers to reach their potential as skilled 
teachers using teaching methods that engage their students with the result that students love to learn through self 
discovery. The goal of the education reform is to instill learners with skills that are compatible with the changing 
economic landscape in the 21st century skills (e.g., critical thinking and problem solving, communication, 
collaboration, and creativity). 

ICT has become an indispensable part of the 21st century. Having basic ICT skills is now seen as an important 
attribute that students should possess in order to be successful in life. Because of the digital age, there is new 
learning theory which related ICT workplace and the 21st century skill. It is the connectivism learning theory. 

Connectivism learning theory (Siemens, 2005, 2006) and connective knowledge (Downes, 2006) as ways to 
understand and explore learning in the digital age are timely and particularly useful, both in what they offer and 
what they question. The idea of organizations as cognitive systems where knowledge is distributed across nodes 
traces back to the perceptron and is directly borrowed from connectionism, "a paradigm in cognitive sciences that 
sees mental or behavioral phenomena as the emergent processes of interconnected networks of simple units". The 
network metaphor allows a notion of "know-where" (the understanding of where to find the knowledge when it is 
needed) to supplement to the ones of "know-how" and "know-what" that make the cornerstones of many theories of 
learning.  

Siemens (2005) states the eight principles of connectivism, which are also currently through Siemens’ writings in 
Wikipedia. 

 1. Learning and knowledge rests in diversity of opinions. 
 2. Learning is a process of connecting specialized nodes or information sources. 
 3. Learning may reside in non-human appliances. 
 4. Learning is more critical than knowing. 
 5. Maintaining and nurturing connections is needed to facilitate continual learning. 
 6. Perceiving connections between fields, ideas and concepts is a core skill. 
 7. Currency (accurate, up-to-date knowledge) is the intent of learning activities. 
 8. Decision-making is itself a learning process. Choosing what to learn and the meaning of incoming information 

is seen through the lens of a shifting reality. While there is a right answer now, it may be wrong tomorrow due to 
alterations in the information climate affecting the decision. 

Siemens (2006) proposed connectivism taxonomy that a staged view of how learners encounter and explore 
learning in an ecological leaning community or networked manner. The taxonomy begins with the basic and moves 
to the more complex: 

1. Awareness and receptivity – at this level learners acquire basic skills for handling information abundance, 
have access to resources and tools. (e.g., internet, blogs, wikis, aggregators) 

2. Connection-forming – at this level learners begin to use tools and understanding acquired during level 1 to 
create and form a personal network. Learners are active in the learning ecology/space in terms of consuming or 
acquiring new resources and tools. Selection (information filtering) skills are important. Affective/emotive factors 
play a prominent role in deciding which resources to add to the personal learning network. 
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3. Contribution and involvement – at this level learners are fairly comfortable within their self-created network 
(though instructors or teachers may continue to guide and direct their access to particularly valuable resources 
toward intended educational competencies or outcomes). The learner begins to actively contribute to the 
network/ecology – essentially, becoming a ‘visible node’. The learner’s active contribution and involvement allows 
other nodes on the network to acknowledge his/her resources, contributions, and ideas – creating reciprocal 
relationships and shared understandings (or, if wikis or social bookmarking is used, collaboratively-created 
understanding). The learner should also be capable of choosing the right tool for the right learning task. For 
example, the learner may opt to take a course, attend a conference, solicit a mentor, or subscribe to blog feeds – all 
based on what the learner needs to know, do, or believe. Selecting the right element within the learning ecology is 
valuable in ensuring the efficiency and effectiveness of the learning process. 

4. Pattern recognition – at this level the learner is “network aware” and competent. As a dynamic participant in 
the ecology, the learner has moved from passive content consumption to active contribution. Time in the network 
has resulted in the learner developing an increased sense of what is happening in the network/ecology as a whole. 
Having mastered the basics of being a participant, the learner is now capable to recognize emerging patterns and 
trends. Experience within the network has resulted in the learner understanding the nuances of the space (online or 
physical). The longer the learner spends in the learning space, the more adept she/he will become at recognizing new 
patterns or “changing winds” of information and knowledge. 

5. Meaning-making – at this level the learner is capable of understanding meaning. What do the emerging 
patterns mean? What do changes and shifts in trends mean? How should the learner, adjust, adapt, and respond? 
Meaning-making is the foundation of action and reformation of viewpoints, perspectives, and opinions. 

6. Praxis – at this level, the learner is actively involved in tweaking, building, and recreating their own learning 
network. Metacognition (thinking about thinking) plays a prominent role as the learner evaluates which elements in 
the network serve useful purposes and which elements need to be eliminated. The learner is also focused on active 
reflection of the shape of the ecology itself. The learner may engage in attempts to transform the ecology beyond 
his/her own network. Praxis, as a cyclical process of reflection, experimentation, and action, allows the learner to 
critically evaluate the tools, processes, and elements of an ecology or network. 

Connectivism is a theoretical framework for understanding learning.  In connectivism, the starting point for 
learning occurs when knowledge is actuated through the process of a learner connecting to and feeding information 
into a learning community (Kob and Hill, 2008).  

The problem solving skill as an individual thought process because the previously learned law can be applied in 
solving problems in any situations (Jonassen, 2003). It is also deemed to be a new type of learning and is the result 
of application of knowledge and procedures of the problems (Mc Gregor, 2007). Generally, each individual requires 
knowledge and skills to solve problems (Taconis et al., 2000). Halakova and Proksa (2007) stated that the solution 
of problems in any subject area is a highly complex human behavior. This matter is documented in a large number 
of studies and articles which have appeared in journals of research and teaching. It has reflected a new interest 
regarding how students solve problems. Problem solving has always been a stumbling block for students who are 
studying chemistry, and most of the teachers in the field of chemistry are aware of this. According to Jawhara 
(1995), problem solving activities can open opportunities for students to learn freely. In their own ways, students 
will be encouraged to investigate, seek for the truth, develop ideas, and explore the problem. Students are also 
trained not to be afraid to try various ways to solve problems, as well as having the courage to make decisions, act 
on the decisions and be responsible for the products of the action. The experiences gained through problem solving 
will help our students to become progressive, creative and ambitious. These features are necessary in order to face 
the challenges of becoming a developed country based on science and technology (Lim et al., 1999). Problem 
solving is also deemed to be what is done by an individual when faced with a question or situation where the 
solution is not available. In seeking a way out from any obstacle, students should think, make decisions and use 
specific strategies. Therefore, to achieve this, the activity of thinking and skills to rationalize a solution plays an 
important role. It will require students to generate and induce a systematic and logical thinking. This ability requires 
students to follow certain steps and logic because it requires a revision to determine the reasonableness of a 
settlement. Thus, any successful attempt will encourage a students’ positive attitude towards problem-solving skill. 

According to Reid and Yang (2002), a problem exists when a person feels the gap between where it is and where 
it should be but do not know how to cross the gap. This broad definition also covers social issues and what might be 
stereotyped exercises by problem-solving trainers. Students’ problem solving abilities is the desired result after 
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going through the process of continuous education as emphasized in the National Education Philosophy and 
Philosophy of Science Education. Troubleshooting is also the highest hierarchy of learning by Gagne (1985) and 
problem solving ability reflects the level of student learning. According to Robinson (2003) the ability to solve 
problems is being considered as an integral part of each science course. In addition to strengthening and clarifying 
the principles taught in each lesson, systematic approach to problem solving enable students to learn better.  

Furthermore, they will have to explain their thoughts and thus promote intellectual development. This ability 
enhances students’ opportunities when they are faced with daily lives problems. Although the benefits of problem 
solving as an educational tool has long been known, appreciating the skills, techniques and procedures required for 
effective problem solving have not been adequately taught specifically. This teaching method is significant in order 
to address and solve problems involving new situations. 

Concurrently, application of knowledge and skills which are based on connectivism learning theory and ICT will 
enable students to make decisions and solve problems in life more effectively. As a result, they will be able to 
explore the treasures of nature, adapt to the environment, make innovative creations, and even manage to overcome 
problems and difficulties. Hence, these visions become one of the goals emphasized in the national curriculum, 
especially in science education. 

Interest in this approach to learning has been maintained because fundamental ideas underlying PBL have related 
directly to connectivism taxonomy concepts about teaching and learning in ICT, and to ongoing debate about the 
nature of professional practice. By framing courses around “real” problems in the context of “real” practice, PBL 
has presented a coherent and practical approach to learning which incorporates “active”  rather than “passive” 
approaches to the development of critical thinking skills, problem-solving skills, experiential and social learning in 
the form of collaborative inquiry based on engaging with authentic problems, and more dynamic interactions 
between teachers and learners based on respect for students prior learning and experience (Hendry, Frommer, & 
Walker, 1999; McPhee, 2002) 

Thus, the main purpose of this study is to analysis and design learning activities styles to be appropriate with the 
learners that integrated with the concept of connectivism learning theory and problem based learning. The question 
then becomes, “How to develop the appropriate instructional model based on connectivism learning theory; and to 
what extent the online learning environments were associated with certain learner characteristics”. The expected 
benefits are the appropriate model that is the systematic approach to enhance university student’s problem-solving 
skill. More over the results of quality assessment of instructional model that is body of knowledge to develop the 
problem-solving skill of students. In addition the results can be the information to support the higher education 
systems policy. 
 
Objective 

This exploratory sought to study, develop, utilize, and evaluate the instructional model based on connectivism 
learning theory to enhance problem-solving skill in ICT for daily life of based on connectivism learning theory to enhance 
problem-solving skill in ICT for daily life of higher education students. 
 
Methodology 

  The research procedure includes three phases:  
The first phase: Studying the instructional model based on connectivism learning theory to enhance problem-
solving skill in ICT for daily life of higher education students (Rampai and Sopeerak, 2011). 

 1. Analyzing the elements of connectivism learning theory are included the elements of the connectivism 
taxonomy states (Awareness & receptivity, Connection-forming, Contribution & involvement, Pattern recognition, 
Meaning-making, Praxis). 

2. Analyzing the elements of social networking are included the elements of web-based learning, learning 
management system (LMS) with social media, m-learning (tablet & smart phone). 

3. Analyzing the elements of ICT for daily life are included ICT competency- the body of knowledge and skills 
an individual must possess at a recognized level of competence in specific ICT for daily life. 

4. Analyzing the elements of the 21st century skills: problem-solving skill by using problem-based learning 
(PBL) process. 

5. Integrating the elements of connectivism taxonomy, social networking, ICT competency for daily life, and 
problem-solving skill. 
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The second phase: Developing the instructional model based on connectivism learning theory to enhance 
problem-solving skill in ICT for daily life of higher education students.  

The third phase: Evaluating the instructional model based on connectivism learning theory to enhance problem-
solving skill in ICT for daily life of higher education students by using focus group discussion method. The 
participants of this study were specialists who were involved in curriculum and instruction, instructional design, 
information and communication technologies from universities in Thailand. There were ten experts focus group 
discussion in accreditation the developed instructional model based on connectivism learning theory to enhance 
problem-solving skill in ICT for daily life of higher education students.  
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Results 

After the ten experts’ focus group had evaluated the developed instructional model, they suggested the opinion that the 
design instructional model based on connectivism learning theory to enhance problem-solving skill in ICT for daily 
life of higher education students is developed to be in the high level of appropriateness. The instructional model based on 
connectivism learning theory to enhance problem-solving skill in ICT for daily life was appropriated with the 
quality of learning, as called “pbCONNEC model” , detail are as follow: 

1. The learning input is including the Conceptual framework and Motivation. 
2. The online learning processes are driven connectivism (Awareness, Connection, and Contribution) within the 

problem-based learning or PBL approach (Problem assigned, Identify what we need to know, Learn what we don’t 
know, and Apply it to solve the problem). 

3. The learning outcomes consist of Knowledge, Attitude, and Skill (Figure 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: pbCONNEC model, the instructional model based on connectivism learning theory  
to enhance problem-solving skill in ICT for daily life of higher education students. 

 

 

Conclusions 

The research results exhibited that the instructional model based on connectivism learning theory to enhance problem-
solving skill in ICT for daily life of higher education students was appropriated and fit to the quality of education. The 
study was successful in connectivism learning theory the importance of incorporating problem-solving skill 
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approaches in order to enable learners to acquire the 21st century skills, and create a learning environment where 
they are engaged in the dynamic contents and process. Here the results provide very suitable and encouraging results 
for using ICT for daily of higher education student.   
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Abstract 
 
The objective of this paper is to discuss the framework and the conceptual model in the development of an E-portfolio system for 
Malaysia Skills Certificate (MSC). The framework and conceptual model presented in this paper are based on readings and 
literature review undertaken by evaluating and re-arranging the facts from the previous studies. There are five concepts to be 
discussed: (a) element of MSC E-portfolio, (b) model of MSC E-portfolio, (c) system development life cycle (SDLC) model, (d) 
open source software Mahoodle, and (e) virtual learning space (VLS). In the vocational education system of Malaysia, the 
portfolio is used as a document to evaluate the level of students’ knowledge and achievement, where it still uses paper based 
portfolio. Paper based portfolio is static and limited in sharing information with others. Process management, evaluation and 
updating materials are also difficult. It is hoped that this framework and conceptual model will contribute towards the 
development of an appropriate an E-portfolio system to be applied in the vocational education system of Malaysia. 
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Introduction 

 
A variety of teaching and learning concepts that integrate ICT had been introduced in recent times such as e-

learning, multimedia aided training, blended learning and more. E-portfolio is a instructional product that uses ICT-
based e-learning. It can store all kinds of information in digital form, it is flexible and can be accessed at anytime 
and anywhere (DiMarco, 2006; Ku & Chang, 2011; Montgomery & Wiley, 2008; Stefani et al., 2007). E-portfolio is 
the result of the transformation of a previously written portfolio which has long been used in assessing the activities 
of one's personal and professional evaluation. The difference is that E-portfolio are easier to use in publishing 
information and it can also be used as a learning tool where users can share ideas and information with other users 
via online (Bullock & Hawk, 2005; Handa et al., 2011; Kilbane & Milman, 2005). 

The use of a printed portfolio is seen as not relevant to be applied in the current education. This is because the 
printed portfolios are static, are limited in sharing information with others, the management, evaluation and updating 
process of the materials are difficult and unable to improve the professional skills (McAllister & Hauville, 2010; 
Stefani et al., 2007). On the other hand, the electronic portfolio has many advantages compared to the printed 
portfolio such as, the ability to save and organize material more easily, sharing of information, enhances the 
professional skills, enhances the generic skills of graduates and facilitates the search for information (Bhattacharya 
& Hartnett, 2007; Halstead & Sutherland, 2006; McAllister & Hauville , 2010). 

In the vocational education system in Malaysia, the portfolio is used as a document to evaluate the level of 
knowledge and performance of students, where the use is still in the traditional way which is paper-based and this 
limits the storage to mere artifacts. According to the Ministry of Education, improving the delivery of existing 
vocational education should be done by expanding the online implementation (Ministry of Education Malaysia, 
2011). As such, one way is to use E-portfolio in teaching and learning programs (Boyle, 2011; Cameron,  2011; 
Carroll et al., 2007; Handa et al., 2011; Mcallister & Hauville, 2010; Rodriguez-Donaire et al., 2010). It aims to 
improve the quality and innovation in vocational education system through the use of ICT to create an interactive 
education system. In facing the challenges of globalization, the vocational education system must be open and 
flexible, where it should focus on the use of technology in teaching and learning process (Neal, 2011). 

However, the development of E-portfolio requires an appropriate framework to meet the needs of the education 
system (Albert, 2006; DiMarco, 2006; Young & Morriss, 2007). A detailed study should be done to produce an E-
portfolio system which is compatible, easy to use, user-friendly, attracts the interest of teachers and students as well 
as meeting the standard of the vocational education system. Therefore, this study was conducted to produce an 
appropriate E-portfolio system for MSC to be applied in the vocational education in Malaysia. It is done to upgrade 
the existing skills training system, in order to enable the country to produce skilled work force that have more 
quality, highly knowledgeable, innovative and competitive. 
 
Methodology 

 
In designing the E-portfolio system, the researchers need to understand the concepts and basic design of the E-

portfolio (Ku & Chang, 2011). Thus, researchers need to have a framework that can be used as a guideline in 
developing the E-portfolio system. For this study, researchers focused on the formation of the MSC E-portfolio 
model and then develop the E-portfolio system MSC. The researchers combined the two phases in a single 
framework. 

In the first phase, the modified Delphi study approach was used in the production of E-portfolio system 
elements. The modified Delphi technique is a procedure of finding consensus among experts using questionnaires in 
anon-face-to-face manner (Wiersma & Jurs, 2009). The modified Delphi technique proposed by Wiersma and Jurs 
(2009),was applied in this study, where the process begins with questionnaire of survey subjects’ exploration. This is 
because the issues in the first round of the Delphi method were sufficiently defined by the researchers. Next, a 
survey was done to produce a MSC E-portfolio model. The survey instrument developed through the modified 
Delphi study was used and distributed to MSC trainers. This study is important in creating an E-portfolio model that 
is appropriate and can be applied in the skills certification system in Malaysia. 

The second phase involves the development of the MSC E-portfolio system using the system development life 
cycle model of Dennis et al. (2008). The main goal is focused on producing an E-portfolio system that serves as the 
learning management system, APEL and students’ competency assessment. Here are the five processes involved in 
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the development of MSCE-portfolio system adapted from the system development life cycle model of Dennis et al. 
(2008), namely: 

Process 1: Analysis 
In this phase, the analysis is performed to determine the needs of the generated system. The analysis is 

performed on the user criteria, software and hardware. The user criteria analysis is done to identify specific 
requirements, user interface, performance benchmarking of software and system features required by the user. The 
software analysis is conducted to determine the hardware and software specifications requirements that are used in 
developing the system. Further analysis is done to determine the required hardware equipment in the development of 
E-portfolio system. 
 

Process 2: The Design of the System 
The process of designing the system is divided into three main divisions which are designing the information, 

interaction, interface and presentation. The designing process begins with identifying available information content, 
and how to implement the content and information that needs to be conveyed. The process of interaction design 
refers to the process of designing software in terms of structure or pattern of travel of the software. Next is the 
interface design and presentation which emphasize the needs of the users because the production of displays is for 
users’ view. The main elements in the interface are the background of the screen, control buttons and icons, text, 
graphics, audio, video and animation. 
 
Process 3: The Design and Development of Database 

Database is the part where users store, modify and delete data. A good database is the one that is easily 
accessible and manageable (Newman &Landay, 2000; Sklar, 2011). This phase describes how data storage is done 
on the computer using the software. Then, the storage structures and access paths for database files are determined 
to get the best data presentation. 
 
Process 4: The Development of Application  

This phase begins only when the system design has been completed. This involves the production of a real 
system based on the system design by performing the coding of system using the software. At the level of 
application development, the planning done previously are turned into programming and able to test it. At this stage 
a lot of things need to be taken into account to ensure that the aspects of the developed system are accurate. The 
topics highlighted in this phase are: (i) the application of behaviorist theory, (ii) the application of cognitive theory, 
(iii) the application of constructivist theory, (iv) setting the main menu, (v) determining the navigation, (vi) 
determining and loading the content (vii) developing the arrangements and links, (viii) developing interactive 
features, (ix) determining the programming applications, (x) setting the authoring tools (xii) determining the 
graphics / audio and (xiii) preparing the user guide. 

 
Process 5: The Evaluation of the System 
The system evaluation is done to test the feasibility of the technical aspects of the system, the content and the use 

of learning theories. The evaluation is a formative evaluation. Formative assessment is done to collect data that can 
be used to improve the system so that it meets the requirements of teaching and learning. A software that has been 
built, have to go through the testing process and it is essential to ensure that the software meets the specifications set 
(Allen, 2007; Reigeluth & Carr-Chellman, 2012). Once the data from the formative evaluation is obtained, it is 
analyzed to identify existing problems in the developed E-portfolio system. The findings will be used to improve 
and make changes on the system. 
 
A conceptual framework of E-portfolio system 

 
The conceptual framework set out in Figure 1 comprises five elements: (i) the elements of MSC E-portfolio (ii) 

MSC E-portfolio model, (iii) the system development life cycle model of Dennis et al. 2008, (iv) Mahoodle open 
source software and (v) the virtual learning space Nunez et al. (1988). 
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Fig. 1. The conceptual framework of MSC E-portfolio 
 
 
x The elements of MSCE-portfolio. The elements of MSC E-portfolio are formed by the literature reviews of: (i) 

E-portfolio model of Balaban et al. (2011), (ii) the E-portfolio model of Ku and Chang (2011), (iii) the APEL 
model of Perry et al. (2009), (iv) the LMS model of Cavus (2010) and (v) the MSC document portfolio. The 
analysis of literature review found that E-portfolio can be used as a learning management system (LMS), 
accreditation of prior experiential learning and competency assessment. The important elements contained in the 
LMS are: (i) self-reflection, (ii) interaction, (iii) the project / assignment, (iv) the communication space, (v) the 
online and offline learning material, (vi) planning and (vii) evaluation. APEL contains nine elements which are: (i) 
the accreditation process, (ii) personal information, (iii) academic information, (iv) the information on skills, (v) 
the information on experience, (vi) verification of evidence, (vii) the communication space, (viii) the progress 
update, and (ix) verification. While the important elements in the assessment of competency are: (i) the artifacts 
storage space, (ii) applications for employment, (iii) the progress update, (iv) verification and (v) evaluation. 
 

x The MSC E-portfolio Model. The E-portfolio should be developed according to the needs of the education 
system (Bhattacharya & Hartnett, 2007; Balaban et al., 2011; Handa et al., 2011). The MSC E-portfolio model is 
produced after the modified Delphi study is conducted in which the elements that have been verified by experts are 
used in the formulation of the questionnaire. A survey is done in order to produce a MSC E-portfolio model. The 
MSC E-portfolio model must be produced as a confirmation of the new system to meet the needs of users (Ku& 
Chang, 2011). The model is then applied in the development of MSC E-portfolio system. 

 
x The model of system development life cycle (SDLC). This SDLC model helps in standardizing the process of 

software system development so that important steps are not missed (Dennis et al., 2008; Kocherla, 2012; Royce, 
1970). The model consists of phases and useful information in the development of a system. In designing MSC E-
portfolio system, SDLC model by Dennis et al. (2008) is used. The process begins with analysis, system design, 
design and database development, development of system and testing and evaluation of the system. 
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x Mahoodle open source software. Mahoodle open software is a combination of Mahara and Moodle software. The 

Mahara software is the best E-portfolio software compared to other software (Himpsl & Baumgartner, 2009; Toro-
Troconis & Hemani, 2009). Among them are that the Mahara software: 

(i) is the most balanced software and easy to handle compared to Drupel-Ed, Elgg, Factline, Fronter, Sakai, 
Taskstream, PebblePad, ePET, Premier IT, Giunti Labs, NES and Wordpress. 

(ii) have the best efficiency in choosing, collecting, organising, presenting and publishing data compared to 
Drupel-Ed, Elgg, Factline, Fronter, Sakai, Taskstream, PebblePad, ePET, Premier IT, Giunti Labs, NES and 
Wordpress. 

(iii) can be diectly used after the first installation. Other software such as Drupel-Ed, Elgg, Factline, Fronter, 
Sakai, Taskstream and Wordpress requires additional installation in order to provide complete functioning 
of E-portfolio software. 

 
Meanwhile, the Moodle software is the best LMS software compared to other LMS software (Al-Sharif & Zedan, 
2008). The Moodle software: 

(i) has the best capability and meets the characteristics of a learning tool compared to Desire2 Learn 8.1,  
KEWL, ANGEL Learning Management Suite (7.1), eCollege, The Blackboard Learning System, Claroline 
1.6, Dokeos 2.1.1, OLAT, Sakai 2.3.1, A Tutor and Boddington. 

(ii) has the strongest support for aid tools such as administration tools, course delivery tools and content 
development tools compared to Desire2Learn 8.1,  KEWL, ANGEL Learning Management Suite (7.1), 
eCollege, The Blackboard Learning System, Claroline 1.6, Dokeos 2.1.1, OLAT and Sakai 2.3.1. 

 
The combination of both these software is done to create an E-portfolio system that is more comprehensive and 
multi-purpose. 
 

x Virtual learning space (VLS) Nunez et al. (1988). The VLS model by Nunez et al. (1988) serve as the basis for 
the development of E-portfolio, which are divided into four main elements: (i) knowledge space (the information 
needed to learn), (ii) collaboration space (working together to learn with others), (iii) consulting space (teachers 
provide tutoring for learning and if there are doubts) and (iv) experiment space (practical work for students to 
acquire knowledge and skills). The objective of VLS is to develop a learning system that can provide support, 
where students can learn with each other, share resources and ideas. 
 

Conclusion 
 

 The use of existing E-portfolio at this time seems to work only as a repository of artifacts without connecting to 
the actual learning process (Ku & Chang, 2011). As a result, although the created E-portfolio can provide 
convenience and comfort to the users, but it still cannot achieve the actual goal behind the use of E-portfolio. 
Zeichner and Wray (2001) described seven questions that must be asked before building E-portfolio which are: (i) 
what is the purpose of the E-portfolio?, (ii) who makes the decision, what should be included in the portfolio?, (iii) 
how the evidence in the portfolio will be managed?, (iv) what are the types of artifacts that can be stored in the E-
portfolio?, (v) what kind of info can be placed by the teachers during the teaching and learning process?, (vi) how 
the portfolio should be evaluated? and (vii) what should happen to the portfolio once it is completed? While Lorenzo 
and Ittelson (2005) stated that the questions that should be considered by any institution in using E-portfolio in 
teaching and learning are: (i) should the E-portfolio need to be a platform to record the students' work?, (ii) how 
long should the E-portfolio be kept in an institution after graduation of the students?, (iii) who should have E-
portfolio?, (iv) how an institution promote and support the use of E-portfolio?, (v) how the E-portfolio are evaluated 
and is it valid and reliable? and (vi) how an institution encourages the reflection on the use of E-portfolio?. When an 
institution chooses to use E-portfolio system for teaching and learning, it is important to understand and define the 
concepts and elements of E-portfolio required to meet the needs of an institution (Jafari, 2004; Sweat-Guy, & 
Buzzetto-More, 2007). To produce a system that integrates technology, it requires meticulous planning. Due to that 
reason, a framework and a detailed model of development is required to ensure that the E-portfolio produced to meet 
the needs of consumers and educational institutions. 
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Abstract 

Era in which we live is known and referred as digital age.In this age technology is rapidly changed and developed. In light of 
these technological advances in 21th century, schools have the responsibility of training “digital citizen” as well as a good 
citizen. Digital citizens must have extensive skills, knowledge, Internet and technology access and schools must guide the 
students to be a digital citizens. Ribble and Bailey (2007) described the digital citizens features in schools that need to have in 
nine touchpoints. Based on these points, this research is aimed to develop a scale about digital citizenship. 
 
Keywords: digital age, digital citizen, digital citizenship 

INTRODUCTION 

Strongly expanded information and communication technology (ICT) has changed life, people and era. Anymore, 
ICT has become the sine qua non of our lives. Upon this change, using digital tools is increased, primary 
requirement for individuals is being to use ICT effectively not only for entertainment but also searching for and 
sharing information, communication, access, law and consumption. 
The changing era with ICT has led to the exchange the characteristics of individuals and upon this the characteristics 
of  the community. Digital era that digital tools are widely used is endeavoring to create digital citizens from 
the digital society. Schuler(2002) defined digital citizens as “the characteristic of a genuine digital city”. Digital 
citizen is generally identified as “those who use the Internet regularly and effectively” (Mossberger, Tolbert & 
McNeal, 2011).   
Digital citizen must have some characteristics such as understand human, cultural, and societal issues related to 
technology and practice legal and ethical behavior; advocate and practice safe, legal, and responsible use of 
information and technology; exhibit a positive attitude toward using technology that supports collaboration, 
learning, and productivity; demonstrate personal responsibility for lifelong learning; and exhibit leadership for 
digital citizenship (Ribble, 2008). A Common Sense Media White Paper(2011) explained that digital citizenship 
means the ability to use technology competently; interpret and understand digital content and assess its credibility; 
create, research, and communicate with appropriate tools; think critically about the ethical opportunities and 
challenges of the digital world; make safe, responsible, respectful choices online  To understand the characteristics 
of digital citizens and digital citizenship clearly, based on previous works (Ribble, Bailey & Ross, 2004, Ribble & 
Bailey, 2004a, Ribble & Bailey, 2004b, Ribble & Bailey, 2004c, Ribble & Bailey, 2005), Ribble & Bailey(2007) 
described nine areas of behavior that digital citizenship must have: access, commerce, communication, literacy, 
etiquette, law, rights and responsibilities, health and wellness, security(self-protection). 
Digital citizenship goals for the 21st century are educate, empower and protect (Common Sense Media White Paper, 
2011). Ribble & Bailey(2007) explained these three as respect(etiquette, access, law), educate(communication, 
literacy, commerce) and protect(rights and responsibility, safety/security, health and welfare).  
Being digital citizen is more important thing in nowadays. Therefore in education there are some key features to 
make the students digital citizens for looking at the 21st century digital citizenship goals. These key factors are 
student learning and academic performance, student environment and student behavior, student life outside the 
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school environment. Ribble & Bailey(2007) sorted the nine areas of behavior for making up digital citizenship under 
these three keys. 
 
 

 

Appendix A. Fig. 1. Digital Citizenship Touchpoints (Ribble & Bailey, 2007) 

Appendix A. Student Learning & Academic Performance 
1. Digital Access:   full electronic participation in society.  
2. Digital Communication:   electronic exchange of information.  
3. Digital Literacy:   process of teaching and learning about technology and the use of technology. 

 
Appendix B. Student Environment & Student Behavior 
4. Digital Security (self-protection):   electronic precautions to guarantee safety. 
5. Digital Etiquette:   electronic standards of conduct or procedure. 
6. Digital Rights & Responsibilities:   those freedoms extended to everyone in a digital world. 

 
Appendix C. Student Life Outside the School Environment 
7. Digital Law:   electronic responsibility for actions and deeds  
8. Digital Health & Wellness:   physical and psychological well-being in a digital technology world. 
9. Digital Commerce:   electronic buying and selling of goods.  

 
This era which people must have digital citizenship features, education and students are important for doing this. 
Hence the aim of the research is to develop a scale about digital citizenship based on Ribble & Bailey(2007)’ s 
digital citizenship nine touchpoints for analyzing students. 

Method 

Population 

The population of this study constitute of students of the Faculty of Education of Sakarya University in the 2012-
2013 academic year. The population consists of a total of 4395 students. Participation in the study was on a 
voluntary basis. Convenience sampling method was used in the study. Totally 229 students from the undergraduate 
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program in Elementary Teaching, Pre-school Teaching, Turkish Teaching, Religion and Ethics Education filled out 
the questionnaires. 

Data Gathering Tool 

Developing a scale is the aim of this study.  For developing the Digital Citizenship Scale (DCS), first literature 
was reviewed and item pool was created based on Ribble & Bailey(2007)’ s digital citizenship nine touchpoints. 
Four experts evaluated these items and accordance with the experts’ recommendations, the scale was created as 34 
items. This scale was applied to the participants and reliability and validity analyses were performed. 

The 34-item scale was developed as five-point Likert-type scale. The students answered the items by selecting 
one of the “Strongly Agree”, “Agree”, “Neutral”, “Disagree”, “Strongly Disagree” options.  

Data Analysis 

SPSS 21 statistical software was used for performing construct validity and reliability analyses. For analyzing 
construct validity, exploratory factor analysis was used. Nine factors were found in the exploratory factor analysis. 
Moreover internal consistency coefficients were used for examining the reliability of the scale. After validity and 
reliability analysis the scale has 33 items. 

 
 

Findings 

Validity 

For analyzing construct validity of DCS, exploratory factor analysis was used. Stevens(1996) explained “the 
purpose of exploratory factor analysis is to identify the factor structure or model for a set of variables.”. According 
to this purpose, first, Kaiser-Mayer-Olkin (KMO) coefficient and Bartlett sphericity test were used for analyzing 
suitability of the data for factor analysis by exploratory factor analysis (EFA). KMO coefficient gives the 
information about the suitability of the the data matrix for the factor analysis, the suitability of the data structure for 
factor extraction and this coefficient is expected to be higher than .60 (Büyüköztürk, 2007). In the analysis the KMO 
value for the DCS was found .75. Also the Bartlett test determines the relationship between the variables on the 
basis of partial correlations, and the calculated chi-square statistic is expected to be significant (Büyüköztürk, 2007). 
7KH�FDOFXODWHG�FKL�VTXDUH�VWDWLVWLF�ZDV�Ȥ�� ������������S�� �����LQ�WKH�%DUWOHWW�VSKHULFLW\�WHVW��.02�FRHIILFLHQW�DQG�
Bartlett sphericity test indicate that the collected data are suitable for the factor analysis. 

Firstly, items are categorized under nine factors with eigenvalues over 1 and the communalities of the items 
varied between .541 and .907 in the results of exploratory factor analysis (EFA).  
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Appendix B. Fig. 2. Scree Plot 

 
As a result of the EFA, scree plot showed that the scale has nine factors. Eigenvalue of the factors and the total 

variance explained supported this structure. 

Appendix C. Table 1. Eigenvalue of the factors and the explained variance  

Factors  Items Eigenvalue % of Variance 

Factor 1 Digital Literacy 8,9,10,11,12,13 7.163 21.707 

Factor 2 Digital Law 25,26,27,28 3.151 9.548 

Factor 3 Digital Rights & Responsibilities 21,22,23,24 2.593 7.856 

Factor 4 Digital Communication 1,2,3,4 2.357 7.142 

Factor 5 Digital Security 14,15,16 2.123 6.432 

Factor 6 Digital Commerce 32,33,34 1.732 5.247 

Factor 7 Digital Access 5,6,7 1.494 4.527 

Factor 8 Digital Etiquette 17,18,20 1.384 4.195 

Factor 9 Digital Health & Wellness 29,30,31 1.163 3.523 

 
Eigenvalue of the first factor is 7.163, eigenvalue of the second factor is 3.151, eigenvalue of the third factor is 

2.593, eigenvalue of the fourth factor is 2.357, eigenvalue of the fifth factor is 2.123, eigenvalue of the sixth factor is 
1.732, eigenvalue of the seventh factor is 1.494, eigenvalue of the eighth factor is 1.384, eigenvalue of the ninth 
factor is 1.163. Moreover the first factor explains 21.707% of the total variance, the second factor explains 9.548% 
of the total variance, the third factor explains 7.856% of the total variance, the fourth factor explains 7.142% of the 
total variance, the fifth factor explains 6.432% of the total variance, the sixth factor explains 5.247% of the total 
variance, the seventh factor explains 4.527% of the total variance, the eighth factor explains 4.195% of the total 
variance and the ninth factor explains 3.523% of the total variance. The total explained variance of the scsle is 
70.178%. 

Second, varimax rotation technique was used in order to facilitate the disclosure of important factors. Item 19 
was removed from the scale because item’s factor loading showed that it was also under the two factors. The factor 
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loadings are between the lowest .558 and the highest .889. The total explained variance values of the scale and 
factor loadings show that the scale is successful in explaining digital citizenship. 

Appendix D. Table 2. Results of the exploratory factor analysis 

Item Communalities          

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Factor 6 Factor 7 Factor 8 Factor 9 

i13 ,703 ,731        ,306 

i9 ,577 ,667         

i8 ,556 ,603         

i12 ,534 ,587         

i11 ,545 ,559         

i10 ,527 ,558         

i27 ,786  ,868        

i26 ,750  ,823        

i28 ,630  ,773        

i25 ,656  ,701 ,335       

i22 ,810   ,795       

i21 ,659   ,761       

i24 ,647   ,740       

i23 ,688  ,366 ,653       

i2 ,751    ,849      

i1 ,600    ,749      

i4 ,567    ,674      

i3 ,667 ,346   ,636      

i16 ,885     ,897     

i14 ,839     ,885     

i15 ,634     ,770     

i32 ,812      ,880    

i34 ,715      ,828    

i33 ,728      ,820    

i5 ,908       ,852   

i6 ,896       ,843   

i7 ,694       ,665   

i18 ,771        ,853  

i17 ,695        ,760  

i20 ,659        ,736  

i31 ,794         ,856 

i30 ,738         ,739 

i29 ,693         ,738 

Appendix E. *Loadings are values above .30. 

Appendix F.  
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Reliability 

For the reliability of the DCS, Cronbach’s Alpha internal consistency coefficient was calculated. As a result of 
the analysis, the Cronbach’s Alpha value of the scale is .85. According to the factors, the Cronbach’s Alpha value of 
the Factor 1 is .78, the Cronbach’s Alpha value of the Factor 2 is .84, the Cronbach’s Alpha value of the Factor 3 is 
.80, the Cronbach’s Alpha value of the Factor 4 is .79, the Cronbach’s Alpha value of the Factor 5 is .85, the 
Cronbach’s Alpha value of the Factor 6 is .84, the Cronbach’s Alpha value of the Factor 7 is .90, the Cronbach’s 
Alpha value of the Factor 8 is .70 and the Cronbach’s Alpha value of the Factor 9 is .70. The .70 or higher calculated 
reliability coefficient for psychological scales is considered sufficient in terms of the reliability of the scale 
(Büyüköztürk, 2007). Thus, the Digital Citizenship Scale and its factors developed have a high reliability level. This 
finding indicates that the scale is able to distinguish between students’ digital citizenship or not. 

Conclusion 

In this study, a scale was developed to measure the digital citizenship levels of students of a faculty of education. 
First, item pool was created after reviewing the literature and receiving expert opinion. Then the 34-item scale was 
applied to students of the Faculty of Education of Sakarya University in the 2012-2013 academic year. Reliability 
and validity analyses were conducted on the data collected from 229 students from the undergraduate program in 
Elementary Teaching, Pre-school Teaching, Turkish Teaching, Religion and Ethics Education. 

For examining validity of DCS, exploratory factor analysis was used. The EFA showed that all the items had high 
factor loadings and items are categorized under nine factors. The nine factors in the DCS explained 70.178% of the 
total variance. The total variance explained and the factor loadings show that the scale is successful in capturing 
digital citizenship level. Thus, it can be safely argued that the scale provides a valid measure of digital citizenship. 

To examine the reliability of the scale, the Cronbach’s Alpha value was calculated. The value calculated was high 
(.85), which showed that the scale has high reliability. 

In conclusion, the reliability and validity analyses conducted show that the DCS developed is an effective 
measurement tool that can be used to study about digital citizenship. The scale can be used in future studies. 
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Abstract 

Computer activity data was extracted from the personal laptops of eighteen third-year students who self-reported as being skilled 
computer users. The analysis of the data revealed that non-academic use of students’ personal computers was significantly higher 
compared with academic use. This was the case concerning the discrepancies between what students’ self-reported as their level 
of use compared with their actual use. The findings illustrate that personal computers were not as crucial to undergraduate 
academic study as expected. In addition, the findings offer important insights into the benefits—in understanding actual 
practice—of using data-capturing techniques aimed at gathering naturally-occurring data. 

 
Keywords: academic work; actual practice; e-learning; higher education; non-academic work; personal computer; self-report of practice; study 
habit 
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Introduction 

The use of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) has grown enormously in the last 10 years with 
computers and smart devices becoming indispensable to our daily lives. Personal computers are seen as vital for 
those wishing to engage in higher education (Charter Colleges and Universities Participating in the National Higher 
Education ICT Initiative, 2003). While this is a claim that few of us would refute, we have very little research on 
how students are using their personal computer devices to support their academic practice (Sharpe,  
Benfield, Lessner & DeCicco, 2005). Furthermore, much of the research pertaining to student learning is based on 
perception data rather than data concerning their actual practice. This scoping study thus sought to address this gap 
by exploring the possibility of capturing naturally occurring data from students’ personal computers through 
installing software that tracked predefined aspects of use (e.g. Library database, Learning Management System, 
Word, etc).  

Method 

Participants were selected based on a set of criteria. Approval was then gained from the participants regarding the 
installation of the software on their personal computers, and data was extracted at the completion of the first quarter 
of the semester. The idea of naturally-occurring data, gathered as a result of students using their computers, was seen 
as an accurate method of revealing application types used and their computer technology engagement when studying 
over the first six weeks of the fieldwork period. In this way we were able to focus on the context(s), the extent to 
which software applications and web services were used to support undergraduate academic practice with personal 
computers - at what times and for how long. This approach offered what appeared to be an ideal way to capture 
students’ actual use of their personal computers, as opposed to the traditional approach of soliciting post-event 
recollections through surveys and interviews. 

Participants and Recruitment 

Forty third-year students enrolled in undergraduate degree programmes were randomly selected for participation. 
Thirty students who showed their interest were invited to undertake a short questionnaire to gain some 
understanding of their perceived use of, and abilities with, computer technology. The questions appear in Table 1. 

8. Table 1. The five questions in the questionnaire 

1

 

Is access to a computer really important for your university study? 
2

 

Which of the following best describes you? 

 

 a. I love technologies and am among the first to experiment with as well as use them before most people I know. 

 b. I usually use new technologies when most people I know do and sometimes I will be one of them. 

 c. I am sceptical of new technologies and use them only when I have to.  

3

 

Please indicate the ratio (within 10) of how much you use computers in your studies compared  
 to other aspects of your life. 

4

 

How do you rate your ability to use computers? 
5

 

What is your skill level for the following? 

 

 

 

 - using the university library website - computer maintainese 

 - spread sheets - internet information searching  

 - presentation software - evaluating the reliability and credibility of online sources 

 - graphics software - using digital information from various access 

Question one sought the participants’ views on the importance of computer access for their university study, 
while question two asked how proficient participants were in the use of technology in their daily lives. These two 
questions were necessary to indicate the participants’ views on the importance of personal computer use in their 
undergraduate lives. Question three invited the participants to self-rate on the extent of computer usage between 
study and non-study. This question was important to compare the students’ self-reported practice and provide data 
against which to compare their actual practice that gathered through the extracted computer activity logs. Question 
four requested a more general rating of participants’ overall perception of their computer skills. Question five 
required the participants to rate their abilities in different aspects of computer usage. These last two questions 
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determined the participants’ computer ‘savvy-ness’. In addition, the results of these two questions were used for 
final selection of participants for this dataset in this study.  

 
Of the 30 who replied, 25 self-reported as average or expert computer users to question four. 18 (male-9 and 

female-9) with the highest scores (average or expert in at least four specific computer usages in question five) were 
recruited. All 18 participants’ questionnaire replies were summarised and the data was assembled in the format of 
tables. Any remark provided by any participant was noted down for analysis reference. The questionnaire replies 
were kept as a preliminary dataset to compare participants’ self-reports and their actual use of personal computers in 
academic practice. 

Computer Activity Data 

The Computer Activity Data was a core dataset. These data were gathered using a free software programme, 
ManicTime, which is known as “Personal time management software for logging and tracking work hours” 
(Mininday, 2009). ManicTime resides in the background of the computer reducing its intrusion on users’ normal 
computer use. The core benefit of using ManicTime for this study was its function as a personal, time-tracking tool, 
thus providing monitoring at a rudimentary level. ManicTime only tracks the software programmes that are being 
used, the websites visited (through capturing the Uniform Resource Locators - URLs) and the documents that are 
accessed (for example “Assignment_1.doc”). At the same time, it records the duration of time the students engaged 
in these activities. The data gathered in this way was not reliant on the students keeping records and thus yielded 
more authentic information than could be gained from asking students about their computer usage.   
 

ManicTime was downloaded onto each participant’s computer and configured to record the programmes or 
websites used, as well as documents accessed, at what dates/times and for how long, over the first six weeks in 
semester one. All the participants were invited to attend a briefing session where the software was explained and 
training was given on software functions; this included the ability to turn it on/off and delete any record. All those 
who were invited, attended the briefing session. The software captured the programmes and web services that 
students were using on a regular basis. The information was calculated “on the fly” and available for viewing by the 
student by clicking on an icon on the task bar. ManicTime is a detailed computer activity tracking application. At the 
click of an icon situated in the task bar, live data is presented in both tabular and graphical forms. These displays 
include the top applications used, top documents accessed, and computer usage within a certain duration. An 
example of the displays is shown in Figure 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 1. Computer usages by duration and top applications used within duration (Mininday, 2009) 

Computer Activity Data Analysis 

At the end of the first six weeks of semester one, the lead researcher (the first author) met with each of the 18 
participants to extract their computer activity dataset. This included figures and tables of Day, Duration, Top 
Applications, Top Documents, Top Computer Usage and some Custom fields.   
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The extracted computer activity data was then imported to Microsoft Excel for calculation and generation of 
more targeted tables and figures according to categories. This involved reducing the dataset to the top three software 
applications and web services used. Categories were generated based on the data captured.  

 
A summary of the categories is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Computer
Activity Data

Academic
Activity

Client-side
Applications

Browser-based
Applications

Non-Academic
Activity

Client-side
Applications

Browser-based
Applications

 

9. Fig. 2. Generation of categories from the computer activities 

As shown in Figure 2, the filtered dataset was divided into two categories titled Academic Activity and Non-
Academic Activity. Academic Activity refers to software, documents or web services that were related to the 
participants’ academic study. Non-Academic Activity includes all other uses, such as banking, entertainment sites, 
Facebook groups, etc. The distribution of the categories was not difficult given that all the URLs and file names 
accessed were recorded in the computer activities list.  
 

The Academic Activity and Non-Academic Activity categories were then divided into Client-side Applications 
(e.g., Microsoft Office) and Browser-based Applications. Client-side Applications refers to all the built-in 
application programmes on personal computers used for different purposes. Browser-based Applications include 
website services (e.g., Blackboard) and website pages (e.g., Wikipedia).  
 

In summary, this dataset traced the students’ actual use of personal computers (software applications, web-based 
services/pages and documents) for their daily undergraduate academic practice as documented by the software 
programme.   

Findings 

Participant Selection Data 

The participants were selected based on self-reports of their degree of computer literacy. This was measured 
using the responses to the five questions relating to computer use and perceived aptitude with computer technology 
listed in section 2.1 above. Of the 25 students who rated their computer use/aptitude as average to expert, 18 with 
the top highest scores were selected to undertake the study.  
 

In question one, students were asked to state whether they agreed, were neutral or disagreed with the claim 
‘Access to a computer for university study is important’; all but one of the participants selected the ‘Agree’ option. 
The one participant who did not make a selection chose instead to make a comment: “A computer is important when 
you have poor teachers. You will have to teach yourself to learn.” - An interesting comment from a person who had 
reported being an expert computer user. 
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The second question aimed at ascertaining the students’ overall confidence and interest in adopting new 
technologies. Of the 18 students, only five regarded themselves as early adopters, with the majority (n=10) stating 
they saw themselves more as followers than as early adopters when it came to using new technologies. The 
remaining three, while comfortable with technology, considered they were sceptical when it came to new 
technologies.  
 

Question three explored how the students used their personal computers for both academic (study) and non-
academic use (other aspects of life). Nine of the 18 felt they had a balanced approach to computer use for academic 
and non-academic purposes with the other nine stating they were more likely to use their personal computer for 
academic than non-academic purposes (see Table 2).  

 

Table 2. Student self-perception measure of their academic and non-academic computer use (Q3) 

                            

Participants  

 

  

Percentage (%) 
Academic Use Non Academic Use 

1 60 40 
2 60 40 
3 70 30 
4 50 50 
5 50 50 
6 50 50 
7 50 50 
8 50 50 
9 50 50 

10 40 60 
11 40 60 
12 40 60 
13 40 60 
14 40 60 
15 40 60 
16 40 60 
17 30 70 
18 20 80 

 
Question four asked students to self-rate their ability in using computers. All 18 reported their ability as average 

to expert. As for their ability in using specific computer applications (question five), all 18 students rated themselves 
as average to expert users against a list of common software programmes and web services. 

Computer Activity Data 

As shown in Figure 2 above, the computer activities list was divided into client-side applications (e.g., Microsoft 
Word or Windows Media Player) and browser-based services (e.g., Blackboard or Facebook). At the level of 
application use, the computer activities revealed the most popular application was the browser, with browser-based 
use considerably higher than client-side software programmes (average = 96.59%). The top three browser-based 
services were Facebook and YouTube which accounted for about 52.74% of students’ overall computer usage, with 
Google (average = 2.92%) the next on the list. As for client-side applications, Microsoft Office was ranked the 
highest (average = 7.18%) followed by the file management application, Windows Explorer (average = 4.92%), and 
Adobe/Foxit Reader (average = 3.48%). Table 3 below shows the total use of client-side software and browser-
based services retrieved from every participant’s computer activity data.  
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Table 3. Student use of client-side software and browser-based services 

        

  

Percentage (%) 
Client-side Software Browser-based Services 

1 13.42 86.58 
2 98.86 1.14 
3 12.25 87.75 
4 19.05 80.95 
5 17.53 82.47 
6 12.05 87.95 
7 14.21 85.79 
8 13.93 86.07 
9 3.87 96.13 

10 26.25 73.75 
11 24.70 75.30 
12 21.00 79.00 
13 14.31 85.69 
14 27.95 72.05 
15 47.15 52.85 
16 44.72 55.28 
17 17.65 82.35 
18 22.03 77.97 

 
The computer activities were then divided into two main categories: Academic and Non-Academic Work (this 

includes both client-side software and browser-based services). Table 4 below shows the actual practice of how 
participants used computers in their studies compared with how they used them in other aspects of their life.  

10. Table 4. Computer activities for comparison of academic vs non-academic use 

                            
Participants 

 

              

     

  

Percentage (%) 
Academic Non-academic 

1 10 90 
2 90 10 
3 

  

10 90 
4 10 90 
5 20 80 
6 10 90 
7 10 90 
8 10 90 
9 10 90 

10 10 90 
11 20 80 
12 10 90 
13 10 90 
14 10 90 
15 10 90 
16 10 90 
17 10 90 
18 10 

 
 
 
 
 
 

90 

 
The problem of using self-reports to express practice in regard to computer use is highlighted by the discrepancy 

found between the self-perception questionnaire data (Table 2) and computer activity data (Table 4). From the 
questionnaire data, students perceived that they either struck a balance in the use of computer technology between 
study and other aspects of life or had a higher computer technology usage for study. The actual practice (computer 
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activities), however, revealed the opposite. Seventeen out of 18 of the students used computer technology 80%-90% 
more in other aspects of life (non-academic use) than in academic work (compare Table 2 and Table 4).  

 
In summary, Computer Activity Data revealed: 

11. the difference in usage between the top-ranked client-side software programmes (Microsoft Office 7.18% and 
Window Explorer 4.92%) and browser-based services (YouTube and Facebook 52.74%).  

12. the high percentage of browser-based services use among undergraduate students (average of  96.59% among 18 
participants).  

13. the high non-academic use of personal computers in undergraduate students’ actual practice compared with their 
academic use (average of five times more on non-academic use). 

Discussion 

The findings showed that while most of the participants reported that their use of computers was predominately 
for academic purposes, the computer activity data of actual use revealed the reverse. This highlights the considerable 
disparity between what students think they are doing and what they are actually doing when it comes to computer 
usage.  

 
The difference between the students’ use of client-side software applications (low use) and browser-based 

services (high use) as shown in Table 3, would suggest that undergraduates are less reliant on the various software 
applications installed on their laptops than they are on the browser to access the World Wide Web. The data also 
showed that daily, non-academic use of their personal computers was significantly higher compared with their 
academic use (Table 4). Given the high level of belief and confidence expressed by the participants regarding the 
importance of computer technology in higher education, it might be logical to assume that they would be avid users 
of both client-side software and web-based services for academic use. Instead, the data showed that a dominant use 
of personal computers by these undergraduate students is for socialising (social networks, such as, Facebook, and 
email), personal web services (Trading sites and online banking) and entertainment (YouTube, music and movies). 
The low level use of academic-related software/web services compared with non-academic use sends a clear 
message that for these ‘computer savvy’ third year students, personal computers were not as crucial to their 
academic study as was expected or as current research has argued (Aspden & Thorpe, 2009; Dahlstrom, 2011; 
Guidry & BrckaLorenz, 2010; Smith & Caruso, 2010).  

 
This study suggests that for these participants there appears to be something about academic practice that is not 

conducive to technology use. Given that the predominate use of apps by these students outside of their academic 
practice is ‘social’, could it then be assumed that the ‘social’ is missing from academic practice? These findings are 
somewhat perplexing given that much of the literature regarding students’ use of personal computers highlights the 
prominence of these devices for academic use with a number of these studies claiming that personal computers now 
play a significant role in supporting undergraduate study (Aspden & Thorpe, 2009; Dahlstrom, 2011; Guidry & 
BrckaLorenz, 2010; Smith & Caruso, 2010). So why did the findings from this study differ significantly from 
previous studies? Most studies on student use of computers in higher education rely on perception data, often 
gathered via surveys and questionnaires. The perception data gathered from students in the current study - 
questionnaire data - were similar to the findings presented in the literature. However, the data gathered from 
student’s actual practice – computer activity data - showed something very different.   

The difference between the students’ beliefs about their personal computer use and their actual computer use 
highlights that self-report data reliant on post-event recollections should not be relied on to represent actual practice. 
Studies employing perception data might have led to the assumption that the extent of computer use to support 
higher education study was high. However, the naturally-occurring data captured in this study revealed computer use 
for academic purposes was very low. 

Limitation 

It must be acknowledged that some participants viewing the computer activity data that was being captured were 
surprised (e.g., duration of time on Facebook) and did state they were going to change their behaviour as a result. 
Such behaviour awareness was not expected at the beginning of the study. The awareness, however, did not appear 
to change behaviour dramatically, but it did provide a degree of self-awareness regarding their computer usage 
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which could have resulted in minor change. Students also had the ability to turn the software application on or off, 
as well as the ability to delete activities. We were not sure to what degree students actually employed these options. 

Conclusion 

Drawing on actual practice data, this study was an initial attempt to understand the role personal computers play 
in supporting undergraduate students’ academic practice. The aim was to discover the manner in which 
undergraduate students integrate technology into their learning, and the ways they use technology to support and 
develop autonomous learning. This study explored the potential of methods focused on capturing naturally occurring 
behaviour in comparison with gathering post-event recollections through student self-reporting. It is hoped that the 
findings generated from this study will help inform the growing literature on undergraduate student use of computer 
technology. The findings are relevant to the broader tertiary population in that they will help to engender awareness 
of a different way to understanding research into student behaviour. Further, the study adds another voice or aspect 
to the growing interest in the role and impact that computer devices are playing in education. 
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Abstract 

14. The usage of technology within the educational department has become more vital by each year passing. One of the most 
popular technological approaches used is the e-learning environment. The usage of e-learning environment in education involves 
a wide range of types of students, and this includes the hearing impaired ones. Some adjustment or enhancement needs to be 
implemented within the e-learning environment, based on the needs or the adaptability of the hearing impaired students 
accordingly. This paper reviews some of the past researches on the usage of the e-learning environment for hearing impaired 
students for the past decade or so.  
 
Keywords: E-learning, hearing impaired 

INTRODUCTION 

There are a lot of disabled individuals who have the right to get the best education as they can get, just like their 
normal peers. Hearing impaired (HI) individuals are among those of people with disabilities that deserve the same 
rights. Hearing impaired individuals, particularly hearing impaired students, usually acquire the same level of mental 
capability as the normal hearing students in terms of studying. The term ‘deaf and dumb’ is not practically to be 
used since the hearing impaired students are only lacking of their hearing capability not their intelligence level 
(Schwartz, 2002). Therefore, they will be undertaking the same subjects or courses in any education departments or 
institutions as those taught to the normal hearing students of the same age. However, a problem could occur for the 
hearing impaired students if the technique used by the teachers or instructors in teaching them is as the same used 
for normal hearing students. Therefore, the usage of technology is vital in preparing the HI students with appropriate 
learning environment, since by using technology, the HI students could access sound in their own suitable way 
(Berndsen & Luckner, 2010).  

E-learning environment is one of the most used technique for educational purpose and this includes the education 
for HI students. However, most e-learning environment available does not particularly can be useful to the HI 
students due to its feature which is lacking in terms of adaptability to the HI students. They often encounter problem 
in accessing the information available in terms of understanding it and using it in a proper manner (Fichten, Ferraro, 
Asuncion, Chwojka, Nguyen, Klomp & Wolforth, 2009). Therefore, in order to assist these HI students in accessing 
the information correctly, the e-learning environment needs to be developed and designed according to the needs of 
the HI students by adding or enhancing some features within the e-learning environment. 
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Discussion on Selected Papers 

In this section, we present the review of past researches on the usage of the e-learning environment for hearing 
impaired students starting from the year 2005 until the year of 2012. Table 1 below shows the list of the studies 
related to the issue concerned. We begin the review with the brief explanation on the each study, followed by the 
approaches, limitations and also some valuable directions for future studies.      

 
 
 

14.1.1. Table 1. List of studies that focused on the hearing impaired e-learning environment  
Author(s) Year Participants Contents Approach Techniques 

A.S. Drigas, D. Kouremenos 2005 Deaf adults E-commerce and 
Technologies of 
Internet 

Virtual classroom, 
Animation, Video 
streaming (sign 
language) and 
conference, Chat 
rooms  

Katja Straetz, Andreas Kaibel, 
Vivian Raithel, Marcus Specht, 
Kaludia Grote, Florian Kramer 

2005 Deaf adults Mathematics and 
Reading / Writing 

Video streaming (sign 
language) and 
conference, Chat 
rooms, Enhanced 
visualization, 
Template Block 

Javier Bueno, Soldedad Garcia, 
Reca Borego, Raul Fernandez 

2007 10 profound prelingual deafness,  

1 severe prelingual deafness, 

1 HOH (all secondary school level) 

Basic Computing Knowledge database, 
Text adaptation, 
Image, Video 
streaming (sign 
language) 

Ng Chee Kyun, Liew Yeong Tat, 
Iqbal Saripan, Ahamad Fauzi Abas 

2007 Blind and deaf students General Education Video conference, 
Voice-to-text 

S. Khwaldeh, N. Matar, Z. Hunaiti 2007 Deaf students Mathematics Virtual classroom, 
Video conference, 
Image, Subtitles, Chat 
rooms 

Asma Al-Osaimi, Hadla Alfedaghi, 
Asmaa Alsumait 

2009 42 deaf and HOH students Kids Education Enhanced user 
interface 

Maha Al Bayati, Karim Hussein 2009 HI students General Science Topic Video streaming (sign 
language and finger 
spelling), Image 

Mona Nasr 2010 Deaf / HOH students Chinese Sign 
Language 

Virtual classroom, 
Interactive and social 
tools, Video 
conference, Chat 
rooms 

Megan Hastie, Dimity Dornan, 
Nian Chen, Richard Smith 

2011 HI children fitted with hearing 
technology 

Language (listening 
and speaking) 

Auditory-Verbal 
Therapy (A-VTs) 

Matjaz Debevc, Zoran Stjepanovic, 
Andreas Holzinger 

2012 22 deaf and HOH people Computer Literacy Video streaming (sign 
language and 
subtitles), Animations  

Brief explanations of each study 

Generally, all the studies stated in Table 1 cover a wide range of educations or subjects taught for different types 
of hearing impaired students and how well the approaches used to design the e-learning platform changed according 
to the needs, usability and adaptability of these special students. The first study conducted by Drigas and 
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Kouremenos (2005), concerns about a learning management system (LMS) which offers the Greek Sign Language 
videos for each text block in the learning environment. The system satisfied the deaf learners’ needs by providing 
the bilingual information (text and sign language), high level of visualization and learning with peers through the 
video conferencing. Next, is about the study done by Straetz, Kaibel, Raithel, Specht, Grote and Kramer (2005) 
which using the same approaches as in previous study. In this article, the authors made an effort to explain in details 
about the supposed-to-be-content template in order to convey the knowledge efficiently to the deaf students. An 
intensive research on e-learning content adaptation for deaf students has been studied by Bueno, Fernandez del 
Castillo, Garcia and Borrego (2007). The problems faced by deaf students when reading text are compiled and tested 
with several recommendations to adapt text in an e-learning Computing course which later shows a promising result 
on the level of understanding among those students. Kyun, Tat, Saripan and Abas (2007) have come out with 
friendly flexi e-learning system which enables both blind and deaf students to study together with the normal ones to 
support the “Education for All” objective. The system also can assist the bidirectional communications among user. 
Furthermore, there is also a research in Jordan where, this is the first time the system for deaf ever implemented in 
that country and it focusing on how the ICT technologies can assists in bringing the interactivity to the deaf 
classroom (Khwaldeh, Matar & Hunaiti, 2007). 

Next, Al-Osaimi, AlFedaghi and Alsumait (2009) report some guideline for designing e-learning programs for 
deaf children aged between seven to thirteen years old, which based on deaf children and their teachers’ feedbacks. 
There is a need for this guideline since the existing e-learning programs were not age-appropriate and cause 
difficulties for children to interact with. Instead of focusing on the e-learning tools alone, Al-Bayati and Hussein 
(2009) have studied about the impact of e-learning modules of tutorial lessons for HI students towards their 
motivation in learning the subject. Seven experimental tutorial e-lessons were developed and tested which resulting 
some positive outcomes towards enhancing HI students’ motivation. Next, Nasr (2010) has concerned about 
enhancing the e-learning environment for deaf and HOH pupils by steering many learning facilities like interactive 
and social set of tools. The proposed paradigm is hoped to increase the usability and interactivity within virtual 
learning environment for disabled users. Hastie, Dornan, Chen and Smith (2011) have taken the technology a step 
further by inventing an e-learning system which able to train children with cochlear implant to listen and speak due 
to the chronic shortage of Auditory-Verbal Therapists world-wide. Last but not least, Debevc, Stjepanovic and 
Holzinger (2012) have developed an adapted e-learning environment for people with disabilities and the usability 
and pedagogical effectiveness of the e-learning course are evaluated using a Software Usability Measurement 
Inventory and Adapted Pedagogical Index method.                                          
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Approaches 

The needs, usability, and adaptability always take presidency every time a researcher wants to develop an 
appropriate e-learning platform for HI students to learn efficiently. The technologies and techniques used must in 
line with these three aspects and among the popular approach used in all ten studies mentioned above are video 
streaming, chat rooms, video conference, text adaptation, voice-to-text, and interactive and social tools.  

The video streaming application is the core medium for knowledge transfer to happen, mainly by using the sign 
language. Hence, several specifications like the resolution, frame format, file format, and frame bit rate must be 
taken into account in ensuring the quality of the sign language video presented to the HI students are clear enough to 
be recognized by them (Khwaldeh, Matar & Hunaiti, 2007). The accessibility of e-learning also found to be 
increased when spoken text and other sound information are presented together inside the video. Besides its 
potential in improving the reading skills among deaf students, it will also enable them to learn more independently 
(Debevc, Stjepanovic & Holzinger, 2012).  

An integrated communication component consisting of chat and video conference enables the HI students to 
communicate and involve in the collaborative task (Drigas & Kouremenos, 2005; Straetz et. al; 2005). This is the 
medium where HI students can clarify their ideas and share information (Khwaldeh, Matar & Hunaiti, 2007). The 
interface of the e-learning environment itself plays a vital role in shaping the contents to be easily understood by the 
HI students. A familiar and interactive yet effective interface of the e-learning environment could boost up the 
learning experience of the HI students hence their performance (Al-Osaimi, Alfedaghi & Alsumait, 2009). Straetz et 
al (2005) used a designed templates block for different parts of each page included in their developed e-learning 
environment. The parts of the page are for example the header or the content layout. The template blocks used are 
fixed throughout the e-learning environment so that the users will be familiar with the environment   

A knowledge database system is an approach proposed by Bueno et al (2007) in their e-learning. Knowledge 
database can be described as a dictionary mainly focusing on translating any difficult terms to be understood by the 
HI students to the more easier form to be understood by them. Finally, a rather unorthodox approach used by Hastie 
et al (2011) by using an auditory verbal therapy (A-VT) to be cooperated within an e-learning environment was 
found to be worked out well especially in terms of helping children who used to have knowledge of language they 
used to use during their lives before the loss of their hearing.  

Limitations 

There are several limitations allocated in terms of the usage of e-learning environment for HI students. First of 
all, it involves the teachers or instructors knowledge regarding the e-learning technology itself. During this modern 
times, most of them are probably adequate with the knowledge however there are several group who might not 
acquire this kind of knowledge. Secondly, in terms of the necessary infrastructure needed in making sure the usage 
of e-learning environment for HI students to be succeeded. Certain schools or institutions might not be enriched with 
all the infrastructure needed in developing the e-learning environment. Finally, in terms of the users itself, the HI 
students would probably find it difficult to cope with a new learning environment since they are very used to the 
usage of conventional classroom learning environment. They will have to be taught first on how to use technology 
generally in their daily learning activities so that it can be effective.  

Future Directions 

The implementation of e-learning within the HI learning environment is hopefully to be broaden up by years not 
only in terms of the technology itself but also in terms of the awareness level of how this approach could be very 
effective and useful to the HI students generally. E-learning designers should be aware of the existence of the users 
with hearing impairment and will try to develop an e-learning environment which will be effective to both normal 
hearing users and hearing impaired users. Finally, the usage of technology for HI students in terms of learning 
should be widen up not only by using an e-learning environment but also other available technology that is seemed 
appropriate to be used according to their disability.  
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Conclusion 

The usage of technology should be capitalized especially for educational purposes, not only for normal students 
but for the disabled students as well, particularly the HI students. Their difficulties in using the conventional 
learning method should be taken as an opportunity for the e-learning developers and researchers in helping them by 
creating a learning environment that could help them in a variety ways. The development of any e-learning 
environment should help them in boosting their motivation level and at the same time enhancing their performance 
in learning any subjects or courses available in schools or learning institutions.  
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Abstract 

This study aims to verify educational effects through students' reflection activities by applying Social 
Network Service(SNS), recently started to be used as one of teaching-learning methods to cooperative learning 
situations. Specifically, for cooperative learning, it proposes to figure out how reflection activities including sharing, 
conversations and discussions about prompt and ongoing learning contents in virtual space of SNS affect on 
students' learning and to explore educational availability and methods of SNS. For subjects of the study, 6th grade 
students of elementary school in Icheon, South Korea were selected and both experimental group and control group 
consist of 20 students, respectively. Reflection activities using SNS were conducted in the experimental group for 6 
weeks in total. Classting, an aspiring educational SNS tool was used as the instrument for the study and students’ 
impressions were qualitatively analyzed during the research. As the result of the study, the effect of academic 
achievement in cooperative learning became higher through reflection activities, there was positive effect by 
applying SNS to learning situations and educational implications and possibilities of SNS were suggestible. 

 
Keywords: Reflective Activity, Collaborative Learning, Social Network Service(SNS), Classting Application  

Introduction 

Cooperative learning is a teaching-learning method to learn through interactions between members by consisting 
a small group with collective purpose. Especially, based on collaboration, it alleviates undesirable educational 
effects in over competitive situation and attempts emotional and cognitive interaction between students. Cooperative 
learning is a teaching-learning method to foster students' learning and socialization(Cohen, 1994) and emphasizes 
student-student interactions(Johnson & Johnson, 1994). 

Cooperative learning, unlike traditional teaching method led by teacher, a collective student working which 
learners directly participated in learning with active interaction and have interdependences in learning(Cohen, 1994). 
Accordingly, cooperative learning aims to improve both students' learning and socialization at same time and effects 
of social elements for it should be greater. 

And if Social Network Service(SNS) is applied to cooperative learning in order to apply its social interaction 
element and to improve effectiveness in learning, it will be helpful for better collaborative problem-solution ability. 
SNS plays a role of the space of communications and thinking activities facilitation by free sharing and discussion 
between users(Lim, 2010) and its educational application can be very potential because it is an 'interactive 
communication using collective intelligence'. 

In this context, the study conducted reflection activities using SNS with cooperative learning for improving 
students' reflective thinking ability. Because SNS focuses on relationship-oriented communication and is available 
for sharing information and communication, it can be greatly applicable to cooperative learning which learners 
continue to participate in learning situations and solve problems through communications between them. And 
reflection starts from inconsistence between existing knowledge and new information and this inconsistence is from 
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social contexts of interactions with others (Lee, 2003), reflection activities using SNS may prompt interests for 
learning and its continuance. 

Reflection means looking back to what was done by an individual and thinking of it in depth. A learner 
experiences a process to interpret and to organize new contents for integrating it to his/her knowledge structure in 
learning situation and then continuous reflection is required for it(von Glasefeld, 1996). That is, learner modifies his 
or her wrong thoughts and beliefs through reflection in learning process and transforms cognitive structure by 
including newly acquired information to it. Since these reflective thinking and reflection of learner are generated 
from interaction process of sharing opinions with colleague members(Lin, 2001; Silvers, 1998) and students justify 
or modify their own thoughts through collaborative reflections in social communications of sharing and negotiating 
thoughts and opinions with others and achieve learning experiences, web-based learning environment should offer 
strategies and instruments to support learners' collaborative reflections(Lee & Kim, 2003). For this, the study selects 
SNS as an instrument to facilitate collaborative reflections and reflective thoughts in cooperative learning. SNS 
provides opportunities to know quickly others' written thoughts and opinions based on relationship-oriented 
interaction and the contents can be available for checking in real time. These characteristics of SNS keep naturally 
contexts of learning and support learner's collaborative reflection with others. 

The study aims to figure out, for cooperative learning, how reflection activities including sharing, conversations 
and discussions about prompt and ongoing learning contents in virtual space of SNS affect on students' learning and 
to explore educational availability and methods of SNS. 

Theoretical Backgrounds 

Cooperative learning and educational application of SNS 

Johnson and Johnson (1994) defines cooperative learning is a learning method through interactions including 
sharing learning experiences between learners from setting goals for learning to evaluation on it. To induce 
successful cooperative learning, teaching-learning method with consideration of characteristics of cooperative 
learning is required and Jefferies (2003) emphasizes roles of teacher and technologies for factors to facilitate 
cooperative learning. In relating to this, concerns for application of SNS in the educational field haven increased 
with discussion on learning process focusing on social relations and technologies (Greenhow & Robelia 2009; 
Selwyn, 2009). SNS is an online community to share various thoughts and experiences based on relationships 
between users and a system to support cooperative learning in social factors of interaction and interdependence. 
Studies on educational application of SNS have been increasingly trends and according to Yue et al.(2009), learners 
can form online community using SNS and achieve given goals for learning through this. Usefulness, entertainment 
and interaction of characteristics of SNS induce users' participation activities and contribute to continuous and 
normative immersion to SNS, as a result. If these participant characteristics are applied to cooperative learning, it 
may be effective to reflection activities and learning. When students build a communication system, reflection 
activities to modify their own wrong thoughts and beliefs and to integrate newly acquired knowledge to their 
cognitional structure may be available for focus, control and participation on learning, induce naturally immersion to 
learning process and increase satisfaction and accomplishment for it. 

Cooperative learning and reflection activities 

Cress and Kimmerle(2008) explains a process that individual learner shares and learns his or her and other's own 
knowledge and expands collaborative knowledge in cooperative learning environment using wiki. In this 
environment, learner experiences cognitional conflicts in the process of arranging his or her knowledge and 
accepting and internalizing others' knowledge and experiences and maintain cognitive equilibration through Paget's 
'assimilation' and 'accommodation'(Cress & Kimmerle, 2008). 

Reflection activity is a process of self-examination and assessment on knowledge and information critical to 
making a decision by learner (Meziorw, 1990). Learner can understand and apply learning contents in depth through 
broader understanding and critical thinking on knowledge by reflection activities. Nowadays, reflection activity is 
considered as a process that learner shares and negotiates his or her learning experiences and knowledge with others 
and assesses and modifies them unlike the conventional concept of reflection focusing on learner's inner self-
reflection and critical thinking(Richards, 2001). The scholars also point out that reflection activities are generated 
during cooperative learning process of interaction with others (Lin, 2001). 
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Research Methods 

The subjects of the study 

The study conducted reflection activities using SNS on 6th grade students of elementary school in Icheon, Korea. 
A cooperative learning group is defined as a learning community autonomously consisting of four students with 
purposes of deep understanding on curriculums, deep learning and effective achievement of goals of learning. The 
experimental group consists of 20 students for using SNS. The members had offline meeting and posted the studied 
contents on Classting group note and had reflection activities on them. On the other hand, the control group 
randomly consisted of 20 students who did not use SNS in their daily life and had offline study group activities. 
Among them, students who did not participate faithfully in reflection activities using SNS were excluded. In total, 40 
students (20 students for the experimental group and 20 students for the control group) participated in this study. 

The instrument for the study 

The study used Classting, a class SNS for reflection activities using SNS. Classting is a class SNS to support 
teaching and learning and it is available for sharing various information including writings, photos and videos with 
classmates by using smart phones and computers. Services provided by Classting consist of 'Wall' for sharing 
opinions or thoughts, 'News Board' for noticing class news or messages to students, 'Photo Album' and 'Video Room' 
for sharing photos and videos, respectively. 

In this study, reflection activities using Classting were suggested gradually with motivation sources, learning 
sources and reflection activities suitable for class subjects. Students engage in learning activities using smart phones 
and compose reflection diaries. Videos shared on Youtube and related to the class were used for motivation. 
Students can watch directly the videos on their smart phones by clicking links. Learning sources were suggested as 
short and interesting video to help student study intensively for short time. After the activities, students composed 
reflection diaries and these diaries are available for communications with others in form of comment. Teachers may 
provide feedbacks using the form of comment, as well. 

Analysis of a teaching-learning case using SNS 

Class activities announcements  
Currently, most elementary school websites offer notice board and announcements and messages are usually 

posted. However, the platform is usually based on PC and difficult for application on a daily basis. However, this 
function is more efficient and easier for students and their parents using SNS in smart phone environment. 

Fig. 1. Class activities announcements case 

FAQs 
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Even though it always happens, there are students who call for questions via cellular phone once or twice a week. 
Teachers may miss calls from students because of meetings and other assignments. In that case, if students post 
questions on SNS, teachers can comment on it and provide answers when they are available. And it may lead 
improvement of satisfaction on school education. 

Fig. 2. FAQ case 

Life counseling 
Some students have things not to share with anybody in their school lives. A student may want an individual 

counseling but school activities are based on collective ones and then SNS can be used for individual counseling 
with students.  

Fig. 3. Life counseling case 

Review activities 
It is to summarize the progress of class work of the day in 150 characters by subject. It offers an opportunity for 

reviewing studies of the day in their own simple methods to students. Because the knowledge can be composed in 
student's own way, it can be excellent review activity. 
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Fig. 4. Review activities case 

Reflection activities after assessment 
It is about impressions and thoughts about difficulties on team problem-solving activities, their improvements, 

difficulties and improvements on self-directed learning process, other comprehensive learning activities. 
 

   
Fig. 5. Reflection activities after assessment case 

The Results of the Study 

Students' impressions on using SNS with real-time feedback such as Classting for their studies were collected and 
analyzed by subjective questionnaires. As a result, students were very satisfied with easy access to class information 
and counseling for studies and school life which were unavailable in face-to-face situations. They also expressed 
satisfaction in use of new lecture instrument such as Classting. It seems to show educational availability of SNS as 
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an instrument of participation, communication and collaboration. As the results of analysis of reflection activities 
using SNS in cooperative learning, students' impressions and opinions are as follows:  

 
"It was fun to see various sources such as videos and I could have a chance to think of my study habit again, 

posting the relevant contents. The best thing was to share my idea with my classmates" 
 
"I had doubt on Classting at first: 'What is it and how can it be used efficiently?' But it was very impressive that I 

can post my opinions regardless of space and time if I can use smart phone or internet. It was also great that my 
value changed through this experience."  

 
"The most impressive thing was to exchange one's opinions by comments on one theme. And video was best 

because it was made for easier understanding."  
 

However, there were some students' concerns and complains about class management using SNS. 
 

"I prefer class with paper notebooks and textbooks. To use computer is too difficult for me. So it is a burden to 
study via Classting..." 

 
"Choi Sang-Min, who is next to me, didn't reflection activity. He did something else. I wanted it but I could stand 

the temptation." 
 
These students felt difficulties in using SNS because they were familiar with conventional class with paper 

notebooks and textbooks and suggested their relative sense of alienation compared to those who used SNS actively. 
It is a significant consideration to use SNS for education in future. And side-effects including engaging in games, 
cacao talk, and internet surfing or calling during the class due to increase in students' use of smart phones should be 
carefully studied. 

Discussions and Conclusion 

This study reviewed effects of reflection activities using SNS on students' learning activities. Classting 
application was selected to support cooperative learning reflection activities and availability of SNS as a support 
instrument of reflection activities were examined by applying it to cooperative learning in the experimental group for 
6 weeks in total. 

As the results of analysis of reflection activities by students who used SNS, it has differential characteristics 
compared to the existing web-based environment for cooperative learning and learners reached to learning based on 
social factor of 'relationship'. That is, SNS is a facilitating instrument not only for learning activities but also social 
relationships such as friendships and encouragements between members. These results are consistent with study 
results by Greenhow and Robelia(2009) and Selwyn that SNS induces both formal and informal learning based on 
social relations between learners. 

Accordingly, by summarizing results of the study, conclusion makes the following suggestions. 
First, SNS has potential to explore collaboratively solutions of tasks by members and to provide cooperative 

learning environment for accomplishing collective goals of learning. Learners examined their learning experiences 
critically through reflection activities using SNS and performed cooperative learning to achieve collective goals of 
learning through discussions with others. Second, SNS seems to have positive affects on cooperative learning as an 
instrument to support reflection activities. Learners reminded their learning experiences through reflection, 
recomposed past experiences related to learning and then reassessed and internalized lessons. In this process, SNS 
supported cooperative learning focusing on social factor of 'relationship'. 

The study has its own limits as follows: First, due to data from few participants, the results of the study are not 
easily generalized. Second, external variants on instrument to support cooperative learning, SNS were not 
considered. There were barely considerations and analysis on the instrument and environment including level of 
students' SNS use, methods to approach to SNS such as smart phone and PC and frequency of SNS participations. 
For future studies, these factors should be supplemented and considered to conduct positive research to prove 
educational effectiveness of SNS as learning support instrument and learning environment. Third, learners' diverse 
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cognitive and emotional variants should be considered, as well. And, finally, to apply cooperative learning in class, 
closeness, friendship and relationships between students should be figured out and adjusted. 
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Abstract 

The paper discusses an effect of English short sentence memorization on the speaking skill using an e-learning then suggests to 
implement the method when making an e-learning of English.  In the e-learning discussed in the paper, the system selects a 
learning task among the learning task set at random then present to the student on the PC display.  The student memorizes the 
English short sentence shown there. The procedure is done consecutively.  We conducted a pre/post test measuring the speaking 
skill before/after the learning task. As a result, we discovered that the improvement was observed in nearly seventy-five percent 
of cases.  
 
Keywords:  English speaking skill; learning effect; educational evaluation 

Introduction 

We have developed an English e-learning system aiming the enhancement of the speaking skill.  The main 
feature of the system consists of three steps: English short sentence memorization, practice of pronunciation and 
prompt oral translation.  

The  first step is the most important thus it is discussed in this material.  Although the learning procedure is 
detailed in the next section, if the procedure is repeated,  it may be possible for the student to do the prompt oral 
translation easier for the given Japanese.  
 

This paper reviews the previous experiment relating the e-learning of English implemented for the enhancement 
of the speaking skill(Kitagaki, 2009). Then we conducted an experiment on how much memorization of English 
short sentences is effective on the enhancement of English speaking skill. We here show the effectiveness of the 
method proposed here. 
     There are supposed to be two methods for enhancing the English speaking skill: social interaction and 
memorization(Ma and Kelly, 2006; Nakamura, 1993).  We here regard the memorization as its methodology. 

Methodology Comparison 

The detail procedure of proposed method is shown in 
Figure 1 and explained below: 

(1) The computer displays a Japanese short sentence 
as a learning task on the computer screen as 
shown in Figure 2. 

(2) The student orally translates it into English. 
(3) The student operates the computer to display the 

correct answer. 
(4) The student memorizes the correct answer. 
These four steps are repeated.  Because the number of 

the learning tasks in the task set are limited to around 
sixty, one  task will be selected several times in a long 
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(4) to memorize the correct 
 

learning task 
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Figure 1 Random selection of a task 
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run. As a result, with the repetitive task learning, the 
student will be able to memorize all the English sentence 
then to do the prompt translation for the prepared task. 

For the learning method mentioned above, we have 
conducted the experiments on methodology comparisons 
in our previous researches. 

 As to the educational evaluation, two aspects are 
discussed in general: competency and emotion.  

As to competency aspect, it is possible for students to 
memorize the relevant short sentences only with a paper 
without a computer.  We have experimented the effect in 
the two case: proposed computer method and the paper 
method for the same learning contents.  The effect of 
English short sentences memorization on the 
enhancement of speaking skill has been found in both 
methods.  From the comparison, we found no significant 
difference in them. 

As to emotion aspect, on the other hand, two methods have been compared: randomly selected task and 
sequentially selected task.  From the questionnaire survey among eleven students, eight students have answered that 
random method had the preference on  sequential method.  

Experiment planning and the evaluation 

The experiment follows the procedure shown in Figure 
3:  

We have prepared two kinds of task set A and task set 
B for each of level 1 and 2. Only task set A served as the 
object of memorization.  On the other hand, task set B 
served as the pre/post test, which means that the tasks for 
pre-test are the same as the one for post-test. Task set A 
for each of level 1 and level 2 includes sixty-five tasks 
and  fifty-five tasks, respectively, and task set B for each 
of level 1 and 2  includes ten tasks, where  level 1 is 
easier than level 2.  

Here show the example of the short sentence. 
Level  1: This house is designed solid. It will hold up well against earthquakes. 
Level 2: Smoke not only disrupts your vision, it can prevent you from normal breathing. In case of fire, you must 
escape promptly without getting caught up in smoke.  
Seven students served as subject. Six students 
among them practiced the task set A for level 1 and 
2. One student practiced the task set for level 1 
only. In the pre-test administration, we presented 
each task in Japanese to them one by one and let 
them orally translate it into English. All the 
answers were recorded in the digital. 

  In the practice of memorization, thirty minutes 
were used in a day. We set the accumulative 
learning time to 300 minutes which took nearly two 
weeks. The procedure in the pre-test administration 
is the same as in the pre-test.  As a result, we 
obtained seven ten-responses for level 1 and six 
ten-responses for level 2 in the total. 

In the evaluation, three English natives 
A(Female), B(Male) and C(Male) served as the 

 
Figure 2 Learning task displayed  

 h   

time 

Pre-
 

Memori-
zation 

Post-test 

Task 
set B 

Task 
set B 

Task 
set A 

Figure 3 Proposed 
 

Level Evaluator X>Y X~Y, X<Y 

 

1 

A 52 18 

B 53 17 

C 51 19 

 

2 

A 48 12 

B 45 15 

C 43 17 

 

Level Evaluator X>Y X~Y, X<Y 

 

1 

A 56 14 

B 48 22 

C 50 20 

 

2 

A 47 13 

B 42 18 

Table 1 Comparative evaluation-
frequency- 

  

(b) similarity 
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evaluator.  They listened to each responses for 
pre/post-test in pair then evaluated them in terms of 
which is better in fluency and similarity. 

Fluency: How much fluent is the oral response? 
Similarity: To what degree is the response 

similar with the correct answer in their contents? 
 Table 1 shows the result of fluency and similarity for each of three evaluators. From Table 1, it was discovered 

that nearly seventy-five percent of the case got the improvement in its frequency.  
And the hypothesis that the frequency of “post-test response is better than pre-test response” is the same as that 

of  the other cannot be adopted statistically in all cases(p<0.05, df=1). 

Conclusion 

From the experiment proposed here, we got a significant information suggesting that English sentence 
memorization has an effect on the enhancement of the speaking skill, which may give a user of the proposed e-
learning the educational hint/motivation.  When the feature of an English e-learning is designed, it ought to be 
considered that memorization as an educational methodology is efficient in order to enhance the speaking skill. 
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Abstract 

Objectives of  the research  are 1) studying effective factors for accomplishment in training teacher profession experience of 
faculty of education students. 2) studying  accomplishment in training teacher profession experience of students and population 
target that is teacher supervision faculty of education Rajabhat Maha-Sarakham. 85 peoples from target group by random 
methods. Research questionnaire was an equipment collected the data. Research results that  teacher supervision agrees with all 
factors in high level =4.23.Mostly factor which teacher supervision agrees with is provide factor  for accomplishment  in  
training  teacher profession  experience ( =4.35). 2nd is supplement effective factors for accomplishment in training teacher 
profession experience ( =4.28). 3rd is inputs effective factors for accomplishment in training teacher profession experience 
( =4.21) and achievement in training teacher profession experience that is agreed by teacher supervision in high level ( = 4.098). 
 
Keywords: Effective  factors, Training  teacher  profession  experience. 

Nomenclature 
A Effective Factors for Accomplishment 

B  Training Teacher Profession Experience  

C Graduated student 

Introduction 

There are many problems of Thailand education management that are causing of heavy education reform. An 
important problem is trouble with teacher and educational personnel that came from the manufacturing, the 
development and maintenance of standards of teaching constitution of Kingdom of Thailand of B.E.2540 section 81 
so the government determined provision for teacher professional development and National Education Act of B.E. 
2542 section 9(4) had established provisions for the support to teacher profession standards, lecturers, educational 
personnel as  teacher-lecturers- education personnel continuing development that are principles and rationales for 
specification method, teacher profession development which are a part of educational reform. 
(http://www.moe.go.th/wijai/teacher.htm, 14/03/2556). Assessment of teacher capacity must be operated access to 
teacher professional or development from the beginning. For example, in other country determined a new teacher 
must passed teacher evaluation test that could be tough in school.(Pimpun Dechakupata and Pornthip 
Keangkhun,2551 ) In addition  Bandhij Chudwiroj (2550) researched about capacity building of teaching of 
students. The study result, that found teaching capacity of students in preparation and planning for teaching,    the 
teaching and learning that focuses on students, and the evaluation of teaching is only moderate level by the teacher 
manufacture course.( Reference by Nuttapon Rumphai,2554)). From reasons and importance of the issues which 
lead to the concept in the study of factors that affected to the achievement in training teacher profession experience 
of student    Faculty of education  Rajabhat Maha-Sarakham  University are a way into questions that are the method 
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of Research for the Foundation. Information for develop education management system of  teaching profession 
students of government agencies and institutions that was consistent with the policy.  
 
Objectives 

1. Study the effective factors for accomplishment of training teacher profession experience of students. 
2. Studying the accomplishment of training teacher profession experience of student.  

Methodology 
1. Population and sample. Audience demographics for studying the effective factors to accomplishment of 

training teacher profession experience is the university supervisor of faculty of education Rajabhat Maha-Sarakham 
University total = 85 people.  

2. Instruments used to collect data. Tools used in this study was a questionnaire created by the researcher which 
were submitted by to the university supervisor to get some information that affected to accomplishment of training 
teacher profession experience. The questionnaire consists of 5 procedures. 

Section1:Personal data. Section2:Effective factors for accomplishment of training teacher profession 
experience. Section3:Other related factors about the field work experience of student teacher. Section4: Reinforcing 
factors about the field work experience of student teacher. Section5:Accomplishment of the field work experience of 
student teacher. 

3. Data Analysis. This research has analyzed data using the computer program package to determine the mean 
and standard deviations.  
 
Results 

Section1 : Effective factors for accomplishment of training teacher profession experience. 1)Professional 
Teaching Standards : The university supervisor agrees with leading factors influencing with accomplishment of 
training teacher profession experience in highest level. ( =3.93 and S.D.= 0.90)  2)Teaching practices curriculum : 
The university supervisor agrees with leading factors of teaching practices curriculum influencing training teacher 
profession experience in high level. ( =3.93 and S.D.=0.90)  3)Processes of teacher profession experience training : 
The university supervisor agrees with leading factors  of processes of teacher profession experience training 
influencing  training teacher profession experience in high level. ( =3.84 and S.D. = 0.82) 

Section2 : Other related factors about the field work experience of student teacher.1)Institutions target : The 
university supervisor agrees with Conductive factors of Institutions target influencing training teacher profession 
experience in high level. ( =4.20 and S.D.=0.85)  2)Aspects of learning environment: The university supervisor 
agrees with Conductive factors of aspects of learning environment influencing training teacher profession 
experience in high level. ( =4.30 and S.D.=0.88)   3)Cost : The university supervisor agrees with cost conductive 
factors influencing training teacher profession experience in high level. ( =4.31 and S.D.=0.79) 

Section3 : Reinforcing factors about the field work experience of student teacher. 1)Information and 
communication technologies for learning :The university supervisor agrees with Information  and communication 
technologies for learning-reinforcing factors influencing with training teacher profession experience in high level. 
( =4.35 and S.D.=0.72) 2)System for the field work experience of student teacher: The university supervisor agrees 
with System for the field work experience of student teacher- Reinforcing factors influencing with training teacher 
profession experience in high level. ( =421 and S.D.=0.85) 

Section 4 : Accomplishment of the field work experience of student teacher. 1)Learning Management : The 
university supervisor agrees with Learning Management-Reinforcing factors influencing with training teacher 
profession experience in high level. ( =4.11 and S.D.=0.82) 2)Teaching practices : The university supervisor agrees 
with Teaching practices -Reinforcing factors influencing with training teacher profession experience in high level. 
( =3.93 and S.D.=0.812) 3)Features of a teacher : The university supervisor agrees with Features of a teacher- 
Reinforcing factors influencing with training teacher profession experience in high level. ( =4.05 and S.D.=0.776)  
4)To accept of the Academies: The university supervisor agrees with to accept of the Academies - Reinforcing 
factors influencing with training teacher profession experience in high level. ( =3.94 and S.D.=0.92) 

 
Recommendations  

1. Faculty of education Rajabhat Maha-Sarakham University has to studied the opinion from student for 
information, problem and method to resolve it for student. 
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2. Faculty of education Rajabhat Maha-Sarakham University has to studied the opinion from personnel’s 
Institutions are target  for considered  desire – objectives - basis problems to student’s preparation. 
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6DNDU\D�8QLYHUVLWHVL��(÷LWLP�%LOLPOHUL�(QVWLW�V���6DNDU\D��7�UNL\H 

 

Özet 

(÷LWLPGH� WHNQRORML� NXOODQÕPÕQÕQ� KÕ]OD� \D\JÕQODúWÕ÷Õ� J�Q�P�]� G�Q\DVÕQGD� WHNQRORMLGHQ� HOGH� HGLOHQ� \DUDUODUÕQ� \DQÕ� VÕUD� RUWD\D�

oÕNDQ�ULVNOHULQ�DUWPDVÕ�GD�NDoÕQÕOPD]�ROPXúWXU��%X�ULVNOHUGHQ�ELUL�HWLN�VRUXQXGXU��(WLN��GR÷UX�YH�\DQOÕú�LQVDQ�GDYUDQÕúODUÕQÕ�NDpsar 

YH�EX�GDYUDQÕúODUÕ�ELU�GLVLSOLQ�LoHULVLQGH�LQFHOHU��<DúDPÕQ�KHU�DODQÕQGD�ROGX÷X�JLEL�ELOJLVD\DU�WHNQRORMLVLQGH�GH�EHOOL�HWLN�kurallar 

EXOXQPDNWDGÕU��%X�NXUDOODU�LQVDQODUÕQ�WHNQRORMLN�KDNODUÕQÕ�YH�EX�KDNODUÕQ�VÕQÕUODUÕQÕ�EHOLUOH\HQ�ILNUL�P�ONL\HW��HULúLP��JL]Oilik ve 

GR÷UXOXN�JLEL�XQVXUODUGÕU�� �$QFDN�J�Q�P�]GH�EX�GXUXP�LQVDQODU� WDUDIÕQGDQ�\HWHULQFH�DQODúÕOPDPÕúWÕU�\D�GD�ELOLQoOL�Rlarak etik 

NXUDOODUÕQ�GÕúÕQD�oÕNÕOPDNWDGÕU��%XQXQ�VRQXFXQGD�PDVXP�LQVDQODU�]DUDU�J|UPHNWH�YH�ED]HQ�]DUDU�J|UG�÷�Q��ELOH�DQODPDPDNWDGÕU��

(÷LWLP�VLVWHPL� LoHULVLQGH�GH�|÷UHQFLOHU�NHQGL�KDNODUÕQÕQ�QHUHGH�VRQODQÕS�GL÷HU� LQVDQODUÕQ�KDNODUÕQÕQ�QHUHGH�EDúODGÕ÷Õ�NRnusunu 

DQODPD\DELOPHNWHGLUOHU��%X�\�]GHQ�N�o�N�\DúODUGD�ROXPVX]�GXUXPODU� LoHULVLQH�JLUHELOPHNWHGLUOHU��%X�NRQX\D�DoÕNOÕN�JHWLUPHN�

DPDFÕ\OD� EX� oDOÕúPDGD� HWLN� NDYUDPÕQÕQ� DQODúÕOPDVÕ�� VÕQÕUODUÕQÕQ� EHOLUOHQPHVL�� ELOJLVD\DU� HWL÷LQLQ� QH� ROGX÷X� DoÕNODQPÕú��

alanya]ÕQGD�\HU�DODQ�oDOÕúPDODU�GD�LQFHOHQHUHN�H÷LWLPGH�ELOJLVD\DU�HWL÷LQLQ�QH�GHUHFH�DQODúÕOGÕ÷Õ�YH�EX�NRQXGD�KDQJL�oDOÕúPDODUÕQ�

\DSÕOGÕ÷Õ�WHVSLW�HGLOPLú�YH�EX�GXUXPD�\|QHOLN�|QHULOHU�JHWLULOPLúWLU� 

 

Anahtar Kelimeler��(WLN��%LOLúLP�(WL÷L��%LOJLVD\DU�(WL÷L� 

 

INVESTIGATION OF THE COMPUTER ETHICS IN 

EDUCATION 

Ebru ALBAYRAK 

Sakarya University, Institute of Educational Sciences, Sakarya, Turkey 

Abstract 

The use of technology in education rapidly spreading in today's world. Therefore the risks about technology was inevitable. This 

is one of the risks that of ethics. Ethics covers the right and wrong of human behavior and examines the human behaviors in a 

discipline. As in all areas of life, there are certain ethical rules in computer technology. In order to clarify this issue, what 

computer ethics is, understanding of ethical concept,  determination of boundaries was explained and by examining the studies in 
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the literature, it was revealed what means computer ethics education for students. Finally some suggestions have been made for 

the findings. 

Keywords: Ethics, Information Ethics, Computer Ethics. 

��*ø5øù  

*�Q�P�]GH�WHNQRORMLGH�PH\GDQD�JHOHQ�JHOLúLP�YH�\D\ÕOÕP�KÕ]ÕQÕQ�DUWPDVÕ\OD�ELUOLNWH�WRSOXPXQ�EX�GH÷LúLPH�X\XP�

VD÷ODPDVÕ�JLWJLGH�]RUODúPDNWDGÕU��%X�NRQXGD�ELUH\OHUL�NRUX\DQ�NDQXQ�YH�\|QHWPHOLNOHULQ�ROXúWXUXOPDVÕ� LVH�]DPDQ�

DOPDNWDGÕU� �g]SÕQDU��.D]DVNHUR÷OX�YH�g]���������%LOLúLP� WHNQRORMLOHULQL�NXOODQDUDN�GL÷HU� LQVDQODUÕQ�KDNODUÕQÕ� LKODO�

HGHQ�ELUH\OHU�KHQ�]�\HQL�oÕNDQ�NDQXQODUGDQ�KDEHUGDU�RODPDPDNWD�YH�\DSWÕNODUÕQÕQ�\DQOÕúOÕ÷ÕQÕQ�\HWHULQFH� IDUNÕQGD�

YDUDPDPDNWDGÕU�� %|\OH� ELU� GXUXPGD� HWLN� NDYUDPÕQÕQ� YH� ELOJLVD\DU� WHNQRORMLOHULQGH� HWLN� NXUDOODUÕQ� ELUH\OHUH�

|÷UHWLOPHVL�GDKD�E�\�N�ELU�LKWL\Do�KDOLQH�JHOPHNWH�YH�EX�NRQXGD�H÷LWLP�NXUXPODUÕQD�|QHPOL�J|UHYOHU�G�úPHNWHGLU�� 

%LOJLVD\DU�HWL÷LQLQ�DQODúÕODELOPHVL� LoLQ�|QFHOLNOH�HWLN�NDYUDPÕQÕQ�WDQÕPODQPDVÕ��EX�NRQXGD�LOHUL�V�U�OHQ�NXUDPODUÕQ�

RUWD\D�oÕNDUÕOPDVÕ�YH�ELOJLVD\DU�WHNQRORMLOHUL�HWL÷LQLQ�D\UÕQWÕODUÕQD�LQLOPHVL�JHUHNPHNWHGLU� 

 

1.1 Etik 

x  

%LUH\OHULQ�ROD\�YH�GXUXPODU� NDUúÕVÕQGD� J|VWHUGLNOHUL� WHSNLOHU� WRSOXPGDQ� WRSOXPD�YH� N�OW�UGHQ�N�OW�UH�GH÷LúNHQOLN�

göstermektedir. Ç�QN��ELU�WRSOXPGD�N|W��RODUDN�DOJÕODQDQ�ELU�ROD\�EDúND�ELU�WRSOXPGD�NDEXO�J|U�\RU�RODELOLU��<LQH�

GH�EX�GXUXP�GL÷HU�LQVDQODUÕ�UDKDWVÕ]�HGHELOLU��%X�\�]GHQ�HWLN�NDYUDPÕQÕQ�VÕQÕUODUÕ�W�P�WRSOXPODUFD�oL]LOPHOL��Kuzu 

ve Becit, 2008) ve ortak etik kurallar belirlenmelidir  

/LWHUDW�UH�EDNÕOGÕ÷ÕQGD�HWLN�NDYUDPÕ�LOH�LOJLOL�ELUoRN�WDQÕPODPDODUD�UDVWODQPDNWDGÕU� 

³<XQDQFD�HWKRV�V|]F�÷�QGHQ�W�UHWLOHQ�HWLN��W|UH��LQVDQÕQ�WRSOXPVDO�|OoHNOH�JHoHNOHúWLUGL÷L�YH�EDúNDODUÕQÕ�HWNLOH\HQ�

VRQXoODUÕ� RODQ� GDYUDQÕúODUÕ�H\OHPOHUL�\DSÕS� HWPHOHUL� YH� EXQODUÕ� ELoLPOHQGLUHQ� G�ú�QPH� V�UHoOHUL� LOH� LOJLOLGLU´�

�%�\�N|]W�UN�YH�GL÷HUOHUL������������%LU�EDúND�GH\LúOH�HWLN��ELUH\LQ�QH\LQ�GR÷UX�\D�GD�\DQOÕú�ROGX÷XQX�D\ÕUW�HWPHVLQL�

VD÷OD\DQ�GDYUDQÕú�NXUDOODUÕGÕU��(WL÷LQ� VDKLS�ROGX÷X� LONHOHU� ELUH\LQ� W�P�KD\DWÕ�ER\XQFD�HWNLOHúLP� LoLQGH�EXOXQGX÷X�

DLOH�� RNXO� YH�GLQL� NXUXPODU� JLEL� ELUoRN�\HUGH�ELUH\H�|÷UHWLOLU��.LúL� HWLN� NXUDOODUD� X\JXQ�GDYUDQGÕ÷Õ� ]DPDQ�ROXPOX�

GX\JXODU�KLVVHGHU��$NVL�KDOGH�\DSWÕ÷Õ�Lú�NLúL\H�UDKDWVÕ]OÕN�YHULU��$\SD\���������(WL÷LQ�DPDFÕ�NLúL\L�H÷LWHUHN�WRSOXPGD�

NHQGLQH�X\JXQ�ELU�\HU�EXOPDVÕQÕ�YH�DKODNOÕ��ELOLQoOL���UHWNHQ�YH�PXWOX�ROPDVÕQÕ�VD÷ODPDNWÕU��(WL÷LQ�EDúND�ELU�DPDFÕ�

LVH� WRSOXP� LoHULVLQGHNL� ELUH\OHULQ� NDUúÕOÕNOÕ� DQOD\Õú� YH� J�YHQ� LOLúNLVL� LoHULVLQGH� ROPDVÕ� YH� VRV\DO� YH� HNRQRPLN�

dengenLQ� VD÷ODQPDVÕGÕU�� (÷LWLP� NXUXPODUÕ� LVH� HWLN� NXUDOODUÕ� PHUNH]H� DODQ� DGLO� YH� G�U�VW� \DSÕVÕ� LOH� |÷UHQFLOHULQ�

güvenini kazanan örgütlerdir (0DUúDS������). 

 

1.2 (WLN�YH�$KODN�DUDVÕQGDNL�IDUNOÕOÕNODU�QHOHUGLU" 

x  

7RSOXP�LoHULVLQGH�J�QO�N�NRQXúPDODUGD�HWLN�YH�DKODN�NDYUDPODUÕ�D\QÕ�DQODPGD�NXOODQÕODELOPHNWHGLU��$QFDN�DVOÕQGD�

DKODN�YH�HWLN�DUDVÕQGD�ELU�WDNÕP�IDUNOÕOÕNODU�EXOXQGX÷X�G�ú�Q�OPHNWHGLU� 
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³*�QO�N� GLOGH� DKODN� �PRUDOLWH��� VÕNOÕNOD� NLúLVHO� \DúDPOD�� |]HOOLNOH� FLQVHO� DOÕúNDQOÕNODU� YH� NXUDOODUOD� LOLúNLOHQGLULOLU��

dR÷X� ILOR]RI� ³HWLN´� V|]F�÷�Q�� DKODNÕQ� IHOVHIL� RODUDN� LQFHOHQPHVL� DQODPÕQGD� NXOODQDUDN� HWL÷L� GDKD� �VW� G�]H\� ELU�

IHOVHIL�G�ú�QFH�KDOLQH�JHWLULU��*HQHOOLNOH�HWL÷L�X\JXODPD\D�\|QHOLN�³%XUDGD�YH�úLPGL�QH�\DSPDOÕ\ÕP"´�JLEL�DKODNL�

VRUXODUÕ�GDKD�JHQLú��úHPDWLN�\D�GD�NXUDPVDO�ELU�EDNÕú�DoÕVÕQGD� LQFHOHPHN��]HUH��EXQODUÕ�VRUPDQÕQ�|WHVLQH�JHoPHVL�

EDNÕPÕQGDQ� DKODNWDQ� IDUNOÕ� ROGX÷X� G�ú�Q�O�U��9H� EX�� HWLN� LOH� DKODNÕ� ELUELULQGHQ� D\ÕUPDQÕQ� ELU� \ROXGXU´� �+D\QHV��

����������<LQH�ELU�EDúND�LIDGH�LOH�HWLN���³DKODN��]HULQH�V|]�V|\OHPH HWNLQOL÷L´�RODUDN�WDQÕPODQPÕúWÕU���$\GÕQ���������

(WLN�LOH�LOJLOL�RODUDN�ELOJLVD\DU�WHNQRORMLOHULQGH��o�W�UO��NDYUDPOD�VÕNOÕNOD�NDUúÕODúPDNWD\Õ]��%XQODU�ELOJLVD\DU�HWL÷L��

LQWHUQHW�HWL÷L�YH�EX�LNL�NDYUDPÕ�NDSVD\DQ�ELOLúLP�HWL÷LGLU� 

 

1.3 %LOLúLP�(WL÷L 

x  

BilgisayaU�� LOHWLúLP� YH� D÷� �� LQWHUQHW� RUWDPODUÕQGD� X\XOPDVÕ� JHUHNHQ� NXUDOODUÕ� WDQÕPOD\DQ� QRUPODU� YH� NRGODU� NÕVDFD�

ELOLúLP�HWL÷LQL� LIDGH� HGHU��%X�QRUP�YH� NRGODUÕQ� WHPHO� DPDFÕ�� NLúLOHULQ�PDNVLPXP� ID\GD�YH�PLQLPXP�]DUDU� LOH� EX�

RUWDPODUÕ� NXOODQPDVÕQÕ� J�YHQFH� DOWÕQD� DOPDNWÕU�� %XQD� J|UH� ELOLúLP� HWL÷L�� W�P� �ELOLúLP� WRSOXPXQX�� HOH� DOGÕ÷Õ� JLEL��

ELUH\VHO�RODUDN�GD�NLúLVHO�ELOJLVD\DUODUÕQ�NXOODQÕPÕ�HVQDVÕQGD�X\XOPDVÕ�JHUHNHQ�NXUDOODUÕ�G�]HQOHU� �85/����%LOLúLP�

WHNQRORMLOHUL� LOH� WRSOXPGD� PH\GDQD� JHOHQ� GH÷LúLP� YH� JHoLú� G|QHPOHULQGH�� HWLN� NXUDOODUÕQ� H÷LWLPGH� \HU� DOPDVÕ�

WRSOXPXQ�GH÷LúHQ�G�Q\D\D�X\XP�VD÷ODPD�YH�G�]HQLQL�NRUXPDVÕQGD�\DUGÕPFÕ�RODFDNWÕU��$NVDO�������� 

%LOLúLP� HWL÷L� EDúOÕ÷Õ� DOWÕQGD� \HU� DODQ� ELU� WDNÕP� DOW� ER\XWODU� EXOXQPDNWDGÕU�� %XQODU� )LNUL� 0�ONL\HW�� %LOLúLP�

TeknolojilerLQLQ�7RSOXPVDO�(WNLOHUL��*�YHQOLN�YH�.DOLWH�LOH�'R÷UXOXNWXU�%XQODUGDQ�)LNUL�0�ONL\HW�NDYUDPÕQD�D\QÕ�

]DPDQGD�7HOLI�+DNNÕ�GHQLOPHNWHGLU��(UGHP���������7HOLI�KDNNÕ��UHWLOHQ�ELOJL�YH\D�G�ú�QFHQLQ�NXOODQÕPÕ�YH�GD÷ÕWÕP�

KDNODUÕQÕQ�EHOOL� ELU� NLúL� \D�GD�NXUXPD� YHULOPHVLGLU� �(UGHP���������7HOLI� KDNNÕ�P�ONL\HW� NDYUDPÕQÕ� WHPHO� DODQ�ELU�

NDYUDPGÕU� �$WDEHN���������%X�\�]GHQ�EX�NDYUDP�VDGHFH�HWLNOH�GH÷LO� D\QÕ�]DPDQGD�KXNXNOD�GD� LOJLOL�ELU�NRQXGXU��

$QFDN� ED]Õ� GXUXPODUGD� EX� NRQX� \DVDODUÕQ� |WHVLQGH� NDOPDNWD� YH� HWLN� GÕúÕ� GDYUDQÕúODUÕQ� |Q�QH� JHoLOPHVL� GDKD� GD�

]RUODúDELOPHNWHGLU��8\VDO�YH�2GDEDúÕ�������� 

%LOLúLP�7HNQRORMLOHULQLQ�7RSOXPVDO�(WNLOHUL��ELOLúLP�HWL÷LQLQ�WRSOXPGD�QH�NDGDU�X\JXODQDELOGL÷L�YH�WRSOXPD�QDVÕO�ELU�

HWNLVLQLQ� ROGX÷X� LOH� LOJLOLGLU�� 7RSOXPGD� \D\JÕQ� RODUDN� NXOODQÕODQ� WHNQRORMLQLQ� HWLN� GÕúÕ� NXOODQÕPÕQÕQ� oRN� FLGGL�

VRQXoODU�GR÷XUDELOHFH÷LQLQ� IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷ÕQÕQ�DUWÕUÕOPD� LKWL\DFÕ�KHU�JHoHQ�J�Q�GDKD�GD�DUWPDNWD�YH� WRSOXP�G�]HQLQLQ�

ER]XOPDPDVÕ�LoLQ�LQVDQODUÕQ�H÷LWLOPHVL�JHUHNPHNWHGLU��%X�NRQXGD�RNXOGD�\D�GD�KDOND�DoÕN�RODUak verilen seminerler 

E�\�N�\DUDUODU�VD÷OD\DELOLU� 

*�YHQOLN� YH�.DOLWH� NRQXVX� NLúLOHULQ� ELOLúLP� WHNQRORMLOHUL� NXOODQÕPÕQGD� J�YHQOL÷LQLQ� YH� JL]OLOL÷LQLQ� VD÷ODQPDVÕ� LOH�

LOJLOLGLU�� g]HOOLNOH� ZHE� �]HULQGHQ� \DSÕODQ� W�P� LúOHPOHULQ� L]OHQHELOPHVL� YH� EX� GXUXPXQ� LQVDnlar aleyhinde 

NXOODQÕOPDVÕ� E�\�N� KX]XUVX]OXNODUD� VHEHEL\HW� YHUPHNWHGLU�� %X� GXUXP� LVH� |]HO� KD\DWÕQ� JL]OLOL÷LQLQ� VD÷ODQPDVÕQÕ�

engellemektedir (Erdem, 2008). 

'R÷UXOXN� LVH� YHUL� JLULúL� KDWDODUÕQGDQ� ND\QDNODQDQ� \DQOÕú� ELOJLOHUOH� LOJLOL� ROGX÷X� JLEL� ELUH\OHULQ� NHndileriyle ilgili 

ELOJLOHULQLQ� GR÷UXOX÷XQX� NRQWURO� HWPH� KDNNÕ\OD� GD� LOJLOLGLU�� <DQOÕú� YHUL� JLULúL� NDVWHQ� \DSÕOPÕú� RODELOHFH÷L� JLEL�

\DQOÕúOÕNOD�GD�\DSÕOPÕú�RODELOLU��0ROODYHOLR÷OX��������V����DNW�8\VDO�YH�2GDEDúÕ�������� 
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����%LOJLVD\DU�(WL÷L 

 

%LOJLVD\DUÕQ�GR÷UX�DPDoODU�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD�NXOODQÕPÕQÕQ�VD÷ODQDUDN�EX�NRQXGD�\DúDQDQ�ROXPVX]OXNODUÕ�JLGHUPHN�LoLQ�

HWLN�NXUDOODU�YH�LONHOHU�EX�NRQXGD�LQVDQODUD�UHKEHUOLN�HWPHNWHGLU��$NVDO���������%X�DPDo�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD 8OXVODU�DUDVÕ�

%LOJLVD\DU� (WLN� (QVWLW�V��� %LOLúLP� WHNQRORMLOHULQLQ� X\JXQ� NXOODQÕPÕ� DPDFÕ\OD�� �%LOJLVD\DU� (WL÷LQLQ� ��� (PUL�QL�

\D\ÕQODPÕúWÕU��85/��� 

1. ³%LOJLVD\DUÕ�EDúNDODUÕQD�]DUDU�YHUPHN�LoLQ�NXOODQPDPDOÕVÕQÕ]� 

2. %DúNDODUÕQÕQ�ELOJLVD\DU�oDOÕúPDODUÕQD�EXUQXQX]X�VRNPDPDOÕVÕQÕ]� 

3. 6L]H�DLW�ROPD\DQ�ELOJLVD\DU�GRV\DODUÕQÕ�LQFHOHPHPHOL�NDUÕúWÕUPDPDOÕVÕQÕ]� 

4. %LOJLVD\DUÕ�KÕUVÕ]OÕN�\DSPDN�LoLQ�NXOODQPDPDOÕVÕQÕ]� 

5. %LOJLVD\DUÕ�\DODQFÕ�úDKLWOLN�\DSPDN�LoLQ�NXOODQPDPDOÕVÕQÕ]���|UQH÷LQ��VDKWH�ORJ�GRV\DODUÕ� 

6. hFUHWLQL�|GHPHGL÷LQL]�OLVDQVOÕ�ELOJLVD\DU�SURJUDPODUÕQÕ�NXOODQPD\ÕQÕ]�YH�YH\D�NRS\DODPD\ÕQÕ]� 

7. %DúNDODUÕQÕQ�ELOJLVD\DU�ND\QDNODUÕQÕ�L]LQVL]�\D�GD�NDUúÕOÕNVÕ]�NXOODQPDPDOÕVÕQÕ]� 

8. %DúNDODUÕQÕQ�ELOJLVD\DU�oÕNWÕODUÕQÕ�NHQGLQL]H�PDO�HWPHPHOLVLQL]� 

9. <D]GÕ÷ÕQÕ]� SURJUDPODUÕQ� \D� GD� GL]D\QÕQÕ� \DSWÕ÷ÕQÕ]� VLVWHPOHULQ� WRSOXPVDO� VRQXoODUÕQÕ� J|]� |Qünde 

EXOXQGXUPDOÕVÕQÕ]� 

10. %LOJLVD\DUÕQÕ]Õ�KHU�]DPDQ�VD\JÕ�NXUDOODUÕ�oHUoHYHVLQGH�NXOODQPDOÕ�YH�GL÷HU�LQVDQODUD�VD\JÕ�GX\PDOÕVÕQÕ]�´ 

x  

1.4 (÷LWLPGH�HWLN 

x  

7HNQRORMLQLQ�LQVDQ�KD\DWÕQD�JLUPHVL�KHU�QH�NDGDU�WHNQRORMLGHQ�\DUDUODQPD�DPDFÕ\OD�JHUoHNOHúPLúVH�GH�N|W��DPDoOar 

LoLQ� NXOODQÕPÕ� WRSOXP� G�]HQLQL� ER]XFX� VRQXoODU� GR÷XUPDNWDGÕU�� %X� \�]GHQ� ELOJLVD\DU� HWL÷LQLQ� |QFHOLNOH� H÷LWLP�

VLVWHPLQGH�GDKD�ID]OD�\HU�DOPDVÕ�YH�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�EX�NRQX\X�HWNLOL�ELU�úHNLOGH�|÷UHQPHOHUL�VD÷ODQPDOÕGÕU��2GDEDúÕ�YH�

8\VDO���������%X�H÷LWLPL�YHULUNHQ�ELOJLVD\DU�HWL÷L�LOH�ELOLúLP�HWL÷L�YH�LQWHUQHW�HWL÷L�JLEL�LOJLOL�NDYUDPODUÕQ�|÷UHWLOPHVL�

YH� HWLN� LKODOLQL� ROXúWXUDQ� GXUXPODUD� \|QHOLN� IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷ÕQ� VD÷ODQPDVÕ� YH� HWLN� GÕúÕ� GDYUDQÕúODUÕQ� |Q�QH� JHoLOPHVL�

JHUHNPHNWHGLU��2GDEDúÕ�YH�8\VDO�������� 

Ben-JacoE� ������� $PHULND� %LUOHúLN� 'HYOHWOHUL¶QGH� �QLYHUVLWH� |÷UHQFLOHUL� LOH� \DSWÕ÷Õ� DUDúWÕUPD� VRQXoODUÕQD� J|UH�

ELOJLVD\DU�HWL÷LQH�\|QHOLN�WXWXP�YH�ELOJL�LOH�LOJLOL�LKWL\Do�GX\XODQ�ED]Õ�GXUXPODU�EHOLUOHQPLúWLU��%X�GXUXPODU�DúD÷ÕGD�

VÕUDODQPÕúWÕU� 

1. (WL÷L�NDYUDPD�YH�LOJLOL�ELOJLVD\DU�YH�ELOJLVD\DUOD�LOHWLúLP�VLVWHPOHULQL�NDSVD\DQ�W�P�VRV\DO�YH�\DVDO�NRQXODUÕ�

bilme. 

2. %LOJLVD\DU� HWL÷LQLQ� ELOJLVD\DU� ELOLPOHUL�� JHQHO� H÷LWLP� ELOLPOHUL� YH� �QLYHUVLWH� |QFHVL� H÷LWLP�P�IUHGDWODUÕQD�

entegre edilmesi. 

3. 2QOLQH�H÷LWLPH�NDWÕOPDGDQ�|QFH�HWLN�NRQXODUÕQÕ�ELOPH� 
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/LWHUDW�U�LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH�H÷LWLPGH�ELOJLVD\DU�HWL÷LQLQ�QH�GHUHFH�DQODúÕOGÕ÷Õ� LOH�LOJLOL�ELU�WDNÕP�YHULOHU�EXOXQPDNWDGÕU��

.D\D� YH� 'XUPXú� ������� DUDúWÕUPDODUÕQGD� NÕ]ODUÕQ� HUNHNOHUH� J|UH� ��� VÕQÕIODUÕQ� LVH� ��� VÕQÕIODUD� J|UH� ELOJLVD\DU�

kulODQÕPÕQGD� GDKD� HWLN� GDYUDQGÕNODUÕ� EXOJXVXQD� HULúLOPLúWLU�� %X� GXUXPXQ� GDKD� ID]OD� ELOJLVD\DU� YH� LQWHUQHW�

NXOODQÕPÕQGDQ�ND\QDNODQGÕ÷Õ�G�ú�Q�OP�úW�U� 

(UGHP� ������� YH� 8\VDO� ������¶ÕQ� DUDúWÕUPDODUÕQGD� GD� ELOJLVD\DU� HWL÷LQLQ� ED\DQODUGD� HUNHNOHUH� J|UH� GDKD� ID]OD�

oOGX÷X�EXOJXVXQD�XODúÕOPÕúWÕU��*H]JLQ�YH�dXKDGDU��������LVH�EHQ]HU�RODUDN�LQWHUQHW�HWL÷L�NRQXVXQGD�ED\DQODUÕQ�GDKD�

ID]OD�IDUNÕQGDOÕN�J|VWHUGL÷L�EXOJXVXQD�XODúPÕúWÕU� 

%DúND�ELU�DUDúWÕUPD\D�J|UH�LVH�|÷UHQFLOHUL�HWLN�GÕúÕ�GDYUDQÕúODUD�LWHQ�HQ�E�\�N�VHEHS�oHYUH YH�DUNDGDúODUÕQ�HWNLVLGLU��

%LULOHULQLQ� ]DUDU� J|UPH\HFH÷LQH� YH� \DNDODQPD\DFD÷ÕQD� RODQ� LQDQo� LVH� EDúND� ELU� VHEHSWLU�� dDOÕúPDGD� HWLN� GÕúÕ�

GDYUDQÕúODUÕQ� H÷LWLPOL� DLOHOHULQ� oRFXNODUÕQGD� GDKD� D]� J|U�OG�÷�� EXOJXVXQD� XODúÕOPÕúWÕU�� <LQH� oDOÕúPDGD� HWLN�

NRQXODUÕQGD� H÷LWLP� DOPÕú� RODQ� NLúLOHULQ� H÷LWLP� DOPDPÕú� RODQODUD� QD]DUDQ� GDKD� HWNLQ� YH� ELOLQoOL� FHYDSODU� YHUGL÷L�

J|U�OP�ú�YH�HWLNOH� LOJLOL�H÷LWLP�YHULOPHVLQLQ�HWLN�GDYUDQÕúODU�VHUJLOHPH�H÷LOLPLQGH�DUWÕú� VD÷ODGÕ÷ÕQÕ�J|VWHUPHNWHGLU�

�g]SÕQDU��.D]DVNHUR÷OX�YH�g]�������� 

ÜlNHPL]GH�ELOJLVD\DU� HWL÷L� NRQXVXQGD� JHOHFH÷LQ�ELOJLVD\DU� |÷UHWPHQOHUL� RODQ�%LOJLVD\DU� YH�g÷UHWLP�7HNQRORMLOHUL�

g÷UHWPHQOL÷L�%|O�P�QGH�\DSÕODQ�DUDúWÕUPD�VRQXoODUÕQD�J|UH�LVH�HWL÷LQ�H÷LWLPGH�\HWHULQFH�\HU�DOPDGÕ÷Õ�J|U�OP�úW�U��

$UDúWÕUPD� NDSVDPÕQGD� XODúÕODELOHQ� ��� �QLYHUVLWHGHQ� VDGHFH� LNLVLQGH� VHoPHOL� RODUDN� %LOJLVD\DU� (WL÷L� GHUVL�

verilmektedir. (Kuzu ve Becit, 2008). 

2. Sonuç 

<DSÕODQ�DUDúWÕUPDODUGD�J|U�O�\RU�NL�J�QO�N�KD\DWWD�ELOJLVD\DU�NXOODQÕPÕQÕQ�KHU�JHoHQ�J�Q�GDKD�GD�DUWPDVÕ�ELOJLVD\DU�

HWL÷LQLQ�LKODOLQL�GH DUWÕUPDNWDGÕU��d�QN��ELOJLVD\DU�WHNQRORMLVL��RQXQ�NXOODQÕPÕ\OD�LOJLOL�YHULOHQ�H÷LWLPGHQ�GDKD�KÕ]OÕ�

ELU�úHNLOGH�ELUH\OHULQ�KD\DWÕQD�JLUPHNWHGLU��%X�\�]GHQ�ELOJLVD\DU�HWL÷L�LOH�LOJLOL�ELUH\OHULQ�ELOLQoOHQGLUPH�oDOÕúPDODUÕ�

GDKD�JHQLú� NLWOHOHUH� \D\ÕOPDOÕ�� EX�NRQXGD� VDGHFH� UHVPL� NXUXPODUGDQ�GH÷LO�� GL÷HU� UHVPL�ROPD\DQ� NXUXOXúODUGDQ�GD�

\DUDUODQÕOPDVÕ� JHUHNPHNWHGLU�� (÷LWLPLQ� WHPHOLQLQ� DLOHGH� DWÕOGÕ÷Õ� J|]� |Q�QGH� EXOXQGXUXOXUVD� HWLN� NRQXVXQGD� HQ�

|QHPOL� J|UHYLQ� LVH� DLOHOHUH� G�úW�÷�� YH� ELUH\OHULQ� HWLN� NRQXVXQGD� ELOLQoOHQPHOHULQLQ� GDKD� HWNLOL� ELU� úHNLOGH�

JHUoHNOHúPHVL�LoLQ�DLOHOHULQGH�EX�NRQXGD�IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷ÕQÕQ�DUWÕUÕOPDVÕ�YH�H÷LWLOPHVL�|QHULOPHNWHGLU� 
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Abstract 

E-portfolios have a greater potential to alter higher education at its very core than any other technology. E-portfolios serve as an 
alternative evaluation of the learners' educational improvements. Universities would favor better information about what 
employers' thoughts about e-portfolios, what they would like as evidence about students skills, how employers think they should 
be structured and the formats they would prefer. E-portfolios can also be helpful in searching for jobs and employees. Since an e-
portfolio includes information about the learner professional skills. With the cooperation between universities and other formal 
recruitments, human resources can be managed through easy tools for seeking and employing youth 
 
Key words: Electronic Portfolio; Higher Education; Arab Universities; Employability 

Introduction: 

     The use of electronic portfolios in higher education has begun to receive increasing attention. Institutions such as 
the American Association of Colleges and Universities have focused on Portfolios in courses, programs, learning 
outcomes, and student evaluation. Colleges of Education, have a long history of accreditation reviews and standards 
for content areas as well as professional standards for teachers. Funding issues and competition in the college market 
are driving Colleges of Education to gather data in large quantities that showcase their graduates for future 
employment opportunities (Franklin, 2005). Electronic Portfolios serve as a mean of authentic assessment to 
demonstrate a teacher’s proficiency as well as students. 

In the Arab world, unfortunately, educational institutions still lack some of the basic skills and knowledge needed to 
work with technology in their classrooms, to model the effective use of technology, and give opportunities to their 
students to show and gain skills that qualified them to increase their employability, while electronic portfolio with 
its different types allow flexibility so that the teacher can measure a specific skill of his own students. The portfolio 
assessment is the systematic collection of the student’s work measured against predetermined scoring criteria. These 
criteria may include scoring guides, rubrics, or rating scales (O’Mailley & Pierce in Gomez, 2000). 

Some emerging research suggests that electronic portfolios can help students learn how to develop their identities as 
being professionals (Alvarez & Moxley, 2004; Schatz & Simon, 1999; Schatz, 2004). Thus portfolios can be applied 
in the educational settings for a variety of purposes such as evaluation and assessment, career development, and for 
demonstrating students’ learning experience and growth over time.  

2. Definition of Electronic Portfolio:   
Electronic portfolio can be: digital presentations of skills and competences, online records of achievement, 

and action plans with opportunities for reflection; all these have been in use in education for nearly a decade. Tools 
and systems built for these purposes are now numerous. Many institutions view the electronic portfolio as a 
replacement for traditional high stake assessment, the object of the exercise being coverage of all standards and 
criteria. In some institutions, the emphasis on enhancing online résumés, really misses out being on major benefits 
of the electronic portfolio such as, ‘power in the process’ and reflective thought leading to deep learning. You do 
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obtain tangible products throughout the ‘process,’ examples include online résumés; however intangible products 
are arguably more important in a system designed to facilitate learning (Tosh & Werdmuller. 2004). 

Electronic portfolio can be used more than an assessment or learning tool, it can be used as a life-long 
learning and collaborating tool. In this point of view, many definitions take place in the literature. However, there is 
a distinction between electronic and digital portfolio: an Electronic Portfolio contains artifacts that may be in analog 
form, such as a video tape, or may be in computer-readable form; in a Digital Portfolio, all artifacts have been 
transformed into computer-readable form. An electronic portfolio is not a haphazard collection of artifacts (i.e., a 
digital scrapbook or a multimedia presentation) but rather a reflective tool that demonstrates growth over time 
(Barrett, 2000).  The National Learning Infrastructure Initiative (NLII, 2004) defined electronic portfolio as: a 
collection of authentic and diverse evidence, drawn from a larger archive representing what a person or organization 
has learned over time on which the person or organization has reflected, and designed for presentation to one or 
more audiences for a particular rhetorical purpose.  

Cooper & Love (2001) defined portfolio in general as an organized compilation of artifacts that 
demonstrates learning and achievement and includes exegesis that articulates relevance and meaning. While Barrett 
(2005) defined electronic portfolio as the uses of electronic technologies as a container, allowing students/teachers 
to collect and organize portfolio artifacts in many media types (audio, video, graphics, text); and using hypertext 
links to organize the material, connecting evidence to appropriate outcomes, goals or standards. 

In overall, types of information might be stored in electronic portfolio, may shape its definition, Banks 
(2004) stated types of information that electronic portfolio can contain: 
 

Table 1: Electronic portfolio content (Banks, 2004. P. 6) 
 

Type Examples 

Coursework  
 

Ranging from brief notes to extensive assignments. 
May be in any medium, for example, text, images, 
sound, video. May be school homework, college 
assignments. 
 

Assessment work 
 

May include diagnostic, formative and summative 
assessments. 
 

Other pieces of work or ‘artifacts’  
 

For example, presentations, job or course 
applications, CVs. 
 

Achievement of individual learning 
outcomes 
 

May be formally or informally recorded 

Aggregated records of achievement, 
accreditation and credit towards awards 
 

Qualifications, awards (and credits towards 
awards), certificates, completion of courses. 
 

Evidence for assessment  Including evidence for assessment of prior learning 

Planning and reflection  
 

Journal entries, learning agreements, personal 
development plans, individual learning plans. 
 

Notes and annotations on other entries. 
 

Formal or informal: made by the learner, or by 
teachers, mentors. Including verification of entries. 
. 
 

Skills and competencies 
 

Taken from to a particular framework, for example, 
for a job, or informally recorded 

Outcomes of appraisals, interviews, etc. 
 

With tutor, employer, for example. 
Self-assessments and appraisals. 
Peer-assessments and appraisals      
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Images captured on the move Mobile devices, such as phones, can be used to 
capture and annotate images for an e-portfolio. 

Links between entries Pieces of work contributing to an award: planning 
to achieve particular skills, etc. 

Entries shared with peers 
E-portfolios can support peer group earning, with 
shared assignments, and commentary on each 
other’s work and ideas. 

 
 
The definition most likely for what the researcher finds out is that electronic portfolio is a web-based container 
which allows archiving, linking, collaborating, storing, and publishing student's work. 
 
3. Purposes of electronic portfolio: 

Types of electronic portfolios are different mainly in the area to which they are related according to the 
purposes of it. Electronic portfolios can be: as an assessment tool, for marketing or employment, and to document 
the growth for learners. Figure 1 presents Barrett (2005) representation for an assessment for learning continuum.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure (1): assessment for learning continuum Barrett (2005) P. 6 
The main purposes of electronic portfolio are to serve as a container for the artifacts, selected for 

representing the learners' growth, skills and products. Wolf & Dietz (1998) stated three purposes for portfolio 
according to its models: 1) Learner Portfolio 2) Assessment Portfolio, and 3) Employment Portfolio. Where Learner 
portfolios are personalized collection of teachers work and the main purpose is to advance teachers' learning and 
setting a reflection and variety of information that reflect the development of their work and their learning. 
Assessment portfolios are selective collection of teacher work and standardized assessments containing samples of 
teacher work. The primary purpose of this type of portfolio is to evaluate teacher performance. Employment 
portfolios are customized and attractive collection of information given by teachers to prospective employers; these 
portfolios contain generally a résumé and certificates. 

 
4. Types of electronic portfolio: 
     There are different types of portfolio including assessment, employment, learning, and teaching portfolios, the 
formats depend on the purpose for which it is developed (Bhattacharya and Hartnett. 2007), three types of portfolio 
are often described: a ‘learning’ portfolio which documents a student’s learning over time, a ‘credentials’ portfolio 
for registration/certification purposes, and ‘showcase portfolio’ for applying for jobs. (Duffy, Anthony, and Vickers, 
2010), while Duffy et al (2010) mentioned that Nairn et al. (2006, p.1520) identify nine different types of portfolio 
based on the definition of a portfolio as ‘a record of learning that focuses on a student’s work and his/her reflection 
on that work’.  But the most commonly electronic portfolios created by students, mentioned in Chang, Tseng, Yueh, 
and Lin (2011), are combination-based, content item-based, work-based, course unit-based, and time-based. The 
combination-based type incorporates the advantages of other tabulation types, while the content item-based and 
work-based types are better for clearly classifying data and step-by-step organization of it.  

When determining the type of portfolio to be purchased, adapted, or developed, the institution must 
question the very nature of their electronic portfolio and can be an individualized self-assessment tool that is not 
constrained by student learning outcomes or, rather, a powerful piece of the assessment equation that links artifacts 
and reflections to learning goals and objectives. (Buzzetto-More & Alade. 2008) 
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Portfolios are useful in educational contexts for both summative and formative purposes (Cooper & Love, 
2001): 1) Summative portfolios focus on learning outcomes and contain evidence that shows the range and extent of 
a student's skills. A summative portfolio demonstrates learning outcomes rather than the process of learning. If the 
intention is to assess a student's skills or knowledge then the assessment is summative, and 2) The main role of a 
formative portfolio is to show the processes of learning in which a student has engaged. If assessment is concerned 
with learning process, the assessment should be formative.  

Summative portfolio-based assessment has three main distinct forms; the competency based portfolio, the negotiated 
learning portfolio, and the biographic profile, or record of achievement. The main forms of portfolio are: 1) The 
competency-based or outcomes-based portfolio, 2) The negotiated learning portfolio, 3) The biographic portfolio as 
a record of achievement, and  4) The formative portfolio.  

5. Electronic Portfolio Components: 
An electronic portfolio is seen as comprehensive enough to include any piece of information about the 

student. Therefore there are many types of information components that could be included in an e-portfolio 
reflecting the person's accomplishments. For instance, work achievements might be included like; letters of 
recognition, awards, and certificates. Others could be concerned with professional and academic accomplishments, 
such as journal entries, articles, manuals, projects, courses descriptions, samples of effective and reflective writing, 
and significant papers. E-portfolios can also include artistic professions like artistic performances and writing 
stories. Research record is significant as well to be mentioned in e-portfolios, for example: case studies, evidence of 
data collected and evaluation form all practicum/field experiences. Resumes, professional correspondence and 
letters of reference add more specific details about the person's career. 
 
6. Electronic portfolio advantages and disadvantages: 

The advantages of electronic portfolio are beyond educational use, it can be selectively accessed by other 
interested parties like employers for instant. McNaught, Lam, & Chan, present the strengths and weaknesses of 
electronic portfolio according to its types, but it can be concluded that most of e-portfolio are relevant to how the 
students can access through Learning Management Systems or Web 2.0, while they still in general more effective 
than other assessing tools. 

 
Electronic portfolios focus more on 'authentic learning experiences' that reflect real-world's overall life. It 

help students document their work, electronic portfolios help provide better way of measuring students learning that 
would be more accurate and electronic portfolios help educational institutions communicate with 'today's 
undergraduates' whose life is based more on technology and internet. (Reese and Levy. 2009)  
      
Duffy, Anthony and Vickers (2010) summarized those advantages and disadvantages of Electronic portfolios, some 
of these advantages are: 
1. The links are an advantage in a range of materials, with ease of access to the linked resources and the richness of 
the resulting student portfolio, but the student focus group was not convinced of the added value to what might be 
termed ‘hypertext learning style’. 
2. Specific e-portfolio packages provide template tools that may encourage a better output; for example, a CV 
builder. There are also tools and templates that may aid reflective practice; for example, the templates for skills 
analysis and training needs 
3. E-portfolio tools and the capacity of some packages to produce different portfolios may be an advantage in 
meeting various distinct objectives of portfolio production, including evidence of achievement and of reflection and 
of progress. 
4. Specific e-portfolio packages may have an additional advantage in the generation of web folios (portfolios on the 
web) and different versions of portfolios for different audiences; however, students have to be persuaded these are 
necessary. 
5. Some PDP e-portfolio packages also support placement management but only one e-portfolio package we found 
was specifically designed both for placement management and placement portfolio building. 
 
While the disadvantages where: 
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1) There may be cost, buy-in and take-up problems of e-portfolios for placement where they are not in widespread 
and successful use in a university before their introduction to portfolio assessment in placement. 
2) E-portfolios may have practical problems for some placements, owing to remote access to network drives and 
employer ‘buy-in’.  
3) Template-based e-portfolios may become too restrictive for many students as they get more skilled at writing 
reflectively and at constructing portfolios. I 
4) Students may find it unwieldy to use the e-portfolio package for placement if it gets heavily populated with 
‘assets’ as part of a progress file from school through university to the workplace. Generic e-portfolios have to be 
populated with assets or attributes that have to be drawn down in different combinations on different forms for 
different purposes and there is some evidence that students do not find this sufficiently flexible. They prefer to use 
common tools to construct what they want when they want it. These tools are easier to use remotely and where no 
local area networks are accessible. The materials produced by common tools may be easier for the author to retain 
ownership of, post-university. 
5) If the institution has decided to implement a system to support PDP, then it is sensible to consider using it in 
placement; however, students appear to value the paper product, and some employers will only look at a paper 
version, or at least one that can be simply emailed.  
 
7. Tools and Open sources for electronic portfolios: 

Open sources may give a solution; they can be integrated in Learning Management Systems (LMS), some 
of these open sources are worldwide adopted by universities, such as: 
 Sakai: The Sakai Project began in 2004 when Stanford, Michigan, Indiana, MIT and Berkeley, US, began building 
a common Courseware Management System and now it is the choice of over 160 educational institutions. The 
software enables users to design, publish, share and view portfolios of work. It can create structures to help users 
reflect on their learning and development. Summative feedback and export report facilities are also included in the 
system (http://sakaiproject.org) 

Mahara: Funded by New Zealand’s Tertiary Education Commission’s e-learning Collaborative 
Development Fund, Mahara was a collaborative venture in 2006, involving Massey University, Auckland University 
of Technology, The Open Polytechnic of New Zealand, and Victoria University of Wellington. It enables users to 
collect, reflect on and share achievements and development online. It features a weblog, résumé builder and social 
networking system, connecting users and creating online learner communities. The system can be used with Moodle. 
The software was the winner of New Zealand Open Source Awards 2008 ( http://mahara.org/) 

Elgg: is an award-winning open source social networking engine that provides a robust framework on 
which to build all kinds of social environments, from a campus wide social network for your university, school or 
college or an internal collaborative platform for your organization through to a brand-building communications tool 
for your company and its clients (http://elgg.org) 

The table below, shows the most recommended products that help in creating electronic portfolios (Himpsl 
and Baumgartner. 2009) 
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Table 3: The most recommendable products 

Product Provider Type license 
Drupal ED Funnymonkey I OS 
Elgg Curverider A OS 
Epsilen BehNeem LLC M PU 
Exabis Exabis Internet Solutions L OS 
Factline Factline Webservices GmbH I P 
Fronter Fronter International L, I U 
Mahara eCDF New Zealand M OS 
Movable Type Six Apart I OS 
PebblePad Pebble Learning Ltd M PU 
Sakai The Sakai Foundation L, I OS 
Taskstream Taskstream Inc M, I PU 
Wordpress Aoutomattic A OS 

Key to column “type”: • M: E-Portfolio-Management-Software products deliberately offered to institutions as E-
Portfolio software) • L: LMS/LCMS with integrated E-Portfolio functions (“learning platform“ with E-Portfolio 
elements) • I: integrated systems respectively software families 
(various CMS with rather “indirectly“ possible Portfolio functions) • A: other systems, respectively kinds of 
software 
Key to column “license”:  • OS: open-source • P: commercial with all-inclusive offer • U: commercial with licenses 
per user • PU: commercial with a combination of P and U 
 
8. Electronic Portfolio and Employability: 
     Employers seeks the most convenient manpower, electronic portfolio can represents what the graduates' skills 
are. In Canada and the USA, individual student portfolios are the preferred methods for recording employability 
skills (Little, 2003). Universities would favour better information about what employers' thoughts about electronic 
portfolios, what they would like as evidence about the students skills, how employers think they should be structured 
and the formats they would prefer. Some universities offer web-based portfolios to students so they can manage 
their own portfolios, but to be effective students need guidance from careers services and/or academic staff to 
complete these (Precision Consultancy, 2007).  
 9. Conclusions: 

By way of concluding, it can be said that e-portfolios serve as an alternative evaluation of the learners' 
educational improvements. In other words, they include learners' academic accomplishments and learning 
achievements; which, on their turn, reflect the kind of skills that have been acquired by the learner throughout the 
educational process. Thus, educators will be able to evaluate their students and come up with an almost detailed 
documentary' of the learner's outcomes. 
E-portfolios can also be helpful in searching for jobs and even in looking for employees. Since an e-portfolio 
includes information about the professional skills of the learner, it would work as a representative summary of the 
job seeker. However, there must be a sense of cooperation between the learning management systems and 
employers, in the sense that e-portfolios will be used as web-based sources through the open sources; and then 
employers will have the opportunity to search the web looking for their man power. 
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Abstract 

This study aimed to explore junior high school students’ learning attitudes and effectiveness through employing Microsoft 
Live@edu to assist in teaching Chinese reading. Quasi-experimental approach was used and a total of 63 8th grade students were 
divided into the experimental group (N=32) and control group (N=31). The collected data were analyzed with descriptive 
statistics, paired t-test, one-sample t-test, multiple regression, and ANCOVA. The results of the study show that the students’ 
reading attitude was enhanced in terms of cognition, affection, behavior, interaction, and reflection through using Microsoft 
Live@edu to assist in teaching Chinese reading. Regarding the reading learning effectiveness, the scores of the post-test are 
higher than the pre-test for both groups. The scores of the students in the experimental group are higher than of the control group. 
Finally, the students in the experimental group show greater progress in discussions and feedback and analysis of Chinese 
readings.  
 
Keywords: Live@edu cloud platform, learning effectiveness, reading instruction, web-based assisted learning 

Introduction 

In early December 2010, the PISA Programme for International Student Assessment) reading assessment report 
was released, 15-year-old boys’ reading literacy in Taiwan ranked the last among the three Chinese-Mandarin 
speaking countries and regions. This result not only alerts reading education in Taiwan but also dropped a shocker 
showing the reading education between Taiwan junior high school students and International reading literacy has a 
massive gap. At the teaching site, the researchers observed that most of the students like surfing the Internet, the 
computer seems to have become an indispensable tool in the student’s life. Thus, the researchers believe that if the 
Internet can be used to carry out the teaching of reading and enhance students reading motivation, attitude, and 
effectiveness, Internet will become the key of the auxiliary reading education. In order to explore the influence and 
effectiveness of implementing the online teaching platform on reading Instruction, the Microsoft Live@edu platform 
was used to assist in reading instruction, and PISA tests were used as teaching contents. Thus, the purposes of the 
study are to explore the teaching process of using Microsoft Live@edu platform, to analyze its influence on junior 
high school students’ reading attitude and learning effectiveness and to compare the students’ learning effectiveness 
of Microsoft Live@edu platform instruction and traditional reading instruction, as well as to investigate the 
relationship between learning attitude and learning effectiveness through using Microsoft Live@edu platform. 

Literature Review 

In 2006, the International Reading Literacy Study (progress in international reading literacy study, PIRLS) 
defined reading literacy as cultivating reading understanding and mastering written language ability, being able to 
construct meanings from a wide range of articles, learning from reading, participating in school reading community 
activities and obtaining joy from reading. Pan (2008) also proposed culture, creativity, and communication, as the 3 
core values for reading. As a result, reading should enable students to read various types of materials, in accordance 
with the order of reading comprehension process and use their own life experiences to cultivate basic reading 
literacy and problem-solving skills, thereby enhancing their interest in reading and to build their own reading values.  

Regarding studies on exploring reading learning attitudes and reading learning effectiveness, Brown (2011), 
Burrows (2012) and Rojas-Drummond (2012) found there was a significant increase on students’ reading 
effectiveness through different reading instructions. Chang (2004) pointed out that attitude is an individual holds a 
persistent and consistent behavior tendency toward people and things, including behavioral, emotional and cognitive 
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tendency. Wigfield & Guthrie (1997) suggested that there was a link between reading attitude and reading 
motivation. Students’ positive learning attitude can be increased through assisting them to obtain the sense of 
achievements and satisfaction of reading learning (Hsu, Hsu, &Wang, 2008).  Sun & Lin (2007) state that Internet 
learning is based on learning theory with emphasis on the use of information and communication technology, 
eliminating the learning time and space constraints, and providing learners situational teaching. Online learning can 
construct a digital scenario to improve learning motivation and effectiveness through autonomous learning, 
interactive and innovative learning, simulative learning, and accumulative learning. Therefore, internet-assisted 
instruction can provide students with vivid teaching contents, shared teaching resources, and various learning styles.   

In our study, reading effectiveness refers to students can accurately understand the meanings of the articles and 
link their prior knowledge to generate additional understanding through reading teaching activities. Some previous 
studies indicate that students’ reading learning effectiveness can be significantly enhanced through internet-assisted 
learning (Zorigian, 2009; Ismail et al, 2011; Ivory, 2011; Zaid, 2011). Thus, this study aims to explore the effects of 
integrating Microsoft Live@edu cloud platform with cooperative learning for assisting in teaching Chinese reading 
for junior high school students.  

Methods 

This study adopts quasi-experimental design with purposive sampling. A total of 63 8th grade students 
participated in the study and were divided into the experimental group (n=32) and the control group (n=31).  The 
Microsoft Live@edu cloud platform was used in the experimental group and traditional in-class reading instruction 
was used in the control group. The Reading Attitude Learning Scale contains cognitive, affective, behavioural, and 
overall domains. The learning satisfaction questionnaire contains teaching method, quality of learning, learning 
interaction, learning assessment, learning reflection, and overall performance.  The 5-point Likert scale was used in 
both scale and questionnaire. The content validity of the both scale and questionnaire were established by two 
experts in the related fields. PISA 2006 reading test questions were modified by the researchers and then used as the 
pre- and post-tests in this study. The content validity of the modified PISA reading tests was also verified by four 
senior Chinese teachers. Live@edu cloud platform provides learners an online space for storing and retrieving 
information and data freely through SkyDrive, Office, Messenger, Hotmail, and so on. The SkyDrive of 
Microsoft@edu cloud platform was used to conduct reading instruction in this study. Figure 1 shows the entry page 
of SkyDrive of Live@edu cloud platform. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 
 
 
      Fig. 1 The entry page of SkyDrive of Live@edu cloud platform 
 

Collected quantitative data were analysed by descriptive statistics, one-sample t-test, paired sample t-test, 
multiple regression, and ANCOVA. Qualitative data includes teaching reflection, students’ reflections, group 
discussions, and abstracts of reading assignments.  
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Results and Discussions 

The result of the pre-test and post-test scores of the experimental group analyzed by paired-sample t-test 
reached the significant level, p=.000<.05, indicating the students of the experimental group have made significant 
progress on reading through the Live@edu cloud platform learning and instruction. In addition, the pre-test scores of 
the PISA reading test questions were treated as covariates, the post-test scores of the PISA reading test questions 
were treated as the dependent variable, and groups were treated as the independent variables in the ANOCVA. The 
results of ANCOVA show that the learning effectiveness of the experimental group is better than the control group 
(p=.027<.05), indicating Live@edu cloud platform can effectively provide the experimental group students a 
communication platform to share and discuss ideas, questions, thoughts, and reflections and thus to enhance their 
abilities in obtaining useful information to improve their reading  effectiveness.   

Table 1: Results of one-sample t test of the students’ reading attitude scale  

Domain Test value=3 
t df Sig. (two-tailed) 

Cognitive 9.16*** 31 .000 
Affective 5.73*** 31 .000 

Behavioral 6.37*** 31 .000 
Overall  8.31*** 31 .000 

***p<.001 
Table 1 shows the results of one-sample t test of the students’ reading attitude scale. The four domains of the 

reading attitude scale obtained p=.000<.05, indicating the experimental group students have made a significant 
progress on cognitive, affective, behavioral, and overall performance.   

 
                 Table 2: Results of one-sample t test of the students’ learning satisfaction 

Domain Test value=3 
t df Sig. (two-tailed) 

Teaching Method 10.17*** 31 .000 
Quality of Learning 8.11*** 31 .000 
Learning Interaction 6.65*** 31 .000 
Learning Assessment 5.58*** 31 .000 
Learning Reflection 6.68*** 31 .000 
Overall performance 8.45*** 31 .000 

                            ***p<.001 

Table 2 shows the results of one-sample t test of the experimental group students’ learning satisfaction for the 
five domains. All the five domains obtained p value of .000<.05, indicating the students have made a significant 
progress in areas of teaching method, quality of learning, learning interaction, learning assessment, learning 
reflection, and overall performance.  

Table 3: Results of Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient on the four factors 

 Learning Effectiveness of 
Reading Reading Attitude 

Reading Attitude .473** - 
Learning Satisfaction .435* .649*** 

*p<.05   **p<.01  ***p<.001 
 

Table 3 shows the results of Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient on the four factors of reading, 
including learning satisfaction, learning effectiveness of reading, and reading attitude.  The results show that there 
are significantly positive correlations among reading attitude, learning satisfaction, and learning effectiveness of 
reading, suggesting that the higher the students' reading attitude, learning, the higher the learning effectiveness . 
Also, the results of multiple regression analysis show that reading attitude obtained positive value of ȕ���LQGLFDWLQJ�
learning effectiveness of reading  can be positively predicted by the reading attitude.  
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Additionally, the results of teaching reflections show that there are more errors on the abstracts and contents of 
reflection writing in the early stage of the experiment. After providing writing guidance to the students, the students 
have made significant progress on both the abstract and content of reflection writing. After the three rounds of 
experimental teaching, the students’ reading comprehension ability and effectiveness are significantly progressed 
through online reading learning. Finally, compared to the tradition reading instruction, the results of Live@edu 
cloud platform learning show the students have learned more and learned efficiently through student-teacher 
discussions and interactions and peer feedback on the platform. The students also pointed out that their reading 
ability has been improved and the frequencies of interacting with classmates have been increased as well, indicating 
implementing the Live@edu cloud platform to reading instruction is interesting and successful.  

 

Conclusion & Suggestions 

(1) Conclusion 
The results of this study show that the students had significant progress on their reading scores through 

Live@edu cloud platform assisted learning, which is in accordance with findings of studies by Zorigian, 2009, 
Ismail, 2011, Ivory,  2011, and Zaid, 2011. Compared with the traditional instruction of Chinese reading, the 
students’ learning effectiveness of the Live@edu cloud platform group is significantly higher than the traditional 
reading instruction group. In terms of reading learning attitude, the experimental group students show significant 
positive reading attitude and learning satisfaction after the experimental teaching. That is, Live@edu cloud platform 
assisted Chinese reading learning can effectively enhance the students’ reading attitude and learning satisfaction. 
Additionally, the experimental group students show a significantly positive correlation between reading learning 
attitude and reading achievement, indicating the more positive the learning attitude, the higher the reading learning 
outcomes. Finally, the contents of the reading summaries of the students in the Live@edu cloud platform-assisted 
group are more substantial than the traditional teaching group.  
 
(2) Suggestions 

In order to reduce the instructor’s teaching load, a reading teaching social network can be established to 
provide a forum for teaching related subjects discussion, modification, and thus to construct an ideal reading 
teaching model to enhance students’ learning interest in Chinese reading. In addition, the instructor should 
strengthen the group discussions and feedback, so that the students can obtain feedback and suggestions to increase 
their reading comprehension. Finally, when errors of the Live@edu cloud platform occur,  the instructor should 
make a quick report to Microsoft in Taiwan, so that network administrators can provide immediate assistance and to 
improve the function of the platform and thus the students can obtain better learning outcomes. 
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Abstract 

This research studied the effect of integration of information and communication technology (ICT) in classroom for enhancing 
21st century learning skills which included collaboration, communication, information literacy, media literacy, and ICT literacy.  
In this study, based on learning theories and student-centered approach, integration of ICT included four effective functions; 
dynamic content presentation, information access, creation and sharing, interaction and reflection.  Seven educational technology 
experts evaluated these functions by an assessment tool.  The evaluation showed that the integration was appropriated.  The 
integration was then applied into teaching and learning process throughout the course to study the effect.  69 undergraduate 
students and 22 graduate students in two different 4-months courses were target studied.  The students were assessed themselves 
by a 21st century learning skill assessment tool before and after courses.  The results showed that integration of ICT in classroom 
could enhance the 21st century learning skills for both undergraduate and graduate levels significantly with high effect size. 
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Introduction 

In the 21st century, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) accelerates global competition and 
collaboration.  Information, knowledge and innovation drive and reshape the industrial economy, businesses and 
workplaces.  Advanced economies need people who can adapt and contribute to organizations, products, and 
processes and also have skills to keep learning and adjusting to change (Kay, 2010).  The Partnership for the 21st 
century skills (2009) also proposed that the students in today’s world must have the essential skills to be successful 
in the 21st century life and workplace, such as information, media and technology skills, communication and 
collaboration skills, and critical thinking and problem solving skills.  

Thailand also recognized the importance of the above subject.  Therefore, the reform of education was enacted 
by The National Education Act issued in 1999.  The Act provided principles and challenging guidelines for the 
provision and development of Thai education in order to prepare all Thai students for a learning society, leading to 
advanced economies.  The educational reform thus focused on learning process and utilization of technologies in 
education essentially to improve quality of teaching and learning (Office of the National Education Commission, 
2004).  After this Act, many organizations and institutes have ICT master plans for reforming learning process and 
utilization of technologies for education.  Effective ICT is very necessary to be successful not only in studying but 
also in careers and lifelong learning (Stacey, Smith, & Barty, 2004).  A great number of researches also confirmed 
that the usage of ICT in teaching and learning could enhance student skills in many ways, for example thinking 
ability, self-direction, self-regulation, communication and collaboration skills (Yang, 2009; Jou & Lin, 2012; 
Sitzmann, Bell, Kraiger, & Kanar, 2009; Enriquez,  2010; Ian, 2010; Li, 2010; Irwin, Ball, Desbrow & Leveritt, 
2012; Punya, Chris & Danah, 2013). With ICT, students are able to access, share, analyze, and present information 
gained from a variety of sources and in many different ways.  The use of ICT provides opportunities for students to 
work both collaboratively and independently.  Therefore, the role of ICT within the curriculum is not only to 
enhance the learning experiences of students but also to help them develop the skills essentially to participate 
effectively for working in group, and developing team spirit, cohesion, and social values.  

Nevertheless, the report from Office of the Education Council (2011) showed that the skills of university 
graduates weren’t suitable for the workplace and the changing of ICT organization even though the latest survey in 
2008 about the use of ICT in academic from National Statistical Office (2009) found that percentage of using ICT in 
higher education was really high compared with other academic levels.  The survey also stated that only 26.9% of 
teachers used ICT in the classroom and used ICT just 9.6 hour/weeks for presenting contents.  Moreover, the result 
from synthesis of online learning research in Thai’s higher education between 1999 to 2009 (Pheeraphan & 
Sompong, 2011) also found that researches mainly focused on the development of learning outcomes through 
learning achievement (89.47%), and slightly focused on critical thinking and problem solving (12.28%), self-
directed learning (4.38%) and collaboration (1.75), respectively. 

Therefore, enhancement of the 21st century learning skills for Thai higher education by integration of ICT in 
classroom is necessary and important to be investigated.    

Objective 

The research was to study the effect of integration of information and communication technology in classroom 
for enhancing the 21st century learning skills which included collaboration, communication, information literacy, 
media literacy, and ICT literacy. 

Literature review 

In the 21st century, an ICT-driven age, students are expected to become productive digital people, to effectively 
learn for a lifetime, to have higher order thinking skills, to have collaboration and communication skills with others, 
and to become competent in technology use (information literacy, media literacy, and ICT literacy) (Kay, 2010).   

ICT is one of powerful tools to utilize 21st century skills (Pearlman, 2010).  However, providing available 
technologies does not help to change teaching methods or the level of learning outcomes.  Effective use of ICT 
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integration in classroom requires appropriate pedagogies.  Pedagogies of ICT integration not only can enhance 
learning but also can have the potential to transform learning.  Effective integration of ICT provide tools and 
environments that support active learning, exploring and experimenting, thinking and working creatively, 
constructing and creating new knowledge, reflecting and planning, using feedback and self-assessment, 
communicating with others, supporting and developing collaborative projects, working interactively in classroom 
and public.  Therefore, integration of ICT into teaching and learning process will empower teachers to focus on (1) 
student-centered approach, (2) active and interactive learning, (3) connecting with learner experiences and needs, 
and (4) development of critical and ethical understandings of the value of the use of ICT (Ministerial Council on 
Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs, 2005).  Researches also showed that learning theories 
(behavior, cognition, constructivist, and socially situated learning) and student-centered methods (active learning, 
project-based learning, and collaborative learning) can be a catalyst to incorporate digital literacy in an effective way 
(McDougall & Boyle, 2004; Watson, 2006; Woollard, 2005, Holmes & Gardner, 2006).  Therefore, approaches to 
ICT integration in teaching and learning were subsequently described of different ways with varying degrees of 
success.  Therefore, integrating ICT approach in a particular subject can assist pedagogy on types of objectives set 
for teaching-learning and evaluation.  This approach is useful to enhance ICT literacy skills and the underlying 
pedagogy allows students to further develop essential skills based on learning environment (Khirwadkar, 2007), see 
Fig. 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 Research Framework 

However, when teachers have to integrate ICT in classroom, some teachers may feel stressed trying to keep up 
with ICT and also struggle in using ICT.  They have had neither the preparation nor the support that enables them to 
stay out of the trap. It’s just because that they think of ICT in terms of nouns (PowerPoint, Youtube, or Facebook), 
not in terms of verbs (presenting, sharing, and communicating) (Fisher & Frey, 2010).  Therefore, in this research, 
functions of technology were focused on for integration of ICT in classroom more rather than just the tools or forms 
of technology. 

Research methodology 

 This study was divided into 2 phases as shown below. 
 

Phase I: Studying the integration of ICT into classroom on the 21st century learner skills for higher education.  
The tasks could be listed as follows.  
1. Analyzing the learning theories and the student-centered methods to be used for integration of ICT 

in classroom.  
2. Analyzing the ICT pedagogical principles and the characteristics of contemporary technology that 

teachers and students familiar with.  
3. Defining the scope of the 21st century skills.  
4. Developing the integration of ICT into the classroom.  
5. Assessing the integration of ICT by the ICT experts via assessment tool.  
Determining Index of Consistency (IOC) used to evaluate the consensus of the experts’ opinion 

 
Phase II: Studying the effect of integration of ICT into classroom for enhancing the 21st century learning skills 

for higher education.  The tasks could be listed as follows. 
1. Integrating ICT into course design and learning activities in two courses: 

Learning theories 

Student-centered methods 

   

Integration of ICT in Classroom 

21st century learning skills 

x collaboration skills  
x communication skills 
x information literacy 
x media literacy 
x  ICT literacy 
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Group1: For undergraduate students in Media Innovation and Information Technology for 
Educational Communication course.   

Group2: For graduate students in Technology and Research for Knowledge Construction and 
Communication course.   

2. Performing quasi-experimental study using one group pre-posttest design.  
The target studies included:  
Group1: 69 undergraduate students of the third year pre-service teachers in general science and 

social science major who registered in Media Innovation and Information Technology for 
Educational Communication course of the 1st semester, 2012 academic year at faculty of 
Education, Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand. 

Group2: 22 graduate students of the first year educators in evaluation and research major who 
registered in Technology and Research for Knowledge Construction and Communication 
course of 1st semester, 2012 academic year at faculty of Education, Srinakharinwirot 
University, Thailand. 

3. The first day of the course activity, the target studies were self assessed their 21st century skills by 
the 21st century skills assessment tool.   

4. Conducting activities that integrate ICT into teaching and learning process throughout the semester.  
5. The last day of the course activity, the target studies were self assessed their 21st century skills again 

by the 21st century skills assessment tool.   
6. Inferential statistics by t-test paired for each group was used to compare the data between before and 

after the course activity.  
7. Calculating the effect size (d) to determine the power of effected.  The criterion and interpretation 

(Cohen, 1988 see in Libsey & Wilson, 2001) was as follows.  
 d  �����  small effect 
��������d  ����� medium effect 
d  �����  large effect 
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Results 

Phase I: The results of studying the integration of ICT into classroom on the 21st century learner skills for higher 
education can be described as follows. 

Based on the 7 experts’ consensus, the integration of ICT in the classroom on the 21st century learning 
skills for Thai higher education including 4 associated functions was appropriated,  
see Fig. 2. 

Function I:  Dynamic content presentation is the usage of ICT for delivering knowledge and experience 
via presentation program with multimedia (text, picture, animation, sound, and video) such 
as Microsoft PowerPoint or Keynote together with various activities such as classroom 
discussion, think-pair-share, demonstrations, simulations, reaction to video, individual 
assignments, and group works. 

This function can respond to individual learner perception and can engage students to be 
more active learners.  In this way, students will learn how to present their works 
powerfully.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 Four associated functions of ICT integration 

Function II: Access Information is the usage of ICT for accessing the information by exploring, 
searching, understanding, analyzing, and synthesizing the information from resources 
around the world via search engines such as Google, Yahoo Search, AltaVista, and etc.   

When students explore of ideas, select the useful information, evaluate and construct 
knowledge, these ICT activities enable students to develop the type of cognitive processes 
and help teachers to use ICT to foster significant learning experiences.  Moreover, students 
can realize understanding and appropriate usage of information based on law and ethic. 

Function III: Creation and Sharing is the usage of ICT for creating and distributing students’ projects 
not only in the classroom but also in public.  Some types of product can be a research paper 
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or a presentation, or a video clip, or a blog, or a portfolio.  The examples of using ICT are 
journal writing for individual activity via Blog, sharing group project on Dropbox, 
publishing slide presentation on 4share or creating movie clip published on YouTube.   

 
The significance is that students will learn to be good audiences and good peer reviewers 
because they learn to comment and assess their friends’ projects.  They will get advice and 
feedback from audiences inside and outside classroom.  It will also encourage student to be 
more competitive on their group projects.  For example by journaling in Blog, the students 
will learn how to be a producer. They have to synthesize the information that they grab from 
the Internet. In this way, it will change the role of students from users to become creators in 
cyber world with responsibility and ethics.    

 
Function IV: Interaction and Reflection is the usage of ICT for encouraging the relationship between 

teachers and students.   ICT nowadays has various formats (text, voice, and face), times 
(asynchronous and synchronous), forms (private contact and public contract) and 
relationship (one to one, one to many, and many to many).  ICT also provides powerful 
tools for teachers to know the students as an individual person and get some advice for them 
personally.  Moreover, the more interaction between the teacher and the student is, the more 
student engagement with their learning will be.   Likewise, the more they get feedback fast, 
the more they become active.   

 
FaceBook, Skype, and Email are examples of some powerful ways to help teacher to know 
individual student even in overcrowded classroom.  Students can easily exchange the 
personal opinion, knowledge, and group activity without barrier in times and places.  Also, 
students can communicate with their team members on their group projects with respect.  
Blog is another example that can help teachers to know and understand what are inside the 
ideas of their students.  By using Blog, the students will know each other through reading 
and interacting with their friends. 
 

Integration of 4 associated Functions:    
   

When teachers integrate these four associate functions of ICT in their teaching and learning 
throughout the semester, it can enhance the 21st century learning skills as follows. 
x Collaboration skill is the ability to work effectively with others, to be respectful for the value of 

the member, and also to be responsible on the group works. 
x Communication skill is the ability to compose, view and communicate the ideas to others in order 

to understand via oral or written. 
x Information literacy is the ability to access, use, analyze, and evaluate of information appropriately 

with responsibility and ethics.  
x Media literacy is the ability to access, use, analyze, evaluate and create media in different forms 

with responsibility and ethics. 
x ICT Literacy is the ability to use digital technology, communication tools to locate, evaluate, use 

and create information. 
 

Phase II: The result of the effect of integration of ICT in classroom for enhancing the 21st century learning skills 
can be described as follows. 

 
x Group1: Undergraduate students   

 After integration 4 associated functions on Media Innovation and Information Technology for 
Educational Communication course, the result showed that 64 undergraduate students were 
enhanced the skills at the .01 level of significance with large effect (d=1.36), see Table 1. 
 
 
Table 1. Comparison of the 21st century learning skills assessment of undergraduate students 
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Self-assessment n  S.D. t p d 

Before semester 69 92.23 12.29 9.75** .00 1.36 
After semester 69 107.94 10.71    

 **p < .01, d= effect size 
 
Table 2 shows that when considering each skill for undergraduate students separately, it was 
obvious that integration of ICT could enhance ICT Literacy (d =1.56), Media literacy (d =1.26), 
and Information literacy (d =1.11) at the .01 level of significance with large effect.  The students 
also were enhanced at the .01 level of significance with medium effect on Communication skill (d 
=0.77) and Collaboration skill (d =0.58) respectively.  

 
Table 2. Comparison each 21st century learning skills by self-assessment of undergraduate students 

 

21st century skills n 
Before semester After semester 

t p d 
 S.D.  S.D. 

Collaboration skill 69 23.85 2.72 25.35 2.46 4.21** .00 0.58 

Communication skill 69 16.07 2.92 18.25 2.76 5.73** .00 0.77 

Information literacy 69 17.18 2.90 20.20 2.54 8.01** .00 1.11 

Media literacy 69 16.81 2.94 20.25 2.51 8.65** .00 1.26 

ICT Literacy 69 18.30 3.87 23.89 3.27 9.89** .00 1.56 

 **p < .01, d= effect size 
 

x Group2: Graduate students   
 After integration 4 associate functions on Technology and Research for Knowledge Construction 
and Communication course, the result showed that 22 undergraduate students were enhanced the 
21st century learning skills at the .01 level of significance with large effect  
(d =1.78), see Table 3.  
 
 Table 3. Comparison of 21st century skills assessment of graduate students 

 
Times assessment n  S.D. t p d 

Before semester 22 94.50 6.89 6.98** .00 1.78 

After semester 22 109.81 10.01    

 **p < .01, d= effect size 
 
Table 4 shows that when considering each skill for graduate students separately, it was obvious 
that integration of ICT could enhance on ICT Literacy (d =1.60), Information literacy (d =1.55), 
Media literacy (d =1.38), Collaboration skill (d =0.95), and Communication skill (d =0.94) at the 
.01 level of significance with large effect respectively. 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 4 Comparison each 21st century learning skills by self-assessment of graduate students 
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21st century skills n 
Before semester After semester 

t p d 
 S.D.  S.D. 

Collaboration skill 22 24.36 1.46 26.00 1.95 3.17** .00 0.95 

Communication skill 22 16.51 1.73 18.54 2.50 3.18** .00 0.94 

Information literacy 22 17.22 1.87 20.22 1.99 4.53** .00 1.55 

Media literacy 22 17.22 1.90 20.68 2.98 5.05** .00 1.38 

ICT Literacy 22 19.13 2.88 24.36 3.61 6.24** .00 1.60 

 **p < .01, d= effect size 

Conclusion 

Four associated functions of ICT in teaching and learning were appropriated and could enhance the 21st Century 
learning skills.  It was designed underlying pedagogical methods which were led to become mastery in knowledge 
and skills in the same frame faster (Dede, 2010).  Therefore, the students not only mastered in subject matter 
knowledge but also enhanced the 21st century learning skills at the same time.  The results from two groups showed 
that there is significant difference between self-assessment skills before and after semester.  Moreover, the effect 
sizes from two groups showed that integration of ICT in classroom through 4 associated functions affected not only 
the digital literacy (information literacy, media literacy, and ICT literacy) but also collaboration and communication 
skill as well.   

It should be noted that the effectiveness of ICT integration collaboration and communication skill possibly 
depended on learning activities that students encountered.  In this study, both groups were assigned only one group 
project.  If the students get involved in more group activities, the collaboration and communication skill should be 
improved accordingly.  It is therefore suggested that every subject should integrate four associated ICT to enhance 
the 21st century learning skills continuously to prepare the students to meet the needs in careers and lifelong learning 
for advanced economies. 

For future study, another important 21st century learning skills such as creativity and innovation skill, critical 
thinking and problem solving skill should be investigated on how integration of ICT can enhance them.    
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Abstract 

The purposes of this research were to find 1)the expectation of cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of 
Technology Isan. 2)the opinion toward factor in cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of Technology 
Isan. 3)the comparative analysis of cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of Technology Isan by using 
qualitative research with technique EFR(Ethnographic Futures Research). The 20 samples consisted of educational institution 
group, enterprise group, Cooperative Education Associate group, parent group by purposive selection. The data collected by 
using semi-structured interview of expectation of cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of Technology 
Isan by principle, concept and theory of attitudes, expectations and cooperative education management. The data was analyzed by 
using content analysis. The research findings revealed that : 1)the samples expect to the cooperative education system and 
believe that a good opportunities to use cooperative education system in educational management of Rajamangala University of 
Technology Isan, it is useful to create learning opportunities for students and employment of graduates who graduated from. 
University have to define standard educational management, curriculum standard and cooperative education system in accord 
with cooperative education management  2)the samples criticize that the budget factor, to develop system of Information and 
Communication Technology for learning and measurement and evaluation of various cooperative education for learning are 
factor in promoting the success of cooperative educational management of Rajamangala University of Technology Isan. 3)the 
comparative result of cooperative education between Rajamangala University of Technology Isan and Suranaree University of 
Technology show that Rajamangala University of Technology Isan must prepare to enter in cooperative education management; 
the education policy, the standard and process of cooperative education, the implement of cooperative education, the cooperation 
with enterprises, the success factors in cooperative education management, the future direction and trends and the risks and 
challenges of current and new power.  In addition to university administrator, cooperative education program, effective 
management, to prepare student before the establishment of cooperative education process and to prepare international 
cooperative education. 
 
Keywords: Keywords:, Expectation, Cooperative Education . 

Nomenclature 
A Expectation 

B  Cooperative Education 

C Cooperative Education Management System 

Introduction 

Rajamangala University of Technology Isan (RMUTI) is one among them which focuses on developing occupations 
and technology with purposes of promoting academic and professions emphasizing practice, research, producing 
industrial/technical education instructors, giving academic services in science and technology, maintaining arts and 
culture, and providing opportunities for students who finish vocational education to continue their study at degree 
levels. Rajamangala University of Technology Isan comprises 5 campuses with 12 faculties. Main campus located in 
Nakhon Ratchasima Province with 4 faculties; Faculty of Business Administration, Faculty of Engineering and 
Architecture, Faculty of Fine Arts and Industrial Design, Faculty of Sciences and Liberal Arts. Work Based 
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Learning with enterprise group, is a way to the learning management of the Faculty of Science and Arts, is suitable 
field experience for professional graduates, create and support learning for hands-on graduates. Cooperative 
education is a part of the learning management for create and develop student to be hands-on graduates. Therefore, 
to create of learning model under work-based learning with enterprise group to be suitable field experience for 
professional graduates, according to the concept of cooperative education management with the determination of 
Rajamangala University of Technology Isan, that produce practical or hands-on graduates based on the need of the 
local area and the country of Thailand. For this reason, researcher require to study the expectation towards 
cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of Technology Isan. 
 
Objectives 

1. The expectation of cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of Technology Isan.  
2. The opinion toward factor in cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of Technology 

Isan.  
3. The comparative analysis of cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of Technology 

Isan.  
 

Methodology 
1. Population and sample. The population in this research is a specialist or stakeholders, who manage 

cooperative learning of faculty of science and liberal arts. The sample by purposive selection are 20 people to 7 
groups of specialist or stakeholders, who manage cooperative learning of faculty of science and liberal arts, group1 : 
educational institution(administrators), group2 : educational institution (operator), group3 : educational 
institution(learning management undertaker), group4 : enterprise (administrators), group5 : cooperative education 
associate(cluster), group6 : student (professional experienced student) and group7 : parent (parent of professional 
experienced student). 

2. Instruments used to collect data. Cooperative learning management related research were adapted to develop 
the study of the expectation of towards cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of 
Technology Isan. 1)Data collection of activity and coordination. 2)Related data. 3)Voice and audio recording 
devices, such as camera. 4)A semi-structured interview, divided into 3 parts; part1 : principle concept and 
management of cooperative education. Part2 : standards curriculum and process of cooperative education. Part3 : 
success factor of cooperative education. 5)The questions of the in-depth interview. 

3. Data Analysis. This research has analyzed data using semi-structured interview technique EFR (Ethnographic 
Futures Research), Benchmark’s comparison in-depth interview and present a descriptive essay. 
 
Results 

1. The result of the expectation towards cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of 
Technology Isan. 1.1 Expectation towards cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of 
Technology Isan; 1)Curriculum : The sample expect to have cooperative education in the curriculum along to 
philosophy of the university, that is to produce practical graduates. 2)Student : The sample expect hands-on 
graduates based on the need of the labour market under the determination, that is to create manpower with 
technology expertise for occupations and professions. 3)Educational institution : The sample expect supported 
student to cooperative education, such as educational system, scholarship and job opportunity after school education. 
4)Enterprise : The sample expect, that the enterprise is able to create learning efficiently and to get more opportunity 
than field experience program. 5)Enterprise administration : the sample expect obviously policy and emphasized 
cooperative education, especially encouraged and supported manpower and budget. 6)Supervisor : The sample 
expect, that student is followed up and evaluated and create outer community cluster. 1.2 Expectation towards 
standards curriculum and process of cooperative education; 1)Cooperative education standard : The sample expect, 
even though cooperative education standard is able to process in educational institution and enterprise, the minimum 
standard is not able to process in a short time. Furthermore educational institution will drive educational institution 
standard in the enterprise. 2)Curriculum standard : The sample expect, that the university is having cooperative 
education in the curriculum of a university by assigned policy of the develop and improve curriculum to be in accord 
with cooperative education. 3)Cooperative education process : The sample expect, that pre-cooperative education 
process encourage and support professional student and administrator to learn and understand the cooperative 
education. In addition to, the measuring and evaluating of cooperative education are assigned clearly, distribute and 
present later. 

2. The result of the factor towards cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of Technology 
Isan. 1.1 Success in cooperative education management : the sample agree with 5 factors : 1)The main factor of 
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success, the university and the enterprise become “cooperative education partnership” clearly and continually with 
policy and plan, that they reflect mission and task. 2)The factor of cooperative education concept is main element of 
university curriculum and cooperative education standard. 3)The factor of job and personnel determination take 
responsibilities for cooperative education. 4)The factor create cooperative education process efficiently. 5)The factor 
of the measuring and evaluating between educational institution and enterprise for the measuring and evaluating, so 
it was estimated problem and obstacle and develop. 

3. The result of comparative research in cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of 
Technology Isan. The result showed, that Rajamangala University of Technology Isan should be developed 
cooperative education management guideline; 3.1 Cooperative education policy : 1)Laying the foundation and 
continuous improvement. 2)The educational philosophy of the University. 3)The vision, mission, objectives, 
regulations, declared and allocated budget. 3.2 The standard and process of cooperative education : 1)The 
cooperative education standard. 2)The cooperative education process. 3.3 The cooperative education operation : 
1)The structure of cooperative education organization. 2)The management of cooperative education organization. 
3)The clearly purpose of cooperative education operation. 4)The educational quality assurance of cooperative 
education. 5)The system of cooperative education administration. 6)The operation of cooperative education 
standard. 7)The evaluation of cooperative education learning. 3.4 Cooperation with the enterprise : 1)Promotion to 
the enterprise of the cooperative education operation. 2)Creating the enterprise cluster. 3)Communication for 
collaborative learning. 4)Benefit of the enterprise. 3.5 The success factors of cooperative education management : 
1)The university and the enterprise become “cooperative education partnership”, that it is a mission and task with 
clearly and continually policy and plan. 2)As a main part of the educational system operate along cooperative 
education standard and educational standard of the university. 3)To be determined the division and personnel of the 
cooperative education administration and management for university and enterprise. 4)To create readiness of the 
cooperative education management. 5)To follow the evaluation with the cooperative education management for 
solution and improvement. 6)To bring information and communication technology for cooperative education  
operation completely. 3.6 The expected direction and future prospects : 1)Expanding network of partners developed 
through cooperative education. 2)Expanding cooperative education in the establishment. 3)Creating a cluster of 
partners to ensure the cooperative education success. 4)Promoting and support international cooperative education. 
3.7 The risks and the challenges of current and new power : 1)Prepare for change in various contexts.2)Educational 
policy of the cooperative education. 3)Change the style of learning. 4)Labor market, monopoly and the specific 
needs of the labor market. 5)The employment of graduates. 6)Strengthening of the cooperative education cluster. 
6)Cooperative education standards and operation (minimum standards and  
promoting standards). 7)Educational quality assurance. 8)The quality of graduates along to higher education of TQF 
(Thailand Qualifications for Higher Education). 
 
Recommendations  

1. Recommendation policy : 1)The clearly policy of cooperative education management include in every 
dimension of the management, base on cooperation of all sectors in the university, such as faculty and department, 
and get ready for international-cooperative education management in ASEAN. 2)Creating cooperation cluster for the 
cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of Technology Isan in the beginning, that it have to 
combine with high administration of the university to extend cooperation, support and encouragement the enterprise 
network in both formal and informal of academic and vocational cooperative network for cooperation in the 
cooperative education management. 3)Cooperative education learning become a part of educational curriculum of 
Rajamangala University of Technology Isan. 

2. Recommendation : 1)To operate the responsible organization, education management and education 
coordination according to cooperative education management of Rajamangala University of Technology Isan, such 
as policy, structure, management, budget, place and staff, for the effectiveness and efficiency operation. 2)To 
operate the enterprise network, that it have to combine with administrative, council committee, teacher, alumni, 
expert, honorary graduate, etc. 3)To promote and support the creation of knowledge, understanding and guideline 
cooperative education management according to staff in educational institution and enterprise, teacher, student and 
parents include educational curriculum, cooperative education standard, cooperative education process, cooperative 
education measure and evaluation, presentation and exhibition later. 

3. Recommendation for further research : 1)Research should be a model for the cooperative education 
management of Rajamangala University of Technology Isan and covered in terms of management structure, 
operations, budget etc. 2)To study cooperative learning of educational institution, enterprise, cooperative 
educational cluster, supervisor, student and parent to develop the effectiveness and efficiency learning model later. 
3)To study research for creating new knowledge, applying and integrating guideline, principle, concept and new 
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theory with structure of work based learning or cooperative learning according with context of Thai-learning 
context, such as the research of the developed cooperative learning model along Buddhism to cooperative education 
management of Rajamangala University of Technology Isan. 
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Abstract  
The goal of this study is to understand how students’ attitudes are connected to their mathematics learning.  This investigation 
was specific to web-based homework in developmental courses in the community college environment.  The mixed-methods 
approach was used to analyze the relationship between students’ attitudes and mathematical achievement. The findings from the 
survey questionnaire showed mixed responses from the students on the benefits and disadvantages of the web-based homework. 
Additionally, cluster analysis results showed the relationship between the three groups of students and their differences in 
mathematics attitude. The results suggest that students with lower and average mathematics achievement had a more positive in 
attitude towards using the web-based homework system compared to the high achieving students. Based on the results, it can be 
noted that web-based homework plays an important role in students’ attitude possibly because of the immediate feedback that 
improves understanding.  

Keywords: Web-based homework; Attitude; Achievement University; Developmental algebra  
 
1. Introduction 

Students who enrolled in college level mathematic courses seem unprepared to complete the courses 

especially college algebra (Hodges & Kennedy, 2004). This is based on their high school grades and college 

placement examination scores. Colleges help these underprepared students with the developmental or remedial 

mathematics courses. After completing these compulsory developmental courses with satisfactory grades, students 

are then allowed to enrolled in their college mathematics classes.  

A study done by Hoyt and Sorensen (2001) , reported that between 30- 90% of in-coming college students 

require developmental mathematics classes before they begin college level mathematics classes. Even with 

extensive developmental mathematical courses, a large number of students were unable to succeed in college 

algebra by getting the D, W or F grades known as the DWF rate (Brewer, 2009). The average passing rate for 

college algebra in the United States is between 40- 50 % (Herriott, 2006). 

To address this issue, reforms in college algebra should be given priority. Nonetheless, large scale reforms 

in these mathematics courses face difficulty as colleges and universities structure these programs based on certain 

theoretical and practical considerations (Baxter Hastings et. al., 2006).  In most college algebra classes, the 

pedagogical framework are lectures given by instructors and homework assigned to students. If these effective 

pedagogical strategies can fit within the traditional lecture based classes, the college mathematics community would 
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support this change (Brewer, 2009). This study intends to blend the intervention called web based homework within 

the traditional framework and explore students’ attitudes and achievement in developmental algebra. . 

2. Web based homework  

 Homework is assigned to students by instructors to be completed at home.  This is particularly relevant in 

mathematics classes. Students require the opportunity to practice the skills they have just learned. Observing 

examples provided by instructors in mathematics classes are insufficient to help students acquire the necessary 

procedures in solving a mathematical question. Students require feedback from instructors after completing their 

homework. This step is important in knowing whether the students understanding is correct when solving problems. 

Students are then able to adjust their approach after realizing their errors from the feedback obtained. This is known 

in the mathematics education field as the attempt-feedback-reattempt cycle (Zerr, 2007).   

However, at the college level some students do not attempt the homework problems given by their 

instructors. This causes the students to miss the opportunity to solve the homework questions on their own. Without 

this important component, students would not know the correctness of their solutions and obtain the necessary 

feedback from their instructors.  In addition, some instructors might not be able to collect their students' homework 

and grade them due to time constraint (Brewer, 2009). Finally, even though the first attempt have been graded, 

students might not receive the feedback in a timely fashion and students fail to re-adjust their understanding of the 

concept (Jacobson, 2006). In short, the students do not obtain the maximum benefits of completing the homework in 

an algebra class.  

One way to improve the attempt-feedback-reattempt cycle in a traditional homework is by using the web-

based homework. The web-based homework or online homework, in general refers to a system of computerized 

homework problems that is available online with the capability to automatically  grade answers and provide 

immediate feedback on the correctness of the solutions (Jacobson, 2006; Kinney, 2001). In this study, the web-based 

homework used follows closely the aspect of this definition. The homework system contains similar questions that 

are available in an algebra textbook and also questions with different degree of difficulty.  Questions vary in 

different forms of true or false, open ended questions, regular exercises and challenging questions. Completed 

solutions would be automatically graded by the homework system once the answers are submitted. Students have the 

option to save the answers and complete one whole section of an exercise before submitting them. To assist students  

having problems solving the homework, a few examples similar to the question asked are shown. This helps the 

student  understand the steps involved in answering the questions. Short video lectures are also provided for students 

to revise the algebra concepts. The online homework system is able to generate similar questions of a particular 

concept from the large database of questions.       

3. Objectives and research questions  

 The aim of this study was grounded in our goal to understand how students’ attitudes are connected to their 

mathematics learning and performance.  This investigation was specific to web-based homework in developmental 

courses (i.e. remedial) in the community college environment.  Some of our initial questions, answered using mixed-

methods, centred on gaining a better understanding of how mathematics attitudes of community college students 
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impeded their progress in developmental mathematics courses (Author & Author, 2011).  Findings from this study 

suggest that attitudes about web-based homework have significant implications on how students engage with and 

use web-based homework in online learning environments, thus the re-development of positive attitudes about 

mathematics at this late stage is essential. 

Empirical and critical perspectives are applied in this research study based on factors surrounding lower 

income, immigrant, and racial/ethnic minority student success in community colleges.  In general, students’ difficult 

and often ill-equipped transition from high school to community college (Conley, 2007, 2010), especially lower-

income students and urban students of colour (Roderick, Nagaoka, and Coca, 2009), positions them on a track for 

failure.  With the advent of advanced web-based technology to track and aid students in mathematics, we are 

required to persistently investigate the usefulness of such platforms in developmental mathematics contexts.  The 

present investigation was situated along three primary areas: (1) examining associations between attitudes and 

achievement, (2) understanding students’ attitudes about web-based homework, and (3) increasing student 

outcomes. In a larger context, this study also seeks to add to discourses about developmental education in 

community colleges (Bailey, 2009). 

The purpose of this study was to understand how students’ attitudes are connected to their mathematics 

achievement. The study focuses specifically on the web-based homework in developmental algebra courses at the 

community college level. This study sought to answer the following research questions: 

1. What are the benefits and disadvantages of web-based homework programs in developmental algebra, 

specifically as they relate to student learning?  

2. What associations exist between students’ attitudes and beliefs about web-based homework and their 

achievement in developmental algebra? 

3. What differences exist between high achieving, “middle” achieving, and low achieving students in regard 

to their attitudes? 

 

4. Theoretical Perspectives 

         The perspectives and ideas presented here allowed us to utilize former research as a means to contextualize 

and outline the modes of inquiry applied in this study.  One additional goal of this study focused on continually 

challenging notions of “what works” in diverse mathematics classrooms and generating more active discussions 

about student experiences, their attitudes, behaviours, and their resulting achievement in developmental 

mathematics courses.  Cooper (2007) noted that opinions about homework, not necessarily web-based homework, 

and the positive effects on their achievement were varied. Brewer & Becker (2010) conducted a quasi-experimental, 

post-test design study to examine the effectiveness of online homework(OHW) versus traditional-textbook based 

homework(THW). The results showed that low-skilled students who utilized OHW exhibited higher mathematical 

achievement that the low-skilled students who utilized THW.  

        Within the mission to advance the mathematics learning and increase mathematics achievement of lower 

income students and students of colour enrolled in community colleges (Zimmerman et al, 2011), more research 
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focused on supporting beneficial and positive experiences is needed.  Given that the use of web-based homework 

platforms is becoming a standard practice in developmental algebra courses in community colleges, the research 

described in this study is both important and appropriate.    

5. Research Methodology  

         This study used the mixed-methods research; phase 1 focused on quantitative component, phase 2 focused on 

qualitative component. A survey questionnaire was utilized to inform the researchers about the attitudes and beliefs 

of students on the web-based homework in the developmental algebra classes. The survey instrument  consists of a 

40 items questionnaire  using a five point Likert scale. Items 1 to 15 focuses on mathematics beliefs, items 16 to 30 

concentrates on attitudes towards web-based honework and items 31 to 40 couses on the usefulness of the web-

based homework. Qualitative component (phase 2) asks for individual student thoughts about web-based platform 

from the open ended responses in the survey instrument.  

        To ensure the reliability of the survey questionnaire, a pilot test was conducted to obtain the reliability 

coefficient. The reliability coefficient method used was  the Cronbach’s alpha. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient 

value of the survey items was 0.76. 

        To answer the first reseach question, data from the open-ended responses in the survey instrument were 

analyzed. Students shared the benefits they obtained while using this web based homework system. The 

disadvantages of the homework system was also obtained from the students in the developmenal algebra classes.  

        For the second research question, quantitative methods such as cluster analysis and analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) were used to analyze the data. Cluster analysis identifies groups of samples that behave similarly or show 

similar characteristics. In this study, cluster analysis was used to explore the number of student groups from the 

sample. The ANOVA technique was used to determine whether there were any significant differences among the 

clusters. ANOVA investigated the relationship between students’ mathematics attitudes and beliefs and 

mathematical achievements (as measured by a standardized examination). If the ANOVA analysis was significant 

among the clusters, the researcher also conducted a Tukey post-hoc test to determine where the differences existed.  

        For the third research question, quantitative methods such as discriminant analysis and analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) were applied . Discriminant analysis is the reverse process of the multivariate analysis of variance 

(MANOVA). The purpose is  to determine variables that would “discriminate” the groups. In this study the 

independent variables are the survey items while the dependent variable are the clusters/groups.  

      The web-based homework  used in this study is WebAssign. It is an online homework and management system 

that delivers an automatic grading solution.  

 

5.1.   Participants 

      Participants of this study are from a community college in an eastern state in the United States. Students are 

mostly Black and Latin. In this study, data was collected from 78 participants. The majority of the students are 

taking this mathematics course as a requirement for their graduation and usually as a pre-requisite for other courses. 

Most of the students are full time students but some of them work outside class time to pay for their college fees. 

Data collected from students in a developmental algebra course.  
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6. Results 

      The first research question in this study states: What are the benefits and disadvantages of web-based homework 

programs in developmental algebra, specifically as they relate to student learning? The results from the survey 

questionnaire indicated mixed responses from the students on the benefits and disadvantages of the web-based 

homework. Students who liked the web-based homework generally mentioned the easy accessibility. In addition, the 

convenient of accessing the homework online and they could attempt the questions wherever they are. Some 

students preferred to attempt the questions late in the night or early in the morning depending on the available time. 

Many students mentioned that the instant feedback received from the homework system on the correctness of the 

answer was beneficial. The  step by step solution provided for certain questions was very helpful in students finding 

their mistakes. This helps students who get frustrated easily when they are unable to spot the errors they made while 

attempting the question. One student even said that "This online homework system gave me a great study guide for 

questions and a way to work on them to perfection." A few students also praised the tab buttons in the homework 

system that was useful such as the "Practice It" and "Master It". Furthermore, what the students liked was the many 

features in the program that includes some video lectures and the how the program helped them in learning.  

       Some of the disadvantages mentioned by the respondents  include the emphasis not on the working but just the 

final answer and how to get the right solution after trying a few times. The homework system only gives a feedback 

of right or wrong for most of the questions attempted. One common feature of this program that frustrate students 

especially when the error exists in their solution or when inputting mathematical symbols in the answer column. One 

student even mentioned about the difficulty of inserting the answers in the fraction form. Furthermore, the program 

does not provide sufficient feedback on what parts of the answer were incorrect in a specific problem. Citing one 

very specific example in the graphing of points, one student mentioned that the program is very rigid and does not 

let you plot the points easily.  

      Now we move on to the second research question: What associations exist between students’ attitudes and 

beliefs about web-based homework and their achievement in developmental algebra? To answer this research 

question, quantitative methods that include cluster analysis and ANOVA was utilized. Cluster analysis results 

showed the relationship between the group of students and their mathematics attitude. From the analysis, there were 

3 groups of students. Students in Cluster 1 rate survey items on attitudes and beliefs on the web based homework 

highly. Students in Cluster 2 and Cluster 3 had rated more items on attitudes and usefulness of web based homework 

system highly. Cluster 1 consists of 12 students. Cluster 2 had 29 students while Cluster 3 had 37 participants. The 

ANOVA analysis utilized the Tukey post-hoc test to compare the mean differences between the clusters. Using the 

Tukey post hoc test, the result showed that Cluster 1 students had high mathematics score, Cluster 2 students had 

average mathematics score while Cluster 3 students had a low mathematics score. 

      The third research question of this study was “What differences exist between high achieving, “middle” 

achieving, and low achieving students in regard to their attitudes and outcomes?” From the discriminant analysis, 
Cluster 1 students  rate item Q2,Q17,Q21,Q29 and Q31 highly while Cluster 2 and 3 students rate Q6, Q16, Q22, 

Q24, Q26, Q36, Q38, Q39, Q40 highly. Results from the post-hoc test indicated that Item 16  discriminates 

“middle” achieving students (Cluster 2) and low achieving students (Cluster 3) while Item 28 discriminates 
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“middle” achieving students (Cluster 2) and low achieving students (Cluster 3), also discriminates high achieving 

students(Cluster 1) and low achieving students (Cluster 3). 

 

7. Discussion  

    This study investigates  how students’ attitudes are connected to their mathematics learning.  Specifically, it 

examined learners’ attitudes and beliefs about  web-based homework in one developmental algebra course at the 

community college setting. It probed certain student demographics and  whether the mathematics achievement had 

any relationship with the attitude towards the web-based homework tool. This study also explored the benefits and 

disadvantages of using the web based homework platform from the students’ perspective in learning algebra.  

    The first research question comprised of the usefulness of the web based homework system. Results from the 

survey questionnaire showed mixed responses from the students on the benefits and disadvantages of the web-based 

homework. Students who liked the web-based homework generally mentioned the convenience, the many features in 

the program that includes some video lectures and the how the program helped them in learning. Some of the 

disadvantages mentioned including the emphasis not on the working but just the final answer , how to get the right 

solution after trying a few times and just getting a feedback of right or wrong.  

    The results suggest that students with lower and average mathematics achievement had a more positive in attitude 

towards using the web-based homework system compared to the high achieving students. These findings are similar 

with the notion that low-skilled students who obtains more benefits than high-performing students from the usage of 

web based homework (Wooten, 2013). Based on the results, it can be noted that web-based homework plays an 

important role in students attitude possibly because of the immediate feedback that improves understanding.  

   This study provided some evidence that web-based homework such as Web Assign used in developmental algebra 

class maybe more beneficial to the students to receive immediate feedback through the automatic grading system. 

Furthermore, this study indicated that the use of the web-based homework provides more opportunities and 

motivates lower performing students in learning algebra. This is consistent with the findings of the study of the 

usage of the web-based homework in the first semester calculus class (Zeer, 2007).  
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Abstract 

Based on the self-determination theory, we can promote the learner self- determination ability to affect their learning 
achievement. This research is different than the traditional on-line platform designed; we used self- determination theory as a 
learning approach, and design the online platform for students’ self determination. According that, the online-self determination 
platform has the characteristics, such as: having a learning path for self-determination, strengthening the sense of independence, 
providing a diagram for cognitive loading theory (CLT), promoting abilities of self-assessment, diagnosing learning situation, 
using online discussion and interaction to construct a social group. 
 
Keywords: self-determination, e-decision making, cognitive load 

Introduction 

As a result of information communication science and technology progress, learning levels have reached to a 
boarder content, learners’ decision making and abilities to implement their informative professional skills is very 
important for nowadays. Enterprise's managerial talents need the professional faculty who is specialized for 
decision-making. Therefore, the most important goal of online education is to promote learners independent decision 
making in this fast changing information communication science and technology evolution.  

Self-determination theory is gradually internalizing and conforming into one kind self-motivated or self-
determination in action and value, and it will affect the students’ learning achievement by promoting learners’ 
abilities on self-determination. Therefore, this research is different than the traditional on-line platform designed; we 
used self- determination theory as a learning approach, and design the online platform for students’ self 
determination to promote students’ ability into the positive learning achievement. For the future plans, we decide to 
implement situational questions, which can determine students’ abilities of e-decision-making, into the platform, and 
exam students’ e-determine abilities. 

Literature Review 

This research is going to discuss self-determine theory, the e-decision making competence, as following: 

Self-Determination Theory 

The self-determination theory is the organized by a motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985) which emphasis: 
1. The importance of human development and self regulation with human’s inner resources; 
2. The transfer progress of the non-inner motivation into self-determination;  
3. The transfer progress of how the social environment gets influenced.   
Deci and Ryan (1985, 1991, 2000) extended traditional motivation theory into inner and outer perspectives, 

which implement three psychological needs, such as, autonomy, competence, and relatedness. These three 
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psychological needs emphasis the idea where human will use their self-determination to make different regulation. 
Motivation regulation is a continuous concept, which is from non- and outer- motivation transfer into the inner 
motivation. This progress represents our self determination level, which could affect our individual’s behavior into a 
group’s behaviors.  

The internalized motivation refers to the progress of transferring non- and outer- motivation into inner motivation 
(Deci & Ryan, 2000). The internalized only happens when individual accept and transfer other different values and 
approach, and the individual can assimilate these differences into his/her own use (Ryan,  Connell, & Grolnick, 
1992). According to the level of internalized, it will turn to the different characteristic of behavior (Ryan,  Connell, 
& Grolnick, 1992; D’Ailly, 2003). If we can apply self-determination theory into educational situation, it will 
emphasize the influences of individual’s self-determination behavior from the social and environment content. 
Individual’s self determination theory focus on the learner’s inner resources to promote his/her motivation and 
enhance the learning achievement.  

According to the self-determination theory, we can expect the inner motivation influence learners’ continued 
positive behavior (Deci & Ryan, 1985). If we can satisfy individual’s autonomy, competence, and relatedness, the 
fountain of self-determination will be continued through inner motivation and even outer motivation (Deci & Ryan, 
1985).  

If the three psychological needs can be satisfied, learners’ self regulation will be enhanced, and it will cause 
learning positive outcomes. Otherwise, the teachers will need to control students’ learning, control regulation will be 
enhanced, and it may cause the negative learning outcomes. Therefore, the research implements self-determination 
theory as learning approach in the online platform, and we wish to use this platform design to promote students’ 
learning outcomes and their e-determine competences. 

E-decision making 

E-decision competences refers to have the critique thinking, the problem analysis and the solution, and students 
can make good use of the information, the e-system, technology or tool to assist decision-making ability. E-decision 
making competences include the ability of information processing and problem thinking, and the ability of problem 
thinking includes critique thinking and mental training.  

To develop students’ e-decision making in e-information technology environment, we can use context cognition 
technique to assist problem thinking and decision making (Weill & Ross, 2004; Clark, 2005; Albitz, 2007) . The e-
decision-making refers to the situation when the challenge comes, people will know how to think, how to use logic 
reasoning and manage all of the questions, and this can be used in e-information processing by definition, deposit, 
apraisal, management, conformity, innovation and communication. If this match user’s mental training in the 
standardized work, we can see the best decision outcomes.  

Method 

This research is trying to develop self-determination online platform, and the situational questions, which 
implement in platform, are designed to evaluate e-decision making. In order to develop the indicators of e-decision 
making, the research use hermeneutics approach. Hermeneutics approach focus on the concept where researchers 
continue reasoning and constructing the important and reprehensive indicators (Hong, 1997).  

However, the construction of e-decision-making indicators does not elaborate in this research category, this 
research focuses to conform “the self-determination theory” in the development of online platform designed. 

SDT On-Line Learning Platform Construction 

The purpose of developing SDT online learning platform is to evaluate learners’ learning achievement on e-
decision making. The content of this research platform is constructed by situational questions, which will guide 
learners to make correct decision from their information ability. The interface of this platform re based on the self-
determination theory. Learners will use self-determination learning approach to promote their e-decision 
competences. 

 The self-determination on-line platform includes three big page functions: Learning Progressing Page, Research 
Managing page, and Systematic Page. The self-determination online learning platform construction shown as Fig. 1: 
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Fig.1 SDT on-line learning platform construction 

Learning Progressing Page (Student).  

The learners used their student number and the password to enter the system, and they will follow the steps to 
choose their questions to answers. All of the responds will be recorded in the system. The questions are based on 
situational context, learners will be given a situation question, and we expect learners will choose the way to solve 
the problems. Each situation may have at least 7-8 questions. Each question matches one indicator of e-decision 
making. After learners finish the test, we will know their ability level on e-decision making.  

Research Managing Page (Teacher).  

The basic purpose of research managing page is for teacher to upload the questions, and for researchers to search 
learners’ grades. All of the grades will be settled into Statistical Report Page, and it will analyze students’ grading 
and cognitive loading theory.  

Systematic Page (Engineer).  

The purpose of systematic page is for engineer to write the platform, because the SDT platform is using the 
system developmental approach, where the system will be adjusted during the study time. The engineer will provide 
the system draft, and after testing the draft, the engineer will adjust the platform until the system meets the 
requirement.    

Self-determination should include three psychological needs: autonomy, competence, and relatedness, the theory 
construction shown as Fig. 2:   
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Fig. 2 Self-determination theory construction 
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Based on Fig. 2 construction, the ideas of designing of self-determination theory on SDT platform as following:  
In order to strengthen the learner the independent feeling, system's design will mainly enable the learner to aim at 

study condition. Learners will decide their own study way, and by using the platform, the learners can strengthen 
ability of the setting their hypothesis goal, the independent expression, the decision judgment. 

In order to satisfy learner's competences feeling, system's design will mainly give a chart for the learner learning 
effort curve. This chart enables the learner diagnose their study condition. 

In order to meet the relatedness demand, the system has joined the discussion area. Participants can use the 
discussion area to build the social group atmosphere. The teacher and the learner by the discussion area can create 
relatedness demand. 

According to the above statement, the research’s platform design need contain the following several functions: 

Function of the self-choice.  

The research uses the multi-layered type structure to construct the study (Hsu, Chang, & Wu, 2009; Hsu, & 
Chang, 2011).  The system will provide a hint if students continue answer two questions. Every question provides 
students options, and students can choose the option by knowing him/herself needs. The questions flow chart can see 
as Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 The questions flow chart 
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Functions of Learning Effort Curve.  

This research used the learning effort curve (Hsu, Chang, & Wu, 2009; Hsu, & Chang, 2011), as the Fig. 5 
shown. The system can analyze learners’ dynamic and real time learning effort curve and the system use the user-
friendly interface to let students understand their learning effort curve. We hope we can use this chart to provide a 
view for students to understand their own learning ability and situation, and students can adjust their learning path to 
enhance their learning ability.  

 Function of on-line immediate discussion area.  

Learners use the online immediate discussion area to interact with other and group, and it can cause group’s 
relatedness. This research used system developmental approach. The research will first provide the system draft, and 
after testing the draft, the research will adjust the platform until the system meets the requirement. By using the 
discussion area, the participants will have feedback of the system-uses, and it will provide information for engineer 
to adjust the platform.  

Conclusions 

This research used the self-determination approach to design an online learning platform. With the comparison of 
other learning platform, the characteristic of this platform are as following: 

This is a blended learning platform with learning and evaluation functions. The platform used multi-layered type 
structured to provide students’ feeling of independence while students can choose their own learning path from the 
platform.  

11.2. Within the students’ learning progress, platform can provide the learning effort curve, which can promote 
students to evaluate their own learning ability, and students can diagnose their learning situation in order to 
provide the appropriated adjustment for their own learning ability.  

11.3. The platform provides the online immediate discussion area where participants (learners, teachers) can use 
the online discussion area to interact and to construct a social context of relatedness. 

For the future plan, we will use the hermeneutics approach to develop the indicators of e-decision making. The 
indicators will be implemented into the situational questions which will be applied into the learning platform. 
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Abstract 
The objectives of this research aims to study. 1) To study the level of critical thinking teacher students and  2) To study the 
relationship between the key factors contributing factors to the critical thinking of student teachers. The target of this research in 
Suratthani Rajabhat University of Faculty of Education. Given the size of the sample using a table of Krejcie and Morgan (1970) 
had a sample of 348 people with a simple random sampling Proportion of students choosing to study the 7 program in 1-5 
curriculum teaching regular tool used to collect data. The questionnaire scale. Independent variables include factor contributing 
factors.  Variables such as critical thinking, confidence coefficient alpha of the scale was the order. The statistics used to analyze 
the data for the IOC (Index of Congruence: IOC) is an analytical test percentage. To the difficulty (p) and discrimination (r) of 
the test for the reliability of the test by means of a ditch rider - Richard Anderson, using the formula. The quality of the query 
using the t-test (Sombut Taikumrear 2546: 95) and for the reliability of the questionnaire. The scale using the method of 
coefficient alpha Cronbach (Boonchom Srisaart 2545: 99).  The statistics used in hypothesis testing. By using SPSS programs to 
calculate the correlation coefficient of Pearson (Pearson Product Correlation Coefficient) (Sutthiwan Peerasaksophon. 2548-156) 
for the correlation coefficient (Kerlinger and Pedhazur. 1973: 75), and the significance of the correlation coefficient using   F-test 
(Kerlinger and Pedhazur. 1973: 73) 
 
Keywords: Silence • Multicultural Classrooms•Young Malaysian Children•Identity•Ethnographic Case Study 

This study revealed that mean score on the critical thinking of every group were at moderate level. The mean scores 
of the fifth-year students was higher than that for fourth-year students. In addition, the mean scores of fifth-year 
students in the Bachelor of student teacher Program was the highest among the five group.  The relationship between 
the key factors contributing to teaching and learning policy and management course teaching. And reinforcing 
factors. Environment in the classroom. Social media and learning resources, culture, family and community 
traditions. That affect the critical thinking of students, teachers. Analysis of the relationship between variables. 
(Correlation) found that the main factor in the teaching. Factors associated with media and learning resources. 
Significant at 0.01 and is associated with Factors contributing to the policies / programs, cultural traditions, and 
community factors. Significant contributing factor to 0.05, Policy / Program. Factors associated with media and 
learning resources. Significant at the .05 and family factors. Factors associated with cultural traditions and 
community significance of the correlation coefficient was 0.01 with a .400 .432 .502 .312 and .444, respectively. 
 
Principle 

Thinking is the brain processes the human potential is very high, and is the cause of man different from 
animals other from the past, humans have an interest in the idea and was trying find explanations about. The 
underlying idea. In regard to a variety of human learning (Tiasana Khaemmani and others 2544: 5) that are essential 
to human life greatly. A normal, happy and successful life as a result of effective thinking the same failure. Damage 
and mistakes that occur as a result of one of them. Thinking it was the best way to solve human problems. Therefore 
strongly advised to turn their attention seriously. To develop and strengthen their ability to think, particularly 
children and youth. (Prapansiri Susaorat 2551: 1) The ability to think is a skill that the students would need to have. 
Because the broader perspective of looking realistic. Can decide accordingly. Adapt to the changing social 
conditions and maintain the quality of life and happiness in the world. Globalization (Surang Kotrakul 2550: 316), in 
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line with the National Economic and Social Development Plan No. 10 (BE 2550-2554) in the strategic development 
and social reintegration of wisdom and Thailand. learning The main idea is based on people-centered development. 
Because the final goal is to get the benefits and impacts of the development. Meanwhile, it has driven the 
development. Towards the desired goal. Need to improve the quality of people in all dimensions to balance the 
mind, body, ability, knowledge and skills. Equipped to provide both moral and knowledge that lead to critical 
thinking rationally. (Office of the National Economic and Social Development. 2551: website) The learning process, 
according to the National Education Act 2542 (Revised 2545) is considered the most important lessons. To 
encourage students to develop their natural and full of potential. All learners. Have the ability to learn and develop 
themselves. It is important to promote the idea. By providing education and relevant agencies to take action. 
Cognitive coping skills to handle the situation and the application of knowledge to solve problems. (Ministry of 
Education 2545: 8) and Basic Education Curriculum 2544 also requires that all students who graduate each student 
must pass a knowledge based group learning and group 8 also. provide an assessment of critical thinking, reading 
and writing. To desirable learning and development activities in accordance with the Education (Department. 2545: 
143), the National Education Act 2542 (Revised 2545) also provided. A system for quality assurance. To improve 
the quality and standards of education at all levels. Which standards the students have four clearly defined standards 
that provide students with the ability to think critically. Critical thinking is a creative synthesis. Thinking and 
visionary. (Commission of National Education. 2544: 18). 

External quality assessment results across the nation. By the Office of Basic Education Standards and 
Quality Assessment. (ITD), the evaluation found that the quality was good. But there are certain standards that are 
lower than the estimated 50 percent improvement in the standard or the standard class 4 learners capable of critical 
thinking. Critical thinking is a creative synthesis. Thinking and visionary. (Secretary of Education. 2548: 122-125) 
the results of the assessment to reflect that. To the students at all levels of education. In particular, critical thinking 
(Analytical Thinking), which is the basis of higher-order thinking (Higher - Ordered Complicate Thinking) on 
children's development and training as well as expertise and would be able to develop advanced ideas effectively. 
quality and performance (Suwit Mulka. 2550: 108), critical thinking (Analytical Thinking) is the foundation of 
learning and living. Individuals with the ability to think critically. Have different capabilities than others. Both the 
intelligence and the conduct of life. Critical thinking is the basis of this ensemble. Is thought to classified 
information. Elements of things. Whether it is the story of the various divisions to find out the truth, the essence of 
the story elements or principles that may be latent in all things, or appears clearly. Including correlation and 
Linkages of things that relate to how Principle have any ideas as to lead to the conclusion. Application. The 
predicted or predicted things correctly. Criteria used to judge a reason. It is a skill that anyone can develop. The 
important skill is to observe the comparison. Prediction and application of assessment classified category. 
Classification Assumptions and logical conclusion. (Prapansiri Susaorat 2551: 48), the ability to think critically 
(Analytical Thinking Ability) is to promote and develop the thinking skills of several factors such as learning. 
Atmosphere of shared learning of the students. All the teacher to the learner. Which is in the form of questioning, 
observation, inquiry and factors within the age range of learners. (Prapansiri Susaorat 2551: 53), consistent with 
Levin (Lewin) to explain that learning involves "Life Space" of the individual, which includes the physical 
environment, such as people, animals, objects, locations, and environmental psychology such as Propulsion (Drive) 
motivation (Motivation) goal (Goal) and interest (Interest) The behavior of the energy and direction. What is in their 
interests and their needs to be a positive force. While attention to what is beyond the power is removed. Learning 
occurs when individuals are motivated or driven to act toward their desired destination (Tiasana Khaemmani and 
others 2544: 10-11; According to Gestalt. 1912) corresponds to Piaget (Piaget), which explains the development of 
the children in each phase occurs continuously from lower to higher levels without skipping competition. However, 
some development may occur faster or slower. These developments occur naturally, but the environment. Culture 
and traditions as well as how to maintain life may contribute to the development of different children. Thought 
processes of the individual behaviors associated with intelligence. In particular, the ability to reason. Which is the 
ability to think. To a conclusion or what the rules of (Sangduean Thaweesin. 2545: 102-103; According to 
Sternberg. 1985). 

The critical thinking. Already Production student teachers is the same. Laying the basis for a student 
teacher. It is a very important part. Because the teachers develop a cause linked to student results in the next great 
idea. Because of the above. Researchers are interested in the factors that affect the critical thinking of students, 
teachers, Faculty of Education, York University. Because these students will be prepared to leave the teaching 
profession. And to encourage students to engage in learning. This will give the students the critical thinking. This is 
to help teachers plan instruction accordingly. And efficiency in learning. And is another reason for the study 
population was a group of student teachers. Because they are consistent with the National Economic and Social 
Development Plan No. 10 (BE 2550-2554) focused on the development of a high quality. The development of 
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critical thinking. Information and support to educational institutions. Should any curriculum activities to promote 
And develop basic skills in the trade. To develop the ability to think critically. And more efficient. 
 
Purpose of the research. 

1. Study to investigate the level of critical thinking. Of teacher students. 
2. To study the relationship between the key factors contributing factors to the critical thinking of student 

teachers. 
 
The importance of research. 

The knowledge gained from this research can be used as a guide in developing a learning management. 
Media management teaching. Classroom teachers to use in teaching proper. Of issues. And the factors influencing 
critical thinking. Faculty of Education, University of London student teachers. 
 
The scope of the research. 

This research is a study of the factors influencing critical thinking. Of teacher students. By a study of the 
factors influencing critical thinking. In teaching and learning in the classroom is comprised of three key elements 
and factors contributing factors. The framework follows. 
1. Population used in the study. 

This research study has selected lowland population including students, teaching courses 5 year 2nd 
semester 2555 academic year Faculty of Education, York University. 
 
2. Samples used in the research. 

The researcher of this study include sample student teacher semester course of 5 years to 2 years in 2555 
the Faculty of Education, York University 1-5 years 348 people. 
 
The variables studied. 

The variables studied. Variables used in this research. 
Variables include the factors influencing critical thinking. 
Variables including achievement, critical thinking. 
 

Variable definitions 
1. Factor refers to the teaching and learning in the classroom, the curriculum, course syllabus and lesson 

plans. By instructors. Undergraduate. Program teacher for 5 years. 
2. Factors contributing to development plan policy program at the Faculty of Education. Or university 

prepared for student development. Instructor 
3. Factors mean media education. Facilities. Atmosphere of learning. Environment for teaching and 

learning in the classroom. And learning resources both inside and outside the classroom. 
4. Teacher students means students enrolled in undergraduate courses. Faculty teaching courses for 5 years 

Suratthani Rajabhat University. 
5. Their critical thinking refers to the ability to think like a target. Judgment and self-directed. Is thought to 

result from the fact that there is reason As well as the context in which the prudent foresight thinking skills by 
focusing on what I believe should include the following six elements. 

5.1 Defining the problem means to define and understand the problem, consider the problem to determine 
disputes or ambiguities. Including the definition of a word or message. The problem is we as a starting point for 
critical thinking. 

5.2 Data collection refers to the collection of data related to the problem. Arguments or vague information 
from various sources. Including information retrieval or knowledge of existing user experience. So, how to gather 
the information needed for critical thinking and self-observation and observation and data collection necessary to 
report the observation of others. 

5.3 The information system refers to the reliability of sources of information and consider the adequacy of 
the information system. Meanwhile, it must evaluate the accuracy and adequacy of the information gathered will 
lead to a reference or not. The information gathered by the system to distinguish the data. Distinguish. Between clear 
and vague information. Information related to the data that is not relevant to the issue. Identifying assumptions. To 
be grouped. And prioritization of data to use as a guide in setting assumptions. 
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5.4 refers to the assumptions underlying the conclusion of the arguments by which the data are organized 
and linked into consideration. Relationship. In order to determine inference seems to be that. Of the data appears to 
be possible in any direction. In order to select the most feasible approach. 

5.5 The principal logic inference by means of choosing the most reasonable means of information and 
evidence available. Logic way of thinking is a skill needed for summary judgment. And critical thinking skills of 
critical thinking. 

5.6 assessing rater means to assess the reasonableness of the inference to the conclusion, by using logic. 
Conclusions must be evaluated according to whether or not reasonable and the conclusions that can be applied or 
not. The consequences will be. If the data has been changed and need to go back and discover more information. 
Existing data again. According to new hypotheses and conclusions. Concluded that the process of critical thinking is 
a process that combines the different aspects together to understand the problem by considering to make clear what. 
Is the real problem. Arguments or vague information for the compilation issues. Make clear what is the real 
problem. The sequencing problem. To eliminate the problem, the real issue may not go out. Separation issues. 
Including the definition of a word or message. Defining the problem is a process that is the beginning of critical 
thinking. Encourage people to start thinking, realizing that there was a problem or dispute or vague information. 
Trying to find the right answer. Reasonable to understand the problem. 
 
Conclude 

Conclusions presentation factors that affect the critical thinking. Of teacher students. The researchers will 
present the aims of the research. Summarized as follows. 
The relationship between the key factors contributing to teaching and learning policy and management course 
teaching. And reinforcing factors. Environment in the classroom. Social media and learning resources, culture, 
family and community traditions. That affect the critical thinking of students, teachers. Analysis of the relationship 
between variables. (Correlation) found that the main factor in the teaching. Factors associated with media and 
learning resources. Significant at 0.01 and is associated with Factors contributing to the policies / programs, cultural 
traditions, and community factors. Significant contributing factor to 0.05, Policy / Program. Factors associated with 
media and learning resources. Significant at the .05 and family factors. Factors associated with cultural traditions 
and community significance of the correlation coefficient was 0.01 with a .400 .432 .502 .312 and .444, respectively. 
Discussion. 
     Of this research. To the purposes of the following discussion. 

1. The correlation coefficient between the criterion variable is of critical thinking on key variables 
and factors contributing factors showed a positive correlation with the assumption set. And statistically 
significant at the .01 level. 

2. Considering predictors into the equation to predict the critical thinking that. Factors in the 
classroom environment. As a result, most predictors. Predictors is a minor factor in the culture and 
community. Predictors and the third is the main factor in the teaching. This is consistent with other findings 
as follows. 

Considering the sample into the equation to predict the thinking huff perception found to comply with the 
findings of Duangkamon Phonak (2545: 98-99) studied the variables affecting critical thinking. three years of 
secondary school students in Bangkok. The results showed that: 1) the correlation between the independent 
variables, including the level of student locus. And reasoning ability and classroom level variables Siraya including 
teaching quality of teachers. And qualifications of teachers with the critical thinking of students is between .344 to 
.822, with all the values of the correlations between the independent variables and the classroom level critical 
thinking of students are statistically significant. And confidence, critical thinking, students with the highest value is 
0.822 and is statistically significant at the .01 level, the relationship between teacher education and critical thinking 
are minimum. 344 and is statistically significant at the .05 level, 2) the independent variable is the level of 
confidence in their students. Reasoning ability and critical thinking affect the statistical significance level of 0.01 
and a regression coefficient is 0.750 and 1.033, respectively, and the prediction was 72.02 percent, 3) independent 
variables. classroom teaching quality of teachers is affecting critical thinking statistically significant at the .01 level, 
and also affect the regression coefficients of the locus of control of students' level of statistical significance. 0.05 and 
the regression coefficient is 2.135, and -0.045, respectively, with the predicted performance of 15.51 percent and 
20.55 percent respectively of the teacher education does not affect the critical thinking. Regression coefficient of the 
locus of control of students. And the regression coefficient of a locus affecting critical thinking statistically 
significant at the .01 level, and findings may Pensiri CU (2546: 125-127) studied patterns. causal relationship of the 
factors that affect the critical thinking of students at three major findings was that The causal relationship of the 
factors that affect the critical thinking of students, 3 are consistent with empirical data. Model created to explain the 
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variance in the dependent variable for critical thinking has 8 percent of monitoring blend of fit, and (AGE1) was 
0.94, the chi-square value of 130.89 with the Freedom 129 at significance level 0.44. variables that directly affect 
the students' critical thinking and reasoning ability. Personality Science. Apply. Variables that affect both directly 
and indirectly with the student's critical thinking and classroom atmosphere. Democratic parenting. Teaching 
behaviors of teachers. Including the findings of the Vedic Nan Brave (2548: Abstract) studied the factors that 
influence the ability of critical thinking of the students in the first class area office of education. And vocational 
students. Office of Vocational Education. Tuesday: A multiple group analysis. The results show that Variable with a 
direct effect on the ability of critical thinking of students at key stage 4 and Diploma students, including parenting 
style democracy. Ability of critical thinking of students at key stage 4 and Diploma students including teaching 
behaviors of teachers. The third prediction is a key factor in the teaching. This is consistent with the findings of 
McCrink (1999: 3420-A) to study the effects of teaching and learning styles of learners affect critical thinking. 
Sample is. Senior students beginning in Miami, United States 79 of the instruments used to measure critical thinking 
is a test of critical thinking of Watson and Gesser results showed that the method of teachers affect teachers who 
teach critical thinking than usual. And is consistent with the findings of Marra (1997: 1215-B) to study the 
relationship between the ability to think critically. Apply. And authority within the faith - their external locus of 
control were found to be positively correlated with the ability to think critically. They also found that Study mode 
used to think and try to give the students practice their critical thinking and high achievement. 
 
Suggestion 
1. Feedback on the findings to use. 

The results of the analysis of the factors that affect the critical thinking of students, teachers, Faculty of 
Education, York University found that the variables that affect the critical thinking. Therefore, it could be variations. 
The results of the research to develop the student as a person known to the students critical thinking. In addition to 
critical thinking. It is also a valuable and legitimate rights of the students that have been developed. Considered a 
necessary condition for the provision of education and as a sign of the party receiving the education or learning it. 
 
2. Suggestions for further research. 

2.1 There should be a study of factors affecting critical thinking. In other tertiary institution. To 
see if students in tertiary institutions. That there are factors that affect the critical thinking. Different or not. 

2.2 Other factors should be studied as a form of learning that is appropriate. Family environment 
factors. The actual situation. Problems that are associated with critical thinking or not. 

2.3 should be the other way around. In addition to the tests and quizzes to accompany the study to 
obtain more extensive data such as observation, interview, interrogation and trial individually. 

2.4 Should the analysis method (Path Analysis) in relation to indirect factors. That affect the 
critical thinking to know what factors are related and indirect impact on critical thinking. 
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Abstract 

The objectives of this research are to study factors affecting the behaviors of Yasothon community 
leaders in receiving information and news and to study the possibility in receiving news of community 
leaders in Yasothon Thailand. The studying factors in promoting news, and knowledge, communication, 
and attitude, the researcher wants to know if all are related to at least one behavior of perceiving data or 
not. The sample of the study is community leaders in Yasothon Thailand who work for 60 subdistrict 
administrative organizations for 120 people. In obtaining the sample group.Data is analyzed by 
descriptive statistics, analyze the correlation by using Pearson and Chi-Square and prediction by using 
regression means. 

The study, it is shown that 1. The studying factors result in promoting news and knowledge. As of 
knowledge, communication, and attitude, the researcher finds that all are related to at least one behavior 
of perceiving data by Sig = .00 It is revealed that there is at least one independent variable which is 
significantly correlated to dependent variable prediction. From examining, it can be concluded that an 
independent variable which is a main factor results in promoting news, knowledge. As of knowledge, 
communication, all are predictably related to at the behavior of perceiving data by Sig = .05. 

2. The studying factors result in promoting news and knowledge of community leaders in Yasothon and 
are linked with at least one behavior of perceiving data by Sig = .00. It is shown  

that there is at least one independent variable which is significantly correlated to dependent variable 
prediction. From examining, it can be summarized that an independent variable which affects the 
behavior of receiving news from various media is predictably related to the behavior of perceiving data by 
Sig = .05. 

3. The studying factors result in promoting news and knowledge of community leaders in Yasothon. As 
of knowledge, communication, and attitude, the researcher finds that all are related to at least one 
behavior of perceiving data by Sig = .00. It is revealed that there is at least one independent variable 
which is significantly correlated to dependent variable prediction. From examining, it can be concluded 
that an independent variable which affects news promoting and knowledge of community leaders in 
Yasothon is predictably related to the behavior of perceiving data by Sig = .05. 

Keywords: receiving information, information and news. 

Introduction 

In present days, the progress of technology has important role in human’s life regardless of age and 
gender. Radio/television, newspaper, internet, billboard, and bulletin are used widely for the purpose of 
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inter-communication. Receiving and promoting the information bring about the development-- economic, 
societal, political and governmental --which is necessary to consider various factors. All of 20 community 
colleges are the institutions which provide higher education below bachelor degree, and also organize the 
vocational training courses, according to ministerial regulations 2003. Each community college, therefore, 
performs a duty which is in accordance with the educational development plan about expanding the 
educational institutions and enhancing the quality of education. This will lead to the enhancement of the 
quality of life and of national security under multi-culture, including teaching and learning participation 
of all sectors and educational system management in the effort to make an effectiveness of education and 
to create an employment.The researcher has realized the importance of this issue. Therefore, the study 
will contribute to the benefit and be the guideline for promoting information, and for encouraging people 
in community to learn more from information and news in the near future. 

 

Objectives/purposes 

To study the factors which affect the behavior of Yasothon community leaders in receiving information 
and news. 

To study the possibility of receiving information of Yasothon community leaders. 

Hypothesis 

The studying factors result in promoting news and knowledge. In terms of knowledge, communication, 
and attitude, the research is to find if all are related to at least one behavior of perceiving data. 

The studying factors result in promoting information and knowledge of community leaders in Yasothon 
province. The research is to find if these factors are related to at least one behavior of perceiving data.  

The studying factors result in promoting information and knowledge of community leaders in Yasothon 
province. The research is to find if these factors are related to at least one behavior of perceiving data.  

Methods 

The research “ Factors Affecting the Behaviors of Yasothon Community Leaders in Receiving 
Information and News” is conducted by the following process 

1. The sample are 120 community leaders in Yasothon province, who are the members of 60 
subdistrict administrative organizations.  

2. Tools in this study is questionnaire that created by the researcher. Some parts are from the other 
research but are adapted to be more suitable for the sample, and to cover variables and objectives 
of the study. By doing this, the researcher studied from many texts, documents and related 
research. The questionnaire consists of 6 parts, which the reliabilities is by 0.86 

3. Data collection  by the questionnaire which has been send to the samples and returning to the 
researcher. The number of questionnaire is equal to the amount of the sample.  

4. Data analysis 
x The analysis by descriptive statistics, such as percentage, arithmetic mean, and standard 

deviation to describe the features of the data. 
x The analysis of correlation coefficient in examining the correlation 
x The analysis of data statistics of behavioral prediction by using regression means.  
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Results 

Part 1 The main factors resulting in promoting information, news, and knowledge of the community 
leaders in Yasothon province in Thailand. 

The main factors resulting in promoting information, news, and knowledge of the community leaders in 
Yasothon province, in the aspect of knowledge, the highest average score is the number 4. You have the 
capacity to exchange the knowledge, with the answer: high level ( = 3.91). The second highest average is 
the number 2. You have the capacity to search for knowledge from learning sources, with the answer: 
high level    ( = 3.86  

 

Part 2 The contributing factors resulting in behavior of receiving information from various channels 

The study finds that among various channels of information, highest average score is the number 4. 
Internet, with the answer: highest level ( = 4.70). The second highest average is the number 1. 
Television/radio, with the answer: the highest level ( = 4.56). 

 

 Part 3 The additional factors resulting in promoting information and knowledge of community 
leaders in Yasothon province 

 The study shows that the additional factors which result in promoting news and knowledge of 
community leaders in Yasothon province, in terms of organization’s policy, the highest average score is 
the factor number 4. Monitoring and evaluation for the outcome of promoting news and knowledge, with 
the answer: high level  ( = 3.92). The second average is the factor number 3. Support and encouragement 
to promote the news and knowledge, with the answer: high level  ( = 3.88). In terms of policy, the highest 
average score is the number 1. There is an acceptance of news and knowledge promoting, with the 
answer: high level         ( = 3.99). The second highest is the number 2. There is a support and participation 
in promoting news and knowledge, with the answer: high level ( = 3.96).     

 

Part 4 The outcomes of promoting information and knowledge of the community leaders in Yasothon 
province. 

It is shown that in terms of acceptance, the highest average score is the number1. I am informed about the 
news and events, and always adapt the knowledge to use in my every life, with the answer high level ( = 
4.08). The second highest is the number 4. I am enthusiastic to know the new information and knowledge 
from the institutions or organizations, with the answer: high level ( = 4.03).  

      

Part 5 The results of the analysis from the data statistics of behavioral prediction by using regression 
means. 

From the analysis of the main factors which affect the promoting of information and knowledge by 
regression means, in terms of knowledge, communication and attitude, it shows that all are predictably 
correlated to the behavior of perceiving data. The Sig = .00 is found in the study, which means that there 
is at least one independent factor which is significantly related to dependent variable prediction. From 
examining all cases, it can be concluded that the independent variables of the main factors result in 
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promoting news and knowledge. In terms of knowledge and communication, all are predictably related to 
the behavior of perceiving data by Sig. at.05.   

From the analysis of the contributing factors which affect the behavior in receiving information from 
various channels by regression means, all are correlated to the behavior of perceiving data. There is at 
least one independent factor which is significantly related to dependent variable prediction. From 
examining all cases, it can be concluded that the independent variables of contributing factors result in the 
behavior of receiving information from various channels. All are predictably related to the behavior of 
perceiving data by Sig.at.05.   

From the analysis of the additional factors resulting in promoting information and knowledge of 
community leaders in Yasothon province by regression means, the additional factors are correlated to the 
behavior of perceiving data. From examining all cases, it can be concluded that the independent variables 
of additional factors which result in promoting information and knowledge of community leaders in 
Yasothon province are predictably related to the behavior of perceiving data by Sig.at.05.  

From the analysis of the outcomes of promoting information and knowledge of community leaders in 
Yasothon province by regression means, the factors are correlated to the behavior of perceiving data. 
There is at least one independent factor which is significantly related to dependent variable prediction. 
From examining all cases, it can be concluded that the independent variables of the outcomes which result 
in promoting information and knowledge of community leaders in Yasothon province are predictably 
related to the behavior of perceiving data  sig. at. 05.   

 

SUGGESTIONS 

1. For the future study, it should be a comparative work between each group of fundamental variables in 
order to know if the factors are significantly related to each one or not.  

2. Apart from the factors in this study, the other factors should be considered as well such as the external 
factors of individual who will promote the information and knowledge, for example, the content, the 
channels and media for promoting the knowledge 

3.The study should be conducted in the other provinces to see if the results are the same. 
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Abstract 

This research is conducted for the purpose of; 1) Studying the factors which influences the development in English pronunciation 
skills training in primary students of schools in the Primary Education Services Area Office in Bangkok 2) Studying the 
possibilities of the development in English pronunciation skills in primary students of schools in the Primary Education Services 
Area Office in Bangkok. The cross section in this research includes 200 primary education level English language instructors 
from 37 schools in the Primary Education Services Area Office in Bangkok. This research was conducted from February-March 
2013, using 5 point rating scale questionnaire as research methodology, and using Percentage, Average, Standard Deviation, and 
Regression  
 The research results are; 
 1) Most of the Primary education level English language instructors in the Primary Education Services Area Office in 
Bangkok are ready for the usage of new technologies as the instruction media and most students prefer and ready to make use of 
electronics devices in learning English language. 
 2) Factors which influences the development in English pronunciation skills training in this study; 1) The main factors 
which are instructors, students, and teaching method 2) The influential factors which are duration and frequency of learning and 
teaching 3) The environmental supportive factors which are the equipment from all of the tests. It can be concluded that 
independent variable influences English pronunciation skills training in primary students with a predictive correlation at 0.05 
level of statistical significance. 
 
Keywords: English pronunciation skills 

Introduction 

Nowadays, there have been English programs in various levels of schools in Thailand; primary, secondary and 
higher education levels. The purposes of doing that are to improve 4 skills in learners: listening, speaking, reading 
and writing. Particularly, speaking skill is the most essential talent to be used for effective communicating with other 
fellows on earth. Basically, this can influence the country development and academic institutions need to manage 
learning programs according to the Basic Education Curriculum of 2551 B.E. and it has to include all the 5 
significant capabilities of learners in it. The most significant skill is communication skill which is composed of 
listening, speaking, reading and writing of foreign languages. However, Thailand education system managed 
nowadays is not in accordance with personal and social requirements. The more expectation required by all levels in 
society that education needs to play major roles in preparing Thai people to be able to compete with people in other 
countries, the bigger problem in education circle can be obviously seen. The most frequent argument made in all 
levels is why learners graduating each level even primary, secondary or higher education cannot speak fluent 
English. This major problem can be caused from many factors such as instructors, learners, learning atmosphere and 
other factors influencing the English speaking. 

The researcher has realized importance of such matter and has therefore studied those factors affecting the 
improving skill in English pronouncing skills of students in primary schools of the Primary Education Service Area 
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in Bangkok. It is expected that the study results can be advantageous and be further approach of English teaching 
improvement in Thailand. 

Objective 

To study those factors affecting the improvement of English pronouncing skills of primary students in Primary 
Education Service Area Office in Bangkok. 

Methodology 

Population 
Total 200 English instructors in elementary schools administrated by Primary Education Service Area Office in 
Bangkok have been used as population in this study. 
 
Research Instruments 
Two types of questionnaires were designed for collecting data from the respondents: the first type was checklist 
questionnaire concerning demographic data and another one was 5-point Likert type scales to study factors 
influencing the improvement of English pronunciation. The questionnaires were tried out to find reliabilities of them 
and the reliable values of all questions made in questionnaires were 0.789. 
 
Data Collection and Analysis 
The researcher collected data information from the inspected and approved questionnaires from all kinds of 
population which was 200 English teachers in 37 primary schools of the Primary Education Service Area Office in 
Bangkok. The duration between propagating questionnaires and collecting back was 3 weeks in February and the 
data was analyzed in March 2013. Upon collection and inspection of all collected questionnaires, the data were 
analyzed through descriptive statistics which were composed of percentage, mean and standard deviation that were 
used to explain the data characteristics. The correlation of data was analyzed to find correlation coefficient by using 
statistics designed by Pearson Chi-Square and the data Regression were used to forecast behaviors of data. 

Results 

General Information of the Respondents 
From all 200 population used in this study, 26 per cent of it are male and 74 of it are female with age ranges 20-39 
years as highest at 30 per cent and the less is 38.50 per cent is the range between 30-49 years. The population with 
ages between 40-49 years estimated at 11 per cent and the population with ages above 50 years estimated at 20.50 
per cent. Of all population, 44 per cent directly graduated English teaching and 56 per cent of them graduated other 
subjects. Average 73 per cent of all population had their own electronic media in the form of smart phones, 86.5 per 
cent of population had their own electronic media in the form of computer tablets and average 79 per cent of 
population had their own electronic media in the form of computer laptops. Average 81 per cent of all population 
knew the software programs assisting in English pronunciation; 19 per cent of all population did not know the 
software programs assisting in English pronunciation. Average 80.5 of all population used to use software programs 
assisting English pronunciation and 19.5 per cent of all population have never used software programs assisting 
English pronunciation.  
 
Factors influencing English pronunciation skills of primary students in primary schools of the Primary Education 
Service Area Office in Bangkok 
The overall means showing at 4.21 (S.D. = 0.56) of which individual factor was clarified and it was found that 
students talked English during the class hours showing highest means which were 4.65 (S.D. = 0.47). The second 
values were from students enjoying English pronunciation in classes as high means which were 4.43 (S.D. = 0.49). 
The students’ attitude towards modern technology used in classes showed high means which were 4.42 (S.D. = 
0.49). Students whose grades were better than ever showed high means which were 4.28 (S.D. = 0.63). Students’ 
abilities in using modern technology showed high means which were 4.14 (S.D. = 0.55). Students presenting their 
courage in pronouncing English showed high means which were 4.08 (S.D. = 0.72). Students’ cooperation in class 
activities and homework showed high means which were 3.98 (S.D. = 0.61). And the least mean values were from 
students’ pronouncing English fluently which showed means of 3.77 (S.D. = 0.59) 
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Conclusion and Discussion 

From this study, it is found that primary students of primary schools of the Primary Education Service Area Office 
in Bangkok have high level of readiness for learning modern technology. Therefore, English teachers have to be 
prepared for using modern technology, electronic media and updating their education all the time and they need to 
realize the importance and advantages of the usage of electronic media in teaching English including selecting 
appropriate electronic media for their students. Hopefully, further comparative studies of each variable, factor, and 
background will be performed to get the correlation of each one. Moreover, other factors above this research such as 
families and students’ parents should be studied. Also the same kind of this study should be done with other groups 
of schools such as bi-lingual schools or schools in other provinces to get comparison results to this research. 
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Abstract 

   The purposes of this descriptive research were to explore factors influencing the success of Rajamangala University of 
Technology Thanyaburi’s Ubiquitous Learning. Participants in this study were 556 Bachelor’s degrees of Rajamangala 
University of Technology Thanyaburi (RMUTT) students’ from 11 faculties and stratified random sampling method were used to 
select the subjects. Data were collected from online questionnaires. The descriptive statistics used to analyse data were frequency, 
percentage, mean, and standard deviation. The test of assumptions used linear multiple regression equation at the statistically 
significant level 0.05. The results revealed that the predisposing factors Influencing the success of RMUTT’s Ubiquitous 
Learning was knowledge (X1), enabling factors were infrastructures (X4) and learning equipment (X6) and reinforcing factors 
were electronics learning policy (X8) and stakeholders (X9). The multiple correlation coefficient (R) was 0.73 with 53% of ability 
to predict the factors influencing the success of RMUTT’s Ubiquitous Learning and formed the forecasting equation as follows: 
Ǔ = 0.31+0.21X1+ 0.11X4+ 0.08X6+ 0.28X8+ 0.25X9 
 
Keywords: U-Learning ; Ubiquitous Learning; Active Learning 

Introduction 

The world is changing rapidly from as an industrial to an information and media-driven economy. As the world  
around us becomes smaller, and communication and media become more global and more diffuse, the very nature  
of society and of who we are as human being is quickly being defined by our ability to be both consumer and  
producer of knowledge. (Bill Cope and Mary Kalantizs, 2009)  
Our society is in the midst of paradigm shift from mass media-based society to personal media-based society,  
driven by the digital revolution. Mass media and communication media are converging to form massively  
connected personal and everywhere media. In the personal and everywhere media, the interaction of people,  
artifacts, and the environment contributes to the emotional and entertaining experience in the daily life. (Masa  
Inakage, 2007)  
Ubiquitous learning or u-learning is a new learning paradigm, anywhere and anytime learning referring to any 
environment that allows any mobile learning devices to access the learning and teaching contents via wireless 
networks in any location at anytime. (Saadiah Yahya et al.,2010) The portability of computers and computing 
devices has blurred the traditional lines between formal and informal learning. (Bill Cope and Mary Kalantizs, 2009) 
Rajamangala University of Technology Thanyaburi (RMUTT) is focused on science and technology curriculum. 
Teaching and learning literates with technology changes that the one of policies of the RMUTT’s strategic plan. 
(RMUTT, 2009) RMUTT supports teachers and students using instructional media for teaching and learning through 
intranet and internet. To provide infrastructures, wireless network, around RMUTT for support Ubiquitous Learning 
in the future. 
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Objective 

The purposes of this descriptive research were to explore factors influencing the success of Rajamangala University 
of Technology Thanyaburi’s Ubiquitous Learning. 

Methodology 

Sample of the Study  

The sample of this study were 556 Bachelor’s degrees of Rajamangala University of Technology Thanyaburi 
(RMUTT) students’ from 11 faculties and stratified random sampling method were used to select the subjects. 

Research Instruments 

Online questionnaires were developed for collected data from the respondents which 2 types; the first was checklist 
about demographic data and the second was 5 point Likert type scale about the factors influencing the success of 
Rajamangala University of Technology Thanyaburi’s Ubiquitous Learning. The internal consistency (alpha) 
coefficient regarding the reliability of the scale has been calculated as 0.97. 

Data collection and analysis 

The study took online questionnaires as a research instrument during February 4 -25, 2013. The descriptive statistics 
used to analyse data were frequency, percentage, mean, and standard deviation. The test of assumptions used linear 
multiple regression equation at the statistically significant level 0.05. 

Results 

Demographic data 

The findings reveal that majority of participants were Faculty of Business Administration students’ (27.21 %) and 
freshmen (29.68 %). Almost of the respondents were females (70.49 %). The most frequently used internet average 
about 4-7 hours/week (33.57 %) and using internet more than 7 years (64.84%). The purposes of using were to 
connect the social network (92.23%) and to learn online (56.71%). The participants’ belonged laptop (88.16 %) and 
smart phone (69.26 %). They preferred blended learning (62.37%) and connect with teachers via social media (57.24 
%) 

Factors Influencing the Success of RMUTT’s Ubiquitous Learning 

The findings of predisposing factors influenced the success of RMUTT’s Ubiquitous Learning were: the attitude 
factor was the most at high level (  = 3.81,S.D = 0.55), the knowledge factor was same at the high level  

(  = 3.73,S.D = 0.55) and economics factor was natural level(  = 3.39,S.D = 0.72). The enabling factors were found; 

instructor factor was the most at high level(  = 3.66,S.D = 0.65), the learning environment factor was at high level( 

 = 3.61,S.D = 0.62), the learning equipment factor was at high level (  = 3.57,S.D = 0.76), and the infrastructure 

factor was at natural level (  = 3.30,S.D = 0.76). The reinforcing factors were found; stakeholder factor was the most 

at high level (  = 3.64,S.D = 0.66), and electronics learning policy factor was at high level  

(  = 3.57,S.D = 0.64). 

The test of assumptions that the predisposing factors, enabling factors and reinforcing factors influenced the success 
of RMUTT’s Ubiquitous Learning. 

Table 1. Simple linear regression analyses correlation of factors that influenced the success of RMUTT’s Ubiquitous Learning. 

  R R Square Adjusted 
R Square 

Std.Error 
Of the Estimate 

Success of RMUTT’s U-Learning 0.73 0.53 0.53 0.46 
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As depicted in table 1, the value of R square was 0.53 which indicates the correlation 53% of the predisposing 
factors, enabling factors and reinforcing factors influenced the success of RMUTT’s Ubiquitous Learning  

Table 2.  Multiple regression coefficients of the factors influenced the success of RMUTT’s Ubiquitous Learning. 

Model 
Unstandardized 

Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Bata 
(Constant)     0.31       0.15 - 2.12 0.034 
Knowledge factor (X1) 0.21 0.04 0.18 5.13     0.000** 
Infrastructure factor (X4) 0.11 0.03 0.13 3.72     0.000** 
Learning equipment factor (X6) 0.08 0.03 0.10 2.64      0.000** 
electronics learning policy factor  (X8) 0.28 0.05 0.27 5.61      0.000** 
Stakeholder factor (X9) 0.25 0.04 0.25 5.74      0.000** 

    �S���������S������ 
 
As depicted in table 2, the multiple regression coefficients indicates that the predisposing factors influenced the 
success of RMUTT’s Ubiquitous Learning at the statistically significant level at .01 was knowledge factor (X1) , 
infrastructure factor (X4), learning equipment factor (X6), electronics learning policy factor (X8) and stakeholder 
factor (X9), that formed the forecasting equation as follows: Ǔ = 0.31+0.21X1+ 0.11X4+ 0.08X6+ 0.28X8+ 0.25X9. 

Conclusions and Discussion 

The predisposing factors Influencing the success of RMUTT’s Ubiquitous Learning was knowledge , enabling 
factors were infrastructures  and learning equipment, and reinforcing factors were electronics learning policy and 
stakeholders that related Danail Dochev and Ivo Hristov (2006) suggest that e-Learning demands high bandwidth 
broadband, new high quality graphical environments, the introduction of new and innovative services in handling 
digital content. e-Learning services also require interoperable networks, such that the content could be accessed 
through different channels in a seamless fashion by the end users. The participants suggest how to success in online 
learning the learner should plan and continue self-discipline of learning. 
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Abstract 

   The purposes of this descriptive research were to explore Factors Influencing the Success Web-based Training for Teachers of 
The Secondary Educational Service Area Office 30.. Participants in this study were 315 teachers of The Secondary Educational 
Service Area Office 30  from 2,398 teachers and stratified random sampling method were used to select the subjects. Data were 
collected from questionnaires. The descriptive statistics used to analyse data were frequency, percentage, mean, and standard 
deviation. The test of assumptions used linear multiple regression equation at the statistically significant level 0.05. The multiple 
correlation coefficient (R) was 0.921 
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Introduction 

Education is the most important basis for developing countries. Hence educational institutions have to 
emphasize on improving teachers’ skills of creating teaching media for their teaching methods which are the main 
keys for educational development. Nowadays, educational institutions, which are responsible for Thai educational 
management, have increasingly encouraged teachers to create their own teaching media. It is recommended that the 
most effective personnel development is training as it takes minimal time and it answers the problems and 
requirement of both personnel and organization. 

The Secondary Educational Service Area Office 30 is one educational agency which has been assigned to 
monitor 37 schools in Chaiyaphum Province area. Although the distance between schools is quite far away and the 
transportation is inconvenient, there has always been training activities have always been provided to support and 
promote improvement of teachers’ knowledge. Therefore the researcher is interested in studying factors affecting the 
Web-based training for teachers under the Office of Secondary Education Service Area 30 with an objective to 
further improve teaching competency of teachers of The  Secondary Educational Service Area Office 30. 

Objective 

The purposes of this descriptive research were to explore factors influencing the success of web-based 
training for teachers of The Secondary Educational Service Area Office 30. 

Methodology 

Sample of the Study  

The sample of this study were 315 for Teachers of The Secondary Educational Service Area Office 30 from 
2,398  teachers and stratified random sampling method were used to select. 

Research Instruments 

Tools used in this research are questionnaires created by the researcher with 5 parts and they consist of 68 
items with 0.921 of reliance. 

Data collection and analysis 

The study took  questionnaires as a research instrument during February 10 -20, 2013. The descriptive 
statistics used to analyse data were frequency, percentage, mean, and standard deviation. The test of assumptions 
used linear multiple regression equation at the statistically significant level 0.05. 

Results 

Demographic data 

General information of all samplers used in this study: 200 female equal 63.5 %; 88 samplers with average 
ages = 35-44 years estimating 27.39 %; 140 samplers with their monthly income above 40,001 Baht estimating 
44.4%; 233 samplers with bachelor degree as highest level of education estimating 74 %; 156 samplers holding the 
position of teachers of special expertise estimating 49.5 %; 73 samplers have been working as civil officers for 11-
15 years estimating 23.2 %; 121 samplers have used computers for 6-10 years estimating 38.4 %; 121 samplers have 
used the Internet for 6-10 years estimating 34.8 %t; 124 samplers use the Internet at least 3 hours a day estimating 
39.4 %; and 288 samplers have their own personal computer (at home) estimating 91.4 %. 
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Factors Influencing the Success of Web-based Training for Teachers of The Secondary Educational Service Area 
Office 30 

 
1. Searching the reliance of the questionnaires studying factors affecting the Web-based training of  
teachers under the Office of Secondary Education Service Area 30, the reliance of 0.921 was found. 
2. Knowledge information resulting Web-based training achievement of teachers under the Office of 

Secondary Education Service Area 30, it results high value with the mean of 3.60 (S.D. = 0.65). After considering 
individual item, it was found that teachers’ abilities in searching the learning resource reflect the highest value with 
the mean of 3.87 (S.D. = 0.83). The second highest value is obtained from the ability of collecting information and 
summarize knowledge management with mean of 3.74 (S.D. = 0.77) and the lowest value is from languate skills 
with average mean value of 3.26 (S.D. = 0.82). 

 3. Attitude information influencing the Web-based training achievement of the teachers under the Office of 
Secondary Education Service Area 30 was found the high value of mean 3.9 (S.D. =0.73). Individual item was 
considered and it was found that computer sets could provide teachers with comfortibility at the high level of value 
with mean of 4.22 (S.D. = 0.82). The second highest value was represented that more advantages gained by teachers 
who could use computer with its mean value of 4.14 (S.D. = 0.71). The lowest value was gained from the using of 
computer which was considered easy with the average mean value of 3.37 (S.D. = 0.85). 

4. Skill information affecting the Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary Education 
Service Area 30 was found that it reflected high mean value of 3.77 (S.D. =0.78). Individual item was analyzed and 
it was found the using Excel program for calculating reflected the high mean value of 4.38 (S.D. =0.82). The second 
mean value was found from using Power Point Program in presentation with high mean value of 3.83 (S.D. = 1.10) 
and the minimal mean value was found from using Microsoft Word in typing with average mean value of 3.35 (S.D. 
= 1.07). 

5. Input information affecting the Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary Education 
Service Area 30 was found high with average mean of 3.60 (S.D. =0.61). The highest value concerned attitude 
which reflected high value of average mean 3.93 (S.D. =0.73). The second was skill with its high value of average 
mean 3.77 (S.D. = 0.78) and knowledge with its high value of average mean 3.60 (S.D. = 0.65) respectively. 

6. Age information affecting the Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary Education 
Service Area 30 was found high with average mean of 3.56 (S.D. = 0.85). Individual item was clarified and it was 
found that ages resulted training, developing and using information technology with its high mean value of 3.62 
(S.D. = 0.92). The second value was found from studying ages effecting searching information and its procedure 
with its average mean value of 3.59 (S.D. = 0.94). The minimal value was obtained from styding on ages resulting 
stability in working by using information technology with its average mean value of 3.56 (S.D. = 0.85). 

7. Gender information affecting the Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary Education 
Service Area 30 resulted the medium value with average mean of 2.87 (S.D. = 0.98). Individual items were analyzed 
and it was found that gender resulted in attitude, preference, and popularity in Web-based training with the medium 
average mean of 3.04 (S.D. = 1.12). The second was found on gender resulting in adapting themselves to the Web-
based training with aveage mean value of 2.89 (S.D. = 1.09) and the minimal value was obtained from gender 
resulting stability in working using information technology with average mean value of 2.77 (S.D. =1.00). 

8. Education information resulting the Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary 
Education Service Area 30 was found with high value of 3.55 mean (S.D. = 0.86). Individual item was clarified and 
it was found that the educational background resulting the Web-based training and developing of information 
technology with high mean value of 3.61 (S.D. = 0.87). The second value was derived from studying the educational 
background resulting leaning and traning activities with its high mean value of 3.58 (S.D = 0.92). The minimal value 
was obtained from studying oneducation levels resulting searching and collecting data information and its procedure 
with high mean value of 3.50 (S.D. = 0.91). 

9. Experience information resulting the Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary 
Education Service Area 30 was found that experiences affected highly with the mean value of 4.12 (S.D. = 0.76). 
Individual items were studied and it was found that the highest value was from studying experiences resulting 
learning management through Web-based training which reflected high mean value of 4.15 (S.D. = 0.79). The 
second value was from studying experiences resulting abilities in adapting themselves for Web-based training with 
mean value of 4.14 (S.D. = 0.78). And the minimal value was from studying experiences resulting the leaning and 
training activities with high mean value of 4.09 (S.D. = 0.83). 
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10. Information of numeric factors influencing the Web-based training of teachers under the Office of 
Secondary Education Service Area 30 was found high mean value of 3.53 (S.D. = 0.65) and was found that 
experiences resulted highest mean value of 4.12 (S.D. = 0.76), ages reflected the second highest mean value of 3.56 
(S.D. = 0.85) and gender affecting the minimal mean value of 2.87 (S.D. = 0.98). 

11. Structural factor information affecting the Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary 
Education Service Area 30 was found high with its mean value of 3.93 (S.D. = 0.91). The result was found that there 
was Internet system installed in schools with high mean value of 4.14 (S.D. = 0.89). The second highest value was 
found on Information Technology Center provided in schools for Web-based training facilities with its mean value 
of 3.98 (S.D. = 0.93) and the minimal mean value was found on adequate computer sets provided in schools with its 
mean value of 3.79 (S.D. = 1.11). 

12. Policy factor affecting the Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary Education Service 
Area 30 was found high with its mean value of 4.02 (S.D. = 0.83) and it was found that there was good support and 
promotion given by management levels for Web-based training  with its high mean value of 4.14 (S.D. = 0.89). The 
second item was found on policy given by management levels to encourage participation in Web-based training with 
its high mean value of 4.09 (S.D. = 0.83) and the minimal mean value was found on budget allocated by schools for 
Web-based training with its mean value of 3.90 (S.D. = 0.99). 

13. Training result through Web-based training done by teachers under the Office of Secondary Education 
Service Area 30 was found high with its mean value of 4.03 (S.D. = 0.76). Individual items were clarified and were 
found that saving of time on travelling showed the highest value of its mean 4.26 (S.D. = 0.79). The second mean 
value was found on incomplexity in training because reviewing could be done as many times as required with its 
mean value of 4.21 (S.D. = 0.88). The minimal value was derived from studying the factor of imlimitation on time 
and place with its mean value of 3.81 (S.D. = 0.8). 

14. Results derived from analyzing relationship among important factors affecting the Web-based training of 
teachers under the Office of Secondary Education Service Area 30 were found that following variations reflected the 
results of Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary Education Service Area 30 which had 
positive relationship with primary variations that could be imputs such as knowledge, attitude and skills and it had 
coefficient linear multiple regression = 0.633. 

15. Results derived from analyzing relationship between important factors affecting the Web-based training of 
teachers under the Office of Secondary Education Service Area 30 were found that the important factors affecting 
directly the Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary Education Service Area 30 with its 
statistic variation at 0.05 which are knowledge (k) had Sig. value = 0.003; attitude (a) had Sig. value = 0.000 and 
skill (s) had Sig. value = 0.094. This could be concluded that 2 important factors which are knowledge and attitude 
result entirely the Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary Education Service Area 30. 

16. Results derived from analyzing relationship between numeric factors affecting the Web-based training of 
teachers under the Office of Secondary Education Service Area 30 were found that following variation was the 
result of Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary Education Service Area 30 with its positive 
relationship with primary factors that became numeric factors which were ages (ag), gender (sx), education (e) and 
experiences (ep) with its coefficient linear multiple regression of 0.343. 

17. Results derived from analyzing relationship between numeric factors affecting the Web-based training of 
teachers under the Office of Secondary Education Service Area 30 were found that there was statistic result shown 
at 0.05 of the numeric results of Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary Education Service 
Area 30 and the statistic result was the numeric factors affecting the Web-based training of teachers under the Office 
of Secondary Education service are 30 with its Sig. value = 0.000; ages had its Sig. value = 0.042; gender (sx) had 
its Sig. value = 0.502; education (e) had its Sig. value = 0.409; and experience had its Sig. value = 0.000. It could be 
concluded that 2 numberic factors which were ages and experiences resulted the Web-based training of teachers 
under the Office of Secondary Education Service Area 30. 

18. Results derived from testing relationship between supportive factors affecting the Web-based training of 
teachers under the Office of Secondary Education Service Area 30 were found that following variations were the 
supportive factors which resulted the Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary Education 
Service Area 30 and had its positive relationship with the primary variations which are supportive factors such as 
structural and policy factors and with its coefficient linear multiple regression of 0.58.Results derived from 
analyzing relationship between supportive factors affecting Web-based training of teachers under the Office of 
Secondary Education Service Area 30 were found that supportive factors resulted the Web-based training of teachers 
under the Office of Secondary Education Service Area 30 with its statistic value at 0.05 that could be allocated on 
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Structure (st) with its Sig. value = 0.957; and Policy (po) with its Sig. value = 0.000. This could be concluded that 
supportive factor based on policy affected directly the Web-based training of teachers under the Office of Secondary 
Education Service Area 30. 

 

Conclusions and Discussion 

From the study of factors affecting the Web-based training for teachers working for the Office of Secondary 
Education Service Area 30, these following results can be discussed: the achievement expected from the Web-based 
training of teachers under the Office of Secondary Education Service Area 30 has been in high level or at the mean 
level 4.03 (S.D. = 0.76). Because of this Web-based training, teachers who have been trained can freely learn things 
themselves everywhere all the time according to the statements made by Pratchayanan Nilsuk (2542: 84) and Sanrat 
Horpaisarn (2544: 95) that in each training, trainees have to be centralized to get new things directly. Trainees can 
also choose things to learn as flexibly and comfortably as they can with no limitation on time and location. They can 
review lessons and contents all the time and that can make trainees feel free and comfortable to learn. 
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Abstract 

Educational technology has been benefits for both educators and university students. However, most educators are lack 
of knowledge to utilize an instructional media and to produce innovation as instructional tools. In this research was aimed to 
explore the utilization of instructional media and innovation and to describe the factors related to the usage of instructional media 
and innovation of nursing instructors in Boromarajonani College of nursing, Suphanburi, Thailand. The purposive of 40 subjects 
were included in this study. The research shows that nursing instruction produced the instructional media and innovation once a 
year. Picture, graphics and multimedia projectors were the most often used by nursing instructors. There was a significant 
difference between the factors related to the utilization of instructional media and innovation. It was included the policy, 
resources (r= .335) and knowledge to produce instructional media and innovation      (r= .315). The recommendation of future 
research will be specifically focus on the appropriated technological model usage in nursing education.  
 
Keywords: instructional media utilization, diffusion of innovation in nursing 

Introduction 

The rapid growth in educational and communication technology becomes one of ours instructional tools for 
educators. Back to the last ten decade, the overhead projector, transparency, CD-ROM and others Medias were used 
as instructional tools. Some technologies are still using in the university while some tools are obsolete.  Because the 
changing in teaching method, most educators need to enhance their skills for the best effective teaching style to 
benefit students. Technologies are the potential tools for instructors to motivate and to engage their students in 
learning. For instance, it will help students improve their learning skills such as drills and practices, information 
inquiry, participatory learning, and enhancing their responsibilities. This is why educators need to know how to 
adapt the effective teaching tools for using in classroom.  However, there are many factors influent the adoption and 
implementation of educational technology in nursing college because most nursing educators have least knowledge 
in educational and communication technology.  They may think in different perspective than people who are in the 
education technology field. In addition, most educators need to develop the innovation to improve the effectiveness 
of teaching method in their area, instead of the only use instructional media. In order to success to adopt 
instructional media and to produce the innovation in nursing colleges, most nursing instructors need to accept the 
technology and innovation.  

A review literature has been found the factors effected the instructors’ usage of innovation in Kalasin province 
are knowledge, type of innovation, attitude and need toward innovation, and budget. Nongluk (1996) found the 
factors that affect the motivation of the instructional media production in English teachers are attitude. Also, 
Suvaree (2000) claimed that the effectiveness of instruction, convenient usage and producing, responsibilities and 
knowledge were effected the usage of media. In addition, Thitiya (2003) found that the factors affect the acceptance 
of instructional media usage are workload, need of training, supported materials, and guideline. In contrast, Woranat 
(2004) found that age and education level related to the usage of instructional media. Then, the main factors of his 
study were knowledge and the availability of media. Factors related the usage of instructional media usage in 
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vocational education, Bangkok province were teaching experiences and supported materials. On the contrary, sex, 
age, education, knowledge of media usage, and attitude weren’t related to the usage of media, Hathaichanok (2005).  

Much research in recent year has focused on what factors effected the usage of instructional media and the results 
are inconsistent (Teerapong(1991); Patchamon(2003); Saroch(2004); Sudarut(2005); Orawan(2007); Atcharaporn 
(2008)). Also, most research has explored in different level of education such as the primary school, secondary 
school, vocational school, and university. In contrast, there is less research has been identified what factors related to 
utilization of instructional media and innovation in nursing education. Then, research need to be explored the 
limitations factors as barriers for adopting educational technology in nursing organization.  

 

Methods 

The purpose of this research study were to determine the factors related to the utilization of instructional media 
and innovation of nursing instructors at Boromarajonani college of nursing, Suphanburi, Thailand. The Independent 
variables were included three domains; the basics factors, the associated factors, the supported factors. The basics 
factors were sex, age, teaching experiences, workload and education. Also, the associated factors were knowledge to 
produce instructional media and innovation, attitude toward the production and usage of instructional media and 
innovation, the barrier to produce the instructional media. In addition, the supported factors were the policy and the 
supported material to produce the instructional media and innovation. Finally, the dependent variables were the 
utilization and usage of instructional media and innovation. 

 
Setting and population 
 The target population of this study were 40 nursing instructors recruited from Suphanburi Nursing College 

in Thailand. Most of them are willing to participate in the study. 
Instruments 
The online questionnaires of the  factors related the utilization of instructional media and innovation adopted in 

this study were included 6 sections; the basics information, Knowledge in producing and using of instructional 
media and innovation,  attitude toward the utilization of instructional media and innovation, the barrier toward the 
utilization of instructional media and innovation, the policy and supported material to produce the instructional 
media and innovation, and the utilization of instructional media and innovation. The content validity was done by 
three experts in educational technology. Cronbach’s reliability coefficient of this instrument was 0.79 when it was 
examined from several subjects who work in the related fields. 

 
Procedure 
Once the project was approved, the investigator asked the permission from the director of the Nursing College to 

collect data. Then the investigator coordinated with the faculty at the school of nursing to ask nursing instructors if 
they were interested in being research subjects. Once nursing instructors who were interested in this study were 
selected, the investigator sent information to participants to show them how to participate in this study. Before 
participate in this study, subjects have to agree term and condition as part of the research agreement.  

 
Analysis 
 Data analysis was consisted of descriptive and inferential statistics. Descriptive statistics included the mean 

of the information on the questionnaire. To answer research question on what factors related the unitization of 
instructional media and innovation, the Pearson correlation was analysed. 

Human subjects 
Risk/Benefits 

There are minimal risks related to completing the study. However, there were no unpleasant consequences to 
subjects. Subjects may find some questions distressing, but they can stop participating at any time. The benefits of 
this study are that nursing instructors can be able to identify factors related to the usage of educational technology in 
nursing.  

Disclosure/Consent Process 
When nursing instructors agree to be subjects, they can read the agreement of this study via an online 

instructional Web site. This study is voluntary, and there are no negative effects for the subjects if they decide not to 
participate in this study. 
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Confidentiality Assurances 
All information on the research subjects are kept in a secure place. Data records of this study are kept until 

investigators finish data analysis. 
 
Results 
 

The results in this study are presented into seven sections; 1) Basics information, 2) Knowledge of 
innovation and instructional media production, 3) Attitude toward producing and using instructional media and 
innovation, 4) The barrier toward the instructional media and innovation production and usage, 5) The  policy and 
supported materials to producing instructional media and innovation, 6) The instructional media and innovation 
usage, and 7) Factors related the utilization of instructional media and innovation. The details in each section can be 
described below. 

1) Section 1 Basics information 
The age average of population is 37.70 years.  The youngest and the oldest people are 23 and 68 years 
old in order. People who have the longest teaching experience are 34 years and the shortest of teaching 
experience is only one year. The mean of workload per week is 6.18 hours. 
 
Table 1 Basics information by age, teaching experience and workload per week 
 

Type of information Mean S.D Min Max 

Age 37.70 8.77 23 68 

Teaching experience 10.50 7.60 1 34 

Workload (per week) 6.18 1.26 3 8 

 
Table 2 Basics information by level of education and department 
 

Type of information Number(N) Percentage (%) 

Education level   

     Bachelor  Degree 6 15 

     Master      Degree 32 80 

     Doctoral   Degree 2 5 

Type of Department   

     Adult and aging 9 22.5 

     Community health nursing and     

     Community health nurse practitioner 

10 25 

     Basics Nursing  6 15 

     Obstetrics nursing 6 15 

     Pediatric nursing 5 12 

     Psychiatric and mental health nursing 4 10 

 
The maximum number of education level are people who earn master degree (N=32) and the lowest 
level of education are doctoral degree (N=2).  The community health nursing and health practitioner 
department are the highest number of people (N=10) and the lowest number of people is psychiatric 
and mental health nursing department (N=4). 

2) Section 2 Knowledge of innovation and instructional media production 
The results show that the knowledge of usage instructional media innovation production in this setting 
is average. Most people have basics knowledge about what the instructional media and innovation are. 
However, most of them have less knowledge about how to evaluate the effectiveness of instructional 
media and innovation. 

3) Attitude toward producing and using instructional media and innovation 
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The overall level of attitude toward producing and using instructional media and innovation in this 
study is high (Mean=4.30, SD=0.48).  The instructional media and innovation can effectively help 
students learning (Mean=4.58, SD=0.50).The population perceive that instructional media and 
innovation make students understand what they teach (Mean=4.68, SD=0.47). In addition, it can be 
used as media to describe the difficulty contents. Moreover, the usage of instructional media and 
innovation makes classroom more interesting (Mean=4.63, SD=0.69) 

 
4) The perceived  barriers toward the instructional media and innovation production and usage 

The results show that the overall score of the perceive barrier is average (Mean=3.05, 0.47). The 
population perceive that they don’t even have more time to produce an innovation (Mean=3.88, 
SD=0.86) and they don’t have professional staffs to guide them how to develop an instructional media 
and innovation (Mean=3.73, SD=0.96). 
 
Table 3 

Items Mean SD Level 

knowledge and experience 3.58 0.90 High 

Staff 3.73 0.96 High 

Budget 3.28 1.15 High 

Supported materials 3.50 1.18 High 

Motivation 3.45 0.85 High 

time 3.88 0.76 High 

Overall 3.45 0.85 High 

 
5) The  policy and supported materials to producing instructional media and innovation 

The overall score of the policy and supported material to produce instructional media and innovation is 
high (Mean=3.78, SD=0.56). They perceive that nursing college has the policy to encourage instructors 
to develop instructional media and innovation because of its benefits for learning (Mean=4.25, 
SD=0.54).  

6) The instructional media and innovation usage 
The frequency of using instructional media for teaching is 1 to 5 times per week and nursing 
instructors develop an innovation one time a year.  The overall score of using instructional media and 
innovation is high (Mean=3.90, SD=0.38). The types of instructional media usage are printed media 
and graphics, media projector, instructional media and innovation. 

7) Factors related the utilization of instructional media and innovation 
 
Table 4 
 

Variable  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1. Instructional media and innovation usage -.94 -.147 -.217 -.007 .315* .25 -.068 .335* 

2. Age  .622* -.153 .423** .087 .125 .250 -.318* 

3. Teaching experiences   -.435** .528** .075 .069 .036 -.204 

4. Workload     -.017 .039 -.064 .079 -.132 

5. Education level     .233 .005 .108 .082 

6. Knowledge      .131 .040 .100 

7. Attitude        0.54 .151 

8. Perceived barriers         -.326* 

9. Policy          

*p < .05, **p < .01         
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The table shows the results of factors related to the utilization of instructional media and innovation of 

nursing instructors in Boromarajonani College of nursing, Suphanburi, Thailand. The variable that has positive 
relation is the policy and supported materials (r=.335, p < .05).  In addition, another variable that has a positive 
relation is knowledge to develop instructional media and innovation (r=.315, p < .05) 

Conclusions and recommendations 

The study shows the factors related the utilization of instructional media and innovation of nursing instructors at 
nursing college. The policy and supported materials, knowledge of instructional media and innovation are the 
positive relation to the media utilization. The organization policy is one of the factors that effected instructor’s usage 
of instructional media (Warut, 2005).  The results in this study are benefits for director of nursing college to 
encourage nursing instructors to develop innovation and instructional media using in classroom. Also, the executive 
directors may plan to employ professional staffs to adopt the innovation with nursing instructors. In addition, 
training nursing instructors how to develop and utilization of instructional media is very important for them to 
understand the advantage educational and communicational technology in nursing. The future research should 
explore the appropriated model using in nursing education and research should identify what kind of instructional 
media and innovation affected learning achievement in nursing students. 
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Abstract 

This paper investigates writing system reforms which occurred in Kazakhstan during the Soviet, Post Soviet periods and since the 
country gained independence. This paper will also focus on social and political factors of development and formation of current 
Kazakh writing system and will also deal with in-depth study of factual experience of Kazakh-Turkish High School system on 
providing education in four languages.  
 
Keywords: multilingualism, trinity of languages, language policy, 

INTRODUCTION 

  .D]DNK� �Ԕɚɡɚԕ� ɬɿɥɿ�� 4D]DT� WLOL�� LV� D� ODQJXDJH� QDWLYH� WR� .D]DNKVWDQ�� WKH� <LOL� .D]DNK� $XWRQRPRXV�
Prefecture in Western China, as well as Kazakh communities in Mongolia, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Turkey, 
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Iran, Russia, and the Ukraine. Kazakh is a member of Kipchack branch of Turkic 
languages, closely related to Tatar and Kyrgyz, and more distantly Modern Turkish, and has been influenced over 
centuries by Mongolian, Tajik-Persian, Arabic, and Russian. 

Turkish is the most widely spoken and published on Turkic language and shares most of its grammar and base 
vocabulary with Kazakh. Establishing a working knowledge of Turkish will ease your transition into Kazakh, both 
in the sense of linguistic elements and better access to materials. It will also open you to the many bookshops across 
Turkey that carry a sizable array of books and resources on Turkic languages.  

Russian, on the other hand, is the co-official language of Kazakhstan and is the inter-ethnic language of 
communication, education, and business throughout both Kazakhstan and the entire former Soviet Union where 
most Kazakh and other Turkic speakers live. Also, many Kazakh are more comfortable communicating in Russian 
in certain contexts (i.e. science, technology, news, etc.) and Kazakh in others (culture, music, daily life, etc.). 

Moreover, Kazakh, like other Turkic languages has an extremely complex system of grammar and word 
formation: 

x Kazakh has Subject Object Verb (SOV) sentence structure: Mary market-to went (Mary went to the 
market); John Frank-from old book bought. (John bought an old book from Frank). 

x Kazakh observes agglutination: It strings suffixes together to form long words rich in meaning and syntax. 
Kazakh observes vowel harmony: A system whereby vowels have to agree with one other based on complex 

sound/phonology rules.  
 After several alphabet and language reforms the Kazakh language has been modified both in terms of 
national writing system and phonologic rules.  
 
Nomenclature 

A Chronological formation of Kazakh writing system  

B  “Trinity of languages” state programme 

C Factual study of Kazakh-Turkish High School experience 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +7 7017126626 ; fax: +7 727 307 95 58. 
E-mail address: gaipov.davran@sdu.edu.kz 
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2. Chronological formation of Kazakh writing system 

Kazakhstan is geographically located at the junction of European and Asian continents containing multiethnic and 
multicultural society respectively. It also possesses a peculiar place in Central Asia as being a host for a number of 
Turkic, Asian and European cultural and political organizations and events. 

Historically, Kazakhs have changed the alphabet several times and used different types one after another, i.e., Old 
Turkic writing (VIII c. – XIII c.), Kazakh writing based on Arabic letters (XI c.), Proposals of Kazakh alphabet 
based on Russian graphics (XIX c.), (Arabic) alphabet designed by A. Baitursynuly (1912 - 1929), Latin alphabet 
(1930 - 1940) and Cyrillic based Kazakh writing (1940 - ).  
 
2.1 Old Turkic writing (VIII c. – XIII c.)  
 

Memorials with Old Turkic writing have been found in several regions of Kazakhstan like Talas, Karakorym, 
Taraz, Pavlodar, Essyk, Shemonaikha, Ertys and were mostly used for grave stelae, border signs or graffiti of all 
sorts. Old Turkic writing is more-or-less alphabetic, and is inscribed from right to left in rows running from bottom 
to top (Amanzholov 1998). 

 
2.2 Kazakh writing based on Arabic letters (XI c.) 

  
This writing was adopted together with Islamic religion. People gained literacy in so called madrassah where 

religion-based teaching took place. Two types of writing were used later: Khadim (means old) – XVI-XVII, written 
literary works common for Turkic people, chronicles and documents with historical base belong to this type of 
writing. The second type of writing was called Jadid (means new) which was used in local newspapers of that period 
“Turkistan ualayati (means Turkistan province)” and “Dala ualayati (means Steppe province)” (Mamyrbekova 
2001). 
 

Kazakh was first written with the Arabic script during the 19th c. when a number of poets, educated in Islamic schools, 
incited revolt against Russia. Russia’s response was to set up secular schools and devise a way of writing Kazakh with 
Cyrillic alphabet, which was not widely accepted. By 1917, the Arabic script was reintroduced, even in schools and local 
government. In 1927, Kazakh nationalist movement sprung up but was soon suppressed. At the same time the Arabic 
script was banned and the Latin alphabet was imposed for writing Kazakh. The Latin alphabet was in turn replaced by 
the Cyrillic alphabet in 1940 (Simon Ager, accessed March 14, 2013 at http://www.omniglot.com/writing/Kazakh.htm). 

 
2.3 Proposals of Kazakh alphabet based on Russian graphics (XIX c.)  
 

As the writing based on Arabic letters was used among Turkic people including Kazakh led to two different 
dimensions. Firstly, the Arabic letters represented Islamic religion; relatively it contradicted the Tsarist policy 
regime and later the Soviet regime consequently. Secondly, the Arabic letters were insufficient to represent some 
specific Kazakh sounds. This circumstance needed either further development of the current alphabet or alphabet 
change. The former was supported by some Russian linguists like: N.I. Ilminski (as in Table 1), V.V. Katarinski, 
A.E. Alektorov aiming at replacing the current alphabet by Cyrillic one with missionary purposes (Ilminski 1883). 
Relatively, the same idea was supported by Kazakh scholar Y. Altynsarin with educational purposes. The latter was 
supported by some of Kazakh scholars like A.Baitursynuly (1912-1929), who proposed the project of improved 
Kazakh writing based on Arabic letters. 

 
Table 1. Kazakh alphabet based on Russian letters proposed by N.I. Ilminski (1876) 

 
 
 
 
 
2.4 (Arabic) Alphabet designed by A. Baitursynuly (1912 - 1929)  
 

A.Baitursynuly was the first Kazakh philologist who researched the sound system of Kazakh language and 
worked out his own alphabet on the basis of Arabic letters which had been used in Central Asia. He dedicated his 
valuable work to improve the Kazakh writing by means of clearing and protecting it from the influence of other 

8 vowels  ɚ��l���p��ɟ���ɵ��ɿ��ɨ��|��ɭ��¹� 

19 consonants ɩ��ɛ��ɦ��w��ɬ��ɞ��ɧ��ɠ��ɡ��ɲ��ɫ��ɪ��ɥ��j��ʅ��ɼ��ʃ. 
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languages and designed synharmonic national alphabet as a result. At the same time A. Baitursynuly’s writing was 
called Kazakh national writing as in Table 2. Later on, Arabic based letter was banned, even politically accused due 
to shift to Latin alphabet which impeded the progress of Kazakh national writing.   

 
Table 2. A. Baitursynuly’s alphabet (1912) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.4 Latin alphabet (1929 - 1940) 
 

All Central Asian countries including Kazakhstan used very similar languages using Arabic letters and the 
differences could be interpreted as language dialects rather than separate nationalities.  Fierman (2009) claims that 
during the period of using Latin alphabet as the main writing system, Central Asian countries, including Azerbaijan 
but not Tajikistan had the tendency to replace Arabic and Persian borrowings by Turkic words. 

New Kazakh Alphabet based on Latin alphabet was officially adopted in 1930 (Table 3). 
 

Table 3. New Kazakh Alphabet based on Latin alphabet 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Year by year new words entered from Russian into Kazakh and initially all new words were spelled and 
pronounced according to Kazakh sound system, but then with the decision of Central Executive Committee the 
Russian words entered into Kazakh had to be spelled and pronounced genuinely as in Russian. This led to the entry 
of particular Cyrillic letters into writing system of Latin based Kazakh Alphabet. Additionally, (Sebba 2003) argues 
that  
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“trends toward closer relationships between the various Turkic-speaking groups - and particularly, links between the Turkic-
speaking peoples of the USSR and Turkey itself – attracted suspicion in Moscow. The cultural link created by the simultaneous 
Latinisation of Turkey and Central Asian Communities of the USSR may have set alarm bells ringing in Moscow and turned the 
policy of the Communist Party in favour of Cyrillicisation, which followed almost as soon as Latinisation was complete.” (page 
4) 
 
2.5 Cyrillic based Kazakh writing (1940 - )  
 
Several reasons led to replacement of Latin alphabet by Cyrillic one:  
x Prevent integration of the USSR Turkic people with the Republic of Turkey, which followed different ideology 

and policy;  
x Accusation of the founders of Kazakh writings based on Arabic and Latin letters as the ‘public enemy’ (T. 

Shonanuly, K. Kemengerov, K. Zhubanov, E. Omarov, O. Zhandosuly, N. Torekulov);  
x Necessity of forming one state (USSR), common state writing (Russian language and writing) of peoples under 

one capital city (Moscow);  
x Mastery of new terms only through Russian language; 
x Diversity of written orthography.  

Thus, Cyrillic based Kazakh writing was officially adopted upon improving its draft proposed by S. 
Amonzholov in 1940 (Table 4). 

 
 Table 4. Kazakh Cyrillic Alphabet. 
 

Kazakh Cyrillic Alphabet 
Ⱥ Ԥ Ȼ ȼ Ƚ Ԑ Ⱦ 
ȿ Ȭ ɀ Ɂ ɂ Ƀ Ʉ 
Ԕ Ʌ Ɇ ɇ Ԙ Ɉ Ԧ 
ɉ Ɋ ɋ Ɍ ɍ Ԝ Ԛ 
Ɏ ɏ Ԣ ɐ ɑ ɒ ɓ 
ɔ ɕ ȱ ɖ ɗ ɘ ə 

 
 Cyrillic alphabet has been used for more than 70 years in Kazakhstan. To certain extent the Kazakh 
language has been modified during this period with the impact of Russian language. Moreover, during the Soviet 
period the proportion of Kazakhs was not only less than a half of the overall population, but also the significant 
number of Kazakhs became Russian-speaking. As a result, the linguistic factor of the Cyrillic alphabet has led to 
weakening of the language and national identities of Kazakhs. 

 
3. “Trinity of languages” state programme 
   

The number of native Kazakhs has increased significantly with the President Nursultan Nazarbayev’s initiatives 
to encourage the return of Kazakhstanis living abroad to their home land since the country gained its independence 
(Smagulova 2008). The state language policy has also been discussed several times by the government and has been 
reflected in several state documents and papers. This has been considered separately in the national constitution and 
in the “Law on languages” (Smagulova 2008). Since 2007, a new dimension has taken its course in the state 
language policy which emphasizes “trinity in languages” issued as a project by Ministry of Culture, which considers 
using Kazakh, Russian and English languages as a medium of education in schools  (Gaipov 2011). In this respect, 
32 trial schools have been selected to adopt trilingual educational system. Since the adoption of “Trinity of 
languages” state program in 2007, it has widely been discussed in various domains like mass-media, conferences 
and other meetings of related experts. Respectively, though the system and strategy of tri-lingual education have not 
been specified in trial schools accurately, its framework has been proposed: 
x The purpose is to form an individual who is able to communicate in Kazakh, Russian and English languages and 

is able to gain knowledge through these languages; 
x Science subjects at trial schools have to be taught in English; 
x Initially, the experienced science subject teachers from Kazakh-Turkish High Schools had to visit and cooperate 

with trial schools in order to share with their experiences; 
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x Kazakh, Russian and English languages are taught from the 1st Grade up to the 11th Grade in Kazakhstani 
Secondary Schools. Furthermore, Higher Education System is also considered to provide tri-lingual education, 
where students are given more opportunities to integrate with international educational institutions. 

 
 “Trinity of languages” state programme has been referred and emphasized in several official decrees and 
programmes. Particularly, “Functioning and developing languages in 2011-2020” state programme and the President 
Nursultan Nazarbayev’s message to the people “Kazakhstan-2050” define the aims and goals of “Trinity of 
languages” state programme pragmatically.  
4. Factual study of Kazakh-Turkish High School experience 
 
 Kazakh-Turkish High Schools (KTHSs) established in 1992 on the agreement of presidents of Turkish 
Republic Turgut Ozal and the Republic of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev and consequently co-funded by 
Kazakhstani State and Turkish Foundation have been providing education in four languages: Kazakh, English, 
Russian and Turkish under the coordination of Kazakh-Turkish Educational Foundation (KATEV – Kazak-Türk 
(÷LWLP� 9DNIÕ��� &XUUHQWO\�� WR� WKH� EHVW� RI� P\� NQRZOHGJH� ��� .D]DNK-Turkish High Schools function in different 
regions of Kazakhstan. 19 of KTHSs are purely boys’ classes, 7 KTHSs – purely for girls, 2 KTHSs – mixed (boys 
and girls together), 2 Nurorda International Schools (NISs) - mixed, 1 Kazakh-Turkish College of Economics 
(KTCE) - mixed and 1 Kazakh-Turkish Multi-profile College (KTMC) – mixed. 29 of KTHS educational 
establishments provide dormitories except for KTHS for girls in Astana and 2 NISs. Generally, pupils finishing the 
6th Grade can apply to KTHSs and follow the admission procedure the rules of which was set by the Ministry of 
Education in 2010 (Ministry of Education order No: 399). Unlike standard KTHSs the primary school pupils can 
apply to NISs and can study for 11 years up to Higher Education level, whereas the former provide education from 
7th to 11th Grades and takes 5 years. The KTCE and KTMC have different admission procedure from the other two 
types given that pupils who finished the 9th Grade can enter to this type of colleges. 
  
4.1 Teaching process at Kazakh-Turkish High Schools 
 

Due to its limited number of positions (places) pupils are selected on the basis of entrance examination’s results, 
which is unusual occasion in terms of general secondary system of Kazakhstan. First of all, all applicants have to 
take examination which is consisted of 100 multiple-choice based questions which measure applicants’ logical-
thinking skills and language skills and abilities. The successful applicants are invited at the beginning of summer 
term vacation to stay at the dormitory of KTHS and study for a week. Math, Logics, Kazakh, English and Turkish 
are taught during the week, participants write daily quizzes and finally are interviewed by the admission board. In 
addition to classes, a monitor and group-advisor are appointed for each group in order to carry out social activities 
for participants, which give them opportunities to know more about participants’ behaviour, skills, abilities and 
personal characteristic peculiarities. Depending on results of daily quizzes and the interview the successful pupils 
are selected. Afterwards, parents of successful applicants who were admitted are invited to KTHS to introduce them 
with its education system. The curriculum of KTHSs is prepared by KATEV and approved by Ministry of Education 
in the Republic of Kazakhstan. It is noticeable that there are two major languages distinguished in teaching two 
groups of subjects, i.e., science subjects are taught in English whereas social subjects are taught in Kazakh. Three 
significant points can be mentioned in this case, which are considered to be positive features of multilingual 
education: 

1. Pupils acquaint with the second and third languages as medium of education at the age of twelve or thirteen 
where pupils build multilingual skills and knowledge on already formed first language identity; 

2. The significant number of subjects are taught in the first language and provide the improvement of 
proficiency in first language which influence the positive development in second and third language 
acquisition (see Cummins, 1981); 

3. The classification of subjects according to the language medium of instruction at KTHSs well matches with 
the ‘content-driven language programmes1’ developed by Met (1998); 

 
As far as pupils are admitted from different schools both Russian-medium and Kazakh-medium classes in the 

7th Grade the classes are devoted to English, Turkish, Kazakh, Russian, and terminology studies on the second half 
                                                           
1 In these programmes, content is taught primarily or exclusively through the medium of the second language, and student mastery of content 
may share equal importance with the development of language proficiency (see Myriam Met - 1998). 
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of the year. The 7th Grade is likely the most important stage of education process both for pupils and their parents at 
KTHSs, because pupils have to stay in the dormitory and only at the weekends they go home as a rule. Moreover, 7-
8 lessons are conducted a day, which seem to be a heavy load for pupils. However, if the education process taken as 
a whole and considered in details one may see how well the mental and physical development of pupils overlaps. 
Tutor and advisor appointed by the vice-principal for social affairs cooperatively provide guidance for pupils. Tutor 
is engaged mostly in dormitory and extra-curricular activities, and advisor deals with pupils’ school achievements, 
meeting with parents, arranging additional lessons or office-hours in case pupils show low achievement.  
 As mentioned before, KATEV maintains a centralized coordination of educational process at all KTHSs. 
Textbooks are also selected by KATEV. Before the educational year starts either in June or August KATEV 
organizes training-educational seminar compulsory for all rotation-based2 teachers for about 10 days. As a rule, the 
teachers are divided into groups due to the subjects they teach (E.g. Chemistry, Biology, English and others). The 
seminar programme is designed in a way that teachers exchange with their knowledge and experience, also 
professional teacher-trainers are invited for conducting sessions sometimes. Furthermore, all the teachers at KTHS 
take teachers’ knowledge examination once a year which includes TKT (Teacher’s knowledge test), Olympiad based 
questions, theory of education and the knowledge of English. During the educational process, 7th – 10th Grades 
pupils have to write centralized test of knowledge (GDS)3 by the end of each quarter, as a result KATEV makes the 
list of GDS results and send it to KTHSs. By doing so, every KTHS compete with each other. The pupils who reach 
the absolute 1st place among all KTHSs in Republic are provided grants, and they are not charged the dormitory and 
meal fees. Similarly, the 11th Grade pupils have to write Pre-Unified National Test (UHD)4 by the end of each 
quarter. The 7th-Grade pupils have to be successful in taking the final test (baraj)5 in order to succeed to the 8th 

Grade, otherwise in case failure he / she has to retake the course in summer and test in its turn. 
 
4.2 Scientific work at Kazakh-Turkish High Schools 
  

Scientific Olympiads and projects gain high importance at KTHSs. A responsible Olympiad coordinator is 
appointed among teachers in every KTHS. Olympiad coordinator designs schedule for Olympiad preparation classes 
and self-study hours. KATEV sends Pre-Olympiad Tests (ODS)6in every two weeks and the Olympiad coordinator 
gives the exam to Olympiad studying pupils7 . The results of Pre-Olympiad Tests are sent to KTHSs by KATEV in 
the form of charts listed from up to down based on results. The Olympiad studying pupils are motivated to complete 
both as among the peers in KTHS and among other KTHSs. Preparation programme for Olympiad is fixed in 
academic calendar of KTHSs and held all year round. Eventually, School subject Olympiads are organized by 
Regional Educational Departments throughout the secondary and high schools all over the Kazakhstan in the 3rd 
quarter. Pupils from KTHSs usually demonstrate high level of achievement. KATEV, in its turn uses the results of 
these Olympiads as one of the indicator of achievements among KTHSs.  

The successful winners of regional Olympiad are promoted to the next stage of the Olympiad, which is called 
Republican Scientific Olympiad. In most cases among the participants, KTHSs’ pupils contest with each other. The 
chart of Republican Scientific Olympiads are given from 1996 to 2009 in the Figure 1. 

 

                                                           
2 Rotation-based – those teachers who are employed by KATEV with terms of rotation and given position at KTHSs. 
3 GDS – (GenelDeneme SÕQDYÕ) from Turkish means ‘General testing exam ’. 
4 ÜHD – �hQLYHUVLWH+D]ÕUOÕN'HQHPH��IURP�7XUNLVK�LW�PHDQV�µ3UHSDUDWLRQ�7HVW�IRU�8QLYHUVLW\�(QWUDQFH�([DPLQDWLRQ¶� 
5 Baraj – From Turkish means minimum required level of test. 
6 ODS (OlimpyatDeneme6ÕQDYÕ) – From Turkish means ‘Pre-Olympiad Test’.  
7 Pupils selected for specific subject Olympiad due to his / her certain background, interests, skills and abilities. 
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Figure 1. Republican Scientific Olympiad Awards (1996-2009)  

 
 

The above graphics shows the process of 14 years in which the success of KTHSs in Scientific Olympiads 
particularly organized by the Ministry of Education grows gradually with some ups and downs in short-term periods 
of timeline but it seems to maintain a stable progress in respect to long-term period. On the other hand,  Figure 2 
shows the winners of World and International Scientific Olympiads from KTHSs. 
 
Figure 2. KTHSs' International and World Scientific Olympiad Awards (1995-2009)   

 

 
 

The given graphics above shows the achievements of KTHSs in International and World Scientific Olympiads 
representing the Republic of Kazakhstan in an international arena. Unlike the results of Republican Scientific 
Olympiads in the World and International Scientific Olympiads the process neither is more stable, which reflects nor 
decrease neither increase in terms of progress for the last 10 years period. This can be explained by the fact that the 
number of finalists promoted to participate the World and International Scientific Olympiads are both small and 
limited which may result in static range of insignificant changes in the process. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
 The goal of this paper has been to provide separate study of Kazakh alphabets used one after another at different 
periods of time. Social, political and linguistic factors of changing and using several alphabets have been discussed. 
As a result, Kazakh sound system has undergone significant modifications due to several changes of alphabets. 
Because, different types of letters have been insufficient to present Kazakh peculiar sounds. This paper has also 
focused on factual study of KTHSs, attempting to describe total educational process at KTHSs as a whole and with 
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some focus on its peculiar multilingual medium of instruction. Since, Kazakhstani Government has decided to 
develop multilingual educational system and set up multilingual schools the role of KTHSs needs consideration. 
However, this paper reflects more facts about peculiar features of KTHSs and it is essential to extend the scope of 
the research involving the pupils, parents and teachers at KTHSs in order to maintain more specific focuses on its 
characteristic points and aspects. Finally, the ideas discussed in this paper should serve as the initial step for further 
research of developing language and alphabet by improving state language policy and educational system in the 
context of globalization. 
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17. Abstract 

The present study aimed at exploring the overall Malaysian and Jordanian teachers attitudes toward schooling usage 
and personal usage of computers, and testing The following hypotheses: (1) Teachers attitudes toward schooling usage and 
personal usage of computers would not be significantly related to gender, (2) Teachers attitudes toward schooling usage and 
personal usage of computers would not be significantly related to the culture (country), and (3) Teachers attitudes toward 
schooling usage and personal usage of computers would not be significantly related to the interaction between gender and 
culture. A total of 369 Malaysian and 342 Jordanian English teachers were participated in the present study. Computer Attitude 
Scale (CAS) developed by Troutman (1991) was adapted and validated for both countries. The means suggest that participants 
have high level perceptions about the personal usage and schooling usage of computers. Furthermore, teachers in both sexes and 
from different countries have high levels of perceptions toward personal usage and schooling usage of computers. For Malaysian 
samples, MANOVA results indicated that: males and females are similar in their attitudes toward the personal usage and 
schooling usage of computers. For Jordanian samples, MANOVA results indicated that: males and females are similar in their 
attitudes toward the personal usage and schooling usage of computers. Finally, Malaysian and Jordanian teachers were similar in 
their attitudes toward schooling usage and personal usage of computers. In conclusion, attitudes toward computer usage are 
unrelated to culture and gender. 
18.  
 
Keywords: Attitudes, Jordanian teachers, Malaysian teachers, Personal usage, Schooling usage 

Introduction 

Cross-cultural comparisons are needed to give a better understanding of teacher’s attitudes toward 
(Information and Communication Technology) ICT usage in different national cultural backgrounds. Despite the 
economic agenda driving the adoption of the ICT, little cross-cultural educational research has been done to explore 
attitudes toward ICT usage. Most research on gender differences in the Internet or ICT usage has been done in 
Western countries. But, if gender is a social construct one cannot presume that it will be express in the same way 
everywhere (Li & Kirkup, 2007, p. 302). The ICT may be a global technology but teachers work in local/national 
contexts, and have differences in other aspects of their identities; one of the most important of which is gender 
identity. Research with young adult’s shows that information technology, as an activity, was found to be male 
stereotyped. Women are less likely to be attracted to computer courses and to a computer-related career (Li 
&Kirkup, 2007).  

Earlier findings identify the symbiotic relationship of technology (ICTs) and society. The creation of a 
technology does not occur in a vacuum but instead encompasses social and cultural phenomena (Davies, 1988, p. 
163). Collis (1999) argues that culture is a critical factor in influencing people’s acceptance and use of Internet-
based learning resources. The earlier findings suggest that, in different cultures, people might have different 
perceptions about ICT ( Li & Kirkup, 2007; Brosnan & Lee, 1998; Makrakis, 1992; Martin, Heller, & Mahmoud, 
1992; Omar, 1992). For instance, Li and Kirkup (2007) found that attitudes toward Internet usage between Chinese 
and British students were cultural and gender related. Brosnan and Lee (1998) indicated those students attitudes 
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toward computers and their usage of them were cultural related. In another study, Makrakis (1992) confirmed that 
attitudes toward computers are cultural related. Furthermore, Omar (1992) found that students in the United States 
held more positive attitudes to computers than their Kuwait counterparts. Martin et al. (1992) found that children 
from American and Soviet had similar positive attitudes to computers.  

Gender differences in attitudes toward computers usage have been well documented. Most research on 
gender differences of ICT usage has been done in Western countries (Li &Kirkup, 2007). But, if gender is a social 
construct one cannot presume that it will be expressed in the same way everywhere. Therefore studies of gender 
differences in attitudes toward ICT usage in different cultural contexts need to be carried out. This paper reports 
research carried out with Malaysian and Jordanian teachers, which investigated their attitudes toward computers, to 
explore what, if any, gender and culture differences were observed between the two countries/cultures. The teachers 
in these two countries have been taught in different educational systems, live in different political systems, speak 
different languages, and have different views on the value of ICTs. But how national cultures influence teacher 
attitudes toward computer usage needs to be explained theoretically and investigated systematically.  In this paper, 
we hypnotized that: 
1. Teacher’s attitudes toward computer usage would not be related to gender. 
2. Teacher’s attitudes toward computer usage would not be related to culture. 
3. Teacher’s attitudes toward computer usage would not be related to the interaction between gender and 

culture. 
 
2. Methodology 
2.1 Samples 

A total of 369 Malaysian English teachers and 342 Jordanian English teachers were participated in the 
present study. Jordanian sample includes 113 male and 229 female; primary teachers (46%) and secondary teachers 
(54%); bachelor holders (67%) and master degree holders (33%). Malaysian sample includes 114 male and 247 
female; primary teachers (69%) and secondary teachers (31%); bachelor holders (59%) and master degree holders 
(41%). Table 1 shows samples distribution by country, gender, stage level, and qualification. 
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Table 1.   Samples distribution by country, gender, stage, and qualification 
 

   No. 0f students Percentage 

Jordanian 

Gender 

Male 113 33 

Female  229 67 

Stage  

Primary  157 46 

Secondary  185 54 

Qualification 

Bachelor  228 67 

Master  114 33 

Malaysian  

Gender 

Male 122 33 

Female  247 67 

Stage  

Primary  256 69 

Secondary  113 31 

Qualification 

Bachelor  219 59 

Master  150 41 

Total   711 100 

 
2.2 Instruments 

Computer Attitude Scale (CAS) developed by Troutman (1991) was adapted to Jordanian and Malaysian 
environments. The scale compressed 51 statements representing attitude towards computers usage. Participants 
responded to the CAS using a five-point scale of strongly disagree (1), disagree (2), neutral (3), agree (4), and 
strongly agree (5). Furthermore, the negative items were reversed coded. Computer Attitude Scale (CAS) includes 
two subscales: 

 
 
2.2.1 Attitude toward Personal Use of Computers (ATPUC) Subscale 

The ATPUC subscale to measure in-service teachers’ attitudes toward personal usage of computers. This 
subscale compressed 19 items to measure in-service teachers’ feelings towards computers, teachers' beliefs about the 
usefulness of computers in their life, perceived comfort level or difficulty of using computers, and behavioural 
intentions and actions with respect to computers. As such, the possible marks range is from 19 to 95 with a mean of 
57. The reliability of this subscale is 0.79 as reported by its authors and calculated by split-half method and 
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corrected by Spearman Brown Prophecy Formula. The inner consistency coefficient determined by the alpha 
correlation is 0.89. 

 
2.2.2 Attitudes toward Schooling Use of Computers (ATSUC) Subscale 

The ATSUC subscale compressed 32 items to measure teachers’ attitudes toward the usefulness of 
computers in school environments, the feasibility of using computers in instruction and management, affective 
outcomes of computers in schooling, and the dependence of society on a computer-literate citizenry. The possible 
marks range is 32 to 160 with a mean of 96. The reliability of this subscale is 0.92 as reported by its authors and 
calculated by split-half method and corrected by Spearman Brown Prophecy Formula. The inner consistency 
coefficient determined by the alpha correlation is 087. Also, the inner consistency coefficient of CAS determined by 
the alpha correlation is .91. 

Thus, the results show that the alpha coefficients for all subscales were significantly high, suggesting that 
the internal reliability index of the two constructs and the entire scale is adequate. In addition, the results of inter 
correlations showed that each subscale correlates significantly with another subscale and the entire scale. According 
to Harrison, Seeman, and Behm (1991), this result provides at least further evidence for the consistency of the entire 
scale and for the convergent validity of each subscale. All subscales correlate significantly at the p < .05 level and 
the coefficients range from 0.39 to .59. This suggests that the two constructs (i.e. schooling use and personal use) 
were fairly independent to be used as independent variables. This allows us to examine the computer attitudes of 
students by each subscale. 
 
3. Results 

Overall profile of the Jordanian teachers attitudes towards computer were measured in terms of personal 
and schooling use. The mean scores and standard deviations were used to explain the participant's attitudes profile. 
As can be seen in Table 2, the results of the descriptive statistics indicated that Jordanian teachers attitudes towards 
computer as indicated by the mean scores is 3.74 for personal use and 3.70 for schooling use. The means suggest 
that participants have high level perceptions of the personal and schooling use of computer.  

Overall profile of Malaysian teachers attitudes towards computer were measured in terms of the personal 
and schooling use. As can be seen in Table 3, the results of the descriptive statistics indicated that Malaysian 
teachers attitudes towards computer as indicated by the mean scores is 3.73 for personal use and 3.68 for schooling 
use. The means suggest that participants have high level perceptions of the personal and schooling use of computer.  
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of Jordanian teacher's attitudes towards personal and schooling usage of 
computer 
 

   Schooling Personal 

Gender 

Male 
Mean 3.75 3.79 

S.D 13.17 11.19 

Female 
Mean 3.67 3.72 

S.D 16.41 11.27 

Total 
Mean 3.70 3.74 

S.D 15.44 11.25 

 
 
Table 3. Descriptive statistics of Malaysian teacher's attitudes towards personal and schooling usage of 
computer 
 

   Schooling Personal 

Gender Male Mean 3.75 3.77 

S.D 13.59 10.99 

Female Mean 3.64 3.73 

S.D 14.14 11.18 

Total 
Mean 3.68 3.73 

S.D 14.15 11.18 

 
A multivariate analysis was conducted to investigate the effects of gender on Jordanian teacher's attitudes 

towards computer usage. In order to evaluate multivariate significance, Wilks Lambda statistic was used. The results 
indicated no statistically significant effect of gender on the combined dependent variables (F(4, 339)= .98, Wilks 
lambda= .99. p= .38).  

In order to investigate on which dependent variables Jordanian participants in different group of gender 
differed in their attitudes towards computer use, multivariate analyses of variance between groups was conducted. 
Table 4 shows the summary results of MANOVA analysis. As we seen in table 4 males and females are similar in 
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their attitudes toward schooling usage of computer F(1, 340)= 1.93, p>0.05; and personal usage of computer F(1, 
340)= 1.08, p>0.05.  

 
Table 4. Summary Results of MANOVA analysis of Jordanian teachers attitudes toward computer usage by 
gender 
 

Source  Component  Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Gender  
Schooling 459.00 1 459.33 1.93 .17 

Personal 136.80 1 136.80 1.08 .30 

 
A multivariate analysis was conducted to investigate the effects of gender on Malaysian teacher's attitudes 

towards computer usage. In order to evaluate multivariate significance, Wilks Lambda statistic was used. The results 
indicated no statistically significant effect of gender on the combined dependent variables (F(2, 366)= 2.86, Wilks 
lambda= .99. p= .06).  

In order to investigate on which dependent variables Malaysian participants in different group of gender 
differed in their attitudes towards computer use, multivariate analyses of variance between groups was conducted. 
Table 5 shows the summary results of MANOVA analysis. As we seen in Table 5 males and females are similar in 
their attitudes toward schooling usage of computer F(1, 366)= .88, p>0.05, personal usage of computer F(1, 366)= 
.87, p>0.05).  
 
 
Table 5. Summary Results of MANOVA analysis of Malaysian teachers attitudes toward computer usage by 
gender 
 

Source Component Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Gender 
Schooling 110.69 1 110.69 .88 .36 

Personal 108.51 1 108.51 .87 .35 

 
 A multivariate analysis was conducted to investigate the effect of teacher’s culture (country) on their 
attitudes toward computer usage. The results indicated that males teachers in both countries are similar on computer 
usage (F (2, 708) = .05, Wilks lambda = 1.00, p=.95); females teachers in both countries are similar on computer 
usage (F (2, 708) = 1.57, Wilks lambda = 1.00, p=.21). Furthermore, the results indicated that no significant effect 
of the interaction between country and gender on teachers attitudes towards computer usage (F (2, 708) = .24, Wilks 
lambda = 1.00, p=.79).   

In order to investigate on which dependent variables Malaysian and Jordanian teachers in different group of 
gender differed in their attitudes towards computer usage, multivariate analyses of variance was conducted. Table 6 
shows the summary results of MANOVA analysis. As we seen in Table 6, males from both countries are similar on 
their attitudes toward schooling usage (F (1, 709) = .00, p>.05) and personal usage (F (1, 709) = .08, p>.05); 
females from both countries are similar on their attitudes toward schooling usage (F (1, 709) = 2.92, p>.05) and 
personal usage (F (1, 709) = 2.28, p>.05).  Teachers from both countries are similar on their attitudes toward 
schooling usage (F (1, 709) = .22, p>.05) and personal usage (F (1, 709) = .12, p>.05).  Results revealed that no 
significant effect for the interaction between gender and country on teachers attitudes toward schooling usage (F (1, 
709) = .20, p>.05) and personal usage (F (1, 709) = .01, p>.05). 
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Table 6. Summary Results of MANOVA Analysis to compare between Malaysian and Jordanian teachers 
attitudes toward computer. 
  

Source Component Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Male (both countries)  
Schooling .07 1 .07 .00 .99 

Personal 9.37 1 9.37 .08 .78 

Female (both countries)  
Schooling 720.42 1 720.42 2.92 .09 

Personal 313.62 1 313.62 2.28 .13 

Country Schooling 48.36 1 48.36 .22 .64 

 Personal 14.49 1 14.49 .12 .73 

Gender*Country Schooling 42.71 1 42.71 .20 .66 

 Personal 1.45 1 1.45 .01 .92 

 
4. Discussion 
 

In general, teachers from both countries hold positive attitudes toward personal and schooling usage of 
computers. The overall positive level of computer attitudes could be attributed to the availability and accessibility to 
ICT given to teachers in both countries. Moreover, the Ministry of Education (MOE) in both countries has given 
approval to implement ICT in education. Therefore, the two governments have facilitated computer integration in 
schools to improve the usefulness of the teacher’s education on a personal and national level. Implementing ICT in 
ways that may have shaped their ICT attitudes in a positive direction, and contributed towards increasing home 
computer ownership among them, which could have promoted greater opportunities with ICT (Teo, 2008).  

Moreover, the reason for these high attitudes toward computer usage can be attributed to high usage of the 
computer and its various applications in instruction and being assigned homework and various tasks requiring 
computer usage. The moderate emotional response mean scores for participants were indicative that they were likely 
to be less anxious about future usage of the Internet (Abedalaziz, Jamaluddin, & Chin, 2013). 

Further, results revealed that Malaysian and Jordanian teacher’s attitudes toward computer usage are 
unrelated to gender. These findings are consistent with the earlier studies (Abedalaziz, Jamaluddin, & Chin; Teo, 
2008; Cavas et. al, 2009). Moreover, North and Noyes (2002) felt that increased usage of computers for teaching 
and learning in schools has worked against the development of gender differences. Contrary to the findings of these 
studies, previous studies reporting sex related differences in attitudes toward computer ( Adebowale et. al., 2010; 
Sainz et. al., 2010; Avraham, 2005; Graff, 2003;  Brosnan & Lee, 1998; Shashaani, 1993).  

Further, results indicate that teacher’s attitudes toward computer usage are unrelated to culture and to the 
interaction between gender and culture. This is expected as the respondents were teachers and their search in the 
Internet would have been related to the fulfilment of their educational tasks.  
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Abstract 

In line with its mandate to provide wider access to quality higher education, the UP Open University takes full advantage of the use of web-based 
technologies as tools for teaching and learning. It introduced online tutorials in the delivery of content in 2001 as means of providing academic 
support to its students. In recent years, the UPOU utilizes the modular object oriented dynamic learning environment (MOODLE) as its learning 
management system thus making teaching and learning at UPOU fully online. This paper examined the gender equality among students enrolled 
in the UP Open University online vis-à-vis the introduction of online learning. A five-year enrolment trend (2006-2011) was analyzed and 
presented in graphs to compare the enrolment of male and female students. Results showed that there is a steady increase in enrolment in most 
UPOU programs which could be attributed to the growing popularity of online learning and distance education among Filipino students. Data 
further showed that female enrolment is greater than its male counterparts in the fields of education, communication, health and management 
sciences. Males, on the other hand, dominate in IT-related programs. This study concludes that whilst female constitutes greater share in the 
enrolment (63%), there is clear indication that online learning appeals to both genders. With the increasing literacy and access to web-based 
applications that are gender-neutral, online learning is expected to gain more recognition as an alternative mode of education in the years to come. 

Keywords: online learning; gender equality; ICT 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the introduction of internet two decades ago, ICT-related activities were predominated by males. Not only 
are males more interested in ICT, numerous research findings likewise illustrated that males were heavier users of 
computers, had positive attitudes about computers and thus performed better than females in ICT literacy (Herring 
2001 cited in Reinen and Plomp 1993; Volman and Eck, 2001). During those years, various studies further revealed 
that there was a significant disparity in terms of access and technology literacy in favor of males. In the 1990s, 
females were at first diffident about using the computer and they were reluctant to learn the use of the internet. 
However, the expansion and commercialization of internet made it possible for this technology to be less 
intimidating and easier to use for females Nevertheless, creation and administration of the web continued to be the 
male’s dominion as they were the technically-inclined individuals whereas females as low-level users of technology 
(Herring, 2001).  

The male’s predominance over the computer and the internet had greatly declined in the recent years with more 
and more females gaining greater interest in ICT activities. Thus, gender inequality in terms of access and 
technology literacy had diminished to a great extent as these new technologies become an indispensible aspect of 
learning, work and everyday life. Over the years, these differences have slowly and entirely ceased to exist. 

Herring (2001) noted that the internet promoted greater gender equality and became instrumental for bringing 
women online in the mid 1990s. She added that internet suits the female because it is “clean, safe and can be used 
indoors”. With the emergence of the web and email technologies – the web as a source of information and email as a 
medium of communication, have captured the interest of women because of their increasing practical significance in 
computer supported learning (Gunn, 2003). Communicating online, Gunn observed that women tend to be more 
collaborative and intimate, while men are more of the confrontational type. Because of this inherent communication 
style of females, they are more likely to develop interpersonal relationship online. 

Studies made by Markauskaite (2006) revealed that while males have more experience with ICT, there were no 
significant gender differences in terms of ICT literacy and there was no apparent disparity in students’ participation 
in online learning for both genders. Evidently, the gap between male and female students was the level of 
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confidence about their technical capability with males unsurprisingly more confident than their female counterparts. 
This could be attributed to the fact that females spent lesser time in computer activities than males did. In terms of 
time spent on the web and the computer, a case study conducted by Gunn (2003) reported that women did not have 
“priority access” to the computer at home. Further studies revealed that males spend more time in computer use and 
put study as one of their priorities. 

More recent studies conveyed that the gap between the number of male and female online has greatly decreased 
with more women taking advantage the Internet as a mode of communication. Internet has been described as an 
electronic meeting place where individuals can meet equally regardless of gender (Monteith, 2002). As internet 
becomes a balanced and neutral environment, Herring (2001) projected that the number of females who goes online 
will continue to increase thus giving them more power not merely in terms of number but in technical facet as well 
that will shape the nature and uses of the internet with women not just users but as administrators as well. 

To assume that the Internet has the ability to create gender equality is parallel to saying that men and women are 
equal offline (Herring, 2001). Monteith (2002) predicts that “gender issues in cyberspace are likely to persist as long 
as they also exist offline” 
 
1.1 ONLINE LEARNING  

 
Due to family and work commitments, students find it difficult to pursue a degree via the conventional mode 

of learning. Internet-based instruction is gaining recognition as an alternative mode of learning. Online learning 
addresses the demand to provide education to those who could no longer be accommodated in campus due to limited 
facilities and physical resources. There is a seemingly growing demand for online learning in the past years which 
was also brought about by the rising development in web-based technologies. Online learning also offers flexibility 
to students to study on their own pace and space as contrasted to the traditional classes.  

More significantly, online learning provides equal opportunities to all students. Jolliffe, Ritter and Stevens 
(2001) described web-based learning as the “delivery of and access to a coordinated collection of learning materials 
over electronic medium”. Online learning or web based learning makes use of a web-server to deliver the materials, 
a browser to access them and RP/IP and HTTP protocols to mediate the exchange. 

Jolliffe, Ritter and Stevens (2001) also mentioned that online learning takes place in both synchronous and 
asynchronous environment. Communication between facilitator and learners happens at different times in 
asynchronous environment while synchronous communication takes place in real time such as video conferencing. 

Recent studies showed a growing number of females participating in online learning. According to studies, 
females tend to approach learning in a more “connected ways” where collaboration is emphasized over competition. 
This connected learning style gives more importance to “relationships, empathy and careful listening” (Monteith, 
2002). Whereas Grossman and Grossman (1994) noted that while females prefer directions and working with 
people, males prefer learning environment which allows them to work independently. This gives females the 
advantage to become more adept with online learning where collaborative learning is encouraged. 

Further studies revealed that the evident gap between male and female students was the level of confidence 
about their technical capability with males unsurprisingly more confident than their female counterparts. 
Markauskaite (2006) observed that females manifested anxiety and less confidence about their ICT competencies. It 
is important to some extent that online learning institutions deal with this ICT –related gender inequality which is 
rooted basically from the difference in characteristics than the gender per se (Markauskaite, 2006). Aside from 
offering equal access to computer, it is essential for online learning institutions to provide both male and females 
students adequate and effective support mechanisms to assist both genders become successful online learners. 

 
1.2  UP OPEN UNIVERSITY 

 
The UP Open University is the fifth autonomous university of the University of the Philippines System. 

Established in 23 February 1995, it is mandated to provide wider access to quality higher education. UPOU offers 
baccalaureate and post-baccalaureate degree programs and non-formal courses by distance education. It contributes 
towards upgrading the quality of educational system of the country by developing, testing and utilizing innovative 
instructional materials and technology, and sharing these with other colleges and universities through cooperative 
programs. 

As an open and distance learning institution UPOU have maximized the power of web-based technologies for 
teaching and learning, as significant tools for the teaching and learning process. In 2001, UPOU introduced the 
online tutorial in its course delivery as an alternative to face to face tutorials in the learning centers. Recently, UPOU 
makes use of a free source elearning software - the MOODLE (Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning 
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Environment) as its learning management system. MyPortal is the university’s virtual classroom which allows 
UPOU students and teachers to interact online through discussion boards and chat rooms and submit assignments 
online.  

Although UPOU adopted the online mode of course delivery, the UPOU learning centers continue to provide 
administrative support to the learners. These centers, equipped with networked computers, serve the learners by 
providing them access to computers and web technologies. 
 
2. METHODS 

 
This paper examined the gender equality among students enrolled in the UP Open University online vis-à-vis 

the introduction of online learning. A five-year enrolment trend – First Semester AY 2006-2007 to Second Semester 
2011-2012 was analyzed and presented in graphs to compare the enrolment of male and female students. 

For easier reference, the UPOU programs were grouped into six academic fields: Liberal Arts, Communication, 
Teacher Education, Management Sciences, Information Technology and Health Sciences. The programs under each 
field are presented in Table 1. Enrolment in each field was also analyzed in relation to male-female ratio.  

 
Liberal Arts Communication Teacher Education  Management 

Sciences 
Information 
Technology 

Health 
Sciences 

Associate in Arts Master of 
Development  
Communication 

Diploma in Language and 
Literacy Education 

Diploma in Research and 
Development 
Management 

Bachelor of Arts in 
Multimedia Studies 

Master of Arts in 
Nursing 

 Doctor of 
Communication 

Diploma in Mathematics Diploma in Environment 
and Natural Resources 
Management 

Diploma in 
Computer Science 

Master of Hospital 
Administration 

  Diploma in Social Studies 
Education 

Master of Environment 
and Natural Resources 
Management 

Master of 
Information Systems 

Master of Public 
Health 

  Diploma in Science 
Teaching 

Master of Public 
Management 

  

  Master or Arts in Education    
  Master of Distance 

Education 
   

  PhD In Education    
  Professional Teaching 

Certification 
   

Table 1. UPOU Programs Under Each Field of Study 
 

The only one program under the Liberal Arts, the Associate in Arts program is the first pre-baccalaureate 
degree offered by UPOU. AA prepares individuals to pursue a bachelor’s degree, whether in the sciences or the arts. 
It was first offered in the First Semester AY 1998-1999. 

There are eight teacher educations programs offered by the university. Since its founding in 1995, one of 
UPOU’s main thrusts is to uplift the quality of education in the country by training elementary and secondary school 
teachers. UPOU has inked partnership with institutions and individuals to provide scholarship to those who are 
enrolled in these programs. 

Both AA and teacher education programs are offered by the Faculty of Education. 
The management and health science programs are offered by the Faculty of Management and Development 

Studies. The management sciences filed has four programs currently offered primarily focused on research, 
environment and public management disciplines while three are health sciences programs including the nursing 
program which is one of the programs of UPOU with high enrolment every term. 

The Faculty of Information and Communication Studies, on the other hand, is responsible for the offering of 
communication and IT-related programs. As a cyber university, the UPOU takes in pride in offering IT related 
programs that cater to students who are in the undergraduate, diploma and master’s levels. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 
Figure 1: Enrolment Distribution by Gender, First Semester 2006-2007 to Second Semester 2011-2012 

 
Figure 1 shows that more females (62.73%) had enrolled in various UPOU programs than males (37.27%). 

The results support the claims of Herring (2001) that the number of females online will continue to escalate. Another 
factor that could be attributed to this is the number of teacher education programs offered by the university. 
Currently there are eight programs under the teacher education category and majority of those enrolled in this field 
are females as shown in Figure 2.  

 

 
Figure 2: Enrolment by Field, First Semester AY 2006-2007 to Second Semester AY 2011-2012 

 
It appears that in almost all UPOU programs, females are dominant both in terms of enrolment by field 

(Figure 2) and enrolment per term (Figure 3). With the exemption of information technology, females dominate in 
almost all fields of study. Recent researches reveal that there is an increasing number of females who are becoming 
interested in computer and internet. The results also validate the pioneering research on internet usage in the 
Philippines which reveals that there are more women online than men. 
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Figure 3. Five-year Enrolment Trend, First Semester AY 2006-2007 to Second Semester AY 2011-2012 

Figure 3 further shows that female enrolment is consistently higher than male enrolment in the period of 
analysis though both genders showed an increasing trend throughout the five-year period. Female enrolment 
registered the 1,000 mark while male only reached the 600-800 mark in enrolment. The highest female enrolment of 
1,498 is recorded in the First Semester AY 2009-2010. 
 

The succeeding sections of this study present the analysis of the enrolment trend by gender through enrolment 
comparisons of the different programs offered by UPOU. 

 

 
Figure 4. Enrolment Trend in Liberal Arts (AA) Program by Gender, First Semester AY 2006-2007 to Second Semester 2011-2012 

 
Figure 4 shows that the AA program is slightly dominated by male students during the first semester, AY 

2006-2007, and 2007-2008. However, it is dominated by females during the second semesters of the said period, and 
had been consistently dominated by females in the last four academic years. Interestingly, the program has shown as 
increasing enrolment for both male and female students throughout the period of analysis. This could be attributed to 
the growing popularity of distance education and online learning especially to individuals who have not yet 
completed an undergraduate degree but are already in the work place. During these years, AA is the only 
undergraduate program offered by UPOU. 
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Figure 5. Enrolment Trend in Communication Programs by Gender, First Semester AY 2006-2007 to Second Semester 2011-2012 

 
The graphs in Figure 5 reveals that there is a significant discrepancy in the enrolment of male and female in 

communication programs. Female are consistently dominating the student population from 2006-2011.  The graphs 
also show a slightly increasing trend in the enrolment. The slight increase in 2011 enrolment was a result of the 
offering of the Doctor of Communication program, which further reinforces the enrolment in the communication 
field. It is interesting to note that there are recent studies conducted in the Philippines that show that females are 
getting more technologically-savvy by showcasing their communication skills through internet blogging. According 
to LiveJournal, 68% of the bloggers in the Philippine are females. The same journal notes that the Philippines ranks 
7th among the top 15 countries where blog hosting is popularly used.  

 
Figure 6. Enrolment Trend in Education Programs by Gender, First Semester AY 2006-2007 to Second Semester 2011-2012 

 
Figure 6 shows that the teacher education programs enrolment are dominated by female students throughout 

the given period of analysis. The enrolment in teacher education programs in UPOU is largely influenced by the fact 
that majority of the teachers particularly in the basic and secondary schools are females in the Philippine educational 
systems. Notably, teacher education program has been one of the main priority programs of UPOU since its 
foundation in 1995.  

Enrolment is likewise observed to increase when scholarship funds are available to students. UPOU has 
partnered with institutions and individuals to provide scholarships to teachers with the purpose of improving the 
quality of Philippine education. 
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Figure 7. Enrolment Trend in Health Sciences Programs by Gender, First Semester AY 2006-2007 to Second Semester 2011-2012 

 
Enrolment in health sciences programs are dominated by females. Figure 7 reveals that there is a relatively 

high attrition rate in the health sciences programs. There is seemingly higher enrolment in the first semester and 
enrolment gradually drops in the second semester. Moreover, health sciences programs do not accept new students 
during the second semester. In terms of enrolment distribution, female group takes the bigger share in the enrolment 
from 2006-2011. 

 

 
Figure 8. Enrolment Trend in Management Programs by Gender,First Semester AY 2006-2007 to Second Semester 2011-2012 

Figure 8 shows that while academic years 2006-2007 to 2009-2010 reveal a greater share of the female 
enrollees, there is a gradual shift in the enrolment trend in AY 2011-2012, wherein the number of male enrollees 
surpassed the female enrollees. The shift in the enrolment trend is expected to persist with the offering of the 
Diploma in Land Valuation Management program in 2012, where more males are expected to enroll. 

 

 
Figure 9. Enrolment Trend in IT-related Programs by Gender, First Semester AY 2006-2007 to Second Semester 2011-2012 
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While enrolment in most UPOU programs is greater in the female population, enrolment trend in IT programs 
shows otherwise (Figure 9). This is the only field where males dominate the enrolment. It is also significant to note 
that enrolment in IT programs have manifested consistent increase in enrolment over time. There is a clear 
indication that enrolment in this field will continue to increase in the future as more and more students are becoming 
more interested in the field of ICT. 

 
4.  CONCLUSION 

 
Results of this study support the recent findings that there is an increasing number of females who are becoming 

interested in online learning. In fact, enrolment in UPOU shows that females take a greater share in the student 
population in almost all programs offered by the university. This study is likewise consistent with reports from 
previous studies which illustrated that males remain the technologically-inclined individuals and more interested in 
IT programs as shown in the enrolment trend in ICT-related programs. A study conducted in UK further revealed a 
decline in the number of women taking IT subjects, and the IT -industry remains dominated by men (Gunn, 2003).  

Overall, results showed that there is a steady increase in enrolment in most UPOU programs which could be 
attributed to the growing popularity of online learning and distance education among Filipino students. Data further 
showed that while female enrolment is greater than its male counterparts in the fields of education, communication, 
management and health sciences, males, on the other hand, dominate in IT-related programs. This study concludes 
that whilst female constitutes greater share in the enrolment (63%), there is clear indication that online learning 
appeals to both genders. With the increasing literacy and access to web-based applications that are gender-neutral, 
online learning is expected to gain more recognition as an alternative mode of education in the years to come for 
both male and female learners.  

As a final point, methodologies involved in online learning and teaching process should address the differences 
in terms of learning styles, communication skills and potentials and goals of both genders to ensure that they are 
both given the opportunity to learn and eventually achieve their educational goals. To acquire the full benefits of 
what online learning has to offer, the student’s IT skills and literacy should be harnessed by providing sound and 
effective administrative support by online learning institutions. 
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Abstract 

Technological changes are considered as a significant factor for the development of societies. This change has led to society’s 
going beyond in addition to pervasion of value judgments pertaining to cultural, political and especially economic aspects and 
formation of internationally shared and valid structures. The development of technology, world’s being smaller and increasing of 
its population rises the mutual dependency of us with the people whom we may never see in life. In this process, which also 
affects the educational systems, “Global Citizenship” comes to the fore in accordance with these developments as a model 
dealing with the problems of not only his own nation but also those of the whole humanity. 
 
In this study, which was carried out in literature review model, global citizen development ability of Social Sciences Instructional 
Programs through new communication media like social networks within the context of the relation between technology and 
society will be analyzed.   
 
Keywords:Social Networks, Global Citizenship, Information Technologies,Globalisation, Social Sciences Programs  

Introduction 

Change is a continuous being stage that  comes against us during the history of mankind whatever its 

quality, direction and effect may be. Change can also be defined as differentiations from a previous stage. However 

traditional and conservative they may be, all societies and cultures are in a continuous stage of change. Against 

many opinions, technology is a concept that showed itself with a rising acceleration from the very beginning of 

PDQNLQG� UDWKHU� WKDQ� FRPLQJ� LQWR�EHLQJ�ZLWK� WKH���VW� FHQWXU\� �dDOÕN� DQG�dÕQDU�� �������6LQFH� WKH� YHU\�EHJLQQLQJ��

mankind has tried to understand and ensure the conditions to survive, started to use their experiences to fight against 

nature and among themselves with the formation of groups which can be defined "social". The primitive life's 

getting free from this vicious circle which is in a way out of history has become with the invention of fire, wheel and 

the advancement of civilizations and etc., and all these actually have led us reach the contemporary technology age 

(Bulut, 2011: 1).    

Technological change are seen as important effects in the development of mankind. The factor that puts a 

society in leading rows of civilization is mostly the high speed of technological change. The statement of 

"Technology is the pushing power of change." (Özkalp,2008: 315) shows the relationship between technology and 

change actually. Some philosophers state that the changes in technology are the sources of all social and cultural 

changes (Ergil, 2012: 264). Thanks to technological advancements, now, all kinds of information are being reached 

rapidly; new global economies are being formed with economical developments; all social systems are being 
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changed with social changes in a way to form new social reactions �dDOÕN�YH�6H]JLQ�����������. New technological 

advancements form the basic concepts of globalization which can also be defined as the spreading of cultural, 

political and especially economical norms and states, and moral values and formation of international common and 

valid forms. That's why technology is one of the main tools for globalization.  

Globalization is defined as some events happening in one place effecting the events in other places by these 

effects the social relations gaining density worldwide �<ÕOPD]� YH�+RU]XP�� �����������7HFKQRORJ\� KDV�PDGH� WKH�

world smaller by making faster the distances and time. Communication and transportation technologies acquire new 

bounds and forms of expression and form new areas hard to be controlled by the states. As seen in recent events in 

middle east, named the “Arabian Spring”, dictatorials of almost half a century long were ended by uprises and 

resistances of some dissidents organized via Facebook. For example social networks played an important role in the 

turnover of Husnu Mubarek in Egypt. Social networks getting more widespread thanks to technology has almost 

become the unseen place of political activists. Globalization as an interaction that is related with events, facts and 

societies in the world where technology is the main factor and accelerates it. This change, interaction provided the 

concept of globalization to start and accelerate since it became more widespread together with technological 

developments. Thomas Friedman who divided the globalization process into periods says that the first period of 

globalization starts with the dense relationships of European people with the new world in America and eastern 

societies (Aggarwal, 2011: 58). The concept of globalization was first used in in a manuscript in The American 

Journal of Sociology in 1966 (Kaya ve Kaya, 2012: 82). It is of course important how and when the concept of 

globalization started but the most important thing is the role of globalization in social interaction and change and the 

role modal the curricula offers in as our subject matter. 

Changes in the form of the society, the differentiation of population, economical transformation, forms of 

family and the changing of lifestyles are just some of the important changes the globalization caused. Together with 

these developments globalization caused, there has been a need for changes and transformations in citizenship 

perceptions and a reformation in locality-universality, identity-diversity and similar relations. Therefore, the 

citizenship transformed into locally and universally activities. In globalization process, different perspectives in 

citizenship literature and a rise of cosmopolite ideas have emerged. Thus new concepts and understandings of 

citizenship emerged and a new area formed suitable for the discussions of new alternative concepts like European 

Citizenship, Urban Citizenship, Global Citizenship. In this process which also effects our education system, is the 

concept "Global Citizenship" our preference or is it a result put in front of us? Off course it is not easy for us to give 

a certain answer. However, there is the fact that today people cannot escape from global events and their results. 

Moreover, no society in the world can get back from the crossroads they turned before. However, societies and 

individuals have a problem or a homework of preserving their freedom and future from the power holders of modern 

world. As biologists state the semipermeable cell membrane the beginning of life, if the cell membrane was full-

permeable, it would change and not be able to survive independently; if it wasn't permeable it would get rotten in 

itself and wouldn't be able to stay as it was. States must find ways of profiting these changes for their own societies 

and the world while compromising the changes in correctly and on time and preventing the raceless culture changes 

despoil themselves. Educational organizations and curricula are forming the basics for this in long terms. In primary 
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school level, very important duties are on the social sciences courses, which is responsible for growing good 

citizens, in growing global world citizens that enrich themselves with new views without losing their identity and 

are in harmony with global changes in a way special to themselves and their nations. Definitely, some changes must 

be made in both the teacher education institutes and primary school curricula. Social networks forming a global 

citizenship awareness in students who don't speak the same language is open to debates. Because of this, English 

Language literacy must be acquired to students. This also makes some serious changes in foreign language teaching 

and teaching design compulsory.  

The development of technology, the world getting smaller and the rising of world population rises the 

boundedness between us and people we would never see. Over usage of aerosol in Europe may cause the ozone 

layer get thinner and rise cancer events in Chile. Destruction of rain forests in Brazil may cause global warming and 

some of touristic islands drained with sea water. A technological development in Switzerland effects the quality of 

life in Turkiye. 300 vote in America effects the process of peace in Middle East. The rising need for energy in China 

causes a rise in energy prices worldwide and even changes the consumption habits of people (Argüden, 2006). In 

this correlation atmosphere an individual who earns his life with the fishing has to deal with global events as he 

deals with the lake he fishes and his home near it and the events in his own country.    

All these effects of globalization loads some responsibility to all people. We have to fulfill these 

responsibilities if we want a better future, a more livable world, and a more peaceful life. Actually this interaction, 

which makes all living things, events and phenomena correlated, is the proof of this must. Then, if the problems in 

the world has become global in the context of this responsibility, at least we must grow responsible citizens who 

would address collectively all these problems in the global context. All these factors brought out  the model of 

“Global Citizen”. Global citizenship emerges as the addressing to the common problems of humanity like mass 

poverty, hunger, and war and as a response for the search of identity that the globalization caused. In this context, a 

world citizen or a global citizen must be the one who thinks common problems must be in responsibility of all 

nations and all people (Alpaslan, 2008: 142). Global citizenship includes in the widest means all people in the world 

encountering difficulties mainly in trading, technology, and environment and the applications about how world 

citizens of the future will be prepared these encounters (Gibson et al., 2008: 11).   

The concept of global citizen is used for someone who has knowledge, skill and understanding in global 

scale in his lifestyle and understanding of life while he has no belonging to a world in legal means(Kan, 2009: 896). 

Global citizenship has no relation with legal means according to the citizenship model of Preston also (Lagos, 2002). 

A sociological global citizenship and a lifestyle may be stated as a different perception and approach of the world 

and humanity. According to Stokes, the concept of global citizenship defines an identity and activity of citizenship 

that exceeds the citizenship of national states and boundaries of it. 

The role of England in putting the global citizenship education into education curricula is significantly big. 

With this education, issues like especially cooperation among continents and countries, curing poverty in the world, 

cooperation between cosmopolity and multiculturalism, and human rights are emphasized. In developing the 

understanding of global citizenship especially the world famous center of England: Oxfam which is a worldwide 
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development and education organization has been effective (Schattle, 2008:77-78). In the curricula, a wide range of 

lessons like global citizenship, language learning, environmental awareness, intercultural responsibility, world 

history and literature, and technological literacy are present.  

Oxfam defines global citizen as follows. A global citizen: 

x Is aware of a large world and his role as a citizen of it. 

x Values diversity and respects it. 

x Understands the world, technologically, environmentally, economically, politically, socially, and culturally. 

x Is furious about social injustice 

x Participates in communities in local to global levels. 

x Is ready for all activities to make the world a more just and sustainable place. 

x Takes responsibility of his actions. (Oxfam, 2006). 

The most important issue about global citizenship in educational curricula is social sciences curricula. With 

the effect of globalization, growing both national and global citizens is an important part of social sciences 

education. According to Erden, social sciences is a work area in which basic knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values 

are given (Erden, no date: 8). Then a good and responsible citizen must be equipped with knowledge, skills and 

behaviors for not only his society but also in a global scale. Social sciences education curricula is the discipline to 

fulfill this. Equipping new generations with attitudes and values necessary for global events will be done with this 

curricula. It is important in developing social sciences curricula to take into consideration the factors related with 

JOREDO�HGXFDWLRQ��7Dú����������-32). Attitudes and values needed for global developments must be formed without 

compromising self values and othering. Because belief and culture scheme of no society does accept this. 

Today people talk about the cultural aspect of globalization also. The most important aspect of cultural 

dimension is education. The concept of “Globalization in education” refers to common qualities in education. An 

individual being in a globalizing ground brings out some problems with it. First of these problems is about how 

suitable is the attitudes and values acquired about global issues to the societies. It is off course impossible to produce 

a global view in all issues. For those who think the opposite, reminding Karl Poppers famous words will be nice: 

“Those who think they found the universal truth, desire that others also share this truth. This is the source of all 

totalitarisms and despotisms.” ”(Özlem,1999: 123). We won’t be as generalizing as Popper. Definitely there are 

many areas where common responses and global behaviors can be developed. But, we mustn't forget that in many 

issues the societies have rights or truths of their own. Because,  there is a social mechanism that shapes an 

individual’s world of ideas and spiritual side and that himself belongs to. Then our self values must be in the center 

of the global citizenship model. Education of social sciences in our country is in an enough level to fulfill this 

model. 

Now, citizenship education makes necessary the understanding of citizens sensitive to global issues and 

problems without limiting themselves to national scale. National Council of Social Sciences of the USA also 

emphasizes on global citizenship while stating the qualities of effective citizens. Among these qualities; the 

statement: “knows the history and traditions of his own nation and the people in the world and is aware of events 
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and problems effecting humanity” are the indicators of this (NCSS, 2013). Social sciences curricula in our country 

also have the responsibility to grow people who describe, understand and try to solve the developing and changing 

problems of the country and the world (Durlu, 2008: 501). The item in the general aims of social sciences curricula 

as: "shows sensitivity to issues that is related to his country and the world while knowing that he is a part of 

humanity" is an obvious  indicator of this (MEB, 2005). All these as shown above is a result of social, 

psychological, and environmental events getting purged in to each other that surround people. Then, generally the 

whole education, specially the social sciences curriculum must attribute to the education of this global individual 

(Öztürk&Dilek,2005: 86).   

 Results  

As seen above global citizenship education is suitable to the nature of social sciences. Man theme that will 

ensure the understanding of global citizenship is present in the aims of social sciences courses. Social sciences 

curricula helps individuals to put themselves aside and understand the world objectively, knowing himself as not 

only the citizen of his country but also the citizen of the world, and adding the universal responsibility to national 

responsibility. Thanks to this responsibility individuals acts for the common profit of the whole humanity and feels 

responsibility for all humanity. 

Conditions, products and areas can be understood only by one side when they are evaluated by themselves 

only. However if they are taken together and for a social aim some issues that haven't been seen before may emerge. 

At this point, in the context of curricula, "Global Citizenship" education must be evaluated through social networks. 

In order to accomplish this individuals must be able to reach virtual communication grounds in schools and classes 

and these grounds must give the chance to reach a lot of different cultures and understandings. For this, 

technological literacy education must be taken seriously. Because, with this education, individuals and groups come 

together in new communication grounds, get awareness of the selves and evaluate the states and conditions they are 

in. 
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Abstract 
This article aims to explain how is the address terms (how to say hello) in Indonesian language, and how to explain its use for  
students in schools. The use of address term is very important subject to discuss, due to the fact that many students’ errors are 
still found in the use of address terms in schools ranging from elementary to college. 
The data used in this article are address terms in Indonesian language (there are some address terms in Indonesian language). The 
analysis was done by describing the address terms in a dialogue, both in the planned meeting and unplanned. The uses of address 
terms are described in a context (the use of address terms may depend on the status of a person: age, social status, etc.). This 
description is expected to be a reference when the teacher explains the address terms in Indonesian language teaching. To achieve 
the maximum teaching Indonesian language, one that can be taken is to teach the intensive use of address terms in Indonesian 
sentences by using the mthode ‘role play’ and the media ‘audio visuel’. Educating the student with address terms in schools, not 
only will create students who have the ability to speak Indonesian, but also create their attitudes to behave in the social life 
politely. 
 
Keywords: Language. Address term. Teaching 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 

   How important language for human is not to be doubted. This can not only be proved 

by pointing to the use of language in everyday life, but also by pointing to the high attention of 

scientists and practitioners to the language. Similarly, their attention to the matters related to the 

shape and forms of addressing. It means that the value and function of the use of the address 

terms in Indonesian language are those that needs to get attention. It needs to be understood by 

teachers in formal education. The students' understanding of the address term  and its use in 

preparing Indonesian sentence are very important because they have a function within the 

framework of Indonesian grammar and social functions.  

As stated by Edward Sapir (1884), that language is not only to determine the pattern of 

culture, but also to determine the manner and the way of the human mind. In relation with their 

statement, the Indonesian language is considered a major effect on culture and decisive thinking 

of individuals, and a great influence on culture and determining beings of culture. Cultural 
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attitudes are closely related to language attitudes.The language attitudes will be reflected in 

cultural attitudes. Thus it can be said that the attitudes and behavior of Indonesia people, as well 

as the manner of address will appear in the address term being used. Based on this fact, I am 

interesting to discuss more about the form and the function of addressing in Indonesian language 

and how the students learn the address terms in Indonesian language teaching.  . 

 

2. FORM AND FUNCTION OF ADDRESS TERMS 

Kridalaksana (2008), stated that address term is a word utterances used to address 

someone, address others as interlocutors. He say that address terms that the speakers use to 

designate the person they are talking to while they are talking to them. Addressing someone in a 

community depends on the relationship between them and it reflects the socio-cultural system 

which is based on indigenous communities. 

   In terms of function, Kramsch (1998) says  that the address term is a way of referring to 

someone in linguistic interaction done directly. Forms of address analyzed by different speakers 

in different situations, as well as its maxims to explain the selection of terms made by speakers, 

such as the use of first name, title, the familiar (intimate). The forms of address used in a 

community are depending on the local cultural community, the term is known as address terms. 

In a society, when we are faced to a hierarchical structure, there are other forms of address that 

need to be understood. Each member of a group hierarchy uses certain address, such as a group 

at the bottom of the hierarchy prefers the term indicating familiarity, whereas the upper group 

prefers the use of formal terms. Someone who is at the bottom of the hierarchy will reduce the 

difference in status of those who are above, but people who are at the top of the hierarchy would 

keep enlarging the difference. This needs to be understood and explained to the Indonesian 

learners.   

There is a specific rule in expressing address terms. Rule of addressing by Ervin Tripp 

(1972) is relating to the rules and principles of co-occurrences alternation. Alternation rule is 

about how to address relates to the selection of lexical elements that are tailored to the 

characteristics of the person addressed; the characteristics mark the relationship between the 

speaker and the nature of the underlying situation. This rule is paradigmatic. Alternation rule is 

used as a tool to determine the choices addressing used in verbal communication; it is also used 
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to control the selection of the linguistic elements of the whole speech. The use of the rule of 

alternation in choosing addressing by vertical kinship, is a way to see the lineage from bottom to 

top. Co-occurrences rules relating to the eligibility form addressing with other forms. The use of 

certain words adapted to the situation and status of the person addressed. This rule is 

syntagmatic. Alternation rule consists of a number of social conditions such as situations 

characterized by status, rank, and the identity of the situation i.e. a state court, a faculty meeting 

or congress, etc. In the institution of army, for example, the situation is characterized by rank, 

while the identity refers to honors such as doctors, judges, professors, and so on (Keraf, 1997).   

 

3. TEACHING THE ADDRESS TERMS  

Creative teacher would always use a variety of teaching technics that correspond to the 

teaching objectives. Similarly, in the Indonesian language learning which includes materials 

related to the address terms, one of teaching technic that can be used effectively is a role play. 

This technic can be used after the teacher show the subject that be taught in a video. By a role-

play technic, the students are expected to develop skills and a good language attitude, be able to 

practice the forms of address terms in Indonesian according to the context of user. Teachers' role 

is to motivate, to facilitate, and to guide students in the activity of a role play in the dialogue 

materials which contains the address terms. 

 What we can do with the role play is as follows. 

3.1  Participation of The Student In Determining The Situation of The Role Play.  

On this occasion, the student can chose and determine the situation of role play, like   the 

role play that will be held between the teacher and student, doctor and patient, or an older person 

and a younger person. Thus the forms of address terms must also be adjusted. The general 

classification of the types of addressing include proper names, pronouns, kinship, title, rank and 

position (Wijana :1991, Kridalaksana: 1982) Teacher and student can chose the diction of the 

address terms, for example the use of ‘kinship’, as shown in the following discourse. 

 Ani : Jalan-jalan pagi Pak ?  
                    (Go for a walk sir?) 
Pak Ali : iya (nak)  
                  (Yes I do) 
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Forms of addressing 'pak’ (father) spoken by Ani is addressed to Mr. Ali, suggesting that 

Ani is unrelated. This address term is undertaken by Ani because Ani meets Mr. Ali and she 

knows Mr. Ali. Ani uses the address term ‘sir’, because Ani is younger than Mr. Ali and Mr. Ali 

are married (and has children). Or it could be also Ali is a teacher or someone who has a 

position. Similarly, the use of the address term 'nak' (kids) used by Mr. Ali, Mr. Ali shows he is 

older than Ani, or the age of Ani is the same with Ali’s child.  

The other address terms that the student can use is the proper name i.e. the name of the 

person addressed. The form indicates that the address term addressed to the younger person or a 

person with an equal age with the speaker. As shown in the following speech. 

 

Bu Nanik : Teruru buru Nadia  
    (Are you in a hurry, Nadia?) 
Nadia : Iya bu, terlambat….,sudah jam 7 pagi 
    (Yes Mrs. Nanik, I am late, it is 7 o’clock) 
Nadia : Mari bu Nanik.. 
    (See you Mrs. Nanik) 
 

 The other address terms is ‘Nominal form’  (noun or a noun equivalent) such as tuan, 

nyonya, nona, encik, Yang Mulia,  that  shows  the distance between the addresser and addressed. 

It also shows the hierarchy of the addresser and addressed, it might be the addressing of the 

superiors to subordinates or in the contrarary from the bottom to the top. The address term is 

shown in the following discourse. 

Pelayan : Tuan mau minum teh atau kopi?    
                (What do you want sir?, tea or coffe) 
Tuan : Kopi, jangan lupa gula sedikit  
                (Coffe, with a little sugar) 
Pelayan : Baik Tuan  
                 (Yes sir) 
 

In the discourse above, address term 'tuan’ (master)' is used by a servant to address 

his master. It shows that the addresser (servant) has a lower status than the addressed. 

Furthermore, the master(addressed) answers without using a special address term, but 
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directly in terms of the core of the conversation 

3.2 Participation of The Student In Determining The Sum of Students Involved In A Group 
of Role Play.  

 

  The sum of the participant in the role play could be only two or more students. For 

example: for a dialogue with the topic in an hospital, between the doctor and the nurse, then 

engaged in role play only two students. In addition, the teacher facilitates the students to identify 

the address terms that are estimated to present in the conversation/role play, as shown in the 

following discourse. 

 

 

Suster : Lelah dokter?     
                (Are you tired doctor?) 
Dokter : Iya habis operasi dua pasien  
                (yeah, I’ve just finised operated two patiens)  
 

 

A nurse (suster) addressed by using the title: doctor (dokter). It shows that address terms 

have addressed the profession as a doctor, in addition, the addressed answers without mentioning 

the title of addresser, it could also indicate that the addresser (doctor) has a higher degree than 

the addressed (nurse). Addressing by using this title is to show that people who accosted have a 

power or have a higher degree than the addresser.  

The other role play that the students demonstrate is the address term using the name by 

people who has higher rank than the one who is addressed, as shown in the following 

discourse. 

 

Pak guru : Nanik, kamu jangan terlambat ke sekolah besok pagi ya ? 
  (Don’t be late to go to school, tomorrow morning) 
Nanik : Baik pak (Guru)  
   (Yes sir) 
 
The other address term that can be taught by teacher is zero characteristic, it is an address 

term without naming the names, titles, or other pronoun, but directly to the case or the activities 
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being carried out by the person who addressed. The address term is as shown in the following 

discourse. 

Mira : Mau ke mana?  
                     (Where are you going/) 
Nina : Ke kantor pos  
                     (Post office) 

 

 From the above discourse it appears that Mira addresses with ‘Mau ke mana? (where are 

you going). The address term used by Mira is anonymity. But Nina understands that the greeting 

is addressed to her. This could be happen, because at that time, which is in front of Mira is Nina,  

Mira look towards when Mira addresses Nina.   

3.3 Directing Students To Do Some Drilling To Identified Address Terms  

  This step is to familiarize students with the use of forms such address terms. The teacher 

asks the student to make a repetition for a dialog that they see on video. The teacher separate 

students in several groups and make each group role the same dialog. For example, the class has 

6 groups. After seeing the video, each group have to demonstrate the same dialog to  see the 

comparison which group is the best (to motivate the students).  Another way  is by making the 

communication between the teacher and the student, as shown in the following discourse: 

 

Bu guru : Sini, duduk sini aja gak usah di belakang, terlalu jauh 
                (Sit down here, don’t be in the back side, it’s to far) 
Siswa : Baik bu. 
                 (Yes Mrs.) 
 

The narration above explains that a teacher asks the student to sit in front. The teacher 

addressed the student with a starting point of speech with words ‘here’ (sini). The students 

understands what the teacher means due to the gesture of teacher by appointing the place to be 

occupied by the student. The words of deistic or pointer : ‘‘sini’ here, ‘situ’ there, ‘Ini’ this. 

These  addressing are often used in the speech without the subject. The sentence directly 

addressed to the speaker. 

3.4 The Teacher Facilitates The Students To Do Role-Play Performance In Front Of The 
Class.    
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The teacher facilitates the student for making the class more lively and not monotonous. 

The teacher gives some differents dialog for every group and they play the dialog in front of the 

class. 

3.5 Teachers And Students Evaluate The Results Of Student Performance. 

At the end of the class, teacher and all of students discuss about what the students  get 

after the class. It can be an input for the teacher for the next class.  

 

4. CONCLUSION 

From the form of addressing above, we can say that the address terms used in the 

Indonesian language is more variable. Many choices of words can be used as an addressing.  In 

Indonesian language teaching, teachers should provide good examples and exercises to use many 

kinds of address term. A lot of words (dictions) can be choosen as address term.   

Regarding to the importance of the meaning, value and function of the address term in 

Indonesian language, it is essencial to give more attention to the teaching process both by the 

Indonesian language teacher and the others who intend to develop the teaching of Indonesian 

language. One effort that can be done by teachers in propagating the correct use of address terms 

by the students is teaching in class by using the  role play and audio visual.  Language skills that 

can be developed with the role play is speaking, especially in interpersonal and transactional 

dialogues. For Indonesian teachers good luck and I hope that this article can inspire teachers in  

teaching the address terms in Indonesian language. 
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Abstract 

Use of video in Malaysia is seen as having a bright future because technology development is expanding even more 
now. Thirty articles related to use of video on students with autism have been investigated. Only 12 articles have 
been selected as appropriate for use as references for this study. This article looks at the future prospects of impact 
of video on learning of students with autism in Malaysia. The focus of this study is the use of video by experts, 
identifying behavior of students with autism in their use of video and determining the limitations of video and ways 
to overcome them. This study uses the  Fuzzy Delphi approach to achieve consensus of experts  on the focus of 
study. The findings show that usage of video is extremely effective on students with autism besides shaping the 
behavior desired. Although video has its limitations, these can be overcome in various ways as suggested by the 
experts and researchers. 
 
Keywords: autism; video 

 

1. Introduction 

Autism in children is defined as children living in a world of their own. According to Leo Kanner (1943) autism 
refers to individuals who lack the capacity to adapt themselves to their environment in the normal way. Currently, 
one challenge in the Malaysian education system is to shift the paradigm toward change in approach to the latest 
learning using technology, ICT such Facebook, YouTube, video, Twitter and others as alternative approaches. 
Special needs teachers need to look for new ideas and teaching aids which are attractive and suitable such as video 
for teaching students with autism.  
        Video is a technology for capturing, recording, processing, transmitting and playback of moving pictures such 
as celluloid film, electronic signals or digital media. According to Banda (2009) video or video model refers to a 
recording of an individual who becomes a perfect behavior model for viewing and being followed by a student with 
autism to change the behavior of the student. The video model also is defined as change in behavior in the observer 
to fit the behavior displayed by the model in a video (Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2004). 
        Literature review and research on usage of video by special education teachers for students with autism in 
Malaysia still has not been done. Hence this study was carried out to identify the impact of video on learning of 
students with autism in Malaysia in future. Preliminary analysis carried out by the researchers through reviewing 30 
articles from the Web of Science showed that all studies carried out overseas were focused on case studies on 
students with autism and not studies on teachers to obtain information on techniques for using video, impact of 
video usage and the strengths and weaknesses of using video in teaching students with autism. 
         Video model in general had been suggested as an effective strategy to teach various skills to students with 
autism (Delano, 2007). In Malaysia the use of video in learning by students with autism is still at low level. Hence it 
is timely for this study to be done especially to study the view and consensus of experts on the impact of video use 
by special needs teachers on learning of students with autism in Malaysia.  
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Jowett (2012) supported the use of video for helping and facilitating the learning of students with autism. Kevin 
Michael (2005) also proved that researchers could use video to teach various social and functional skills. The 
majority of past studies indicate that video models have succeeded in being used for learning in children with autism 
for behavioral modification, including daily life skills, social skills and communication skills (Banda, 2009; Monica, 
2007). According to Stephen (2010), video model is an approach based on observational learning which is an 
effective learning strategy for students with autism who are incapable of improving in certain skills. 
          Through teaching playing skills to students with autism via video modeling, small group and observational 
learning, Arzu Ozen and Sema Batu (2012) found that video modeling was effective in teaching sociodramatic 
playing skills. Through the video modeling approach the students were found to enjoy learninge, and were aided in 
better understanding the content of learning. Besides that, Hine and Wolery (2009) found that it was clear that 
following several exposures to video, students with autism developed capability in using toys to play properly and 
could adapt themselves to other children. 
            Hence, this study details the findings of a research study using  interview and questionnaire as instruments 
on experts drawn from lecturers, and experienced special needs teachers to study the future impact of video usage as 
an approach for learning in students with autism. Besides that, the experts also identified that there was a lack of 
usage of video by experts as a strategy for teaching students with autism.  
 
2. Purpose of Study 

This study is aimed at obtaining the views and consensus of experts on the impact of video on the learning of 
students with autism in Malaysia.  
 
3. Objectives of the Study 

     This study is aimed at: 
1. Getting the opinion of experts on the use of video in teaching and learning of students with autism. 
2. Obtaining the views of experts in identifying the behavior of students with autism toward learning through 

video. 
3. Obtaining the views of experts regarding the limitations of video use for special needs learning and ways to 

overcome the limitations.  
 

4. Research questions  

This study was implemented in order to answer the following research questions: 
1. To what extent is video used in teaching students with autism? 
2. What is the behavior of students with autism when learning with video is being carried out? 
3. What are the limitations of video and how do we overcome them? 
 

5. Methodology 

This study uses the Fuzzy Delphi approach that is still new in the context of education in Malaysia. It was 
introduced by Kaufman and Gupta (1988). Fuzzy Delphi is a combination within the Delphi technique which 
contains several steps that must be followed to attain consensus from experts. Its process is fast and it reduces the 
number of cycles in the Delphi technique. Evaluation uses the value from 0 to 1 (Binary Terms). 

The Fuzzy Delphi technique was chosen for this study because the validity of the Delphi approach is in 
doubt if researchers fail to select real experts. This results in boredom in experts who have to undergo repeated 
surveys. The number of experts is too small to evaluate/measure something big (Saedah Siraj, 2008). 

Another factor that prevents the Delphi technique from being used is that the study is time consuming and 
requires repeated cycles, gives rise to inaccurate and incomplete data and the decision reached by experts 
depends on individual competency and is very subjective (Bojadziev & Bojadziev, 2007). 

Implementation of the study was a two-step process; first, was a process of interviews involving 6 experts 
from Federal Territory, Penang, Malacca and Selangor aimed at developing the themes for the study. From the 
themes derived, a set of questionnaires was produced. The questionnaire was then distributed to 20 experts 
including the 6 experts interviewed earlier to identify the themes. Literature review showed that there was no 
study using Fuzzy Delphi approach in this field; existing studies were more focused on case studies and 
experimental studies. 
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6. Findings 

Data obtained from the first, second and third interviews were collected and then subjected to thematic 
analysis. Three themes were identified, namely: 

1) Use of video in teaching students with autism. 
2) Behavior of students with autism during video learning. 
3) Limitations of video and ways to overcome them. 
Each expert had teaching experience of more than 15 years besides having deep knowledge of special 

needs education and agreed to take part in in interviews and answer the questionnaire in this study. Twenty 
experts in special needs education were selected for this study; they were lecturers in public universities, officers 
from the Special Education Unit, Senior Assistant for Special Education, and Special Education teachers from 
Kuala Lumpur, Selangor, Malacca and Penang.  

The questionnaire for the study had undergone one cycle of Fuzzy Delphi approach. All the data involved 
were analyzed based on Triangular Fuzzy Number and Defuzzification Process. The score for each question was 
arranged according to a hierarchy.  

 
 
                        Table 1: Expert Agreement Scores for What Video Means 

Item Score Ranking 

1.1 15 1 

1.2 14.599 2 

1.3 13.667 4 

1.4 13.466 5 

1.5 13.833 3 
 
Referring to Table 1, the majority of experts agreed with item 1.1 with a score (15) showing that video is 

appropriate as a technology for recording an event. The experts were less in agreement with item 1.4 with a 
slightly lower score (13.466); the item was on video as a recording of human action. This item was to elicit the 
view of experts on what video means. 

 
 
                            Table 2: Use of video in teaching and learning 

Item Score Ranking 

2.1 12.166 2 

2.2 8.366 4 

2.3 12.466 1 

2.4 10.666 3 
 
 
Referring to Table 2, the majority of experts agreed with item 2.3 with a score (12.466) showing that they 

use video in teaching and learning for students with autism. Item 2.2 with a score of 8.366 earned the minimum 
score and was on “never before used video in teaching and learning”. The researchers managed to answer the 
first research question by referring to Table 2.  

This shows that the researchers have succeeded in obtaining high consensus on the use of video in 
teaching and learning for students with autism. It cannot be denied that video is a very useful communication 
tool and teaching aid for special needs teachers in this country. 
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                         Table 3: 

Item Score Ranking 

3.1 13.1 2 

3.2 13 3 

3.3 12.466 4 

3.4 11.033 6 

3.5 11.533 5 

3.6 13.266 1 
 
The findings of the study show that item 3.6 with a score of 13.266 clearly reflects that any topic to be 

taught depends on the interest of the student. A small number of experts responded to item 3.4 with a score of 
11.033 showing the importance of documentaries.  

 
                          Table 4: Behavior of students when learning with video 

Item Score Ranking 

4.1 12.466 1 

4.2 12.166 2 

4.3 9.6 4 

4.4 11.866 3 

4.5 12.166 2 
 
With reference to Table 4, the majority of experts agreed with item 4.1 with a score of 12.466 showing 

that students are more active and exhibit interest during teaching and learning. Experts did not agree with the 
statement that students with autism did not give response when teaching and learning with video was carried out.  

The behavior of students can be shaped by using video during teaching and learning. Students can give 
focus during the use of video technology.  

                        Table 5: Emotions in learning with video 

Item Score Ranking 

5.1 13.3 1 

5.2 10.566 3 

5.3 12.1 2 

5.4 8.966 4 
 
Students with autism showed emotions of happiness when video was used in learning in item 5.1 with a 

score of 13.3. There were experts who still did not identify the students’ emotion for item 5.4 with a score of 
8.966.             

 
                          Table 6: Helpfulness of video 

        Item Score Ranking 

6.1 11.933 1 

6.2 11 2 

6.3 8.9 4 
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6.4 9.4 3 
 
Referring to Table 6, the majority of experts agree with item 6.1 with a score of 11.933 that video is very 

helpful in the learning of students with autism. Not many experts agree that video was less helpful for item 6.3 
with a score of 8.9.  

 
                       Table 7: Limitations of video 

           
Item Score Ranking 

7.1 12.6 1 

7.2 9.3 2 

7.3 8.766 3 
 
Table 7 shows expert findings for item 7.1 with a score of 12.6 indicating that the majority agree that 

video has its limitations. Students with autism need direct touch, they mimic or practice echolalia and are so 
involved in video that they refuse to follow writing activities.  

Hence, in video usage, teachers need to plan the use of video in a scheduled manner to overcome such 
problems. 

 
                           Table 8: Suggestions for using video in learning for students with autism 

Item Score          Ranking 

8.1 14.4 1 

8.2 10.566 8 

8.3 11.166 7 

8.4 11.166 7 

8.5 11.766 5 

8.6 10.433 9 

8.7 13.3 2 

8.8 12.9 3 

                8.9 11.433 6 

         8.10 12.566 4 
  
Experts agreed with the suggestion in item 8.1 with a score of 14.4, that selection of video is important  

according to the student’s level. A minority of experts somewhat disagreed with item 8.6 with a score of 
(10.433); the item related to building and recording the actions of a good student and displaying it for students 
with autism to follow.  

The views of experts suggest that choosing and searching for videos suitable for the capability level of 
students with autism is the main factor in overcoming the limitations of video usage. Apart from that, other 
factors to take into account in overcoming the weaknesses of video include: the Special Education authorities 
must cooperate with the Autism Society of Malaysia to produce teaching and learning tools, increase the number 
of teaching aids in video form, increase the number of documentary stories because they reflect the reality of life, 
share with friends in other schools if they have video series suitable for use in T&L, TV / LCD screen must be 
big and easily viewed by all, the volume must be appropriate, and duration of viewing must not be too long, 
teacher must give explanation during the video screening and get ready real objects for the students during the 
video screening. 
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7. Implications and Recommendations 

In general the study shows that video usage has an impact on teaching and learning in students with 
autism. For the researchers, even though the Fuzzy Delphi technique is difficult to implement it gives a lot of 
inspiration and raises enthusiasm. The experience undergone and narrated by the experts was enough to make the 
researchers aware that care and gratefulness are the keys to effective teaching and learning through video.  

The findings show that use of video among experts was encouraging although there existed limitations of 
resources, time and place. The preparation of place or location of video usage must suit the surroundings. The 
Ministry of Education and Teacher Training division should run courses and training sessions and provide 
materials in an intensive way to special education teachers who implement teaching through video by adapting 
the curriculum design in future.  

Tips or suggestions from experts for teachers facing students with autism include: sharing of knowledge 
between NGOs and departments; for example, teachers attending seminars to unearth ideas for developing videos 
for students with autism. The approach of interactive video for special needs education for students with autism 
should be created in the state educational technology division with cooperation from lecturers and special 
education teachers. Traditional learning theories need to be adapted with the future curriculum because the 
pattern of learning to be used on students will change with time. It is undeniable that each approach has its 
strengths and weaknesses. Hence use of video for teaching and learning must be done in a structured, appropriate 
and objective manner. 

According to the experts’ view, the behavior of students with autism can be controlled while learning 
through video is in progress. Use of ICT on students with autism can help them develop understanding of 
teaching and learning and attract their attention, especially for videos containing positive and noble values. The 
teaching and learning process must be present during the viewing through question and answer sessions between 
teacher and student regarding what they have viewed. Indirectly this will create two-way communication that 
benefits the student in terms of language and social interaction.  

When teachers use video, writing activities and sharing must be done in between viewing because this 
indirectly will encourage students with autism to cooperate with teachers in the hope that the students will 
continue watching the video and that the students’ interest will be easily attracted. The likes of students with 
autism need to be widened; those who like only one activity should be encouraged to like varied activities in 
order to expand their minds. For example, the topic in a video should not just focus only on what interests them. 

Teachers need to be aware and improve or make comments on improper behavior of the students during 
the video screening. The use of ICT has to be expanded to students with autism. Raising the motivation and 
interest of students will ensure attention on learning. 

Any limitation can surely be overcome in some way. Findings of this study show that limitations exist in 
the usage of video in learning. Experts viewed that students with autism are easily influenced by mimicry and do 
not focus on other activities. Repeated exercises to develop focus and non-verbal responses should be 
encouraged. Use of video under teacher supervision and use of mind challenging videos so that they are not 
easily bored and do other activities during the viewing sessions will create an interesting learning environment. 
High functioning students with autism are given opportunity to make documentaries with guidance from teachers 
and their output will be shown in class. 

Besides that, active involvement of parents in learning using video needs to be encouraged. Teachers need 
to exchange ideas with parents regarding this approach. Teachers should also be ready to answer if the students 
ask about what is being shown. Teachers need to share with parents any information or needs that must be 
fulfilled for their children.  

Teachers need to plan the self-learning of students with autism to encourage the development of new 
ideas. Learning via video can lessen the mistakes in learning. The capability of students with autism to explore 
something being viewed is very encouraging and should be exploited for better outcomes. 
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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to assess the input, process, and output implementation of PPG program in-service in Study 
Program of Teachers Education in Primary Schools as the evaluating action towards program implementation, as well as 
implementation of quality improvement management function. Best practices of execution of PPG Program in-service in PGSD 
Study Program that can  be applied towards similar program execution and or next program is Classroom Action Research (CAR) 
proposal arrangement as part of workshop activity of learning tool development (Subject Specific Pedagogy) and as well as 
integrated part from PPL (internship at school)  execution.  
 
Keywords: PPG Program; Study of input, process, and output 

1. Introduction  
Government Regulation number 74 Year 2008 about Teacher, stated that teacher must have academic qualification, 
competency, and educator certificate. In subsection 4 Government Regulation number 74 year 2008, it is strongly 
suggested that educator certificate for teacher is obtained through professional education of teacher that is carried 
out by college which has accredited education personnel procurement programs, both carried out by government and 
society, and established by government. Regarding to the issue, in accordance with regulation of Minister of 
National Education number 9 year 2010 that has been set about Program of Professional Education of Teachers for 
teachers in-service. From the execution of the program, it has been set an implementation guideline of PPG program 
for teachers in-service.  
 
Semarang State University (UNNES) as one of LPTK that has been set as the program executor with 19 study 
programs and for 2011, UNNES has carried out the program with PGSD Study Program. To determine the quality of 
program implementation, it needs to be evaluated. Evaluations do not stop until the determination of program 
implementation result, but at the same time to identify problems or obstacles that arise in the process of program 
implementation. Evaluation results, the achievement of target program, the existing barriers, needs, and issues that 
arise in the stakeholders (students, professors, teachers, tutors, principals, and managers), according priority to be 
analyzed and studied further as program improvements / planning in the period / semester / next academic year. This 
evaluation is very essential, to improve the quality of national education through the provision of human resources 
(HR) that is a qualified teacher, and professional. Meanwhile, the condition of teachers is still alarming. Data from 
SIMPTK showed that 84% of primary school teachers in the state unqualified (Dharma, 2009:10). 

 
Management is a series of events that point to the collaborative efforts between two or more people to achieve the 
goals set (Arikunto, 2008:3). According to Henry Fayol, a series of activities is a management function which 
includes planning, organizing, commanding, coordinating, and controlling, which further solidified these functions 
into the planning, organizing, leadership, and control (Robbins, 2003:4).  

 
Quality improvement of an organization / unit which is ongoing or continuous is the application of the principles of 
total quality management. According to Sallis (2006), it is explained that in the operational quality management 
there are several factors that must be considered, namely: the existence of continuous improvement, setting 
standards of quality, cultural change (change of culture) to be creative and independent, that is organizational 
change bottom up, and approaches to the users themselves (keeping close to the customer). Implementation of total 
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quality management does improvement continuously in order to achieve satisfaction or meet the needs of users 
(stakeholders). 
 
Tampubolon (2000:66) explained that there are two levels of quality management, namely: strategic quality 
management and technical quality management. Strategic quality management is a top-level management that 
produces quality services that are strategic, long-term, and wide-ranging. Technical quality management is under the 
level of quality management that produces services that are technical. Levels of technical quality management is 
spearheading the success of an organization in achieving quality, because of the services or products produced 
acceptable final straight, felt, and utilized by users. 

 
2. Method of the Study  
 

Stages to be carried out in this study were (1) to develop a research instrument as program evaluation instrument  
includes input, process and output, (2) data collection, (3) data analysis, including data grouping based on variables 
and type of respondents, data tabulation based on variable of all respondents, present data, and calculations 
performance. A statistical technique in this research is descriptive statistics. Descriptive statistics were used to 
analyze statistical data in ways that describe or depict the data that has been collected as without intending to apply 
to the general conclusions or generalizations (Sugiyono, 2008:147). Instrument was developed based on standards 
applicable to the PPG program in-service (Rustad, 2011:40-43). 
 
In analyzing the data, the researcher would also pay attention to the principles of quality management, a review of 
the planning, process, and evaluation, product evaluation and process evaluation. The referred analysis was 
evaluating evaluation (meta-evaluation) (Brinkerhoff, 1986:204-221). The instrument used to reveal the necessary 
data was a questionnaire to reveal research subject perception towards the program implementation. 

 
3. Results and Discussion 
 

Input components in the execution of PPG program in-service for PGSD Study Program include: curriculum, 
program participants, lecturers, teachers, guidance teacher, and school partners. Based on perceptions from 
participants program of curriculum  component availability in the PPG program in-service of  PGSD study program 
was indicated by the percentage of 100 (100%), but not so with the results shown on the perception of human 
resources involved in the program implementation (Guidance Lecturer, Instructor, Guidance Teacher, and 
Headmaster / Teacher). Availability of curriculum components in the PPG program in-service of PGSD Study 
Program according to non participant human resources was by 50%. While the assessment of curriculum quality 
(compliance standards) was better but has not reached the criteria very well (4.60 out of a maximum score of 5). 
 
Quality of PPG program in-service participants of PGSD Study Program based on human resources evaluation 
involved in the implementation and assessment program by the participants themselves gave no different evaluation. 
Participants’ perception gave an average score of 4.36, whereas human resources assessment by non-participants 
was 4.53. 

 
Availability or existence of associated components with the presence of the Guidance Lecturer and or instructor 
based on PPG in-service program standard of PGSD Study Program according to participants was 94%, while 
according to another human perception involved (Guidance Lecturers / Instructors, Guidance Teacher, Headmaster, 
and Teacher) was 40%. Meanwhile, the quality of existence Guidance Lecturers  according to the participant as well 
as other human resources involved were not much different, namely 4.57 according to participants and 4.75 
according to non human resource participants, and this included more than a good criteria. 
 
Availability or existence of components associated with the presence of Guidance Teacher as in PPG program 
standards in-service PGSD Study Program by participants was 97%, while according to another human perception 
was involved Guidance Lecturers / Instructors, Guidance Teacher, Headmaster, and Teacher) was 78% . Meanwhile, 
the quality of existence Guidance Teacher according to the participant as well as other human resources involved 
were not much different, namely 4.44 according to participants and 4.77 according to non human resource 
participants, and this included more than a good criteria.   
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Partner school is a school where the participants of PPG Program in-service are having device implementation that 
has been developed in the Workshop (SSP). Partner schools are determined by LP3 (Development Institute for 
Professional Educators) Semarang State University. Partner school is a school that has had a MoA with LP3.  
Availability of components related to the existence of partner schools and the quality as perceived by the 
participants was 92% with more than good quality (4, 51). Meanwhile, according to other human resources was 80% 
with more than good quality (4, 38). The availability and quality of learning facilities that are used in the 
implementation of the PPG program in-service of PGSD Study Program was 97% with criteria of "good" (4.1). 
Meanwhile, according to Human Resource (respondents) who are involved were 80% with more than good quality 
(4, 38). 
 
PPG program in-service implementation process in PGSD Study Program include: the implementation of the 
instructional development workshop, intership at school (PPL),  evaluation and competency tests. Based on a review 
of the data that had been done, the evaluation of the implementation of the PPG program in-service of PGSD Study 
Program has done at the end of the process and program implementation activities. Evaluation process was 
conducted on the participants while the participants performed appropriate curriculum activities, for example, during 
the learning and development workshops for participants intership at school (PPL) at the partner school. While the 
evaluation at the end of the PPG program participants carried out in the form of the end of the workshop assessment 
and PPL. It can also be said that the assessment of the competence of the participants through a combination of both 
(process and product). Furthermore, it can be explained that the assessment of the participants in the workshop SSP 
include: assessment during the workshop activities, the ability of academic field of study from participants, peer 
teaching abilities of participants, participant competencies, RPP (learning plan) SSP workshop results, and CAR 
proposal. PPL assessment includes: teaching practice, non-academic activities, social and civic competence, 
portfolio, PPL reports, and CAR implementation reports. The evaluation of monitoring program implementation was 
carried out by the Monitoring and Evaluation Team conducted by the Quality Assurance Team Semarang State 
University. Monitoring and Evaluation activities were carried out 2 times that was the midterm and end of the 
program. 
 
Results of research, especially the availability or feasibility of components or indicators on the input, process, and 
output the results indicate a difference between the perception or assessment by participants and other human 
resources (Instructor / Lecturer, Tutor, Principal / Partner School Teachers), while the assessment towards the 
quality of the availability or feasibility input, process and output do not differ much. The differences are predictable 
because of socialization or underprepared preparation. Socialization program is complete with component inputs, 
processes, and outputs a program that will be implemented resulting in uneven perception or understanding are not 
the same. Participants have the perception of the existence towards the component input-process-output almost 
100% caused by the program participants are those who are undergoing the stages in the program, although initially 
not or do not understand or do not know.  
 
All the components that will be implemented in the program should be prepared before the program and should be 
disseminated to all stakeholders. In accordance with the quality management function, then a program will be 
qualified when planning and organizing functions are already prepared and clear. All that will be involved obviously 
work to be done, and even all the tasks or plan should not be implemented, although the actual task. A plan will be 
used as a guide in the work or carrying out the program. 
 
Quality assessment results both by participants and human resources involved in the implementation of the program 
provide results with more criteria than just "good", but have not reached the criterion of 'Good One'. Quality 
improvement should be carried out continuously and sustainably. Referring to the principles of quality management, 
it is to provide for the implementation of quality assurance for PPG Program in-service of PGSD Study Program, it 
is needed some attention and improvement. 
 
Constraints in the implementation of PPG program in-service of PGSD Study Program which is prominent and need 
special attention without neglecting other constraint is PPL implementation in conjunction with preparation time of 
National Examination (UN). In accordance with the Guidelines for Professional Teacher Education (Directorate 
General of Higher Education, 2010:24-26) explained that, PPL system applied clinical supervision approach and 
reflective action in the form of cycle with sustainable principles, structured, and relevant to the RPP. 

 
4. Conclusion 
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 Based on the results of the study and discussion of this research, it can be concluded the following. 

x Differences in perceptions of the availability or feasibility component input, process, and output due to 
socialization programs which are not optimal. 

x The weaknesses or barriers that exist in the implementation of PPG program in-service include 
preparedness plans of program activities  that are not optimal; implementation of PPL, which coincided 
with the 2nd half at the partner school cannot run smoothly, because it coincides with activities related to 
school activities preparatory UN (National Exam), and PPG does not have program online system to 
expedite the implementation of the academic program PPG 

x Best practices in the administration of PPG Program in service of PGSD Study Program that can be applied 
to the implementation of a similar program or next program is: involvement of Guidance Lecturer and 
Teacher since the development of learning tools until intership at school; CAR proposal as part of the 
learning device development workshop (SSP), as well as an integrated part of PPL implementation gives 
benefit in coaching teacher competence as professional teacher; role as the team's quality assurance as 
monitoring and evaluation team in the implementation of the PPG program in service of PGSD Study 
Program provide quality assurance to the program implementation, and assessment of the competence of 
the participants carried out by several related components (instructor / Lecturer, Tutors, Principal / 
Teachers who are competent, professional and related workers), and is determined from several 
components (processes and products) 

x Supporting factors that can be recommended for implementation in the PPG program in service of PGSD 
study program are: the existence of quality assurance team as a monitoring and evaluation program team; 
understanding or perception of the same and the right of participants and human resources involved to the 
component input, process, and output program.  

x Model evaluation of programs that can be recommended is the evaluation towards the inputs, process, and 
output which is done sustainably.  

 
Suggestions that can be recommended from the results of this study are: 

x Each design activities in the program implementation should be designed and prepared carefully in the 
beginning before the program runs, and it should be understood exactly with the same perception 

x Further studies are required to compare the effectiveness of evaluation model implementation with block 
and non block pattern (Figure 1).  

 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                    INPUT                                                                 PROCESS                                                                    OUTPUT 
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Abstract 

Learning difficulties in geometry are commonly associated with the students’ detriments to progress through 
sequentially the respective van Hiele’s levels of geometric thinking. Various forms of ICT-based learning are 
commonly used to improve such vital progression.  However, such approach are impractical in many parts of 
Indonesia largely due to the acute limitations of ICT infrastructure and lack of pre-requisites and conducive ICT-
oriented learning environments. This research reports an attempt to assist post junior high school (SMP) Indonesian 
students in Parepare, South Celebes to ease the problems. An educational video called Video for Geometry Learning 
(VGL) was designed and developed based on van Hiele’s model of geometric  thinking. VGL consisted of three 
learning modules, each was designed and developed using van Hiele’s model of  thinking aided by specifically 
crafted Guzman-oriented visualisation activities. Each learning module comprised of learning activities designed to 
assist students to progress through sequentially the first three levels of van Hiele geometric thinking respectively,  
namely Level 0 (L0), Level 1 (L1) and Level 2 (L2). A quasi-experimental of pre versus post-test approach was 
adopted to measure the effectiveness of VGL among three  groups of 90, 60 and 30 students representing L0, L1 and 
L2 respectively.  An adapted version of van Hiele Geometry Test (vHGT) was used to measure the students’ van 
Hiele scores on Geometry for SMP (called vHGT scores) as well as to determine the levels of geometric thinking 
(LGT) of each student before and after the use of VGL. Both the improvements of vHGT scores and the progression 
of LGT were used to evaluate the effectiveness of VGL. Analyses of means and  paired-sample t-test performed on 
the vHGT scores derived from the whole sample as well as each sub-group strongly indicated that VGL has 
effectively assisted them in improving the vHGT scores. Similar analyses performed on the LGT also indicated that  
VGL has managed to assist the post-SMP students to progress through sequentially the respective levels of LGT.  
 
Keywords: van Hiele Theory, Levels of Geometric Thinking, Video for Geomtery Learning 

Introduction 

        The van Hiele theory developed by Piere Marie van Hiele and Dina van Hiele-Geldof in the 1950s had been 
internationally recognized and affected the teaching of geometry in schools significantly.  Russia and the United 
States are instances of countries that changed their geometry curriculum based on the van Hiele theory.  Previous 
researches done showed that the application of van Hiele theory in geometry lesson brought about positive 
implications.  In a study by Casbari (2007), it was proven that the van Hiele model is effective in motivating 
students and in creating a better environment for teaching and learning of geometry.  Van Hiele theory has been 
commonly used in many ICT-based geometry education applications such as geometry Sketchpad, geo explorer, 
Cinderella and 3D CABRI (Liang & Sedig,2010).  
        However, due to the limitation of infrastructure development and inappropriate curriculum, ICT-based 
applications are not fully accessible in some places. In the context of Parepare, a small city in the province of South 
Celebes, Indonesia, a preliminary study has been done on the usage of available technology-based educational 
infrastructure and teachers’ ability in incorporating ICT in lessons prior to this current study. It was discovered that 
internet connection is only available to 9 out of 14 (60%) secondary schools. Moreover, it was also discovered that 
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the ratio of computer to student was 1:50, and 10 out of 52 (23.8%) of the available math teachers have not acquired 
basic skills in using ICT in classroom teaching. Furthermore, 44% of the teachers stated that they have not used ICT 
in classroom teaching at all, and the information that geometry learning applications are available in the internet is 
known only by one single teacher among the 52.   
Due to the limited technology-based educational infrastructure, the geometry lessons in Parepare are generally 
taught using the conventional method.  Geometrical forms are drawn on the board or merely shown through the 
shapes of simple things.  Consequently, the visual aspect, one of the most important aspects in geometry lesson, is 
lost Gusman (2008) stated that visualisation is the very basis of geometry learning. This is in line with van Hiele’s 
theory which places the visual introduction of things as the first stage in its five-stage geometry thinking level.  
        Conventional geometry teaching contributed to the low potential in learning geometry among students in the 
junior high. This situation is evident in a preliminary study on the third-year junior high students in Parepare who, at 
the time, would be sitting for the National Examination soon.  Among the 277 students who were sampled, it was 
found that the general score for basic geometry questions was 54 out of 100.  Through analysis of the geometry 
questions, it was discovered that only 12.6% who managed to correctly answer questions on the introduction of 
geometry shapes.   
        Based on this issue, this study will produce an alternative learning tool by utilizing the available infrastructure 
(video+VCD) to help the third-year students to remember/understand the geometry lessons that had been learned 
since their first year.  This tool will summarize all the topics on geometry taught in junior high in one learning 
module by incorporating the van Hiele-based teaching activities and utilizing multimedia in the making of the 
module into a learning video in order to maximize the visual process in learning.   
 
van Hiele Theory 
 
        Developed in 1957 by  Piere Marie van Hiele and Dina van Hiele-Geldof, Van Hiele Theory had been 
published in 1973 by Freudenthal in his book “Mathematics as an Educational Task” (Usiskin, 1982). Thereafter, a 
few research had been conducted that showed a connection between students’ geometry ability and van Hiele’s 
geometry thinking level.  Senk (1989) discovered a positive relationship between the ability to write the geometry 
verification and students’ geometry level.  Afterwards, Mason (1998) found that geometry thinking level can 
distinguish the high-ability students from the low-ability students in geometry learning.  With respect to the 
significance of van Hiele’s geometry thinking level, Atebe and Schafer (2008) stated that it is the framework in 
evaluating students’ geometry thinking.  According to Van Hiele theory, there are five major steps to understand 
geometry topics (Usiskin, 1982) namely: Recognition (L0), Analysis (L1), Order (L2), Deduction (L3) and Rigor 
(L4). Each step is described as follows:  
 
(a) Level 0 (L0: Recognition). 
This level is also known as the basic, the holistic and the visual level. At this level, students can only recognize 
geometrical shapes based on their visual characteristic. Apart from focusing on the geometrical shape of the objects, 
students are likely to see the object as a whole; hence they do not pay any effort to understand deeper characteristic 
of the objects  
(b) Level 1 (L1: Analysis) 
At this level, students involve their analytical thinking in order to understand the concepts of the given objects. For 
instance, students are able to study the objects by observing, measuring, experimenting, drawing and building the 
objects. Nevertheless, students at this level are not capable of explaining the relationships among different 
geometrical objects. 
(c) Level 2 (L2: Order) 
This level is also known as the level of abstract/rational, theoretical, correlational and informal deduction. At this 
level, students are able to correlate between different geometrical shapes, and to recognize general characteristic of 
particular objects and to explain it in hierarchical way.  
(d) Level 3 (L3: Deduction) 
This level is known as the formal deduction level.  At this stage, students are able to make the connections between 
one geometrical object with another.  Furthermore, they have already known how to sequence geometrical objects 
correctly.     
(e) Level 4 (L4: Rigor) 
At this level, students are able to debate by giving explanations and making comparisons on axiomatic geometry 
system. They are also able to understand deductive reasoning. 
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        This study only focuses on the first three levels as suggested by previous researchers who stated that learning 
activities in primary school and secondary school began at L0 to L2 (Crowley,1987; Teppo, 1991; van de Walle, 
2004).  Van Hiele (1959) suggested that students’ geometry thinking level depends on neither their age or their 
maturity but rather on the lessons received. Hence, among the aspects needed to be focused on are the method and 
arrangement of the lessons in the classroom.  Based on van Hiele’s suggestion, there are five phases of learning 
(Usiskin, 1982):     
 
(a) Phase 1: Information.  At this stage, a two-way teacher-student interaction is essential in understanding 
certain geometrical shapes such as making observations, asking questions and understanding the vocabulary for that 
particular geometrical shape.   
(b) Phase 2: Orientation. Students explore the topic about geometry as arranged by the teacher.  The activities 
involved should enable students to identify the geometrical shape that is to be learned.  Therefore, for students to 
master the level, they have to be assigned simpler tasks.   
(c) Phase 3: Explanation.  Based on previous experiences, students are to express their opinions and discuss 
about the geometrical shapes that had been observed.  At this stage, teachers act merely as facilitators.   
(d) Phase 4: Free Orientation.  Students are able to solve more complicated problems such as open-ended 
problems. They gain experience by finding their own solutions or by completing tasks.  Much of the relationships 
among objects are clarified through the interaction among students when making investigations.    
(e) Phase 5: Integration.  Students survey and summarize what they have learned by making connections among 
the geometrical shapes.  The teachers assist students in making a synthesis on each of the geometrical shapes.  
However, the form of synthesis done will not be affecting the geometrical concepts that had been learned at all.   
 
        Casbari (2007) claimed that the use of van Hiele’s model in learning geometry can improve students’ academic 
performance, motivate students, and create a much simpler environment in the teaching and learning of 
mathematics.  In addition, Mayberry  (1981) suggested that secondary school teachers have to be trained to 
understand the van Hiele thinking level to improve students’ van Hiele geometrical thinking level.  In parallel to 
this, a few researchers have discovered the importance of van Hiele theory in explaining schoolchildren’s learning of 
geometry (Brown, 1999; Baynes, 1999; Chong, 2001; Tay, 2003; Noraini.et.al, 2004).      
 
Using Video in Learning   
 
        To apply the Video Compact Disk media in learning, teachers must first choose the appropriate materials for 
the program or learning requirements.  This is followed by preparing the CD player and television set and after 
adequate introduction to the learning materials, the CD is played.  The number replays depends on the needs and 
how fast the students are able to digest the learning materials.  This method has been widely used in delivering 
lessons that utilizes numerous pictures, text, voices or animation. There are also several other reasons this method is 
widely used, such as: (1) the video can be played repeatedly, (2) the video show can be fast forwarded or slowed 
down, (3) there is no specific requirements for space, (4) its operation is relatively easy, (5) the VCD piece can be 
used repeatedly.   
        The importance of using video in learning as presented by Baggett (1984) stated that by using video as a 
learning media, students are not only able to make a mental representation from the semantic understanding of a 
story in either audio or visual form but when presented together, each source gives an additional information and 
completion which helps students in remembering symbols or pictures naturally.  In line with that, Cennamo (1993) 
emphasized that a video presentation has to be designed for the purpose of improving students’ mental ability and 
involving them in active learning.  Among the previous researchers who discovered the importance of using video in 
learning, especially in mathematics, are (Choi, 2005) and (Yeong, 2006).    

Research Overview 

        There are over 100 different models of Instruction System Design (ISD), for instance the nine stages of 
teaching aid development process by Dick and Carey in 1996, the three stages of linear development by Seels and 
Glasgow in 1998, the eclectic model for evaluation program by Morison et al. In 2004, the 4C/ID model by Bollen 
in 2006, and the R2D2 model by Botturi et al. in 2007.  However, most of the models are a form of the generic 
ADDIE model which is an acronym for Analyse, Design, Develop, Implement, and Evaluate (Allen, 2006).  Hence, 
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the five stages in the ADDIE model is utilized in this study.  The research design for this study is as summarized in 
Table 1. 

Research Method 

        Selection of the study’s subject began with the introduction of potential subject of study.  First of all, each SMP 
graduate in Parepare’s van Hiele geometry thinking level had been identified by measurement and categorization (in 
Stage 1) using van Hiele Geometry Test (vHGT).  The vHGT used is the standard vHGT by staff from Cognitive 
Development and Achievement in Secondary School Geometry (CDASSG) (Usiskin, 1982).   
        Based on the vHGT results, a sub-group of students who are representatives of the three basic category in van 
Hiele geometry thinking level (Level 0 (L0), Level 1 (L1), and Level 2 (L2)) were selected for this study.  The 
randomly selected subjects from each group were students who had studied geometry for three years prior to the 
vGHT.  Selected groups will go through the teaching and learning process using VGL in the classroom.  The 
teaching and learning session will be conducted in three meetings (90 minutes per meeting) that will be held during 
the students’ break after taking the national examination.  During the learning session, subject will be shown a video 
and do things (interactive) with guidance from the video. After the next learning session, they will be measured 
again using vHGT (post-test).       
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Table 1: Research Design  
 

Stage Elaboration of Research Procedures  

Stage 1 

(Preliminary study 
+ Analysis of 
important 
information) 

a. Data collection on the infrastructure of each junior high school (SMP) in the 
district of Parepare, especially the ones used in the process of teaching and 
learning mathematics.   

b. Analysis of KTSP Mathematics Syllabus (Silabus KTSP Matematik) for 
junior high school (SMP) and high school (SMA) students.   

c. Investigation of the more complicated topics on geometry in teaching and 
learning through interviews with senior math teachers and a few students.   

d. Data collection and analysis of the geometry thinking level for students 
graduating from SMP in the district of Parepare using the van Hiele 
geometry level test (pre-test).   

Stage 2 

(Designing VGL) 

 

a. Introduction and understanding of the van Hiele geometry thinking level.   
b. Identification and classification of lesson topics for practice.      
c. Designing module in appropriate order based on the content and learning 

objectives. 
d. Summary of learning activities in the learning module based on van Hiele 

geometry thinking level (Module 1, module 2, and module 3) 
e. Designing of learning practice based on learning phase and van Hiele’s 

geometry thinking level.   

Stage 3 

(Development of 
VGL) 

a. Development of learning module according to students’ thinking level 
(Module 1, module 2, and module 3) 

b. Development of learning module and activities with computer which is then 
video-recorded into a CD or DVD. 

c. The video record is known as Video for Geometry Learning (VGL) 

Stage 4 

(Execution of 
VGL) 

a. Classification of students according to their geometry thinking level.   
b. Random selection of 90 students from Level 0 group, 60 students from 

Level 1 group, and 30 students from Level 2 group.   
c. Execution of VGL in classrooms of 30 students each with level-appropriate 

module.  Each module will be applied in three meetings (90 minutes per 
meeting).  

Stage 5 

(Evaluation of 
VGL) 

a. Execution of van Hiele geometry test (post-test) on all students in each 
group.   

b. Analysis of pre-test and post-test results for evaluation on the extent to 
which VGL is able to help students in improving their van Hiele geometry 
thinking level.  

 
        Based on the vHGT results, a sub-group of students who are representatives of the three basic category in van 
Hiele geometry thinking level (Level 0 (L0), Level 1 (L1), and Level 2 (L2)) were selected for this study.  The 
randomly selected subjects from each group were students who had studied geometry for three years prior to the 
vGHT.  Selected groups will go through the teaching and learning process using VGL in the classroom.  The 
teaching and learning session will be conducted in three meetings (90 minutes per meeting) that will be held during 
the students’ break after taking the national examination.  During the learning session, subject will be shown a video 
and do things (interactive) with guidance from the video. After the next learning session, they will be measured 
again using vHGT (post-test).       
        The answers to the questions in the vHGT pre- and post-test will be evaluated using two methods. The  first 
method is called vHGT score to measure the difference in the average scores of pre and post test, the second method 
is called LGT Score to measure the progress of LGT students after learning with VGL in the classroom. Score 
vHGT assessed by giving a value of 0 for respondents who answered incorrectly and a value of 1 for respondents 
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who answered correctly, while LGT  score assessed using methode have developed by Usiskin, known as the “3 
correct of 5” method.  This means that if a respondent answers at least 3 out of 5 items correctly in any of the vHGT 
subtests, the student is considered to have mastered the level. The total weighted marks by Usiskin (1982)  are as 
follows:       
 

1 mark for group criteria on items 1-5 (Level 1)  
2 marks for group criteria on items 6-10 (Level 2) 
4 marks for group criteria on items 11-15 (Level 3) 
8 marks for group criteria on items 16-20 (Level 4) 
16 marks for group criteria on items 21-25 (Level 5) 

        The scores obtained by the students are calculated based on the marks that had been determined by Usiskin in 
the 32 possible answers in determining the students’ geometry thinking level table. The effectiveness of VGL is 
further investigated by dividing the students’ improvement in geometry thinking level into four categories as shown 
in Table 2.   
 
          Table 2: Categories of Improvement in Geometry Thinking Level 
 

Category Explanation 

Improvement between 
levels 

Improvement of van Hiele geometry thinking level occurs in sequence (for 
example, from L0 to L1 or from L1 to L2) 

The Skipping 
Phenomenon 

Improvement of van Hiele geometry thinking level does not occur in 
sequence (for example, from L0 to L2 or from L1 to L3) 

Improvement within a 
Level 

There is no improvement of van Hiele geometry thinking level but an 
increase in the geometry thinking level score is obtained 

No improvement There neither improvement in van Hiele geometry thinking level nor in the 
geometry thinking level score 

 

Data Analysis and Results  

        Data analysis of the geometry thinking level (PBG) score from the pre- and post- test obtained is as shown in 
Table 3  

Table 3: Descriptive Statistic of Students’ vHGT Score 
 

 Mean Deviation 
Standard 

r t Sig 
(2-tailed) 

Pair 1 Pre-test 7.32 2.341 .975 -9.030 .000 
          Post-test 9.37 2.954 

 
        The results in Table 3 shown that the average and standard deviation of the post test increased when compared 
with the pre-test. Another matter that is obtDLQHG�IURP�WKH�DERYH�WDEOH�LV�WKH�VLJQLILFDQW�VWDJHV�RI�Į� ������OHYHO��WKHQ�
Ho is rejected because a significant stage in the schedule (0.000)> 0.05. Meaning mean pre-test  and post test 
differed significantly. 
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        The development of van Hiele geometry thinking level is further investigated by plotting a graph to observe the 
improvement of van Hiele geometry thinking level in each student from every level.   
 

 
 

Figure 1: Development of Students’ LGT Before and After Total Utility of VGL 
Table 4: Number and Percentage of LGT Increase After Implementation of VGL in Learning According to 
the Categories 
 

Cohort of Students 
According to LGT 

 (Before 
Implementation of 

VGL) 

Increase in LGT (After Implementation of VGL) 
Between 
Levels 

Within Level The Skipping 
Phenomenon 

No Improvement 

N % N % N % N % 

L0 (N = 90) 53 58.9 8 8.9 7 7.8 22 22.4 

L1 (N= 60) 41 68.3 4 6.7 2 3.3 13 21.7 
L2 (N = 30) 16 53.3 5 16.7 0 0 9 30 

Overall       (N= 180) 110 61.1 17 9.4 9 5 44 24.4 

 
        Table 4 shows that 75% out of 180 student respondents who had utilized VGL in learning showed LGT 
improvement, either between levels, within a level, or underwent the skipping phenomenon.  Nevertheless, there are 
24.4% students still who did not show any kinds of LGT improvement after learning.   
        From  both of the results and graft above shown, it is clear that majority of the students showed improvement in 
their geometry thinking level following lessons in the classroom where VGL is implemented.  It means that this tool 
is helpful in assist to improve the van Hiele geometry thinking level among the SMP graduates.     
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Discussion and Conclusion 

        The study shows the effectiveness of VGL in improving the van Hiele geometry thinking level of SMP ninth 
grade students in Parepare.  The results of the data analysis shows that out of 90 students in the L0 group sample, 60 
of them showed improvement.  In L1 group which consisted of 60 students, there were 43 who showed 
improvement, whereas in L2 group which consisted of 30 students, 15 of them showed improvement.  The types of 
improvement shown were improvement between levels and the skipping phenomenon.   
A part from that, the data analysis also shows that there are still a number of students who did not show any 
improvement in the thinking level after utilizing the VGL.  Some of the explanations for this occurrence are listed 
below:   

a. Some students still find it difficult to analyze the connection between the geometrical shapes 
b. There are students who have not understood the concept transition from two-dimensional geometry to 

three-dimensional geometry.    
c. There are students who are not able to interpret the figures in geometry lesson.   
d. There are students who still face difficulties in making their own definition of the geometrical shapes.   

                                                                    
Based on the findings, there are a few suggestions and recommendations for future research, i.e. 
a. VGL is recommended for districts with similar situation and environment as Parepare in the hope of 

improving the LGT of SMP ninth grade students.   
b. Further development of VGL, especially the module 2 so that upon completion of the module, students 

are able to read charts and analyze the properties of the geometrical shapes.   
c. Further development of VGL, especially the module 3 so that upon completion of the module, students 

are used to the concept application and classification of the basic geometrical shapes.   
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Abstract 

Course materials for teaching Turkish as a second language lack information about the pronunciation of Turkish. These materials 
have chapters about the alphabet and the pronunciations of the letters, but they lack notation as phonemic transcription. Also 
Turkish dictionaries lack phonemic transcription information with the false belief that Turkish alphabet is a phonemic one. 
However there is not a one-to-one correspondence between the letters in the alphabet and the phonemes of Turkish. In this 
respect, this study aims at developing a grapheme-to-phoneme/allophone conversion tool for Turkish. The output of the software 
can be used in course materials for teaching Turkish as a second language, and Turkish dictionaries for learners. 
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Introduction 

Turkish language has become very popular due to Turkey’s great potential as a global actor and as a gate to 
newly emerging markets in the Central Asia. The US government has included Turkish in the mission-critical 
languages list of the CIA (CIA Values Language Capabilities Among Employees, 2009) and the US universities 
(Boston University, Texas A&M University, University of Pittsburgh, etc.) have started new programs on Turkish 
history, culture and history or improved their existing ones. These recent developments caused Turkish to be a 
promising language for the future and many students from all over the world started to learn Turkish both in their 
own countries and in the government and private institutions in Turkey. To meet the need for learning Turkish as a 
foreign language, many universities in Turkey have started graduate programs on Teaching Turkish as a Foreign 
Language (Dokuz Eylul University, Istanbul University, Hacettepe University, Yildiz Teknik University, etc.). 
However, the learning materials, especially Turkish dictionaries lack one of the most important information about a 
language, the pronunciation. Turkish course materials have chapters about the alphabet and the pronunciations of the 
letters but they lack notation as phonemic transcription. Also the Turkish dictionaries lack phonemic transcription 
information with the false belief that Turkish alphabet is a phonemic one. However there is not a one-to-one 
correspondence between the letters in the alphabet and the phonemes of Turkish. In this respect, this study aims at 
developing a grapheme-to-phoneme/allophone conversion tool for Turkish to resolve the problem mentioned above. 
The output of this software will be directly accessible by the user and will be intelligible for any language teacher 
familiar with the phonetic symbols used in IPA (International Phonetic Association) alphabet.  

The study is organized as follows: first some basic definitions of the concepts frequently used in the study and the 
linguistic data which is used as the basis of the study are given. Later a brief review of the literature on grapheme-to-
phoneme/allophone conversion is presented. Following the literature review the algorithm of the software developed 
in this study is discussed in detail. At the last section the output and overall performance of the software is presented 
with examples. 

 

Basic Definitions and Turkish Linguistic Data  

In order to explain the grapheme-to-phoneme/allophone conversion process some basic concepts to be used in the 
study are presented to explain what we intend in using these concepts.  

 

Graphemes and Turkish writing system 

A grapheme is the minimal contrastive unit in the writing system of a language, which may be realized in several 
forms and usually enclosed in angle brackets (Crystal, 2003). For instance the grapheme < a > may be realized as A, 
a, or a. Turkish alphabet have 29 letters; however Turkish writing system comprises of 32 graphemes, 29 letter 
forms represented in the Turkish alphabet and the graphemes < â >, < î > and < û >, formed by adding the 
circumflex (^) diacritic on graphemes <a>, <i> and <u> (TDK Yazim Kilavuzu, 2013). 

 

Phoneme 

A phoneme is the smallest distinct sound unit in a language (Matthews 1997) capable of distinguishing meaning. 
For instance phonemes /s/ and /ݕ��GLVWLQJXLVK�WKH�ZRUGV�VDS�DQG�úDS��9DULRus sources (Ergenç, 2002; Özsoy, 2004; 
Göksel & Kerslake, 2005) present different classifications and therefore different numbers of phonemes for Turkish. 
In this study we manage a unified approach and combine the data from all of these resources. In our classification 
there are 32 phonemes in Turkish sound system. The equity between the number of graphemes and phonemes 
should not misguide us to the conclusion that Turkish has one-to-one correspondence between graphemes and 
phonemes, since some graphemes may represent more than one phoneme. The list of Turkish phonemes is presented 
in the table below, with the corresponding graphemes and examples. 
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19. Table 1. Phonemes in Turkish 

Graphemes Phonemes 

Uppercase Lowercase  

A a Į���D 

B b b 

C c ݶ 

Ç ç ݹ 

D d d 

E e e 

F f f 

G g J��� 

ö ÷ * 

H h h 

I Õ ݁ 

ø i i 

J j ݤ 

K k k / c 

L l ܽ / l 

M m m 

N n n 

O o o 

Ö ö ø 

P p p 

R r r 

S s s 

ù ú ݕ 

T t t 

U u u 

Ü ü y 

V v v 

Y y j 

Z z z 

Â â * 

Î î * 

Û û * 

 

* These graphemes do not have phonemic correspondences; however they may cause phonological events such as 
lengthening the vowel.  

 
As it can be seen in Table 1, Turkish phonemes and graphemes do not always present one-to-one correspondence. 

Some graphemes represent more than one phoneme, and some graphemes do not have phonemic correspondence, 
they may have allophonic correspondence which will be discussed in following sections.  
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Allophone 
An allophone is an audibly distinct variant of a phoneme (Matthews, 1997). Allophones are related sounds which 

are derived from the same phoneme. For instance Turkish phoneme /n/ has three variants, in other words three 
DOORSKRQHV�>Q@��>ƾ@�DQG�>݄]. These variants are used with regard to the phonetic environments they occur as below: 

 
<sen>  [sܭѺn] 
<tank>  >WހĮѺƾN@ 
<cenk>  [ݶӁ݄c] 
 
This allophonic variation is represented as allophonic rule, which covers all allophones of a phoneme and their 

conditions for occurrence. The allophonic rule for the allophone of /n/ is as follows: 
 
/n/    ĺ� [n]    /   +_____, _____+ 
  >ƾ@ / V[back] _____ C[velar, plosive] 
  [݄] / V[front] _____ C[palatal, plosive] 
 
7KH� UXOH� DERYH� VWDWHV� WKDW� SKRQHPH� �Q�� WUDQVIRUPV� LQWR� �ĺ�� DOORSKRQHV� �>Q@�� >ƾ@� DQG� >݄]) in the phonetic 

environment (/) stated. Accordingly;  
 

allophone [n] occurs at the syllable boundaries (+), namely at the beginning of a syllable and at the end of a syllable, 
as in QDVÕO and sen 
DOORSKRQH�>ƾ@�RFFXUV�DIWHU�D�EDFN�YRZHO��9��DQG�EHIRUH�D�YHODU�SORVLYH�FRQVRQDQW��&���DV�LQ�tank, 
allophone [݄] occurs a front vowel and before a palatal plosive consonant, as in cenk. 

 
As it can be seen from one example, Turkish phonology has many nuances for most of the phonemes. The 

phonemes and their allophones are presented with their examples in Table 2 below. Due to space limitations the 
allophonic rules, explained with an example above, are not presented in detail.  

 

Table 2. Allophonic Variation in Turkish 

Graphemes Phonemes Allophones 

Uppercase Lowercase   

A a Į� Į�a ĮѺ�ã 

B b b b 

C c ݶ ݶ 

Ç ç ݹ ݹ 

D d d d 

E e e e  ܭ Ӂ�Hß�� 

F f f f ݊ 

G g J��� J�� 

ö ÷ * * 

H h h h x ç 

I Õ ݁ ݁ Ѻ݁  ݁ß 

ø i i L�ƭ�Lß 

J j ݤ ݤ 

K k k / c N�Nހ�F�Fހ 

L l ܽ / l ܽ  l 

M m m m ݃ 

N n n n ݄ ƾ 
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O o o o ܧѺ ܧ  

Ö ö ø ¡�°Ѻ �°� 

P p p p Sހ 

R r r r ݐ Uࡢ  

S s s s 

ù ú ݕ ݕ 

T t t W�Wހ 

U u u X�Ǌ�Xß 

Ü ü y \�ӻ�\ß 

V v v Y�ȕ 

Y y j j 

Z z z z 

Â â * * 

Î î * * 

Û û * * 

 

�÷!�*UDSKHPH�LVVXH�LQ�7XUNLVK  

7KH� JUDSKHPH� �÷!�� UHDG� DV� ³\XPXúDN� JH´� (soft g), lacks a corresponding consonantal sound in standard 
Turkish, although it is pronounced as a voiced velar fricative in some dialects (Göksel & Kerslake, 2005: 7). Ergenç 
������� DQG�*|NVHO�	�.HUVODNH� ������� GHVFULEH� WKH� HIIHFWV� RI� �÷!� LQ� GHWDLO�� 7KHVH� HIIHFWV� FDQ� EH� VXPPDUL]HG� DV�
below: 

 
It lengthens the preceding back vowel in when it is in syllable-final or word-final position. The lengthening effect is 
UHSUHVHQWHG�ZLWK�WKH�V\PEROޝ��LQ�WKH�,3$�SKRQHWLF�DOSKDEHW��\D÷PXU�[jĮޝPXUࡢ @��GD÷�>GĮޝ@� 
It may be pronounced as a palatal glide when the preceding vowel is a front one: H÷OHQ [ejlܭѺn]; 
It is inaudible between identical back vowels, lengthening the first vowel: X÷XU >XޝUࡢ @��VL÷LO >VLޝO@� 
If it is between two vowels and these vowels have different distinctive features, in other words they are not identical, 
LW�FDXVHV�D�YRZHO�VKLIW��7KH�YRZHO�VKLIW�LV�UHSUHVHQWHG�ZLWK�WKH�V\PERO�ǜ�LQ�WKH�,3$�SKRQHWLF�DOSKDEHW��D÷ÕW >Įǜ݁t], 
|÷H >¡ǜHß@� 

Syllable and syllable structure in Turkish 

Syllable is the basic unit of speech or pronunciation (Bussmann, 1998: 1155). Studies on G2P and also 
phonology show that in most cases information about the position of a syllable boundary is necessary to define the 
proper domains for phonological and phonetic rules (van den Bosch & Daelemans, 1993; Demberg, Schmid & 
Möhler, 2007). As it mentioned in the literature, in Turkish syllable is mostly the domain for phonological rules and 
allophonic variation. For instance a vowel preceding a nasal consonant in the same syllable becomes nasalized. 
However a vowel preceding a nasal consonant does not change into a nasal vowel.  

 
gün [ܳӻQ@� 
günü [ܳ\�Q\ß@ 
 
As it can be seen in the examples above, the vowel /y/ (ü), becomes nasalized when it precedes the consonant in 

the same syllable; but it same vowel preceding the same consonant, but this time in another syllable (syllable 
boundary is presented with full stop), does not change into its nasal counterpart. In order to define the phonemes and 
the allophonic variation more accurately the syllable structure should be taken into consideration. Özsoy (2004) 
gives a detailed account of syllable in Turkish; and this study used the rules presented in Özsoy. The structure of the 
syllable in Turkish can be summarized as below (Özsoy, 2004: 97-98, 101): 

Turkish has six different syllable patterns: 
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V  o 
CV  bu 
VC  aç 
CVC  tok 
VCC  alt 
CVCC sarp 

 
Consonant clusters comprise of two consonants and are limited to two consonants only: Türk, *plan, 
 
Turkish syllables are mostly open syllables. When a word ending in a consonant is added a suffix beginning with 

a vowel re-syllabification process occurs and the consonant at the end of the first syllable shifts into the next syllable 
and becomes onset. aç – ÕP�ĺ�D���oÕP 

 
Turkish has some borrowing syllable structures for loanwords. 
 

VCC   aks 
CCV   pro 
CCVC  spor 
CCCVC  Strazburg 

 

Literature Review 

In order to convert the graphemes into phonemic symbols a computer process called the Grapheme-to-Phoneme 
conversion is used. Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) conversion is a basic module of any text-to-speech system, which 
converts a written text to synthesized speech signal. G2P is the task of converting a string of graphemes (letters used 
in writing) to a string of phonetic symbols (letters used to represent speech sounds) (Demberg, Schmid & Möhler, 
2007: 96). G2P has application in many areas such as speech recognition, automatic dialogue systems, and in 
transliteration systems (systems which provide conversion from one alphabet system to another; e.g., from Cyrillic 
to Roman).  

In the literature there are numerous G2P studies for various languages, in which G2P systems are both used as 
modules in text-to-speech systems and as independent software (Daelemans & van den Bosch, 1993; Kienappel & 
Kneser, 2001; Demberg, Schmid & Möhler, 2007; Bisani and Ney, 2008). The G2P systems developed in these 
studies are also used in the transliteration of languages with different orthography.  

G2P systems are also present in the natioQDO�OLWHUDWXUH��6DORU��������%R]NXUW��������6DN��������ùD\OL��������6DORU��
������6DN��*�QJ|U�	�6DINDQ��������*|UPH]�	�*|UPH]��������<ÕOPD]��������$NEXOXW��$GÕJX]HO�	�<ÕOPD]��������
However all of these systems are parts of text-to-speech or speech-to-text systems and their outputs are available for 
the computer systems only and cannot be accessed and used by the user.  

There is one valuable resource on Turkish pronunciation ³.RQXúPD� 'LOL� YH� 7�UNoHQLQ� 6|\OH\Lú� 6|]O�÷�´�� D�
pronunciation dictionary by Ergenç (2002). However, this publication is available only in printed medium and it 
requires great effort to digitize this publication through OCR methods. Therefore it cannot be used easily in course 
materials and in Turkish dictionaries.  

 

Method 

When the literature on Grapheme-to-Phoneme conversion is reviewed it can be seen that this task can be 
performed using either rule (knowledge) based approach or a data-driven approach (Kienappel & Kneser. 2001): 

 
Rule based approach;  

requires great effort and expertise, and explicitly coded, language-specific, linguistic knowledge sources, 
cannot be applied to new tasks and languages easily, 
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has inherent problems with maintenance, it is difficult to change some of the rules without introducing unwanted 
side effects.  
demonstrates impressive performance for some tasks, 

 
On the other hand, data-driven approach; 
 

requires spelling of words with their associated pronunciation in a phonemic or phonetic alphabet  
is highly flexible 
is automatically produced for a language according to the rules implicit in the training data, without explicit 
modelling of linguistic knowledge 

 
In rule based approach to the design of grapheme-to-phoneme modules, explicitly coded, language-specific, 

linguistic knowledge sources are necessary for performing the task. However, great effort and expertise are required 
to set up such a module and to adapt this module to a new language or task (Kienappel & Kneser, 2001). In data-
driven approach which uses supervised learning techniques, based on a corpus of transcribed words, the same even 
better performance can be achieved, without explicit modelling of linguistic knowledge (van den Bosch & 
Daelemans, 1993). But modules, developed using this approach, are applied to corpora, thus require annotated data 
(a database of word-pronunciation pairs) to be at hand already. (Daelemans & van den Bosch, 1993). 

In this study we implement the rule-based approach to G2P since there is not any transcribed or machine readable 
corpus of words in Turkish to enable us to implement a data-driven approach. Only resource for this purpose is the 
³.RQXúPD� 'LOL� YH� 7�UNoHQLQ� 6|\OH\Lú� 6|]O�÷�´�� D� SURQXQFLDWLRQ� GLFWLRQDU\� E\� (UJHQo� (2002). However, this 
publication is available only in printed medium and it requires great effort to digitise this publication through OCR 
methods. Instead, we intend to start from scratch, building a customisable architecture that will store the inventory 
of graphemes from Turkish alphabet, phonemes and phonological rules from phonology in a database.  

 

Rule-based G2P software for Turkish 

The architecture of the software developed is as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. The architecture of G2P Software 

 
According to this architecture, in the G2P conversion tool for Turkish, the Parser module in the first step takes as 

its input any Turkish text and it parses this body of text into sentences and into words.  

TEXT 

 

Syllibificator 

PARSER 

G2P Converter 

Grapheme
 

Phonemes Rules 

OUTPUT MAPPER 
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In the syllabificator module, these parsed spelling of the words are split into their syllables, since in most cases 
information about the position of a syllable boundary is necessary to define the proper domains for phonological and 
phonetic rules (van den Bosch & Daelemans, 1993; Demberg, Schmid & Möhler, 2007). 

Later in the G2P converter module the graphemes in these syllabified words are matched to their phoneme 
symbols using the phonological rules stored in the inventory. 

In the last stage, a Mapper module matches the word spelling and phonemic transcription in pairs and produces as 
its output a corpus of words with their transcription. 

Parser Module 

TKH�SDUVHU�PRGXOH�XVHV�WKH�VHQWHQFH�ERXQGDU\�GHWHFWLRQ�DOJRULWKP�SURSRVHG�E\�$NWDú��������DQG�$NWDú�	�'HPLU�
(2006) to parse the plain text files into sentences and words. It stores this annotated data in XML format. This 
module runs online as a web-service. 

 

Syllibificator Module 

This module splits the parsed words into their syllables using a syllabification algorithm developed using the 
phonological rules mentioned above.  

In order to evaluate the accuracy rate of the syllabificator module 5000 words (two or more syllables) from TDK 
Turkish Dictionary were randomly chosen. The evaluation results are as below: 

 

20. Table 3. Accuracy Rate for the Syllibificator Module 

Number of Words 5000 

Number of incorrectly parsed syllables  22 

Number of Correctly Parsed Syllables 4978 

Accuracy Rate 99.56 

 
As mentioned before syllabification is necessary to define the proper domains for phonological and phonetic 

rules, and in Turkish phonology in most cases syllable boundaries are important in defining the phonemic 
environment, namely the context a phoneme occurs. 

 

G2P Converter 

G2P converter module takes the parsed and syllabified words as its input and using the data from the inventory 
sets for graphemes, phonemes and phonological symbols it converts the graphemes into phonemes according to the 
phonological rules. This module first maps the graphemes to their corresponding phonemic symbol in the alphabet 
of the IPA. After this first step the module applies the phonological rules on these phonemic symbols and returns the 
final symbols that are altered according to the allophonic variations represented in the rules. The module makes use 
of three sets of data in its operations, namely the inventory of graphemes, the inventory of phonemes and the 
inventory of phonological rules 

 

Mapper 

Mapper module takes the parsed text and the output of the G2P module as its inputs and pairs these data into a 
corpus of words with their transcription, with and without syllable marking full stops ( . ).  
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Overall evaluation of the G2P software for Turkish 

The software was implemented following the structure mentioned in the previous chapter, after building up the 
inventory of graphemes and phonemes. Later, the phonological rules were gathered from the resources and encoded 
in a way that the software could understand these rules.  

The software uses UTF-8 Unicode encoding system in presenting the IPA symbols for phonemes due to 
Unicode’s widespread support for IPA symbols and for the ease of use for the end-users who are most probably 
familiar with the symbols in the IPA. 

The software takes any pieces of text as input through an “Input Text” box or from a plain text file encoded in 
UTF-8 Unicode encoding. Then it converts the graphemes in this “Input Text” into phonemes and displays the 
results in an “Output Text” box. The user may save the results in a plain text file. The screenshot of the program is 
given in Figure 2 below.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

21. Fig. 2. A screenshot of  the G2P software user interface 

The software saves the output word by word, with each word’s phonemic transcription, both with and without 
syllable boundaries. This saving method is preferred for future studies; especially a G2P system that uses data-
driven approach for the process. Thus, the output of the program is saved in such a structure that any data-driven 
G2P software can access the grapheme data, the phoneme data and, in addition, the syllable data of the words in the 
text file. The screenshot of the resulting text file is presented in Figure 3 below. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

22. Fig. 3. A screenshot of the output file 

The software was tested using a 1000 word sample selected from the Turkish dictionary of TDK. The words 
comprised of two syllables minimum. The 1000 words selected for the sample contained 7894 graphemes. The 
results of the accuracy evaluation on the software’s output are given in Table 4 below.  

 

23. Table 4. Accuracy rate of the G2P software 
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Number of Words 1000 

Number of Graphemes 7894 

Number of Correctly Parsed Graphemes 7588 

Number of Incorrectly Parsed Graphemes 306 

Accuracy Rate 96.12 

 

Conclusion 

The software implemented in this study is a rule-based grapheme to phoneme system that converts graphemes of 
Turkish into their corresponding phonemes. The process of implementation comprised of gathering the list of 
graphemes, phonemes and phonological rules into a database. The resulting software is tested on a word list 
comprising of the entries of The Turkish Dictionary obtained from TDK. The results of the program are successful 
and the list of words with their phonetic transcriptions will be presented to TDK to be used in their online 
dictionaries. The output of the program may be used in text-to-speech and speech-to-text systems which have 
become popular recently. The output can also be used course materials in Teaching Turkish as a Foreign Language 
programs or other linguistic research on phonological properties of Turkish Language. The G2P software developed 
in this study is a rule based G2P system and thus is the first step in grapheme-to-phoneme conversion process for 
Turkish. The software may give way to other software, for instance data-driven G2P implementations or may be 
used as an embedded module in text-to-speech systems.  
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Abstract 

Mind-maps have been advocated to be a useful learning tool for students. For Mind-maps to be effective, students have to learn 
how to use them and then construct their own maps. In this report, I describe my use of Mind-maps as a simple but useful tool for 
integration into teaching slides during Cell Biology lectures for providing students an overview of the topics that they are 
learning, orientating students during lectures with respect to the progression of the lesson and for showing links between topics. I 
highlight the strengths and potential weaknesses of such an approach.  
 
Keywords: Mind-maps, Presentation, Overview, Orientation, Student learning 

Introduction 

The use of Mind-maps or Concept Maps has been proposed to be useful for promoting active-learning of Biology 
among students (eg. (Allen & Tanner, 2003; Morse & Jutras, 2008; Odom & Kelly, 2000)). For such an approach to 
work, students have to be taught how to use and construct the maps. It is also useful to provide timely feedback to 
students on their use of Concept Maps to fully exploit the advantages of the tool (Morse & Jutras, 2008).  

I have been teaching a large-class Cell Biology module which was shared by two other lecturers. Due to time-
constraints and the student numbers of about 250 - 280, I was not able to provide close supervision of Concept 
Mapping as we do not have teaching assistants in our module (Morse & Jutras, 2008). Moreover, because the time 
constrains, peer-evaluation was not tried. Given that Cell Biology is challenging both at the breadth of the subject 
matter and the amount of details that are accumulating from the fast-paced research in the field, I therefore chose to 
use Mind-maps as a presentation tool to provide not only the overview of the topics, but to highlight to students 
where the lectures are in relation to the main ideas I was teaching.  

Essentially, the Mind-maps allowed me to zoom-in and –out of the topics as the lectures went on, providing me a 
tool to supplement my Powerpoint slides to present ideas and concepts to the students. I could demonstrate to the 
students how I use the Mind-map tools to organize my thoughts. This should provide students with a framework for 
understanding the topics I was teaching and how the topics connect to one another. Students can add details to the 
overview maps that they can use as quick revision tools. I also encourage students to try out the Mind-map programs 
for themselves to determine if they find it useful for making their own maps when they are doing their revisions.  

Software Used 

Given the large class with students from different background, the guidelines I used to choose suitable software 
for use are that it should be free and that it should not be restricted to any particular operating systems. FreeMind 
(freemind.sourceforge.net/) and Xmind (http://www.xmind.net/) are examples of such tools that fit these criteria. 
This was important because in addition to my using them as presentation tools, I also hoped that some students 
might find it useful as a learning tool.  

Both the software are relatively similar and I used them interchangeably depending on the need such as whether I 
wanted a simple map (FreeMind is sufficient) or if I wanted the maps presented as a fishbone, logic chart or 
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organizational chart (Xmind has more choices). Students were introduced to these two softwares briefly at the 
beginning of my series of lectures. It was explained to them that I was using the software as a presentation tool to 
provide overviews and summaries of the topics I was teaching.  

I also highlighted that some students might find it useful as a learning tool, but that they have to construct their 
own maps for the maps to be effective. To help students use the Mind-map software, I also made a screen recording 
(recorded with QuickTime) (data shown in the virtual presentation) that I uploaded at the Integrated Virtual 
Learning Environment (IVLE) site showing how to use the software for students interested in using it as a learning 
tool for themselves either for the Cell Biology module or any other modules they were taking. 

Examples of use 

At the start of my series of lectures, I showed a figure with the module topic at the center of the Mind-map 
(Figure 1) and the key subjects that are essentially the four main areas that will be covered in the module (Figure 1). 
The red tick indicated the topic just covered by my co-lecturer. 

Fig. 1. Main topics as shown in the Mindmap figure inserted into the Powerpoint slide 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To zoom into the details of what has been taught as a way to help student recall the previous lectures, the Mind-

map can be expanded to show more. For example, for each organelle, I highlighted their key functions (Figure 2, left 
panel). It was also easy to indicate on the same Mind-map the new subject matter for the lecture of the day (Figure 
2, green arrow). 
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Fig. 2. Expanding a node in the Mind map. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the end of the lecture, the Mind-map was shown again, but with expanded nodes to indicate what it was that 

had been covered in the 2-hour lecture (Figure 3, red tick). This will help put into context what we had just taught 
the students and how that related to the previous topics.  

Fig. 3. Topics covered during the day. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Unsolicited Comments from Students on Mind-maps during End-of-Semester Feedback 

Although no formal survey was carried out to obtain the students’ thoughts on the use of the Mind-maps, it was 
interesting to note that in the students’ feedback at the end of the semester that the students made mention of the 
Mind-maps in favorable light. Mostly the students either stated that the Mind-maps were useful or they alluded to 
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“summary figures” as being beneficial for their learning of concepts as well as for following the lectures and use the 
Mind-maps as quick study guides. One particular student mentioned that he is normally averse to using Mind-maps 
as a learning tool personally but found the Mind-maps presented as effective as a summary tool.  

It should be noted that with a class size of 250 – 280, these few comments should not be taken to be 
representative, but that the Mind-maps made an impression on the students who provided the comments voluntarily. 
These are comments that would only serve to provide some hints as to how the Mind-maps were useful to students. 

Table 1. Examples of unsolicited students’ comments on Mind-maps 

 

1. “…the use of Mind-map is helping students to know which part of the lectures that are 
being taught” 

2. “Her teaching of the Mind-map , although I am one who dislike using such 
techniques,is very effective in summarizing all the concepts taught during the lecture” 

3. “Like how she makes use of the mind map to help everyone see where we are now so 
we don’t get lost” 

4. “Mind-map is very useful to highlight the main points” 

5. “good Mind-maps in the notes” 

6. “…and she has a summary mind-map page. I think this is effective in giving and 
overview on what has been coverd so far” 

7. “the Mind-map helped give me an overview of the content covered” 

8. “Mind-maps and the breeze recordings were useful” 

9. “mind mapping ways are really helpful in our learning” 

10. “Her use of Mind-maps is extremely helpful in studying and revising” 

11. “Provides Mind-maps that allow students to link subject to entire process” 

12. “her Mind-maps or the way she teaches us link between ideas is very useful” 

13. “Notes are good too, especially the Mind-maps” 

14. “Provides useful Mind-maps which links content together” 

15. “promotes good studying habits like making Mind-maps” 

 

Reflections on the use of the Mind-maps 

At the personal level, I found that the Mind-maps were a good tool to represent the concepts I wanted to teach my 
students, as the programs such as Xmind allowed me easily to create concept-maps that could be expanded and 
collapsed to show overviews and details of Cell Biology. It was also easy to copy and paste the Mind-maps as 
figures into Powerpoint slides so that the maps are incorporated into my lectures. With such an ease of use, I 
imagine it would also not be difficult for students who are generally more technologically savvy and who want to 
use the programs for their own learning, especially if they want to construct their own maps.  

More importantly, the positive comments from the various students (Table 1) on their impression of the Mind-
maps were encouraging to me as it showed that the Mind-map used as a presentation tool could help students in the 
way I had intended. This is especially so for the use of Mind-maps to provide a good framework for students to 
orientate themselves through the lectures that can sometimes be rather overwhelming in terms of the content.  

A potential drawback of this usage of Mind-maps can be seen from the comments such as #10 or #11 or #14 
(Table 1). These comment appear also to be positive in terms of how students think they benefited from being able 
to see links between topics so that they do not learn each topic in isolation. However, on reflection, I think that 
having me make the links between topics for students might potentially impede active-learning in students if they do 
not gradually learn to make their own associations between concepts in Cell Biology. Indeed, Mind-maps should be 
useful for encouraging conceptual and active-learning in students (Allen & Tanner, 2003; Knight & Wood, 2005; 
Michael, 2006; Morse & Jutras, 2008). If students become over-reliant on the teacher to make the Mind-maps for 
them, a possible problem could be that they use the Mind-maps I created merely as materials for studying. As such, 
even though the use of Mind-maps in my lectures seemed to be an approach that students welcomed, modifications 
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on how they are used need to be made to fully capitalize on the strengths of such a tool not only for presenting ideas, 
but also for promoting active-learning in students (Wood, 2009). 

Future improvements in applying Mind-maps 

The figures of the Mind-maps shown during the lectures were in fact screen shots of the Mind-maps on my 
computer that I then copied pasted onto Powerpoint slides. This has the advantage that when I uploaded the slides at 
IVLE for the students, the Mind-maps are directly found in the slides. This was especially useful for students who 
did not use the Mind-map programs because they were unsure how to use them. However, this was a cumbersome 
way of presenting the map as compared to using the programs and showing the expansion and collapse of individual 
nodes to highlight connections between topics. Xmind has a portable version that would allow one to present the 
Mind-maps at the lecture theatre from a thumb-drive without having to pre-install the software at the computer that 
one is using in the lecture theatre. This is helpful as there might be administrator protected-rights on several of these 
computers that might forbid me from installing the Mind-map programs. By presenting from the Mind-maps 
directly, one can click on various nodes easily to draw students’ attention to specific points of interest. The Mind-
maps can then easily be export as image files or Pdfs that can be uploaded at IVLE for students.  

Another improvement would be to incorporate figures and diagrams of cellular components or processes into the 
Mind-maps. This will help me better represent ideas as compared to merely using words and phrases in the Mind-
maps shown above (Fig 1 – 3). Xmind allows one to do that rather effectively. The figures will enable students to 
better visualize the structure and processes occurring in the Cell as they learn about the concepts.  

It is also critical to address the issue of active-learning (Wood, 2009) that students should be encouraged to do in 
relation to the use of Mind-maps to make links between topics. While I use my Mind-maps for presentation, a partial 
Mind-map could be distributed to students who are interested to use it as a starting point to learn to create their own 
maps or start from afresh. This should not be a completed Mind-map, but rather, one in that provides a framework 
for students to construct their own Mind-maps. By omitting certain facts in the maps, students will have to think 
about the links that they find among the different topics. For example, a Mind-map with questions could be used as a 
starting point to motivate students to think about the topics taught in context of functional processes in Cell Biology 
(Figure 4). I could provide such maps at the beginning of each lecture for students to review what they had learnt in 
the previous lesson before I begin on a new lecture. They can also use such question-based maps their self-
constructed Mind-maps to fill in details that they judge to be important in their self-constructed maps. These maps 
could then be peer-reviewed at least so that students can get feedback on their conceptual understanding (Morse & 
Jutras, 2008). As such, a discerning use of Mind-maps should be the strategy to allow me both to present critical 
ideas in an effective way in class and at the same time, provide enough motivation for students to learn actively on 
their own by constructing their own maps. It would be useful to set-up surveys to gather feedback from more 
students as to their experience with Mind-maps. This will provide me with practical information as to the habits of 
the students such as whether they are contented to use my Mind-maps or if they are motivated to create their own. 
Any difficulties or resistance to using Mind-maps could also be revealed and such information will be beneficial to 
me for improving upon how to encourage students to test out the Mind-mapping programs. 

More significantly, it might be valuable to set-up experimental tests to determine if the use of Mind-maps in my 
lecture slides actually helped with student learning. For instance, I could teach initial topics without using Mind-
maps and conduct pre-tests to determine if students can make connections between topics. I could then incorporate 
the Mind-maps into subsequent other lectures and perform post-tests to see if the students’ ability to make links 
across topics is improved. One could also perform such tests after students progressed to the next level of their 
degree program and check if such skills in making connections between topics are retained. Such tests could be 
further combined to examine if students who use such Mind-mapping tools are able to learn better than students who 
do not. The data gleaned from such a study can be shown to subsequent students so that they can consider better 
whether they want to try out the Mind-mapping software for themselves. 
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Fig. 4. Question-based Mind-map to encourage Active-learning in Students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary 

In summary, the use of Mind-maps as a presentation tool that allowed me to provide topic overviews as well as to 
drill down into topic details, had indeed been a positive experience for myself and the students who provided 
comments on them. It would however, be worthwhile to further improve upon the usage of the Mind-maps during 
my lectures in my subsequent semesters, bearing in mind the potential drawback of using this without at the same 
time engaging the students in creating their own maps. Students will be encouraged to make use of such Mind-map 
programs to explore by their own experience, if making their own maps to link concepts give them a better grasp of 
the different topics taught to them. Ultimately, the aim is to achieve a good presentation of the subject to students 
but also to get more students who will provide comments such as in #15 (Table 1).  
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Abstract 

Problem Statement: In recent years usage of e-portfolio in education has become the topic of many researches. In 
these researches it is generally emphasized the influences of e-portfolio to the learning attitude, academic success 
and usage of information technologies.  

Purpose of Study: In this work the influence of e-portfolio supported education process to the academic successes 
of 10th grade students of Tekirdag Technical and Industrial Vocational High School has been studied. Within the 
scope of the research, e-portfolio supported education in test group in Vocational Development course and 
traditional in-class education was applied in control group in 2nd semester of 2010-2011 academic year.  

Method: Control Group Trial Model with pretest and posttest was applied.  
Findings and Results: While assessing the findings from the work it was benefited from SPSS 17.0 package 

program for statistical analyses. Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test was applied in order to see whether the 
difference between pretests and posttests of test and control groups. In comparison of quantitative data t-test and 
Mann Whitney U test was used. Conclusions and Recommendations: According to the findings obtained at the end 
of the research, academic success posttest scores of the students in test group was higher comparing to that of 
students in control group. Based on these findings it was reached to the conclusion that e-portfolio supported 
education process influenced the success of students in positive way. 
Keywords: e-portfolio, academic success, internet 

 
1. Introduction 

Education technologies are the leading among the factors directly effective on education and learning 
methods. Along with the development of education technologies learning, researching and homework preparation 
habits of the learners show difference. Internet and computer are the latest technologies used by the learners. 
Especially such tools as search engine, blog, forum, social network and e-portfolio presented by the internet have 
opened a quite different world of teaching and learning. Teachers also began to use these tools efficiently for 
measurement and assessment. The tool used widely to monitor the development of learners is e-portfolio.  

Different from traditional portfolio it is easier in e-portfolio to send, access and re-arrange over internet. Its 
replication and reproduction takes less time. However its preparation might take longer time. Sometimes its 
preparation can be more expensive and even be more boring. Along with this preparation of e-portfolio is an 
effective way in showing learnt technology skills and gaining new skills (Heath, 2005).  

Increasing in number, e-portfolios might include such files in different formats like text, graphic, video, 
sound, photograph and animation. Students can research the files in this format proportionally with their skills in 
using internet, can organize and can add to their e-portfolios (Fiedler&Pick, 2004).   

Tolley (2008) made the definition of e-portfolio by reckoning its features. These features are given as the 
following:  

1. It is portable:  It is not embedded into any institution or registered virtual learning environment.  
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2. It is personal: It is ‘owned’ by the user and is customisable to the user’s age, stage and style. 
3. It is generic: It is not modelled on any particular curriculum delivery system nor content. 
4. It is  Web 2.0: It should be compliant with all generic formats within the application. 
5. It is MIS-free: It is not under administration information system infrastructure of any institute.  
6. It is ‘light’: It is not a permanent repository of all of a user’s files, rather a ‘transit camp’. 
7. It is lifelong: Ownership must be maintainable as a continuity, ‘5-95’. 
8. It lifewide: It is capable of being used by all ages and abilities through a wide range of assistive templates.  
9. It is accessible: It must recognize common standards of accessibility in terms of both outputs and inputs.  
10. It is Credible: It supports digital safety standards determined by Bologna Process.   

Considering above mentioned features it can be seen that e-portfolio has many benefits in terms of learners 
and teachers. Such features of it like it is compatible with Web 2.0 technologies, it can be arranged in custom and 
general mode, its content is variable, it can be used lifelong, it can be used in many places other than education, it is 
reliable and accessible enables easiness both for the learner and the teacher. For instance teachers may request from 
their students more sweeping and flexible works. They may request private works from each student and may 
provide better works with feedbacks. And learners would be able to easily record their works they made at any time 
in their lives whether these works are about education or business or private interest. Furthermore it can be accessed 
to rich contented works that include sound, graphics and video easily.  

Many works have been made regarding the application of e-portfolio which is used at every segment of life 
to education. Erdogan (2006) researched the place and importance of assessment based on the portfolio. Furthermore 
student success of portfolio based assessment in foreign language education and the influence of the attitudes of 
students towards the course have been reviewed. At the end of the research it was found that portfolio had no 
influence towards the success and attitudes of students regarding the course yet it might have an influence on writing 
skills. On the other hand, when solving the answers given by students to ten questions it has been reached to the 
conclusion that they are content with e-portfolio application, they tried to produce better quality products, they took 
more responsibility regarding their training, they exhibited positive behavior towards learning yet much time 
consuming portfolio activities push them a lot and it is a compulsory that students should be trained regarding the 
formation and assessment of portfolio.       

Kazan (2006) expressed that he aimed to set forth in detail how Electronic Development File applications 
can be used in Turkish Education System. At the end of the research it was determined that students had no anxiety 
regarding their marks, individuality and self-determination was achieved, they learnt to share, their self-reliance 
increased in the end of e-portfolio application. Ozyenginer (2006) made a research with 2nd grade students of the 
Department of Computer in Buca Anatolian Vocational High School and Vocational High School regarding the 
electronic portfolios which covers the 2005-2006 academic year fall semester. Within this one semester period 
students prepared an e-portfolio regarding the hardware course and at the end of the process they assessed 
themselves with electronic portfolio. At the end of the work all students passed and showed a success over the 
average (4,40 over 5). Cayirci (2007) examined the influence of Web Based Portfolio (WBP) on verbal and 
quantitative courses of primary school 7th grade students. At the end of the research it was revealed that WBP 
application increased the academic success of students on both verbal and quantitative courses yet it was seen that 
the increase of success in verbal courses (167,89) was higher than that of quantitative courses (83,29%) (F(1; 66) = 
62,028 and P = ,000).  

Erice (2008) researched the effects of electronic portfolio on students whose English language skills are at 
intermediate level. Based on data made before and after the application it was indicated that the students in 
electronic portfolio group were more successful in writing skills comparing to students who keep portfolio as file. 
Basciftci (2011) researched the influence of portfolio in “Journey to the Interior Structure of Living Things” which 
is primary school 6th grade Science and Technology course, to the success of the student and the durability of the 
knowledge. At the end of the research, benefiting from the portfolio in the teaching of Science and Technology 
course subjects increased students’ success, memory levels and attitudes towards Science and Technology lesson 
substantially. It was reached to the conclusion that usage of portfolio in science and technology course was more 
successful comparing to the usage of classical description method.  

The purpose of the research is to provide the students studying in the fields of Information Technologies 
and Electricity- Electronics Technology in Tekirdag Technical and Industrial Vocational High School to efficiently 
learn the concepts and skills within the context of the course named Vocational Development and to make 
assessment by using e-portfolio at the end of education process. For this purpose primarily an e-portfolio interface 
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was designed. Integrated to a social network (Facebook) this e-portfolio interface was opened to the access of 
students.  

To sum up in this work it was aimed to examine how e-portfolio assessment process influences the success 
of students and to make a comparison of the processes in traditional in-class education and e-portfolio supported 
education processes.  

Used in all fields of life, e-portfolio is also one of the current education technology tools. This work is 
regarded as important in terms of the subjects given below:  

x E-portfolio usage in education.  
x Influence of e-portfolio application process to the success of the secondary school students.  

1.  
2. Material and Method 
2.1. Problem 

In this work an e-portfolio applied education and assessment process was realized in order for the 
constitution of more meaningful and permanent education lives in Vocational Development Course. At the end of 
this process it was sought answers to below mentioned questions:  

1. Does e-portfolio application used by integrating to Facebook social networking site in order to support 
conventional in-class education activities, have any contribution for students to learn the concepts and skills in 
Vocational Development course in a more efficient way?  

2. Does e-portfolio application used by integrating to Facebook social networking site has any contribution 
for any change in behaviors of students towards e-portfolio in a more positive manner?  
Research Model 

In this study Pretest-Posttest Control Group Trial Model was used among experimental pattern types. The 
pretests used in the research were applied to students in the beginning of 18 weeks work and their academic 
presence was determined. After the research continued throughout the second semester of 2010-2011 academic year 
posttests were applied to students once again. Personal Information Questionnaire was filled by the students before 
the formation of the groups at the beginning of the research.    

2.2. Population and Sample 
Work group of the research is constituted of students of the Department of Information Technologies and 

Electricity-Electronic Technology who are in 10th grade in Technical and Industrial Vocational High School in the 
province of Tekirdag in 2010-2011 academic year. Tekirdag Technical and Industrial Vocational High School 
embodies 3 different school types. These schools are Industrial Vocational High School, Technical High School and 
Anatolian Technical High School. Application groups were randomly selected enabling researcher to control the 
application. While the groups are being constituted it was aimed to include students from different school types and 
different fields. Distribution of students according to their field, school type, class and group is given on Table 1.       

 
Table 1 Distribution of students according to their field, school type, class and group 

Field 

Class 10-G 10-H 10-I T-10B AT-10A AT-10B 

TO
TA

L 

School type Industrial Voc. High 
School 

Technical 
High Sch. 

Anatolian Technical 
High Sch. 

Group Control Cont
rol 

Test Control Test 

Information Technology   36   30 66 
Electricity-Electronics Technology 41 37  32 26  136 
TOTAL 114 32 56 202 

114 students from Industrial Vocational High School, 32 students from Technical High School and 56 
students from Anatolian Technical High School and totally 202 students attended to the application. 66 of the 
subjects were the students of Information Technologies and 136 of them were Electricity- Electronics Technology. 
While 92 of the students took place in test group on which e-portfolio supported education application was made, 
110 of them took place in control group on which traditional in-class education was made. Only one of the students 
in control group was a girl. Distribution of test group according to the sex was shown on Table 2. As also seen on 
table all of the students studying in Electricity- Electronics Technology were male students. On the other hand 11 of 
the students in Information Technologies were female students while 81 of them were males.  

Table 2 Distribution of test group according to sex 
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Sex 
Field 

Female Male 

Information Technology 11 55 
Electricity-Electronics Technology 0 26 
TOTAL 11 81 

 
2.3. Data Collection Tools 

Personal Information Questionnaire: This questionnaire was constituted by the researcher to collect data 
regarding personal information, computer and internet and social network usage periods of students besides their 
demographic information.  

Academic Success Test:  Developed by the researcher, this test was used to determine readiness levels of 
students and their academic success levels after the application. For this test, Personal Development and 
Communication in Business Life modules determined by the Ministry of Education were used as a resource. 41 
questions were prepared to include the determined targets. This 41 questions of multiple choice test was applied to 
400 students who studied Vocational Development course in 2009-2010 academic year. Article difficulty and article 
distinctive values were determined to find out the questions to be included in academic success test among the 
prepared questions. Considering the 12 articles whose distinctive values were less than 0,2 and the targets prepared 
in the beginning of the application and also considering the article distinctive values and difficulty indexes 4 articles 
and totally 16 items of articles were removed from the test. As a result, Academic Success Test which is used to 
determine the presence level of the students before the education and to determine the efficiency of the application 
after the education was totally constituted of 25 articles.   

2.4. Collection of Data 
While certain part of the questionnaires and scales used in the research was realized paper-based, the other 

part of it was made by using Google survey tool. Paper based data were transferred to electronic environment by 
using Google survey tool and saved to MS Excel environment.  

2.5. Analysis of Data 
While assessing the data obtained from the work SPSS 17.0 package program was used for statistical 

analysis. Kruskal Wallis test was used in the inter-group comparison parameters that show abnormal distribution in 
the case of quantitative data when there is more than two groups and Mann Whitney U test was used in 
determination of the group that cause difference. Results were dually assessed within 95% range and at p<0,05 
significance level.  

3. Findings and Results 
In this section of the research, quantitative and qualitative data obtained as a result of experimental 
studies were interpreted in line with goals.  

Regarding the problems; pretest and posttest results of the academic success test of the test and control 
groups were given in Table 3.    

Table 3 Academic success test results of test and control groups 
 Test Control t p 

Average Ss Average Ss 
Academic Success 
(pretest) 

60,696 12,905 50,764 14,856 5,021 0,000** 

Academic Success 
(posttest) 

70,935 12,675 62,655 14,297 4,315 0,000** 

p  t= 7,59; 0,000** t= 7,83; 0,000** **p<0,01 

As a result of t-test made in order to determine whether the academic success (pretest) score averages of the 
attendants of the research showed a significant difference or not, the difference between group averages was 
statistically found to be significant  (t=5,02; p=0,000<0,05). Academic success (pretest) scores of the students in test 
group were found to be higher than the academic success (pretest) scores of the students in control group.  

As a result of t-test made in order to determine whether the academic success (posttest) score averages of 
the attendants of the research showed a significant difference or not, the difference between group averages was 
statistically found to be significant (t=4,31; p=0,000<0,05). Academic success (posttest) scores of the students in test 
group were found to be higher than the academic success (posttest) scores of the students in control group. The 
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graph belonging to the academic success pretest and posttest results of the students in test and control group is given 
in Fig. 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. The graph regarding the academic success pretest and posttest results of the students in test and 
control group 

In order to see whether the difference between pretest and posttests of test and control groups firstly 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test was applied. As a result of the test (p<0.05, p=0.016) it was seen that the 
difference was abnormal. For this reason, as a result of Mann Whitney U test made in order to determine whether 
the difference between the results of academic success pretest and posttest results of test and control groups was 
significant or not, no significant difference was found.  

Even though the results obtained regarding the problem of the research were not statistically significant, 
examining the higher academic success posttest scores of the students in test group it can be said that e-portfolio 
supported education process influenced the success of the students positively.  

While this result corresponds to the results of certain works it shows difference with some. With the works 
of Ozyenginer (2006), Kazan (2006), Cayirci (2007), Erice (2008) and Basciftci (2011) it was seen that academic 
success of the students studied with the help of e-portfolio was higher than that of students studying with traditional 
method. The work of Erice (2008) was applied to English course and it was reached to the conclusion that e-
portfolio increased the writing skills of students. The work of Cayirci (2007) which deals with whether the selection 
of quantitative or verbal course is important in e-portfolio application is remarkable. In this work the application was 
made in Vocational Development course which is a verbal lesson. However in the application of Cayirci the courses 
of Science and Social Sciences were selected. At the end of the research academic success of the students in both e-
portfolios supported courses were higher than that of those studying in traditional methods and it was seen that the 
increase of success in verbal course was higher than that of quantitative course. It is also a matter of question for 
what type of courses –verbal, quantitative- would the e-portfolio applications can be more fitting. In the work 
Erdogan (2006) it is seen that there is no significant difference between the academic success and attitudes of 
students who either study with e-portfolio support or who study with traditional methods. The reason why the results 
of the work applied to English course in the preparation class of Maltepe Military High School and the results of this 
work is that because students study English intensely in preparation classes and unless they succeed there is a risk of 
dismissal from the school.  

E-portfolio applications are not just related to the academic features of the students. Besides enhancing 
their knowledge it also supports the enhancement of students’ perception and skills. Not only the information and 
skills regarding the course selected in e-portfolio applications but their information and skills regarding the 
information technologies also show improvement.  

4. Conclusions and Recommendations 
E-portfolio is an archive in which executed works are stored and exhibited. It is thought that this feature of 

e-portfolio might have drawn the attention of students. While the percentages regarding the fulfillment of homework 
in traditional education and students’ interest level regarding these homework are pretty low, in e-portfolio 
application the interest showed to homework are is pretty high. While the students especially those studying in 
industrial vocational high schools showed reckless attitude regarding the homework, it is observed in this study that 
a pretty high feedback was taken in this work.  

The following should be taken into consideration when using e-portfolio in education: 
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• Compatibility of the application with course content and goals should be taken into consideration.  
• Students’ information technologies literacy levels should be determined beforehand.  
• Compatibility of the works requested from the students with their education levels, their information 

technologies usage skills and the goals of the course should be taken into consideration.  
• Students’ attitudes towards the applications should be determined beforehand. 
• Application process should be described to the student in best manner considering especially those who 

behave negatively.  
• During the application good and bad works should be shared with students in certain periods and certain 

mistakes should be corrected.  
• Assessment criteria of the works should be determined in a well manner.  
• In order for the students to assess the works of each other different criteria should be determined and should 

be motivated regarding the assessment of the works of each other.  
• Group works should be promoted and while determining the works to be made during the application 

period it should be paid attention for the presence of at least one group work.  
• An environment to which students may attend to the application other that their homes and technological 

infrastructure should be provided.  
The suggestions for those who shall make research and application regarding the usage of e-portfolio in 

education are given below. 
1) Sample e-portfolios can be reviewed for e-portfolio design.  
2) Works can be made regarding the usage of e-portfolio applications in vocational education and especially 

in the field of information technologies.  
3) The usage of e-portfolio in primary, secondary and higher education can be researched.  
4) Advantages and disadvantages of e-portfolio application can be set forth by reviewing previous 

application results.  
5) Convertibility of e-portfolio applications to a corporate format can be examined.  

 
* This study was prepared by practicing upon the Doctorate thesis of Mehmet Fatih BARIS titled 

“Integration of The E-Portfolio into a Social Network and Analysis of Results”.  
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Abstract 
New IT technologies, and in particular the Internet have become at present an alternative media channel. The emergence of new 
technologies changes the forms of communication. Computer networks exert impact on the development of the public domain in 
which the debate between citizens and authorities. A new international public sphere arises, and thanks to the Internet, the 
discussion concerning various problems takes place independently of time and space, but above all it crosses national borders. 
Computer data basis provide better access to reliable information. Yet unequal access to information triggers new factors dividing 
societies into those which are better or worse informed or those who can take advantage of information thanks to education or 
technology skills. Hence the following question arises: how to meet the requirements of the development of the global IT 
society? 
 
New solutions concerning hardware, software and telecommunications combining a great number of subjects ranging individual 
users, through local communities, universities, enterprises, governmental agencies to international corporations into one global 
network. 
 
Keywords:  

Great transformation 
The contemporary society undergoes a significant transformation which can be summarized in the form of 
the diagram below: 
 

Agricultural society 
 

Industrial society 
 

Post-industrial society 
 

IT society 
 
Source: author's research 
 
The transformation introduces a new order of world perception , the perception of basic social values, 
social and political structure as well as strategic institutions (parliaments, governments, legal systems etc.) 
 
IT Society 
 
The tempo at which the IT market develops brings us increasingly closer to the IT society. The trend has 
been confirmed by John Nesbitt (Nesbitt, 1997) who combines the development of the global IT society 
with information transfer, distribution and application. 
 
The IT society is a new type of society in which information management, quality and transfer constitute 
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the principle factors of competitiveness in industry and services. A society becomes an IT society when it 
reaches the level of development requiring the adaptation of the techniques of information storage, 
processing, transfer and use and creates a special multi-media structure which serves such purposes. 
 
EU (1993) and G-7 (1995) established the principles governing the IT society. These include general 
access to communications and IT technology, service providers and cooperation irrelevant of one's place 
of living and new competitiveness solutions. 
 
The Internet in the multicultural society 
 
The Internet has become a new 'forum' in the sense designated to the word by the ancient Romans. In the 
past the agora was open to the general public of the polls, where decision were made concerning politics, 
economy or religion. At present we can talk about the electronic agora. 
 
The young generation of the Internet users, apart from taking advantage of it for day-to-day purposes 
(school, home, street), apart from the obliging and generally approved values, principles and norms of 
life, have developed their own standards of the cyber-space. And just like children learn norms with age 
and experience, new Internet users have to acquire the rules governing the Internet. 
 
Not only young people are active in respect of disseminating culture by means of the global computer 
network, but also acknowledged and respected institutions whose primary aim consists in the preservation 
of the monuments of culture. The Internet provides various opportunities of visiting museums, libraries, 
ethnographic museums, art galleries or national parks. Magazines and newspapers offer website service. 
According to B. Chmiel this form of publication constitutes an important aspect of the acquisition of 
knowledge i.e. the readers of electronic publications choose their own paths, which requires more active 
involvement. 
 

THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION ON PUBLIC LIFE 
 

BUSINESS EDUCATION LOCAL GOVERNMETN SOCIAL LIFE 
 

Tele-work e-learning 
 
Source: the author's research 
 
IT technology 
 
The dynamic access to the broadly understood IT technology constructs 'a global IT society' W.T. 
Bielecki (2001) observes that 'in the IT society information and resulting knowledge, as well as IT 
technology constitute the basic factors of development. Information, Communication Technologies. 
Electronic Business gain in significance. Fisher rightly identified several categories of computer use: 

1) Data processing in business 
2) Information storage and search 
3) Production planning and automatics 
4) Modeling social, economic and political processes. 
 

The application of IT provides new management instruments. At least one of the chapters of books on 
organization and management focuses on IT systems. The forthcoming period is frequently referred to as 
the IT Era in which IT technology guarantees common communication. (Kosielnicki, Sroka, 1999). The 
concept of IT may be misunderstood. Particular publications ( Beyon-Davies 1999, Kisielnicki, Sroka 
1999, Osmahska-Furmanek 1999. Stefanowicz 1998) offer various definitions. For instance: The concept 
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of Information technology applies to the hardware and software supportin information processing i.e. 
computers, communications networks, operational systems, data base management systems, etc. IT is 
synonymous of the technology of the information system' (Beyon-Davies 1999) 'IT means a scientifically 
justified system of the application of IT tools for the purpose of storage, transfer and access to 
information (Stefanowicz 1998). 
 
The interpretation of the meaning of the concept of technology assumes 'scientifically justified use of 
technical means' i.e. verified on the basis of academic standards and comprising the following two 
elements: technical resources and the knowledge of the use of such resources (Stefanowicz 1998). 
 
IT as the science of information processing deals with automatics. It covers a broad spectrum of issues 
related to information processing, collection, storage, processing, presentation of information, 
construction ad the technology of hardware and information processing systems. 
 
IT systems can be described as multi-level structures enabling users to transform input information into 
output by means of appropriate models and procedures. The information determines decision making 
processes (Kisielnicki, Sroka 1999). Beyon-Davies (1999) present three levels of IT systems: informal, 
formal and technical (referred to as IT). 
 
According to Osmahska-Furmanek (1999) IT covers such elements as: 
� social communication by means of IT systems 
� social and ethical aspects of human activity in IT 
� information analysis and synthesis (processing, selection and the formation of a cohesive image 

from diversely located pieces of information) 
� the application of IT tools and means 
� system and data security 

The above considerations present the scope of IT. 
 
Computer Science 
 
Computer science is a relatively new branch. Its emergence is connected with the introduction of digital 
processing machines and their implementation. Computer science covers the entire spectrum of issues 
related to collection, storage and access to information, the research on the principles governing such 
processes as well the provision of methods and tools for rational information processing. 
 
Information systems 
 
The IT marketing systems are increasingly more frequently perceived not only as elements of the 
information policy of enterprises, but also as elements system of information. They form the basis of e- 
marketing and stimulate e-commerce. 
 
The function of IT marketing systems are subject to constant change. In the US economy Business 
Process Reengineering constitutes the core element of management. It is identified with the location of 
the customer in the very heart of the organization. IT marketing systems integrate all management 
functions in companies (Unlod 2001). 
 
In the first half of 1980s, the view prevailed according to which computer technology exerts limited 
impact on management. At present the world of business amplifies the tempo of the IT revolution and 
technology development. What does the change involve? They include the diverse IT society, new 
relations between business and customers, changes in the organization of work places, increased market 
competitiveness, the appearance of new global networks. 
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The above phenomena influenced the changes (crisis) in traditional marketing. The most important 
include: inappropriate attitude to customers, high expenditure on promotion, marketing departments 
falling behind new trends, demanding customers, shortening of the product life cycle, market 
globalization, the appearance of new distribution channels (Unlod 2001, pp 38-40). 
 
Hence the application of modern IT technologies, e-market and virtual business have become of 
paramount importance to modern enterprises. Entrepreneur increasingly more eagerly take advantage of 
modern marketing instruments i.e. data-base marketing management, interactive use of multi-media or IT 
based customer service management. 
 
Conclusions 
 
The development of IT systems can be understood as the principle factor of the information focused 
revolution. The process has already started and according to the World Bank 'global tele-economics will 
arise with the next generation' (Whitehorn 1996) This is the result of progress which occurred ofer the last 
dozen of years in IT and electronic media. We have just entered the 'Information Age' and 'information 
society. 
 
The process results from developmental changes in three principle spheres: hardware, software and 
telecommunications. Yet, the changes demand a deeper insight presented in Diagram 1 below: 

 
HARDWARE     SOFTWARE     TELECOMMUNICATIONS         INFORMATION 

 
IT 
 

CUSTOMER USER 
 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 
 

METHODS        TECHNIQUES TECHNOLOGY         SPECIALISTS 
 

Diagram 1: the relations between users, IT and computer science 
 
Not only business but all customers - users or societies trigger the tempo of the information revolutions. 
IT meets the demand, while the computer science provides solutions for customers. Hence the education 
of specialists, the development of new methods, techniques and technologies as well as customer care are 
of paramount importance. Such changes facilitate the transformation of post-industrial societies into 
information societies. 
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Abstract 
This research was aimed to resulting innovative models of Indonesian learning the ICT integration in the context of a 
multicultural society. This research design was Research and Development. The data were collected during 6 months through 
observation, interviews, and test to teachers and students of Junior High Schools in Central Java. The research finds out that there 
are two models of Indonesian learning integrated with ICT, namely multi-culture-based group investigation and social inquiry 
models, be accompanied learning devices. The multi-culture based group investigation model is used to learn to write paper, and 
the model of social inquiry is used to learn to write a drama text integrated with ICT. Meanwhile, learning device model includes 
syllabus, lesson plans, teaching materials, ICT-based learning media, and learning evaluation instruments. In this model the 
students have the opportunity to get more actual information and upload their work creatively and independently. This model can 
be effectively used because teachers can check the students work and give feedback via e mail, facebook and then the students 
can upload their works on the school blog.  
 
Keywords:  models of learning, the context of a multicultural society, ICT-based 

1. Introduction 

Indonesian is the key unifying Indonesian nation which consists top of various groups of society and cultural. 

Java community has a different culture with Sunda community. Merchant community has a different culture or 

customs with employees. Coastal communities have a culture or customs that are different from rural communities. 

In the context of such a society, learning Indonesian, especially at Junior High School that the students come from 

different groups of people who have diverse cultural require models are innovative. Innovation of models  learning 

has become very important with the needs of modern society in obtaining information and solve communication 

problems. Ease, speed, and accuracy of the information needed by modern society can be met by utilizing ICT. 

Therefore, learning Indonesian in the context of a multicultural society that uses media ICT more effectively 

broaden the knowledge and experience of the students will be cultural diversity in society (Zulaeha, Rokhman, & 

Faridi, 2010).  
In the Indonesian subjects, the students learn writing scientific papers and drama texts (BSNP, 2006). Writing 

scientific papers is one language competence, whereas writing is one of the drama texts compose competence. 

Scientific work is a work based on the results of observations, review of, or research in a particular field that are 

prepared in accordance with certain rules and systematica. Language is scholarly and polite. Its contents should be 

accountable (Hasnun 2009:41-42). Scientific paper is a kind of essay that contains a set of ideas that results obtained 

in accordance with the scientific nature. The students of Junior High School be taught a skilled writing scientific 

papers in the form of reports. Writing scientific papers through the stages of prewriting, writing, and post writing. 

Drama texts is that according to the content of expression language, syntax, and pragmatic is an entity that presents 
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conflicts between characters in the dialogue written to be staged. Drama text written by considering stages: 

preparation (prewriting), stage of incubation, illumination, and verification/evaluation. The competence was studies 

using innovative learning model that is more effective.  
Scientific papers and drama texts written by students is the result of observations, thoughts, and their 

expression of the multicultural situation and conditions in the local community. The message delivered by the 

students through the scientific paper and the drama text is multicultural values that they understand. Then, 

understanding it through discussed with the teacher to get approval. Understanding about of multicultural values 

appropriate to the situation and condition of the people is important so that they can coexist with others in the 

community.  

Model of learning is a conceptual framework that describes a systematic procedure in organizing learning 

experiences to achieve specific learning objectives and serves as a guideline for teachers in the planning and 

implementing learning activities (Joyce & Weil, 2000). Learning models that integrate multicultural Indonesian 

provide more opportunities for students to learn more by using ICT as a resource for information, send a draft paper 

for review by teachers and friends, and disseminate the work produced. The use of ICT in the teaching of writing 

scientific papers and writing text drama can be implemented in various forms in accordance with its function in 

education. Indrajut (2004) argued that information and communication technology in education has seven functions, 

namely: as a storehouse of knowledge, as a learning tool, as an educational facility, as a standard of competence, as 

administrative support, as a tool for school management, and as an educational infrastructure. 

Innovation in the learning interpreted as a a new effort in the learning process, using a variety of models. 

Dryden & Voss (1999) argued that the 'new' in the innovation that is what is not yet be understood, accepted or 

implemented by the recipient innovation. The learning process involves humans (students and teachers) that have 

distinctive characteristics, namely the desire to develop themselves, progress and achievement. There are four 

functions that must be performed in his teacher as a motivator (Miarso, 2007). First, arousal function or evoke the 

urge students to learn. Second, the funtion expectancy concretely explain to the student what to do at the end of the 

lesson. Third, the incentive function, the reward teachers for student achievement in order to stimulate the next 

achievement. Fourth, disciplinary function, the teacher helps students kilter behavior. The fourth function 

meruapakan important reason to use innovative models in the context of learning Indonesian in multicultural 

communities that integrate ICT.  

 

2. Model-Based Investigation of Multicultural Groups in Learning Writing a Scientific Paper Integrating ICT  
Research and development has been done by Zulaeha, Rohman, and Faridi (2010) produced models based 

multicultural group investigation include the goals and assumptions, syntagmatic, social systems, the reaction 

system, support system, and the impact of instructional and accompaniment. 

Objectives and Assumptions 

1. Model of ICT-based investigative group is a series of operational framework that is used as a 

guide for teachers to facilitate students learn to work together cooperatively in groups. Among members of 

the group interact to achieve cognitive competence through intellectual activity and affective competencies, 
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namely positive feelings toward one another despite different cultures, build positive relationships with 

friends of different cultures, and improve self-esteem. Model-based investigative group multicultural 

characteristics, namely (1) the purpose and assumptions, (2) syntagmatic Multicultural Model-Based 

Investigation Group, (3)  social system, (4) support systems (5) principles of management / response, and 

(6) the impact of instructional and accompaniment (Zulaeha , Rokhman, & Faridi, 2010:45-50). 

Syntagmatic Multicultural Model-Based Investigation Group 

Model inivestigasi group developed, implemented with seven steps, namely: topic selection, cooperative 

planning, implementation, analysis and synthesis, presentation, evaluation and re-creations. Re-creation is the 

novelty of the research. The addition of this step is to explore and improve the competence of individual students 

optimally. Syntagmatic Multicultural Model-Based Investigation Group.  

x Selection of topics 

Learning activities begins with the selection of multicultural topics offered by the teacher concerned with the 

cultural identity of a group, ethnicity, race or tribe; habits; traditions and patterns of behavior. The topics include: 

‘buka luwur’, ‘sedekah bumi’, clean village, the Islamic New Year celebration, ‘dandangan’, ‘punden’, Chinese 

New Year, ‘mitoni’, school culture, beliefs, and so on. 

x Cooperative planning 

Teachers communicate the objectives, materials, time, pace, and final results are expected from the students, as well as 

the assessment will be applied. With the help of teachers, students plan how to collect data and other learning 

activities, such as browsing the internet and libraries as well as conduct investigations. 

x Implementation 

Students carry out the plans that have been made with the strategies and learning different sources. Students 

explore the way an investigation of issues / concepts that will be studied. Investigation can be done in various 

ways, such as reading, observation, interviews, conduct experiments, browsing through the internet, and so on. 

Investigations carried out in groups in accordance with the agreements. During the investigation process, students 

can communicate with teachers via e-mail, yahoo massenger, or facebook. Communication through the internet 

can help students who have difficulties in the process of preparing scientific papers. 

x Analysis and synthesis 

Students analyze and process the information gathered to be presented through discussion and question and answer. 

Analysis and synthesis can be done outside of school hours by e-mail, yahoo Massenger, and facebook to a teacher or 

friend group with teachers through e-mail, yahoo Massenger, or facebook. Communication through the internet can 

help students who have difficulties in the process of preparing scientific papers. 

x Presentation of the results (presentation) 

Each group prepared a 5-10 slide power point presentation materials. Time presentation of each group 10-15 minutes. 

After listening to the presentation, another group responded politely guided one group representative. During the 

presentation, the teacher assess the presentations, make comments and suggestions for improvement, either repair 

material and the manner of presentation. 
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x Re-creation, is a novelty in the model group investigation of learning to write scientific papers in a multicultural 

context. Her student recreation scientific papers produced by a creative work, such as articles, poems, or posters 

appropriate events and activities that have been studied. Results of re-creations sent via e-mail and will be 

displayed or blog loaded on the specified teacher. 

x Evaluate, an attempt to measure objectively and give value to the achievements have been planned in advance. 

Seriousness assignment, investigation, critical and logical thinking skills in giving the views / arguments, 

willingness to cooperate and shared responsibility are aspects considered during the learning process. The students 

were invited to assess the advantages and disadvantages of scientific work and the results of re-creations 

developed by another group with a criteria that has been prepared teachers. 

Principles of Management / Reaction 

In the classroom, teachers act as consultants and providers of hostile criticism. Teachers guide the group 

through three stages, namely (1) the problem-solving stage, (2) phase of classroom management (3) the meaning of 

the individual phases. Students should feel the comfort, security, protection, cooperation, mutual assistance, mutual 

respect, mutual respect between teachers give students, students to teachers, and students with other students. 

Social System 

Prevailing social system and takes place in this model is democratic. Group activities that occurred starting 

from the direction of the teacher. Classroom climate characterized by a process of interaction that is the deal. 

Learning is characterized by joint activity showed a reciprocal relationship between teachers and students and the 

students with other students. Students and teachers have a role (status) and act (act) in accordance with the norms or 

rules made by mutual consent. Class is part of the mikrososiologi that examines life in the school of social groups 

with the overall dynamics that occur in it. In the classroom there is a combination of individuals who form a social 

group that is organized and has a complex function and role in education eyeglasses. Meet the definition of 

classroom social group because a group of people who have a shared awareness of membership and will interact 

with each other. With the application of the model group investigation, students are expected to work together in 

heterogeneous groups. 

Support system 

Means of support necessary to implement this model is everything that touches the needs of the students to 

explore a variety of information is appropriate and necessary to carry out the process of problem solving. The 

system in question is supporting infrastructure, school culture and multicultural society. Infrastructure needed to 

support ICT-based learning is a multimedia laboratory / computer, hotspot, LCD projectors, school libraries, digital 

libraries, and others. School culture is a culture that is applied in schools that get used all the school community 

appreciates the diversity, technological literacy and reading culture. All the carrying capacity is expected to optimize 

learning and ICT-based multicultural context. Existence perpstakaan schools, computer labs and the hotspot would 

not just there but the completeness of the origin is a necessary tool utilization. School libraries should provide 

encyclopedias, dictionaries and books necessary for learning and ICT-based multicultural context. 
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Impact of Instructional and Accompaniment 

The use of models investigative group based multicultural in learning to write scientific papers have impact 

instructional positive, the student can achieve competence to write scientific papers properly; solve problems 

multicultural with constructive, and work together in groups. In addition, the impact of accompaniment using this 

model is that students can solve problems independently with the group, the opinions and dignity of others of 

different cultures, and sensitive to the problems of multicultural around him. 

 
3. Social Inquiry Learning Model in the Context of Multicultural Writing the Dramatic Texts Integrating 

ICT 

Research and development has been done by Zulaeha, Rohman, and Faridi (2010) produced model social 

inqury include the goals and assumptions, syntagmatic, social systems, the reaction system, support system, and the 

impact of instructional and accompaniment. 

3.1 Assumptions and Objectives 

Social inquiry learning model with the guidance is intended to prepare students to find a concept or 

phenomenon through observation, collection of data and draw conclusions. Guru is not a conduit of information and 

students as recipients of information, however, teachers making lesson plans or steps of problem analysis. Students 

have investigation to discover the concepts. The main purpose of the model with the guidance of social inquiry is the 

development of thinking skills. This model was developed on the basis of principles: discovery, excavation theme, 

asking, liveliness, evaluation, diversity of learning resources, openness, cooperation, and tolerance. 

 

3.2 Syntagmatic   

x Orientation 

Teachers provide an illustration of the appreciation of drama and materials before students practice writing drama 

texts. Teachers serve a multicultural video titled "sociology Out of The Box" lasted 9 minutes the players were 

students. Video was themed cultural differences that still unites friendship. This activity is conducted to train students 

sensitivity to social problems faced. Teacher directs the students to recognize the culture that is around them and how 

they feel about the cultural diversity. Students are expected to define their own elements of drama as well as builders 

in the text captures this cultural diversity into the theme of the drama texts. After that, the teacher gives some 

examples of text to be analyzed student teen drama. 

• Hypothesis, is a temporary answer to the problem of a se-dang studied. Estimates as a hypothesis not just any 

estimates, but should have a solid foundation to think, so the hypothesis is raised that is rational and logical. Logical 

thinking ability is affected by the depth of insight and breadth of experience possessed. Thus, individuals who have 

less insight into the hypothesis will be difficult to develop a rational and logical and not skilled in formulating the 

problem. 

x Explanation of Terms, is clarified that all group members can understand the subject matter covered. Each group 

are free to name asalakan accordance with multicultural themes. The students look up the definitions of terms in 

the text of the drama over the internet. Searched term on the internet including the prologue, text side, scenes, 

round, epilogue, dialogue, etc.. Once students know the definition of the term in the text drama, will facilitate the 
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understanding of the text entry drama.Dengan teacher, the students in each group discuss the questions raised, so 

as to have the same hypotheses and ideas can specify the text to be written drama. 

x Exploration  

Students did explore social phenomena and multicultural. Each group discussed the issue of cultural differences, 

to overcome these differences. Then identify the steps to write text drama, discuss, and pour the results of these 

discussions into a drama text in accordance with the theme they have chosen. Drama texts written by the students 

is still a draft, for further consultation via e-mail  teacher. 

x Verification 

Verification is the process of determining the answer to that is considered acceptable in accordance with the data 

or information obtained by data collection. The students collected data from the discussion, find various cultural 

differences that exist around them, find solutions together counteract the problems that can arise due to cultural 

differences. Once the data is collected, they perform data analysis. Social berinkuiri jams occur frequently when 

students are not guided is appreciative of the subject matter. It's usually not appreciative ditunjukkan oleh 

ketidakgairahan symptoms in the study. 

x Guided practice  

Teachers guide students to write text drama outside school hours by utilizing e-mail and facebook adjust to 

students' abilities. Teachers receive e-mails that have been sent by students. E-mail that contains the text of the 

draft was examined by the drama teacher. This is done because the drama text written by the students are not at all 

so. Improvements are given in the form of the elements that will be assessed, eg the number of rounds, writing 

dialogue, giving the side text, writing setting accuracy, and text elements in the multicultural drama. E-mails that 

have been input by teachers, students resent the email to immediately rectified. In addition, teachers also receive 

mentoring through facebook. 

x Generalization 

Generalization or conclusion is formulated to describe the findings obtained based on the results of hypothesis 

testing. Students who have improved the draft immediately collect their drama text is final. At this drama text 

collection or print out a hardcopy. It aims to make it easier to teacher assessment. 

 

Social System  

Teachers help students to combine the event with the expected ideal conditions. Students still have freedom in 

an open discussion during the orientation phase and formulate hypotheses. Discussions were held with the 

heterogeneous grouping of students based on gender, religion, social status, and ethnicity. The students are aware of 

the condition of the existing cultural diversity in their classrooms. Background underprivileged students, assisted by 

students who are able to borrow the internet facility at home. 

Reaction System 

Students to search information through a search engine google. Cooperation conducted among students with 

other students when the discussion. E-mail and facebook as a medium for interaction between teachers and students 

outside of instructional hours. The draft text written drama students sent to the teacher via e-mail. Once given a 
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review, the draft is send back to the e-mail addresses of students. ICT used as media and means of more intensive 

coaching. 

Impact of Instructional and Accompaniment 

2. Instructional impact in the socio-guided inquiry learning model is (1) drama students write text in 

accordance with the steps to write correct, (2) can be sensitive to multicultural issues, (3) can pour ideas 

and ideas through the written text plays a multicultural context, and (4) active use of ICT in teaching 

writing drama texts.  

3.  

4. Conclution 

Based on the above description can be concluded that the ICT-based language learning innovation made 

possible with the ICT-based learning. The device includes: (1) the conceptual framework SBC, (2) syllabus-RPP, (3) 

teaching materials, (4) media / visual aids, and (5) evaluation of learning. One form of learning and the development 

of innovative teaching materials is the development of a model investigation group in learning to write scientific 

papers ICT-based multicultural context. Development of the model is intended as a guide that contains the basis in 

the development, the principles of the model, the characteristics of the model, model design, teaching materials, 

scenarios, assessment and closing. Principle investigative group models include (1) the principle (2) democracy, (3) 

cooperative, (4) collaborative, (5) constructivist and (6) investigation. This principle is derived from the results of 

the respondents' answers to the statement of needs analysis. Model investigation group that developed the form of 

seven steps which include: the selection of topics, cooperative planning, implementation, analysis and synthesis, 

presentation, evaluation and re-creations. 

In order to improve the utilization and development of innovative learning and teaching materials and 

language-based information communication technology (ICT) is oriented to the needs of students' communicative 

competence have submitted suggestions that the product of the results of this development can be used as a step in 

the world of schooling in the use of advanced science and technology . ICT is carried through in this study 

undoubtedly students, teachers, schools, governments, and stakeholders can be motivated or moved again in 

advancing education. In addition, competition is increasingly fierce global world makes ICT is no longer an 

expensive item, but it kind of needs to be met. On the other hand, the limitations of the model generated in this study 

provide further opportunities for research that can be used as a complementary study of the results that have been 

generated in this study. 
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Abstract 

The tertiary education in Malaysia like many countries in the South-east Asia region has gone through a huge transformation 
since the enhancement of web technologies. With the easy access of Web 2.0 tools, learners are able to engage in meaningful 
social interaction that can be harness into the educational context. The shift towards active student-centred learning strategies has 
allowed educators to continuously transform their classroom into a more active and interactive learning environment.  This study 
investigated the instructional relationships, created by the use of web 2.0 and multimedia technologies and using Laurillard’s 
(1993) Conversational Framework, between the teacher, students and technology.  Results showed that using web 2.0 as a 
mediating component in the instructional process was interesting and effective for the student learning process and the 
Conversational Framework was successfully adapted in this learning environment. 
 
Keywords: Malaysia, Laurillard, web-based learning, instructional relationships, multimedia, collaborative learning 

Introduction 

Malaysia’s government has taking several initiatives to increase the role of science and technology 
education to achieve a develop country status by the year 2020 with a comprehensive 30-years plan to ensure that 
Malaysia becomes a developed nation in the new millennium to produce citizens who can apply knowledge in new 
domains and in different situations. The development of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has 
given a tremendous boost in supporting new modes of delivery in training, teaching and learning within the last 
thirty years (Samuel & Zaitun, 2005). The utilization of ICT tools in education is increasingly felt in recent times 
and the utilization can bring a lot of advantages to both teacher and learner. ICT change the way teachers delivers 
content to students and students learn. 
 
Research has shown that the traditional approach to teaching is of limited effectiveness (Jusoh & Jusoff, 2009), as 
emphasis is placed on theory without any practical and real life time situations (Ishak, Ariffin, Rosseni & Kari, 
2002). This may lead to inadequate capability of handling different kinds of situations when students go out to the 
real world. In the traditional classroom, teacher is the one who delivers the lecturer content and controls the whole 
instructional process and the students listen to the lecture. Learners play a little part in their learning process and the 
learning mode tends to be passive. It has also been found by many teachers and students in most universities that the 
conventional lecturer approach in classroom is of limited effectiveness in both teaching and learning. Tan (2000), 
further noted that in order to address the development in education, there is a need to change the content of 
curriculum and the mode of delivering this curriculum to students. Laurillard (1993), stated that there is a need to 
look into university teaching and learning to promote effective teaching and learning and proposed a framework that 
emphasizes the importance of dialogue between student and teacher rather than the transmission of information from 
teacher to students which was used as a guide to design this study.  
 
Addressing the issue of the passivity of students within traditional classroom settings has led to the development of 
student-centred learning environments and using constructivist learning approaches which are focused on giving the 
students control over their learning process and to develop their skills in active learning and problem-solving.  As 
such, these approaches greatly affect the dynamics in the classrooms and the relationships between the students and 
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the teachers (Jusoh & Jusoff, 2009).  Laurillard’s Conversational Framework (1993) has been shown to be a 
framework that addresses the limitations of conventional teaching, and focus on the instructional relationships, 
defined as the “...learning process that will affect one another between teacher, student and technologies and how 
their roles changes in multimedia-mediated learning environment” (Laurillard, 1993), that emerge from the learning 
environments.  
 
With the introduction of multimedia and web 2.0 technologies into the curriculum, these relationships become even 
more complex, sophisticated and deeper.   Such inclusion of multimedia technologies into the classroom has 
changed the educational landscape and introduced important changes in the educational system and impact the way 
learners communicate information with each other (Muller, Lee & Sharma, 2008).  With Web 2.0 technologies, 
educators can further ensure that students have access, collaborate, reflect on their learning, and be engaged with 
technology (Herrington & Kervin, 2007, Jusoh & Jusoff, 2009, Laurillard, 2002).  However, technology alone will 
not replace intuition, good judgement and problem-solving abilities, and thus, there is a need for educators to adjust 
their pedagogical suit to the new kind of learner they are encountering in this new generation of digital-savvy 
students.  According to Laurillard (1993), there are four main aspects of the teaching-learning process: (a) The 
teacher's concepts, (b) The teacher's constructed learning environment, (c) the student's concepts, and (d) The 
student's specific actions.  
 
This study investigates Laurillard’s Conversational Framework in the context of a technology-backed classroom 
centred around a multimedia- and web-based project, to study these instructional relationships between students, 
teachers and the technology.  The marriage of technology and a learning framework that emphasizes active 
participation through conversations and experiential learning would provide a deeper insight into these instructional 
relationships and create a community of learners mediated by multimedia and web 2.0 technologies. 

 

Web 2.0 and web-based learning in the classroom 

Web 2.0 is becoming the tools of choice to be use in education, particularly with the net generation (Jones 
& Cross, 2009). Web 2.0 technologies including social networking sites such as Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, blog, 
content sharing site such as Youtube and Flickr change learners from passive to active. Web 2.0 empowers students, 
engage students and enhance communication skills with others, increase peer learning and to inculcate lifelong 
learning (Barnes & Tynan, 2007).  Understanding how students learn today is important for teachers to understand 
not only for how to teach digital students but more importantly, for how teachers reach them (Prensky, 2001). Web 
2.0 technologies including social networking sites such as Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, blog, content sharing site 
such as Youtube and Flickr change learners from passive to active, and are therefore becoming the tool of choice. 
According to O'Reilly (2007), Web 2.0 provides richer user experiences than web 1.0. Web 2.0 is a new generation 
of web-related technologies and standards. The current era of the Web is all about two-way communication, 
collaboration and the classroom is an ideal place to utilize these technologies (Ishak et. al., 2002).  
 
With the expanding lexicon of Web 2.0 applications, the landscape of education has evolved from using technology 
to teach to using technology to construct knowledge. The current student body too has evolved to a more techno-
savvy and techno-hungry users as social networking tools have become part of their social lives (Windham, 2005). 
As such, the need to include these techno-social tools into the classroom has become the focus of many research 
studies in the educational field.  The advent of multimedia technology has also created a new arena in learning. 
Educators are beginning to switch their attention into the new directions through technology resources to motivate 
learning. In the process of multimedia learning and interaction, students were influenced by the way the material is 
structured, presented and processed and enabled them to participate and be involved with the content of the 
application (Kim & Gilman, 2008).  With these emerging technologies, students were expected to learn in various 
ways other than the traditional “chalk & talk” teaching method. Moore (2008) urged teachers to consider a role to 
change by using projects as learning strategies and multimedia creates ideal environments for such activities in 
which learners are engaged in their learning process. In addition, web learning has become common in classroom 
teaching with most of the higher education institutions engaging in web learning or some form of online teaching.  
 
Laurillard (1993) states that, "as an information and retrieval system, it [the Web] is a very well-designed medium” 
and can be used in addition to classroom teaching.  In order to strengthen the face-to-face engagements between 
peers, stronger links between in-class and online environments needed to be created. In developing the student 
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learning experiences, it is crucial to remember that an online connection is an important factor in forming a 
meaningful relationship and that physical interaction with peers is essential (McCarthy, 2010).  Web 2.0, which 
includes social networking sites such as Facebook, MySpace, Twitter and blogs, empowers students, can engage 
students and enhance communication skills with others, increase peer learning and support in-class interactions 
(Barnes & Tynan, 2007).  According to Hear (2006), the impact of web 2.0 is visible and teachers have started to use 
and explore the potential of blogs, social networking, and other social software which can empower students 
learning and create new way of thinking and learning opportunities. These tools allow teachers to share and discuss 
innovations more easily and, in turn spread good practice.  It also allows students to become selectors, creators and 
collaborators while teachers have adopted the role of content shepherd, environment provider and facilitator, and 
enables them to interact and shift from passive learners to active and creative participation in multimedia content. 
 
Laurillard's (1993) Conversational Framework was developed as a way of capturing the iterative, communicative, 
adaptive, reflective and goal-oriented actions with feedback that were necessary to support the complete learning 
process. The framework aimed to support the learning process by developing students’ understanding through 
reflection and adaptation in relation to a goal-oriented task, with feedback which are operated on a discursive level 
(discussion, conception, negotiation between teacher and students), where dialogues between teacher and student 
take place, and on an experiential level. (practice, action, application), where the process of adaptation and reflection 
of the discursive level occur.   
 
The framework aimed to optimise the learning process by supporting the student in developing their understanding 
through reflection and adaptation in relation to a goal-oriented task, with feedback. It requires students to iterate 
through a cycle of attending, questioning, practising, adapting their actions, using feedback, reflecting, and 
articulating their ideas.  Educators have used this framework as a basis to explore communication and discussions 
between students (Phillips & Luca, 2000) and of the mix of web technologies used in teaching.  With the interaction 
and feedback gained from the teacher, students are encouraged and supported to understand the concept and 
objectives of their tasks and proceed to experiential level, which is where students will then implement their ideas 
and reflect on what they have done. It is the level where students involved themselves, and experience critical 
thinking skills, problem-solving skills and communication skills. The framework allows them to iterate through a 
cycle of attending, questioning, practising, adapting their actions, using feedback, reflecting, and articulating their 
ideas (Laurillard, 2002). As such, this Conversational Framework is adapted for this study to investigated these 
relationships when mediated by Web 2.0 and multimedia technologies. 

Designing the web-based learning environment with Laurillard’s Conversational Framework 

In this study, the learning environment was designed based on Laurillard's conversational framework. 
Laurillard maintains that the learning process must be constituted as a dialogue between teacher and student. 
Students are learning face to face in the class as well as learning using technology at their convenience time and 
place. Laurillard (1993) emphasized the importance of students getting feedback from their learning through 
reflection and adaptation in relation to a goal-oriented task, with feedback which is operated on two levels: 
discursive (upper half of the framework) and experiential level (lower half of the framework). On the discursive 
level, it is where all the discussion, conception, negotiation between teacher and students occur. With the interaction 
and feedback gained from teacher, it is to make sure that students understand the concept and objectives of the 
project and proceed on experiential level, which is where students work on their assignment. It is the level where 
students involved themselves, and experience which required critical thinking skills, problem-solving skills and 
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communication skills.   Figure 1 shows Laurillard’s Conversational Framework and Figure 2 shows the framework 
mapped to the learning environment. 

 

Fig. 1 Laurillard’s Conversational Framework (Source: Quinn & Reid, 2003) 
Fig. 2: Mapping Laurillard's Conversational Framework into learning environment 

 
This study took place at Multimedia University (MMU) and this learning environment applied to MCC 

0023, Computer Graphics 2 course. The participants were 1st year students (Alpha year) from Faculty of Creative 
Multimedia (FCM). This course took 8 weeks to complete, total consist of 3 credit hours. These were students with 
little or no background in design foundations. The students’ ages ranged from 20-26 years old and consisted of 154 
students (N=154) included mix of male and female. They came from different background and different races, 
consisted of Malay, Chinese, Indian and international students.  The students were given a class project where The 
course design required students to form groups of 6 persons in a group and come up with a calendar design of their 
own choice. One group leader will be selected from each group. The calendar will have all 12 months and each 
member will be in charge of 2 months.  In addition to the calendar, each group were required to create a blog to post 
and document the making of their calendars. The documentation would include the ideation of the calendar and each 
of the months created. Students were encouraged to include their designs, sketches, ideation, and references to create 
the calendar. These blogs would be update continually on their work on their progress, ideation, information sharing, 
and would be maintained by each of the team members and team leaders. These blogs could be view by all the other 
members in class to comment and share opinions.  Students now had the opportunity to share their ideas as well as 
their progressions with their fellow group members while cooperate with one another in order to complete the 
assignment.  Here students would be able to reflect on their work and make any necessary improvements before 
submitting their final application.  Figure 3 shows an example of a group’s blogging progress, and Figure 4 shows 
an example of their final work. 
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Fig. 3: Students blogging on their progress on the calendar development  
and their peers’ comments during the collaboration 

 

 
Fig. 4: The final output from one student team 

Data analysis and results 

A questionnaire was administered to gauge the student's perceptions and attitudes on the learning environment. 
Questionnaires were measured in the Likert-type scale, the ranges for Likert-type scale are 1 - Strongly disagree, 2 - 
Disagree, 3 - Undecided, 4 - Agree and 5 - Strongly Agree and adapted from Burdett, (2003). The results of the 
survey were broken down into means (M), Standard Deviation (SD), and Percentage (%) of favourable responses 
(i.r., scored between 4 and 5 on the scale). The results are presented according to the following categories: 1) 
Teamwork and collaboration, to gauge how well they communicated and collaborated with each other, where the 
effectiveness of student communication and collaboration would impact the instructional relationships among the 
students, and is presented in Table 1, and 2) role of the teacher, which would shed light on the interrelationships 
between the students and the teacher when in this learning environment, and presented in Table 2.  The data was 
analysed with SPSS 18.0 and each category yielded a Cronbach Alpha of over 0.8, making them reliable (Lim, 
Khine, Hew, Wong, Shanti, and Lim, 2003).  Student comments were also solicited to further support the findings. 
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Table 1: Survey items on teamwork and collaboration 

No  Items in the survey  (M)  (%)  

1   I was able to cooperate with my leader 3.99 76.7  

2  Class discussions generated close relationships between the students, teacher and vice versa 
3.98 

75.8  

3   I enjoyed group discussions with my peers 3.92 76.7  

4   I was able to cooperate with my team members 3.91 75.9  

5  Class discussions helped me to understand the topic better 3.91 77.5  

6  I learnt something from peer’s feedback 3.86 72.4  

7  I was not afraid to speak out my opinions in my group. 3.80 64.7  

 Cronbach's Alpha =0.858    
Student comments: 

1. “Able to communicate with the leader, share and compare ideas and thoughts.”  
2. “Great. We were able to communicate easily and finish work on time.”  
3. “We had fun and good discussions. We enjoy working in the group.”  
4. “Good. We have some problems at the beginning but after that we manage to solve it.”  
5. “We have good relationship. Communication is the best to maintain our relationship.”  
6. “My relationships with them are great. We share our opinions and suggestions to improve our project.”  

 
Results from Table 1 showed that 77.5% of the students enjoyed having class discussions to help them 

understand their topic better (Item 5, M=3.91). 72.4% of students reported having learned from their peer’s feedback 
(Item 6, M=3.86), and being able to cooperate with their leader and team members (Item 1, M=3.99, 76.7% and Item 
4, M=3.91, 75.9%). Furthermore, students enjoyed group discussions with peers (Item 3, M=3.92, 76.7%), which 
generated closer relationships among them, as they were able to contribute and voice their opinions (Item 2, 
M=3.98, 75.8%, and Item 7, M=3.80, 64.7%).  The survey results were also supported by student comments, which 
showed that student found communications among their peers and leaders contributed considerably to their 
relationships and collaboration process. 
 
Table 2: Survey items on the role of the teacher 

No  Items in the survey  (M)  (%)  

1  The teacher played an important role in this class 4.22 91.4  

2 Communications between the teacher and students were important to me 4.03 81  

3  Conversations between teacher and peers were important to me 3.91 74.1  

4  I enjoyed class discussions with the teacher 3.90 75.9  

5  I learnt something from the teacher's feedback 3.88 75.9  

6  I learnt best when I interacted with teacher and peers 3.85 74.2  

7  I enjoyed gave responses when the teacher asked questions 3.53 49.1  

 Cronbach's Alpha =0.866    
 
Students’ comments 

1. “As a consultant, source of advice and progress monitor.”  
2. “To guide and help the students to understand better.”  
3. “Act as a guide for our studies. Students have to take the initiative to learn for themselves.”  
4. “Give us lecturer, explanation and as a consultant. Give us more useful information and tutorial.”  
5.  “The one who we can refer to when we have problems.”  
6.  “Motivate students; widen student’s point of view and knowledge.”  

 
Results from Table 2 showed that 91.4% of the students preferred to have teacher in the classrooms (Item 

1, M=4.22).  Students also reported that communication and conversations with the teacher were important to them 
(Item 2, M=4.03, 81% and Item 3, 74.1%). Class discussions with the teacher were also enjoyable (Item 4, M=3.91, 
75.9%) and students enjoyed giving responses when teacher asked questions (Item 7, M=3.53, 49.1%). Students 
learn from teacher's feedback (Item 5, M=3.88, 75.9%) and reported learning best with class discussions with 
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teacher (Item 6, M=3.85, 74.2%). Student comments solicited also supported these findings, as students commented 
on the various types of assistance they received from the teacher during their learning process.  It was evident from 
the results that students saw the teacher still playing an important role in the learning environment. 

Discussion and conclusion 

From the results of the study, students showed that they were motivated to learn in this learning 
environment. They had fun and thought that it was interesting to do web-based multimedia project with their peers. 
By working collaboratively in a group to complete the project they were able to gain real life working experiences 
and learned to communicate and collaborate with one another. They acted as creative learners and active learners, 
and gave their opinions and ideas in the group, something which was lacking in the conventional teaching and 
learning classrooms, and was consistent with Burdett’s (2003) finding that working collaboratively improves the 
learning process, builds friendships and sharing workloads. Students took on the role of supporter and helper to their 
peers to help solve problems together. Findings also showed that communication was everything, thus supporting 
Laurillard’s framework for conversation and dialogue.  From the finding from the survey, 91.4% of students stilled 
preferred having the teacher in the classroom. Students reported that the teacher played an important role in their 
learning and enhanced the learning environment. However, in this environment, the role of the teacher evolved, as 
students preferred that the teacher act as helper, guidance and reference for them to help and assist them in 
explaining the multimedia project, learning content, and for providing them feedback, thus supporting Ashe & Bibi 
(2011) who stated that in such learning environments, the teacher’s role evolves to become providers of information, 
creators of communication spaces, facilitators of discussions, and designers of the environments.  In addition, 
students found themselves in a two-way learning where communication and feedback occurred in the classroom as 
well as in web learning environment through blogs between them and the teacher, and amongst themselves as well, 
which facilitated increased productivity and collaboration. Their relationships became more transparent and 
dynamic, and the web 2.0 technology became an enabler for them to solve problems, communicate and collaborate.  
Giving and getting feedback was important to students, unlike in conventional classrooms, where the transmission of 
knowledge only occurs from teacher to students. With web 2.0 tools, students are able to obtain information anytime 
and anywhere. It moved from teacher-centric teaching to student-centered learning. Learning using web 2.0 showed 
the student learning process was more fun, challenging and motivating to them. Students were highly motivated to 
learn using technologies as they became active in the learning process. They showed that they were more willing to 
learn and explore in order to learn the content. They took the initiative to find out the answer for the problems, and 
became more confident in their learning. Learning using web 2.0 in the classroom had a positive impact on student 
learning process.  The findings thus extends the conventional teaching and learning to include the dialogue and 
feedback between teacher and students and between students to students, consistent with that of Phillips & Luca 
(2000), to provide educators with better understanding of the impact of technology on the teaching and learning 
process and their roles in new learning environments.  Figure 5 presents the conceptual model of the instructional 
relationships in this learning environment, culled from the results of using Laurillard’s (1993) framework. 
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Fig. 5: The instructional relationships between teacher, students and technology 

The study also showed that Laurillard’s (1993) Conversational Framework was an effective instructional guide for 
creating discourse and dialogue among the learners and the teacher.  Mapping the framework to the group project 
and supported by web 2.0 technologies, to create this learning environment further strengthened the value the 
framework as practical guide to building engaging learning environments. 
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Abstract 

A widespread use of mobile devices such as smartphones, iPad, and Android tablet were known as rapidly growing trends among 
students in higher education. With thousands of applications or apps that are available via Apps Store and Google Play market, 
there are wide variety of applications or apps that meeting the vast needs among learners nowadays. Yet, it is quite a challenge 
for instructional designer to adapt with specific instructional learning setting in the design and development of mobile apps. This 
article focuses on integrating project-based learning environment into the design process and development of mobile apps for 
learning 2D-animation.  
 
Keywords: Mobile learning; project based learning; instructional system design ; R2D2 model 

Background of Study 

With the abundant of apps in the App stores and Google Play, the effectiveness of those apps towards students’ 
learning is questionable since learning is closely related to the instructional design of learning materials. It marks the 
importance for instructional designer to begin with well-structured learning materials by incorporating the learning 
objectives and teaching strategies as suggested previously by Moore and Kearsley (1996). This paper focuses in 
integrating project based learning environment into the design and development of mobile apps for learning 2D 
animation. We believe that, mobile apps that promote learning in the current market are highly beneficial to the 
students. It support self-paced learning environment where students could learn anywhere and at anytime according 
to their own preferences. In this paper, the apps are mainly developed for masters’ students who are enrolled in 
Educational Technology programme in one of the university in Southern Peninsular of Malaysia. Students in the 
programme are required to complete one subject that will be exposed them with knowledge and skills in developing 
2D-animation or multimedia applications using Adobe Flash software.  

On the other hand, we are also aware that integrating project based learning environment means to offer authentic 
learning experience among students in which it proposes students to learn by taking part on every project or tasks 
provided. Besides, as nature of most authoring-based subject, it highly requires students to participate and involved 
in ‘hands-on’ activities as this subject require them to establish their technical skills rather than on theory basis.  

Project based learning environment 

Project based learning involved authentic learning environment (Eskrootchi & Oskrochi, 2010) that enables 
learners to construct knowledge in authentic context (Papanikolou & Boubouka, 2010). Such learning environment 
is highly believed to be the best approach that could facilitate learners to have full control throughout their learning 
process. It requires students to complete certain tasks and exposed them to investigate possible ways to complete the 
task (Kwok &Tan, 2004). From such experience, students are able to generate their own thinking skills and make 
them realize that there are few alternative ways to solve a problem. Present study incorporated project based 
learning environment in the design and development of mobile apps for students whereby the apps act as an 
educational tool that reflects task based on project. The apps consist of step-by-step video tutorial of practical and 
technical skills in developing 2D animation with Adobe Flash software. Project-based learning is actually reflects 
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the Theory of Constructivism by John Dewey (1916). It explains how learners construct knowledge by getting 
involved in the process of learning and experience it at the first place.  

 

Mobile apps for learning 

The use of mobile devices has transformed the way people communicate, access, and giving information 
(Bolorizadeh, Brannen, Gibbs & Mack, 2012). The rapid developments of apps have shifted the way information 
delivered especially in educational field to adapt with the current technology and to be used in teaching and learning. 
Interestingly, one study reported that student preferred to use mobile devices as technology supported educational 
tool because it is more accessible, more portable and newer technology (Sung & Mayer, 2012). Undoubtedly, there 
are numbers of apps that have been developed as a technology tool to support learning nowadays. Present report by 
NMC Horizon stated that mobile apps are the fastest growing trends in mobile technology in higher education 
(Johnson, Adams & Cummins, 2012).  

Design and Development of Mobile Apps 

Mobile apps for learning 2D animation is a mobile tutoring apps that provide users with information, interactive 
examples and step-by-step self designed video tutorial that will assist students on creating and developing 2D 
animation tools and creating multimedia courseware applications with Adobe Flash software. In this study, we plan 
to develop four apps that assist students in learning. The apps are mainly developed for Master’s students who were 
enroll in Educational Technology programme in which most of them are teachers and part-time students. They are 
expecting such mobile apps in which they can have access anywhere and at anytime. 

In this study, the R2D2 model was used as instructional guideline in the design and development of learning 2D 
animation apps. R2D2 stands for Recursive, Reflective Design and Development model developed by Willis (1995). 
This instructional design model lies on the constructivist principle. It is a non-linear model compared to ADDIE 
model and Morrison, Ross and Kemp model in terms of its flexibility. In this sense, it allows the designers to 
acknowledge the relationship between each stage of the design process and enable them to revisit each step in 
regulatory order (Willis, 1995). It is fluid and versatile model (Beldarrain, 2008). The R2D2 model had also been 
revised by Willis and Wright (2000). R2D2 is the suitable model as this model was based from constructivist theory 
of learning.  

The R2D2 models developed by Willis (1995) offered a constructivist development model that is an alternative to 
the traditional model. Unlike the other model, R2D2 proposed a recursive approach, allowing the instructional 
designers to examine the development process in any order. They may revisit the process and make decision and 
make amendment and changes if needed (Chen & Toh, 2005). It is also a reflective model by means the designer 
must seek and consider feedback from other sources. The last principle is the participatory design in which this 
model offers both experts and users to contribute to the development process.  
 
The main components of this model consist of three focal points:  
i. Define Focus,  
ii. Design and Development Focus, and  
iii. Disseminate Focus.  
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The components of R2D2 are as appear in Fig 1. It shows that this model has no beginning or ending and there is 
continuous interaction between those three focal point (Dick & Carey, 1996). It also shows that R2D2 is a non-linear 
process; it is a spiral process in which the tasks will be addressed many times.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Components of R2D2 

 

Define Focus 

Unlike the traditional instructional design, there is no need to establish an objective at first point because to 
Willis (1995), what is more important is to involve end users, the teachers and students in the design process. Define 
focus has three activities including, a) Creating and Supporting a Participatory Team, b) Progressive Problem 
Solution, and c) Developing Phronesis or Contextual Understanding.  

 

2.2.1 Selection of Development Environment 

The development environment consists of three main characteristics: a) Power, b) Flexibility and c) 
Accessibility. As for the tool of the design, current software programs, Adobe Flash Professional CS5.5 were 
selected as the development environment. The software includes 2D authoring tool that support for creating 
interactive and dynamic multimedia content and also provide support for publishing mobile applications or apps for 
iOS and Android market. The software also provides powerful and accessible programming language, known as 
Actionscript. This programming language is easily accessible even to those who are not familiar with coding opens 
to develop the project with the software. Thus, this development environment is adequately powerful, flexible and 
accessible for experimentation and exploration of alternatives. In this study, Adobe Flash Professional CS5.5 was 
selected as development environment to create iPad apps that serve as a technology tool to support students in 
learning Authoring System subject. Adobe Flash Professional CS5.5 provides support for publishing mobile for iOS 
platform. Designer need to modify the publish setting and select AIR for iOS.  

Then, a researcher will continue with the design process. Firstly, it started with the components of learning 
environment such as preparing the storyboard, the interface and also the instructional strategies. Table 1 indicates 
the outlines of each developed apps and its descriptions on learning topic, project based tasks and integration of 
project based learning criteria by Larmer (2012), embedded for each app.  
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Table 1. An example of a table 

Apps Learning Topic Project Based Learning 
Criteria  

Project Based Task  Learning Outcome 

1  
 

Introduction to Adobe Flash  

x The apps contain 
information of Introduction 
to Adobe Flash CS3. 
Several topics covered in 
the apps such as Flash’s 
Interface including its tools 
and functions, Example of 
applications in Flash, Types 
of Interactions in Flash and 
requirements needed in 
learning Adobe Flash CS3. 

 

x The project sets up a 
scenario or simulation that 
is realistic. 
 

x Interactive example of 
several interaction 
elements in Adobe Flash 
such as the use of button, 
hotspot, drag and drop 
activity and types of text 
in Adobe Flash.  

x Students are exposed with 
the basic understanding of 
Adobe Flash for instance, 
the software interface, the 
tools include and each 
functions. Students also 
are given with 
comprehensive 
information of types of 
interactivity offers in 
Flash, and various 
examples of multimedia 
applications that can be 
developed with Flash. 

2  Drawing in Flash 

x The apps contain 
information and step-by-
step video tutorial of 
Drawing tools and drawing 
techniques in Adobe Flash 
CS3. Several topics covered 
in the apps such as Basic 
Drawing: Creating Simple 
object & text, Basic 
Colouring and Drawing 
button in Adobe Flash CS3.  

x The project meets real 
world situations beyond 
the classroom setting, or 
the products that students 
create can be used by real 
people.  

x The project focuses on a 
problem, issue or topic 
that is relevant to learning 
content.  

x The project sets up a 
scenario or simulation that 
is realistic. 

x The project involves tools, 
tasks or processes in real 
settings. 

The tasks involved the 
students to produce several 
products including: 
 
x Drawing a building. 
x Drawing a cartoon. 
x Drawing a company logo. 
x Drawing menu buttons. 

x At the end of the acivities, 
students will be able to 
construct their creativity 
by developing their own 
products based from the 
information and video 
tutorials embedded in the 
apps. 

x Students are able to 
identify tools and 
appropriate drawing 
techniques and skills 
needed upon completion 
from these authentic tasks. 
 

3 Creating Animation  
x The apps contain 

information and video 
tutorial on basic tools and 
functions in creating 
animation with Adobe Flash 
CS3. Topics covered 
including types of symbols 
and various types of 
animation techniques that 
can be developed with 
Adobe Flash CS3. This app 
basically exposed learners 
on how to animate an object 
or graphic in Flash. 

x The project meets real 
world situations beyond 
the classroom setting, or 
the products that students 
create can be used by real 
people.  

x The project focuses on a 
problem, issue or topic 
that is relevant to learning 
content.  

x The project sets up a 
scenario or simulation that 
is realistic. 

x The project involves tools, 
tasks or processes in real 
settings. 

The tasks involved the 
students to produce several 
products including: 
 
x Creating a movie clip of 

butterfly flipping its 
wings 

x Paper aeroplane flying in 
specific path 

x Simple animated cartoon  
 

x At the end of the activities, 
students will be able to 
construct their creativity 
by developing their own 
products based from the 
information and video 
tutorials embedded in the 
apps. 

x Students are able to 
identify tools and 
appropriate animation 
techniques and skills 
needed upon completion 
from these authentic tasks. 

 

4 Application of Interactivity 

x The apps contain 
information and video 
tutorial on types of 
applications that can be 
develop using Adobe Flash 
CS3. This topic expose 
learners to develop 
interactive applications 
based on Flash core 
language that is 
Actionscript. 

x The project meets real 
world situations beyond 
the classroom setting, or 
the products that students 
create can be used by real 
people.  

x The project focuses on a 
problem, issue or topic 
that is relevant to learning 
content.  

x The project sets up a 
scenario or simulation that 
is realistic. 

x The project involves tools, 

The tasks involved the 
students to produce several 
products including: 
 
x Creating simple quiz 
x Creating drag and drop 

activity 
x Creating simple 

educational courseware 
 

x At the end of the activities, 
students will be able to 
construct their creativity 
by developing their own 
products based from the 
information and video 
tutorials embedded in the 
apps. 

x Students are able to 
developed simple 
multimedia applications 
and practice the techniques 
and skills needed upon 
completion from these 
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tasks or processes in real 
settings. 

authentic tasks. 
 

 
Upon the completion of preparing the learning materials, instructional designer will proceed with producing a 

single path prototype. The single path prototype examines the operational and navigational structure of the apps. A 
researcher had developed a simple prototype of the apps to ensure that the program runs smoothly from the 
beginning to the end. A researcher than proceed with alpha version, a completed apps that soon be provided to the 
students to provide feedback. In this study, a researcher had conducted a preliminary investigation (PI) whereas the 
apps were distributed to the students and a set of open-ended questions were prepared for students to provide 
feedbacks and opinion regarding the contents of the apps, the operational features and also the navigational 
structures. Feedbacks and opinions were gathered and several changes have been made before proceed to beta 
version. For example, in alpha version, the apps were embedded with video tutorial to assist student in learning, 
however students suggested providing a video tutorial with playback button. This will enable them to have full 
control over the video. For instance they would play, pause, stop and repeat the video according to their preferences. 
The alpha version was revised and with beta version, the apps were introduced as Version 1.0.0. 

2.2.2 Cooperative inquiry 

In R2D2 model, team members could cooperatively discuss and gathered materials in order to improve and 
enhance the learning environment. This continuous process requires members to reflect together and providing 
feedback based from their own experience because each member, the designer, subject expert, instructor and 
students will reflect based from their own point of view. In present study, each student’s opinion and feedback on 
alpha version of the apps were reviewed and several changes have been made to suits student’s need. This is known 
as one-on-one evaluation. Same goes to subject matter expert, who have a done a review on the accuracy and 
comprehensiveness of the contents delivered in the apps. These are all important to assured that the materials being 
prepared are in accordance with student’s preferences.   

2.2.3 Product design and development 

In this study, four iPad apps were developed as instructional tool to facilitate students learning in Authoring 
System subject. As mentioned earlier, these apps were developed with Adobe Flash Professional CS5.5. In R2D2 
model, Willis (1995) had listed out several components involve in the product design and development including: a) 
surface design, b) interface design and c) instructional strategies. The surface design refers to several aspects like the 
typography, language and graphics used in the study.  

Besides focusing on the surface design, project designer also focuses on the aspects of interface design. The 
interface design highlights several criteria including the ‘cosmetic’ part of the project, usability, user interaction, 
navigation, user experience and also system support. For example, the use of text, button and graphics to show 
learners which section they are in. Adams et al. (2008) stated that the interface design is as important as it will 
support general features as example, to make a simulation engaging and easy to use for the users, and the types of 
controls that could enhance students’ engagement in learning. Moreover, Oppermann (2002) also agreed that the 
presentation of the content is important as it will permit the learners to interact with content efficiently.  
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           (a)                      (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Interface design; (b) Main Menu 
 
The apps also embedded with a step-by-step video tutorial along with audio narration to assist students in 

learning Authoring System subject. The playback button were provided for the video tutorial so that the students 
will be able to navigate the video according to their preferences whether to play, pause, stop or replay the video. Fig 
3. shows the example of embedded step-by-step video tutorial. 

 
 

      
 

Fig. 3. (a) Lesson Topic; (b) Self designed step-by-step video tutorial 
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Disseminate Focus 

Dissemination focal point in R2D2 model focuses on the final packaging, diffusion and adoption of the iPad 
apps. This step is about distribution the apps to the students and it is essential to ensure that technical components in 
the apps are functioning. Diffusion and adoption is about helping the teachers and students to adapt the material to 
the local context. 

 

  
24. Fig. 3. Developed apps as an educational tool in classroom 

Conclusion 

This paper provides a comprehensive overview of the design and development of learning 2D-Animation apps 
that is convincingly expected to supplement the learning of developing animation among novice learners. The 
learning 2D animation apps is designed and developed in an organized and systematic process within the context 
based on R2D2 model. The integration of project-based learning in the design and development of the apps suggests 
that it could facilitate learners to have a dominant control of their own learning process.  

25.  
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Abstract 

The differences in communicating methods between teachers who have learned to study in paper based context and 
students who are more familiar with screen based context can cause problems in classrooms. This paper discusses 
issues and concerns in interacting with students who grew up surrounded by multimedia and digital devices, in other 
words, screenagers, in classrooms. Based on the recent projects and research findings, four key themes are discussed 
regarding interacting through personal learning devices, communicating with the students in the way they do using 
social media, appropriate amount of exposure when using audiovisual resources, and possible side effects of using 
personal learning devices. Finally, teachers’ roles and responsibilities in dealing with screenagers are discussed, and 
suggestion for using teaching models and teacher training are provided. 
 
Keywords: Screenager; interactivity; personal learning devices; teachers' roles 

1. Introduction 

There always have been frustration and difficulties in understanding when it comes to communicating to 
teenagers. But there seems to be more than just generation gap and misunderstanding when trying to interact with the 
students in the 21st century. The students in classrooms now have been surrounded by multimedia and digital devices 
since they were very young, and they are very comfortable with high-technology and using small screen devices, 
hence the term—screenagers. These screenagers read information provided on screen instead paper, write using 
keyboards or keypads instead of pen or pencil, and they can tap into immeasurable amount of information on the 
Internet without having to physically get to the library. They freely use multimedia for instantaneous 
communication, multi-tasking, and information management in nearly all aspects of daily life. Therefore, teachers 
have to keep in mind that it is not simply generation gap or misunderstanding, but the means of communication itself 
for the young people have undergone radical changes. In choosing appropriate ways of teaching the screenagers, 
suitable communication methods needs to be taken into consideration as well as the characteristics of screenagers. 

There are many countries where high-technology and multimedia play an essential role in the society, and South 
Korea is one of them. In most homes and schools, high-speed Internet connection is available, and most people, 
including children, use cellular phones. Taking advantage of the groundwork of nationwide information technology, 
digital textbook, personal digital media, Internet Protocol TV (IPTV), and others have been explored for possible 
use in education in last five years. Specialists in education and technology have been trying to find effective and 
efficient teaching methods and techniques for the screenagers. What is more, research projects using such 
multimedia tools have been concentrated on investigating the appropriate functions of learning devices, 
development of applicable teaching methods, a high level of interactivity, changes in students’ academic 
performances, motivation and attitude, and suggesting solutions to problems that may arise when using the tools in 
classrooms. Based on these researches and projects, this paper discusses what the researchers have found as well as 
the lessons learned about screenagers in classrooms, focusing on the following four key themes: 1) interacting 
through personal learning devices (PLDs); 2) communicating as students do through social media; 3) appropriate 
amount of time for using moving pictures; and 4) possible side effects of using PLDs.  
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2.  Interacting through Personal Learning Devices (PLDs)   

In 2005, the development of digital textbooks was instigated with the funding from the South Korean 
government. By 2009, digital textbooks for 10 subjects including Korean, English, social studies, mathematics, 
science, music for 5th grade, and Korean, mathematics, social studies, and science for 6th grade were developed. The 
implementation of digital textbooks began with 5 experimental schools in 2006, and by 2010, they were put into 
service in 112 schools. From 2015, teachers and students are to use digital textbooks in the language classrooms at 
elementary and secondary schools nationwide, and learning tools in the smart learning environment are to follow (C. 
H. Lee, 2012). Extracurricular support for cyber home learning system (CHLS) using videoconferencing for the 
digital textbook has been developed and has shows positive results according to research findings (Lee, Yoon & 
Lee, 2013) 

The reasons for using digital textbooks are due to rising need for a change in educational environment and up-to-
date pedagogy that is more suitable for screenagers. PLDs and shared displays have been found to promote student 
participation and interaction while improving learner articulation process as well (Liu, Chung, Chen & Liu, 2009). 
Digital textbook provided through tablet PC is implemented, therefore, as an evolved form of learning materials for 
the screenagers. Digital textbooks use the same content as the printed textbooks along with multimedia contents 
such as video clips, animation, virtual reality, access to search engines, and a variety of interactive tools. The 
hardware used for digital textbook is tablet PC networked to the teacher’s computer and the electronic blackboard. 
Students can use electronic pens to take notes or highlight contents in the textbooks and save them for later viewing 
(KERIS, 2008). The digital textbook not only expands the possibilities for learning, but it makes what was 
impossible with printed textbook possible. For example, video clips of interviews with authors can show students 
what the authors had in mind in more personal manner than via paper. Augmented reality technology or animation 
of volcano eruption can visually assist science lessons. In foreign language classes, authentic audio and video files 
can provide much needed ample exposure to the target languages.  

An appropriate use of multimedia tools and resources like digital textbooks and web contents can make 
classrooms come alive, but then again, that does not mean that it always increases students’ comprehension and 
cognitive ability. Multimedia alone cannot substitute the role of teachers, replace the humanness of classroom 
interaction, nor take the place of firsthand experience (C. H. Lee, 1988, 2012). Therefore, appropriate and high 
quality interaction patterns, students-content, student-student as well as student-teacher interaction need to be 
ensured and enforced through suitable application of multimedia tools and resources. Figure 1 shows how PLDs can 
be used for various types of interaction among teacher, individual student, groups, whole class, and PLDs in 
individual learning as well as whole class teaching. For example, interactive composing tools can be used in music 
classes where students can compose musical pieces and play them using variety of musical instruments. Also in 
math classes, students can solve problems on their respective table PCs. Teachers can click on students’ computers 
from the teacher’s computer to take a look at how they are doing. The teacher can also display a specific student’s 
tablet PC screen on the electronic blackboard for the entire class to see. The individual students can then compare 
the process of solving mathematical problems with their peers. By sharing their thought processes and knowledge 
with each other, students can engage in both reception of knowledge and active production through engaging in 
interactive learning.  
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Figure 1. Interaction patterns using PLDs in the classroom (Based on Lee, 1998)  
 

There is an assortment of PLDs available for classrooms like tablet PC, personal digital assistant, portable media 
player, and cellular phone to name a few. In employing PLDs in the classroom, the interaction patterns need to be 
maximized regardless of the type of PLDs and functions. Appropriate use of PLDs in classrooms have been reported 
to promote learner collaboration and interaction and provide enrich learning experience (J. Lee, 2012; Roschelle, 
2003; Zurita & Nussbaum, 2004). When the teachers successfully make the most of PLDs while providing 
maximized interaction, it will bring about positive changes to the students’ performance and the quality of education 
in schools. 
 
3.  Communicating as students do through social media  

The majority of students in Korea carry cellular phones with them wherever they go. Cellular phones are 
primarily used for communication purposes, but some students use them for more than just communication. The 
advance and evolution of cellular phone technology has allowed users to listen to mp3 files stored in their phones to 
listen to songs, study foreign languages, or record voices. Most phones now allow users to take pictures as well as 
record videos, surf the Internet, and watch Internet lectures through digital multimedia broadcasting services. 
Recently, the expansion of smartphones enabled numerous academic applications to be used by students and 
teachers both in and out of the classroom. Students can search for the nearest library and the availability of books 
before they actually go to the library to rummage through the shelves, and visually impaired students can download 
applications that read books aloud for them. 

In the flood of applications and functions that are made available via cell phones or smartphones, the most 
popular and the most frequently used ones are, needless to say, Short Message Service (SMS) and Mobile 
Messenger Application (MMA). It is common to see students sending SMS or MMA messages in school, in 
restaurants, on the street, and even in classes. The one way to overcome the communication gap is actively engaging 
in communication using the methods that the target group uses. If students use SMS or MMA to carry on interaction, 
it means that it is worth considering SMS or MMA as a potential tool of student-teacher interaction. In fact, 
incidents of South Korean public school teachers successfully building relationships and taking communication to a 
meaningful level with teenagers using SMS have been reported (Lee, 2007). The interactions reported were 
meaningful in that they were more than mere increase in number of messages, but the content of communication was 
genuine. In other words, students felt more personal to the teachers who are willing to communicate in the way that 
they do and were willing to open up to the teachers who seem to understand them. 

Affective domains regarding knowledge and skill acquisition such as students’ attitude, beliefs, underlying 
emotions can affect learning significantly (Brown, 2007). Also intimacy to the teachers cause students’ affinity 
seeking behaviors in a variety of context and positively affect students’ performance in respective academic 
subjects, and ultimately, school life in general (Mottet, Richmond, & McCroskey, 2006). It is also found that 
learners are given the opportunities to be creative and produce information when they were given the chance to 
apply the knowledge they have learned in the manner they are familiar with, such as in networked environment or 
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online environment (Beghetto, 2007: Burleson, 2005; Sawyer, 2006; Tuomi, 2007). If a teacher can successfully 
communicate to the students using SMS or MMA to reinforce genuine student-teacher interaction, it may lower 
students’ affective filter and promote enhanced learning environment. To promote such effect, SMS component of 
cellular phone can be used as a tool for individual counseling, and social media such as MMA, Tweeter, and blogs 
can be used as group counseling or group communication tools for the whole class. Figure 2 shows how 6th grade 
students used camera application, picture editing application and Social Network Service (SNS) application in their 
smartphones to conduct a group project in science class (J. Lee, 2012). J. Lee (2012) reported that the students were 
able to successfully complete their projects on comparing and contrasting of objects of their choice and suggest 
possible usages without technical difficulties. PLDs provide group and individual communication tools such as e-
mail, SMS and MMA messages, Bulletin Board System (BBS), and chat. Moreover, instantaneous application, and 
students’ familiarity, cellular phone and social media seem to be more efficient and effective for communication 
purposes.  

 

 
 

Figure 2. Group project using PLDs and SNS (J. Lee, 2012, p. 47) 
 
 

4.  Amount of time for using moving pictures 

In order to get in touch with screenagers, more and more teachers are turning to TV programs, videos files, and 
DVDs to use as teaching resources in classrooms. To assist these teachers and to enhance the quality of education 
through ample provision of academic programs and resources, the government began installing IPTVs in all South 
Korean public elementary and junior high schools since the fall of 2009. Unfortunately, the teacher perspectives on 
IPTV have not been positively so far. Some teachers have complained that the remote control operated IPTV is 
complicated to use, and others wanted control panel to be linked to the teacher’s computers. Surprisingly, the 
biggest issue with IPTV that the majority of the teachers addressed was not the technical unfamiliarity or 
difficulties. They questioned the educational value of using audiovisual contents for a prolonged time in class and 
pointed out the length of video programs to be the biggest problem (Lim, Kim, Han, & Ko, 2009). It is difficult to 
find time to have students-teacher interaction outside of the classroom, and student-teacher interaction mostly takes 
place in the classroom. Accordingly, many teachers were unwilling to sacrifice in-class students-teacher interaction 
time by showing audiovisual contents for prolonged time in classrooms. 

When it comes to the most preferred web contents by Korean elementary school teachers, it was found that the 3 
minute video clips from the major Korean broadcasting companies and foreign news programs related to the 
contents addressed in the textbooks were the most one (Lee, 2004). These short 3 minute video clips related to the 
contents found in the national curriculum are provided to the teachers as educational resources. The teachers found 
them useful for focusing students’ attention on the content, activating schema, and bringing together the lesson for 
follow-up activities. When DVDs or TV programs are used in reality, they are too long to allocate class time to 
check for comprehension, not to mention discussion or interaction. Audiovisual contents can be very useful in 
classes, but it seems that too much of it can do more harm than none. To conduct a class using short video clips, Lee 
(2004) suggests a thorough and effective listening class can be conducted in language classrooms using 3 minute 
video resources in Figure 3. It can be seen that each step serves to promote learners' listening skills using video, 
audio, as well as textual aid.  
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Figure 3. Five stages of using video effectively (Based on Lee, 2004)  
 
5.  Possible side effects of using PLDs  

The digital textbook used in Korea displays the contents through monitors and projectors and use the wireless 
Internet just like PLDs. It seems to be helpful in teaching and learning as well as communicating to the students. 
Moreover, when the level of exposure to electromagnetic wave was measured, and the result showed that it was less 
than that of tablet PC. It seems to be effective and appropriate for the screenagers, but it is not a cure all, and there 
are downsides to it. When 40 elementary school students who have used digital textbook for more than 1 year were 
asked if they have experienced discomfort while using the digital textbook, some students have complained of eye 
fatigue, stiff neck, shoulder pain, fatigue, dizziness, drowsiness, and lethargy when using the digital textbooks 
(SeoMoon et al., 2009). Therefore, the students were advised to keep a distance of at least 50cm from the screen to 
prevent health risk and take frequent breaks from staring at the monitor for a prolonged period of time. Also, a study 
on children’s interaction with tablet PCs, it was reported that when students use individual tabletop display and there 
was no shared display available in the classroom, there were possibilities of loss of eye-contact as well as unaware 
of visual focus (Scott, Mandry & Inkpen, 2003). The availability and arrangement of technical devices in classrooms 
need careful consideration in actual implementation. 

Using screens and monitors introduces learning environment that is completely different from using printed 
textbooks. Such environment can be effective, efficient, and convenient; but it needs to be acknowledged that it may 
cause computer-related health problems if used excessively. Bright screens and monitors causing eye fatigue and 
eye sensitivity are one example of it. Many of these health problems can be avoided with proper training and 
forming good habits such as having good posture and stretching constantly.  

The good news is that there are new technologies and electronic devices being developed like flexible displays 
using e-ink, and smartpens that electronically save the handwritten notes. The introduction of such technologies and 
being aware of possible health risks may alleviate many health problems and concerns that current PLDs seem to 
cause. Despite how convenient digital technologies seem, as teachers, both students’ mental and physical well-being 
need to be taken into consideration, and the time and amount of PLDs usage should be carefully considered in using 
PLDs in classes. 

 
6. Conclusions  

What teachers know for sure about screenagers is that teachers do not know enough about them. The things 
teachers know are limited to the external descriptions like screenagers use the Internet and cellular phones all the 
time, they prefer audiovisual presentation over textual, they put an emphasis on emotion and sensation, and they are 
used to quick access to information online. But screenagers do not stare at screen just for the sake of doing so. They 
seek genuine interaction through SMS and look for group identity through BBS. 

Some teachers use SMS or MMA to build student-teacher relationship and win their trust, and others use blogs 
and Twitters to reach out to their students. When experienced and qualified educators and teachers are clearly 
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informed of the needs, preference, and learning styles of this distinct and unique generation, appropriate and 
effective teaching methods and teaching models can be developed and made available for improving the quality of 
the classrooms. Kangas (2010) presented Creative Playful Learning (CPL) model using technology to provide 
interesting educational contents in highly technology enriched environment. It aims to let learners play with 
technology in learning environment as they normally do in their daily lives. In order to use teaching models using 
technology, such as CPL model, the teacher has to be aware as the students are in using technology including PLDs 
and SNS, and teachers must be able to navigate the technology enriched environment with ease. Many teachers are 
now aware of the possibilities that online environment offers, and they are turning to blended learning models as 
well. An example of such teaching model is seen in Figure 4. Yoon (2011) presented a blended learning model for 
teaching spoken language skills using online and offline multimedia tools that are generally familiar to teachers and 
students using both asynchronous and synchronous communication. The model allows different types of learning to 
occur such as independent self-regulated learning, collaborative learning, and cooperative learning while promoting 
various types of meaningful interaction among teacher-students, teacher-whole class, and student-student. In this 
model, meaningful interaction is permitted in and out of the classroom using various multimedia tools which allow 
more focus and guide during in class task. It was found to be helpful for large classrooms because the students felt 
that they were given more personal attention by the teachers through interaction on PLDs and SNS. Teachers, in 
turn, should be able to take the model, make necessary modifications based on sound theories, and apply them to 
their own classes. 

 

 
Figure 4. The optimal BLS model (Yoon, 2011) 

 
As Prensky (2001) claimed, the teachers now are digital immigrants whereas the students are digital natives, and 

the bizarre circumstance of immigrants trying to teach the natives is what is going on in schools. That of course, 
does not mean that the immigrants should give up and leave the natives own their own. What needs to be kept in 
mind is that the screenagers are students. They have lots to learn, and so far, they lack experience and knowledge 
and need teachers to guide them. That is why meaningful interaction between students and teachers is needed, and 
teachers need to learn the language of screenagers to communicate with them. When teacher presence was strong, 
and interaction was directly felt, students reacted as desired; however, when the teacher presence was taken away, 
even when the technical interactivity was there, the students did not meet the pedagogical goals as desired 
(Kennewell, Tanner, Jones & Beauchamp, 2008). Teachers must be well aware of the importance of using 
technology in the way the students do, but teachers must also take the responsibility to control and make appropriate 
use of technology for effective learning to occur. Therefore, proper teacher training programs based on hands-on 
practice are needed so that teachers can use, evaluate, and modify teaching methods and instructional models for 
application of multimedia and PLDs, and ultimately design and develop syllabus and contents for their classroom 
needs. The teachers need to rise up to the challenge of the current times. Teachers who can meet the needs of the 
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learners are teachers who can bring about changes in their learners. In order to do so, they must take responsibility to 
evolve into knowledgeable teachers who can use multimedia and SNS efficiently and effectively. 
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Abstract 

An increasing popularity of Internet memes can be observed particularly among college students. Websites such as 9gag, Reddit, 
and 4chan provide a venue for these memes to be visited by the general public. Having observed this trend, the Rizal Library of 
the Ateneo de Manila University embarked on a strategy to use Internet memes as an information dissemination tool. The initial 
phase involved creating social media accounts for the Rizal Library to serve as the initial source of information. After which, 
various marketing strategies were implemented to amplify the followership of the aforementioned accounts, therefore increasing 
the figures of the targeted audience. The final phase involved creation of the memes and the evaluation of results. After the 
completion of the project, statistics reflected an exponential growth in the reach of the advertisements posted by the Rizal 
Library, with the audience themselves contributing to the information dissemination process. This can be supported by the 
enhanced usage of the services and collections which were promoted using memes. 
 
Keywords: Internet memes; information dissemination; libraries; social media; Ateneo de Manila University; Rizal Library; Philippines 

Background 

The Rizal Library of the Ateneo de Manila University kept itself occupied in the past years by continuously 
building its collection and improving its services. It prides itself in its unique special collections, namely, the Ateneo 
Library of Women’s Writings (ALIWW), a collection of manuscripts and other realia by and about influential 
Filipino women, the American Historical Collection (AHC), with materials from the American regime in the 
Philippines, and the Pardo de Tavera Library and Archives, which houses donated materials from influential Filipino 
families, and is considered a rich collection of materials on Philippine culture. During the past half decade, it has 
managed to construct two buildings for its expanding collection and growing number of users. Aside from that, it 
keeps itself abreast with current library practices, such as e-collections, ubiquitous access for library materials, and 
various digitization projects for preservation and access purposes.  However, despite these efforts, statistics reflect 
low usage for library materials. Announcements also have a very small reach, with very few students knowing about 
training schedules, changes in hours, and events in the library. Management decided it was high time to give more 
importance to marketing. Aside from exploiting the gains from the various expenses the library has incurred to 
service its clients, it is also important to conduct marketing for institutions such as the Rizal Library to gain political, 
social, and economic support. (Naikwadi & Chaskar quoting Kotler, 2012). The move was not only necessary; it was 
also long overdue. The institution then hired an Assistant to the Director for Special Programs and Events in 2011 to 
focus solely on marketing and promotions. She started with getting to know the different market segments, and 
found out that the largest mass of the client base was not being marketed to: the undergraduate students. This group 
was found to be composed of millennials, born between years 1980 to 2000, the era of the computer, and are 
proficient in working with technology. (Beekman, 2011) They are further described by Solheim (2012) as 
individuals who “grew up with video games and tend to interact over their smart phones.” In the same article it was 
said that social media plays a vital role in their lives.  

 
It has been evident in the social media sphere that Internet memes have been gaining popularity during the past 

few years, with websites such as 9gag, Reddit, and 4chan providing venues for these memes to propagate. 
Masterpasqua (2010) defined memes as “bits of information that replicate themselves; they can exist in brains as 
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well as in any number of other storage devices, from books to the Internet.” Thus, it is natural or innate for a meme 
to replicate itself, even those found on the Internet. This has been the premise of this study: that memes can prove to 
be an important information dissemination tool for libraries—particularly for promotion of its collection and 
services as well as for circulating important announcements. Furthermore, Bell (2013) described the importance of 
using memes in her column, Belltones. According to her, “students of all ages are in tune with popular culture and 
love tie-ins that show teachers, librarians, and other educators are as well.” She adds that memes appeal to people 
across different age groups. This information served as the basis for the marketing plan of attack to use social media 
and Internet memes as an information dissemination tool in the Rizal Library. The strategy was implemented by the 
second semester of academic year 2011-2012. 

Marketing via Internet memes 

2.1 Preparation of Social Media 
 

While the Rizal Library did have its own Facebook and Twitter accounts since 2010, the use of these accounts 
was not very utilized. The Facebook account had only 2,000 likes, while no more than 900 users were following its 
Twitter account. This is a far cry from the University’s approximately 10,000 students. Moreover, the accounts were 
being used to post traditional announcements, with a formal status update informing the community of changes in 
schedule, public holidays, among others. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Sample of social media announcements before strategy implementation 
 
To improve its utilization, various marketing activities were conducted in 2011 to increase the followership of 

these accounts. Updating the accounts regularly was the first step conducted. Posting quotes from books, asking 
engaging questions to help initiate interaction, and holding contests from time to time were performed by the 
Library.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Sample of social media announcements beginning strategy implementation 
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Followership doubled at this time, and it was evident that the market was ripe for picking—there were enough 

people to see and share the memes as they are posted.  
 

2.2 Implementation and Results 
 
The strategy initially targeted the most resource-intensive yet underutilized services of the Rizal Library: 1) 

EBSCO off-campus online database access, and 2) Readers Advisory Service. Being an institution from a third 
world country, subscribing to EBSCOhost databases and technology services entailed a huge chunk of the 
institution’s budget. It was still, however, found highly important by the Library as it is the “the most-used, premium 
online information resources for tens of thousands of institutions worldwide, representing millions of end-users.” 
(“EBSCO Publishing”, 2011) Readers Advisory Service, on the other hand, was very expensive in terms of labor, as 
three professional reference librarians were hired to conduct this service. 

 
The strategy employed to use Internet memes was further utilized to market openings for student assistantships, 

changes in schedule, and new collaborative spaces within the library. In 2011, posters of these memes were posted 
on the social networking sites of the institution. These were augmented by printed posters situated inside strategic 
places within the building, such as elevator waiting areas, computer terminals, and doorways.  

 
2.2.1 Marketing Underutilized Services 
 
EBSCO off-campus online database access would allow students to view and download e-articles in the comforts 

of their own home. Thus, the library is able to provide service even after the working hours of its employees. While 
this is a useful service for students, there is still room for improvement in terms of usage statistics. Pre-
implementation, there were only 1,417 password requests. This reflects low usage if these figures will be compared 
to the 10,000 students of the University. In the same manner, Readers Advisory Services, or one-on-one 
consultations with librarians is one of the standard reference services offered by academic libraries, yet the Rizal 
Library only garnered two during the year 2010-2011. 
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26. Table 1. Usage of Underutilized Services 

Service Pre-implementation Post-implementation Increase 

EBSCO Off-campus Password Requests  1417 1972 39% 

Readers Advisory Requestors 2 52 2500% 

 
 
After implementation of the project, a significant improvement in usage of the two services was observed, as 

password requests increased by 39%. On the other hand, the number of Readers Advisory requestors recorded a 
2500% increase, rising to 52 sign-ups in 2011-2012, after the strategy has been implemented. 

27.  

28. Table 2. Extent of Reach of Memes for Underutilized Services 

Service Likes Shares 

EBSCO Off-campus Access 406 285 

Readers Advisory Service 545 147 

 
 
The memes for the two aforementioned services were posted on the Rizal Library’s social networking accounts. 

The poster for the EBSCO off-campus access garnered 406 “likes” and 285 “shares” on Facebook, while the poster 
for Readers Advisory Service acquired 545 “likes” and 147 “shares”. 

 
2.2.1 Use of Memes for Announcements 
 
The Rizal Library has had openings for student assistants for the past couple of years, but had no applicants for 

the posts. In the same manner, students were being informed by the library of changes in schedule, but only a few 
have been reached by the said announcements. Thus, it has been decided that the same strategy implemented to 
promote the aforementioned underutilized services be used for important announcements as well. Results show a 
positive outcome, as post-implementation, the institution has received 91 applicants and counting.  

 

29. Table 3. Extent of Reach of Memes for Announcements 

Service Likes Shares 

Term Break Opening 317 71 

Roodeck Study Hall Availability 119 105 

Student Assistantship Program 251 75 
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In applying memes to its announcements, the Rizal Library has achieved a farther-reaching effect for its posts, 
with its audience “sharing” or “reblogging” the posts, hereby helping extend the reach of the announcements. 
Announcements have also increased their reach exponentially, with 317 “likes” and 71 “shares” for the term break 
schedule announcement, and 119 “likes” and 105 “shares” for the availability of the Roofdeck Study Hall. 

Conclusion 

Memes proved to be a very effective means of conveying a message to the Rizal Library’s clients. With an 
expanding followership for its social media accounts, and a continuing popularity for Internet memes, the Rizal 
Library intends to continue using this medium to promote its other services and collection. In the same manner, the 
institution shall continue to use memes to post announcements and exploit the multiplier effect of this method. The 
Facebook account of the Rizal Library now has over 7,000 likes, and its Twitter account has garnered over 5,000 
followers, and an increasing trend is foreseen for the academic years to come.  
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Appendix D. Internet Memes Used for Underutilized Services 

F.1. EBSCO Off-campus Access Password 
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Readers Advisory Service 
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Appendix G. Internet Memes Used for Announcements 
 

Term Break Opening 

 

Roofdeck Study Hall Availability 
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Student Assistantship Program 
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Abstract 

The aim of this study is to analyse problematic internet usage of university students according to pyscho-social 
features (loneliness and shyness) and gender. Survey model is used for this research. To collect data; personel 
information form, problematic internet usage scale, UCLA-loneliness scale and shyness scale were applied for 601 
students who are from different DepaUWPHQWV� RI� )DFXOW\� RI� (GXFDWLRQ� DW� )ÕUDW� 8QLYHUVLW\�� 7R� DQDO\VH� WKHVH� GDWD�
correlation, t test, one way variance (ANOVA) analysis and Scheffe test were used. Results revealed that 
problematic internet usage was significantly associated with loneliness (r=.35) and shyness (r=.31). Furthermore, 
there were significant differences between problematic internet usage and independent variables (gender, loneliness 
and shyness). The results of the study were discussed together with the results of different studies and suggestions 
were made. 

 
Keywords: Problematic internet usage, loneliness, shyness. 

 

Introduction 

Today which is called technology era, it is a reality that technology makes our lives easier. Internet comes 
first among these technologies which makes our life easier. Besides providing easy access to information, internet 
offers online shopping, online banking and communication by social networks. While providing these facilities, it 
has some risk factors which can effect our lives in negative ways. The most important of them is the problematic 
usage of internet as a risk of human life. 

Beard and Wolf (2001) defined problematic internet usage (PIU) as use of the internet that creates psychological, 
social, school, and/or work difficulties in a person's life. PIU is a multidimensional syndrome consisting of cognitive 
and behavioural symptoms that result in negative social, academic, or professional consequences (Caplan 2002, 
2003; Davis, 2001; Davis, Flett, & Besser 2002; Morahan, Martin & Schumacher, 2003, cited in Caplan, 2005). 
According to Young (1996) problematic internet users who spare little time for real people in life prefer to spend 
time alone on computer. The definition of problematic internet usage focuses on variations in one’s life. 
A variable which studied with problematic internet usage is loneliness. Loneliness is generally defined as being 
physically alone in a society.  A person can feel the loneliness despite being with others. Thus, the reason of 
loneliness is because of insufficient social relationships anG� VDWLVIDFWLRQ� WDNHQ� IURP� WKHVH� UHODWLRQVKLSV� �%XOXú��
2007).  Engelberg and Sjoberg (2004) have found that there is a positive relationship between internet addiction and 
loneliness and negative relationship between social episodes and internet addiction. Nalwa and Anand (2003) has 
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found that addicted internet users are much more lonely comparing non addicted ones. Whang, Lee and Chang 
(2003) reported that Internet addiction group had higher degree of loneliness and depressed mood compared with the 
non-addicts group. In a different study, Deniz and Tutgun (2010) found that there is a correlation between loneliness 
levels and problematic internet usage of prospective teachers studying at education faculties. 
Another variable which studied with problematic internet usage is shyness. Definition of Melchoir and Cheek (1990) 
is that shyness is an anxious preoccupation of the self in response to real or imagined social interaction and is 
associated with heightened self-consciousness during self-presentation and evaluation situations. Yuen, Lavin, 
Weinman and Kozak (2004) applied online questionnaire to assess Internet dependency and shyness. The results 
demonstrated the predicted interaction such that shyness level for nondependents did not differ online or in face-to-
face (FTF) interactions. However, dependents’ shyness was greater in FTF interactions relative to online 
interpersonal exchanges. The research Yang and Tung (2007) applied in Thaiwan shows that students with 
personalities characterized by dependence, shyness, depression and low self-esteem are more likely to become 
addicted than students without these characteristics. 
  
Aim of study 
The aim of this study is to examine problematic internet usage of university students at the age of 16-24, which are 
the most common internet users’ age range in Turkey (Turkish Statistical Institute, 2012) , according to pyscho-
social features (loneliness and shyness) and gender.   

 
2. Method 
2.1. Sample 
The sample group of this study is 601 students from different Departments of Faculty of Education at Firat 
University. 328 (%54,6) of the students are female, 273 (%45,4)  of them are male, average age of students is 22,35 
(Sd:1,07). 
 
2.2. Instruments  
Problematic Internet Usage Scale (PIUS): The PIUS was developed by Ceyhan, Ceyhan and Gürcan (2007) with 
the assumption that the severity of Internet use shows continuity from normal to pathological use. The PIUS consists 
of 33 items rated on a five point scale. The high scores on the scale indicate that an individual’s Internet usage is too 
unhealthy in that it may affect his or her life negatively and it may increase the tendency to addiction. According to 
the validity and reliability studies, the PIUS is a valid and reliable instrument which can be used to measure 
university students’ problematic computing behaviour (Ceyhan, Ceyhan & Gürcan, 2007). In the present study, the 
internal consistency coefficient of the scale was computed as .91. 
 UCLA Loneliness Scale (UCLA-LS): UCLA Loneliness Scale was developed by Russell, Peplau and Cutrona 
(1980); the validity and reliability of its adapted version is tested by Demir (1989). The scale measures the overall 
feelings of loneliness in individuals through a self-report Likert-type scale comprised of 20 items. 10 of these items 
are positive statements and the rest are negative statements. The scale reports range from 20 to 80 where higher 
scores mean a higher degree of feelings of loneliness. Reliability of the scale is reported as .96. In the present study, 
the internal consistency coefficient of the scale was computed as .85. 
Shyness Scale (SS): The SS used in the study was developed by Cheek (1983) as a revision of the original shyness 
scale developed by Cheek and Buss (1981). It measures the inhibition and discomfort that people experience in the 
presence of others. The scale contains 13 items, each of which consists of five response options in a Likert-type 
format and anchored by ‘‘very uncharacteristic or untrue, strongly disagree’’ and ‘‘very characteristic or true, 
strongly agree.’’ The Cronbach alpha reported for the revised scale was .90. Shyness scores on the revised scale 
were also correlated substantially (r= .68) with the aggregated ratings of subjects’ shyness as provided by three to 
five close friends and family members (Leary, 1991). The scale was translated into Turkish, and reliability and 
validity studies of the scale were carried out with a Turkish sample of 300 university students (Gungor, 2001). The 
result of the construct validity study, using principal component analysis with varimax rotation, showed that the 
scale had one identifiable dimension. After this study, a new form of the scale consisted of 20 items. The result of 
the reliability study showed that the test-retest correlation coefficient was .83. Gungor (2001) reported internal 
consistency reliability for the scale as .91. In the present study, the internal consistency coefficient of the scale was 
computed as .89. 
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2.3. Procedure   
Survey model is used for this research and to collect data; personal information form, PIUS, UCLA-LS and SS were 
applied to students from different Departments of Faculty oI�(GXFDWLRQ�DW�)ÕUDW�8QLYHUVLW\��8&/$-LS and SS were 
categorised by using mean and standard deviation as low, middle and high. Correlation test, t test and one way 
variance (ANOVA) were used in this study. Furthermore, to find out the differences among groups, Scheffe test was 
used. 
 
3. Findings 
Table 1. Means, standard deviations, correlations, and alpha reliabilities for variables. 

 1 2 3 Cronbach's Alpha 
1.PIU 1   .91 
2.UCLA-LS .35* 1  .85 
3. SS .31* .50* 1 .89 
Mean 70,9 39,3 54,5  
Standart Deviation 20,7 9,8 15,4  

*p<.01 
As seen in Table-1, the results indicated that there is a positive relationship between problematic internet usage and 
loneliness (r=.35). It has been found that there is a positive relationship between problematic internet usage and 
shyness (r=.31). Furthermore there is a positive relationship between loneliness and shyness (r=.50).  
 
 

Table 2. Means, standart deviations and t values of problematic internet usage of university students according to gender 

 Gender   
 Female Male   
 (n=328) (n=273) t p 
 X       Sd X       Sd 

 

PIU 68,4      20,9 73,8      20,1 -3,249 .001* 
*p<.05 
 
Table-2 show that there is a significant difference between males and females in relation to problematic internet 
usage (t(599)=-3,249; p<.05). When these results analysed, it is seen that problematic internet usage of males 
( x =73,8, Sd=20,1) is higher than the females ( x =68,4,Sd=20,9).   
 
Table 3. Means, standart deviations and F values of problematic internet usage of university students according to levels of loneliness  

 Levels of Loneliness    
 Low Middle High F p Difference 
 (n=113) (n=380) (n=108)   H>M 
 X        Sd X         Sd X         Sd 

  H>L 

PIU 63,3     17,7 70,4         20,1 80,2        22,5 19,582 .000* M>L 
*p<.05 
 
As seen in Table-3, the result showed that significant difference was found between problematic internet usage and 
levels of loneliness (F(2-598)= 19,582; p<.05). Scheffe test was performed to determine the groups which caused 
difference. The results showed that problematic internet usage is higher for the student who feel lonely in high level 
when it is compared with middle and low levels. Furthermore, problematic internet usage is higher for students who 
feel lonely in the middle level than who feel in the low level.  

 
Table 4. Means, standart deviations and F values of problematic internet usage of university students according to levels of shyness 

 Levels of Shyness    
 Low Middle High F p Differences 
 (n=103) (n=401) (n=97)   H>M 
 X        Sd X         Sd X         Sd 

  H>L 

PIU 63,8      19,6 71,2     19,4 77      24,5 10,713 .000* M>L 
*p<.05 
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As seen in Table-4, the result showed that significant difference was found between problematic internet usage and 
levels of shyness (F(2-598)= 10,713; p<.05). Scheffe test was performed to determine the groups which caused 
difference. The results showed that problematic internet usage is higher for he student who is shy in high level when 
it is compared with middle and low levels. Furthermore, problematic internet usage is higher for students who is shy 
in the middle level than who is in the low level.  
 
4. Results and discussion 
 
This study examined the relationship between problematic internet usage and pyscho-social features (loneliness and 
shyness). Furthermore, problematic internet usage was examined according to independent variables (gender, levels 
of loneliness and shyness).  
When the problematic internet usage was examined according to gender, there was a significant difference between 
males and females in relation to problematic internet usage (t(599)=-3,249; p<.05).  When this result was analysed, 
problematic internet usage of males ( x =73,8, Sd=20,1)  was higher than the females ( x =68,4 Sd=20,9). This 
finding is consistent with the finding in literature (Bakken, Wenzel, Götestam, Johansson & Øren, 2009; Balta & 
Horzum, 2008; Bulut-6HULQ���������&KRL��������/L�	�&KXQJ�������2GDFÕ�& .DONDQ��������7DKLUR÷OX��dHOLN��8]HO��
Özcan & $YFÕ�� ������ The reason of higher problematic internet usage of males can be considered as effect of 
culture. Male in Turkey can access internet easier than female in Turkey. Some other studies show that there are no 
significant difference between male and female users (Ceyhan, 2010; Hall & Parsons, 2001; Ferraro, Caci, D’Amico 
& Blasi , 2007; Subrahmanyam K & /LQ�*����������,Q�DQRWKHU�VWXG\��'R÷DQ��,úÕNODU�DQG�(UR÷OX����������IRXQG�WKDW�
the level of problematic internet usage of females were higher than males. 
When the relationship between problematic internet usage and loneliness of university students was examined, it 
was found that there was positive moderately relationship (r=.35). Besides when the problematic internet usage is 
examined according to levels of loneliness, it was found that there was significant difference (F(2-598)=19,582; 
p<.05). According to this significant difference it was found that problematic internet usage was higher for the 
student who felt lonely in high level when it was compared with middle and low levels. Furthermore problematic 
internet usage is higher for students who feel lonely in the middle level than who feel in the low level. One hand 
WKHVH�ILQGLQJV�DUH�FRQVLVWHQW�ZLWK�WKH�ILQGLQJV�RWKHU�VWXGLHV�LQ�OLWHUDWXUH���%DWÕJ�Q�& +DVWD��������%R]R÷ODQ��'HPLUHU 
& ùDKLQ�� ������ &DSODQ�� ������ (QJHOEHUJ��& Sjoberg, 2004; Esen, 2010; Moody, 2001; Nalwa & Anand, 2003; 
2GDFÕ�& Kalkan,2010; Özcan & Buzlu,2007; Wang, Lee & Chang, 2003). On the other hand some studies’ results 
are not consistent with the results obtained from this research. (Dittman, 2004; Subrahmanyam & Lin, 2007). 
According to these results, it was mentioned that as the level of feeling loneliness gets higher, problematic internet 
usage gets higher too and there were positive significant relation between loneliness and problematic internet usage. 
The reason of relationship between loneliness and problematic internet usage can be thought as a result of accepting 
people of internet without any condition. Furthermore, spending time on the internet limits the time for face to face 
relationship with other people. This situation causes low social interaction and loneliness in society. According to 
Moody (2001), although internet is used as communication tool, it affects people’s social being in negative way.  
When the relationship between problematic internet usage and shyness of university students was examined, it was 
found that there was positive moderately relationship (r=.31). When the problematic internet usage is examined 
according to levels of shyness, it was found that there was a significant difference (F(2-598)= 10,713; p<.05). 
According to this significant difference it was found that problematic internet usage was higher for the students who 
were shy in high level when it was compared with middle and low levels. Furthermore problematic internet usage 
was higher for students who were shy in the middle level than who were in the low level. These findings are 
consistent with the findings other studies in literature (Caplan, 2002; Chak & Leung, 2004; Ebeling-Witte, Frank & 
Lester, 2007; Yang & Tung; 2007; Yuen et al., 2004). Internet may be so attractive for shy individuals because they 
disguise their identities easily and live less anxiety in internet. This situation may increase the possibility that those 
individuals may isolate from the social life. 
An increase in problematic internet usage due to the increase in loneliness and shyness level, which influence 
interrelationship among individuals negatively, is a notable finding of this study. In accordance with these findings, 
individual or group counselling can be provided for students to improve their interpersonal capabilities. Also, 
Implementation of social skills education may be effective in reducing loneliness and shyness. Furthermore, these 
programs may have indirect effect in prevention of problematic internet usage. 
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Abstract 

With the advent of the computer technologies, we are increasingly encountering these technologies in every field of 
life. The fact that the computer technology is so much interwoven with the daily life makes it necessary to investigate certain 
psychological attitudes of those working with computers towards computers. As this study is limited to the impact of technology 
on education, anxiety, out of certain psychological attitudes, was investigated within it. The investigation was on the vocational 
high-school students’ computer-related anxiety, and as a data collection instrument, the Computer Anxiety Scale was used. The 
Computer Anxiety Scale was conducted on 265 students receiving education at various departments in the Tunceli Vocational 
School of Tunceli University. It was observed as a result that gender is a variable that did not make any meaningful difference for 
the computer anxiety, while the type of education received, grade, receiving computer education and having a computer may 
mean meaningful differences in terms of various sub-factors and the whole scale itself.  It is necessary to determine the level of 
computer anxiety, and keep it under control while receiving computer education or while learning with computers.    
Keywords: Undergraduate study, Computer anxiety, learning with computers, Vocational High-school students 

INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of the computer technologies, we are increasingly encountering these technologies in every field 
of life. The fact that the computer technology is so much interwoven with the daily life makes it necessary to 
investigate certain psychological attitudes of those working with computers towards computers. One of these 
psychological attitudes is computer anxiety. Howard and Smith (1986) define the computer anxiety as “the tendency 
of a person to experience a level of uneasiness over his or her impending use of a computer”.  

In the relevant literature, the anxiety is mentioned together with such behaviors as keeping off computers, 
abstaining from computers and computer phobias. The computer anxiety is classified as a special kind of anxiety, 
and such various types of it as sense of frustration, possibility of shame, disappointment and experiencing fear of 
obscurity are mentioned (Orr, 2009). Moreover, such findings as that the computer anxiety leads to decrease in 
success and in effort for success (Phelps and Ellis, 2009) seem to have been obtained. Keen (1998) mentions the 
existence of a social dimension for the computer anxiety, and states that such expressions during learning as “you 
cannot do it”, “you cannot be successful” are effective on the computer anxiety. Saade and Kira (2009) emphasize 
that feelings like disappointment, frustration, worry, etc. will affect not only the interaction with computers but also 
productivity��OHDUQLQJ�VRFLDO�UHODWLRQV�DQG�LQGLYLGXDO�ZHOIDUH�LQ�JHQHUDO��,Q�DGGLWLRQ��dDNÕUR÷OX��������GZHOOV�RQ�WKH�
computer anxiety in terms of human physiology, and claims that the computer anxiety has some symptoms like 
sweating, dampening of hands, stomachache, difficulty in breathing or feeling of suffocation, palpitation and strain 
of lips. Other than the computer anxiety, frustration, regret, disappointment and feeling of panic are said to be other 
affective hinders that computer instructors encounter (Burkett, Compton and Burkett, 2001).  

All of the above-mentioned research findings clearly show that the computer anxiety should be taken into account 
in learning activities conducted with computers. In this study, the computer anxiety was dealt with in terms of the 
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students of Vocational school. Thus, the general aim of the study can said to be the investigation of the Vocational 
school students’ computer anxiety. In accordance with this aim, the Vocational school students’ opinions about the 
computer anxiety were compared in terms of such variables as gender, type of education received, grade, experience 
of computer education and having a computer. 

METHOD 

The design of this study can said to be a survey model. As Karasar (2009:76) puts it, it is aimed to describe past or 
present situations in the survey model. The survey model is resorted to in the case of larger samples differently from 
other research designs (Büyüköztürk et al., 2008:177). 

The sample of the study consists of 265 students receiving education at various departments of the Tunceli 
Vocational School of Tunceli University. 200 of these students are females (75.5 %), and 65 of them are males (24.5 
%). 160 of the students are in the first year (60.5 %), while 105 of them (39.5 %) are in the second year of their 
study. The students are from 7 different programs. The ages of the students range from 16 to 28, and the age mean is 
22.13.  

The data collection instrument used in the study is the Computer Anxiety Scale developed by Heinssen, Glass and 
Knight (1987), and adapted by Tuncer (2012). As a result of the adaptation of the scale, it was observed that the 
scale is made up of 13 items and three dimensions. Altogether with this three-factor structure of the scale, 56.045 % 
of the total variance is explained. The scale is made up of these three factors: anxiety due to lack of learning, anxiety 
due to fear of making mistakes and uncertainty-based anxiety. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for the whole scale 
is .75.  

FINDINGS 

The student’s opinions gathered with the application of the Computer Anxiety Scale were compared in terms of 
such variables as gender, type of education received, grade, experience of computer education and having a 
computer. The independent groups t-test results of the students’ opinions about the computer anxiety in terms of 
gender variable are given in Table 1 below.  

Table 1: Comparison of the Opinions about Computer Anxiety in terms of Gender  

  Levene’s test  T test 
Dimension Gender n X  SS F p df T p 

Anxiety due to lack of learning Female  200 4,02 ,85 1,433 ,232 263 1,068 ,286 Male 65 3,90 ,80 
Anxiety due to fear of making mistakes Female  200 2,87 1,09 ,105 ,746 263 -,789 ,431 Male 65 2,99 1,07 

Uncertainty-based anxiety Female 200 3,09 ,93 ,359 ,550 263 -,685 ,494 Male 65 3,18 ,92 

The Whole Scale Female  200 3,45 ,62 ,774 ,380 263 ,005 ,996 Male 65 3,45 ,56 
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As it is seen in Table 1, the opinions about the computer anxiety were compared in terms of the gender variable, 
and no meaningful difference was observed in any dimension of the scale and in the whole scale itself.  

Another variable that was investigated within the study is the type of education received. There are two groups of 
students in this regard: the students attending school in daytime (Normal education) and those ones, which entered 
the school with relatively lower exam-marks, attending school in the evening (Evening education). The results of the 
independent groups t-test, by which the students’ opinions were compared, and of the Mann Whitney U test, which 
is resorted to when the distribution is not homogenous, are summarized in Table 2 below.  

Table 2: Comparison of the Opinions about Computer Anxiety in terms of the Type of Education 

       Levene’s test  T test 
Dimension Education type n X  SS F p df t p 

Anxiety due to lack of learning Normal ed.  172 4,10 ,77 5,311 ,022* 263 U=6931,50 
Evening ed. 93 3,79 ,92 p=,008* 

Anxiety due to fear of making mistakes Normal ed.  172 2,90 1,09 ,000 ,988 263 ,032 ,972 Evening ed. 93 2,89 1,07 
Uncertainty-based anxiety Normal ed.  172 3,12 ,89 ,948 ,331 263 ,031 ,975 Evening ed. 93 3,11 ,99 

The Whole Scale Normal ed.  172 3,50 ,55 5,684 ,018* 263 U=7790,00 
Evening ed. 93 3,36 ,69 p= ,205 

*p<.05 

According to Table 2, there is only a meaningful difference of opinions, in terms of the education type, in the 
“anxiety due to lack of learning” factor of the scale in favor of the students of normal education (U=6931.50, p<.05).  
No other meaningful differences were observed in other dimensions of the scale in terms of the education type 
variable. 

The grade of study was determined to be another variable that should be investigated within this research study. 
For, it was aimed to investigate the state of computer anxiety of both those who had just started receiving 
undergraduate study and taking information technologies courses, and those who would be graduated in a short time 
with a relatively more informed mind in this sense. The results of the independent groups t-test which compares 
these students’ opinions about the computer anxiety in terms of the grade variable are given in Table 3 below.  

Table 3: Comparison of the Opinions about Computer Anxiety in terms of Grade 

  Levene’s test  T test 
Dimension Grade n X  SS F p df t p 

Anxiety due to lack of learning 1st Year  160 4,07 ,811 ,778 ,379 263 1,818 ,070 2nd Year 105 3,88 ,871 
Anxiety due to fear of making mistakes 1st Year  160 2,98 1,05 ,927 ,336 263 1,453 ,147 2nd Year 105 2,78 1,12 

Uncertainty-based anxiety 1st Year  160 3,00 ,88 ,994 ,320 263 -2,447 ,015* 2nd Year 105 3,28 ,97 

The Whole Scale 1st Year  160 3,49 ,61 ,003 ,956 263 1,091 ,276 2nd Year 105 3,40 ,61 

As a result of the analyses, there is only a meaningful difference of opinions in the “uncertainty-based anxiety” 
dimension of the scale in favor of the second-year students (t(263)=-2,447, p<.05). No other meaningful differences 
were observed in other dimensions of the scale in this regard. 

There were also comparisons of those students who had somehow received computer education before and those 
who had never received any computer education before. Thus, it was thought that there could be an answer for the 
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question “Does having a knowledge of computers affect the computer anxiety?”. In the analyses done in this sense, 
it was observed that there is only a meaningful difference of opinions in the “anxiety due to fear of making 
mistakes” factor of the scale in favor of those who had not received any computer education before (t(263)= -2,752, 
p<.05). The results of this analysis are given in Table 4 below.  

Table 4: Comparison of the Opinions about Computer Anxiety in terms of Experience of Computer Education  

 Levene’s 
test 

 T test 

Have you received any computer education? n X  SS F p df t p 
Anxiety due to fear of making 

mistakes 
Yes  140 2,75 1,11 1,688 ,195 263 -2,752 ,006* No 125 3,11 1,01 

The last variable whose effect was investigated within the study is the case of having a computer. The computer 
anxiety-related opinions of those who have a computer and those who do not have any were compared and 
summarized in Table 5 below.   

Table 5: Comparison of the Opinions about Computer Anxiety in terms of having a Computer  

  Levene’s test  T test 
Do you have a computer? n X  SS F p df t p 

Anxiety due to fear of making 
mistakes 

Yes 107 2,58 1,06 
,170 ,681 263 -3,919 ,000* No 158 3,10 1,05 

The whole Scale Yes 107 3,40 ,49 8,621 ,004*  U=7588,500 
No 158 3,49 ,67 P=,035* 

The analyses show that there are meaningful differences of opinions in the “anxiety due to fear of making mistakes” 
dimension of the scale (t(263)=-3,919, p<.05) and in the whole scale itself (U=7588,500, p<.05) in favor of those 
who do not have a computer.  

DISCUSSION 

On evaluating the overall findings of the study, it was identified that gender is a variable that did not make any 
meaningful difference for the computer anxiety, while the other variables may mean meaningful differences in terms 
of various sub-factors and the whole scale itself. This finding regarding gender is opposite to the findings of the 
study carried out by Chen (1986). Chen (1986) concludes that males have more positive attitudes towards computers 
than females, and they have less computer anxiety. On the other hand, Loyd, Loyd and Gressard (1987) claim 
something totally opposite to this idea. Rosen, Sears and Weil (1987), Tuncer (2010) and Badagliacco (1990) 
conclude in parallel with this research that gender is not effective on the computer anxiety. 

Upon the comparisons in terms of the grade variable, a meaningful difference was found on behalf of the second-
year students in the “uncertainty-based anxiety” dimension of the computer anxiety scale; whereas Tuncer (2010) 
concludes that there is no any meaningful difference in terms of the computer anxiety according to the grade 
variable. 

Another find of the study is that having experience of computer education is effective on the computer anxiety. 
There is a meaningful difference of opinions on behalf of those having not received any computer education in the 
“anxiety due to fear of making mistakes” factor of the scale. According to Chua, Chen and Wong (1999), Harris and 
Davison (1999), Computer training courses or computer education reduce the computer anxiety temporarily. 
However, according to Gos (1996), Safford and Worthington (1999), the computer anxiety increases with the 
LQFUHDVH�RI�VNLOOV�LQ�WKLV�VHQVH��$FFRUGLQJ�WR�$UÕNDQ��������DQG�$NNXú��������WKH�FRmputer anxiety decreases with 
the increase of computer experience.      
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Learning in this sense is negatively affected with the increase in such anxieties as failure to accomplish the 
learning task, encountering bad situations, inability to achieve the objeFWLYHV��%DúDUDQ�������������7KHUHIRUH��ZKLOH�
receiving computer education or learning with computers, to determine the level of the computer anxiety and to keep 
it under control will enhance learning productivity.  
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Abstract 

This study intends to explore the role played by J-QAF and Islam Education teachers in achieving the objective of complete 
recitation of the Quran (Khatam al-Quran) by primary school pupils. The study is focussed on teachers involved in the teaching 
of J-QAF first level pupils in 2005,  now in their fourth year of primary school. The teachers involved have used the best possible 
strategy and technique in their lessons in order to ensure that Muslims pupils would be able to accomplish Khatam al-Quran 
while at primary school. Among fourth year pupils, there are some who have achieved complete recitation. However, this has 
been accomplished through a combination of the pupils' recitation at home as well as in school. Although some pupils have 
completed, there are still (many) pupils at the level of Iqra' books 1, 2 and 3. So this study is intended to discover the reality of 
the teaching of J-QAF since it was introduced in 2005. 
 
Keywords: Khatam Al-Quran; Islamic Curriculum; Malaysia 

INTRODUCTION 

The J-QAF programme was based on an idea proposed specifically by the Prime Minister of Malaysia during his 
visit to the Ministry of Education Malaysia on the 30th of December 2003. The proposal was considered in detail at 
a J-QAF seminar organized by the Ministry of Education from the 3rd to the 5th of March 2004.   The J-QAF 
programme was implemented on an experimental basis in a pilot project for 3 months ending in July 2004.  The 
Prime Minister subsequently agreed for this programme to be implemented from school year 2005. 

The J-QAF programme is an effort to strengthen Islamic Education through special emphasis in the teaching of 
the Jawi script, the Quran, Arabic Language and Fardu Ain at the primary school level.  The implementation of this 
programme involves the use of its own distinctive curriculum, models and modules.  Specialist teachers are used for 
remedial teaching, guidance, skill development, strengthening, enrichment and subject appreciation among pupils.  
The implementation of the programme uses the present timetable allocations. 

Nevertheless, this study will only focus on matters related to the Khatam al-Quran (Complete Recitation) 
programme in primary schools and on the role of teachers in achieving this objective.10 pt) Here introduce the paper, 
and put a nomenclature if necessary, in a box with the same font size as the rest of the paper. The paragraphs 
continue from here and are only separated by headings, subheadings, images and formulae.  The section headings are 
arranged by numbers, bold and 10 pt.  Here follows further instructions for authors. 

 
1.1. J-QAF KHATAM AL-QURAN MODULE 
 
According to the "Panduan Dasar dan Pelaksanaan J-QAF" (J-QAF Policy and Implementation Guide), JAPIM 
(2008), the recitation of the Quran is currently being taught as part of Islamic Education under the category Quran 
Recitation guidance.  However it does not stress learning until completion of the Quran because that would require 
continuous guidance using an adequate number of teachers in proportion to the number of pupils, using the talaqqi 
and mushafahah approach (that is, by a method of learning where each student directly faces his teacher, who shall 
listen to the student's recitation, correct any mistakes, and demonstrate the correct and proper way of reciting).  As 
such, the subject of Islamic Education in schools is only geared towards the ability to recite the Quran, while the 
aspect of  complete recitation of the entire Quran (khatam) is not emphasized but left instead to society to deal with.  
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2.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
According to the "Panduan Dasar dan Pelaksanaan J-QAF" (J-QAF Policy and Implementation Guide), JAPIM 
(2008), the recitation of the Quran is currently being taught as part of Islamic Education under the category Quran 
Recitation guidance.  However it does not stress learning until completion of the whole Quran because that would 
require continuous guidance using an adequate number of teachers in proportion to the number of pupils, using the 
talaqqi and mushafahah approach (that is, by a method of learning where each student directly faces his teacher, 
who shall listen to the student's recitation, correct any mistakes, and demonstrate the correct and proper way of 
reciting).  As such, the subject of Islamic Education in schools is only geared towards ability to recite the Quran, 
while the aspect of  complete recitation of the entire Quran (khatam) is not emphasized but left instead to society to 
deal with. 
 
 In order to achieve the objective of Khatam al-Quran at the primary school level, several Khatam al-Quran 
modules have been introduced into the J-QAF programme:- 
 
A. 6 Months Khatam al-Quran model during the Teaching and Learning (T & L) time-period for the first 6 

months. 
B. Recitation of Quran guidance during the T & L period for the second 6 months. 
C. Tasmik Module outside the T & L period. 
D. Regularly scheduled Quran Literacy camps outside of school hours 
 
2.2. SURVEY OF BOOKS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE MOE J-QAF PROGRAMME 
 
The J-QAF Khatam al-Quran programme consists of 4 models as follows: - 
 
A. 6 months Model implemented according to the established guidelines using the currently allocated  time period 
for Islamic Education (IE).  This model will use the talaqqi and mushafahah approach.   Pupils who have yet to 
acquire the ability to recite the Quran will be taught using the IQRA' method, while those who can already recite 
will be allowed to proceed using the 6 month Khatam al-Quran model.  The 6 month Khatam al-Quran model will 
use the time allocated for IE, that is 4 periods (a week) for the first 6 months each year, from Year One to Year Six.  
At the same time, those pupils who have yet to acquire the ability to recite the Quran will continue using the IQRA’ 
method. 
 
B. Quran Recitation Guidance is a continuation for the 6 month Khatam al-Quran model described earlier. In 
the second 6 month period, Quran Recitation Guidance will use 3 periods (a week) for Year One and 2 periods for 
Year 2 to Year Six. The following is a summary of the allocation of time for the two activities above throughout the 
year:- 
 
Table 1 Allocation of time for the 6 month khatam al-quran and recitation guidance 
 
Year First 6 months (Khatam al-Quran) Second 6 months (Recitation Guidance) 
Year 1 4 periods a week 3 periods a week 
Year 2 4 periods a week 2 periods a week 
Year 3 4 periods a week 2 periods a week 
Year 4 4 periods a week 2 periods a week 
Year 5 4 periods a week 2 periods a week 
Year 6 4 periods a week 2 periods a week 
 
C. The Tasmik Model is carried out outside of normal school hours depending on the suitability (of the time), 
convenience of pupils and availability of Tasmik teachers comprising J-QAF and IE teachers, as well as teachers of 
other subjects who have the ability.  The Tasmik teachers have to be officially appointed by the school. The Tasmik 
Model is a programme for guiding and recording the progress of pupils through the Iqra' method books and the 
pupils' individual recitation based on a scheduled programme to enable each pupil to complete the recitation of the 
whole Quran.  

Among the objectives of the Tasmik model is to guide the pupil to recite the Quran with tajweed and 
subsequently for the pupil to achieve recitation of all 30 parts of the Quran during his years in primary school.  This 
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is a programme to strengthen the 6 month Khatam al-Quran model and the Recitation Guidance programmes outside 
of the normal school time-table. 
 
D. The Quran Literacy Camp has been likewise created as a strengthening activity for the Tasmik Model above.  
It has been created to overcome the problem of  weak pupils who are still at the level of the Iqra' books 1, 2 and 3, 
while the other pupils in general are already able to progress to recite the Quran proper. The weak pupils will be 
identified by means of  a screening test so that only the weak pupils are selected to participate in the camp and thus 
special attention can be given to them. The time for holding the camp will be determined by the school concerned. 
Usually the camp is held during the weekend or during school vacation.  
 
2.3. LEARNING OBJECTIVES OF THE J-QAF KHATAM AL-QURAN MODULE 
 
From interviews with MoE sources, the MoE  is hopeful that by means of the the Khatam al-Quran subject pupils 
will have the ability:  
 
A. To recite the verses of the Quran, articulating correctly every letter from its point of articulation. 
B. To recite the verses of the Quran by applying correctly all  the rules of Tajweed 
C. To recite the verses of the Quran smoothly and fluently. 
D. To complete the recitation of the whole Quran while at primary school. 
 
All the four objectives mentioned above shall be attempted through the 4 teaching and learning strategies of the J-
QAF Khatam al-Quran model as in the table below: - 
 
Table 2: J-QAF Teacher’s Teaching Strategy 
 

 
 

3. PARTICIPANTS AND PLACE OF STUDY 
 

This study has been carried out as a case study in order to enable the researcher to investigate and make detailed 
observations as suggested by Fraenkel (1996).  As such, the teaching strategies and techniques can be looked at in 
depth although the study involves only a small number of respondents. In this study, the most important factor in 
determining the researcher's choice of participants/ respondents and locations is that the teacher comes from a school 
that was involved in J-QAF first layer in 2005, where the pupils should be in year 4 (in 2008). The following is a list 
of the schools served by the teachers who were interviewed: - 
 
x A teacher from Sekolah Kebangsaan Toh Indera Wangsa Ahmad, Batu Gajah, Perak who was involved in the J-

QAF first layer, 2005. There are 1429 pupils in the school and the number of Muslim year 4 students is 182. 
This school has a total of 6 Islamic Religious Education teachers and the number of J-QAF teachers is 7. The 
respondent/ participant is the writer's own younger sibling who has served as an Islamic Education teacher at 
various national primary schools for 18 years. 

x A teacher from Sekolah Kebangsaan Seri Aman, Pokok Assam, Taiping, Perak nvolved in the J-QAF first layer, 
2005. There are 680 pupils in the school and the number of Muslim year 4 students is 83. This school has a total 
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of 7 Islamic Religious Education teachers and the number of J-QAF teachers is 6. The participant is also a 
younger sibling of the writer's who has served as a J-QAF teacher since it was introduced in 2005. 

x A teacher from Sekolah Kebangsaan Riam Batu Dua, Kem Sri Miri, Miri, Sarawak. There are 515 pupils in the 
school and the number of Muslim year 4 students is 49. The participant is the wife of an acquaintance of the 
writer's who has served as a J-QAF teacher since it was introduced in 2005.  

x A teacher from Sekolah Kebangsaan Bandar Samariang, Kuching Sarawak. There are 1403 pupils in the school 
and the number of Muslim year 4 students is 184. The participant is an acquaintance of the writer's who has 
served as a J-QAF teacher since it was introduced in 2005. 

 
The writer took the opportunity to interview all the above respondents during the 2008 Eid al-Fitr holidays, 

when all the respondents were back in their hometown. 
4. STUDY FINDINGS 
 
4.1. TEACHING STRATEGY FOR J-QAF KHATAM AL-QURAN MODULE  
 
The writer finds that there are only 2 Khatam al-Quran modules employed as the main teaching and learning 
strategy by J-QAF teachers. Other activities mentioned in MoE sources are actually sub-modules to stabilize the 2 
main modules as follows: - 
 
x The Khatam al-Quran model during the T & L time-period for the first 6 months followed by the Recitation of 

Quran Guidance during the T & L period for the second 6 months 
x The Tasmik Module and the Quran Literacy Camp outside the T & L period. and scheduled outside of school 

hours. 
 
4.2. TEACHING STRATEGY FOR KHATAM AL-QURAN MODEL DURING T & L PERIOD   
 
From interviews with the 4 respondents from the 4 schools which have been directly involved in the J-QAF 
programme since 2005 the writer finds that: - 
 
x The Khatam al-Quran model was implemented during the Islamic Education T & L period 4 times a week for 

the first six months of the year, from January to June each year. The teaching strategy  that was carried out was 
the BIG (bacaan ikut guru) or  (Repeat After Me) technique.  This means that what is intended by Khatam al-
Quran is complete recitation of the Quran  by repeating after the teacher. The teacher will recite a portion of the 
Quran, and the pupils will then repeat after him in unison. The division of the verses and surahs for the BIG 
activity has managed to follow closely the syllabus included in the J-QAF teaching guide book prepared by the 
MoE. 

x For pupils in Year 1, the first 6 months will be allotted for teaching the lessons from the Iqra' books 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
and 6.  Generally the pupils will be able to complete the Iqra' books by repeating after the teacher.  For the 
second 6 months, the period for Recitation Guidance will be filled with recitation of the Quran according to the 
BIG technique from Surah al-Fatihah, followed by Surah al-Baqarah, and so on until the whole Quran is 
eventually completed in Year 6. From the writer's observation, until September 2008, the BIG recitation of the 
pupils in Year 4 has reached Surah al-Hajj, which is in the 17th part of the Quran, as indicated by the syllabus. 

x For schools which have less than 600 pupils, the number of IE and J-QAF teachers must be at least 12, in order 
to achieve an almost perfect implementation of the Khatam al-Quran teaching module.  Every classroom of 
between 35 to 40 pupils will be handled by 2 or 3 IE and J-QAF teachers.  The first 15 minutes will be allotted 
for BIG recitation according to the syllabus, while the second 15 minutes will be used for group recitation led 
by the 2 or 3 teachers as mentioned.  Pupils will be divided into 3 groups: good, medium and weak.  This 
technique is used to ensure that all pupils would be able to recite the Quran and be corrected by teachers.  This 
is the normal method of teaching for every class using the J-QAF Khatam al-Quran module. 

x A problem which might arise is if the school has more than 700 pupils while IE and J-QAF teachers number not 
more than 12.  Every classroom will in fact be led by only one Khatam al-Quran teacher.  How then can the 
BIG   programme be implemented well throughout the year?  For those pupils whose are already good, there 
will of course be no difficulty keeping up with their teacher's recitation; as well as some of those moderately 
good pupils.  But what about the weak pupils? The BIG programme for the whole year would surely go to 
waste. Nevertheless, at least all the pupils would have have heard every verse of the Quran recited to them by 
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the teachers, although they could not repeat after the teachers well.  
 

x  The BIG (Repeat After Me) method has been used to overcome the problem of uneven pupil achievement 
within a single classroom or school. Not all pupils are able to follow the lessons of the Iqra' books 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
and 6 well during the first 6 months of Year 1. If the pupil fails to achieve the level of recitation upon entering 
the second 6 month period of Year 1, this failure will persist without end although the pupil has reached Year 4 

 
4.3. TEACHING STRATEGY FOR TASMIK MODEL OUTSIDE T & L PERIOD   
 
The Tasmik model was introduced to help pupils achieve complete recitation of the Quran individually (not in 
groups,  such as BIG).  At the same time the Tasmik model also helped to overcome the problem faced by pupils 
who could not keep up with the rate of progress as planned in the syllabus.   

From interviews with the 4 respondents from the 4 schools which have been directly involved in the J-QAF 
programme since 2005 the writer finds that: - 

 
x The Tasmik model is implemented outside the official school hours.  This is proven when IE and J-QAF 

teachers  will come early or leave late, 30 minutes to 1½ hours earlier or later than the official school hours.  
x According to a survey that was carried out, pupils generally do not rely solely on recitation in school.  Most of 

the pupils who recite the Quran at home will continue their recitation during the Tasmik session in school. The 
teacher will keep a record of the pupil's recitation in a record book meant for this purpose provided by the MoE. 
This record book will then be brought home for parents, family members or whoever is supervising the pupil's 
recitation outside school hours to keep track of the pupil's progress. According to the study respondents, many 
Year 4 pupils have already the ability to read the Quran (well) while some have already completed the recitation 
of the whole Quran through recitation in and out of school hours, going beyond the original target. 

x The writer finds that in most districts in Peninsular Malaysia there are Quran  and Fardhu Ain (KAFA) classes 
conducted outside schooling hours. This makes the school teacher's job easier and enables the pupil to 
accomplish Khatam al-Quran earlier.  The situation is, however, different in Sabah and Sarawak. Both the 
respondents who served in Sarawak say that in Sabah and Sarawak the Quran and KAFA classes are not 
performing well. Most pupils recite the Quran only in school. Outside of  school hours, it depends on the 
parents. Those parents who are concerned about their children's progress will themselves teach their own 
children to recite the Quran. Some of them send  their children to a mosque or surau to recite the Quran after 
Sunset prayer.  According to information received from respondents, the writer concludes that there are districts 
or states which do not have KAFA programmes, in Peninsular Malayusia as well as in Sabah and Sarawak. 

x The success of the Khatam al-Quran model in primary school is very much dependent on the number of pupils, 
and the number of IE and J-QAF teachers in the school.  Based on the interviews, we find that schools which 
have 600 or fewer pupils show a commendable level of success.  Generally speaking, all the schools which have 
been following the  J-QAF programme since 2005 were supplied with 12 or 13 IE and J-QAF teachers each 
Schools which have more than 700 pupils will show failure and there is a lot of dissatisfaction among the IE and 
J-QAF teachers in the implementation of the programme. In schools with a high pupil population, the 
respondents say that there are pupils who are still at the Iqra' books level 1, 2, or 3.  According to IE and J-QAF 
teacher evaluation, a pupil must be at Iqra' books level 4, 5 and 6 to be categorised as one who already has the 
ability to recite the Quran. 

x Among the reasons for the failure to achieve the target of the Khatam al-Quran module is the lack of 
cooperation from the pupil's own family in not allowing the pupil to stay back after official school hours.  They 
prefer their children to be at home rather than participate in the Tasmik programme after official school hours 
This situation becomes more acute if the pupil has no other Quran recitation activity at home.  It is bad enough 
that the parents themselves do not know how to recite, they would not even bother to send the child to a 
neighbour or the local community centre to help the child recite the Quran. 

x The reality is that there exist in all schools some pupils who are very weak mentally.  Not only are they not able 
to recite the Quran, they cannot even recognize letters and numbers. Pupils in this category are not just stuck at 
the level of the Iqra' books 1, 2, 3 but they should be placed far below that.  However, the very dedicated IE and 
J-QAF teachers never give up on these children.  They use various ways to teach these Islamic buds using 
various techniques such as flash cards, Alif Ba Ta videos and so on.  These pupils will be placed together in a 
group and given more intensive guidance during the Tasmik period compared to other pupils. 
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Through the interviews we learn that the Quran Literacy Camp is the last resort for IE and J-QAF teachers to 
help weak pupils to be able to recite the Quran.  After failing in all the planned modules above, selected pupils will 
be brought to join the Quran Literacy Camp. The camp is held periodically according to a schedule determined by 
the school authorities.  Usually the camp is held during weekends or during the school term break.  The location of 
the camp is the school itself and therefore the costs are minimal.   There are schools which hold these camps 
annually as festive occasions with a large budget, courtesy of the school's Parent-Teacher Association.   At the same 
time there are also schools which have no need to hold a camp because, thankfully, there is no pupil "qualified" to 
take part. Praise be to Allah. 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
5.1. STRATEGY OF TEACHING BY J-QAF KHATAM AL-QURAN TEACHERS 
 
From the research data obtained in the study, the writer notices that the success of the J-QAF programme in primary 
schools has been achieved as a result of the mutual cooperation of the IE and J-QAF teachers.  They spend between 
32 to 36 periods a week, plus many extra hours outside the official school hours to ensure the success of the J-QAF 
programme. The IE and J-QAF teachers, in implementing the Khatam al-Quran module, divided it into  to 2 
principal activities, namely activity during the T & L periods and activity outside the official schooling hours.  The 
modules that are used to achieve the target of enabling all pupils to complete recitation of whole Quran during their 
time in primary school, can be summarised as follows: - 
 
x The BIG (bacaan ikut guru) (Repeat After Me) teaching strategy that is implemented during the T & L time-

period for 6 months and the Recitation of Quran Guidance throughout the year.  
 

x The Tasmik teaching strategy based on talaqqi and mushafahah technique (that is, the teacher deals with each 
pupil individually) implemented outside the official school hoursg.  This strategy this strengthened by the Quran 
Literacy Camps held on a regular basis to overcome the pupils' weaknesses.  

 
5.2. THE ROLE OF THE MINISTRY IN ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVE OF J-QAF 
 
The Ministry of Education (MoE), through the Islamic Education Division, has been cooperating very well in the 
effort to ensure success of the J-QAF programme in primary schools. From the interviews the writer is informed that 
every pupil is supplied with the Iqra' books and a "mushaf tajweed" - demonstrating praiseworthy commitment (on 
the ministry's part). The writer would like to commend the Malaysian Education Ministry in implementing the J-
QAF programme which is centred on increasing the value of human capital to equip Muslims with adequate spiritual 
provisions.  The MoE's efforts can be further strengthened by increasing the number of J-QAF teachers, to a ratio of  
1 teacher for every 10 pupils in a school, as originally proposed.   
 
5.3. THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOL IN ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVE OF J-QAF 
 

It is hoped that schools would continue to give strong commitment and take practical steps to ensure the smooth 
running of J-QAF programmes in schools.  There is still a lot more room for improvement on the part of schools in 
ensuring the success of their J-QAF programmes.  Any problems faced can be overcome by regular discussions and 
continuous monitoring of pupils and teachers. Teachers are the pillars of support for the success of the J-QAF 
programme, hence they should continue to raise their level of professionalism from time to time.  They are advised 
to be fair, honest, trustworthy, disciplined and dedicated in carrying out their teaching duties.  The successes 
achieved by pupils in the J-QAF programme are also the teachers' permanently abiding achievements.  
 
5.4. THE ROLE OF THE COMMUNITY IN ACHIEVING THE OBJECTIVE OF J-QAF 
 

The family is the most important institution in educating children. Parentsnshould be mindful of their children's 
development.  It is suggested that parents should be willing to sacrifice time and money to ensure their children's 
success since their children are their future assets. From this study, the writer finds that the Khatam al-Quran  
programme is very much related to the Quran and Fardhu Ain classes (KAFA) held at the local community centres.  
Not all districts or states in Malaysia have KAFA classes as a means to improve the pupil's self-development outside 
the official school hours.   Therefore the writer would like to recommend those communities that have yet to 
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organize any KAFA activity to do so urgently, even if only in a surau (prayer hall) or local community hall.  To 
carry out about such programmes as KAFA is a religious obligation incumbent upon the community as a whole (fard 
kifayah) which should not be taken lightly by Muslims living in that community. 
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Abstract 

The objectives of this research were to: 1) study the general information about the administration problems and needs of Thai Community 
ICT Learning Center; 2) develop the strategic plans for the implementation of  theThai ICT Learning Center projectwith the cooperation and 
needs of the community members and among the communities; and 3) evaluate the learning strategic plan and learning activities  in the regional 
training of  the participant from four regions. 

The research sample included 30 Thai Community ICT Learning Centers (Thai Tele-Center) in four regions of Thailand: Central, 
Northern, North-eastern, and Southern regions. There were 104 respondents who served as participants in the Community Content Creation and 
Media Production Training. This training was conducted in order to enhance their potentials to develop the contents in the Thai Community ICT 
Learning Center such as video and animation in websites. The research instruments used in gathering data composed of two questionnaires, one 
for Community ICT Learning Center problems and needs, and another for the participants asking about the training and learning activities.  

The research methodology involved five steps: 1) survey on management, problem, and needs of Thai Community ICT Learning Center 
using a questionnaire; 2) development of strategic plan to enhancethe potential of Thai Community ICT Learning Center in learning management 
for the community based on the survey results;  3) training of selected Thai Community ICT LearningCenter members; and 4) evaluation of the 
the output and outcome of the training and learning activities. 

Findings showed that Thai Community ICT Learning Center had no problems with regard to the equipment and infrastructure. The centers 
where were supported by the local organization such as the community authorities. They did not have any problem with regard to financial 
support. However, in case of the services, almost of the center managers and committee members came from the other community organizations, 
so they only work part-time in managing the centers. The strategic plans developed and approved by the Ministry of ICT could be used for 
enhancing the services. Each center needed to learn more how to generate and prepare   the contents to use through the internet.  Lastly, the 
research found that the participants who attended the training workshop on the content generation project had high satisfaction level with regard 
to the training. They noted that the knowledge and practices gained from the training were applicable to their work and enhanced their potentials. 
Moreover, they could create content and engage in media production to support the community learning management services in Thai 
Community ICT Learning Center. 

 
Keyword: learning management; Thai Community ICT Learning Center; ICT center management 

Introduction 

The concept of Thai Community ICT Learning Center(TC-ICTLC) or Thai Telecenter was founded in 
Thailand in2001-2002. Since then, many organizations had supportedtheir activities. The Ministry of ICT policy 
emphasized to develop Thailand to be the Knowledge Base Society such as the National Electronic and Computer 
Technology Center (Nectec) of Thailand, Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), Community 
Organization ( DevelopmentInstitue (CODI) and the World Bank. There were also projects launched continually on 
one temple one learning center  (OTEC) and Information Community  (i-Community ).After a short period of 
development, Thai Community ICT Learning Center(or Thai Tele Center), had been established in 2007 with the 
support of the Ministry of Information and Communication Technology (MICT). From 20 centers in the beginning, 
the Center had expanded throughout the country with almost1887centers in 2013    
( www.thairtelecenter.org) These centers were located in four regions in North, Northeast, Central, and South 
regions of Thailand. 
 

The Thai Community ICT Learning Center is generally managed by the CEO of the organization where the 
center is located (e.g. school, temple, Local Administrative Bureau). A community board is also created to help 
advise the tele-center management on lead policies and to increase the transparency of the tele-center’s activities. 
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The board members often provide moral support and some supervision of the tele-center, if requested. The 
management team intends to strengthen the role of the community board to be more concrete and participatory, 
which is expected to improve operations. Financing The MICT sponsors the equipment procurement, training of 
operators and operational costs for a period of one year, after which the centers are expected to be self-sustainable. 
(http://www.connectaschool.org/?q=node/1859) 

 
The Thai Community ICT Learning Center was established to develop the lifelong learning of people in the 

community by using ICT as the tools. However, there were limitations and issues in the management and services 
offered such as lack of the participation with the organization and agency in the remote area. The center could not 
integrate ICT application to enhance the full potential in the community. This may come from the difference in the 
eco-geography and social diversity of their communities.  It was necessary to study and investigate the vision, 
expectation, and needs of the people in the community to determine the proper activities about the ICT application. 

 
The other significant limitation of the center involved the community it served which the center could not 

search, collect, and gather knowledge, content or other local wisdom, which would be very useful to them in sharing 
their knowledge through the media and channels of the community. Therefore, ways to manage their learning about 
ICT to support their really life could not be determined. 

Objectives 

This research aimed to: 1) study the general information about the administration problems and needs of Thai 
Community ICT Learning Center; 2) develop the strategic plans for the implementation of  the Thai ICT Learning 
Center project with the cooperation and needs of the community members and among the communities; and 3) 
evaluate the learning strategic plan and learning activities  in the regional training of  the participants from four 
regions.  

 
3.  Review of Related Literature 

One of the main issues in community development is the application of ICTs on how to further enhance 
communities. Communities face the challenge of maintaining their identity and improving the condition of their 
members in a changing world. Meanwhile, many functions and responsibilities are being devolved to the local level, 
as part of moves towards decentralisation and delocalisation. In this context, the power of ICTs can be fully 
exploited to promote local development. For many remote communities, ICTs are a means for communicating with 
the outside world and getting in touch with news from outside, but also for letting the world know about these 
communities and their people. (International Telecommunication Union, 2005). 

 
One way to bring ICTs to indigenous communities is to develop digital community centers that should be 

considered in implementing such centers (Newhouse, et al, 2002). This emphasizes the need to create an enabling 
environment for sustainability through public policy, careful planning, creation of local content and most important 
through direct involvement of the indigenous people being served. Therefore, the involvement of the in the 
Information Society is embedded in their use and adoption of ICTs. It is clear that the “digital divide” can turn into a 
“digital opportunity”. Moreover, infrastructure and technology are generally the most dominant factors in the ICT 
development practice. These are also essential elements that need to be considered to match to any given locality.  
Therefore, the ICT development stage should be enable the analysis of needs and condition in the selection of 
appropriate technology to match the community’s circumstances. The selection and deployment of the technology to 
be used has to be tailored to benefit indigenous communities. 

 
ICT Learning Center organization in the community can be achieved success, it needs to carry out intensive 

reflection and organizational work of the team. This concerns the organization leader and the committee members 
who have high leadership competencies which could be developed to the good performances by training. So, 
training strategies may be one of the ways to develop the skills of ICT Learning Center’s members in the 
communities. 

 
4. Scope of the study  

4.1. This study focused on the Thai Community ICT Learning Center from the four regions of Thailand 
(Central, Northern, Northeastern, and Southern).  
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4.2. The strategic plan would be developed based on the basically data and the related documents which 
would distribute to every centers to try out then evaluation was employed finally. 

4.3 The training courses were done to strengthen the content generation and creation of the centers to match 
their needs. Training evaluation was done by using a questionnaire.  

 
5. Methodology   

 
5.1 Samples of the Study 
The respondents of the study came from the four regions of Thailand. In determining the number of samples, 

the location, management, and size of the centers were first considered. The centers were classified as either extra-
large, large, medium, or small. Overall, 104 respondents from 30 centers in Thailand were included in this study.   

 
5.2 Research Instruments 
Three research instruments were constructed and used in this study. These included a structured 

questionnaire, an observation form about the training, and an evaluation questionnaire for the training course.  Most 
of instruments had been pre-tested to check on validity before gathering data. 

 
5.3 Data collection   
The following were the steps conducted in gathering data.  
1)  The researcher gathered data about the problems, needs, and some administration issues in the Thai 

Community ICT Learning Centers. Thirty centers in the four regions of Thailand were surveyed.  
2) The strategic plans were developed and distribute to 30 selected centers. The centers selected three 

activities from the plan for implementation in the 4 regional centers. Afterwards, evaluation was conducted by the 
researcher. 

3) The training course was arranged for 104participants by the researcher. This training focused on the 
content creation courses for center staff in four regions. 

4) The activities of the strategic plan and the training courses were evaluated by the researcher. 
 
5.4 Data analysis  
Data were analyzed using SPSS for windows. Descriptive statistics such as mean, standard deviation, and 

percentage were used. Qualitative data analyzed by using thematic. 
  

6. Research Findings  
 
Part I:  General Information about the Administration Problems and Needs of Thai Community  
ICT Learning Center 
 

1. The Thai Community ICT Learning Centers 
The majority of Thai Community ICT Learning Centers were large-sized (L) (36.70%).The centers 

mostly opened offices every day. The computers and other equipment and facilities were enough to serve the clients 
of the centers. Most of users were government offices and private sectors such as non-formal education promotion 
office, community colleges, and schools. In addition, most of members of the administrative board of the center 
were representatives from public and private sectors such as schools, and those that offer vocational and religion 
classes. The regular meeting of the board depends on the chairman.  The budgets of the center were not an issue. The 
centers have an average of 1-100 users per day. Most of them were 13-18 years old. They got the news through 
official letters from the Ministry of Information and Communication Technology (MICT) as well as via e-mail and 
website of MICT(www.thaitelecentre.org) and www.ict4you.net. 
 

2. The Data and Knowledge about Local Wisdom and Occupation of Community to Content 

Creation Course 

Table 1 reveals the data and knowledge in local wisdom and occupation of community to content 
creation course. Thai Community ICT Learning Centers’ emphasized the need for a content creation training course 
because this could be very useful in designing and gathering content creation activity. Some participants also noted 
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problems like staff training, administration, infrastructure, facility, staffs, budget, co-networks and participation of 
members. 

Although findings show that the center needed content creation course was at the low level, surveys 
indicated that there were less local content in their websites as well as they lack local wisdom in the center. In 
addition, they were not able to use ICT to empower people in the community because databases or knowledge banks 
and backups were not available in the community.  
 

Table 1 Data and knowledge in local wisdom and occupation of community to content creation 
course. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part 2:The strategic plan of Thai Community ICT Learning Centers  
 
 Tables  2- 5 summarizes the strategic plan developed based from the survey data gathered from the 
Community ICT Learning Center. In general, this included 4 strategies.  
 
Table2.Development of the quality of life, community, environment, and national stability strategy 

Planning Project/Activity Output/Indicators 
1. Enhancing the stability of 
economy and occupations for 
people plan 

1. The ICT based learning & sharing for wealthy 
project 
2. The promotion of leadership & administration 
project 
3. The promotion of local wisdom &occupations 
for people project 

1. Percentage of occupations& 
employment 
2. Percentage of increasing 
benefit for people 
3. Value of overall economy 

2. Developing the quality of 
life, community, healthy, and 
security in life and property 
plan 

1. The enhancement of  ICT knowledge for 
quality of life project 
2. The knowledge enhancement of community 
network for quality of life development project 
3. The promotion of alternative energy using & 
production project 

1. Percentage of ICT using via 
community network system 
2. Percentage of hole happiness in 
people & community 
3. Number of alternative energy 
using & production in household 

3. Conservation of Thai 
identity for ASEAN 
community plan 

1. The promotion of conservation knowledge for 
historic and cultural in 4 regions of Thailand 
project 
2. The promotion of basic English language 
skills project 
3. The promotion of learning for cultural in 
ASEAN community project 

1. Percentage of knowledgeable 
people in Thai historic  
2. Percentage of knowledgeable 
people in basic English language 
skills 
3. Percentage of knowledgeable 
people for cultural in ASEAN 
community 

Activity 
Size 

S 
Mean 

M 
Mean 

L 
Mean 

XL 
Mean 

1. Enhancing the information system to 
increase administrative efficiency of 
knowledge and local wisdom for 
research and retaining the culture and 
arts in community 

1.31 1.33 1.25 1.24 

2. Promotion and diffusion of ICT 
utilization in community by the new 
technology for community stability 
development 

1.57 1.37 1.47 1.43 

3. Implementationof ICT-Based 
Applications 1.64 1.43 1.46 1.50 

 - occupations 1.51 1.38 1.35 1.42 
 - administrations 1.72 1.32 1.31 1.33 
 - services 
 

1.78 1.62 1.69 1.71 
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Table3. Leadership in the use of ICTs to increase efficiency of administration (e-Management) 
Planning Project/Activity Output/Indicators 

1. Providing the infra-
structure for efficiency 
administrative plan 

1. The multimedia learning classroom project 
2. The development of ICT system for 
community administrative (e-Community) 
project 

1. Statistic of customer services 
2. Satisfaction of customer 
services 

2. Providing hi-speed 
internet for administration& 
services in community plan 

1. The extension of computer network services 
project 
2. The diffusion & public hearing of laws & 
regularity information project 

1. Statistic of computer network 
services 
2. Satisfaction of computer 
network services in laws & 
regularity information 

3. Providing the software, 
tools & equipment system 
for administrative & service 
plan 

1. The promotion & supporting in innovative 
production research project 
2. The organization of agricultural information 
center 

1. Amount of innovative 
production research project 
2. Statistics of people who  
participate 

 
Table 4.Creating and enhancing the capacity of ICT human development (e-Manpower)  

Planning Project/Activity Output/Indicators 
1. Enhancing & promoting 
staff in ICT learning plan 

1. The enhancing capacity of people to 
readiness in national software contest project 
2. The ICT based co-operative of community 
network project 

1. Amount of software in 
national software contest project 
2. Statistic of people 
participating in national software 
contest 

2. Enhancing of information 
sharing in staffs for increase 
the ICT resource capacity 
plan 

1. The organization of learning center for 
science & technology diffusion in community 
project 
2. The transfer of expert’s technology in co-
network & resource sharing project 

1. Satisfaction of customer 
services 
2. Amount of expert’s 
technology in co-network & 
resource sharing 
 

3. Increasing efficiency of 
learning service via 
electronic media system 
plan 

1. The organization of white IT service 
classroom for youth project 
2. The development of ICT in local office (e-
Tambon) 

1. Satisfaction of customer 
services in white IT service 
classroom 
2. Efficiency of e-Tambon 
System 

     
Table 5.Opportunities to increase capacity and enhancing the learning standard of people with electronic 
media (e-Learning) 

Planning Project/Activity Output/Indicators 
1. Making policy to promote 
media creation for learning 
community plan 

1. The workshop training for video on demand 
in local wisdom documentary project 
2. The development of local wisdom database 
for continually learning project 
 

1. Satisfaction of trainee 
2. Efficiency of local wisdom 
database 

2. Promotion of staffs & 
volunteers to develop & use 
electronic media (e-Content) 
to continue community 
learning plan 

1. The organization of ICT knowledge bank 
 
 

1. Efficiency of organization of 
ICT knowledge bank 
2. Satisfaction of customer 
services in organization of ICT 
knowledge bank 

3. Promotion & cooperation 
of public & private sector to 
e-Contents co-creation for 
community learning plan 

1. The development of e-Learning media to 
increase capacity in agro-industry project 
2. The development of e-Training in 
occupations course for people project 

1. Efficiency of e-Learning  
media & e-Training 
2. Satisfaction on e-Learning 
media & e-Training 

  
In summary, these four strategies had been used by the 30 centers and found that some of the strategies could 

be used for enhancing the strengthening for community ICT Learning centers. However, the implementation had to 
determine the proper strategies to fit the needs and circumstance of the ICT Learning Center in the community. 
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Part 3:  The Output of Training Course in ICT Learning Management Project 
 
1) Basic Information of the Participants 
There were a total of 104 respondents who participated in the training courses in Enhancing the Potential of 

Thai Community ICT Learning Center Training Project. Overall, there were 56.73 percent male and 43.27% percent 
female. Most of the respondents’ age ranged from 26-35 years old (41.34%). In addition, more than half of them 
were graduated college (57.69%) and were government officers (51.92%).  

 
2) The Level of Satisfaction of the Participants on Training Inputs 
The participants’ satisfaction level were divided into three parts: input, process, and  output. Table 6 shows 

that there was a high level of participants’ satisfaction with regard to the input factor of The Learning Management 
in Enhancing Potential of Thai Community ICT Learning Center Training Project (mean = 4.07). The highest 
satisfaction level were observed in the place for training which the participants regard as suitable and convenient 
(4.29), while the lowest satisfaction was observed in the number of days (1 day) conducted for the training  (3.38).  

 
Table 6.Participants’ level of satisfaction with the input factor of the Learning Management in Enhancing 
Potential of Thai Community ICT Learning Center Training Project. 

(n = 104)  
Satisfaction Items  S.D. Level of opinion 

1.Food and drink are enough and suitable 4.31 0.73 high 

2.The place for training is suitable and convenient 4.29 0.75 high 

3. The process of training 4.24 0.61 high 

4.  Appropriate technology are used in the training 4.17 0.66 high 

5.The materials for training 4.12 0.74 high 

6. The contents of the training are suitable for 

participants 
4.07 0.62 high 

7.The number of days for training 3.38 0.87 moderate 

 
3) The Level of Satisfaction of the Participants on the Training Process  

Tables 7 shows that the level of satisfaction of the participants with the process factor in the Learning 

Management in Enhancing Potential of Thai Community ICT Learning Center Training Project was high 

(mean=4.31). In general, all satisfaction items reported a high level. The highest mean was observed in the 

attentiveness and voluntary service of the trainers and officers (4.58). On the other hand, the lowest mean was 

observed in the suitability of the duration or time of the training (3.78).  

   
Table 7.Participants’ level of satisfaction with the process factor of the Learning Management in Enhancing 
Potential of Thai Community ICT Learning Center Training Project. 

(n = 104)  
Satisfaction Items  S.D. Level of opinion 

1 The trainers and the officers are attentive and served 

voluntarily. 

4.58 0.53 highest 
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2. The trainers can advise and answer the questions 

clearly and correctly 

4.47 0.56 high 

3 .The trainers and the officers can address and solve 

the problemsof the participants  

4.44 0.57 high 

4 .Get more valuable and benefit from the knowledge  4.40 0.62 high 

5 .Giving the chance for sharing an opinion and 

inquiry 
4.39 0.66 high 

6 .The information and the knowledge that 

participants get is correct 

4.37 0.61 high 

7 .The media equipment for training are up-to-date 4.21 0.62 high 

8 .Theprocess for training is suitable 4.19 0.61 high 

9 .The duration/time of training is suitable 3.78 0.81 high 

 
4) The Level of Satisfaction of the Participants on Output of the Training 
Table 8 shows that the level of opinion from participants’ satisfaction with output factor of the Learning 

Management in Enhancing Potential of Thai Community ICT Learning Center Training Project was high (mean = 
4.04). The highest mean was observed in the applicability of the knowledge gained from the training in the work of 
the participants (4.34), while the lowest mean was seen in the knowledge of the participants before attending  the 
training (3.18). 
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Table 8Participants’ level of satisfaction with the output factor of the Learning Management in Enhancing 
Potential of Thai Community ICT Learning Center Training Project. 

 (n = 104) 
 

 
The results of the training showed that the participants have strong positive impacts from the training 

course. The participants gained a lot of knowledge that can use in their work. The training curriculum and materials 
were practically designed and produced to address the participants’ needs, and impacts were created to fit with the 
future endeavors of the trainees. The positive comments and feedbacks noted by the participants included the 
following: 1) The training materials and handouts were comprehensive; 2) The trainers were experienced and 
experts on the topics discussed; 3) The venue of the training and the learning environment was satisfactory; and 4) 
The class and group exercises were very useful and interesting. However, the participants noted that they needed 
more days for the training so that they can practice and apply the lessons discussed in the training.  

 
7.  Discussion and conclusion 

1) Even though the ICT Learning Centers did not needed in the content creation from the research result,, but 
the evidences showed that most centers   lacked of the content and local knowledge storage so the center’  s staff had 
to develop to enable and collect data and distribution by using ICT  in the community. 

2) Four strategic plans should be implemented and create the opportunity to the community by selecting the 
strategic plans to implement depend on the context and the characteristics of the indigenous people in the 
community. 

3) The research showed that the voluntarily training courses were successful in the empowered potential 
strengthening of the center staff. Therefore, they could create the indigenous contents and mediated their knowledge 
to the public by using ICT as a tool. The government though Ministry of ICT should focus to set up the activities in 
the ICT learning center in the future. 
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Satisfaction Items 
 

S.D. Level of opinion 

1. The knowledge from training can be applied 

to work 

4.34 0.53 high 

2. There is a confidence to apply the knowledge 

from the training to the work of participants 

4.18 0.65 high 

3. The knowledge from training can be applied 

to daily life 

4.17 0.61 high 

4. The knowledge from training can be 

transferred to the community members 

4.17 0.65 high 

5. Participants can serve as consultant to the 

community members after the training 

4.13 0.68 high 

6. The knowledge gained after attending the 

training 

4.12 0.70 high 

7. The knowledge of participants before 

attending the training  

3.18 1.16 moderate 
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Abstract 

This paper examines the effectiveness of blended learning among students in form four (grade 9) in learning of 
history. A survey of literature on the subject found that although a number of studies were devoted to the use of 
blended learning (Bonk & Graham, 2006; Duhaney, 2004; Garrison & Kanuka,2004; Singh & Reed, 2001 ), in the 
teaching of history in school there seemed to be very little evidence of detailed examination to determine learning 
outcomes and an account or mechanism of how the subject is learnt. In the present study reflective and collaborative 
learning supported by scaffolding provides an attractive glimpse of blended learning - the employment of face-to-
face teaching approach and the use of blogs by groups of students on the Twitter platform, in the teaching-learning 
interaction throughout the lessons. A mixed-method approach was employed with survey, interview, and text 
analysis for data gathering. Qualitative text analysis of the interview script analysis clarified the different merits 
students perceived from each activity. The variations provided by the blended course design served well in meeting 
challenges set in the learning outcomes and learning standard, and the learning environment was found to be 
enjoyable for the students. We also discovered that students had positive perceptions of the blended course design. 
 
Keywords: Blended learning; history learning; learning outcomes; Blog; Perceptions of blended learning. 

 

Introduction 

The rapid rise of Internet technologies in the past few years led to the opening of alternative and non-
traditional learning opportunities across various levels of education and training (Bonk & Graham, 2006; 
MacDonald & McAteer, 2003). The change involved a wide range of innovations in teaching learning approach, one 
of which is blended learning whereby a variety of models was employed. Typically all of them basically involved in 
combining face-to-face and online learning (Bonk & Graham, 2006). Owing to the flexibility as well as the richness 
in the possibility of remodeling of the approach, interest in blended learning has grown rapidly (Boyle et al., 2003; 
Duhaney, 2004; Thorne, 2003). 

 
Blended learning has a number of definitions. It may be any learning program where more than one 

delivery mode is being used with the objective of optimizing the learning outcome and program delivery cost (Singh 
& Reed, 2001). In short, it describes a variety of teaching which integrates both face to face and online delivery 
methods (Chew et al., 2010). Blended learning is attractive and realistic because it combines the traditional 
classroom approach with the online learning model. The mode of delivery modality of blended learning provides an 
efficient and effective educational experience for learners, with the added value of increased learner accessibility to 
programs; hence it is also possible to apply the blended model in innovative ways to increase both student learning 
outcomes and reduce instructional delivery costs (Dziuban et al., 2004). A stern reminder to educationists is that 
blended learning technology should not be used to replace the teacher or instructor because “students never learn 
from technology per se; they learn from the strategies teachers use to communicate effectively through the 
technologies” (Singh & Reed, 2001, p. 5). 
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Literature Review 

    Blended learning in the current form has come into the scene for over a decade. According to Chew et al. (2010)  
researchers and practitioners considered that blended learning is currently in embryonic form of its development. Its 
development to the current stage is much influenced by highly interactive technologies, such as gaming and 
simulations (Dede, 2005). A good example of the blended learning development came from the University of 
Central Florida (UCF). Since 1998 it has been using a similar definition for its blended learning courses termed 
mixed mode courses (Dziuban et al., 2004).  
     At this juncture an important question raised is whether blended learning is more effective than other learning 
environments. Many of the studies looking into the three instructional environments -- traditional face to face 
learning, blended learning and fully online learning -- show mixed results. Dziuban et al. (2004) using course 
outcomes such as grades show that blended learning students performed better than those in fully online and in some 
cases those in traditional face to face learning but then there are significant differences among the disciplines. 
However Reasons et al. (2005) found that students in blended courses performed less effectively than those in fully 
online courses on grades and tests. Garrison and Kanuka (2004) in their survey on blended learning showed that 
students believe that they are learning from discussions but their actual performance is only slightly positive and not 
statistically significant. Further study by Vaughn and Garrison (2005) did not find any evidence that blended 
learning improved student cognitive performance. A recent experiment of a course taught in all three modalities 
concluded that fully online was the best of all the approaches, being better than blended and face to face learning 
environments (Reasons et al., 2005). In short the evidence on the effectiveness of blended learning is inconclusive.  

Conceptual Framework 

      In implementing blended learning one requires a well-supported approach that includes a theory-based 
instructional model (Dziuban et al., 2004). According to Alonzo et al. (2005), ideally blended learning focuses on 
the individual learner and is based on social constructionist theory where students work cooperatively to readjust 
learning as an effective course. The acquisition of new knowledge and experience is reinforced through activities 
using a scaffold approach to help students practice and acquire new skills. During the activities each student 
working cooperatively constructs meaning of his or her own. To support the constructivist approach, a learning 
community belonging to specific grades as groups should be formed. Through a process of collaboration guided by 
teachers, learning is constructed, not by individuals but by the group (Alonso et al., 2005) 

     In a traditional face-to-face learning environment, one of the more common methods of constructing group 
meaning is through discussion. The teacher typically begins the discussion by posing a question. The teacher then 
invites members of the class to make an impromptu response. Other class members then respond to the first student, 
and a discussion develops. In this way, students are exposed to several perspectives, and the answer to the original 
question is constructed for each learner based upon the individual’s assessment of the group’s responses. In a 
blended learning environment, however, this discussion format can still be adapted and enhanced. The discussion 
could be held synchronously, in group chat, or could be held asynchronously, in a forum to which learners post 
responses. In a blended environment, students have the capability of responding to several points at once. Since an 
asynchronous discussion can continue over a longer period, students can take time to formulate responses, and can 
respond to a particular part of a comment, even if the discussion has taken another route. 

        The majority of public education in the United States over the next 10 years will be in the form of blended 
learning in which fifty percent of high school courses will be face to face and the other fifty percent will be 
delivered online; in fact six emerging models for blended learning have been identified in K-12 (Picciano & 
Seaman, 2008). A good model is provided by one of the schools in Denver in which face to face delivery is 
supplemented by an online environment in which courses are conducted from a DPS server using the Moodle 
learning management system. The trend in using blended learning will most probably be adopted in many countries 
throughout the world. The choice of online platform will be quite a challenge as there are even now many in the 
offing. 

 
     Online platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr, Pownce, Jaiku, Edmodo, and Cirip.ro. can be used to 
publish and edit online brief text, and also images. A micro blogging platform such as Timsoft for example, 
offers a platform with many educational uses, for information and knowledge management, course enhancement, 
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delivering entire online courses, and collaborative projects in schools and communities. On the contrary, Twitter, a 
popular social media was designed for general purposes, but could be used in education when users employ it as 
online learning spaces and tools to work out how to teach in the different contexts. When conducting a literature 
class using the online learning environment Miles (2011) raised a question with regard to what an online space 
makes it possible by way of teaching that the normal face to face method cannot do. One effective answer to this is 
that in the context of his experiment online spaces allow students to role play one of the characters from Charles 
Dickens’s Bleak House. This study has adopted a blended learning modality in which face to face classroom 
meetings were supplemented by asynchronous online unstructured learning environment in which students freely 
and cooperatively interacted in question and answer, discussion and intermittently responded to assignments 
provided by their teachers. Through this process they would build meanings of the events and episodes related to the 
subject learned.   
 
4. The problem  
 

Face to face learning environment remains to be the main teaching and learning mode in most of our schools and 
will remain so in in the future. However, due to the limitation and constraints involved in ensuring effective 
learning, other modes of learning are introduced and these include the recent development in the use of online 
learning such as blogs, Wiki and forum (Miyazoe & Anderson 2012), educational computer and video games 
(Aldrich, 2004; Watson et al., 2010), simulated learning (Dede, 2005; McKenna et al., 2010) and blended learning 
(Chew et al., 2010).The potentials of these learning environments to improve learning have been positive as shown 
by many studies (Bonk & Graham, 2006; Dziuban et al., 2004; Miles, 2011). Since variations in applying these 
modes are vast (Miyazoe & Anderson, 2012), hence the findings are also varied depending on the subject areas 
investigated, the modes and also the online platform employed.  

  
One subject that seems to be neglected both in its content organization and teaching mode in schools today is 

history. It is of no surprise that since the 1980s educators have voiced their opinion that the teaching of this subject 
in schools failed to meet expectations (Brophy & Good, 1969; Shulman, 1986). Britt and Aglinskas (2002) 
contended that most history in school provides simple narratives that do not acknowledge the controversies 
surrounding historical topics. In recent years history teaching began to adopt other learning environments in 
conjunction with the face to face learning mode and this enables historical controversies be discussed and argued. 
Watson et al. (2010) employed video games to teach the history of World War II and Lyons (2005) used online 
learning to teach United States History. They found that students learned better and discovered the subject 
interesting using these methods. However, there is still doubt with teaching using face to face and online in the form 
of blended learning (Dede, 2005; Reasons et al., 2005; Vaughn & Garrison, 2005). Since the problem of 
understanding history as taught in schools at present is a serious one (Brophy & Good, 1969; Shulman, 1986), 
therefore there is a need to overcome this shortcoming and with the introduction of blended learning students may 
find history more meaningful. It is therefore important to explore both the process and the meaning students created 
as they experienced blended learning. 
 
5. Research Questions 
 

Based on the problems posed and the considerations of using blended learning three research questions were 
raised. These were: 
 

1. Is there a change in the understanding of history in the context of students being able to: 
 

a. evaluate events and their relationship in order to understand the interplay of 
change and continuity in history 

 
b. locate sources and select evidence to support arguments, and develop a 

critical attitude of abstract generalizations and opinion  
      

c. offered by historians on the topic and thus making own judgment on the 
generalizations. 
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d. offer alternative answers to the established facts, opinion and judgment about 
the events. 

 
2. What are students’ views of history after following the blended learning mode? 

 
3. Is collaborative and constructivist approach through blended learning much more      

                                     satisfying and meaningful than following the lesson in the face to face approach only? 
 
6. Methodology 
 
    Two classes of 32 and 38 students from each class in form four (grade 9) were exposed to the same blended 
learning course in history. There were altogether 12 class meetings, each lasting 45minutes. The objectives of the 
course were for the students to improve their understanding of history of the British intervention in the Malay State 
of Perak. By understanding it means that the students should not only be able to narrate episodes and recall events 
leading to the intervention, or accounting for the causes and effects after the intervention but they must also be able 
to make judgment of the episode and the events vis-a-vis evaluating the events from different sources and different 
perspectives, reformulating the episode and posing a different interpretation of the events and attempt to arrive at the 
conclusion as to the validity of the historian’s interpretation of the events, its causes and effects and finally provide 
suggestion in which the event may be averted.  
    

Each week there were four face-to-face instruction and out-of-class online learning activities which include 
forum, additional notes and materials, short discussions and short assignments to be completed with group assists 
and feedback among the students and the teachers. The online activities took place both in the school computer 
laboratory and also at home if online facilities are available. Despite the availability of many miniblog platforms 
such as Edmodo, Twitter was used as a platform for the group involving students and two teachers of history. 
Throughout the course, the teachers as in the face to face learning environment participated in the online activities 
and at the same time observed what was happening in the system. In terms of procedure, the students were allowed 
short practice sessions on online tools in class prior to the assignments. 

 
     Owing to the nature of the study, data gathering and analyzing were not only carried out at the end of the course 
but continuous data gathering, sorting out and analyzing were also done during the course. Class face to face 
observations were also carried out on two occasions. Interesting points raised in the face to face class observations 
and online day transactions were recorded, analyzed while the study was carried out. Focus group interviews (Patton 
(2002) were conducted at the end of the study. Students in groups of five to six participated in semi-structured 
interviews. Areas of questioning include student perception of using miniblog in learning of history, the experiences 
they went through, the view they have about history and also the teaching and learning of history, the process in 
which historians should go about in establishing historical abstractions. A qualitative approach was employed to 
describe and to provide a triangulated interpretation of the learning process, the learning outcomes, and the 
perception on history and history teaching and learning (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007).  
 
7. Results 
 

On the first question with regard to whether there is a change in the understanding of history in the context of 
students being able to evaluate events and their relationship in order to understand the interplay of change and 
continuity in history, there was some evidence in the later part of the lesson in both face to face class sessions and 
the transactions in the forms of discussions, note exchanging and questions and answers in the blogs that the 
students showed some indications of understanding the temporal concept as the underlying structure of history. In 
both online and face to face class sessions, for example, the students took some time to discuss whether the absolute 
power of Sultan Abdullah could withstand the power of the British imperialists. They compared the events to those 
taking place before during the Malacca Sultanate which succumbed to the Portuguese or the Dutch in Java. 
 
      In one of the forum series one question was raised by a student; “Can the Malay lords and other dignitaries using 
daggers and spears stop the British who come with gunships and big guns?” Another student related to the episode 
of the fall of the Malacca Sultanate in 1511 by noting; “The Malay ruler must remember how the people of Malacca 
fought the Portuguese and finally the Malays lost, fast and quick!” One student reacted; “How much attempt made 
to save Perak by the Malay chieftains, unavoidably it will fail because western imperialists determine to conquer us. 
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They will do whatever they can to subdue the local people.” Although signs of understanding history began 
emerging through the concept of interplay of change and continuity as depicted in historical events and episodes 
which is the subject building block, the meaning making of history was still unstable and needed to be reinforced. 
 
With regard to understanding history in the context of locating reliable sources and critical selection of evidence to 
support arguments and assertions the students did show some degree of understanding in that in their discussions 
and questions and answers both online and during face to face classroom contact were not only voluminous and 
lively but also indicated efforts to refer to a variety of sources. On what roles played by Raja Ismail and other 
nobilities such as Maharaja Lela and Dato’ Sagor in Perak during the troubled 1870s for example,  some students 
provided answers like these lords were opportunists waiting if they could get British support. They did provide some 
credible evidence but other students disputed their assertions, and in turn  proposed those nobilities were Malay 
patriots or strategists or even pacifists. The sources of their evidence varied from different books such as History of 
Perak, online search to stories both fiction and oral.  
 
     Regarding development of a critical attitude of abstract generalization and opinion offered by historians on the 
topic and thus making own judgment on the generalizations, it was found that though there were signs that students 
were critical with the conclusions or explanations offered by historians, they however were unable to counter the 
generalizations made or the opinion suggested by historians. In the case of the topic raised, the general agreement 
among historians was that intervention was inevitable as the tide of imperialism was at its height. Evidence offered 
by historians was clear. In terms of student learning there was a positive development that students were much more 
critical of the idea that intervention was inevitable. They felt that if Perak had an able ruler intervention could be 
avoided. This could be seen in what happened to Malay states such as Terengganu, Kedah and also Siam. They did 
provide examples and proposed reasons or hypotheses but found difficulty in coming up with reliable sources. This 
may be due to their lack of exposure to literature on the subject. 
 
      For the students to offer alternative answers to the established facts, opinion and judgment about the events they 
had to master the earlier learning outcome that is develop a critical attitude of abstract generalizations and opinion 
offered by historians on the topic and thus making own judgment on the generalizations. The students in their 
deliberations on blogs attempted to provide alternative explanations to the episode studied. However, these 
explanations were flawed with inconsistencies of accounts and facts. As suggested, the lack of exposure to a wide 
range of literature might explain why an alternative explanation was not forthcoming. 
 
     Data on students’ views of history after following the blended learning mode came from two sources. The first 
source was from both the amount of information and the nature of information being exchanged through the 
discussions among themselves and with their teachers both online and during face to face interaction; and the second 
data source was from the focus group interviews. From the first data source it can be said that the students showed 
signs of changing their view of history. Before following this lesson through blended learning they thought that 
history is about facts and fixed episodes, already fixed by a group of experts known as historians. Students should 
see, understand and believe history as depicted by historians. As they went through blended learning they 
cooperatively constructed meanings to events and relate in them in the form changes and continuity in relation to 
time. What has been established and believed as history could still be changed and this made history inconclusive. In 
the interview many students did say that they had different views of history after having been given the opportunity 
to say their opinions and to disagree with the assertion and conclusions made earlier. They think the subject was 
alive as conclusion and assertion could be altered as long as there is credible evidence to support the assertion. One 
group of students asserted that; “At least now we don’t have to listen to narration of events and accept what and why 
things happened this or that way. We now can get involved in shaping what and why things happened”. 
 
      Another group of students mentioned that: “We enjoyed seeing the subject alive, Now we don’t learn about dead 
people or events, already past and gone, we think history offers avenue for people to discuss, and to argue without 
ends…not until they are satisfied with the evidence and the conclusion made”. The idea that history was not fixed 
but alterable made the student feel that it was different from before in which their involvement was passive. From 
the students’ responses it can be perceived that there was a slight shift of belief about history from being simply 
facts to ideas proposed by people in the area. 
 
       The data for the question on whether students felt much more satisfying and meaningful following the lesson in 
the collaborative and constructivist approach through blended learning than from the face to face approach came 
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from focus group interviews.  Most of the groups mentioned that their engagement online in the form of note 
exchange, raising questions and suggesting answers, explaining and elaborating points of contention, giving support 
and encouraging fellow students to keep on engaging helped in their face to face class context in that they were 
much more prepared. By being in constant contact with friends and teachers and having ideas put forward getting 
support from teachers and friends really they found blended learning helpful and satisfying. One student stated that; 
“You learn easier because you are not alone. You are always in the company of your friends. They are very helpful”. 
 
8. Discussion  
 
      Face to face learning is limited by time. Most school subjects including history require more time for students to 
engage in the subject together with other students. Since history is based on interpretations of events and episodes it 
is one subject which needs to constructed with credible and convincing evidence. History as taught in the past due to 
the constraint of time and the approach adopted did not allow students to deliberate and propose conclusion about 
events and episodes. Owing to the need to accept facts presented the subject not only caused learning drudgery but 
also stifled the object of learning history, that is creating the understanding of change and continuity in the context 
of time- temporal relationship.  The introduction of constructivist approach together with the idea of working 
cooperatively was timely in that history should be a meaningful subject and the students should feel they can 
contribute in the process of meaning making of events and episodes.  
 
      Blended learning offered students more time and in the form of variety of contextual exchange such as forum, 
discussions, quizzes, short brainstorming and even jokes. Even with this short experiment one can see positive signs 
emerging that students began to understand that history was about meaning making and they had the roles to play. 
With their active involvement they would be able to dispute earlier interpretations of a specific historical event and 
propose a new interpretation. Being able to reinterpret history or even to follow argument why a specific assertation 
was made was a new experience to the students. Thus history was viewed much more positively as a school subject 
and its learning was made much more enjoyable.  
 
      School learning always puts pressure on students apart from providing very little returns in terms of learning 
experience to students. Blended learning releases pressure on the students and also on the teaching staff. A variety of 
learning modes could be explored and this would enable student learning experience to be enriched. As shown in 
this study the students found the blended learning environment embedded in the constructivist-cooperative 
framework was helpful and supportive. Much of their potentials were able to be actively demonstrated both through 
online and face to face interaction.    
 
 
9. Conclusion 
 

As a case study, this study has limitations in how well its results generalize to other situations. However, these 
results can still be used as information of how it is possible to pursue teaching particularly history in a much more 
positive and interesting way. Further research definitely needs to be conducted in a more structured way to ascertain 
which modality of the blended learning is effective for which subject and which learning situation. As noted in the 
online transactions there was no guidance provided perhaps with some controls better approach could be gained to 
guide implementation. With more transactions going online, face to face meeting becomes more important in terms 
teachers and students not only to clarify and crystallize evidence, argue for the decision and provide judgment as to 
the validity of historical interpretation made; but also to seek and pose more problem if any are to be investigated.  
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Abstract 

This paper aims to discuss learning style implementation into an e-learning environment. The relationship between learning style 
and adaptive system is identified and connected. Elements gained from traditional learning style researches are adapted into e-
learning system to support Personalized Collaborative Learning (PCL) online learning environment. PCL embed Human 
Computer Interaction (HCI) elements in its environment. Learner model in terms of learning style, learners’ needs and references 
are smaller, hence  it should be broadened to integrate more personalized features into an adaptive system. Therefore, 
knowledge/materials sharing, question well formation and freedom option support the design of depth personalization into 
adaptive system like iYu to balance between Personalized Learning Environment (PLE) and collaborative learning. Apart from 
that, theories overlapping, generalization and time constraits are among the factors that may cause failure to e-learning system 
effectiveness. In addition, learners’ learning style is found to be dynamic during a learning process or self-reflection occurence in 
PCL framework. Results showed that learners were able to reflect and discover themselves with the presentation of iYu user 
interface. 
 
Keywords: learning style; online learning environment; Personalized Collaborative Learning (PCL), user interface 

Introduction 

Existing systems such as Social Networking Sites (SNSs) are not able to clarify specifically learning style 
according to their provided learning environment. Each learner possesses different unique learning style. Therefore, 
an appropriate learning environment platform need to be constructed in order to suit learners’ varied learning style.  
Most traditional learning style researches can be converted into online learning style research to design an online 
learning environment. There is also a need to embed HCI features in a learning environment framework to enhance 
learners’ performance in terms of detecting early learning style and its change when they login to or logout from a 
particular system. Online persona relationship with learning style is not really emphasized in several SNSs. If 
combined, learning style can also be studied to enrich online persona rubrics development. Studies on online 
learning environment are needed to analyze relationship between online persona and early/last detection of learners’ 
learning style. Online persona and learning style are related to learner identity and learner mood. In addition, online 
persona, learning style, learner identity and learner mood are related to learners’ whole selves (learner model) either 
in their class or outside class.  

Several issues identified for learning style include: 
i. the “one size fits all” teaching method which is contrast to learning style overlaps varied theories either in 

traditional researches or integration of it into any adaptive systems 
ii. generalization of many learners’ learning style and learning preference to personalization or deep 

personalization into adaptive system 
iii. time barrier during class/lab hours cannot give ample time/opportunities for learners to reflect on their 

learning for task-based activities 
iv. learners’ and teachers’ time response duration may not be the same, hence affect both sides performance  

The key features for iYu system invention are also identified as follows: 
i. knowledge sharing wealth: by personalization (learners’ themselves) and collaboration (with peers) 
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ii. knowledge question depth: by climbing thinking ladders steps 
iii. knowledge search freedom: by discovering learners’ selves, learning and future career search manipulation 

In addition, PCL framework for an online learning environment can be built based on the integration of PLE and 
Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL). PLE refers to adaptive system approach to recognize 
wider/unique scope of learner model (not limited to learning style and group formation only) to provide 
customizable learning to learners. Meanwhile, CSCL falls under collaborative learning where learners are required 
to complete tasks within groups. CSCL refers to a much intense area of collaborative learning using computer. 
Several CSCL tools identified from various researches are used to enhance interaction between learners and their 
peers, lecturers or online facilitators. Clustering method is applied in order to recognize group representative in PCL 
framework (Li and Zhao, 2008).   

Learning Style 

Learning style is always associated with intelligent and adaptive system. Adaptive system links either learners’ 
needs or preferences into adaptive system. And adaptation refers to personalization. Learning style metrics are often 
found in educational researches and are integrated into adaptive system to enhance learner intent and participation as 
well as learning performance. Scopes of learning style in e-learning researches can be wider and not limited to 
attachment of it into systems only. The overlapping of learning style type and many learning style theories makes it 
difficult for system designers to test system to a particular matched learning style discovered by them. Thus, a 
framework is needed to solve the issue by providing several important components of an adaptive system in a 
personalized learning environment. Below is a table built by the author to summarize different researches found on 
learning style (refer Table 1): 

30. Table 1. Learning style integration in adaptive system 

Title Authors Issues Contents Results Future Works 
Experiences 
of learning 
styles in an 
intensive 
collaborative 
course 
 
 
 
 
 

Alaoutinen 
et al. 
(2012) 

Pedagogical framework 
goal is to achieve learning 
objectives by an e-learning 
and gives design emphasis 
on the whole learning 
model, course design and 
activity management of it 
which can be normative or 
descriptive depending on 
its teaching methodology. 

E-learning must follow the 
latest trend due to learners’ 
interest on a particular 
popular features and the 
rise of new learning style 
like up-to-date. Pedagogy 
approach can be used 
either alone or by mixed 
methods 
(traditional/engagement) 
such as personalized 
learning, collaborative 
learning and problem-
based learning. Learners’ 
cultural background and 
learning style are also 
inserted as crucial elements 
in the designed Code Camp 
as an educational concept 
which pays attention to 
time usage and cooperative 
learning. 

Code Camp offers 
collaborative 
learning in an 
intensive course 
which is considered 
as today’s trend 
and has flexibility 
provided to 
learners. Learners’ 
preference based 
on learning style is 
compared to Code 
Camp components 
like intensive co-
operation, free 
application, help, 
short lecture, 
demonstration, 
information 
retrieval, practical 
task and instant 
feedback. Code 
Camp is observed 
as a place for 
learners to reflect, 
express ideas, learn 
quickly, do open-
ended task, listen 
for lectures, think 
reflectively and 
critically and get 
continuous 
facilitation. 

Code Camp can 
also be used for 
other courses to 
teach practical 
skills. Apart from 
that, Code Camp 
should be 
enhanced from 
curriculum 
integration, 
skill/level 
integration, 
optionality, better 
teaching method 
verification to 
generalization of 
it to other fields. 

Learning 
style model 
for e-
learning 

Hamada 
(2012) 

Freedom and social 
emotional aspects and 
learners’ learning 
preference collective view 

Learning style model helps 
learners in finding their 
own learning preference. 
An adaptive and intelligent 

Enhanced Learning 
Style Index (ELSI) 
where new 
components are 

Evaluation 
should be done to 
test system 
integration and 
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systems 
 
 
 
 

need to be given proper 
attention in designing an e-
learning system. 

system assist learners to 
perform better with four 
system easiness in terms of 
user-friendly interface, e-
learning integration, 
collective view of learners’ 
preference in learning 
(based on gender) and 
access/use. 

built based on 
learners’ learning 
preferences. 
Hamada’s (based 
on culture) old 
system applied 
automata and 
computation theory 
that caters the 
needs of all 
learners, but 
learners face 
problems in terms 
of manipulation. 

model reliability. 

A study of a 
learning 
style index 
to support an 
intelligent 
and adaptive 
learning 
systems 

Hamada et 
al. (2013) 

Learners and their learning 
materials are given proper 
attention to generate 
adaptive system. It is 
because, adaptive system 
could refer to various 
learning model existence.  

ELSI is an improved 
system of Hamada’s 
(2012) work that uses 
automata and computation 
theory. ELSI applies fuzzy-
like evaluation system to 
evaluate its realistic 
dimension of social and 
emotional dimension. The 
social and emotional 
dimension is emphasized 
based on five skills related 
to feelings, moods, social 
awareness, collaborative 
skill and decision making 
skill. 

Rapid growth of 
learning push 
integration of 
adaptive system to 
a new level. 
Educational system 
in some countries 
shifts from 
collectivity to 
individuality. Most 
learners have well-
balanced learning 
preference. ELSI 
embraces several 
components such 
as animation, 
hypertext 
introduction, Finite 
State Machine 
(FSM) simulator, 
Turing Machine 
(TM) simulator, 
self-assessment, 
chat and visual 
automata example. 

Due to ELSI 
integration to 
intelligent and 
adaptive e-
learning system, 
further follow-
ups are needed to 
improve the 
automata 
integration. 

Learning 
style as a 
factor which 
affects the 
quality of e-
learning 
 
 
 
 
 

0DUNRYLü�
and 
-RYDQRYLü�
(2012) 

Challenges in designing  
good e-learning 
frameworks are discussed 
such as learning style type 
and tool hour to relate 
content with varied 
learners and content 
domain level. 

Quality, time and 
interaction, content display 
tool are important for 
better online learning. 
Liaw and Huang (2007) 
frameworks consist of two 
e-learning environment 
sub-elements 
(characteristics – 
information sharing and 
satisfaction – positive 
perception with increased 
learner participation level) 
as well as learners’ 
characterization and 
activities (knowledge 
sharing and experience). 
There are three 
adaptation/personalization 
of e-learning such as 
adapted system (system 
customization design 
phase), adaptable system 
(user requirement and 
intervenion) and adaptive 
system (continuous process 
of meeting users’ needs). 

Learning style 
plays significant 
role in e-learning 
and instructor must 
be prepared with 
different teaching 
methodology 
(frameworks). 

Testing system is 
built based on 
learners’ 
preference. A 
recommendation 
representation is 
also provided. 
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Methodology 

The designed iYu system interface used participatory design method in determining its usability and 
manipulation. Respondents whom were involved in this study are second year learners from Faculty of Computing, 
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Johor Bahru (UTM JB). They had taken basic English course and are also attending 
advanced English class when the experiment were conducted. The respondents’ data were analyzed quantitatively 
and qualitatively while their performance was observed for nearly two weeks. Items for both quantitative and 
qualitative data asked learners about their experience with iYu system use to evaluate it effectiveness in measuring 
reflective and critical thinking. Apart from that, constant online facilitation and semi-authentic materials were also 
provided to ensure learners could finish their tasks conveniently. SNSs like Facebook and its Messenger, Short 
Message Service (SMS) and e-mail were also used as additional tool in increasing learner participation level as well 
as interaction quality either in real-time or delayed discussion. 

 

Implementation of Proposed Learning Style into iYu System 

A PCL environment can be defined as integration of PLE and collaborative learning where it provides caring 
approach to learners while working in group. The scope of Dunn and Dunn’s (1999) “five stimuli which includes 
smaller components called elements” is narrowed by taking physiological stimuli with perceptual elements only 
such as Visual (V), Auditory (A) and Kinaesthetic (K) excluding Tactual (T) element. iYu interface design as 
displayed in the following figure (refer Fig. 1) applied the proposed learning style with the integration of V, A and K 
characteristics (refer Table 3).  The proposed learning style had been compared and matched with the selected 
psychological stimuli components and there is overlapping of learning style such as one characteristic representing 
two learning style types. They were obtained from previous data collection before designing the actual iYu interface 
design to fulfil users’ current needs. The interface design is also influenced by PLE and CSCL principles. Several 
principles of PLE are injected/embedded into CSCL principles to come out with a new PCL framework in nurturing 
a good reflective thinking and critical thinking. The PLE and CSCL principles are also matched with learning style 
adaptation in learners’ activities and teaching materials in terms of presentation (El-Bishouty et al., 2008; Kirschner 
et al., 2004; Dunn and Dunn, 1999). Among the principles applied in designing the PCL framework (refer Table 2) 
include:  

 

Table 2. PCL framework principles 

Framework 
adaptation 

Authors Principles 

PLE El-Bishouty et 
al. (2008) 

x Learners routine must be recorded 
x Web-based 
x Learners can interact either with chat or delayed 

discussion 
x Constant feedbak and facilitation must be provided 
x Materials originality 

CSCL Kirschner et al. 
(2004)  

x Learning objectives/outcomes are written in lesson plan 
x Interation type had been determined 
x Step-by-step approach to achieve class goal 
x Group size, interation type, activities and e-learning 

structure must be taught beforehand 
x Computer interation verification as learning 

improvement learner participation level increment must 
be proved 

Learning 
Style 

Dunn and 
Dunn (1999) 

x Characteristics of learning style type must be applied and 
integrated into task and framework (for instance, VAK) 
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The Feathers menu represents thinking layers that could help generating reflective thinking and critical thinking 
at the same time. Although the participatory design method data was obtained from small sample of learners’ 
population, the students managed to discuss and collaborate with their peers along the learning process quite well. 
From the author observation, the respondents: 

x could climb thinking level ladder 
x could finish system exploration within one hour approximately 
x could complete all tasks within one to two hour/hours with two to six logins 
x who are reflective learners performed well with good response and feedback 
x are last-minute learners were positive and has the intention to use the system repeatedly  
x enjoyed using the system to discover themselves and plan their future 

 

 

Fig. 1. iYu index page interface design 

Table 3. iYu interface design proposed learning style 

Type/Keyword 
of Proposed 
Learning Style 

Description/Characteristics of 
Learning Style 

Features in iYu Interface Design 

Easy x Simple 
x Simple yet colourful for easy 

understanding and memory 
x Easy study 

x Layout 
x Avatar mood 
x Makes it easy for learners to view 

menus and profiles 
Exercise x Answers questions if encounter 

problems 
x Studies through exercise 

x Problem angle 
x Train learners by exploring 

themselves online 
x Feathers and Profiles menus help 

learners in providing professional 
guide for career search 

x Train learners by exploring 
themselves online 

Experience x Learns through past years 
x Takes experiment to fulfil a 

theory 

x Learners can learn at their own 
pace in Profile Linkage and 
Feathers 
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x In Feathers and Profiles, learners 
can develop their own reflective 
and critical thinking 

Last Minute x Performs only when under 
pressure 

x Studies a day before a test 
x Studies last minute with study 

group for revision 
x Always studying at the last 

minute 

x Learners can finish system 
familiarization depending on their 
own time set 

x Could help learners train their 
mind within limited time  

Reference 
Search 

x Finds references from books 
x Probes questions when do not 

understand a topic 
x Seeks for answer from lecturers 

x Original, Share Half and Share 
Part assists learners in realizing 
their own original idea 

x In Interview and Feathers, Peer 
Review and Peer Remark helps 
learners to gain some feedback 
from their lectures and/or peers 

Smart x Studies basic stuffs/materials 
x Smart, but in a hard way 

x Feathers Why? 1 feature help 
learners in generating basic idea on 
a subject 

x Feathers three Why? features help 
learners think in a smart yet 
complex way 

Summary x Makes short notes for every 
special topic 

x Jot down notes in very simple 
keywords on a very small paper 

x Feathers, Profiles and My Identity 
layouts applied summary type by 
providing small textboxes in each 
interface 

Up-to-date x Cool style 
x Trendy 

x Certain Social Networking Sites 
(SNSs) like elements 

Relaxed x Rests after studying activities 
like listening or watching 
audio/video 

x Relaxed, but organized 

x Uploaded audio and/or video help 
learners to relax 

x Lounge feature help learners 
identifying their learning type 
using a nice interface 

Conclusion 

 
The paired version of PLE and CSCL could form PCL framework based on learner model metrics expansion. As 

a results, learning style cannot be hidden, but the association of it with several other components must also be 
emphasized in designing an adaptive system. New principles of PCL to evaluate justified framework that focuses on 
labelling concept and deep personalization can be proposed in the future. Future works should include or enhance 
iYu adaptive user interface manipulation to a new level such as labelling, deep personalization, flow and technique. 
Apart from that, iYu system must also be tested to other courses learners to differentiate data analysis results based 
on demographic background in order to maintain and improve iYu system performance as well as its effectiveness to 
them. 
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Abstract 

This study was conducted to look on the learning styles of the teacher education students which served as basis 
in improving the teaching and learning process. Specifically, it described the students’ socio-demographic profile 
and their learning styles. The implications of learning styles to the instruction process were also given as well as 
some proposed strategies to improve the instruction process which is congruent to the learning styles of the students. 

This study was anchored on Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences which states that human beings 
have nine different kinds of intelligence that reflect different ways of interacting with the world. The types of 
intelligence that a person possesses (Gardner suggests most of us are strong in three types) indicates not only a 
persons capabilities, but also the manner or method in which they prefer to learn and develop their strengths.  

Results of the study showed that majority of the respondents are 16-17 years old; belong to a family with 
Php10,000 and below monthly income; with 4-5 siblings in the family; parents are high school level or high school 
graduates; and fathers are engaged in farming while mothers are housewives. 

Learning styles of the students in terms of learning environment showed that majority prefers to learn in a quiet 
environment; well lighted room; with cool temperature; sitting in soft chairs or pillows; and in informal setting. In 
terms of emotional preferences, majority are self motivated; prefers to study lesson one at a time; prefers to study 
without being reminded; and prefers to be told exactly what and how to do things. In terms of social preferences, 
most prefers to study and learn by pair. In terms of physiological preferences, most prefers to learn by doing things; 
eating or munching while studying; prefers to study in the morning; and with less break and movements. While in 
terms of psychological preferences, majority are analytic or they prefer to learn sequentially and reflective or they 
take time to make decisions. 

 
Keywords: learning style, teaching-learning process, teacher education students 

INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, people live in a new world. Almost everything is different now compared few years ago; the kinds of 
music the students listen, the dance, the instruments and  technology that carries the music, the TV shows that they 
patronize, the games they play, the language they use, their styles of learning and even values they possessed. The 
world now is truly technology driven, where instead of being a mere tool for civilization, it poised to become its 
master.  

Every student is unique and has genius potentials. Teachers know this but they overlook or ignore it especially 
those who grew up exposed to conventional learning theories and traditional teaching methods. Teachers should 
learn to recognize, acknowledge and respect the learning style aspects of students' innate tendencies.  

Learning style is the way in which each individual learner begins to concentrate on, process, absorb and retain 
new and difficult information (Dunn and Dunn Learning Style). A personal style is the biological and developmental 
set of characteristics that makes identical instructional environments, methods and resources effective for some 
learners and ineffective for others. 

Recent studies revealed that when teachers develop and expand their instructional methods and techniques 
according to the individual learning styles of their students, there is marked improvement in their performance and 
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achievement and a drop in the number of disciplinary problems. Hence, this study was conducted to determine the 
learning styles of teacher education students which served as basis in improving the teaching-learning process. 
 
1.1 Statement of the Problem 
 

This study was conducted to look on the learning styles of the teacher education students which served as a basis 
in improving the teaching - learning process. Specifically, this was conducted to answer the following questions: 

1.1.1. How are the students described in terms of their socio-demographic profile such as: 
a. gender, 
b. age,  
c. average monthly family income,  
d. number of siblings in the family, 
e. educational qualification of parents, and 
f. occupation of parents? 

1.1.2. How are the students described in terms of their learning styles? 
1.1.3. What are the implications of student’s learning styles to the teaching - learning process? 
1.1.4. What strategies may be proposed to improve the teaching - learning process? 
 

1.2 Significance of the Study 
 

Given responsive environments, resources, and approaches, students attain statistically higher achievement and 
test scores in congruent or matched rather than dissonant or mismatched treatments. This implies that if the 
instructional situation is organized in a manner that takes advantaged of the student’s learning styles, the rate and 
quality of learning will be improved. 

The learning style preferences of students differ significantly from each other. It is important that teachers know 
the styles of their students so that they can connect their teaching styles. Through this, the teacher may choose 
compatible instructional strategies that may be used in teaching suited to the styles of the learners. This may be the 
basis of choosing learning activities that will suit to their preferred learning styles to further improve their 
performance. 

 
1.3 Scope and Delimitation of the study 
 

This study was conducted to determine the learning styles of the teacher education students; their socio-
demographic profile; the implications of learning styles to teaching-learning process; and proposed strategies to 
improve the teaching-learning process.  

 
1.4 Theoretical Framework 
 

This study was anchored on Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences. According to Gardner, human 
beings have nine different kinds of intelligences that reflect different ways of interacting with the world. Each 
person has a unique combination or profile. Although people have all nine intelligences, no two individuals have 
them in the same exact configuration -- similar to the fingerprints.  This established a classical model by which 
teachers understand and teach many aspects of human intelligence, learning style, personality and behavior, both in 
education and industry. It provides absolutely pivotal and inescapable indication with regards to people's preferred 
learning styles, as well as their behavioral and working styles, and their natural strengths. The types of intelligence 
that a person possesses (Gardner suggests most people are strong in three types) indicates not only a persons 
capabilities, but also the manner or method in which they prefer to learn and develop their strengths and their 
weaknesses. Developing a person's strengths will increase their response to the learning experiences, which helps 
them to develop also their weaknesses.  

In this study, the researchers conceptualized that the students’ learning styles have implications to the teaching – 
learning process which may serve as a basis in proposing strategies to improve teaching – learning process. When 
instructional situations are organized in a manner that takes advantage of the learning styles of the students, the 
teaching - learning process will be improved. Hence, the student’s performance will also be improved.  
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Figure 1. Conceptual paradigm of the study 
 
2.  Methods and Procedure 

 
2.1 Research Design 
 

The descriptive method of research was used in this study. It is descriptive because it described the socio-
demographic profile and learning styles of the students.  
 
2.2 Respondents of the Study 

 
The teacher education students of the Institute of Education, Tarlac College of Agriculture, Camiling, Tarlac, 

Philippines enrolled during the school year 2011-2012 were the respondents of the study. 
 

2.3 Data Gathering Instrument and Analysis 
 

Learning style questionnaire adapted from the Center for Learning Styles, Philippines supplemented with 
interview was used in gathering data from the respondents to determine their learning styles. 

The data gathered were analyzed using frequency counts and percentages. The implications were based on results 
of the study as well as the proposed strategies. 
 

Student’s 
Socio-
Demographic 
Profile 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

Implications to 
Teaching-
Learning 
Process 

 

Proposed 
Strategies to 

Improve 
Teaching-
Learning 
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 3. Results and Discussion 

31. 3.1 Students’ Socio-Demographic Profile 

32. Table 1. Distribution of Students’ Socio- Demographic Profile 

Profile Frequency Percentage 
Gender   

Female 127 87 
Male 19 13 

Total 146 100 
Age 

  16-17 48 33 
18-19 42 29 
20-21 38 26 
22 above 18 12 

Total 146 100 
Average Monthly Family Income 

  10,000 and below 89 61 
10,001 to 30,000 45 31 
30,001 to 70,000 7 5 
70,001 to 140,000 5 3 

Total 146 100 
No. of Siblings in the Family 

               Only Child 5 3 
2 – 3  52 36 
4 – 5  59 40 
6 – 7  20 14 
8 and above 10 7 

Total 146 100 
 
Table 1 shows the socio-demographic profile of the respondents of the study. It shows that in terms of gender, 

majority of the teacher education students are female which is comprised 87% of the sample population, while 13% 
are male. This further shows that teacher education courses are still the most preferred courses among the female 
students. 

In terms of age, majority of the students are 16 -17 years old which is 33% of the sample population, while 29% 
are 18-19 years old and the rests are twenty years old above. This shows that there are more young students which 
represent the freshmen and sophomore students than junior and senior students. Meanwhile, with regards to average 
monthly income, majority has Php10,000 & below monthly family income which is 61%, while 31% have 
Php10,000-30,000 average monthly family income. Based on the data, very few of the respondents have income 
beyond Php 30,000 which manifests that in terms of economic conditions in life, majority of their families belong to 
poverty line. With regards to the number of siblings in the family, the data show that 36% have 2-3 siblings, while 
40% have 4-5 siblings. There are 14% of the respondents who have 6-7 siblings in the family while 3% are only 
child and 7 % have 8 and above siblings in the family. This reveals that most of the respondents belong to medium 
size family. The result is consistent with the common observation that if the parents are both professionals and both 
are working, they usually have small family size. 

 
Table 2. Distribution of Parents’ Educational Qualification 
 

Educational Level 
Father Mother 

F % F % 
Elementary level/graduate 31 21 31 21 
High School level/graduate 65 45 59 40 
College level/graduate 44 30 51 35 
Post graduate level/graduate 6 4 5 3 

 146 100 146 100 
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Table 2 reveals that most of the parents of the respondents are high school level or high school graduate which is 
comprised of 45% for father and 40% for mother. It was followed by parents who are college level or college 
graduate which is comprised of 30% and 35% respectively. Some of the parents are elementary level which is 
comprised of 21% both of the fathers and mothers. Very few parents attained the graduate and post graduate levels. 

 
Table 3. Distribution of Parents’ Occupation 
 

Occupation 
Father Mother 

F % f % 
Farmer/Forestry/Fisherman 89 61 21 14 
Teacher/Instructor/Professor 2 1 11 8 
Police/Soldier 1 1 

 
0 

Businessman/Entrepreneur 10 7 
 

0 
OFW 1 1 9 6 
Driver 14 10 

 
0 

Barangay Official 4 3 2 1 
Government Employee 2 1 

 
0 

None 23 16 
 

0 
Housewife 

 
0 103 71 

Total 146 100 146 100 
 

Table 3 shows that in terms of parent’s occupation, majority of the fathers are generally engaged in agricultural 
activity such as farming and fishing while majority of the mothers are involved in housekeeping. It is observed that 
some of the mothers are teachers, OFW, and Barangay Official. Among the father’s occupations other than farming 
are Driving, Government Employee, Barangay official, Overseas Workers and Entrepreneurs. There are also father’s 
who are not employed. This further shows that majority of the respondents belong to a family whose source of 
livelihood is basically agricultural activities such as farming and fishing. 
 
3.2 Learning Styles of Teacher Education Students 
 
3.2.1 Learning Environment Preferences 

 
Table 4. Learning Styles of Students in terms of Learning Environment Preferences 
 

Environment 
 

Learning Preferences f % 
Sound Prefers to study/learn in quiet environment 82 56.16 
Light Prefers to study/learn in bright light 102 69.86 
Temperature Prefers to study/learn in cold environment 71 48.63 
Design Prefers to study/learn when sitting in soft chair or pillows  82 56.16 
Setting Prefers to study/learn in informal setting 81 55.48 

 
Table 4 shows the various elements that affect the learning environment of students. It includes the element of 

sound, light, temperature, design and setting. Result shows that in terms of sound element, majority of the students 
(56.16%) prefer to study in a quiet environment. It is also observed on the data that some students prefer to study 
with sound such as soft music as background while studying. 

Light is a basic requirement in studying especially inside the classroom, however, the level of lights preferred by 
students while studying varies. Majority of the students (69.86%) prefer to study and learn bests with bright light. 
Very few students prefer to study in a low or in a dim lighted environment. 

In terms of temperature, 48.63% of the students prefer to study in a cool temperature. It is observed that very few 
students prefer a warm temperature while significant proportion of the respondents has no preferences, or they can 
study either in warm or cool environment. 

Meanwhile, in terms of design and setting, majority of the students (56.16%) prefer to study while sitting in soft 
chairs and in informal setting which is comprised of 55.48% of the respondents. They found it easier to concentrate 
and focus on their studies if they are relax and comfortable while studying. 

Teachers, as facilitators of learning should consider these elements and be flexible in organizing classrooms to 
address the learning environment preferences of the students. Considering these elements may possibly improve the 
teaching - learning process because this will provide conducive environment for the students to learn. 
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3.2.2 Emotional Preferences 
 

Table 5. Learning Styles of Students in terms of Emotional Preferences 
 

Emotional Element Learning Preferences f % 
Motivation Self motivated 71 48.63 
Persistence Starts and finish assigned task 99 67.81 

 
Prefers to study/work on one task 83 56.85 

Responsibility Prefers to study/work independently without being reminded 82 56.16 
Structure Prefers to be told exactly what and how to do things 73 50.00 

 
Table 5 shows the various elements that affect the emotional preferences of students. It includes motivation, 

persistence, responsibility and structure elements. Result shows that in terms of motivation, 48.63% of the students 
are intrinsically motivated while the rests are either motivated by parents or by their peers and teachers. Most of the 
students are happy and they feel good if they do well in their studies. 

In terms of persistence, majority or 67.81% of the students are persistent in doing their tasks. They try to finish 
what they have started and they like to get things done first before starting new task. Majority or 56.85% also prefers 
to study lesson one at a time rather than working on different task simultaneously.  

In terms of responsibility, majority of the students (56.16%) prefer to study/work independently without being 
reminded of their activities. They are responsible for their own academic learning. However, significant proportion 
of the students prefers to be frequently reminded and given feedbacks to finish their task.  

Meanwhile, with regards to structure, 50% of the respondents prefer to be told exactly what and how to do things 
while the other students prefer to be given the objective and left alone to do things on their own ways.  

Teachers, as facilitators of learning should consider these elements in facilitating, providing and monitoring 
learning activities of the students. Considering these may possibly improve the teaching and learning process 
because this will address the emotional preferences of the students in relation to their ways of learning.  
 
3.2.3 Social Preferences 
 

Table 6. Learning Styles of Students in terms of Social Preferences 
 

Learning Preferences F % 
Prefers to study and learn alone 52 35.62 
Prefers to study and learn by pair 56 38.36 
Prefers to study and learn with peers or group 38 26.02 

 
Table 6 shows the elements that affect the social preferences of students in studying. Results show that 38.36% 

of the students prefer to study and learn by pair. They want to study with other students or with small group of their 
friends. However, 35.62% of the students prefer to study alone without other students. They can concentrate more if 
nobody interrupts them while studying. The rests of the students prefer to study with their peers or with a team. 
They like studying with lots of friends or students sharing ideas with them. Results implied that teachers should 
provide varied learning activities ranging from individual, paired and group activities to meet all the social 
preferences of students in studying. 
 
3.2.4 Physiological Preferences 
 

Table 7. Learning Styles of Students in terms of Physiological Preferences 
 

Physiological Element Learning Preferences F % 
Perceptual Strength Prefers to learn by doing things 54 36.98 
Intake Prefers to eat or drink while studying 76 52.05 
Time of Day Prefers to study/learn in the morning 66 45.20 
Mobility Prefers to study/learn with less break and movements 68 46.57 

 
Table 7 shows the elements that affect the physiological preferences of students while studying. It includes the 

element on perceptual strength, intake, time of day, and mobility. Results show that in terms of perceptual strength, 
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36.98% of the students prefer to learn by manipulating or doing things. Significant proportion of the students also 
prefers to learn by visual and auditory. They like seeing and hearing things to retain more information. 

In terms of intake, majority of the students (52.05%) prefer to have something to eat or chew while studying. 
Munching of finger foods while studying helps them to concentrate on their studies. Very few students prefer not to 
eat while studying. 

The time element is related to the energy level of the students to study at different time of the day. Result shows 
that 45.20% of the students prefer to study and best learn in the morning. This shows that these students are active to 
study and learn in the morning. Many students also prefer to study in the evening while very few prefer to study in 
the afternoon. The result is similar with the common observation that most students are sleepy in their classes during 
afternoon. 

With regards to mobility, it is concerned with the extent to which the movement of the body while involving in a 
learning task. Result shows that 46.57% of the students prefer to study with less break and body movements. They 
prefer to stay or sit in one place until they finish their tasks. However, there are also students who prefer to move 
constantly, changing their body positions while studying.  

Teachers, as facilitators of learning should consider these elements in the preparation of instructional materials, 
classroom management and providing learning activities. Considering these may possibly improve the teaching and 
learning process because this will address the physiological preferences of the students in relation to their ways of 
learning.  
 
3.2.1 Psychological Preferences 
 

Table 8. Learning Styles of Students in terms of Psychological Preferences 
 

Psychological Element Learning Preferences f % 

Analytic  Prefers to learn sequentially – one aspect at a time 
87 59.58 

Reflective  It takes time to think before making decisions. 
67 45.89 

 
Table 8 shows the learning styles of the students in terms of psychological preferences. Result shows that 

59.58% of the students are analytic or prefer to learn sequentially or one at a time. They like to know the details or 
the step by step process to get things done.  

Also, significant proportions of the students are reflective in nature, which is comprised of 45.89% of the 
students. These students take time to think and evaluate various alternatives before making decisions. Results show 
that in terms of psychological preferences, majority of the students are analytic and reflective thinker. This implies 
that teachers should provide activities suited to their psychological preferences to improve the teaching and learning 
process.  
 
3.3. Implications of Learning Styles to Teaching - Learning Process 
 
3.3.1  The Teacher 
 

Every student is unique; each student learns best in different ways. Every teacher therefore, knows how to 
identify the ways (modalities, preferences, styles) in which individual students learns best and then uses this 
information in planning activities and arranging learning situations to connect his teaching style to the learning 
styles of students. This will serve as basis in choosing appropriate teaching strategies, teaching materials and in 
organizing activities that will accommodate the learning styles of the students, to improve the rate and quality of 
learning. 

It is suggested that teachers may guide and motivate students to identify and utilize their preferred learning styles 
and to take deliberate advantage of those preferences. If teachers can show students the variety and versatility of 
learning styles by providing experiences in different teaching styles, the resulting awareness and expansion of 
student learning styles may better allow students to meet the demands of academic teaching methods and 
assignments (Grasha, 1972). Thus, one goal of instruction could be to help students identify and assess their 
individual learning styles. Another could be to allow students to sample unfamiliar teaching and learning styles. 
Indeed, a teacher who can “purposefully exhibit a wide range of teaching styles is potentially able to accomplish 
more than a teacher whose repertoire is relatively limited” (Smith & Renzulli, 1984, p. 49).  
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3.3.2 The Students 
 
Each student should know and understand his/her learning preferences and uses this understanding in choosing 

learning activities provided by the teacher. Knowing his own learning style implies that he is responsible in 
monitoring, motivating and controlling his own behavior because he knows how he learns best.  
 
3.3.3 The Classroom Setting 
 

Classrooms should have variety of furniture and equipment to accommodate learning environment preferences of 
the students. It should allow flexibility when it comes to layout and different from typical classroom with rows and 
desks. It should have facilities for individual work, work by pair and small group sessions. Arrangements should 
promote an atmosphere that reflects informality and friendly environment. 

Moreover, the understanding and use of different teaching styles by the instructor, as well as the awareness of 
individual learning styles by the student, may influence success in the classroom. 
 
3.3.4 Instructional Materials 

 
The teacher should spend time in selecting, developing and maintaining variety of instructional materials as well 

as references to accommodate the individual preferences of students. Some students need materials for visual and 
audio while others need materials for tactile or kinesthetic activities.  Instructional resources and materials should be 
designed based on the learning styles of the students and to facilitate mastery of learning objectives. 
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3.4 Proposed Strategies to Improve Teaching - Learning Process 
 

Learning Preferences of 
Students 

Suggested Strategies 

Learning Environment Preference 
Sound ¾ The school should always maintain a quiet environment by providing policies 

that will regulate the entry of noisy vehicles inside the campus especially during 
class hours.  

¾ Students discipline should be strengthened by providing regular counselling to 
noisy students. 

¾ Student lounge or centers be made available and functional to accommodate 
students without classes.  

¾ Proper classroom management must be observed by teachers to avoid 
disturbance of other classes. 

¾ Schedule of events in the Gym and other assembly areas other than school 
activities may not be allowed during class hours. 

Light ¾ Well lighted classrooms should be maintained by the teachers and school 
officials all the time. 

¾ Curtains and other furniture that obstruct light to enter the classrooms should be 
minimized. 

Temperature ¾ Provision of adequate electric fans or air con unit in every classroom be 
considered. 

¾ Standard number of classes per classroom be maintained. 
¾ Orientation of the sun be considered in the construction of school buildings. 

Design and  
Setting 

¾ Provision of comfortable chairs for students in every classroom may be 
considered. 

¾ Arrangement of chairs other than rows and columns may be considered to create 
informal setting. 

Emotional Preferences  
Motivation  ¾ Teachers should recognize student’s achievements by using praises and good 

comments. 
¾ Feedbacks on the performance of the students should be provided by returning 

test papers and other assessment tests. 
¾ Teachers should encourage their students to learn to make them feel that 

somebody cares for them. 
Persistence ¾ Teachers should provide activities which are realistic and attainable within the 

given period of the lesson. 
¾ Teachers should monitor the progress of students in doing their learning 

activities. 
Responsibility  
and Structure 

¾ Opportunity for the students to work independently and decide for themselves 
should be considered by the teacher. 

Social Preference 
 

¾ Variety of learning activities for individual work, for pair activity and for group 
activity may be provided for the students. 

Physiological Preference 
Perceptual  
Strength 

¾ Activities that will allow students to get involve in doing things to apply what 
they learned may be considered by the teacher in preparing activities. 

Intake ¾ The school may allow students to chew gum or munch finger foods while in the 
classroom but be sure to remind them to maintain cleanliness all the time. 

Time of Day ¾ Lectures and discussion activities may be scheduled in the morning while 
kinesthetic activities be scheduled in the afternoon. 

Psychological Preferences 
Analytic ¾ Teachers should provide clear and step by step procedure and instruction to 

students in doing their activities. 
Reflective ¾ Teachers should provide opportunity for students to develop their higher order 

thinking skills which may develop their reflective thinking. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 

Based from the results of this study, the following conclusions were drawn: 
x Majority of the respondents are female; 16-17 years old; with 10,000 and below average monthly income; and 

belong to a family with 4-5 siblings. The parents are high school level/graduate; and most of the fathers are 
farmers while most of the mothers are housewife. 

x The teacher education students prefer to study in quiet, well lighted, cool, relax and comfortable, and informal 
setting environment. 
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x The teacher education students are motivated by their own selves, persistent, prefers to do task one at-a-time, 
prefers to study independently without being reminded frequently, and prefers to be told exactly of what and 
how to do things. 

x Most of the students are tactile, prefer to eat or chew while studying, active in the morning and prefer less break 
and movements while studying.  

x Majority of the students are analytic and reflective thinker. 
 
5. Recommendations 
  

In the light of these findings, this study recommends that: 
x Faculty and officials of the college should continue finding ways to improve the physical plant and facilities of 

the college in order to provide the most conducive environment for the students to learn. 
x Teachers should develop a thorough understanding of the learning style elements and the learning styles of their 

students to effectively facilitate the learning process. 
x Teachers as facilitators of learning should plan and organize instructional activities based on the learning 

preferences of the students to improve the rate and quality of learning. 
x Instructional environments, resources, strategies and approaches of teachers should respond to the diversified 

learning styles of students. 
x Further study related on this topic is recommended. 
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Anahtar Kelimeler: LEGO MINDSTORMS, LEGO-/2*2��),567�/(*2�/LJL��H÷LWLP� 
 

Abstract 
The Purpose of this study is to examine the effects of educational aspects of applications realized with LEGO MINDSTORMS 
products. In this direction, review of the literature on the subject was in Web of Knowledge, EBSCOHost, ProQuest Dissertation 
Publishing and The Council of Higher Education. Content analysis can be reached the 17 studies that meet the criteria determined 
by the sampling criteria. Analyzed according to purpose of the study, samples and implementation time and results of the study 
the analysis process. Research results show that primary school and secondary school students with LEGO MINDSTORMS 
products were attempted  and mostly science, mathematics, engineering and technology fields have been studied. Increase 
students’ motivation, self-confidence and success; develop students’ creativity and LEGO MINDSTORMS products are an 
effective teaching tool results obtained. 
 

Keywords: LEGO MINDSTORMS, LEGO-LOGO, FIRST LEGO League, education. 
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LEGO MINDSTORMS 
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�U�Q� RUWD\D� NR\DQ� YH� SURJUDPODQPÕú� J|UHYOHUL� \HULQH� JHWLUHQ� /(*2� 0,1'672506� �U�QOHUL� ����� \ÕOÕQGD�
ürHWLOPH\H� YH� NXOODQÕOPD\D� EDúODQPÕúWÕU�� � øON� /(*2� 0,1'672506� �U�Q�� RODUDN� 5&;� DGÕ� YHULOHQ�
SURJUDPODQDELOLU�ELU�SDUoD��UHWLOPLúWLU��5&;�ELU�ELOJLVD\DU�DUDFÕOÕ÷Õ\OD�SURJUDPODQÕS�\|QHWLOHELOHQ���]HULQGH�N�o�N�
ELU�HNUDQ���o�JLULú�D\JÕWÕ�ED÷ODQWÕ�SRUWX���o�oÕNÕú D\JÕWÕ�ED÷ODQWÕ�SRUWX��G|UW�EXWRQ�YH�NÕ]ÕO�|WHVL��,5��LOHWLúLP�VHQV|U��
RODQ�ELU�ELOJLVD\DUGÕU��)HUUDUL��)HUUDUL��	�+HPSHO��������� 

/(*2�0,1'672506�DLOHVLQLQ�ELU��\HVL�RODQ�5&;�������\ÕOÕQGD�\HULQL� LNLQFL� MHQHUDV\RQ�URERWLN��U�Q�RODUDN�
DGODQGÕUÕODQ�1;7¶\H�EÕUDNPÕúWÕU��7ÕSNÕ�5&;�URERWLN�VLVWHPOHUGH�ROGX÷X�JLEL�1;7�URERWLN�VLVWHPOHU�GH�VHUYR�PRWRU�
YH�oHúLWOL�VHQV|UOHUOH�ELUOLNWH�/(*2�SDUoDODUÕQÕQ�ELUOHúWLULOPHVL\OH�PH\GDQD�JHOPHNWHGLU��%LU�DGHW�ELOJLVD\DU�ED÷ODQWÕ�
SRUWX��ELU�DGHW�NDEORVX]�ED÷ODQWÕ�D\JÕWÕ��ELU DGHW�úDUM�HGLOHELOLU�EDWDU\DVÕ��\HGL�DGHW�ED÷ODQWÕ�SRUWX�YH�G|UW�DGHW�LúOHP�
EXWRQX\OD� ELUOLNWH� �]HULQGH� /&'� HNUDQÕ� EXOXQDQ�1;7�� ��� ELW�$50��PLNURLúOHPFLOL� DNÕOOÕ� ELU�PLNURELOJLVD\DUGÕU�
�/(*2���������$\UÕFD�EOXHWRRWK�YH�ZLUHOHVV�ED÷ODQWÕODUÕ�VD\HVLQGH�GH�NDEORVX]�LOHWLúLP�RODQD÷Õ�VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU��1;7�
LOH� ELUOLNWH� NXOODQÕODQ�PRWRU�� VHQV|U� YH�ED÷ODQWÕ� DUDoODUÕ� VD\HVLQGH�ROXúWXUXODQ� URERWLN� VLVWHPOHU� �VW�Q� \HWHQHNOHUH�
sahip birer robot gibi programlanan görevleri yerine getirmektedirler. 

LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT teknRORMLVLQGHQ�|QFH�ELUoRN�SURJUDPODPD�GLOL�LOH�SURJUDP�SDUoDFÕNODUÕ�\D]ÕODELOL\RU�
ROPDVÕQD� UD÷PHQ�� 1;7� WHNQRORMLVL� LOH� ELUOLNWH� /2*2� �/DQJXDJH� 2I� *UDSKLFDO� 2XWSXW�� � SURJUDPODPD� GLOL�
NXOODQÕODUDN� SURJUDP� SDUoDFÕNODUÕ� KD]ÕUODQPD\D� EDúODPÕúWÕU�� %X� úHNLOGH� /(*2-/2*2� X\JXODPDODUÕ� RODUDN�
LVLPOHQGLULOHQ�DNWLYLWHOHU�PH\GDQD�JHOPLúWLU� 
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EHQ]HWLPOHULQ� YH� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� DNWLI� ELU� úHNLOGH� |÷UHQPH� V�UHFLQH� NDWÕOPDODUÕQD LPNDQ� YHUHQ� FDQODQGÕUPDODUÕQ�
NXOODQÕOPDVÕ� LOH� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� DQODPDNWD� J�oO�N� oHNWLNOHUL� NDYUDPODUÕ� ]LKLQOHULQGH� GDKD� NROD\� \DSÕODQGÕUPDODUÕQÕ�
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2005). LEGO-/2*2�X\JXODPDODUÕ�NXOODQÕODUDN�G�Q\D�JHQHOLQGH�ELUoRN�H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�DNWLYLWHVL�G�]HQOHQPHNWHGLU�
(McDaniel, 2004; McWhorter, 2008; Beisser, 2006; Mojica, 2010; Tian, 2007; Adams ve Keene, 2005; Jarvinen, 
1998; Chambers, Carbona ve Rex, 2007; Hamada ve Sato, 2010). Ancak Türkiye’de çok az LEGO MINDSTORMS 
�U�QOHUL�LOH�JHUoHNOHúWLULOPLú�H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�DNWLYLWHOHUL�EXOXQPDNWDGÕU��dD\ÕU���������� 
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3XEOLVKLQJ� YH�<�NVHN|÷UHWLP�.XUXOX�%DúNDQOÕ÷Õ� 7H]�0HUNH]L¶QGH� /(*2-/2*2� X\JXODPDODUÕ� YH� ),567�/(*2�
LigL�JLEL�/(*2�0,1'672506�LOH�JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ�YH�H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�V�UHFLQH�\|QHOLN�RODQ�VRQ�EHú�\ÕOGD����2FDN�
2008 - ���$UDOÕN������\ÕOODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD��\DSÕOPÕú�oDOÕúPDODU� WDUDQPÕú�YH�XODúÕODELOHQ�oDOÕúPDODU�DUDúWÕUPDQÕQ�DPDFÕ�
GR÷UXOWXVXQGD� DQDOL]� HGLOPLúWLU�� $UDúWÕUPDQÕQ� DPDFÕ� GR÷UXOWXVXQGD� GRN�PDQ� DQDOL]L� \DSÕODFDN� oDOÕúPDODUGD�
LQFHOHQHFHN�|Oo�WOHU�EHOLUOHQPLú�YH�EX�|Oo�WOHUH�J|UH�DQDOL]�JHUoHNOHúWLULOPLúWLU��%X�|Oo�WOHU�úX�úHNLOGHGLU� 
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x dDOÕúPD�DPDFÕ 
x Örneklemi ve süresi 
x dDOÕúPD�VRQXoODUÕ 

$UDúWÕUPDGD� DPDoOÕ� |UQHNOHPH� \|QWHPOHULQGHQ� |Oo�W� |UQHNOHPHVL� NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU�� %X� ED÷ODPGD� DODQ� \D]ÕQ�
WDUDPDVÕ� \DSÕOÕUNHQ� ³/(*2�0,1'672506´�� ³/(*2�0,1'672506�1;7´�� ³/(*2-LOGO”, “FIRST LEGO 
League” ve “LEGO-/2*2� X\JXODPDODUÕ´� DQDKWDU� NHOLPH� RODUDN� JLULOLS� DUDPD� JHUoHNOHúWLULOPLú� YH VRQ� EHú� \ÕO�
LoHULVLQGH� \D\ÕQODQPÕú� RODQ� DUDúWÕUPDODU� WDUDQPÕúWÕU�� 8ODúÕODELOHQ� oDOÕúPDODUGDQ� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP� V�UHFLQH� \|QHOLN�
ROPD\DQODU�YH�GHQH\VHO�ELU�V�UHo�LoHUPH\HQOHU�DUDúWÕUPD\D�GDKLO�HGLOPHPLúWLU��%X�úHNLOGH�JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ�WDUDPDODU�
sonucunda 17 çDOÕúPD� �&KDPEHUV�� &DUERQD�	�0XUUD\�� ������ %HKUHQV� YH� GL÷��� ������ &UX]-0DUWLQ� YH� GL÷��� ������
&R[RQ��������dD\ÕU��������6XOOLYDQ��������*RPH]-de-Gabriel, Mandow, Fernandez-Lozano & Garcia-Cerezo, 2011; 
Jewell, 2011; Jim, 2010; Nugent, Barker, Grandgenett & Adamchuk, 2010; Mojica, 2010; Kato, Hattori, Ivai & 
Morita, 2012; McWhorter, 2008; Ramli, Yunus & Ishak, 2011; Karp, Gale, Lowe, Medina & Beutlich, 2010; Kim & 
-HRQ��������7VH��������DUDúWÕUPD�NDSVDPÕQGD�LQFHOHQPLúWLU��'RN�PDQ�DQDOL]LQGHNL�LON�RODUDN�oDOÕúPalar belirlenen 
|Oo�WOHUH� J|UH� LQFHOHQPLú�YH�NRGODPDODU� \DSÕOPÕúWÕU�� GDKD� VRQUD�NRGODPDODUD�YH�|Oo�WOHUH�ED÷OÕ�RODUDN�HOGH�HGLOHQ�
EXOJXODU�WHPDODúWÕUÕOPÕú�YH�\RUXPODQPÕúWÕU� 

BULGULAR 

%X�E|O�PGH�YHULOHU��LoHULN�DQDOL]L�\DSÕOÕUNHQ�J|]�|Q�QGH�EXOXQGXUXODQ�|Oo�WOHUH�J|UH�VÕUDODQDUDN�YHULOPLúWLU� 

dDOÕúPD�DPDoODUÕQD�LOLúNLQ�EXOJXODU 

$UDúWÕUPD�GDKLOLQGH�LQFHOHQHQ�DUDúWÕUPDODUÕQ�DPDoODUÕQD�LOLúNLQ�\DSÕODQ�LoHULN�DQDOL]L�VRQXFX�HOGH�HGLOHQ�WHPDODU�
7DEOR� �¶GH� J|U�OPHNWHGLU�� øQFHOHQHQ� PDNDOHOHU� NDSVDPÕQGD� /(*2� 0,1'672506� �U�QOHUL� NXOODQÕODUDN�
JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ� oDOÕúPDODUÕQ� E�\�N� ELU� NÕVPÕ� P�KHQGLVOLN� DODQÕ� LOH� LOJLOL� NDYUDPODUÕQ� |÷UHWLPL� LoHUPHNWHGLU�� %X�
DODQÕQ�GÕúÕQGD�IHQ��WHNQRORML��PDWHPDWLN�YH�GLO�|÷UHWLPLQH�LOLúNLQ�oDOÕúPDODU�GD�EXOXQPDNWDGÕU���$\UÕFD�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�
�VW�� G�]H\� |÷UHQPH� EHFHULOHULQLQ�� ELOLPVHO� V�UHo� EHFHULOHULQLQ�� DQODPD� EHFHULOHULQLQ� YH� \DUDWÕFÕOÕNODUÕQÕQ�
JHOLúWLULOPHVL�LOH�LOJLOL�X\JXODPDODUÕ�GD�NDSVDPDNWDGÕU�� 

 

33. 7DEOR����dDOÕúPD�DPDoODUÕQD�LOLúNLQ�WHPDODU 

Temalar 

.DYUDP�|÷UHWLPL�JHUoHNOHúWLUPH 

g÷UHQmeyi test etme 

%HFHUL�JHOLúWLUPH 

<DUÕúPD�LOH�|÷UHWLP 

Gerçek dünya görevlerini yerine getirme 

øOJL�YH�PRWLYDV\RQX�VD÷ODPD�DUWWÕUPD 

7XWXP�JHOLúWLUPH 

$OJÕ\Õ�EHOLUOHPH 

<DUDWÕFÕOÕN�JHOLúWLUPH 

$UDúWÕUPDODUGD� JHQHO� RODUDN� |÷UHQFL� PRWLYDV\RQODUÕQGDNL�� /(*2 0,1'672506� �U�QOHULQH� LOLúNLQ� DOJÕ� YH�
WXWXPODUÕ�� /(*2� 0,1'672506� �U�QOHUL� LOH� JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ� |÷UHWLP� IDDOL\HWOHULQH� \|QHOLN� DOJÕ� YH� WXWXPODUÕ�
EHOLUOHPHN�� |÷UHQFLOHUL� \DUÕúWÕUDUDN� |÷UHWPHN� YH� JHUoHN� G�Q\D� J|UHYOHULQLQ� /(*2� 0,1'672506� �U�QOHUL� LOH�
yerine JHWLUPHN�YH�EXQXQ�VRQXoODUÕQÕ�LQFHOHPHN�DPDoODQDQ�GL÷HU�|÷HOHU�DUDVÕQGDGÕU� 

dDOÕúPD�|UQHNOHPOHUL�YH�V�UHOHULQH�LOLúNLQ�EXOJXODU 

$UDúWÕUPDODUGD�JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ�X\JXODPDODU����VDDW� LOH���\ÕO�DUDVÕQGDNL�ELU� V�UHo�DUDOÕ÷ÕQGD�JHUoHNOHúWLULOPLúWLU��
Genel olarak oDOÕúPDQÕQ�NDSVDPÕQD�ED÷OÕ�RODUDN�P�KHQGLVOLN�YH�IHQ�DODQODUÕQGD�JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ�oDOÕúPDODU��-8 hafta 
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DUDOÕ÷ÕQGD�� JHUoHN� G�Q\D� J|UHYOHULQL� \HULQH� JHWLUPH� YH� WHNQRORML�� PDWHPDWLN�� GLO� |÷UHWLPL� JLEL� DODQODUGD�
JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ�X\JXODPDODU�LVH��-��J�Q�DUDOÕ÷ÕQGD�JHUoHNOHúWL÷L�EXOJXODUÕQD�XODúÕOPÕúWÕU�� 

$UDúWÕUPDODUGD�oDOÕúÕODQ�|UQHNOHPOHUH�LOLúNLQ�ELOJLOHU�7DEOR��¶GH�YHULOPLúWLU� 

34. 7DEOR����dDOÕúPD�|UQHNOHPOHULQLQ�\Dú�GD÷ÕOÕPODUÕ 

<Dú�$UDOÕ÷Õ .LúL�6D\ÕVÕ 

9-12 662 

13-16 598 

���\Dú�YH��VW� 253 

 
Tablo 2’de de g|U�OG�÷��JLEL�HQ�oRN��-���\Dú�DUDOÕ÷ÕQGDNL�|÷UHQFLOHUOH�oDOÕúPDODU�JHUoHNOHúWLULOPLúWLU��øQFHOHQHQ�

��� oDOÕúPDGDQ� GRNX]XQGD� �-��� \Dú� DUDVÕQGD� |÷UHQFLOHUOH� oDOÕúÕOPÕúWÕU�� 'L÷HU� oDOÕúPDODUGDQ� EHúLQGH� �QLYHUVLWH�
|÷UHQFLOHUL\OH�� �o�\OH� GH� ��-��� \Dú� DUDVÕQGDNL� |÷UHQFLOHUOH� JHUoHNOHúPLúWLU�� g]HOOLNOH� ��-��� \Dú� DUDOÕ÷ÕQGDNL�
|÷UHQFLOHUH� \|QHOLN�RODUDN�GDKD�oRN�oDOÕúPD�����\Dú�YH��VW�QGHNL�ELUH\OHU� LoLQ� LVH�GDKD�D]�oDOÕúPD�\DSÕOGÕ÷Õ�HOGH�
HGLOHQ�EXOJXODU�DUDVÕQGDGÕU� 

dDOÕúPD�VRQXoODUÕQD�LOLúNLQ�EXOJXODU 

$UDúWÕUPD�VRQXoODUÕQD�LOLúNLQ�EXOJXODU�7DEOR��¶WH�YHULOPLúWLU� 

35.  

36.  

37. 7DEOR����dDOÕúPD�VRQXoODUÕQD�LOLúNLQ�WHPDODU 

Temalar 

gOo�OHQ�EHFHULOHU�JHOLúWL� 

g÷UHQPH�DUWWÕ� 

/(*2�0,1'672506�HWNLOL�ELU�|÷UHWLP�DUDFÕGÕU� 

g÷UHQFL�EDúDUÕVÕ�DUWWÕ� 

7HRUL�LOH�SUDWLN�DUDVÕQGDNL�|÷UHQPH�ERúOXNODUÕ��/HDUQLQJ�JDS��JLGHULOGL� 

g÷UHQFLOHULQ�J�YHQ�GX\JXODUÕ�JHOLúWL� 

/(*2�0,1'672506�JHUoHN�G�Q\D�X\JXODPDODUÕ�LoLQ�LGHDO�ELU�DUDoWÕU� 

(UNHN�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�GDKD�EDúDUÕOÕ�ROGX÷X 

.XOODQÕPÕ�NROD\ 

<DUDWÕFÕOÕ÷Õ�JHOLúWLULU�� 

0RWLYDV\RQODUÕ�DUWÕUÕFÕ 

Ölo�OHQ�DOJÕODU�JHOLúWL� 

gOo�OHQ�WXWXPODU�JHOLúWL 

g]J�YHQL�DUWÕUGÕ 

$UDúWÕUPD� NDSVDPÕQGD� LQFHOHQHQ� oDOÕúPDODUÕQ� WDPDPÕQGD� LQFHOHQHQ� GXUXPODUD� LOLúNLQ� SR]LWLI� VRQXoODU� HOGH�
HGLOGL÷L� J|U�OP�úW�U�� .D]DQGÕUÕOPDVÕ� KHGHIOHQHQ� EHFHULOHULQ� JHOLúPHVL� YH� |÷UHQPHOHULQ� VD÷ODQPDVÕ� LQFHOHQHQ�
oDOÕúPDODU�DUDVÕQGD�HQ�VÕN�UDVWODQÕODQ�VRQXoODUGÕU��*HOLúHQ�EHFHULOHU�DUDVÕQGD�SURJUDPODPD�EHFHULVL�YH�ELOLPVHO�V�UHo�
EHFHULOHUL�� P�KHQGLVOLN� DODQÕ\OD� LOJLOL� EHFHULOHU�� VRV\DO� EHFHULOHUL� YH� �VW� G�]H\� HOHúWLUHO� G�ú�QPH� EHFHULOHUL�
buluQPDNWDGÕU�� $\UÕFD�� /(*2� 0,1'672506� �U�QOHULQLQ� NXOODQÕPÕQÕQ� NROD\� ROGX÷X� YH� |÷UHQFLOHULQ�
\DUDWÕFÕOÕNODUÕQÕQ� JHOLúWLULOGL÷L�� JHUoHN� G�Q\D� X\JXODPDODUÕQÕQ� EX� �U�QOHUOH� HWNLOL� ELU� úHNLOGH� \DSÕODELOGL÷L� YH� EX�
�U�QOHU�VD\HVLQGH�|÷UHQFL�EDúDUÕVÕQÕQ�DUWWÕ÷Õ�HOGH�HGLOHQ�EXOJXODU�DUDVÕQGDGÕU� 

/(*2�0,1'672506��U�QOHUL�LOH�GHUVOHUGH�DQODWÕODQ�WHRULN�ELOJLOHU�LOH�SUDWLN�\DSÕOPDVÕ�DUDVÕQGD�PH\GDQD�JHOHQ�
|÷UHQPH�ERúOXNODUÕQÕQ��OHDUQLQJ�JDS��JLGHULOHELOHFH÷L�YH�EX��U�QOHULQ�HWNLOL�ELU�|÷UHWLP�DUDFÕ�ROGX÷XQXQ�\DQÕ� VÕUD��
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|÷UHQFLOHULQ�GHUVH�YH�URERWLN�DNWLYLWHOHUH�\|QHOLN�LOJL�YH�PRWLYDV\RQODUÕQÕQ�DUWWÕ÷Õ��DOJÕ�YH�WXWXPODUÕQÕQ�ROXPOX�\|QGH�
JHOLúWL÷L� HOGH� HGLOHQ� GL÷HU� EXOJXODUGÕU�� $\UÕFD� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� NHQGLOHULQH� YH� DNUDQODUÕQD� RODQ� J�YHQOHULQLQ� DUWWÕ÷Õ��
LEGO MINDSTORMS ürünlerL� LOH� DNUDQ� |÷UHWLPLQLQ� YH� LúELUOLNOL� |÷UHQPHQLQ� VD÷ODQDELOGL÷L� EXOJXODUÕQD� GD�
XODúÕOPÕúWÕU� 

6218d�9(�7$57,ù0$ 

$UDúWÕUPDGD� OLWHUDW�UGH� YDU� RODQ� YH� VRQ� �� \ÕO� LoHULVLQGH� /(*2� 0,1'672506� �U�QOHUL� NXOODQÕODUDN�
JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ� oDOÕúPDODU� WDUDQPÕúWÕU�� 5DVWODQÕODQ� oDOÕúPDODUGDQ� H÷LWVHO� DPDoOÕ� RODQ� YH� GHQH\VHO� GHVHQOHU�
NXOODQÕODUDN� JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ� oDOÕúPDODU� VHoLOPLúWLU�� %X� GR÷UXOWXGD� VHoLOHQ� ��� oDOÕúPD� DPDFÕ�� |UQHNOHPL�� V�UHVL� YH�
VRQXFX�LoHULN�DQDOL]L�\ROX\OD�LQFHOHQPLúWLU�� 

Dünya genelinde LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT sHWOHUL� NXOODQÕODUDN� ELUoRN� DODQGD� oRN� VD\ÕGD� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�
DNWLYLWHVL�JHUoHNOHúWLULOPHNWHGLU��.LP����������%X�oDOÕúPDODUÕQ�E�\�N�ELU�NÕVPÕQÕQ�KHGHIOHULQH�XODúWÕ÷Õ�YH�EDúDUÕ\OD�
VRQXoODQGÕ÷Õ� \DSÕODQ� OLWHUDW�U� WDUDPDVÕ\OD� J|U�OHELOPHNWHGLU�� $QFDN� /(*2� 0,1'67ORMS ürünleri ile 
JHUoHNOHúWLULOPLú� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP� DNWLYLWHOHULQLQ� |QHPL� 7�UNL\H� DoÕVÕQGDQ� KHQ�]� WDP� RODUDN� ELOLQHPHGL÷L�
G�ú�Q�OPHNWHGLU�� $\UÕFD� H÷LWLP� RUWDPODUÕQGD� EX� �U�QOHUOH� JHUoHNOHúWLULOHUHN� \DSÕODQ� oDOÕúPDODUÕQ� VD\ÕVÕ� ROGXNoD�
D]GÕU�� 7�UNL\H¶GHNL� GXUXPXQ� DNVLQH� X]XQFD� ELU� V�UHGLU� G�Q\D� JHQHOLQGH� ELUoRN� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP� NXUXPX� /(*2-
/2*2� X\JXODPDODUÕ� LOH� /(*2�0,1'672506� �U�QOHULQL� NXOODQDUDN� H÷LWVHO� DNWLYLWHOHU� JHUoHNOHúWLUPHNWHGLU�� %X�
VD\HGH�|÷UHQFLOHU� GDKD�N�o�N�\DúODUGDQ� LWLEDUHQ�ELUHU� ELOLP� LQVDQÕ��P�KHQGLV�� VDQDWNDU� JLEL� G�ú�QPH\L� |÷UHQHUHN�
JHOHFHNOHUL�LoLQ�|QHPOL�RODQ�SHN�oRN�EHFHUL\L�GDKD�|QFH�ND]DQPDNWDGÕUODU��dD\ÕU�������� 

<DSÕODQ�LoHULN�DQDOL]L�VRQXoODUÕQD�J|UH�oDOÕúPDODUÕQ�E�\�N�ELU�NÕVPÕ�LONRNXO�YH�RUWDRNXO�|÷UHQFLOHULQH�\|QHOLNWLU��
Bu durum LE*2�0,1'672506� �U�QOHULQLQ� JHQHOOLNOH� oRFXNODUD� KLWDS� HGHQ� R\XQFDNODU� ROPDVÕQGDQ� YH� H÷LWVHO�
DoÕGDQ� EX� �U�QOHULQ� HQ� HWNLOL� RODFD÷Õ� NLWOHQLQ� oRFXNODU� RODUDN� J|U�OPHVLQGHQ� ND\QDNODQGÕ÷Õ� V|\OHQHELOLU�� $\UÕFD�
oRFXNODU�/(*2�0,1'672506��U�QOHUL\OH�oDOÕúÕUNHQ�ROXPOX�\|QGH�PRWLYDV\RQD�VDKLS�ROPDNWDGÕUODU��.DUS��*DOH��
/RZH��0HGLD�	�%HXWOLFK��������� �/LVH�YH��QLYHUVLWH�G�]H\LQGH�\DSÕODQ�oDOÕúPDODU�GDKD�oRN�P�KHQGLVOLN�DODQÕQGD�
JHUoHNOHúWLULOGL÷L�J|U�OP�úW�U� 

øQFHOHQHQ�oDOÕúPDODUGD�J|U�OG�÷��JLEL�/(*2�0,1'672506�VHWOHUL LOH�\DSÕODQ�oDOÕúPDODU�JHQHO�RODUDN�ELU�V�UHo�
JHUHNWLUPHNWHGLU��$QDOL]�VRQXoODUÕQD�J|UH�EX�V�UHo����VDDW�JLEL�ELU�V�UHGH�RODELOHFH÷L�JLEL���\ÕO�JLEL�X]XQ�ELU�V�UHo�
GH� JHUHNWLUHELOPHNWHGLU�� $QFDN� JHQHO� RODUDN� ELU� /(*2� 0,1'672506� �U�QOHUL� NXOODQÕODUDN� JHUoHNOHúWLULOHFHN�
oDOÕúPDODUÕQ��-��KDIWD�DUDVÕ�ELU�V�UHGH�\DSÕODELOHFH÷L�G�ú�Q�OPHNWHGLU� 

dDOÕúPDODUÕQ� E�\�N� ELU� NÕVPÕ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� |÷UHQPHOHULQL� VD÷ODPD\Õ� YH� DPDoODQDQ� EHFHULOHUL� JHOLúWLUPH\L�
DPDoOD\DQ�oDOÕúPDODUGÕU��$\UÕFD�PRWLYDV\RQ��WXWXP��DOJÕ�YH�LOJL�JLEL�|÷UHQFL�|]HOOLNOHUL�GH�LQFHOHQHUHN�JHOLúWLULOPH\H�
oDOÕúÕODUDN�GDKD�HWNLOL�|÷UHQPH�RUWDPODUÕ�VD÷ODQPD\D�oDOÕúÕOPÕúWÕU��$UDúWÕUPD�VRQXoODUÕQÕQ�WDPDPÕQGD�ROXPOX�ROXPOX�
VRQXoODU� DOÕQGÕ÷Õ� J|U�OP�úW�U�� /(*2� 0,1'672506� �U�QOHUL\OH� JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ� /(*2-LOGO ortDPODUÕ�
|÷UHQFLOHU�LoLQ�NRQIRUOX��H÷OHQFHOL�YH�NHQGLOHULQL�UDKDW�KLVVHWWLNOHUL�ELU�RUWDPODUGÕU��-DUYLQHQ�������� 

(÷LWVHO� ELU� DUDo� RODUDN� /(*2-/2*2� X\JXODPDODUÕ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� ELOLPVHO� SUHQVLSOHUL� GDKD� L\L� DQODPDODUÕQÕ�
VD÷ODPDN�LoLQ�|QHPOL�ELU�URO��VWOHQPHNWHGir (Chambers, Carbona ve Murray, 2008). LEGO MINDSTORMS ürünleri 
LOH� E�\�N� RUDQGD� P�KHQGLVOLN�� IHQ�� PDWHPDWLN� YH� WHNQRORML� DODQODUÕQGD� oDOÕúPDODU� \DSÕOPÕúWÕU�� %X� DODQODU�
X\JXODPD\D� G|Q�N� DODQODU� ROGX÷X� LoLQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� /(*2� 0,1'672506� �U�QOHULQL� NXOODQDUDk bu alanlar 
NDSVDPÕQGD�HGLQGLNOHUL�WHRULN�ELOJLOHUL�X\JXODPD\D�JHoLUHUHN�|÷UHQPHOHULQL�GDKD�NDOÕFÕ�YH�HWNLOL�KDOH�JHWLULOHELOLUOHU��
+DPDGD� YH� 6DWR� WDUDIÕQGDQ� ������� JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ� oDOÕúPDGD� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� URERW� KDUHNHWOHULQL� J|]OH\HUHN�
|÷UHQHELOGLNOHUL� VRQXFXQD� XODúÕOPÕúWÕU�� *HUoHNOHúWLULOHQ� EDúND� ELU� oDOÕúPDGD� GD� |÷UHQPH� IÕUVDWODUÕQÕ� DUWÕUPDN� LoLQ�
LEGO-/2*2�WHPHOOL�X\JXODPDODU�JHOLúWLULOHELOHFH÷L�|QH�V�U�OP�úW�U��$XIGHUKHLGH��.U\EXV��	�:LWNRZVNL���������
Ö÷UHQFLOHU�ELOJLVD\DU�SURJUDPFÕOÕ÷Õ��PHNDQLN�WDVDUÕP��IL]LN��PDWHPDWLN��KDUHNHW��oHYUHVHO�IDNW|UOHU�YH�LúELUOLNOL�JUXS�
RUWDPÕQGD� SUREOHP� o|]PH� NRQXODUÕQGD� \DUDWÕFÕNODUÕQÕ� NHúIHGHELOPHNWHGLUOHU� �&KDPEHUV�� &DUERQD� YH� 5H[�� �������
$\UÕFD�/(*2�0,1'672506�1;7��U�QOHUL� JLEL� URERWLN�|÷UHQPH�RUWDPODUÕ� DNWLI�|÷UHQPH�RUWDPÕ� VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU�
(Ramli, Yunus & Ishak, 2011). LEGO-/2*2� X\JXODPDODUÕ� LOH� |÷UHQFLOHU� NHQGL� |÷UHQPHOHULQGHQ� VRUXPOX� KDOH�
JHOPHNWHGLUOHU�YH�NHQGL�NHQGLOHULQH�|÷UHQHFHNOHULQGHQ�GROD\Õ�GDKD�DQODPOÕ�|÷UHQPHOHU�VD÷ODQPDNWDGÕU��+LOWXQHQ�YH�
Jarvinen, 2000). Bu ED÷ODPGD�LQFHOHQHQ�oDOÕúPDODUGD�XODúÕODQ�/(*2�0,'672506��U�QOHULQLQ�HWNLOL�ELU�|÷UHQPH�
DUDFÕ�ROGX÷X�VRQXFX�EX��U�QOHULQ�H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�V�UHFLQGH�NXOODQÕOPDVÕ�KXVXVXQGDNL�|QHPL�J|VWHUPHNWHGLU�� 

/(*2� 0,1'672506� X\JXODPDODUÕ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� DQODPDNWD� J�oO�N� oHNWLNOHUL� NDYUDPODUÕ� ]LKLQOHULQGH� GDKD�
NROD\�\DSÕODQGÕUPDODUÕQÕ�VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU��.DUDPXVWDIDR÷OX��$\GÕQ��YH�g]PHQ��������dD\ÕU����������%X�X\JXODPDODU�
YDVÕWDVÕ\OD�|÷UHQFLOHU�WDNÕP�oDOÕúPDVÕ�LOH�LOHWLúLP�EHFHULOHULQL�JHOLúWLUPH�IÕUVDWÕQD�VDKLSWLU�YH�GDKD�ED÷ÕPVÕ]��NHQGLQH�
J�YHQHQ� |÷UHQHQOHU� ROPD\D� EDúODPDNWDGÕUODU� �&KXUFK�� )RUG�� 3HURYD�� 	� 5RJHUV�� ������� � $\UÕFD� EX� RUWDPODU� LOH�
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|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KHP�NHQGL�NHQGLOHULQH�YH�NHQGL�|÷UHQPH�KÕ]ODUÕQGD�|÷UHQPHOHUL�KHP�GH�JUXS�oDOÕúPDVÕ\OD�|÷UHQPHOHUL�
DoÕVÕQGDQ�HWNLOL�RUWDPODUGÕU��$NoD\��$\GR÷GX��<ÕOGÕUÕP��YH�ùHQVR\�������� 

/LQGK� YH� +ROJHUVVRQ� WDUDIÕQGDQ� ������� \DSÕODQ� DUDúWÕUPD\D� J|UH� SUREOHP� o|]PH\H� \|QHOLN� HWNLQOLNOHUL� VHYHQ�
|÷UHQFLOHULQ�EDúDUÕODUÕQGD�DUWPD�ROGX÷X�J|U�OP�úW�U��%X�EDNÕPGDQ�/(*2-/2*2�X\JXODPDODUÕQÕQ�H÷LWLP-|÷Uetim 
RUWDPODUÕQGD� NXOODQÕOPDVÕQÕQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� EDúDUÕODUÕQÕ� GD� ROXPOX� \|QGH� HWNLOH\HFH÷L� V|\OHQHELOLU�� $\UÕFD�� EX�
HWNLQOLNOHU�VD\HVLQGH�RUWD\D�oÕNDQ�|÷UHQPH�RUWDPODUÕ� LOH�GH�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�\DUDWÕFÕNODUÕQÕQ�JHOLúPHVLQH�ROXPOX�\|QGH�
HWNLOHQPHNWHGLU� �øúPDQ�� ������� g÷UHWPHQOHU�� /(*2� 0,1'67250� 1;7� URERWLN� VHWOHUL� GL÷HU� /(*2� VHWOHUL\OH�
ELUOLNWH� NXOODQDUDN�� VÕQÕIWDNL� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� ELUH\VHO� LKWL\DoODUÕQD� J|UH� |÷UHWLPL� SODQOD\DELOPH� LPNDQÕQD� VDKLSWLUOHU�
(Gregory & Hammerman, 2008). 

/(*2� 0,1'672506� �U�QOHUL� NXOODQÕODUDN JHUoHNOHúWLULOHFHN� \DUÕúPD� IDDOL\HWOHUL� LOH� GH� |÷UHQFLOHULQ�
|÷UHQPHOHUL��EHFHULOHUL�JHOLúWLUPHOHUL�VD÷ODQDELOLU��g]HOOLNOH�),567�/(*2�OLJL��)//��RODUDN�LVLPOHQGLULOHQ�YH�/(*2�
0,1'67250�1;7� VHWOHUL� LOH� JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ� \DUÕúPD� EX� KXVXVWD� E�\�N� |QHPH� VDKLS� ROGX÷X� G�ú�Q�OPHNWHGLU� 
7�UNL\H¶GH�H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�RUWDPODUÕQGD�JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ�/(*2�0,1'672506�X\JXODPDODUÕQÕQ�D]OÕ÷ÕQGDQ�GROD\Õ�
EX� \DUÕúPDQÕQ� JHUoHNOHúWLULOPHVL� YH� \DUÕúPD\D� HWNLQ� NDWÕOÕPODUÕQ� VD÷ODQPDVÕ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� JHOLúLPOHULQH� NDWNÕODU�
VD÷OD\DFD÷ÕQGDQ�|W�U��|QHP�DU]�HWWL÷LQH�LQDQÕOPDNWDGÕU�� 

g÷UHQPH�IÕUVDWODUÕQÕ�DUWÕUPDN�LoLQ�/(*2�0,1'672506�VHWL� WHPHOOL�X\JXODPDODU�JHOLúWLULOHELOLU��$XIGHUKHLGH��
Krybus, & Witkowski, 2012). '�Q\DGD� oRN� \D\JÕQ� NXOODQÕPÕ� YH� ELUoRN� DYDQWDMÕ� ROPDVÕQD� NDUúÕQ� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP 
RUWDPODUÕQGD� JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ� /(*2� MINDSTORMS X\JXODPDODUÕ� �ONHPL]GH� KHQ�]� ROPDVÕ� JHUHNWL÷L� VHYL\H\H�
XODúDPDPÕúWÕU��$UDúWÕUPD�NDSVDPÕQGD�VHoLOHQ����oDOÕúPDGDQ�VDGHFH�ELU�WDQHVL�7�UNL\H¶GH�JHUoHNOHúWLULOPLú�ROPDVÕ�EX�
durumu desteklemektedir. Bu sebepten doOD\Õ� RNXOODUGD� /(*2� 0,1'672506� �U�QOHUL� LOH� JHUoHNOHúWLULOHFHN 
X\JXODPDODUD�JHUHNOL�RODQDNODUÕQ�VD÷ODQPDVÕ�YH�GHVWHNOHQPHVL�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�ELOLúVHO�YH�PRWRU�EHFHULOHULQLQ�ROXPOX�ELU�
úHNLOGH�JHOLúPHVL�VD÷ODQPDVÕ�DoÕVÕQGDQ�|QHULOPHNWHGLU� 
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Loneliness and mobile phone 
Çetin TANa91, Mustafa PAMUKb��$\úHQXU�'g1'(5c 

A 6øø57�8QLYHUVLW\��)DFXOW\�RI�(GXFDWLRQ��³6LLUW´��7XUNH\ 
b)ÕUDW�8QLYHUVLW\��)DFXOW\�RI��(GXFDWLRQ��³(OD]Õ÷´��7XUNHy 
c)ÕUDW�8QLYHUVLW\��)DFXOW\�RI�(GXFDWLRQ��³(OD]Õ÷´��7XUNH\ 

 

Abstract 

The aim of this study is to analyse loneliness of university students according to mobile phone addiction, daily phone 
use time and gender. Survey model is used for this research. To collect data; personel information form, problematic mobile 
phone use scale, and UCLA-loneliness scale were applied for 527 students who are from different Departments of Faculty of 
(GXFDWLRQ�DW�)ÕUDW�8QLYHUVLW\��7R�DQDO\VH� WKHVH�GDWD��FRUUHODWLRQ�� W� WHVW��RQe way variance (ANOVA) analysis and Scheffe test 
were used. Results revealed that loneliness was significantly associated with problematic mobile phone use (r=.35) Furthermore, 
there were significant differences between loneliness and independent variables (gender, mobile phone addiction and daily phone 
use time ). The results of the study were discussed together with the results of different studies and suggestions were made. 
 
Keywords: loneliness, mobile phone, mobile phone addiction 
INTRODUCTION 

Loneliness is one of the most common feelings that individulas could experience in their lives. Loneliness is a negative emotion 
that comes about through a discrepancy between desired and achieved levels of social contact (Perlman & Peplau, 1981). 
According to Lopata (1969), loneliness is an emotion experienced by an individual who wishes for a level of contact unlike from 
the one currently encountered. The multiplicity of social relations does not matter but the quality of them is important.  However, 
having more social relations may not always derive individuals a profit in social life. According to Masi, Chen, Hawkley, & 
Cacioppo (2011), an individual may be lonely in a crowd or socially contented while alone. When studies are analysed on 
loneliness,  it is seen that loneliness is associated with some variables. Loneliness is  related to the variables of depression 
(Anderson, & Arnoult, 1985; Brage,Meredith, &Woodward, 1993; Ceyhan, & Ceyhan, 2011; Nangle, Erdley, Newman, Mason, 
& Carpenter, 2003; Rotenberg, & Flood, 1999; Ünal, & Bilge, 2005; Wang, Yuen, & Slaney, 2009; Wei, Russell, & Zakalik, 
2005; Yaacob, Juhari,Talib,&Uba, 2009), stress (Yaacob, Juhari,Talib,&Uba, 2009), internet addiction (Durak-%DWÕJ�Q�	+DVWD��
2010; Esen, & Siyez, 2011), shyness (Anderson,&AUQRXOW��������(U|]NDQ��������%Dú��������DOH[LWK\PLD��.RoDN��������g]GHPLU��
*�UHú��	*�UHú��������4XDOWHU��4XLQWRQ��:DJQHU��	�%URZQ���������VHOI-HVWHHP��%UDJH��0HUHGLWK��	�:RRGZDUG��������*�OR÷OX��
	� .DUDÕUPDN�� ������ 6�EDúÕ�� ������ <DDFRE�� -XKDUL�� 7DOLE�� 	8ED� 2009), hopelessness (Chang, Sanna, Hirsch,&Jeglic, 2010; 
.ÕUÕPR÷OX��)LOD]R÷OX-dRNOXN��	�<ÕOGÕUÕP��������3HKOLYDQ��2YD\ROX��2YD\ROX��6HYLQo��	�&DPFL���������5XFKNLQ��(LVHPDQQ��	�
+lJJO|I���������VRFLDO�DQ[LHW\��-RKQVRQ��/DYRLH�	0DKRQH\��������6�EDúÕ�������. In recent years, the other variable which has 
VWXGLHG�WRJHWKHU�ZLWK�ORQHOLQHVV�LV�PRELOH�SKRQH�DGGLFWLRQ���-LQ�	3DUN��������5HLG�	5HLG��������ùDU��������7DNDR��7DNDKDVKL�	 
Kitamura, 2009; Wei,&Lo, 2006). 

In addition to being a means of communication and having rapidly spreading use around the world, mobile phones, in particular 
the new generation of smart mobile phones, are technological tools due to offering many functions, such as providing short 
message service (SMS) to users, taking photos, playing games, using the Internet, connecting to social networks, providing 
navigation services, having a video player functionality, watching TV and shopping. Arslan and Unal (2013) indicated in their 
study that Faculty of Education students have widely used their mobile phones for the purpose of talking, messages, MP3/music, 
game, photo / camera and the Internet. They also remarked that students have taken quite a lot of time to use their mobile phones. 
Considering the facilities that a mobile phone provides to individuals as mentioned above, these facilities can be handled at the 
same time as the needs of individuals. While normal use of mobile phones is to restrict individuals’ use of mobile phones in 
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accordance with their needs, problematic use of mobile phones occurs due to the fact that individuals aren’t able to restrict their 
use in accordance with the needs. The findings of some studies have indicated that problematic use of mobile phones has 
negative effects.. Ha, Chin, Park, Ryu ve Yu (2008) found that the excessive user group experienced more depressive symptoms, 
difficulty in expression of emotion than the comparison group did. Furthermore, excessive user group had higher interpersonal 
anxiety, lower self-esteem,  higher score on the Internet Addiction ScalH��,$6���WKDQ�WKH�FRPSDULVRQ�JURXS��,Q�ùDU
V��������VWXG\��
the problematic phone use increases as talking time increases, however increase of talking time decreases loneliness level in 
teenagers. Jin and Park (2012) found that more face-to-face interactions were associated with lower levels of loneliness; however, 
more cell phone calling was associated with greater loneliness. Reid and Reid (2007) revealed that lonely people preferred calls 
and rated text such as short message service (SMS, or text messaging) as a less intimate method of contact. According to Takao, 
et al. (2009) it is conceivable that lonely people are eager to maintain contact with their peers through frequent calls so as to 
fulfill their loneliness. We therefore would expect that higher or problematic phone use is predicted by loneliness. 

Mobile phones offer many possibilities presented by the Internet and computers.  While computers and the Internet may 
cause loneliness of individuals, may mobile phone cause loneliness of individuals? In this context the purpose of the study is to 
examine loneliness of university students in terms of daily use of mobile phone, mobile phone addiction and gender. 

2. METHOD 

 
2.1. Participants 
The sample group of this study is 527 students from different DeparWPHQWV� RI� )DFXOW\� RI� (GXFDWLRQ� DW� )ÕUDW�8QLYHUVLW\�� ����
(%70,5) of the students are female, 155 (%29,5)  of them are male, avarage age of students is 20,8 (Sd:2,8). All of participants 
had  mobile phone (%100). 
 
2.2. Instruments 
 
UCLA Loneliness Scale (UCLA-LS): UCLA Loneliness Scale was developed by Russell, Peplau and Cutrona (1980); the 
validity and reliability of its adapted version is tested by Demir (1989). The scale measures the overall feelings of loneliness in 
individuals through a self-report Likert-type scale comprised of 20 items. 10 of these items are positive statements and the rest 
are negative statements. The scale reports range from 20 to 80 where higher scores mean a higher degree of feelings of 
loneliness. Reliability of the scale is reported as .96. In the present study, the internal consistency coefficient of the scale was 
computed as .85. 
 
Problematic Mobile Phone Use Scale (PMPUS): The Problematic Mobile Phone Use Scale developed by Bianchi and Phillips 
(2005) was adapted to Turkish by ùDU� DQG� ,úÕNODU� �������� ,Q� WKH� IUDPH� RI� DGDSWDWLRQ� ZRUNV�� WKH� VFDOH� LWHPV� ZHUH� SULPDULO\�
translated into Turkish and then the opinions of nine specialists were taken, and the translation was improved in line with those 
opinions. The English and Turkish forms generated were filled out by 30 undergraduate students having a good command of 
English with 2-week intervals. The correlation value between English and Turkish forms was calculated as 0,78 and both scales 
were accepted equal. The scale was applied to 300 students for validity – reliability studies. For Turkish form of the scale, 
Cronbach Alpha coefficient for internal consistency was calculated as 0,94 and reliability co-efficient as 0,88. As a result of these 
values obtained, Turkish form of the scale was accepted as reliable and valid. The scores that may be gotten over a 5-point likert 
type scale with 27 questions vary between 27 and 135. As the scores that are gotten over the scale get higher, the mobile phone 
addiction increases.  
 
2.3. Procedure   
Survey model is used for this research and to collect data; personal information form, PMPUS, and UCLA-LS were applied to 
����VWXGHQWV�IURP�GLIIHUHQW�'HSDUWPHQWV�RI�)DFXOW\�RI�(GXFDWLRQ�DW�)ÕUDW�8QLYHUVLW\��30386�ZDV�FDWHJRULVHG�E\�XVLQJ�PHDQ�DQG�
standard deviation as addiction group (M+1Sd) and non addiction group (M-1Sd). Correlation test, t test and one way variance 
(ANOVA) were used in this study. Furthermore, to find out the differences among groups, Scheffe  test was used. 
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3.FINDINGS 
 
Table 1. Means, standard deviations, correlations, and alpha reliabilities for variables. 

 1 2 Cronbach's Alpha 
1. UCLA-LS 1  .85 
2. MPA .35* 1 .95 
Mean 37,2 59,2  
Standart Deviation                                          9,7 21,6  

*p<.01 
 
As seen in Table-1, the results indicated that there is a positive moderately relationship between mobile phone addcition  and 
loneliness (r=.35). 
 
Table 2. Means, standart deviations and t values of  loneliness of university students according to gender 
 Gender   
 Female Male   
 (n=372) (n=155) t p 
 X       Sd X       Sd 

 

UCLA-LS     35,8      9,4    40,6      9,4 -5,311 .000* 
*p<.05 
 
As seen in Table-2, there is a significant difference between males and females in relation to loneliness (t(525)=-5,311; p<.05). 
When these results analysed, it is seen that loneliness of men ( x = 40,6,  Sd=9,4) is higher than the women ( x =35,8, Sd=9,4). 
 
Table 3. Means, standart deviations and F values of  loneliness of university students according to daily phone use time 

 Daily use    

 <1 hourA 1-3B 4-6C 7-9D ���E F p Differences 
 n=139 n=245 n=97 n=22 n=24    

E>A,  D>A 
C>A,  B>A 
 

 X       Sd X      Sd X      Sd X       Sd X      Sd 
  

UCLA-LS 34,9    9,3 37,2   9,7 39,1  10,1 39,6  10,2 40,9   7,3 4,072 .003* 

*p<.05 

As seen in Table-3, the result showed that significant difference was found between loneliness and daily phone use time(F(4-
522)= 4,072; p<.05). Scheffe test was performed to determine the groups which caused difference. According to this significant 
difference, students who have mobile phone use 10 or over ten hours, 7-9 hours, 4-6 hours and 1-3 hours were found to have 
more loneliness score than those who have mobile phone use less than 1 hour per day. 
 
Table 4. Means, standart deviations and t values of  loneliness of university students according to addiction  group and non 
addictiction group 

 Mobile Phone Addiction   
 Addictin group Non addiction group   
 (n=93;  %17,6) (n=77;  %14,6) t p 
 X       Sd X       Sd 

 

UCLA-LS     39,5      9,1    35,7      11,4 -2,399 .018* 
*p<.05 
 
As seen in Table-4, there is a significant difference between addict and non addict in relation to loneliness (t(168)=-2,399; 
p<.05). When these results analysed, it is seen that loneliness of addicted students ( x = 39,5,  Sd=9,1) is higher than the non 
addicted ( x =35,7, Sd=11,4). 
 
4. Discussion 
 
Loneliness of university students was examined in the current study in terms of mobile phone addiction, daily use of mobile 
phone and gender. When literature is analysed, the literature has revealed that studies on mobile phone addiction do not have too 
much background. In addition, studies on mobile phone addiction related to loneliness are quite a few. In this context, this study 
may be important for the literature. 
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When loneliness of university students was examined according to gender, loneliness scores of male( x =40,6, Sd=9,4)  students 
were found higher than the scores of female ( x =35,8, Sd=9,4)  students. The results of some studies are similar to the results 
REWDLQHG� IURP� WKLV� VWXG\� �(U|]NDQ�� ������ .DUDR÷OX�� $YúDUR÷OX�� 	� 'HQL], 2009; Wiseman, Guttfreund, & Lurie, 1995). In 
addition, some studies revealed that loneliness scores of female students were higher than the  scores of male students (Kutlu, 
2005). Some studies also indicated that there were no significant differences between the loneliness scores of male and female 
VWXGHQWV��%Dú��������*�UVR\��	�%ÕoDNoÕ��������6H]HU��7HNLQ��	�$OGHPLU�������� 
 
According to another finding of the study, there was a significant difference between loneliness of university students and daily 
use of mobile phone (F(4-522)= 4,072, p<.05). According to this significant difference, students who have mobile phone use 10 
or over ten hours, 7-9 hours, 4-6 hours and 1-3 hours were found to have more loneliness score than those who have mobile 
phone use less than 1 hour per day. ùDU��������IRXQG�WKDW�WKHUH�ZDV�D�VLJQLILFDQW�GLIIHUHQFH�EHWZHHQ�GDLO\�SKRQH�XVH�WLPH�DQG�
ORQHOLQHVV��$FFRUGLQJ� WR� ùDU
V� ������� VWXG\�� WKH� LVVXH� RI� SUREOHPDWLF� SKRQH� XVH� LQFUHDVHV� LQ� SDUDOOHO�ZLWK� LQFUHDVLQJ� WLPH� RI 
speaking on the phone, but the loneliness decreases.In another study, Jin and Park (2012) found that more cell phone calling was 
associated with greater loneliness. Pierce (2009) found that On average, 35–40% of teens reported using cell phones/text 
messaging and online social sites between 1 and 4 h daily, 24% reported using IMs 1–4 h daily and only 8% reported using email 
between 1 and 4 h daily. Females tended to use cell phones/text messaging and online social sites more so than did males. Hong, 
Chiu and Huang (2012) found that there was medium positive correlation between mobile phone addiction and mobile phone 
usage behavior. 
 

According to the results obtained from the study, 17.6% of university students participated in the research is addicted to 
mobile phone. There was a significant difference between loneliness of university students and mobile phone  addiction (t(168)=-
2,399; p<.05).  Loneliness scores of students who have been addicted to mobile phone ( x =39,5, Sd=9,1) were found to be 

higher than those of non-addicts ( x =35,7, Sd=11,4).This result supported Kraut and his collegues' claim. Kraut et al. (1998) had 
claimed that pathological use of the new technologies reduces the individual’s social implication in the real world and, as a 
consequence, his or her psychological well-being, because it produces the kind of isolation, loneliness and depression the 
individual wants to ease by connecting to the Internet. Chen's (2006) result indicated heavy mobile phone users meet their friends 
less. Ha et al., (2008) found that the excessive user group experienced difficulty in expression of emotion than the comparison 
group did. Furthermore, excessive user group had higher interpersonal anxiety than the comparison group. 
 

Considering the features of mobile phones, especially smart mobile phones, recently introduced, it is seen that these 
kinds of mobile phones are not only manufactured to provide communication. These mobile phones include many features 
presented by the Internet and computers. In this context mobile phones offer a great opportunity, especially for young people who 
use the Internet. Individuals who have such a great opportunity can interact with mobile phones almost everywhere (at home, at 
school, on the bus, on the street, in the café, in the canteen, in bed, or even in the toilet). Individuals who have engaged in mobile 
phones constantly may be exposed to a decrease in the time allocated to other social relations, especially relations based on face-
to-face interaction. This situation may also make individuals lonely. Although mobile phones and the Internet are used as 
communication tools, excessive use of these technological tools causes individuals to become addicted. Even communication 
tools may cause non-communication situations. Individuals who are under these circumstances can be supported to receive the 
help of individual or group counseling in order to make use of  such technological tools in accordance with their needs.  
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Abstract 

Growing use of technology in the process of teaching and learning has made the role of teacher subservient if not irrelevant. The 
teacher has been reduced to the level of an informer and a facilitator. Added to these are the commercial trends which have made 
the teacher a paid service provider being compensated for his efforts; thus making the noble profession of teaching a commercial 
enterprise. It has also relegated the traditional function of the teacher as a guide and a mentor, influencing and shaping the lives 
of students, building their character on higher moral principles. The increasing use of technology has depersonalized the whole 
process of teaching and learning, taking away the moral high ground and pivotal position the teacher always held. This is a 
challenge faced by the teachers in a technology-intensive environment. This paper aims at analyzing these factors with a view to 
exploring ways to make the teacher relevant and effective in a technology-led teaching and learning environment. 
 
Keywords: Teaching technology; teaching and learning; character building; teacher leadership 

 
1. Introduction 
 
Technology has greatly transformed the dynamics of teaching and learning. It is restructuring education, teaching, 
and learning, in ways that impact everything (Minocha, Schroeder, & Schneider, 2011). It has not only changed the 
process of education, it has also affected the teacher-taught relationship and the value system governing these 
relations. Recent studies on the impact of technology on students, conducted by Pew Research Center and Vicky 
Rideout, show that “technology is deeply altering how students learn,” that digital technology hampers the attention 
spans of students and their “ability to persevere in the face of challenging tasks” and also highlight that “technology 
was as much a solution as a problem.” (Richtel, 2012). The real challenge is the fact that technology has almost 
relegated education that it was envisaged to support (Schacter, 1999). The teacher is getting marginalized in the 
process and is under tremendous pressure to outperform and remain relevant to the students excited and allured by 
technology surrogates. While technology is satisfying the increasing appetite for new information, it has serious 
limitations in attainment of higher levels of learning in cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains, not to 
mention moral uplift of students and acquisition of tacit knowledge. It can only be possible if we keep technology in 
a subservient position in the process of education and help the teacher regain the leadership in the changing 
dynamics of education in the new millennium.  
 
2. Impact of Technology on Education 

 
Traditionally, the teacher was a guru and a guide, controlling the entire process of teaching and learning. The 
students were invariably passive recipients of information provided by the teacher who also determined the pace and 
direction of learning. The students would ask questions and seek clarifications but seldom challenged his authority 
or leadership. However, there has been a paradigm shift in the process for teaching and learning with the 
introduction of applied disciplines, and more so with the advent of technology, allowing greater access to 
information and sources of knowledge. “The instructor is no longer the king of the classroom but rather a 
middleman between information and student.” On the other hand, “the student has now become an active 
informational architect, procuring, rearranging and displaying information, instead of a passive sponge soaking up 
knowledge.” (loraevanousk, 2011) 
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Technology has been used in education in four different ways: as a part of the curriculum, for delivery of teaching 
contents, as an aid to instructions and as a tool to enrich learning experience. Its role is more pronounced in student-
centered learning or constructivist approach wherein the “students are active participants in their learning; they learn 
at their own pace and use their own strategies; they are more intrinsically than extrinsically motivated; learning is 
more individualized than standardized”.  (Walle, Virak, Cnudde, & Mono). It includes project-based learning, 
problem-based learning and inquiry-based learning.  Here, the teacher is made to take a back seat and become a 
facilitator and a collaborator. This methodology seems to work better with problem solving and project work. 
Although “facilitation” can be a form of leadership in certain pedagogical models where the teacher remains on the 
sidelines and directs the process of learning, allowing greater freedom to the students, it falls short of the leading 
role of the teacher.   
 
The combination of education and technology has created “more stimulating learning environment” and new 
possibilities to make the process of education more innovative and enjoyable. There have been numerous studies, 
mostly at school level, to ascertain the impact of technology on education but few are conclusive and definite. Some 
important conclusions are as under: (loraevanousk, 2011) 
 
x Easy access to information. 
x Greater interest in learning. 
x Increased retention of information. 
x Robust information storage. 
x Better presentation of information. 
x Teaching made interactive. 
x Knowledge sharing made easy. 

 
Whereas there are many admirers of technology who are simply overawed by its range and reach, there is no dearth 
of dissenting voices, such as Clifford Stoll, the author of Silicon Snake Oil (1996) who talks about 
“depersonalization of education and the substitution of ‘real people’ with technology”. He strongly urges that 
“students need to be interacting more frequently with teachers and other students--not technology”. (Stoll, 1996) 
 
Although technology can be used effectively in both pedagogical practices—teacher-centered and student-centered--
there is no hard evidence to favor one against the other. Moreover, most of the studies are school-based; thus cannot 
be taken as authority for all levels and types of education. John Hattie’s 2009 publication Visible Learning: A 
Synthesis of over 800 Meta-Analyses Relating to Achievement, is based on the effects of a large range of strategies 
for learning. Its findings are somewhat unexpected for many and merit reconsideration of our approaches to 
teaching. He places teacher (Expert teacher against experience teacher and a novice) at the centre stage of what he 
calls “active” teaching. It is excellence in teachers that make the greatest differences. Among the top fourteen 
influences, as many as eleven are related to the teacher, with greatest size of influence. (Hattie, 2003) 
 
There are others who talks about Digital Nativism, Digital Delusion, and Digital Deprivation (McKenzie, 2007), and 
“clutter of online information, the social media hype, the overwhelming technologies, the misguidance and 
misinformation online” (Buehler, 2013). While Buehler talks about seven deadly delusions in the domain of 
business, McKenzie forcefully refutes the technology Pied Pipers, like Prensky (who advocates “digital nirvana” of 
video-game learning) and warns of digital deprivation due to lack of contact with the real world: “A Digital Waste 
Land is a poor substitute for the rich flavors, smells and touches of the real world. Leading psychologists have 
signaled their concern in reports like Fool's Gold. FaceBook, MySpace and Second Life are poor substitutes for face 
to face communities and the playground.” (McKenzie, 2007) 
 
Technology has travelled a long distance and opened new avenues of learning. From Computer Based Teaching 
(CBT) and Computer-Aided Communication (CMC) to E-learning and Web-Based Training (WBT), education 
technology has helped create innovating learning environment. Its singular achievement has been in the field of 
distance learning in which several people can learn simultaneously from different locations. However, its success 
largely depends on good student-teacher interaction, proper use of technology, meticulous planning and effective 
management. Thus, technology may work wonders but may not be able to substitute the teacher and his ability to 
guide the students and equip them with knowledge, skills and values to face the challenges of the real world. 
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While technology is a sharp and powerful tool, its effectiveness depends on the ability of the teacher to determine 
the needs of the students, design and develop the contents and make strategies to deliver them effectively.  
 
3. The Challenges 

 
The dynamic environment of technology poses new challenges for teachers to maintain academic ascendancy over 
the students and master teaching technologies as well. Mastery over the subject or professional knowledge and 
capacity to absorb change can still make the teacher the leader of educational experience. His ability to transmit 
knowledge and culture can keep him relevant, provided he keeps their interest and curiosity alive. Some of the 
challenges are discussed hereunder: 
 
3.1 Digital Divide 

 
There are two types of Digital Divide: Technology Divide and Generation Divide. Both the divides impact the 
teaching and learning processes. The teacher has to overcome and bridge these divides to remain effective. While 
“Technology Divide” is beyond the control of the teacher, the “Generation Divide” is manageable at the individual 
level. 
 
 “A digital divide is an economic inequality between groups, broadly construed, in terms of access to, use of, or 
knowledge of information and communication technologies (ICT).” (Norris, 2003) It is closely linked with social 
disparities and economic inequalities. It is a challenge for the teachers teaching in institutions which attract students 
from diverse communities and social backgrounds. What the teacher can do is devise ways and means to ensure that 
digital inequalities do not put socially dispossessed students at a disadvantage against those who have greater access 
to technology.  
 
The teachers and students invariably belong to different generations with separate mind-sets, attitudes, work ethics, 
etc. We know of Generations X, Y and Z. The generation gaps do pose new challenges but may not make the older 
generation irrelevant as suggested by enthusiasts like Prensky, who speaks of Digital Nativism and terms the pre-
iPod generation as Digital Immigrants. (McKenzie, 2007) Barring such extreme views, the fast-moving technology 
will continue to challenge generations of teachers.  
 
3.2 Personal Learning Environments (PLE) and Self-Regulated Learning (SRL) 

 
PLE represents a paradigm shift in teaching and learning (Elliott, 2010). In PLE structures, “the learner constructs 
knowledge socially with the help of knowledgeable peer mentors and teachers”(McLoughlin & Lee, 2010). It is 
particularly relevant to on-line and distance learning scenarios. However, the role and competencies of the teacher 
are considered critical components of PLE design, delivery and management, including effective use of technology 
(Shaikh & Khoja, 2012).  Recent studies in this area reassert the importance of teacher’s role in the process; 
especially in cases where learners do not get started despite PLE and find it difficult to attain learning objectives. 
Likewise, success of SRL also depends of the competence of the teacher. 
 
3.3 Transmission of Cultural heritage  

 
Transmission of cultural heritage and value system always formed part of the philosophy and process of education. 
Cultural deprivation of a single child was considered “irreparable loss to all humanity”. (Smith, 1979) Its ownership 
rested with the schools (state) and teachers. During the 20th century, there rose many strong voices against 
“indoctrination” of the youth. Questions were raised over types of values to be taught, when to be taught and where 
to be taught. It became difficult in multi-cultural societies that adhered to separate sets of values. However, there are 
exponents of universal or living values who want them to be included in the curriculum. In higher education sector, 
where education is less encumbered by moral trappings, because of built-in freedom, institutions still inculcate and 
value intellectual honesty, professional ethics, tolerance, team spirit, etc, to prepare their graduates for competitive 
job markets. Teaching of “global citizenship” and additional foreign languages is encouraged. All these activities 
demand an active involvement of teachers and educators, in line with Greek word Pedagogy which means “to lead 
the child”. 
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3.4 Transmission of Tacit Knowledge  
 

The term “tacit knowledge” was introduced by the Hungarian polymath Michael Polanyi with the assertion that “we 
can know more than we can tell.” (Polanyi, 1966) . It is the inherent knowledge which is deeply ingrained in 
individuals (and organizations with such individuals) and is difficult to articulate and transmit. It has acquired 
significance with the studies in the field of Knowledge Management, especially pertaining to processes and practices 
in business and industry, where “know-how” plays an important role (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). In the field of 
teaching and learning, tacit knowledge, or insight and experience of teachers, especially in the domains of processes 
and skills, play an important role.  In such cases, the teachers being the repositories of tacit knowledge become key 
players because acquisition of tacit knowledge lies in some form of shared experience. 
 
 
3.5 Teacher Training 

 
There have been two main philosophies of teacher education: teacher-based, in which teachers are trained to be 
experts in knowledge or exceptionally well-educated, where effectiveness depends on their “ability to interest, 
motivate and instruct”; and competency-based to prepare him as a guide in the learning process to engage the 
students in discovery. (Jalalzai, 1993) With ever-increasing role of technology, teacher training is getting more and 
more complex and challenging. Besides learning educational philosophies, pedagogical theories and practices, the 
teacher has to learn the use of technology in teaching strategies--most importantly, getting feedback and modifying 
the design and measurement of learning objectives. Thus, technology-related training is a must for new generations 
of teachers. Added emphasis on competencies has weakened the focus on academic excellence and ability of the 
teacher to mold minds and characters. 
 
3.6 Caring Touch 
 
Computer-based and web-based learning has depersonalized the process of education, where teacher and students 
become virtual entities, with limited human interaction or considerations. Whereas electronic linkages are 
expanding, human bonds are weakening. “Most strategies focus on goals and outcomes; very few focus on real 
student and his problems as a person.”(Harrison & Killion, 2007). Students frequently need teacher’s attention for 
positive reinforcement, guidance, counseling and direction. Jeremy Boggs talks of three roles for teachers using 
technology: Instructor as a Role Model, Instructor as Tech Support and Instructor as Cheerleader. Of these, he terms 
cheerleader as the most important for positive reinforcement in higher education. (Boggs, 2009) Success of a 
teaching strategy thus lies in teacher’s ability to intervene and lend a personal touch to personalize the process. That 
is a challenge for teachers working with technology-driven processes.  
 
4. Analysis 

 
Technology has transformed education; and has the potential to influence it even more in the foreseeable future. 
Regardless of his position as “a sage on the stage” or “a guide on the side,” his role still remains important if we 
consider the old maxim: “student learning depends first, last, and always on the quality of the teachers.” While it 
opens new opportunities for students, it gives the teacher new communication tools and a wider reach. It can have 
“real impact on education if used intelligently with effective teaching practice.” (Harrison & Killion, 2007). 
Surprisingly, instead of sidelining the teacher, new researches in teaching strategies tend to place him at or around 
the centre stage to manage complexities of the evolving scenarios and learning environments.  
 
4.1 Teacher Competencies in Technology-led Environment 
 
Studies in PLE perspective have identified the teacher roles and competencies as critical components (Minocha et 
al., 2011). Since the process of teaching is dynamic, the teacher has to excel in these competencies to deal with the 
changes effectively (Shaikh & Khoja, 2012). Many studies, such as Global Teacher, 2010, see teacher as a role 
model, leader, manager and change agent. Based on these studies, Sheikh and Khoja (2012) have summarized these 
competencies as follows: 
 

x Planning and Design (Designing/Planning Role). Roles identified: planner, designer, 
instructional/learning designer, programmer.  
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x Instruction and Learning (Instructive/Cognitive Role). Roles identified: lecturer/instructor, 
demonstrator, theorizer, master artist, learner, critic, agitator, motivator, mentor.  

x Communication and Interaction (Social Role).  Roles identified: coordinator, facilitator, partner, 
connector/communicator, moderator, convener, salesperson, collaborator, participant, collector.  

x Management and Administration (Managerial Role). Roles identified: leader/change agent, 
administrative manager/bureaucrat, curator, coach, guide, concierge, goal setter, evaluator.  

x Use of Technology (Technologist Role). Roles identified: alchemist, sharer, network administrator, 
technician, technologist, media publisher/editor. 
 

Educational potential of wikis is being explored and developed for collective cognition. There is a role and space for 
the teacher in these initiatives as well:  
 
When learners and teachers engage in collective cognition and across online as well as offline contexts, multiple 
activity structures come into play. For teachers, the complexity of the learning environment increases dramatically. 
At the same time, the practices we have examined point to the need for a teacher’s space in the wiki. This space is 
not a fixed position in a structure but is an activity space in which wiki features make it possible for the teacher to 
trigger, stimulate, monitor and guide online as well as offline activities conducive to learning. How to develop such 
activity spaces is a question that guides our continued research on the educational use of wikis. (Lund & Smørdal, 
2006) 

 
 

4.2 Student as Apprentice 
 

There are many domains of knowledge and professions where students learn best as apprentices, such as medicine. 
Likewise, there are many skill-based domains which involve “know-how” or “technique” more than the theoretical 
knowledge, such as sports and arts, where guided practice leads to higher attainments. Much talked about web-based 
teaching methodologies are not relevant at all in many areas. So, while talking about the teacher, we should not limit 
teacher’s role and scope of activities to classroom environment of a particular level of education only, or divorce 
him from real-life experiences. Moreover, if learning is based on experience, vicarious experience and aided 
discovery can be more rewarding.    
 
4.3 Teacher as a Powerful Influence 

 
“. . . Excellence in teaching is the single most powerful influence on achievement.” Based on numerous studies, 
John Hatties has drawn a set of possible influences on the achievements of students. Major influences, with highest 
effect size, are in the hands of the teacher. Thus, excellence of teacher is the most powerful influence, which makes 
the greatest difference as seen below:  (Hattie, 2003) 
   

Table 1 - Possible Influences on the Achievement of Students 

Influence Effect Source of Influence 
Feedback 1.13 Teacher 
Students’ prior cognitive ability 1.04 Student 
Instructional quality 1.00 Teacher 
Direct instruction .82 Teacher 
Remediation/feedback .65 Teacher 
Students' disposition to learn .61 Student 
Class environment .56 Teacher 
Challenge of Goals .52 Teacher 
Peer tutoring .50 Teacher 
Mastery learning .50 Teacher 
Parent involvement .46 Home 
Homework .43 Teacher 
Teacher Style .42 Teacher 
Questioning .41 Teacher 
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4.4 Teacher-Student Relationship 
 
Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925) considered sympathetic relationship between the teacher and the taught as the secret of 
effective education, while Giovanni Gentile believed in a spiritual relationship between the two. (Smith, 1979) It is a 
neglected area in modern teaching-learning strategies, especially is the affective domain. Technology has 
dangerously weakened the student-teacher relationship. Teachers tend to ignore the significance of affective 
attributes and a relationship based on mutual respect. Expert teachers, on the other hand, treat their students as 
persons and show care and commitment to build a human bond with them. “By having such respect, they can 
recognize possible barriers to learning and can seek ways to overcome these barriers.” (Hattie, 2003) In Germany, 
the Supervisor is called “Doktor-Vater“ or “Doktor-Mutter” meaning father or mother. The very title lends a 
personal touch to teacher-student relationship, which “is the foundation of effective instruction”. (Lickona, 2004) 
 
4.5 Excellence of Character 

 
Aristotle talked about two kinds of human excellences: excellences of thought and excellences of character. Many 
educators from ancient, medieval and modern times have supported the need of character building and the role of 
teacher in shaping that character. Technology has given us amazing access to information and ideas, thus, 
facilitating excellences of thought. However, the flux of information carries distortions and misrepresentations, 
besides socially and morally repugnant material, which has created new moral challenges.  While there is a need to 
guide the students to sift facts from fabrication and safely navigate through clutter and chaos, there is a need to 
strengthen him morally and spiritually to withstand the new hazards brought in by technology. There is none other 
than the teacher who can help the students through these turbulent times. Neil Hawkes espouses value-based 
education which “creates positive culture for teaching and learning that is so vital for successful education in the 
21st century.” (Hawkes, 2012) Thomas Lickona says that character and academics should be thought 
simultaneously. (Lickona, 2004) 
 
5.  Conclusion 
 
Education is a very comprehensive and purposeful activity, which includes “all the elements of experience—
cognitive, contactive and affective. (Saiyidain, 1992) It involves mental, moral and spiritual uplift of students or a 
desirable transformation. It cannot be restricted to passing on information or knowledge only. More than knowledge, 
it is the understanding of principles and application of knowledge which is important. Superior or expert teachers 
exhibit genuine interest in their students and lead them through vicarious experience and guided discovery or 
inquiry. They engage them intellectually, emotionally and spiritually, and mold their character by inculcating 
universal values. They guide them to excellence through aesthetic education creating opportunities for experiencing 
beauty in its diverse forms and manifestations.  
 
Present day teacher is required to prepare the students for a highly competitive globalised world, equipped with far 
better professional, soft and life skills than ever before. It is too serious a matter to be left to the students alone. The 
teacher cannot sit back and leave the students at the mercy of the environment.  He has to take the lead. Research 
after research tells us that best result can be achieved through leadership role of the teacher. Even in student-
centered strategies, competences of the teacher are considered crucial for success. (Shaikh & Khoja, 2012) Hattie’s 
synthesis, based on thousands of studies, shows that quality feedback is the single most powerful influence for 
improvement among students—and it is totally teacher dependent or teacher led. (Hattie, 2003) Therefore, “the 
effective teacher must be a leader who can inspire and influence students. . . This teacher empowers students and 
gets them to do things of which they did not think they were capable.” (Sandy, 2005) 
 
Technology has a powerful presence in the modern-day educational environment, with ever-expanding possibilities 
for innovative strategies. It can yield best results if it is used as a tool and a technical support to connect and 
communicate. There is a need to guard against its depersonalizing effects and lure to take the teachers and students 
into a virtual world—divorced from reality and life. The teachers therefore should respect and lead the students as 
persons, guide them and help them compete in the globalised environment. Only as leaders and role models can they 
influence the students morally and inculcate such virtues and values which can help them steer through the stormy 
times. As leaders, they will remain effective and relevant in technology-led environment. 
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Abstract 

Although application of technology in the classroom has been introduced for the last two decades, some teachers are still 
resistance to use technology in the classroom.   This study is designed to investigate Malaysian teachers’ perceptions of using 
technology in the classroom. In this study perception is regarded as interpretation of events among Malaysian teachers due to past 
experiences, current understanding, present situation and information. Qualitative research is used as the mode of inquiry for this 
research study. The main mode of data collection is the questionnaire that elicits information on the respondents’ views of the use 
of technology on the classroom. Participants for this study were seven local English teachers in Malaysia. The findings indicate 
that although Malaysian English teachers were using technology and have positive perceptions towards using technology in the 
classroom, they feel it is crucial for them to undergo training in this aspect. They view time constraint and access to equipment as 
the main obstacles to implementing technology in the classroom. This research concludes that although Malaysian teachers are 
faced with some difficulties in implementing technology in the classroom, they see a value in technology and want to use 
technology in the classroom.  
 
Keywords: Technology, Malaysian teachers,  perceptions. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The idea of applying technology in the classroom comes from the United States but the efficiency of Technology 
programs is still a controversial topic. 

 
“Technology is only a tool; it allows us to develop dialogue and interaction, but is a means, not an end in and of 

itself. Tech-based global education has the capacity to improve critical thinking and cultural pluralism but requires 
far more than just fancy technology; it requires careful, thoughtful curriculum development and the support of 
organizations whose goal is to build authentic global communities online” (Klein, 2010, p. 86).The introduction of 
computer technology among the society has changed the way people live, work and learns. The application of 
technology has improved the teaching and learning in many schools especially in the last two decades. The latest 
studies on the use of technology for teaching and learning shows promising results for teachers, students and 
education.  
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Using technology in the classroom prepares learners to be autonomous and active in their learning. By using 

technology such as computers, learners will be able to create their own knowledge based on past experiences with 
new information (Bitter and Pierson, 2005). 

 
Creating each technology is for a specific purpose so Winner (1980) felt that educators should deconstruct the  

“purpose” of a given technology in the classroom according to the biases and systems in each classroom.  Scholars 
(Winner,1980, 2000; Bromley, 1998; Postman, 1998) have called on teachers to pay more attention to the objective 
of using technology in a purposeful and meaningful way before applying it in the classroom. 

 
We need to remember that using technology in the classroom will only be useful if it is applied to meet its 

purpose (Bromley, 1998; Klemm, 2007).  
 
2. Background and Theoretical understanding 

 
There are two contrasting perspectives in support for and against using technology in the classroom; constructive 

and critical.  Constructivism means “how people learn and what needs to be learned” (Duffy and Jonassen (1992).  
Constructivist Andrea Gooden (1996) perceives technology as a toolbox filled with skills for better learning by 
creating new materials not  a tool for performing a particular task. Constructivists consider the advantages of 
classroom technology while critical theorists perceive technology as a tool, an agent of change, and also as an object 
with political motivation that causes isolation so critical theorists tend to add or delete technology into an 
environment to change that environment. Critical theorists believe that using technology in the classroom has a 
significant role in the students’ interpretation of materials. 
 

3. Classroom Technology Use 

Teachers repeatedly use technology if they receive enough equipment and supports (Yan and Zhao, 2006)  but 
recent findings (Cuban, Kirkpatrick, and Peck, 2001; Russell, Bebell, O‘Dwyer, and O‘Connor, 2003; Solomon and 
Wiederhorn, 2000; Zhao and Frank, as cited in Yan and Zhao, 2006) reveal that. Yan and Zhao (2006) suggest that 
technology adoption lies with teachers’ goals and perceptions. The results of their study show that teachers are more 
pessimistic about using technology in the classroom because of the lack in training needs in applying technology. 
The result of their study suggest that maintaining the status quo and avoiding disturbance have a higher priority on 
the hierarchy of teachers’ goals after balancing the costs and benefits of using technology (Yan and Zhao, 2006). 
Some researchers (Snoeyink and Ertmer, 2001–2002; and Zhao et al., 2006) believe that teachers’ adaptation of 
technology are influenced by  their skills and beliefs about technology. From the perspective of Zhao and Frank 
(2003) teachers’ beliefs, pedagogy, and technology skills influence on technology integration into the school culture. 

 
 
Beliefs are personal, are difficult to address in staff development, and take time to change. Even if they do 

changes, the process can take years. Cuban (1990) observed that teachers will use technology based on their 
personal perspectives about curriculum and instructional practice. Although billions of dollars (NCES, 2008) and 
much focus have been put on technology in education (ISTE, 2010; NCES, 2008), instruction has not changed much 
(Cuban et al., 2001). 

 
The use of technology in the classroom is also much related to their attitudes towards the technological barriers 

inherent in the traditional deployment of technology in schools. These barriers reflect the school culture and affect a 
teacher‘s personal belief system or self-efficacy and the ultimate impact of using technology in the classroom. 
Brzycki and Dudt (2005) believe that there are some difficulties and challenges such as time, support, models, 
infrastructure, and culture that persist and even reappear with new technologies in applying technology in the 
classroom.  

 
The barriers of implementing technology are classified into First- order or extrinsic factors and second-order or 

intrinsic barriers (Brickner, 1995; Ertmer, 1999). First-order barriers include environmental or institutional issues 
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and resources while second-order barriers related to a teacher’s personal instructional beliefs, experiences and 
strategies. Teachers are faced with many difficulties due to these intrinsic which affect their decision-making 
processes and classroom practices (Ertmer, 1999).  

 
The majority of teachers believe that first-order barriers prevent teachers from using technology in the classroom. 

In support for this, Cuban, Kirkpatrick, and Peck (2001), and Bauer and Kenton, (2005) cite time to learn and 
prepare instruction as barriers that hinder teachers from utilizing technology in the classroom. Poor professional 
development (Koehler and Mishra, 2005) and access to equipment (Yan and Zhao, 2006) also contribute to first 
order or extrinsic barriers.  
 

4. Importance of the Study 

Previous research have shown that using technology improves the learning experience and students’ academic 
performance. In Emdin’s (2008) opinion, by integrating technology into the curriculum, education practices will be 
improved and teachers will be able to expound upon the textbook and prepare more authentic and student-centered 
classroom learning materials. Stoll (1999), however disagreed with using technology because this sends students the 
message that “illegible handwriting, grammar, analytical thought, and human dealings don’t matter” (p. 158).  

 
The reason for placing focus on technology is to produce definite outcomes (Masgoret and Gardener, 2003; p. 4). 

Many schools provide technology in the classroom to create more academic opportunities for students’ academic 
development and growth. However, using technology in the classroom depends on the way technology is allied by 
teachers (Sinclair, 2009).  

 
There are a few studies on teachers’ perceptions of applying technology in the classroom. Malaysian teachers’ 

perception of using technology in the classroom practices is described in the current study. The teachers were 
located at multiple schools in Johor Bahru.  

 

5. Methodology 

Quantitative survey methods cannot describe the interaction as among perceptions and actions (Brookhart and 
Freeman, 1992; Richardson, 1996 ). As such qualitative research is used for the mode of inquiry for this study. One 
of the unique components of qualitative research is the small number of participants in the study ( Russel, 2003 ). 
However, while the number of participants may be fewer than is found in quantitative studies, the depth of 
questioning and the richness of the data that qualitative research uncovered cannot be compared to quantitative 
research (Slauen White and Simpson, 1998). The pool of participants in this study was small, thus  effort to focus in-
depth on the findings and themes coming out of the data was possible . 

 
Survey questionnaire in this study (Appendix A) was adapted from UTAUT Survey Study URL: 

http://www.educ.uvic.ca/tie/utaut/. The UTAUT Model was developed by Venkatesh et al. in 2003. The 
questionnaire composed of two parts. Part I relates to the personal information of participants. Part II comprises 
questions on the use of technology in teaching. Definition of technology also encompasses computer hardware (e.g. 
scanners, cameras, and videoconferencing tools), software applications (e.g. word processing, excel, internet, 
PowerPoint, webpage construction) and any technology specific to the teaching area. 
 

Regarding the academic degrees earned by the participants, most of them hold a Master of Arts (MA) degree 
majoring in Teaching English as Second Language while some of them possess a Bachelor Degree. With respect to 
the age range, the majority of the participants are 20-29 years old and some of them are in their 30s. The teaching 
experience of the participants varies from three to eight years. six of the participants are female while one is a male.     
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6. Analysing the Data 
 

Data analysis is a complicated process used to try and make sense of the data. It involves “consolidating, 
reducing, and interpreting what people have said and what the researcher has seen and read. Analysis involves 
working with data, organizing them, breaking them into meaningful units, synthesizing them, searching for patterns, 
discovering what is important and what is to be learned, and deciding what you will tell others”. (Merriam, 1998; 
p.145) .Glesne and Peshkin (1992) pointed out that “data analysis is the process of organizing and sorting data in 
light of increasingly sophisticated judgments and interpretations” (p.130). The purpose of data analysis is to locate 
crucial meanings, patterns, and themes within what the researcher has extracted as the theme through the 
questionnaire.  

 
7. Findings 
 

The reason for conducting the current study is to determine Malaysian teachers’ perceptions of applying 
technology in the classroom and the challenges they may face in implementing technology. The results are 
categorized under several major themes, i.e.  skills in handling technology for instruction in the classroom, 
difficulties and challenges in applying technology in the classroom and perceptions of using technology in the 
classroom.  

 
 
Skills in handling technology for instruction in the classroom 
 
Almost all the participants reported that they use the technological devices every day. All of them use the Internet 

regularly, all of them claim they have the necessary knowledge for using the technology, and again, the participants 
are in unison in their view that it is easy to become skillful at using these technology.  

 
All but one of them have the experience of using the computer to deliver presentations, all have used the Internet 

to access curriculum, and all of them have used the computer to deliver design and also to perform database. Most of 
the participants claim they can also accomplish tasks using technology quickly.  

 
These findings show that the participants have a sound knowledge in the use of technology and in using these 

technological devices in the classroom, for teaching and learning purposes. This is because all the participants of this 
study belong to the category of “digital natives”, whom Presky (2001, cited in Bennett et al, 2008) defines as the 
generation born in the years between 1980 and 1994 and are familiar with and rely much on ICT in their daily lives.   
 
 
Difficulties and challenges in applying technology in the classroom 

 
Almost all of them felt that time to learn computer skills is not the obstacle to implementing the use of 

technology in the classroom. They felt that they have enough time to learn computer skills. However, almost all of 
them felt that it was difficult to use technology in the classroom and this is related to several factors.  The 
participants were in unison when identifying the lack of computers as the major obstacle to using computer-based 
teaching in the classroom. The next major constraints reported by the participants are insufficient time (6 
participants), the absence of access to equipment (5 participants) and the lack of technical support (4 participants).  

 
Insufficient time would usually relate to the amount of time a teacher needs to prepare his teaching and learning 

resources for use with his learners. The finding that time is a constraining factor, is consistent with the findings of 
Peirson (2001), Carlson and Reidy (2004) and Friedman (2006). The absence of access to computers has, time and 
time again been the complaint of many teachers in schools in Malaysia. Computers are insufficient not just for the 
use of the students, but also for the teachers who would need them to prepare their computer-based lessons. Other 
equipment that include the LCD projector, the server, and all other related technological devices that are required to 
make computer-based teaching a success, are also usually hard to come by. The lack of technical support, in the 
form of technicians who would assist in the set up of these devices in the classrooms and to help maintain these 
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resources, is another challenge that would need sound financial back-up from the schools or the Ministry of 
Education.  

 
The participants have all ruled out that personal beliefs would hinder their use of technology in the classroom. 

This, again, is attributed to the fact that these participants are all digital natives who would not have any inhibitions 
or fear or negative beliefs about the use of technology as they are familiar with ICT. All but one also felt that 
administrative support was also not a problem.  
 

Thus, this study concludes that insufficient time, and access to equipment as well as the lack of technical support 
are the main obstacles in using technology in the classroom.  

 
 
Perceptions of using technology in the classroom 

 
Although there were several variables that constrained the use of technology among these teachers of English, 

they had positive perceptions of the implementation of technology in enhancing learning. Most of the participants 
felt that computer instruction is useful and most have also expressed their intention to use technology in their 
teaching. Although they are adept in their use of technology, all of them hoped to attend more training in the use of 
computers as this would motivate them to apply more technology for instruction in the classroom. This finding is 
also similar to that reported by Roach (2010). 

 
8. Limitations of this study 

 
Despite the researcher’s aiming to design a quality research study, it is important to note that this research study 

has limitations in its design and implementation. The research was limited in several ways. The primary limitation 
was related to the sample size. It should be noted that the sample size was not large enough. If a larger-scale 
quantitative study was to be developed, a larger number of participants could be surveyed—either teachers from 
different regions. 

 
It would be more reliable if the researcher used multiple data sources such as interview, reflective journals and 

observations as additional instruments. Moreover, the analysis of the data was limited since the students were 
neither questioned nor interviewed. Using data from multiple sources would have allowed triangulation, and thus 
benefit the overall results of this study 

9. Conclusions  

In general, we can conclude that these participants, who are teachers of English, are very familiar with the use of 
ICT and have no qualms with implementing technology in the classroom. However, the only drawbacks they have in 
using technology would be the lack of computers, insufficient time in preparing technology-based lessons and the 
lack of technical support. Although there were constraints faced by these teachers, they were motivated in 
undergoing more training in the use of technology in the classroom and were in general, positive towards the use of 
computers in education.  
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Abstract 
The purpose of this research is to describe and analyze; 1) the planning and the organizing of academic information 

system ( AIS ) at higher education in the city of Bandung; 2) the implementation of AIS at higher education in the city of 
Bandung; 3) The monitoring and the evaluation of AIS at higher education in the city of Bandung; 4) the quality of information 
produced by AIS at higher education in the city of Bandung ; 5) the quality of AIS at higher education in the city of Bandung and 
6) the effectiveness of Academic Information Systems Management in Bandung. This research is descriptive research that taking 
place in the city of Bandung with  all higher educations in the city of Bandung for the populations. The used selected sample is 
purposif sampling technique, it is higher educations that organize graduate program  and adopt ICT into their academic 
information system. The samples come from 18 higher educations, 988 persons are lectuters and 1581 persons are students. Data 
is obtained by using questionnaire and it is processed by using  descriptive statistical technique. 

The results shows that the effectiveness of the planning and the organizing of academic information systems at higher 
educations in the city of Bandung has been largely effective. The effectiveness of the implementation of the academic 
information systems is good enough. The effectiveness of the process of monitoring and evaluation of the academic information 
system indicates that the number of higher educations that still ineffective in their monitoring and evaluation systems is quite 
significant. The output of academic information system of all higher educations in the city of Bandung is good. In addition, all 
higher educations have a good quality information system program. 
 
Keywords: Higher Education, Academic Information System, Information and Communication Technology, Effectiveness  

 
A. Background 
The utilization of information and communication technology (ICT) in education is an absolute necessity that must be undertaken 
and utilized by higher educations if they want to improve the quality of education. For higher educations, as well as other modern 
institutional, utilization of information technology is not only serves to help management (supporter), but also serves to improve 
(enabler) in the decision-making process at various levels of college management (Indrajit and Djokopranoto, 2006). The 
effective utilization of information and communication technology in the management of education in higher educations will be 
realized when supported by the development of an effective management information system (Hanna, 2003). 
The use of ICT as a supporter or an enabler among higher educations, particularly in the city of Bandung, has already become a 
must either at higher educations or at some higher educations that have students and a simpler affair. The utilization of ICT for 
management of institutional power support is an important factor in the effectiveness of service management, and it seems to be a 
modern institution lifestyle that can be proud of in the community (Allen and Fifield, 1999; O’Brien, 2005; Kartiwa, 2008). 
There are many problems encountered by many universities in Bandung city related to ICT applications in the management of 
institution, such as an ineffective system made up, non technical problems that have no connection with the system or brainware 
problems. 
The effectiveness of the implementation of ICT in the management of higher education needs more attention as its central role in 
the process of managerial decision-making or other decisions (Chamblin and Steger, 2000; Ramsden, 2004). To improve the 
effectiveness of this implementation which would obviously affect the effectiveness of the achievement of the education 
institution, the factors that affect the effectiveness of the implementation of ICT in institutional management, particularly in 
terms of academic administration need to keep be researched. It is intended that the process of academic management in higher 
educations could more effective and efficient then it would support the achievement of high performance of institutions. 
From the entities and the properties, academic information systems refer to a set of systems and activities that are used to 
organize, to process, and to use information as a source within an organization (Sprague and Carlson, 1982). The output of the 
information resulted from this system will provide information to the leaders or the decision makers that can be classified in 
different utilization and different purposes. (Levin, Kirkpatrick, and Rubin, 1982) They are : 
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a. Academic Information System for the pupose of resulting reports in a various activities such as academic, finance, 
personel, the distribution of students to all kinds of majors. 

b. Academic information system for the purpose of answering the “what if” question. This information system use database to 
be shared to other users. 

c. Academic information system for the purpose of supporting decision making, evaluation, and the development of the 
system. This system provides information for all kind higher educations. 

The purpose of this research is to describe; 1) the planning and the organizing of academic information system (AIS ) at higher 
education in the city of Bandung; 2) the implementation of AIS at higher education in the city of Bandung; 3) The monitoring 
and the evaluation of SIA at higher education in the city of Bandung; 4) the quality of information produced by AIS at higher 
education in the city of Bandung ; and 5) the quality of AIS at higher education in the city of Bandung. and 6) how far the 
effectiveness of Academic Information Systems Management in Bandung. 
B. Methodology 
 By using descriptive research analytical method, the population in this study involved 37 higher educations in the city 
of Bandung which adopt ICT in their academic and administrative system that runs undergraduate (S1) program. While for the 
institutional sample, I used proportionate random sampling and it is involved 18 higher educations consisting of 8 universities, 3 
institutes, and 7 colleges. For faculty sampel, 988 persons are lectuters and 1581 persons are students. To measure effectiveness 
on this study, it was used Cobit tool modification for the instruments (IT Government Institut, 2000). The data collecting tool is a 
good validity and reliability closed-open questioner.  Measurement of the samples was done using the formula of Yamane (1967: 
258)  
The data obtained from the study then analyzed with descriptive analysis. Descriptive analysis seeks to expose data or answers 
given by students as respondents to the number of questions posed in the form of a questionnaire, so that the results will clarify 
issues that will be examined. 
C. The Result and Discussion 
1. Planning dan Organizing of AIS 

These sub variables are divided into 5 indicators, they are:  
a. the existence of the strategic planning of AIS and how far of the implementation;  
b. Socialization and training to the users of AIS;  
c. Organizing of AIS and its effectiveness;  
d. Human Resources management of AIS (from the recruitment to the dismissal); and  
e. The ownership and the effectiveness of the AIS software owned by the colleges.  
From the data, it is recocnized that the effectiveness of planning and organizing of higher education academic information 
systems whether is good or not, where 3 higher educations (16.7%) are considered very high, 12 higher educations (66,7%) are 
categorized high, the 2 universities (11.1%) are categorized under high, while 1 higher education (5.6%) is considered low. 

Table  1. The Effectiveness of Planning and Organizing of AIS 
 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cummulative 
Percent 

Valid 
 
 
 
 

Total 

Very High 
High 

Average 
Low 

Very Low 
 

3 
12 
0 
2 
1 

18 

16,7 
66,6 

0 
11,1 

5,6 
100,0 

16,7 
66,6 

0 
11,1 

5,6 
100,0 

16,7 
83,3 
83,3 
94,4 

100,0 

 
 The planning and organization of information systems is one of the processes that should not be ignored in the process of 
management information systems. The planning of information systems is the most important step in the process of the 
establishment of information system in institutions. The most important factor is a long time that is required in providing and 
integrating relevant data into the operations of the institution, the difficulty of finding a competent operator, and the size of funds 
and managerial resources needed to run it. 
In designing information systems, besides the devices that process the data in information systems management that is an 
important component, designing information system that does not start from a comparative analysis of the availability of the 
device. Stoller and Van Horn (Certo & amp; Certo, 2006: 543) mention that in designing information systems, it should begin 
with an analysis of the type of decisions that will be generated in each unit manager. In all higher educations in the city of 
Bandung, the planning process of information systems is initiated from strategic plan. Almost all of the Colleges consider that the 
strategic plan of AIS is important as the basis of policy and implementation of the AIS in the institutions. The strategic plan is a 
reference to the process of developing a blueprint management system as a whole. 
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The socialization and training of the users of the AIS is also important as a part of the planning process. This is very important in 
the framework of the preparation and conditioning situation, then culture of AIS could begin to established systematically 
(Leidner and Kayworth, 2005). 
2. The Implementation of AIS 
Implementation of AIS dig up how far the academic information systems in the institutions is run, what kind of encountered 
problems, and how the process of solving them. The Data show that the implementation of the AIS in higher educations has 
already given you an idea of their effectiveness. There are 9 higher educations (50.0%) that are categorized into very high, 6 
higher educations (33.3%) categorized into high, the 2 higher educations (11.1%) categorized into under average, and 1 higher 
education (5.6%) categorized into low. 

Table  2.   The Effectiveness of The Implementation of AIS 
 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cummulative 
Percent 

Valid 
 
 
 

Total 

Very High 
High 
Less High 
Low 
 

9 
6 
2 
1 

18 

50,0 
33,3 
11,1 

5,6 
100,0 

50,0 
33,3 
11,1 

5,6 
100,0 

50,0 
83,3 
94,4 

100,0 

 
In its implementation, the academic information system in higher education is faced with many problems. Generally higher 
educations are able to effectively run the system. Some problems that arise related to the technical implementation of the system 
can be solved properly. Process that run in solving problems is conducted actively and preventive by the Manager and the full 
support of the leadership of the campus. 

 
3. Monitoring dan Evaluation 
Subvariable of monitoring and evaluation attempts to dig up data about the existence of a unit of work carrying out the duties and 
functions of the monitoring and evaluation of AIS of  Institute. In addition, it is also photographed the process of monitoring and 
evaluation. 
Considering the indicators above, note that the effectiveness of monitoring and evaluation at 13 higher educations (72.2%) is very 
high, while in 5 higher educations (27.8%) is still low. 

Table  3. The Effektiveness of Monitoring dan Evaluation of AIS 
 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cummulative 
Percent 

Valid 
 
 
 

Total 

Very High 
High 
Less High 
Low 
 

13 
0 
5 
0 

18 

72,2 
0 

27,8 
0 

100,0 

72,2 
0 

27,8 
0 

100,0 

72,2 
72,2 

100,0 

 
The existence of a special unit that performs the task of monitoring and evaluating system is very important in order to 

ensure the system is running well. Academic services efforts at both the lecturers and students will be more aware in the presence 
of this institution. A routine and well-planned monitoring and evaluation activities conducted periodically and thorough is a 
guarantee that AIS is running effectively. 

 
4. The Quality of Data/Information Resulted by AIS 
There are 5 (five) indicators describing quality of data variable/information generated by AIS of higher educations, they are: 

 a. Effectiveness of information;  
 b. Confidentiality;  
 c. Compatibility; 
 d. Readability; and 
 e. Reliability. 

Referencing to those five indicators, it can be explained that the quality of data/information generated by AIS at 5 
higher educations (27.8%) is very high, while in 13 higher educations (72.2%) is high. 
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Table  4. The Quality of Data/Information Resulted AIS 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cummulative 

Percent 
Valid 

 
 
 

Total 

Very High 
High 
Less High 
Low 
 

5 
13 

  0 
0 

18 

27,8 
72,2 

0 
0 

100,0 

27,8 
72,2 

0 
0 

100,0 

27,8 
100,0 

 
5. The Quality of Academic Information System Program 
There are four (4) indicators that are unearthed in the respondents related to the quality of academic information systems run, 
namely:  

a. Efficiency;  
b. Availability of data/information;  
c. Integrity; and  
d. Network security/system. 

By all four indicators above, it shows that the quality of academic information systems program at 5 higher educations (27.8%) is 
very high, while in 13 higher educations (72.2%) is high quality 
 

a. Table  5. The Quality of Academic Information System Program 
b.  

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cummulative 
Percent 

Valid 
 
 
 

Total 

Very High 
High 
Less High 
Low 
 

5 
13 
0 
0 

18 

27,8 
72,2 

0 
0 

100,0 

27,8 
72,2 

0 
0 

100,0 

27,8 
100,0 

 
A good quality information assure the confidentiality of information, according to what the user wants, readeable, and reliability 
are  indicator of the quality of the output. Reviewed from these aspects, it appears that information products issued by AIS of 
higher education has already met these criteria. This is a great asset for institutional decision-making process both routine and 
generic. 

 
6. The Effectiveness of Academic Information System Management   
To see the responses of the respondents as a whole for the effectiveness of the management information system of academic, we 
must make some category at first. In Table 6 below is  a recap table of the evaluation of effectiveness of academic information 
systems management. 
In General, there are different valuation between a group of institutions, lecturers and students, except for the components of the 
implementation and the monitoring of evaluation of AIS. For implementation of AIS, there is a discrepancy of evaluation 
between the institution and the group of student-lecturers. Most of froup of institutions evaluates it into very high, while most 
users (student-lecturers) evaluate it into high. For monitoring evaluation, most students and institution evaluate it into high and 
less high. 
Implementation of the automation of academic information systems in all higher educations has been well planned. Planning 
process is already listed in the institutional strategic plan. In addition, many people also already have a strategic plan for 
management information systems in General. Research college sample is already to plan the implementation of academic 
information systems based on ICT which is part of the institutional management information system in General. 
Moreover, the process of organizing has been running well. There is a certain unit that carries out the administration of the 
academic information systems manually and automatically through ICT. Any organization or institutional dealing with AIS at 
higher education generally have an adequate organization fittings and running as what specified by institutions. 
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Table 6.  The Recapitulation of The Evaluation of The Effectiveness of Academic Information System 
Management Based on Organizer, Lecturers and Students 

The Component of The Evaluation of 
The Effectiveness of AIS Management 

Based on Sample Group  

Very 
High 

High 
Less 
High 

Low 

a. Planning and Organizing of AIS 
� Institution 
� Lecturers 
� Students 

 
0,0 
2,1 
1,9 

 
81,2 
64,5 
66,5 

 
18,8 
33,0 
29,5 

 
0,0 
0,4 
2,0 

b.  The Implementation of AIS 
� Institution 
� Lecturers 
� Students 

 
50,0 
27,8 
15,1 

 
31,2 
50,4 
45,0 

 
18,8 
20,8 
34,5 

 
0,0 
0,9 
5,5 

c. Monitoring dan Evaluation of AIS 
� Institution 
� Lecturers 
� Students 

 
12,5 
37,1 

0,8 

 
50,0 
45,6 
46,7 

 
37,5 
16,5 
46,5 

 
0,0 
0,9 
0,8 

d. The Quality of Information Resulted by 
AIS 

� Institution 
� Lecturers 
� Students 

 
 

0,0 
1,9 
1,7 

 
 

93,8 
56,2 
64,3 

 
 

6,2 
40,9 
33,7 

 
 

0,0 
1,0 
0,3 

e. The Quality of Academic Information 
System 

� Institution 
� Lecturers 
� Students 

 
 

18,8 
9,5 
8,1 

 
 

75,0 
65,5 
61,0 

 
 

6,3 
25,0 
30,3 

 
 

0,0 
0,0 
0,7 

Average 16,26 66,24 17,52 0,0 
Regarding the implementation of academic information systems at higher education, half of the respondents expressed that the 
implementation is very high. The other half spread between high and less high. This just illustrates that generally the process of 
academic administrative service run by the system has been running, although there are some higher educations that expressed 
his discontent (18.8% institution stated the implementation is less high). 
On the monitoring and evaluation system, it seems that not all institutions do it well. As in the table above, it is mentioned that 
only half of respondents stated that the intensity of the monitoring and evaluation system is very high. Although there is 12.5% 
stated it was high, but there are some of them (with significant proportions of 37.5%) stated it was under average. While for 
quality of the information, it seems that most of the users of data/information in higher education said that it is high (93,8%), and 
the rest (6.3%) stated that it was under average. 
While on academic information systems quality assessment in general, the reference criteria in assessing the effectiveness of the 
system is efficiency, availability, integrity, and security of networks/systems. In terms of the efficiency, the effective AIS is a 
system that is able to optimize performance even excels with fewer resources. The criterion of availability is how far does system 
capable in providing academic information/data needed by the stakeholders (Dean, Assistant Dean of Academic Affairs, 
Academic Unit, students, parents of students, or other). 
Cohesiveness is a condition in which all devices associated with the system. All process such as the process of data management 
in all fields and units, organizing each fields and work units that deal with data/information, and resulting integrated product are 
managed by a certain unit. While network or system security is the ability of the system to protect itself from damage intentionaly 
or unintentionaly that comes from an internal or external, and being able to predict the demands of progress of 
software/hardware, and trend of the changes of software and hardware, as well as the policy change of institution. 
By this high effectiveness of academic information systems management of higher educations, it could explain that the college 
already has a separate unit that handles academic administration. There are  bureau, department, or certain unit affiliated in 
businesses that each of them has a raw data management system for academic students manually or automatically through ICT 
tools. In addition, academic Information management system has already and are being pioneered in all higher educations for 
long time.  There are some status that can be attached to the higher educations that run information systems management, they 
are. a) Management of information systems that has already completed; b) transfer processes to the integrated information 
systems; and c) the automation of information system management that has just begun. Of the three status, there are only 3 higher 
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educations that have a complete academic information systems management in the design of integrated automation information 
management, while the rest are moving to the stage of an integrated system, and just begun in the process of automation. 
However, the manual system that has been applied by higher educations, which are not complete yet in doing their automation 
management information system, has been quite well established and reliable in serving academic affairs. This is one of the 
important achievements for institutions in maintaining the continuity of the performance that exist at the moment. This is also an 
asset for the higher educations to continue in improving their performance in the future. Management information systems for 
effective academic will provide many opportunities for institutionss to allocate more resources to other more important affairs. 
By an effective academic information systems management, a higher education has a great opportunity to make the right 
decisions and to solve the problem efficiently, able to save time, effort, and costs. A routine managerial tasks of the college was 
to produce information for the decision-making basis that will also be necessary for the planning process, to execute a program or 
to assess the effectiveness . Davis and Olson (1985) said that most employees on duty producing the information, using 
documents, writing reports, analyzing data to be used in the process of planing should be supported by an effective management 
system. Besides it,   academic affair is also important. Academic Affairs are the main suppliers of the materials of the college 
decisions related to academic that is a core business of a college. 
Management information systems need to be supported by a context that supports the effectiveness of the management of 
academic information systems, it is ICT culture. ICT culture gives a spirit for the people and the environment that exist in the 
institutional system. Belief, values or norms and customs that exist and thrive in the institution will influence people in terms of 
interactions and patterns of behavior (Lavonte et all, 2005; Moa et all, 2001).  Academic Affairs personnels who aware to ICT 
literacy, aware to the importance of ICT, and are able to use of it, will affect the performance of the academic information system 
and will certainly have an impact on the performance of higher educations. 
Concerning research results, the effectiveness of AIS in supporting performance will decrease its contribution if the facilities and 
ICT infrastructure means is not in adequate condition. Limitation of ICT infrastructure and facilities at a number of higher 
educations is examined mainly due to budget constraints in meeting the support required devices. ICT investment in the process 
of AIS management in cost that much though ICT investment has become a trend in every organization today (Thatcher, and 
Oliver, 2001). Some universities are still in the early stages of the implementation of ICT. 
Other things found in the study that apparently state universities has the highest score  compared to a private universities. It 
indicates that the effectiveness of AIS in state universities is better than that in private universities. 
The development MIS in higher education, especially developed in state universities is already in extended level. A developed 
system is not only function as base of institutional data management institutional, but also is able to make information system 
management as a tool of management. MIS has been set as back office and the front desk devices that serve institution consumers 
(civitas academic) and stakeholders effectively. The system can become one of the internal system instruments that able to 
control and to report the processing and academic administrative services, and even able to give alternative solutions to the 
problems. 
The development of academic information system by a college is one of the answers upon the demands of good and clean 
institutional management (good governance). Well-organized institutional data, an effective management process, and easy-
accessed data will able to show a transparent institutional management process. Besides, interconnectedness and mutual 
dependence among sub-systems will be more effective if the data traffic exchange of data and information run smoothly. 
Information or data produced by academic information system is needed to run human resource, financial, fasilities and 
infrastructure, and performance report of higher education management system. Academic performance data is an input in 
decision making process in institutions. For example, merit system development that developed by institution use academic 
performance data produced by AIS as its reference. 
In management information system, there is an academic information system developed by state universities that has been much 
provide facilities in determining institution strategic decisions. Clear description related to situation, condition and prediction of 
institution produced by a system could be mile stone in setting vision at the future and reference in making a strategy to achieve 
the vision. Moreover, the spirit of information transparency is also a base to develop this information system. As a public 
institution, higher educations must open theirself at the works or anything that need to be known by public as one of their 
responsibilities to the public. Fair access institution to the public has many advantages. People would be able to understand all 
problems faced by the institutions. In addition, the developed management information system will provide a significant 
contribution in good image of the institution. 
In general, why state universities in Indonesia are more advanced compared to private universities? In terms of the ease of 
establishment, the government provides much accesses to public to participate in education particularly to higher educations, yet 
they can fulfill the terms. It can be conclude that most private universities just manage their money from the students, because 
there is a little money come from the external institution or donations mechanism, and consequently, the development of private 
universities strongly influenced by the amount of their student and the age of institutions and the management capability. Most 
private universities is still struggling with classical problems, how to get students as many as they can, compete fiercely with 
other colleges which is now competing to get a maximal students due to the legal entity policy. 
In terms of financing, although higher education must independent in self support needs, direct and an indirect government 
subsidy are still large disbursed to state universities. It indicates that state universities could be unimpeded get indorsement funds 
to finance programmes compared to private universities. 
 Moreover, to compete with private universities in obtaining funds from the government, the availability of resources physicaly or 
human, state university is clearly better. Good relationship of state university and the decision makers is also one non technical 
factor that make easier for state university to obtain fund from the third parties including from the government. As a result, it is 
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proven that only 44% of 84 higher educations in Bandung that has achieved ICT-based AIS. It means that is around 56 % 
colleges that have not use ICT as technology-based AIS management. The low utilization of technology-based AIS as the result 
of the great amount of investment cost. For tool procurement, tool maintenance, providing human resources, education, system 
updates, and the security system which need a great amount of cost. It would be a reason for some colleges to not use ICT as one 
of enablers in managing AIS. 
The great support of fund for state university will make them easier to provide facilities and infrastructure. Thus, this explains 
why AIS culture and the quality of human resource in state university are better than that in private university. Besides, the 
capability of state university to employ their qualified human resources can also be considered high. It because the status of civil 
servant of their employees who run AIS is still an attraction thing for potential job seekers. A good career prospec and the better 
future make them safer, and automatically it will support working climate. 

 
D. CONCLUSION AND RECOMENDATION 
The effectiveness of academic information system planning and organizing in most colleges in Bandung is effective. Regarding 
the effectiveness of the implementation of academic information system, most of them is in good condition. However, this is 
different with the effectiveness of monitoring and evaluating process of their academic information system. The number of 
college that was ineffectual in its monitoring and evaluating system is still significant. 
Regarding the output of academic information system, all colleges in Bandung are capable of producing output. Reviewed from 
academic information system program, all colleges have a good quality information system program. Of all data above, in 
general the quality of academic information system management, all colleges in Bandung is high. 
For further study, it is recomended research the mature ICT of higher education. Hopefully this research will be able to answer or 
explain the capability of information systems to support the vision and mission of institutions. Moreover, to explain the capability 
of the developed system can support to improve the quality of  performance of institutions. 
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Abstract 
Social Media interaction, an off shoot of web 2.0 environment has caused a paradigm shift in the way we communicate in a 
society. The modality of the purchase decisions has been radically influenced by this mode of communication. It is only a matter 
of capitalizing on this opportunity and having the best strategy in the current environment to succeed in changed market 
environment. Marketers should start focusing on developing high quality marketing strategies conforming to this new 
environment. This study investigates Social Media Marketing attributes of Higher Education institutions from New Zealand. It 
uses a customized tool namely Social Media Marketing Attributes (SMMA) Analysis to benchmark the practices from the 
institutions. Very little participation in using Social Media as a communication channels for marketing has been identified. A 
number of strategies are recommended to align the marketing with the demand and make the best use of this effective medium 
namely Social Media. The findings of this study have practical implications for the organizations working in this industry; where 
they can use the findings in developing effective customer centric marketing strategies.  
 
Keywords: Social Media Marketing, Higher Education Institution, Services Marketing, Internet Marketing.  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Internet is a medium of communication that was developed in the late 20th century. We have experienced the 
growth of an entire new industry that has changed the social structure, business culture and even individual attitudes 
because of the wide use of this medium. The communication achieved through this medium has made the world a 
global village. Physical distance has been conquered by using constant communication through the Internet using 
websites, emails, Internet phones, and lately the Social Media that provides an opportunity for two way 
communications between the producer and the consumers. This medium has been recognized as an important 
medium for marketing by many researchers in their studies (Belch & Belch, 2007; Keegan & Green, 2008) but the 
growth of marketing by using this particular tool has reached its highest pinnacle with the availability of Social 
Media through the Internet. Many businesses have started exploring this opportunity and have started playing 
around with the strategies to utilize this new found opportunity to achieve micro-customization of services for their 
customers. We have seen businesses cash in using this new found tool and achieve unprecedented communications 
success (Smith & Zook, 2011, p.31). We also see scepticism from corporations and managers in using this medium 
as a vehicle for their advertisements (Kelly, 2012). Overall, this medium has caused waves of changes in the 
marketing world but impacts are still uncertain and require further investigation before this can really be proven as 
an effective tool for marketing. Nevertheless, the enthusiasm with this medium demands in-depth analysis and 
exploration and many industries are trying their luck with this bidirectional flow of information. The travel, tourism 
and hospitality industry that was one of the first to have used this powerful tool certainly set benchmarks for the 
usage of this tool in marketing. The Education industry being a service oriented industry also has very similar 
characteristics as the Travel and Tourism industry, where the students are their customers and they opt to make their 
purchase decision based on the information available (Shanka, Quintal & Taylor, 2006). This gives us reason to 
believe that this medium might prove to be as effective as in the cases of TripAdvisor, Webjet etc. in the travel and 
tourism industry, where they have successfully incorporated Social Media as a tool for spreading the word and used 
the personal recommendations as a tool for success in their marketing efforts. This study takes into account the 
usage of Social Media Marketing in Higher Education institution. 
   
1.1 Research problem statement 
The extent of globalization has certainly influenced the nature of business processes in the education industry. With 
a history of internationalization since the beginning of the education industry; it has been a common practice to seek 
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international education overseas. Many have travelled continents to seek new knowledge and entrepreneurship under 
the pioneers of technology, innovation and renowned scholars. The availability of technology such as Internet has 
made it possible for the education providers to offer educational services in an unprecedented way. Today courses 
are being delivered thousands of miles apart over the Internet and it is possible to follow the learning processes on a 
regular basis even though the learners and the teachers are geographically distant. This new form of education has 
not only changed in the supply side the demand i.e. the learners has also evolved and they have started considering 
many new factors in choosing their education destinations. Brand in the form of referrals from the people they know 
is a key determining factor in this process (Malmarugan, 2008). The fact that the word of mouth has been indicated 
as a key influencing factor in making purchases in this industry points us towards the media that are now commonly 
used in carrying out this task.  The success and effectiveness of education providers depends on how well their 
marketing and public relations efforts are implemented and understood.  
 
The importance of marketing as a key for success even in the education industry has been mentioned by Brown 
(1984) when he developed the model of “Steps in marketing programs”. In his model, the marketing mix of a 
marketing strategy includes the “four Ps” factors of Product, Price, Promotion and Place in educational programmes. 
In the case of educational institutions it has always been a struggle to disguise these marketing efforts and putting 
their services at a much higher level than the commodities. The recent political changes in the world and 
liberalization of trades has changed this scenario and commodified education as a service (Mohammedbhai, 2002). 
This redefinition of the services opens up the market for education services to be exported as goods. The variation in 
cultural, societal, regulatory and economic aspects of the customers (students) of educational institutions makes it a 
big challenge for the market planners and managers to streamline the marketing efforts and find the right segment 
for the products they offer, the price they can offer, the channel they can use and develop the right promotional plan 
targeted towards the right segment of customers. In today’s globalized world it is almost a fruitless exercise to come 
up with a global marketing plan that fits all the segments scattered all around the world. With a globalized approach 
in delivering their services the educational institutions need a marketing strategy that will enable them to customize 
the strategies at a micro level. This calls for development of tool that understand the needs and wants of the 
customers at an individual level.  
 
The New Zealand Market Development Board recommended opening up the international education market 
following the shift from ‘aid’ to ‘trade’ approach by Australia in 1987 (Alvey, Duhs&Duhs,1999; Harman, 2004). 
This has remarkably transformed this sector in New Zealand and introduced a new sector for foreign currency 
earnings for New Zealand (Martens & Strake, 2008).   Tougher competition from other providers in the English-
speaking world has made it difficult for New Zealand to keep up its numbers of foreign students in recent years. 
There has been a declining trend in the majority of the source countries of Foreign Fee Paying students 
(EducationNZ, 2010). Australia-New Zealand’s direct competitors for Asian students, the UK and Canada, are now 
improving their visa accessibility for foreign students and have invested heavily in the promotion of their 
educational services, particularly in the Chinese market. As a result, New Zealand could be losing its comparative 
advantage in this industry. Major market players in this industry are looking for ways to have paradigm shifts to 
reach their customers and secure their share of the global education market.  
 
1.2 Research objectives 
This research endeavors to identify the practices and expectations of the usage of Social Medium as a channel for 
marketing Higher Educational institutions. The research looks in to the following objectives to understand the 
practices of Social Medium in marketing; 
 
x Is there a demand for Social Medium as a preferred medium of marketing communications from the consumers 

end? 
x What is the Higher Educational institution marketers’ opinion about using Social Medium as a channel for 

marketing? 
x What are the current practices prevailing in using Social Medium in marketing Higher Educational institutions? 
 
In considering the above mentioned objectives the research further investigates the trends in other similar industries 
in using the Social Medium but focuses on the education industry. New Zealand being one of the latest countries to 
offer international education as global destination makes it an interesting case to study since it had good 
opportunities to implement a Social Media marketing strategy in formulating their national marketing strategy as a 
preferred destination choice. 
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1.3 Significance of the study 
Foreign students play a major role in the sustained economic growth and continue to impact positively in creating a 
multicultural nation in New Zealand (Bedford, 2006). A diverse student population enriches the learning 
environment and study experiences of the local students. But the choice of destinations now demands a higher 
degree of resource mobilization as it involves motivating the consumers on a one to one basis since Higher 
Education is considered as a high involvement choice (Gary, 1991). This study investigates a novel tool that has 
potential to gain a ripple effect in the market and establish a long term brand value through word of mouth. This is 
achieved through engaging the potential customers by mobilizing existing ones in creating this ripple. To the best of 
this researcher’s knowledge this is one of the pioneering studies about the medium of Social Medium usage in 
marketing particularly by the education industry of New Zealand. The findings of this study will establish a 
benchmark for these highly disorganized industry standards by using this social medium in marketing. This standard 
might contribute towards the growth in this potential sector to compete in this highly competitive international 
market. The marketers need evidence that the customers of the Higher Educational institutions have gone through a 
paradigm shift and trust their peers more than the claims made by reputable institutions. This study provides the 
opportunity to collect this evidence and recommend possible strategies in this new marketing environment. This 
study could potentially present an advantage for New Zealand Higher Education organizations to optimize fully their 
Internet marketing strategy and cash-in to this opportunity as a market leader in utilizing Social Medium as a 
marketing tool. The findings of this study will be particularly beneficial for universities and other Higher Education 
institutions as it directly investigates the needs and demands for their potential customers (students). The findings of 
this study also indirectly influence the policies governing the market development for education industry by the New 
Zealand government and contribute towards their strategy formulation. The academic world also benefits by 
recording the application of various Social Media theories and testing various hypotheses through this conceptual 
framework.   
 
1.4 Research scope and limitations 
Due to limitations of time and budget, the study was only focused on a snapshot at a particular time. Any wider 
impacts through the development of different international factors of decision making (e.g. the world economy, 
culture, comparative status of the New Zealand institutions by world standards) could not be incorporated in the 
study. 
 
2. Literature review 
The fairly new field of Social Media Networking has created a ripple in the business world and is a subject of 
considerable interest among the practitioners as well as academicians as discussed in chapter one. This section aims 
to establish a knowledge gap in this field and propose the focus of this study through a comprehensive review of the 
current literature about the theories and practices in this field.  
 
2.1 Marketing defined 
The definition of Marketing is a highly debated subject among the academicians and the practitioners who actually 
apply the theories in the field (Hunt, 1976; Dann, 2010; Morgan, 1996). It really is a matter of conceptualizing the 
contextual aspects that should perhaps define the scope of a marketing effort. Wiebe (1952) for example, asks, “Can 
social products be marketed?”. If marketing is simply a process of accommodating exchanges between two or more 
parties (Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM), 2005) can this be generalized for any business or social 
transactions? Should marketing be considered solely as a business function or can various other social behavioral 
theories be applied to understand the processes better and as a result relate this understanding with the phenomenal 
changes that are being reported by various marketing practitioners due to the availability of Social Media networks 
among the consumers. Is this a myth? Or are we really experiencing a paradigm shift that is redefining the processes 
of how we, as consumers, make our decisions of choice and purchase?    
 
2.2 Higher Education in New Zealand 
New Zealand: a player in the international education market enjoys a new entrant status among all its competitors. 
The economic reforms by the David Lange government in mid 1980s transformed the domestic labour market 
creating demands for “White collared” jobs. The skill requirement variation led more and more students to seek 
tertiary education resulting in new enrolments in the Higher Educational institutions. Enrolment has risen from 
roughly 120,000 in 1985 to 431,573 in 2011 (Education counts, 2011). This fourfold increase in the student numbers 
can be rationalized in two basic influences. One of course, was the increase in domestic demand due to the policy 
changes but the major contribution towards these additional numbers coming was when New Zealand opened up 
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their market for Higher Education from 1990 as a possible destination. The Higher Educational institutions 
including the universities, polytechnics and private tertiary educators became good candidates as destinations for 
international students in a globally competitive market. This new approach of delivering the services in a 
competitive market transformed the age old universities and their business processes. Suddenly the universities were 
competing for their share of the market not only internationally but also for the domestic market. Universities and 
other Higher Education providers had to have a strong marketing team and effective strategies to market their 
courses in the market. This has lead to a continuous process of innovative marketing strategies resorting towards 
latest technologies to reach their markets. Recent news reports shows considerable interest in using Social Media by 
the Higher Education institutes (Scoop, 2013) there are demands from their students. But before these claims can be 
generalized it is necessary to rationalize the decision through considerable research and practical studies of the 
return on the investment in this media. Managers certainly will be skeptic in adopting a media without testing it 
further.      
 
2.3 Social Media as a vehicle for marketing 
This section addresses the first research question of this study. Social Media as noted by Google (2013) makes up 
most of the current web traffic. Facebook followed by YouTube are the top two web sites that attract the most 
visitors all around the world. And the unprecedented growth of the Internet as reported by Internet World Stats 
(2013) of 566% over the last twelve years established this medium as one of the most accessed medium the nature of 
this medium being less resource demanding (cheap), accessibility (24/7 availability), ability to provide interactive 
communication makes it one of the richest medium for marketing. Many practitioners and market leaders have 
effectively used Internet to gain considerable profits through better reach and market penetration. Social Media as 
one of the offsets of this rich media carries all the attractive characteristics and in addition to that it introduces the 
novelty of interactivity and consumer generated contents to add additional value to the marketing efforts.  
 
The theoretical framework of rationalizing the popularity of this medium has been the focus of many recent 
researchers (Gaudin, 2010; Contractor, 2009 and Evans, 2008). This research limits its scope of analysis with the 
context of Higher Educational institutions and attempts to relate the summary of their analyses with the purchase 
funnel of the students making their decision about destination of their study.      
 
2.4 Student decision making on choice of institution 
As a result of the transformation of educational services it is becoming a commercialized product, strongly 
influenced by the expectations of its consumers. The other key characteristic of educational services is it is 
inseparable from the service provider. This  poses an extra challenge to the marketers as that will force them to bring 
their consumers to them or take the services to their customers. This is a life changing decision for the customers 
and considered as a high involvement choice (Gary, 1991; Mazzoral, 1998; Mazzoral and Soutar, 2002).  The 
students are influenced by a complex matrix of factors that includes both intangibles and tangibles. Intangible 
factors may include the brand of the institution, the quality and relevance of the courses that they offer or even the 
reputation of the educators involved in those institutions. Lamb et. al. (2008). investigated the decision making 
process and proposed a few tangible elements that can be used for marketing efforts. He termed them as ‘cues’ that 
include physical facilities, staff profiles and their publications that sends the signal to the prospective learners to 
choose their destination institutions. Lamb et.al. (2008) proposes that these cues can be marketed aggressively to 
achieve the expected marketing outcome. 
 
The focus on tangibility is perhaps an easy way of pushing the prospective students through the purchase funnel but 
it will not be prudent to question this strategy’s affectivity when thinking about a long term competitive advantage 
through a well designed marketing strategy. In a high involvement purchase decision perhaps the students might put 
more emphases on the intangible factors as mentioned earlier. And it is perhaps the referral process through word of 
mouth that will be given more importance compared to the claims made by the degree offering institutions on their 
websites. Many researchers have identified this source of information as more credible than the latter one (Crotts, 
1999; Perdue, 1993). With the availability of Social Media spreading this word has become much easier than it was 
in the past. One cannot emphasize more, the power of the post purchase feedbacks in an educational institution’s 
marketing context.  
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2.5 Theoretical relevance of the Social Media marketing 
Psychological Ownership theory 
Asatryan and Oh (2008) using the example of the hospitality industry explained the affinity towards feedbacks from 
a Psychological Ownership Theory perspective. Consumers tend to grow an affinity towards the organizations that 
they receive service from and take ownership of the feedback that they leave on their sites. This comment shows 
justification why Social Media users might be inclined to actively spread by word of mouth, their experiences about 
a school if suitable platforms are provided. And this is perhaps where the greatest possibilities for Higher 
Educational institutions exist in gaining a long term intangible asset through the branding process from their 
customers, the students. 
 
Social Exchange theory 
The Social Exchange Theory formulated by Emerson (1976) considers the cost benefit analyses as the basis of any 
social interaction. To get involved in a social behaviour one should have vested interest within an interaction. Both 
the parties should feel obliged to attain a social interaction through benefits for each. The social interactive 
environment should be designed in the virtual world in such a way that the parties involved can identify these 
benefits. For example, the leading Social Media, Facebook, creates its tangible benefits through a sense of personal 
information sharing within their networks, LinkedIn creates the same through building professional networks. Any 
organization attempting to make marketing advantage should carefully consider the inner strategy of benefit design 
and choose the relevant media to their marketing objective. 
Social Network Analysis 
The traditional social network theory (Wasserman and Faust, 1994) treats the members of a community as nodes of 
communication and the nature of interaction between these nodes will determine the affectivity of each edge. The 
mathematical modelling, using this theory, will determine the reach of each of the networks. Social Media reach can 
be estimated using this theory. 
 
McLuhan’s Media Theory 
One of the major aspects of interest for the marketers in the Social Media context is the content generated by the 
users of Social Media. This is important because it is the content created within a context that will have an 
elaborated impact in the potential market. McLuhan (1995) explained, this generation of contents by dividing the 
media into two distinctive categories. He explained that ‘cool’ media requires the viewers to make considerable 
effort and involvement to understand the context whereas the ‘hot’ media will require comparatively lesser effort. 
Perhaps this author’s famous quote, “the media is the message” explains this best in apply this theory in a Social 
Media context. This why the marketers should be very careful in determining the right media for the message they 
are sending. One might speculate having the right media is more important than the message in it. As the messages 
being generated by the users will be determined by the Social Media that they are using. A “Like” and a “Comment” 
on the Facebook will have much elaboration compared to the 140 character limitations on Twitter. An update on 
class cancellation may be effective on Twitter but this might not be a very effective medium to generate interest 
about a particular course or service within a Higher Educational institution.   
 
2.6 The framework for study 
The above discussion using the relevant theories of Social Media clearly indicates that an existing robust framework 
is available for creating a basis of an exploratory study about affectivity of Social Media usage and benchmarking a 
standard for future practices. The discussion summarizes that a Social Media decision, in order to measure its 
effectiveness can be measured in three distinct areas asking the following questions: 
x Firstly, effectiveness will involve whether the players will have sufficient incentive to get involved in these 

interactions? 
x Secondly, whether the reach can be estimated of a particular media that the marketers will be using? 
x Finally, whether the message that the marketers are trying to send will fit into the medium that they are trying 

to use? 
The marketing goals will be achieved if a Social Media marketing strategy of a Higher Education institution can 
push the consumer through the final decision making process, i.e. purchase decision. Due to the ever changing 
environment of this particular sector it has become very important to understand how to employ this powerful tool, 
i.e. Social Media on the Internet to motivate the consumers to consume and stay competitive in the global market.  
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3. Methodology 
The framework of this study guides the research for collection and analysis of relevant data. A customized tool was 
developed (Appendix I) to compare and contrast the Social Media Usage of the New Zealand Higher Education 
institutions. The tool was named Social Media Marketing Attributes (SMMA) Analysis tool. For every institution 
using Social Media, 1 point was allocated, and for every negative answer, 0 points were allocated. Further 
categorization of the institutions was carried through allocating points on the depth of involvement of these 
institutions in using Social Media for their marketing and communication purpose.  An overall score for each 
institution was analysed after totalling the score for each institution. Institutions from the New Zealand tertiary 
sector were randomly selected from the New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA, 2012) website. A simple 
random sampling technique was selected to ensure representation of the entire population. An overall population 
size was determined by simply identifying the total number of institutions listed on the NZQA website. The total 
number of enlisted organisations was nineteen hundred and four. The sample size decision in of the study was 
decided by using the table developed by Krejcie and Morgan (1970). The minimum sample size determined for the 
study was 320. The analysis was carried out on 349 sample institutions from this list.  
 
4. Results 
New Zealand has three types of Higher Education institutions: universities, polytechnics and private tertiary 
educators (PTEs). Out of this population, a sample size of 349 institutions was chosen for this study. All the 
university websites (8), polytechnics (13) and three hundred and twenty eight private tertiary educators’ were 
investigated in this part of the study. The private tertiary educators were picked up randomly from the New Zealand 
Qualifications Authority (NZQA) website. 
The representation in the sample as summarized in the following table 4-A is in line with the total population where 
majority of the population of Higher Education institutes are privately owned followed by a limited number of 
polytechnics and universities in New Zealand. 

x  
x  

x Table 4-A: Sample representations of different types of Higher Education institutes 
Type of the Institutes Sample representation (n) Percentage Mean Score 

University 8 2.29 % 3.375 

Polytechnic 13 3.72% 2.230 

PTEs 328 93.98% 0.948 

Overall 349 100% 1.05 

 
Proportionately the types in the sample representation could be summarized as Universities: Polytechnics: PTEs = 2: 
4: 94. That also reflects the population characteristics. Different types of organizations clearly demonstrated a varied 
performance on the scale. Out of a total score of 5; Universities scored the highest (3.375) followed by Polytechnics 
(2.230) and PTE scoring the least (0.948). This shows that while the universities are much more proactive in using 
this Medium compared to the other two groups they still can improve their performance by increasing their 
involvement in this Medium. Overall mean average of only 1.05 out of a total of 5.00 is considered to be a very poor 
performance and indicates the lack of attention and efforts to use this Medium as a mode of communication.  
 
Further to this analysis the research was interested in categorizing these institutions based on their performance and 
the nature of participation within the Social Media pages. Since there are many forms of Social Media including 
Facebook, Twitter, Blogs, MySpace, YouTube etc. the comments recorded were generalized comments made by the 
surveyors on overall performance. In order to keep the comments unbiased a code book was used by all the 
surveyors and three surveyors were used for the same sample and results were averaged to make the assumptions as 
close to reality as possible. 
 
Analysis on the usage and practices of Social Media needed further in depth look rather than just who are using this 
medium. Following table 4-B summarizes the nature of the usage of this medium as a communication and marketing 
channel. This also gives a snapshot of different categories of usage among the sample that rightly represents the 
population. 
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x Table 4-B: Social Media Marketing Attributes (SMMA) analysis of Higher Education institutes from New 
Zealand 

SMMA Analysis of Higher Education Institutes from New Zealand 

Categories of Usage Nos using Social Media Percentage having Social Media 

Type 1 (Score 5) 1 0.29 
Type 2 (Score 4) 9 2.58 

Type 3 (Score 3) 87 24.93 

Type 4 (Score 2) 28 8.02 

Type 5 (Score 1) 9 2.58 
Type 6 (Score 0) 215 61.60 

Total Counts 349 100 
 
Out of the 349 educational institutes surveyed only 134 institutes had some sort of Social Media presence one way 
or another. This represents only 38.40 % of the total institutes surveyed. Since the researcher could not find any 
similar surveys in the literature review it could not be compared with a benchmark standard but less than half of the 
organizations using this easily accessible, readily available medium for marketing communications show some 
degree of scepticism and to some extent distrust. 
 
Among the 134 institutes who are using this medium only 1 (0.29%) had more than one pages and the marketing 
department and various other departments are actively posting updates and news to influence user interaction among 
this channel. This reflects a clearly defined Social Media Strategy that seems to be rare in most of the organizations 
that have been surveyed. Another type of organization that has been identified in this survey represented a group, 
which had more than one page/channel on Social Medium. They posted regular updates which were being posted by 
different departments and they seem to have been running their efforts independently. This shows a lack of overall 
integrated strategy for Social Media marketing among these organizations. They represented about 2.5 % of the total 
organizations surveyed. The third category that was identified included organizations that had a single page/channel 
running on this media and the students were interacting with each other commenting on various events and news 
that are posted by their institutions. This represented major portion of the sample i.e. 33%. A fourth type of Social 
Media behaviour was observed in another category where there were initiatives by the institutes of participation in 
the Social Media though a single page/channel but they are used for intermittent organizational notices but are 
seldom noticed by the target audience and commented upon. This represented 2.5% of the samples. A fifth category 
that had no Social Media activities represented 215 (61.60%) who seem to be the single major portion of the sample. 
The following table 4-C summarizes the results described above; 
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Table 4-C: Categorization of the types of Institutions. 
Categories SMMA Analysis Score 

Schedule 
Representation on the sample Type 

Representation 

Category 1 Actively marketing through 
posting regularly from the 
marketing department and 

has more than one page 

0.29% 100% University 

Category 2 Has more than one page that 
accommodates learning 

activities in various courses 
through discussion 

2.58% 44% University, 
22% Polytechnics 

and 33% PTE 

Category 3 Has a single page only that 
accommodates interaction 

between students 
commenting on the institution 

32.95% 2% University, 6% 
Polytechnics and 

92% PTE 

Category 4 Has a single page providing 
institutional updates but very 
little interaction among the 

students 

2.58% 100% PTE 

Category 5 No Social Media pages 61.60% 0.5 % University, 
2% Polytechnics 

97.5% PTE 

 
In the above categorization institutions scoring of 3 and 4 in the Social Media performance were grouped together as 
they demonstrated very little difference in their level of involvement with the Social Media communications. Type 
of institutions included in each of these categories also gives a distinctive profile which can be correlated with their 
overall marketing efforts. Majority of the institutions from category 1 and 2 were Universities or Polytechnics 
having a robust administrative structure and ensured government funding that probably induces them to have a well 
maintained marketing team and infrastructure to use the latest medium of communications in their communication 
channels and marketing media. Above results when summarized indicates very little current interest in committing 
resources towards Social Media Marketing. This provides us with an indication of what the higher educational 
institution marketers thought about this medium as a marketing tool, our second research question. Their lack of 
interest clearly demonstrates the distrust on this tool.  
 

x 5. Discussions on findings 
Extending the analysis in Table 4-C, each of these categories can be utilized to establish the types of activities that 
they are doing and explore a link with the Constantidines’s (2004) model where he proposed that the organizations 
can influence their consumers’ purchase decision in two basic approaches; through Active involvement and Passive 
influence using Social Media. 
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Table 5-A: Social Media Marketing Strategy Analysis of the Higher Education institutions from NZ.  
x (Source : Developed by the author after Constantidines, 2004) 

Category Activities Social Media front Type of involvement 
Category 1 PR and Direct Marketing; 

Reaching the new 
influencers; 
Personalizing customer 
experience; 
Tapping customer creativity; 
Listening in. 
 

Blogs 
Twitter 
Facebook 
YouTube 
MySpace 

Both Active and Passive 

 
Category 2 PR and Direct Marketing; 

Reaching the new 
influencers; 
Personalizing customer 
experience; 
Listening in. 
 

Facebook pages 
YouTube 
Twitter 

Both Passive and somewhat 
active participation  

Category 3 PR and Direct Marketing; 
Personalizing customer 
experience; 
Listening in. 
 

Facebook page Mostly passive a few active 
strategy 

Category 4 PR and Direct Marketing; 
Listening in. 
 

Facebook page Passive and One active 
strategy 

Category 5 X X Social Media marketing 
strategy absent 

 
Table 5-A explains different types of strategies adopted by the Higher Education institutions from New Zealand. 
This summary indicates that there are still opportunities for this medium in this industry if the demand from the 
customer end can established through a research. The above section addresses the third research question of this 
study.  

Social Media is a very interactive dynamic medium that provides with a lot of opportunities. At the same time it 
creates challenges for the marketers to develop conforming marketing strategies. Previous researchers have certainly 
supported this claim that this conformation needs to be carried out in order to stay competitive in the market 
(Kreutzer & Hinz, 2010; Mangold & Faulds, 2009). Affectivity of traditional media and current marketing strategies 
using unidirectional communications and mass marketing efforts have been questioned as the target audience seem 
to have lost trust on this medium (Constantinidines & Fountain, 2008). Customers seem to value this new media 
more through direct involvement and looks at this from a sense of ownership as they also generate the contents 
within them (Mangold and Faulds, 2009). 

Although New Zealand Higher Education institutions compete in a global market, the findings from this study 
questions the current media that they are using and their effectiveness. There have been very few studies carried out 
in the New Zealand market that enlightening with the choice of medium for marketers in this industry. Khan & Ali 
(2011) claims that the choices in this market seem to be very unpredictable and often on a make shift basis that lacks 
overall strategic goals. This research also discovered similar trends where lack of attention towards a strategic 
choice might have contributed towards the low usage of this medium within the New Zealand Higher Education 
institutions. The greatest challenge that using interactive Social Media creates is establishing the context where the 
target audience are motivated enough to involve themselves in the discussion. Without their participation this 
medium perhaps is left with a dead effort. This is perhaps why we see, almost 36% of the samples from categories 3 
and 4, although they were involved in Social Media marketing in one way or another, were failing to create the so 
called “Buzz” that is targeted in using this medium for marketing purposes. 
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The following Figure 5-$�GLVFXVV�D�SURFHVV�PRGHO�GHYHORSPHQW�EDVHG�RQ�WKH�*UĘQURRV��������IUDPHZRUN�WR�ZRUN�
out a value creation process within these Higher Education institutions.  

       

Figure 5-A: Conceptual framework for building Social Media Content strategy for Higher Education Institutions from NZ. 
6RXUFH���'HYHORSHG�E\�WKH�DXWKRU�EDVHG�RQ�*UĘQURRV�������� 

*UĘQURRV� ������� GHVFULEHV� WKUHH� PDMRU� HOHPHQWV� LQ� DQ� HIIHFWLYH� 6RFLDO� 0HGLD� VWUDWHJ\�� .QRZOHdge Creation, 
Interaction, and Relationship. The participants could find themselves involved in all these three aspects in order to 
take part in the Social Media interaction and start adding value to the marketing efforts of the institutions. These 
objectives are very contextual and need to be customized based on the institutions’ internal stakeholder 
(shareholders, teachers and administrators) needs, market (students) needs. As well they are based on actual resource 
analysis where a practical analysis was carried out to establish the market readiness for a dynamic medium such as 
Social Media. If all these relationships are assessed in creating the marketing communications objectives the 
stakeholder participation should ensure the constant conformation of the Social Media contents which will help the 
choice of the right platform for the organization to communicate constantly with the prospective customers. 

x  
x 6. Conclusion 

The study gives a snapshot of the supply side of the information for Higher Education institutions’ Social Media 
strategy for New Zealand. In answer to the research questions set forth, we can conclude that there is a clear demand 
from the consumer end for this medium to be used as a marketing channel. Higher educational institutions lack 
confidence on this medium thus the lack of current use. And due to the distrust and lack of commitment the resource 
mobilization for identifying clear effective strategy in using this medium is evidently absent among the current 
practices by the higher educational institutions from New Zealand. 
 
Information gathered and analysed in this study will be a valuable resource in understanding the strategy 
formulation process in these institutions. But in order to establish an overall picture of this media further study is 
required on the demand side of this medium. The data can be used to triangulate an overall picture of the current 
state of strategies of Social Media marketing of these institutions. Further studies may include focuses on inter-
industry comparison of Social media usage in marketing, a time series analysis of development of this medium as a 
marketing tool. 
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Appendix I: SMMA Analysis Sheet 

Categories SMMA Analysis Score Schedule 

Active/                 
Not Active 

(1/0) 
Activity Score Total Score 

Category 1 Actively marketing through posting regularly from the 
marketing department and has more than one page  4  

Category 2 Has more than one page that accommodate learning activities 
in various courses through discussion  3  

Category 3 Has a single page only that accommodate interaction between 
students commenting on the institution  2  

Category 4 Has a single page providing institutional updates but very little 
interaction among the students  1  

Category 5 No Social media pages   0   
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Abstract 
Objective: Maternal weight gain affect the infant birth weight. Aim of this study was to describe maternal weight gain during all 
trimester of pregnancy and its correlation with the birth weight. 
Methods: Pregnant women who got antenatal care in Adam Malik General Hospital and Sundari Hospital, underwent body 
weight measurement during routine examination at first, second and third trimester and also at delivery time at those hospital. 
Baby birth weight also measured after delivery. 
Results: Maternal weight gain increased its peak point at the second and third trimester with overall total weight gain ranged at 5 
– 20 kg during pregnancy. Baby birth on normal weight ranged at 2500 – 4000 grams ( SD + 399,86 ). Maternal weight gain was 
more higher in the primi gravida group compared with multi and grandemulti gravida groups. There is correlation between 
maternal weight gain with baby birth weight with p = 0,03 ( p<0,05, CI 95%), even the correlation was weak. 
Conclusion: Maternal weight gain in the second and third trimester showed statistically significance difference with baby birth 
weight. Adequate total maternal weight gain based on IOM recommendation considered for resulting a better outcome and better 
birthweight of the babies. 
 
Keywords: Maternal weight, infant birth weight, body mass index 

Introduction 
 

The gestational period determine the quality of human resources and depend on the intra 
uterine condition. Healthy pregnant women with a good nutritional status certainly improves the 
outcome of baby. Low birth weight rate in developing countries were higher four times than 
developed countries. More than 9 million babies die each year, 98% occur in developing 
countries and most of them caused by low birth weight. Therefore, optimal maternal weight gain 
is essential for better outcome. 

In 1987, The Global Safe Motherhood Initiative was launched for improving the 
coverage of Antenatal Care and counseling around the world. This Program concentrated on 
Nutritional status and Maternal weight gain during pregnancy. Institute of Medicine ( IOM ) in 
2009, issued a new revision of maternal weight gain recommendation from the earlier version of 
1990 according to Body Mass Index ( BMI ) pre-pregnancy.  

Aims of the present study were 1). To compare maternal weight gain in all trimester and 
total weight gain during pregnancy, 2). To evaluate the relationship between total maternal 
weight gain and infant birth weight. 
Patients and Methods 
Patients 

Pregnant women who were getting ante natal care in Adam Malik General Hospital and 
Sundari Hospital between August 2012 and January 2013 were eligible for this study. All 
eligible patients were on delivery time got body weight measurement before and 24 hours after 
baby birth. And then, maternal weight gain during first, second, and third trimester were 
collected from the Antenatal record from outpatient care.  
Statistical Analysis 
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All data were analyzed with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences. Correlation 
between maternal weight gain and infant birth weight were computerized by using Pearson test. 
P values < 0,05 were considered significant. 
Results 
Patients Characteristics 

104 eligible pregnant women were get ante natal care and delivered at Adam Malik 
General Hospital and Sundari Hospital in Medan.  

Table 1 showed distribution of subject based on age, parity, pre-pregnancy body weight, 
height, body mass index and gestational age. As results, most of subjects were on 20-35 years 
with normoweight in body mass index. Most of them were on 38 weeks of gestational age.  
Table 1 
Patients Characteristics 
 
 Total ( n=104) 
Age ( years)                          
<20             
20-35 
>35 
 
Parity 
Primi 
Multi 
Grandemulti 
 
Pre-pregnancy body 
weight ( kg ) 
Mean 
Height ( cm ) 
Mean 
 
Body Mass Index  
Mean 
 
Gestational Age 
37 weeks 
38 weeks 
39 weeks 
40 weeks 

 
7 (6,7%) 
84 (80,8%) 
13 (12,5%) 
 
 
44 (42,3%) 
59 (56,7%) 
1 (1,0%) 
 
 
 
53,06 ( + 7,09) 
 
155,85 ( + 5,8) 
 
 
21,78 ( +2,06) 
 
 
5 ( 4,8%) 
54 (51,9%) 
31 (29,8%) 
14 (13,5%) 

Table 2 showed relations of age and maternal weight gain each trimester. As results, 
maternal weight gain in third trimester have statistically significance difference between 
pregnant women from 20-35 years group, with p-value 0,01 ; 5,45 ( p-value < 0,05, CI 95%). On 
the other hand, no statistically significance difference between maternal weight gain in the first 
and second trimester between age group with p-value 0,150, and 0,415 respectively ( p-value < 
0,05, CI 95%). 
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Table 2 
Relationship between maternal weight gain each trimester 
 
  Age   
 <20 

 (SD) 
20-35 (SD) >35 

(SD) 
p-value 

Trimester 
First  
Second 
Third 
 

 
0,43(1,13) 
5,00(2,84) 
4,64(2,17) 

 
0,93(0,91) 
5,33(1,93) 
5,75(2,19) 
 

 
0,92(0,93) 
4,50(2,96) 
5,45(2,05) 
 
 

 
0,150 
0,415 
0,014 

 
 
Table 3 
Maternal weight gain each trimester 
 
Body weight (Kg) Minimal Maximal Mean SD 

Trimester I    
Trimester II 
Trimester III 
Total increase in 
Weight  
 

0 
0 
0,5 
5 

3,50 
10,00 
10,50 
20,00 

0,90 
5,21 
5,45 
11,56 

0,92 
2,14 
2,24 
3,50 

Kruskall-Wallis test     p=0,0001 
 

Table 3 showed maternal weight gain in each trimesters. As results, there is statistically 
significance difference between maternal weight gain in each trimester with Kruskall-Wallis test 
obtained p<0,0001. In overall pregnancy, total maternal weight gain ranged at 5-20 kg ( 11,56 + 
3,5 ) 
 
Table 4 
Average of total maternal weight gain and baby birth weight according to gestational age 
 
Gestational 

Ages 

 

Maternal 

weight 

gain (Kg) 

 

Anova 

Test 

P value 

Birth weight (gr) 

 

 

 

Anova 

Test 

P value 

37 week Mean 13 

0.351 

3430.0  

 

0.113 

 

 Std. 

Deviation 
2.72 426.61458 

 Minimum 9.5 2850.00 
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 Maximum 17.0 3800.00  

38 week Mean 11.23 3068.52 

 Std. 

Deviation 
3.43 316.57011 

 Minimum 5 2500.00 

 Maximum 20 3800.00 

39 week Mean 12.26 3127.74 

 Std. 

Deviation 
3.32 327.35006 

 Minimum 6 2650.00 

 Maximum 19 4000.00 

40 week Mean 10.75 3185.71 

 Std. 

Deviation 
4.27 388.00702 

 Minimum 5 2500.00 

 Maximum 18 3800.00 

 
 Table 4 showed average total maternal weight gain and baby birth with gestational age 
when delivery. As results, no statistically significance difference with ANOVA test between both 
of gestational age and total maternal weight gain with p-value 0,351 ( p>0,05), and gestational 
age and baby birth weight with p-value 0,113 ( p>0,05). On the other hands, we found 
statistically significance difference between baby birth weight and gestational age at 37 and 38 
weeks with p-value 0,023 (p<0,05). 
 
Table 5 
Relationship between maternal weight gain with parity in each trimesters. 
 
  Parity   
 Primi  

 (SD) 
Multi 
 (SD) 

Grande 
multi 
(SD) 

p-value 

Trimester 
First  
Second 
Third 
 

 
0,86(0,92) 
5,51(2,13) 
6,08(2,18) 

 
0,91(0,93) 
5,01(2,15) 
5,03(2,18) 
 

 
2,0 
3,5 
2,0 

 
 

 
0,444 
0,365 
0,018 
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Table 5 showed relationship between maternal weight gain with parity in each trimesters. 
As results, there is no statistically significance difference with maternal weight gain with parity 
in each trimester with p-value 0,44; 0,36; and 0,018 respectively (p>0,05, CI 95%). 
 
Table 6 
Maternal weight before and 24 hours after delivery 
 
  Body 

weight(Kg) 
  

 Minimum Maximum Mean SD 
 
Before 
delivery 
 
24 hours 
after 

 
48,0 

 
 

42,0 

 
83,0 

 
 

78,5 

 
64,75 

 
 

59,92 
 

 
8,85 

 
 

8,81 

paired t-test, p = 0,0001 
 

Table 6 showed significance difference between maternal body weight before and 24 
hours after delivery with average differences of 4,83 Kg from paired t-test with p-value < 0,05. 

 
Table 7 
 
Infant birth weight 
  Body 

weight (gr) 
  

 Minimum Maximum Mean SD 
 
Infant 

 
2500.0 

 
 

 

 
4000.0 

 
 
 

 
3119 

 
 
 

 
399.86 

 
 

 
Table 8 
 
Correlation between total maternal weight gain and infant birth weight 
  Body weight(Kg) 
 r p 
 
Total maternal weight 
gain with infant birth 
weight 

 
0,213 

 
 

 

 
0,03 
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From this study, babies were born at normal weight ranged at 2500-4000 grams as seen in 
Table 7. Table 8 showed that there is significant correlation between total maternal weight gain 
with baby birth weight with p-value 0,03 ( p<0,05) but shows a weak correlation (r=0,2). 
 
Discussion 
 
 Women with normal body mass index before pregnancy promised a better outcome for 
pregnancy itself, also for the outcome of baby birth. Pregnant women with inadequate maternal 
weight gain were often result on low baby birth weight and increase perinatal morbidity and 
mortality. On the other hands, over increase of maternal weight gain also resulted on poor fetal 
outcome and affect the methods of delivery later. 
 Our study shows that patient with normal body mass index before pregnancy resulted in 
adequate baby birth weight, as far poor prognosis can be alleviated. Our study showed that 
maternal weight gain increase significantly during second and third trimester, with total maternal 
weight gain ranged at 5-20 kg. 
 This maternal weight gain was proper with the IOM recommendation about maternal 
weight gain during pregnancy. Ota, et al (2011), and Yang, et al (2005) found the same result 
with our study. Maybe, it is because of decreasing emesis symptoms in second trimester and also 
increasing of uterine size and volume, so does the other maternal organic tissues. Maternal 
weight gain also affected by Leptin, a protein-like produced by adipose tissue that regulate 
appetite and body weight. 
 There is significance difference of maternal weight gain before and 24 hours after 
delivery. Based on parity, it seems that maternal weight gain showed significance changes in 
primigravida in the third trimester. Higher parity showed higher maternal weight gain compared 
with other groups. 
 Finally, our study showed there is correlation among total maternal weight gain with 
baby birth weight with p-value = 0,03 ( p<0,05, CI 95%), but poor correlation (r=0,2). Total 
maternal weight gain seems predict birth weight of baby. Unfortunately, baby birth weight not 
only influenced by maternal weight gain, but also amniotic fluid increases, placental tissue, 
maternal oedema, and maternal tissue enlargement. 
 In conclusion, our study shows that maternal weight gain should be based on IOM 
recommendation and also consider optimal maternal age in order to get sufficient baby birth 
weight. Adequate maternal weight gain resulted on low morbidity and mortality in fetal and also 
maternal. 
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Abstract 

Is the media a reflection of our times and is the world really what the media presented to be, or is it just fiction, a virtual reality? 
Is the image of reality with its moral problems which we watch every day in media merely a kind of virtual morality or is it 
morality itself, real and genuine? According to author, media "create" reality, including morality, be it real or just virtual (tele-
morality), and, undoubtedly, have a great influence on modern man's way of thinking and acting including children and young 
generation and their moral education. A very often the influence of media is not acceptable for moral education and morality of 
society. 
 
Keywords: media, morality, moral education, Slovakia, professional ethics, journalists 

Introduction 

"Within the past thirty years, the world has produced more information than in the course of the preceding five 
thousand years... A single print-out of a Sunday issue of The New York Times contains more information than an 
educated person in the 18th century could acquire throughout their whole life. Every day, various media (magazines, 
book, documents, diskettes, CD-ROM) have twenty million words of technical information printed on them. Even a 
reader able to read eight hours a day, a thousand words a minute would need a month and a half to go through all the 
information issued in one day. Within this time, he would slide back in time by five and a half years... A piece of 
information that, for a long time, was rare and expensive is now over-abundant and has become a source of 
pollution. On the one hand, the better it sells, the cheaper and cheaper it becomes; on the other hand, though, it 
becomes more and more contaminated" (Ramonet, 2003, p. 188). The times we live in are, thus, often justly called 
the information or media age. 

 

Media and Moral Education 

Information can be contaminated in many different ways. From deliberate alteration, via biased obfuscation and 
manipulation, the choice of information, to trivialisation of values by selection and formulation of the content of 
broadcasting, newspapers or magazines. Media, and especially television, show death and violence daily, be it 
murders, bombings, assaults, thefts, accidents, usually causing death or "at least" serious injury, or catastrophes in 
the form of earthquake, fire, flood, etc. which cause high casualties and huge material loss. Violence and death, in 
this way, become a common, everyday issue of our life; "thanks to" media and especially television, we get used to 
violence, criminality and various forms of violent death being a natural, or even inseparable, part of our life and 
present. "Television" is said to be especially "a source of entertainment, it mainly lives on blood, violence and 
death" (Ramonet, 2003, p. 148). 

Rightfully, a question arises of what this means for ethics and morality. Is the media a reflection of our times and 
is the world really what the media presented to be, or is it just fiction, a virtual reality? Is the image of reality with 
its moral problems which we watch every day in media merely a kind of virtual morality, or is it morality itself, real 
and genuine? By virtual morality I especially mean the issue of morality, presented in media, mainly on television, 
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in newspapers and magazines. Mark Poster is of the opinion that the start of the information age will lead to 
destruction or questioning existing ethical principles. In his opinion, ethics, as we know it, is questioned by its 
virtual influence on complicating reality. If a need for new ethical rules for media or the culture brought by media, 
arises, then, according to him, it would be better to remove the previous system of ethics. He claims that this 
problem did not exist while media were set in a certain time and space, but the birth of new technologies and their 
combination more and more erases the border between real and virtual relationships. Media, in the internet era, 
change our ethical surroundings, it can connect many things which, in real life, exist separately and transform the 
cultural bases of ethics by removing borders existing in time and space around local communities (Poster, 2003, pp. 
181-187).  

Undoubtedly, we can agree with the author in that media are able to artificially connect many things which, in 
real life, exist separately and, to some extent, transform the cultural basis of ethics by removing the borders in time 
and space. As an example to support his opinion, Poster mentions an event that was once referred to in The Los 
Angeles Times. A surgeon carried out a sex-change operation and broadcast it on the internet. Poster claims that the 
ethics of sex change is questioned by many people but, as long as it stays within the walls of the operating theatre, it 
does not incite moral emotions. According to the newspaper, the ethical problem was caused due to the existence of 
media which made it possible. What is important is that the action which, in a certain context, could be considered 
acceptable, provoked moral discussions due to media making it accessible by broadcasting it (Poster, 2003, p. 187). 
I do not quite agree with the author on this point, as the actual moral problem of sex-change existed independently 
from media broadcasting. The importance of media could lie in making the problem visible, raising a discussion 
around it and, another problem is, whether it was something to be put on the internet or directly broadcast by 
electronic media. This is what I would consider an even more serious moral problem. 

Another typical phenomenon of the present media age is television "educating" us to go through intense emotions 
right in front of TV cameras. What was, in the past, restricted to private, intimate experience and especially sorrow, 
troubles or humiliation, now becomes public "thanks to" TV channels, their presenters and cameras. Protagonists 
present their sorrow and sadness of tragedies or loss of their relatives, strife and humiliation right in front of cameras 
and microphones. Presenters, in an effort to gain exclusive and spectacular shots or statements, do not hesitate to 
bother the participants of the tragedy in the hardest instances of their lives when they have just lost their closest 
relatives, the roof over their heads and, possibly, all their property. Instead of compassion, consideration and 
moderation towards the sorrow of the mourners, they choose an approach that is borderline scavenging, all in an 
effort to bring as authentic reports as possible. "Thanks to" these reports, we witness media in their misery and 
scavenging of television. Tears in front of cameras, sighs, voices of the victims or their relatives full of grief, shots 
of bloody and crippled human bodies including the actual process of dying are all offered almost live, with their 
exclusivity being emphasized that the channel in question has managed to capture and it is a very bad influence 
especially for moral education of young people. Their message for the viewer’s often sounds incredibly arrogant, 
insensitive and inhuman: Look, we are number one in the media market because we offer shots you cannot find 
anywhere else. Do you want to see death live? Do not go anywhere because, after the inevitable advertisements for 
the newest mobile phone with the most convenient deal, fastest internet connection, best washing powder, toothpaste 
or hair-dye, the sexiest deodorant or perfume, etc., we will offer it exclusively even with the immediate message of 
the dying person to our viewers. Our viewers can exclusively hear his last words. We will interview him for the last 
time before he dies. It might be for the first time in his life, but that does not matter; he can enjoy his 15 minutes of 
fame while he is dying. Someone might find this absurd but this is reality presented by TV channels in an effort to 
astonish and shock their viewers. At first it could seem that this is a service they are providing the victims and their 
relatives with, as they incite compassion with their fate but, in the end, the outcome of this is an even higher level of 
ambivalence to tragedies, violence and victims as, thanks to TV channels, tragedies, criminality, and violent death 
are becoming an everyday reality to which our TV channels teach us to get used to directly in our living rooms. 

In an effort to sustain the attention of a "fickle" viewer, they do not try to find about the causes of these tragedies, 
violence, etc., but only slide on the surface, look for information that has potential to become a cause-célèbre, to 
attract attention for a few minutes, hours or days and then, quickly, something else, new that would again astonish, 
shock, or incite strong emotions in viewers while the reporters are left cold-blooded and professionally ambivalent 
towards all this dying, death, suffering and pain of others. They only do their job. Then it becomes possible for a TV 
reporter to, without inhibition, stick a microphone in front of a paramedic's face, pester a doctor about the injuries of 
the victim in question which lead to his death and a cameraman not hesitate to film the face of a dying man scared to 
death. Not a bit of compassion for the dying person, not a bit of respect and human dignity for him or his family, just 
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a professional performance which is, however, expressive enough about the moral level of these journalists, but also 
those who decide about the content of these kinds of programs and those who have allowed their broadcasting. 

Wolfgang Huber, with regard to this, talks about "culture of violence" spread by electronic media. He cautions 
that the way violence is presented on TV requires ethics not only on the side of media producers but also the 
consumers and their moral education. We live in a mediated reality; our image of reality is formed much more by 
media than our own unfiltered experience. This mediated reality is a manifestation of developed industrial societies 
where everybody lives in an artificially generated environment: politicians, actors, journalists, etc. Television brings 
death as an important part of our evening, daily into our privacy. Presentation of acts of violence and catastrophe 
has, however, a high rating among viewers. He cautions that media not only take away the dignity of the victims but 
also decrease the ethical sensitivity towards violence and affirms their bad influence for moral education in society 
(Huber, 1996, pp. 14-17). Media and journalists, according to Huber, have the responsibility for their actions, not the 
actions they bring the information of. They are responsible for the consequences resulting from their revealing and 
for the image of the event they are presenting. The journalists (in context their professional ethics) presenting 
violence for the sake of viewer ratings and publicity must be held responsible for their actions. They have to be 
aware of the fact that they are touching upon the integrity of people who have become a means for their success and 
publicity regardless of whether they are still alive or have died (Huber, 1996, p. 27). It is one of the main tasks of the 
professional ethics of journalists. 

The American journalist Bernard Goldberg, on the basis of his long-term work for the American news channel 
CBS, has come to the conclusion that you must never, never underestimate how low the leadership of news 
channels, and especially TV channels, is willing to stoop to increase the viewer rating (Goldberg, 2002). Naturally, a 
distorted image of our reality, morality and life is created; life where we are constantly surrounded by tragedies, 
violence and death and, on the other hand, we are forced to accept tragedies, criminality and violent death as the 
most important phenomena which took place on a particular day or are taking place around us. In this way, virtual 
morality presented by TV channels is created, which tends to distort the reality we live in thanks to the power of 
electronic media. Just like a marketing slogan from a TV magazine: "Read what you live!" Simply, to find out what 
our life is like, we have to learn it from media. We could, then, slightly correct the well-known solipsistic claim of 
George Berkely, according to which "to be means to be perceived". At present, it could read "to be means to be on 
the TV screen". That means that what has not been captured by the lens of a TV camera or has not appeared on a TV 
screen does not seem to exist. Events gain legitimacy and historical value (real or fictional) only thanks to the TV 
screen. Media "create" reality, including morality and moral education, be it real or just virtual (tele-morality), and, 
undoubtedly, have a great influence on modern man's way of thinking and acting including children and young 
generation. According to Denis McQuail, the information, images and ideas provided by media can, for most people, 
be the main source of realizing the shared time (history) and the present social position. Media are also a store for 
memories and maps from which we can find out where we are at any moment (our identity); and, also, they provide 
us with material for future reference. Media, to a significant extent, constitute social reality (McQuail, 2010, pp. 82-
83).  

Media, however, only present a section of reality, several stones of the mosaic of the era we live in; nevertheless, 
they are presented to us in such an intense and convincing way that they have the power to impose upon the viewer 
or reader that events happened exactly how they were presented and that it was the most important thing that 
happened on that day in Slovakia or in the world. Television logic overpowers life logic. The transmission is right 
and truthful; it is reality that is false (Ramonet, 2003, p. 141). The role of media, with regard to its relationship 
towards reality, could be compared to the metaphor of the Platonian cave where, on its back wall, we can see a 
reflection or shadows of what is happening outside, in front of the cave. When it comes to reality or "reality" 
constructed by media; we, however, cannot be sure of whether it is actual reality or just its reflection having been 
created or mixed for us by media. Many times could we see for ourselves that media are able to present fiction as 
reality or to construct their own "reality" to make it more interesting, or sexier, as one of the advisors to the former 
British Prime Minister Tony Blair claimed, with regard to altering information about the threat posed by Iraq 
towards Great Britain and the world, when they wanted to convince the British public and parliament of the need for 
fast action against the regime of Saddam Hussein. 

In the past, there were no opinion polls and in the conditions of the only state or, later, public TV channel, viewer 
ratings and profit were not a criterion for evaluating journalists' work; thus, news reporting and journalism paid 
more attention to real, or at least what appeared to be topical matters and entertainment programs were supposed to 
provide relaxation for the viewers or listeners. It could be said that media, in the past, fulfilled positive tasks, besides 
negative ones, to a much larger extent with regard to education (including moral education) and spreading culture. 
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At present, when the "survival" of commercial TV channels and their individual programs depends directly on 
viewer ratings and advertising revenue, it seems that everything and anything is allowed in media which is not 
directly prohibited by law or for which a TV channel has not been handed several multi-million fines by the 
Committee for Retransmission and TV Broadcasting. Until then, even death live or stripping at castings for a trashy 
reality show, etc., is possible without reasoning on their negative influence and consequences for moral education 
children and young people. 

Evidence to the fact that we, as viewers, have accepted this game of TV channels and that we want to be seen and 
to medially exist is given by our willingness to go through our joy, troubles, sorrow and pain in front of cameras 
and, consequently, watch it and be proud we have been on TV. How else can we explain the fact that children 
anonymously invite their parents, or other close relatives invite each other to a TV studio to tell them that they love 
them (Mail for You – a popular Slovak TV program) or to quarrelling in front of TV cameras or blaming each other 
for an unsuccessful marriage (Wife Swap), from talking about their unfulfilled sexual desires and disagreements 
(Divorced with Kids – a Slovak dating show), to presenting their incompetence in bringing up their own children 
(Supernanny) or incompetence in producing any musical sound (Pop Idol – the world-wide syndicated talent show 
which is in Slovakia called "Slovakia searches for a Superstar"). It looks like many people, in this media age (and 
especially TV age) under the influence of television and its image of the reality we are said to live in, lose all 
inhibition, ability to judge the situation and be aware of the humiliation they present in front of cameras and the 
audience. They want to be on TV at any cost, even when it harms them as a result. Then it is possible, in some 
exceptional cases, that pathological individuals are able to murder someone just to be written about in newspapers 
and magazines or talked about on TV. Luckily enough, we have not had such a case in Slovakia but, thanks to strong 
Americanization of our popular mass culture we can expect this to happen any time soon. Some indication of TV 
channels being able to make murderers or attempted murderers into TV stars can already be seen in our country. An 
example can be found in the program Reflex which recently showed the story of a daughter who, during a trivial 
argument, tried to murder her mother and, after a period of time, they both claimed how sorry they were about what 
had happened and the mother pleaded for her daughter's mercy as she was pregnant. An interesting change of 
events: the daughter, who only through luck, did not become the murderer of her own mother, is now the one who 
needs compassion because her deed was due to her carelessness and she is pregnant. 

Television, besides the tendency to present tragedies, criminality and violent death, also tends to trivialize our 
life. A dog cemetery in Prague where celebrities bury their pets, various "elite" parties where 1 or 2-year old 
children of celebrities are made into stars because they need to be exposed on the media scene, as well as pets of 
these celebrities often become the center of TV attention. TV channels, according to this pattern, produce 
"celebrities" out of peculiar individuals, most of whom are here today, gone tomorrow and, rarely, hang around 
much longer than that but, still, with a very limited shelf-life. Such attention of media and, especially, television and 
its durability has very negative consequences for young generation and its moral education because of fall down real 
moral values and emphasizing especially consumerism and hedonism in the present-day life. 

Real life and everyday issues of our present are paid very little attention. Real successes of people in business, 
science and research, education, culture, medicine and health care, etc. is, for the present media age, not interesting 
enough; these common matters are not said to attract the attention of viewers or readers. Therefore, they are usually 
offered "appetizers" to be digested as soon as possible without any stomach irritation or constipation because they 
must be ready to accept many more, similarly easy-to-digest "appetizers" tomorrow, the day after tomorrow and, 
actually every day and, especially, stay loyal to the TV channel, newspaper or magazine in question. People, as they 
say, want to have fun and, thus, they should be entertained no matter what. A TV channel that, in the past, also had 
educational goals (including moral educational aims) in an effort to cultivate its viewers and a human personality as 
such has become a medium focused on providing entertainment for the broadest masses, which, as a result, means 
the simplest form of fun, offering escape from reality through easy solutions to what to buy, how to dress, what to 
cook and where to go on holiday so that TV channels sustain the highest possible ratings and, thus, have the highest 
profit from advertisements. Advertisements and the profit they offer is the Alfa and Omega of the present media. 
3HWU�'YRĜiN��WKH�IRUPHU�GLUHFWRU�RI�WKH�Czech TV channel Nova expressed a similar view when he said that "profit is 
the king" (Nádoba, 2007).  

It is questionable whether it is possible to say that TV channels in Slovakia broadcast some sort of culture and 
education or whether it is only cheap entertainment focused on commercial success. According to Ignacio Ramonet, 
on present TV, mainly films, sports, games, and programs full of rudeness and vulgarity (i.e. trashy reality shows) 
are shown (Ramonet, 2003, p. 116). That means that it is in no way a feature specific to Slovakia but a trend which 
has been experienced and verified by many foreign production companies. Why is that? It seems to also reflect the 
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cultural and moral level of viewers but it cannot be said that it is a symptom of the decline of civilization and 
morality, as we can probably come across similar behavior in every era of history, although the manifestation is 
specific to the time.  

A special chapter is formed by TV reality shows which can have various focus and content, some offer a better 
form of entertainment (such as dancing shows or final rounds of singing competitions) than others which only offer 
very questionable quality with exhibitionist performers or even shows marketed with charitable intentions (the dance 
show Bailando). The main aim, however, lying behind these charitable events is the profit to be gained from 
advertisements and SMS voting. Naturally, TV channels also promote themselves emphasizing their “good will” on 
the Slovak TV scene. 

The objectivity of news and its content which we are offered by media is one thing but the image of the world, 
including morality (and moral education) around us, created by these media is, in my opinion, much more important. 
It is, however, questionable whether media created it at their own discretion or just feed people’s interest in fairy 
tales. Even the story of Princess Diana, her unsuccessful marriage, love affairs, charity work and tragic death is 
actually a modern media fairy tale for adults (soap opera). There is, however, a much more important issue with a 
strong ethical and moral dimension: how is it possible that it is tabloids which have the highest costs, the highest 
readerships or viewer ratings? Opinion forming newspapers and magazines do not even come close in competition 
with tabloid newspapers and magazines. Why is it? Are we so immoral, so corrupted? Or is there a different reason? 
But why? We could partly agree with Ignacio Ramonet that high viewer ratings of reality shows, soap operas and 
similar light entertainment TV genres (and, we could also say high sales of tabloid newspapers) says more about the 
society who actually watches and reads them than about what they really express (Ramonet, 2003, p. 193). 
According to Ramonet, media are based around three main topics: death, love and humor (2003, p. 46). We could 
agree that it is more or less variations of these topics that we mainly find on TV. However, it is, then, questionable 
whether we as well, under the influence of media, do not reduce our lives to these three areas, as these three topics 
of life are essential in the virtual morality. 

Ignacio Ramonet claims that, in the television industry, information is also a commodity (2003, p. 9); thus, its 
primary aim is not to be truthful but to sell well, i.e. able to create the potential to maximize profit in the short or 
medium term. According to him, it is not the contents that plays the decisive role in the sales figures or viewer 
ratings of a particular medium, but fantastic headlines (Ramonet, 2003, p. 13). Simply, people want food and fun. As 
people are often forgetful and impatient, or disloyal, they need to be provided with newer and newer ways of fun all 
the time not to be bored with monotonous offerings and make them switch to the competition. Media, and electronic 
media in particular, also have power, including some degree of political power which we could also witness in the 
1990s. Only when the Slovak TV channel Markíza had sided with the anti-0HþLDU� �WKH� IRUPHU� 6ORYDN� 3ULPH�
0LQLVWHU�� RSSRVLWLRQ�� IRUPHG� WKH� PHGLD� SDUW\� 623� �6WUDQD� REþLDQVNHKR� SRUR]XPHQLD� – Citizens’ Understanding 
3DUW\��� GLG� WKH� RSSRVLWLRQ� PDQDJH� WR� GHIHDW�0HþLDU� DQG� KLV� SDUW\�� 6LPLODUO\�� LQ� WKH� HOHFWLRQV� RI� ������ WKH� Vame 
FKDQQHO� KHOSHG� WKH� $12� SDUW\� �$OLDQFLD� QRYpKR� REþDQD� – Alliance of New Citizens) get into parliament. 
Experience, however, shows that the influence on citizens’ consciousness must be permanent, as political 
preferences are very fickle and short term. As an example, we could mention Russia where, in spite of decades of 
ideological propaganda, the Communists lost the very first elections in the 1990s after they had lost their ideological 
monopoly on television. 

Media and politics have, for various reasons, a lot in common, mainly because they have the power to manipulate 
public opinion. Nevertheless, there are other similarities. Giorgio Agamben points out the emptiness of politics, 
which could also be said for media. Evidence of the emptiness of politics and the subsequent absence of ideas and 
values can also be seen in the unification and, possibly, trivialization of ideas and values. Or have they just been 
transformed in the face of the future? It is hard to say. A manifestation of this could be seen in the overlapping of 
public and private matters (thanks to media and politics). Agamben, with regard to this, writes about selling out 
human emotions and, according to him, the silence in Italian society is a consequence of the media noise. A question 
for psychologists, sociologists and philosophers arises as to why people want private matters to become public 
(tabloid media) and, vice versa, public matters to become private (politicians)? The first ones want to know about 
things that are none of their business and are trivial for them, the other ones do not want us to know about things that 
concern us and are anything but trivial. Around that a “media noise”, as Agamben called it, is created. However, in 
most cases, the noise is nothing but dressing-up which reveals less than it covers. Have media revealed anything 
important in Slovakia? No, nothing. The same can be said about media as Agamben wrote about politicians: they try 
to pretend to be objective, impartial, to show respect and fairness, etc. In most cases, however, they are only 
concerned with increasing sales figures and the interest of businesses to place advertisements; thus, in the end, in the 
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profit for the owners or publishers (Agamben, 2000, pp. 93-95). Naturally, truthfulness of information is, in this 
case, a by-product which is only used when it helps to, in the case of media, increase viewer ratings and sales and, in 
the case of politicians or political parties, voting preferences. Otherwise, it is something that could work as a “break” 
or an obstacle on the way to economic or political success in the close future. In this respect, Ramonet has come to a 
remarkable conclusion: “In our intellectual environment, media truth is the truth that matters. What is this truth like? 
If print media, radio or television claim an event true, then it is considered true. Even if it is not the case. Now, the 
truth is what is considered true by media as a whole” (Ramonet, 2003, p. 64). His opinion on how to find out 
whether the information is truthful is also interesting. He suggests comparing the information provided by various 
media. Simple and easy, is it not? Possible problems arising from this recommendation can, however, be seen in 
Orwell’s novel 1984, where the task of the Ministry of Truth was to lie and alter all information in media, and even 
go as far as to present the newest lie as the only truth in all media. Lying, in this way, became legitimate and 
institutionalized into the form of one and only truth, however, only valid until the next lie appeared (Orwell, 2013). 

We can fully agree with Agamben in that the predominance of information, the noise of media leads the viewers, 
listeners or readers to the point where they are unable to perceive the information pouring from all around about 
what is happening in the whole world, about where something trivial has happened such as David Beckham’s new 
hairstyle, their first party in the home in Los Angeles, Paris Hilton’s imprisonment for drunk driving and her talk 
show appearance after she had been released and was fined 1 million dollars, etc. This, then, leads to apathy, 
carelessness and resignation towards what is happening around us. We often know more about Hollywood stars or 
Slovakia’s so-called celebrities than about our own neighbors, colleagues at work, etc. It seems we live, through 
media, someone else’s life, or are neighbors of stars who, in various forms, come directly to our living rooms every 
day to “tell“ us who they went with to a great party, where they went shopping, what they bought and how much it 
cost. This great amount of information also brings great opportunity to manipulate the viewers, listeners and readers. 
Is there a direct relationship between the amount of information and the degree of freedom? I think that while, 
during totalitarianism, the effort to manipulate individual and public opinion was realized by concealing 
information, as, also in Slovakia, there were a lot of areas which were never mentioned or written about; in 
democratic societies, there is a tendency to manipulate by superiority of information. The louder the noise, the less 
you can hear a sensible word. Ramonet, with regard to this, has stated that “...television is a medium of the simple 
and, thus, having too much information almost automatically brings some form of misinformation. A profusion of 
news – often raw – broadcast in “real time“ often stimulates the TV viewer (or the radio listener) and provides him 
with an illusion he is informed. However, after a period of time, it almost always proves to be a trap” (Ramonet, 
2003, p. 162). 

Media are one of the strongest points of present world globalization and, “thanks to” media, the world of morality 
(and also moral education), or virtual morality (including virtual moral education) is also becoming globalized. 
Media “educate” us to experience tragedies and catastrophes in various parts of the world. Within a very short time, 
within several minutes, we witness floods in China and India, a mining tragedy in the USA, terrorist attacks in Iraq, 
a flight accident in Brazil, etc. We find out about the catastrophes that have taken place on the other side of the 
world sooner than we learn about many other things, having happened much closer and with a much stronger impact 
on our own life. Globalization makes us almost direct participants in world events; however, deprives us of 
experiencing our own life and living it to the fullest, and, in a way, trivializes our own life, the relationship to our 
relatives and the values we respect and pursue. How many of us live a life similar to that of South- or Central-
American soap opera characters, American sitcom heroes, Hollywood celebrities or even Slovak glitterati? Then, we 
can have the impression that we do not live a life worthy of the media age because we have not managed to appear 
on the TV screen. This seems to motivate many individuals to look for any possible way to attract the attention of 
media and enjoy their Warholian 15 minutes of fame. According to Denis McQuail as long as values and ideas are 
concerned, in a secularized society, media tend to “take over” the influence originally possessed by parents, religion, 
school, siblings and friends. As a consequence, we are actually addicted to media in the whole area of our broader 
“symbolic environment” (i.e. “images in our heads “). And it does not matter to what extent we are able to create our 
own, personal version of this environment. We tend, more and more, to share the same media sources and the same 
“media culture“, because media probably create the elements we share with others (McQuail, 2010, p. 83).  
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Conclusion 
Denis McQuail claims that media, on the one hand, are a source of power, a means of potential influence, an 

environment where events of public life take place, a source of social reality interpretation, the primary key to fame 
and the environment which sets the publicly accepted form of normality (McQuail, 2010, p. 17). Yes, we can agree 
that the present Slovak media partially and, to various extents, really fulfill these implications. It is, however, 
questionable to what extent and by what means they, for instance, create social reality and the criteria of normality 
within morality in present-day Slovakia and what is their influence on moral education of young people in Slovakia. 
I seem to be fairly skeptical on this issue, as Slovak virtual morality interpreted by the most significant Slovak 
media at present is a very reduced, simplified and, to a substantial extent, distorted image of our reality and also 
moral education in Slovakia. We could surely agree with his opinion that media also have an indisputably positive 
potential, i.e. they can provide space for mutual communication within the public, pay attention to socially 
disadvantaged or unjustly handicapped individuals and groups, uphold the law and punish crime, support the 
existing moral norms and avoid what gives rise to strong public disapproval (McQuail, 2010, p. 170). Undoubtedly, 
Slovak media also have this potential; however, it is questionable to what extent they actually use it and whether the 
ability to positively influence is marginal to their interest and attention. 
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0HVOHN�<�NVHNRNXOX�g÷UHQFLOHULQLQ�9LVXDO�%DVLF�3URJUDPODPD�
Dersine Yönelik Öz Düzenleme StratejiOHULQLQ�.DUúÕODúWÕUÕOPDVÕ 

$VOÕKDQ�%$%85�<,/0$=a98 

a$PDV\D�8QLYHUVLWHVL��%LOJLVD\DU�7HNQRORMOHUL�%|O�P���%LOJLVD\DU�3URJUDPFÕOÕ÷Õ�3URJUDPÕ��������³$PDV\D´��7XUNH\ 

Özet 
%X�oDOÕúPDGD�9LVXDO�%DVLF�SURJUDPODPD�GHUVL�DODQ�ELULQFL�YH�LNLQFL�|÷UHWLP�|÷UHQFLOHULQLQ�|]�G�]HQOHPH�VWUDWHML�DOW�ER\XWODUÕ��|]�
\HWHUOLOLN�� |]� \DQVÕPD�� \LQHOHPH�� GH÷HU� YHUPH�� EDúNDODUÕ\OD� oDOÕúPD�� ]DPDQ�� oDED�� GÕúVDO� KHGHI�� LoVHO� KHGHI�� KHGHI� EHOLUOHPH� 
\DUGÕP���VW�ELOLú��VWUDWHML��G�]HQOHPH��DoÕPODPD��DUDVÕQGDNL�IDUN�LQFHOHQPLúWLU��dDOÕúPDGD��3LQWULFK�YH�GL÷HUOHUL��������WDUDIÕQGDQ�
JHOLúWLULOHQ�06/4� �0RWLYDWHG� 6WUDWHJLHV� IRU�/HDUQLQJ�4XHVWLRQQDLUH�� |OoH÷LQGHQ� \DUDUODQÕODUDN�+DúODPDQ� 7�������� WDUDIÕQGDQ�
JHOLúWLULOHQ�g]G�]HQOH\LFL�g÷UHQPH�6WUDWHMLOHUL�gOoH÷L�NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU��(OGH�HGLOHQ�YHULOHULQ�DQDOL]LQGH�ED÷ÕPVÕ]�|UQHNOHP� W-testi 
NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU�%LULQFL�|÷UHWLP�YH�LNLQFL�|÷UHWLP�|÷UHQFLOHULQLQ�LVWDWLVWLN�VRQXoODUÕ�LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH��|]�\DQVÕPD�YH�\DUGÕP�SXDQODUÕ�
DUDVÕQGDNL�IDUN�DQODPOÕ�EXOXQPXú��GL÷HU�DOW�ER\XWODU�DUDVÕQGD�oÕNDQ�IDUN�LVH�DQODPOÕ�EXOXQPDPÕúWÕU� 
Anahtar Kelimeler:  Öz düzenleme,g]G�]HQOH\LFL�|÷UHQPH��|]G�]HQOH\LFL�|÷UHQPH�VWUDWHMLOHUL 

Abstract 
In this study, the difference between first class students who studying at the Department of Computer Programming in Amasya 
University, about Visual Programming course for the sub-dimensions of self-regulation strategies (self-efficacy, self-reflection, 
repetition, valuing working with others, time, effort, external target, an internal target, goal setting, help, metacognition, strategy, 
editing, paraphrasing) were analyzed. In this study, by utilizing MSLQ (MotivatedStrategiesfor Learning Questionnaire)  which 
developed by Pintrich et al (1991), and so Self Organizing Learning Strategies Scale which adapted by Haslaman T. (2005) was 
used. Independent samples t-test was used for the analysis of the data obtained.  When statistical analysis of the results of the 
daytime education’s students and evening education’s students were examined, the difference between the scores of self-
reflection and help was found meaningful but others were not found meaningful. 
 
Keywords: Self-regulated learning, self-regulated learning, self-regulated learning strategies.  
 

GLULú 

Öz Düzenleme 

%LUH\OHU�� � KD\DWODUÕQÕ� NRQWURO� HWPH� YH� G�]HQOHPH� J�F�QH� VDKLSWLU�&�FHOR÷OX
� QD� J|UH�� EDúDUÕQÕQ� DQODPÕ� NHQGL�
\DúDPÕQÕ]GD�YDU�ROPDNWÕU%LUH\LQ�NHQGL�KD\DWÕQÕ�\|QOHQGLUPHVL�� LQVDQÕQ�NHQGL�KD\DWÕQÕ�\DúDPDVÕ�KD\DWÕQ�HQ�|QHPOL�
boyutudur. Kendi yDúDPÕQGD�YDU�ROPD\DQ�LQVDQ�PXWOX�RODPD]��&�FHOR÷OX
�QD�J|UH�NHQGL�\DúDPÕPÕ]GD�YDU�RODELOPHN�
LoLQ�úX�|]HOOLNOHUH�VDKLS�ROPDN�JHUHNLU� 
x =DPDQÕ�YHULPOL�NXOODQPDN 
x Seçimlerini bilinçli yaparak planlamak 
x Hedef belirlemek 
x $PDFÕQÕ�NHúIHWPHN 
x Kendini ve yeteneklerini bilmek(öz düzenleme) 
'ROD\ÕVÕ\OD� &�FHOR÷OX
� QXQ� EX� V|]OHULQGHQ�� |]� G�]HQOHPH� EHFHULOHULQLQ� IDUNÕQGD� ROPD\DQ� \D� GD� |]� G�]HQOHPH�

EHFHULOHUL�]D\ÕI�RODQ�ELUH\LQ�EDúDUÕ�ND]DQPDVÕQÕQ�]RU�ROGX÷XQX�V|\OHPHN�P�PN�QG�U� 
 "Öz" kelimesi TDK' da "YDUOÕ÷ÕQ�DVOÕQÕ�NXUDQ úH\��WHPHO�|]HOOLN��RODUDN�WDQÕPODQPÕúWÕU��g]�G�]HQOHPH�LVH�NLúLQLQ�
NHQGL� YDUOÕ÷ÕQÕQ�� |]HOOLNOHULQLQ� IDUNÕQGD� ROPDVÕ� RODUDN� WDQÕPODQDELOLU�g]� G�]HQOHPH� EHFHULOHUL�� ELUH\OHULQ� H÷LWLP�
ELOJL\H�XODúDELOPHVL��ELOJL\L�|]�PVHPHVLQLQ�\DQÕ�VÕUD�\DúDP�ER\X�|÷UHQPHOerini etkileyen önemli bir unsurdur.  
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 hONHPL]GH�|]�G�]HQOHPH� LOH� LOJLOL�oDOÕúPDODUÕQ� VRQ�]DPDQODUGD�\R÷XQODúPDVÕQD�UD÷PHQ�|]�G�]HQOHPH�NDYUDPÕ��
����� \ÕOÕQGD� %DQGXUD¶� QÕQ� 6RV\DO� g÷UHQPH� .XUDPÕ� VD\HVLQGH� GLNNDW� oHNPLúWLU�� %DQGXUD� ������¶� \D� J|UH� GH�
insanlarÕQ�GDYUDQÕúODUÕ�� VDGHFH�GÕúVDO�SHNLúWLUHoOHU�YH�FH]DODUOD�NRQWURO�HGLOHPH]�\DQL� LQVDQODU�GDYUDQÕúODUÕQÕ�E�\�N�
ölçüde kendi kendilerine düzenlerler.Bireylerin birbirlerinden etkilenmesi, öz düzenleme, öz-\HWHUOLOLN�� �VW� ELOLú�
stratejilerini kullanma gibi biUoRN�EHFHUL�VRV\DO�HWNLOHúLP�LOH�úHNLOOHQPHNWH�YH�|÷UHQLOPHNWHGLU��� 
 3DMDUHV¶� LQ� ������� J|U�ú�� %DQGXUD¶� \Õ� GHVWHNOHU� QLWHOLNWHGLU�%LUH\OHU� GDYUDQÕúoÕ� \DNODúÕPÕQ� DNVLQH� WHSNLVHO�
RUJDQL]PDODU�RODUDN�GH÷LO��|]�|UJ�WOH\LFL��VHOI-RUJDQL]HG���HWNHQ��|]�\DQVÕWÕFÕ��VHOI-reflective) ve öz düzenleyici (self-
UHJXODWLQJ��FDQOÕODU�RODUDN�HOH�DOÕQPDOÕGÕU� 
 g]� G�]HQOHPH�%DQGXUD¶QÕQ� VRV\DOELOLúVHO� NXUDPÕQÕQ� GD\DQGÕ÷Õ� DOWÕ� LONHGHQ� ELULQLROXúWXUPDNWDGÕU�� %X� LONH�
LQVDQODUÕQ� QH� NDGDU� oDOÕúDFDNODUÕQÕ�� QH� NDGDU� X\NXX\X\DFDNODUÕQÕ�� QHOHU\L\HFHNOHULQL�� QHOHU� LoHFHNOHULQL� QH�
NDGDUNRQXúDFDNODUÕQÕ�� WRSOXPGD� QDVÕO� GDYUDQDFDNODUÕQÕ� YE�ELUoRNGDYUDQÕúODUÕQÕNHQGLOHULQLQ� NRQWURO� HWPHVL� HVDVÕQD�
GD\DQÕU��6HQHPR÷OX���������� 
6RV\DOELOLúVHO�NXUDPFÕODUD�J|UH�|]�G�]HQOHPH\L�|÷UHQPH��VDGHFH�NLúLVHO�V�UHoOHU�LOHWDQÕPODQDPD]��%X�V�UHoOHULQ�

oHYUHVHO� YH� GDYUDQÕúVDO� ROD\ODU� WDUDIÕQGDQ� GDHWNLOHQHFH÷L� GLNNDWH� DOÕQPDOÕGÕU�� g÷UHQPH� YH� VRV\DO� HWNLOHúLP�
DUDVÕQGDNL�LOLúNL\L�LQFHOH\HQ�*UHHQR���������ELOPHQLQ�ELUH\L��DUDoODUÕ��oHYUHGHNL�GL÷HU�NLúLOHUL�YH�ELOJLQLQ�X\JXODQGÕ÷Õ�
HWNLQOLNOHUL� LoHUHQ� ELU� V�UHo� ROGX÷XQX� EHOLUWPHNWHGLU� YH� ELUH\� LOH� oHYUH� DUDVÕQGDNL� ED÷ÕQWÕ\D� GLNNDW� oHNPHNWHGLU��
g÷UHQPHQLQ� VRV\DO� ELU� HWNLOHúLP� V�UHFLQGH� ELUH\VHO� JHOLúLPOH� ROGXNoD� LOLúNLOL� ROGX÷XQX�
göstermektedir.(Akt.ALTUN) 
6RV\DO�ELOLúVHO�NXUDPFÕODUGDQ�ELUL�RODQ�=LPPHUPDQ���������|÷UHQLFLOHULQNHQGL�|÷UHQPHV�UHoOHULQGH�PHWD-ELOLúVHO��

PRWLYDV\RQHO� YH� DNWLI� ROPDGHUHFHOHULQH� J|UH� |]� G�]HQOH\LFL� RODUDNWDQÕPODQDELOHFHNOHULQL� EHOLUWPLú�|÷UHQLFLOHULQ�
kalifiye bir öz düzenleyiciolabilmeleriiçin ö]� G�]HQOH\LFL� VWUDWHMLOHULQLQ� NXOODQÕPÕQD�� SHUIRUPDQV� EHFHULOHULQGHNL�
|]\HWHUOLN� DOJÕODUÕQD� YH� NHQGL� DNDGHPLN� DPDoODUÕ� KDNNÕQGDNL� G�ú�QFHOHULQH� GLNNDW� oHNPLúWLU�� %X� WDQÕPGDNL� |]�
G�]HQOH\LFLVWUDWHMLOHU�|÷UHQPH�VWUDWHMLOHUL�ELOJL�YH�\HWHQHN�HOGH�HWPHNOH�GR÷UXGDQ�ED÷ODQWÕOÕRODQ�ELOJL\L�WUDQVIHU�HWPH��
RUJDQL]H�HWPH�\DUGÕP�DUDPD��WHNUDUODPD�JLEL�PHWRWODUÕ�LoHULU� 
3LQWULFK��������|]�G�]HQOH\LFL�|÷UHQPH\L�|÷UHQHQLQ��|÷UHQPH�KHGHIOHULQL�EHOLUOHUNHQ�DNWLI�YH�\DSÕODQGÕUPDFÕ�ELU�

V�UHo� L]OHPHVL� YH� DUGÕQGDQ� KHGHIOHUL� GR÷UXOWXVXQGD� NHQGL� �VWELOLú�� PRWLYDV\RQ� YH� GDYUDQÕúODUÕQÕ� L]OHPHVL�� NRQWURO�
HWPHVL�YH�G�]HQOHPHVL�RODUDN�DoÕNODPÕúWÕU��3LQWULFK�EX�WDQÕPODPD\Õ�\DSDUNHQ�|]�G�]HQOH\LFL�|÷UHQPH�PRGHOOHULQLQ�
KHPILNLU�ROGX÷X�G|UW�NDEXOGHQ�\ROD�oÕNPÕúWÕU��%X�NDEXOOHU�� 
x g÷UHQHQOHU�NHQGL�|÷UHQPH�V�UHoOHULQGH�DNWLI�YH�\DSÕODQGÕUPDFÕ�ELU�V�UHo�L]OHU� 
x g÷UHQHQOHU�KHGHIOHUL�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD�NHQGL��VW�ELOLú��PRWLYDV\RQ�YH�GDYUDQÕúODUÕQÕ�L]OHU��NRQWURO�HGHU�YH�G�]HQOHU� 
x 6�UHFLQ�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNWL÷L�JLEL�ROXS�ROPDGÕ÷Õ�YH�V�UHoWH�ELUWDNÕP�úH\OHULQ GH÷LúLS�GH÷LúPH\HFH÷LQLQ�EHOLUOHQPHVL�
LoLQ�ED]Õ�NÕVWDV�\D�GD�VWDQGDUWODU�YDUGÕU� 
x g]�G�]HQOHPH�HWNLQOLNOHUL� ELUH\LQ�EDúDUÕ� \D�GD�SHUIRUPDQVÕ� LOH� ELUH\LQ� NLúLVHO� YH� oHYUHVHO� |]HOOLNOHUL� DUDVÕQGD�
DUDFÕGÕU� 
g÷UHQFLOHULQ�|÷UHQPHOHULQLQ��|]�G�]HQOH\LFL�RODUDN�QLWHOHQGLULOHELOPHOHUL�LoLQ�DNDGHPLN�DPDoODU�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD�|]�

\HWHUOLN� DOJÕODUÕQD� GD\DOÕ� EHOLUOL� VWUDWHMLOHULQ� NXOODQÕPÕQÕ� LoHUPHOLGLU� �=LPPHUPDQ� ������� %X� WDQÕP� |]� G�]HQOH\LFL�
|÷UHQPH�VWUDWHMLOHULQLQ��EHFHULOHUL�X\JXODPDGDNL�|]�\HWHUOLN�DOJÕVÕQÕQ�YH�DNDGHPLN�KHGHIOHUH�ED÷OÕ�NDOPDQÕQ�|QHPLQL�
YXUJXODPDNWDGÕU� 
g]� G�]HQOH\LFL� |÷UHQPH� VWUDWHMLOHUL�� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� ELOJL� LúOHPH� V�UHoOHULQL� SODQODPD�� G�]HQOHPH�� JHOLúWLUPH��

GH÷LúWLUPH�JLEL��VW�ELOLúVHO� VWUDWHMLOHUL� �=LPPHUPDQ�YH�0DUWLQH]-Pons, 1986; 1988); akademik görevler üzerindeki 
oDEDODUÕQÕQ� NRQWURO�Q�� YH� \|QHWLPLQL� VD÷OD\DQ� VWUDWHMLOHUL� �3LQWULFK� YH� 'H�*URRW�� ������ YH� |÷UHQPHGH� NXOODQÕODQ�
PDWHU\DOOHUL� DQODPD\Õ�� |÷UHQPH\L� YH� KDWÕUODPD\Õ� LoHUHQ� \LQHOHPH�� D\UÕQWÕODQGÕUPD�� G�]HQOHPH� JLEL� ELOLúVHO�
stratejilerdir (Zimmerman ve Martinez- 3RQV�� ������ �������g]\HWHUOLN�ELUH\LQ�EHOOL� ELU� GDYUDQÕúÕ� LVWHGL÷L� G�]H\GH�
RUWD\D�NR\PD�\D�GD�NHQGL�|÷UHQPH�NDSDVLWHVLQH�LOLúNLQ�LQDQFÕGÕU��%DQGXUD���������+HGHIOHU�LVH�QRWODU��VRV\DO�VD\JÕ�
\D�GD�PH]XQ�ROGXNWDQ�VRQUD�Lú�EXOPD�IÕUVDWODUÕQÕ�JLEL�GDYUDQÕúODUÕ�LoHUPHNWHGLU��=LPPHUPDQ��������$QFDN�JHQHOOLNOH�
ELOLúVHO�YH��VW�ELOLúVHOVWUDWHMLOHUOH�LOJLOL�ELOJLOHU�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�EDúDUÕODUÕQÕ�DUWWÕUPDN�LoLQ�\HWHUOL�GH÷LOGLU��|÷UHQFLOHU�Eu 
VWUDWHMLOHUL� NXOODQPD�� NHQGL� ELOLú� YH� oDEDODUÕQÕ� G�]HQOHPH\H� güdülenmelidirler (Pintrich ve De Groot, 1990). Bu 
GR÷UXOWXGD�|÷UHQFLQLQ�|÷UHQPH�LVWH÷LQL�DUWÕUPD�NRQXVXQGD�ELOH�|]�G�]HQOHPH�\DSDELOHFH÷L�LOHUL�V�U�OHELOLU� 
g÷UHQHQLQ� |÷UHQPH� V�UHFLQGHNL� EX� HWNLQ� YH� OLGHU� URO�� W�P� |]� G�]HQOHPHOL� |÷UHQPH� NXUDP� YH� PRGHOOHULnde 

J|U�OPHNWHGLU�� %X� DODQÕQ� |QGH� JHOHQ� LVLPOHUL� V�UHoWH� KHUNHVLQ� LoVHO� \HWHQHNOHUH� VDKLS� ROGX÷X� NRQXVXQGD�
ELUOHúPHNWHGLUOHU�� %XQD� HN� RODUDN�� EXJ�Q� JHOLQHQ� QRNWDGD�� |]� G�]HQOHPHOL� |÷UHQPHQLQ�� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� VHoPH��
ELUOHúWLUPH� YH� ELOLúVHO� EHFHULOHULQL� HQ� HWNLOL� úHNLOGH� G�]HQOHPH� \HWHQHNOHUL� ROGX÷X� QRNWDVÕQGD� ELUOHúLOGL÷L�
görülmektedir. (Boekaerts, 1999).  
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g]� G�]HQOHPHOL� |÷UHQPHQLQ� G|QJ�VHO� ELU� V�UHoWLU�$ODQ� \D]ÕQ� LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH�� =LPPHUPDQ¶ÕQ� ������� G|QJ�VHO�
PRGHOLQLQ� NDYUDPVDO� DoÕGDQ� WHPHO� WHúNLO� HWWL÷L� J|U�OPHNWHGLU�� %X�PRGHOGH� |]� G�]HQOHPHOL� |÷UHQPH� V�UHFLQLQ� �o�
HYUHGHQ� ROXúWX÷X� J|U�OPHNWHGLU�� gQFHGHQ� G�ú�QPH� �IRUHWKRXJKW��� SHUIRUPDQV� GHQHWLPL� �SHUIRUPDQFHFRQWURO�� YH�
|]\DQVÕPD��VHOI- rejection).  

gQFHGHQ�'�ú�QPH��)RUHWKRXJKW� 
%X� HYUH�� |÷UHQHQLQ� EDúDUÕVÕQÕ� HWNLOH\HFHN� LQDQoODUÕ�\DUJÕODUÕ� YH� G�ú�QFHOHUL� LoHUHQ� YH� |÷UHQPH�

DúDPDVÕQÕKD]ÕUOD\DQ� LoVHO� ELU� V�UHoWLU�g÷UHQHQ�� KHUKDQJL� ELU� |÷UHQPH� �QLWHVL� LOH� NDUúÕODúWÕ÷ÕQGD� |QFHGHQ� G�ú�QPH�
HYUHVL�EDúODPÕú�ROXU�gQFHGHQ�G�ú�QPH�HYUHVLQLQ�DOW�V�UHoOHUL�KHGHI�EHOLUOHPH�� WDNWLNVHOSODQODPD��|]\HWHUOLN� LQDQFÕ�
ve içsel ilgidir(Bembenutty ve Zimmerman, 2003). 

Hedef belirleyebilme:  
g÷UHQHQLQ� |÷UHQPH� V�UHFLQGHNXOODQDFD÷Õ� WDNWLNOHULQ� VHoLPLQGH� |QFHOLNOL� DúDPDGÕU�� g]� G�]HQOHPHOL� |÷UHQPH�

EHFHULVLQH� VDKLS|÷UHQFLOHU�� |÷UHQPH� V�UHFLQGH� KHGHIOHULQLYH� NXOODQÕODFDN� WDNWLNOHUL� GHYDPOÕ� RODUDN� �UHWHELOPHNWH�
vedenetleyebilmektedirler. 

g]\HWHUOLN�LQDQFÕ�� 
.DYUDPVDORODUDN�� NLúLQLQ� EHOLUOL� ELU� LúL� EDúDUPD\DLOLúNLQ� NHQGL� H\OHPOHULQL� J|]|Q�QGH� EXOXQGXUDUDN� \DSWÕ÷Õ�

\DUJÕODPDGÕU��$NDGHPLN�EDúDUÕ�ED÷ODPÕQGD�LVH|]\HWHUOLN�|÷UHQFLQLQ�|÷UHQPH�V�UHFLQGHNL�ELOLúVHO�EHFHULOHULQH�\D�GD�
DNDGHPLN�oDOÕúPDSHUIRUPDQVÕQD�GX\GX÷XJ�YHQL�LoHUPHNWHGLU��3LQWULFK��������� 

Hedef yönelimi: 
3LQWULFK��������WDUDIÕQGDQ�NLúLQLQ�NHQGL�EHOLUOHGL÷L�VWDQGDUWODUÕNXOODQDUDN�ELU�LúL�|÷UHQPHVL�YH�XVWDODúPDVÕ��ELU�LúL�

\DSPDN�LoLQ�JHUHNOL�EDúDUÕ�QRWX\D�GD�EDúND�GÕúVDO�QHGHQOHU�YH�NHQGLQL�EDúNDODUÕ�LOH�NDUúÕODúWÕUDELOPH�\HWHQH÷L�ROPDN�
�]HUH�o�ER\XWWD�WDQÕPODQPÕúWÕU� 
=LPPHUPDQ��������LVH�KHGHI�\|QHOLPLQL��ELU�NLúLQLQ�NHQGLID\GDVÕ�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD|÷UHQPH�V�UHFLQH�GH÷HU�ELoPHVL�

RODUDN� WDQÕPODPÕúWÕU�� *HQHOEHNOHQWL� NXUDPÕQGD� KHGHI� \|QHOLPL� LoVHO� KHGHI\|QHOLPL� YH� GÕúVDO� KHGHI� \|QHOLPL�
RODUDNLNL�EDúOÕNWD�HOH�DOÕQPÕúWÕU��%X�NXUDPD�J|UH�� LoVHO�KHGHI�\|QHOLPL�|÷UHQPH\H��X]PDQODúPD�P�FDGHOH�HWPH�YH�
merak JLEL�KHGHIOHU�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD�\DNODúÕOPDVÕGÕU�'ÕúVDO�KHGHI�\|QHOLPL�LVH��|÷UHQPH\H�EDúDUÕ�QRWX��|G�OOHU�\D�GD�
EDúNDODUÕ�WDUDIÕQGDQWDNGLU�HGLOPH�JLEL�KHGHIOHU�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD\DNODúÕOPDVÕGÕU��0FZKDZ������������� 

Performans Denetim Evresi (Performance Control) 
PHUIRUPDQV�GHQHWLP�HYUHVL�LNL�WHPHO�ER\XWWDQ�YH�EX�ER\XWODUD�DLW�DOW�V�UHoOHUGHQROXúPDNWDGÕU��.HQGLQLGHQHWOHPH�

ve kendini izleme. 
Kendini denetleme�� SHUIRUPDQV� GHQHWLP� HYUHVLV�UHFLQGHNL� EHOLUOL� \|QWHP� YHWDNWLNOHULQ� NXOODQÕPÕQÕQ�

düzenlenmesini ve denetimini LoHULU��%X�NRQWURO�V�UHFLQGHNXOODQÕODQ�EHOOL�EDúOÕ�\|QWHPOHU�LVH��]LKLQGH�FDQODQGÕUPD��
NHQGL� NHQGLQH� |÷UHQPH�GLNNDW� \R÷XQODúWÕUPD� YH� J|UHY� WDNWLNOHULGLU.HQGL� NHQGLQH|÷UHQPH�� |÷UHQPH� V�UHFLQGH�
|÷UHQFLQLQ� NHQGLQH� UHKEHUOLN� HWPHVLGLU�&REE�� ������� 'LNNDW� \R÷XQODúPDVÕ� LVH�� |÷UHQFLQLQ� |÷UHQPH� V�UHFLQGH�
GLNNDWLQLGD÷ÕWDFDNHWNHQOHUOH� P�FDGHOH� HWPHVLQL� VD÷OD\DQ� WDNWLNOHU� JHOLúWLUPHVLGLU� �&KXQJ�� ������� %XWDNWLNOHU� oRN�
ID]OD�oDED�JHUHNWLUPH\HQ�LoVHO�D\DUODPDODUGÕU��&REE������$NW��g]PHQWHú������� 
g]� G�]HQOHPHOL� |÷UHQPH� V�UHFLQGH� GLNNDW\R÷XQODúPDVÕJ�G�VHO� LQDQoODUOD\DNÕQ� LOLúNL� LoHULVLQGHGLU�� *|UHY�

WDNWLNOHUL�LVH�|QFHOLNOL�KHGHIOHULQ�EHOLUOHQPHVLQGH�NXOODQÕODQ�WDNWLNOHULLoHULU��*|UHY�WDNWLNOHUL�D\QÕ�]DPDQGD�|÷UHQPH�
YH� SHUIRUPDQVÕQ� HQ� JHUHNOL� YH� WHPHO|÷HOHULQLQDQODúÕOPDVÕQÕ� VD÷ODU�� %|\OHFH� |÷UHQHQ�� |÷UHQPH� V�UHFLQGH� KHGHIH�
XODúPDNLoLQ�VDGHFH�JHUHNOL�RODQ�\ROX�L]OHPH�úDQVÕ�EXOXU��&KXQJ�������� 

Kendini izleme�� |÷UHQHQOHULQ� |÷UHQPH� V�UHFLQGH� HOGH� HWWLNOHUL� �U�QOHUHLOLúNLQ� YHUL� WRSODPDODUÕGÕU��
.HQGLQLL]OHPHGH� EDúDUÕOÕ� RODQ� NLPVHOHU� SHUIRUPDQVODUÕQGDNLL\L� \D� GD� N|W�� \|QOHUL� NROD\FD� D\ÕUDELOPHNWHGLUOHU�
(Cobb,2003).  

g]�<DQVÕWPD�(YUHVL��6HOI-5HúHFWLRQ� 
.HQGLQH�\DQVÕWPD�HYUHVL�SHUIRUPDQV�VRQUDVÕQGD�|÷UHQHQLQSHUIRUPDQVÕQD�LOLúNLQ�GH÷HUOHQGLUPHYH�WHSNLOHULQL�LoHULU�

YH�NHQGLQL� \DUJÕODPD�YH�|]WHSNL� V�UHoOHULQGHQ�ROXúXU��=LPPHUPDQ�������&KXQJ��������.HQGLQL�GH÷HUOHQGLUPH�YH�
\�NOHPH� NHQGLQL\DUJÕODPD� V�UHFLQLQ� DOW� V�UHoOHULGLU�� .HQGLQL� GH÷HUOHQGLUPH�� |÷UHQHQLQ� L]OHGL÷L�
SHUIRUPDQVÕQÕ�NHQGLVLQH� DLW� JHoPLú� SHUIRUPDQVODUOD�� GL÷HU� NLúLOHULQ� SHUIRUPDQVODUÕ\OD� \DGD� EHOLUJLQ� SHUIRUPDQV�
|Oo�WOHUL� LOHNDUúÕODúWÕUPDVÕ� YH� EX� NRQXGD� ELU� \DUJÕ\D� XODúPDVÕGÕU� �=LPPHUPDQ�� ������.HQGLQL� \DUJÕODPDQÕQ� ELU�
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EDúNDV�UHFL� RODQ� \�NOHPH� LVH�� |÷UHQHQLQ� EDúDUÕ� \DGD� EDúDUÕVÕ]OÕ÷ÕQÕQ� QHGHQOHULQH� LOLúNLQ� LQDQoODUÕGÕU�
(Zimmerman,2002).  
g]WHSNL�V�UHFL�LVH�NHQGLQL�GH÷HUOHQGLUPH�YH�\�NOHPHOHU�LOH�oRN\DNÕQGDQ�LOLúNLOL�ROXS��|]GR\XP�YH�X\XP�VD÷ODPD�

DOWV�UHoOHULQH�VDKLSWLU��g]GR\XP��|÷UHQHQLQ�HOGH�HWWL÷LVRQXoODUGDQ�DOGÕ÷Õ�GR\XP�\D�GDGR\XPVX]OXNWXU��g]GR\XPXQ�
yükselmesi güdüyü arttÕUÕUNHQ��D]�ROPDVÕ�GXUXPX|÷UHQPH�V�UHFLQGHNL�oDEDODUÕ�]D\ÕIODWPDNWDGÕU���6FKXQN������¶GHQ�
aktaran; Zimmerman,2002).  
.ÕVDFD�� =LPPHUPDQ¶ÕQ� G|QJ�VHO� |]� G�]HQOHPHOL� |÷UHQPH� PRGHOLQGH� |QFHGHQG�ú�QPH� HYUHVLQGH�

|÷UHQHQLQ�|÷UHQPH�HWNLQOLNOHULQH�KD]ÕUODQGÕ÷ÕQÕ��SHUIRUPDQV�GHQHWLPHYUHVLQGH�|÷UHQPH�HWNLQOLNOHULQLQ�\�U�W�OG�÷��
YHGHQHWOHQGL÷LQL�� NHQGLQH� \DQVÕWPD� HYUHVLQGH� LVH�� |÷UHQHQLQ� SHUIRUPDQVÕQÕ� YH� |÷UHQPH�U�QOHULQL� GH÷HUOHQGLUGL÷L�
HYUH�ROGX÷XQX�V|\OHPHN�P�PN�QG�U� 

g]�'�]HQOH\LFL�g÷UHQHQ�g]HOOLNOHUL 

Öz düzenleme bHFHULOHULQH�VDKLS�RODQ�ELUH\OHUGHQ�EHNOHQHQ�ED]Õ�|]HOOLNOHU�YDUGÕU��%X�|]HOOLNOHU�:LQQH¶�\H��������
J|UH� ELUNDo� DGÕPGD� JHUoHNOHúLU�� øON� DGÕPGD� ELUH\�� SUREOHPOH� NDUúÕODúWÕ÷ÕQGD� |Q� ELOJL� YH� EHFHULOHULQL� J|]GHQ�
geçirmeli, problem çözümü için hedeflerini belirlHPHOL�YH�KHGHIOHUH�\|QHOLN�RODUDN�ELOúVHO��GX\XúVDO�YH\D�GDYUDQÕúVDO�
yöntemleri uygulayarak çözüm üretebilmelidir.  

 
%X�oDOÕúPDGD�|]�G�]HQOHPH�VWUDWHMLOHUL�DoÕVÕQGDQ�*|UVHO�3URJUDPODPD�GHUVL�DODQ�ELULQFL|÷UHWLP�YH�LNLQFL�|÷UHWLP�

|÷UHQFLOHULQLQ�|]�G�]HQOHPH VWUDWHMLOHUL� DOW�ER\XWODUÕ� DUDVÕQGDNL� IDUN� LQFHOHQPLú�YH�DúD÷ÕGD�\HU�DODQ� VRUXODUD�\DQÕW�
DUDQPÕúWÕU� 

 
���VÕQÕI�ELULQFL�|÷UHWLP�YH�LNLQFL�|÷UHWLP�|÷UHQFLOHULQLQ�|]�G�]HQOHPH�VWUDWHML�DOW�ER\XWODUÕQGDQ�� 
o |]�\HWHUOLOLN�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕr? 
o |]�\DQVÕPD�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕU" 
o \LQHOHPH�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕU" 
o GH÷HU�YHUPH�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕU" 
o EDúNDODUÕ\OD�oDOÕúPD�DNUDQ��SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕU" 
o ]DPDQ�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕU"� 
o oDED�J|VWHUPH�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕU" 
o GÕúVDO�KHGHI�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕU" 
o øoVHO�KHGHI�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕU" 
o KHGHI�EHOLUOHPH�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕU" 
o \DUGÕP�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕU" 
o �VW�ELOLú�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕU" 
o VWUDWHML�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕU" 
o G�]HQOHPH�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕU" 
o DoÕPODPD�SXDQODUÕ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�IDUN�YDU�PÕGÕU" 
 

Yöntem 

ÇaOÕúPD�*UXEX 

�� dDOÕúPD� |UQHNOHPLQL� $PDV\D� hQLYHUVLWHVL� 0HVOHN� <�NVHNRNXOX� %LOJLVD\DU� 3URJUDPFÕOÕ÷Õ� %|O�P�� *|UVHO�
3URJUDPODPD�GHUVL�DODQ�,��6ÕQÕI�ELULQFL�|÷UHWLP�YH�LNLQFL�|÷UHWLP�|÷UHQFLOHUL�ROXúWXUPDNWDGÕU��$UDúWÕUPDGD�\HU�DODQ�
���|÷UHQFLGHQ���¶L�NÕ]����¶� erkektir 

9HUL�7RSODPD�$UDFÕ 

$UDúWÕUPDGD� 3LQWULFK� YH� GL÷HUOHUL� ������� WDUDIÕQGDQ� JHOLúWLULOHQ� 06/4� |OoH÷LQGHQ\DUDUODQÕOPÕúWÕU�� %X� |OoH÷LQ�
RULMLQDO� KDOL� LVH%�\�N|]W�UN�� $NJ�Q�� g]NDKYHFL� YH� 'HPLUHOWDUDIÕQGDQ� ������� 7�UNoH¶\H� oHYULOHUHN� JHoHUOLN�
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VÕQÕIÕ�ELOJLVD\DU� NXOODQÕP� V�UHVL�DLOHGH� EDúND� ELOJLVD\DU� NXOODQDQ� ROXS� ROPDGÕ÷Õ�� YDUVD� NLPOHU� ROGX÷X��
KDQJLSURJUDPODPD�GLOOHULQL�ELOGL÷L�KDIWDGD�NDo�VDDW�SURJUDPODPD�GHUVLQH�oDOÕúWÕ÷Õ�YH�HQ�VRQ�DOGÕ÷ÕSURJUDPODPD�GHUVL�
VRUXOPXúWXU��gg6g�E|O�P�QGH�LVH���DOW�E|O�P�YH����PDGGHGHQ�ROXúDQ�|OoHNX\JXODQPÕúWÕU��7Rplam 77 maddeden 
ROXúDQ�|OoH÷LQ�|Q�GHQHPHVL+DúODPDQ�7�� ������WDUDIÕQGDQ�+DFHWWHSH�hQLYHUVLWHVL�0HVOHN<�NVHN�2NXOX�%LOJLVD\DU�
3URJUDPODPD� %|O�P�� ELULQFL� YH� LNLQFL� VÕQÕI|÷UHQFLOHULQGHQ� HOGH� HGLOHQYHULOHU� �]HULQGH� \DSÕOPÕúWÕU� �Q �����
.DWÕOÕPFÕODU� |OoHNWH� \HUDODQ� KHU� ELUPDGGH\H� LOLúNLQ� NDWÕOPD� G�]H\OHULQL�� ³EHQL� KLo� \DQVÕWPÕ\RU´� ���� LOH� ³EHQL� WDP�
RODUDN\DQVÕWÕ\RU´������DUDVÕQGDGH÷LúHQ�/LNHUW�WLSL�RQOX�GHUHFHOHQGLUPH�|OoH÷L��]HULQGH�LúDUHWOHPLúOHUGLU� 
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LoHULVLQGH� DNWLI� RODELOHFHNOHUL� YH� NHQGL� |÷UHQPHVLQL� GH÷HUOHQGLUHELOHFH÷L� RUWDPODU� VD÷ODQPDOÕGÕU� �hUHGL� 	� hUHGL��
2007).  
g÷UHQFLOHULQ� EDúDUÕOÕ� RODELOPHN� LoLQ� |]� G�]HQOHPH� EHFHULOHULQL� JHOLúWLUPHOHUL� JHUHNPHNWHGLU�� %X� DPDFÕ�
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RUWDPÕ�L\L�\DSÕODQGÕUÕOPÕú�LVH�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�|]�G�]HQOHPH�EHFHULOHULQL�JHOLúWLUPHN�LoLQ�ID]OD�oDED�VDUIHWPHOHULQH�JHUHN�
\RNWXU�%HUQDFNL� YG� GL÷HUOHUL�� ������� %X� QHGHQOH� |÷UHQPH� RUWDPODUÕQÕQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� LOJLOHULQL� oHNHFHN�� RQODUÕQ�
V�UHoWH�DNWLI�ROPDVÕQÕ�VD÷OD\DFDN��RODELOGL÷LQFH�DQODúÕOÕU�ELoLPGH�WDVDUODQPDVÕ�JHUHNLU��� 
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Abstract 

The rapid evolution of technology has changed the face of education, especially when technology was combined 
with adequate pedagogical foundations. This combination has created new opportunities for improving the quality of 
teaching and learning experiences. Until recently, Augmented Reality (AR) is one of the latest technologies that 
offer a new way to educate. Due to the rising popularity of mobile devices globally, the widespread use of AR on 
mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets has become a growing phenomenon. Therefore, this paper reviews 
several literatures concerning the information about mobile augmented reality and exemplify the potentials for 
education. 
 
Keywords: Augmented reality; mobile augmented reality; education 

Introduction 

Basically, a traditional method of education was carried out through face-to-face instructions where the 
knowledge and learning activities were all arranged and conveyed by the teacher (de Freitas, Rebolledo, Liarokapis, 
Magoulas & Poulovassilis, 2010; Liu, 2010). In addition, the learning material were also based on static material 
such as papers (Chao & Chen, 2009; Huang, Wu & Chen, 2012; Taketa, Hayashi, Kato & Noshida, 2007) in which 
static materials do not show any information in a dynamic way such as motion or continuous movement (Craig & 
Grath, 2007; Kühl, Scheiter, Gerjets & Gemballa, 2011). Although sometimes these existing methods work 
effectively, however there is an increasing interest of educators and researchers in introducing more useful methods 
to improve the teaching and learning experiences. As technology becomes increasingly widespread in the past few 
years, the integration of technology has influenced and revolutionized the way we teach and learn.  

The transformation of teaching and learning caused by technology has certainly provides an exciting 
opportunities to design learning environment that are realistic, authentic, engaging and extremely fun (Kirkley & 
Kirkley, 2004). Besides, researchers also found that technology have always held a great promise for increasing 
student engagement and level in understanding the learning content (Di Serio, Ibáñez, & Kloos, 2012; Kreijns, 
Acker, Vermeulen, & Buuren, 2013; Roca & Gagné, 2008) among the key elements that leads to better academic 
results. Therefore, there has been a considerable concern over the use of emergent technology to support learning 
process. Indeed, there are many different technologies that have been integrated in the educational arena, among 
others such as the use of computer, multimedia, internet, e-learning, social web, simulations and more recently 
mobile devices and immersive environments such as games, virtual worlds and augmented reality (Dror, 2008; 
Martin, Diaz, Sancristobal, Gil, Castro & Peire, 2011).  

As mentioned by the Emerging Technology Initiatives of New Media Consortium (NMC) in the most recent 
Horizon Reports (NMC 2010, 2011 and 2012), Augmented Reality (AR) is one of the emerging technologies that 
might have potential and impact on learning and education. Besides that, the emergence and widespread ownership 
of mobile devices has lead to an increased interest to integrate the benefits of mobile learning and AR applications. 
The advancements of AR is now a growing rapidly on mobile device, reflected by the increase in handheld 
computing usage in recent years across the world and resulted in creating a subset of AR: mobile AR. Due to the 
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fact that educational research concerning mobile AR learning system is in its infancy and in an embryonic stage 
(Martin et al., 2011), this article is intended to provide an overview on information about Mobile Augmented Reality 
(MAR) and its potential used in education. 

2. Understanding Augmented Reality 

2.1 Definition and Taxonomy 
 
Educators are always looking for a new way to teach students and Johnson, Smith, Willis, Levine and Haywood 

(2011) argue that AR is one of the new technologies which considered as having potential for pedagogical 
applications. Although in recent years AR is becoming increasingly widespread and has garnered much attention, 
the term AR has been defined in different meanings by researchers. Early on, as mentioned by Milgram, Takemura, 
Utsumi and Kishino (1994), they defined “augmented reality” into two approaches:  broad and restricted approach. 
In term of broad sense, AR was defines as “augmenting natural feedback to the operator with simulated cues” while 
restricted approach highlight and defined AR as “a form of virtual reality where the participant’s head-mounted 
display is transparent, allowing a clear view of the real world”. Researcher such as Azuma (1997) tended to present 
a definition of AR based on a system that fulfills three basic criteria: (1) combination of real and virtual, (2) 
interactive in real time, and (3) 3D registration of virtual and real objects. A similar definition is proposed by other 
researchers (Höllerer & Feiner, 2004; Kaufmann, 2003; Zhou, Duh & Billinghurst, 2008), who define AR based on 
its features which the real and computer-generated information are combined in a physical world, interactively in 
real time, and display virtual object intrinsically align to real world orientation.  

Besides that, Klopfer and Squire (2008) give an even broader perspective on AR, stating it as a situation in which 
a real world context is dynamically overlaid with coherent location or context sensitive virtual information. A less 
inclusive definition is provided by Martin et al., (2011) who indicated that the term AR is a system that is basically 
merging information such as images with video streamed from a webcam while as El Sayed, Zayed, and Sharawy 
(2011) states in their recent article, they describe AR as technology of adding virtual objects to real scenes through 
enabling the addition of missing information in real life. Even though a number of available AR experiences and 
applications have been increasingly receiving attention and continues to grow at an accelerating rate however, a 
consistent definition of AR does not exist (Mehler Bicher, Reiß & Steiger, 2011). Therefore in order to define AR, 
the commonly accepted definition by relevant studies always refers to a helpful visualization called “Milgram 
Reality-Virtuality Continuum” (see Fig 1.) by Milgram et al. (1994).  

Milgram Reality-Virtuality Continuum is a scale ranging from a completely real environment (reality) which we 
can observed when viewing a real world to a completely virtual environment (virtuality). Within this continuum the 
space between real environment and virtual environment is called mixed reality (MR). It is straightforward to define 
MR as an environment where the real world and virtual world are blending together. As we can see from Fig. 1, MR 
consists of two main elements: one side is augmented reality and the other side is augmented virtuality (AV). AR is 
a combination of real and virtual object and contains a small amount of virtual data while AV is a concept where 
elements of reality being added to a virtual environment and contains more digital data. 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Milgram Reality-Virtuality Continuum 

2.2 Affordances of AR 

Although AR is a new technology but the affordances and benefits to support learning were worth to mentioned 
and discussed. According Chien, Chen and Jeng (2010), AR has an ability to encourage kinaesthetic learning. 
Furthermore, since AR use 3D registration of virtual and real objects, it could allow user to view the learning 
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content in 3D perspectives. This affordance can help students who usually encounter difficulties to visualize the 
phenomena that are not possible to view in real world or complex concept. AR can support students by inspecting 
the 3D object or class materials from a variety of different perspectives or angles to enhance their understanding 
(Chen, Chi, Hung, & Kang, 2011). Squire and Klopfer (2007) also suggested that AR in a form of games can 
stimulate student’ prior knowledge and increase the student level of engagement in academic activities. Moreover, 
AR also can enhance collaboration between students-students and also student-instructors (Billinghurst, 2002) as a 
result the transfer of learning can be maximized (Kaufmann & Schmalstieg, 2003). Additionally, in Di Serio et al., 
(2012) study, AR technology also has showed a positive impact on the motivation of middle-school students. It’s 
proved that AR environments could boost students’ motivation and interest, which in turn could help them to 
develop a better understanding in learning contents. 

3. Mobile Augmented Reality  

3.1 Introduction 
  
In the present day, in conjunction with widespread use and emergence of mobile devices such as smartphones and 

tablets from a decade earlier provides individual people with communication, work, entertainment, internet access 
and even learning and instruction. A number of studies have found that mobile devices play a major role in 
education nowadays and sees the impact and advantages of these device in regards to the potential for pedagogical 
perspectives (Chen, Kao, & Sheu, 2003; Denk, Weber, & Belfin, 2007; FitzGerald, Adams, Ferguson, Gaved, Mor 
& Thomas, 2012; Hwang, Yang, Tsai, & Yang, 2009; Uzunboylu, Cavus, & Ercag, 2009; Zurita & Nussbaum, 
2004). Interestingly, because of the development and rapid increase in mobile phone usage have made mobile 
augmented reality (MAR) possible (Azuma, Baillot, Behringer, Feiner, Julier,  &  MacIntyre,  2001; Papagiannakis, 
Singh & Thalmann, 2008) and beginning to expand rapidly. Therefore, in the next section, we want to introduce and 
discuss about some of the exemplary uses of MAR in education. 

3.2 Mobile Augmented Reality application in Education 

In 2006, Wagner, Schmalstieg, and Billinghurst developed an educational game based collaborative handheld 
called Virtuoso. Besides the AR version, the game was also implemented in Macromedia Flash on a desktop PC and 
as a paper game without any technology. The aim of this game is to sort a collection of artworks according to their 
date of creation along a timeline with 3 different conditions: a paper, a PC and a PDA. The results showed that 
although the players were tested with 3 different game conditions, there was no significant differences in educational 
outcomes were found. Interestingly, the players have paid more attention toward the conditions is in how space was 
used which players preferred paper and PDA version because of it allow them to collaborate more effectively over 
than PC version. Besides that, they also chose the PDA interface as the most enjoyable among the three conditions 
(Wagner et al., 2006) 

The CONNECT is a project that use MAR technology based system developed to support students learning 
science both in the formal and informal learning environment. The CONNECT concept required student to wear a 
head mounted display (HMD) and related computer-mediated learning platform in order to visualize and interact 
physically and intellectually with learning environment that deal with instructional materials, through “hands on” 
experimentation and “minds on” reflection. In addition, student can also perform experiments that are not possible in 
school. To evaluate the usability and effectiveness of the CONNECT project, a study have been conducted with 
learners with physical disabilities (Arvanitis, Petrou, Knight, Savas, Sotiriou, Gargalakos, et al., 2007). The 
interesting finding from the study was that comparing the tests of the disable students with able-bodied students 
showed that they had almost the same results and this finding provides some support for the conceptual premise that 
the CONNECT project have the potential to improve the landscape of education especially for disabilities students 

Schmalstieg and Wagner (2007) introduced Studierstube as a framework for the development of handheld 
Augmented Reality. Two mobile AR games were developed: “medien.welten” and “Expedition Schatzsuche”. In 
medien.welten case study was designed for a target group of high school students aged 12-15. For this game, a 
group of players (two or three students) receiving one handheld that show a map of the exhibition and specify the 
current position of the players and lists of solved and remaining tasks. In Expedition Schatzsuche game, each of the 
subjects had been given their own handheld to play the game. The game concept was to answer the quest composed 
of puzzles and other tasks related to the exhibits. The evaluation was conducted through interview, observation, and 
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logging data in a case study with 12 students, all at age 12 years old who used handheld devices to discover 
historical artifacts. The results indicate that the students were very motivated and highly satisfactory (Schmalstieg & 
Wagner, 2007) 

Squire and Klopfer (2007) collaborate with environmental science faculty at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology by developing an augmented  reality  simulations called Environmental Detectives. This game required 
student to play the role as an environmental engineers and to give students experiences in conducting the 
environmental investigation in real world. Each pair of students can see their location on a map since there were 
given a mobile device equipped with GPS. After they used the application, its showed that Environmental 
Detectives can assists students to understand the  socially situated  nature  of scientific  practice. 

In 2009, Dunleavy, Dede and Mitchell designed Alien Contact!, a MAR game that focus to teach math, language 
arts, and scientific literacy skills to middle and high school students. Alien Contact! was designed based on 
Massachusetts state standards and nurtures multiple higher-order thinking skills. In Alien Contact! as the students 
move around to their spot fields for example, a map on their handheld will displays virtual objects and people that 
exist in AR world superimposed on real space. The concept of the game is based on the scenario that aliens have 
landed on earth and working in a teams (four students per team) which consist of four roles: Chemist, Cryptologist, 
Computer Hacker, and FBI Agent. The students can interview virtual characters, collect digital items and solve 
science, math and language problems to answer the question and determine why the aliens have landed on earth. The 
objectives of this research are to determine how teachers and students feel toward teaching and learning within AR 
simulation environment and how they used the application. The results obtained from the study documented high 
student engagement across the three case study sites (Dunleavy et al., 2009) 

In 2009, Ardito, Buono, Costabile, Lanzilotti and Piccinno presented a MAR game called Explore! with the aim 
to support during a visit and explorations of middle school students to archaeological sites in Italy. This game was 
played by groups of 3-5 middle school students in which each group was given 2 cell phones and the site’s map on a 
paper. The concept of the game required students to explore important places in the sites supporting by some hints 
given on the cell phone by the game application. They can also discover the 3D reconstruction of how the places 
may have looked by using cell phone. The evaluation of field study using Explore! involved for a total of 42 
students where19 students played the paper-based version of the game and another 23 students, played  the mobile 
version. From the result of the study, its show those students enjoyed playing the game with Explore! but in term of 
learning, there are no significant differences were found between the two versions. 

In 2009, Huizenga, Admiraal, Akkerman, and Dam have conducted a research by integrating the MAR games 
called Frequency 1550. This hybrid reality game was developed by The Waag Society to facilitate children to gain 
historical knowledge about Medieval Amsterdam.  The research seeks to address student engagement in the game, 
historical knowledge, and motivation for History in general and the topic of the Middle Ages in particular. In order 
to answer their research questions, the children in 10 of the classes played the mobile history game whereas the 
children in the other 10 classes received a regular, project-based lesson series. For children who played the mobile 
history game, the game procedure start by forming a group of four or five children and divided into 2 teams: a city 
team (CT) consisting of two or three pupils who walk through the city and a headquarter team (HQT) consisting of 
the other two or three pupils who operate from behind the computer in the main building. They switch places after 
lunch so that each child has participated in both the CT and HQT at the end of the day.  From the results of the 
study, they found that children who played the game to be engaged and to gain significantly more knowledge than 
those who received regular project-based instruction. For motivation aspect, no significant differences were found 
between the two groups.  

Juan, Alem and Cano (2011) presented mobile AR game, ARGreenet that aim to increase people awareness of 
how  important of recycling is and how to do it. In their study, they compared the ARGreenet with the basic mobile 
phone game for recycling topic. The participants involved in this study involved a total of 38 children where all of 
them experienced both games but in a different order. The evaluation aspects consist of the knowledge of recycling 
that the children perceived, the level of engagement, fun and easy to use, perceived willingness to change behaviour 
and comparison toward AR and non AR games. Based on the results of the study, there is no significant difference 
between the two games; however 69.4% of the children preferred the ARGreenet game, which they perceived it as 
easy to use and more engaging and fun than basic mobile phone game. In addition, the findings also show that the 
games had a positive influence on their intentions to change behaviours (Juan et al., 2011) 

In a recent article, Tang and Ou (2012) carried out an experiment using AR and mobile technologies as an 
assistant tool for learning butterfly ecology. By integrating AR in this project, students can breed their own virtual 
caterpillars on host plants using the programs on their smart phones, and become familiar with butterfly’s life cycle 
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by observing their growth. The campus AR butterfly ecological learning system was designed based on the learning 
unit of “Butterfly’s Life Cycle” in nature science for the fourth-grade students in elementary schools. After using the 
AR system, the participants were randomly selected and assigned to experimental group and the control group. The 
statistical tests indicate that the learning effectiveness of experimental group was better than the control group. 
Therefore, it was shown that by using the AR butterfly ecological learning system can effectively help students 
enhance their learning. 

Santoso, Yan and Gook (2012) from Institute of Ambient Intelligence (IAI) work together with Sungsan 
Elementary School (SES) by developing a Digital Edutainment Content based on Tangram toy as an existed 
edutainment media. The tangram toy edutainment content was used because of its value that can enhance student 
spatial cognitive ability. The application was developed using ipad version where the built-in camera will be 
activated automatically once the user chooses an AR session. After that, user needs to point the camera to the 
colourful marker on the book then the software will start looking and track the marker and displays the 3D virtual 
object of each marker.  

Since history maybe considered as one of the hardest subjects for students, Martín, Díaz, Cáceres, Gago and 
Gibert (2012) presented an educational application called EnredaMadrid to cope with this complexity. The objective 
of EnredaMadrid is to teach the history of the city in the 17th century to students in the activity through previous 
online training and a later physical technological gymkhana. This application was built using mobile device based 
on geolocalisation and AR technology. The evaluation session toward the technology used in EnredaMadrid was 
carried out through questionnaire and the results indicate that AR is the most positive element in EnredaMadrid. 
Moreover, students stated that AR definitely contributes to make learning more fun and motivating and they believe 
that AR is the most appropriate tool to learn the history of the city (Martín et al, 2012). 

 
Table 1. A summary of selected studies on MAR 

 
Researcher Application Participant Topic 

Wagner et al. (2006) Virtuoso 48 participants (aged 20- 43) Art 

Arvanitis et al (2007) CONNECT 5 disabilities students (aged 15-18) Science 

Schmalstieg and Wagner 
(2007) 

medien.welten 

Expedition Schatzsuche 

19 students (aged 12-15) 

12 students (all at age 12) 

Historical 

Historical 

Squire and Klopfer (2007) Environmental Detectives two phases : university student (58 
students) 
high school (18 students) 

Environmental 

Dunleavy  et al. (2009) Alien Contact! 80 middle and high school 
students 

Math, 
language arts, 
and literacy 
skills 

Ardito et al. (2009) Explore! 42 students (aged11- 13 ) Historical 

Huizenga et al. (2009) Frequency 1550 458 children (aged12-16) Historical 

Juan et al. (2011) ARGreenet 38 students (aged 8-13) Recycling 

Tang and Ou (2012 Butterfly Ecological  
Learning System 

60 students (elementary school) Science 

Martín et al. (2012) EnredaMadrid 65  people (aged over 36) Historical 

    

4.0 Conclusion 

 As information technologies transform, educators have always looked to adopt new technologies into their 
classroom to enhance student learning experience. AR is one the growing technologies that have a great pedagogical 
potential and have been increasing recognized by educational researchers. With capabilities of merging virtual and 
real worlds together have give birth to new possibilities in improving the quality of teaching and learning activity. 
The effectiveness of AR can be further extended when it combine with other type of technologies such as mobile 
device. When AR is connecting to innovative technology such as mobile device, the term Mobile Augmented 
Reality (MAR) arises.  
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 As has been presented earlier, MAR learning based systems are more focus mostly on games or simulation and 
with the ability of mobile devices which has the features and properties such as portability, social interactivity, 
connectivity, context sensitivity and individuality (Huizenga et al., 2009) have make a learning experience more 
meaningful. Based on the previous studies that has been discussed previously, most of the participants had never 
experienced an AR and MAR, however overall participants felt motivated, enjoyed and the research show a positive 
educational effects on participants that leads to students to achieve higher levels of engagement in learning 
performance. 

In conclusion, although most of previous studies showed a positive impact and encouraging results, it is advisable 
to focus also on pedagogical and learning theory when implementing and developing the AR application since the 
educational value of AR are not solely based on its features. Expect that there will be many more research on AR 
and MAR in the future because this technology has a vast potential implications and benefits especially in learning 
environment. 
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Abstract 

With advances in learning technology and communication, information is growing rapidly.  In the past, books and teachers were 
the most frequent sources of information; nowadays there are many resources through which information can be accessed from 
the Internet, PCs and mobile devices.   
Mobile learning can be defined as the use of mobile devices as mediator in the process of learning and teaching.  The term 
learning from mobile implies the use of mobiles devices as tool to deliver learning materials.  The learning with mobile indicates 
the use of mobile devices as tool/cognitive tool to promote higher order thinking skills, as discussed in more detail somewhere in 
this paper.  
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Introduction 

With advances in learning technology and communication, information is growing rapidly.  In the past, books and 

teachers were the most frequent sources of information; nowadays there are many resources through which 

information can be accessed from the Internet PCs and mobile devices.  Such sources are widely available, and are 

easy to access.  

 Mobile devices such as personal digital assistant (PDA), mobile phone, and Tablet PC are nowadays more user 

friendly and user convenient than before.  They are coming with major improvement in memory storage, 

interactivity features and high data transfer speed.  

Mobile devices are neutral to teaching and learning theories; they can be used with traditional learning theories such 

as behaviorism and new learning theories such as constructivism.  For example, in the application of the field of 

behaviorism, which focuses on repetition in the curriculum content, studies show drill and practice learning 

materials have a positive role in helping students to learn (Ally, 2004 and Quinn, 2000). However, many researchers 

in technology, as well as the author view the optimum utilization of mobile devices is in the uses in developing of 

higher thinking skills and problems solving.  Strommen and Lincoln (1992) state, “The key to success lies in finding 

the appropriate points for integrating technology into a new pedagogical practice (constructivism) so that it supports 

the deeper, more reflective self-directed activity children must use if they are to be competent adults in the future.” 

Ehrich, McCreary, Ramsey, Reaux, & Rowland (1998) contend that technology integration can effectively support 

constructivism.  The author presumes that constructivism is the proper theory for the activating of the role of 

technology in the learning process and see technology is the best way to apply the principles of constructivist 

learning. Herrington, Herrington, Mantei, Olney and Ferry (2009) maintain that despite the significant potential of 
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mobile technologies to be employed as powerful learning tools in higher education, their current use appears to be 

predominantly within a didactic, teacher-centered paradigm, rather than a more constructivist environment.  The 

purpose of this paper to shed light on the practice of using of mobile phones as a cognitive tool to enhance students' 

learning in frame of constructivist approach.     

 

2. Mobile learning 

Mobile learning can be defined as the use of mobile devices as mediator in the process of learning and teaching 

(Alexander, 2004).  In general this use can be seen as learning from mobile and learning with mobile.  The term 

learning from mobile implies the use of mobiles devices as tool to deliver learning materials specially designed to 

this purpose.  The learning with mobile indicates the use of mobile devices as tool/cognitive tool to promote higher 

order thinking skills, as discussed in more detail somewhere in this paper.  

 

3. Practice aims and scope 

The aim of this practice design was to develop innovative pedagogies using mobile technologies, to enhance 

teaching and learning in higher education and to make further recommendations for teaching staff professional 

development.  Specifically the study looks at the possibility of using mobile devices in the students' hands to 

enhance teaching and learning, implement resource based learning activities over a period of 4-8 weeks in teaching 

communicative language teaching course for forth year English teachers at Sohar University in Oman. 

4. The Country and the University Context 

Oman, with a population of only two million people is a small but nonetheless progressive and developing nation in 

the Middle East. With fossil fuel reserves dwindling in the foreseeable future the government has decided to strive to 

attain a knowledge-based economy to reduce dependence on the current resource based economy. By far the biggest 

factor currently holding us back is the lack of a well-grounded educational system in the country. The public school 

system in the country has only been in existence for the past forty years. Before that Oman only had three primary 

schools.  

There are universal primary and secondary education for both boys and girls. University attendance is on the 

increase. Currently Sohar University has over five thousand students registered in Diploma, Bachelor and Masters 

programs in five faculties staffed by more than two hundred and seventy lecturers and professors. Fully 70% of our 

students are young women seeking to gain their rightful place in the new society that Oman is building.   

Technology is in its way to be integrated into teaching and learning at Sohar University.  Moodle, the most popular 

Learning Management Systems (LMS) is used under names SULMS and it is recommended to teachers to use in 

their teaching.   Most students at Sohar University have computers/laptops and have at least a mobile device (mobile 

phone). For example, the snap shot survey for mobile device ownership by the students in the study shows that 

twenty students own one mobile, sixteen own two mobiles and ten have three mobiles.  However, mobiles usages 

are not supported during classroom teaching sessions due to the absence of pedagogies, instructional method and 

lack of ability to integrate technologies into teaching.   
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5. Constructivist-mobile learning environment 

5.1 Method of instruction: constructivist approach 

Constructivism, in general, maintains that knowledge is constructed by the individual from within rather than being 

transmitted to the learner from another outside source.  Therefore, learning is seen as a process of actively 

constructing knowledge by integrating experiences into the learners’ prior knowledge; the learner plays an active 

role in building his/her knowledge.  Vygotsky (1978), the founder of social constructivism, emphasizes the 

importance of the interaction with the others such as peer, teachers and parents to build knowledge.  He also 

emphasizes the need for tools such as language and computer to mediate knowledge construction.  Campbell (2004) 

argues that the best learning occurs in the middle of social interaction.  The adoption of constructivist approach in 

rich-technology environment, promotes the full potential of technologies in enhancing learning.  The following 

section sheds light on technologies that are best serve the constructivist approach. 

The proposed constructivist-mobile learning environment is characterized by new roles of teacher and learner, 

specially designed learning activities and use of mobile as a tool.  Switzer and Csapo’s (2005) maintain mobile 

devices allow learner opportunities for collaboration in the creation of products and for sharing them among their 

peers. Patten, Arnedillo, Sanchez and Tangney (2005) argue that the advantages of mobile learning can be gained, 

through collaborative, contextual, constructionist and constructivist learning environments. 

 

5.2 New roles for the teacher and the learners 

Constructivist-mobile learning environment imposes new roles for the teacher.  Unlike traditional “top-down” 

teaching, Vygotsky (1978) would advocate a bottom-up teaching approach where the teacher facilitates, as opposed 

to directs, what and how students learn concepts both in and out of the classroom.  In the learning setting with the 

use of mobiles, the teacher should contribute a major role in establishing the learning environment for her/his 

students.  Teacher’ role is as facilitator, coacher and co-learner.  Her/his responsibility is to help and guide learners 

throughout their knowledge acquisition.  Such a role of providing guidance for learners is, according to Vygotsky, to 

motivate learners to excel beyond their current skills level (i.e. activating learners’ zone of proximal development.); 

learners are viewed as knowledge constructors. 

 

5.3. Learning activities 

The useable knowledge is best gained in learning environments which feature the following characteristics: 

x authentic contexts that reflect the way the knowledge will be used in real-life, 

x authentic activities that are complex, ill-defined problems and investigations, 

x access to expert performances enabling modeling of processes, 

x multiple roles and perspectives providing alternative solution pathways, 

x collaboration allowing for the social construction of knowledge, 

x opportunities for reflection involving meta-cognition, 

x opportunities for articulation to enable tacit knowledge to be made explicit, 

x coaching and scaffolding by the teacher at critical times and  
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x authentic assessment that reflect the way knowledge is asses in real life (Herrington and Oliver, 2000). 

The activities used in the practice depict some of the above-mentioned characteristics of authentic learning 

activities.  They afford the learners to interact with the e-learning materials and interact with the others in 

cooperative manner seeking knowledge.  The activities promote learners to use the cognitive thinking skills, 

especially the higher ones, as in Bloom's Taxonomy and enhance their motivation.  Riischoff (2009) maintains that 

"learning activities are always social activities with learners cooperating and working together."    

 

5.4. Instructional events design 

The design of learning environment events was based on constructivist principles and with the use of activities as 

above mentioned.  Jonassen (1994, p.35) proposed that knowledge construction may best be facilitated by 

constructivist learning environments that: 

x provide multiple representations of reality, which avoid oversimplification 

x focus on knowledge construction, not reproduction 

x present authentic tasks (contextualising rather than abstract instruction) 

x provide real world, case based learning environments rather than pre-determined instructional sequences 

x foster reflective practice 

x enable context- and content-dependent knowledge construction 

x support collaborative construction of knowledge 

The following brief events of instruction were implemented in the practice.  In each session, the participants, first, 

were introduced to the session topic; divided into groups. Each group was assigned a task separately.  The students 

were given time to discuss the tasks among themselves in groups and the instructor provided guides and 

clarification, when needed.  The students brainstormed required information to do the activities and used their 

mobile phones while performing tasks. At the end of each session, the students presented and shared their findings 

with class and discussion was elicited.  The works were posted in SULMS (Moodle), as resources to be used in 

future.       

 

6. The practice Design and instrumentation 

To gain a clearer picture of how mobile phone was used in this practice as a tool to enhance students' learning in 

Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) course, a questionnaire was developed to provide information on the 

frequency of the following themes: 

1. Students' ICT backgrounds  

2. Mobile phones use in classroom and out classroom  

3. Mobile phones  promote of thinking skills 

4. Mobile to support cooperative work 

5. Problems faced while using Mobile phones 
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7. Findings 

This section aimed to find out how students use their own mobiles inside classroom session and outside classroom 

for the purpose of learning the course materials.  It looks at the findings of the above-mentioned themes. 

7.1 Students' ICT backgrounds 

7.1.1 Students' ICT skills 

The participants seem to have good commands of ICT skills.  For examples, as in table (1), Nineteen (19) of them 

have both IC3 certificates and computer course, Eleven Table (11) of them have ICT3 certificates, Eight (8) of them 

have computer course, see the table for more detail. 

Table 1. Students' ICT skills 

ICT Skills items No of Students  

ICT3 and Computer courses 19 

ICT3  11 

Computer Courses 8 

ICT3 and ICDL* 1 

Nothing 1 

* ICDL: the International Computer Driving License 

 

7.1.2 Use of Social Interaction Technologies 

The table (2) shows that the participants are familiar with some social interaction technologies such as FaceBook 

and email.  For examples, all of the students have emails, 25 of them have FaceBook accounts and 13 of them have 

Twitter Accounts.    

38. Table 2. Social Interaction Technologies 

 A blog FaceBookt Twitter Account Website An email  

No of students 1 25 13 4 40 

 

7.1.3 Ownership of Mobile Phone 

As mentioned somewhere in this paper, there were 40 students participated in the practice. Twenty percent of the 

students own one mobile, sixteen percent own two mobiles and ten percent have three mobiles, see table (3).  

However, mobiles usages are not supported during classroom sessions.  The table below shows the bands of mobile 

devices owned by the participants. 

39. Table 3. Ownership of Mobile Phone 

Samsung Nokia BlackBerry iphone Sony 

22 20 11 4 2 

 

 

7.2 Mobile phones use in classroom and out classroom 
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Overall, respondents were overwhelmingly used their mobile phones in their learning to do the assigned course 

activities. Table (4) and table (5) show that most use of mobile phones is to: search for information, access 

dictionary and look for vocabulary, and less use to read articles and access SULMS (Moodle).  On average, the 

students used their mobile phones to translate texts and check their spelling.  It is interesting to note that there is no 

significant difference between in-class use and out-class use of mobiles, see table (6).  

Table 4. Mobile phones use in classroom 

In classroom use items Mean S. D. 

Read articles 2.78 1.14 

Access SULMS (Moodle) 2.93 1.33 

Translate texts from Arabic to English and vice versa. 3.08 1.37 

Check spelling 3.7 1.32 

Access information 3.78 1 

Look for vocabulary 3.95 1.13 

Search for information 4.07 1.02 

Access dictionary 4.1 0.98 

Table 5. Mobile phones use outside classroom 

Outside classroom Items Mean S. D. 

Access SULMS (Moodle) 2.75 1.3 

Read articles 3.05 1.3 

Check spelling 3.53 1.22 

Translate texts from Arabic to English and vice versa. 3.55 1.32 

Access information 3.72 1.11 

Look for vocabulary 3.95 0.96 

Access dictionary 4.05 0.99 

Search for information 4.1 0.98 

Table 6. Difference in use 

 Paired Samples Test t df Sig. (2-tailed) 

IN-CLASS - OUT-CLASS Mobile Use -0.309 39 0.759 
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7.3 Mobile phones to promote of thinking skills 
Table 7. Mobile phones and thinking skills 

 Thinking skills Items Mean S. D. 

To rearticulate (paraphrase) information 3 1.11 

To critique what is available on the net 3.23 1.14 

To remember information better 3.4 1.08 

To organize my information/answer 3.45 1.24 

To use the acquired information in activities 3.47 1.06 

To scan and scam for needed information 3.58 1.01 

To memorize something and repeat it. 3.6 1.15 

To understand ideas/concepts better 3.68 0.94 

To produce a good work 3.7 0.94 

To select the right information 3.75 1.06 

The participants do think that mobile phones some extent have a role in helping them with thinking skills, as show in 

table (7) mostly helped them in selecting the right information.  For example, table (8) shows that most students see 

the mobile phones have helped them memorizing and repeating materials; memorization and reparation are low 

thinking skills. 

Table 8. Mobile phones and memorization 

To memorize something and repeat it. Not at all A little Some Quite a bit Very Much 

No of response 1 7 10 11 11 

 

In addition, table (9) shows most students indicate that mobile phones contributed to produce good works for their 

activities.  The ability to produce a good work is considered to be higher order skill. 

Table 9. Mobile phones and good work 

To produce a good work Not at all A little Some Quite a bit Very Much 

No of response 1 2 13 16 8 

 

7.4 Mobile to support cooperative work 

This section surveyed the ways students use the mobile phones to cooperate and collaborate with each other during 

course activities.   Table (10) shows that above average, the students viewed their mobile phones have allowed and 

facilitated cooperation among them such as such sharing, exchanging information, developing new ideas and 

communicating better. 

Table 10. Mobile Phone and cooperative work 

Cooperative work items Mean S. D. 

Fill the gap for missing information 3.4 1.19 

Explain something to someone 3.8 0.97 

Learn different viewpoints from my class mate 4 1.01 

Discuss information with my friends/group 4.1 1.24 
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Correct my understanding/information 4.1 1.01 

Find more information from others 4.13 0.91 

Share information 4.18 0.96 

Exchange information with friends 4.18 1.01 

Have new ideas 4.22 0.97 

Communicate with the others better 4.3 0.97 

 

7.5 Problems faced while using Mobile phones: 

This question gauged students' perceptions on the some problems facing them while using mobile phones.  Table 
(11) shows that the participants ranged the slow internet connectivity (bandwidth) as the first problem and the lack 
of available content specifically designed for the course as last problematic.  

Table 11. Problems with mobile phone 

Problems items Ranking  

Slow internet connectivity (bandwidth). 1 

Inconvenient word input 2 

Hard to use the keyboard 3 

Charges for mobile connectivity. 4 

The lack of available content specifically designed for the course 5 

 

8. Discussion 

The picture produced from practice data seems to indicate that there is a majority of students, who engage in more 

active roles and cooperative and cooperative tasks using their mobiles phones during learning activities of the 

courses.  With a good and simple design, it was possible for the students to use their own mobiles into their learning 

constructing their own knowledge and understanding of the course materials with the instructor's guide and support. 

 

8.1 Mobile phones use in classroom and out classroom 

The ability to use of mobile phone as tools is an important factor when implementing technologies into 
constructivist approach.  It seems that students have used mostly mobile phones to research knowledge and 
accessing dictionary.  Online dictionaries are considered as cognitive tools helping students to better understanding 
of prose.  Interestingly, there a moderate use of the mobiles by the students to access SULMS and access 
information that require fast data transferring speed.      
 

8.2 Mobile phones to promote thinking skills 

One main point can be taken from this practice’s results with regards of promoting thinking skills.  Mobiles have 
helped the students with their thinking skills, higher ordered thinking and low ordered thinking skills.  Though 
constructivist approach with use technologies promotes higher ordered thinking skills, however, the lower ordered 
thinking skills are not undervalued, here.   
 

8.3 Mobile to support cooperative work 

Among the other uses of mobiles in study, use of mobiles was in supporting students' cooperation and collaboration 
become the highest identified.   A good explanation for the high use can be put forward.  WhatsApp Messenger is 
available for free; the students send and received multimedia messages and at different length at no cost. 
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9. Conclusion 

Within Sohar University, it seems that at least in the sample of this study, all students are acquainted with 

technologies and use them frequently.  In this practice, students used their own mobile devices as tools to acquire 

knowledge enthusiastically.  It shows a successful attempt of integrating technologies and constructive learning 

approach during the teaching of CLT course.  The students reported mobile phone helped them to manage the course 

information, to promote more of their thinking skills and to cooperate with each other.   This simple practice design 

might be applied by other instructor to integrate technologies into teaching in similar or different situations.     
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Abstract 

This study was conducted to examine the effectiveness of project-based learning in digital photography for creativity 
enhancement among a group of low achievers students in a secondary vocational school. Drawing on the Isman Instructional 
Design Model as the module design process, this study employed a quasi-experimental method. A group of 40 low achiever 
students were selected as sample of a single case study design in this study and it was conducted in 16 R & D sessions within 3 
weeks. Researchers modified the project module PROSFak using the modules of Curriculum Plan; picturing Peace: Creative 
Digital Photography Project by ArtsBridge. The implications of the study for the Ministry of Education (MOE), teachers and 
students were also discussed. 
 
Keywords: Photography digital, creativity, project based-learning, Isman instructional design model, quasi-experimental 

Introduction 

Nature exquisiteness based digital photography arts project (PROSFDak) is a project-based learning that is design 
aptly to suit the need of vocational secondary school students who have difficulties in academic learning. Using 
digital cameras, students are able to produce works of photography to express the value and beauty of the 
environment. This art project is potentially powerful in attracting and motivating students who have less focus on 
the conventional teaching and learning activities in schools. 
      The purpose of PROSFDak is to facilitate students in developing skills and competencies on information and 
technology, such as basic skills and skills of the digital age in order to equip them to face a better future (Chan, 
2010). In addition, this project-based learning assists students to understand and apply the knowledge in their own 
field. Through these skills, students are able to manage their learning independently and in more effective ways. 
Furthermore, PROSFDak is able to build students’ awareness of environmental conservation through encouragement 
on aesthetic appreciation of beauty of nature. 
      Photography is the process of producing images by the action of light or image using the tools; recorder, which 
is recognized as a camera. As a technique, photography was first introduced in 1839 with the invention of the 
daguerreotype by Louis-Jacques-Mande Daguerre (Mary, 2010). The original term words of photography was from 
British, photography is a use from two Greek words, namely phos mean light and graphic mean painting brush, or 
graphe which brings meaning 'painting with light' (John Ingledew, 2005). This implies painting with light is to 
understand the stem of photography. 
      Today, the growing technologies changed film photography to digital photography with first digital cameras 
production in 1981 by Sony Mavica and Kodak in 1991. Nowadays, the use of a digital camera is to use electronics 
to record light rather than using light sensitive paper and exposing the paper to sunlight (Mary, 2010). 
Before photography exists, the medium of communication is through imagination and existing experience. 
Photographic documentation of the ingredients should be easy, fun and makes a story easily understood. A 
professional photographer, Joseph Meehan (2008) says the content of photography may bring a story, make a fact, 
convey feelings, control atmosphere with a more expressive power than the dramatic results of digital imaging use 
technology today. What we understand is that there are traits in photography from the aspect of the delivery of 
notice, as if it has been equalled, even rivalling delivery system that uses text. 
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      Digital photography is one of the visual culture elements that is based on visual media such as images, 
sculptured and art of dance. Since the 18th century, photography has become a medium to capture image as memory 
and the proof of existing  (Sontag, 1977). Photography communicates through images, various information and 
meanings may be found in a picture. Mary (2010) argues that a photographer uses the medium to inspire or to elicit 
information for record storage, journalism, and scientific documentation.  
      Photography has the potential to assist students’ learning particularly in spurring their interest to learn. This is 
because, unlike the conventional learning tools, the images or subject was made directly through slides, film and 
another visual tools via photography (Mitchell & Weber, 1999). Photography also teaches students ethics and 
experiences through pictures such as pictures depicting the battle of remorse, cruelty, fear and human civilization. 
The words that we often hear; "a picture tells a thousand stories." 
      In 2000, the Malaysian Ministry of Education released a circular letter of the promotion of photography 
activities among school children. The purpose of the promotion of photography activities among school pupils is to 
make room for the pupils in the school to develop their potentials in a holistic and integrated manner to produce 
individuals who are intellectually, spiritually, emotionally and physically balanced. Guided by the circular letter, the 
researcher uses photography as a subject of learning to encourage students’ creative work in appreciation of art 
education.  
     PROSFDak enhances students’ understanding and achievement in terms of learning basic digital photography 
techniques, elements of design, discussion and understanding of pictures through digital photography module 
guides. Therefore, the present study investigates the impacts of PROSFDak on the understanding and achievement of 
low achiever students on arts and creativity.  
     Through this digital photography arts project, students can communicate through pictures as a non-verbal 
communication. With non-verbal communication, the meaning from the messenger can be easily understood by the 
recipients (Hashim, Mohammed Isaac and David, 2009). In this project, the students will go through several 
processes namely understanding, interest, desire, individual sensitivity, communication skills and ethical 
responsibility. This project also will attract students to understand and have interest in Visual Arts Education, as 
where exciting learning frameworks will be highlighted to attract students in arts education session. This is aligned 
with the learning of Visual Communication; Graphic Design, Posters, Music, Logo and Mascot, Calligraphy, 
Typography, Packaging, Environmental Graphics, Illustration, Computer Graphics, and Multimedia in KBSM 
Visual Arts syllabuses (2006). 
      Arts education encourages students to explore various mediums, use their imagination and take a risks in 
intellectually, forming visual intelligence, engage in self-instructional projects, explore the symbolic function in art, 
have dialogue with others about the creative process and the results of their work, and build self assessment skills 
(Cromwell, 2000). Other benefits of arts education is to appreciate nature, appreciate the grace of God, sharpen the 
mind, good emotions shape, and build multi-sensory skills (Ghazie Ahmed Hashim Osman Ibrahim, 2007). 
Therefore, nature exquisiteness is chosen as a theme for this digital photography project. 
      Aminudin (2004) argues that students who are active in extra-curricular activities are more likely to have good 
academic achievement. Thus, participation in PROSFDak could encourage low academic achieving students to be 
active in extra-curricular activities. Activities participated by the students will not have a negative impact on their 
academic achievement. Co-curricular activities are aimed to diversifying the knowledge and experience to 
intellectual development of students, talents, body and also to development student leadership, aesthetic value, self-
esteem and positive social values (the National Education Policy, Ministry of Education, 2012). Arts Education will 
produce students who are independent, develop students' talents, able to express their views, practice good values in 
society and realize the career opportunities in the arts field. 
 
2. The Aim of Research 
The aim of this research is to enhance creativity among a group of low achievers students and to determine students' 
creativity and interest in the field of digital photography. The study also aims to investigate the impact of 
PROSFDak on the academic achievement of students' technical skills through the examination of test scores, literacy 
and oral language skills. By focusing on the lack in literature, photography technical gives potential and benefit to 
art education specifically for social aspects to ensure the effectiveness in students’ development and learning in 
school life (Albertson & Davidson, 2007). This study will use some aspects of photography for students to learn as 
process and practice approaches in teaching studio environment, cultural and historical context to understand art and 
photography. This study also uses design process by employing the Isman instructional design model for teaching 
and learning. 
      To achieve this aim, the researchers have set four research objectives. The first objective is to investigate to what 
extent the project-based learning in digital photography is effective in enhancing creativity among a group of low 
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achievers students. The second objective is to examine possible differences in terms of creativity in the production 
of works of art in nature exquisiteness based digital photography arts project from boys and girls. The third objective 
is to find to what extent the nature exquisiteness based digital photography arts project is effective in cultivating 
students’ interest in art education. The fourth objective is to investigate possible significant differences in students’ 
ability to create images using creative imagination by pre and post-activities design. 
 
3. Significance of the Study  
Guided by the goal of art education, the findings of the study will manure and shape the younger generation 
understanding in culture, have high aesthetic values, to be imaginative, critical, creative, innovative and inventive. 
These also contribute to the development of self, community and nation to meet the government's intention to 
provide an educational career path more clearly to students. To achieve this, the government proposes to rebrand 
vocational secondary schools to vocational colleges. Not only that, this transformation also involves changes in 
technical and vocational curriculum, the learning, the certification, trainers, and infrastructures. The result of the 
study can also be used by educators to improve the technical and vocational education in development pupils' 
creativity through Vocational and Technical Transformation (VOCTEC) on technical schools and vocational schools 
in Malaysia. 
 
4. Scope and Limitations 
In this study, a group of 40 students in a vocational secondary school in the state of Johor was randomly selected. 
This study was conducted over 16 sessions of teaching and learning activities, and 3 weeks to allow 8 
measurements, there are 2 sessions for each measurement for the completion of this entire lesson plan. 
 
5. Instruments 
Researchers used two instruments in this study; questionnaires and rubric assessments. Questionnaires are used for 
identifying students’ achievement and information related to the art of digital photography and the effects of 
PROSFDak OHDUQLQJ�PRGXOH��5HVHDUFKHUV�XVHG�/LNHUWV� VFDOH�� LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ�RI�&URQEDFK�$OSKD� �Į�� WR�PHDVXUH� WKH�
reliability of the items and questionnaires. The instruments were administered to 40 form four technical students. 
The second instrument is a Rubric assessments form used for Pre-activity and Post-activity. The rubric of students’ 
creativity measurement is based on photographic basic technique and composition principles of digital photography. 
This rubric is used by researchers as a process to determine, obtain, and provide useful information for researchers 
to make judgments about further action (Siti Hayati, 2011). Rubric assessment that is used as a system or process 
covers the activities of gathering information about the strategies and teaching and learning activities for researchers 
to analyze and decide accordingly to plan activities more effectively. To determine the validity of the content in the 
rubric of pre- activity and post-activities, three experts in the field of art and photography education validated an 
instrument that was adapted and built. 
      The teaching and learning of this single treatment group is done through both indoor and outdoor classes using 
the PROSFDak project module which was modified from Curriculum Plan; picturing Peace: Creative Digital 
Photography Project by ArtsBridge (2005). Researchers used method of discussion, practical and technical skills, 
problem solving skills, as well as medium and appropriate instructional media research. Researchers make a full use 
of media and technology equipment such as digital cameras, flash-lights, computers, software editing Photoshop, 
lighting and studio equipment. 
 
6. Theoretical Framework 
 
Isman Model 
 
This study employs the Isman Model to formulate PROSFDak module in teaching and learning activities to enhance 
creativity among low achieving students. The major goal of Isman model is to plan, develop, implement, evaluate, 
and organize fully learning activities to ensure the effectiveness of PROSFDak module in improving students’ 
performance (Isman, 2011). This model is designed to store information into long-term memory and respond to the 
form of environmental conditions to motivate students through active experience and contents. 
      The Isman model was also used and implemented in a study by Norlidah, Saedah, Mohd Khairul Azman & 
Zaharah (2013) on the effectiveness of Facebook based learning in enhancing creativity among Islamic Studies 
students in the secondary educational setting in Malaysian. The findings of the study suggest that there were 
significant differences between the treatment group and the control group, which imply that Facebook based 
learning, has enhanced students’ creativity level in writing, problem solving and producing missionary motto.  
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      The Isman module was also used in a study by Norlidah & Saedah (2012) on designing and developing a Physics 
module based on learning style and appropriate technology in the secondary educational setting in Malaysia. The 
researcher conducted the module evaluation among 120 participants involving 30 participants of each learning style 
(visual/verbal, active/reflective). The results suggested that the module is effective for visual, active and reflective 
but not for verbal learners. The researcher also compared the module effectiveness according to gender and it is 
found that the module is effective for female learners but not for male learners in verbal. The findings of the 
research indicate that the Isman model was implemented successfully in designing and developing a Physics module 
based on learning style and appropriate technology in secondary educational setting in Malaysia. Hence, in the 
present study, the researchers aim to employ the Isman model in nature exquisiteness based digital photography arts 
project for creativity enhancement among low achievers students (PROSFDak) and to test the effectiveness of the 
module. The Isman instructional design model is described in a five-step systematic planning process. These are 
input, process, output, feedback and learning as shown in Figure 1. The researchers aim to test the effectiveness of 
the Isman model in nature exquisiteness based digital photography arts project for creativity enhancement among 
low achievers students (PROSFDak) as shown in table 1. 
 
 
Appendix E.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1  
The use of Isman model to design and develop the effectiveness of the Isman model in nature exquisiteness based 
digital photography arts project for creativity enhancement among low achievers students (PROSFDak. 
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Steps  Work log Descriptions 
Step 1            
Input 

Identify needs 
Identify contents 
Identify goals-objectives 
Identify teaching method 
Identify evaluation materials 
Identify instructional media 

Designing module based on exquisiteness based 
digital photography arts project for creativity 
enhancement among low achievers students 
(PROSFDak). 
 
 

Step 2 
Process 

Redesigning of rubric 
assessments. 

Using validity and expert panel to redesign the 
PROSFDak module for creativity enhancement among 
low achievers students. 

Step 3 
Output 

Rubric post-activity 
Analyze results 

Measured and analyze finding PROSFDak module 
based on model Picturing Peace by ArtsBridge. 
Lesson from PROSFDak module for creativity 
enhancement among low achievers students and 
teacher also. 

Step 4 
Feedback 

Examine Examine rubric finding analysis: 
1) Pre-activities rubric 
2) Implementation of real R & D 
3) Post-activities rubric 
4) Measurement 

Step 5 
Learning 

Learning and teaching process 
R & D 
Teaching PROSFDak modules  

Pre-and post-activities have been conducted to test the 
effectiveness of PROSFDak learning modules to 
enhance creativity among low achievers students. 

7. Findings and Discussion 

The effectiveness of nature exquisiteness based digital photography arts project for creativity enhancement among 
low achievers students (PROSFDak) was analyzed based on early finding from pre-activities and post-activities of 
PROSFDak learning modules. The result of the post-activities shows that average creativity level score are 40. After 
the treatment of PROSFDAK module lesson, data from post-activities were analyzed by comparing mean 
achievement score between the pre-activities and post-activities. The independent sample t-test was performed to 
trace if there exists any enhancement in creativity level after treatment. The results show that there is significant 
enhancement in creativity level after treatment. Next, the researchers compared the creativity in production artwork 
according to gender and effectiveness of digital photography arts project in students’ interest for art education. The 
module suggests that was no difference for enhancing creativity in producing art works between of both genders.  
      The effectiveness of PROSFDak module based learning in enhancing creativity among low achievers students 
also analyzed across creativity level in post-activities. A t-test was performed to determine if there were significant 
differences in ability to create images using creative imagination before and after the learning of PROSFDak 
modules. Findings from the experiment conducted among 40 participants suggest that PROSFDak module based 
learning has enhanced creativity level among low achievers students. Table 2 to Table 5 show the results of t-test 
comparison of pre/post-activities towards across enhance creativity level used PROSFDak learning modules.  
      Findings from experiment conducted among 40 participants in the single group suggest the effectiveness of 
nature exquisiteness based digital photography arts project for creativity enhancement among low achievers students 
(PROSFDak). 
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Table 2 
t-test Comparison of  Pre-Activities and Post-Activities Achievement in Creativity used PROSFDak Module Lesson 
 

Group n Mean SD t Significance 
Value 

Pre-Activities 40 19.3 4.5 -14.97                    .05 Post-Activities 40 39.1 7.2 
 
Table 2 shows that the pre-activities mean score for achievement (n = 40) is 19.3 (SD = 4.5), while post-activities (n 
= 40) is 39.1 (SD = 7.2). The difference in mean score between pre-activities and post-activities is 19.8. This 
indicates that PROSFDak module lesson is able to increase achievement in creativity among low achieving students. 
Hence, there is significantly higher score with value t(78) = -14.97, p <.05.The finding shows that the null 
hypothesis is rejected. Therefore there is a significant difference in creativity achievement used PROSFDak module 
lesson. 
 
Table 3   
t-test Comparison of Post-Activities Achievement in Creativity production artwork by gender 
 

Group n Mean SD t Significance 
Value 

Male  19 41.2 7.4 1.78                  .05 Female 21 37.2 6.7 
 
Table 3 shows that post-activities achievements mean score for creativity production artwork by gender male (n = 
19) is 41.2 (SD = 7.4), while gender female (n = 21) is 37.2 (SD = 6.7). The different in mean score between gender 
male and female is 4. This indicates that PROSFDak module lesson is able to increase achievement in product 
creativity artwork among low achieving students. Hence, there has higher significantly score with value t(38) = 1.78, 
p <.05. The finding shows that the null hypothesis is accepted. Therefore there is a no significant difference in 
creativity achievement production artwork by gender. 
 
Table 4 
t-test Comparison of Post-Activities toward Interest in Art Education 
 

Group n Mean SD t Significance 
Value 

Post-Activities 40 39.1 7.2 30.4                  .05 Interest in art 
education 

40 4.4 0.6 

 
Table 4 shows that the post-activities mean score for achievement (n = 40) is 39.1 (SD = 7.2), while interest in art 
education (n = 40) is 4.4 (SD = 0.6). The difference in mean score between post-activities and interest in art 
education is 34.7. This indicates that PROSFDak module lesson is able to increase interest in art education among 
low achieving students. Hence, there is significantly higher score with value t(78) = 30.4, p <.05.The finding shows 
that the null hypothesis is rejected. Therefore there is a significant difference in post-activities and interest in art 
education. 
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Table 5 
t-test Comparison of Pre-Activities and Post-Activities Achievement in Ability to Create Creativity used PROSFDak 
Module Learning 
 

Group n Mean SD t Significance 
Value 

Pre-Activities 40 19.3 4.5 -14.97                    .05 Post-Activities 40 39.1 7.2 
 
Table 5 shows that the pre-activities mean score for achievement (n = 40) is 19.3 (SD = 4.5), while post-activities (n 
= 40) is 39.1 (SD = 7.2). The difference in mean score between pre-activities and post-activities is 19.8. This 
indicates that PROSFDak module lesson is able to increase students’ ability to create creative imagination using 
PROSFDak module learning among low achieving students. Hence, there is significantly higher score with value 
t(78) = -14.97, p <.05.The finding shows that the null hypotesis is rejected. Therefore there is a significant 
difference in ability to create creative imagination using PROSFDak module learning. 
 
8. Implication and Conclusions 
 
This paper has examined the nature exquisiteness based digital photography arts project for creativity enhancement 
among low achievers students (PROSFDak) by employing the Isman model. The effectiveness of the modules was 
tested and it was found that the module was effective for low achievers students. In addition, it was found that the 
three null hypotheses were rejected because there were significant differences in achievement between pre-activities 
and post-activities using the PROSFDak module learning. The outcome of this study will hopefully enhance the 
process of teaching and learning in art education particularly in vocational secondary school through the promotion 
of the use of photography lesson to enhance creativity among students and for career opportunities in the arts field. 
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Abstract 

Along with the fast developments in mobile technologies, the need to learn mobile learning has become more important. The 
easy usage and easy accessibility of these mobile devices have made them more significant than ever. This study gains 
importance in extend of the need for mobile learning and meeting the new learning conditions. In addition, handling the current 
and the future mobile learning and suggesting some new ideas about it are also considered as important topics.   
 
Keywords: mobile learning, mobile devices, mobile technologies, augmented reality 

INTRODUCTION 

Along with the development of information and communication technologies, their positive impacts particularly on 
universities and their extensive use, new and strategic methods have been developed related with them. The 
inclusion of e-learning in the learning process and its becoming widespread as a component of traditional education 
has caused positive changes in extend of pedagogical, technological and economic aspects (Birch & Burnett, 2009).   
The need to access to the information regardless of time and place has increased the effects of mobile technologies 
and mobile learning, and it has also brought new strategies to learning process (Uysal & Gazibey, 2010). 
A great number of researches have been done and plenty of methods that can facilitate learning have been developed 
for years. In fact, the Chinese Philosopher Confucius summarized learning 2400 years ago as his following quote: 

 “I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.” 
 
The fact that learning through mobile technologies we mostly use nowadays as a means of getting the necessary 
information comply with Confucius’ description of learning suggests that these devices should be used in learning 
environments and they should be given more importance. Particularly, using mobile telephones more than the 
computers and their accessibility to the popular pages such as Facebook, Youtube, and Twitter indicate that they 
have the potential to be used in learning environments. In recent years, the efficiency of constructivism learning 
method, the transition from computer based learning to web based learning and the improvement in technologies 
have made mobile learning as one of the most popular learning styles (Yamamoto, 2011). 
The researches show that the data transferred through mobile networks have increased dramatically. This increase in 
data transferring points out that people are using mobile technologies more often and they usually prefer to use these 
environments in order to access information. In Figure 1, the uploading and downloading traffic in mobile devices 
can be seen clearly.  
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Figure 1.2007-2012 Global Traffic In Mobile Networks (Ericsson, 2012) 
 

Definition of Mobile Learning  
 
Along with the fast developments in mobile and computer technologies, new methods in this area have also emerged 
besides traditional ones. As a result of this, mobile learning methods and especially web based distance learning 
have gained importance (Yildirim, Goktas, Temur, & Kocaman, 2004). 
 
Distance education is a method that has appeared as a result of the distance between teachers and students (Moore, 
1973). On the other hand, Bates (2006) suggested that distance education is neither good nor bad, but trying to get 
the benefit of educational technologies is an important subject. Distance education is an educational method rather 
than a philosophical approach. It is a method that students study on their own wherever they want without coming 
face to face with teachers. This education method has developed correspondingly with technology since its 
emergence. With the developments in technology, the lack of interaction in the distance education system has started 
to disappear, and the trends of both individuals and governments towards distance education have changed 
immensely. Therefore, the technology with its changes has influenced the individuals in distance education 
environments (Bates, 2006). E-learning and distance education has been supported by governments due to the 
economic competition, lifelong learning, social equality and accessibility, better education, cost effectiveness, 
commercializing of education and geographic reasons (Bates, 2006).  Bates (2006) has also suggested that neither e-
learning nor distance education can solve the problems, but they perpetually go on developing (Bates, 2006). One of 
the methods used web based distance education is mobile learning. There is no definite explanation for mobile 
learning in education; however, it can be defend as easy and flexible learning due to the fact that it occurs regardless 
RI� WLPH� DQG� SODFH� XVLQJ� SRUWDEOH� PRELOH� GHYLFHV� �.ÕFÕ�� ������� � .HDJHQ� ������� VWUHVVHV� WKH� PRELOLW\� RI� PRELOH�
learning while defining it. Mobile learning enables students to learn outside the class through mobile phones or 
tablet PCs, and it can be accepted as perfect form of flexible learning (Seppala& Alamaki, 2003). In general, mobile 
learning can be defined as a type of learning that takes place through portable devices which provide its users to 
meet their needs within seconds in terms of accessing ever-changing data and communicating with others without 
sticking to anything and anywhere.  
 

Mobile Devices  
 
Along with the developments in information technologies, wireless communication and mobile devices have been 
started to be used in order to support the traditional learning (Wang at al., 2004). 
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Wireless communication techniques may help student obtain the necessary information. Besides this, it also teachers 
and the learning systems can direct students to the information by using these techniques. Therefore, students can 
use their mobiles or PDAs (Personel Digital Assistant) in order to access to the information they need (Wang, Liu, 
Horng, & Chen, 2003).  
 

In our modern life, it is possible to outline the mobile devices used in mobile learning as the following:  
a) Laptop: Laptops and another kind of it, known as notebook, are some of the portable devices that are 

mostly used in our daily life. These laptops can have all the properties of a normal PC. Due to being manufactured 
through advanced technology, being made up of valuable pieces of this technology, and their difficulty during 
installation, their cost is quite high.  These laptops enable users to obtain the information they want by means of 
such wireless connection types as USB, wireless network, Bluetooth and infrared devices independent from time and 
place.  

b) Tablet PC: Tablet Pc is the most popular computer of our time which is a portable personal computer 
typically smaller than a notebook computer but larger than a smart phone, and it is easy to transfer the data by means 
of its internet and memory device. It is a kind of computer usually having 7 or 10.1 inch-touch screen.   

c) PDA (Personal Digital Assistant): Personal Digital Assistant, also known as palmtop computer, is a 
mobile device that functions as a personal information manager such as keeping addresses or names. It has the 
ability to connect to the internet and, it is also portable. With the developments in electronics and computer 
technology, the size of computers has become smaller and features of them have increased. The production of 
computers having the features of camera, video and GPS have expanded, but it has also started to give its place to 
smart phones.  

d) Smart Phone: It is a kind of communication device that has been designed by adding the features of 
PDA. Due to the fact that smart phones have mobile operating system and many applications, they are very common 
devices used actively in all areas for different purposes. As it can be seen from the Figure 2, the number of smart 
phone users is increasing day by day. 

 
Mobile Technologies 

 
In order to provide the mobile devices with online communication or  communication with the other mobile devices,  
there are four different communication or connection technologies used, and these are GPRS, Wireless(Wi-Fi), 
Bluetooth and Infrared. These communication technologies are available in some mobile devices. The mobile 
devices that do not have these technologies are supplied with communication ability by using one of the transferring 
technologies such as USB, Compact Flash Card and PC Card (PCMCIA). Wi-Fi, which is mostly preferred in 
mobile devices, is a technology that provides devices such as personal computers, play stations and digital audio 
players with wireless internet. The other technology that increases the applications and efficiency in mobile devices 
is Augmented Reality (AR ). AR technology, having developed in a very short time, has proved to be innovative and 
efficient technology in order to solve some kinds of problems. AR can be defined as an interactive device between 
human and computer, which has been developed by a computer in real world environment (Nee,Ong, Chryssolouris, 
& Mourtzis, 2012).  
 
AR technology can be used in smart phones (Android, iPhone), tablet PCs (Android, iPad), desktops and internet-
based applications. It is though that AR technology will be used actively in mobile applications and it will bring 
different approaches in learning. Traditionally, orientation educations are given by tour guides or they are given on 
line. However, these methods do not erect conscious learning. With AR technology, the mobile learning carried out 
by means of smart phones that include video camera and internet connection or thorough a GPS technology makes 
learning conscious, easy and unlimited. The AR technology is very important technology in terms of being user-
centered, visualizing the processes it does and providing real-time feedback. This technology arouses interest among 
learners and reinforces learning (Chou,& ChanLin, 2012).  
 
Mobile Cloud Computing technology is a kind of service that provides common data sharing among the data 
processing devices through its performance to deliver data online. MCC offers a wide range of opportunities for 
mobile service sector by making computing recourses available in mobile devices on a data network (Yang, Cao, 
Tang, Li & Chan, 2012). Mobile learning devices and technologies instantly provides interaction between the 
learners and the teachers, among classmates or with learning systems (Wang, Liu, Horng, & Chen, 2003).The 
learning devices are able to be used intensively in managerial and educational processes in many associations, and 
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they also play an important role in developing interaction within the classes or outside the classes in educational 
institutions. Ericsson, being one of the leading communication technology companies in the world, estimates in the 
report published in 2012 that the number of people using mobile devices will exceed 4 billion in 2018 (Ericsson, 
2012).  It is possible to see in Figure 2 that the use of mobile devices has been widespread particularly in recent 
years.  

 

Figure 2.Smartphone, PC, Mobile Routers and Tablet Subscriptions with Cellular Connection 2009-2018(Ericsson, 
2012) 

 
It is thought that however much mobile technologies and devices improve, it is not possible to get to the expected 
performance and success as long as they are not used in learning environments depending on the theoretical base. 
Therefore, the design of mobile learning environments and environment becomes more of an issue.  
 

The design of mobile learning environments 
 

The researches carried out for years in the realm of education have been done in order to provide effective, 
productive and permanent learning. Besides this, mobile learning, which has recently been one of the main focuses 
of the educators, is believed to have influenced the learning process. Mobile learning environments have importance 
in providing effective learning according to such certain approaches as Knowledge Objects and Learning Objects.  
According to Trifonova, mobile learning should support and guide students and teachers about when and where the 
learning situations are necessary (Trifonova, 2003).The technologies to be used in mobile learning environment 
should have the following components as showed in Figure 3 (Dickersen & Browning, 2009): 

 

Figure 3.Educational Development Components (Dickersen & Browning, 2009) 
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Not being lost in hyperspace in the process of accessing to the required data is very significant issue in terms of 
practicality for the users.   Not being lost in hyperspace is defined as the users know where they are on the net and 
know how to get the intended pages (Conklin, 1987). Using surfing items and tools that will help the users find the 
information they want, paying attention to the individual differences among them and using simple interfaces are 
important aspects in the extend of preventing users from getting lost in hyperspace (Conklin, 1987).  
Mobile usage is a developing field. The researchers studying on computer-human interaction suggest that to 
understand the psychological, agronomical, collaborative and social factors which define how the human-being 
work in order to produce computer systems are important (Kukulska-Hulme, 2007). 
Before attempting to use the mobile technologies in education, the other aspect that is supposed to be studied is 
technology roadmap. By using this technology roadmap, it is possible to practice and implement the predictions 
about the mobile technologies, to provide long term planning and management, and also to increase the 
effectiveness and productiveness. This effectiveness and productiveness will increase the quality of education, as 
well. Therefore, a technology roadmap is needed. This roadmap will play an important role as a bridge in accessing 
to future targets in mobile learning in terms of product, service and technology (Uysal & Gazibey, 2010).    

The features of Technology Roadmap may include the processes shown in Figure 4: 

 
Figure 4.The Phases of Technology Roadmap(Garcia, & Bray, 1997) 

 
Mobile Learning Applications  
 

When looking at the developments in mobile technology, it is possible to see METIL (Mixed Emergenging 
Technology Integration Lab) that has put the mobile applications such as Microsoft Mobile Learning Project, 
Mobile Sports Pulse, TUSK, Johnson & Johnson, Allogy, which were all established in the USA in 2006 in order to 
research and develop modern technology, into effect.  
 
Besides this, many mobile learning projects have been put into practice in Europe for teachers’ education, 
pedagogical development, and educational support and research. 
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Table 1.Some Mobile Learning Projects in Europe (Unesco, 2012) 
 

FIELD OF INTEREST INSTITUTION COUNTRY 

Teachers’ Education and 

Pedagogical Development 
MoLeNET England 

Management Support 

UnivMobile  France 

Mobilskole  Norway 

Yorkshire Coast College, Mobile Oxford England 

Instructional Support 

Mobile in Salford, University of Leeds 

Medical School, Priory School, Apps for 

Good 

England 

Distance Learning for Apprentices 
Turkey, Spain, Portuguese germany 

and Denmark ,  

REACH Turkey, Italy, Norway and Spain 

Presemo  Finland 

WapEduc France 

ENVI GAME The Czech Republic  

BlackBerry Academic Program In many Countries 

Research MOTILL Hungary, Ireland, Italy, England 

 
In Turkey, some universities, companies, and public institutes have been developing and using some applications 
about mobile learning. By means of the project called Fatih Project in Education  (2006-2010) prepared by Ministry 
of National Education, it is thought that mobile devices will be used more extensively, the tendency to mobile 
learning will increase and also  the objectives mentioned in Table 1 will be implemented.  

      Table2.Objectives of Fatih Project in Education (MEB, 2012) 
 

OBJECTIVES OF FATIH PROJECT IN EDUCATION 

• To develop life-long learning, make the individuals improve themselves through e-learning, to improve the e-content 
they use 
• Every student graduating from a high school should have the ability to use information technology and basic 
knowledge   
 

• By means of using internet effectively, one out of every three should get the benefit of e-education services, 

• Offering every individual opportunity to use and  learn  information and communication technology  

• One out of two should be internet user 

• To make the internet a safe environment for all the community 

 
The Advantages of Mobile Learning 
 

Lifelong learning, peripheral learning, learning when needed, autonomous learning, situated learning and learning 
depending on the conditions, which are known to be applied through distance learning, were not be able to 
implemented completely due to some difficulties and limitations. Therefore, Mobile Education have helped a great 
deal to these learning situations and types (Bulun, Gülnar, &Güran, 2004;Sharples, 2000; Vavoula ve Sharples, 
2009).  According to Sharples, the more the learning becomes student-centered and individualized, the better and the 
more personalized the new technologieswill be (Sharples, 2000).In Table 3, the implementation and realization of 
lifelong learning through new technologies has been shown. 
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Table 3.Comparing Communication and Information Technology to Lifelong Learning (Sharples, 2000) 
Lifelong Learning New technology 

Individual  Personal 

Learner-centered User-centered 

Static Mobile 

Collaborative Network 

Available everywhere Available everywhere 

Lifelong Permanent 

 
Mobile learning provides students with individual study and online resource opportunities. Being easy updateable, 
being assessed by the students and providing feedback can also be considered as some of its advantages 
(Jacob&Issac, 2008). It is possible to support the activities of students and teachers thanks to the developments in 
mobile technologies. (Trifonova & Ronchetti, 2004).It is a great freedom for the learners to start and stop or even 
interrupt learning process whenever and wherever he/she wants. Until recently, it was common to experience some 
problems such as cable need in order to access to web-based learning environment, nondurable batteries and 
difficulty to access to the internet. Thus, it was almost impossible to create the desired free atmosphere for learning 
(Bulun, Gülnar, & Güran, 2004). However, today, by means of the tablets whose functionality has increased, more 
developed smart phones, durable batteries, accessing to the internet easily have made mobile devices more usable.  

 
Results and Discussions 

 
In this information age, the importance of information is increasing more and more, and this has led the institutions 
to look for new methods in order to access the information. Some experts define the devices, especially the internet 
which plays an important role in the process of transferring information as a technology so as to implement different 
approaches in education. However, it should be known that these technologies are not produced for educational 
purposes or transferring information. Otherwise, it is possible to encounter some problems such as time loss in 
education due to the fact that they will be directly implemented in education without analyzing, determining a 
technology roadmap, assessing its suitability for education.  On the other hand, even if these technologies have been 
developed with the imperialist approach, they have an important role in education in terms of efficiency and making 
learning an enjoyable activity after being aware of the fact that they know how to take the advantage of them. 
 
In recent years, the projects that have been carried out for the purpose of both instructional support and increasing 
the functionality have increased the interaction between the teachers and students.   
 
Using mobile learning environment gives learners an opportunity to access the information whenever and wherever 
they want. Therefore, mobile devices which are sometimes criticized as one of the learning tools and which are 
developing in extend of size and features have recently been used intensively and they have increased the 
effectiveness of learning environments. To adopt mobile technologies simply as a means rather than a target while 
preparing plans and programs will provide more effective usage. It is predicted that Augmented Reality will develop 
and it will increase the efficiency of mobile learning, and also it will be very common in educational institutions.  In 
order to get the benefit of mobile devices, the first thing that should be done is to have one. Thus, along with 
obtaining these devices easily through some institutions and companies, getting a place in the culture shows that 
mobile learning applications can be applied to a wide mass. There have been many researches on distance education, 
e-learning and mobile learning for years. These researches have concluded that these kinds of learning have 
supported learning, increased the interaction and contributed to the persistency in learning; however, it has also been 
concluded that it is on its own, never adequate for learning. 
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Abstract 

This study was designed to examine the pre- and in-service nursing professionals’ perceptions of using computers to facilitate 
language learning as a way of consideration for future English for nursing purposes (ENP) instruction. Participants were 197 
students in a nursing college in southern Taiwan. Findings revealed the differences in the student participants’ overall perceptions 
of using computer technology to facilitate language learning, including (1) the participants felt benefited using computers to aid 
their language learning mostly in the area of reading skills development, followed by vocabulary skills, listening skills ,and 
writing skills.; (2) statistical significance was noted in terms of students’ perceptions of computer-mediated learning in English 
speaking based on their division/rank using an ANOVA test; (3) a Pearson Product-Moment Correlation analysis revealed a 
statistically significant, positive association between participants’ perceptions of using computer to facilitate language learning 
and their self-evaluation of their macro English proficiency.  
 
Keywords: Computer-Mediated Langue Learning; Nursing Education; English for Specific Purposes 

Background & Introduction 

1.1 Challenges Facing Nursing Communities 
As good knowledge and good communication are essential, nurse education, and nursing communities are faced 
with several dilemmas and challenges in terms of discipline-specific language learning and pedagogy. At school, 
the majority of subject-specific textbooks and professional journals are written in English, though many more have 
been translated into local language(s) for better comprehension. In addition, many academic lectures are delivered 
via the means of English. Students are urged to read and write in English as they will be expected to do so in the 
future. Consequently, those who receive more adequate language education/training can be a value added readiness 
as soon as they enter the workforce. At the work place, nursing professionals are counted on reading and following 
doctors’ orders, writing nursing notes, and entering records, often times in English. Nurses who are proficient in 
English language can better address their patients’ needs via effective communication. Both the student and in-
service nurses recognize the necessity of English and how unequivocal important it is for professional success, 
better job opportunities, and updating their medical knowledge.  
 
In the process of acquiring abilities and knowledge of the second language (SL) or foreign language (FL), similar 
to many other professional disciplines, English learners in the nursing communities often have to make switches 
between what have been described as the goal-oriented needs (Belcher, 2009). That is, what they need to know 
with their knowledge in order to succeed in their school subjects and/or professional careers. The former is known 
as the EAP, English for academic Purposes and the later is known as the EOP, English for Occupational Purposes 
(Dudley-Evans & St. John, 1998). The best fitted EOP for nursing professionals is the English for Nursing 
Purposes, or ENP, that can be furthermore divided into pre-experience, in-service, and post-service types.  
Perceived needs and perceived effectiveness of the English language by the pre- and in-service professionals seem 
to have been driving the current research on English for Nursing Purposes.  
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1.2 Purpose of the Study 
This study was designed to provide insight into how pre- and in-service nursing professionals’ demographic profiles 
contributed to their perceptions of computer-mediated language learning, how participants’ perceived effectiveness 
of computer-mediated learning impacted their English learning, and how self-evaluation of English proficiency 
impacted their perceptions of using the computer to facilitate language learning. 

1.3 Research Questions 
The researchers sought answers to these following questions: 

1. Are there any meaningful relationships between students’ perceptions of computer facilitated learning and 
computer facilitated language learning? 

2. Are there any significant differences in students’ perceptions of computer facilitated language learning 
based on demographics? 

3. Are there any meaningful relationships between participants’ perceptions of using computer to facilitate 
language learning and their self-evaluation of their macro English proficiency? 

 
Literature Review 

2.1 Computers and the Nature of Teaching/Learning 
It is not uncommon to see computer uses in disciplines such as foreign languages, mathematics and sciences, just 
to name a few. For instance, in an English composition class the computer can be used for providing and receiving 
useful and just-in-time feedback that can contribute to the quality of student writing. It can also be used for 
facilitating the process of writing so that students and teachers or students and students can interact with the 
content in meaningful ways that are difficult with pencil and paper in a traditional classroom (student engagement/ 
skill mastery). The technology used in linguistic expression, be that speech or text, is expanding our capabilities to 
interpret, understand and infer ideas in other symbol system (Kozma & Johnston, 1991). Taking advantage of 
today’s virtual reality technology, students in Asia are able to take an interactive field trip (Yu, et al., 2008) to The 
Franklin Institute Science Museum in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA, without having had to travel one-half way 
around the globe. Educational uses of technology cannot go unnoticed, and the list of technology coming to 
classrooms can’t be overstated.  
 
Because technology continues to advance in capacities and capabilities (Yu et al., 2008), the computer is gaining 
popularity in mainstream classrooms. Students are getting accustomed to reading electronic texts on a e-reader or on 
a personal computer, a mobile device, and have found themselves closer to home by sharing and exchanging files 
and scholastic ideas through familiarized instant messengers (IM), web blog, bulletin board systems (BBS), and/or, 
if not “the” most popular, social networks. Every day computers become more capable of storing, processing, and 
analyzing larger amounts of data faster and in a much more effective and organized manner. Teachers can easily 
craft and/ or edit their lesson plans and tests and can generate more complex yet meaningful student records with 
computers. By doing so they may even be able to cut down on the paper consumption! In addition, Yu et al (2008) 
and Vogel & Klassen (2001) state that the adaptive nature of computer technology permits teachers to cater to 
students’ learning needs, addressing a variety of learning styles and abilities. Software companies have also been 
striving to produce more affordable, yet high-quality programs to meet the needs in a diverse environment. Teachers 
who teach with technology seem to be able to better promote the emerging educational trends of collaborative 
(partnering) learning, cooperative learning, and autonomous (individualized) learning (Annand & Haughey, 1997; 
Kozma & Johnston, 1991; Vogel & Klassen, 2001; Wheeler, 2001).  
 

2.2 Computer-Facilitated Language Learning 
In the early 1980s, technology and personal computers became more accessible and affordable to most people; 
educators (Phillips, 1987; Underwood, 1984) believed that computer-mediated language learning for instructions 
should be used more widely in language classrooms. According to Girard, Mandera and Marchini (2001), computer-
mediated language learning can be defined as a strategy of learning combined with technology, and  language 
application software to enhance learners’ language proficiency by allowing students to manipulate utterances, 
encourage problem-solving skills, and create simulated learning environments through Internet service providers. 
Second language learning needs to be integrated with the computer because it promotes (1) learning with vast 
language data, (2) simulates real-life situations, (3) encourages interaction in class, and (4) promotes 
individualization in a large class (Warschauer & Healey, 1998). Lai and Kritsonis explained that computer-mediated 
language instruction can also (a) improve practices for students through experiential learning, (b) encourage learning 
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motivation, (c) enhance student achievement, (d) increase authentic materials for study, (e) encourage greater 
interaction between teachers and students and students and peers, (f) emphasize individual needs, and (g) enlarge 
global understanding” (Lai & Kritsonis, 2006). Despite some of the disadvantages and challenges of using 
technology and computers as supplementary learning tools in teaching, educators believe that technology and 
computer-mediated learning instruction help language learners to discover the target language at their own pace and 
have the potential for promoting communication and teamwork among students (Chen, 1995; Cavalier & Klein, 
1998). As technology becomes more advanced, many ESL instructors are now incorporating language lessons with 
multiple media into their classrooms. Yu, Williams, Lin, & Yu (2007) revealed that “the potential of multimedia is 
to foster the level of interactivity as a form of learning and to offer many possibilities for enriching the knowledge” 
(p.219). As Teririll (2000) stated “[English as a second or other language] ESOL teachers and learners across the 
country are integrating computers, Internet and multiple media with ESOL instruction. The world has changed 
because of the Internet [and other electronic devices] and ESOL has changed with it” (p. 2).Using computers and 
multimedia, such as Internet, web page and streaming audio, with a web-based instruction, provide a learning 
environment that facilitates positive interdependence and collaborative team work for students (Lee, 2000).  
 
The usefulness of computer-mediated language learning to second language learners in education has been widely 
studied. In 2003, Zha et al.(2006) examine ESL learners’ communicative competence in a computer-mediated 
language learning environment. They used both qualitative and quantitative statistical methods to analyze 956 
electronic discussion messages that were posted by those elementary ESL students. The results of this study 
suggested that electronic discussion boards can be used to promote language learners’ writing skill as well as the 
target language usage. Kang (1995) conducted a study on the effectiveness of different instructional approaches on 
Korean students’ English vocabulary learning. The results indicated that students performed significantly higher in 
a retention test when using a computer-based context instructional approach and concluded that a computer-
mediated learning environment would enhance learners’ vocabulary learning. Warschauer (1996) concluded that 
“electronic discussion can be a good environment for fostering use of more formal and complex language, both 
lexically and syntactically” (p. 22). The World Wide Web (WWW) and electronic mail (e-mail) communication 
media also have a tremendous impact on enhancing students’ language competency. In 1996, Rosen conducted a 
study on how students used computers with Internet access as the language learning medium to improve their 
English language proficiency. The result indicated that students using the Internet as a primary tool in learning 
English scored slightly higher on the TOEFL test compared to students using the direct instruction method in 
learning English. Wang (1996) investigated the effectiveness of using e-mail as a writing tool for dialogue 
journaling.  Fourteen students who were enrolled in intermediate level reading and writing class participated in this 
study. The findings indicated that students in the e-mail group generated more language functions in each writing 
session than students in the paper-and-pencil group and concluded that using e-mail as a language learning tool 
facilitates language learning. 
 
Even if some might argue, the teaching of English for Specific Purposes is well developed in the Western 
countries. In non-English speaking countries, there has been a recent increase in the number of higher education 
institutions and in increase in the number of students attending there institutions. This increase in the number of 
university structures, especially of scientific and technological expertise, is not accompanied by any development 
in teaching programs, and in particular as pertains to the teaching of English for Specific Purposes.  The current 
situation regarding the teaching of this specialty at vocational or technical faculties in the non-literary institution is 
characterized especially by a lack of human recourses and adequate teaching material (Harrabi, 2010). In a what is 
typically regarded as a medical/nursing science oriented academic institution, very little time is available for 
English courses. The primary goal of teaching/learning English is to enable students to read medical and/or 
scientific texts written in English. Thus, the reading skill is always the most emphasized, whereas the writing skill 
is ranked second, listening skill being the third, and the least attended speaking skill.   
 
Since the nature of computer technology has granted enormous as well as exciting opportunities for health care 
education, it is imperative for us to investigate English learners can make effective of computer technology for 
their academics that further leads to much more successful careers.  
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Methodology 

3.1 Research Design 
This quantitative study involved a combination of descriptive and correlational research. A descriptive design was 
used to identify the differences in the student participants’ overall perceptions of computer facilitated 
teaching/learning and their perceptions of using computer technology to facilitate language learning. A correlational 
(associational) design was also used to help investigate the possible relationships between the variables under study. 
In this study, the variables were: 1. participants’ demographics, 2. participants’ overall perceptions of computer 
facilitated teaching/learning, 3. participants’ perceptions of using computer to facilitate language learning, and 
lastly, participants’ self-evaluation of their macro English proficiency.  

3.2 Sampling of the Participants 
The accessible student population for the study was approximately 2000 nursing major students enrolled in a 
regional campus of Taiwanese Nursing Institute during the 2010-2011 academic year, fall semester. These students 
were fairly evenly divided into 40 classes, 22 classes of which were 4-year and 2-year college students and the 
remaining 18 classes were continuing education students. The researchers used a convenient sampling technique to 
select the subjects for the study. In the end, 197 students participated in this study, accounting for approximately 
1/10 of the overall population. The participants varied in their age, the length of their professional work experience, 
experience of using computers for learning, and were at different stages of their degree, as far as their class rank was 
concerned. Mass majority of the participants were female nursing students, accounting for nearly 93% (183 of 197). 
The youngest participant was 18 years old, with the oldest participant being 32. The mean age of the students in this 
study was 20.56 years. Nearly all of the participants were full time students and one tenth of the participants were 
employed either full-time or part-time as nurses.  Most of them had worked in the range of 0~5 years. 
 
As shown in Table 1, three quarters of the participants were 4-year college students, and less than a quarter of them 
were continued education students.   

 
Table 1. Frequency and percentage analysis of the participants by division/rank 
 
Division/Rank Frequency Percentage 
4-yr College Freshmen 49 24.90 
4-yr College Sophomores 36 18.30 
4-yr College Juniors 34 17.30 
4-yr College Seniors 32 16.10 
Continued Education 46 23.40 
Total 197  

 

3.3 Instrumentation 
A fairly large scale self-report survey was used to collect data for this study. The instrument was developed by the 
researcher based on information obtained from the review of literature in the area of computer-facilitated 
instruction/learning (Mazdayasna & Tahririan, 2008; Kenny, 2000; Kern, 2006), using the three abovementioned 
research questions as a guide: 
 
The questionnaire was made available monolinqually in student’s native language, Mandarin Chinese in order to 
avoid receiving any false response due to misinterpretations of the item(s). It contained 47 itemized descriptions that 
are made up of a number of sections:  
 
First section included a mix of multiple-choice and open-ended questions. Participants was asked to specify 
demographic variables such as gender, age, class rank, grade point average (GPA), employment status, their 
experience in computer use for learning. 
 
The remaining questions were in four-point Likert scale format, with number 1 being Strongly Disagree (SD) , 
number 2 being Disagree (D), number 3 being Agree (A), number 4 being Strongly Agree (SA), and Not Applicable 
(NA). Subsequent sections measured the perceptions of computer-facilitated teaching/learning, the perceptions of 
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using computer technology to facilitate language learning in the area of English Listening, Speaking, Reading, 
Writing, and Vocabulary learning. Last section asked the students to self-evaluate of their macro English 
proficiency.  

3.4 Validity and Reliability of the Instrument 
In order to establish the content (face) validity of the instrument, the researchers presented it to a panel of experts, 
who were asked to validate the content of the survey instrument by ensuring the overall inclusiveness of all the 
variables under investigation and to verify that it addressed all the research questions. The experts were also asked to 
review the survey for things such as unclear instructions, confusing, ambiguous or repetitive items, and overly 
complex or difficult sentence structure. The researchers then revised the instrument based on the constructive 
feedback received from the reviewers.    
 
To establish the reliability of the survey instrument used, the researchers employed a test/retest method using 25 
students, the number of students in a regular class size. These students were not the subjects for this reported study. 
The identical survey was completed by the participants twice. There was a waiting window of one week between the 
first and second administration of the instrument. In addition to the test/retest method, the researchers also 
performed Cronbach’s Alpha reliability test. Cronbach’s Alpha values for various sections of the instrument ranged 
from 0.82 to 0.91. 

3.5 Data Collection, Procedures & Analyses 
The researchers asked selected students to participate in the study. Upon arrival to each class, the researchers 
introduced themselves, explained the purpose of the visit, emphasized that participation was totally voluntary, and 
then administered the questionnaire to the participants. Voluntary participation was ensured both through explicit 
verbal and written explanations. The participants could withdraw from the study at any time and that their 
participation would in no way influence their academic standing in the class where the questionnaires were 
distributed. Participants were informed verbally and in writing that they could decline to answer any items on the 
questionnaire. The subjects gave their consent by completing and returning the questionnaire. Data analyses 
included the used of summary descriptive statistics, cross tabulations, test for equality of variance, t tests, 
correlations, ANOVA and post hoc tests. 

Findings 

4.1 Survey Responses 
A total of 240 students were enrolled in the selected classes. Among which, 197 students participated in the time of 
the study, resulting in a participation rate of 82%. 

In this study, the means for Likert scale items were interpreted using the scale shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Interpretation of Likert Scale Mean Score Values 
 

Interpretation of Mean Score Values 
Scale Description 

1.00-1.49 Strongly Disagree 
1.50-2.49 Disagree 
2.50-3.49 Agree  
3.50-4.00 Strongly Agree 

 
4.2 Results 

Research Question 1: Are there any meaningful relationships between students’ perceptions of computer 
facilitated learning and computer facilitated language learning? 

Perceived Effectiveness of CML & CMLL 
The overall mean score of students’ responses for items, which were used to assess the participants’ perceived 
effectiveness of computer-mediated learning, was 3.21, indicating students in general held an “agreed” view of the 
overall effectiveness of computer-mediated learning. And the overall mean score of their perceived effectiveness of 
computer mediated language learning was 3.23. Similarly, students in general held an “agreed” view of the overall 
effectiveness of computer-mediated learning.  
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Table 3 shows the Pearson Product- Moment Correlation of students’ perceived effectiveness in the area of 
computer-mediated learning and computer mediated language learning (r = .55, p. < .01). The result revealed that 
there was a statistical significant, moderate positive association between the two variables. 

 

 

 

Table 3. Pearson Product-Moment Correlation of Students’ Perceived Effectiveness of Computer-Mediated 
Learning and Computer-Mediated Language Learning 

 
Variables Computer Mediated Learning 
Computer-Mediated  
Language Learning .55* 

            * Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 

Research Question 2: Are there any significant differences in students’ perceptions of computer facilitated 
language learning based on demographics? 
 
An independent sample T-test did not reveal a statistical significant difference between male students and female 
student, t(197) = 0.116, p > .05, for survey items intended to solicit male and female students’ perceptions about 
computer facilitated language learning. Their mean scores nearly stood identical (Male=3.24 vs. Female=3.23). 
 
Table 4 shows the result of the homogeneity of variance assumption for the participants’ perceived effectiveness of 
computer-mediated learning in English speaking based on division/rank. The test score indicated that the assumption 
was not violated with p.  > .05. 
 

Table 4. Test Score for the Homogeneity of Variance Assumption of the Participants’ Perceived 
Effectiveness of Computer-Mediated Learning in English Speaking Based on Division/ Rank 

 

 

 

 
As illustrated in Table 5, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to examine if there were significant 
differences of participants’ perceived effectiveness in computer-mediated learning in English speaking among 
groups based on their division/rank. The results indicated that there was a significant difference among groups F (4, 
192) = 3.08, p. < .05. 
 

Table 5. ANOVA Test of Participants’ Perceived Effectiveness of Computer-Mediated Learning in English 
Speaking Based on Division/Rank 

 

*p ������ 
 
In order to identify where the difference identified by the ANOVA occurred, the researcher performed a Tukey HSD 
post hoc test shown in Table 6. The test revealed that freshman students were significantly different (M = 3.01), 
from junior students (M = 3.33). Students with higher rank tended to perceive higher the overall effectiveness of 
Computer Mediated Learning in English speaking than students with lower rank. 
 

Levene’s Test Statistic  
Based on GPA p 

    1.49 .208 

Source of Variation Sum of  
Squares df Mean  

Square F p 

Between Groups   2.94 4 .74   3.08  .02*  
Within Groups 45.95 192 .24    
Total 48.89     
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Table 6. Post Hoc Test (Tukey HSD) of Participants’ Perceived Effectiveness in Computer-Mediated Learning in 
English Speaking Based on Division/Rank  
 

*p�������� 

Research Question 3: Are there any meaningful relationships between participants’ perceptions of using 
computer to facilitate language learning and their self-evaluation of their macro English proficiency? 
 
Self-Evaluation of Macro English Proficiency 
The overall mean score of students’ responses for items that asked students to self-evaluate their macro (Listening, 
Speaking, Reading, Writing & Vocabulary skills) English proficiency was 2.45. Students in general held a 
“Disagreed” or “Conservative” view.   
 

Table 7 shows the Pearson Product- Moment Correlation between the two variables (r = .28, p. < .01), indicating a 
statistical significant, low positive association. 

Table 7. Pearson Product-Moment Correlation of the Perceptions of Using Computers to Facilitate Language 
Learning and Self Evaluation of Macro English Proficiency 

 
Variables Perceptions of Using Computers to Facilitate 

Language Learning  
Self-Evaluation of Macro English 
Proficiency .28* 

*Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed) 

Discussion & Conclusions  

This study supports researchers’ claims that conducting classes in a computer-mediated learning environment can 
effectively facilitate students’ knowledge construction (Kasper, 2002) and that adequate use of computer technology 
can strengthen learners’ higher cognitive skills and complex thinking skills (Rakes, Fields & Cox, 2006) by 
providing significant evidence via students’ responses agreeing that effective computer-mediated learning allows 
knowledge building (that helps relate facts to reality) and promotes in-depth and advanced learning. This finding 
also supports Cooper & Hirtle’s (1999) observation as they reported that through a constructivist pedagogical 
approach, students could not only obtain the intended skills but in addition, acquire other skills necessary to solve 
the real world problems. 
 
ANOVA analyses did not reveal any significant differences based on gender. It might be interpreted that there were 
no variant views about the effectiveness of computer-mediated teaching/learning among the participants in this 
female predominant (93%) industry. No significant differences were found among groups of employment as nurses 
and length working as nurses may have suggested that the great majority (90%) of the participants were full time 
students in school. Even the remaining students had been employed as either full-time or part-time nursing workers, 
almost all had accumulated experience of less than 5 years. 
 
This study adds to the literature that there was a statistically significant, moderate positive association between 
students’ perceived effectiveness of computer-mediated learning and computer mediated language learning. 
Correlational analyses between individual items of the two variables revealed that this association especially holds 
true between students’ views of computer mediated learning and their believing that effective computer-mediated 
learning provides best help in the area of English Listening.  
 
More specifically, itemized correlational analyses indicated a statistically significant positive association between 
“Computer mediated teaching/learning enhances the conventional face-to-face classroom experience” and “With the 
help of the computer technology, I think I can become more proficient in English in listening to instructions in real 

Base 
Group 

Base Group 
Mean Compare Group Compare Group 

Mean 
Mean 

Difference p 

Junior 3.33       Freshman  3.11      .22* .03 
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situations (hospitals/clinics).” Similarly, the study found a significant positive association between “Computer 
mediated teaching/learning enables effective communication with the teacher and peers” and “With the help of the 
computer, I think I can become more proficient in English in listening to patients, colleagues, and fellow students.” 
The possible explanations for the findings could be that the computers help stretch teaching/learning as well as 
communications beyond conventional classrooms. Aside from acquiring additional benefits and skills which were 
not intended for the purpose of the class(es), students are likely to choose more authentic learning tasks that are 
especially related to academics and practices. 
 
Statistically significant, positive relationships were found between participants’ perceptions of using computer to 
facilitate language learning and their self-evaluation of their macro English proficiency. Further correlational 
analyses revealed that computer mediated learning in English writing received the highest correlational scores 
whereas computer mediated learning in English reading had the lowest score, suggesting that the higher the 
participants’ rated their own English abilities, the more they believe that the computer can facilitate more successful 
English learning in writing. The likelihood shifted downward in the case of English reading. 
 
The mean score (M=2.45, “Disagree”) for students’ self-evaluation of their macro English proficiency was quite 
significantly lower than that in other categories, perceptions of computer mediated learning (M=3.21) and perceived 
effectiveness of computer mediated language learning (M=3.23), respectively. One possible explanation for this 
tangible finding was that students in Southeast Asia have always been taught to be humble or not to be overly 
confident. On the flip side of the coin, it might well be that students were simply too unconfident to manifest their 
true English abilities.   
 
In summary, many factors other than those presented in this study might and could influence students’ perceptions, 
as well as their perceived effectiveness of computer-mediated instruction/learning. It takes explicit knowledge, 
support and cooperative efforts among administrators, teachers and students to ensure teaching and learning are 
indeed benefitting from the computer technology.  
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Abstract 

A Review on Learning Objects. Learning tools and learning environments have been changing with technology integrated 
learning and teaching approaches. One of the results of the changes is to utilize learning objects in learning environments. The 
previous studies in the field of education demonstrated the importance of using learning objects by placing emphasis on its 
characteristics which are considering learners’ individual characteristics, reusability, improvability, portability. In this study, a 
literature review was conducted to examine studies on learning objects in Turkey. This study will contribute to the literature by 
identifying the need for development of using learning objects and helping researchers who would like to carry out study 
associated with learning objects. 
 

Keywords: learning objects,  learning object repository, instructional materials 

Özet 

(÷LWLPH�\DQVÕ\DQ�oHúLWOL� WHNQRORMLOHUOH�|÷UHQPH�DUDoODUÕ�YH�|÷UHQPH�RUWDPODUÕ� IDUNOÕODúPDNWDGÕU��%X�GH÷LúLPLQ�\DQVÕPDODUÕQGDQ�
ELUL�RODQ�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHUL�|÷UHWLP�RUWDPODUÕQGD�\HU�DOPDNWDGÕU��(÷LWLP��]HULQGH�\DSÕODQ�oDOÕúPDODUGD�ELUH\VHO�|]HOOLNOHUL�J|z 
önünde WXWDELOPH�� WHNUDU� NXOODQÕODELOPH�� JHOLúWLULOHELOPH�� WDúÕQDELOPH� |]HOOLNOHULQGHQ� GROD\Õ� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHUL� |Q� SODQD�
oÕNPDNWDGÕU�� $UDúWÕUPD� NDSVDPÕQGD� 7�UNL\H
GH� \DSÕODQ� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQH� NDSVDPÕQGDNL� oDOÕúPDODU� LQFHOHQHUHN� ELU� OLWHUDW�U�
WDUDPDVÕ� \DSÕOPÕúWÕU�� dDOÕúPD� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQH� G|Q�N� \DSÕODELOHFHN� oDOÕúPDODU� DoÕVÕQGDQ� YH� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQGH�
JHOLúWLULOPHVL�JHUHNHQ�DODQODUÕ�RUWD\D�oÕNDUPDN�DoÕVÕQGDQ�OLWHUDW�UH�NDWNÕ�VD÷OD\DFDNWÕU� 
 
$QDKWDU�NHOLPHOHU��|÷UHQPH�QHVQHVL��QHVQH�DPEDUÕ��|÷UHWLP�PDWHU\DOOHUi 

 

*LULú 

 (÷LWLPH� \DQVÕ\DQ� JHUHN� WHNQRORMLN�JHOLúPHOHU� JHUHNVH�GH÷LúHQ�|÷UHQPH�RUWDPODUÕ� ELUoRN� HWNHQGHQ�GROD\Õ�
IDUNOÕODúPDNWDGÕU��(÷LWLP�RUWDPÕQGD�PH\GDQD�JHOHQ�IDUNOÕOÕNODU�|÷UHQPH�YH�|÷UHWPH�RUWDPODUÕQD�GD�\DQVÕPDNWDGÕU��
%LU�GL÷HU�IDUNOÕODúPD�YH�GH÷LúLP LVH�|÷UHWLP�WHRULOHUL�oHUoHYHVLQGH�JHUoHNOHúPHNWHGLU��%LUoRN��ONHGH�H÷LWLPH�\|QHOLN�
JHOHQHNVHO�EDNÕú�DoÕVÕ�KÕ]OÕ�GH÷LúLPH�X÷UDPDNWDGÕU� �.RSHU���������'H÷LúLPL�RUWD\D�oÕNDUDQ� VHEHSOHU� LVH� úX� úHNLOGH�
ifade edilebilir: 

x g÷UHQPH�LoLQ�GDKD�ELUH\VHO�\DNODúÕPODUD ihtiyaç talebi, 
x %LUH\VHO�IDUNOÕOÕNODUD�J|UH�ELOJLQLQ�X]XQ�V�UHOL�KDIÕ]DGD�NRGODQPDVÕ� 
x hU�QH�G|Q�NO�N��WDUWÕúPD\D�YH�LúELUOL÷LQH�RODQ�LKWL\Do� 
x %LOJL� \Õ÷ÕQÕ� PH\GDQD� JHWLUPHN�� GHSRODPDNWDQ� oRN�� DQDOL]� HWPH�� HOHúWLUHO� \DNODúÕP� JLEL� GDKD�

NDUPDúÕN�EHFHULOHULQ�Hdinilmesine olan ihtiyaç, 
x (GLQLOHQ��|÷UHQLOHQ�EHFHULOHULQ�JHoHUOLOL÷L��DNUHGLWDV\RQX�YH�KD\DW�ER\X�|÷UHQPH�JHUHNOLOL÷L� 

 (÷LWLP� RUWDPODUÕQGD�PH\GDQD� JHOHQ� GH÷LúLNOLNOHU� H÷LWLP� DUDoODUÕQGD� GD� NHQGLQL� J|VWHUPHNWHGLU�� (÷LWLP� - 
|÷UHWLP� NXUXPODUÕQÕQ� ELUoR÷X� H÷LWLPLQ� NDOLWHVLQL�� HWNLOL÷LQL� YH� YHULPOL÷LQL� DUWÕUPDN� LoLQ� JHOLúHQ� WHNQRORML� YH�
\DNODúÕPODUGDQ�ID\GDODQGÕNODUÕ�YH�GHVWHN�DOGÕNODUÕ�J|U�OPHNWHGLU��%X�\DNODúÕPODUD�|UQHN�RODUDN�oHúLWOL�WHNQRORMLOHUL�
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NXOODQDUDN�ELUH\LQ�H÷LWLP�RUWDPÕQD�JHWLULOPHVL�\HULQH��ELUH\H�|]J��H÷LWLP�RUWDPÕQÕ��ELUH\LQ�LVWHN�YH�LKWL\DoODUÕQD�J|UH�
úHNLOOHQGLUHUHN�ELUH\LQ�GDKLO� HGLOPHVL� X\JXODPDODUÕ� YHULOHELOLU��%X�\DNODúÕPGDQ�\ROD�oÕNDUDN� �HWNLOL��KÕ]OÕ�YH�NDOÕFÕ�
|÷UHQPH\L� JHUoHNOHúWLUHELOHFHN�� � ROXúWXUPDFÕ� ELU� H÷LWLP� RUWDPÕ� VD÷OD\DFDN�� \DúDP� ER\X� H÷LWLP� \DNODúÕPÕQD� NDWNÕ�
VD÷OD\DFDN� YH� ELUH\VHOOHúWLULOPLú� |÷UHQPH� RUWDPODUÕQÕ� GHVWHNOH\HFHN� ELU� \DSÕ\D� LKWL\Do� GX\XOPDNWDGÕU�� �%|\OH� ELU�
LKWL\DFÕ� FHYDSODPD� V�UHFLQGH�JHOHQHNVHN� H÷LWLP�RUWDPÕQGD� � � \HU� EXODQ� �H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�PDWHU\DOOHUL�� ELU� GH÷LúLPe 
X÷UDPÕú�G�Q\DGD�NDEXO�J|UHQ��g÷UHQPH�1HVQHOHUL��DGÕQÕ�DOPÕúWÕU�7�UHO���������g÷UHQPH�QHVQHVLQL� �:LOH\��������
�g÷UHQPH\L� GHVWHNOHPHN� LoLQ� \HQLGHQ�NXOODQÕODELOHQ�GLMLWDO� ND\QDNODUGÕU�� RODUDN� LIDGH� HWPLúWLU��'L÷HU� ELU� WDQÕPGD�
Rehak ve Mason (2003) “TeknolojL� GHVWHNOL� |÷UHWLP� V�UHVLQFH� ND\QDN� WHúNLO� HGHQ�� NXOODQÕODELOHQ� YH\D� \HQLGHQ�
NXOODQÕODELOHQ�GLMLWDOOHúWLULOPLú�QHVQHOHU´�RODUDN�LIDGH�HWPLúWLU� 

%LU��GL÷HU�DoÕGDQ�'/1(7�JLGLWDO�/LEUDU\�1HWZRUNIRU�(QJLQHHULQJ�DQ�7HFKQRORJ\���|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ��
|÷UHWLPL�YH�|÷UHQPH\L�NROD\ODúWÕUDFDN�ELoLPGH�\�NVHN�NDOLWHGH�ELOJL�LoHUHQ�\DSÕODQGÕUÕOPÕú�ND\QDNODU�úHNOLQGH�LIDGH�
HWPHNWHGLU���<DSÕODQGÕUÕOPÕú�LIDGHVL�LOH�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ�JHoHUOL�ELU�KHGHI�LoHUPHVLQL�YH�KHGHI�NLWOH\H��\|QHOLN�
ROPDVÕ�JHUHNOLOL÷LQL�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU��'/1(7�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHVLQL�WDQÕPODUNHQ���|÷UHQPH��YH��QHVQH��NDYUDPODUÕQGD�
LoHUGLNOHUL�|]HOOLNOHU�úXQODUGÕU��'/1(7�������$NWDUDQ�.DUDPDQ������� 

x .RQX�JHUoHNOL÷L�YH�GR÷UXOX÷X�
x g÷UHWLPVHO�GH÷HU�
x +HGHIH�LOLúNLQ�ND\QDNWDNL�ELOJLOHULQ�LOJLOLOL÷L�
x .ROD\OÕNOD� EXOXQPDVÕ� LOH� |÷UHWPHQ� YH� |÷UHQFLOHU� WDUDIÕQGDQ� NXOODQÕPÕ� JLEL� GD÷ÕWÕP� VRQUDVÕ� ID\GDODUÕQÕ

ortaya koyacak nesne özellikleri.
x g÷UHQPH�QHVQHVLQLQ�WHNQLN�RODUDN�J�YHQLUOL÷L�

g÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHUL� � KHGHIOHQHQ�YH� DPDoODQDQ�ND]DQÕPODUD�RGDNODQÕODQ� N�o�N�|÷UHQPH� ELULmlerini temsil
HGHQ�ELU�GHUV���QLWH�\DGD�E|O�PGHQ�GDKD�N�o�N�|÷HOHU�RODUDN�LIDGH�HGLOHELOLU�0DFURPHGLD���������gUQH÷LQ�WDULKL�ELU�
ROD\Õ� DQODWDQ� YLGHR�� GHUV� LoHULVLQGH� NRQX\D� G|Q�N� HJ]HUVL]� DOÕúWÕUPDODUÕ� GHUVWH� NXOODQÕODQ� ELU� |÷UHWPHQ�� |÷UHQPH�
nesnelerini  |÷UHWLP��RUWDPÕQGD��\HU�YHUPLú�ROXU�9DQ�/HH�YH�GL÷HUOHUL�������$NWDUDQ�.DUDPDQ�������� 

g÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ�WHNUDU�NXOODQÕODELOLUOLN��YH��hVWYHUL���PHWDGDWD��|]HOOLNOHUL�EX�QHVQHOHULQ�V�UG�UHELOLU�
ELU� úHNLOGH� NXOODQÕODELOPHVLQL� VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU�� g÷UHQPH� QHVQeleri içerdikleri üstverilerle birlikte nesne paketleri 
ROXúWXUPDNWDGÕU�� hVWYHUL� LVH� QHVQH\L� WDQÕPOD\DQ�� LIDGH� HGHQ�� DoÕNOD\DQ� YH� NRQXPXQX� LIDGH� HGHQ� ELU� WDQÕWÕPVDO�
ELOJLGLU�.DUDPDQ�������� g÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ� �VWHYHUL� �PHWDGDWD�� ELOJLOHUL� LoHULN� KDNNÕQGDki bilgileri de bize 
VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU�� � 'LOLPOHU� KDOLQGHNL� ELOJLOHULQ� VXQXOGX÷X� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHVOHUL� � HQ� |QHPOL� YH� J�oO�� \DQÕ� WHNUDU�
NXOODQÕODELOLU� |]HOOL÷LQL� EDUÕQGÕUPDVÕQGÕU�'XYDO� YH� GL÷HUOHUL�� ������� $\UÕFD� 6&250� X\XPOX� YH� hVWYHUL� \DSÕVÕQÕ�
LoHUHQ�\DSÕGD��|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ�WDVDUODQPDVÕ�YH�KD]ÕUODQPDVÕ�PRG�OHU�H÷LWLPH��ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPH�YH�X]DNWDQ�
H÷LWLPH�HQWHJUH�HGLOHELOHQ��|÷UHQPH�DUDoODUÕ�ROXúWXUXOPDVÕQÕ�VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU�1RUWKUXS���������g÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ�
H÷LWLP� |÷UHWLP� RUWDPODUÕQGD� WHNUDU� NXOODQÕODELOLU� YH� NROD\� � XODúÕODELOLU� ROPDVÕ� DoÕVÕQGDQ� EX� QHVQHOHU� �|÷UHQPH�
QHVQHVL� DPEDUÕ�� RODUDN� LVLPOHQGLULOHQ� ELULNLP� DODQODUÕQGD� WRSODQPDNWDGÕU�� g÷UHQHQ� ELUH\OHU� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQH�
�g÷UHQPH� QHVQHVL� DPEDUODUÕ�� �]HULQGHQ�GR÷UXGDQ� XODúDUDN�GD�|÷UHQPHOHU� JHUoHNOHúWLUHELOLUOHU� YH\D�|÷UHWLFLOHU� EX�
YHULWDEDQODUÕQGD�ELUH\VHO�RODUDN�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQGHQ�\DUDUODQDELOLUOHU�%DUULWW�	�$OGHUPDQ�������� 

g÷UHQPH�1HVQHOHULQH�'|Q�N�<DSÕODQ�dDOÕúPDODU 

*�OHU� ������� �g÷UHQPH�1HVQHVL�7DVDUÕP� YH�*HOLúWLUPH�6�UHFL��%LU�7DVDUÕP�7DEDQOÕ�*HOLúWLUPH�gUQH÷L��
LVLPOL� GRNWRUD� WH]LQGH� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHVL� JHOLúWLUPH� V�UHFL� JHUoHNOHúWLULOHUHN� EX� V�UHoWH� \DúDQDQ� VRUXQODUÕQ�
EHOLUOHQPHVL�� EHOLUOHQHQ� VRUXQODU� GR÷UXOWXVXQGD� V�UHFLQ� WHNUDU� WDVDUODQDUDN� JHUoHNOHúWLULOPHVL\OH� VRUXQODUD�|QHULOHU�
getirilmesi, bX�|QHULOHULQ�VÕQDQPDVÕ�YH�GH÷HUOHQGLULOPHVL�DPDFÕ\OD�JHUoHNOHúWLUPLúWLU��g÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHUL�JHOLúWLUPH�
V�UHoOHUL�WDVDUODQDUDN�V�UHoWH�\DúDQDQ�VRUXQODU��V�UHFLQ�HWNLOLOL÷L��oDOÕúPD�JUXEXQX�ROXúWXUDQ�|÷UHWPHQ�DGD\ODUÕQÕQ�EX�
V�UHoWHNL� |]� \HWHUOLOLN� DOJÕODUÕ� YH |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHUL� KDNNÕQGDNL� ELOJLOHUL� |Oo�OP�úW�U�� /LWHUDW�U� NDSVDPÕQGD� |QFH�
|÷UHQPH� QHVQHVLQLQ� WDQÕPÕQD�� NDSVDPÕQD�� |]HOOLNOHULQH� YH� NXOODQÕODELOGL÷L� RUWDPODU� DoÕNODQPÕú�� |÷UHQPH�
QHVQHOHULQLQ� WDVDUÕPÕ�� NXOODQÕPÕ�� JHOLúWLULOPHVL� YH�GH÷HUOHQGLULOPHVL\OH� LOJLOL� oDOÕúPDODUD�\HU� DOPÕúWÕU��$UDúWÕUPDQÕQ�
\|QWHPL� WDVDUÕP� WDEDQOÕ� DUDúWÕUPD� RODUDN� EHOLUWLOPLúWLU�� $UDúWÕUPDQÕQ� oDOÕúPD� JUXEXQGD� |÷UHWPHQ� DGD\ODUÕ� \HU�
DOPÕúWÕU�� dHYULPLoL� J|U�úPHOHU�� VLVWHPLQ� IRUXP� ND\ÕWODUÕ�� VLVWHP� ND\ÕWODUÕ�� GH÷HUOHQGLUPH� LúOHPLQH� \|Qelik video 
ND\ÕWODUÕ�� H÷LWLP� \D]ÕOÕPÕ� JHOLúWLUPH� |]-\HWHUOLN� DOJÕVÕ� |OoH÷L� YH� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHUL� KDNNÕQGD� ELOJL� EHOLUOHPH\H�
\|QHOLN�|OoPH�DUDFÕ�GH�YHUL�WRSODPD�DUDFÕ�RODUDN�NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU��dDOÕúPD�NDSVDPÕQGD�WDVDUÕP��JHOLúWLUPH��X\JXODPD��
GH÷HUOHQGLUPH� YH� WHNUDU� WDVDUÕP� EDVDPDNODUÕQD� \|QHOLN� YHUL� DQDOL]OHUL� D\UÕ� D\UÕ� EHOLUWLOPLú� YH� LQFHOHQPLúWLU��
$UDúWÕUPD�EXOJXODUÕQGDQ��|÷UHQPH�QHVQHVL�JHOLúWLUPH�V�UHFLQLQ��|÷UHWPHQ�DGD\ODUÕQÕQ�H÷LWLP�\D]ÕOÕPODUÕ�JHOLúWLUPH�
öz-\HWHUOLN� DOJÕODUÕ� YH� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHVL� KDNNÕQGDNL ELOJLOHUL� �]HULQGH� DQODPOÕ� ELU� HWNLVLQLQ� ROGX÷X� VRQXFXQD�
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XODúÕOPÕúWÕU�� 'H÷HUOHQGLUPHOHU� VRQXFXQGD�� JHOLúWLULOHQ� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ� WHNQLN� DQODPGD� YH� LoHULN� DQODPÕQGD�
EDúDUÕOÕ�EXOXQGX÷X�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU� 
 &HEHFL���������g÷UHQLP�1HVQHOHULQH�*LULú��LVLPOL�oDOÕúPDVÕQGD�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHUL�JHQHO�RODUDN�WDQÕWÕPÕQD��
DYDQWDMODUÕQD� YH� |]HOOLNOHULQH� \HU� YHUPLúWLU��g÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ� IDUNOÕ� WDQÕPODUÕQD� YH� LVLPOHULQH� \HU� YHULOGLNWHQ�
VRQUD��]HULQGH�X]ODúÕODQ�ELU� WDQÕPÕQÕQ�ROPDGÕ÷Õ�EHOLUWLOPLú�� WDQÕPODUÕQ�JHQHOLQH�EDNÕOGÕ÷ÕQGD�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHUL� úX�
ELoLPGH� |]HWOHQPLúWLU�� � ³%LU� |÷UHQLP� QHVQHVL�� �OHDUQLQJ� REMHFW��� ELU� NLWDEÕQ� E|O�P��� ELU� KDULWD�� ELU� HWNLOHúLPOL�
ELOJLVD\DU� \D]ÕOÕPÕ�� ELU� YLGHR�� ELU� úHPDWLN� oL]LP�� ELU� VLP�ODV\RQ� JLEL� ELU� úH\OHUL� |÷UHWPHN� YH\D� |÷UHQPHN� LoLQ�
kXOODQÕODELOHQ�D\UÕúÕN�YH\D�ED÷ÕPVÕ]�ELOJL�SDUoDODUÕ�ROXS�VDQDO�RODUDN�YH\D�HOHNWURQLN�RODUDN�NXOODQÕODELOLU�GXUXPGD�
RODQ� KHUKDQJL� ELU� úH\GLU´�� g÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ� WHPHO� \DSÕVÕQÕQ� LNL� E|O�PGHQ� ROXúWX÷X� EHOLUWLOPLú�� EX� E|O�POHU�
úHPD� YH� |UQHNOHUOH� DoÕNODQPÕúWÕU�� %X� E|O�POHUGHQ� ELUL� RODQ� ³WDQÕPOD\ÕFÕ� ELOJL´� �PHWDGDWD�� �]HULQGH� GXUXOPXú��
|÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ� \HQLGHQ� NXOODQÕODELOLUOLN�� �UHWLOHELOLUOLN�� X\GXUXODELOLUOLN�� VDWÕODELOLUOLN�� HVQHNOLN�� J�QFHOOHPH- 
DUDPD� YH� LoHULN� \|QHWLP� NROD\OÕ÷Õ� |]HOOLNOHUL� DoÕNODQPÕú�� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQGHNL� LoHULNOHULQ� |]HOOLNOHULQH�
GH÷LQLOPLúWLU��g÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ�NROD\�ELU�úHNLOGH�SD\ODúÕOPDVÕ�LoLQ�WDQÕPODPDODUÕQ�YH�6&250�JLEL�VWDQGDUWODUÕQ�
JHOLúWLULOPHVL� JHUHNWL÷L� YXUJXODQPÕúWÕU�� \D\JÕQ� NXOODQÕPÕ� LoLQ� LVH� oRN� IDUNOÕ� oHúLWOHUGH� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ�
�UHWLOPHVL� YH�|÷UHWPHQOHULQ�EX�NRQXODUGD� H÷LWLOPHOHUL� JHUHNWL÷LQL� LIDGH� HWPLúWLU�� ³(÷LWLPFLOHU�� |÷UHQLP�QHVQHOHULQL�
NXOODQPD� NRQXVXQGD� UDKDWOÕN� GX\PDOÕ� YH� |÷UHQLP� QHVQHOHULQL� EXOPD� YH� ROXúWXUPD� NRQXVXQGD� oDOÕúPD� LKWL\DFÕ�
hissetmelidirlHU´�úHNOLQGH�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQH�G|Q�N�ILNULQL�EHOLUWPLúWLU� 
 $UVODQ� ������� �)ODVK� LOH� 5HXVDEOH� 0RELO� g÷UHQPH� 1HVQHOHUL� hUHWLPL�� LVLPOL� oDOÕúPDVÕQGD� )ODVK� &6��
SURJUDPÕ� NXOODQÕODUDN� \HQLGHQ� NXOODQÕODELOLU� \DQL� �UHXVDEOH�� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHUL� �UHWLPLQLQ� QDVÕO� \DSÕODELOHFH÷L� ELU�
|UQHNOH� \HU� YHUPLúWLU�� <D]DU� |QFH� QHGHQ� EX� SURJUDPÕ� VHoWL÷LQL� DQODWPÕú�� VRQUD� GD� NXOODQGÕ÷Õ� \|QWHP� YH� DUDoODUÕ�
EHOLUWPLúWLU�� ;0/� GLOLQL� NXOODQDUDN�� )ODVK¶WD� ELU� GHID� �UHWWL÷L� LoHUL÷LQ� GL÷HU� GHUVOHU� LoLQ� EDVLW� ELU� úHNLOGH�
oR÷DOWÕODELOHFH÷LQL�YH�\HQLGHQ�NXOODQÕODELOLUOL÷LQLQ�DUWDFD÷ÕQÕ�LIDGH�HWPLúWLU���$\UÕFD�oDOÕúPDGD�JHOLúWLUGL÷L�SURJUDPÕ�
YH� JHOLúWLUPH� DúDPDODUÕQD� \HU� YHUPLú�� EX� W�UGH� \HQL� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHVL� úDEORQODUÕQÕQ� ROXúWXUXOPDVÕ� |QHULVLQGH�
EXOXQPXúWXU� 
 $FXQ� ������� oDOÕúPDVÕQGD�� |÷UHQPH� YH� DUDúWÕUPD\Õ� GHVWHNOHPHN� LoLQ� WDVDUODQDQ� ND\QDNFD�LQIR� VLWHVLQLQ�
WDVDUÕPÕQÕ�YH�X\JXODPDVÕQÕ�HOH�DOPÕúWÕU��dDOÕúPD�NDSVDPÕQGD�|QFH�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHUL\OH�LOJLOL�WHPHO�NDYUDPODUD�YH�
7�UNL\H¶GHNL� X\JXODPDODUD� \HU� YHULOPLú�� VRQUD�GD� VLWHQLQ� WDVDUÕP� YH�X\JXODPDVÕ� LQFHOHQPLúWLU��%XOJXODUGD�GD� VLWH�
LVWDWLVWLNOHUL�YHULOPLú��VLWHQLQ�D\ODUD�J|UH�]L\DUHWoL�VD\ÕODUÕ�YH��\H�VD\ÕVÕ�EHOLUWLOPLú���\H�SURILOOHULQGHQ�EDKVHGLOPLúWLU� 
7�UNL\H�ND\QDNoDVÕ�DGÕ�YHULOHQ�VLWHQLQ�7�UNL\H¶GH�ELU�LON�ROPDVÕ�YH�VRV\DO- EHúHUL�DODQODUÕ LoHUPHVL�\|Q�\OH�GH÷HUOL�
ROGX÷X�EHOLUWLOPLúWLU� 
 $NNDQ�YH�GL÷HUOHULQLQ��������oDOÕúPDVÕQGD�\DNODúÕN�\�]�DGHW�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHVL�LoHUHQ�ELU�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHVL�
DPEDUÕ� WDVDUODQPÕú�� VRQUD� GD� EX� QHVQH� DPEDUÕQÕQ� WHNQRORMLN� YH� SHGDJRMLN� DoÕGDQ� GH÷HUOHQGLUPHVLQL� DUDúWÕrma 
NDSVDPÕQGD�\DSÕOPÕúWÕU��$UDúWÕUPDGD� � LoHULVLQGH�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ� WDQÕPÕQGDQ�YH�DYDQWDMODUÕQGDQ�EDKVHGLOPLú��
|÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ� X\JXQ� WDVDUODQPDODUÕQÕQ� |QHPL� OLWHUDW�UGHQ� |UQHNOHU� J|VWHULOHUHN� YXUJXODQPÕúWÕU�� 1HVQH�
DPEDUÕQÕQ�SHGDJRMLN�YH�LoHULN�DoÕVÕQGDQ�GH÷HUOHQGLUPHVLQL����H÷LWLPFL��WHNQRORML�DoÕVÕQGDQ�GH÷HUOHQGLUPHVLQL�LVH����
PDWHU\DO� YH� ZHE� WDVDUÕP� X]PDQÕ� JHUoHNOHúWLUPLúWLU�� 7DVDUODQDQ� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHVL� DPEDUÕQÕQ� GH÷HUOHQGLULOPHVL�
DPDFÕ\OD� LNL� IDUNOÕ� DQNHW� JHOLúWLULOGL÷L� EHOLUWLOPLú�� DQNHWOHULQ� J�YHQLUOLN� NDWVD\ÕODUÕ� YHULOPLúWLU�� $QNHWOHUH� YHULOHQ�
FHYDSODU� \�]GH�� IUHNDQV� YH� RUWDODPD� RODUDN� GH÷HUOHQGLULOPLú�� VRQXoODU� WDEORODU� KDOLQGH� VXQXOPXúWXU�� %XOJXODU�
LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH� SHGDJRMLN� DoÕGDQ� QHVQHOHULQ� VD\Õ� RODUDN� \HWHUOL� J|U�OG�÷��� LoHULN� JHOLúWLUPH� VLsteminin daha sade 
ROPDVÕ� JHUHNWL÷L�� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ� HWNLOHúLPOHULQLQ� \HWHUOL� VHYL\HGH� ROGX÷X�� PDWHPDWLNVHO� LOLúNLOHULQ�
NHúIHGLOPHVLQH�YH�H÷OHQFHOL�ELU�|÷UHQPH�RUWDPÕQÕQ�ROXúWXUXOPDVÕQD�EX�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ�NDWNÕ�VD÷OD\DELOHFH÷L�
LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU��7DVDUÕP�DoÕVÕQGDQ�LVH�QHVQH�DPEDUÕ�VDGH�YH�NXOODQÕPÕ�NROD\�RODUDN�LIDGH�HGLOPLú��J�QFHOOHQPHVL�YH�
V�UHNOLOL÷L�DoÕVÕQGDQ�X\JXQ�|]HOOLNOHU� WDúÕGÕ÷Õ�EHOLUWLOPLúWLU��g÷UHQPH�QHVQHVL�DPEDUODUÕQÕQ�SHGDJRMLN�YH� WHNQRORMLN�
DoÕGDQ�LQFHOHQPHVL�|QHULVLQH�\HU�YHULOPLúWir.   
 &H\ODQ� � ������� �g÷UHQPH� 1HVQHOHULQLQ� 7DVDUÕPÕ� YH� g÷UHQPH� 6�UHoOHULQGH� .XOODQÕPÕQÕQ� g÷UHQFLOHULQ�
%DúDUÕ�'�]H\OHULQH�(WNLVL� øOH�g÷UHQPH�6�UHoOHULQH�.DWNÕODUÕ�� LVLPOL�\�NVHN� OLVDQV� WH]LQGHQ� �|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ�
NXOODQÕúOÕOÕ÷Õ�� H÷LWLP� V�UHVLQFH� NXOODQÕPÕQÕQ� EDúDUÕ\D� HWNLVL�� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� NXOODQÕPD� \|QHOLN� GX\JXVDO� WHSNLOHUL� YH�
NXOODQÕP� V�UHOHULQL� DUDúWÕUPÕúWÕU�� /LWHUDW�UGH� |QFH� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHUL\OH� LOJLOL� NXUDPVDO� oHUoHYH� LIDGH� HGLOPLú��
|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ�\DSÕVÕ��|]HOOLNOHUL�YH�WDULKL�JHOLúLPL�EHOLUWLOPLú��DUGÕQGDQ�\XUWLoL�YH�\XUWGÕúÕQGDQ�NRQX\OD�LOJLOL�
DUDúWÕUPDODU� |UQHNOHQGLUPH� \DSÕOPÕúWÕU�� $UDúWÕUPDGD� QLFHO� YH� QLWHO� \|QWHPOHU� ELUOLNWH� NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU�� 'HQH\� YH�
NRQWURO�JUXEXQD�|Q�WHVW�YH�VRQ�WHVWOHU�\DSÕOPÕúWÕU��$\UÕFD�oDOÕúPDGDNL�GHQH\�JUXEX\OD�D\UÕFD J|U�úPHOHU�\DSÕOPÕúWÕU��
9HUL� WRSODPDN� LoLQ� X\JXODPD� VÕQDYODUÕ�� UDSRUODU�� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHVL� GH÷HUOHQGLUPH� IRUPX� YH� J|U�úPH� IRUPX�
NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU�� 'HQH\� YH� NRQWURO� JUXEX� DUDVÕQGD� EDúDUÕ� DoÕVÕQGDQ� DQODPOÕ� ELU� IDUNOÕOÕN� ROXúPDPÕú�� |÷UHQFLOHULQ�
|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQL�NXOODQÕUNHQ�VRUXQ�\DúDPDGÕNODUÕ��ROXPOX�ELU�WDYÕU�VHUJLOHGLNOHUL�EHOLUWLOPLúWLU�� 
 $WDVD\DU� ������� � �.DYUDP� g÷UHWLPL� 6�UHFLQH� <|QHOLN� øoHULN� *HOLúWLUPH� $UDFÕQÕQ� 7DVDUODQPDVÕ� YH�
.XOODQÕúOÕOÕ÷Õ�� LVLPOL� \�NVHN� OLVDQV� WH]LQGH� � NDYUDP�|÷UHWLPL� LoLQ� KD]ÕUODQDQ |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ� �VW� YHULOHULQLQ�
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EHOLUOHQPHVL� YH� LoHULN� JHOLúWLUHQOHUH� \DUGÕPFÕ� ELU� |÷UHWLP� DUDFÕQÕQ� JHOLúWLULOPHVL� DPDFÕ\OD� JHUoHNOHúWLUPLúWLU��
dDOÕúPDGD� NDYUDP� |÷UHWLPL\OH� LOJLOL� \DNODúÕPODU� YH� NDYUDP� |÷UHWLPLQLQ� DúDPDODUÕ� EHOLUWLOGLNWHQ� VRQUD� |÷UHQme 
QHVQHOHUL� WDQÕWÕOPÕú�� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ� HWLNHWOHQPHVL� YH� SDNHWOHQPHVL\OH� LOJLOL� VWDQGDUWODUD� YH� DUDoODUD� \HU�
YHULOPLúWLU�� $UDúWÕUPDGD� �VWYHUL� VWDQGDUWODUÕ�� LoHULN� SDNHWOHPH� DUDFÕ� YH� DUDFÕQ� NXOODQÕúOÕOÕN� GH÷HUOHQGLUPHVLQH� \HU�
YHULOPLúWLU�� $UDúWÕUPDQÕQ oDOÕúPD� JUXEXQX�� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHVL� \DNODúÕPOÕ� LoHULN� JHOLúWLUPHNWHQ� VRUXPOX� �� NLúL�
ROXúWXUPXú�� NRQWURO� OLVWHVL�� J|]OHP� YH� J|U�úPH� IRUPODUÕ� NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU�� $UDúWÕUPD� EXOJXODUÕ� \RUXPODQDUDN��
|÷UHWPHQOHULQ� .g6ø*� DUDFÕQÕ� NXOODQPDN� LVWH\HFHNOHUL� YH� LoHULN� JHOLúWLUPH� V�UHFLQGH� KD]ÕUOÕN� V�UHFLQLQ� JHUHNOL�
ROGX÷X�LIDGH�HGLOPLúWLU� 
 dD÷ÕOWD\�YH�GL÷HUOHUL���������7HNUDU�.XOODQÕODELOHQ�g÷UHQPH�1HVQHOHUL��7(.g1��YH�gUQHN�%LU�dDOÕúPD��
LVLPOL� oDOÕúPDVÕQGD� WHNUDU� NXOODQÕODELOLU� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ� NXOODQÕOPD� QHGHQOHUL�� VD÷ODGÕ÷Õ� \DUDUODU� YH� H÷LWLP�
DoÕVÕQGDQ�|QHPL�YXUJXODQPÕúWÕU��(÷LWLP�VLVWHPOHULQGH�ELOJLQLQ�ELOHúHQOHULQGHQ�YH�|÷UHWPH- |÷UHQPH�VWUDWHMLOHULQGHQ�
EDKVHWPLúWLU�� 7(.g1¶OHULQ� oHYULPLoL� ELU� H÷LWLP� VLVWHPLQGH� NXOODQÕP� |UQH÷LQH� \HU� YHULOPLú�� $PHULND¶GD� 7�UNoH�
H÷LWLPLQL�KHGHIOH\HQ�ELU�\D]ÕOÕPÕ�|÷UHWPH-|÷UHQPH�VWUDWHMLOHUL�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD�GH÷HUOHQGLUHUHN�NRQX\D�ELU�|UQHN�LIDGH�
HGLOPLúWLU��dDOÕúPD�VRQXoODUÕ�úX�úHNLOGHGLU� 

x g÷UHQPH�QHUHGH�YH�QH�úHNLOGH�JHUoHNOHúLUVH�JHUoHNOHúVLQ�J�Q�P�]GHNL�PRGHUQ�ELOJL�WHNQRORMLOHULQLQ�HWNLn 
RODUDN�NXOODQÕPÕ�VD\HVLQGH�GHVWHNOHQHELOLU�YH�NDOLWHVL�DUWWÕUÕODELOLU� 

x g÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHUL�� ELU� |÷UHQPH� VLVWHPL� LoLQGHNL�� 6g</(� YH� *g67(5� LúOHPOHULQH� YH� 625� YH� <$3�
H\OHPOHULQH�\|QHOLN�RODUDN�WDQÕPODQPDOÕGÕU��%X�GXUXPGD�WDQÕPODQDFDN�RODQ�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ�ELU�NÕVPÕ�
VLVWHPLQ� YHULWDEDQÕQÕ� ROXúWXUXUNHQ�� GL÷HU� NÕVPÕ� VLVWHP� �]HULQGHNL� LQVDQ� YH� ELOJLVD\DU� LOHWLúLPLQH� \|QHOLN�
IRQNVL\RQODUÕ�YH�VLVWHPLQ�NXOODQÕPÕQD�\|QHOLN�ELOJLVD\DU�DUD\�]OHULQLQ�EHOLUOHQPHVLQL�VD÷OD\DFDNWÕU� 

x %X� DúDPDODUÕQ� KHU� ELULQGH� QHVQH\H� GD\DOÕ� ELU� \DNODúÕPÕQ� L]OHQPHVL� P�PN�QG�U� YH� EX� W�U� ELU� WDVDUÕP�
VLVWHPLQ� E�W�Q�� DoÕVÕQGDQ�� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ� \D\JÕQODúWÕUÕOPDVÕQÕ� YH� VLVWHPLQ� HVQHN� ELU� \DSÕ\D�
NDYXúWXUXOPDVÕQÕ�VD÷OD\DFDNWÕU� 

 dDNÕUR÷OX�YH�%DNL����������(-g÷UHQPH�2UWDPODUÕ�øoLQ�7HNUDU�.XOODQÕODELOLU�g÷UHQPH�1HVQHOHUL�7DVDUÕPÕ��
LVLPOL�oDOÕúPDVÕQGD�WHNUDU�NXOODQÕODELOLU�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHUL�JHOLúWLUPHN�LoLQ�WDVDUÕP�|QFHVLQGH�YH�WDVDUÕP�DúDPDVÕQGD�
QHOHU�\DSÕOPDVÕ�JHUHNWL÷LQH�\HU�YHUPLúOHUGLU��*LULú�E|O�P�QGH�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ�NXOODQÕOPD�VHEHSOHUL��|÷UHQFL�YH�
|÷UHWPHQOHUH� VXQGXNODUÕ� RODQDNODU�� |÷UHQPH� PDWHU\DOOHULQLQ� WDúÕPDVÕ� JHUHNHQ� |]HOOLNOHU�� � |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ�
IDUNOÕ� WDQÕPODUÕ� YH� VXQGX÷X� DYDQWDMODUGDQ� EDKVHGLOPLú�� H÷LWLPGH� QDVÕO� NXOODQÕOGÕ÷Õ\OD� LOJLOL� |UQHNOHU� YHULOPLúWLU��
g÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ� WHNUDU� NXOODQÕODELOPHVLQL� VD÷ODPDN� LoLQ� JHOLúWLUPH� DúDPDVÕQGDQ� |QFH� QHVQHQLQ� KDQJL�
NRQXODUGD� NXOODQÕODELOHFH÷LQLQ� |QJ|U�OPHVL� YH� EXQD� J|UH� VHQDU\R� �UHWLOPHVLQLQ� JHUHNOLOL÷LQGHQ� EDKVHGLOPLú�� EX�
GR÷UXOWXGD� ELU� VHQDU\R� JHOLúWLULOPLú�� IDUNOÕ� GHUVOHUGH� NXODQÕODELOHFHN� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHUL� |UQHNOHUL� YHULOPLúWLU��
$UGÕQGDQ� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ� WDVDUÕP� YH� JHOLúWLUPH� DúDPDVÕQGD�;0/�� -DYD� JLEL� \D]ÕOÕP� GLOOHULQLQ� NXOODQÕPÕQÕQ�
JHWLUHFH÷L� DYDQWDMODUGDQ� EDKVHGLOPLú�� WHNUDU� NXOODQÕODELOLUOL÷LQ� QDVÕO� VD÷ODQDFD÷Õ� �]HULQGH� GXUXOPXúWXU�� g÷UHQPH�
QHVQHOHULQLQ� SHGDJRMLN� X\JXQOX÷XQXQ� H÷LWLP� ELOLPFLOHU� WDUDIÕQGDQ� V�UHNOL� L]OHQPHVL� JHUHNWL÷L� EHOLUWLOPLú�� IDUNOÕ� H-
|÷UHQPH�RUWDPODUÕQÕQ�JHOLúWLULOPHVL�JHUHNWL÷L�YXUJXODQPÕúWÕU� 
 *�URO� YH� 7�UHO� ������� �g÷UHQPH� 1HVQHOHULQLQ� 7DVDUÕPÕ�� LVLPOL� oDOÕúPDVÕQGD� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ�
WDVDUÕPÕQGD� GLNNDW� HGLOPHVL� JHUHNHQ� NRQXODU� YH� WDVDUÕP� SUREOHPOHUL� WDUWÕúÕOPÕú�� o|]�P� |QHULOHULQH� \HU� YHULOPH\H�
oDOÕúÕOPÕúWÕU�� g÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHULQLQ� VÕQÕUOÕOÕNODUÕQÕQ� YH� \DúDQDQ� VRUXQODUÕQ� JHQHOGH� WDVDUÕP� KDWDODUÕ� VRQXFu ortaya 
oÕNWÕ÷Õ� LIDGH�HGLOPLú��|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ�\HQLGHQ�NXOODQÕODELOLUOLN��SDUoDODUD�D\UÕODELOLUOLN�JLEL�|]HOOLNOHUL�GLNNDWH�
DOÕQDUDN� ROXúWXUXOPDVÕ� JHUHNWL÷L� YXUJXODQPÕúWÕU�� g÷UHQPH� QHVQHVL� WDVDUÕPÕQGD� |÷UHWLP� WDVDUÕPÕQÕQ� URO�� LIDGH�
HGLOPLú�� |÷UHWLP� WDVDUÕPÕ� WHRULOHULQLQ� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHVL� WDVDUÕPÕQD� ROXPOX� YH� ROXPVX]� HWNLOHULQH� \HU� YHULOPLúWLU��
6DGHFH�|÷UHQPH� QHVQHVL� WDVDUÕPÕQD� \|QHOLN� JHOLúWLULOHQ�&LVFR�5/$�0RGHOL� LOH�6DOODV� YH�(OOLV¶LQ� ³DQODW�� J|VWHU� YH�
\DS´� PRGHO� |QHULVL� DQODWÕOPÕúWÕU�� %URZQ� YH� 9ROW]¶XQ� DNWLYLWH�� VHQDU\R�� G|Q�W�� LOHWLP�VXQXP�� ED÷ODP� YH� HWNL�
SUHQVLSOHULQL�EDUÕQGÕUDQ� WDVDUÕP�\|QHUJHVL� LOH�0RUULV¶LQ� WDVDUÕP�\|QHUJHVL� LIDGH�HGLOPLú��9HUFRXVWUH�YH�0F/HDQ¶ÕQ�
QHVQH�WDVDUÕPÕQÕ�HOH�DOÕú�úHNOL�J|VWHULOPLúWLU��+HP�ROXúWXUPDFÕOÕN��KHP�GH�GDYUDQÕúoÕOÕN�GLNNDWH�DOÕQDUDN�LOHUL�V�U�OHQ�
QHVQH� WDVDUÕPÕ� |QHULOHUL� \HU� DODQ� oDOÕúPDGD�� QHVQH\H� \DUGÕP� |]HOOL÷LQLQ� HNOHQPHVLQH�� |QFH� |÷UHWLP� KHGHILQLQ�
DoÕNODQPDVÕQD�� NRQWURO�Q� |÷UHQFLGH� ROPDVÕQD�� |÷UHQFLQLQ� oDOÕúWÕ÷Õ� \HUL� \D� GD� DOGÕ÷Õ� QRWODUÕ� GDKD� VRQUDGDQ�
görebiOPHVLQH��JH]LQWL�G�÷PHOHUL�JLEL�WDVDUÕP�|÷HOHULQLQ�EHQ]HU�úHNLOGH�ROXúWXUXOPDVÕQD��IDUNOÕ�G�]H\OHUH�KLWDS�HGHQ�
WDVDUÕPODUD�� NRQX\OD� LOJLOL� PDWHU\DOOHULQ� QHVQH\H� HNOHQPHVLQH� GLNNDW� oHNLOPLúWLU�� 1HVQH� WDVDUÕPODUÕQGD� NODVLN�
|÷UHWLP� WDVDUÕPÕ� PRGHOOHULQH� ED÷OÕ� NDOPDN� \HULQH� EX� PRGHOOHULQ� QHVQHOHUH� \|QHOLN� X\DUODQPÕú� úHNLOOHULQL� \D� GD�
GR÷UXGDQ� QHVQHOHU� LoLQ� JHOLúWLULOHQ� \HQL� WDVDUÕP� PRGHOOHULQL� X\JXODPDODUGD� WHPHO� DODUDN� oDOÕúPDN� JHUHNWL÷L�
YXUJXODQPÕúWÕU�� 
 .DUDPDQ� � ������� �g÷UHQPH� 1HVQHOHULQH� 'D\DOÕ� %LU� øoHULN� *HOLúWLUPH� 6LVWHPLQLQ� +D]ÕUODQPDVÕ� YH�
g÷UHWPHQ� $GD\ODUÕQÕQ� 1HVQH� <DNODúÕPÕ� øOH� øoHULN� *HOLúWLUPH� 3URILOOHULQLQ� %HOLUOHQPHVL�� LVLPOL� GRNWRUD� WH]L�
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oHUoHYHVLQGH� ELU� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHVL� DPEDUÕ� �$WDQHVD�� WDVDUODQPÕú�� |÷UHWPHQ� DGD\ODUÕQÕQ� EX� VLVWHPL� YH� |÷UHQPH�
nesnelHULQL� QDVÕO� NXOODQGÕNODUÕ� YH� EX� NRQX� KDNNÕQGDNL� J|U�úOHUL� EHOLUOHQPH\H� oDOÕúÕOPÕúWÕU�� $UDúWÕUPDQÕQ� LON�
DúDPDVÕQGD� QHVQH� DPEDUÕ� �$WD1HVD�� YH� 1<6� DGÕ� YHULOHQ� QHVQH\H� GD\DOÕ� \D]DUOÕN� DUDFÕQÕQ� EXOXQGX÷X� ELU� VLVWHP�
KD]ÕUODQPÕúWÕU��øNLQFL�DúDPDVÕQGD�LVH�|÷UHWPHQ DGD\ODUÕQÕQ�EX�QHVQH�DPEDUÕQGDNL�QHVQHOHUL�ELUOHúWLUHUHN�GHUV�LoHUL÷L�
�UHWPHOHUL�VD÷ODQPÕú��EX�GR÷UXOWXGDNL�J|U�úOHU�YH�NXOODQÕP�úHNLOOHUL�LQFHOHQPLúWLU��/LWHUDW�U�NDSVDPÕQGD�|QFH�QHVQH�
\DNODúÕPÕ� YH� |÷UHQPH� QHVQHOHUL� KDNNÕQGD� JHQHO� RODUDN� ELOJL� YHULOPLú�� QHVQH� DPEDUODUÕQÕQ� WDQÕPODUÕQGDQ��
LúOHYOHULQGHQ�YH�SHGDJRMLN�ER\XWODUÕQGDQ�EDKVHGLOHUHN�QHVQHOHULQ�SDNHWOHQPHVL�YH�LoHUL÷LQ�VÕUDODQPDVÕ�LOH�LOJLOL�JHQHO�
ELOJLOHUH�\HU�YHULOPLúWLU��1LWHO�YH�QLFHO�\|QWHPOHULQ�ELUOLNWH�\HU�DOGÕ÷X�DUDúWÕUPDGD�NLP\D�E|O�P��|÷UHWPHQ�DGD\ODUÕ�
LOH�X\JXODPD�JHUoHNOHúWLULOPLúWLU��dDOÕúPD�QHWLFHVLQGH�HOGH�HGLOHQ�EXOJXODU�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD�GDKD�ID]OD�XOXVDO�YH�|]HO�
QHVQH� DPEDUÕ� JHOLúWLULOPHVL�� QHVQH� DPEDUODUÕQÕQ� IDUNOÕ� NULWHUOHUGH� DUDPD� \DSPD\D� LPNDQ� VD÷ODPDVÕ�� JHOLúWLULOHFHN�
\D]DUOÕN�DUDFÕQÕQ�P�PN�Q�ROGX÷X�NDGDU�EDVLW�ROPDVÕ��KD]ÕUODQDQ� LoHULNOHULQ�ELoLPVHO�YH�DQODPVDO�RODUDN� WXWDUOÕ�YH�
NDOLWHOL� ROPDVÕ�� KL]PHWLoL� YH� KL]PHW� |QFHVL� H÷LWLPOHUGH� WHNQRORML� NXOODQÕPÕ� YH� GLMLWDO� ND\QDNODUD� HULúLP� NRQXODUÕ�
�]HULQGH�GDKD�ID]OD�GXUXOPDVÕ�JHUHNWL÷L�|QHULOHUL�\HU�DOPÕúWÕU�� 
 .DUDPDQ� YH� GL÷HUOHUL� ������� � �g÷UHQPH� 1HVQHOHULQLQ� 3HGDJRMLN� %R\XWX� YH� g÷UHWLP� 2UWDPODUÕQD�
.D\QDúWÕUÕOPDVÕ��LVLPOL�oDOÕúPDGD�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHVL�\DNODúÕPÕ�LOH�GDYUDQÕúoÕOÕN��ROXúWXUPDFÕOÕN�YH�GXUXPOX�|÷UHQPH�
\DNODúÕPODUÕ� DUDVÕQGDNL� LOLúNL\L� DUDúWÕUÕOPÕúWÕU�� dDOÕúPDGD� |÷UHQPH� RUWDPODUÕQD� EX� QHVQHOHULQ� QDVÕO� GDKLO�
HGLOHELOHFH÷L�� QDVÕO� NXOODQÕODELOHFH÷L� \|Q�QGH� ELOJLOHUH� GH� \HU� YHULOPLúWLU�� g÷UHQPH� QHVQHVL� \DSÕODQPDVÕQD� G|Q�N��
G�ú�QOHU�oDOÕúPDGD�DNWDUÕOPÕúWÕU� 

x �g÷UHQPH�QHVQHVL�\DNODúÕPÕQGD |÷UHWLP��|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ�ELU�DUD\D�JHWLULOPHVL\OH�ROXúXU��%X�\�]GHQ�
|QFHOLNOH�|÷UHQPH�\DNODúÕPODUÕ�WHPHO�DOÕQDUDN�EX�QHVQHOHULQ�QDVÕO�ELU�DUD\D�JHWLULOHFH÷LQLQ�RUWD\D�NRQPDVÕ�
JHUHNLU��%DUXTXH�YH�0HOR���������$VOÕQGD�HQ�L\L�VRQXFX�YHUHFHN�SHGDJRMLN�ELU�PRGHOLQ�EXOXQPDPDVÕ��
|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ�NXOODQÕPÕ�\|Q�QGHNL�HQ�E�\�N 
problemlerden biridir (ADL, 2003).”  

x ³1HVQHOHU��|÷UHWPHQOHU�LoLQ�LNL�úHNLOGH�ID\GDOÕ�ROXU��%LULQFLVL�GDKD�D]�]DPDQ�KDUFDGÕNODUÕ�LoLQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�
ELUH\VHO� LKWL\DoODUÕ\OD� LOJLOHQPH\H� GDKD� oRN� ]DPDQ� D\ÕUDELOLU� YH� LNLQFLVL� LVH� JDPD� ÕúÕQODUÕ� \D� GD�
GRSSOHUHIHNWL�JLEL�JHUoHN�KD\DWWD�WDVYLUL�]RU�\D�GD�LPNkQVÕ]�RODQ�NDUPDúÕN�NDYUDPODUÕQ�VXQXPXQGD�GLMLWDO�
VLP�ODV\RQODU�úHNOLQGHNL�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHUL�NXOODQDELOLU��&KDSXLV������D��´� 

x ³g÷UHWPHQOHULQ |÷UHQPH�QHVQHVL�EXOPD�YH�NXOODQPDVÕQD�\DUGÕPFÕ�ROPDN�DPDFÕ\OD�RQODUÕQ�|UQHN�X\JXODPD�
YH�VLWHOHUL�J|UPH�LPNkQÕQD�VDKLS�RODFD÷Õ�RWXUXPODUÕQ�G�]HQOHQPHVL��EX�RWXUXPODUGD�RUWDN�oDOÕúPDODUD�NDUDU�
YHULOPHVL� YH� |÷UHWPHQOHULQ� EX� NRQXGD� oHYULPLoL� GHUVOHU� DOPD\D� LNQD� HGLOPHVL� JLEL� oDOÕúPDODU� \DSÕODELOLU�
�%UDWLQD�YH�GL÷HU���������´ 

<D]DUODUD�J|UH�|÷UHQPH�\DNODúÕPODUÕQÕQ�KHPHQ�KHSVL�|÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHUL�PRGHOL\OH�X\JXODQDELOLU�SUHQVLSOHU� LoHULU��
g÷UHQPH�QHVQHOHULQLQ�GDYUDQÕúoÕOÕNOD�GR÷DO�ELU�X\XP�LoHULVLQGH�ROGX÷XQX�EHOLrten yazarlar; bunun sebebini küçük 
DGÕPODU�� |÷UHQPHQLQ� DúDPDOÕOÕ÷Õ�� G|Q�W� YH� WHNUDU� JLEL� LONHOHULQ� QHVQHOHULQ� NXOODQÕOGÕ÷Õ� RUWDPODUÕQ� WDVDUÕPÕQD� YH�
QHVQHOHULQ�NXOODQÕPÕQD�UHKEHUOLN�HWPHVL�RODUDN�EHOLUPLúOHUGLU��  
 .RSOD\� � ������� � �dHYULPLoL� (÷LWLPGH� øoHULN� <HQLGHQ� .XOODQÕPÕQD� d|]�P� 2ODUDN� %LU� :HE� 7DEDQOÕ�
g÷UHQPH�1HVQHVL�*HOLúWLUPH�$UDFÕQÕQ� 7DVDUODQPDVÕ� YH�*HUoHNOHúWLULOPHVL�� LVLPOL� \�NVHN� OLVDQV� WH]LQGH� |÷UHQPH�
QHVQHOHULQLQ�\HQLGHQ�NXOODQÕODELOLUOL÷LQL� VD÷ODPDN�DPDFÕ\OD� ELU��QLYHUVLWH�RUWDPÕQGD�ZHE� WDEDQOÕ H÷LWLP� LoLQ� LoHULN�
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VRQXFXQGD� |OoH÷LQ� ELUH\VHO� GÕúODQPÕúOÕN� DOW� IDNW|U�QGH� HQ� \�NVHN� PDGGH� \�N�� ����� HQ� G�ú�N� PDGGH� \�N�� ����� LNHQ� VRV\DO�
GÕúODQPÕúOÕN�DOW�IDNW|U�QGH�HQ�\�NVHN������YH�HQ�G�ú�N������RODUDN��HOGH�HGLOPLúWLU��$\UÕFD�|OoH÷LQ�J�YHQLUOL÷LQH�NDQÕW�VD÷ODPDN�
DPDFÕ\OD�WHVW�WHNUDU�WHVW�VRQXFX������LNHQ�&UĮ�J�YHQLUOL÷L������RODUDN�KHVDSODQPÕúWÕU� 
 
$QDKWDU�.HOLPH��2NXOGD�'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN��6RV\DO�'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN��%LUH\VHO�'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN��gOoHN�*HOLúWLUPH 

Exclusion at school:  development of a scale 

%D\UDP�d(7ø1 Azmi TÜRKAN 

Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to develop a scale for assessment of exclusion at school which is experienced by the students 
attending educational institutions. The final scale composed of 19 items which were applied to the 402 students from 3 high 
schools. These students are studying at schools in the centre of Gaziantep, and their levels of success and socio-economic 
background are low, medium and high. The principal component analysis rotated to varimax rotation was used to obtain evidence 
for validity of the scale. As a result of this analysis, it was found that the scale has a structure composed of two factors; a) 
individual exclusion and b) social exclusion. As evidence of the validity of the test, item correlations were calculated. As a result 
of the statistical procedures, it was revealed that the highest load factor in individual exclusion is ,738 and the lowest load factor 
is ,416. On the other hand, the highest load factor in social exclusion is ,771 and the lowest load factor is ,538. Furthermore, to 
give evidence in terms of the validity of the scale, the re-test and &UĮ�UHOLDELOLWLHV�ZHUH�FDOFXODWHG�DQG�WKHVH�ZHUH��IRXQG�WR�EH��UH-
WHVW��������DQG��&UĮ������� 
Keywords:Exclusion at School, Social Exclusion, Individual Exclusion, Scale Development  
 

*LULú 

øQVDQR÷OX�\DUDGÕOÕúÕ�JHUH÷L�oHYUHVL\OH�X\XP�LoHULVLQGH�ROPDN��W�U�Q�Q�GHYDPÕQÕ�VD÷ODPDN�DPDFÕ\OD�NHQGLQL�ELU�

JUXED�DLW� KLVVHWPHN�YH�NHQGL� GÕúÕQGDNL�ELUH\OHUOH� LOLúNL� LoLQGH�ROPDN�]RUXQGD�KLVVHWPLúWLU��%LUH\OHULQ�ELU� JUXED�DLW�

ROPD� LKWL\DFÕQÕ�7ZHQJH� YH�%DXPHLQVWHU� �������� ELULQFL� GHUHFHGHQ� \DúDP� LKWL\DoODUÕ� RODQ� EDUÕQPD��yeme ve içme 

LKWL\DoODUÕQÕQ� NDUúÕODQPDVÕQGDQ� VRQUD� HQ� WHPHO� JHUHNVLQLP� ROGX÷XQX� GLOH� JHWLUPLúWLU�� 'L÷HU� LQVDQODUOD� ELU� DUDGD�

                                                           
* Azmi TÜRKAN. Tel.: +905058176453; 
E-mail address: azmiturkan@hotmail.com 
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RODELOPH\H� LOLúNLQ� EX� WHPHO� LKWL\Do�� EDúNDODUÕ� WDUDIÕQGDQ�� JUXSWDQ� YH\D� WRSOXPGDQ� GÕúODQPD� GXUXPODUÕQGD�

NDUúÕODQDPDPDNWDGÕU� 

'ÕúODQPD��LOJLOL�OLWHUDW�UGH�IDNOÕ�úHNLOGH�LIDGH�HGLOLUNHQ��ELU�ELUH\LQ�HWUDIÕQGDNL�JUXED�GDKLO�HGLOPHPHVL�YH\D�EDúND�

ELUH\OHUOH�LOLúNL�NXUDPDPDVÕ�GXUXPXQXQ�DQODúÕOPDVÕ�NRQXVXQGD�RUWDN�ELU�NDQÕ\D�YDUÕOPÕúWÕU��/HDU\���������'L÷HU�ELU�

ifadeyle bir grup üyesinin aiW� ROGX÷X� JUXEXQ� GÕúÕQGD� WXWXOPDVÕ�� PHYFXW� ELU� JUXED� ELUH\LQ� NDEXO� HGLOPHPHVL� YH\D�

ROXúPDNWD�RODQ�ELU�JUXED�GDKLO�HGLOPHPHVL�RODUDN�QLWHOHQGLULOHELOLQLU� 

'ÕúODQPD� NDYUDPÕ� ELU� oRN� NDYUDPOD� ELUOLNWH� YH\D� ELU� oRN� NDYUDPOD� D\QÕ� DQODPD� JHOHFHN� úHNLOGH�

NXOODQÕODELOPHNWHGLU�� %XQODUGDQ� HQ� VÕN� NXOODQÕODQÕ� VRV\DO� GÕúODQPD�� SVLNRORMLN� GÕúODQPD� YH� VRV\DO� UHGGHWPH�

NDYUDPODUÕGÕU� �:LOOLDPV�� ������� %X� NDYUDPODUÕQ� D\QÕ� DQODPD� JHOGL÷LQL� EHOLUWHQ� ELU� oRN� DUDúWÕUPDFÕQÕQ� �)HUULV��

Brown, Berry ve Lian, 2008; Oaten, Williams, JoneV� YH� =DGUR�� ������ ROPDVÕQÕQ� \DQÕ� VÕUD� IDUNOÕ� DQODPD� JHOGL÷L�

J|U�ú��GH�PHYFXWWXU� 

'ÕúODQPD� NDYUDPÕQ� VRV\DO� ER\XWWD� LON� RODUDN� ����¶ODUGD� )UDQVD¶GD� HNRQRPLN� NUL]� YH� JHULOHPH� VRQUDVÕ�

NXOODQÕOPD\D�EDúODQPÕúWÕU��%X�ED÷ODPGD�GÕúODQPD�NDYUDPÕ�GDKD�oRN�HNRQRPLN�ELU�ROJX�RODUDN�NDUúÕPÕ]D�oÕNPDVÕQÕQ�

\DQÕ� VÕUD� ELUH\OHULQ� IL]LNVHO� YH� ]LKLQVHO� HQJHO� GXUXPX�� VXoOX� \D�GD�K�N�P�\HPLú�ROPDVÕ�� KDVWD� YH�EDNÕPD�PXKWDF�

ROPDVÕ��X\DUÕFÕ�PDGGH�NXOODQPDVÕ�YH�DVRV\DO�ROPDVÕ�JLEL�NDYUDPODUOD�|]GHúOHúWLULOPLúWLU��%HQ]HU�úHNLOGH�Levitas ve 

GL÷HUOHUL������� øQJLOWHUH¶GH�GÕúODQPD�NDYUDPÕQÕQ�ELU�oRN�QHGHQLQ�ROGX÷X�JLEL�GDKD�oRN�HNRQRPLN�ELU�XQVXU�RODUDN�

NXOODQÕOGÕ÷ÕQD� YXUJX� \DSPDNWDGÕU�� $\UÕFD� %HKUPDQ¶ÕQ� ������� /DWLQ� $PHULND� YH� .DUD\LSOHU¶GH� \DSWÕ÷Õ� oDOÕúPD\D�

J|UH�GÕúODQPÕúOÕ÷Õ�HWQLN��GLQL��FR÷UDIL�E|OJH�IDUNOÕOÕ÷Õ��VRV\RHNRQRPLN�JLEL�NDYUDPODUD�GD\DQGÕUPDNWDGÕU��� 

'ÕúODQPD� ELU� oRN� DODQ� YH\D� oHYUHGH� ROGX÷X� JLEL� H÷LWLP� NXUXPODUÕQGD� GD� VÕN� VÕN� NDUúÕODúÕODQ� ELU� GXUXPGXU� 

0DUVKDOO� YH� &DOGHUyQ� ������� J|UH� H÷LWLPGH� GÕúODQPDQÕQ� �o� WHPHO� QHGHQL� YDUGÕU�� %XQODUGDQ� ELULQFLVL�� ELUH\OHU�

DUDVÕQGDNL� HúLWVL]OLN�� %X� HúLWVL]OL÷L� HNRQRPLN� JHOLULQ� G�ú�N� ROPDVÕ�� HWQLN� N|NHQ� IDUNOÕOÕ÷Õ� JLEL� HWPHQOHUOH�

WHPHOOHQGLUPHNWHGLU��øNLQFL�|QHPOL�QHGHQ�LVH�ED]Õ�PDUMLQDO�JUXSODUÕQ�oÕNDUODUÕ�LoLQ�GHYOHWLQ�ELOLQoOL�YH�NDVÕWOÕ�olarak 

X\JXODGÕ÷Õ�SROLWLN�WDYÕUODUGÕU��6RQ�RODUDN�E|OJHOHU�DUDVÕ�JHOLU�HúLWVL]OL÷LQL�J|VWHUPLúWLU� 

%LUH\OHU�DUDVÕQGD�ROXúWXUXODQ�UHNDEHW�RUWDPÕ��ELUH\OHUH�JHOLúLPVHO�DQODPGD�HQ�oRN�NDWNÕQÕQ�VD÷ODQGÕ÷Õ�RNXOODUGD�

GÕúODQPD� NDYUDPÕQÕ� GR÷XUPDNWDGÕU�� <DQL� ELUH\OHULQ� HQ� YHULPOL� RODELOHFHNOHUL� RUWDPODU�� ROXúWXUXODQ� VLVWHPOHUOH�

ELUH\OHU� DUDVÕ� UHNDEHW� GX\JXVXQX� DUWWÕUDUDN� ELUH\OHULQ� ELUELUOHUL\OH� LOHWLúLPLQL� HQ� D]D� LQGLUJH\L� KHGHIOHQPHNWHGLU�

(Barro ve Xala-i-Martin, 1995). 

'ÕúODQPÕúOÕNOD� LOJLOL� oDOÕúPDODUD� EDNÕOGÕ÷ÕQGD� JHQHO� DQODPÕ\OD� VRV\DO� GÕúODQPÕúOÕN� �]HULQH� \DSÕODQ� oDOÕúPDODU�

D÷ÕUOÕNWD� \HU� DOPDNWDGÕU� �&DWDQHVH� YH� 7LFH�� �����  'H:DOO� YH� %DXPHLVWHU�� ������ ùDKLQ�� ������ 7ZHQJH� YH�

%DXPHLVWHU�� ������� $\UÕFD� H÷LWLPGH� VRV\DO� GÕúODQPD� LOH� LOJLOL� \DEDQFÕ� OLWHUDW�UH� UDVWODQPDNWDGÕU� �0DUVKDOO� YH�

&DOGHUyQ��������%HKUPDQ�YH�GL÷HUOHUL���������:DQJ�������YH�Popkewitz ve Lindblad 2000). 

%X�oDOÕúPD��H÷LWLP�NXUXPXQGDNL�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�RNXOGDNL�GÕúODQPÕúOÕNODUÕQÕ�EHOLUOHPHN�LoLQ�³2NXOGD�'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN�

gOoH÷L´�QLQ�JHOLúWLULOPHVL�DPDFÕ\OD�\DSÕOPÕúWÕU� 

 

2.Yöntem 

%X� E|O�PGH�� DUDúWÕUPDQÕQ� PRGHOL�� DUDúWÕUPDQÕQ� \DSÕOGÕ÷Õ� oDOÕúPD� JUXEX�� YHUL� WRSODPD� DUDFÕQÕQ� JHOLúWLULOPHVL��

YHULOHULQ�WRSODQPDVÕ�YH�o|]�POHQPHVLQH�\HU�YHULOPLúWLU� 
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����$UDúWÕUPDQÕQ�0RGHOL 

$UDúWÕUPDFÕ� WDUDIÕQGDQ� JHOLúWLULOHQ� 2NXOGD� 'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN� gOoH÷LQL� OLVH� G�]H\LQGHNL� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� GÕúODQPÕúOÕN�

G�]H\LQ�|OoPH\L�DPDoOD\DQ�DUDúWÕUPDGD�EHWLPVHO�WDUDPD�\|QWHPL�NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU�� 

 

����dDOÕúPD�*UXEX 

%X�oDOÕúPDGD� DPDoOÕ� |UQHNOHPH� \|QWHPOHULQGHQ�EDúDUÕ� YH� VRV\R-ekonomik düzeylerine göre tabakalDQGÕUÕOPÕú�

|UQHNOHP�VHoPH�PHWRGX�NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU��$UDúWÕUPD\D�����-�����H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�\ÕOÕQGD�*D]LDQWHS�LOL�ùHKLWNDPLO�YH�

ùDKLQEH\�LOoHOHULQH�ED÷OÕ�EDúDUÕ�YH�VRV\R-HNRQRPLN�G�]HOHUL�G�ú�N��RUWD�YH�\�NVHN�ROPDN��]HUH��� � OLVHGHQ�WRSODP�

����|÷UHQFL�NDWÕOPÕúWÕU��dDOÕúPD�JUXEXQGD�\HU�DODQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�FLQVL\HWOHUL�YH�VÕQÕI�G�]H\OHULQLQ�GD÷ÕOÕPÕ�7DEOR��¶GH�

gösterilmektedir. 
  Tablo 1. Cinsiyet-6ÕQÕI�'D÷ÕOÕPÕ 

 6ÕQÕI Toplam 

��VÕQÕI ��VÕQÕI ��VÕQÕI ��VÕQÕI 

 
Erkek 84 71 34 29 218 

Bayan 53 61 51 19 184 

      Toplam 137 132 85 48 402 

 

����9HUL�7RSODPD�$UDFÕQÕQ�*HOLúWLULOPHVL 

 

2NXOGD�'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN�gOoH÷L��2'g� 

$ODQ� \D]ÕQGDQ� HOGH� HGLOHQ� ELOJLOHU� GLNNDWH� DOÕQDUDN� DUDúWÕUPDFÕODU� WDUDIÕQGDQ� WRSODP� ��� PDGGHGHQ� ROXúDQ� ELU�

|OoHN�ROXúWXUXOPXúWXU��gOoH÷LQ�GHQHPH�IRUPXQXQ�KD]ÕUODQPDVÕ�DúDPDVÕQGD��\D]ÕODQ�WXWXP�LIDGHOHUL�LoLQ�ELU�|OoPH�YH�

GH÷HUOHQGLUPH�� LNL� X]PDQGDQ� J|U�ú� YH� ELU� GLO� X]DPÕQÕQ� J|U�ú�� DOÕQPÕúWÕU�� 8]PDQODUGDQ�� |OoHNWHNL� PDGGHOHULQ��

RNXOGD� GÕúODQPÕúOÕN� G�]H\LQL� |OoPH\OH� LOJLOL� PDGGHOHULQ� DoÕNODPDGDNL� \HWHUOL÷LQL� YH� NXOODQÕODQ� GLOLQ� DoÕN� YH�

DQODúÕOÕUOÕOÕ÷ÕQÕ�GH÷HUOHQGLUPHOHUL� LVWHQPLúWLU��*|U�úOHU�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD��V|]��HGLOHQ�|Oo�WOHU�GLNNDWH�DOÕQDUDN�LIDGHOHU�

J|]GHQ�JHoLULOPLú����PDGGHGHQ�ROXúDQ�|OoHNWHQ���PDGGH�oÕNDUWÕODUDN� WRSODP����PDGGHOLN�|OoHN�SLORW�X\JXODPD\D�

KD]ÕU�GXUXPD�JHWLULOPLúWLU��3LORW�X\JXODPDGD�\HU�DODQ����PDGGHQLQ�KHU�ELULQL�NDWÕOÕS�NDWÕOPDPD�GXUXPXQD�J|UH�µ�¶�

Her zaman, ‘4’ Genellikle, ‘3’ Bazen, ‘2’ Nadiren ve ‘1’ Hiçbir zaman biçiminde 5’li likert olarak 

GHUHFHOHQGLULOPLúWLU�� %XQXQ� \DQÕ� VÕUD� |OoH÷LQ� EDúÕQD�� |OoH÷LQ� DPDFÕ� YH� PDGGHOHULQ� \DQÕWODPD� ELoLPL� DQODWDQ� ELU�

\|QHUJH�NRQXOPXúWXU�� 

.LúLVHO�%LOJL�)RUPX� 

.LúLVHO�ELOJL�IRUPX�DUDúWÕUPDFÕ�WDUDIÕQGDQ�KD]ÕUODQPÕú�ROXS�FLQVL\HW��\Dú��RNXO�W�U��YH�VÕQÕIÕ�VRUXOPXúWXU� 

2NXOGD�'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN�gOoH÷L�)RUPX���2'gF): 

g÷UHQFLOHULQ� RNXOGD� GÕúODQPÕúOÕN� G�]H\LQL� |OoHELOPHN� LoLQ� 2'g)� JHOLúWLULOPLúWLU�� )RUP� ��� PDGGHGHQ�

ROXúPDNWDGÕU��%X�PDGGHOHULQ��¶��ROXPVX]�LNHQ����¶L�LVH�GÕúODQPÕúOÕNOD�LOJLOL�ROXPOX�PDGGHOHUGLU��gOoHNWH�ROXPOX�YH�

ROXPVX]�LIDGHOHU�NDUÕúÕN�RODUDN�VÕUDODQPÕúWÕU� 
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����9HULOHULQ�7RSODQPDVÕ�YH�$QDOL]L 

$UDúWÕUPD\D������–�����H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�\ÕOÕ�LoHULVLQGH�*D]LDQWHS�LOL�ùHKLWNDPLO�YH�ùDKLQEH\�LOoHOHULQGH�EXOXQDQ�

WRSODP� �� RNXOGD� |÷UHQLPH� GHYDP� HGHQ� ���� |÷UHQFL� NDWÕOPÕúWÕU�� $UDúWÕUPDFÕODU� WDUDIÕQGDQ� JHOLúWLULOHQ� ³Okulda 

'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN� gOoH÷L´� LOJLOL� RNXOODUGD� X\JXODQPÕúWÕU�� 9HULOHULQ� o|]�POHQPHVLQGH� WHPHO� ELOHúHQOHU� DQDOL]L�

NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU�� 7HPHO� ELOHúHQOHU� DQDOL]LQH� DLW� GH÷HUOHULQ� \RUXPODQPDVÕQGDQ� |QFH�� EX� DQDOL]LQ� YDUVD\ÕPODUÕ� RODQ�

|UQHNOHP�E�\�NO�÷�Q�Q�\HWHUOL÷L�NRnusunda bilgi veren KMO (Kaiser-Meyer-2ONLQ��GH÷HUL�YH�GH÷LúNHQOHU�DUDVÕQGD�

NRUHODV\RQ� ROXS� ROPDGÕ÷ÕQÕ� WHVW� HGHQ� %DUOHWW� 7HVWL� �%DUOHWW� 7HVW� RI� 6SKHULFLW\�� VRQXoODUÕ� LQFHOHQPLúWLU�� $\UÕFD�

DQDOL]GH�IDNW|U�|]GH÷HUL��HLJHQYDOXH���¶GHQ�E�\�N�RODQ�IDNW|UOHU�GLNNDWH�DOÕQPÕú�YH�IDNW|U�\�NOHULQLQ�HQ�D]������RODQ�

PDGGHOHU� DOÕQDUDN� DVÕO� |OoHN� LoLQ� VHoLOPLúWLU�� (OGH� HGLOHQ� YHULOHU� 6366���� YH� ø7(0$11� ����� SDNHW� SURJUDPODUÕ�

NXOODQÕODUDN�DQDOL]�HGLOPLúWLU� 

 

3.Bulgular ve Yorum 

 

����*�YHQLUOLN��dDOÕúPDVÕ 

gOoH÷LQ� \DSÕ� JHoHUOL÷LQH� LOLúNLQ�NDQÕWODU� LoLQ� WHPHO� ELOHúHQOHU� DQDOL]L� NXOODQÕOPÕú�� J�YHQLUOLN� LoLQVH� ø7(0$11�

SURJUDPÕQGD� PDGGH� WRSODP� WHVW� NRUHODV\RQX� YH� LoWXWDUOÕOÕN� DQODPÕQGD� ELOJL� YHUHQ� &URQEDFK� $OID� GH÷HUL�

KHVDSODQPÕúWÕU��$\UÕFD���KDIWD�DUD\OD�WHVW�WHNUDU�WHVW�X\JXODPDVÕ�6366����SURJUDPÕ\OD�\DSÕOPÕúWÕU� 

Test-tekrar-WHVW�X\JXODPDVÕ�����-�����H÷LWLP�|÷UHWLP�\ÕOÕQGD�*D]LDQWHS�LO�PHUNH]L�YH�PHUNH]�LOoHOHUGH�EXOXQDQ�

WRSODP� ��� |÷UHQFL� �]HULQGH� \DSÕOPÕúWÕU�� 7HVW� WHNUDU� WHVW� X\JXODPDVÕQD� NDWÕODQ� |÷UHWPHQOHULQ� FLQVL\HWOHULQLQ� ve 

VÕQÕIODUÕQÕQ�GD÷ÕOÕPÕ�7DEOR��¶GH�J|VWHULOPHNWHGLU� 
 

  Tablo 2. Cinsiyet-6ÕQÕI�'D÷ÕOÕPÕ 

 Cinsiyet Toplam 

Erkek Bayan 

6ÕQÕI 

��VÕQÕI 14 16 30 

��VÕQÕI 12 8 20 

��VÕQÕI 8 10 18 

��VÕQÕI 10 7 17 

Toplam 44 41 85 

 

gOoH÷LQ� ER\XWODU� ED]ÕQGD� YH� JHQHO� Lo� WXWDUOÕN� �&URQEDFK�$OID�� GH÷HUL� YH� WHVW� WHNUDUD� WHVW� VRQXoODUÕ� 7DEOR-3’te 

YHULOPLúWLU��� 
7DEOR����2NXOGD�GÕúODQPÕúOÕN�|OoH÷H�DLW�Lo�WXWDUOÕN�YH�WHVW-tekrar-WHVW�J�YHQLUOL÷L�VRQXoODUÕ 

 øo�WXWDUOÕN�&URQEDFK�$OID� Test-Tekrar-Test 

Bireysel ,855 ,774 

Sosyal ,882 ,534 

Genel ,918 ,744 
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ODÖ için her bir maddenin madde-WHVW��WRSODP��NRUHODV\RQ�NDWVD\ÕODUÕ�KHVDSODQPÕúWÕU�����PDGGH�LoLQ�&URQEDFK�

$OID�GH÷HUL� �����KHVDSODQPÕúWÕU��$QDOL]�VRQXFXQGD� �NRUHODV\RQ�NDWVD\ÕVÕ� ���¶QLQ�DOWÕQD�G�úHQ�PDGGHOHU�HOHQPLúWLU��

Bu kaWVD\ÕODU� D\QÕ� ]DPDQGD�� PDGGH� D\ÕUÕFÕOÕN� LQGLVLQH� HúLWWLU�� 2'g� |OoH÷LQGH� ����� ����PDGGH� YH� ����PDGGHOHULQ�

madde-WHVW� NRUHODV\RQX� ���¶QLQ� DOWÕQGD� NDOGÕ÷Õ� LoLQ� |OoHNWHQ� oÕNDUÕOPÕúWÕU�� 7DEOR-3’te kalan 27 madde için 

KHVDSODQDQ�JHQHO�Lo�WXWDUOÕN��&URQEDFK�$OID� NDWVD\ÕVÕ�.����RODUDN�EXOXQPXúWXU��$\UÕFD�7DEOR-�¶WH�J|U�OG�÷��JLEL�Lo�

WXWDUOÕN�ELUH\VHO�GÕúODQPÕúOÕN�DOW�IDNW|U��LoLQ������YH�VRV\DO�GÕúODQPÕúOÕN�DOW�IDNW|U��LoLQ������RODUDN�KHVDSODQPÕúWÕU��

Yine Tablo-3’te genel test-tekrar-WHVW� GH÷HUL� ����� EXOXQPXúWXU� Bireysel alt faktörü için test-tekrar-test ,774 iken 

VRV\DO�DOW�IDNW|U��LoLQ������KHVDSODQPÕúWÕU�����PDGGHGHQ�ROXúDQ�|OoHN�J�YHQLOLU�oÕNPÕúWÕU�� 

 

����2NXOGD�'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN�gOoH÷LQLQ�)DNW|U�$QDOL]L�LOH�øOJLOL�%XOJXODU�YH�<RUXPODU 

7HPHO�ELOHúHQOHU�DQDOL]LQH�DLW�GH÷HUOHULQ�\RUXPODQPDVÕQGDQ�|QFH�.DLVHU-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) Testi ve Barlett 

7HVWL�NXOODQÕODUDN�|UQHNOHP�E�\�NO�÷�Q�Q�\HWHUOL÷L�YH�QRUPDOOLN�YDUVD\ÕPÕ�NRQWURO�HGLOPLúWLU��7DEOR��¶GH�.02�YH�

%DUOHWW�.�UHVHOOLN�7HVWLQH�LOLúNLQ�LVWDWLVWLNOHU�YHULOPHNWHGLU� 
 

TDEOR���2NXOGD�'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN�gOoH÷LQLQ�.02�DQG�%DUWOHWW¶V�7HVWL�6RQXoODUÕ 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. ,897 

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 4874,744 

Df 496 

Sig. ,000 

 

Tablo-��LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH�DQDOL]�VRQXFXQGD�HOGH�HGLOHQ�GH÷HU������¶GÕU��%X�GH÷HU��|UQHNOHP�E�\�NO�÷�Q�Q�DQDOL]H�

GHYDP�HWPHN�LoLQ�L\L�G�]H\GH�ROGX÷XQX�J|VWHUPHNWHGLU��9HUL�VHWLQLQ�QRUPDOOLN�YDUVD\ÕPÕQÕ�NDUúÕOD\ÕS�NDUúÕODPDGÕ÷Õ�

LVH�%DUOHWW�.�UHVHOOLN�7HVWL�LOH�NRQWURO�HGLOPLúWLU��(OGH�HGLOHQ�GH÷HU��YHUL�VHWLQLQ�QRUPDOOLN�YDUVD\ÕPÕQÕ�NDUúÕODGÕ÷ÕQÕ�

göstermektedir. 

  
ùHNLO����2NXOGD�'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN�gOoH÷LQLQ�6FUHH�3ORW��dL]JL�JUDIL÷L/<DPDo�(÷LP�7HVWL��*UDIL÷L 
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ùHNLO-�¶GH� GH� J|U�OG�÷�� JLEL�� �o�QF�� QRNWD\D� NDGDU� NHVNLQ� G�ú�ú� GHYDP� HWPHNWHGLU��ho�QF�� QRNWDGDQ� VRQUD�

çL]JLQLQ� H÷LPL� \DWD\� ELU� VH\UH� JHoPHNWHGLU�� ho�QF�� QRNWD\D� NDGDU� RODQ� QRNWD� DUDOÕNODUÕ� VD\ÕOGÕ÷ÕQGD� EXQXQ� LNL�

ROGX÷X�J|U�O�U��%XQD�GD�GD\DQDUDN�|OoH÷LQ�LNL�DOW�IDNW|UO��RODELOHFH÷LQH�NDUDU�YHULOPLúWLU� 

<DSÕODQ� WHPHO� ELOHúHQOHU� DQDOL]L� VRQXFXQGD�� LNL� � IDNW|U DOWÕQGD� WRSODQDQ� PDGGHOHULQ� IDNW|U� \�N� GH÷HUOHUL�

LQFHOHQPLú� YH� IDNW|U� \�N� GH÷HUL� ����¶ÕQ� DOWÕQGD� RODQ� � ���� � ���� ����� ����� ���� YH� ���� PDGGHOHU� VÕUDVÕ\OD� |OoHNWHQ�

oÕNDUÕOPÕúWÕU��$\UÕFD�|OoHNWH�KHU� LNL�ER\XWWD�\�N�GH÷HUL�RODQ�����YH�����ELQLúLN�PDGGHOHU�|OoHNWHQ�oÕNDUÕOPÕúWÕU�� øNL�

IDNW|U�DOWÕQGD�WRSODQDQ����PDGGH�WRSODP�YDU\DQVÕQ�������¶VLQL�DoÕNODPDNWDGÕU��7HPHO�ELOHúHQOHU�DQDOL]L�VRQXFXQGD�

LNL�IDNW|U�DOWÕQGD�WRSODQDQ�YH�|OoHNWH�NDOPDVÕQD�NDUDU�YHULOHQ�PDGGHOHUH�DLW�IDNW|U�\�N�GH÷HUOHUL�DúD÷ÕGDNL�7DEOR-5’te 

gösterilmektedir.  
 

7DEOR����2NXOGD�'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN�gOoH÷LQLQ�0DGGHOHULQLQ�)DNW|U�<�NOHUL 

 Boyutlar 

 Bireysel Boyut Sosyal Boyut 

'���(WUDIÕPGDNLOHULQ�oR÷X�EDQD�X]DN�GXUPDNWDGÕU� ,738  

'���.LPVHQLQ�EHQL�DQODPDGÕ÷ÕQÕ�YH�EXQGDQ�GROD\Õ�EHQLPOH�NRQXúPDN�LVWHPHGL÷LQL�G�ú�Q�\RUXP� ,737  

'��6RV\DO�oHYUHP�WDUDIÕQGDQ�GÕúODQGÕ÷ÕPÕ�G�ú�Q�\RUXP� ,710  

'��� 'X\JXODUÕPÕ� �VHYLQoOHULPL�� K�]�QOHULPL��YE��� SD\ODúPDN� LVWHGL÷LPGH� NLPVH� EXQODUÕ� GX\PDN�

istemez. 
,668 

 

'��$UNDGDúODUÕP�EHQLPOH�NRQXúPDGÕNODUÕ�LoLQ�LoLPH�NDSDQÕN�ELUL�ROGX÷XPX�G�ú�Q�\RUXP� ,667  

'��$UNDGDúODUÕP�EHQLP�SUREOHPOHULPOH�LOJLOHQPH]OHU� ,630  

'��(WUDIÕPGD�KLo�DUNDGDúÕP�\RN� ,586  

'���'�ú�QFHOHULPL�UDKDWoD�LIDGH�HWPHPH�IÕUVDW�YHULOPH]� ,577  

'��%LU�NRQX�KDNNÕQGDNL�G�ú�QFHOHULPL�SD\ODúPDPD�LPNDQ�WDQÕQPD]� ,416  

'���0DUND�NÕ\DIHWOHULP�ROPDGÕ÷ÕQGDQ�DUNDGDúODUÕP�EHQL�DUDODUÕQGD�J|UPHN�LVWHPH]OHU�  ,771 

'����.�OW�UHO�IDUNOÕOÕ÷ÕPGDQ�GROD\Õ�RNXOGD�NLPVH�EHQLPOH�DUNDGDú�ROPDN�LVWHPH]�  ,744 

'���+HUKDQJL� ELU� |]HO� \HWHQH÷LP� �)XWERO�� EDVNHWERO�� UHVLP��YE��� ROPDGÕ÷ÕQGDQ�GROD\Õ� DUNDGDúODUÕP�

EHQL�DUDODUÕQD�DOPD]ODU� 
 ,728 

'���0DGGL�\HWHUVL]OLNOHULPGHQ�GROD\Õ�DUNDGDúODUÕPÕQ�EHQL�DUDODUÕQD�DOPDGÕNODUÕQÕ�G�ú�Q�\RUXP�  ,702 

'���'HUVOHULPGHNL�EDúDUÕVÕ]OÕ÷ÕPGDQ�GROD\Õ�JHQHOOLNOH�GÕúODQÕUÕP�  ,702 

'���.RQXúPD�ELoLPLPGHQ�GROD\Õ�DUNDGDúODUÕP�EHQLPOH�DOD\�HGHU��EHQL�DUDODUÕQD�DOPD]ODU�  ,697 

'���'�Q\D� J|U�ú�PGHQ� �LQVDQ�KDNODUÕ�oHYUHVHO� GX\DUOÕOÕN«YE��� GROD\Õ� DUNDGDúODUÕP�EHQL� DUDODUÕQD�

almazlar. 
 ,671 

'���6L\DVL�WDUWÕúPDODU�\DUDWWÕ÷ÕPGDQ�GROD\Õ�DUNDGDúODUÕP�WDUDIÕQGDQ�SHN�Vevilmem.  ,587 

'���$LOHPLQ�PDGGL�GXUXPX�GROD\ÕVÕ\OD�KHU�DUNDGDú�JUXEXQD�GDKLO�RODPÕ\RUXP�  ,538 

'���)L]LNVHO�J|U�Q�P�PGHQ�GROD\Õ�DUNDGDúODUÕPÕQ�EHQGHQ�KRúODQPDGÕNODUÕQÕ�G�ú�Q�\RUXP�  ,538 

 

Tablo-��LQFHOHQGL÷LQGH�|OoH÷LQ�ELUH\VHO�GÕúODQPÕúOÕN�DOW�IDNW|U�2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,12. maddeleri olmak üzere toplam 

��PDGGHGHQ�ROXúPXúWXU��%LUH\VHO�GÕúODQPÕúOÕN�HQ�G�ú�N�PDGGH�\�N�������LNHQ�HQ�\�NVHN�PDGGH�\�N�������RODUDN�

KHVDSODQPÕúWÕU�� 6RV\DO� DOW� IDNW|U�� ������������������������������� PDGGHOHUL� ROPDN� �]HUH� WRSODP� ��� maddeden 

ROXúPXúWXU��%X�DOW�IDNW|U�DOWÕQGD�HQ�G�ú�N�PDGGH�\�N�������YH�HQ�\�NVHN�PDGGH�\�N�������RODUDN�KHVDSODQPÕúWÕU� 
Tablo-6: Boyut-Ölçek Korelasyonu 
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 %LUH\VHO�'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN 6RV\DO���'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN Ölçek 

%LUH\VHO�'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN 1 ,569 ,896 

6RV\DO���'ÕúODQPÕúOÕN ,569 1 ,875 

Ölçek ,896 ,875 1 

 

Tablo-�¶GD� KHU� ELU� ER\XWXQXQ� |OoHN� LOH� RODQ� NRUHODV\RQX� LQFHOHQPLúWLU�� gOoH÷LQ� %LUH\VHO� GÕúODQPÕúOÕN� DOW�

IDNW|U�\OH�RODQ�LOLúNLVL������6RV\DO�GÕúODQPÕúOÕN�DOW�IDNW|U�\OH�LOLúNLVL������RODUDN�KHVDSODQPÕúWÕU��$\UÕFD�ER\XWODUÕQ�

ELUELUL\OH�LOLúNLVL������RODUDN�KHVDSODQPÕúWÕU� 

 

4.Sonuç ve Öneriler 

 

(÷LWLP�YH�|÷UHWLP�V�UHFLQGH�|÷UHQFL�EDúDUÕVÕQD��]HULQGH�ELU�oRN�GH÷LúNHQ�YDUGÕU��%X�GH÷LúNHQOHUGHQ�ELU�WDQHVL�GH�

ELUH\LQ�NHQGLQL�ELU�JUXED�GDKL�KLVVHWPHVL� \DGD�JUXEXQ�GÕúÕQGD�NDOPDVÕGÕU��(÷LWLP�RUWDPODUÕQGD�EX�GXUXPXQ� WHVSLW�

HGLOPHVL� LoLQ�ROXúWXUXOPXú�|OoHN�ELUH\VHO� ER\XW� YH� VRV\DO� ER\XW� ROPDN��]HUH��� DOW� IDNW|UGHQ�ROXúPXúWXU��<DSÕODQ�

WHPHO�ELOHúHQOHU�DQDOL]L� VRQXFXQGD�|OoH÷LQ�ELUH\VHO�ER\XWXQGD���YH� VRV\DO�ER\XWXQGD����ROPDN��]HUe  toplam 19 

PDGGH� EXOXQPDNWDGÕU�� gOoH÷LQ� Lo� WXWDUOÕOÕN� J�YHQLUOLN� NDWVD\ÕVÕ� ������ RODUDN� KHVDSODQPÕúWÕU�� gOoH÷LQ� JHoHUOLN� YH�

J�YHQLUOL÷LQH�DLW�EXOJXODU��H÷LWLP�NXUXPODUÕQGD�|÷UHQLP�J|UHQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�RNXOGD�GÕúODQPÕúOÕN�G�]H\LQL�EHOLUOHPHN�

�]HUH�NXOODQÕODELOLU�QLWHOLNWH�ROGX÷XQX�LúDUHW�HGHUNHQ��IDUNOÕ�E|OJHOHU�LoLQ�|OoH÷LQ�JHoHUOLN�YH�J�YHQLUOLN�NDQÕWODUÕQÕQ�

HOGH�HGLOPHVL�JHUHNPHNWHGLU��*HOLúWLULOHQ�2NXOGD�GÕúODQPÕúOÕN�|OoH÷LQLQ�LOJLOL�DUDúWÕUPDODU�YH�NXUXPODUFD�NROD\OÕNOD�

NXOODQÕODFD÷Õ�G�ú�Q�OPHNWHGLU� 
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Abstract 

This study examined the effects of integrating instructional materials in Facebook on students’ awareness and practice of 
laboratory safety. A quasi-experimental pretest-posttest two-group design was used in the study. The results indicate: 1.) The 
exposure to online social networking-based health education (OSNBHE) can improve students’ awareness of laboratory safety 
(ALS) (p < 0.05); 2.) The exposure to OSNBHE can improve practice of laboratory safety (PLS) (p < 0.05); and, 3.) The ALS 
does not predict PLS (R2 = 0.09, CI = 95%).  
 
Keywords: Online social networking; Health education; Awareness of laboratory safety; Practice of laboratory safety 

Introduction 

The discourse of academic disciplines in academic institutions can be an astonishing yet hazardous learning 
endeavor (NIOSH, 2006, p. 1). In scientific discourses, theoretical concepts and empirical applications of the 
scientific theories are both included. The latter involves experimentation either in “in-situ” or naturalistic settings or 
in “in-vitro” or laboratory settings. Experimentation is an essential scientific activity that aims to concretize the 
theoretical concepts in a scientific discourse (Brooker, Widmaier, Graham & Stiling, 2008, pp. 14-17; Catris & 
Salandanan, 2001, p. 9). The activities done in a scientific experimentation can range from simple (e.g., filtration of 
suspensions) to complex, (e.g., electrophoresis). Whether simple or complex, nearly all scientific experimentations 
and the use of apparatus, chemicals and facilities associated thereto are hazardous (Dyer & Andreasen, 1999). 
Furthermore, the amount of hours of laboratory activities that its users (viz., laboratory students) are allotted with 
can be tantamount to the length of time that these users are exposed to the various hazards in the science laboratory.  

In the Philippines, a fraction of the allotted 200-220 hours for biology and chemistry in high school may be 
allocated for the conduct of scientific experimentation (IQAS, 2007). In the tertiary level, the number of hours 
allotted for scientific experimentations varies with the science course a student is enrolled in (CHED, 2005; CHED, 
2007). Most of the students who are exposed to scientific experimentations in biology and chemistry are those in the 
secondary and tertiary levels of education. These students have ages ranging approximately from 12-22 years, hence 
are considered adolescents (Cabigon, 1999). These adolescent students have essential roles both in the causation and 
prevention or minimization of accidents as they have direct participation in laboratory activities which subsequently 
predispose them to various hazards and to the perennial effects of accidents arising from these hazards in the 
laboratory (Dyer & Andreasen, 1999; NIOSH, 2006).  

The increasing prevalence of accidents involving students in the science laboratory calls for efficient measures to 
eradicate, or if not, lessen accident occurrences. One of these measures is the development of awareness and practice 
of laboratory safety. Harvard University (2012) emphasized, “….awareness is the most fundamental rule of safety”. 
Thus, the provision of information on the awareness and practice of laboratory safety among students is seen as a 
primordial step in the attainment and maintenance of an accident-free laboratory (Dyer & Andreasen, 1999; Georgia 
State University, 2008; Harvard University, 2012, Penker & Elston, 2003; Zhao, Li, & Wen, 2007). Safety 
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promotion, through health education, among adolescent students can be done in various teaching and learning 
approaches (Dyer & Andreasen, 1999; Syrek, 2011; Towner, 1995). However, studies have found out that more 
students are supplementing or replacing lectures, seminars, and course materials with educational resources that they 
can access via the World Wide Web or the Internet (Katz, 2008; Liu, 2010). Hence, contemporary learners are said 
to belong in a “Net-centric” (Baird & Fisher, 2006), “Digital Natives” (Prensky, 2001) and “Web 2.0” (Liu, 2010) 
generation.  

Lenhart (2009) reported that 93% of teens use the Internet. In the Philippines, social networking is the single 
most popular online activity among Filipino Internet users, with about nine in ten (89%) have ever used online social 
networking sites like Facebook or Friendster (Labucay, 2011, p.12). In addition to its social utility, various studies 
have documented the positive effects of online social networking on learning outcomes such as improvement on 
interpersonal skills (Yu, Tian, Vogel & Kwok, 2010), acquisition of knowledge on medicine (Weicha, Cheti, Pollard 
& Shaw, 2006) and development of self-regulation which includes motivational factors in learning (Mario, 2009). 

Statement of the problem and research hypotheses 

This study investigated the effects of online social networking-based health education on the students’ awareness 
of laboratory safety (ALS) and practice of laboratory safety (PLS). Specifically, it sought to answer the following 
questions: 

Question 1:  Do students exposed to online social networking-based health education (OSNBHE) have 
higher posttest scores in the Awareness of Laboratory Safety Test (ALST) than of those 
not exposed? 

Question 2:  Do students exposed to OSNBHE have higher posttest scores in the Practice of 
Laboratory Safety Test (PLST) than of those not exposed? 

Question 3:  Does ALS positively and significantly predict PLS? 
 
      The research hypotheses of the study are the following:  
  
 Hypothesis 1:  The students exposed to OSNBHE have higher posttest scores in the ALST than of  
   of those not exposed. 
 Hypothesis 2: The students exposed to OSNBHE have higher posttest scores in the PLST than of  
   those not exposed. 
 Hypothesis 3: ALS positively and significantly predicts PLS. 

 

Methodology 

3.1. The Sample 

The sample consisted of 16 college students, 6 males and 10 females, with the mean age of 18 years. 
They were enrolled in a chemistry laboratory course in a private college in Pasay City, Metro Manila, The 
Philippines, in the 1st semester of Academic Year 2012-2013. They were randomly assigned to either 
OSNBHE or NOSNBHE group. There were 10 students in the OSNBHE group, 4 males and 6 females. 
The NOSNBHE group had 6 students, 2 males and 4 females.  

3.2. Research Design 

The study utilized a quasi-experimental pretest-posttest two-group design to determine the effects of 
OSNBHE on students’ awareness and practice of laboratory safety. Visually, the design is as follows: 

 

 

 

EG: A P X A’  P’ 
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                                     Fig 1. Research design of the study 

Where; 
EG:  experimental group  
CG:  control group  
A:  Awareness of Laboratory Safety pretest for the experimental and control groups  
P:   Practice of Laboratory Safety pretest for the experimental and control groups  
X:   exposure to Online Social Networking-Based Health Education (OSNBHE) 
-X:  exposure to Non-online Social Networking-Based Health Education (NOSNBHE) 
A’: Awareness of Laboratory Safety posttest for the experimental and control groups  
P’:  Practice of Laboratory Safety posttest for the experimental and control groups  

3.3. The Instruments 

The instruments used in the study were the Awareness of Laboratory Safety Test (ALST) and the 
Practice of Laboratory Safety Test (PLST). The construct and contents of the instruments were validated by 
three experts in the field of chemistry and laboratory safety. The instruments were also pilot-tested to 
chemistry laboratory students in a different university. Furthermore, the internal reliability of the both 
instruments was calculated utilizing Cronbach’s alpha. The obtained reliability was 0.80 which suggests a 
satisfactory internal consistency and reliability (George, 2000).  

 

3.3.1. Awareness of Laboratory Safety Test (ALST) 

This is a researcher-developed checklist on the components of a laboratory design and their 
safety conditions and safe practices in the laboratory. This was utilized to assess the awareness of 
the students on the actual presence of physical hazards in their chemistry laboratory and their 
awareness on the ideal and safe practices during the conduct of experimentation. This consisted of 
20 items on the awareness of safe laboratory conditions and 15 items on the awareness of safe 
laboratory acts -- both of which are answerable by yes or no. 

3.3.2. Practice of Laboratory Safety Test (PLST) 

This is a researcher-developed checklist on fundamental safe laboratory practices. This was 
used by the licensed chemist, the chemistry laboratory instructor of the respondents and the 
researcher, to evaluate the actual performance of safe laboratory practices of students during their 
conduct of laboratory experimentations. This is composed of 15 questions on the fundamental safe 
laboratory practices which are answerable by yes, no or N/A (not applicable). 

3.4. Data Collection Procedure 

The duration of the data collection procedure lasted for two weeks for both OSNBHE and NOSNBHE 
groups, from the administration of the pretests to the posttests of the ALST and PLST. The ALST and 
PLST pretests were administered on the first and second days of data collection for the OSNBHE and 
NOSNBHE groups, respectively. A licensed chemist also used the ALST to evaluate the presence of 
physical hazards in the laboratory anytime between the administration of ALST pretest and posttest. The 
answers of the chemist in the ALST served as the standard to which the answers of the OSNBHE and 
NOSNBHE respondents in the ALST pretest and posttest were compared with for correctness. 
Furthermore, the OSNBHE respondents provided their Facebook account names on the ALST pretest. In 
the PLST, the respondents of both groups were evaluated by the licensed chemist, the chemistry laboratory 
instructor of the respondents and the researcher on their actual performance of safe laboratory practices 
during the conduct of three chemistry laboratory experimentations (viz., Solubility, Acids and Bases, and 
Metals and Acids). The three experiments (i.e., one in the pretest and two in the posttests) that were 
performed were similar in both groups. The respective scores of each respondent on the PLST as graded by 
the three evaluators were averaged.   
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LECTURE-SEMINAR 
FACEBOOK GROUP PAGE  

ACCOUNT ACCESS 

PLST POSTTEST 2 

PLST POSTTEST 1 PLST POSTTEST 1 

PLST POSTTEST 2 

ALST POSTTEST  ALST POSTTEST  

EXPERIMENTAL 

(OSNBHE) (n=10) 

  

PLST PRETEST ALST PRETEST 

CONTROL 

(NOSNBHE) (n=6) 

  

PLST PRETEST ALST PRETEST 

Once the two groups’ scores were found comparable in the ALST and PLST pretests, the teaching 
methodologies were implemented to both groups. The OSNBHE respondents were invited to visit the 
researcher-made Facebook group page account entitled, “Awareness and Practice of Laboratory Safety”, 
where discussions (thread), photos and videos on the awareness and practice of laboratory safety were 
incorporated/ uploaded in. The respondents were given a 48-hour period to accept the invitation to be 
officially part of the OSNBHE group. Furthermore, they were instructed to like the discussions, photos or 
videos after viewing any of these in order for the researcher to monitor their access to and use of the 
instructional materials. On the other hand, the NOSNBHE group was facilitated with a lecture-seminar on 
the promotion of awareness and practice of laboratory safety. The contents and presentation of the lessons 
in the lecture-seminar were similar to those on the Facebook group page for the OSNBHE group.  To 
control teacher factor, the researcher facilitated both the lecture-seminar for the NOSNBHE group and 
video presentations and discussions in the group page for the OSNBHE group. Furthermore, the duration of 
the lecture-seminar was also similar to the duration of the video uploaded in the group page.  

The PLST posttests were administered twice during the conduct of two laboratory experimentations of 
the respondents one week after the implementation of the teaching methods (viz., lecture-seminar for 
NOSNBHE group and visit to the Facebook group page account for the OSNBHE group) to evaluate the 
retention and application of the knowledge on the awareness and practice of laboratory safety of the 
students in each group.  The ALST posttest, on the other hand, was administered on the second week of 
data collection after the two posttests of PLST had been administered to both groups. For the OSNBHE 
group, the survey-checklist on the OSNBHE was administered after the administration of the ALST 
posttest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Fig. 2. Flowchart of data collection procedure of the study 
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                                  Fig. 3. Photograph of proper laboratory decorum used in the OSNBHE. 

 

Results 

4.1. Awareness of Laboratory Safety 

Table 1 enumerates the posttest scores of the OSNBHE and NOSNBHE groups in the ALST. A 
directional Wilcoxon rank sum test for the ALST posttest scores of the two groups concludes that the 
ALST posttest scores of the OSNBHE are not higher than the scores of the NOSNBHE group in the ALST 
posttest (p = 0.0559). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To evaluate if there is a significant difference between the pretest and posttest scores of the OSNBHE 
group in the ALST, a nondirectional Wilcoxon signed rank test was performed on the said two scores. The 
result suggests that there is a significant difference between the two tests (p < 0.05). Hence, the exposure to 
OSNBHE can be inferred to have positively influenced the level of awareness of laboratory safety of the 
respondents in the experimental group. However, since the ALST posttest scores of the OSNBHE group are 
not higher than the ALST posttest scores of the NOSNBHE group and no significant difference is noted 
between the ALST posttest scores of the two groups (p = 0.1118), it can be deduced from the study that 
both the exposure to the lecture-seminar of the NOSNBHE group and the visit to the Awareness and 
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Practice of Laboratory Safety Facebook group page of the OSNBHE group were effective in increasing the 
level of awareness of laboratory safety.  

4.2. Practice of Laboratory Safety 

Table 2 shows the mean scores of the OSNBHE and NOSNBHE groups in the two PLST posttests. A 
directional Wilcoxon rank sum test for the PLST posttest scores of each respondent in the two groups 
indicates that the PLST posttest scores of the OSNBHE group are higher than the PLST posttest scores of 
the respondents in the NOSNBHE group (p < 0.05). Hence, it can be deduced from the result that the 
students exposed to OSNBHE performed laboratory experimentations more safely than the students 
exposed to NOSNBHE.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       A directional Wilcoxon signed rank test result indicates that there is a significant difference between 
the pretest and posttest scores of the OSNBHE in the PLST (p < 0.05). Thus, the experimental group 
improved significantly in their performance of safe laboratory practices on two laboratory experimentations 
after their exposure to OSNBHE. Furthermore, it can be inferred from the findings that the incorporation of 
instructional materials (e.g., discussions, photos and videos) in the Facebook group page can positively 
influence and is more effective in promoting practice of safe laboratory practices among students as 
compared to the conventional method of lecture-seminar.  
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Through the utilization of nondirectional Wilcoxon signed rank test, it was found out that there is a 
difference between the PLST mean pretest scores and mean posttest scores of the respondents in the 
NOSNBHE group (p < 0.05). The difference, however, is not positively significant since the PLST mean 
posttest scores are lower than the PLST mean pretest scores.  

4.3. Awareness and Practice of Laboratory Safety 

The study further investigated if the awareness of laboratory safety (ALS) influences and predicts 
practice of laboratory safety (PLS). Since the OSNBHE and NOSNBHE groups’ ALST posttest scores are 
comparable, both were included in the analysis. The posttest scores in the ALST of both groups were 
subjected to simple linear regression analysis with the mean posttest scores in the PLST of both groups. 

The linear regression equation for the PLST score in terms of ALST score is: PLST score = 28.21 + 
0.4460 (ALST score). Results of the simple regression analysis indicate that the variation in the ALST 
scores does not significantly predict the variation of the PLST scores (R2 = 0.087, CI = 95%). Thus, it can 
be deduced from the findings that ALS does not significantly influence and predict PLS.  

                                          
Fig. 4. Linear regression analysis of the ALST and mean PLST posttest scores of the OSNBHE and NOSNBHE respondents 

Discussion 

Various studies have suggested that online social networking can directly influence social learning and can 
positively influence academic learning and learning outcomes (Mario, 2009; Weicha, Cheti, Pollard & Shaw, 
2006; Yu, Tian, Vogel & Kwok, 2010). This study investigated the effects of the use of Facebook as a medium 
of instruction on the development of awareness and practice of laboratory safety among adolescent students. 
The results of the study suggest that online social networking can significantly improve students’ awareness and 
practice of laboratory safety. This positive effect can be influenced by various factors characterized by and can 
be offered to users by online social networking.  

According to the study by Yu and Tian et al., (2010, p.1), online social networking applications, such as 
Facebook, offer an efficient platform for college students' socialization by expanding their network scope and 
maintaining close relationships. Apart from its social significance, Facebook has been posited to contribute 
essentially in the educational sector. Thus, online social networking is bi-faceted: social and educational. Online 
social networking sites (SNS) users learn social or interpersonal skills facilitated by the SNSs features or 
configurations that can enable users to: enhance and maintain friendships, build social networks/establish virtual 
relationships, diminish barriers to making friends, follow peer trends, share photos, for fun and leisure and to 
keep in touch with family. On the aspect of learning, Facebook allows connectivity of the faculty and other 
students in terms of friendship/social relationship, provide comments to peers/share knowledge, share feelings 
with peers, join Groups established for subjects, collaboration: notification, discussion, course schedule, project 
management calendar and to use educational applications for organizing learning activities (Yu et al., ibid.). 

This study suggested at least equivalence, if not superiority, of the online method of instruction against the 
face-to-face method of instruction--a finding consistent with other recently published, well-controlled studies 
evaluating effectiveness of online learning in medical education (Weicha et al., 2006). In addition, this study 
posited the multi-faceted effects of online social networking on learning and self-improvement as confirmed by 

y = 28.21 + 0.4460 (ALST score) 
R

2
 = 0.09 
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related studies. In addition to its significance on the improvement of learning outcomes, social networking has 
been found out to essentially improve one’s physical and psychological health. Recent research has illustrated 
that young people’s online social networking behavior can bring them physical and psychological well-being 
�(OOLVRQ�� 6WHLQ¿HOG� 	� /DPSH�� ������ 6WHLQ¿HOG�� (OOLVRQ��	� /DPSH�� ������� )XUWKHUPRUH�� VHYHUDO� VWXGLHV� KDYH�
investigated and affirmed the positive effects of online-based instruction to students’ self-regulation, which 
includes metacognitive, motivational, and behavioral factors of one's learning process (Mario, 2009).    

Lastly, this study contributed on the areas of theory, research, policy and practice on the use of online 
social networking as an alternative medium of instruction as compared to the teaching methodologies existent in 
an orthodox learning milieu. With online-based resources, students can have more opportunity to access, review 
and mimic lessons they uncover from these resources. Thus, the physical and time constraints a conventional 
classroom teaching is endowed with are overcome by the use of learning resources online. In the lecture-
seminar method, students can only have a single opportunity to learn and interact with their mentor, thus the 
attainment of the retention of practice of laboratory safety among students poses to be a limitation in this 
method (Daniel, 1997; Lewis, Alexander & Farris, 1997).  

Conclusion 

After the treatment the following conclusions were obtained: 1.) The exposure to the OSNBHE can improve 
students’ awareness of laboratory safety; 2.) Students exposed to OSNBHE performed laboratory experimentations 
more safely than students exposed to NOSNBHE; and, 3.) The awareness of laboratory safety does not influence and 
predict practice of laboratory safety.  
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Abstract 

The use of 3-D MUVEs in education is still in its infancy in Malaysia, particularly in Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. In order to 
promote the utilization of this technology, this article revolves around the features of 3-D MUVEs which are highly beneficial in 
teaching and learning, where some of the features are not offered in most of 2-D applications that are commonly used today. 
Additionally, this article also focuses on promoting the use of an open source 3-D MUVE, Open Wonderland as an alternative for 
infamous Second Life virtual world as an appropriate platform for conducting virtual learning activities. 
 
Keywords: 3-D MUVE; virtual world; virtual learning environment; Open Wonderland 

Introduction 

Online learning with 2-D applications 

Learning activities have experienced many levels of changes. In the past, it was conducted in the classroom, 
where teacher and students meet each other face-to-face (Zhang, Zhao, Zhao & Nunamaker Jr., 2004). However, this 
scenario began to change when technology became available as a medium for teaching and learning since late of the 
20th century. This is due to the increment of current technology capability, particularly the Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) (Mahmud, Ismail, Abdul Rahman, Kamarudin & Ruslan, 2012).  
 

* As we all know, ICT has produced tones of applications that can be utilized in teaching and learning. It has being said that among those 
applications, there are several which are quite popular among educators, namely online chat (Sins, Savelsbergh, van Joolingen & van Hout-
Wolters, 2011), online forum (Rienties, Giesbers, Tempelaar, Lygo-Baker, Segers & Gijselaers, 2012) and social networking site (Baker, Wentz 
& Woods, 2009). These applications, which are categorized as the Web 2.0 technologies, have given a bunch of benefits to the learning process. 
It is due to its capabilities in facilitating and accelerating the process of communication, information's searching and sharing, and also enable 
learning activities to be conducted anytime and anywhere, which cannot be accomplished through the conventional methods (Bennett, Bishop, 
Dalgarno, Waycott & Kennedy, 2012; Chiu & Hsiao, 2010; Petrakou, 2010). 

Inadequacy of 2-D applications 

Despite of having well-known capabilities that are highly beneficial for teaching and learning, those online 2-
dimensional (2-D) applications are still lacking in certain ways. This issue had been raised by many researchers and 
can be segregated into several categories. In term of communication, it has been said that multi-user 2-D applications 
were depending too much on the use of text as a medium of communication (Omale, Hung, Luetkehans & Cooke-
Plagwitz, 2009). Furthermore, learning activities that take place in a virtual learning environment (VLE) generated 
by those 2-D applications mean that face-to-face communication became limited or no longer available for students 
and educators (Chiu & Hsiao, 2010). Thus, without the use of body languages, face expressions and even voice tones 
as a mean to convey message among each other, Sutcliffe and Alyares (2012) have referred this as a lack of non-
verbal communication. Other than communication, interactivity in 2-D applications is also an issue that has been 
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brought up. Surely it is undeniable that 2-D applications are all interactive compared to face-to-face learning, yet it is 
still not good enough to support certain type of learning, especially collaborative learning. As mentioned by 
Bronack, Riedl and Tashner (2006), learning activities are limited in this kind of environment. Hence, it is not 
surprising when learning activities by the use of 2-D application are considered by the students as boring and do not 
stimulate their experience (Sutcliffe & Alyares, 2012) and also could lead them to experience dissatisfaction with 
their learning (Bouhnik & Marcus, 2006; Wu, Tennyson & Hsia, 2010). 

Being aware about all the weaknesses that have been mentioned before, educators nowadays have been shifting 
towards the use of new application with the form of 3-dimensional (3-D), or 3-D Multi-User Virtual Environment 
(3-D MUVE) to be precise, for teaching and learning (Duncan, Miller & Jiang, 2012; Hew & Cheung, 2010). In the 
next section of this paper, we will discuss further about the unique features of 3-D MUVEs which are valuable for 
teaching and learning activities, the type of 3-D MUVEs currently being used by the educators around the world, 
and follow up by our justification of the Open Wonderland as an appropriate 3-D MUVE to be used for teaching and 
learning. 

Three-Dimensional Multi-User Virtual Environment 

Background 

Based on the history of its development, 3-D MUVEs or also known as virtual world, said to be rooted from 
virtual environments of role-playing games, for instance, a multi-player online games (MMOGs) (Duncan et al., 
2012). Nevertheless, the major difference which differentiated a 3-D MUVE from a MMOG is that most of the 3-D 
MUVEs were developed without any specific objectives of storylines. It is an environment that grant users freedoms 
to completely control the environment (Warburton, 2009). In other word, the user himself or herself can determine 
the objective or storyline for the virtual world. Just as the online multi-user 2-D applications, 3-D MUVEs can also 
be accessed by numerous users at the same time (Gamage, Tretiakov & Crump, 2011). However, thing that made 3-
D MUVEs unique is the sort of application that came with the ability to generate a virtual environment which 
consist of height, width and depth (McKerlish & Anderson, 2007), which is completely different from the VLE 
created by any 2-D applications. Besides, 3-D MUVEs also comprise of some unique features which can be utilized 
in teaching and learning that are rarely found in other 2-D applications, which will be discussed further in the next 
section. Hence this has attracted educators from around the globe to construct online learning activities in 3-D 
MUVEs. As a result, it popularity as a medium for teaching and learning, as stated by Duncan et al. (2012) has 
increased significantly in the past few years. This scenario has been mentioned as well in the Horizon Report of 
2008, Australia-New Zealand Edition by the New Media Consortium (Johnson, Levine & Smith, 2008). The recent 
improvement of technologies' capabilities have also became one of the ignition for this scenario to occur (Choi & 
Baek, 2011). 

Features of 3-D MUVE and its impact on learning 

As stated in the previous section, there are several features of 3-D MUVEs which can be beneficial for teaching 
and learning. From the previous literatures, we have extracted some of the features that we assume as noteworthy. 
The features are as stated below. 
x Offer a realistic and immersive virtual environment (Ibáñez, García, Galán, Maroto, Morillo & Kloos, 2011) 
x Provide a flexible and persistent environment (Girvan & Savage, 2010) 
x Represent user with 3-D avatar as an online identity (Peterson, 2005) 
x Support verbal and non-verbal communication (Andreas, Tsiatsos, Terzidou & Pomportsis, 2010) 
x Allow user to create and manipulate the world and virtual objects, and also let them adjust the camera to view the 

world from different perspectives (Dalgarno & Lee, 2010) 
Thus, in a learning session that is conducted in 3-D MUVE, students generally learn by means of exploring the 

virtual world in order to obtain information, creating and manipulating virtual object based on the task and also 
interact with each other through their avatar (Gamage et al., 2011). According to de Freitas, Rebolledo-Mendez, 
Liarokapis, Magoulas and Poulovassilis (2010), this type of learning bestow students with an immersive 
experiences. By having that sort of features, the usage of 3-D MUVEs has given some positive impact on learning as 
stated in previous researches. For instance, the usage of 3-D MUVEs helps created an enjoyable virtual learning 
environment for students (Apostolos, Andreas & Thrasyvoulos, 2010). It is likely due to the game-like environment 
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of this technology. Moreover, 3-D MUVEs are also able to create an environment which encouraging one of the 
most important elements in online learning, that is sense of presence (Chen, Warden, Tai, Chen & Chao, 2011). It 
seems that some of the factors which affecting the sense of presence are the utilization of avatars as users' online 
identity, the options to communicate by using not just text but other medias as well, and the level of abstraction of 
the virtual world. As a result, the application of 3-D MUVEs in online learning has been reported to increase 
students' engagement (Bouta, Retalis & Paraskeva, 2012), satisfaction (Jestice & Kahai, 2010), interactions and 
motivation as well (Beltrán Sierra, Gutiérrez & Garzón-Castro, 2012). 

Open Wonderland 

Types of 3-D MUVE 

There are at least two categories of 3-D MUVE, as stated by Apostolos et al. (2010). Those categories are 
proprietary 3-D MUVE and open source 3-D MUVE. The first category, the proprietary 3-D MUVE, is an 
application where the user must pay in order to access some features in that particular virtual world. Second Life, 
Active World and There are some of the 3-D MUVEs which fall into this category. Whereas the next category has 
been labelled as open source 3-D MUVE. Unlike the other category, the open source 3D-MUVEs can be used by 
any user for free and give them full control of the environment as well. Examples of open source 3-D MUVE are 
Open Wonderland and Croquet. Bear in mind that there is no category that is superior to another, because each of 
them have its own advantages and disadvantages. However, among both categories, there is one 3-D MUVE which 
has been considered as a mature 3-D MUVE for teaching and learning, namely Second Life (Warburton, 2009). It's 
popularity among educators as an online teaching and learning platform has been stated by Girvan and Savage 
(2010), where most of recent literatures are focusing on the utilization of Second Life. 

Why choose Open Wonderland? 

"If Second Life is an excellent 3-D MUVE, why do we need to shift to Open Wonderland?". That is perhaps a 
question which will arise from several educators and researchers. Yes, we also acknowledged the fact that Second 
Life is the most powerful 3-D MUVE around, where it can bring a lot of benefits for teaching and learning 
processes. Nevertheless, there are certain things about Second Life as written in previous literature which we believe 
are quite problematic for certain communities, especially for us and our university, also for our country as well. In 
our future research, these things have became factors that lead us not to use Second Life. We will discuss about 
these factors together with reasons of why Open Wonderland is the best 3-D MUVE for our research and perhaps for 
other researchers with a similar background as well. 

The first factor is about the budget. As stated by Apostolos et al. (2010), a proprietary 3-D MUVEs like Second 
Life requires the user, who want to fully access the world, to pay for certain amount of cash to the developer. The 
fee is pretty expensive (Sutcliffe & Alrayes, 2012), particularly for research team with low budget like ourselves. 
Fortunately, there is a free version of Second Life offered by Linden Labs, the developer of this 3-D MUVE. 
However, it only allows users to explore certain places and use some basic functions and controls (Tsiatsos & 
Konstantinidis, 2009). Moreover, there are also some issues of privacy regarding of the free version of Second Life. 
As reported by Petrakou (2010), she spotted an outsider who suddenly appeared during the lecture that was 
conducted in the virtual world. Luckily for her that the students did not really get distracted by the appearance of the 
outsider. As for that case, we believe that privacy is an important thing in order to conduct teaching and learning in 
virtual world, especially for an open virtual life like Second Life which can be accessed by many people around the 
world that are not related to our research. However, only money can buy privacy in this commercial virtual world. 
To put this into a simple word, we need a private virtual world with many unrestricted functions and can be used for 
free. Does this kind of virtual world really exists? Yes it does. The name of that virtual world is Open Wonderland, 
which is formerly known as Project Wonderland (Joshi & Gardner, 2012). 

Unlike Second Life, Open Wonderland is a Java-based open source 3-D MUVE (Ibáñez et al., 2011). In other 
word, it can be used by any people for free. It was originally developed by Sun Microsytems before it became a fully 
independent and open source virtual world (Kaplan & Yalenkovish, 2011). This nature of Open Wonderland has 
made us believe that it is the best 3-D MUVE for our research. However, we did not simply select this virtual world 
just because it is free. There are other criterions of Open Wonderland that we took into consideration. Firstly, is 
about the privacy and control. As we stated before, we need privacy in order to conduct learning activities of our 
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research and the full control of our world. Open Wonderland is a 3-D MUVE which provide a privacy for the user 
without any charges applied and it allows user to completely control the virtual world (Chen et al., 2011). In other 
word, the user who is also the admin is the master of the world. He or she can control who is legal to access the 
virtual world, so that means no outsider is allowed. Plus, the admin also can control properties of some elements in 
the virtual world. For example, the admin is able to make some object visible to one group of students where the rest 
cannot see it (Arroyo, Kloos, Espiga, Calle, Rodríguez & Hernández-Leo, 2010). Furthermore, the extensible nature 
of the Open Wonderland provides the admin with opportunities to modify and extend it functionalities, especially 
for someone who is an expert with Java technology (dos Santos, Guetl, Bailey & Harward, 2010). As for the other 
user, mainly the students, they can freely control their avatar and use any tools available that are not restricted to 
them. Thus, we can assume that Open Wonderland is not just a free to use 3-D MUVE, it also a flexible and private 
virtual world.  

Second criteria of a Open Wonderland that we paid attention to is its characteristic as a learning tool. According 
to Dalgarno and Lee (2010), there are 2 categories of characteristic of a 3-D VLE, which are representational fidelity 
and learner interaction. Each of those categories comprises of several characteristics. After we made a comparison 
between those characteristics and characteristic of Open Wonderland, we found that both characteristic mostly 
match with each other. First of all, to be able to display a realistic environment is one of the characteristic of 3-D 
VLE, and Open Wonderland has this characteristic as well. As in the research conducted by Ibáñez et al. (2011), 
they have successfully build a environment which is similar to the real town for language learning. However we 
believe that realistic here does not means that it should look exactly like the real things, as long as it can make each 
user feels immerse with the environment should be fine. Then the next characteristic of 3-D VLE which matched 
with Open Wonderland is the use of avatar as representation of every users. Open Wonderland provides an option 
for the users to use custom avatar or create their own avatar (Chen et al., 2011). Although it is quite limited 
compared to what the users can do to their avatar in Second Life, Open Wonderland is still allows them to modify 
many aspects of their avatar, such as hair colour, clothes, shoes and many more. We assumed this is good enough to 
provide students with sense of presence in the virtual world. Speaking of sense of presence, audio is one of elements 
that can increase that sense (Dinh, Walker, Song, Kobayashi & Hodges, 1999) and spatial audio is also included in 
the list of characteristics for 3-D VLE. Therefore by using Open Wonderland which also wield the spatial audio 
characteristic (Kaplan & Yalenkovish, 2011), not only we can let students communicate using their voice and put 
some sound effects in our virtual world for them, but we also can simultaneously stimulate their sense of presence. 

Furthermore, the availability of avatar and spatial audio in Open Wonderland indirectly suggested that this 3-D 
MUVE has met another characteristic of 3-D VLE as listed by Dalgarno and Lee (2010), which is support the verbal 
and non-verbal communication. For example, Open Wonderland allows the users to make use of the chat box and 
voice over function in order to communicate with each other verbally, and also let them communicate using the non-
verbal methods for example by exploiting the gestures provided for the avatar. The next characteristic on the list is 
known as embodied actions, such as view control, navigation and object manipulation. From our viewpoint,  this one 
is quite important to considered if we intend to conduct learning activities in a 3-D MUVE. If the 3-D MUVE does 
not support those actions, there is a high probability that the learning process will be hindered. As for Open 
Wonderland, we found that this 3-D MUVE supports all those actions such as it let the users change the viewing 
angle in order to view the world from different perspective. Moreover, Open Wonderland also let the users control 
their avatar to explore the virtual world and allow them to create and manipulate an object and also interact with 
other objects (Arroyo et al., 2010).  In fact, there are other characteristics of 3-D VLE which match with Open 
Wonderland that we have not discussed in this article, because we feel that what have been discussed here are 
sufficient enough to inform our readers about the capabilities of this 3-D MUVE. 

Apart from that, the recent capability of our nation ICT particularly in our university is not as great as what they 
have in every modern country. This has became one of the factors that preventing us from using Second Life. Based 
on our observation, the internet speed of our faculty, which is crucial for running a 3-D MUVE, is not good enough 
to run Second Life smoothly. There is a solution to tackle this problem, which is by subscribing to any local internet 
provider for faster internet connection. However, this solution also means more money need to be spent. Thus, that 
is why we plan to use Open Wonderland in our research. With this 3-D MUVE, we can create a small virtual 
environment with less objects in it. We also can control the number of users who have access to our virtual world 
and make sure that the numbers are not too big. Therefore, our virtual world can be accessed smoothly by our 
students even with the standard internet speed of our faculty. 

Last but not least, the next factors is about sensitive issues. Article written by Chen et al. (2011) has made us to 
take this matter seriously into our consideration. Most of the residents in Malaysia are Muslims, and we found that 
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some culture presented in Second Life are not suitable for our culture, especially to the students. For example, some 
of the avatars in Second Life are too sexy to watch. By using Open Wonderland, we can prevent this issue because 
the avatar only provided with normal or formal clothes for men and women, and its customization is also limited. 
Another sensitive issue that probably will arise while using Second Life, especially the free version of it is the 
interference, disturbances or harassments from other users to our students. In Second Life, they will meet lots of 
people from around the world with different backgrounds. If we look at the positive side, this provides an 
opportunity for them to know each other. However bear in mind that not all people is Second Life is good people. 
Some of them might be a bully, a rascal or someone who always swears and talks with inappropriate words. So we 
do not want our students to get involved with such people. Thus by utilizing Open Wonderland, we can restrict the 
access to our world. Only students of our own have the permission to enter the world. In other word, we can create a 
safe and secure environment for the students. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, we can say that Open Wonderland is indeed a potential 3-D MUVE for teaching and learning. 
Because of that, we think it is better for us not to use Second Life and use Open Wonderland instead to conduct our 
learning sessions in our future research, although Second Life is the popular 3-D MUVE for teaching and learning 
that has been recognized by many educators. It is not because of Open Wonderland is better than Second Life, and 
we also did not mean to condemn Second Life as well, but it is due to the factors that have been discussed before. 
From our point of views, it is not a big problems to make use of Open Wonderland because from the previous 
literatures and also from our observations, most of the features provided by Second Life are also provided by Open 
Wonderland, but they are still quite different. Moreover in some circumstances, Open Wonderland can become the 
most suitable 3-D MUVE to conduct teaching and learning activities, just like our case. Hence, we recommend that 
any researchers who intend to do research in this field of study, but at the same time face the same problems like we 
do, just choose Open Wonderland as a 3-D MUVE for your research. Although it is still not mature enough as a tool 
for education, but Open Wonderland is a very promising 3-D MUVE. 
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Abstract 
The participatory development communication is a key process of bringing stakeholders together to cooperate towards addressing 
the problem of dissolution of the environment and natural resources. It let them work together towards a sustainable social 
change away from individual behaviour change. It is a set of techniques to make people change their knowledge, attitudes, and 
practices that allow people to voluntarily engage in the activities related to natural resource management. In the case of natural 
resources management, multiple stakeholders are involved in administration and implementation. The model of this study 
assumes that all levels of participatory development communication will relate knowledge, attitude and practice of stakeholder’s 
concerning natural resources management.  
 
Ratchaburi province is a major agricultural area in Thailand. The area is prone to severe natural disasters in the past few years 
such as drought, inundation, hurricane and conflagration due to climate change. The government of Thailand allocates an 
increasing budget for natural resources management in the area, but this does not solve the problem alone. The government needs 
an effective strategy in mitigating the problems. The participatory development communication in community based natural 
resources management can help the government in formulating effective strategies to alleviate future disasters. This means that 
the community where the disasters occur helps in solving and mitigating the problems caused by natural disasters and natural 
resources degradation respectively.  
 
The study centers the following variables; the levels of participatory development communication which is                 (1) 
information sharing, (2) consultation, (3) collaboration, and (4) empowerment and knowledge, attitude and practice.  The 
research assumes that the levels of participatory development communication affect the knowledge, attitude and practice of 
stakeholders. Which means higher the level of participatory development communication corresponds to higher knowledge, 
attitude and practice measure on natural resources management. Considering the relationship between these variables and the 
need to address the growing problem on natural resources management, it is important that the government using participatory 
development communication explore the different ways in conserving nature and lessen its expenses on unprepared disasters.  
The result assumes that levels of participatory development communication are correlated to stakeholder’s knowledge, attitude 
and practice measure. There is a relationship between stakeholder’s knowledge, attitude and practice towards natural resources 
management and participatory development communication practice. Particularly it puts into assumption that: (1) participatory 
development communication is directly correlated to knowledge, attitude and practice, which means that as participatory 
development communication level increases, knowledge, attitude and practice among stakeholders also increases, and (2) 
participatory development communication levels are inversely correlated to knowledge, attitude and practice, thus, as 
participatory development communication increases, knowledge, attitude and practice decreases or vice versa.  
 
Looking at the situation of Ratchaburi province, the increasing budget on natural resources management can be lessen if there is 
proper communication and participation between stakeholders and the government. Thus, study will give a new government 
approach towards natural resources management and increasing knowledge, attitude and practice of stakeholders. 
 
Keywords: participatory development communication; community based natural resources management 
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INTRODUCTION 
Development communication plays a major role in information distribution in developing countries and other parts of the world. 
Communication does not to inform but also influences the behavior of the receiver of information. Effective development 
communication should motivate people to participate in planned activities. Participatory development communication means 
moving from a focus of informing and persuading  people                to changing their behaviour or attitudes and focus on 
facilitating exchanges between different stakeholders to address a common problem. Participatory development communication 
has been used in several development projects such as land and water conservation or natural resources management and poverty 
alleviation. Of the two, natural resources management is one of the major problems in Thailand. Thus, participatory development 
communication in natural resources management is an essential component of the participatory research and development 
process suggests shifting away from informing stakeholders in order to improve their knowledge, attitudes, and practice. It 
integrates communication, research, and action in an integrated framework, and involves researchers, extension workers, 
community members, and other stakeholders in the different phases of the development process. 
 

OBJECTIVES OF THIS RESEARCH 
The research aims to 1) identify the status and problems of natural resources management in Ratchaburi Province; 2) analyze the 
relationship between of participatory development communication levels and knowledge, attitude and practice on community 
based natural resources management. 
 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

Participatory Development Communication 
There are many arguments about the meaning of participation. Participatory communication is under rural development as a shift 
from the dominant paradigm of top-down to self-development wherein villagers and urban poor are the primary stakeholder. Self-
reliance and building on local resources are also emphasized in the process. Participation is the exchange of information from 
both parties the people and organization. In this process, the people or grassroots identifies the problem and the solutions to those 
problems. The people are given the opportunity in the decision-making. In interactive participation stakeholders take part in the 
analysis, which result in action plans and formation of new institutions of existing ones. Stakeholders get the chance to have 
practices and take control over local decisions. The last type of participation is self-mobilization. It is characterized by being 
independent of external institutions. This process allows the development of external contracts for resources which gives 
technical advice and construct how resources are used. Accordingly, Aycrigg (1998) divided level of participatory 
communication to four levels using the following: 1) Information Sharing, one way communication basically, people are included 
by informing them about what is being done;                   2) Consultation, primarily one way communication with a stronger 
emphasis on feedback. Stakeholders provide their input but do not have a significant say in the decision making process; 3) 
Collaboration, two way communication supporting open interaction in decision making-input in decision making is balanced; and                   
4) Empowerment, transfer of control over decisions and resources. Two way communications ensures shared decision making. 
 
In a development communication research, the one idea about the approach to undertaking a preliminary situation assessment in 
participatory communication programs for natural resource management is the participatory rural communication appraisal. It 
helps change agents in the following way in getting information needed in developing effective communication programs, 
materials and methods in natural resources management to ensure suitability to the stakeholders. Listening and understanding 
stakeholders better so they can plan together. Promoting involvement of stakeholders in decision-making that affects their 
livelihood; and planning communication programs for new development efforts. 
 

Participatory Development Communication in Natural Resources Management 
The communication is a key process of bringing stakeholders together to cooperate towards addressing the problem of dissolution 
of the environment and natural resources. Thus, participatory communication is a tool for stakeholders. It let them work together 
towards a sustainable social change away from individual behaviour change. Participatory development empowers local 
communities to discuss and address natural resource management and engage stakeholders in building an improved policy 
environment. The terminology has been used in the past by a number of scholars to stress the participatory approach of 
communication in contrast with its more traditional diffusion approach. Others refer to similar approaches as participatory 
communication for development, participatory communication or communication for social change. Though used frequently, 
participatory communication should first be defined in this study. Participatory communication in natural resource management 
is not just a set of techniques to make people change their knowledge, attitudes, and practices but the people should voluntarily 
engage in activities in natural resource management as part of a process of gaining critical understanding of why they are doing 
so. If people understand why and voluntarily change their practices and activities, such changes are likely to be more long lasting. 
In social change, people work together in agreement to make some changes happen at the community or societal level. Natural 
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resource management research needs to be conducted in a multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary way and should be participatory 
and community based. In the actuality, the primary concerns of the local communities and to have an effective management of 
the natural resource base, community participation is a basic requirement. Participation should be community-wide, since it is the 
responsibility of the entire community to undertake strong efforts towards natural resource protection.  Given the data above, 
approach to development communication research should not be linear. The increasing interconnectedness today assumes that 
communication is visible in every aspect of our daily lives. Participation is innate but proper research participation is yet to be 
perfected. Participatory development communication is a way of enabling people to increase community involvement, to have a 
unified decision over something that is shared by the community. Thus, determining the levels of participatory development 
communication is important in doing participatory research, to determine the gap between knowledge, attitude and practice.  
 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This research follows a qualitative method. Data gathering involves reviews of secondary data and available information about 
the research site, and personal inquiries analyzed using thematic analysis. 
 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

 

1. The status and problems of natural resources management in Ratchaburi Province 
The result shows that farming practices evolved through time, which is generally brought about by the dynamic needs of the 
population and the threats to production effectiveness. Thailand’s agriculture sector has developed mechanisms to fight its major 
threats. Though efforts have been done, natural resources management   still faces problems. Ratchaburi province is a major 
agricultural area in Thailand. Majority of its land area is forested and cultivated. The area is prone to severe natural disasters in 
the past few years such as drought, inundation, hurricane and conflagration due to climate change. The government of Thailand 
allocates an increasing budget for natural resources management in the area. In 2007, an amount of 529, 028 USD was allocated 
mainly for the effects of severe drought. The following year, 301, 956 USD was allocated for inundation. The next two years 
(2009-2010) drought, but in 2011, severe inundation hit Ratchaburi province. The government allocated 1,700,310 USD 
restoration and management for that incident (Land Development Department of Thailand, 2009).  
 
Increase budget allocation cannot solve the crisis alone. The government needs an effective strategy in mitigating the problems. 
The participatory development communication in community based natural resources management can help the government in 
formulating effective strategies to alleviate future disasters. This means that the community where the disasters occur helps in 
solving and mitigating the problems caused by natural disasters and natural resources degradation respectively. The community 
as well as the local government should work together to determine ways to protect the degraded and sensitive ecosystem. Natural 
resource management will require the participation of the local government units, non-government organizations, and 
institutions. It will serve as a stimulus in the technology adoption and policy support implementation. 
 
Sustainable Development Foundation in Thailand (2003) studied issues and problems in natural resource management in 
Thailand. The result of studied can be summed as follows: 

1. There is a fragmentation in the management of the government units and a monopolization of natural 

resources through centralized laws and policy.  Responsibility in natural resource management is granted primarily 

to one specific government department creating issues of efficiency in governmental operations 

2. The concept on natural resource management is piecemeal rather than holistic.  Natural resources are 

viewed as trade commodities and only serve as production inputs 

3. Natural resource management principles remain fragmented and continue to emphasize the use of natural 

resources for economic development 

4. Different organic laws do not correspond with the constitution and the actual circumstances on the 

ground level due to a lack of participation from the people who are affected by such laws. Additionally, there is a 

lack of transparency, resulting in an overlapping of interest and benefits 

5. Community’s rights and people participation in natural resource management have not been recognized 

and accepted 
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2. Analyze the relationship between of participatory development communication levels and knowledge, 

attitude and practice on community based natural resources management 
Participation in development and communication is often presented as a normative principal. Maximum participation carries an 
assumed status of maximum benefit. Development communication involves planned change in knowledge, attitude and practice, 
which influence not just an individual but other part of the system as well. Any new practice such as participation is also part of a 
system. What is needed in organizational behaviour is gradual enrichment of participation to the entire socio-technical systems to 
make agencies more responsive to people and their goals. System theory considers the interrelationships among subsystems as 
well as interactions between the systems and their supra-systems. A system is considered an organized unitary whole composed 
of two or more interdependent parts or components and delineate by identifiable boundaries from other systems. The systems 
theory provides a means of understanding in the interrelationships of organizations and its operations.  
 
In the case of natural resources management, multiple stakeholders are involved in administration and implementation. The 
model of this study assumes that all levels of participatory development communication will relate knowledge, attitude and 
practice of stakeholder’s concerning natural resource management. Which means higher the level of participatory development 
communication corresponds to higher knowledge, attitude and practice measure on natural resources management. Considering 
the relationship between these variables and the need to address the growing problem on natural resources management, it is 
important that the government using participatory development communication explore the different ways in conserving nature 
and lessen its expenses on unprepared disasters.  
 
The conceptualized model of the study further suggests that levels of participatory development communication are correlated to 
stakeholder’s knowledge, attitude and practice measure. The study then hypothesizes that there is a significant relationship 
between stakeholder’s knowledge, attitude and practice towards natural resources management and participatory development 
communication practice. Particularly it puts into assumption that: (1) participatory development communication is directly 
correlated to knowledge, attitude and practice, which means that as participatory development communication level increases, 
knowledge, attitude and practice among stakeholders also increases, and (2) participatory development communication levels are 
inversely correlated to knowledge, attitude and practice, thus, as participatory development communication increases, knowledge, 
attitude and practice decreases or vice versa.  
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Looking at the situation of Ratchaburi province, the increasing budget on natural resources management can be lessen if there is 
proper communication and participation between stakeholders and the government. Thus, study will give the government a new 
approach in dealing with natural resources management and increasing knowledge, attitude and practice of stakeholders. 
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Abstract 

In the learning process, learning materials is one of the main factors to be considered by the instructor because it can contribute 
to the acceptance of students of knowledge presented. Learning material can consist of various forms and formats depending on 
whether teaching methods using technology or conventional. Learning materials format is related to the learning styles as 
students will inclined to a learning material based on their learning styles. Because of individual has a different learning style, 
then the needs of learning materials are also different. Hence a study was conducted to study the format of learning materials that 
match students' learning styles based on Kolb's learning style model. A total of 39 students were involved as respondents in this 
study. To determine students' learning styles, instruments LSI (Learning Style Inventory) were used. Whereas, to determine the 
formats of learning materials, interviews have been conducted on the students according to their learning style. Although Kolb 
learning styles are divided into four groups, however, this study showed that students' learning materials format is divided into 
two groups only.  
 
Keywords: personalized learning; learning style, learning materials format 

Introduction 

In this decade, a variety of issues regarding personalized learning has attracted many researchers especially 
from two different fields i.e. computer science and education, Tseng, Chu, Hwang & Tsai (2008). Personalized 
learning is the learning process conducted in accordance with the diversity of students' personal characteristics, 
Leung & Li, (2007). For example, from various personal features, there is a group of students who have same 
personal characteristics which are easy to remember things or information based on what they hears. Therefore, 
teachers need to provide the student, a set of learning materials that involving audio.  

There are various methods that have been used by previous researchers in categorizing students either in 
learning styles, thinking styles, cognitive styles and many more. Categorizing students according to groups with 
certain features are important to help teachers and educational researchers to better understand the characteristics of 
the students, Tseng et al. (2008). When students are categorized according to the similar characteristic, researchers 
can investigate in more detail about the students.  

Personalized learning  

Personalized environment is becoming increasingly important in many areas such as e-commerce, e-tourism 
and cultural heritage, digital libraries, e-learning and many more, Carmagnola & Cena (2009). In education, 
personalized environment more synonymous with technology-based learning compared to conventional learning. 
Often found researchers focuses personalized learning environment with e-learning and social media such as blogs, 
facebook, twitter etc, McLoughlin & Lee, (2010). 

In general, personalized learning is flexible learning that allows students to interact with the learning material 
that suits with their needs, Green et al. (2011). Personalized learning was introduced because of increased awareness 
among researchers about the diversity of students from various aspects such as learning styles, attitudes, interests, 
behavior, thinking skills, ability to learn, and so on.  
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Advantages of personalized learning is able to optimize students' learning process as well as help students 
acquire knowledge more efficiently and effectively, Mohamad (2009). In fact, according to Clarke (2003), when we 
provide students with personalized learning environment, they will be more active in learning, using their 
knowledge that they know and strive to discover more information. There are some implicit ideas behind 
personalized learning: 

x Introduced by the tendency of individuals so that each individual student involved in the learning 
process. 

x Teachers get to know the strengths, weaknesses and interests of each student. 
x If practiced consistently, students will become independent and can manage their own learning. 
x Compared to normal learning methods, personalized learning makes students able to set goals and 

measure the success of their own learning. 
(DiMartino, 2001) 

Personalized learning environments can be provided by any differences in tendencies towards the students such 
as cognitive style, thinking style, learning style and many more. In this study, the differences that are selected are 
according to students' learning styles. The chosen model of learning style is Kolb's learning style model. 

Learning style  

Each individual usually has their own learning style. Studies show that individuals will learn the different 
methods and have their own preferences and ways to receive and process information, Kumar, Kumar & Smart, 
(2004). Most of the learning style has been developed to enable students to be classified as a specific group. There 
are various models of learning styles have been introduced by researchers such as Honey & Mumford, Grasha-
Reichermann, Felder & Silverman, Myers-Briggs, Kolbs and many more. Based on several considerations, the 
researcher chose Kolb learning style model in this study. 

Kolb's learning style model is divided into four classifications of learning styles as follows:  
x Diverger (learn with view) 
x Assimilator (learn with listen)  
x Converger (learn with processing the text) 
x Accommodator (learn by doing)  

Background of Problems  

Each individual different from each other in terms of learning goals, prior knowledge, learning styles, thinking 
skills and cognitive style, Papanikolaou, Mabbott, Bull, Grigoriadou (2006); Tseng et. al (2008); Graf, Liu, Kinshuk, 
Chen, Yang (2009). Because of this difference, teachers and educational researchers should figure out how to ensure 
individual preferences and needs of each student can be fulfilled. In the classroom teaching, only experienced 
teachers can differentiate and adapt teaching and learning methods according to students' needs, Zajac (2009). 
However, not all teachers able to do so, and this condition requires highly careful observation by the teacher for each 
student. 

Teacher can use any inventory or instruments to measure student learning styles according to some theories. 
When knowing the specific learning styles of students, teachers will be able to recognize, understand and meet the 
needs of all their students more effectively. For example, knowing the learning styles of a group of students, it was 
found that there were some students who tended to learning materials in graphic forms. This will help teachers to 
prepare learning material in graphic form for the students. 

However, this is difficult to do if the process of learning occurs in the traditional manner (face to face) in the 
classroom. This assertion is supported by Graf, et al. (2009) which states that it is difficult to fulfill the needs of all 
students in the face-to-face sessions in the classroom especially for the class that has the high number of students. In 
fact, it is more relevant to use technology facilities to fulfill the needs of the students because it is more flexible and 
low cost Mohamad, (2009). There are advantages if student’s learning styles are consider and they are given 
learning materials that suits to the learning style. According to Peter, Bacon & Dastbaz (2010), if teachers give 
students appropriate learning materials with their tendencies; this will increase the overall potential students in their 
learning. 

In general, this study intends to find out format of learning materials that are appropriate to students according 
to their learning style. The format of learning materials will be developed in electronic form in order to facilitate 
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researchers and thus save costs. Although this kind of research was conducted by Yang and Wu (2009), but these 
studies remain carried out due to curriculum and educational background that differs between the two studies. 

Research Objective 

Objective of this study are:  
(1) Identify the learning styles according to Kolb's learning style model. 
(2) Determine the format of learning materials based on Kolb's learning style model.  

Research Methodology  

Research design  

This study is a mix method because it involves quantitative and qualitative data. The student’s learning styles 
are identifying by using an instrument. The data obtained in quantitative form as it involves the number of students 
and learning styles only. After knowing student's learning style, interview was conducted and the data obtained in 
the interview involves qualitative data. 

A total of 39 students were selected from a secondary school in Temerloh, Pahang. This student is Form 4 
students from two different courses which are Accounting and Pure Science. This study utilizes an instrument of LSI 
and a set of semi-structure interview questions. 
  

Sampel of study 

A total of 39 students were involved in this study as respondents and they consist of Form 4 students from two 
different classes, 4A (Accounting students) and 4B (Pure Science students) in a secondary school. Accounting 
students are about 22 people and Pure Science students are about 17 people.  

Instrument of study and data analysis  

In this study, researchers used instruments LSI (Learning Style Inventory) developed by David Kolb. This 
instrument contains 12 items and uses a nominal scale of measurement. Apart of LSI instrument, this study also use 
interview questions that provided in semi-structure. There numbers of question for the interview session are 16 
questions. 

Quantitative data for the student learning styles were analyzed descriptively. The qualitative data of the 
interview were recorded using a tape recorder and then transcribe by the researchers before translated it into 
quantitative data. 

Result 

Analysis demography data  

Table 1 displays basic information about the students who participated in this study. Based on the data in Table 
1, it found that the majority of students are female (64.10%), while male only 35.90% with majority of the 
respondents are Malays (66.67%).  
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                Table 1. Demography Data  
 

Respondent Information Frequency Percentage 
Sex Male 14 35.90 

Female 25 64.10 
 
Race Malay 26 66.67 

Chinese 10 25.64 
Indian 2 5.13 
Orthers 1 2.56 

 
Course Accaunting 22 56.41 

Pure Science 17 43.59 
             *N = 39 

Learning style analysis based on Kolb's Learning Style 

According to Kolb's learning style, the students are divided into four type of learning styles which are 
converger, diverger, assimilator and accommodator. Table 2 displays the frequency and percentage of students 
according to the learning style. The findings shows majority of students are group from accommodator learning style 
(43.59%).  

 
Table 2. Number of the students according to the learning style 

 
Learning Style Frequency Percentage 
Converger 6 15.38 
Diverger 7 17.95 
Assimilator 9 23.08 
Accommodator 17 43.59 

              *N = 39 

Analysis based on the learning material format Kolb’s learning style  

After identifying each student's learning style, they were interviewed in groups according to their learning 
style. The interview was conducted in the form of semi-structured. The purpose of this interview carried out is to 
determine format of learning materials corresponding to students' learning styles. Interview questions were designed 
based on the findings of the research conducted by Yang and Wu (2009) - refer Table 3. Based on their study, the 
formats of learning materials have been divided into four types: text, graphics, video and XML covering all four 
categories of Kolb are learning styles.  

 
               Table 3. Yang and Wu (2009) findings 

    Learning Style       Format of learning material 
    Converger     Text (word, power point, excel) 
    Diverger     Graphics (image, chart, symbol) 
    Assimilator     Video (audio, animation) 
    Accommodator     XML (Web, SCORM, LOM) 

 
A total of 16 questions were asked to all students in the interviews. Among the questions that have been put 

forward in the interview are: 
 
“Between novels and comics, which one do you prefer?” 
 
This question was asked to find out whether students’ like text or graphics. 
 
Other questions posed are as follows: 
 
“In the History assignments, you should get a lot of information. What kind of method do you prefer between 

find reference books at the library or looking for material at the internet?” 
 
This question was asked to know students' interests in learning material format either in text or XML. 
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At the end of the interview session, all students are shown with four types of learning material formats which 
were texts, graphics, video and web. They were asked to choose only one format of the learning material that most 
preferred. Although students give options to choose learning material format that shown to them, the researchers 
also analyzed their answers during the interview session to confirm the selected learning materials are not influenced 
by other factors.  

 
Results of this study, based on the interview that was conducted, it was different from the findings done by 

Yang and Wu (2009). For students from converger group, a total of 5 of 6 students (83%) who prefer learning 
material in the form of text. Same as converger group, the students from diverger also prefer learning material in the 
form of text, it is about 6 out of 7 people (86%). Out of 9 students from assimilator group, 7 students (78%) prefer 
learning material in the form of video. While for the accommodator group, 12 out of 17 students, (71%) prefer video 
as their learning material format.  

In conclusion, the data obtained from this study showed, students from group converger and diverger select 
text as their option, while assimilator and accommodator students choose learning materials in video form.  

 
        Table 4. Preferred formats of learning materials according to learning styles 

 
                             Learning material         
                             format    
                                   

Learning style 

Text Graphics Video XML Number of 
students 

      Converger 5 - - 1 6 
      Diverger 6 - - 1 7 
      Assimilator - 1 7 1 9 
      Accommodator 1 3 12 1 17 
*N = 39 

 

Discussion and Conclusion  

From the results obtained, it turns out to be different from the findings of the research conducted by Yang & 
Wu (2009). There are several factors that influence the findings of this study compared to the study done by Yang & 
Wu (2009). Among these are: 

x Educational background of students is different because Yang & Wu (2009) conducted a study in Taiwan, 
while the study is carried out in Malaysia. 

x Methods of data collection. Yang dan Wu (2009) uses the attributes-ant algorithm while this study 
using interviews method. 

 
             Table 5. The differences result between Yang and Wu (2009) with this study 

 
    Learning Style    Yang and Wu (2009) This study 
    Converger Text Text 
    Diverger Graphics Text 
    Assimilator Video Video 
    Accommodator XML Video 

 
Based on Yang and Wu (2009) findings, there is a skepticism about the format of learning materials in the 

form of XML.  This is because in the opinion of the researchers, XML can include all three other (text, graphics and 
video) formats of learning materials. Because of those concerns, this study was conducted to ensure that there are 
significant differences between the three learning materials formats.  

From the findings of this study, only two types of learning format that filled student’s inclinations which are 
video and text. When compared against the study done by Yang and Wu (2009), students from the accommodator 
was originally inclined to learning materials in the form of XML has changed to learning materials in the form of 
video. This may be due to the format in the form of XML itself. According to Salminen and Tompa (2011), XML is 
not a component of the learning material itself, but instead is a learning platform that contains various learning 
components such as web, graphic, metadata, text and video.  
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Limitation and Future Study  

The limitations of this study were identified and one of it is the norm of students in Malaysia, especially the 
students at the school level that are still lack vulnerable with computer based learning environment. This makes 
them not comfortable when asked questions related to learning that involves the use of computer. Even so, 
researchers strive to ask them in the interview session not to reveal the question is about computer-aided learning. 
Instead, the questions posed were made to look like natural talk about their daily lives. For example, to find out 
whether the students like the video or not, the question asked is: "In your free time, do you like to watch television 
or play computer games?”. Expected with form a natural question will make the students more 
honest to answer all questions in an interview session. 

The suggestion for the further research is a complete learning system with several formats of learning materials 
should be provided directly to the students. Students will not be interviewed. In contrast, observation will be 
conducted to determine the formats of learning materials most preferred by each individual student according to 
their learning style. This situation will occur more naturally without any interruption or influence by external 
factors. 
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Anahtar Kelimeler: Sanat, müze, galeri, çok kültürlü sanat. 

The change of internet and computer aided electronic equipments in 

plastic arts education on learning levels 

Abstract 

 Parallel to the improvement of science and technology, computer and internet which are devices for 

production, education and entertainment of information age and their electronic equipmenthave been included in our 

everyday lives and acquired an important place in the field of art and art education like in other fields. Teachers and 

students who had to observe color printing or reproductions of artworks under tough conditions and acknowledge 

artists on them, acquire knowledge about artwork, criticize and evaluate them now have the opportunity to see 

artworks in virtual environment easily and have conversations with artists due to computer and internet today. Apart 

from this, they had the opportunity to enter, observe and visit libraries, museums, art galleries and artists’ studios in 

virtual environment in a fast and current way. In this way, students and teachers could follow and apply current 
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artistic developments closely. The aim of our study is to put forward the effect of internet and computer aided 

equipment on development of field of multi-cultural art in backward regions. 

Keywords: Art, museum, gallery, multi-cultural arts. 
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Bannister Goodenough¶XQ� ����� \ÕOODUÕQGD� VDQDW� H÷LWLPL� DODQÕQGDNL� |]J�UO�No�� \DNODúÕPÕ� ÕúÕ÷ÕQGD� ³DODQ� YH� oRFXN�

RGDNOÕ´�VDQDW�H÷LWLPL�\DNODúÕPODUÕQÕ�����¶OL�\ÕOODUD�NDGDU�VDQDW�H÷LWLPLQGH�EHOLUOH\LFL�ROPXúWXU��.,5,ù2ö/8��2OFD\�

7HNLQ���������$\UÕFD�'��3HUVRQ��5��$UQKHLP��(��(LVQHU��+��*DUGQHU��*��&ODUN�'��)HOGPDQ�YH�(��=LPPHUPDQ¶ÕQ�VDQDW�

H÷LWLP� oDOÕúPDODUÕ� ����� \ÕOÕQGDQ� VRQUD� �ONHPL]� RNXOODUÕQGD� X\JXODPD\D� EDúOD\DQ� ³GLVLSOLQ� RGDNOÕ´� VDQDW� H÷LWLPL�

DQOD\ÕúÕPÕ]ÕQ�G�ú�QVHO�WHPHOOHULQH�ND\QDNOÕN�HWPHNWHGLU� 

  3ODVWLN� VDQDWODU� UHVLP� YH� KH\NHO� DODQÕQGD�� ELOLP� YH� WHNQRORMLQLQ� JHOLúLPLQGH� SDUDOHOOLN� VD÷ODPDVÕ�� ELOJL�

oD÷ÕQÕQ� NDoÕQÕOPD]� JHUHNVLQLPOHULQGHQGLU�� %X� ED÷ODPGD� ELOJLVD\DU�� GRQDQÕPODUÕ� YH� LQWHUQHWLQ� J�QO�N� \DúDPÕPÕ]D�

JLUPHVL\OH� ELUOLNWH� KHU� DODQGD� ROGX÷X� JLEL� VDQDW� YH� VDQDW� H÷LWLPL� DODQÕQGD� GD� |QFHGHQ� WDKPLQ� HGLOHPH\HQ� J|UVHO�

\HQLOLNOHU�RUWD\D�oÕNPÕúWÕU��'DKD�|QFHOHUL�VDQDW�HVHUOHULQLQ�UHQNOL�EDVNÕODUÕQÕ�\D�GD�U|SURG�NVL\RQODUÕQÕ�J|U�S�EXQODU�

�]HULQGHQ�VDQDWoÕODUÕ�WDQÕPD��VDQDW�HVHUL�KDNNÕQGD�ELOJL�HGLQPH��HOHúWLULS�GH÷HUOHQGLUPH�GXUXPXQGD�NDODQ�|÷UHWPHQ�

YH�|÷UHQFLOHU��EXJ�Q�ELOJLVD\DU�YH� LQWHUQHW� VD\HVLQGH�VDQDWoÕODU�YH�HVHUOHULQL� VDQDO�RUWDPGD�J|UHELOPH��VDQDWoÕODUOD�

NRQXúDELOPH� RODQDNODUÕQD� VDKLS� ROPXúODUGÕU�� <LQH� VDQDW� H÷LWLPLQGH� |QHPOL� ELU� \HUH� VDKLS� RODQ� P�]HOHU�� VDQDW�

JDOHULOHUL�� VDQDWoÕ� VW�G\RODUÕ� J�Q� ÕúÕ÷ÕQD� oÕNPÕúWÕU�� 6DQDW� G�Q\DVÕQD� DLW� W�P� HWNLQOLNOHU� GLMLWDO� RUWDPODUGD� J�Q�nde 

izleyebilme önemli bilgi-EHOJH� YH� GRN�PDQODUÕ� HOGH� HWPH� LPNkQODUÕ� RUWD\D� oÕNPÕúWÕU�� %LOJLVD\DU� YH� LQWHUQHW�

VD\HVLQGH��RUWD\D�oÕNDQ�EX�IÕUVDWODU�VDQDW�H÷LWLPL�YHUHQ�NXUXPODU�DUDVÕQGD�IL]LNVHO�IDUNOÕOÕNODUÕQ�RUWDGDQ�NDONPDVÕQD�

QHGHQ� ROPXúWXU�� .XUXPODU� DUDVÕQGDNL� QLWHOLN� IDUNÕ� EX� VD\HGH� HQ� D]D� LQPLúWLU�� 6DQDW� H÷LWLPL� DODQÕQGD� \DSÕODQ�

WDVDUÕPODU��|GHYOHU��SURMHOHU��GHUV�HWNLQOLNOHULQH�ED÷OÕ�NLPL�\|QWHP�YH�WHNQLNOHU�ELOJLVD\DU�YH�ELOLúLP�WHNQRORMLOHUL�LOH�

\DSÕOÕU� KDOH� JHOPLúWLU�� 'LMLWDO� IRWR÷UDI� YH� NDPHUD� PDkineleriyle kaydedilen görüntüler siyah-beyaz veya renkli 

EDVNÕODU�DQÕQGD�\DSÕOÕU�KDOH�JHOPLúWLU��'DKD�|QFHVLQGH�NDUDQOÕN�RGDODUGD�X]XQ�V�UHQ�X÷UDúÕODU�VRQXFX�\DSÕODQ�VL\DK-

EH\D]�YH\D�UHQNOL�EDVNÕODU�DUWÕN�WDULKH�NDUÕúPÕúWÕU��(O�LúoLOL÷L�\HULQL�ILNLU�LúoLOL÷LQH�EÕUDNPD\D�EDúODPÕúWÕU��%XQD�ED÷OÕ�

RODUDN�ELOJLVD\DU�YH�ELOJLVD\DUD�ED÷OÕ�GRQDQÕPODUOD�\DSÕODQ�VDQDWVDO�oDOÕúPDODU�YH��U�Q�ROXúWXUPDGD�V�UHo�NÕVDOPÕú�

ROXS��VDQDWoÕ\D�DUWÕ�]DPDQ�VD÷ODQGÕ÷Õ�J|U�OPHNWHGLU� 

 ;;�� \�]\ÕOÕQ� VRQODUÕ� YH�;;,��<�]\ÕOÕQ� EDúODUÕQGD�<g.�'�Q\D�%DQNDVÕ�0LOOL� (÷LWLPL�*HOLúWLUPH�3URMHVL�

g÷UHWPHQ� (÷LWLPLQL� <HQLGHQ� <DSÕODQGÕUPD� SURJUDPÕ� LOH� H÷LWLPL� oD÷GDúODúWÕUPD� oDEDODUÕ� LoLQ� |QHPOL� DGÕPODU�

DWÕOPÕúWÕU��%X�GXUXPD�\|QHOLN�KD]ÕUODQDQ�(÷LWLP�)DN�OWHVL�g÷UHWPHQ�<HWLúWLUPH�/LVDQV�3URJUDPODUÕ�Lçinde yer alan 

*�]HO� 6DQDWODU� (÷LWLPL� %|O�P�� 5HVLP- øú� g÷UHWPHQOL÷L� /LVDQV� 3URJUDPÕ� ³'LVLSOLQOHU� $UDVÕ� 6DQDW� g÷UHWLPL´QH�
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\|QHOLN�GH÷LúWLULOLS� \HQLGHQ�G�]HQOHQPLúWLU��%X�H÷LWLP��6DQDW�7DULKL��(VWHWLN��(OHúWLUL��8\JXODPD�JLEL�G|UW�GLVLSOLQ�

DODQÕQGD� WHPHO� ELOJL� YH� EHFHULOHUL� NDSVDPDNWDGÕU��%|\OH� ELU� VDQDW� H÷LWLPL� DQOD\ÕúÕ� LOH� |÷UHWPHQ� DGD\ODUÕQÕQ�� JHQHO�

VDQDW� DQOD\ÕúODUÕQÕQ� JHOLúWLULOPHVL�� VDQDWÕQ� GR÷DVÕQÕQ� WDUWÕúÕOPDVÕ� YH� VDQDW� H÷LWLPL� GR÷UXOWXVXQGDNL� \DQOÕú�

DQODúÕOPDODUÕQ� G�]HOWLOPHVL�� J|UVHO� DOJÕ�� VDQDWÕQ� GLOL� YH� DUDúWÕUÕFÕ� VDQDW� HOHúWLULVL� V�UHoOHUL�� X\JXODPDOÕ� oDOÕúPD�

ELOJLVLQLQ� JHOLúWLULOPHVL�� HVWHWLN� ELOJL� HGLQPH� \|QWHPOHUL�� EHOOL� EDúOÕ� VDQDW� NXUDPODUÕ� YH� ELoLPOHU� KDNNÕQGD� ³GHULQ�

\DNODúÕP´�VHUJLOHQPHVL�DPDoODQPÕúWÕU��.,5,ù2ö/8��2OFD\�7HNLQ�������� 

 GeçmiúH�\|QHOLN�VDGHFH�X\JXODPD\D�GD\DOÕ�VDQDW�H÷LWLPL�DQOD\ÕúÕ�E|\OHFH�HOHúWLUL\H�X÷UDPÕúWÕU��%X�\�]GHQ�

J�Q�P�]�VDQDW�H÷LWLPLQGH�NLPL�WHNQLNOHU��DPDoODU��LoHULNOHU�KÕ]OD�GH÷LúPHN�]RUXQGD�NDOPÕúWÕU��6DQDW�H÷LWLPL�YHUHQ�

kurumlarda klasik atölye düzeni ile birlikWH� LoLQGH� ELOJLVD\DU� YH� LQWHUQHWLQ� \DQÕ� VÕUD� WDUD\ÕFÕODU�� GLMLWDO� NDPHUDODU��

\D]ÕFÕODU��JHQLú�oDOÕúPD�PDVDODUÕ��SURMHNVL\RQ�FLKD]ODUÕ��oHúLWOL�ND\GHGLFLOHU��LVWHQGL÷LQGH�NDUDQOÕN�KDOH�JHOHQ�SHUGHOL�

VÕQÕI�YH�DW|O\H�|]HO�|÷UHWLP�DODQODUÕ�ROXúWXUXOPXúWXU��g=62<��9HGDW��$QNDUD���������7�P�EX�JHOLúPHOHU�NDUúÕVÕQGD�

|÷UHWPHQ� DGD\ODUÕQÕQ� ELU� \DQGDQ� NRQX� DODQÕQGDNL� GHUVOHUL� |÷UHQPHOHUL�� GL÷HU� \DQGDQ� |÷UHWPHQOLN� IRUPDV\RQX�

GHUVOHUL� LOH� |÷UHWPHQOLN� PHVOH÷LQH� YH� DQOD\ÕúÕQD� KD]ÕUODQPDODUÕ�� ELOJL� WHNQRORMLOHULQL� \DNÕQGDQ WDQÕPDODUÕ� YH�

NXOODQPDODUÕ� J�Q�P�]GH� GDKD� |QHPOL� KDOH� JHOGL�� 1LWHNLP� <g.�'�Q\D� %DQDVÕ� 0LOOL� (÷LWLPL� *HOLúWLUPH� 3URMHVL�

NDSVDPÕQGD�|÷UHWPHQ�\HWHUOLOLNOHULQGHQ�ED]ÕODUÕ�ú|\OH�WDQÕPODQPÕúWÕU� 

1. (OHNWURQLN�DUDoODU�YH�ELOJLVD\DU�\D]ÕOÕPODUÕ�JLEL�ELOLúLP�WHNQRORMilerinden yararlanma. , 

2. g÷UHWPH- g÷UHQPH�DUDo�YH�JHUHoOHULQL�X\JXQ�YH�HWNLOL�NXOODQPD� 

3. 'HUVL�oHúLWOL�|÷UHWPH�– |÷UHQPH�HWNLQOLNOHULQGHQ�\DUDUODQDFDN�úHNLOGH�SODQODPD�� 

4. *HUHNOL�ROGXNoD�DODQÕQGD�ELOJLOHUL�GDKD��VW�G�]H\OHUH�oÕNDUWPD��<g.��'�Q\D�%DQNDVÕ������ 

 <g.� YH� '�Q\D� %DQNDVÕQÕQ� EX� SURMHVLQLQ� DPDFÕ� LoHULVLQGH� X\JXODQDQ� $÷UÕ� øEUDKLP� dHoHQ� hQLYHUVLWHVL�

(÷LWLP�)DN�OWHVL�*�]HO�6DQDWODU�(÷LWLPL�%|O�P��5HVLP-øú�|÷UHWPHQOL÷LQGH�RNX\DQ�|÷UHWPHQ�DGD\ODUÕQÕQ�'LVLSOLQOHU�

$UDVÕ� 6DQDW� |÷UHWLPLQH� \|QHOLN� NRQX� DODQ� GHUVOHUL� LOH� |÷UHWPHQOLN� IRUPDV\RQX� ND]DQGÕUDQ� GHUVOHUL� HWNLOL� NÕOPDGD�

ELOJLVD\DU�� LQWHUQHW� YH� EXQODUD� ED÷OÕ� HOHNWURQLN� DUDo� YH� JHUHoOHULQ� NXOODQÕPÕ\OD� LOJLOL� RODUDN� |÷UHWPH� - |÷UHQPH�

G�]H\OHUL�GH÷HUOHQGLULOPLúWLU�� 

Örneklem 

 <g.� YH� '�Q\D� %DQNDVÕQÕQ� SURMH� NDSVDPÕQGD� $÷UÕ� øEUDKLP� dHoHQ� hQLYHUVLWHVL� (÷LWLP� )DN�OWHVL� *�]HO�

6DQDWODU�(÷LWLPL�%|O�P��5HVLP-øú�g÷UHWPHQOL÷L�$QDELOLP�'DOÕ�OLVDQV�|÷UHQFLOHULQLQ�GHUV�HWNLQOLNOHULQGH�ELOJLVD\DU�

YH� LQWHUQHWLQ� \DQÕ� VÕUD� \D]ÕFÕ�� GY� YLGHR�� GLMLWDO� IRWR÷UDI� PDNLQHVL� YH� SURMHNVL\RQ� FLKD]Õ� JLEL� HOHNWURQLN� DUDo� YH�

JHUHoOHULQ� NXOODQÕPÕ� LOH� LOJLOLGLU��5HVLP-øú� |÷UHWPHQOL÷L� OLVDQV� SURJUDPÕQGD� \HU� DODQ� X\JXODPD� YH� WHRULN� GHUVOHULQ�

\DQÕ�VÕUD�|÷UHWPHQOLN�IRUPDV\RQX�ND]DQGÕUPD\D�\|QHOLN�GHUVOHULQ�WDVDUÕP��|GHY��SURMH��PLNUR�|÷UHWLP�X\JXODPDODUÕ�

LOH�EXQODUD�\|QHOLN�V�UHo�GRV\DVÕ�ROXúWXUPD��VHUJLOHPH��NLúLVHO�DUúLY�ROXúWXUPD�JLEL�|÷UHWPH-|÷UHQPH�HWNLQOLNOHULQGH�

HOHNWURQLN�DUDo�YH�JHUHoOHULQGHQ�\DUDUODQPD�DPDoODUÕ�WHVSLW�HGLOPHNWHGLU�� 

 g÷UHWPHQ�DGD\ODUÕQÕQ�NRQX�DODQÕQGDNL�GHUVOHUL�|÷UHQLS�NHQGLOHULQL�JHOLúWLUPHGH�YH�|÷UHWPHQOLN�IRUPDV\RQX�

GHUVOHUL� LOH� 'LVLSOLQOHU� $UDVÕ� 6DQDW� g÷UHWLPLQH� \|QHOLN� |÷UHWPHQOLN� IRUPDV\RQX� ND]DQDELOPHGH� EX� DUDoODUÕ�
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NXOODQPDQÕQ�|QHPOL�ROGX÷X�ELOLQFLQLQ�\HUOHúWLULOPHVL�LoLQ�|÷UHQFLOHUH�UHKEHUOLN�HGLOHFHN��EX�DUDoODUÕQ�NXOODQÕPÕQGDNL�

eksiklikler belirlenecektir. 

$UDúWÕUPDQÕQ�.DSVDPÕ�øúOHQLú�3ODQÕ 

 %X�oDOÕúPDQÕQ�NDSVDPÕ $÷UÕ�øEUDKLP�dHoHQ�hQLYHUVLWHVL�(÷LWLP�)DN�OWHVL�*�]HO�6DQDWODU�(÷LWLPL�%|O�P��

Resim-øú� g÷UHWPHQOL÷LQGH� OLVDQV� H÷LWLPL� J|UHQ� |÷UHQFLOHU� LoLQ� ELOJLVD\DU�� LQWHUQHW� YH� EXQODUD� ED÷OÕ� HOHNWURQLN�

GRQDQÕPODUÕQ�\HU�DOGÕ÷Õ��NDSVDPOÕ�g]HO�g÷UHWLP�6ÕQÕIÕ��ODERUDWXDU��NXUPDN�YH�'LVLSOLQOHU�$UDVÕ�6DQDW�g÷UHWLPL�NRQX�

DODQÕ�YH�|÷UHWPHQOLN�IRUPDV\RQX�GHUVOHULQH�\|QHOLN�EX�DUDoODUÕQ�NXOODQÕPÕ\OD�LOJLOL�oDOÕúPDODU�YH�GH÷HUOHndirmeler 

\DSPDNWÕU��%X�QHGHQOH�GDKD�|QFH�DOW�\DSÕVÕ�KD]ÕUODQPÕú�RODQ�YH�LoLQGH�RQ�DGHW�LQWHUQHWH�ED÷OÕ�ELOJLVD\DU��ELUHU�DGHW�

VOD\W�PDNLQHVL��WHSHJ|]��HSLVNRS��WY�JLEL�HNLSPDQODU�EXOXQDQ�g]HO�g÷UHWLP�6ÕQÕIÕQD�HN�RODUDN��\D]ÕFÕ�GLMLWDO�IRWR÷UDI�

makinesi, vHUL�WDUD\ÕFÕVÕ��VFDQQHU���GLMLWDO�NDPHUD�YH�SURMHNVL\RQ�FLKD]Õ�DOÕQDFDNWÕU�� 

 g÷UHQFLOHULQ� GLVLSOLQOHU� DUDVÕ� VDQDW� |÷UHWLPLQL� |÷UHQPH-|÷UHWPH� V�UHFLQGH� \D]DUDN�� G�ú�QHUHN�� oL]HUHN��

ER\D\DUDN�� DUDúWÕUDUDN� |÷UHWPH� YH� |÷UHQPH� V�UHFLQLQ� ELWPH\HFH÷L� ELOLQFL\OH� |÷UHQGLNOHULQL� VRUJXOD\DQ� ELUH\OHU�

RODUDN� \HWLúPHOHUL� LoLQ� NHQGLOHULQH� UHKEHUOLN� HGLOHFHNWLU�� $\UÕFD� |]HO� |÷UHWLP� VÕQÕIÕQGD� �ODERUDWXDUÕQGD�� H÷LWVHO�

HWNLQOLNOHULQ�W�P�Q��L]OHPH\H�YH�GH÷HUOHQGLUPH\H�\|QHOLN�YHUL�VDNODPD��DUúLY��ROXúWXUXODFDNWÕU�� 

Konunun GüQFHO�9H�(YUHQVHO�%R\XWXQGD�8ODúWÕ÷Õ�7HNQRORMLN�1RNWD 

 %LOJL�oD÷ÕQÕQ�EDú�G|QG�U�F��ELU�G|QHPLQGH�\DúDPDNWD\Õ]��7RSOXPODUÕQ�SODQ�\DSDQ��NDUDU�YHUHQ�YH�V�UHNOL�

|Q�QH� JHOHQ� YHULOHUL� \RUXPOD\DQ�� �VW�QH� ELOJL� LQúD� HGHELOHQ�� VRV\DO�� WHNQLN�� VDQDWVDO� VRUXQODUÕ� G�úünen bireylere 

LKWL\Do� YDUGÕU�� 7RSOXP�RODUDN� oD÷Õ� \DúDPD� YH� \DúDWPDN� ]RUXQOXOX÷XQGD\Õ]��%XQXQ� LoLQ� |÷UHWPHQOHULQ� NHQGLOHULQL�

oD÷ÕQ� JHUHNOHULQH� J|UH� GRQDQÕPOÕ� \HWLúPHOHUL� YH� \HQL� QHVLOOHUH� ELOJLQLQ� QDVÕO� |÷UHWLOHFH÷LQL� |÷UHQPHOHUL�

gerekmektedir. Böyle bir yDNODúÕPGD� |÷UHQFL� YH� |÷UHWPHQOHULQ� H÷LWVHO� HWNLQOLNOHULQ� \�U�W�OPHVLQGH� YH�

JHOLúWLULOPHVLQGH� Lú� ELUOL÷LQH� GD\DOÕ� ELU� LOLúNL\H� JLUPHOHULQH� LKWL\Do� YDUGÕU�� øú� ELUOL÷LQH� GD\DOÕ�� |÷UHQFL� PHUNH]OL��

WHNQRORMLN� DUDo� YH� JHUHoOHULQ� NXOODQÕOGÕ÷Õ�� oD÷GDú� H÷LWLP�� \|QWHP� YH� WHNQLNOHULQ� X\JXODQGÕ÷Õ� H÷LWLP� V�UHFL� LOH�

SURJUDPGDNL� EHNOHQHQ� KHGHIOHUH� XODúPDN� P�PN�Q� RODFDNWÕU�� %X� ]DPDQD� NDGDU� LPNkQVÕ]OÕNODU� LoLQGH� GH� ROVD�

HOHNWURQLN� DUDo� YH� JHUHoOHUOH� \DSPÕú� ROGX÷XPX]� PLNUR� |÷UHWLP� X\JXODPDODUÕQGD�� JUDILN� WDVDUÕPODUÕQGD�� |GHY ve 

SURMHOHUGH�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�|÷UHQPH-|÷UHWPH���U�Q�YHUPHGH� LVWHNOHQGLUPH�YH�EDúDUÕ�G�]H\L�EHNOHQWLOHULQ�oRN��]HULQGH�

ROPXúWXU�� g÷UHWPHQ� DGD\ODUÕ�� EX� SURMH� NDSVDPÕQGD�� HNVLNOLNOHULQL� JLGHUHFHN� LOHULVLQGH� DVÕO� J|UHY� DODQODUÕ� RODQ�

LON|÷UHWLP� YH� OLVHOHUGH� 5HVLP-øú� |÷UHWLPL� DODQÕQGD� PHYFXW� VRUXQODUÕ� o|]HELOHFHN� YH� 'LVLSOLQOHU� $UDVÕ� 6DQDW�

g÷UHWLPL¶QL�YHUHELOHFHN�|÷UHWPHQOLN�\HWHUOLOL÷LQH�VDKLS�RODELOHFHNOHUGLU� 

Sonuç ve Öneriler 

 %X� oDOÕúPD� LOH� ELUOLNWH� LQWHUQHW�� ELOJLVD\DU�� SURMHNVL\RQ� FLKD]Õ� YH� GL÷HU� HOHNWURQLN� HNLSPDQODUÕQ�

NXOODQÕODELOGL÷L�� NODVLN� DW|O\HOHUGH� ROGX÷X� JLEL� JHQLú� oDOÕúPD�PDVDODUÕQ� \HU� DOGÕ÷Õ�� GXYDUODUÕQGD� WDEOR�� OHYKD�� DILú�

NDYUDP�KDULWDODUÕQÕQ�EXOXQGX÷X�DW|O\HOHULQ�HWNLQ�NXOODQÕOPDVÕ�VD÷ODQPÕúWÕU� 
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 0LNUR�|÷UHWLP�X\JXODPDODUÕ�� X\JXODPDOÕ� DQDVDQDW�YH�\DUGÕPFÕ� �VHoPHOL�� VDQDW�DW|O\H�GHUVOHULQGH�\DSÕODQ�

oDOÕúPDODUÕ� VHUJLOHPH�� V�UHo� GRV\DVÕ� ROXúWXUPD� JLEL� HWNLQOLNOHULQ� GLMLWDO� RUWDPD� ND\ÕWODUÕ� \DSÕOPÕúWÕU�� g÷UHQPH� YH�

|÷UHWPH�HWNLQOLNOHULQGH�GLMLWDO�DUDo�YH�JHUHoOHULQ�NXOODQÕOPDVÕ��EX�V�UHo�LoLQGH�oD÷GDú |÷UHWLP�\|QWHP�YH�WHNQLNOHULQ�

X\JXODQPDVÕ�� |÷UHWPHQ� DGD\ODUÕQÕQ� VDQDWVDO� ELoLP� GLOL� ROXúWXUPDVÕ� YH� J|UVHO� VDQDW� N�OW�U�� ND]DQPDODUÕ� \|Q�QGH�

|QHPOL� NDWNÕODU� VD÷ODPÕúWÕU�� %X� VD\HGH� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� H÷LWVHO� HWNLQOLNOHUH� \|QHOLN� PRWLYDV\RQODUÕQÕQ� DUWÕ÷Õ�

gözlemlenPLúWLU�� 

 6DQDW� WDULKL�� HVWHWLN�� HOHúWLUL� YH�X\JXODPDOÕ� oDOÕúPDODUD� \|QHOLN�|GHY�� SURMH�� OHYKD�� DILú�� NDYUDP�KDULWDODUÕ�

VDQDW� HOHúWLULVL�� oDOÕúPD� Nk÷ÕWODUÕ� KD]ÕUODPD�� DQDVDQDW� YH� \DUGÕPFÕ� �VHoPHOL�� � VDQDW� DW|O\H� oDOÕúPDODUÕQÕQ� WDVDUÕP�

sürecinde internetin \DQÕ�VÕUD��ZRUG��SDLQW��SKRWRVKRS��VNHWFKXS��G\QDPLF�DXWR��SDLQWHU�JLEL�ELOJLVD\DU�SURJUDPODUÕQÕ�

HWNLQ� RODUDN� NXOODQGÕUÕOPÕúWÕU�� %X� DUDo� YH� JHUHoOHU� NXOODQÕODUDN� \DSÕODQ� oDOÕúPDODUGD� �U�Q� YHUPH� V�UHFL� NÕVDOPÕú��

�U�QOHULQ� \DSÕPÕQGD� LúoLOLN-XVWDOÕN� JLEL� HO� EHFHULOHUL� \HULQL� ILNLU� LúoLOL÷L� YH� WDVDUÕP� G�ú�QFHVLQH� EÕUDNPÕúWÕU��

%LOJLVD\DUOD�\DSÕOPDVÕ�P�PN�Q�RODQ�NLPL�X\JXODPD�oDOÕúPDODUÕQÕ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�LVWHNOL�\DSPDGÕNODUÕ�WHVSLW�HGLOPLúWLU��

gUQH÷LQ�� � WH]\LQDW� WDVDUÕPODUÕQGD� IRUP�DUWÕUÕPÕQD�\|QHOLN�ELULP�PRWLI� WHNUDUODUÕQD�\D�GD� UHQN�oHPEHUL�YH� WDQJUDP�

oDOÕúPDODUÕ��ELOJLVD\DU�RUWDPÕQGD�\DSÕOPDVÕ�]RUXQOX�KDOH�JHOPLúWLU�� 

 (GPXQG�)HOGPDQ¶ÕQ�JHOLúWLUPLú�ROGX÷X�EHWLPOHPH��o|]�POHPH��\RUXPODPD�YH�\DUJÕODPD\D�\|QHOLN�|]QHO�

\|QGHQ�VDQDW�HOHúWLULVL� LOH�/RXLV�/DQNIRUG¶XQ�VLVWHPOHúWLUPLú�ROGX÷X�\DQVÕWPDFÕ��GÕúDYXUXPFX�� LúOHYVHO� YH�ELoLPFL�

VDQDW�NXUDPODUÕ�ED÷ODPÕQGD�\HUOL�YH�\DEDQFÕ�UHVVDPODUÕQ�EDú\DSÕWODUÕ�DW|O\H�RUWDPODUÕQGD�\DQVÕWÕODUDN��EXQODU�UHQN��

úHNLO� YH� X]DP� \|Q�QGHQ� EHQ]HU� YH� IDUNOÕ� \|QOHUL� HOHúWLULOHUHN� WDUWÕúÕOPÕúWÕU�� 5HQNOL� GLMLWDO� EDVNÕODUÕQ� J|U�QW�OHUL�

oDOÕúPD�Nk÷ÕGÕQD�DNWDUÕOPDVÕ�VD\HVLQGH��|]HOOLNOH�H÷LWLPGH�|QHPVHGL÷LPL]�\DQVÕWPDFÕ�YH�GÕúD�YXUXPFX�VDQDWOD�LOJLOL�

NDYUDPODU�VRUJXOD\ÕFÕ��DUDúWÕUÕFÕ��|÷UHQFL�PHUNH]OL�ELU�\|QWHPOH�HOHúWLULOLS�GH÷HUOHQGLULOPLúWLU��%X�GXUXP�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�

VDQDW� H÷LWLPLQGH� N�OW�UHO� RNXU-\D]DUOÕN� ND]DQGÕUPDGD� HWNLOL� ROGX÷X� YH� |÷UHQPH� G�]H\LQL� LVWHQGLN� G�]H\GH�

JHOLúWLUGL÷L�WHVSLW�HGLOPLúWLU�� 

 3URMH� NDSVDPÕQGD� J|UG�÷�P�]� EDúND� ELU� YHUL� LVH� RNXO� |QFHVL� |÷UHWPHQOL÷L�� VÕQÕI� |÷UHWPHQOL÷L�� UHVim-øú�

|÷UHWPHQOL÷L� DQDELOLP� GDOODUÕQGD� RNX\DQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� |QHPVHGL÷L� HQ� |QHPOL� GHUVOHUGHQ� ELULVL�� oRFX÷XQ� VDQDWVDO�

JHOLúLPL�GHUVL�ROGX÷XGXU��%XQXQ�QHGHQL�LVH��EX�GHUVWH�\DSÕOPÕú�RODQ�oRFXN�UHVPL�DQDOL]OHUL�YH�³ELU�DGDP�oL]´�WHVWL�

X\JXODPDODUÕ� LOH�JHoHQ�\�]\ÕOGD�VDQDW�YH�ELOLP�oHYUHOHULQGH�oRFXN�UHVLPOHULQLQ�LOJL�RGD÷Õ�KDOLQH�JHOGL÷LQH�\|QHOLN�

|UQHNOHULQ�RUWD\D� NRQXOPXú�ROPDVÕGÕU��gUQH÷LQ��3DEOR�3LFDVVR�� -RDQ�0LUR�)HUUD��3DXO�.OHH��0DUF�&KDJDOO��5DRXO�

'DI\�� -HDQ�'XEXIIHW� JLEL� UHVVDPODUÕQ� oRFXN� UHVPLQGHQ� LOKDP� DOGÕNODUÕQD� \|QHOLN� |UQHNOHPOHULQ� SHUGH\H� DNWDUÕOÕS�

oRFXN�UHVLPOHULQGH�J|U�OHQ�NDUDNWHULVWLN�|]HOOLNOHUL�LOH�NÕ\DVODQPDVÕ�YH�oRFXNVX�NDYUDPÕQÕQ�DQODúÕOÕU�KDOH�JHWLULOPHVL�

|÷UHWPHQ�DGD\ODUÕQÕQ�oRFXN�UHVPLQH�YH�H÷LWLPLQH�LOJLOHULQL�DUWÕUPÕúWÕU� 

 DisiplinlHU� DUDVÕ� VDQDW� |÷UHWLPL� ED÷ODPÕQGD�� /RXLV� /DQNIRUG� WDUDIÕQGDQ� VLVWHPOHúWLULOHQ� \DQVÕWPDFÕ��

GÕúDYXUXPFX�� LúOHYVHO� �DUDoVDO�� YH� ELoLPFL� VDQDW� NXUDPODUÕQÕQ� |÷UHWLPLQGH�� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� LQWHUQHW� VD\HVLQGH�

VDQDWoÕODUÕQ� ELoHP� GLOLQL� J|UPH�� DOJÕODPD� YH� D\UÕPVDPD� \DSDELOPH�� EXQODUGDNL� WHNQLN�� HVWHWLN� ED÷ODQWÕODUÕ�

GH÷HUOHQGLUHELOPHOHUL�� HVNL� G|QHPOHUGHNL� |÷UHWLP� \|QWHPOHUL\OH� NÕ\DVODQDPD\DFDN� G�]H\GH� |÷UHQFLOHUH� VDQDW�

DODQÕQGD�NÕVD�V�UHGH�N�OW�UHO�RNXU-\D]DUOÕN�ND]DQGÕUPÕúWÕU��<LQH�EX�NDSVDPGD��H÷LWLP�YH�|÷UHWLP�V�UHFLnde optimum 
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G�]H\GH�VÕQÕI�YH�DW|O\H�\|QHWLP�EHFHULVL�J|VWHULOLS�oDOÕúPDODU�|÷UHWLP�V�UHFLQGH�J|]OHP�ILúOHUL\OH�VRPXW�RODUDN�WDNLS�

HGLOGL�� g÷UHQFLOHULQ� \DSPÕú� ROGX÷X� |GHY�� SURMH� YH� X\JXODPDODU� QRW� LOH� GHUHFHOHQGLULOPHVL� VRQXFX� �VW�Q� YH�

P�NHPPHO�EDúDUÕ�G�]H\L�WHVSLW�HGLOGL��%X�EDúDUÕ�G�]H\LQL�WHVW�HWPHN�LoLQ�5HVLP-øú��2NXO�gQFHVL��6ÕQÕI�g÷UHWPHQOL÷L�

E|O�POHULQLQ�,,��YH�,9��VÕQÕIODUÕQGD�|÷UHQLP�J|UHQ�����|÷UHWPHQ�DGD\ÕQD��RQ�VRUXQXQ�\HU�DOGÕ÷Õ�ELU�DQNHW�oDOÕúPDVÕ�

X\JXODQGÕ�� $QNHWH� NDWÕODQODUD�� DQNHWWH� \HU� DODQ VRUXODUD� HYHW�� KD\ÕU� YH� NÕVPHQ� VHoHQHNOHULQGHQ� ELULVLQLQ�

LúDUHWOHPHOHUL� LVWHQLOGL��$QNHW� VRQXoODUÕQD� J|UH� |÷UHQPH� YH� |÷UHWPH� G�]H\LQH� \|QHOLN����� RUDQÕQGD� HYHW� FHYDEÕ�

DOÕQGÕ��%LOJLVD\DU�YH�LQWHUQHW�LPNkQODUÕQÕQ�ROPDGÕ÷Õ�G|QHPOHUGH�NL�EDúDUÕ�������RUDQÕQGDyken internet, bilgisayar ve 

HNLSPDQODUÕQÕ�NXOODQÕPÕQGDQ�VRQUD�EDúDUÕ�G�]H\LQLQ������RUDQÕQGD�DUWWÕ÷Õ�WHVSLW�HGLOPLúWLU��%X�DQNHW�VRQXoODUÕ�����-

����� H÷LWLP� YH� |÷UHWLP� G|QHPLQGH� DQNHWH� NDWÕODQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� QRWOD� GHUHFHOHQGLUPH� SXDQODUÕ\OD� SDUDOHOOLN�

gösterPLúWLU� 
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Abstract 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) was created in hopes to help people communicate more 
efficiently and effectively, including the production, dissemination and understanding information. The 
effectiveness of ICT in education is demonstrated by the achievement of communication objectives, while efficiency 
is showed by saving cost, time and effort. In use in the educational process, theoretically, ICT would bring positive 
benefits.  For all education participants, both teachers and students, ICT helps to provide a huge and various 
knowledge as well as up to date and easily accessible in a relatively rapid and in some cases even is free of charge. 
ICT also help academic community to fulfill one of the obligations of education is to distribute/ communicate 
science to the public for prosperity. ICT helps distribute knowledge very quickly, with an unlimited geographical 
coverage, and in some cases it is also free of charge. However, what is the use of ICT in higher education always 
brings positive benefits? This article describes the use of ICT does not always bring positive benefits or utilized. It 
was discovered in the institution of higher education in Indonesia, that there is a minus value of the use of ICT. This 
is due to several reasons but the important one is mental attitude among the leaders of educational institutions, which 
are associated with organizational policy and student’s mental attitudes related to the use of ICT. The result is a low 
quality of science, the relation between teacher and student is bad, and of course the quality of graduates is low.  
 
Keywords: ICT usage, ICT literacy; attitude; effectiveness; efficiency   

Background 

Modernization is characterized by the inclusion of technology in human life. It begins with the belief that 
technology always brings positive benefits to human being. Technology gives such good promises of freedom and 
happiness, that in fact, both of these are intrinsic values of humanity. Therefore, the technology has always been 
associated with humanity.  In social life right now, this belief eventually evolved into the dependence of human to 
the technology. Its consequence is the establishment of human dependence on technology.  It results people behavior 
are not freewill but rather controlled by technology. This dependence does not correspond precisely with the 
ultimate goal of freedom that technology created. Furthermore, because there is no freedom, it is difficult to create 
happiness. Furthermore, in this era the technology has high power. It is equal to or even exceeded the power held by 
political leaders in the political structure (Feenberg, 2000:131-147).  It determines the social and cultural changes, 
including the social values. So then, technology brings both plus and minus effects on humanity and human life. 
There is a dialectics of technology.    

This article describes the dialectical usefulness of Information Communication Technolgy (ICT) – one kind 
of technology- in the educational process, particularly in the learning process in higher education institutions in 
Indonesia, using the case of the University of Atma Jaya Yogyakarta. Dialectics has become very interesting to 
discuss because Indonesia is still included in the developing countries, which have not been fully or completely 
recognize and adopt this technology. Traditional values in education are still owned by some of the education 
community. Some of the traditional values are somewhat inhibiting ICT adoption and innovation. Even the middle 
class of this country has begun to know and use ICT, the very fast process and accelerated modernization makes an 
efficiency and effectiveness of ICT usage could not be achieved and in turn the goals of education could not also 
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fulfilled. The assumption of this article is the effective use of ICT in education will be achieved if only certain 
conditions fulfilled, both at the level of the academic community (actor) and education institution (system-structure), 
including the policy (rule). If these conditions are not met, then the use of ICT has led to the inefficiency and 
ineffectiveness, including the emergence of ICT dependency that leads to the emergence of dehumanization of 
education. 

ICT Usage in Higher Education Institution 

There is nothing new about the benefits of ICT in education, especially in higher education. Most of the discussions 
state that the potential benefits of ICT-based teaching and learning strategies, based on the following two 
propositions: (1) ICT offers economical efficiency for the organization of education and the academic community, 
(2) ICT is able to generalize students, enabling the institution to accommodate individual differences such as goal 
learning, teaching style, comfort learning for both students or university anytime and anywhere (Massy and Zemsky, 
1995, Pavlik 1996). In Indonesia, one variable for education quality assessment  is the usage of ICT, especially of 
Information Technology (IT). Ministry of Information and Communications and Ministry of National Education of 
the Republic of Indonesia formulate 7 strategic roles of IT usage, namely (1) as a repository of knowledge, (2) a 
learning tool, (3) educational facilities, (4) the standard of competence, (5) supporting educational administration, 
(6) management tool, and (7) education infrastructure (Indrajit and Djokopranoto, 2006:375-388). Seven strategic 
roles of IT can be summarized in two major; (1) the functions of management/ administration (back office functions) 
and (2) learning function  (front office functions) (Indrajit and Djokopranoto, 2006:343). Based on the Regulation of 
Education 2003 Article 1, paragraph 15, the Government encourages education institusion to use ICT to conduct a 
distance education (e-learning).  It shows the technology is recognized to have tremendous positive benefits for the 
effectiveness of education. It encourages higher education are competing to adopt ICT, even it becomes the 
important key to create good image  and win the “market”.  Not only do adoption, improving IT and ICT using skill 
are also part of the curriculum that is perceived very marketable. In fact, it is not only in science-related fields but 
also in other scientific fields, such as social sciences. Some fields of study even are conducted rebranding by adding 
the word "industry" or “technology” is certainly associated with the use of ICT, eg 'Biotechnology'- in the past its 
name is  the “faculty of biology”, 'industrial sociology' – in the past its name just “sociology”. Not only label study 
program or field of study but also on subjects such as online journalism, e - public relations, and online marketing 
and advertising. Rebranding and restructuring of the curriculum is believed to be able to build the image and 
education quality, including encouraging "market" becomes more passionate. 

Bates and Wulff, as quoted by Siahaan (2004) mentions some of the advantages of learning by using 
Internet-based ICT shown in the following: (1) increase the level of interaction between student and  teacher or 
instructor (enhance interactivity); (2) can be done anywhere and anytime. The nature of internet technology that 
does not require synchronicity allow it; (3) very capable of reaching a broad and global audience, and (4) easy and 
fast in updating learning materials and storing data or documents. Pavlik (1996) in his study mentions education by 
utilizing IT in education is more effective and beneficial than the use of conventional instruction technology, in 
terms of: (1) 30% savings of time, (2) 30% - 40% cost savings, and (3) improving student achievement. 

But on the other hand, some papers also mention that the use of ICT will promote the effectiveness of 
education and learning along supported by a number of conditions, namely: (1) positive attitude of people in ICT, 
which is indicated by  the large number of users and Internet-based ICT services provider, (2 ) price of ICT devices 
are relatively cheap and can be purchased by the general public, (3) the ability of the technology to process data 
quickly and large storage capacity, and (4) the extent of access or communication network / internet (Siahaan, 
2004). Rankin and McCracken (Siahaan, 2004) also wrote that the effectiveness of the use of ICT in learning is 
determined by the ability of lecturers to explain the technological skills that must be possessed by students, and 
facilities and equipment needed in the ICT learning. On the other hand, students also must meet the requirements  
such as (1) have a high motivation to learn independently, (2) enjoy reading and  like freedom, and (3) still having 
motivation to pass the grade eventhough fail in a conventional lecture. Perbawaningsih (2005:312) states to be able 
to conduct ICT-based learning and to achieve the learning effectiveness, we need (1) ICT tools, such as hardware, 
software and dataware with standardized operational capabilities; (2) human resources that have a positive attitude 
to technology and high ICT literacy; (3) institution has positive attitude and conducive organizational climate.  

How do the conditions in Indonesia? What are the factors that determine the effectiveness of the use of ICT 
in  education and learning? From the aspect of ICT tools and technology applications for education, the government 
of Indonesia already has positive commitment. This is demonstrated by the providing of ICT backbond of Higher 
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Education. The project is prepared to build the ICT infrastructure of all universities in Indonesia (Riandi, 2010). 
From a technical aspect, Indonesia is well advanced. It is shown by the following infrastructure 
developments (Purnomo, 2009): 

 
1. 1999-2000: Network Internet (Jarnet) 
2. 2000-2001: Network Information School (JIS) 
3. 2002-2003: City Wide Area Network (WAN cities) 
4. 2004-2005: Information and Communication Technology Center (ICT Center) 
5. 2006-2007: Indonesia Higher Education Network (Inherent) 
6. 2007-skrg: National Education Network (Jardiknas) 
7. 2008-skrg: Southeast Asian Education Network (SEA EduNet) 
 
Along with the development of the ICT infrastructure of the many educational institutions begin to 

develop e-Learning. At the level of higher education, some universities have develop their own e-learning 
platform, including UGM (http://elisa.ugm.ac.id/), Unissula Semarang (http://www.unissula.ac.id/sinau /), 
AMIKOM jogja (http:// e-Learning. amikom.ac.id /), and others. Several other PT MOODLE platform, including: 
ITB ( http://kuliah.itb.ac.id/ ), UNPAR (http:// e-Learning.unpar.ac.id /), Gunadarma (http:// e -
Learning. gunadarma.ac.id /), ITS (http://share.its.ac.id/), UB (http://inherent.brawijaya.ac.id/vlm/), Unitomo (http:/ 
/ e-Learning.unitomo.ac.id), IST AKPRIND (http:// e-Learning. akprind.ac.id /), and other (Sutanta, 2009). But on 
the other hand, Public Sector Director, Microsoft Indonesia Teja Kusmana assess the Indonesia is still lack of 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT). One of the major reasons is the limited government budget for 
the ICT sector. "The cost of government budgeted for the ICT sector is quite limited because they have to share with 
other sectors is a priority, such as education and health," said Teja in PAD 28 Bar, Bistro and Coffee Corner, SCBD, 
South Jakarta (retrieved from Okezone, 11/13/2012). However, when referring to the quote above Sutanta, despite 
the government's budget for ICT is not much, the ICT budget allocation for education is quite large. That is, the 
commitment of the government and the private sector to promote the use of ICT is quite strong. But what do about 
the conditions in Indonesia on aspects of human resources or users of ICT? Are they have sufficiently mental and 
skill?  

 
ICT Literacy and the Influencing Factors  

The degree of ICT literacy is indicated by knowledge, attitude and behavior toward the information and 
technology. Lowest degree is shown by having low knowledge about ICT,  seeing ICT is unimportant thing, and not 
using ICT at all for daily life activities, whereas high degree of ICT literacy is characterized by high knowledge, 
positive attitude and ICT usage for all daily life activities. In this degree, people are called have information culture 
and become a part of information society. Based on these indicators, the degree of ICT literacy of Indonesian people 
is low. This group is precisely the generation now holding the power that determines the future (Indrajit and 
Djokopranoto, 2006:318) and thus, the adoption of ICT innovation in this nation lags behind other countries. In 
1998 a study showed that the level of ICT usage among college lecturer in Yogyakarta, Indonesia is quite 
high. However, the older generation of teachers, the level of ICT usage is lower, even if they have a positive 
attitude. It is caused by the inability to operate this technology. It is often called the technology illiterate. In the 
group of lecturers, ICT is more widely used for word processing. Only a minority of lecturers interact Internet-based 
communications such as an electronic mail, create a blog, transactions via online (Perbawaningsih, 1998). In 2012, 
Sungiardi, Indonesia computer expert claimed that only 10% of the total population of Indonesia who have truly 
technological literacy. Even in Indonesia there are about 80 million Internet users, but it is limited to the use of 
social networking Facebool and Twitter ( www.tempo.co , retrieved on March 8, 2013). This meant that there were 
23.9 million people of Indonesia who have a high level of ICT literacy, and most of them are having high 
educational background. Other references show that there is 63 million Indonesian people use internet or 24.23% 
from the total of population. It means that Indonesia is the country with the eighth largest in the world internet users. 
While the use of twitter Indonesia is in fifth position in the world. The Internet usage is 3 hours a day per person 
(Intisari, April 2013). However, there are only 23.9 million people of Indonesia who have a high level of ICT 
literacy, and most of them are of high educational background. Indrajit and Djokopranoto (2006:325) stated that 
most of the researches in Indonesia showed that the main issue of the various aspects of the digital divide focuses on 
the quality of human resources. In other words, the level of individual competence or skill in using ICT in everyday 
life is still low. Thus, the accumulation of these individuals forms a digital blind society or blind of technology. 
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In recent years, studies have shown that ICT literacy in high school and college is quite high (Sutanta 2009, 
Wahyono and Pujiriyanto 2010). This is due to the amount of the institution's commitment to the two cases above to 
take advantage of Internet-based ICT for education and learning. The adoption of innovation by the organization is 
then followed by the adoption of innovation at the individual level. On the other hand, the study also noted that the 
characteristics and individual attributes play an important role. Wahyono and Pujirianto's research (2010) states that 
a high socioeconomic class and achievement associated with ICT Literacy are also high.This study did not differ 
from the results of research Perbawaningsih (1998) which states that a positive attitude and a high level of ICT 
utilization is determined by several factors such as the degree of familiarity on ICT, the degree of ICT information 
seeking and the types of needs. If you refer to this study, it becomes difficult to rank ICT literacy. In the group that 
did not require a lot of applications of ICT in support of the work, the degree of ICT literacy is likely to be low. 
However, this low degree should not be understood as digital technology illiterate or blind. 

Perbawaningsih (2013) update the results of research in 1998 on the level of attitudes and level of use of 
ICT on higher education students. This research takes the case of students of Communication Studies University of 
Atma Jaya Yogyakarta. This research found that ICT literacy students are high. Almost all students have computers 
in their homes, with a fairly high technology and newest specifications.  Most of them said that their computers are 
connected to the Internet.  It can be said that the students have a good access to seek data and information. In 
another aspect indicated that half of the students use and able to operate multiple applications, such as word 
processing, data/statistical processing, photoshop, movie maker, including social media applications. Level of use 
and the ability to use ICT is even beyond the expectations of faculty. However, the level and type of application 
usage are apparently different in different types of needs and demands related to the completion of tasks or 
study. They also considered that the use of ICT is quite help complete these tasks more easily and quickly. They also 
feel the considerable benefits of ICT, namely ease of obtaining data or information related to the science 
assignments or scientific papers or for a presentation in class. 

The same study shows ICT literacy of lecturers in the high category despite the tendency of ICT literacy is 
lower than the students. Lecturers who ask their students to use ICT to accomplish tasks typically have the ability to 
use ICT. In learning process, lecturers or instructures are also using ICT. Use of the Internet in the classroom is 
frequently used to download learning materials. It encourages student interest in the course, including to the 
teachers. Also common, lecturers are using social media to interact and discuss the learning materials to the 
students. However, the use of ICT by teachers in the course is not related to final grades students on the course. 

Referring to these studies it can be concluded that the level of skills and the use of ICT in education 
(teachers and students) are quite high. It is influenced by several factors, namely (1) individual characteristics, (2) 
support of organizational commitment, including the demands of the faculty, and (3) the availability of facilities 
either individually or institutionally. However, this finding might not be used to generalize the ICT literacy of 
students and lecturers in Indonesia, especially universities in rural areas. It is caused by the economic/ financial 
viability of each university is different and varied.  The universities  that exist in these areas tend to have difficult 
access to education networks (Internet-based) as well as the technical ability of the hardware, 
software and dataware, the small number of ICT instructors, and low levels of commitment to the needs of the 
organization or the adoption of ICT. It is strengtened by the fact that teachers in rural areas in Indonesia rarely used 
ICT for distance learning (Kompas, May 28, 2012).   
 
Minus Factors of ICT Usage 

When one of the factors supporting ICT literacy is not met then the effectiveness of education tend to 
decline or even become ineffective. Malfunctions of ICT is also one thing that happens, especially when the mental 
attitude of the user and not appropriate with the nature or purpose of ICT adoption. One form of facility malfunction 
of “copy and paste” is plagiarism. The ease and speed of getting data - or even paper - pushing students to simply 
download, without mentioning the source citations that paper or paper is just a collection of quotations obtained 
from browsing the internet. Implications of Internet-based ICT utilization is an abundance of knowledge. This will 
result in a very high ambiguity for education community. A certain students would likely avoid exposure to 
information due to the ambiguity caused cognitive discomfort. This situation is certainly not conducive to the 
achievement of learning objectives. In this case, the lecturers still have an important role as a facilitator to select and 
sort, and if necessary to reduce the information and frame or reframe the  interpretation of the 
information. However, for other certain students the efforts can be interpreted as an attempt to limit the freedom of 
students to construct their own knowledge. On the other hand, ICT also provides convenience and speed of data 
analysis.  On other case, as a consequence of the convenience offered by ICT is a presentation in class activities, 
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such as using a pointer system. This presentation system encourages students to understand the material, but 
generally, not on detail, partially and superficially. Similarly, when teachers use this system to deliver the material in 
class, students are more focused on the look of the presentation rather than an explanation or a 
more comprehensive description of the teachers. At the final evaluation, students tend to rely on the material in the 
presentation rather than reading thoroughly. Teaching using multi-media presentations, such as playing an audio-
visual program, either directly downloaded from the Internet or using a video or DVD player, it does draw attention, 
but it does not help students to better understand the material as a whole. This is caused by the simplification process 
description / narrative material into the form of a film which also reduces the detail of the material. 

On the other hand, the use of statistical software applications such as Software porgram for Social Statistics 
(SPSS) also encourages students to get instant results but do not understand the data processing.  They tend to be a 
reliable technician but not a thinker/scientist who understand in depth the reasons theoretical/ academic behind any 
works created by ICT. On the other hand, ICT offers the convenience of Internet-based communication without the 
constraints of time and place, with a very cost efficiency, but it brought the situation to the relation between students 
and teachers has only rely on the sense of sight and hearing to obtain symbolic data. Potential differences in 
interpretation or misperception in conversation is very possible because of the losing data because of the function of 
the senses of taste, touch and smell can not be enabled. The relationship of teachers and students look like a 
relationship between robots or between machines because of the lack of emotion and affective factors that are easier 
to present when there is direct physical interaction. Furthermore, the purpose of the relation between students and 
teachers tend to be pragmatic, so that values personal such as togetherness that usually characterizes education in 
Indonesia it becomes difficult to achieve. The learning process that aims to build character and affection, and moral 
integrity are difficult to realize. In the aspect of reducing the burden due to be replaced by ICT teachers are not 
always responded positively. Reduction political role also means authority and power reduction. The reduction of 
the role of the teacher can also be interpreted as a financial reduction. There are many teachers were still 
comfortable in his position as "boss" for the students, and the presence of ICT actually be a threat. Cost efficiency is 
a mainstay of the use of ICT is also the potential will not be achieved when technological innovation adoption is not 
followed by the optimalization of function. As described earlier, the use of ICT with all the facilities offered - this 
certainly is comparable to the price offered- just more for word processing and communicating via social media. 

It can be concluded that the ICT values such as faster, cheaper and better lead to education community 
emphasize on the achieving pragmatic goals rather than understand the idealism or critical values. ICT capability to 
produce and reproduce a huge number of the academic papers bring consequences on the process of industrialization 
that sometimes if it is not careful will bring the education community ignore their idealism. The values brought by 
technology that is efficient, if achieved, will encourage the abandonment of quality of a process. Orientation of 
students in learning is no longer a desire to deepen their knowledge and develop the science, but rather on the high 
grades and finish more quickly. Similarly, higher education also tend to ignore the ideals and compete to produce 
scholars as much and as quickly as possible. However, in some cases, the efficiency of the use of ICT can not be 
achieved. Not to mention when ICT literacy and then get stuck on the concept of reliance on ICT for all learning 
activities, educational and even everyday life. This dependency causes people to lose their independence when ICT 
is suddenly not working. This is a minus factor of the use of ICT, when: (1) all supporting factors are not met, and 
(2) when the adoption of ICT ignores or does not consider the characteristics or values that were developed in 
education and educational organizations. This condition occurs in Indonesia. 
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 Conclusion 
The use of ICT in learning in Indonesian higher education can improve the effectiveness and efficiency of 

learning and education. This is caused by the following factors: (1) ICT literacy in Indonesia in particular students in 
urban area or cities is already high enough. Not only does ICT literacy, but also the ease of access to ICT. This is 
shown by most of the students have ICT devices in their homes, and colleges were also providing the facility with 
excellent and adequate technical skills, (2) commitment to higher education, including policy-makers to make 
optimal use of ICT in learning and education; and (3) support the government by providing an electronic network 
that allows the implementation of distance learning as well as education and information science at the higher 
education. This suggests that the human factor (actor), the policy at the level of organization (system) and 
commitment of the Indonesian government (supra-system) is quite positive in the process of adoption of ICT 
innovation in higher education whereas in the same time, they -students- have negative attitude toward ICT.  Abuse 
(malfunctions) ICT resulting in a failure to achieve the educational goals, that is creating qualified human resources, 
or human who master the science and technology to create nation welfare and prosperity .*** 
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Abstract 

Since its introduction in 2006, many studies have been made on the use of Twitter as learning tool especially in 
language classrooms. These studies, however, tend to look at the use of Twitter as language learning tool in the 
school, college or universities and rarely in the community college environment. Although it is one of the higher 
education institutions in Malaysia, community colleges do have vast differences with other institutions in terms of 
students’ educational background and learning motivation, lecture duration and semester, mission and vision and 
lecturer expertise. Thus, this paper describes a survey study using a Fuzzy Delphi method to investigate the 
potentials of using Twitter for post-reading activities among Malaysian community college students. The main focus 
of this study was to get experts’ consensus on the future of Twitter and its usage in language learning in the future 
for community college students. Experts consisted of experienced community college English lecturers and 
curriculum developers and academic specialists from the Community College Department, Ministry of Higher 
Education. Findings indicated that low level of Twitter usage among lecturers and students make Twitter as a 
learning tool rather vague in the future. This article discusses the reasons behind the moderate level of Twitter usage 
and the direction for future research in implementing Twitter in the language learning classroom. 
 
Keywords: Twitter; post-reading; community college; Fuzzy Delphi. 

 

Introduction 

The use of Twitter for educational purposes has been of interest to many researchers and they have produced many 
studies showing positive correlation between Twitter and various aspects of education (Borau, Ullrich, Feng & 
Shen, 2009; Junco, Heibergert & Loken., 2010; Veletsianos, 2011). However, most of these studies are focusing 
more on the current state of technology and education and giving less focus to its future potential. There are even 
fewer studies that relate educational function of Twitter and how it can benefit community college students in 
developing their reading skills. 
 
Due to the nature of the course and the emphasis on skills and training, English is given less attention by the 
community college students and it leads to poor proficiency especially reading skills. While one of the objectives of 
the community college is to create a knowledgeable community (k-community), reading fluently in the target 
language will definitely help to achieve the objective mentioned above. Thus, Twitter is seen as the most suitable 
learning tool for community college students to use the target language effectively, effortlessly even outside their 
classroom. Our main concern, however, is how long can Twitter potentially serve as a language learning tool? With 
the increased awareness and uses for other microblogging services such as Tumblr, Pownce and Jaiku and recently 
Edmodo (Holotescu & Grosseck, 2009), is the use of Twitter as the language learning tool for community college 
students still relevant for the next 10 years? 
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We begin by looking at a few studies showing the benefit of Twitter in education. Since its launch in July 2006, 
many studies have been conducted to understand the functionality of Twitter and its benefit to educators (Stevens, 
2008) but there are few yet growing numbers of studies to investigate the relationship of Twitter and language 
learning situations (Lomicka & Lord, 2011). Several studies also show that not only students can benefit from 
educational usage of Twitter; scholars can also participate and use their social network for professional purposes. 
Veletsianos’s finding indicated seven themes of scholars’ Twitter practices and activities and one of the themes is 
“expanding learning opportunities beyond the confines of the classroom” (2011). Compared to Facebook, another 
popular social networking site which is more popular and commonly used by college students, Twitter primary 
functions as microblogging platform and ongoing public dialogue has attracted educators to use it as part of their 
college courses (Antenos-Conforti, 2009, Ebner et al., 2010; Grosseck & Holotescu, 2009; Junco et al., 2011; 
Schroeder et al., 2010; Smith & Caruso, 2010). This is reinforced with the findings from Junco et al., (2011) 
research where a group of students who use Twitter showed higher semester GPA than a group who did not; while a 
study conducted by Kirschner and Karpinski (2010) showed that Facebook users having lower GPA. Dunlap and 
Lowenthal (2009a, 2009b) stated that Twitter also has instructional benefits which are “enhancing social presence, 
maintaining relationship, supporting learning, writing concisely and for an audience, addressing issue in a timely 
fashion, and connecting classmates and instructor”. With all the findings from the few studies above we can 
conclude that even though many studies have been done on the topic, still not much research exists on the potential 
of Twitter in the future. This research is significant because previous work has shown that positive attitudes are 
usually shown toward new technologies (Beauvois, 1998; Chen et al., 2004; Ducate & Lomicka, 2009; Ushida, 
2005). We need to see the potential of Twitter in education and language learning as the novelty wears off and its 
survival with the emergence of new educational microblogging sites such as Edmodo. 
 
Apart from these studies focusing on current technologies and the education scenario, most of the literature is 
usually directed to Twitter and its benefit to the communicative and cultural competence of the language (Borau et 
al., 2009). It would be interesting if there are many studies that show correlation between Twitter and how it can 
develop reading skills in a second language. Existing studies on community colleges also tend to investigate the 
current issues such as the most appropriate teaching method to teach certain courses and the effectiveness of the 
programs offered in providing and preparing student for employment (Hassan, 2011; Madar et al., 2009). Since 
community colleges in Malaysia are relatively new compared to other countries and doing research is not necessary 
for its educators, it is considered an urgency to build a body of knowledge that can help improve the quality of this 
institution in the future. 
 
By looking and examining potentials of Twitter in education; and how it can develop reading skills among 
community college students, educators can adapt and apply Twitter into their lesson if this paper can prove that 
Twitter does have potential in developing reading skills. Policy makers and curriculum developers in the 
Community College Department in the Ministry of Higher Education can encourage educators to use Twitter not 
only for their lessons, but among educators in all 80 branches of community colleges in Malaysia. This can help 
educators to share ideas, request assistance and offer suggestions and to connect and network among educators in 
similar or different fields of teaching. Administrators can plan and provide internet connection, computers or any 
technological equipment and staff to facilitate the implementation of Twitter in language courses at all community 
colleges. 
 
1.1 Twitter in Education 

 
In line with an effort to foster and produce more autonomous learners, computer-assisted language learning (CALL) 
is seen as the best way to help achieve this aim. Blogs, for example have been used widely in classrooms to provide 
diversity in language learning, depending on pedagogical purposes (Lee, 2011). Lee stated that by writing blogs, 
learners can decide what, how much and when they want to publish their work (2010). Students can also develop 
their “ability to plan, understand and regulate their own language learning” (Baggetun & Wasson, 2006; Ward, 
2004, as cited in Lee, 2011). Microblogging however, is a service that allows users to post their thoughts, share 
pictures, videos or links but with limited characters and smaller file size. Oulasvirta et al. (2009, as cited in 
Veletsianos, 2011) defined microblog as a service that allows users to write updates by using either mobile devices 
or personal computers and publishing them on the Web. A few microblogging tools falling under the category of 
Web 2.0 such as Jaiku, MySay, Hictu, Edmodo exist but the most popular of these tools is Twitter. With the 
increasing number of smartphone users from all levels of society, from toddlers to senior citizens, it is not surprising 
if Twitter is seen as a new medium that can help provide diversity in language learning. What set Twitter apart from 
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other microblogging tools or weblog is its features as part microblogging tool – part social networking tool that can 
enable users to access freely on the Web (Stevens, 2008 as cited in Bicen & Cavus, 2012). McFedries (2007) as well 
as Holotescu and Grosseck (2011) stated that microblog is different from weblog because of its social network 
structure feature. In short, Twitter is more interactive, allows user to be more creative with words (due to limited 
characters in a post), gives instant feedback, can be accessed easily and helps users to connect with people all around 
the world. It is not surprising that Twitter made its way into education and language learning, given  that the number 
of tweets per week average around a billion (Smith, 2011). When an increasing number of language teachers and 
educators started implementing, assimilating and using Twitter as part of their teaching and learning, many studies 
have been done on the correlation of Twitter in language learning and education in many different aspects.  
 
Research done by Lomicka and Lord (2011) proved that Twitter can help language learners form a collaborative 
community where they can learn, share and reflect. The sample consisting of thirteen students enrolled in an 
intermediate French course in a south eastern university in the United States and twelve native French speakers 
enrolled in an intermediate-high English conversation course in France shows that Twitter allows learners in both 
languages to develop a sense of community. They also learn a new language in a fun and interactive way. 

A study conducted by Borau et al. (2009) to analyze the usefulness of microblogging (Twitter) in second language 
learning shows that Twitter can help second language learners to train in communicative and cultural competence. 
This is because the traditional language teaching method rarely gives the learner the chance to produce the target 
language actively and as a tool of communication. Junco et al. (2010, 2012) in his researches focused more on 
Twitter and student engagement. His research proved that Twitter, if using in educationally relevant ways, had a 
positive effect on student engagement, as well as having positive effects on students’ grades. Junco et al. also proved 
that to improve student collaboration, engagement and success, faculty has to be actively participating and integrate 
Twitter into the course.  

Few researchers have tried to look Twitter and its benefit to the educators. Veletsianos (2011) indicated that higher 
education scholars participate and use twitter for seven reasons. First, to share information, resources, and media 
related to their profession. Second, they use Twitter to share information about their classroom and students, 
followed by to request assistance and offer suggestions to others. Other reasons are to engage in social commentary, 
engage in digital identity and impression management and seek to network and make connections with others. 
Finally, higher education scholars use Twitter to highlight their participation in online networks other than Twitter 
such as YouTube and Facebook. 

Bicen and Cavus (2012) summarized Twitter as a “part social networking – part microblogging tool, freely 
accessible on the Web”. In their research on Twitter usage habits of undergraduate students, they have found that the 
majority of students spent their time using Twitter to share quotes, photos, videos, music, news, IT news and 
magazine news while educational material were least frequently shared by students. This gives a new insight of 
Twitter use in a classroom and the move to produce autonomous learners. This is because educators might wonder 
whether students’ participation when Twitter in being used in the course is voluntary or because it is graded. This 
doubtful thought is being supported by a research done by Haytko and Parker (2012) where their research confirmed 
that students actually do not see any social networking sites; be it a Twitter or Facebook, as appropriate tools to be 
used in the university setting. Many students might create a new Twitter account for educational purposes if Twitter 
is part of their course requirement.  

Elavsky, Mislan, and Elavsky (2011) in their study tried to see the effectiveness of Twitter in a different perspective; 
which is to explore the outcomes of Twitter usage in large-lecture hall. This is referring to the general courses where 
the students come with diverse backgrounds, perspectives and knowledge sets. The outcomes shows that Twitter 
usage in large-lecture hall is generally positive and can help improve students’ impressions, participation and 
enthusiasm. 

1.2 Reading Stages 

There are four language skills that are considered important in order for a learner to acquire a second language. 
Those skills are reading, writing, speaking and listening. Reading, however, is seen as the most important skill for a 
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student to master (Carrell, 1998; Eskey, 1973, as cited in Mohd. Zin & Rafik-Galea, 2010). Teaching reading 
involves three stages; pre-reading, while reading and post-reading; each has its characteristics and benefits. 

Post- reading stage is the last stage in teaching reading. The main purpose is to ensure learner’s comprehension and 
retention of the information of the text that they have already read. It is also to develop and clarify learners’ 
interpretation of the text and help them remember what they have created in their mind individually about the text. 
Post reading is done in many ways in a language classroom. Some are follow-up by teachers, discussion among 
learners or doing a graphic organizer and guided reading and discussion. All these strategies can help learners 
develop their reading skills as well as giving them the needed time to practice in the target language. It is also 
helpful if the reading material is authentic and written by a native speaker. Guo’s (2012) study shows a strong 
relationship between extensive reading and vocabulary development. This means second language learners can learn 
better and faster if they have a certain amount of exposure to the target language and not only learning confined in 
the four walls of the classroom. This leads us to how Twitter can help second language learner learn the target 
language better. 

Usually, a language teacher has limited teaching time in a classroom and can only rely on the students’ response as 
how they understand something they read earlier. Anxiety also hinder students from perform well in the reading 
classroom thus affecting their reading performance (Mohd. Zin & Rafik-Galea, 2010). Since post-reading is an 
important stage to ensure learners’ understanding of the topic learnt and a way to check their reading skills, due to 
students’ anxiety and limited teaching duration, many teachers choose to ignore this stage. Some teachers gave 
comprehension activities to achieve the objectives, but it is difficult for them to determine whether the answers are 
individually written or copied from each other.  

By using Twitter where response is quick, communication is interactive and individuality can be seen by individual 
tweet, teachers can determine and see indirectly which one of their students already developed reading skills, 
understand the text studied in the classroom and develop their own meaning and perception of the text. There are of 
course, certain things that teacher should be cautious when using Twitter to help learners develop their reading 
skills. Teachers should encourage participation from all learners. For example, participation should be graded. 
Teacher can also fully-use Twitter applications such as hastag, retweet and favorite to make interaction about a 
reading text more interactive. This is parallel to Bromley’s study that develops the idea of the future of reading and 
writing. In his study, he proposed that pens, pencils and paper will soon be artifacts of the past, electronic reading 
and writing will be pervasive, collaborative and social events and lastly, speech will replace most writing.  

Research Design 

Community College is one of the four higher learning institutions for school leavers in Malaysia. The others are 
public universities, private universities and polytechnics. Contrary to popular beliefs, community college is not for 
school leavers who do not have outstanding academic achievement, but rather the main objective of community 
college is to create the lifelong learning environment in Malaysian society. To date, there are 80 branches of 
community colleges all around Malaysia; these are usually located in rural areas. The major difference between 
community colleges and all other higher learning institutions is its flexible study mode. Students can opt to study 
continuously for 20 months until they get the certificate (Sijil Kolej Komuniti or SKK) or study by module for about 
three to six months to get Sijil Modular Kebangsaan.  The difference between the two certificates is that students 
who opt to do the latter can always complete a module for 3-6 months, continue or look for a job and continue a 
module again until they finished all 60 credits to get the SKK. They are also offered short courses which take less 
than month, sometimes a day to complete. As for entry requirement, no outstanding academic achievement or any 
academic certificate is necessary for acceptance.    
 
Thus, given the variety of the duration of the courses and students’ background and learning motivation, teaching 
English is considered as a real challenge in community colleges. English lecturers found it difficult to maintain 
interest, relationship, and enthusiasm because of several factors such as students’ perception toward the language 
itself, student motivation, constantly changing students and timetable and the emphasis given on the technical 
subjects. 
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Methodology 

The aim of this study is to examine the possibility of using Twitter for post-reading activities to community college 
students in order to develop their reading skills. In other words, the purpose of this paper is to study the potentials of 
using Twitter for post-reading activities among community college students. Studying the potentials of Twitter in 
the future of language learning involves subjective value judgement and great debate; therefore this study employed 
the Fuzzy Delphi Method (FDM). FDM is a great method to use when a study needs an effective tool to gather data 
generated from opinion where these opinions are always imprecise and uncertain. By using FDM, subjective data 
can be transformed into quasi-objective quantitative data and can facilitate decision making of controversial issues 
(Tang & Wu, 2010). It is a combination of traditional Delphi Method and the fuzzy set theory. Chang et al. (2000, as 
cited in Tang & Wu, 2010) explains that FDM can “processes fuzziness in relation to forecast item and the 
information contents of respondents”. It also allows researchers to elucidate individual attributes of participants 
because fuzzy forecasts are utilized and preserved. It is not only a mean generated mechanically but an agreeable 
score based on the “acceptable value ranges” given by respondents. 
 
This first stage of this study is to conduct interviews with several experts regarding teaching reading, Twitter and 
community colleges. Experts consist of active Twitter users, language experts from government schools and 
community colleges, curriculum developers from the Department of Community Colleges and Education and 
Information Technology experts. The rationale for selecting the experts was based on the assumption that they are 
experts who understand and active Twitter users themselves, experienced in language teaching, understand the 
potentials and barriers in the community college curriculum and have deep understanding of how to make Twitter or 
any electronic devices work in community colleges. The second stage of this study involved distributing 
questionnaires to 25 English lecturers at community college that have sound knowledge about their subject and have 
basic knowledge of Twitter. Some of them have a Twitter account, know the function but rarely used it while the 
others are considered as regular users (5-6 tweets a week). Questionnaires are either emailed, posted or conducted 
face-to-face. 
  

Results 

The main purpose of the interviews was to gather experts’ opinions on how Twitter can be potentially used in post-
reading activities in English lessons at community colleges. It is also to determine lecturers’ attributes that can help 
achieve this motion and what are the state of facilities and technology needed for this to happen. Six main 
determinants were identified from the literature as well as experts’ answers. The determinants are the future of 
Twitter, the future of Twitter in the language learning classroom for community college students, the current 
facilities in the community college, the current technology used in the community college, English lecturers’ 
comprehension and attitude toward reading theory and English lecturers’ comprehension, attitude and expectation 
towards Twitter. Only 30 out of 47 variables of six determinants achieved the experts’ consensus. Measures 
percentage below 75% were crossed out. The final variables were then arranged according to percentage as shown in  
Table 1. 
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Table 1: Final variables from Fuzzy Delphi technique arranged according to percentage 

The Final Ranking System 

No. Item Minimum 
Value 

Maxsimum 
Value 

Most 
Reasonable 

Value 
Score Ranking 

1 The Future of Twitter 

1.4 Twitter will be more accessible with the 
increased use of smartphones. 9.20 17.20 13.20 13.20 1 

1.1 Twitter will remain as the most popular 
social networking site for the next 20 years. 8.20 16.00 12.00 12.07 2 

2 The Future of Twitter in the Language Learning Classroom for Community College Students. 

2.1 
Twitter will be the most popular social 
networking site among community college 
students. 

7.20 14.80 10.90 10.97 1 

3 The Current Facilities in the Community College 

3.5 Community college should upgrade its 
internet and computer facilities regularly. 10.40 14.40 18.40 14.40 1 

3.3 All community colleges are equipped with 
the internet connection. 9.40 13.40 16.50 13.10 2 

3.2 All computer equipment is maintained 
regularly and in good condition. 8.10 16.00 12.00 12.03 3 

4 The Current Technology Used in the Community College 

4.4 
All community college staff and lecturers 
like to implement the latest technology in 
their work. 

9.20 17.00 13.00 13.07 1 

4.5 
All community college staff, lecturers and 
students are open to the introduction and 
use of technology for learning purposes. 

9.10 17.00 13.00 13.03 2 

4.3 
All community college staff and lecturers 
do not have problem using technology for 
work purposes. 

9.00 16.80 12.80 12.87 3 
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4.2 Technology is used extensively in all 
community college lectures. 8.80 16.80 12.80 12.80 4 

4.6 

The current technology used in the 
community college is sufficient for the 
development of community college in the 
future. 

8.50 15.50 12.40 12.13 5 

4.1 Technology is used extensively in all 
community college administration. 8.10 15.10 12.00 11.73 6 

5 English Lecturers’ Comprehension and Attitude towards Reading Theory. 

5.5 
All English Lecturers agree that reading 
skills should be emphasized in English 
lessons at community college. 

10.20 18.20 14.20 14.20 1 

5.9 
All English Lecturers should always look 
out for ways to improve the quality for their 
teaching. 

10.20 18.20 14.20 14.20 1 

5.4 
All English Lecturers always look for new 
methods and ideas in teaching English to 
their students. 

9.80 17.80 13.80 13.80 2 

5.2 
All English Lecturers fully understand the 
concept of pre-reading, while reading and 
post-reading.  

9.70 17.60 13.60 13.63 3 

5.8 
All English Lecturers do not have problem 
in preparing and giving post-reading 
activities to students. 

9.50 17.40 13.40 13.43 4 

5.6 All English Lecturers are creative in 
preparing reading materials for students. 9.40 17.40 13.40 13.40 5 

5.7 Post-reading activities is significant for 
students to enable them to read in English 9.20 17.20 13.20 13.20 6 

5.1 
All English Lecturers in community college 
have TESL (Teaching English as a Second 
Language) qualification. 

9.00 16.80 12.80 12.87 7 

5.3 All English Lecturers apply post-reading 
activities in their lessons. 8.50 15.50 12.40 12.13 8 

6 English Instructors’ Comprehension, Attitude and Expectation towards Twitter.  
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6.3 All English Lecturers should have Twitter 
account and connect with their colleagues. 8.50 16.20 12.20 12.30 1 

Discussion 

According to the arranged results, summarized in Table 1 in the Twitter and Language Learning determinant, 
Twitter will be more accessible with the increased users of smartphones. The experts agreed 100% about the usage 
of Twitter among community college students using smartphones. Nowadays, at this time almost all teens use 
smartphones in their daily lives. This is a trend for teenagers. They are willing to buy inexpensive smartphones. So, 
Twitter usage will be easy with smartphones. Moreover, the government had given a 200 ringgit rebate for teens 
who want to buy a smart phone (beritasemasa.com., Sept 29). The second highest ranking is Twitter will remain as 
the most popular social networking site for the next 20 years. The experts agreed 95% about this matter because 
twitter is easily handled by students with smartphones and unlike Facebook where we need a laptop to access it. The 
other two items have not reached consensus among experts. The items are there will be no social networking sites 
that can replace Twitter for the next 20 years and Twitter will remain popular because it is easy to set up a Twitter 
account and use all its features. We predict that most probably, Twitter will be considered outdated like Friendster 
nowadays. Most of the experts did not master in Twitter features. 
 
Conclusion 

Given the nature of Twitter and the current practices in community colleges, it is fair to say that there is still a long 
way for Twitter to be potentially used in not only post-reading activities but for all academic activities in Malaysian 
Community Colleges. While almost all English lecturers at the community college are armed with the language 
knowledge, skills and experience, many still not sure and certain how Twitter can be best used in facilitating 
language lessons. Not many of them are fans of Twitter, thus making it difficult for Twitter to get its way into the 
language classrooms. Current technology and facilities are also one of the issues for Twitter to be taken seriously as 
a language learning tool. Since community college students mostly are part-timers and live in rural areas, the 
number of students who can afford a smartphone and the mobile plan is also questionable. The point of using 
Twitter is students can learn anywhere even if they are not in the community college area, but while the internet 
connection at the college is what we can categorize as mediocre, the objectives are hard to achieve if students can 
only have access if they are within the community college grounds.  
 
Twitter has always been overshadowed by Facebook and it is only a matter of time for a new social networking site 
to replace Facebook in a few years’ time. If by promoting Twitter today to be used in community college results in 
lukewarm results, it is better for curriculum developers to look for and try a better, newer social networking site to 
be developed as part of the requirement of the English course. This way, lecturers and students can learn and explore 
a new technology together. As such, a final recommendation is to suggest for English lecturers at community 
colleges to embrace the current and new social networking site and try to look for the best way to use it in the 
classroom since it is easier than changing the modular study mode. 
 
Given the exploratory nature of this study, the main challenge is to find English experts in community colleges who 
are active users of Twitter. Further study is required to see the acceptance of new technology among English 
lecturers and community college students to determine how best to integrate any latest technology or Web 2.0 tools 
in a language lesson.  
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Abstract 

This study uses a meta analysis to analyze several current articles published by selected journals by 
focusing on studies related to the potential of video games in Bahasa Melayu vocabulary learning by 
international students. Among the aricles are those in journals such as  Computers and Education, 
Computers in Human Behavior, Education Technology Research Development, Procedia Social and 
Behavioral Sciences, Australian Journal of Language and Literacy, Computer Assisted Language 
Learning, Educational Technology & Society, and Scandinavian Journal of Educational Research 
published between 2003 and 2011. For this study, only 15 articles were focused on out of 33 articles in 
journals published between 2003 until 2011. Nevertheless, only 9 articles were identified using the key 
words video games and language learning. In terms of methodology, most of the articles were literature 
reviews followed by case studies and experimental studies. Some articles combined  quantitative and 
qualitative approaches. Findings from all the articles reviewed show that video games have potential as 
effective teaching aids and are capable of motivating students in language learning.  
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1. Introduction 

        Commercial video games have long been in the market since they were first  introduced in 1958 such that today 
they represent various types or genres (Kudler, 2007). Each genre of video game has its story line or narrative in 
various levels and characteristics. Part of the traditional video game contains genres such as ‘first-person shooter’, 
‘role-playing’, ‘action’, ‘adventure’, ’sports’, and racing as well as strategy.  
        If seen from reality and research carried out in the west, many agree that video games have educational value 
and the potential for use as effective and enjoyable teaching aids as stated by Papastergiou (2009) and Moreno 
(2008). Discussion related to the potential of video game in education was done by Prensky (2001, in Papastergiou, 
2009); the conclusion was that electronic video games have attracted the interest of academics who see the potential 
of video games as giving motivation to teenagers if the games are integrated with learning activities as stated by 
Prensky who had introduced electronic games as “digital game-based learning”.     
         Studies by researchers in curriculum and instructural technology have found that computer and video games 
are among the most popular in designing video games suitable for learning needs (Squire, 2003). The views of other 
researchers such as Jenkins dan Klopfer (2003) on video games is that one way to enhance motivation and quality in 
learning is through use of video games as a learning tool (Moreno, 2008). Video games represent an enjoyable and 
attractive element and this advantage should be absorbed in learning. 
         Papastergiou (2009) stated that several researchers agreed that the learning climate with video will be more 
enjoyable and effective compared with the traditional learning environment. Oblinger (2004) as cited by 
Papastergiou (2009) stated that video games have potential in changing the learning environment to one that is better 
based on several reasons; a) such games are multi-sensory, active, offer novel experiences, and problem based 
learning; b) give and increase experience and existing knowledge; c) provide fast feedback for hypothesis testing 
and learning based on action research; d) give opportunity to students to undertake self-assessment through scores; 
and e) enhance the social interaction environment between players or students. 
        Gamers can learn how to interact among themselves through their environment such as forming player groups 
online or “game-related information and resources” (Papastergiou, 2009). Several studies that have evaluated the use 
of video games in various academic disciplines such as mathematics, science, language, geography, and computer 
science have shown positive effect on student motivation and effective learning for achieving curriculum objectives 
(Papastergiou, 2009). 
       Furthermore, Tuzun (2008) stated that the future scenario for trends in video game technology in geography 
education is the application of ‘MUVEs.’ Researchers also have combined ‘three-dimensional (3D) environments’ 
in designing computer video games in geography learning. Virvou, Katsionis dan Manos (2005) in Tuzun (2008), 
for example, have created the computer video game VR-ENGAGE for teaching geography subject to grade four 
students. 
        Besides that,the effectiveness in designing educational video games must be achieved by balancing the 
educational value with enjoyment in learning. According to Moreno (2008) this is because the teaching and learning 
process (T&L) requires effective teaching techniques to achieve learning objectives. 
        Three types of initiatives were suggested by Moreno to achieve effectiveness are: 1)  multimedia approach is 
very much related to content presentation; 2) using existing video games in the market for learning; and 3) existing 
video games that have been developed must be balanced between education and enjoyment or pleasure in learning. 
        Hence, the learning of Bahasa Melayu now must change in the application of the latest technology so that it is 
aligned with developments in video game technology that has been integrated with various academic disciplines. 
With the use of this teaching aid, language learning can be implemented more effectively besides increasing student 
motivation.  
 

2. Background  on Bahasa Melayu subject for International Students 

Rusdi Abdullah (2001) stated that the flood of foreign students who some here for further studies in public (IPTA) 
and private (IPTS) tertiary institutions in Malaysia is more pronounced. Consequently, the Education Act Amended 
1995 clearly states that Bahasa Melayu is compulsory to be taught to all foreign students undergoing studies in 
IPTS. The above teaching is aimed at exposing students to the basics of Malay language such as phonology and 
spelling system, basic vocabulary, casual conversation, sociolinguistic aspects, reading and understanding simple 
examples and writing. According to Rusdi also, adult foreign language students have exceeded the critical period in 
the language learning process especially in mastery of sound (phonology) but they have advantages in other 
language aspects. Their knowledge of their mother tongue can help facilitate the learning process such as analysis of 
morphology aspects, syntax, and semantics of the language. 
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Awang Sariyan (2006) viewed that the Bahasa Melayu teaching program for international students is to 
fulfill the needs arising from the role of bahasa Melayuas a language that is studied in various centers of learning all 
over the world. BahasaMelayu has its own position in the development of major world  languages until there is a 
need for its teaching to foreign language learners although not as widely as the teaching of English. 

Based on the experience  of the International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM), the BahasaMelayu 
course for foreign students is compulsory for all foreign students at the university. According to Siti Baidura Kasiran 
and  Nurul Jamilah Rosly (2011) in the context of Malay language learning, many foreign students taking first 
degree courses at IIUM learn BM as a third language. These students not only have to learn BM, they must pass it as 
a requirement for graduation. The Bahasa Melayu course for foreign students was made compulsory for all foreign 
students at IIUM as decided by the Senate Meeting in April 1991. 

This course was split into two levels, Bahasa Melayu I for Foreign students (LM 1010) and Bahasa Melayu 
II Course for Foreign Students (LM 1011). The credit hours for this course is 50 minutes for every meeting/class and 
classes are held twice a week (Siti Baidura Kasiran & Nurul Jamilah Rosly, 2011). 

Fai’zah Abd.Manan, Mohamad Amin Embi and Zamri Mahamod (2010) stated that the National 
Accreditation Council (LAN) or now called Malaysian Qualification Agency (MQA) has created the National 
Language Syllabus specially for foreign students. Among the aims and objectives of teaching bahasa Melayu to 
foreign students in IPT di Malaysia are to enable them to master the basic skills in Malay language. Among the aims 
and objectives are: 

i. Know the speech system, rumi spelling system, vocabulary and grammar of Malay language; 

ii. Able to listen to and understand conversations in various daily situations; 

iii. Able to speak and understand simple reading materials and; 

iv. Able to express ideas and feelings in verbal and written form.   

 

3. Statement of the Problem 

Fai’zah Abdul Manan et al. (2010) noted that most foreign researchers of BM in Malaysia who follow the BM 
course in tertiary institutions found such courses to be facing problems, weak, and fail to impart the requisite BM 
skills in the stipulated period. The present group of researchers quote the statement (Asmah, 2003; Fai’zah et al., 
2009; Marzalina, 2005) that in many higher education institutions the method of teaching BM to foreign students 
still uses conventional teacher-centered approaches. According to Awang Sariyan (2006) in Fai’zah Abdul Manan et 
al. (2010) such approaches are deemed successful and can be determined as effective approaches after categorization 
by level and grouping according to the aims and needs of the foreign students who are learning BM. 
       Several researchers in Malaysia and the west concur that BM is a difficult language to master as a foreign 
language if the student learning it is not interested and lacking in confidence, has no need or motivation for the BM 
being learned  (Jyh Wee Sew, 2005; Metzger, 2009; Pogadev, 2005,in Fai’zah Abdul Manan et al., 2010).   

Based on the above problem situation, the BahasaMelayu subject for international students is very much in 
need of teaching aids that are effective in overcoming the disadvantages in the use of conventional approaches in 
teaching and learning. Similarly with the problem of bahasa Melayu that is said to be difficult to master resulting in 
students lacking in confidence, not wanting and not being motivated; all these might be overcome using video 
games as effective teaching aids capable of enhancing student motivation. 

In Malaysia, many video games of various genres are in the market for commercial use and such games are 
the trend for teenagers and children today. In fact, the development of video game has crept into bahasaMelayu 
learning especially for foreign students. The potential of video game in the curriculum has been studied at length by 
researchers and curriculum experts in the west who have long developed video games in education (e.g., Gee, 2003; 
Moreno, 2008; Papastergiou, 2009; Prensky, 2001; Squire, 2003).  

Behind the debate on the issue of video game playing lacking potential in education as stated by Van Eck 
(2006, as cited by Moreno, 2008) who touched on the cost of developing video games, the difficulties in integrating 
video games into the curriculum; and Michael dan Chen (2006) who touched on the need to evaluate the quality of 
video games in the learning process; Moreno (2008) suggested several alternatives or new approaches in focusing on 
a design for video games. Many video games of various genres in the industry have been identified as suitable for 
education. Existing commercially available video games also have potential for adaptation for use in learning; for 
example, the video game known as ‘SimCity’ dan ‘Civilization Sagas’. 

In the context of language learning, studies on video games have been done by many researchers(e.g., 
Laleh & Nasrin, 2011; Muhammet Demirbilek, Ebru Yilmaz & Suzan Tamer, 2010; Piirainen-Marsh& Tainio, 
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2009; Ranalli, 2008; Walsh,C, 2010;Yildiz Turgut & Pelin Irgin, 2009) and these have touched on the types of video 
games such as The Sims, Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games (MMORPGs) and effectiveness of 
video games in language learning especially in English as a Second Language or English as a Foreign Language. 
Most research studies by the researchers mentioned were in the form of literature reviews and discussions. Studies 
have to be carried on with design of video game or developing video game prototype suited to language learning 
other than The Sims, MMORPGs and online video games. 

Nevertheless, in Malaysia there exists a study byKamisah Osman and Nurul Aini Bakar (2011) on the 
implementation and limitations of computer video games in Malaysia from the perspective of Chemistry subject, 
showing that curriculum design in video games is still new and in the research stage in Malaysia.  

Video game in language learning was done on Arabic subject by Muhammad Sabri Sahrir and Nor Aziah 
Alias (2011). Their findings show that online video games succeeded in enhancing achievement, motivation and 
positive attitudes of students toward Arabic language learning. However, the video games developed were still 
limited; students hoped that  these video games will continue to be used as teaching aids in Arabic language 
learning. 

Because studies on video game playing in language learning were done mostly on English and Arabic, and 
because the approach for teaching BM to foreign students is stillconventional in nature, we feel that this study is 
necessary to investigate the potential of video games in the aspect of BM vocabulary learning among international 
students. Hence, this study anticipates video games will become effective learning aids capable of enhancing the 
motivation in learning of  Bahasa Melayu among international students.  
 
4. Objectives 
In general, this study is aimed at investigating the potential of video games in Bahasa Melayu  vocabulary learning 
for foreign students. Shih, Feng, and Tsai  (2008) stated that meat analysis is the best way to identify articles veruy 
much related to the field of study.  
This study is implemented to answer the following research questions: 

1. What is the percentage of research papers related to the chosen topic? 

2. What were the titles of selected articles related to the potential of video games in learning Bahasa Melayu 

vocabulary for international students? 

3. What methods were used in the selected articles related to the topic of research? 

4. What is the comparison in research findings obtained from the articles? 

 

5. Methodology 

This study uses meta analysis to evaluate past research articles. Besides qualitative analysis, this study uses 
descriptive statistics to analyze data. According toLipsey dan Wilson (2001) meta analysis is a systematic technique 
for describing, analyzing, making conclusions on quantitative studies for some topic or question.  

This study analyzes several current articles published with focus on studies related to the potential of video 
game in the Malay  language (BM) curriculum for intgernational students. Among the articles obtained were those 
from the journalsComputers and Education(CE), Computers in Human Behavior(CBH), Education Technology 
Research Development(ETRD), Procedia Social and Behavioral Sciences(PSBS), Australian Journal of Language 
and Literacy(AJLL), Computer Assisted Language Learning(CALL), Educational Technology & Society(ETS), dan 
Scandinavian Journal of Educational Research(SJER). Among the reasons for choosing these journals were: the 
articles in the journals were categorized under the jurnal articles of the Institute for Scientific Information(ISI) and 
development article and the articles were related to the theme title namely video game technology and curriculum or 
language learning. Meanwhile, only 15 articles were chosen from 33 articles published in the journals from 2003 
until 2011 to be focused on in this study. However, only 9 articles were obtained using the key words video game in 
language learning. 
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6. Findings of the Study 
7.1. Analisis of articles 

The research shows a total of  15 aricles out of 33 published in  eight journals between 2003 and 2011 were related 
to the potential of video game in vocabulary learning of Malay language for foreign students. Data were analyzed  
according to year of journal publication as shown in Table 1.  
 
Table 1 
Percentage of 15 Published Articles According to Selected Journals in the Meta Analysis (2003- 2011) 

  

2003 

 

2007 

 

2008 

 

2009 

 

2010 

 

2011 

 

Total(%)  

CE 1(6.7)   1(6.7)   2(13.3) 

CHB   1(6.7)    1(6.7) 

ETRD  1(6.7)    1(6.7) 2(13.3) 

PSBS    1(6.7) 2(13.3) 1(6.7) 4(26.7) 

AJLL     2(13.3)  2(13.3) 

CALL   1(6.7)  1(6.7)  2(13.3) 

ETS      1(6.7) 1(6.7) 

SJER     1(6.7)  1(6.7) 

Total 1(6.7) 1(6.7) 2(13.3) 2(13.3) 6(40) 3(20) 15(100) 

 

Note.CE– Computers and Education, CHB – Computers in Human Behavior, ETRD- Education Technology 

Research Development, PSBS - Procedia Social and Behavioral Sciences, AJLL- Australian Journal of 

Language and Literacy, CALL - Computer Assisted Language Learning, ETS - Educational Technology 

and Society, SJER - Scandinavian Journal of Educational Research  

 

Based on Table 1, the journals CE, ETRD, AJLL and CALL  each recorded 13.3 percent, while CHB, ETS and 
SJER recorded 6.7 percent, followed by PSBS at 26.7 percent. From 2003 until 2011, the year 2010 recorded the 
highest percentage for articles in the selected journals, as much as 40 percent. Among all the eight journals selected, 
PSBS recorded the highest percentage of published article son the topic, namely 26.7 percent.  
 
7.2 Titles of selected articles related to potential of video games in learning of Bahasa Melayu vocabulary for 

international students at Malaysian higher learning institutions 

Subsequently, the title of the article was analyzed according to category. Studies were analyzed according to themes 
for categories in the articles reviewed. Among the categories derived from articles are: 
 

7.3 Designing video games in education 

Several views of researchers regarding video games with video educational value and enjoyable were stated by 
Aldrich (2004) in Moreno (2008); Aldrichstated that feedback receievd from students on video games was positive; 
students said the games enhanced their motivation. For example, ‘The monkey wrench conspiracy’was of the 
type‘first-person shooter’that used computer as a teaching aid. The same with ‘Virtual Leader’that focused on 
teaching a complex subject such as the role of a leader. Video games in the form of‘action’ such as ‘Slow Pace’, 
‘Reflection’, ‘Study of Environment’, ‘Problem-solving make point’ and ‘Click adventure games’ are relevant from 
the pedagogical perspective. 
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Moreno et al.(2008) suggested that design of video game should balance the pedagogical needs with the 
enjoyment factor that is difficult tto understand; the second aspect is an issue more in the high profile entertainment 
industry. According to Moreno (2008) in general design of games can support pedagogical approaches with several 
characteristics: adaptation to real time, suited to learner needs, evaluation and grading in play as well as integration 
with online learning.  

Brett dan Jon (2011) said design of educational video game can enhance motivation of students especially 
grade 9 students in English subject. Ricardo Rosas et al.(2003) observed that design of video game showed positive 
effect on student motivation through use of video game as an experimental tool in the experimental group for the 
subjects of mathematics, reading, and English language comprehension and spelling. 
 

7.4 An Interactive Learning environment 

Video games are one of the channels of interactivity through the virtual world. A new learning environment has 
been shaped through video games online or through the internet. Ahmer Iqbal, Marja Kankaanranta and Pekka 
Neittaanmaki (2010) opined that the virtual world is able to enhancethe need for interaction through social networks 
and heighten the experience of video game play.  

Apperley (2010) suggested that cyber text shapes complex interactionor an action allowed in video games. 
According to Apperley, video games allow students to shape a wider social context. Besides that, application of 
virtual 3D through 3DVWs is able to expose students to interactive and collaborative learning environments (Ibanez 
et al., 2011). 
 

7.5 Video Games Enhance student motivation 

Dickey (2007) noted thatMassively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPGs) are able to enhance 
students’ intrinsic motivation. Dickey is supported by Peterson(2010) who found that MMORPGs showed 
enhancement of motivation and enjoyable learning in students through  videogame-based interaction. 
 Papastergiou (2009) stated that video games based on physical and health education subject have the 
potential to motivate students to adopt a healthy and active lifestyle. Laleh Aghlara and NasrinHadidiTamjid (2011) 
meanwhile found that students from their experimental group who learned language using video games were more 
motivated as compared to the control group taught using conventional methods. 
 
7.6 Video games in language learning 

Based on findings of the study,  aspect of video games in language learning proved that video game plying has the 
potential to be an effective learning aid. Walsh (2010) noted that experiential learning shows that students as players 
practised systematic literacypractices through video game play in learning English curriculum. YildizandPelin 
(2009) endorsed the effectiveness of video game playing in teaching based on online video technology based 
environment especially in learning vocabulary skills). 

The use of video game as instructional support tool can also give positive effect on the way computer 
games are used in learning, the characteristics of play, appliances and class software infrastructure as well as the 
perception and attitude of teachers and students toward computer video games (Muhammet Demirbilek, Ebru 
Yilmaz & Suzan Tamer, 2010).Ranalli (2008) stated that computer simulation games such as The Simshave potential 
for use in language learning programs especially in learning English as a Second Language (ESL) for students with 
varied backgrounds. Students are actively involved in collaborative video game activities in language subjects 
having flexible resources and students can undertake self learning in operating and experiencing playing of the video 
game (Piirainen-Marsh & Tainio, 2009). 

 
7.7 Methods used in selected articles 

Data analysis of 15 articles found that all used one out of 5 methods consisting of literature review, case study, 
interview, experiment and mixed method. 

Based on Table 2 there were 5 articles using literature review methodology, representing 33.3 percent of 
articles selected in the study; case study and experiment were represented by three articles or 20 percent 
respectively. Only two articles used the interview and mixed methods, representing 13.3 percent respectively.  
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Table 2: Methodology Used in 15 articles 
 

No. Methodology Percentage (%) 
1. Literature review 33.3 
2. Case study 20 
3. Interview 13.3 
4. Experiment 20 
5. Mixed method 13.3 

 

 

7.8 Comparison of Research Study Findings 

Based onTable 1, analysis showed the percentage of research findings obtained from the 15 articles. The findings 
obtained found that there were 8 types of potential video games discussed by the researchers in the articles. From the 
analysis, motivation recorded the highest percentage (40%), followed by interactions in social networks and 
experience of the students (13.3 % respectively), followed by otehr potentials such as pedagogy and enjoyment, 
effectiveness of online video games, positive instructional support tool, potential for use of computer simulation in 
teaching & learning (T&L) and interactive and collaborative – all of which charted the lowest percentage of 6.7 
percent. 
Table 3 
Comparison Between Findings on Video Game Potential in Articles Selected 

No. Potential of video game 
 

Percentage(%) 

1 
 
Motivation 40 

2 Pedagogy and Enjoyment 6.7 
3 Social network interaction 13.3 
4 Student experience 13.3 
5 Effectiveness of online video game 6.7 
6 Instructional tool for positive support  6.7 
7 Potential of computer simulation in T&L 6.7 
8 Interactive and collaborative 6.7 

 

 
7. Implications and Recommendations 

 

Hence,there were 15 articles out of 33 articles selected in this study. While 9 articles were obtained using key 
words video game and language learning. Meta analysis study is appropriate for evaluating the strengths and 
weaknesses for every article studies. This meta analysis represents a collection of all articles related to the topic and 
can be categorized as thematic whether according to method, title, sample and study findings in an effective way. 
Hal ini demikian, perbandingan dapat dilakukan dan kesimpulan bagi setiap kajian turut dilaksanakan dengan 
sistematik. Although meta analysis is only descriptive in nature without using field studies and real data, its 
effectiveness lies in evaluating and providing beneficial critique and encouraging other researchers to adopt an 
action plan to fill existing gaps in the literature with continuous research. 

 

 
8. Conclusion 

 
According to  Shih, Feng dan Tsai (2008), a meta analysis not only helps the researcher identify the title of the 
study, methods and latest trends but also to know the influence and factors  in the matters being investigated. The 
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findings were collected in thematic form and were then summarizedto see the overall direct effect of the article 
studied. Apart from qualitative analysis, this study also uses descriptive atatistics to analyze data. Based on the 
findings, of eight selected journals, the journalProcedia Social and Behavioral Sciences (PSBS) recorded the highest 
percentage of 26.7 from the aspect of research paper analysis. From the viewpoint of method most preferred, 5 out 
of 15 articlesused the method of literature reviewwhich recorded the highest percentage (33.3 percent).Comparative 
analysis showed that articles on motivation recorded the highest percentage or 40 percent. The overall finding from 
the articles was thatvideo games have potential as effective teaching aids capable of enhancing student motivation in 
language learning. 

Hence, this studyJusteru, kajian helps researchers in identifying the limitations and gaps between previous 
research and the researcher’s study. The researcher agrees with Yildiz and Pelin  (2009) who stated that video game 
shows the effectiveness in language instruction based on the environment of online video game technology 
especially in learning language in vocabulary skills).The researchers also agree with the statement of Brett  and Jon 
(2011) suggested that design of educational video games  is able to enhance motivation in students especially in 
Grade 9 studenmts of English subject. Similarly Ricardo Rosas et al.(2003) staterd that the design of video game has 
a positive effect on student motivation through the use of video game as an experimental tool for the experimental 
group in in mathematics subject, reading, understanding and spelling (English).Hence, this meta analysis encourages 
researchers to study what previous researchers have not studies before and help the researchers to obtain further 
information and subsequently carry out research on the potential of video games in learning Bahasa Melayu 
vocabulary among international students. 
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Abstract 

This paper provides a framework on the implementation of blended learning (BL) for engineering undergraduate 
programmes. A survey comprising questionnaires, interviews and practical observations were administered targeting 
members of the faculty from three various engineering disciplines within the School of Engineering (SoE). Raw data 
was generated to establish the status quo of BL tools that are most preferred among faculty members using radar 
charts. A framework using the Plan, Do, Check and Action (PDCA) cycle used to monitor the progress of BL in 
engineering undergraduate programmes is developed. 
 
Keywords: Blended Learning; Radar Chart; PDCA; Undergraduate Programme. 

Introduction 

The rules are changing drastically and there is an increased pressure on institutions of higher learning to evolve, 
adapt or desist (Swail, 2002). In 2003, the American Society for Training and Development identified Blended 
Learning (BL) as one of the top trends to emerge in the knowledge delivery industry (Rooney, 2003). 
Transformation of learning environments in higher education settings for an increasingly electronic world is critical 
(Williams, 2002). In agreement with Hicks, Reid and George (2001), there are demands for Universities to provide 
for a larger and more diverse cross section of the population, to cater for emerging patterns on educational 
involvement which facilitate lifelong learning and to include technology-based practices in the curriculum. The 
above literature all seem to focus on a need for a transformation in the learning environment. Before dwelling further 
into the measures needed for transformation, learning as a whole should first be understood. Learning may be 
defined as the acquisition of new mental schemata, knowledge, abilities, skills, etc, which can be used to solve 
problems potentially more successfully, furthering decision making on the basis of experience which elevates 
“doing” as a basis for achieving an effective understanding of knowledge (Pazos, Azpiazu, Silva & Rodriguez-Paton, 
2002). The definition of BL on the other hand still remains a point of ambiguity. The main differences between BL 
and other terms such as distributed learning, e-learning, open and flexible learning and hybrid courses still remains 
unresolved. Some definitions of BL are so broad that it would be difficult to find any learning system that was not 
“blended” (Massie, Ross & Gage, 2004). While there exists a wide variety of definitions available for BL, if 
examined closely, these definitions are just variations of a few common themes. The three most common found 
definitions as described by Graham, Allen and Ure (2003) are: 
x BL = Combining instructional modalities / delivery media (Bersin et al., 2003; Orey, 2002a, 2002b; Singh & 

Reed, 2001; Thomson, 2002). 
x BL = Combining instructional methods (Driscoll, 2002; House, 2002; Rossett, 2002) 
x BL= Combining online and face to face (F2F) instruction (Reay, 2001; Rooney, 2003; Sands, 2002; Ward & 

LaBranche, 2003; Young, 2002). 
The first two definitions suffer from the problem that BL is so broadly defined that it may be seen as 

encompassing almost all learning systems. The third definition however, is a more accurate reflection of the author’s 
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view on BL and shall be regarded as the foundation of this paper. The third definition reflects upon the combination 
of two separate models i.e F2F traditional learning systems and distributed learning systems with an emphasis on the 
central role of computer based technologies.  Six reasons have been identified by Osguthorpe and Graham (2003) as 
to why an academic institution of higher learning should chose to design and eventually adopt a BL system, which 
are as follows: (1) Pedagogical Richness, (2) Access to Knowledge, (3) Social Interactions, (4) Personal Agency, (5) 
Cost Effectiveness and (6) Ease of Revision. However a more recent study by Graham, Allen and Ure (2003) 
showed that from the six reasons stated previously, academic institutions of higher learning that operate in a more 
laissez-faire environment tend to overwhelmingly chose BL systems mainly for three reasons which are (1) 
Improved Pedagogy, (2) Increased Access or Flexibility and (3) Increased Cost Effectiveness.  
 
2. Rationale 
 

Improved pedagogy with regards to an increase in the level of active learning strategies, peer to peer learning 
strategies and learner centered strategies have been cited by Hartman, Dziuban and Moskal (1999), Morgan (2002), 
and Smelser (2002). These authors have also provided an insight into how computer-mediated environments 
improve the level of authenticity when compared to the traditional classroom experience. For example, Collis (2003) 
shared a model for how BL can be used to integrate formal classroom learning with the much more anticipated 
informal workplace learning. Morgan (2002) and Smelser (2002) also suggested how by mixing live F2F elements 
with virtual reality, a more comprehensive collaborative learning and problem solving environment may be obtained. 

Increased Access / Flexibility seem to be an important factor in many programs where learning experience is 
gained at a distance from instructors and / or students (Reynolds & Greiner, 2002). This according to the authors was 
due to the fact that many learners want the convenience offered by a distributed learning environment. Dziuban 
(1999) stated that almost 80% of Universities in the U.S.A. have seen an expansion of reduced seat time courses 
allowing for increased flexibility while retaining small amounts of traditional F2F contact. This proves to show that 
increased learning flexibility within a more distributed learning environment, a key feature of BL systems seem to be 
gaining popularity among a more computer mediated environment dependent students.  

Cost Effectiveness which is an important consideration for the more laissez-faire Universities is also realized 
within a properly crafted BL system. This is because BL systems are capable of providing a large opportunity for 
reaching a large, globally dispersed audience in a short period of time with consistent, semi-personal content 
delivery as suggested by Kozma (1991). Dziuban (1999) also cited that some Universities have predicted cost 
savings due to cost reduction in physical infrastructure and improved scheduling efficiencies. 

 
3. Methodology 
 
3.1 Learning Content Management System (LCMS) 
 

Taking into consideration the financial limits, as well as legislative rules imposed by other governing bodies of 
accreditation such as Engineering Accreditation Council (EAC) and Malaysian Qualification Agency (MQA) a 
baseline target was set as a tool to introduce and subsequently increase the awareness on the need for change, in 
order to adopt a BL system throughout the University. The target set was that 30% of the 50% of all modules for an 
engineering undergraduate programme conducted by the school should incorporate a BL approach. This means that a 
minimum total of 30% of the student’s learning time should be spent in a BL environment in at least 50% of the total 
modules offered by SoE. 

 In SoE of Taylor’s University Lakeside Campus (TULS), BL was embraced with a pragmatic approach. Taylors 
Integrated Moodle e-Learning System (TIMES) which is the LCMS system used in TULS is a Moodle based 
platform. It is a dedicated computer system used to organize and manage e-learning. This system offers a wide 
variety of tools that support and facilitate the publication of the service content, either in a text or graphic form or as 
ready-made documents or usable applications. TIMES also make it possible to manage groups of users as well as 
resources that were created for them. One of the most distinct features of TIMES is that the system offers tools 
which enable monitoring of the learning process. It is also worth noting that one of the world’s largest and oldest 
online Universities, Open University in Great Britain, has also chosen Moodle as its LCMS platform. Research by 
Dobrzanski, Honysz and Brytan, (2006) and Dobrzanski & Broz, (2008a; 2008b), shows that a Moodle based 
platform is also preferred in Poland.  
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3.2 Integrated Teaching and Life-Long Learning Center (InTelleCT) 
 
BL design within TULS is seen as a problem solving exercise from the perspective of the learning experience 

rather than the perspective of the tools. Shuell (1986) observed that the teacher’s fundamental task is to get students 
to engage in learning activities that are likely to result in them achieving certain learning outcomes. Thus, to fully 
realize the potential of BL, the adoption of BL is motivated by a recognized need for more effective learning 
experiences that will lead to achievement of desirable learning outcomes. In order to facilitate the adaptation process 
among staff of the University, InTelleCT was developed with the aim of ensuring the provision of relevant, 
innovative and excellent teaching and learning experiences within the University. InTelleCT fuses the three-fold 
functions of three departments dedicated to cultivating a total learning experience through excellent teaching, 
academic student support and an innovative and technology-driven learning environment.  Within InTelleCT, three 
divisions were established which are Teaching and Educational Development (TED), Learning and Academic Skills 
(LASC) and e-Learning Academy (eLA). Among the three divisions established, the eLA division was formed with 
the specific mandate to drive and support the implementation of BL at TULS.  

The Associate Dean of Learning and Quality (ADLQ) is appointed within SoE to coordinate BL activities 
between eLA and SoE as shown in Fig. 1. ADLQ also ensures that a smooth transaction of learning environment 
from the traditional F2F learning environment to a BL environment is achieved. A screen shot of the survey 
conducted to gage the BL hours incorporated in each module within SoE is as shown in Fig. 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. The Role of the Associate Dean of Learning and Quality (ADLQ) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2. Screen shot of Survey to Gage BL hours in each module for staff in SoE. 
 
4. Results and Discussion 
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As most if not all tutors had no experience in teaching within a BL framework, discussion sessions between the 

ADLQ and practitioners of e-learning and specialists in e-methodology, together with staff from eLA  were held. 
This coupled with practical observations, student feedback and also valuable inputs from experienced staff members 
led to the creation of five BL tools that may be used as a preliminary tool in advocating BL environments in 
classrooms. Similar investigations conducted in University of Pretoria, University of Technology, Sydney and 
University of West Florida employed the use of a radar chart for results illustration (Sharafuddin & Allani, 2010). In 
addition, The American Society of Quality states that “Radar charts, which are extensively used in the field of 
institutional development, are commonly used to measure quality.” Therefore, it is the belief of the author that the 
innovative use of a radar chart for educational assessment fits the purpose as well. The results are explained in Fig. 
3, which is useful in interpreting the most favourable tool among staff of SoE.  

Small magnitudes, (1) represent tools which are less favourable while large magnitudes, (5) represent more 
favourable tools. This chart suggests an image of a tiny island within an ocean, which amplifies the cautious steps 
that need to be taken by the ADLQ and eLA staff in educating the academicians within SoE on the usages of the 
various tools in order to achieve a BL environment that is a hybrid between F2F and online learning so instruction 
occurs both in the classroom and the online component becomes a natural extension of traditional classroom 
learning. 

The findings from the above chart can be explained as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Radar Chart for BL Tools in SoE 
 
Lecture capture system is seen by most staff as a tool for improvement. Such a system will also enable the 

enhancement in the learning quality of the students since students may review the captured lecture anytime, 
anywhere thus moving away from the traditional mortar-brick system opening the doors to a more flexible learning 
environment. However some staff believes that the lecture capture system has their disadvantage which is disclarity 
among students since their doubts cannot be addressed spontaneously. Others expressed concern due to the 
uncomfortable feeling that is felt being brought about by the thought that the lecture is monitored throughout the 
session and freedom to deliver in one’s own pace is compromised. However it should be noted here that in the 
studies reviewed by Heterick and Twigg (2003), the authors suggested that in large student number classes, recorded 
(captured) lectures is a useful tool to replace the traditional one or two lectures each week allowing the module 
coordinators with more time to give to individual students and to enhance the quality of the course through sustained 
development and innovation as well as teaching development. Mixed responses on the effectiveness of this BL tool 
created an average of 3 out of 5 within SoE. Due to this, it was concluded that 1 lecture hour which is captured shall 
be equal to 20 minutes of BL time.  

Live Conference tool involves the presentation of a video or any other audio formatted lecture through the use of 
Internet. The staffs have identified this tool as one which is capable of promoting higher levels of interaction in a 
teacher-student environment. However students stressed that due to the band width limitations, the video or audio 
quality may be compromised or even totally disrupted thus disabling the students to participate in a high level 
interaction environment that was perceived. This is the rationale behind the average score of 1 that was assigned to 
this tool. The total time contributed by activities using this tool was computed on a 1 to 1 ratio, which implies that 
the total activity time equals to the BL time. 
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Online Discussion consists of the use of Facebook, MSN Messenger, Blackberry Messenger, Whats App, 
Moodle forums and others alike. Such a method has gained support from the staff and students as it has been 
recognized to be highly interactive, yielding an average score of 3. It also encourages participation from all students 
and at times student with a rather quiet nature may also be motivated to write. However more than often, due to the 
highly interactive environment that most of the time is minimally guided by the module coordinators, students tend 
to repeat the same point by “liking” comments thus not having to go through a deep thinking process since the 
answers are already visible through the forum. With regards to the number of hours contributed to BL, if postings are 
to be within the lecture period then the activity would be accounted for on a 1 to 1 ratio. However, if delayed 
postings are allowed, the module coordinator needs to estimate the duration of the activity and assign that duration 
on a 1 to 1 ratio with regards to the contribution towards BL hours. 

Online Assessments emerge as the top most favourable tool with an average score of 4. The online assessments 
include quizzes, structured questions and essay based questions. This tool based on empirical observations from staff 
and students promotes instant feedback to the students so that immediate remedial action can be accounted for. 
Assessments can also be conducted on a more frequent manner through the use of Multiple Choice Questions 
(MCQ) thus allowing students to obtain more feedback with regards to their understanding about the subject matter. 
For activities using this tool, the time taken to complete the assignment would then be regarded as BL hours. 

Online Document Update also promotes an interactive environment, however the major difference here is that 
group participation and the ability of the module coordinator to gain a better insight on the individual contribution to 
the total group work is made possible. However academic dishonesty which occurs when a different student writes 
on behalf of his group member cannot be detected thus bringing the score assigned to this tool to 1. The contribution 
towards BL hours for this activity is 50% of the total activity time. 

 
4.2 Implementation Framework 

 
While preparing and realizing the project, great attention was paid to ensure high quality of teaching and learning 

is sustained within the classroom. Following the concepts underlying Total Quality Management (TQM), a Plan-DO-
Check-Action cycle was developed to continuously monitor the progress of the implementation of BL environments 
within the classroom. PDCA cycles were developed by W.E. Deming in Bell Laboratories, U.S.A in the 1930’s. The 
main concept behind the PDCA cycle is to divide the project into four steps. In TULC, each module was to be 
blended based on the number of credits that is offered by the module. For an example a module with 3 credit hours 
would require 120 notional hours, thus a total of 30% of these hours should be spent in a BL environment. Below, as 
seen in Fig. 4, a framework governing the initial implementation of BL within TULC is provided based on a PDCA 
cycle. 

In the PLANNING section, the syllabus is written by the module coordinator and its compliance to the 
programme’s requirements are discussed among the module coordinator, programme director and senior staff of SoE 
to ensure its alignment with the proposed learning outcomes, assessment methods and other legislative requirements. 
Once the syllabus is finalized, the syllabus content is now divided into smaller sub topics that would address each 
learning outcome directly. Sub topics are then further segmented into teaching hours. Each teaching session is for a 
period of two hours. Within this two hours segmented portions of the sub topic is addressed. For each segment a 
certain percentage of BL is introduced based on the depth and the learning outcomes. The tool that is to be used to 
cater for this BL activity is to be decided by the module coordinator after discussing with the ADLQ and other senior 
members of SoE within the same discipline. 

The DO section involves the preparation of electronic material that would seem most useful in enhancing the 
student’s learning experience as well as the teacher’s teaching experience. Module coordinators would then conduct 
the session which would be observed by senior staff of SoE which is assigned by the ADLQ. Upon completing the 
session students are assessed on the understanding of the subject matter. This assessment is best done through a 
discussion forum which is created in TIMES. However module coordinators are not requested to adhere to the use of 
TIMES as a sole platform to obtain this feedback. 

In the CHECK section, the module coordinator now obtains the student feedback together with the class observer 
feedback. An action plan is discussed with the ADLQ to address the gaps that were discovered. Based on the gap 
analysis corrective actions catering for improvement are planned. This action will then result in a more enhanced 
delivery method. 

In the ACTION section, scope of activities involves the execution of the enhanced delivery method that was 
formulated earlier. Student feedback is obtained once again and thus the quality improvement cycle forms a closed 
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loop where the principles of continual quality improvement can now be employed in the pursuit for an excellent BL 
environment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 PDCA Cycle for the implementation of BL within a Module. 
 
 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 

A framework based on a survey consisting of questionnaires has been administered in SoE. The results seem to 
show that the staffs of SoE are keen on adopting a BL environment into their classrooms. However the relatively 
small island depicted by the radar chart in Fig. 2 proves to show that not all staff seems to be well informed with the 
use of these tools to enhance the BL environment in the classroom. It is hoped that once an initial pilot run is 
administered in SoE, the feedback from the staff would enable higher levels of collaborative BL design between the 
eLA team and the T&L coordinators which would then churn out brand new ideas on the improvisation of BL within 
the classrooms of SoE. The guidance provided on the quantification of BL hours based on the BL activity which is 
still in the conceptual stage needs to be experimented first by module coordinators. The feedback obtained from 
these tests would craft a better quantification system thus forming a closed loop for continual improvement in 
quality. 

Plan: 

x Syllabus Approved by respective PD 
x Syllabus is divided into sub topics 
x Sub topics are divided into teaching hours 
x Blended content is discussed  

 

Do: 

x Module Coordinator prepares 
electronic material 

x Module coordinator conducts the 
session 

x Students are assessed on 
   

 
 

 

Check: 

x Module Coordinator obtains 
student feedback 

x Module coordinator obtains class 
observer feedback. 

x Module Coordinator discusses 
action plan with ADLQ 

x Gaps are identified and addressed 
x Improved delivery method is 

 
 

 

Action: 

x Improved delivery method is executed 
x CQI is implemented 

 
PDCA  
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Abstract 

E-learning is the computer and network-enabled transfer of skills and knowledge. E-learning applications and processes 
include Web-based learning, computer-based learning, virtual education opportunities and digital collaboration. Unpad is one of 
the largest universities in Indonesia with the number of students reached almost 40 thousand's. It is a potential and challenges for 
the implementation of an ideal education (effective and efficient) to produce graduates with the desired competencies. Ongoing 
education should not always use conventional way, even technology support must always updated. 

The expectations from e-learning are Lecturers and students can communicate without restriction, Unpad have already 
prepared for e-learning. No less just 200 courses are online, this process needs a structured and integrated plan which is supported 
by policy leaders. The fact, the online learning desire was born of personal volition but it was not enough. Such things happen 
with the class video conferencing between FISIP Unpad and SKKU Korea. Technically the learning process went very well, but 
in fact very weak support in anyways even the quality of the results of students who participate in the program became doubtful.  

The paper contribution is to evaluate the distance learning programs especially in Unpad, where the idea is learn from the 
various research and compare with the existing condition. Hoping there is a synergy knowledge and idea regarding the 
implementation of distance learning in order to approach the ideal conditions expected in many aspects. 
 
Keywords: e-learning, Fisip Unpad, SKKU Korea. 

INTRODUCTION 

Development in science and technology is a sure thing keep going. It is sometimes linear, but often pervasive 
and difficult to control. As well as in education area, should be able to use technology in teaching and learning, 
considering education is the core to create a quality human. 
Unpad in this case the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences (FISIP-Unpad) in collaboration with Sungkyunkwan 
University (SKKU-Korea) has been almost a year carry out cooperation in the field of distance learning (electronic 
learning). Both of teachers from Korea - Unpad turns the process of teaching to student learning through electronic 
media as well as video conferencing. 

Whether realize or not, there are many types of electronic learning materials have been defined which is used in 
the learning process. The following types of learning materials are : 

 
x Technical parts 
x Learning units/ Material contents 
x Learning entities 
 
Where Technical parts Consist of: 
 
1. Text 
2. Picture 
3. Animation 
4. Video-clip 
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5. Sound 
6. Etc… 

 
The three learning material is an absolute prerequisite for the success of a learning process, where it should be 

supported by technical knowledge related to the teaching (next 6 point above). Without it we can be sure the 
learning process less than the maximum. The process of teaching and learning is expected to adopt the concept of 
student-centered model (see table 1 below). Where interactive occur on both sides between students and teachers. 
This concept is theoretically appealing, but the challenge is whether the implementation of the teaching (as a 
pioneer) is able to bring students in the interactive process? Or even passive. 

40. Table 1. Teacher-Centered Versus Student-Centered Models (Sergio Bermejo, 2005) 

Teacher-Centered Model Student-Centered Model 

Teachers Students Teachers Students 
Are the performers Are the spectators Are the trainers Are the active players 

Transfer knowledge Repeat this 
knowledge in exams 

Both from a society for discovering and 
creating knowledge 

Are active Are passive Both are active 

Are focused on grading Are focused on understanding 

Learning environment Learning environment 

Individual and competitive Cooperative or collaborative 

 
Terms of student-centered learning, one of which is the use of the mobile device for interacting. It is confirmed 

by the study on sales for smartphones rise significantly (see figure 1). 
 

   
   

Fig. 1.  Number of mobile phones sold (in thousands of millions) per-year worldwide (P. M. Santos, 2009)  
 

Along with the interest for smartphone as well as the support of the ease of access to information, this is an 
opportunity for the success of electronic learning program where the content can be easily embedded in a digital 
server to be accessed by students in support of the learning process, so that the process is much more effective. 
It is increasingly recognized by the vendor or applications provider and information services to immerse learning 
content for easy access to learning anytime anywhere with various kinds of content and packaged in such a way to 
attract interest of students to learn. The electronic content is currently developed with various templates (P. M. 
Santos, 2009). If we can utilize all the content is in the process of teaching and learning activities it will be very 
helpful. 
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Fig. 2. Advanced functionalities used in basic phones and smart phones 2009 (P. M. Santos, 2009) 
 

The content of the most widely circulated is the presentation type. Just a few presenters tend to create an 
interactive presentation such as games, video and other digital content. Though it is quite effective in improving the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the electronic learning process. 
 
   

  

Cloud

Application Interface

mobile
Desktop

Web Server
Database Server

 
 

Fig. 3. Client-server architecture of the framework 
 
 
For example, the implementation of a wide range of connected devices integrated in a single server (see figure 

3). This shall be done if we are to seriously applying the model of e-learning quality. Framework in figure 3 ensures 
easy access and content management of electronic materials and their relation to a wide range of devices including 
smartphones. 
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ANALYSIS FINDING 

There is a tool for evaluating the effectiveness of e-learning programs in small and medium sized enterprises 
(SMEs). The model and tool for the evaluation of the effectiveness of e-Learning programs in SMEs has been 
designed to provide an easy-to-use instrument to carry out a retrospective evaluation of an e-learning program. This 
retrospective analysis should enable enterprises to detect weaknesses and strengths of their learning program with 
regard to its organizational, pedagogic and technological implications (Graham Attwell (ed.), 2006). Fisip not 
implemented a good system in preparing the electronic learning process, the happened next is the organization still 
highly dependent on the incidental and several individuals involved. 

 

  

Graduation
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Readiness

Course 
Subject etc... 

 
 

Fig. 4. The professional Course System Structure 
 

Figure 4 shows the application of electronic learning system seriously. This is very necessary based on 
explanation above that the teachers must also adopt information technology knowledge in the teaching-learning 
process. For the present framework we used, it tends to use no appropriate framework. The framework is not 
designed carefully to the needs of electronic learning seriously. 
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Figure 5. The Framework of e-Learning 
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Figure 5 shows how to get serious to implement this framework in e-learning activities. We then tried to do a 
survey of the 10 participants of e-learning class on master degree program who regularly attend with FISIP Unpad 
and SKKU Korea. We try to analyze the important things that should come during the implementation of the 
learning process.   
 

   
 
Figure 1. Computer skills of the students  

 
First, we tried to ask about the capabilities of computers who follow the teaching and learning activities. Results 

demonstrate their ability level is on average which means basic computer skills and office application skills are 
likely under their control. 
  

   
 
Figure 2. Hours a week the students to access the internet facility on campus. 

 
Next we will look how many hours a week do students access the Internet in the campus area? Apparently the 
average student access the internet 7-8 hours a week. Only one student is very high internet access on campus with 
the numbers 40 hours a week. 
 

   
 
Figure 3. Hours a week (frequency) of accessing the internet at home 

 
Next question, how often the students accessing the internet at home. An average of 35-36 hours a week answering 
internet access at home. 
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Figure 4. How often (times a week) the students access the e-books/ e-journal? 

 
But it is must to be concern that the hours they access the internet at home or on campus, the number of 

accessing e-books / e-journal per-student 2-3 times a week. Based on interviews we obtained information that they 
are only occasional access to e-books / e-journal only where they have an assignments. It seems that access 
electronic journal / e-books have not become a habit for students.  

This become homework where the students should begin actively looking for an updated literature. This can be 
obtained through scientific publications published by many researchers in the scientific journals on the internet. 
Although the figure is less high-access journals, but students experienced the benefits of electronic learning process 
and they still want the electronic learning process continued eventhough several challenges must still be resolved. 
But nevertheless, there is no doubt that e-learning technology has a positive impact also has a negative impact.  
 

   
 
Figure 5. How effective the online learning for students (in percentage) 

 
The positive impact are : 
 
x Easy updating and management of teaching materials until the distribution process 
x More flexible in terms of discussion, interactive until the time management, grade, etc. 
x Easier to control because the function is two-way and transparent 
x To Push all parties to use Internet technology for academic purposes 
 
 
 
The lack of e-Learning are : 
 
x Lack of emotional contact between teachers and students. 
x The relatively expensive infrastructure investments 
x e-Learning need more effort in preparing learning materials. 
x Not all subjects can be represented by this process, such as mathematics, physics, chemistry require further 

guidance 
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x There is no formal legal regulations related to support this process and sometimes, we cannot avoid the both 
impact. 

 
Recommendation of The Study 
 
It is quite difficult to implementing the ideal e-learning concept. Based on the existing conditions, we try to 
recommend a few things that feel important in improving the teaching and learning process. Here are the steps 
proposed: 
 
x Defining the course material 
x To evaluate the course material 
x An evaluation of students, faculty, the teams involved and the infrastructure 
 

The course material, it should be discussed with both parties in this case are a team of Fisip Unpad and SKKU 
Korea. Such as determines the course for the lectures, the point 1 tend to be easy to do. Its a little tricky is point 2, 
where the evaluation of the material must be executed before and after the lecturing process. This is required to 
ensure that the material presented is a suitable and students-even can easily understand and digest the material. Even 
more complicated is actually the third point, which cross-check using the tools of analysis required here, since there 
must be a statistical measurement of the relationship between the value of on-line courses with the teaching-learning 
process in which the entire process involves all components. This is necessary because the process running is quite 
effective and efficient or otherwise. 
In the process of teaching and learning also consider two basic objectives: 
 
x Students of different disciplines, so the material is able to be understood. It can not be avoided given the master 

program consists of various disciplines so that the proper selection of materials is required. 
x Motivating teachers to produce high-quality materials through the selection and evaluation of instructional 

materials. 
 
It is proposed that the e-materials are evaluated according to the following elements: 

Technical Evaluation of implementation and compatibility 

A variety of equipment and materials involved in the process of e-learning ranging from human resource tools 
and specifically identify the lecturing trip, so it will feel effective and efficient. It involves upgrading and installation 
issues hardware / software, bandwidth sufficiency, type / presentation materials and interopability. 
 

Evaluation of Quality Production 

Related to the evaluation of quality of production, not only about the technical superiority of equipment and 
materials, but also covers the quality of the text, graphics, grammar, speech, presentation style, layout, and so on. 
This should be considered carefully given the success not only related to the production of technical equipment and 
materials used alone, but there must be an innovation in the implementation. 

Interface Device Evaluation 

Planning user interface is an urgent task for the achievement of the quality and success of electronic content. 
The interface-specific e-learning must ensure that learners and educators get the same quality of the interface and 
understood by both parties. Therefore, the following factors should not missed to be evaluated. For example ease of 
display, the menu is basic, tracking facilities, navigation, ease of organization of material, service, support must be 
ensured to run smoothly. 
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Content and Instructor Evaluation 

The quality of the trainer is the most important point in the process of e-learning. We realize that this is part of 
the most comprehensive and quality should be improved. Following evaluation focuses on learning content, ie, the 
relationship between learning objectives, content, methods, and participants. For example, description of the 
intended use of the learning materials, the definition of learning goals, learning objectives and the suitability of the 
content of the presentation, and so on is the most important thing to get an increase. 

Conclusion 

The quality of electronic learning material is become the importance thing, since the production of e-material is 
significantly increase. It is also true that the World Wide Web offers a huge mass of e-material in different ways, 
using different technologies and didactical approaches. Because of all the aforementioned, it is necessary to 
determine and implement criteria for the quality assessment of e-material, as well as to establish an appropriate 
system for transparent evaluation. The last and the most important thing is leadership support and commitment from 
various parties is one factor that can not be overlooked in the success of this activity. 
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Abstract 

As engineering education shifts its focus from the traditional content and time-based method into the student-
centred and outcome-based method, more detailed and rigorous assessments of student’s learning outcomes are 
required. In outcome-based education (OBE), the focus is on what students are expected to know and be able to do 
by the time of graduation. Aside from many tasks including preparing teaching materials, examination papers, 
laboratory sheets, markings papers, doing research, and some administrative support tasks, lecturers are now 
required to do intensive OBE assessments and Continual Quality Improvement (CQI) planning and implementation 
for every module they handle.  

This paper presents the details of a quantitative measurement of the learning outcomes (LO) and programme 
outcomes (PO) in the module level and up to the programme level to assess the student’s PO attainments upon 
graduation. An End-of-Semester Assessment Tool (ESAT) was developed to assist the lecturers in this OBE 
assessments and CQI process. ESAT is a macro-enabled software package that automatically calculates the students’ 
individual LO and PO attainments based on their respective module’s assessments mark. A LO or a PO is said to be 
achieved if the student’s total assessment mark is greater than or equal to a defined key performance indicator (KPI) 
related to that LO or PO. ESAT results from all modules are then stored in the students LO and PO database system 
to generate the cohort’s, and the individual student’s PO attainments.  ESAT results in the programme level offers 
varied results that describes the student’ overall PO performance. Periodic results can be generated for all students 
that can be used for student’s CQI action. 
 
Keywords: quantitative measurement; LO attainments; PO attainments; key performance indicator; outcome based education  
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1.  Introduction 

All universities in Malaysia offering engineering degree programmes are now mandated by the Engineering 
Accreditation Council (EAC) to implement OBE as a requirement for accreditation. Taylor’s University in particular 
fully supports and implements OBE in its engineering programmes. Guided by EAC Manual (2012) and Taylor’s 
University graduate capabilities (TGC), the School of Engineering crafted its own PEOs and POs to do OBE 
assessments and CQI implementation in its engineering programmes according to the OBE model shown in Figure 1 
(Namsivayam, et.al., 2012). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1  Taylor’s University OBE Model 
 

With reference to LO loop in Fig. 1, at the start of semester, the students are provided with an approved scheme 
of work (SOW) that guides them on how the module will be delivered throughout the semester. The SOW contains 
the weighted assessment components, LO-PO mapping, and assessments-LO mapping among others. Students 
marks collected from the assessments are then used to measure the students learning outcomes quantitatively 
through a macro-enabled End-of-Semester Assessment Tool (ESAT). ESAT generates the module LO and PO 
attainments based on the individual student’s LO and PO attainments marks. These results will be used by lecturers 
to prepare the module review which evaluates the impact of CQI implementation from previous semester to the 
current semester and henceforth develop a CQI plan for implementation the next semester cycle.  This complete CQI 
process in the module level is depicted in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Taylor’s University CQI Process Flow 

In the PO loop, all modules ESAT results will be collected and stored in the LO-PO database system that will be 
used to generate the individual students as well as the cohort’s PO attainments upon leaving the programme. ESAT 
provides end of semester results summary to monitor learning outcomes and do a CQI action plan and its 
implementation. In the PEO loop, qualitative assessments are used to evaluate the graduates PEO attainments 3 to 5 
years after graduation. 

Authorities in OBE have not specifically defined OBE assessment standard which leads to various methods and 
techniques being used by many universities. In Malaysia particularly, Ismail, Zaharim, Abdullah, Nopiah, and Isa 
(2007) reported that in Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM), an used grade point average (GPA) at the end of 
semester OBE assessments, while Sani, Noor, Senawi, Sulaiman & Rejab (2008) stated that Universiti Malaysia 
(UM) Pahang used an exit survey from final year students to assess the PO attainments of its mechanical 
engineering programme for CQI planning and implementation while the Mechanical Engineering program of 
University of Maryland-Baltimore Country uses both quantitative and qualitative method of assessing PO 
attainments (Spencer & Zhu, 2007). Although EAC manual (2012) suggests that PO mapping be given weighted 
emphasis, some universities used equal emphasis on PO mapping like the Faculty of Engineering and Built 
Environment of the National University of Malaya (UKM) and the Faculty of Electrical and Electronic Engineering 
of Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia (UTHM) among others (Sharir, et al. 2008, Shamsul et al., 2012).  

As OBE is a continuous, and a tedious process, lecturers are faced by added burden of preparing documents to 
evaluate the students LO and PO attainments for each module. This is on top of a module analysis and CQI plan to 
be prepared and presented based on LO and PO results. Since lecturers are already tied-up with a lot of paper 
documentation for each module required by the accrediting agency, there is an urgent need to provide a OBE 
assessment tool  to do quantitative measurements of LO and PO attainments. This paper will now present the details 
of LO and PO attainments from the module level up to the programme level using ESAT. 
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2. End-of-Semester Assessment Tool (ESAT) 

The ESAT developed by the author consists of macro-enabled worksheets that automatically calculate the 
module’s LO and PO attainments at the end of semester. This improved model was implemented at the School of 
Engineering in all of its programmes. The implementation of ESAT is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.  ESAT Process Flow Chart 

As indicated in Fig. 3, the Scheme of Work (SOW) was used in the LO and PO assessments. The SOW contains 
the details of assessment components (AC) and their respective mapping to each LO, and the LO-PO mapping 
among others. The information was used to generate the LO-PO mapping and the associated normalized LO and PO 
marks. The students’ raw marks were used as input, which automatically generates the respective LO and PO 
assessment marks. ESAT outputs the comparative LO and PO attainments for the previous and current semester that 
serves as basis for CQI plan. ESAT results from all modules were then stored in the LO-PO database system to 
generate the student’s PO attainments upon graduation. Details of the ESAT process flow are presented through 
screenshots shown in Fig. 4 to Fig. 10 using an ESAT file of Analogue Electronics that the author handled in the 
September 2012 semester. 
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Fig. 4. LO-PO Mapping 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. Assessment Components (AC)-LO Mapping 

 
Fig. 4 shows the LO-PO mapping from SOW where POs are mapped to one or more LOs and given equal 

emphasis while Fig. 5 shows the assessment components mapped to LOs. Lecturers are given flexibility to layout 
the mapping based on their preference where each assessment component can be mapped to one or more LOs and 
need not be based on 100 marks. These assessment marks are automatically normalized to 100 to generate the 
normalized LO and PO marks. A screenshot of normalized LO mark is shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Normalized LO Marks 

 

After generating the normalize LO and PO marks, the lecturer is now ready to key-in the students’ individual 
assessments mark based on Fig. 5 AC-LO mapping. A screenshot is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. Students’ Raw Assessment Marks vs LO Normalized Marks 

Fig. 7 shows the individual student’s raw marks distributed to respective LOs with corresponding normalized LO 
marks. At this point, as marks are keyed in, the student LO and PO assessments marks are generated automatically 
using equations (1) to  (4). 

 
            (1) 
 
 
            (2) 
 
 

           ¦ Marks Assessment Shared LO Mark  Assessment PO      (3) 
 
            (4) 
 
 
For example, for the student with ID of 0305308 in Fig. 7, LO1 and PO1 attainments are calculated as 
 

 
 

 

 

 

     2.26
2
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3
7.7

3
9.8

2
8.8

3
8.15

3
18.4 Mark  Assessment PO1  �����  

 
 
 

 

At 60% KPI set for the programme, a LO or a PO is said to be attained if at least 60% of the students obtain 60% 
of their assessment mark related to that LO or PO. Hence, in this example, the calculated LO1 and PO1 are 
considered attained by the student. A screenshot summary of the module LO and PO assessments marks is shown in 
Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Students’ LO Assessment Marks 

After generating these LO and PO attainments, a bar chat comparing the previous and present semester LO and 
PO attainments are generated for the module. Screenshots are presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 9. End of Semester LO Attainment Results 

 
It can be observed in Fig. 9 that there are LOs that improved and there are those that decreased considerably. Also, 
some LOs although improved did not reached the KPI. Analysis of these results will lead to CQI action plan that can 
be implemented in the next semester cycle. 

 
Similarly, Fig. 10 shows the comparative PO attainment results for the previous and the current semester. It can 

be observed that there are POs that improved and there are those that decreased from the previous semester to the 
current semester.  
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Fig. 10. End of Semester PO Attainment Results 
 
 
In the programme level, all ESAT files from semester 1 to semester 7 were collected and stored in the LO-PO 

database system. ESAT can generate the individual student as well as the cohort’s PO attainments at any desired 
assessment period in just one click of a button. The screenshots for the student’s PO attainments are presented in 
Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 11. ESAT’s Programme Level PO Attainments Window 
  
In Fig. 11, by just clicking the name of a student, a bar chart consisting of two types of student’s PO attainment 

results can be generated. The first bar (in blue color) in Fig. 12 represents the PO attainments based on the number 
of subjects achieving KPI while the second bar (in red color) represents the PO attainments based on the average 
POs of all modules. Management can decide which output best describes the student’s PO attainments.  
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Fig. 12. Student’s PO Attainments To Date 
 
Similarly, the cohort’s PO attainments can also be generated through the main window. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 shows 

the screenshots for 2009 cohort’s PO attainments result. Fig. 15 shows three types of PO attainments that can 
describe the cohort’s performance. The first bar (in blue color) represents the percent number of students achieving 
KPI based on the number of subjects achieving KPI while the second bar (in red color) represents the number of 
students achieving KPI based on the individual average PO, and the third bar (in green color) represents the simple 
average of the students PO attainments. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 13. Student’s PO Attainments To Date 
 
ESAT can also generate the LO and PO attainments of any module or group of modules offered in a semester for 

any student or cohort that could be used for analysis, monitoring and CQI action planning. 
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Fig. 14. 2009 Cohort’s PO Attainments To Date 

Conclusion 

A comprehensive presentation of a quantitative measurement of PO attainments had been presented. The authors 
believe that with this blueprint in place, lecturers can perform module-level LO and PO assessments with ease, 
reliability, and efficiency. ESAT results can be an effective tool in improving the module delivery through regular 
assessments, monitoring, CQI action planning, and implementation thus ensuring better quality graduates equipped 
with desired capabilities ready face the complex challenges of their respective field of profession. ESAT PO 
attainments in the programme level can also be used to evaluate the lacks and insufficiencies in curriculum, 
facilities, and other programme policies towards enhancing the students learning experience. 
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Abstract 

This paper provides trends analysis and content analysis of studies in the field of WebQuest that were 
published in seven major journals: TOJET, Educational Technology & Society, Educational Technology 
Research & Development, Computers & Education, Learning and Instruction, Australasian Journal of 
Educational Technology and British Journal of Educational Technology. These articles were cross 
analyzed by published years. Content analysis was implemented for further analysis based on their 
research topics, issues category, research settings and samplings, research designs, research method and 
data analysis. It was found that WebQuest benefited students academically. The results of the analysis 
also provides insights for educators and researchers into research trends and patterns of WebQuest.  

 
Keywords: WebQuest; Research Trend; Content Analysis 

1. Introduction 

The process of learning and improving students performance by using appropriate technological processes and 
resources have been the order of the day. In this regard, WebQuest application is a new phenomenon that motivates 
students in their learning processes (Dodge, 1995). It has been used by students as a web-based tool for collecting 
and evaluating information to increase their learning performance. According to Dudeney (2003), its application that 
requires student to perform certain tasks, analyse, evaluate and solve problems motivates students than outdated 
course books and other such teaching materials.  WebQuest is a web-based activity which requires the students to be 
active learners and allows them to enhance their higher order thinking skills such as finding topic-related web sites, 
examining and selecting well-prepared and reliable Web sites (Halat, 2008). Regarding finding relevant resources, 
they must evaluate the sites so that all the unnecessary information will be eliminated and this will help them to 
develop their critical-thinking skills. WebQuest is a valuable tool for providing students with many interaction 
opportunities in realistic settings thus making for a more meaningful, experiental and very motivating learning 
experience. If the WebQuest is associated with students’ professional needs, their implementation can be very 
successful and it helps to enhance students’ skills both in academic and cooperative work (Laborda, 2009). As 
research  documented that WebQuests is more effective in promoting student engagement, motivation, connecting to 
authentic contexts, critical thinking, creativity, literacy skills, improving problem solving skills, social interaction, 
scaffolding learning and collaborative learning (Abu-Elwan, 2007; Allan & Street, 2007; Abbitt & Ophus, 2008; 
Ikpeze & Boyd, 2007; Kanuka, Rourke & Laflamme, 2007; Lara & Reparaz, 2005; Lim & Hernandez, 2007; Segers 
& Verhoeven, 2009; Yasemin, Madran & Kalelioglu, 2010). That is why a majority of the teachers used WebQuest 
as a tool for teaching and learning; to achieve the learning outcomes (Yasemin, Madran,& Kalelioglu, 2010; Segers 
& Verhoeven, 2009; Cheng, Tzung, & Wei, 2011; Pear & Crone-Todd, 2001) and assisted in bridging the gap 
between theory and practice (Lim & Hernandez, 2007). 
      A WebQuest is one example of how teachers can integrate technology into classrooms, which is a growing area 
of interest as information technology creates new learning opportunities and becomes more accessible across the 
world (Krismiyati Latuperissa, 2012; Garry, 2001; Lin & Hsieh, 2001). Research has shown that integrating 
technology especially using internet in teaching and learning can have positive influences on students’ motivation, 
inquiry-based learning, attitudes, achievement and peer interactions in the classrooms (Abu Bakar Nordin & 
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Norlidah Alias, 2013; Chandra & Lloyd, 2008; Dorothy Dewitt, Saedah Siraj & Norlidah Alias, 2013; Lim & Tay, 
2003; Norlidah Alias & Saedah Siraj, 2012; Wang, Kinzie, Mcguire, & Pan, 2010). 
      In Malaysia the research done on WebQuest is still lagging far behind compared to other countries in the world.  
Research done in  2009 by Norazah Mohd Nordin & Ngau Chai Hong on the development and evaluation of 
WebQuest for Information and Communication Technology subject found that WebQuest could attract  students to 
search more information using the web by using the link attached. It also serves as an easy way for e-learning. 
       So far, there have been numerous publications about WebQuests in the last few years; the majority have either 
fallen within the categories of conceptual, descriptive, design or other technical aspect of it (Sox & Rubinstein-
Avila, 2006). Since then, there has been increasing research on WebQuest application on a wide range of topics. 
However, none has focused on content analysis of publications on WebQuests. 

2. Research Objective   
This review intends to concentrate on and learn about the research trends related to WebQuest covering the 

years 2005 to 2012. The articles were obtained from seven professional journals and abstract databases  and 
published in the  Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI); which has comprehensive coverage of the world’s most 
important and influential journals and research results.This paper only covers 7 journals that have been selected 
from ISI, namely the Educational Technology Research and Development (ETRD), Turkish Online Journal of 
Education and Technology (TOJET), The Educational Technology And Society Journal (ETS), The Learning and 
Instruction Journal (L&I), Australasian Journal of Educational Technology (AET), British Journal of Educational 
Technology (BET), as well as Computer & Education  (C&E). 

The present study looks into all the articles published in the Education Technology Research & Development 
(ETRD) comprising 233 articles, Turkish Online Journal of Educational Technology (TOJET) contained 398 
articles, Educational Technology and Society(ETS) consisting of 493 articles, Learning & Instruction (L&I) 
contained 294 articles, Australian Journal of Educational Technology (AET) containing 51 articles, British Journal 
of Educational Technology(BET) containing 906 articles and Computer & Education (C&E) comprising 1240 
articles. From the total of 3707 articles, only 10 articles were successfully extracted and identified to cover related 
WebQuest researchers. It showed up in the publication of journals namely, Education Technology Research & 
Development (ETRD)(2011) 59, Australian Journal of Educational Technology (AET)(2012),vol.28(2), British 
Journal of Educational Technology(BET)(2007) Vol.38(6) and (2011)Vol.42(5), Learning & Instructional 
(L&I)(2009)Vol.19, Turkish Online Journal Educational Technology(TOJET)(2011),vol.10( 2),( 2012) Vol.11(4), 
Educational Technology and Society(ETS)(2009)vol. 12(1) and (2010) vol. 13(3)and Computer & Education 
(CNE)(2011) vol.57 

Accordingly, this review will provide content analysis of such journal articles by categorizing them based on 
the research topic, methodologies, design and WebQuest trends. Our analysis, therefore addresses  the following  
research questions:  

1. What are the research topics about WebQuest  during the study period from these selected journals? 
2. What are the research methodologies that  have been used? 
3. What are the research designs that have been  applied? 
4. What are the WebQuest trends in the selected journals? 

 
The study undertaken is to extract the similarities and differences from the above classification including the 

findings found in those selected journal articles. It may shed some light on future research that will be conducted 
and provide guidance for researchers and a basis for  discourse for policy makers. 

3.Method 
     Content analysis is a research technique and tool for social science and media researchers. As a scientific method 
for an objective, systematic, and quantitative description of the manifest content of communication (Berelson, 
1952). Furthermore it can be extended to describe the characteristics of content of a document, making an 
observation and provides an analysis.  Krippendorff (1980) defined content analysis as a research technique for 
making replicable and valid inferences from data to their context. One of the most frequent uses of the content 
analysis is to study the changing trends in the theoretical content and methodological approaches by content 
analyzing the journal articles of the discipline (Loy, 1979). 
       Firstly, a content analysis of journal articles was conducted by formulating the  research question and  the 
objectives of the study.  Secondly, 7 journals were selected which were published in the Social Science Citation 
Index (SSCI) pertaining toWebQuest research. Thirdly, a set of criteria were set for the analysis and development of 
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the content categories.  Fourthly, data preparation for the necessary analysis was completed before final analysis and 
drafting of the report. 
      In order to examine the research trends in WebQuest research, the study make classification of research topic of 
each published article. Descriptions of those categories consist of (i) Research Trends (ii) Research topics (iii) 
Research Design and methodology; and (v) Data analysis and findings. 

Webquest Research Trend 
     The utilization of information technology such as internet, digital program and gadget has increased in education. 
Recently the use of internet learning tools such as WebQuest, Facebook, Wiki, YouTube and Web-Based have been 
integrated into instructional learning in the classroom. Focusing on the topic of WebQuest in all the 7 selected 
journals and  results of trend analysis from 2005-2012 shows that out of 3614 articles  published, only 13 articles 
were related to WebQuest. This is only about 0.35% from the total number of journals analyzed as shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Number of  research articles in WebQuest published in 7 selected Online journals. 

Year No of Journal with 
WebQuest articles 

Percentage  (%) 

2005-2006 0 0% 

2007-2008 1  14.3% 
 

2009-2010 3 42.9% 

2011-2012  5 71.4% 

   

 
Figure 1: Percentage and number of articles  in selected journals 
 
The study found that from the year 2005 until 2012; only 1 or 2 articles which were related to WebQuest were 
published in the seven selected journals. For example, in AET there is a research on self regulated WebQuest 
learning system for Chinese elementary schools. While in TOJET there were two articles that studied  WebQuest 
was found in 2010 & 2012. ETS also had the same pattern which WebQuest related research articles found in 2009 
and followed in 2010. The issues that were highlighted since 2009-2012 was reading comprehension performance 
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(2012), motivation of the preservice elementary school teachers (2011), oral communication in English (2009) and 
WebQuest- Web Macaresi for teaching and learning (2010). 
     Two articles from TOJET 2011 and 2012 clearly discussed advantages of using WebQuest. The post-test 
administered in those research found that WebQuest helps in improving students’ reading comprehension 
performance and it shows that WebQuest use has the potential in promoting competency in reading comprehension. 
For this reason, teachers and students need to be trained in order to use WebQuest more effectively (2012). The pre 
service elementary school teachers who used designed WebQuest–based applications in teaching and learning 
mathematics shows that it had a great effects on their motivation (2011). Results of these studies imply that 
developing WebQuest-based activities in a college level methodology courses may have more positive effect on the 
attitudes of the pre-service elementary school teachers towards teaching and learning mathematics, rather than doing 
spreadsheet activities. If they try to design WebQuest activities as a group or individual project in their methodology 
courses, they might have the opportunity to practice their pedagogical and content knowledge in a different 
environment, which will give more benefit in developing  their competency.  Multimethodology in teaching and 
learning processes also promises a good sign to practice not only for teachers, but also the students. The distribution 
of WebQuest articles in selected journals is shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Distribution of WebQuest articles in selected journals 
Journal No of WebQuest 

articles 
Total of articles Percentage % 

ETRD 1 233 0.4% 

TOJET 2 398 0.5% 
 

ETS 2 493 0.4% 

L&I 1 294 0.3% 

AET 1 51 1.96% 

BET 2 906 0.2% 

CNE 1 1240 0.08% 

 10 3614 100 

 
One of the main purposes of this study was to categorize research topics in WebQuest and to help indentify 

research trends from 2005-2012 in the 7 selected journals. The selected articles which were reviewed were classified 
into three categories such as WebQuest as learning enviroment, WebQuest as a learning tool and WebQuest for self 
development. Our study found that 40 % of the articles focused on the learning enviroment. For example, research 
done by Allan and Street (2007) on the impact of a knowledge by pooling WebQuest in primary initial teacher 
training shows that WebQuest has the potential to promote high order learning within different disciplines in higher 
education. It also creates a new enviroment in learning.  As a result, the study of the 10 articles on WebQuest 
research found that: (1) when WebQuest was used in real situations, students could acquire more knowledge and 
experiences, and (2) in the learning activity of the experiment, the students accomplished different learning tasks 
and expressed their own opinions and perspectives, which could foster their critical thinking skills. On the other 
hand, the students in outdoor situation could be positive to participate in learning activity. Based on these outcomes, 
WebQuest has the potential to develop as a pedagogical model for teaching and learning. In  Table 3, the study 
summarizes the  content analysis from the  selected journals. 

 
Table 3: Content analysis of  WebQuest articles in selected journals. 

 
Research Topic Topic Category Source : (author, 

year, journal, page 
no.) 

Sample and research 
location 

Research Design Instrumentation 

Learning in a 
sheltered 
Internet 

enviroment: 
The use of 
WebQuests 

Enviromental 
Education 

Segers  & 
Verhoeven  

 
Learning and 

Instruction Vol 19 
(2009) : 423-432 

 

229 Grade Sixth (116 
boys & 113 girls) , 

Elementary School in 
Netherlands 

Quasi-Experimental 
Design and 

Statistical analyses 
to measure the 

effects of 
WebQuests.    

 

CITO Test, Digit Span 
Test, Questionnaire (21 

Items),  Knowledge 
Test, Scoring Form,  

WebQuests in 
special primary 

education: 
Learning in a 

web-based 
environment109

9 801.. 

Differences in 
learning gain 

when 
performing a 

WebQuest with 
a well-defined 
versus an ill-

defined 
assignment 

Tijs Kleemans, 
Eliane Segers, 

Mienke Droop and 
Hanneke Wentink 

 
British Journal of 

Educational 
Technology Vol 42 

No 5 2011 801–
810 

Twenty boys and 
twenty 

girls (mean age 11; 
10), attending a special 

primary education 
school, performed two 

WebQuests. 

Knowledge 
acquisitionwas 

assessed by means 
of a concept map 
(ie, associative 

knowledge) and a 
knowledge test, 
based on facts 
concerning the 

subject (ie, factual 
knowledge). 

Concept map   
(associative 

knowledge) and a 
knowledge test, 
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The quest for 
deeper learning: 
an investigation 

into the 
impact of a 
knowledge-

poolingWebQue
st in primary 
initial teacher 

training 

Explores the 
impact on 
learning in 

higher 
education of 

the integration 
of a 

knowledge-
pooling stage 

into a 
WebQuest. 

Jo Allan and Mark 
Street 

 
British Journal of 

Educational 
Technology Vol 38 
No 6 2007 1102–

1112 

Questionnaires were 
completed 

anonymously 
by 87 of the 95 

students participating 
in the sessions; 37 of 

these respondents 
were on the BEd 

course and 50 were on 
the PGCE. 

 
Two focus groups 
were formed: one 

consisting 
of eight BEd final-year 

students, and one 
consisting of six 
PGCE students. 

Twelve questions 
were used to guide the 
focus group sessions. 

 

i. Explain the 
concept 

of WebQuests, 
consider recent 

literature regarding 
the effects and 
difficulties of 

this approach to 
learning. 

ii. Examine 
students’ 

perceptions of the 
impact of 

this tool on high-
order learning. 

i. Level of learning 
achieved by 
respondents 

is analyzed using 
Biggs’ Structure of the 

Observed Learning 
Outcomes (SOLO) 

taxonomy. 
ii. Three sets of data 

were collected for this 
study: (1) from a 

student questionnaire 
focusing 

on students’ 
perceptions of the 

impact of the 
WebQuest session; (2) 

from focus 
groups; and (3) an 

analysis of 48 feedback 
sheets for PGCE 

assignments. 
 

The questionnaire was 
used in order to gain as 

broad a picture as 
possible of student 

perceptions of learning 
via WebQuest.  

 
Implementing a 
self-regulated 

WebQuestlearni
ng 

system for 
Chinese 

elementary 
schools 

The rapid 
growth of 

Internet has 
resulted in the 

rise of 
WebQuest 
learning 
recently. 
Teachers 

encourage 
students to 

participate in 
the searching 
for knowledge 

on different 
topics. When 

using 
WebQuest, 

students’ self-
regulation is 

often the key to 
successful 
learning. 

Hsien-Sheng 
Hsiao, Chung-

Chieh Tsai, Chien-
Yu Lin and Chih-

Cheng Lin 
 

Australasian 
Journal of 

Educational 
Technology 

2012, 28(2), 315-
340 

Participants in the 
study  including 193 

students in six classes, 
with average 12 years 

of an elementary 
school in Taipei 
County,Taiwan. 

 The experimental 
group and the control 

group are composed of 
three classes 
respectively.  

The current study 
investigates the 

correlation between 
students’ 

selfregulated 
behavior and their 
achievement when 
using WebQuest 

learning through the 
self-regulated 

learning assisted 
functions and 

traditional 
WebQuest learning. 

Used quasi-experiment 
to study the effect in 

WebQuest learning, and 
sequential analysis to 

calculate students’ 
particular interaction 

patterns. 
 

Study was a five-week 
experiment, in which 

the independent 
variables were the 
WebQuest learning 
with as well as the 
WebQuest learning 

without 
self-regulated learning 
assisted functions, and 
self-regulated levels of 

the students, 
while the dependent 
variables were their 

learning effect. 
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The effect of 
two different 
cooperative 
approaches 
on students’ 
learning and 

practices within 
the context 

of a WebQuest 
science 
investigation 

 

Science 
Education 
 

 
 

 
Zacharias C. 
Zacharia • 

Nikoletta A. 
Xenofontos • 

Constantinos C. 
Manoli 

 
Education Tech 
Research Dev 

(2011) 59:399–424 
 

The participants were 
38 seventh-graders (14 

year-olds) from two 
classes (Nclass1 = 18 

and 
Nclass2 = 20) of a 

public school 
(Gymnasium) in 
Nicosia, Cyprus 

 

Qualitative 
 
 
 
 

WebQuest 
Conceptual test 
Screen and video 
captured data 
Interviews 
 

 

The study on 
integrating 
WebQuest with 
mobile learning 
for 
environmental 

education 

Enviromental 
Education 

Cheng-Sian 
Chang, Tzung-Shi 
Chen, Wei-Hsiang 
Hsu 
Computers & 
Education 57 
(2011) 1228–1239 
 

One hundred and three 
sixth-grade students in 

a public school in 
Tainan, Taiwan, 

participated in this 
study, and their ages 
ranged from 11 to 12 

Experimental design Pre test 
Post test 

The effect of 
using 

WebQuests on 
reading 

comprehension 
performance of 

Saudi EFL 
Students 

 
 

Reading 
comprehension 
performance 
 
 
 

Yousif A. 
Alshumaimeri & 
Meshail M. 
Almasri. 
Curriculum & 
Instructional 
department. 
College Of 
Education.King 
Saud University, 
Riyadh. 
 
TOJET: Oct 2012- 

Vol 11, Issue 4. 
pp. 259-306 

 

1st year preparatory 
program with 83 level 
3 male students in the 

science and 
engineering track in 
the preparatory Year 
(PY) in King Saud 

University. 
 

Saudi male EFL 
students 

Quasi-experiment. 
pre-test and post-test 

quasi-experiment 
non equivalent 
control group 

research design. 
 

Experimental group- 
received the 

traditional teaching 
&WEBQUEST as 

supplementary 
activities and the 

control group 
received  traditional 

teaching only. 
 

Performance in the 
post-test was 

compared for both 
groups in order to 
determine whether 

there were 
significant 

differences between 
the groups in 
relation to the 

treatment. 
 

They were enrolled 
in the intensive 
English program 
with 20 weekly 
contact hours for 
two semesters and 
summer. 
 

 
Data collected were 
analyzed using SPSS 

and t-test was 
computed to investigate  
the differences between 

the pre-test and post-
test. 

An analysis of 
covariance (ANCOVA) 

was conducted, 
partialling out the pre-
test scores, in order to 

investigate the 
differences  between 
the experiment and 
control group in the 

post-test. 

The impacts of 
mathematical 
representation 

developed 
through 

WEBQUEST 
and spreadsheet 

motivation of 
pre-service 
elementary 

school teachers 

Halat E 
(Halat,Erdogan); 
Peker M (Peker, 

Murat). 
TOJET: April 
2011- Vol 10, 

Issue 2, pp. 259 -

30  studens in 
experimental group 
and 40 students in 

control group. 
 

The study conducted 
in the spring semester 

Quasi experiment. 
 

Questionnaires, 
Course interest 

survey (CIS) as pre 
and post test in the 

study. 

Test scoring guide in 
the analysis of the CIS. 
The response scale 
range from 1-5. 
t-test statistical 
SURFHGXUH�ZLWK� Į = .05 
in the pre-test scores to 
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activities on the 
motivation of 
pre-service 
elementary 

school teachers. 
 
 

267 
 
 

2008 and it took place 
for 7 weeks. Each 

group had 4 hours of 
instruction in a week. 

 
70 pre-service 

elementary school 
teachers as a 

convenience sampling 
that enrolled in 

mathematics teaching 
course at a university 

located in central 
Turkey. 

 
 

To investigate how 
students are 

motivated, or 
expected to be, by 

the particular 
setting. 

Included 34 
statements that 

categorized into 4 
part: 

i. attention 
ii.relevance 

iii. confidence 
iv. satisfaction 

determine any 
differences in terms of 
motivational level 
between exp. and 
control groups. 
This t-test procedure 
showed means scores 
differences in term of 
level and motivational 
between the two groups 
favouring the control 
group. Then scores 
from the CIS were 
compared using one-
way analysis of 
covariance (ANCOVA) 
ZLWK�Į = .05, which is a 
variation of ANCOVA, 
to adjust for pretest 
differences that existed 
between control and 
exp groups 
 
 

Using 
WebQuest for 

oral 
communication 
in English as a 

foreign 
language for 

Tourism Studies 

Present a 
practical back 

ground for 
using 

WebQuest, 
mainly orally. 

Effect of 
WebQuest in 
the classroom 

communication 
in English 

Laborda JG 2009. 
Educational 

Technology & 
Society, 12(1),258-

270. 
 
 

 

 
 

The framework 
presented 3 main 

aspects: 
i. as a contructivism 
learning approach 

ii. as a professional 
developement 

activity 
iii. as an oral 
development task.- 
 

Provide a real example 
to facilitate the 

understanding of the 
theoretical concepts. 

 
 

 

Development 
and Evaluation 

of an Interactive 
WebQuest 

Enviroment: “ 
Web Macerasi” 

Developmental 
design: 

i.analysis and 
design 

ii. 
developement 

iii. 
implementation 
iv. evaluation 

 
 

Yasemin 
Gullbahar, R. 

Orcun Madran and 
Filiz Kalelioglu. 

 
Educational 

Technology & 
Society, 2010 

13(3), 139 -150. 
 

convenience sampling. 
 

3 courses from 2 
departments in the 

educational faculty of 
a private university. 

 
92 pre-service teachers 

(59 women & 33 
men). 

 
The second phase of 

the study was 
conducted in a 

sophomore course 
called Teaching 

Principle and Methods 
 
 

Qualitative & 
quantative method 
were used for this 

research. 
Collecting data 

relating to 
WebQuest used. 

WebQuest 
application 

Questionnaire was 
used. 

1st part- 9 item for 
demographic data. 
2nd part= 22 items 

for general design of 
WebQuest 

3RD part- 19 items 
steps of the 

WebQuest project. 
All the items in this 
questionnaire used a 
five-point Likert-
type scale   where 5 
= strongly agree,  
1 = strongly 
disagree 
 

Quantitative part: 
Questionnaire 

(descriptive analysis 
method) 

1- demographic data 
2. general design of 

QW site. 
3. Steps of the 

WebQuest project 
4.workng as 

individually or group 
on WebQuest project. 

 
Qualitative part: 

(content analysis) 
interview  
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This paper analyzed the publication by the methodology involved in WebQuest research. The results shows that 
60% of the articles used quasi-experiment as the research design. The research objectives were more to see the 
positive aspects of using WebQuest. The other methods used were Developmental Research and as a concept paper.  
For example in TOJET (April 2011- Vol 10, Issue 2), a study on the impacts of mathematical representation 
developed through WebQuest and spreadsheet activities on the motivation of pre-service elementary school teachers 
used quasi experiment which involved 30  students in the experimental group and 40 students in the control group. 
While, the study done by Zacharias, Nikoletta, and Constantinos (2011) used a qualitative approach to study the 
effect of two different cooperative learning approaches, namely, the Jigsaw Cooperative Approach (JCA) and the 
Traditional Cooperative Approach (TCA), on students’ learning and practices/actions within the context of a 
WebQuest science investigation. Various aspect of the learning processes including performance, comprehension, 
understanding, creativity and motivation were highlighted. The study described the implementation of a WebQuest 
in science in which 38 seventh-graders were involved as participants to study about the ecology, architecture, energy 
and insulation of CO2-friendly houses. The result revealed that by applying the Wilcoxon test procedure, the JCA 
and TCA conditions improved the students’ understanding of concepts related to the ecology, architecture, energy 
and insulation of CO2-friendly houses. However, there were no differences between the two approaches, in terms of 
enhancing students’ understanding of concepts related to CO2-friendly houses using the Mann-Whitney procedure. 
The study described 6 categories of working mode that the students followed within the context of a WebQuest 
science investigation. The study also identified 4 categories of problems the students face within the context of a 
WebQuest science investigation (i.e., the problem with regard to the actions/practices (working mode) to follow, the 
WebQuest material, the web-based platform tools and student interaction within a group). 
      In comparison, the articles in C&E which studied WebQuest used an experimental design as the approach.  An 
experimental group comprising 103 sixth-grade students participating in the study were  broken down into three 
groups namely: traditional instruction, traditional instruction with WebQuest and WebQuest instruction with 
outdoors. Their assignment was to learn more about resource recycling and classification with the objectives being 
to know about the use of natural resources which not only improves the quality of life but also destroys the natural 
landscape and brings about environmental pollution at the same time; to learn the concept of resource recovery so 
that they can form habits of resource recovery and classification; and to understand that the earth’s resources are 
limited. The results of the study showed that using WebQuest in outdoor instruction influences students’ learning 
performance positively.  

      As a result of this study, the research methodologies had been used in all the articles appeared in the seven 
selected journals were descriptive research studies conducted involving WebQuest. The focus was on informational 
research with regard to the concept or the use of WebQuest in education. 

Conclusion 
       The present study examines the WebQuest research trends between 2005-2012 from seven selected journals. In 
this decade, the WebQuest research trend has involved the quasi experimental study on how WebQuest can be used 
as a tool in teaching and learning, enhancing student potential and creating a positive learning enviroment. The 
analysis shows that all research had relied on a descriptive methods and critical analysis. It puts less concern on the 
importance of interpretative methodology that can be applied. Both types of research could emphasize and attempt 
to understand such phenomenon (WebQuest application) in order to deal with the issues of ability, reliability and 
effectiveness of such technology in terms of creating a better student and teacher as well. From the research also, it 
shows that we do not have any evidence that the studies were able to deal with those issues. Finally, this study 
suggests that research in the future should expand the data sources for more deliberate analysis. Future research is 
also encouraged to conduct similar studies; but with more current information and research data from various 
sources. 
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Abstract 

This paper provides research trends and content analysis of studies in the field of Twitter that were 
published in seven major journals: The Turkish Online Journal of Educational Technology (TOJET), 
Educational Technology & Society (ET&S), Educational Technology Research & Development 
(ETR&D), Computers & Education (C&E), Learning and Instruction (L&I), Australasian Journal of 
Educational Technology (AJET) and British Journal of Educational Technology (BJET). These 
articles were cross analyzed by published years. Content analysis was implemented for further analysis 
based on their research topics, issues category, research settings and samplings, research designs, research 
method and data analysis. The results of the analysis also provide insights for educators and researchers 
into research trends and issues of Twitter.  

 
 
41. Keywords: Twitter; Trends; Content Analysis 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Twitter was founded in 2006 by Jack Dorsey (@Jack), Evan Williams (@Ev) and Biz Stone (@Biz), programmers 
at the San Francisco podcasting company Odeo Inc. (Picard, 2011). The increasing number of educators, who use 
Twitter as part of their teaching and learning process, does create a niche area for researchers to study its use in 
education. In parallel to this increasing interest of the use of Twitter in education is the increasing number of studies 
conducted and published regarding Twitter use in education that have covered a wide range of topics; such as 
language learning, students’ engagement and grades, students’ collaboration and success, students’ perception 
toward teachers or instructors and also higher education scholars’ participation on Twitter (Johnson, 2011; Junco, 
Elavsky & Heiberger, 2013; Junco, Heiberger & Loken, 2011; Lomicka & Lord, 2012; Veletsianos, 2012). With the 
overwhelming numbers of published articles about Twitter usage in education, there is indeed a need to review the 
research trends and issues about the topic in order to help future researchers in related fields to design and framed 
their research interest. 
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        Although previous studies have shown that there were always enthusiasm for new technology, over time this 
perception may change as the ‘novelty wears off’ (Lomicka & Lord, 2012). With more than 175 million tweets per 
day (Infographics Labs, 2012) from 200 million active users (Bennet, 1993) six years after its introduction, the 
future of Twitter seems promising yet nothing can be said for sure. Moreover, by analyzing the current trends and 
issues in the studies of Twitter, this study will help generalizing the findings from the related researches and enable 
educators to decide whether Twitter usage will benefit them or otherwise. It is crucial, therefore to examine research 
trends and issues concerning Twitter in education based on the published articles related to the topic at this point. 
 

As such, this paper intends to provide insights into the research trends and issues in the studies of Twitter 
through content analysis of selected journals from 2007 to 2012, covering seven major journals: TOJET, ET&S, 
ETR&D, C&E, L&I, AJET and BJET. The research questions that need to be answered by this paper are: 
 
1. What are the research topics and research setting and sampling related to Twitter that were published in these 

selected journals from 2007 – 2012? 
2. What are the main issues category and source of article related to Twitter that were published in these selected 

journals from 2007 – 2012? 
3. What types of research design, research method and data analysis have been applied in article research of 

Twitter that were published in these selected journals from 2007 – 2012? 
 
2. Review on Studies of Twitter 
 
      The prevalent use of Twitter has increased in education; thus learning is no longer restricted to the four walls of 
classroom. By trying to move away from the traditional pen and paper classroom, Twitter as a new form of 
communication – a Web 2.0 micro blogging tool, appears to be blending harmoniously well with modern thinking 
and current educational practice as it ensures that learners will have more opportunities to be independent in their 
study and research (Crook, 2008).  
 

Although it is always considered the world’s second most popular social media platform after Facebook, Bruns 
(2012) listed a few characteristics of Twitter that makes it no less appealing than Facebook, such as (1) 140-
characters updates that are designed for brief messaging, (2) flat and simple network structures, (3) public and 
visible to all messages from users or private and visible only to approved ‘followers’ and few other mechanisms 
such as #hashtag and @replies. 

 
The benefit of Twitter in education does not only apply to students but to educators as well. The earlier studies 

that were published when Twitter started being used in the classroom mainly focusing on students’ online practices 
(Ito, Baumer, Bittanti, boyd, Cody, Herr-Stephenson, Horse, Lange, Mahendran, Martinez, Pascoe, Perkel, 
Robinson, Sims & Lisa, 2009). It was then followed by few studies that attempt to examine the relationship of social 
networks and students’ achievement and outcomes (Kirschner &Karpinski, 2010; Junco et al., 2011). Hew (2011) in 
his studies also tried to find students’ attitudes towards online social networks. 

 
After the first wave of studies about Twitter in education in general; which is mainly to see the relationship 

about Twitter and students, researchers then started focusing on Twitter usage and benefit in specific subject. The 
top of the list is the language learning. Borau, Ullrich, Feng and Shen (2009) in their research were focusing on 
using Twitter to train communicative and cultural competence. Lomicka and Lord (2012) proved that Twitter usage 
among language learner can be used to develop sense of community and social presence. The importance of Twitter 
to enhance social presence was again studied by Dunlap and Lowenthal (2009). There are also researchers who used 
Twitter in their studies to be compared with Facebook (Junco, 2012; Ranieri, Manca, & Fini, 2012).  

 
It has been six years since Twitter being established on July 2006. With 500 million registered users and 340 

million tweets daily and being nicknamed as “SMS of the internet”, there is still a big room for future researchers to 
study the effect, benefit, advantage, usage or looking into the current trend and predict the future of Twitter in every 
aspects of life. This phenomena called for a need to conduct a generalization for previous studies as the basis for 
future studies related to Twitter. 

 
3. Methodology 
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      This studies use methodology content analisis to analyse trend and issue about twitter.  Why content analysis? 
Stemler (2001) confirmed that content analysis indeed is a powerful method to examining trends and patterns in 
documents. It is also a useful technique to discover and describe the focus of individual, group, institutional or social 
attention (Weber, 1990). By conducting a content analysis from the seven selected journals in the timeframe of 2007 
to 2012, this study will look out for issues and trend that underlies the studies of Twitter currently.   

 
Besides that, this study cross-examines papers related to Twitter; published in seven selected journals from 2007 

to 2012. The selected journals were TOJET, ET&S, ETR&D, C&E, L&I, AJET and BJET. These journals were 
chosen based on its impact factor as released by Thomson Scientific 2011 Journal Citation Reports and Institute of 
Scientific Information (ISI) Journal Citation Reports. There was 4319 document items have been published by these 
journals from 2007-2012. However, only papers that were identified as ‘article’ were chosen and analysed. 

 
Six databases were chosen for the cross-examine purpose. The different databases were chosen due to the 

availability of certain journals and accessibility of the abstract and full text for the selected articles. The databases 
were; EBSCOhost, ProQuest Education Journals, Science Direct, Springer Link, Web of Science and Wiley 
Online Library. One search engine was also used for the purpose above. The search engine used was Google 
Scholar. 

 
First procedure in conducting this research is setting three items to search for the related articles in all databases 

above. They are; (1) Selected Journal Name for Journal Name, Publication Title or Journal/Book Title column, (2) 
Twitter for Topic or Title column and (3) 2007-2012 for Time span, Year or Coverage column. This step is 
important to ensure standardization in order to search the related articles in spite of the different interface between 
all databases. 

 
      There were 110 articles have been identified from the first procedure. Next procedure consists of further 
comprehensive review which needs the researchers to examine 110 articles carefully to determine the articles which 
is related to Twitter. Finally, a total of five articles were selected for the analysis. 
  
 
 
Trend Analysis 
 
     Trend analysis of an article can show the periodic discussion taking place in a knowledge discipline (Erford,  
Miller, Duncan, & Erford, 2010). In the analysis of trend and frequency, justification for selection of articles is 
found in the TOJET, ETS, C&E, ETR&D, AJET and BJET only.  
 
Content Analysis 
      Based on content analysis or the process of summarizing and reporting of written data (Cohen et al., in Cowan, 
2011), the research topics in the articles selected for analysis were categorized according to key words in the given 
abstracts, issues discussed as well as research scope.  Throughout the data analysis carried out, each category 
identified was further clarified using thematic analysis. At the end of the analysis, the categories and sub-categories 
of the articles are as follows: 

1. Research topics 

2. Issues category 

3. Research settings and samplings 

4. Research designs 

5. Research Method 

6. Data Analysis 

 
4. Findings  
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Frequency and trend analysis 
 
      Based on frequency analysis, there were four articles listed in the shortlist related to the topic of Twitter. Three 
of these were found in BJET, ETS and C&E for the period 2007 until 2012. Following frequency analysis, there 
were two shortlisted articles related to Twitter in the BJET, one article ach  in Journal of ETR&D and C&E for the 
period 2007 until 2012. Analysis of number of articles is given in Table 1.   

 
Table 1 
Number of Articles Related to Twitter According Yearly Phases 
  

 
Content Analysis of Current Articles on Studies Related to Twitter 
 
       For the latest trend related to twitter, this chapter also considers issues in the published articles in the BJET, 
ET&S and C&E for the years from 2007 until 2012 only. Given the limitation of the date of publication four articles 
related to twitter were found. The selected articles were type of research based articles. 

 
       Research based articles are content analyzed based on several constructs such as title, research topic, issues 
category, research setting and sampling, research design, research method and data analysis. Table 2 show the 
results of content analysis of four selected articles related to Twitter categorized according to two categories namely 
research based articles and non research based articles. 

No Journal Frequency References 

1 BJET 2 Shesen Guo, Ganzhou Zhang, & Run Zhai, 2011;  
Fei Gao, TianLuo, Ke Zhang, 2012.  

2 C&E 1 Martin Ebner, Conrad Lienhardt, Matthias Rohs, & Iris 
Meyer, 2010 

3 ET&S 1 Rita Kop, 2012 
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Table 2. Content analysis and current focus on studies of Twitter. 

 
5. Discussion and Findings 
 

In this section, the authors summarized and discussed the major findings as follows: 
  
Only four articles were found to focus on researches pertaining to Twitter. A published article focused on the 
benefits, barriers and methods in Twitter. Another article studied the application program. The third article looked at 
the use of Twitter for process-oriented learning and higher education. The final article studied recommender, RSS, 
Twitter, Serendipity and networked learning. 

Article 
Title 

Source Research  
Topic 

Issues  
Category 

Research 
Sample 
and 
Setting 

Research 
Design 

Research 
Method 

Data 
Analysis 

Use of 
Twitter for 
formative 
evaluation: 
Reflections 
on trainer 
and 
trainees’ 
experience. 

Liwen Chen; 
Tung-Liang 
Chen. BJET. 
March 2012, 
Vol. 43, Issue 
2, E49-E52 

Twitter 
benefit, 
barriers and 
method. 

Perceptions of 
trainer and 
trainees on 
using the Web 
2.0 
application. 

39 
colleges, 
university 
and a 
private 
university 
student in 
Taipei. 

Case 
study 

Interview, 
observation, 
participation 

Thematic 
analysis 

Integrating 
readability 
index into 
Twitter 
search 
engine. 

Sheshen Guo, 
Ganzhou 
Zhang & Run 
Zhai. BJET 
September 
2011, Vol. 42, 
Issue 5, E103-
E105 

Application 
Program 

Challenges to 
enhance 
capability by 
using Twitter 

Twitter 
search 
engine 

Descrip-
tive 
research 

Exploratory 
project 

Thematic 
analysis 

Micro 
blogs in 
higher 
education: 
A chance to 
facilitate 
informal 
and 
process-
oriented 
learning? 

Martin Ebner, 
Conrad 
Lienhardt, 
Matthias Rohs 
& Iris Meyer. 
C&E August 
2010, Vol. 55, 
Issue 1, 92-100 

Twitter for 
process-
oriented 
learning, 
higher 
education 

Chances to 
facilitate 
informal and 
process-
oriented 
learning 

Students 
of 
University 
of Applied 
Science of 
Upper 
Austria 

Case 
Study 

Observation Thematic 
analysis 

The 
unexpected 
connection: 
Serendipity 
in human 
mediation 
in 
networked 
learning 

Rita Kop. 
ET&S. April 
2012. Vol. 15, 
Issue 2, 2-11 

Recommend
er, RSS, 
Twitter, 
Serendipity, 
Networked 
learning 

Challenges 
and 
opportunities 
for learning 
towards 
Twitter. 

recommen
ders, RSS 
and micro-
bloggers 

Qualita-
tive 
research 

Literature 
Review 

Content 
analysis 
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The main issues category that were discussed in these selected journal was user’s perceptions on using of 

Twitter. Second and fourth article are concern on the issues of challenges which is to enhance capability by using 
Twitter and opportunities for learning towards Twitter. Third articles discuss about chances to facilitate informal and 
process-oriented learning. The source of article related to Twitter were Liwen Chen and Tung-Liang Chen, (2011), 
in BJET, 43(5), E49-E52; Shesen Guo, Ganzhou Zhang and Run Zhai, (2011), in BJET, 42(5), E103-E105; Martin 
Ebner, Conrad Lienhardt, Matthias Rohs & Iris Meyer 2010, in C&E Vol. 55, Issue 1, 92-100; Rita Kop (2012) 
(Special Issue Articles) ET&C, 15 (2), 2–11.  

 
From these four articles, 39 students from institutions of higher learning in Taipei became samples. Research 

sample for the second article was the Twitter search engine. Students of University Of Applied Science Of Upper 
Austria became research samples for the third article while research samples for the fourth article were 
recommender, RSS and micro blogging.  

 
Altogether, there were eight research methods used in the articles on Twitter, among them interview, 

observation, participation, exploratory project, and literature review. In design analysis, two articles featured 
different designs, namely descriptive research and qualitative research. Meanwhile, the other two articles featured 
case study design.  

 
In data analysis, it can be concluded that three articles involved thematic analysis. Only one was in the content 

analysis category.  
 

6. Conclusion and Implications 
 
       In general, the results from the analysis done on articles pertaining to Twitter published by BJET, C&E and 
ET&C  revealed that the use of Twitter is still new in the arena of teaching and learning as it was first introduced in 
2006.  However, it was proven through the articles that Twitter can be the trending networking medium and learning 
method. These articles based on research should be highlighted and displayed in various locations to support and 
expand this alternative educational tool as an innovation in the world of education.  
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Abstract 

The National Long-term Education Reform and Development Plan (2010-2020) has pointed out that national education 
modernization and informatization has entered a new period of increasing development and improving educational quality. 
During this period, a different task and special requirements about education informatization has emerged, which has signaled the 
promotion of digital schools’ construction and acceleration of the process of education informatization. By analyzing current 
characteristics and existing problems of China’s digital schools’ construction, this study offers suggestions that must be given 
more attention in future construction. 
 
Keywords: Education informatization; digital school; elementary education; regional informatization 
 

1.Instruction 

The concept “digital school” was first coined by Professor Kenneth Green of American Claremont College, who 
sponsored and hosted a large-scale scientific research project, the Campus Computing project. However, concepts 
such as “digital city”, “digital school” and so on had not been accepted internationally until the influence of former 
U.S. vice-president AL GORE’s lecture “The Digital Earth: Understanding our planet in the 21st Century”, which 
was given at the California Science Center on January 31, 1998.  

Throughout the progress of elementary education informationization in the U.S., England, Australia and New 
Zealand, a common feature of global elementary education informatization construction has been to make schools 
become the main body and to promote further development of education informatization (Huang Ronghuai 2009). It 
can be concluded from these strategic reports of national educational development and from official investigations 
and studies that digital school construction in middle and primary schools focus primarily on the following aspects: 
informatization leadership, application of advanced technology, application of online evaluation, promotion of 
digital learning and teaching, support of effective teaching and learning, participation of community and family, 
learning outside school and the problem of campus safety (Wang Yunwu 2010). These experiences have provided 
China with abundant enlightenment. That is, while constructing our digital schools, we need not only pay attention to 
those vital aspects but also practically develop and creatively act according to our national condition and the actual 
situation and features of each school. 

In China, the earliest appearance of academic journals devoted to digital schools dates back to the working report 
“Constructing High Engineering Education Model with the Harmonious Development of Knowledge, Ability and 
Quality, Trying Hard to Improve the Educational Quality and Managerial Level”, published by Hu Guogen, 
president of Guizhou Industrial University in June 1999. This report mentioned “strengthening the constructing force 
of the digital school, establishing modernized teaching methods system and teaching management system”. In April 
2002, Huang Xuanzhe, the leader of the Information Centre of Shanghai Fuxin Senior Middle School, embarked on a 
systematic discussion of the digital school. Huang suggested that building digital schools is a current question and 
would provide teachers and students an entirely different digital working, studying and living environment. He also 
stressed that primary and middle schools must significantly differ from universities in the construction and 
functional design of digital schools (2002).  

With increasing discussion of digital schools, many primary and middle schools have begun construction. For 
example, in Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Guangdong, Shanghai, and Beijing, some schools and areas with superior 
consciousness began building digital schools. After a long period of exploration and continuous improvement, 
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thoughts about construction are becoming clearer. Each school has gradually developed its own features, unique 
building ideologies, programs and promotional strategies. Based on analysis and conclusions about the 
characteristics, problems, and future development tendencies of our country’s primary and middle schools, this study 
aims to supply an overview and revelations on the national digital schools of primary and middle schools for 
researchers and practitioners who are interested in this area. 

2. Features of the current construction of digital schools 

Prof. Huang Ronghuai, who leads the construction of digital schools in the Beijing region of China, has analyzed 
how the ideal digital school should effectively support teaching and learning, a rich school culture, truly broaden 
temporal and spatial latitudes, be based on service-oriented consciousness, rely on advanced communication network 
technology, and build a teaching and learning educational environment with easy business, shared resources and 
flexible artificial intelligence.  

Based on this ideal, we can draw a new educational system structure model under the support of the digital school 
as indicated in follow figure, which differs from the old system.  

        

42. Fig. 1. (a)The old educational system structure model; (b)The new. 
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The new education system possesses the following characteristics. I. Openness. An important function of the 
digital school is realizing information transmission and communication across the boundaries of campus and 
technology by means of new and varied technology. This type of exchange involves the sharing and interchanging of 
information and resources not only in schools but also among schools and between schools and society. Each school 
attempts to fuzzify the individual boundary and create open and shared digital space in the large educational area. II. 
Interactivity. Cooperation is a core aspect of contemporary educational management of the school, as is multi-level 
interaction among teachers, students who promote their mutual cooperation, and, consequently, activated educational 
development. III. Development. The school respects the individual needs of the development of teachers, students 
and parents, and the digital school has provided relevant services for all levels of personnel that will satisfy each 
other’s demands and realize the wisdom shared by mutual interaction and cooperation.  

Currently, China’s primary and middle schools have initiated digital school construction, and we will extract 
features of this construction from various practical construction cases. 

2.1 Paying more attention to the practical requirements, improving function design, and incorporating campus 
culture and developing features 

Many have stressed the practical demands coming from all levels of schools during digital school construction, 
and this foundation function design must be improved.   

Chen Shengri, the headmaster of the information center at Qibao Middle School in Shanghai, compared different 
departments’ requirements to tree branches. He considers that if the education environment likes vast soil, education 
informationization could be treated as one of the tens of millions of species of plants that scatter in the soil like stars 
or spread like forests, and as they grow, their roots make the soil more solid; at the same time, their growth cannot 
do without the soil. The branches and leaves of the plants, which represent the multifold demands, must also live in 
the soil (the present situation of the development of education and schools), but the soil wants to know their varied 
needs (Chen Shengri 2010). In this respect, different schools have not only commonalities with digital school 
construction but also have functional requirements for its own development. Therefore, how to analyze all levels of 
their own needs and the process generated by the possible interaction among all levels is of great importance.  

Beijing Chaoyang Experimental Primary School (for their entire design scheme) investigated the actual demands 
of all types of users before construction, finding as many questions in real utilization as possible. Based on former 
jobs, designers should increase, decrease or integrate some functional modules when it comes to digital school 
planning, which has proven extremely effective in the latter usage stage (Chen Lihua and Li ying 2010). Another 
successful case is Nanshan Experimental School in Shenzhen, Guangdong province, whose digital school 
construction was based on the demands of five roles, including the school itself, parents, students, teachers and 
curriculum. This school produced the guiding ideology that digital culture leads the development of the connotation 
of the school and conducts construction on four aspects, including digital resources, digital platforms, technology 
applications and mobile learning exploration.   

While improving functional design, campus culture and developing features become increasingly prominent. 
With this guiding ideology, digital school construction in Beijing area has made significant achievements, building a 
group of experimental digital schools with their own characteristics. For example, Beijing No. 94 Middle School has 
developed human software similar to a genuine errors-recorded notebook and ecological school-based curriculum; 
Fuxue-Hutong Primary School filled its digital school with Fu-Xue special culture (Ma Dingyi, Hu Songlin and Ma 
Yong 2011); Qiyi Primary School stressed effective evaluation in digital school construction; and Fengshi’s attached 
primary school built a “digital class.” 

2.2 Consistent with the people-oriented principle and service-oriented construction ideology and focusing on users’ 
feedback and experience 

The ultimate purpose of digital school construction is to serve all kinds of users throughout the school, but those 
users are sometimes very critical, stating many work needs and not personal but mutual needs. Consequently, we 
must observe the people-oriented principle, that is, that the application of technology should return to the nature of 
education and humans, and must think about how to increase the effect and decrease the burden from the perspective 
of physical and psychological development, allowing the user to be completely free in the technical experience 
rather than act passively. 
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In the traditional technical environment, for example, each function system, which may be developed in different 
periods, has been put into use once achieved. Consequently, many systems are independent from others. Therefore, 
when teachers try to log into different function modules, they must go through identity verification many times, a 
repeated operation that is inconvenient and may waste time so is not necessary. To prevent such unpleasant things 
from happening, some schools have adopted a software technology called a wisdom application developed by K12 
Inc. in Beijing, which constructs a set of communication mechanisms that complies with international standards by 
applying middleware technology, with enterprise instant communication software as the carrier. This mechanism 
may realize unified identity authentication, single-point login, application gateways and personalized information-
pushing communication mechanism, connecting isolated information islands among the software, and man-machine 
information gaps; thus, users can smoothly deal with all types of application system processing. This technology has, 
indeed, produced sound effects. 

The people-oriented principle is also able to focus on all levels of users’ experience and feedback when they surf 
in digital schools. Users can learn that technology has brought some satisfaction to work and self-development. 
Accordingly, the leading organization of Beijing digital schools added the “user-happiness” index to the latest 
proposed digital school construction evaluation specification. The headmaster of Nanshan Experimental School in 
Shenzhen put forward this idea of benevolent education (Li Xianqi 2011), which guides digital school construction, 
attaching importance to the development of all children’s behavior through information technology. It realizes 
personalized, student-oriented education and does not result in teachers having extra schoolwork burdens but rather 
improves their professional happiness.   

The basic ideology of digital school construction is service-oriented and stresses that construction should provide 
service to the overall development of schools, not only in constructing, operating and maintaining the digital school 
itself but also in promoting the idea to serve teachers and students in daily teaching applications and professional 
development. In addition, it improves the practicability of digital schools through home-campus interactive network 
construction and development.   

2.3 Using various methods and actively promoting the application of digital schools  

With the development of China’s education informatization construction, campus networks have gradually turned 
to the application of information technology in practical education from information infrastructure construction. 
Correspondingly, the problem people care about is no longer what equipment should be installed but instead what 
resources must be purchased, how can resources be managed uniformly, how can the system platform support 
teaching and learning, and how can we improve school informatization leadership and teachers’ and students’ 
information literacy. To promote the application of digital schools, each school has taken different approaches, such 
as strengthening teachers’ ICT applications by providing training, improving teaching efficiency using scientific 
studies, and so on.   

Guangzhou Dongfeng Road Primary School in Guangdong province set a goal of integrating new technology into 
daily teaching and learning activities and making technology application universal to realize universal usage and 
normal technology application, with the percentage of the curriculum, roles and processes covered totaling 100%. In 
addition, they invited education technology experts and scholars to guide the staff training, to help promote effective 
technology applications and to aid teachers and students in controlling technology easily, flexibly and creatively. 
These trainings and applications change the usual condition of just one or two typical application stages; for 
example, only in the public class would the integration of information technology with curriculum be put into 
practice. The digital school of Shanghai Qibao Middle School contains much practical application software 
development, such as achievement analysis software, elective course management software, teaching and scientific 
research achievement management software, art evaluation management software and a questionnaire survey 
subsystem (Chen Shengri 2011). All software actively works with the teachers’ teaching and management, and 
teachers consider that the informatization works easily.  

Zibo Beimengli Primary School in Shandong province concluded from an exploration experience of digital school 
construction that “subject is the first step”. It applied for many national research projects during the “eleventh five-
year plan” period, including “study on online teaching design and model in primary schools ”, “research on blended 
learning based on interactive white blackboard ” and “research on primary school students reading and writing in 
advance under the information technology environment”. Teachers and students actively participate in national 
primary and middle school information technology innovation and practice, with scientific research leading teaching 
research. This strategy not only promotes the application and development of digital schools but also has gained 
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many achievements. Teachers and students say that participation in scientific research has improved their 
information literacy. The application of information technology in education is from spontaneous to conscious, and 
from step-process toward standardization. After taking these subjects, teachers have learned a significant amount 
from many experts and have learned more in terms of educational theory.   

3. Three factors that restrict digital school construction 

Although China’s digital school construction has moved to a certain stage, several factors continue to influence its 
process and are the imperative problems faced by primary and middle schools.  

3.1 Personnel factors 

Without informationization leadership or teachers and students with good information literacy, we cannot 
construct digital schools, let alone develop them. Informationization leadership plays a key role in digital school 
construction. Leaders must take charge in the overall planning of digital school construction, and it would be 
impossible for those who are lacking knowledge of informationization and current educational theories to work out 
an appropriate e-campus plan. The information literacy of teachers and students is also a critical reason to promote 
digital school construction, which largely determines the extent of the real practical applications of digital schools. 
Without qualified information literacy, no one knows when and how to use digital schools, which are actually 
“castles in the air”.    

One personnel factor is the technical team of primary and middle schools, which is different from universities 
with many technical experts, a professional staff and sufficient support when building digital schools. Advanced 
information technology (e.g., cloud services, mobile computing, the internet of thing technology, electronic 
schoolbag) has appeared. Although there is no strict request to use this technology in digital schools, it is a trend for 
future education. People have designed a blueprint for the prospective education informationization, which has not 
yet been built, so we hope technical and theoretical assistance will accelerate digital school construction. Some 
experienced areas can learn from one other by holding academic conferences, discussions and site visits. 
Experienced areas must help those who are lacking to break through temporal and spatial limits by sharing digital 
resources and creating an educational situation in digital schools.   

As for primary and middle schools, there are so few people who are skilled in the latest computer technologies 
that if some schools desire a powerful professional team to achieve construction, they must always turn to technical 
individuals who are not part of their own staff. At present, most primary and middle schools take such strategies as 
“schools cooperating to develop with companies ”, “buying some resources, and then cooperating with or assigning 
to the companies”, and some schools even “assign the task to capable companies”. On the contrary, the phenomenon 
of schools independently developing rarely occurs in primary and middle schools. Hence, primary and middle 
schools must try their best to do enough research and improve functional design. Only if those former tasks were 
better accomplished would the latter work progress more smoothly. Consequently, while working together with other 
companies, the alternation of practical needs would have no influence on developing speed. Assuredly, in practice, 
changes in schools will also cause actual demands to change to some degree immediately. 

3.2 Technical factors 

Because of the long-term nature of digital school construction and the participation of different technologies, we 
must use all types of technical programs while dealing with data among various platforms, owing to their integrating 
standards that are different from one other. Recently, the data-planning problem has become a common issue raised 
by certain provinces and cities. Our local digital school construction holds the mutual goal to make true sharing of 
decent educational resources and managing of resources intensively and uniformly.  Nevertheless, because different 
areas and schools cooperate with different companies and different companies follow different data standards, 
different data standards make different information systems unable to read or write each other’s data and share 
resources, which ultimately gives rise to isolated information islands. Each school does things in its own way, 
resulting in repeated resources. This situation is critical.  

Thus, we require a unified data standard as soon as possible to let each school have a criterion to comply with in 
digital school construction. Beijing city has been the leading example. First, it created the data interoperability 
specification. Second, it sent it to all experimental schools, and every school then self-defined and modified 
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according to this data standard. Under this uniform background, all schools may actually undertake personalized 
construction without restriction.  

3.3 Evaluation factors 

Evaluation plays an important role in digital school construction. Through evaluation of each school, we may 
know of the defects of construction and deficiencies of applications and then make corresponding improvements.  

Yet, it is not easy to evaluate digital school construction for several reasons. First, each region has its own 
characteristics, so evaluation must be regionally distinctive. Particularly in different areas of China, there exist wide 
gaps in economic development. Therefore, each region differentiates from others in both investment and ideologies. 
Second, digital school construction has classified stages so the evaluation must be categorized. Third, practical 
evaluation must be mutative, as the actual process of constructions shifts. Fourth, schools in the same area have their 
own software and hardware features respectively, and similarly, evaluation should be performed at different levels. 
Fifth, significant attention must be paid to the characteristics and creation of digital school construction; therefore, 
evaluation must have some extended differentiation. Sixth, evaluation plays a guiding and leading role in digital 
school construction and, thus, should be particularly forward-looking.  

Some areas have already formulated their own assessment solutions in terms of regional construction. Taking the 
example of Yangzhou city in Jiangsu province, its regional digital school evaluation rules contain four primary 
indexes: informational infrastructure level, teaching application level, management application level and guarantee 
measure level. In addition, Changing district of Shanghai has proposed an evaluation standard for application of 
digital schools, including six primary indexes: organization and management, network and facilities, teaching and 
resources, teaching staff and training, social service and communication and school-based features. Another example 
is Yinzhou district in Ninbo city of Zhejiang province. This region has set the standards for evaluating typical digital 
schools through six primary indexes: organization and leadership, hardware and equipment, educational resources, 
school managements, effect of usage and additional score.  

Evaluation of digital school construction is constantly changing; consequently, it is necessary to take charge of 
evaluation and to constantly observe, think, explore and improve focal points in current construction. Only in this 
way may people promote “construction” with “evaluation” and lead “construction” with “evaluation” and ensure that 
digital school construction can be successfully completed.  

4. Future development of digital school construction 

Digital school construction aims towards, with school as the principal part, the constant promotion of building 
and developing the informationization of elementary education, connections between inside and outside the campus, 
interworkings among schools, and integration of technology and education. To promote full development, digital 
school builders can also locate some critical breakthroughs in the conclusion below. 

4.1 Mining key technology for the “hotspots” in digital school construction 

In the digital school environment, we can call those spaces that are often visited by teachers and students “campus 
hotspots” (e.g., intelligent classrooms, virtual communities, online libraries and virtual laboratories). Prof. Zhang 
Jiping summed up the features of the future ideal intelligence classroom, which is a prospecting blueprint of a 
prospective classroom, as “everywhere network, seamless access, flexible tables and chairs combined, changeable 
form, multi-channel display, convenient cooperative learning, classroom record, easy self-study, integration of 
virtual reality , resource expansion, intelligent controlling, people-based”. The Intelligence Classroom is such an 
intelligence-enhanced classroom, which is characteristic of natural human-computer interaction, that it could freely 
control and operate all sorts of visual, acoustic and electrical equipment, teachers and students could be seamlessly 
engaged in teaching and learning activities and accustomed to many types of learning methods (e.g., distance 
education). In this classroom, learners study in a comfortable physical and psychological environment, multiform 
class activities are available, acquisition of high-quality multimedia educational material becomes more rapid, 
interpersonal interaction becomes stronger, class management is unified, teaching becomes artful and flexible, and 
learning is individual with interactive cooperation. Anyone can, without limit, transcend temporal and spatial 
blockages, arriving anywhere, talking to anyone, finding any learning resource and interacting with anyone in 
anyway. In a word, the application of information technology in the classroom satisfies all kinds of people’s 
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educational demands, and the intelligence classroom brews an ideal and personalized educational form that can best 
match the individual’s wishes.  

It is beneficial to the construction of “hotspots” to know how to apply advanced technology, such as the 
ubiquitous internet of things technology, cloud computing technology and so on. The wireless terminals of internet 
of things technology not only allow for personnel positioning but also allow for parameter positioning for all sorts of 
“things”, providing technical help for educational management, security management, health monitoring and class 
teaching. Take wireless interactive terminal technology, for example; it can make up the class interaction system 
with which teachers can real-time know the learning condition of and feedback from all students and then adjust the 
teaching progress. Regarding extracurricular teaching, internet of things technology supports independent inquiry 
learning, sets a certain teaching situation and performs mobile learning, and all of these benefits help cultivate the 
bold science-exploring spirits of students. Even though internet of things technology remains to be explored, 
scholars believe that it will realize the “wisdom campus (the intelligence campus based on the advance technology)” 
in the near future.  

4.2 Regionally establishing digital school construction evaluation standards based on different regions  

Standards are the foundation of campus innovation, and campus innovation allows for the development of 
standards. Yet, there is not only one unified standard or one complete standard system that includes implementation 
rules and management rules. It is critical to establish a platform that would allow teachers and students to apply and 
sufficiently develop with a multi-level and multidimensional usage based on the standard.  

China has vast areas but a serious unequal distribution of economic development, and as a result, nearly all 
regions differ from one other in digital school construction. To promote the development of digital school 
construction, it is indispensable to develop evaluation strategies. However, it is not feasible to establish an absolutely 
unified evaluation standard. Therefore, some scholars have suggested establishing regional digital school evaluation 
standards, which not only promote digital school construction but also accelerate the interaction of various digital 
schools in a region. At present, regions such as Jiangsu, Zhejiang and Beijing that began digital school construction 
early have already formulated digital school standards. They are of some referenced worth but must be further 
refined.   

Associate Prof. Li Yishun, who conducted a comprehensive analysis of the key points and evaluation work of 
developed countries’ digital school construction, such as the U.S., England, Australia and New Zealand, refers to the 
2010 American educational technology planning (named “Transforming American Education Learning powered by 
Technology”) and education informationization evaluation and advanced a three-layer digital school evaluation 
theory. First is the construction level, which involves mastering the overall condition of the digital school 
construction of every school, evaluating the results of digital school construction with great investments and, if the 
intended targets are achieved, checking implementation. Second is the application level and involves judging if the 
construction of all kinds of software and hardware facilities have been put into practice to evaluate the reasonable 
degree of the former design and planning, the promotion of the core business, highlighting school-based features and 
innovation. Third is the benefit level and involves assessing the result of digital school construction and application 
and researching users’ satisfaction to evaluate if the applied technology is available and if digital school construction 
would raise the comprehensive strength of the school and promote sustainable development in the future. 

The establishment of evaluation standards is simple for areas or schools to evaluate the condition of their digital 
school construction while also supplying standards and advice about the schools that are constructing and designing 
digital schools. 

4.3 To continue promoting the teaching application of digital schools and, at the same time, to drive comprehensive 
application  

The ultimate goal of digital school construction is teaching application. Therefore, schools must try their best to 
make the digital school play a vital role in this aspect. They must also discover deficiencies in applications and solve 
these problems. In the 21st century, it is essential to cultivate students’ four capacities: creativity and innovation 
spirit, critical thinking, problem-solving ability and communicating and cooperating ability (Joathan Anderson 
2010). Fortunately, the digital school can provide the most convenient conditions for these similar objectives. Digital 
schools have gained some positive results in supporting the application of subject teaching, and each school must 
take other means to drive additional application. 
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Facing the current problems, Prof. Huang Ronghuai has established five “winning” rules of digital school 
construction that are inspiring our schools to promote the comprehensive application of digital schools. (1) Take 
advantage of situation. For example, simplify the complicated procedures for freshmen and let students feel more 
comfortable than previously through informationization. The application of an “all-in-one-card ” system brings about 
the integration and management of sharing data. (2) Use a horizontal marketing strategy. The department of business 
takes charge, optimizes the work of the school office and educational administration, raises the service level, and 
wins “trust”. (3) Look into conflicts and master the condition of demands. Take the special events of the school 
development, grasp the particular opportunities, arouse leaders’ attention and “stimulate” coordination among 
departments. (4) Create time and space. Strive for time, solve significant problems and avoid the “short board” effect 
in digital school development. (5) Innovate constantly. Technology, business and service all require innovation, and 
win the value recognition of teachers and students through service (Huang Ronghuai 2011). 

In spite of the active utilization of all sorts of platforms with various functions provided by digital schools, 
schools must also integrate other technology and equipment with applications. Currently, the alternation of resources 
and terminals is more influential in the educational aspect. Among them, Adobe, Inc. is one of the most outstanding 
examples. This company rapidly assists teachers in creating teaching resources by use of their e-learning suit 
(including Acrobat, Photoshop and Flash), and these teaching resources bring about a strong interactive learning 
environment with a multimedia experience, thereby giving the students multiple experiences, including visual, 
acoustic and sensual. Multiform teaching resources can also be combined as just one “resource pack”, and this form 
allows students to watch and operate without any restriction over platforms, make independent study convenient, and 
help teachers modify on their own more easily to satisfy personalized practical needs. These rich-media technologies 
must be assuredly potential in the education application, as it can create a sort of rich-media teaching experience, full 
of self-modification, individualized custom-made rules and ample interaction and a teaching context like real life, 
which backs the transfer of knowledge and enhances problem-solving abilities. This fertile visual and acoustic 
experience not only contributes to stimulating learning interests but also helps teachers teach more effectively.   

Lastly, teachers and students are increasingly attracted to tablet computer technology, which stresses the users’ 
experience. This technology supports mobile learning as well. With the assistance of such mobile, light and portable 
computers, it is possible for informal and individualized learning to occur and also for teachers to build a mobile-
learning environment for students in the real-life context. Mobile learning is highly suitable for independent study 
outside class. Once opening the computer, learners can begin to study at any time and in any place. Take teachers 
from Xishan branch campus of the high school affiliated with Renmin University of China, for instance; after 
experience with this equipment, they began attempting to explore real-life mobile learning based on tablet computer 
technology. They say that while students are discussing in class or doing independent inquiry learning, teachers can 
approach students and answer questions more closely. For example, in a mathematics class, teachers can also 
demonstrate the entire process of graphic alternation with the computer to help students better understand certain 
geometric principles. When this demonstration is over, the process of graphic alternation can be saved and promptly 
sent to the student. This behavior perfectly describes how teachers apply technology to support actual teaching and 
treat it differently with different students. 

4.4 Building a community of digital school development and deeply promoting further communication and technical 
sharing 

In the next ten years, the digital school construction, especially that of primary and middle schools, is an 
inevitable trend in the development of education informationization, an effective scientific method that helps to 
facilitate the integration of education and technology. 

The first digital school communication conference was held in April 2011 in Beijing. This conference indicated 
that national digital school construction is currently underway, and many areas and schools are seriously promoting 
this work. However, we also have found that development is quite uneven, based on participants’ opinions. For 
example, Shenzhen, Shanghai and Beijing have accumulated significant experience, while Shandong and northwest 
areas still have many problems.   

Hence, we consider it necessary to establish some communities as early as possible and then regularly organize 
conferences on digital school construction and conduct multilayered discussions. We believe these efforts will 
promote digital school construction. Also, experts in this field will gather all over the country, discussing and 
exchanging mutual viewpoints on national educational informationization, such as the relationship of technology and 
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education, advanced direction of the development of national elementary educational informationization, 
construction and development of digital schools and so on. 

5.Summary 

Digital school construction aims to support learning and innovative teaching, resulting in improvement of 
resource integration and service, which enhances the efficiency of the educational innovation of the entire school. 
Yet, people have been conscious that this work cannot be achieved overnight but must be performed systematically. 
Whether you can seize and make good use of the opportunity to construct digital schools depends on the work of 
changing teachers’ and students’ informationization knowledge, improving opportunity awareness, strengthening 
reformation and taking reforms as breakthroughs. Trying our best to effectively promote digital school construction 
and firmly enhance our schools’ strength, our dream of development of elementary educational informationization 
may come true! 
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Abstract 

There is a shift in school improvement paradigm over the years due to the advancement of technology. School improvement 
efforts are more focused on capacity building, improved teaching and learning processes, high level student learning outcomes, 
and creating a community of learning amidst a digitized learning environment. This has transformed the roles and responsibilities 
of principals to make ICT as an enabler for effective teaching and learning. In this context, this case study is attempted to explore 
the best practices employed by a principal in an urban secondary in Kuala Lumpur. The findings indicated the importance of 
principal’s leadership qualities, attributes and his belief in the use of information communications technology to guide ICT 
utilization in school. 
 
Keywords: School improvement; Technology Leadership; Transformational Leadership;Instructional Leadership 

Introduction 

Current school improvement efforts are influenced by technology advancement. Information and communication 
technology (ICT) has compelled teachers to use innovative pedagogies to improve learning. Aligning to changing 
pedagogies and learning with ICT, reforms in curriculum, assessment, governance and financing (Levin, 1998 in 
Hopkins, 2001) were evident in education systems in  countries like Australia (Schiller, 2003), Hong Kong (Yuen, 
Law & Wong, 2003), Britain, Canada, Ireland, Japan, New Zealand, Singapore (Ministry of Education, 2003) and 
Malaysia (Ministry of Education Malaysia, 1996).  

For school improvement, principals are expected to improve student achievement (Hopkins, 2001; Leithwood, 
Day, Sammons, Hopkins & Harris, 2006; Crum & Sherman, 2008). However, due to centralized policies (Hopkins, 
2001), efforts to enhance teacher’s capabilities may be hindered. Meanwhile, concrete links between school 
leadership and school improvement ICT could yet be established in educational and leadership studies in Canada, 
United States of America, United Kingdom, and Australia (Barth, 1990; Gray, Hopkins, Reynolds, Wilcox, Farrel & 
Jesson, 1999; Harris, Day, Hopkins, Hargreaves, Hadfield & Chapman, 2003; Leithwood, Day, Sammons, Hopkins 
& Harris, 2006; Ross & Gray, 2006; Crum & Sherman, 2008).  

The Ministry of Education, Malaysia upholds ICT as an enabler to propel education to greater heights (Ministry 
of Education, Malaysia, 2006). However, the challenge lies in the principal’s autonomy to implement change due to 
the hierarchical organisational structures and centralised school management. Moreover, research on ICT utilization 
and leadership in the local context is scarce. Most studies on school leadership focus on effective schools and 
developmental models (Rahimah Ahmad, Zulkifli Abdul Manaf & Shahril Marzuki, 1999; Shahril Marzuki & Mohd 
Faisal A. Ghani, 2007). A recent study on factors affecting leadership and ICT utilization in Malaysia indicated 
there is no significant relationship between ICT competence and transformational leadership in implementing ICT 
(Mojgan Afshari, Kamariah Abu Bakar, Wong & Saedah Siraj, 2012).  Hence, case study to explore the best 
practices employed by principal to guide ICT utilization in school is required. 
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School Improvement, Leadership and ICT Implementation 

Technology has transformed how pupils learn, how teachers teach and influences how school principals envision 
opportunities for ICT utilization for teaching and learning (Ministry of Education Malaysia, 2010). To facilitate 
effective ICT adoption, school processes need to be redesigned (Law, Wong and Yuen, 2003). Learning is 
curriculum-driven and technology supports learning (Ministry of Education Malaysia, 1997). Hence, teachers should 
innovate their teaching practices and adopt constructivist and learner centred approaches to make learning fun and 
engaging (DeWitt, 2010). 

ICT in education programmes were more focused when it was established that ICT enhances the quality of 
education (Tong & Trinidad, 2005 in Mojgan Afshari, Kamariah Abu Bakar, Wong & Saedah Siraj, 2012). ICT-
competent principals were found to be more successful in implementing ICT programs (Hughes & Zachariah in Ho, 
2006).  To facilitate creation of digital citizens, school administrators are needed to be visionary leaders, competent 
instructional designers and excellent professional practitioners, as highlighted in the National Education Technology 
Standards (International Society for Technology in Education ISTE, 2009). Therefore, it is essential for school 
principals to be knowledgable and to develop relationships to sustain the culture of ICT utilization (Fullan, 2001; 
Mojgan Afshari, Kamariah Abu Bakar, Wong & Saedah Siraj, 2012).   

Leadership is a social process involving complex relationship-webs with multiple and evolving influences, with 
the intent to influence followers to move in a desired direction (Ho, 2006). School principals were recommended to 
regenerate school systems by resetting directions, redeveloping its people, redesigning their organizations, and 
managing their instructional programmes for organizational transformation (Leithwood, Day, Sammons, Hopkins & 
Harris, 2006). Building teachers’ capacity, encouraging innovative pedagogies and creating communities of learning 
are focus areas to consider (Barth, 1990; Gray, Hopkins, Reynolds, Wilcox, Farrel & Jesson, 1999; Hopkins, 2001). 
The transformational entities should include facilitating instruction, developing personnel, facilitating leadership, 
delegating and empowering teams, recognizing the ultimate accountability, establishing communication and rapport, 
and managing change (Crum & Sherman, 2008), as well as developing staff competencies and  providing 
accessibility to the teaching and learning content (Glickman, Gordon & Ross-Gordon, 2010). Teachers, senior 
management, governors and parents contributing as the ‘community of learners’ is of importance because these 
groups energize their learning as well as of others. In advocating the importance of school capacity in school 
transformation,  a new dimension of technical resources refers to the quality of the curriculum, instructional 
material, assessment instruments, effective use of technology for the work place was identified (Newman, King & 
Young, 2000). 

School principals are instructional leaders in leading curricular instruction in school (Leithwood, Louis & 
Anderson, 2004).  However, school principals as change facilitators were found to be successful in initiating and 
implementing school change with ICT (Schiller, 2003). A recent research has indicated transformational leadership 
as the significant leadership type to influence and promote ICT utilization in schools (Yee, 2000 in Mojgan Afshari, 
Kamariah Abu Bakar, Wong & Saedah Siraj, 2012). Transformational leadership explained as idealized influence, 
inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation and individualized consideration occurs when one or more persons 
engage with others in manners that leaders and followers raise one another to higher levels of motivation and 
morality (Geijsel, et al. 2003). Creating collegial norms is the principle behind this principal-teacher collaboration 
(Davies, 2005; West-Burnham in Bush, 2005). The key to building these interpersonal relationships depends on how 
effective school principals encourage and empower teachers to share the role of ‘change agentry’ in the change 
process (Senge, 2005). These initiatives could result in raised confidence levels and renewed expectations among the 
education community. However, successes of such initiatives are highly dependent on the school culture and the 
quality of interpersonal relationships (Barth, 1990).   

Meanwhile, a research in 800 schools in USA indicated that technology leadership is necessary for effective ICT 
utilization in schools (Anderson & Dexter, 2005). In technology leadership, pupil engagement in authentic learning 
experiences, supported by the use of appropriate technology; sharing a vision of defined technology’s place in 
education; effective professional development; equity of access by providing ICT access to pupils regardless of the 
skill or interest of their teacher; and ubiquitous network where digital technologies are available whenever and 
wherever needed were areas which need to be addressed (Flanagen &Jacobsen, 2003). Similar entities of vision, 
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access and support were reflected in Riedl’s technology leadership model (Ho, 2006). Ultimately, school principals 
takes on different leadership roles to ensure ICT is utilized for teaching and learning. They are the instructional 
leaders, transformational leaders and technology leaders.  

The Study 

In this exploratory case study, an inductive approach is used to investigate leadership practices and ICT 
utilization by a school principal of an urban secondary in Kuala Lumpur. The best practices employed for school 
improvement amidst a budding and developing digital school environment in Malaysia was observed.  This study 
attempts to explain the connection between ICT utilization from the following perspective. 

a. What is the belief of the school principal regarding ICT in education? 

b. What are the leadership practices adopted by the school principal? 

c. What are the attributes shown by the school principal? 

Methodology 

Research Design 

This case study explores the emergent leadership themes in relation to ICT utilization. Relationships between 
people, and findings based on views and actual accounts of how the school principal influences the use of ICT by 
stakeholders especially teachers, student, parents and the community are determined by the grounded theory 
approach. This systematic analytical procedure was selected because it could explain phenomenon and context 
which are not clearly evident where multiple sources of evidences are used (Yin, 1994) besides facilitating 
meaningful analysis of data by linking particular facts and areas without biasness (Lincoln & Guba, 1995).  

Sampling 

A school was selected based on its impressive track record on successful ICT utilization and its establishment as 
the centre of academic excellence. The school principal was awarded the ICT Excellent Leadership Award in 2008 
due to his accomplishments in leading ICT for teaching and learning.  The school found to excel  in co-curricular 
activities, English language and ICT niche areas was also conferred the cluster school of excellence in 2008 by the 
Ministry of Education, Malaysia. 

Data Collection 

Open-ended interviews were conducted to determine leadership practices and ICT utilization in the school.  
Probing questions were used to explore emerging themes in depth by permitting free and unlimited responses 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Consent for participation and the use of research data was obtained prior to research. The 
interview was audio-recorded and transcribed. Subsequent interviews were conducted until sufficient data was found 
for corroboration. Information was also collated from reviews of the school mission and vision statements, the 
school’s charter, event logs, the school annual magazines et cetera and school’s websites.  

Data Analysis 

In analysis, the transcript was categorized according to leadership themes and mapped to establish emerging 
links between school leadership practices and ICT utilization. In data presentation and analysis, these findings were 
supported with literature and quotes from the sample.  
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Findings & Discussion 

The emerging themes in relation to transformational leadership, instructional leadership and technology 
leadership were found to contribute to successful ICT utilization in school.  Four improvement initiatives linking 
leadership practices and ICT utilization identified were realigning school practices, building teacher capacity, 
building community support, and building a culture of technology utilization. 

Findings are explained in two segments: (1) the school principal’s beliefs in ICT utilization and (2) how the 
school principal’s leadership practices and leadership attributes influences the initiatives attempted for ICT 
utilization in school. The leadership attributes are used to explain the leadership practices 

School Principal’s Belief and ICT Utilization 

Successful school improvement initiatives are highly dependent on the beliefs of the school principals due to 
factors of passion, ownership, skills and knowledge (Fullan, 2000). In context of this case study, the school 
principal’s firm beliefs on the importance of ICT for school transformation were indicated below.  

“..As I have pointed out earlier, the school has long since established in academic excellence but to maintain 
and further improve teachers and students in this aspect, I choose to use ICT to areas of learning, teaching and 
administration….” 

“IT is not for show. No doubt people will be impressed with the technology infrastructure but that‘s not how it is 
supposed to be.  Technology is to be translated into efficiency and productivity… it is about teachers being able 
to access resources for teaching and learning and others for administrative purposes…” 

The following teachers’ responses were elicited to support the school principal’s belief in ICT.  

 “…the principal is IT-savvy and he sees opportunities in using IT in school… He practices IT and as 
you can see we have a technology rich environment…That’s why the school is moving towards IT…” 
…He is different… still insist on teaching a few IT classes which is very rare these days…”  

  Leadership Practices, Leadership Attributes and ICT Utilization 

The school principal demonstrated the transformational, instructional and technology leadership attributes as well as 
a strategic leader in resetting priorities, organizational goals and planning for developing school capacity. 

Realigning School Practice  

The respondent was found to be an interventionist, a strategist (Hopkins, 2001) and change facilitator (Barth, 1990; 
Caldwell in Bush, 2005; Yukl, 2002). The purposeful school leader in the sample who viewed changes with urgency 
and energy expedited the change (Harris, 2000). His initiatives included resetting goals, environmental scanning, 
needs analysis, priority setting, planning, budgeting and motivating stakeholders. 

“…I set targets and make sure the vision of the school to achieve world class education by 2010 is 
achieved…..I have to scrutinise the school vision and mission and to redefine what is world class 
education in a very tangible way before setting certain targets for the school…I did an environmental 
scan to look into gaps and areas for improvement…I get the teachers to do a SWOT analysis of strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats other than my own personal scanning… is about turning 
weaknesses into strengths…”  

The school principal empowered teachers to direct management and exercise control over curricular related 
tasks. The importance of teamwork and ownership, an attribute of transformational leadership (Leithwood, Jantzi 
& Steinbach, 1999; Bush, 2005) were noted.  
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 “…Teachers are appointed to different committees and they came up with strategic plans, lesson plans 
and teaching and learning resources... This strategic plan is a point of reference when we finally get 
down to getting things done…This plan is dynamic and expandable from time to time as we encounter 
different situations… “…I have compiled the school strategic plans and uploaded to the school website 
the school’s Drupple, a Content Management System (CMS) application which I have set up last year 
so my teachers can access all sorts of materials and resources for instance the strategic plan online via 
intranet to see what other teachers are doing 

“…Ownership among teachers is very important, so what best to do is get them involved in planning 
and setting targets. I make sure my teachers have ownership of their plans and I practices both top-
down and down-up managing… in achieving targets…” 

Building Teacher Capacity 

Building teacher capacity by developing competencies and establishing professional learning communities 
(Newman et. al., 2000; Harris, 2000) was identified. Engaging teachers in continuous professional development is 
very important as it allows teachers to self-sustain and to experiment and construct new knowledge. As an 
instructional leader, the school leader provided opportunities for teachers to enhance their teaching and learning 
skills, resulting in more learning possibilities to support student’s learning (Mortimore, 1998;  Fullan, 2000). 

“… I piloted an internationally acclaimed ICT Certification for my teachers… they went for the ICT 
courses and were certified… teachers gain knowledge and hands-on skills in using applications… and 
this is a way to encourage teachers to continuously learn…My teachers are all ICT literate… they have 
to proof that they are using higher level applications like Flash and Professional Adobe Illustrator to 
develop teaching and learning resources and lesson plans…” 

“…we are going to set up an LCD projector at main school office to salute long serving and excellent 
teachers. It is a way for the school to recognise and give appreciation for their hard work…this is the 
least the school can do to show that we care and appreciate their services and to celebrate their 
achievements…it is to be unveiled as a surprise for the teachers and a gift during the upcoming 
Teacher Day in May…” 

Building Community Support 

Creating and facilitating networks that leverage on good practices were found to enhance relationships between 
the school and the community (Day, 2005). The school principal has succeeded in negotiating and forming networks 
and strategic alliances with the community for instance with the State Education Department, the school alumni, 
parents, agencies and private sectors to support the ICT initiatives. Contribution of expertise for professional 
development, monetary resources, school infrastructure and ICT equipment were recorded. 

“…I usually have coffee …with the old boys to get them to “buy in” to new ideas…don’t have much 
problem garnering support in fact I have more demand to supply. They are very supportive in 
developing the school… the new building adjoining the old wing is fully sponsored by the Old Boys 
Alumni…The computers in the two (2) computer laboratories are funded by the alumni…” 

“…company X tested and piloted an internationally acclaimed ICT Certification…after the one year 
tenure Company X awarded the school with the set of online software and since then teachers have 
continuously learn …” 

Building A Culture of Technology Utilization 

The continuous efforts to build a culture of technology utilization is influenced by the school principal’s beliefs 
on ICT as an effective tool and how it can be used to further enhance learning and teaching. In this aspect, the 
school principal portrayed the attributes of a  technology leader who constantly builds student’s and teacher’s 
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capacity in using ICT, and the leader of resource management by providing equal access to ICT (Flanagan & 
Jacobsen, 2003) and leading technical resources (Newman et. al, 2000; Fullan, 2000).  

“…One of the standards of cluster school is single schooling session…this year we implemented the 
one schooling session…With this new time, we can slot IT classes into the actual schooling timetable 
which is once a week for all classes… 

“… we are provided with projectors and screens to facilitate teaching in the classroom… we also set 
up a central repository centre where all courseware are loaded up on to the CMS server where 
students use the content online for self-pace, self-directed and self-access learning..” 

The school principal’s efforts to provide equal access to equipment and resources were reflected below.  

“…Content Management System (CMS) application which I have set up last year…so my teachers 
can access all sorts of materials and resources for instance the strategic plan online via intranet…” 

 “…computer club generates about RM80,000.00 per year…funds are used to pay for utilities and 
facilitate other IT based activities in school…two (2) IT coordinators come in twice a week to assist in 
managing ICT… their salary is paid by using the computer club funds…”  

“…We were funded RM500,000.00 by the government …By using this fund, we bought PCs and 
laptops. At this moment, the teacher computer ratio is 1:1, either PCs or laptops…for existing ICT 
infrastructure, what I did was to upgrade their equipment with more random accessed memory 
(RAM)… All classrooms are equipped with mounted Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) Projectors and 
screens…I’m looking into setting a panel whereby teachers can easily link up their equipment to the 
projectors …The whole school is wired and linked up with the Schoolnet, we used the streamyx line 
where we pay the service providers by using funds from the Computer Club…” 

A summary of the improvement initiatives, leadership styles and attributes in ICT utilization in school is tabulated in 
Table 1.  

Table 1: Summary of Leadership Styles and Attributes in ICT Utilization in School 
 ICT Utilization in School:  Leadership Styles and Attributes 
 Initiatives Leadership Types Leadership 

Attributes 
Concepts Descriptors 

1.  Realigning 
School 
Practices 
 

Transformational 
leadership 
Instructional 
leadership 

Strategist 
Change 
Facilitator  
Interventionist 
Motivator 

Shared Vision 
Goal Setting 
Teamwork 
Interpersonal 
Relationship 
Collegiality 
 

Setting achievable targets 
Aligning teachers to school vision 
and mission 
Accessing and scanning the 
environment for opportunities 
Selective in defining areas for 
improvement 
Creating strategic and tactical 
plans for ICT utilization 
Involving teachers as managers 
and leaders in different committee 

2.  Building 
teacher 
capacity 

 

Instructional 
leadership 
Transformational 
leadership 

Skilled Directors 
in Curriculum 
Skilled Human 
Resource 
Directors 
Master in 
Building 
Managers 
Negotiators 

Innovative 
Pedagogies 
Sustained  and 
retained expertise 
 

Developing and enhancing teacher 
knowledge, skills and expertise 
Appreciation and recognition 
Rewards and promotion 
 

3.  Building 
community 
support 

Transformational 
leadership 
 

Skilled 
Curriculum 
Facilitators 
Negotiator 

Networking 
Sustainability 
Community of 
Practice 

Continuos parental support 
Active alumni involvement in 
funding, providing expertise, school 
equipment and infrastructure 
Consolidated community support for 
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 ICT Utilization in School:  Leadership Styles and Attributes 
 Initiatives Leadership Types Leadership 

Attributes 
Concepts Descriptors 

the State Education Department, 
government agencies, and private 
companies 

4.  Building a 
culture of 
technology 
utilization 

Technology 
leadership 

ICT change 
agents  
ICT leaders 
ICT champions 
 

Innovative ICT 
Teaching and 
Learning 
Pedagogies, 
Tools and 
Resources 
Students’ 
Engagement  
Maintenance 
Support 

Efficient and productive teaching and 
learning process 
Technology Equipment – PC, LCD, 
Laptops 
Content Management System 
Whole school is wired and linked to 
the world wide web: streamyx and 
SchoolNet 
Employing IT Coordinators for 
maintaining equipment 

Recommendations & Conclusions  

In relation to leadership literature and research, this case study has consolidated the importance of the school 
leader, his leadership styles, attributes and beliefs as the key for successful ICT utilization in school. However, a 
clear distinction of a single leadership practice is not evident as the school principal was continuously adapting to 
instructional, transformational and technology leadership at different instances.  

The school principal’s beliefs were also found to influence school initiatives. In implementation, the school 
principal has had a worldview of how ICT provide teachers opportunities for innovating pedagogies and developing 
new learning experiences. Secondly, the school leader strongly believed that ICT was the solution for improving 
students’ learning.  Building strong community support is another salient point for success, and being effective 
negotiators with effective communication skills to bring ideas across is an advantage.  

Therefore, the following recommendations are suggested for leadership practices and ICT utilization schools.  

x    Initiatives are school-based and teacher initiated 

x Communicate goals and change efforts to the entire school community.  

x Committed to teacher development and professional growth by providing professional learning opportunities  

x Develop leadership and temporary systems where groups of teachers act as catalysts for change within the 
school 

x Promote collaborative problem-solving and open communication  

x Incorporate a collaborative and participative approach within the school  

x Focuses on professional interchange, collaboration and networking where professional communities are 
established through their work in schools – establishing communities of learning 

x Develop improvement and monitoring strategies 

However, this case study is specific to one school only, and further research is required to determine if these 
principles could apply to other cases. 

In conclusion, effective school improvement initiatives involve the whole school working in collaboration to 
motivate and inspire the community in lieu of changes in practices and belief systems. School principals are 
considered as change agents, ICT leaders and ICT champions to encourage and acculturate ICT utilization in school. 
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Faced with this challenge, it is recommended that school principals explore the possibilities of being 
transformational leaders, as well as instructional and technology leaders.  
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School management by values according to teachers’ opinions 
$VVRFLDWH�3URIHVVRU�'U��ø�%DNÕU�$5$%$&,�122 
)ÕUDW�hQLYHUVLW\�(GXFDWLRQDO�)DFXOW\�������(OD]Õ÷�7XUNH\ 

 

Abstract 

Today,management by values has increased in value instead of management by regulations and norms.Internalized values of 

administrators and teachers at schools influence the improvement of organizational behaviours effectively.This research aims to 

determine the perceptions of teachers at primary schools about ‘management by values’ and if there is differentiation in successs 

according this perception or not.In research, survey methods are used.Research’s sample is formed by 261 teachers working at 

VFKRROV� LQ�(OD]Õ÷��6FKRROV¶�VXFFHVVHV�ZHUH�GHWHUPLQHG�DFFRUGLQJ� WR�UHVXOWV� LQ�6%6�,Q�UHVXOW�SDUWLFLSDQWV�DGDSW�PDQDJHPHQW�E\�

values in high levels. 

Key words: Primary schools,Values, Management by values,Teachers’opinions.  
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Introduction 

According to pozitivist paradigma in management science in past, thougths of organizations and management as a 
cosmic and reality, it was supposed that various patterns developed in this field can be applied to all organizations. 
But,at the end of the last quarter of 20. century, observed in other fields ,in organization and management theories a 
paradigma transformation became a current issue and serious criticisms started about programmes aiming the 
training of education administrators. (Mulkeen, Cambron��0F&DEH��$QGHUVRQ��������ùLúPDQ�YH�7XUDQ�������� 

At the beginning of mid 1970s,a trust worthy transformation in organization and management science started. In all 
fields, multiplying theroists started a struggle against the pozitivist paradigma.Post-Pozitivizm and Post- 
Rationalism claim that reality, knowledge and truths are social speculations. So we reach different results in topics 
appearing as indisputable. Because each of us fing different meanings of the same things according to subjective 
perception. Therefore, the same thing can be interpreted differently. (Tierney ve Rhoads,1993,�����ùLPúHN���������
Existing education management and leadership theories ignore the importance of  values and culture at scholl. But, 
culture gives the meaning of life. Culture is an intellectual skeleton combining belief, values and actions. Last 
studies emphasize that the importance of values in school administrators’ effectiveness (Bates, 2001a) and make a 
point of values in education organizations.(Strike, 1993). School administrators’ values are the sources of intends. In 
many studies, despite the emphasis on instrumental actions and technic contentment, it appeared that values 
intending administrators and their culturel sources are valued.�%DWHV������D��<ÕOPD]�������� 

According to Greenfield(1994) ,the field of educational management, since it entered the dominance of pozitivist 
paradigma, human values, emotions and subjectivity have be ignored intentionally or not. Greenfield (1994) brings 
out that researches in educational management fields need to head topics forming human behaviours  such as 
ODQJXDJH��FXOWXUH�DQG�VRFLDO�FRQWHFW�WR�XQGHUVWDQG�WKH�VRFLDO�UHDOLWLHV��&LWHG�E\�7XUDQ�������7XUDQ�YH�ùLúPDQ��������
ùLúPDQ�YH�7XUDQ������E�<ÕOPD]��006). 

Values of people influence behaviours in all stages intentionally or not. Social structures effected by human 
behaviours also can be effected by values. Human behaviours concern not only himself but also the society. It is 
important that education system which aims to shape human behaviors should be programmed as value-centered.      

 The basic assumption of management by values is the point of view seeing human as a presence behaving according 
to values rather than reasonal. Management by values is an approach integrating the employees around the values 
and providing value-focused behaviours. According to this approach the most important factor of collective spirit is  
the shared values. In the organizations of values management there is an emotional relationship between employees 
and the organization. If the degree of internalization is strong, the emotional relationship becomes stronger. The 
strength of emotional relationship increase the ethnic responsibility of employees. (Çelik,2002:84). At the same time 
,the researches in physchology and education fields show that people generally reflect the values they find important 
WR�WKHLU�ZRUN�HQYLURQPHQW��øPDPR÷OX�$\J�Q�������%DOR÷OX�YH�%DOJDOPÕú��������� 

Purpose of Research 

The aim of research is to determine the opinions of primary school teachers about school management topic and 
testing if there is a differentiation or not in the opinions of teachers’ according to success. 

2. Method of Research 

The research is in survey pattern and it is carried out as a descriptive study. The study universe of research is formed 
E\�WKH�VFKRROV�LQ�WKH�FHQWHU�RI�(OD]Õ÷�LQ�����-2009 school year. Sample is formed by 261 teachers in 18 primary 
schools chosen randomly. 

Data Collection and Data Analyze 

As data collection instrument ‘Management measure according to values’ was used, developed by 
<ÕOPD]��������� 7R� GHWHUPLQH� WKH� PHDVXUH¶V� YDOLGLW\� DQG� UHOLDELOLW\� RSLQLRQV� RI� WZR� DFDGHPLFLDQV� WRRN� LQWR�
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consideration, so content and expression aspects were arrenged. To determine the validity and reliability a 
VXUYH\�FRQGXFWHG����FKRVHQ�WHDFKHUV�LQ�FLW\�FHQWHU�RI�(OD]Õ÷�UDRI�GDWDV�WR�IDFWRU�DQDO\]H��.02��YH�&URQEDFK�
Alpha co-efficient was calculated. KMO= .93, Barlett’s Test= 2844,6  as a result of this test, the datas were 
suitable to factor analyze. In factor analyze it was understood that sections gathered in mono section and mono 
factor explains %47 of loads of sections.  For example, in the result of reliability analyze Cronbach  Alpha co-
efficient was found as= .97.This result shows that the measure is reliable. There are 25 sections in measure. 
Schools’ successes were evaluated according to SBS. While interpreting the aritmetic avarage in Likert survey, 
the results were 1.00-1.80 totally disagree, 1.81-2.60 disagree, 2.61-3.40 uncertain, 3.41-4.20 agree and 4.21-
5.00 totally agree  accepted. 

3. Findings and Comments 

Participants gave opinions about school management as ‘Agree’ or ‘Totally agree’ ( X= 3.83- 4.42). So it was  
concluded that teachers accepted high level value management. This situation is suitable for cuntries such as 
Turkey devoted to values. 

In 2007-2008 school year sample schools’ successes in OKS  100/3= 33 according to equal co efficient; it was 
determined as 0-33= 3, 34-66= 2, 67-100=1. Related information is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. 2007-2008 school year , sample schools’ OKS success. 

   
 
School Name 

Participant 
Students 

Successfull 
Students 

Success  

Rates 

% 

Success  

Sequence 

1 Özel Mustafa Sabuncu Primary 
School 

53 51 96 1 

2 Özel Harput Primary School 34 29 85 1 
3 Özel Bilgem Primary School 18 15 83 1 
4 .ÕEUÕV�ùHKLWOHUÕ�3ULPDU\�6FKRRO 28 21 75 1 
5 Mezre Primary School 247 140 57 2 
6 ���<ÕO�3ULPDU\�6FKRRO 14 8 57 2 
7 Hilalkent Primary School 41 23 56 2 
8 Koç Primary School 79 40 51 2 
9 Fevzi Çakmak Primary School 13 6 46 2 
10 0HKPHW�9H�øIDNDW�*�ODoWÕ Primary 

School 
7 3 43 2 

11 øVWLNODO�3ULPDU\�6FKRRO 39 15 38 2 
12 øEQ-ø�6LQD�3ULPDU\�6FKRRO 18 6 33 3 
13 Yavuz Sultan Selim Primary School 3 1 33 3 
14 Ziya Gökalp Primary School 25 8 32 3 
15 ù+7�g÷UHWPHQ�5�VWHP�ùHQ�3ULPDU\�

School 
11 3 27 3 

16 Vali Tevfik Gür Primary School 42 10 24 3 
17 Kuyulu Primary School 8 1 13 3 
18 ùKW�g÷UHWPHQ�1DGLU�2]DQ�

Primary School 
22 1 5 3 

 

Taking into consideration of school success,teachers’opinions about the management by values are shown in the 

table. 

Table 3. The means of  the participants according to their school's success 
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Groups Mean Frekans  Standart Deviation 

Group1  4,11  86  0,61  

Group2  4,00  100  0,79  

Group3  3,78  75  0,75  

Total  3,97  261  0,73  
 

According to success situations of participant schools,the answers to measure sections are varient as (X= 3,971; 

SS=0,73) and this comes the levels ‘agreee and totally agreee’ .Highest participation about the management by 

values belongs to high-level successfull school teachers. 1st Group= (X= 4.11; SS=0,61). 

A single-option variance was done to see  probable difference in the opinions of participants according to school 

success. In result of analyze,despite no difference in 16. Section,there was a difference in 9. Section. 

Table 4. A single-option variance determining the difference between school success and participants’ opinions. 

No  Items  X  F  p Difference 
5  All sorts of studies are cared to be copmleted 

successfully. 
4,08  10,38  .00  1 ve 2-  3  

6  Scientific principles are seen as a guide. 3,83  6,46  ,00  1 ve 2-  3  
7  Hard workers are appreciated in community. 3,66  3,51  ,03  1 ve 2-  3  
10  Private time should be sacrificed for school in 

necessary situations. 
4,00  17,56  ,00  1. Grup ile 2 

YH���DUDVÕQGD� 
12  Cooperation among colleagues should be cared. 3,96  3,47  ,03  1 ve 2-  3  
19  Taking responsibility in friends and work groups 

shouldn’t be ignored. 
4,06  4,06  5,38  ,005  

21  Sources are tried to be used effectively and 
productively. 

3,97  4,06  ,41  1 ile 2 ve 3. 
grup  

22  The necessity of harmony among colleagues are 
thought. 

4,22  3,00  ,42  1 ve  3 

25  Works are done in pleasure. 4,03  4,32  ,14  1 ve 2-  3  
 

        The different sections among employees are the sections about  responsibility,coordination and cooperation  

related to study methods.The highest participant in management by values measure was in favor of first group and 

there were  different opinions with other groups. 

 

4. Conclusion and Discussion 

Management by values perception, appropriate to human nature, has increased in value recently.In this 

research,done to determine the opinions of teachers about tht management by values,teachers adapted the education 

by values in high levels.At the same time we reached  other researches done to similar results.�<ÕOPD]�� ������

Blanchard&O’Connor, 1998; (Powellandothers, 1984).Management  by values is so significant about the acceptance 

of organizational purposes and affordance of organizational effectiveness. (Wiener, 1988). 

In the research we concluded that the teachers of successfull schools’ accepted the management by values more.That 

is to say,the management of successfull schools depends on values.The schools having strong organizational culture 

and values are more successfull and motivation of teachers are higher( Cheng, 1993; Stolp, 2002).So it shouldn’t be 

forgotten that motivation, the base of organizational success is affected by beliefs and values.  
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Suggestions 

 

• Management by values appliances in education organizations should be widespread. 

• Trainings for teachers,students and tutors about the management by values topic should be arranged. 
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Abstract 

Designing asynchronous online courses should be done through the application of scientific strategies using different models of 
instruction to ensure the success and achievement of the educational goals. This paper will discuss the process of designing a 
computer based instruction for the Ministry of Education in Oman to teach the main strategies to design asynchronous online 
courses.  The paper will explain the process used to design this project using the "Dick and Carey System Approach Model" and 
the Merrills' First Principles of Instruction to design the content of the Computer Based Instruction.    
 

Key words: Front- end Analysis; Needs Analysis; CBI. 

 

Introduction 

As we are living in the 21st century, technology is playing a vital role in speeding the education movement 
around the globe. The Ministry of Education in Oman (MOE) has a team called: "The E-content and E-Learning 
Team" which is responsible for designing and developing instructions for learning use besides providing the 
necessary training courses to enhance the use of technology in each region. Recently, this team began to offer online 
courses through the Educational Portal in the MOE. A front-end analysis process was conducted to ensure the need 
for an instruction; the analysis consisted of analysing the MOE online courses and questioning both the course 
designers and learners on the effectiveness of the MOE courses; the results revealed the course designers lack the 
knowledge of designing online courses and learners are still not satisfied after all. The front-end analysis ensured 
that there was a need to design an instruction to teach the strategies of designing online courses. The purpose of this 
project is to design and develop a computer based learning instruction for MOE team members on the strategies of 
designing effective self-directed online courses. The paper will describe the design, development, and evaluation 
stages of this computer based instruction and then present the results. This paper will discuss the project case study 
and define the Instructional Design Approach which will be applied in the design and development of the Computer 
Based Instruction (CBI). The learners of this CBI are specifically members of the e-content and e-learning teams of 
the Ministry of Education in Oman (MOE), and generally any educators who design self-directed online courses 
whether in K-12 schools or any other educational academics can get benefit from this CBI. 

Project Case Study 

The Ministry of Education Oman (MOE), Sultanate of Oman, has established the educational portal to create a 
communication platform between all personnel working in the Ministry; teachers, students, parents, faculties, etc. 
Within the different directorates of the Ministry of Education in the different regions; e-learning and e-content teams 
have been formed. In the last two years, those teams had started to teach asynchronous online courses through the 
Educational Portal Forums. Those online courses are open to anybody in the Ministry, teachers and faculty, to sign 
up and then complete them in their convenient time. The courses are completely online and learners have to achieve 
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them without the instructor. Those courses have been mentored by the General Directorate of Information 
Technology in the Ministry of Education Oman.  

Front-End Analysis: 

Environmental Analysis 

The MOE has visions and missions in online education and there is a potential support to provide variety of 
online courses to e-learning and e-content members. The MOE has provided the team members with the needed 
technology to accomplish its vision. As a result, each member has the needed software and hardware and also the 
capabilities to use them. The MOE provides positive social support to learn all what is needed to design online 
courses. More results on the environmental analysis are included in Appendix D.1.                                                 

Learner Analysis 

      Each e-content and e-learning team in each region consists of members who used to be teachers, of different 
subjects, but skilful in integrating technology into teaching. They have been selected according to their skills in 
computer and their ability to be innovative to teach using technology. When those teams have been first established 
in every region, members have been trained and exposed to variety of workshops to prepare them for the new job. 
Thus, all team members are aware of the future goals and the responsibility of the e-learning and e-content teams. 
Many of the team members have taken online courses before but none of them have taken courses on the strategies 
of designing online courses.  At this point, the teams of the different regions have posted a variety of asynchronous 
courses within the last two years. Besides, the teams are continuing to create courses as there is still a need for those 
courses to spread the importance of integrating technology into teaching. More results on the learner analysis are 
included in Appendix D.2. 

Needs Analysis  
 

Performance Problem 
 

       From my navigations within the asynchronous courses which mainly have been created by members in e-
content and e-learning teams, they lack the principles of the self-directed online courses; such as not supported with 
clear syllabus neither clear directions on how to accomplish each task. Online surveys were submitted to almost 200 
members of the e-learning and e-content members (See appendices A, B, C). The results of a scale question (1-5 
scale) on any previous training/workshop experience on learning how to design online courses is as following: 80% 
have previous training experience on designing online courses, 10% have no previous experience on designing 
online courses, and 10% have limited experience based on readings. Moreover, the survey included a question to 
ensure whether the learners were able to access formal training resources to learn how to design online courses, the 
results are: only 10% have attended workshops but 10% have used Google only as a main source. Besides, 10% 
have more than one resource to learn the strategies to design online courses. Also, 50% of members pointed out that 
they are in need for a CBI to teach them the strategies of designing online courses, however; only 10% did not need 
to learn the strategies on designing online courses. On a different online survey which was given to teachers who 
have taken the MOE online courses, the results clarified that the MOE online courses need some modification in 
delivering the content. In a scale question about the satisfaction of those learners: 10% were satisfied with the MOE 
online courses, 10% were unsatisfied, and 75% were fairly satisfied with the MOE online courses. Also, 70% of 
learners were not able to complete the MOE asynchronous courses without the instructor, 20% not sure, and 10% 
who did explain the difficulty to complete those courses without an instructor. Based on the previous question of the 
survey, 50% of learners agreed that the MOE online courses did not include any guidance on how to complete the 
course. Moreover, 100% of learners agreed that the MOE online courses should be improved regarding the content 
and guidance provided to complete each course. In additional comments provided by the learners: they think that the 
MOE online courses should be clearer and should provide details on how to accomplish the course objectives. 
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Proposed Solution 
 

Given the problems listed above and the need for those asynchronous courses, providing an instruction on the 
strategies of designing online courses will increase the teams’ abilities to design effective asynchronous courses. 
The instruction will teach learners the strategies and principles of designing online courses especially the self-
directed online courses. This instruction will be designed and developed as a self-instruction which will teach 
learners how to design their own self-directed online courses. The Instructional System design that will be used to 
develop this project is:  "Dick and Carey System Approach Model." Using this model, this project will go through 
the following steps: Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation. This instruction will be 
developed in the form of a Computer Based Instruction (CBI) using "Adobe Captivate" and will include a pre-test 
and post-test besides the developed content. The content of this project will be taught using An Instructional Design 
Approach, First Principles of Instruction Approach, to ensure mastering the learning objectives. 

The Delivery System using the Computer Based Instruction (CBI) 
     The Computer Based Instruction (CBI) will be the delivery system for the designed instruction.  The CBI is a term 
used to indicate that the designed material is software and able to be used in any computer whether the CBI is 
stored in CD/DVDs, in a personal website, or any other server. The CBI of this project will be designed using Adobe 
Captivate and it will be a self-directed instruction; the instructor is not involved in the learning process. Within this 
CBI; the learning materials will be provided to learners besides the pre-test, post-test, and short exercises. 

Instructional Design Model (Dick and Carey Model) 

Design 

x The optimal goal of the CBI is: to apply the best strategies when designing an asynchronous course.  
The CBI also includes other six sub-goals: 

x Identify synchronous from asynchronous courses 
x List the main strategies of designing an asynchronous course  
x Demonstrate designing a course syllabus  
x Demonstrate designing a course guidance 
x Demonstrate designing a course schedule 
x Demonstrate designing a course content 

The design stage consists of two stages: designing a task analysis (See Appendix  D.3) and performance 
objectives and assessment (See Appendix D.4).   

Instructional Design Approach 
 

To teach the content of the CBI, an Instructional Design Approach will be applied: "First Principles of Instruction 
Approach" which is one of the instructional design approaches to design and develop instructions (Merrill, M. D. 
2009. First Principles of Instruction, 2009, p.42). The criteria for selecting this approach when developing the CBI 
are: the context, the learners, and the environment. The goal of this approach is to enhance the skills of 
understanding the content. This approach could be applied to teach adults and provides motivational techniques for 
learning the content. Besides, this approach could be applied in a variety of environments and the CBI is one of 
them. Since this CBI is a self-directed instruction in which learners are not receiving any guidance from the 
instructor, this approach provides techniques to ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of mastering the learning 
objectives such as the application phase. Appeal is also another priority for learning the content of this CBI in which 
this approach supports appeal more than effectiveness and efficiency. This approach consists of four phase cycles 
(Figure 1): activation, demonstration, application, and integration. The principle of each phase includes (Merrill, M. 
D. (2009). First Principles of Instruction, 2009, p.42):         
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Figure 1: The Four-Phase Cycle of Instruction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Development 

Storyboard 
The storyboard of the CBI includes a detailed description of each slide in the CBI; what will be the content of 

each slide, the narration/ audio of each slide, media used and any additional notes. Based on the content of the 
storyboard, the designer will develop the CBI.  Appendix D.5 includes the Storyboard of this CBI.  

Designing and Conducting Formative Evaluation 
 

As part of the Dick and Carey Model; a formative evaluation was conducted after the first draft of the developed 
CBI. The purpose of this evaluation was to improve the module after it has been developed and to get feedback on 
the currency and accuracy of the content. The formative evaluation consisted of two parts; the one on one evaluation 
and the small group evaluation. The learners were able to access the CBI through the following URL:   
www.thurayaalghafri.com/Moodle 

The CBI is uploaded within the course: CBI MOE  
The following are sample screen shots from the developed CBI: 
 

Figure.2: Screen shot samples from the CBI 
The introductory slide                                                   Pre-test Slide  

                 

Navigation Screen 
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The One on One Evaluation 
 

The purpose of the One on One Evaluation is to identify and remove the most obvious errors, to obtain initial 
performance indications, and to get reactions on the content by learners. There are three main criteria that this 
evaluation will be gathering from learners:  
1- Clarity: of the content, objectives and the learning materials presented in the module. 
2- Impact: the learners impact on the module, their attitudes, and their achievements of the learning objectives.  
3- Feasibility: of the time and resources provided in the module.  

Participants 
 
The participants of this evaluation consisted of four learners from different knowledge background; one is IT 

teacher and three English language teachers. They are all females and members of the e-learning and e-content 
teams in the MOE. The four of them have work experience in the Ministry of education between 4 to 8 years. The 
learners did the evaluation one at a time. Learners received the CBI URL, www.thurayaalghafri.com/Moodle, which 
includes both surveys and the developed CBI.   

 

The Small Group Evaluation 
 

The second evaluation stage was the small group evaluation. In this evaluation, a group of users tested the CBI 
without any guidance from the designer. The purpose of this evaluation was to: determine the effectiveness of the 
changes made after the one on one evaluation, and to identify any remaining learning problems. The criteria that this 
evaluation did focus on are: the learners’ performance scores on the pre-test and post-test, their attitude about the 
instruction, and the feasibility of the instruction. 

Participants 
 
The participants of this evaluation consisted of three female learners from different knowledge background; two 

English teachers and one used to be a math teacher but have good skills in technology. Two of them have 5 years of 
work experience and the third one has 8 years of work experience. Each learner did the evaluation separately and in 
a different location from other learners because each one lives in a different region and it was difficult to have all of 
them do the evaluation at the same time and place. The internet was the only source to access the developed CBI. 
The designer shared a drop box with learners besides uploading the CBI in a private server. The designer was able to 
talk to one of the learners to discuss the CBI in general and get an impression about the CBI besides the written 
surveys.   
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Results 

One on one evaluation 
 
The attitude questionnaire, appendix D.8, consists of three parts: the scale part and the comments and others. In 

the scale part of the questionnaire, the survey samples rated their motivation to use the instruction in a scale of 5 in 
the CBI objectives in the following areas: attention, relevancy, confident, and satisfaction. The reason for evaluating 
the CBI based on these areas is that they can measure the effectiveness of the CBI from different sides; the design, 
the content, the presentation of the content, etc. Based on analysing the first part of this questionnaire, see Appendix  
D.9, the results were as following; the lowest average was 1.8 on these parts of the project: sample video of a course 
guidance, and the exercise on a course syllabus. On the other hand, the highest average was on the objective: 
"demonstrate designing course guidance" as the average was 3.7 and 3.5 on these goals: "what are the main parts of 
course guidance 3.7", and "course guidance objective 3.5.  

The results on the "comments" part which asked learners to add the strengths and weaknesses on parts of the 
project. The most important comments on the strengths of this CBI were: the CBI was inspiring and easy to use, as 
well as it has nice screen interface design. On the contrary, the main weaknesses of the CBI were as following:  it 
has lots of texts, it was long, it was little bit boring, and also there should be more diversity of slides. Moreover, the 
results of the second survey, See Appendix D.7, were average between good to very good, and a few times it was 
"excellent". There was one questionnaire which added a comment "needs more clarification in the clarity of the 
content.  

To add more, both tests were included in the CBI in the form of an online URL, using Google Docs applications. 
This is because most of the questions in both tests are subjective and difficult to score the students' results whether 
correct or wrong. From analysing answers of both tests, all students answered the multiple choice questions correct. 
However, in the other questions the students' answers in the post test were better than the pre-test. In the pre-test the 
students did not have an idea of what is a syllabus or what is the course guidance. In the post test, the students' 
answers were more accurate and based on the CBI content.  

One on One evaluation, Changes: 
 
After conducting the one on one evaluation, the designer made several changes and additions to the CBI such as: 

including more videos, images to increase the learners' motivation and adding the introductory video which 
demonstrates the main objectives within the CBI. Besides, the designer added a summary video which summarizes 
the main content of the CBI.  
Also, the designer changed the post-test and the pre-test and included them within the CBI instead of including them 
in Google Docs. 
Continue designing the rest of the objectives; "Identify synchronous from asynchronous courses", "List the main 
strategies of designing an asynchronous course" and "Demonstrate designing course content".  

Small group evaluation  

   
The attitude questionnaire, appendix D.8, consists of three parts: the scale part, the comments, and others. In the 

scale part of the questionnaire, the survey samples rated their motivation to use the instruction in a scale of 5 in the 
CBI objectives in the following areas: attention, relevancy, confidence, and satisfaction. Based on analysing the first 
part of this questionnaire, see appendix D.10, the results were as following; the lowest average was 1 in the 
objective "Demonstrate designing course guidance" and specifically in the exercise part. To add more, the following 
objectives also scored low average of 1.2: learners' satisfaction on the new skills, clarity of the CBI vocabulary, 
learners' confidence to demonstrate designing a course schedule, and the exercise part in the objective "demonstrate 
designing course guidance". On the other hand, the highest average was 2.2 on the following parts of the CBI: "face 
to face vs. online", "sample of a course syllabus", and on the relevancy of demonstrating designing a course 
schedule and course syllabus.  

The results of the other survey, appendix D, were as following: most answers vary between good and very good 
while there were blanks in some questions of the survey. The most interesting answer was that the CBI "sentence 
structure" was complex. Also, the length of the CBI was another interesting result; two of the learners find the CBI 
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is long and it took them almost an hour to complete it. Moreover, the main weakness in the instruction is that it 
needs more audio to guide learners within the CBI. Besides, in the exercises and also in both tests, filling the gap 
questions was very challenging and difficult.  

The score results of both the pre-test and post-test is explained in Appendix D.11. In general the post test scores 
are higher than the pre-test scores for each learner.   

Small group evaluation, Changes: 
 

x After the small group evaluation, the designer is planning to make the following changes to the CBI: 
 
x Add more explanations on some of the objectives as some learners indicated that the "sentence structure" is 

complex.  
x Add audio into some of the slides such as: before the pre-test and post-test slides to explain the tests and 

provide information on the question type.  
x Change the font size and color in some of the slides to make the visual media more interesting and 

appealing.  
x Modify the typo mistakes in some of the slides.  

 
 

Evaluation Results: 

Based on the one on one evaluation results, there are some required changes in the CBI. The first one is to re-edit 
the sample video of course guidance as well as the exercise of a course syllabus. Moreover, based on the attitude 
questionnaire results, the required changes are mainly in the diversity of slides and also to reduce the text in some of 
the slides to make the CBI more interesting. According to the tests results, the multiple choice questions might be 
too easy and they could be modified especially in the post-test. After all, most changes are technical changes and 
related to the course design and few of the changes are on the clarity of the content or the tests.  

According to the small group evaluation results, the CBI still needs modifications in the buttons, audio, and 
images. Also, more audio guidance on how to proceed or where to click should be added in some of the CBI 
objectives. There are other modifications should include the language complexity such as adding glossary for 
difficult vocabulary. To add more, the results of tests clarify that there is a progress in the students' learning, 
however; the learners' comments shows that they faced difficulty in filling the gap questions. Thus, "fill in the gaps" 
questions could be converted to a multiple choice question.  

Conclusion 

In conclusion, this paper discussed the stages that a developed CBI went through: a front-end analysis stage, and 
then the design, development and evaluation stage of the computer based instruction to teach the strategies of 
designing self-directed online courses for the e-content and e-learning team members in the MOE. The paper 
reviewed the front-end analysis process to ensure the need for the computer based instruction. The front-end analysis 
included surveying both the learners and designers of the current MOE online courses. The results of the need 
analysis proved that the designers lack the knowledge of designing online courses. Moreover, the paper included the 
environmental analysis, the learner analysis, and the reasons for developing the instruction as a computer based. The 
Dick and Carey Instructional System Model was used to conduct this paper. Merrill's First Principles of Instruction 
Approach used to design and develop the CBI. This paper included all details of each step used to design and 
develop the designed instruction. Both the "one on one evaluation" and the "small group evaluation" were used to 
assess the effectiveness of the CBI. At the end the paper was concluded by discussing the evaluation results and 
explaining the limitations of this paper. This paper will play a great influence on the e-content and e-learning teams' 
performance in Oman to help them design asynchronous online courses for the Ministry of Education. All the data 
gathered and analysed based on the environment and learners in Oman. Thus, based on the current language and 
knowledge skills the content of this CBI was developed. Despite the difficulties to achieve this project, language, 
distance and time difference between Oman and the US, the evaluation results guided the designer on the strengths 
and weaknesses of the CBI. Upon the formative evaluation results, there will be more modifications to this CBI till it 
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becomes ready for final implementation. When the final version of the CBI is ready, it will be used by the Ministry 
of Education in Oman. This CBI will be a great asset and an additional source for the e-content and e-learning teams 
in the MOE to help improve the teams' productivity of designing asynchronous online courses.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A 
This survey was created via Google Docs and sent to participants through emails. The survey is part of the first 

stage of the project, the front-end analysis, to ensure the need to design a CBI to teach the strategies of designing 
online courses.  

Title: Online Survey for E-Learning and E-content members. 
Link to the online survey: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dEwwNUo2MXU5SUg4LWo5THdfM1FEQXc6MQ 
QR code of the appendix:      
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Appendix B 

This is the interview questions which were created in Google Docs and sent to participants through emails. The 
interview is part of the first stage of the project, the front-end analysis, to ensure the need to design a CBI to teach 
the strategies of designing online courses.  

 
Title: Interview questions 
Link to the online interview: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dElqWmtKR0hjV1FNRDdFQWtCWjhUbGc6MQ 

    QR code of the appendix:  

 
Appendix C 
 

This survey was created via Google Docs and sent to participants through emails. The survey is part of the first 
stage of the project, the front-end analysis, to ensure the need to design a CBI to teach the strategies of designing 
online courses.  

 
Title: survey for teachers who attended the MOE online Courses 
Link to the online survey: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dEo0UEFpc2tsWXFrUWl3ZTZrajg3bHc6MQ 
QR code of the appendix:  

 
Appendix D 

 
This online Appendix includes the following: environmental analysis, learner analysis, task analysis, performance 

objectives, story board, the evaluation form used to score the learners' pre-test and post-test results, the questionnaire 
used during the one on one and the small group evaluations, and the attitudinal questionnaire that was used during 
the one on one and the small group evaluation stages. Besides, it includes the results of the attitude questionnaire 
that was given to participants during the small group evaluation stage and the one on one evaluation stage, and it 
includes the scores of the pre-test and post-test of the small group evaluation stage.  

Link to the analysis in Google Docs: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PKXD8Q8bFGYRZCZ4edsisartvEy0PfDFWYqqT9f3gwc/edit 
QR code of the appendix:  
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Abstract 

The research identified and explored the shared mental model among the instructional multimedia  design and development 
experts comprising of subject matter expert, graphic designer and multimedia designer.  The knowledge shared by the team was 
categorized into three groups of multimedia design principles encompasses of basic principles, authoring principles and design 
principles.  The research focused on soliciting knowledge of agreement on the principles.   Outcome of the research is essential in 
providing description of the cognitive skills needed to perform tasks in  multimedia  design and development proficiently. 
 
Keywords: shared mental model, subject matter expert, graphic designer and multimedia designer  

INTRODUCTION 

To share can mean to have or use the same entity such as share the beliefs, but it can also mean to distribute. In the 
context of team cognition and shared mental models, sharing can imply either knowledge similarity or common 
knowledge that is held among team members for example, everyone knows the same thing or knowledge 
distribution in which knowledge is shared by apportioning it to team members according to expertise or role (Cooke 
et. al; 2001, Salas et. al; 1995). In this sense knowledge is complementary, not common with respect to the team. It 
has been suggested that realistically, team knowledge is not likely completely common or distributed, but rather 
overlapping with portions that are distributed or common (Cooke et al, 2000; Klimoski & Mohammed, 1994).  Thus, 
this advocates the research which focuses on the shared knowledge among experts in multimedia design as the 
overlapping knowledge. 
In order to explore the shared mental model, Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA) is applied throughout the research.  
Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA) is defined as the exploration of mental processes, a method to analyze and represent 
the knowledge and cognitive activities workers utilize to perform complex tasks in the work domain. It focuses 
primarily on how workers function in cognitively-demanding domains. It is most useful in developing training 
programs, developing means to assess performance, and developing criteria to select people for certain jobs. It also 
provides insights into creating effective decision support systems and other software systems (Clark et al, 2007).  
 A team Cognitive Task Analysis is a description of the cognitive skills needed to perform a task 
proficiently.  It is helpful as it can describe the way the team is thinking as opposed to the steps it is following.  
Cognitive processes for teams consist of control of attention, shared situation awareness, shared mental models, 
application of strategies and heuristics to make decisions, solve problems and plan and metacognition (Cook et al, 
2001). 
 
2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
Shared mental models imply that team members have the same understanding for the dynamics of key processes. 
These processes can include the roles and functions of each team members in accomplishing the task, the nature of 
the task, the use of equipment and so forth. In most settings a critical factor is the degree to which the team members 
have a shared mental model of their own roles and functions (Schraagen, Chipman & Shalin, 2000).  The research 
focused on soliciting knowledge of agreement on strategies.  The process requires asking each team member to 
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analyze the situation and justify strategies taken.  Besides that, the purpose is also to analyze team agreement 
(Schraagen, Chipman & Shalin, 2000).  This is further discussed in the methodology section on the application of 
Delphi technique to analyze team agreement. 

One common source of difficulty for teams is when the members are confused about who is supposed to do 
what.  Confusion about roles and functions leads to wasted effort or a failure to carry out essential subtasks. 
Effective teams understand the functions, including the common routines. Hence shared mental models refer to the 
configuration of the team and the way it is supposed to perform routines (Hoffman & Militello, 2008). 

Another issue that must be addressed is how the elicited information is represented. As is the case with 
CTA data at the individual level, there are several representational formats that might be useful as a means to 
describe knowledge elicited from a team CTA.  For example, task action hierarchies, concept-maps, semantic nets, 
concept graphs, task network models or simple lists or Tables could be useful to employ communication or link 
analysis to describe the flow of information among team members, models of shared knowledge or analyses of 
knowledge overlap among team members. These latter techniques have not received much attention in the literature, 
but are crucial if a true picture of team-level knowledge stemming from a team CTA are to be useful. This includes 
an understanding of what each team members needs to know to function effectively, as well as an understanding of 
what information must be dynamically shared among members (Schraagen, Chipman & Shalin, 2000) 

Research aimed at addressing this issue is clearly needed.  Despite the gaps in research, a number of 
knowledge elicitation methods are available from research since such data are required so that team selection, 
training, task design and management systems can be optimized.  This research highlights the flow of information 
among team members, models of shared knowledge or analyses of knowledge overlap among the design and 
development of multimedia courseware team subject matter expert, graphic designer and multimedia designer. 
Issues in the design and development of courseware are often neglected. These include understanding of what each 
team member needs to know to function effectively, as well as an understanding of what information must be 
dynamically shared among members.  
 
3. RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
A cognitive task analysis was conducted using twelve national multimedia design and development experts to 
construct the list of principles in designing multimedia-based instructional media. For the purpose of establishing 
content validity of the multimedia design principles, the number of experts is more than 10 due to its consistency 
with Dalkey’s finding (as cited in Martino, 1972). The sample involved experts from various fields who are 
experienced and qualified in multimedia design process.  A modified Delphi technique was used to facilitate 
experts’ opinion to reach consensus on the principles in designing and developing multimedia-based instructional 
media.  At the second phase, interview was done twice for each expert.  The first interview was done simultaneously 
with gaining experts’ consensus during the second round of the modified Delphi technique.  The second interview 
was carried out after analyzing the final consensus among the experts, so that questions asked during the interview 
are based on the final consensus.  Three experts representing each specialization was selected for the interview.   
 
4. RESEARCH FINDINGS 
 
4.1 Modified Delphi 
 

Table 1 showed that all the three groups of experts obtained similar result with no consensus for all the 
principles under design phase.  They obtained median score between 4 to 5 and interquartile range between 2.00 to 
3.25. Moreover, all  the three groups of experts shared the same view that they gained no consensus with regard to 
the application of the principles under validate phase. They obtained median score between 4 to 5 and interquartile 
range between 2.25 to 3.50.  Apart from  that, all them also obtained high consensus with high median score 
between 4 to 5 and low interquartile range between 0.00 to 0.75 for enhance and maintain phases. 

Graphic  designers and multimedia designers shared the same view with regard to authoring phase.  
Similarly they obtained high consensus for production phase of instructional design process with median score 
between 4 to 5 and interquartile range between 0.00 to 0.75.  This indicated that both groups of experts involve in 
the production phase of instructional design process.   
 .  The result shows that only subject matter experts considers the application of principles under analysis 
phase.  The median score is between 4 to 5 and interquartile range is between 0.00 to 1.00.  Graphic  designers on 
the other hand, are the only group who involved in development phase. They obtained high consensus for all the 
principles in development phase of instructional design process with median score 4 and interquartile range 0.75. 
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Table 1 : Consensus among subject matter expert, graphic designer and multimedia designer in instructional design 

process 
 

PRINCIPLES GD MD SME  
 Med IQR  Med IQR  Med IQR 

Analysis 
define problem 
describe facilities & schedule 
audience detail description 
needs analysis 
ability to cover 
general objectives 

Design 
evaluate team capability 
review objectives 
plan high level design process 
prepare design strategies 

Develop 
develop storyboard 
develop scripts 
write for narrators 
computer screens and video 
graphics plan budget 

Produce 
organize materials 
check content accuracy 
edit and evaluate media 
components 

Author 
integrate media elements 
end users’ perspectives 
refine the presentations 

Validate 
measurement instrument 
interview audience and record  
analyze validation findings 

Enhance & Maintain 
Beautify 
Modify 

 
4 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
 
4 
5 
4 
5 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
5 
5 
5 
 
 
4 
5 
5 
 
5 
4.5 
5 
 
4 
4 

 
3.00 
3.25 
3.00 
3.00 
2.75 
2.25 
 
3.50 
3.00 
3.25 
3.00 
 
0.75 
0.75 
0.75 
0.75 
0.75 
 
0.00 
0.75 
0.75 
 
 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
 
3.00 
3.25 
3.50 
 
0.00 
0.00 

 
4 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
 
4.5 
4.5 
4.5 
4.5 
 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
 
4 
4 
4 
 
 
5 
5 
5 
 
4 
5 
5 
 
4 
4.5 

 
3.00 
3.00 
3.50 
2.25 
2.00 
2.25 
 
2.75 
3.00 
2.75 
3.00 
 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
 
0.75 
0.00 
0.75 
 
 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
 
2.25 
3.25 
3.00 
 
0.75 
0.75 

 
4 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
 
5 
5 
5 
5 
 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
 
5 
4.5 
5 
 
 
5 
4.5 
5 
 
4 
5 
5 
 
5 
5 

 
0.75 
0.75 
0.75 
0.75 
2.00  
0.00 
 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
 
3.00 
3.00 
2.25 
3.00 
3.00 
 
3.00 
3.25 
3.50 
 
 
3.00 
3.25 
3.50 
 
2.25 
3.25 
3.00 
 
0.75 
0.75 

 
Based on the description in Table 2 graphic designers and multimedia designers obtained high consensus for 

software support tools with median score 5 and interquartile range between 0.00 to 0.75.  This indicates that the 
principles are applied among graphic designers and multimedia designers. 

 
 

Table 2:  Consensus of subject matter expert, graphic designer and multimedia designer in software support tools 
 

PRINCIPLES GD MD SME 
 Med IQR  Med IQR  Med IQR 

graphic tools 
planning and organization content-
area tools 
 

5 
5 
5 

0.00 
0.75 
0.00 

5 
5 
5 

0.00 
0.75 
0.00 

4 
4 
4 

3.00 
3.25 
3.25 

 The description in Table 3 shows that all the three groups of experts obtain consensus for the principles 
such as self-critique principles, conceptual principles, marketability principles, consistency principles, site map 
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principle, navigation principle, interactivity principle and signaling principle.  They obtained consensus with high 
median score between 4 to 5 and interquartile range between 0.00 to 1.00.  All the three groups of experts agree that 
the application of the principles is important in designing multimedia. 
 

Table 3:  Consensus among subject matter expert, graphic designer and multimedia designer for principles under 
content design 

 
PRINCIPLES GD MD SME  

 Med IQR  Med IQR  Med IQR 
Self-critique principles 
Conceptual principles 
Marketability principles 
Consistency principles 

5 
5 
5 
5 

0.75 
0.75 
0.75 
0.75 

5 
5 
5 
5 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

5 
4 
4 
5 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

 
4.2 Interview 
 

Expert 01 explained that graphic designers design illustrations which is then passed to multimedia 
designers who will add movements and animations on the graphics. Multimedia designers and graphic designers 
work well together and this is advocated in analysis of findings from Delphi technique round 2.  Graphic  designers 
and multimedia designers shared the same view with regard to production phase of instructional design process. 
Both groups of experts involve in the production phase of instructional design process.  Expert 01 further supported 
that: 

multimedia designers and graphic designers can work together ..usually these two groups of 
experts easily understand each other..  
Their specialization in developing content requires them to apply principles under cognitivism, 

behaviorism, constructivism, andragogy, instructional design theory and interactivity in designing multimedia.   
This is elaborated by expert 01 that:  
subject matter expert developing content..instructional designer  focusing on design aspect. 
Thus, multimedia designers involve in the application of majority of the principles under authoring tools. 

Expert 01 elaborates that multimedia designers apply programming software in most of their tasks. 
okay first, graphic designer will design illustration then his work will go to multimedia designers 
who will move and animate the graphics..use programming..usually these two task easily 
understand each other 
However, subject matter experts do not involve in the application of the principles under software support 

tools.  Graphic designers differ from multimedia designers and subject matter experts as they apply majority of the 
principles under audio visual.  This is due to the principles are closely related to graphic and design specialization. 

Expert 01 elaborates that graphic designers perform task based on their observation of characters, images 
and events around them.  Their work is mostly based on experience rather than reading materials. Expert 01 
explains: 

the role of graphic designers is not just reading..he obtain information by  digesting his 
surrounding …..meaning he needs to observe  characters, images..reading or reference as such are 
not applicable and very limited for graphic designers .. 

 
5. RESEARCH IMPLICATION 
 

The shared knowledge among subject matter experts, graphic designers and multimedia designers is as 
explained in the shared mental model illustrated in figure 1 (Cooke et. al; 2001, Salas et. al; 1995).  The research 
further  categorized the multimedia designing task into two types of tasks: shared task and expertise-based task.   
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Figure 1:  Shared Mental Model of subject matter experts, graphic designers and multimedia designers 

 
5.1 Expertise-based Task  
 
 Jamaluddin et al. (2003) and Norazlin et al. (2007) agree that each team members in designing and 
developing multimedia-based instructional media work according to their area of expertise.  This is further 
emphasized in the instructional design process which segregates the experts according to their expertise.  The  
subject matter experts concentrate on the design phase where designing instruction is their expertise.  Graphic 
designers are involved at the develop phase.  Multimedia designers perform tasks in the author phase.  Multimedia  
designers obtained high consensus for principles under authoring tools.  Job specification of multimedia designers 
requires application of principles under authoring tools. Jamaludin et al. (2003) further support that the design group 
includes subject matter expert, instructional designer and script writer.    
 
5.2 Shared Task 
  
 Graphic  and multimedia designers (GM) are categorized under the same technical team (Jamalludin et al. 
,2003; Alessi and Trollip, 2001).     Graphic Designer and multimedia designer similarly perceive all the principles 
under learning theory are not applicable to their specialization. Furthermore, they also agree that all the principles 
under instructional design theory as not important to be considered under their job specification.  The  Modified 
Delphi analysis shows that multimedia designers and graphic designers work together and share knowledge under 
the produce phase. Graphic designers and multimedia designers share the same view with regard to the production 
phase of the instructional design process.  Both groups of experts involve in the production phase of the instructional 
design process.  Furthermore, the principles under screen design essentially involved multimedia designers and  
graphic designers when designing multimedia.   
 The shared mental model involves all the three groups of experts. Specifically, they share similar view with 
regard to principles such as self-critique principles, conceptual principles, marketability principles, and consistency 
principles under content design principles.  Design principles under instructional design process also involve all the 
three groups of experts.  Thus, the shared knowledge provides understanding of what information must be 
dynamically shared among members which further solicited knowledge of agreement on principles of multimedia 
design and development for instructional purposes (Schraagen, Chipman & Shalin., 2000). 
 
6. CONCLUSION  
 

The  research focused on the shared mental model  among the experts in  multimedia design and 
development such as subject matter experts, graphic designers and multimedia designers.  A critical need exists for a 
solid understanding of the factors that influence team decision making and performance in order to identify 
interventions that can affect the decision making process and improve performance (Hall & Regian, 1996; Klinger et 

GMS 

GS 

MS GM 
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al., 1993; Salas et al., 1995).  Previous research (Keppell, 2000) addresses the gap in the field of instructional design 
and outlines a number of key principles to consider in interacting with subject matter experts. Hence, this research 
provides a platform for further investigation on expertise study for other area of expertise. 
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Abstract 

Contemporary researches on the impact of globalization and the development of Information, Communication and 
Technology (ICT) towards the roles of principal had shown that school principals are experiencing dramatic changes in their 
work.  The Malaysian Ministry of Education is planning to transform all schools into smart schools.  Principals simply 
cannot avoid this.  They have to be sophisticated users of management information system.  They have to become proficient 
users of a variety of software, hardware, both Intra and Inter Networks, integrating technology into teaching and learning 
processes, attending professional development programs for enhancing their level of competencies in handling ICT 
equipment, and experiencing the impact of ICT on their work.  Specifically, this paper will focus on the roles of principals in 
transforming their respective schools into smart schools. 
 
Keywords: Smart Schools, integrating technology, professional development, teaching and learning 
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INTRODUCTION 

The information age poses a whole new set of challenges and questions to Malaysian schools.  The quality of our 
nation’s political, social and economic future will depend on the ability of our young generation to become 
functioning members of society who can understand how to access information (and determine its significance), 
handle data, draw independent rational conclusions and communicate findings. Students today need a higher level of 
academic, technical, communication and information-processing skills in order to function effectively in a society.  
The contemporary workplace requires that employees be adaptable team players with strong problem-solving and 
decision-making skills.  Schools will have to accommodate a variety of learning styles, interests and life experiences 
if they are to educate today’s students.  Leading experts have suggested that an organization’s ability to learn, and to 
keep improving the way it learns, may be the ultimate competitive advantage. 

With our interest in the goals for students in Vision 2020, we are beginning to look at what it takes to educate 
our children for the world of the future and what skills that will need to acquire to become productive citizens.  It is 
interesting to explore the wide range of skills in communication, critical thinking, and even problem solving that the 
world of work would ask educators to consider when planning curriculum, as well as the advanced technical skills 
associated with the information society we are going to become.   

The mission basically is to develop a world class quality educational system which will realize the full potential 
of the individual and fulfil the aspiration of the Malaysian nation.  This will only happen if education departs from 
the disinterested rote learning mode, and explores how information technology can be used to encourage active, 
creative, and independent learning.  Malaysia needs to make the critical transition from an industrialised economy to 
being a leader in the Information Age.  In order to make this vision a reality, Malaysians need to make a 
fundamental shifts towards a more technologically literate and thinking workforce, able to perform in a global work 
environment and use the tools and technology available in the Information Age.  To make this shift, the education 
system under the guidance of the National Philosophy of Education, must undergo a radical transformation.  The 
schooling culture must be transformed from one that is memory-based to one that is informed, thinking, creative and 
caring.  One way to make this happen is through the use of leading-edge technology. 
NEW PARADIGM IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENT 

The challenges of the new millennium such as the rapid globalization, the tremendous impacts of information 
technology, the international transformation towards knowledge-driven economy, the strong demands for societal 
developments, and the international and regional competitions have driven numerous educational changes in the 
different parts of the world. The paradigm shift in learning inevitably requires corresponding paradigm shift in 
teaching and teachers’ role. Teaching is considered a process to initiate, facilitate, and sustain students’ self-
learning, self-exploration and self-actualization; therefore, teachers should play a role as a facilitator or mentor who 
supports students’ learning.  

Teachers can maximise the opportunities to enhance effectiveness of their teaching from local and global 
networking and exposure through Internet, web-based teaching, video-conferencing, cross-cultural sharing, and 
different types of interactive and multi-media materials (Holmes, 1999; Ryan, Scott, Freeman, & Patel, 2000).  With 
their help, students can learn from the world class materials, experts, peers, and teachers in different parts of the 
world such that teaching can become world-class teaching.  Through participation in local and international 
development and research programs, teachers can achieve global and regional outlook and experiences beyond 
institutions. In other words, all schools should be transformed into smart schools. 
ICT AS A TOOL AND AN ENABLER IN EDUCATION 

According to 2013, Ministry of Education’s websites, Malaysia has 7,745 primary schools and 2,340 secondary 
schools. Infrastructure development for schools includes the installation of ICT facilities to all schools in Malaysia.  
Planning for the 10,085 schools is carried out in phases as follows: 

2001 2,400 schools 
2002 2,000 schools 
2003 onwards  the rest of the schools: 10,085 schools 

It is against this background that Smart Schools have been made one of the flagship applications in the 
Multimedia Super Corridor (M.S.C.). The concept of Smart Schools is no longer a fashionable luxury but the only 
way forward. In 1999, there were about 635 schools undergoing the Computers-in-Education programme and 87 
schools under the Smart Schools programme. Whereas the comprehensive computerisation programme is mainly 
aimed at bridging the digital divide, the smaller Computers-in-Education programme is dual-pronged, i.e. aiming at 
both ICT literacy and use of ICT as an enabler in teaching-learning.  The smart schools programme is a total 
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solution targeted at improving not only teaching-learning but also school management and external relations and 
involves an even smaller number of schools (Rohani Abdul Hamid, 2002).  Smart Schools are equipped with 
computers and appropriate software that offer tremendous scope and potential for self-paced and interactive 
learning.  The Smart School will not be elitist in nature, but will be innovative, creative and stimulating, coupled 
with extensive usage of computers along the areas covered by the multimedia super corridor.  Smart Schools are not 
only intended to produce knowledge workers who possess the requisite technological skills but also aim to inculcate 
critical thinking skills through intelligent learning consistent with the tenets of the National Education Philosophy.  
A Smart School is an educational establishment that adopts instructional processes and educational management 
practices that foster systemic changes that are intended to enable learners to surmount the challenges posed by the 
information technology era.  The Smart Schools Pilot Project was implemented in 87 schools nation-wide.  
Beginning in 1998, the Teacher Education Division of the Ministry of Education, Malaysia was charged with the 
task of training teachers for the Smart Schools Programme.  The effective training of teachers for these Smart 
Schools is a key factor impacting on the success of the Programme. 

How successful is the Smart Schools Programme? During the 2010/2011 academic year, we had conducted a 
series of studies that investigated the effectiveness of training programmes intended to train Smart School teachers 
and evaluated their impact on student learning.  The data for this study was collected through a questionnaire that 
was administered to 882 Smart School teachers.  The questionnaire was also administered to 2689 students in 70 
Smart Schools throughout Malaysia.  The findings of the study show that Smart School teachers acquired a diverse 
range of knowledge and skills related to smart instruction.  These teachers reported that they had succeeded in 
mastering various aspects of the concept of smart instruction, planning smart teaching, managing smart instruction 
and managing the smart classroom.  Smart School learners had a positive view of, and were receptive to Smart 
School instruction. On the whole, smart school instruction has had a moderate to high impact on smart school 
learners. But, in implementing smart instruction in schools, only 23.9% received the necessary support from their 
respective principals (Mohammed Sani Ibrahim, 2010). 

Consistent finding was obtained from another study conducted earlier by Baharom Mohamad (2002) who had 
explored teachers’ perception of instructional leaderships given by their respective Headteachers/Principals in 
computer literacy in their schools.  A survey was conducted by using questionnaires administered among 380 
randomly selected teachers in the State of Johor, Malaysia who had involved in the Computers-in-Education and 
Smart School Programmes. The major findings from this study indicated that only 24.0% of the primary school 
teachers and 29.4% of the secondary school teachers were satisfied with the support obtained from their school 
heads. 

These two research projects had proved that Malaysian school principals were not able to integrate technology in 
the teaching and learning processes in their respective schools. If we don’t improve this, then the Ministry of 
Education, Malaysia would definitely unable to transform all schools into Smart Schools by the year 2020. 
Appropriate steps should be taken immediately to overcome this situation by infusing technological culture among 
school principals first before trying to convert all schools to become Smart Schools. 
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MALAYSIA EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT BLUEPRINT 2013-2025 
The Prime Minister of Malaysia had recently launched the Malaysia Education Blueprint 2013-2025. There are 

eleven shifts that had been suggested in order to achieve the national vision. Shift Number 7 is to leverage ICT to 
scale up quality learning across Malaysia. Why such shift is important? : The Ministry has spent more than RM6 
billion on Information and Communication Technology(ICT) over the past decade in education initiatives such as 
Smart Schools—one of the most capital-intensive investments the system has undertaken. However, ICT usage in 
schools continues to lag expectations—both in terms of quantity and quality. For example, a 2010 Ministry study 
found that approximately 80% of teachers spend less than one hour a week using ICT, and only a third of students 
perceive their teachers to be using ICT regularly. Critically, the 2012 UNESCO review found that ICT usage has not 
gone much further than the use of word-processing applications as an instructional tool. ICT has tremendous 
potential to accelerate the learning of a wide range of knowledge and thinking skills. However, this potential has not 
yet been achieved. What success will look like: Across all 10,000 schools in Malaysia, ICT will enhance how 
teaching and learning happens. Students will be able to access a wider range of content that is more engaging and 
interactive.   They will be able to learn some lessons at their own pace, and will have fewer limitations in what they 
choose to study through distance-learning programmes. Teachers and principals will have access to both national 
and international learning resources and communities to help them improve their practice. ICT will be a ubiquitous 
part of schooling life, with no urban-rural divide, and with all teachers and students equipped with the skills 
necessary to use this technology meaningfully. 
THE ROLE OF PRINCIPALS IN DEVELOPING SMART SCHOOLS 

What makes an administrator ready for the digital age? What kinds of leadership skills are necessary for both in-
service and pre-service administrators to lead in today’s ever-changing field of technology? In order to lead and 
collaborate affectively with other educators and policy-makers in the digital age, educational administrators need to 
take advantage of the wireless revolution and its impact upon the infrastructure of school districts. School leaders 
must recognize and use the “power of technology” to improve student productivity, while making “more efficient 
use of time, money, and staff (O’Neil and Perez, 2002; Schrum and Levin, 2009).  Many studies have demonstrated 
that computers are still found in computer labs, with limited access for integrated instructional uses, and students use 
technology far more outside of school than within the school environment, where it is often still seen as an 
“addition” rather than a part of the curriculum” (Schrum and Levin, 2009, pp. 65-66). Educational administrators 
should inspire and lead development and implementation of shared vision for comprehensive integration of 
technology to promote excellence and support transformation throughout the organization, engage in an on-going 
process to develop, implement, and communicate technology-infused strategic plans aligned with a shared vision 
and advocate on local, state and national levels for policies, programs, and funding to support implementation of a 
technology-infused vision and strategic plan. The principal, technology coordinator, and superintendent are urged to 
collaborate with key stakeholders, such as teachers, students, program and curriculum directors, parents. Community 
members and governmental officials should be involved in strategic planning initiatives that enhance the most 
effective technology use in education. 
 Below are some ways that school principals can adopt in order to transform their schools to become smart 
schools: 
Develop an ICT Culture 

The principals and the senior management play important roles in building a professional culture of teaching 
which is responsive to changes (Hargreaves and Dawe, 1990). ICT is becoming an important facet of school culture.  
If a school is to move forward with its usage of ICT, such a subculture must be embedded in the structure of the 
school. The principal’s role is vital in developing an ICT culture in school and he should ensure that financial 
support is available to maintain and update the equipment on a rolling programme.  
Leadership 

 
Even the most inspiring ICT co-ordinator is going to make little impact on a school without the support of the 

principal.  Principals continue to be the powerful definers of the culture, ethos and organisation of their schools, and 
it through working with individuals, within the school system that they are able to build the momentum and involve 
others in the process of change.  While there are different viewpoints on educational leadership, most schools have 
adopted an approach that involves some type of collaborative management.  In this way, schools are able to 
maximise the skills, commitment and energy of their staff to create a `potent and catalytic mix for successful change 
and development’.  It is important to have deadlines and clear targets, as well as the support required to achieve 
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them (Fullan, 1992).  Principals wishing to embed a positive ICT culture in the school must make their intentions 
clear to all through the processes that take place on a daily basis 
 
Principal as an administrator, one should ask: 

x Does the principal give attention to the ICT usage in subject areas on a daily basis? 
x What are the available financial resources for ICT and to what extent does the principal involved in seeking 

additional funding for this purpose? 
x Does the principal serve as a role model in the usage of ICT? 
x How does the principal support staff development in ICT? 
x What are the principal’s immediate needs in developing a partnership? 
x What kinds of professional development can he provide for his staff? 
x What are the legal, social, and ethical issues that he must be concerned with? 
x Does the principal take into account a person’s ICT capability when selecting and promoting staff? 
x What kind of technology plan can he implement? 

As a teacher, one can ask these similar, but more learner-centered, questions: 
x How can I partner with others to help my students? 
x What support can I have with using new technologies? 
x How can I use technology to enhance my instructional strategies in class? 
x What could I do to impede or improve the progress of my students’ learning? 
x What are the legal, social, and ethical issues that I must be concerned with? 

 
Generating and Maintaining an ICT Policy 

As ICT is something that every teacher will use, it is important to have a policy to hold together the ways in 
which ICT is involves in lessons throughout the school.  It is vital that all teachers share the values envisaged within 
it and that they understand its implications.  It follows that every teacher should have some involvement in the 
production and upkeep of the policy.  

Here are some suggestions for designing an acceptable use of policy in your school: 
x Keep it simple, one page if possible. 
x Use student-friendly language, but be very clear about the policies. 
x Provide reasons for having the Acceptable Use Policy (AUP). 
x Install penalties for misuse. 
x Have a place for all stakeholders to sign an agreement with the AUP requirements. 
 

Compliance training conducted yearly for all staff members could minimize any possible negative impact upon 
the way in which the acceptable use policy is carried out in the school. Technology changes constantly on a yearly 
basis. It makes sense, therefore, to institute a training program that is updated frequently. 
TARGET SETTING 

Target setting is a key activity for improving schools and it involves school community.  Target setting provides 
a focus from planning changes and for monitoring progress towards personal or institutional goals.  Targets should 
fulfil five characteristics summarised by the SMART acronym: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and 
Time-related. Everyone can participate in the formulation of targets as well as sharing the responsibility for carrying 
them out. 
The School Development Plan 

 
The development plan represents specific activities which school intends to carry out in order to implement its 

policy and achieve its targets.  ICT will undoubtedly form a part of each school’s development plan and will 
probably continue to do so as the technology improves and our knowledge of pupils’ learning with computers grow. 
The purpose of the plan is to help school to improve its use of ICT through reflection on existing practice and the 
development of new ideas. Schools need to undergo the process of finding out where they are now and identifying 
where they wish to be after a set time interval. 
ACHIEVING AND SUSTAINING ICT CAPABILITY 

A policy with respect to ICT and the inclusion of ICT in the school development plan alone will not result in the 
desired change in teachers’ perspective.  Teachers’ thinking is now challenged.  A key element in successfully 
achieving and maintaining an ICT culture is the establishment of development cycle where policy and whole-school 
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planning are put into practice through integrated schemes of work.  Here teachers recognise the importance of 
undergoing certain types of training, depending on their needs, and understand the importance of reflecting on the 
effectiveness of their ICT usage in lessons.  The challenge for managers is to create conditions which will help 
individuals and teams to achieve their goals and the overall goals of the school. 

The ICT co-ordinator plays a significant part in ensuring that the development process is maintained. Policies 
and schemes of work of every school should be reviewed annually and developed in response to new technologies, 
educational initiatives, inspection findings and internal evaluation.  It was recognised that not only could policy 
changes lead to improvements in practice, but that often policy needed to be developed to reflect and disseminate 
successful practice that had been implemented and evaluated informally. 
MONITORING PROGRESS 

For any change programme, monitoring and evaluation are the most important elements.  Improving both 
quantity and quality is a daunting task and needs to be thought of in terms of both short- and long-term goals.   For 
schools embarking on a review of their policy, the normal starting-point is the auditing of current teaching and 
learning activities involving ICT.  It is important to identify a baseline for development through an audit process for 
ICT and to monitor progress towards the goals or targets set.  
SMART SCHOOLS: AN ESSENTIAL VISION FOR THE FUTURE 

In this section, we draw together the strands presented in the previous sub-topics and set out a vision of what it 
means for a school to be successful in developing ICT capability. 
Developing ICT-capable pupils 

We have to develop pupils to become ICT-capable pupils. There is a role for ICT-based homework in bridging 
school and home culture; pupils who do not have adequate resources at home should be given opportunities to use 
school resources outside normal school hours. 
Developing ICT-capable teachers 

If schools are to improve the development of pupils’ ICT capability, it is through the work of teachers and other 
staff that support learning that it will be achieved. Teachers should be given the opportunities to attend in-service 
training for ICT.  They should get support from experienced colleagues and a sustained programme of curriculum-
based training and development is vital.  The level of ICT capability of the individual teacher is important, and is 
likely to influence classroom usage. Technology cannot survive in schools without full integration in professional 
practice by all educators, and that must both include and be led by educational administrators (Garland, 2010). 
School principals, in particular, need to understand and facilitate collaborative models of professional development.  
The delivery of in-service programs for teachers should be interactive and on-going.  The content should address the 
21st-century educational mandates for competency-based instruction and connected learning (Garland, 2008). 
Administrators and teachers alike need to engage in career-long learning networks. Empowering teachers to make 
changes in their instructional practices is a powerful means to help them meet their students’ needs.  The results of a 
study by Bogler (2005) showed that teachers who perceived that they could make positive changes in their 
instructional methods were most likely to also improve their commitment to professional development. Continuous 
in-service training, possible only with the proper allocation of time and resources, is an important element in 
integrating technology at any school site. Many educators can also benefit from a networked learning community 
that links other professionals regionally and globally to the education platform. 
Developing ICT-capable classrooms 
The ICT-capable classroom is a combination of 

x Teachers who are prepared to use technology as a model for pupils. 
x Pupils who are disposed to use ICT and can judge when it is likely to be helpful in their work, rather than 

just using ICT for the sake of it; 
x Resources which are easily available – either in the classroom or in a nearby resource area. 
Teachers need to link the learning located in the computer room with the activities in the subject classroom.  

The availability of an internet link has the potential to transform the culture of most classrooms. It makes a massive 
range and capacity of information and activities available, facilitates direct communication with people and 
organisations that were previously remote and perhaps uninteresting, and allows pupils to have new audiences for 
their work (Pachler & Williams, 1999).  In the ICT-capable classroom, pupils will learn by watching, discussing and 
evaluating ICT use by others, as well as by taking their opportunity for hands-on experience. 

In particular, principals and technology coordinators must support classroom assistance and professional 
development for teachers in implementing new technology resources for the targeted learning needs of all students.  
Special needs students are not always well served by the technology available in most schools because most 
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software programs and Internet search sites are only in English and learning disabled students are also found to be 
academically excluded from information communication (McKenzie, 2007). In addition to these socio-economic, 
language, and special needs issues in the digital divide are factors of race and gender. Social issues in technology 
use by students and educators involve not only safety and privacy but also ethical and communication practices.  
Developing ICT-capable subjects 

The role of subject leader is vital in developing a team of teachers who use ICT in the classroom.  Subject 
leaders should keep up-to-date with ideas about links between ICT concepts and subject concepts, and should 
incorporate ICT into staff development activities in their subjects.  It is vital for subject leaders to work with ICT co-
ordinators. 
Developing capable ICT co-ordinators 

The co-ordinator in an ICT-capable school will have a high level of understanding of the basic ICT concepts and 
good higher order skills.  They must be able to work with colleagues who may have very different teaching styles.  
The co-ordinator may well be the ICT resource manager as well, but even if not he or she will help plan the 
development of a school intranet system which can support teaching, learning and curriculum management, and act 
as a gateway to the internet.  
Developing ICT-capable management 

As mentioned earlier, the role of senior management team is crucial.  The school’s vision and drive should be 
focused on teaching and learning, not merely the acquisition of more resources.  The ICT-capable school will have 
systems in place, accepted and adopted by all staff, to ensure that the process of development is continuous.  The 
ICT-capable principal should also support the development of teaching and learning by effective use of management 
information systems to inform curriculum planning, staff development and appraisal, and pupil support. 
External support and services 

The ICT-capable school will make use of a range of external services – commercial, academic and 
governmental.  The personnel in District Education Department are seen as a valuable filter for general findings on 
good practice.  Schools’ inspections are a powerful force in stimulating change. The most successful schools should 
response positively to any weaknesses in ICT teaching identified by inspection reports.   
Staff development programmes for ICT capability 

Staff development must also be based on teaching and learning needs,  In-service training programmes are 
needed to ensure that staff have the requisite skills to make personal use of ICT equipment and that they understand 
how it can be used to help pupils to learn.  The programme must also match the ICT policy and be in line with the 
school development plan. After attending INSET programmes, new techniques must be adopted to implement the 
changes in teaching processes required to take advantage of ICT. 
 
PRINCIPALS AND ICT 

Currently, there is no research on the aspects of how school principals in Malaysia acquire the necessary 
knowledge and skills in handling ICT software and hardware.  But in Australia, Gurr (2000) had conducted a study 
based upon interviews in 1999 with 21 Victorian government school principals concerning the impact of ICT on 
their work.  In the interview, principals were asked to describe the impact that information communication 
technology had on their work as principals.  The interview was unstructured with principals free to explore the areas 
that they felt most relevant.  The responses to these questions were thematically analysed.  The themes that arose 
were as follows: 
 (a) Use of technology: Software 

Principals used a variety of software and related administrative packages provided by the Department of 
Education (DOE). 

 (b) Use of technology: Hardware 
The most significant hardware mentioned was the use of DOE supplied laptops.  All principals had a desktop 
or laptop computer at work and many had their own desktop computer at home.  For some, having their own 
work place computer has been a dramatic change. 

 (c) Use of technology: Networks 
Many principals mentioned how their schools were developing networks or responding to government 
initiatives in this area and how these were impacting on the teaching and learning processes. 

 (d) Teaching and Learning 
Most principals seemed to be energised by the possibilities of IT to change teaching and learning.  Principals 
believed that they had an important role in this process of change. 
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 (e) Working with Staff 
Principals relied on staff to assist with technology.  This may have meant working with a dedicated IT person 
or with teaching staff with particular expertise.  Principals sometimes had to support IT staff to make sure 
that the technology was being used efficiently, or simply to encourage the work of the support staff. 

 (f) Administration 
Technology is changing the way school administration operates.  The management information systems 
constructed by the Department of Education allow schools to collect, store and manipulate most of the data 
related to the running of a school. Principals described how these systems gave them ready access to critical 
information.  To access this quickly and to manipulate the information, principals needed to be competent 
users of technology. 

 (g) Department of Education: Help and Hindrance 
The use of technology by the Department of Education was cited as both helping and hindering the work of 
principals.   

 (h) Principal Professional Development in Technology 
Principals acknowledged the need for professional development. Some principals mentioned that whilst they 
had a need for professional development, they found it difficult to find the time.  A lot of development in 
skills appears to occur on-the-job simply through the use of technology. One of the principals had a parent 
who was providing weekly training sessions for the principal. Principals also rely on staff expertise to help 
them learn new software or to solve technical problems.  

 (i) Personal Qualities 
There appeared to be two broad categories of principals:  Those who were confident in their technology skills 
and those who were insecure about using technology. 

In their own professional development efforts, administrators themselves must learn the technology that best 
applies to the profession. In order to ensure effective practices in the infusion of technology across the disciplines, 
professional development opportunities do not have to occur within the boundaries of a particular school or district.  
There are numerous conferences, both online and on-gound, that provide training for administrators and teachers in 
emerging technologies.  Principals, program coordinators, and technology coordinators can stay connected by 
participating in annual conventions and conferences in which digital age collaborations are celebrated. The 
educational leaders are thus urged to attend an online or local technology conference in order to better stimulate 
innovation at the school level. 
CONCLUSION 

This paper had explained why it is important for principals to acquire the knowledge and skills which will enable 
them to transform their schools into smart schools.  Based on the findings of many researches in Malaysia, it was 
obvious that most principals are not prepared to do this.  This paper had discussed the `how’ and the `what’ aspects 
in integrating technology in the teaching and learning processes as well as in the administration of the schools. All 
principals must transform the schools into smart schools by the year 2020. Principals now have to be sophisticated 
users of management information systems. They also must become proficient users of a variety of software 
including word processing, spread sheets, databases and email. They don’t have to be network experts, but they have 
had to ensure that their school is developing appropriate networks. The nature of work in both teaching and learning 
and administration has changed, and whilst old practices can be done more efficiently, the technologies have 
allowed new practices to develop. 
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Introduction 

The world is seeing a paradigm shift in the way it considers education; where 50 years ago a 
university degree would be the ticket to a plethora of job opportunities, the corporate world has 
since moved from focusing on academic qualification and work experience in seeking out 
potential hires to actively seeking job candidates possessing specific character traits, emotional 
intelligence and social aptitude, or “soft skills” that are evaluated in equal if not higher 
importance to academic achievement. The view is further endorsed by global organisations such 
as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (“OECD”) and the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (“UNESCO”), both of whom have 
extensively defined and endorsed lifelong learning – an overarching philosophy defined by the 
OECD as consisting of formal, non-formal and informal learning – as a key proponent for 
economic development (Tuijman, 1996) as well as social wellness (Delors, et al., 1996). 

Traditional education systems already have formal learning down to a near-rigid science; in 
Singapore, which is ranked 11th of 48 as at 11 May 2012 in the Universitas 21 benchmark for 
higher education (Williams, de Rassenfosse, Jensen, & Marginson, 2012), at least 14 years of an 
average person’s life will be spent in pursuit of a very well-structured formal education, 
beginning in kindergarten at four years of age to earning a diploma or a degree at a tertiary 
institution when the individual has entered his or her early 20s. Yet, soft skills development is 
hardly dependent on formal learning – such assets are attained through hands-on experience, 
relationship-building, and maturing of thought processes out of academia more so than in it. As 
noted by Fuller, et al. (2003, p 7), “… people learn in many different settings and that only some 
of this learning is classroom-based and/or accredited through qualifications, and that it can occur 
over the life course.” 

The point of graduation from formal education into working life is where informal and non-
formal learning will take precedence in a person’s further skills development. Drawing from a 
CapitalWorks employee survey (Cross, 2003), informal learning forms 87% of total contribution 
to job proficiency as weighed against formal learning methods such as job training and classes. 
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Tough (2002) also highlighted this by suggesting there is a “20/80 split” in learning, with 
approximately 20% of concerted learning endeavours being formal or non-formal and 80% being 
informal.  

The authors found that digital technologies: [Play] a beneficial role in overcoming some of the 
barriers which may prevent adults from engaging in learning beyond formal settings. Not only 
can technologies such as the internet provide the information people need to inform them what 
opportunities are available, they can also offer learning opportunities which are more flexible, 
more convenient, and, for some learners, more engaging than other options available to them 
(Hague & Logan, 2009, p. 17) 

 

Given the pervasiveness of the available technology and the tools that are commonly accessible, 
this proposal investigates how adult learners make use of digital media tools as a platform for 
non-formal learning. Digital media tools consist of tools as smart phone applications, social 
media such as blogs, Facebook and twitter and any other Web 2.0 based internet applications. 

 
 According to the glossy of terms in the European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training (Cedefop, 2001) formal, non-formal and informal learning are defined as: 

x Formal learning consists of learning that occurs within an organised and structured 
context (formal education, in-company training), and that is designed as learning. It 
may lead to a formal recognition (diploma, certificate). Formal learning is intentional 
from the learner’s perspective. 
 

x Non-formal learning consists of learning embedded in planned activities that are not 
explicitly designated as learning, but which contain an important learning element. 
Non-formal learning is intentional from the learner’s point of view. 

 
 
Research Methods 
The main study group was facilitated by a group of lecturers who set the ground rules and were 
in constant touch with the respondents for the main study. To gain a better understanding of the 
informal learning tools used in the study and to give the Delphi study findings some context, an 
in-depth interview was conducted. 
 
Four facilitators of the six-week COM355e Multimedia Public Affairs Reporting at SIM 
University, which was conducted in January 2010, 2011, and 2012 were invited to participate in 
an in-depth interview in the form of an email questionnaire. These participants were so chosen 
because of their use of social media as learning tools during the course of the module, which 
augmented the central Blackboard Discussion Board.  
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The facilitators will be referred to as respondents, and the use of social media and other 
technologies as teaching tools will be referred to as non-formal learning tools in this report. 
 
Key Findings 
The respondents found that the Blackboard Discussion Board, stipulated by the university as part 
of the course and in consultation with UniSIM's educational technologists offered a convenient 
one-stop shop for students as the ability to constantly push relevant and current content in real-
time. As one participant mentioned: 

“Blog(ging) in teaching multimedia journalism provides a holistic platform for students 
to experience the range of media elements introduced in the course (video, photos, graphics, 
animations, audio, music, text) actively and intuitively. Video has great visualizing power to start 
discussions and engage students in learning about multimedia.” 

These non-formal teaching tools not only facilitated peer-interaction and peer-critique, but also 
functioned as a platform for submitting assignments, clarifying course assignments requirements, 
concepts, terms, etc and informal raising of any concerns related to courses.  

The preparations needed to introduce these tools into the curriculum and to students were 
surmised in two steps: content curation, and student instruction. Before the course started, 
triggers for discussion were carefully selected, expectations articulated, and relevant materials 
curated. When the course commenced, students had to be provided with instructions which 
included setting up of their blog, housekeeping and administrative procedures, and the 
Discussion Board populated with engaging threads to stimulate student participation. 

The level of engagement that was required by the students in using the tools drew varied 
responses which from the need to log in at least once daily, to logging in once every 2 – 3 days 
being deemed sufficient. Though the frequency of the logins needed varied,  it was of unanimous 
consent that effort was needed by both tutors (to provide information to prompt activity) and 
students alike to overcome the challenge of self-directed learning – to acquire the mindset to 
explore and embrace new dimensions of learning that is on demand, informal and social. 

 

The Facilitators 

The respondents agreed amongst many points that facilitators had to make their presence felt by 
contributing regularly to the discussion boards not only to show that the boards are being 
‘monitored’, but also to motivate students. It was however, wise to regulate the frequency and 
volume of online activities such as exercises, extra readings and notes as these could bog down 
the learning process instead cause disinterest amongst students. It was also suggested that 
facilitators should have a consistent manner of organising information on any non-formal 
learning tool so that students may not miss out pertinent information. A respondent surmised 
their key takeaway as the following: 

“I need to re-imagine my role as a journalism and media educator. I need to innovate 
teaching approaches and adopt new platforms – to move from gatekeeping and transmitting of 
information to one of aggregating and curating content, challenging and verifying assumptions, 
and providing platforms for students to connect and collaborate as peer learners.” 
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While students were interested in non-formal learning methods and appreciated the additional 
information and discussion points beyond the graded requirements that the tutors provided, some 
students displayed motivation to interact and engage with their peers only in view of being 
awarded mark – the platforms were viewed as simply as a tool for submitting their works.  

In a post-course evaluation done by the students, 7 out of 10 students had agreed or strongly 
agreed that the non-learning platforms employed in the module had reinforced their 
understanding of the course materials, provided insights into their strengths and weaknesses, and 
sustained their learning interest through the multimedia tools used.  

An interesting thought arose from this discussion in which an a respondent expressed that 
coupling the non-formal learning platform with a social component such as blogs and discussion 
forums could debunk the transmission myth that many students still have by forcing them to play 
an active role in exchanging and co-creating information.  

 

Motivation, Opportunity, and Ability as Factors of Effectiveness in Learning 

Whilst utilising non-formal learning tools was reported to have a positive impact in the 
motivation and learning amongst students, possible regressive effects of information overload 
(too much learning tips, links, and notes being posted on Blackboard), and inculcation of an 
inhibitive consciousness amongst students which may develop in fear of being criticised by their 
peers in an open environment were highlighted.  

Self-motivation was reported as the basic factor needed for individual students to get on to the 
platform to be able to participate and learn when asked how motivation, opportunities, and 
abilities factored into effectiveness to learn from the non-formal learning platforms. Though 
motivation had to be coaxed by incentivising participation, opportunities and ability amongst the 
students were abundant, as many of them were digital natives or avid users of communication 
technologies who embraced non-formal learning platforms effectively. In fact, many students 
accessed materials online and participated in the activities during office hours, and demonstrated 
their abilities in ECA multimedia projects that served as a showcase of their ability to integrate 
ideas, practices and theory. A respondent opined that students were motivated to: 

“ think differently as a result of being able to exploit a new communicative environment 
where ‘learning is more than being taught.’ Because knowledge is distributed among many 
stakeholders and ‘the answer’ does not exist or is not known, students learn proactively and take 
responsibility for their learning. “ 

Students welcomed the break from textbooks and prescriptive learning to the flexibility that non-
formal teaching tools offered  - offering ‘anytime, anywhere’ access to knowledge that formal 
teaching platforms lack. Such an environment where knowledge is externalised (online, 
transcontinental, virtual) and shared, and where its production is a collaborative effort was 
reported to develop more engaged students.  

The break away from formal learning shifted the emphasis to skills, where students are enabled 
to move away from memorising facts and rules to applying knowledge to complex real-world 
situations and see the relevance of the course beyond the curriculum and textbook. 
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Implications   

Building an additional e-platform, e.g. a dedicated Facebook page for students’ participation 
require much upfront effort from tutors and may not justify its need just for a short 6-week 
course, and may even dilute the effects and outcomes gained from the existing platforms. It was 
suggested that just one main complementary platform, e.g. Facebook, be selected to complement 
the Blackboard Discussion Board  be incorporated as part of the upfront formal course 
development and structure, so that the implementation can be easily rolled out to all the tutors 
teaching the same course.  
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Abstract 

This paper reports the initial results of research relatedto student-centered learning in statistics education. Student-centered 
learning (SCL) suggests students to engage actively as doers in education setting who are empowered to decide on what, when, 
where, and how to learn. Although SCL in statistics instruction research has rapidly increased, there is little study to evaluate 
and synthesize the results of relevant research in this area, specifically within the context of computer support education. The 
objective of this paper is to identify the direction of recent research in SCL usage in statistics teaching and learning. Four 
research questions were raised in this study: What are the important issues in student centered concept in statistics teaching and 
learning? What are the SCL methods in statistics course? Which methods are used in statistics education research? What type of 
computer supported material sources involved? This paper applies systematic review to summarize the research by performing 
synthesis on research resources. Results of the review were presented and discussed in the paper.  

 

Keywords:Student-centered learning; Statistics; systematic review 

Introduction  

Traditionally, teaching and learning processes are conducted actively by instructors or teachers. This approach is 
now replaced by student-centered learning (SCL).  SCL provides an environment where students play more active 
role in obtaining knowledge by accessing key materials and resources in the learning process. SCL suggests major 
changes in the central issue of teaching and learning.Lu et al. (2007) summarize the main transformation in 
education key factors quoted by Oblinger& Maruyama (1996) in terms of the role of instructor and student, and the 
notions of place and time. SCL suggest the instructor to play a role as a learning facilitator instead of a learning 
organizer. Meanwhile, students engage actively as doers in education setting who are empowered to decide on what, 
when, where, and how to learn.  

Implementation of SCL in statistics education as in the case of other subjects require preparation include 
education program, course content, learning outcome and general experience with the subject. The general 
assumption of statistics education at university level typically highlight the difficulty of the course content, relevancy 
to future job specification and the attitude of nothing could change the initial perception of the course (Gonzalez et 
al, 2010 ). 

Although SCL in statistics instruction research has rapidly increased, there is little study to evaluate and 
synthesize the results of relevant research in this area, specifically within the context of computer support education. 
The objective of this paper is to identify the direction of recent research in SCL usage in statisticsteaching and 
learning. Four research questions were raised in this study: What are the important issues in student centered concept 
in statistics teaching and learning? What are the methods used in SCL for statistics course? Which methods are used 
in statistics education research? What type of computer supported material sources involved? 

2. Student-centered learning  

SCL model suggests that students are flexible and empowered individual to access important sources of knowledge (Lu 
et al, 2007). These resources may include course instructor, course material, library and internet that provides most of the 
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materials, other students as peer in the learning process. With the availability of ICT, students have more flexible access to 
multiple resources including the library, the Internet, instructors, other students, lecture, and other school. Figure 1 
presents this relationship. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

43. Fig. 1. Student-centered learning (Oblinger and Maruyama, 1996) 

SCL environment consists of a number of methods. Among the important methods are computer supported 
collaborative learning, collaborative learning, problem-based learning, active learning and cooperative learning. In 
computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) environments, students collaborate together to solve a problem with the 
help of computer technology. CSCL trains students with important procedure by sharing their thoughts, exploring 
computer tool to construct solution and using skills in a knowledge building to solve the given problems (De Corte, 
Verschaffel, &Eynde, 2000). 

Collaborative learningitself is a method that enables students to work together through the process of collaboration and 
brainstorming to retrieve vast amount of informationefficiently, in a meaningful way to create new ideas or to accomplish 
learning tasks (Lipponen, 2002). Problem-based learning (PBL) method suggests that students to be guided to work in 
small groups where they identify what they do and do not know, and what information they need to solve the problem at 
hand (Baturay and Bay, 2010). Therefore, students in PBL method take responsibility for and get involved in their 
learning, whereas instructors are responsible for organizing suitable content that represent real problem to be solved and to 
facilitate group processes and learning. In this method, students are required to apply and develop critical thinking and 
working in team. 

Cooperative learning (CL) involves small groups for example two students who work together to maximize their own 
and each other’s learning(Johnson & Johnson, 1998).Four types of team work are introduced in CL i.e. formal, informal, 
cooperative base groups, and academic controversy that provide one another with efficient and effective help and 
assistance. CL emphasizesgroup members to exchange information or materials, discuss the concepts and strategies being 
learned, decide how to solve problems, and provide for the necessary support and encouragement (Johnson & Johnson, 
1996).In active learning environment, students were trained to think critically and reflectively helped them become self-
directed learners(Justice et al., 2007). As a consequent, they were able to weigh evidence from a variety of sources, 
synthesize information, and communicate their ideas. 

3. Method  

The method for this study applies systematic review. Kitchenham and Charters (2007) define systematic review is 
a process for identifying, evaluating and interpreting research materials to answer a number of research questions. 
The purpose of systematic review is to summarize the research by performing synthesis on research resources. The 
review process is conducted in systematic procedure. It provides means or ways to conduct a literature reviewusing 
extensive and comprehensive strategies based on severaldefined stages (Norsarimah, 2008). The method could be 
categorized intothree major phases. In design phase, the major activities involve identification of the need of the 
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review, development ofthe review protocol and formulation of the research questions. The second phase deals with 
searching related research. The main activities in the second phase include identification of relevant literature by 
conducting acomprehensive and exhaustive search and selection of primary studies based oninclusive/exclusive 
criteria. In the final phasei.e. analysis and interpretation, these procedure are performed: data extraction together 
with the quality assessment, synthesis of evidence, and interpretation of results and report writing. 

The design phase require the researchers to conduct in depth literature review to justify the need of the review. 
The rational is reported in introduction section. The formulation of research questions produces four useful 
guidelines to be used in the review:What are the important issues in student centered concept in statistics teaching 
and learning?What are the methods used in SCL for statistics course?What kind of test was used to evaluate SCL 
implementation in statistics course?What type of computer supported material sources involved? 
The second phase deals with searching related research. The main activities in the second phase include 
identification of relevant literature by conducting acomprehensive and exhaustive search and selection of primary 
studies based oninclusive/exclusive criteria. 

To examine relevant research in the second phase, the researchersidentify relevant literature. The researchers 
conduct database search on SCL in statistics instruction using prominent sources: Elsevier, Sage, ERIC and IEEE. 
These data bases were identified as a source of information domain because top ranking journals in education are 
widely covered and published, including the publication of conferences e.g. International Conference on Multimedia 
Computing and Systems (ICMCS), International Conference on Education Technology and Computer (ICETC), and 
International Conference on Information and Multimedia Technology (ICIMT). The review protocol applies two 
keywords i.e. "Student-Centered Learning" and "Statistics”. 

Theinclusive criteria are as listed:  Research papers published between the years 2005 - 2011;Research paper that 
discusses the topic of SCL in statistics education. Meanwhile, the rejection of a research papers are those that meet 
this criteria: Research papers published other than English;Research papers outside the domain of SCL in statistics 
education. The analysis and interpretation is discussedin the next section. 

Results and Discussions 

The search protocol produces 67 research papers.Using the exclusive criteria, 20 papers were rejected leaving 
only 47 papers to be accepted for analysis. The percentage for valid paper is 70% from the initial 67 retrieved 
research papers.Table 1 summarizes the result. The entire result would be presented according to the intended 
research questions. 

4. Table 1. Paper reviewed 

Paper Number 

Total fulfill inclusive criteria 67 

Total fulfill exclusive criteria 20 

Total valid 47 
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Research question 1: Issues ofSCL in statisticseducation 

A number of issues were identified from the research paper. Table 2 presents the distribution of issues. Each 
paper brings at least one issue:main issue and additional issue, if available. The important issues are techniques of 
teaching and learning, assessment of technique, computer supported learning: design and development, interaction, 
motivation and attitude, ability and aptitude.  

Regarding techniques of teaching and learning in statistic SCL, many aspects were discussed. Sung and Hwang 
(2013) emphasise the need for proper teaching and learning design to ensure intended result could be achieved. 
Without proper designsuitable learning support, negative impacts of employing computer game in statistics 
instruction could occur.Tsai (2010) andSendag and Odabasi (2009) discuss the suitable environment for efficient 
teaching and learning to take place such as help by instructor are needed to seek information and solve problems in 
spoon feed environment. Ke (2013) and Schoor and Bannert (2011) were interested in the interaction in learning 
activities and motivation on knowledge acquisition during SCL session.  

The second issue,assessment of techniqueemerge due to the need to conduct empirical study that support the 
usefulness of teaching and learning method, specifically within the context of teaching statistics This may include 
learning tool such as video podcasts (Kay and Kletskin, 2012; Lloyd and Robertson, 2012), computer system 
(González et al, 2010),integrated computer technology (Lowerison et al 2006) or teaching method (Harpe et al, 
2012). 

The design and development of computer support were considered important issue because the use of computer 
technology may motivate students in the learning experience of statistics (Lopez-Morteo and Lopez, 2007). 
Computer learning tool was designed to suit the selected learning method such as PBL scenario for Statistic course 
(Nurnadiah et al, 2009), or to be able to generate different statistical exercises and to provide immediate feedback to 
students’ answers(González et al, 2010).Issues on interaction, motivation and attitude, and ability and aptitude were 
also receivedattention from researchers. For example, Lin (2010) evaluates the interaction among students in the 
collaborative problem posing and solving learning system and understands their intention to use.Lloyd and 
Robertson 2012 assess the effect of screencast tutorials on learning outcomes, including statistical knowledge, 
application, and interpretation. 

5. Table 2. Identified issues 

Issue Main issue Second issue 

Techniques of teaching and learning 29 0 

Assessment of technique 14 9 

Computer supported learning, design n 
development 

2 7 

Interaction, motivation and attitude  2 6 

Ability and aptitude 0 4 

No issue 0 21 

Total 47 47 

Research question 2: SCL Method used in statistics education 

There are ten identified methods used in the research paper, as in Table 3. Computer supported collaborative 
learning,collaborative learning and problem-based learning appear to be the most widely used SCL method. 
According to Lazakidou and Retalis (2010) computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) allows students to 
jointly work out a solution to a problem, engage themselves to the knowledge building process using computer 
technology. Combinationof SCL methods werealso used in statistics teaching and learning (Cavanagh, 2011). This 
result implies that statistics instructors are required to be more flexible, to use combination of traditional teaching 
approach with other techniques in lecture and tutorial to make the session more interesting. 
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Table 3. SCL method 
Item Number 

Computer supported collaborative learning  10 

Collaborative learning 9 

Problem-based learning 10 

Active learning 6 

Cooperative learning 4 

Inquiry-based learning 2 

Service learning 1 

Schema-based learning 1 

Computer support 3 

General SCL 1 

Total 47 

Research question 3: Method used in statistics education research 

Table 4 presents the method of statistics education research. Experiment appears to be the most widely used 
approach in this topic (Sung and Hwang, 2013;Lazakidou and Retalis, 2013; Chiu and Hsiao, 2010; Tsai, 2010; 
Chang et al., 2012; Schoor and Bannert, 2011, Mercier and Frederikson, 2007; Jitendra et al., 2011; Harpe et al, 
2012).Among the reason to use this method is due to statistical controlled design in the study to examine the impact 
of teaching style on learning (Giles et al, 2006). 

The use of survey was also relevant, especially to assess students’ attitude towards statistics (Hall and Buzwell, 
2013) and to measure students’ perception on the extent to which the lecture activities helped them to learn and 
understand the course content (Cavanagh, 2011). Case study was used to expand the methodology involved in the 
lesson study process as well as some practical ideas for its implementation (Davis and Blanchard, 2004; Roback et 
al, 2006). 

 

Table 4. Research method 

Item Number 

Experiment 26 

Survey 9 

Case study 8 

Secondary data 2 

Interview 2 

Total 47 

Research question 4: Types of computer used in statistics education 
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Half of the papers were using computer technology in statistics instruction (refer Table 5). The computer 
technology used was categorized either as statistics learning tool/ multimedia, web-media system, e-workbook or 
game. These computer technology was used in statistics courses to improve the statistical abilities of students by 
continuously engaging these students to certain activities that could develop their understanding in long run without 
much intervention and supervision by instructor, who would be far from the student’s sight (Jover et al, 2010).  

Among the proposed statistics learning tools involve linear and non-linear multimedia courseware (Nurnadiah, 
2009), Interactive Instructors of Recreational Mathematics (Lopez-Morteo and Lopez, 2007), and a randomized 
statistical exercises tool (González et al, 2010). Web-based system or tools such as problem-based video podcasts 
were used to teach the subject (Kay and Kletskin, 2012).Web-based classroom technology including podcasting, 
vodcasting, and screencasting, is on the rise in higher education (Lloyd and Robertson, 2012).  

Table 5. Computer technology 

Item Number 

Statistics learning tool/ multimedia 7 

Web-media system e.g. Wikipedia 7 

E-Workbook 7 

Game 3 

Not using 23 

Total 47 

Conclusion 

The initial results of research related to student-centered learning in statistics education. Systematic review was 
used to summarize SCL related research in statistics by performing synthesis on research resources. The results 
suggest a few emerging issues in SCL, identify the SCL methods in teaching statistics, discover research methods 
used by researcher in this domain and determine computer technology used in statistics SCL classroom. The finding 
from this paper may givessome direction of recent research in SCL usage in statistics teaching and learning.  
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Abstract 

Faculty of languages and linguistics at university of Malaya in Malaysia has invested substantially to introduce students to 
computer-based language learning materials and to integrate technology into existing curriculum. The purpose of this study was 
to examine the attitudes of students towards use of computer-assisted language learning (CALL). Data was collected from 100 
students using a survey questionnaire. Findings of this study indicated that students had moderate attitudes towards CALL. 
Moreover, study results indicated that perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and subjective norms were significant 
predictors of computer attitudes. Implications for student training and suggestion for further research were provided. 
 
Keywords: Computer assisted language learning, computer attitude, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use 
 

 
1. Introduction 
          Many researchers believe that integrating information and communication technology in education supports 
pupils in their own constructive thinking and engages them in cognitive operations (Teo, 2006). Pemberton, Borrego 
and Cohen (2006) conducted a study on using interactive computer technology to enhance learning and found that 
the use of ICT creates a powerful learning environment and intrinsically motivate students to learn and participate in 
classroom activities.  In line with this idea, Wright (2008) stated that academic learning accompanied by computer 
technology offers students much more confidence and interest in the process of exploring and learning knowledge. It 
would seem that computer technology is an important tool to support new ways of teaching and learning. It can be 
used to develop students’ skills for cooperation, communication, problem solving and lifelong learning (Voogt, 
2008).  
          Nowadays, computers have been recognized as a valuable instrument in teaching modern foreign languages in 
universities. Lee (2000) stated that using computer in second language instruction can improve practices for students 
through experiential learning, motivate students to learn more, enhance student achievement, increase authentic 
materials for study, encourage greater interaction between teachers and students and students and peers, emphasize 
individual needs, escape from a single source of information and,  enlarge global understanding. It is clear that the 
field of English as a Second Language can be enhanced through the use of computer technology. 
          Teo (2006) found that students’ attitudes towards computer have an influential role on their acceptance to use 
the computer as a learning tool and their future behaviours towards the computer such as using it for further study 
and vocational purposes. Similarly, Zhang (2011) stated that students’ attitudes towards the computer-assisted 
language learning (CALL) can be considered as a key predictor in terms of successful application of computer to 
language learning.  Moreover, Ajzen and Fishbein (1977) stated that ‘‘attitudes toward targets will predict multiple-
act criteria, provided that the attitudinal and behavioural entities involve the same target elements’’ (p. 981). It 
would seem that awareness of students’ attitudes toward computers can be ‘‘a critical criterion in the evaluation of 
computer courses and in the development of computer-based curricula’’ (Woodrow, 1991, p. 165). Therefore, 
computer attitudes should be considered as key constructs in predicting technology acceptance for future use.  
          Several models were developed to help in predicting technology acceptance. Among these models, the 
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is the most popular (McCoy, Galletta, & King, 2007). It is testable and has 
received substantial empirical support for being robust and parsimonious in predicting technology acceptance and 
adoption in various contexts and using a variety of technologies (Teo, 2009) (Fig.1). This study used this model to 
understand students’ attitudes and the factors that influence these attitudes. The successful integration of computers 
in education is largely affected by students’ attitudes and their willingness to embrace the technology (Pektas & 
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Erkip, 2006). Studying students’ attitudes can help us to answer some questions relating to acceptance and usage of 
technology in teaching and learning. 
 
2. Literature review 

 
          Many researchers believed that computer technology is the ideal tool to enhance students’ learning in English. 
Beatty (2003) defined computer-assisted language learning (CALL) as “any process in which a learner uses a 
computer and, as a result, improves his or her language” (p.7). Warschauer (1996) stated that computers help 
students to learn English in three ways: computer as tutor (offers tutoring to students), computer as stimulus 
(improves synthetic and analytic thinking of students), and computer as tool (e.g. grammar checking, word 
processing, collaborative writing, and Internet). It is clear that the computer should be integrated into teaching and 
learning process. Computer technologies can enhance interpersonal and communication skills and can provide 
opportunities for cooperative learning. Hence, using computers not only increase instructional effectiveness and 
efficiency, but also promote positive social interactions and enhance students’ motivation for learning (Afshari et al., 
2007). 
          According to Teo (2006), attitudes toward technology play a crucial role in the adoption of instructional 
technology and students’ learning in the classroom. Attitude is also considered as one of the affective variables in 
the success of implementing technology in the second or foreign language learning process. In line with this idea, 
Ayres (2002) conducted a study on students’ attitudes toward CALL  and reported   that 80% of the students 
believed that CALL is relevant to their needs, 77% of the students agreed that CALL gives useful information, and 
66% of the students thought that more CALL should be used in their learning. Moreover, he added that attitude is 
one of important factors which promote or inhibit the successful implementation of any initiative. Hence, it is 
important to examine students’ attitudes toward computer at different stages of development. 
          In addition, several attitude theories and models have confirmed the relationship between attitude and 
behaviour. In 1980, Ajzen and Fishbein introduced The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and stated that 
behavioural intent of a person determine his performance of a particular behaviour and this behavioural intent is 
identified by two things, attitude and the subjective norms within which a person operates, i.e. the cultural norms of 
the organization. Marcinkiewicz and Regstad (1996) conducted a study on the influence of subjective norm on 
computer use and found that subjective norm is most predictive of computer use, alongside self-competence, 
perceived relevance and innovativeness. Moreover, Pan, Sivo and Brophy (2003) and Teo and his colleagues (2008) 
reported that there is a positive relationship between subjective norm and attitudes. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure1:   Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). 

 
 
          Davis et al. (1989) developed the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), based on the Theory of Reasoned 
Action. TRA is general whereas TAM relates to technology; TAM takes this model and derives from it two 
variables which determine attitude (Gilbert & Kelly, 2005). These variables are perceived usefulness, and perceived 
ease of use. Perceived usefulness refer to the extent to which people believe a technology will help them to do a 
better job, and perceived ease of use shows the ease or lack of effort to actually use it (Davis, 1989).  When people 
believe that computer is easy to use, nearly free of mental effort, and helpful to learning; then they may have a 
favorable attitude toward using computer to learn English. It can be predicted that such people may use computer 
technologies frequently and intensely. Moreover, Moon and Kim (2001) hypothesized that perceived ease of use 
related to perceived usefulness. 
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Figure2:   Technology acceptance model (Davis 1989) 
 
          Although the TAM has been validated and has been examined its importance on the adoption of innovation 
since 1989, studies on its application in education is limited. Venkatesh (2000) suggested that “Future research 
should examine mandatory usage contexts to test the boundary conditions of the technology acceptance model” (p. 
358). The purpose of this study is to use TAM model to examine students’ attitudes towards computers. This study 
extends the TAM by including an additional user-related variable (subjective norm). The objective of this study was 
achieved by answering the following hypotheses: 
 
Hypothesis 1:  There is a positive relationship between perceived ease of use of computers and students’ attitudes 
                        toward CALL; 
Hypothesis 2:  There is a positive relationship between perceived usefulness of computers and students’ attitudes  
                        toward CALL; 
Hypothesis 3:  There is a positive relationship between subjective norm and students’ attitudes toward CALL; 
 Hypothesis 4: There is a positive relationship between Subjective Norm and perceived usefulness of computers;  
Hypothesis 5:  There is a positive relationship between a student’s perceived ease of use of computers and her/   
                         his perceived usefulness of computers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                             
 
                                                           
 
                                                           

            Figure 3: proposed research model 
 
3. Methodology 
 
          A structural equation modeling (SEM) approach was used in this study to develop a model that shows the 
relationships among four variables: subjective norm, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and attitudes 
toward CALL. Also, a quantitative method was utilized to collect data from students at the Faculty of Languages 
and Linguistics in University of Malaya. 
          Participants were 100 students at the Faculty of Languages and Linguistics in University of Malaya. They 
were selected from undergraduate (42%) and postgraduate students (58%). Among the participants, 21% were male 
while 79% were female. In terms of age, 43% of respondents were within the 23-25 age range, 31% were within the 
18-22 age range, 22% were within the 26-30 age range, and 4% were more than 30. Almost every student had access 
to a computer at home (99.9%) and majority of them (67%) had much competence in using computer. 
Approximately 80 % of the respondents used computers daily and 86% of students reported that they did not use 
computer-assisted language learning lab in faculty.  

Attitudes 
toward CALL 
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Norm 

Perceived 
ease of use 
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usefulness 

H1 
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          A survey questionnaire was administered to the participants who volunteered for this study. The instrument 
was composed of 22 statements on attitude, 7 statements on PU, 3 statements on PE, 2 statements on SN. 
Participants gave their opinions to each statement on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 
(strongly agree). Participants from various field of study completed the survey questionnaire provided by the 
researchers.  The purpose of the study and its potential usefulness explained clearly for participants. Those who 
wished to participate were assured about confidentiality of their responses. Further, the enumerators provided those 
participants with briefing on how to fill the questionnaire. The enumerators checked the questionnaire for 
completeness immediately upon return. On average, each participant took not more than 20 min to complete the 
questionnaire. 
 
4. Data analysis 

 
Test of the measurement model 

           
To review the reliability and validity of the measures, a confirmatory factor analysis was carried out. The results of 
the measurement model have been shown in Table 1. All factor loadings are above 0.85 and range from 0.85 to 0.99. 
Together, the principal component analysis showed that these three factors in the proposed model explained 87% of 
the total variance. All standardised regression weights are above 0.85. The multiple square correlations (R2) of all 
items ranged from 0.73 to 0.99, indicating that these items were explained by their predictors at a range from 73% to 
99%. Also, Convergent validity of these instruments was calculated.  
          Convergent validity refers to a set of variables that presume to measure a construct (Kline, 2005). It can be 
tested using: average variance extracted (AVE) and factor loading. According to Hair et al. (2006), AVE and factor 
loading on a factor more than or equal 0.5 indicate a high convergent validity. The average variance extracted 
(AVE) ranged from 0.78 to 0.99 which were above the minimum level of 0.5 (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). Moreover, 
construct reliability was measured. As shown in Table 1, the construct reliabilities ranged from 0.77 to 0.99 which 
exceeded the minimum level of 0.7 (Chin, 1998). It would seem that the measures have adequate reliability and 
convergent validity. 
 

Table 1. Results for the measurement model 

 
   SRW: Standardized Regression Weight. 

Latent Variable Manifest Variable Factor Loading 
( >0.50)* 

CR 
( t-Value) 

SRW R2 AVE 
������� 

Construct 
Reliability 
( CR) 

Subjective Norm 
 

SN1 0.99 50.976 *** 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 

 SN2 0.99  0.99 0.98 

Perceived 
usefulness 
 

PU1 0.85 13.452 *** 0.85 0.73 0.78 0.97 

PU2 0.89 14.890 *** 0.88 0.78 

PU3 0.87 14.40 *** 0.87 0.76 

PU4 0.90 15.668 *** 0.89 0.80 

PU5 0.91 16.111 *** 0.90 0.82 

PU6 0.89 15.328 *** 0.89 0.79 

PU7 0.89 15.302 *** 0.89 0.79 

PU8 0.93  0.93 0.86 

Perceived ease of 
use 
 

PEU1 0.91 14.980 *** 0.91 0.83 0.81 0.96 

PEU2 0.89 13.839 *** 0.88 0.78 

PEU3 0.91    14.793 *** 0.90 0.82 

PEU4 0.90  0.89 0.81 

Attitudes towards 
CALL 

Affective  0.99  0.99  0.99 0.97 0.77 

Cognitive 0.98 48.994 *** 0.98 0.96 

Behavioral 0.99 53.297 *** 0.98 0.97 
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          Furthermore, this study assessed the discriminant validity. Discriminant validity is considered adequate when 
the variance shared between a construct and any other construct in the model is less than the variance that construct 
shares with its measures (Fornell et al. 1982). The variance shared by any two constructs is obtained by squaring the 
correlation between the two constructs. The variance shared between a construct and its measures corresponds to 
average variance extracted. Discriminant validity was assessed by comparing the average variance extracted for a 
given construct with the square of correlation between that construct and all other constructs. According to Table 2 
in all cases, the AVE was greater than the square of correlation between the two factors which indicate that all 
variables meet the requirements of discriminant validity. 
 

 Table 2: Square of correlation between constructs 
 
          A variety of indices such as thH� Ȥ�� VWDWLVWLFV�� FRPSDUDWLYH� ILW� LQGH[� �&),��� 7XFNHU-Lewis index (TLI), 
Goodness-of-Fit index (GFI), and root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) can be used to obtain a 
comprehensive model fit ( Hair et al., 2006). The level of acceptable fit and the fit indices for the proposed research 
model has been indicated in Table 3.  Based on these criteria, we can conclude that the measurement has a good fit. 
 

Table3: Fit indices for the measurement model 

 
4.2  Test of the structural model 
 
          6HYHUDO�LQGLFHV�ZHUH�H[DPLQHG�WR�WHVW�WKH�VWUXFWXUDO�PRGHO��)LQGLQJV�LQGLFDWHG�D�JRRG�PRGHO�ILW��Ȥ� ���������
P< 0.001, GFI=0.92, AGFI=0.94, CFI=0.91, NFI=0.916, TLI=0.925, and RMSEA=0.071). The results of the 
hypothesis test and path coefficients of the proposed research model have been shown in Figure 4. Findings 
indicated that all hypotheses were supported by the data. All the hypotheses were significant indicating PU 
significantly influenced students’ attitudes toward CALL (b = 0.52, P < 0.05), supporting hypothesis H2.  SN was 
found to be significant in influencing PU (b = 0.24, P< 0.05) and attitudes toward CALL (b = 0.18, P < 0.05), thus 
supporting hypotheses H4 and H3. PEU was significant in influencing PU (b = 0.34, P< 0.05) and CA (b=0.28, P < 
0.05), thus supporting hypotheses H5 and H1.  
          Two endogenous variables were tested in the research model. Students’ attitudes toward CALL were predicted 
by SU, PU, and PEU, resulting in an R2 of 0.67. This means that 67% of variance in the students’ attitudes towards 
CALL was explained by SU, PU, and PEU. PU was significantly determined by SN and PEU. About 29% of 
variance in PU was explained by SN and PEU. 
 
5. Discussion and conclusion 
 
          The purpose of this study was to identify students’ attitudes towards CALL. The study found that students had 
moderate attitudes toward CALL (M=2.45). Moreover, this study identified the key determinants of attitudes 
towards CALL. Study results indicated that students’ PU and PEU were key factors of their attitudes towards CALL. 

 Computer Attitude Subjective Norm Perceived 
Usefulness 

Perceived Ease of Use 

Computer Attitude 1 0.77 0.97 0.98 
Subjective Norm 0.77 1 0.73 0.74 

Perceived Usefulness 0.97 0.73 1 0.96 
Perceived Ease of Use 0.98 0.74 0.96 1 

Model fit indices Values Recommended 
guidelines 

References 

Ȥ� 449.57 Non-significant Klem (2000), Kline (2005), McDonald and Ho (2002) 

CFI 0.92 ���� Klem (2000), McDonald and Ho (2002) 

TLI 0.91 ���� Klem (2000), McDonald and Ho (2002) 

GFI 0.94 ���� Klem (2000), McDonald and Ho (2002) 

NFI 0.92 ���� Klem (2000), McDonald and Ho (2002) 

RMSEA 0.072 <0.08 McDonald and Ho (2002) 
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Both variables (PU and PEU) had a direct and significant effect on students’ attitudes towards CALL. Moreover, PU 
and PEU had a very strong correlation with attitudes towards CALL, indicating that as students’ perceptions of 
computer attributes (PU and PEU) improve, their attitudes will be enhanced as well. The result of this section is 
consistent with prior theoretical arguments made by Davis (1989) and previous studies in which TAM examined 
(Teo et al., 2007; Masrom, 2007). Furthermore, findings of this study indicated that SN can be a determinant of 
students’ attitudes towards CALL. SN had a direct and indirect effect on students’ attitudes towards CALL. 
          According to Chang et al. (2012), training should be provided for learners to learn not only computer skills, 
but also a positive attitude. Training can encourage students to use computers with CALL applications as much as 
possible in their learning. Computer lab and language lab should be opened to students as many hours as possible. 
Furthermore, the university should encourage lecturers to integrate more computer technology into their teaching 
and curriculum design. Lecturers should believe that CALL–based ESL course can be more effective than traditional 
one. They should be familiar with CALL applications and software in order to give technical support to the students 
and provide the best way to integrate CALL into their ESL course design.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Structural model 
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Abstract 
This paper presents students’ feedback on the design and development of a Website for Biology, namely e-AV Biology for senior 
high schools in Indonesia. The teaching media was developed with the main feature of video lessons and other features 
supporting the learning of Biology such as the Interactive Quiz and Discussion to support students' learning in Biology. Some 
video lessons described Renewable Energy on the field of Biotechnology Industrial, which is one of the topics that commonly 
difficult to visualize and explain. There is a need of aiding the explanation of Biodiesel sources, Biodiesel production process and 
Biodiesel usages by using audio visual. This study examined the design (Features and Interactivity, Video Content) and the 
Learning Impact of e-AV Biology Website. A total of 256 high school students participated in a larger study of a quasi-
experiment in year 2011 with the intervention of two different ways of teaching, one with fully media instruction using e-AV 
Biology teaching method and another one the traditional manner of teaching. However, for the purpose of this paper, only the 
perception of the students participated in experiment group (n= 121, with 75 females, 46 males) were used, analyzed and 
reported. The last section of the paper presents the findings which indicated that majority students have positive response to 
overall feedback towards e-AV Biology teaching method, particularly the Features and Interactivity that provided in e-AV 
Biology Website. 
 
Keywords: Feedback, e-AV Biology Website, Renewable Energy, Biodiesel, Learning Impact 

Introduction 
The teaching and learning Biology in Indonesia was done traditionally in the form of teacher-centred learning (Durbin, 2001). 
Teachers explain the subject according to the textbook, and then they write it on the whiteboard. After lecturing, teachers give 
some assignments to students. Meanwhile, students’ activities in classroom are mostly the following: listen to teachers’ 
explanation, take note, memorize the subject and also do assignments (Durbin, 2001). These are the scenario of Biology classes 
in Indonesia (Setiawan, 2008) resulted students who are generally passive and lack interest in Biology. This can be shown in the 
low enrolment of Biology major classes in upper levels (Puspita et al., 2008) as they do not find Biology an interesting subject 
(Setiawan, 2008). 
The teaching aids such as audio visual materials or multimedia have been considered as an urgent necessity for the teacher to 
explain Biology subject in a more appealing way. A picture is worth a thousand words; multimedia appears to be more visual 
appealing supported by audio that explains the abstract concepts in a planned sequence based on instructional design principles. 
Teachers must have the ability to make the learning atmosphere more interesting while using the teaching aids for their classes. 
In this study, the teaching media platform, namely e-AV Biology Website, was developed with the main feature of video lessons 
in supporting the students' learning in Biology. e-AV Biology Website is one of the alternative aids to explain Biology in a visual 
appealing way supported by interactive features such as quizzes, and the control panel for the videos.  
Objectives 
The purpose of this paper is to report a part of the larger study. Focus of this paper is to gather feedback of e-AV Biology 
learning materials. There are two objectives here: 1) To examine the Design (Features and Interactivity, Video Contents) of e-AV 
Biology Website; 2) To examine the Learning Impact of e-AV Biology Website.  
These objectives are in line with the research questions which in context of e-AV Biology: 1) What is the Improvement of the 
Design of e-AV Biology suggested by students? 2) What is the Learning Impact of e-AV Biology Website as perceived by 
students?  
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Difficulties in Studying Biology 
Students’ difficulties in learning Biology concepts have been investigated by many researchers. The survey outcomes from a 
study conducted by Lu, Cowie, and Jones (2008) indicated that 66% of the student respondents expressed that their Biology 
classes were taught monotonously. Just over half of the respondents (53%) wishes their teachers would include more interaction 
and active involvement in the lessons.  
Moreover, the Biology teaching and learning process was often faced with abstract concepts and it was out of the students’ daily 
experiences, particularly the process the production of Biofuel (Renewable Energy).  Shelmet, Shields, and Huggins (2008) stated 
that many science classes have been conducted in 50-minutes content-driven lectures in traditionally classroom. Memorization of 
facts and algorithmic problem solving are often stressed, rather than conceptual understanding. Therefore, Biology needs to be 
taught dynamically, not as a static subject in textbooks (Tekkaya, Ozkan, and Sungur, 2001).  
Finley, Yarroch, and Stewart (1982) reported that cellular respiration, photosynthesis, protein synthesis, mitosis and meiosis, 
were difficult and important topics for students to learn. Other topics which students find difficult to learn were respiration and 
photosynthesis (Anderson, Sheldon & Dubay, 1990), and concept of energy (Jennison & Reiss, 1991), all of these concepts were 
also supported by Tekkaya et al. (2001, p.145). Most of the participants of in the study conducted by Tekkaya et al. (2001, p.148) 
reported that “Biology is a course that presents overwhelm contents, most of which depend on memorization. Textbooks are 
boring and include excessive details; textbooks contain too much new and unnecessary information”.  
The study of Baggott and Wright (1996) on the use of interactive video in teaching cell division, among first-year undergraduate 
Biology education students, indicated that they find it more advantageous and more motivating in grasping the relevant 
phenomenon. Moreover, Prinou et al. (2003) stated that most of students reported that the moving image clarified or enhanced 
their understanding. It seems that through video, they understood that mitosis is a continuous rather than step-by-step process.  
Renewable Energy  
Due to global trend of the reduction of fuel resources, the human efforts are collectively looking into a renew source of energy, 
especially biofuel. Indonesian is rich of biofuel resources such as Jatropha oil, Coconut oil, Cassava and Crude Palm Oil. 
Biotechnology Industrial, especially Renewable Energy as a part of Biology is learned in the tenth grade of Senior High Schools, 
it is determined by the fifth Competency Standard of Indonesian Biology curriculum, which states that: 
“The Students are able to explain about Biotechnology - the principles, roles and its implications for sciences, environment, 
technology and society”. Energy resources and renewable energy is an important issue to be introduced to students; many side 
topics related energy such as energy consumption and preservation, generation of energy with consideration of environment 
protection are all related to this topic.  
Multimedia Website for Learning 
The educational content that build based on multimedia can be delivered through internet, so the teaching and learning process 
can be done via internet. According to Thierry and Deborah (2000, p.225), “The Internet is the major technological advancement 
reshaping not only our society but also that of universities worldwide. In the light of this, universities have to capitalize on the 
Internet for teaching, and one progressive development of this is the use of online delivery methods”.  
According to McAuliffe (2001), the online teaching and learning process could produce more relevant and consistent interaction 
than what is produced in the traditional undergraduate classrooms. A large traditional classroom does create communication 
barriers that make it more difficult for all students to participate in class discussions. The Internet is providing a practical way to 
remove learning barriers and encourage greater access to intellectual resources. The Internet has proved to be a powerful 
educational tool for Biology, because not only can it offer a large number of alternative images of the same phenomenon, but it 
can also provide a numerous of suggestions for the synthesis of relevant educational material (Prinou et al., 2003). 
The Audio Visual is one of the popular multimedia components in education. Didactical video or Audio Visual is able to give a 
multisensory aspect to the learning experience to students than textual information. On the other hand, paper based pedagogical 
materials, such as books or articles, could allow students to think and analyses the content provided. Multimedia materials in this 
study presented in a Website can bring the two kinds of material together. Firstly, it allows the inclusion of Audio-Visual content 
into the array of educational materials. Secondly, it also allows the inclusion of textual information (Amatller & Simo, 2007). 
Multimedia material has another distinctive characteristic: it allows interaction. Students can interact with the information in 
different mode. The access to information could be done in multiple ways, different items could be connected according to 
students’ interest and the practice and simulation of complex processes such as the processes of production biofuel is made 
possible. All the characteristics are not only the result of technological possibilities; they are also opportunities for constructivism 
based pedagogic materials (Amatller and Simo, 2007). Nowadays, Audio Visual Media is easily produced and published on the 
web and CD (Romero et al., 2008). 
Methods of the Study 
The teaching and learning process of Biology in Senior High Schools of Indonesia was tested using the e-AV Biology 
instructional design framework. Two Senior High Schools with 4 classes of students use e-AV Biology for their individual 
learning on Biology topics. They used it for 4 weeks, with first week as introduction to the website, 2nd week for Renewable 
Energy of Biodiesel Sources, 3rd week for Renewable Energy of Biodiesel Production and 4th week for Renewable Energy of 
Biodiesel Usages. In total 256 students completed their lessons and a post survey was conducted to seek feedback from them 
regarding audio visual learning on Biology. However, for the purpose of this paper, only the perception of the students 
participated in experiment group (n= 121, with 75 females, 46 males) were used, analyzed and reported.  The instrument (post 
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survey) contains various dimensions of learning measures and also students’ feedback on e-AV Biology. Those dimensions are: 
Video Contents, Features and Interactivity, and Learning Impact of e-AV Biology.  
Description of e-AV Biology Website 
A Website was used as the Multimedia technology. The website includes the interactive video about Biotechnology Industrial as 
a part of Biology subject. e-AV Biology had been developed with integrated and comprehensive video lessons, and other features  
supporting the student learning process. The use of animations, motion images, and videos was intended to render a scientific 
phenomenon and process to be easily comprehended by students.  
There are some features to aid teaching and learning, available in e-AV Biology Website:  
Home Page of e-AV Biology  

This part aims to introduce students to the e-AV Biology Website. It starts with a description of how-to-use and register 
to become users of the e-AV Biology, followed by a short description of e-AV Biology menu and other e-AV Biology features.  

Video Lessons 
This part contains various videos concerning biofuel sources, biofuel production and biofuel usages (in Indonesian and English). 
Students were provided with contents in the form of audios, videos and animation that enables them to explore e-AV Biology 
Website on their own pace/individually. The integration of various media elements such as diagrams, audio, video and animation 
in this part adds more value to the website. Figure 1. shows e-AV Biology Videos, while Figure 2 shows sample of e-AV Biology 
Lesson for Indonesian students. 

  
Figure 1: e-AV Biology Videos Figure 2: Sample of e-AV Biology Lesson for 

Indonesian Students 
The video lessons also supported by articles and textual information related to Biology for the benefit of students to read about 
Renewable Energy such as Biodiesel Sources, Biodiesel Production and Biodiesel Usages. It provides materials for students in a 
more convenient way of access through text based information. 
Findings and Discussions 
This section present the survey results on e-AV Biology Website gathered the students’ participants of experiment group, after 
they were using e-AV Biology Website for their learning individually.  
Mostly descriptive findings are presented to highlight popular items and also to notice which items are less agreed or more agreed 
by students. A mean score of 4.5 with low standard deviation value indicates that the items are agreed and strongly agreed by 
students, and also many of them sharing the similar feedback on the scale of 5 or 4 (agreement). These items will be mentioned 
and discussed in the following sections.  Likewise, for items with mean scores near to 3 indicated that the items are neither 
agreed nor disagreed by students (only one item in Table 3), it indicates indecisive opinion by students for those items or other 
words a mixture of opinion of agree and disagree by the group of students collectively. Majority of the items draw favorable 
agreement by most of the students, with mean scores value ranging from 3.22 to 4.78 and the standard deviations around 0.42. 

a. Feedback of Video Contents in e-AV Biology Website 
Table 1 shows the Students’ Feedback of Video Contents in e-AV Biology Website. The table shows that majority the students 
have a positive response to Video Contents in e-AV Biology Website, with aggregate mean value = 4.35, and standard deviations 
around 0.53. The percentage of students’ agreement and disagreement were represented by ‘%’, while ‘number of students’ was 
represented by ‘n’. ‘Positive Respone/Agreement’ indicated the students’ agree and strongly agree with the statements, while 
‘Negative Response/Disagreement’ indicated the students’ disagree and strongly disagree.   
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Table 1: Video Contents Feedback 
Items Statements Agreement 

(%) (n) 
Undecided 

(%) (n) 
Disagreement 

(%) (n) 
Mean Agre 

gate 
Mean 

q8 Video contents of e-AV Biology are 
useful to learn Biology 

98% (119) 2% (2) 0% (0) 4.554 

4.35 

q9 I am interested in using the video 
contents of Biology 

77% (93) 20% (24) 3% (4) 4.207 

q10 Video contents of e-AV Biology are 
suitable for Biology courses 

97% (117) 3% (4) 0% (0) 4.562 

q11 I am satisfied with the video contents 
for learning Biology 

82% (99) 12% (15) 6% (7) 4.314 

q12 The Video contents are attractive 89% (107) 9% (11) 2% (3) 4.421 
q13 The Video contents can increase my 

ability to learn Biology 
92% (112) 6% (7) 2% (2) 4.471 

q14 The Video contents can motivate me 
to learn Biology more 

82% (100) 17% (20) 1% (1) 4.430 

q15 The sequence of video contents are 
easy to follow 

87% (105) 11% (13) 2% (3) 4.595 

q16 The Video contents allow me to 
clarify my misconception in Biology 

77% (94) 21% (25) 2% (2) 4.331 

q17 The background music is attractive, 
the background music is appropriately 
used.    

54% (65) 38% (46) 8% (10) 3.868 

q18 The background music is distracting 17% (20) 18% (22) 65% (79) 3.893 

q19 Video content can explain abstract 
concepts clearly 

86% (104) 13% (16) 1% (1) 4.562 

Note : n = 121 
Likert Scale 1: Strongly Disagree, 2: Disagree,  3: Undecided, 4: Agree, 5: Strongly Agree 
Agreement = agree and strongly agree; Disagreement = disagree and strongly disagree 

Students’ feedback on Video Contents of e-AV Biology indicated that item q8, q10, q15, and q19 shows higher mean scores 
�PHDQ��������ZLWK�ORZ�VWDQGDUG�GHYLDWLRQ�VFRUHV��6'���������ZKLFK�PHDQ�WKDW�WKH�LWHPV�KDYH�ORZ�YDULDELOLW\�RI�WKH�IHHGEDFN�IUom 
students. Many of them agreed and strongly agreed that Video Contents of e-AV Biology were useful to learn Biology, it was 
suitable for Biology, the sequence of Video Contents were easy to follow, and Video Contents can explain abstract concepts 
clearly. 

b. Feedback towards Features and Interactivity of e-AV Biology Website 
Table 2 shows that majority the students have a positive response to the Features and Interactivity of e-AV Biology Website, with 
aggregate mean value = 4.55, and the standard deviations around 0.66. 
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Table 2: Features and Interactivity 

Items Statements Agreement 
(%) (n) 

Undecided 
(%) (n) 

Disagree- 
ment 

(%) (n) 

Mean Agre- 
gate 

Mean 
q20 There are many visual examples 

in e-AV Biology Website 90% (109) 8% (10) 2% (2) 4.603 

4.55 

q21 Feature of Interactivity helps me 
learn better 89% (108) 10% (12) 1% (1) 4.570 

q22 The features of audio and visual 
are helpful as I can easily get the 
visualisation and explanation of 
the studying material 

93% (113) 5% (6) 2% (2) 4.554 

q23 e-AV Biology is helpful in my 
learning because it has 
interactivity feature where I can 
pause and  play on my own paced 

87% (106) 11% (13) 2% (2) 4.537 

q24 I can repeat e-AV Biology Videos 
as much as I want 84% (102) 10% (12) 6% (7) 4.397 

q25 e-AV Biology makes me easy to 
study  and  make discussion based 
on the assignment, hence, enrich 
my learning 

89% (108) 10% (12) 1% (1) 4.653 

Note : n = 121 
Likert Scale 1: Strongly Disagree, 2: Disagree,  3: Undecided, 4: Agree, 5: Strongly Agree 
Agreement = agree and strongly agree; Disagreement = disagree and strongly disagree 

Students’ feedback on Features and Interactivity of e-AV Biology indicated that item q20, q21, q22, q23, and q25 shows higher 
PHDQ�VFRUHV��PHDQ��������ZLWK�ORZ�VWDQGDUG�GHYLDWLRQ�VFRUHV��6'���������ZKLFK�PHDQ�WKDW�WKH�LWHPV�KDYH�ORZ�YDULDELOLW\�RI�WKH 
feedback from students. Many of them agreed and strongly agreed that e-AV Biology has many visual examples, Features and 
Interactivity in e-AV Biology help students learn better, they can easily get the visualization and explanation of the studying 
material, e-AV Biology was helpful in students’ learning because it has interactivity feature, where students can pause and play 
on their own paced, and it make them easy to study and make discussion based on the assignment, hence, enrich their learning. 

c. Feedback of the Learning Impact of e-AV Biology Website 
Table 3. shows that majority of the students have a positive response to the Learning Impact of e-AV Biology Website, with 
aggregate mean value = 4.27, and the standard deviations around 0.42. 
Students’ feedback on the Learning Impact of e-AV Biology indicated that item q26, q28, q36, and q39 shows higher mean 
VFRUHV��PHDQ��������ZLWK�ORZ�VWDQGDUG�GHYLDWLRQ�VFRUHV��6'���������ZKLFK�PHDQ�WKDW�WKH�LWHPV�KDYH�ORZ�YDULDELOLW\�RI�WKH�
feedback from students. 
Many of them agreed and strongly agreed that they were motivated to learn Biology using e-AV Biology because the contents 
were able to attract students’ attention. e-AV Biology has positive  impact on students’ learning of Biology. Students did not feel 
bored studying Biology with e-AV Biology. e-AV Biology has shortened students’ learning time on a particular topic of Biology, 
and students’ knowledge was improved by e-AV Biology.   

Table 3: The Learning Impact 
Items Statements Agreement 

(%) (n) 
Undecided 

(%) (n) 
Disagree

ment 
(%) (n) 

Mean Agre- 
gate 

Mean 
q26 I am motivated to learn Biology using 

e-AV Biology because the contents are 
able to attract my attention 

87% (105) 12% (15) 1% (1) 4.578 

 

q27 My motivation will be decrease after 
using e-AV Biology for several time 

20% (24) 15% (18) 65%(79) 3.876 

q28 e-AV Biology has positive  impact on 
my learning of Biology 

98% (119) 2% (2) 0% (0) 4.777 

q29 I have  interest  to use e-AV Biology 
during the learning of Biology 

84% (102) 14% (17) 2% (2) 4.488 

q30 e-AV Biology is efficient than the 
conventional teaching of Biology 

73% (88) 26% (32) 1% (1) 4.223 
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q31 Learning through e-AV Biology is 
effective than the conventional 
learning of Biology. 

73% (88) 25% (31) 2% (2) 4.273 

q32 I wish e-AV Biology could be used in 
the teaching of Biology 

86% (104) 9% (11) 5% (6) 4.446 

q33 I can learn Biology with e-AV Biology 
alone 

69% (84) 25% (30) 6% (7) 4.231 

q34 I do not feel bored  studying Biology 
with e-AV Biology 

70% (85) 15% (18) 15% (18) 4.149 

q35 Biology textbook make me feel bored 48% (58) 24% (29) 28% (34) 3.223 
q36 e-AV Biology has shortened my 

learning time on a particular topic of 
Biology courses. 

84% (102) 16% (19) 0% (0) 4.512 

q37 My interest towards Biology was 
increased by e-AV Biology. 

75% (91) 23% (28) 2% (2) 4.380 

q38 e-AV Biology was effective in helping 
me learn the material. 

92% (111) 8% (10) 0% (0) 4.008 

q39 My knowledge was improved by e-AV 
Biology. 

90% (109) 10% (12) 0% (0) 4.653 

Note : n = 121 
Likert Scale 1: Strongly Disagree, 2: Disagree,  3: Undecided, 4: Agree, 5: Strongly Agree 
Agreement = agree and strongly agree; Disagreement = disagree and strongly disagree 

Overall Feedback  
Students had reported about Feedback of Video Contents in e-AV Biology Website, Feedback of Features and Interactivity and 
Feedback of The Learning Impact of e-AV Biology Website. The survey results indicated that majority the students have positive 
response (agree and strongly agree) for overall feedback of e-AV Biology Website. The data had been collected from results of 
the questionnaires as presented in Table 1 to Table 3. 
The findings of students’ feedback towards e-AV Biology Website for learning Biology can be summarized as shown in Figure 3. 
The graph indicated that majority of students have positive responses towards e-AV Biology Website, particularly in the Features 
and Interactivity that provided in e-AV Biology Website with mean value = 4.55  

 
Figure 3: Students’ Feedback towards e-AV Biology Website 

Conclusion 
The study on Students’ Feedback of Audio Visual teaching media through e-AV Biology was conducted due to the increasing 
challenge of teaching an abstract subject, and the importance of the topic of Biotechnology Industrial or Renewable Energy 
(Biodiesel Sources, Biodiesel Production and Biodiesel Usages). Audio and Visual media was incorporated as the key component 
in e-Learning website, based on Integrated Framework of e-AV Biology which have been designed and developed. Findings 
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indicated that majority the students have a positive response to the Video Contents in e-AV Biology, the Features and 
Interactivity, and also the Learning Impact of e-AV Biology Website for students’ Biology learning.  
Students’ feedback on Video Contents of e-AV Biology indicated that many of students agreed and strongly agreed that Video 
Contents of e-AV Biology were useful to learn Biology, it was suitable for Biology, the sequence of Video Contents were easy to 
follow, and it was able to generate similar perception of students about abstract concepts. 
Students’ feedback on Features and Interactivity of e-AV Biology indicated that many of students agreed and strongly agreed that 
e-AV Biology has many visual examples, Features and Interactivity in e-AV Biology help students learn better, they can easily 
get the visualization and explanation of the studying material, e-AV Biology was helpful in students’ learning because it has 
interactivity feature where students can pause and play on their own paced, and it make them easy to study and make discussion 
based on the assignment, hence, enrich their learning. 
Students’ feedback on the Learning Impact of e-AV Biology indicated that many of students agreed and strongly agreed that 
students were motivated to learn Biology using e-AV Biology because the contents were able to attract students’ attention. e-AV 
Biology has positive  impact on students’ learning of Biology. Students did not feel bored studying Biology with e-AV Biology. 
e-AV Biology has shortened students’ learning time on a particular topic of Biology, and students’ knowledge was improved by 
e-AV Biology.   
Limitations and Future Research 
The limitation of this study is mainly due to: (1) a short time frame of conducting the study and the impact on knowledge gain 
has not shown much significance. (2) The research is only conducted in one of the major cities in Indonesia, (3) the research 
sample is limited to International Schools by the Indonesian Government.  
The contribution of the study is to propose the e-Learning Website design and development for Indonesia Senior High Schools to 
address the problem faced in Biology education. e-AV Biology website will be further developed  to include more videos related 
to different topics of Biology since generally students are able to accept it and perceived it as useful to improve their interest and 
attitude toward Biology.  
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Abstract 

The study uses a survey analysis for 140 SMEs of manufacturing sector of Punjab in India to understand the level of MkIS by 
firms. Punjab has been ranked as one of the growing states of India. The study uses step-wise regression technique to find the 
important predictors of the MkIS model. The results depict that co-efficient of determination is 0.508 and adjusted co-efficient of 
determination is 0.490, these predictors explain 49% of the variation and Durbin-Watson index is 2.102, which is acceptable for 
the model. The main objective of the study is to validate the success of MkIS model for SMEs through a case study done for six 
firms of which 2 firms produce cutting tools from district Patiala, 2 firms producing sports goods from district Jalandhar and 2 
firms producing bicycle components from district Ludhiana respectively. 
 
Keywords: Marketing Information System (MkIS); SMEs, Punjab manufacturing; Important Predictors of MkIS.   

1. Introduction 
Marketing Information System (MkIS) is a set of procedures and methods designed to generate, analyze, 
disseminate, and store anticipated marketing decision information on a regular, continuous basis. An information 
system can be used operationally, managerially, and strategically for several aspects of marketing. MkIS also 
provides methods for interpreting the information it provides. With a proper MkIS in place, the complete 
organization can be tracked which can be used to analyse independent processes. This helps in establishing a 
broader perspective which helps to know which steps can be taken to facilitate improvement. MkIS is critical for 
planning. No organization can do planning without information. For planning, the first thing which is needed is the 
organizations capabilities, then the business environment and finally competitor analysis. In a proper MkIS, all these 
are present by default and are continuously updated. Thus MkIS is very important for planning and analysis. MkIS 
are mostly applied by large and dominant firms, but it is right time now for SMEs to focus on the MkIS and initiate 
steps to enhance information technology culture in SMEs of Punjab manufacturing. The present study has been 
taken against the above backdrop for MkIS of manufacturing SMEs of Punjab in India.  
 
On the basis of literature the following five predictors have been identified as independent variables. These are:  
1.1 Design characteristics of MkIS: 
As per (Piercy and Evans, 1983), (Little, 1979) and (Milis, 2008) design characteristics deals with information. 
Design characteristics cover the following:  

a. Broad scope information. (DC1) 
b. Timely information. (DC2)  
c. Accurate information. (DC3)  
d. Current information. (DC4)  
e. Aggregated information. (DC5) 

1.2 Capabilities of MkIS:  
According to (Knuckles, 1987) and (Fleisher et al., 2008), the broad capabilities of MkIS range from providing data 
to decision support system for sophisticated analysis of data. These capabilities are highlighted as: 

a. It simply provides data on which decisions are made. (CA1)  
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b. It has the capability to undertake simple analysis of the data and from this provides information on which 
decisions are made. (CA2) 

c. It provides sophisticated analysis of data, and therefore provides invaluable decision support information. 
(CA3) 

d. It provides sophisticated analysis of data and has the ability to make recommendations, if so required, as an 
aid to decision making. (CA4) 

1.3 Primary characteristics of MkIS:  
According to (Bhagwat and Sharma, 2007) Primary characteristics of MkIS are considered as a major tool to help 
companies provide a competitive edge in the era of globalization. As per (Murray et al., 2004) primary characteristic 
covers the basic tools for MkIS and highlighted as : 

a. Windows 98 & Windows XP as Operating system. (PC1) 
b. E-Mails & Search Engines as Internet (PC2) 
c. Word, Excel & PowerPoint as Applications. (PC3) 
d. Timely information of marketing needs. (PC4)  
e. Stores marketing information. (PC5)  
f. Processed information maintained in the data-base. (PC6) 

1.4 Hindrance factors of MkIS:  
For success of MkIS it is essential to identify the factors that can deter its progress. It is essential to deal with them 
properly, so that they cannot act as impediment. As per (Sisodia, 1992) tackling hindrance factors of MkIS is in fact 
very important. Infact, system implementation success factors is not just use of Technology. According to Thatcher 
and (Thatcher and Oliver, 2001) problems are the result of the interaction between characteristics of the people 
being asked to adopt the system and characteristics of the system itself. The hindrance factors covered are:  

a. Not as an information processing system. (HF1) 
b. Can solve all management problems. (HF2) 
c. Lack of training. (HF3)  
d. Adequate attention not given. (HF4)   
e. Impersonal system. (HF5) 
f. Does not give perfect information. (HF6)  
g. Under estimating. (HF7) 

1.5 MkIS sophistication:  
As per (Van Nievelt, 1984) and (Martin, 2004) sophistication covers the marketing needs for meeting customer 
requirements and also for formulating of the strategic plan for effective marketing decision. The MkIS sophistication 
covered in the study are:   

a. Strategic perspective.(SO1) 
b. Meeting customer needs. (SO2)  
c. Threat. (SO3)   
d. Strategic planning. (SO4)  
e. IT budget. (SO5)  
f. Marketing decision. (SO6) 

 
2. Research Methodology 
The present study has been based on a survey analysis conducted in the state of Punjab, one of the growing states of 
Indian economy. Data has been collected through a self-structured questionnaire from 140 manufacturing industries 
which include 124 small and 16 medium enterprises respectively of Punjab from the following districts: Patiala for 
cutting tools (30 units), Jalandhar for sports goods (50 units) and Ludhiana for bicycle components (60 units). 
Reason for selecting these districts is due to the 82 per cent exports of total exports from these districts of Punjab 
and they have prominent range of product. Cutting tools from Patiala, sports goods from Jalandhar and bicycle 
components from Ludhiana compromises nearly 15 per cent of total exports from Punjab and provides 75 percent of 
the country’s requirement.  
 
The survey was tested for reliability and overall reliability score (Cronbach Alpha) of the questionnaire has been 
0.902. Face and content validity have been done. The questionnaire had been validated by the peers and has a 
validation score 3.75 on a scale of five.  Some questions were reframed.  Table 1, describes the details of the 
reliability statistics.  The data so gathered analysed using SPSS ver.19. The questionnaire has five sections viz. i) 
Primary characteristics (usage of computers), ii) Design characteristics/ Capabilities/ Marketing mix/ Sophistication 
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of MkIS, iii) Success factors of MkIS, iv) Hindrance factors of MkIS  and v) Organizational performance.  The 
reliability score of all the four sections ranged between 0.710 and 0. 829.  
 

Table 1                                                     Reliability Statistics 
Items  No of Items Cronbach Alpha 
Primary Characteristics(Usage of Computers)  11 .829 
Design Characteristics/ Capabilities/Marketing Mix/  
Sophistication of MkIS  

19 .792 

Success Factors of MkIS  07 .710 
Hindrance Factors of MkIS 07 .807 
Organizations Performance  06 .729 
Overall  50 .902 

 
2.1 Objectives of the study: 

x To identify the predictors for the development of MkIS model for the selected manufacturing SMEs of 
Punjab. 

x To develop a model for the MkIS in the selected SMEs of Punjab. 
x To validate the survey based results and case study analysis. 

2.2 Hypothesis related with the study are: 
H1: Design Characteristics of MkIS are positively associated with success factors of MkIS Model. 
H2: Capabilities of MkIS are positively associated with success factors of MkIS Model. 
H3: Primary Characteristics of MkIS are positively associated with success factors of MkIS Model. 
H4: Hindrance Factors of MkIS are negatively associated with success of MkIS Model. 
H5: MkIS Sophistication is positively associated with success factors of MkIS Model. 

 
3. Data analysis and Discussion 
3.1 Survey based results: 
Data has been collected through a self-structured questionnaire from 140 manufacturing industries of Punjab. 
3.1.1 Design characteristics of MkIS: 

Table 2                                           Design Characteristics of MkIS  

Nature of Firm DC1 DC2 DC3 DC4 DC5 
 

Cutting 
Tools 

Mean 3.20 3.33 3.53 3.10 3.30 
N 30 30 30 30 30 

SD 1.27 0.99 1.13 1.06 0.98 
 

Sports 
Goods 

Mean 3.14 3.32 3.30 3.10 2.98 
N 50 50 50 50 50 

SD 1.24 1.26 1.05 1.35 1.31 
 

Bicycle 
Components 

Mean 3.05 3.38 3.40 3.43 3.26 
N 60 60 60 60 60 

SD 1.01 1.20 0.94 .88 1.07 
 

Total 
Mean 3.11 3.35 3.39 3.24 3.17 

N 140 140 140 140 140 
SD 1.15 1.18 1.02 1.11 1.15 

As per Table 2, From  sector- wise analysis it is evident that all three sectors, i.e., cutting tools, sports goods and 
bicycle components have given high priority to Accurate information and Timely information.  
3.1.2 Capabilities of MkIS: 

Table 3                                          Capabilities of MkIS 

Nature of Firm CA1 CA2 CA3 CA4 
 

Cutting 
Tools 

Mean 3.43 3.36 3.86 3.56 
N 30 30 30 30 

SD 1.07 1.09 77 0.81 
 

Sports 
Goods 

Mean 3.30 3.30 3.54 3.76 
N 50 50 50 50 

SD 1.18 1.18 0.93 1.02 
 

Bicycle 
Components 

Mean 3.21 3.58 3.50 3.80 
N 60 60 60 60 

SD 1.00 0.99 0.89 0.91 
 

Total 
Mean 3.29 3.43 3.59 3.73 

N 140 140 140 140 
SD 1.08 1.08 0.88 0.93 
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As per Table 3, overall results indicate that in all three sectors, i.e., cutting tools, sports goods and bicycle 
components respectively have given highest rating to sophisticated analysis of data, which has an ability to make 
recommendations as an aid to decision making followed by that it provides invaluable decision support information. 
3.1.3 Primary characteristics of MkIS: 

 
As per Table 4, Email as an Internet has highest usage in all the three sectors, i.e., cutting tools, sports goods and 
bicycle components. Also processed information (e.g., sales forecasts, market share, distribution trend, etc.)  
maintained  in the database has a good preference amongst the three sectors.  
 
3.1.4 Hindrance factors of MkIS:   

Table 5                                                               Hindrance Factors of MkIS 
Nature of Firm HF1 HF2 HF3 HF4 HF5 HF6 HF7 

Cutting 
Tools 

Mean 3.16 3.53 2.56 1.93 2.83 2.83 2.83 
N 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 

SD 1.17 0.81 0.85 0.69 1.05 0.83 0.98 
Sports 
Goods 

Mean 3.28 3.42 3.10 2.08 3.34 3.18 3.06 
N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

SD 1.14 0.97 1.21 1.06 0.96 1.18 1.09 
Bicycle 

Components 
Mean 3.56 3.45 2.78 2.53 3.01 2.60 2.58 

N 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 
SD 0.94 0.94 1.30 1.22 0.96 0.90 0.96 

 
Total 

Mean 3.37 3.45 2.85 2.24 3.09 2.85 2.80 
N 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 

SD 1.07 0.92 1.19 1.09 0.99 1.02 1.03 
As per Table 5, all the obstacles are having a little higher mean score and hence deserve attention but in terms of 
individual factor the highest belief in all the three sectors, i.e., cutting tools, sports goods and bicycle components 
is that the computerized MkIS can solve all the management problems of planning and control of the business 
followed by that it is not as an information processing system.  
 
3.1.5 MkIS Sophistication: 

Table 6                                                            MkIS Sophistication 

Nature of Firm SO1 SO2 SO3 SO4 SO5 SO6 
Cutting 
Tools 

Mean 3.30 3.70 3.03 3.30 2.93 3.26 
N 30 30 30 30 30 30 

SD 0.91 0.74 0.99 0.87 1.04 0.94 
Sports 
Goods 

Mean 2.86 3.60 3.44 3.26 3.18 3.06 
N 50 50 50 50 50 50 

SD 1.16 0.83 1.09 1.10 1.24 1.09 
Bicycle 

Components 
Mean 2.96 3.51 3.53 3.18 3.21 3.10 

N 60 60 60 60 60 60 
SD 0.97 0.89 1.04 0.85 1.02 1.03 

 
Total 

Mean 3.00 3.58 3.39 3.23 3.14 3.12 
N 140 140 140 140 140 140 

SD 1.03 0.83 1.06 0.94 1.10 1.03 
As per Table 6, all the factors in all the three sectors, i.e., cutting tools, sports goods and bicycle components are 
having a little higher mean but the meeting customer needs has the highest priority followed by threat to new 
entrants. 

Table 4                                                                               Primary Characteristics of MkIS 
Nature of Firm PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 

 
Cutting 
Tools 

Mean 3.43 3.10 3.83 2.83 3.43 3.30 2.80 3.23 3.26 3.26 
N 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 

SD 0.67 0.92 0.74 0.83 1.04 0.65 0.80 1.27 0.98 0.82 
 

Sports 
Goods 

Mean 3.52 2.66 3.46 2.54 3.14 2.82 2.56 3.00 3.02 3.36 
N 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

SD 0.64 0.71 0.61 0.61 0.60 0.74 0.61 1.42 1.40 0.92 
 

Bicycle 
Components 

Mean 3.56 2.75 3.48 2.40 3.23 2.88 2.41 3.05 3.20 3.51 
N 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 

SD 0.56 0.75 0.62 0.64 0.53 0.64 0.67 1.39 1.02 0.81 
 

Total 
Mean 3.52 2.79 3.55 2.54 3.24 2.95 2.55 3.07 3.15 3.41 

N 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 
SD 0.61 0.79 0.66 0.69 0.69 0.70 0.69 1.37 1.16 0.85 
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3.2 MkIS (Marketing Information System) Model: 

Table 7                                                   Marketing Information System Model 
Predictors B Std Error Beta T P 
(Constant) 1.624 0.398  4.077 .001*** 

Des Characteristics 0.148 0.054 0.219 2.708 .008** 
Capabilities 0.128 0.053 0.189 2.427 .017** 

Primary Characteristics 0.223 0.073 0.196 3.036 .003** 
Hindrance Factors -0.176 0.06 -0.214 -2.956 .004** 

Sophistications 0.171 0.083 0.168 2.063 .041* 
          *** p<.001; ** p<.01; and * p < .05 
As per Table 7,  
The results of regression highlight that the value of B for Design Characteristics of MkIS is positive and is 0.148, 
thus the hypothesis H1: Design Characteristics of MkIS are positively associated with success factors of MkIS 
Model has been accepted. 
Regarding Capabilities of MkIS the value of B is 0.128, and it is positively related with Success Factors of MkIS. 
Thus the hypothesis H2: Capabilities of MkIS are positively associated with success factors of MkIS Model has also 
been accepted. 
Regarding Primary Characteristics of MkIS the value is 0 .223, it is positively associated with   success factors of 
MkIS.  Hence, the hypothesis H3: Primary Characteristics of MkIS are positively associated with success factors of 
MkIS Model has been accepted. 
Regarding Hindrance factors as expected the value is negative and is -0.176, thus the hypothesis H4: Hindrance 
Factors of MkIS are negatively associated with success factors of MkIS Model has also been accepted. 
In case of MkIS Sophistication the value of B is positive and is 0.171, thus the hypothesis H5: MkIS Sophistication 
are positively associated with success factors of MkIS Model has been accepted. 
 

*** p<.001; ** p<.01; and * p < .05 
Design Characteristicsa , Capabilitiesb , Primary Characteristicsc , Hindrance Factorsd, Sophisticationse 

The regression model results are highlighted through Table 8. The value of co-relation is .713, co-efficient of 
determination is 0 .508 and adjusted co-efficient of determination is 0.490, these variables explain 49% of the 
variation and Durbin-Watson index is 2.102, which is acceptable for the model. The ANOVA results are also 
significant, which depict the overall significance of the model. Moreover the results of step wise regression depict 
that value of R2 has improved from 0.331 to 0.508 with the introduction of all variables. That means the model can 
include all these factors as the predicting power has improved from 32.6 to 49 percent. Thus the results verify that 
success factors of MkIS are positively associated with Design Characteristics, Capabilities, Primary Characteristics 
and Sophistication. Regarding predicting power Primary Characteristics and Sophistication have higher value of 
‘B’ and are relatively more important than other predictors.  
 
3.3 Case-study validation of results: 
Case study validation has been done for six firms of which 2 firms producing cutting tools from district Patiala, 2 
firms producing sports goods from district Jalandhar and 2 firms producing bicycle components from district 
Ludhiana respectively.    
3.3.1 MkIS Design characteristics – Study of 6 Manufacturing firms:  

Table 9                MkIS Design Characteristics – Study of 6 Manufacturing Firms 

Design 
Characteristics F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 Total of 6 

Firms 
Average of 6 

Firms  
Rank 

DC1 5 5 3 2 2 4 21 3.5 3 
DC2 4 4 3 5 3 5 24 4 1 

Table 8                                                    MkIS (Marketing Information System)  Regression Model 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error 
of the 

Estimate 

Change Statistics Durbin-
Watson R Square 

Change 
F 

Change df1 df2 Sig. F 
Change 

1 .575a 0.33 0.32 0.25 0.33 68.33 1 138 - 

2.102 
2 .641b 0.41 0.40 0.23 0.07 18.43 1 137 0.000 
3 .676c 0.45 0.44 0.23 0.04 11.47 1 136 0.001 
4 .702d 0.49 0.47 0.22 0.03 9.68 1 135 0.002 
5 .713e 0.50 0.49 0.22 0.01 4.25 1 134 0.041 
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DC3 5 4 4 3 3 4 23 3.83 2 
DC4 5 3 3 4 4 2 21 3.5 3 
DC5 4 3 4 1 5 3 20 3.33 4 

                                                                                                                                                                                       
As per the Table 9, importance accorded by the firms to different initiatives in context to MkIS Design 
characteristics with the highest priority is Timely information and followed by Accurate information in all the three 
sectors, i.e., cutting tools, sports goods and bicycle components respectively. 
 
3.3.2 Capabilities of MkIS – Study of 6 Manufacturing firms:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As per the Table 10, importance accorded by the firms to different initiatives in context to Capabilities of MkIS with 
the highest priority is that it provides sophisticated analysis of data, and therefore provides invaluable decision 
support information and followed by that it has the ability to make recommendations, if so required, as an aid to 
decision making in all the three sectors, i.e., cutting tools, sports goods and bicycle components respectively. 
 
3.3.3 Primary characteristics of MkIS – Study of 6 Manufacturing firms: 

Table 11             Primary Characteristics of MkIS – Study of 6 Manufacturing Firms 
Primary 

Characteristics F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 Total of 6 
Firms 

Average of 6 
Firms  

Rank 

PC1 2 3 3 4 4 4 20 3.33 3 
2 2 2 2 3 3 14 2.33 6 

PC2 4 4 4 3 4 3 22 3.66 1 
4 4 3 4 2 2 19 3.16 4 

PC3 4 4 3 4 2 2 19 3.16 4 
4 3 2 3 3 3 18 3 5 
4 3 3 3 4 2 19 3.16 4 

PC4 4 4 2 4 4 2 20 3.33 3 
PC5 2 3 4 5 1 4 19 3.16 4 
PC6 4 4 4 3 3 3 21 3.5 2 

As per the Table 11, importance accorded by the firms to different initiatives in context to Primary characteristics of 
MkIS with the highest priority is that of Emails of internet and followed by processed information which is 
maintained in the database in all the three sectors, i.e., cutting tools, sports goods and bicycle components 
respectively. 
 
3.3.4 Hindrance factors of MkIS – Study of 6 Manufacturing firms:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As per the Table 12, importance accorded by the firms to different initiatives in context to Hindrance factors of 
MkIS with the highest priority is that the computerized MkIS can solve all the management problems of planning 
and control of the business in the business systems respectively and followed by that MkIS is not as an information 
processing system in all the three sectors, i.e., cutting tools, sports goods and bicycle components respectively. 
 

Table 10                     Capabilities of MkIS – Study of 6 Manufacturing Firms 
Capabilities of 

MkIS F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 Total of 6 
Firms 

Average of 6 
Firms  

Rank 

CA1 4 4 3 5 2 4 22 3.66 3 

CA2 4 3 4 1 3 5 20 3.33 4 
CA3 5 5 4 3 4 4 25 4.16 1 
CA4 4 4 5 4 3 4 24 4 2 

Table 12                 Hindrance Factors of MkIS – Study of 6 Manufacturing Firms 
Hindrance Factors of 

MkIS F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 Total of 6 
Firms 

Average of 6 
Firms  

Rank 

HF1 3 2 3 3 3 5 19 3.16 2 
HF2 4 3 3 5 4 5 24 4 1 
HF3 1 2 2 2 5 2 14 2.33 5 
HF4 2 3 2 1 5 2 15 2.5 4 
HF5 2 3 3 4 3 3 18 3 3 
HF6 2 4 2 3 2 2 15 2.5 4 
HF7 1 2 2 4 3 2 14 2.33 5 
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3.3.5 MkIS Sophistication – Study of 6 Manufacturing firms:  
Table 13                       MkIS Sophistication – Study of 6 Manufacturing Firms 

MkIS Sophistication  F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 Total of 6 
Firms 

Average of 6 
Firms  

Rank 

SO1 4 3 3 5 3 3 21 3.5 3 
SO2 3 4 4 3 4 4 22 3.66 2 
SO3 3 3 3 4 5 5 23 3.83 1 
SO4 3 4 4 2 4 3 20 3.33 4 
SO5 2 2 3 3 2 3 15 2.5 6 
SO6 4 3 4 4 1 3 19 3.16 5 

 
As per the Table 13, importance accorded by the companies to different initiatives in context to Factors Underlying 
MkIS Sophistication, with the highest priority is threat to new entrants and followed by meeting customer needs in 
all the three sectors, i.e., cutting tools, sports goods and bicycle components respectively. 
 
3.4 Synthesis of Survey Based Results and Case Study Analysis: 
This section deals with synthesis of the survey based results of 140 SMEs and case study analysis. The top two 
factors of each predictor are selected on the basis of the analysis of the priorities accorded by the manufacturing 
SMEs in all the three sectors, i.e., cutting tools, sports goods and bicycle components. 
3.4.1 Synthesis for MkIS Design characteristics: 
It is analysed that Accurate information and Timely information are the top priorities.  
3.4.2 Synthesis for Capabilities of MkIS: 
It is analysed that high priority to sophisticated analysis of data has an ability to make recommendations as an aid 
to decision making and also it provides invaluable decision support information are the top priorities.  
3.4.3 Synthesis for Primary characteristics of MkIS: 
It is analysed that Emails of Internet along with processed information (e.g., sales forecasts, market share, 
distribution trend, etc.) which is maintained in the database are the top priorities.  
3.4.4 Synthesis for Hindrance factors of MkIS: 
It is analysed wherein the belief is that the computerized MkIS can solve all the management problems of planning 
and control of the business followed by that MkIS is conceived as a data processing and not as an information 
processing system in the database are the top tpriorities.   
3.4.5 Synthesis for MkIS Sophistication: 
It is analysed that meeting customer needs and threat to new entrants are the top priorities. 
 
4. Conclusion 
As per the Fig. 1, top two factors of each independent variables of  MkIS  in three categories viz. cutting tools, 
sports goods and bicycle components have been taken with the validation of the survey based results of 140 SMEs 
and case study respectively for highlighting the overall scenario of Success of MkIS Model. 
 
Many organizations use MkIS successfully, others do not. Though the hardware and the software is the latest and 
has appropriate technology, its use is more for the collection and storage of data and its elementary processing. 
There are some factors which make the MkIS a success and some others, which make it a failure. The results of the 
present study highlight that MkIS and developments in SMEs of Punjab are still at initial stage. It can be concluded 
that the consequent opening up of many SMEs, the enterprises have a variety of challenges in front.  MkIS has made 
the SMEs sector today to rise up to the occasion by devising and formulating a number of marketing strategies. 
Efforts have to be made by this sector if it wants to survive in the present day world of competition. Further, though 
activities like management training programs, computerization, maintain of database, improvement in functional 
evidence etc. are being provided by SMEs, it is suggested that SMEs sector  should also take a fresh look at these 
aspects and introduce necessary changes in them. It is recommended that SMEs, which are carrying out MkIS must 
make efforts to introduce new concepts in their systems. 
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Fig. 1.  Success of MkIS Model with top two factors of each independent variable of MkIS in the three categories viz. cutting tools, sports 
goods and bicycle components. 
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Abstract 

Computers which are the most significant tools of information age, have increasingly been used in each stage of education 
system. During the childhood period being one of the most important stages for human development, computer usage has become 
common especially in the institutions of pre-school education. The aim of this study was to determine the opinions of pre-school 
teachers about computer usage in education. The research was planned in accordance with the relational screening model. Within 
this research, the questionnaire form was applied to 215 pre-school education teachers. Towards the results of the study, 
suggestions have been made for pre-school education teachers. 
 
Key words: Pre-school Education, Computer Education, Computer Teaching in Pre-school Education 
 

 
 
1. Introduction  

Education has been going on with its innovations over the centuries. In this renewal process, big developments 
have been experienced in the educational technology, especially the computer-aided education programs have 
played crucial roles in enriching and increasing productivity. Educational systems tend to develop themselves 
continuously and give ever-increasing importance to the usage of technology in education towards technological 
advances. 

The most important reason of the technological progress in education may be relation between current 
educational problems and potential of new technology for solving these problems (Alkan, 2005). 

In information age everybody agrees that the computer technologies need to be learned. Today the usage of 
FRPSXWHU�WHFKQRORJLHV�KDYH�EHHQ�WDXJKW�HYHQ�LQ�SUHVFKRRO�HGXFDWLRQ��*�QG�]�DQG�2GDEDúÕ�������� 

It is appropriate to start computer-aided education in the period of preschool education for the reason that interest 
DQG�FXULRVLW\�DV�WKH�IDFWRUV�IDFLOLWDWLQJ�OHDUQLQJ�DUH�LQWHQVLYH��.DFDU�DQG�'R÷DQ���������*XLGLQJ�WR�WKH�FKLOGUHQ��LQ�
accordance with their levels, computers which make them active participants, will help instructors to transfer their 
roles to private instructions. Instructors must understand that computers are beneficial for children to solve problems 
DQG�EH�LQ�FRRSHUDWLRQ�ZLWK�WKHP��$UÕ�DQG�%D\KDQ���������,W�LV�QHFHVVDU\�WKDW�FKLOGUHQ�ERWK�VKRZ�VNLOOV�RI�WHFKQRORJ\�
usage at a high level and use these technologies in the teaching-learning process at an optimum level of productivity 
�*�QG�]�DQG�2GDEDúÕ�������� 

2. Methodology 

This study which was done for describing preschool teachers opinions about computer usage and education, was 
planned as a relational screening model among the screening models.    

2.1. Scope and Sample 
 

The scope of the study consists of formal, independent nursery schools, nursery classes and private nursery 
schools as well as their teachers. The sample group includes total 215 preschool teachers working at nursery schools 
and nursery classes in different 46 cities of Turkey. Demographical information concerning teachers involved has 

                                                           
131 �)LJHQ�*h/(ù��7HO�����-0505-937-7106. 
E-mail address:fgules@selcuk.edu.tr 
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been shown in tables from Table 1 to Table 5. Based on the demographical characteristics such as gender, school 
type, availability of computer schools where teachers work, teachers’ computer education and city where teachers 
work, the distribution results of the questionnaire for the participants have been shown below, respectively. 
 

Table 1. Gender of Participant Teachers 

 

 

 

 

 

When examining Table 1, it has been seen that total 215 persons responding to the questionnaire consist of 
89.77%  female and 10.23%  male participants.  
                                     

 

Table 2. Types of Schools Where Participant Teachers Work 

 

 

 
 
 
 

At Table 2. it has been observed that total 215 persons participating in the questionnaire also consist of 54.88% of 
them working at formal nursery schools, 41.86% of them working at independent nursery schools and 3.26% of 
them working at private nursery schools. 
 

Table 3. Availability of Computers at Schools Where Participant Teachers Work 
 

 

 

 

 

According to Table 3; it has been also seen that there are computers at schools where 78.14% of them worked 
while there were not any computers at schools where 21.86% of them worked among total 215 persons participating 
in the questionnaire.  
 

 
Table 4. Computer Education of Participant Teachers 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking at Table 4, among total 215 instructors involved in the questionnaire, 20.47% of them have computer 
education and 79.53% of them do not have any computer education. 
                                  
 

Table 5. Cities Where Participant Teachers Work 

Gender  f % 

Female   193 89.77 
Male  22 10.23 
Total 215 100 

School Type  f % 

Formal Nursery Schools  118 54.88 

Independent  Nursery Schools 90 41.86 

Private  Nursery Schools 7 3.26 
Total 215 100 

Availability of Computers at School f % 

Available  168 78.14 

Non-Available 47 21.86 
Total 215 100 

Computer Education of Teachers f % 

Available  44 20.47 

Non-Available 171 79.53 
Total 215 100 

Work City f % Work City f % 
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When examining Table 5, maximum participation in the questionnaire come from the Konya city as 62.79% (135 
SHUVRQV��� 5HVSHFWLYHO\�� WKH� FLWLHV� RI� øVWDQEXO� ��������� $I\RQNDUDKLVDU-Çanakkale-Mersin-ùDQOÕXUID-Van (1.86%) 
follow this one. 

2.2. Data Collection Tool  

The questionnaire form which was designed for evaluating “instructor thoughts about computer teaching in 
preschool education”, applied to the teachers involved in the research sample. As a result of the factor analysis, it 
was found that the questionnaire form used in this research consisted of two dimensions. The questionnaire form 
involved total 11 items, including 7 items as Positive Factors in Computer Usage and Education for the first 
dimension of the form and 4 items as Negative Factors in Computer Usage and Education for the second dimension 
of the form. The factor analysis was done for detecting at how many different dimensions the questions of the 
questionnaire form regarding instructor thoughts about computer teaching were perceived by the participant 
instructors. In order to test the appropriateness of data set for the factor analysis, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) 
measure of sampling adequacy and Bartlett’s test of sphericity were performed. As a result of analyses, it was 
determined that the data set was appropriate for the factor analysis since the KMO value was over 0.799 and 0.50, 
and the sphericity possibility of Bartlett’s test was at 0.05. Necessary information concerning the reliability of the 
questionnaire form has been presented at Table 6, Table 7 and Table 8.   
 

                         Table 6: Results of Factor Analysis Regarding Measurement of Computer Usage and Education In Preschool Education   

Factor Item 
Factor Loads Cronbach 

Alpha 1 2 

Adana 1 0.47 ø]PLU 1 0.47 
Afyonkarahisar 4 1.86 .DKUDPDQPDUDú 2 0.93 
$÷UÕ 1 0.47 Karaman 1 0.47 
Aksaray 1 0.47 Kayseri 1 0.47 
Ankara 3 1.40 .ÕUÕNNDOH 1 0.47 
Antalya 1 0.47 Kocaeli 1 0.47 
$\GÕQ 2 0.93 Konya 135 62.79 
%DOÕNHVLU 2 0.93 Kütahya 1 0.47 
%DUWÕQ 1 0.47 Malatya 2 0.93 
Batman 1 0.47 Manisa 2 0.93 
Bursa 2 0.93 Mersin 4 1.86 
Çanakkale 4 1.86 1L÷GH 1 0.47 
Denizli 1 0.47 Osmaniye 1 0.47 
'L\DUEDNÕU 1 0.47 Rize 1 0.47 
Edirne 1 0.47 Samsun 1 0.47 
(OD]Õ÷ 2 0.93 Sinop 1 0.47 
Erzurum 2 0.93 Sivas 1 0.47 
Gaziantep 1 0.47 Urfa 4 1.86 
*�P�úKDQH 1 0.47 ùÕUQDN 1 0.47 
Hakkari 1 0.47 Trabzon 2 0.93 
Hatay 1 0.47 Van 4 1.86 
Isparta 1 0.47 Yozgat 1 0.47 
øVWDQEXO 9 4.19 Zonguldak 2 0.93 
Total 215 
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It significantly increases the quality of education. 0.813  

%79.5 

It increases productiveness during activities. 0.766  
It is important like educational books. 0.707  
It makes activities more enjoyable. 0.683  
It saves time in educational activities. 0.608  

It can be used in every types of activities. 0.538  

It makes measurement and evaluation more reliable. 0.515  

 N
eg

at
iv

e 
 

Fa
ct

or
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The computer is as complex as everybody cannot use it, which makes its usage difficult in 
education.  0.730 

%55.4 It causes setbacks in education due to the technical problems.  0.695 
Usage time for computers should not be over 15 min.  0.580 
It reduces a teacher’s communication with children.  0.481 

Eigenvalue 3.855 1.279 

 Explained Variance (%) 30.532 16.140 

Total Variance (%) 46.673 

Notes: (i) Analysis of Principal Components with Varimax Rotation   
ii) KMO = 0.799, Barlett Test= 618.131; p<.001 

By using the method of principal components and the Varimax rotation, the responses regarding computer 
usage/teaching measurement were analyzed. In a consequence of the factor analysis, it was found that the 
measurement of computer usage/teaching involving 11 questions was dealt in 2 sub-dimensions by the participant 
instructors. The totally explained variance was found to be 46.673%. The factors were named as positive factors in 
computer usage and teaching (7 items) and negative factors in computer usage and teaching (4 items), respectively. 
The contributions of these factors to explain opinions about computer usage and teaching in preschool education 
were found to be 30.532% and 16.140%, respectively. 

In estimation of the internal consistency of the factors, the Cronbach Alpha coefficient values were used. This 
coefficient was an adaptive value based on the correlation between the questions. The Cronbach Alpha value shows 
the reliability levels of the questions in total. On the dimensions for the measurement of computer usage and 
teaching in preschool education, the Cronbach Alpha values were found to be 79.5% and 55.4%, respectively. 

 
Table 7. Positive Factors in Computer Usage and Education 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
When examining at Table 7, it has been observed that they mostly give importance to the expression “It 

significantly increases the quality of education” among the expressions regarding the dimension of positive factors 
in computer usage/teaching for the instructors participating in the research. Also, the table includes the arrangement 
of all expressions in accordance with the significance level.  

Table 8. Negative Factors in Computer Usage and Education 

Positive Factors  X S 
It  significantly increases the quality of education. 4.33 0.69 

It increases productiveness during activities. 4.24 0.77 

It is important like educational books. 4.15 0.90 

It makes activities more enjoyable. 4.13 0.77 

It saves time in educational activities. 4.07 0.76 

It can be used in every types of activities. 3.71 0.89 

It makes measurement and evaluation more reliable. 3.53 1.05 
Notes: (i)  n= 215, (ii)Scale 1=Strongly Disagree and 5=  Strongly Agree . (iii) According to the 
)ULHGPDQ�7ZR�:D\�$QRYD�WHVW���Ȥ� ����������S��������WKH�UHVXOWV�VWDWLVWLFDOO\�VLJQLILFDQW� 
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Negative Factors X S 
Usage time for computers should not be over 15 min. 3.73 0.98 
It causes setbacks in education due to technical problems. 3.03 1.07 
The computer is as complex as everybody cannot use it, 
which makes its usage difficult in education. 2.96 1.23 

It reduces a teacher’s communication with children. 2.87 1.07 
Notes: (i)  n= 215, (ii) Scale 1= Strongly Disagree and 5= Strongly Agree DQODPÕQGDGÕU��
�LLL��$FFRUGLQJ�WR�WKH�)ULHGPDQ�7ZR�:D\�$QRYD�WHVW��Ȥ� �������S�������WKH�UHVXOWV�
statistically significant. 

 
When examining Table 8, it has been also observed that they mostly consider the expression “The time for 

computer usage should not be over 15 min.” among the expressions regarding the dimension of negative factors in 
computer usage/teaching for the instructors participating in the research. Also, the table includes the arrangement of 
all expressions in accordance with the significance level.  
 
 

2.3. Data Collection and Analysis  

The data were collected by face to face communication and online communication. The statistical analysis of data 
was done using the SPSS 16.0 package program chosen for data analysis in social sciences. The Mann-Whitney U 
test and the Kruskal Wallis One Way Variance Analysis were used to analyze whether teacher opinions related with 
computer teaching differ in gender, school type, availability of computer at school and computer education.  
 
3. Findings 
 

Among the variables of the questionnaire form within this section of the research, the H0 and H1 hypotheses were 
tested with regard to the availability of computer at school and the teachers’ computer education.  
 
3.1. Computer Usage and Education in Preschool Education With Regard to Availability of Computer, Dimension 
of Positive Factors 
 
H0: With regard to the variable of availability of computer, medians for the dimension of positive factors, that is, the 
computer usage and education in preschool education are equal.  
H1: With regard to the variable of availability of computer, medians for the dimension of positive factors, that is, the 
computer usage and education in preschool education are not equal. 
 

Table 9. Opinions about Computer Usage and Education in Preschool Education with Regard to Availability of Computer, Positive Factors, 
Hypothesis Test Values 

  
   X S U W Z p 

It is important like educational books. 
 

4.15 0.90 3813.5 18009.5 -0.389 0.697 
It  significantly increases the quality of 
education. 

 
4.33 0.69 3472.5 17668.5 -1.405 0.160 

It increases productiveness during activities.  4.24 0.77 3772.5 17968.5 -0.516 0.606 
It can be used in every types of activities.  3.53 1.05 3395.5 17591.5 -1.529 0.126 
It makes activities more enjoyable.  4.07 0.76 3668.5 17864.5 -0.832 0.406 
It saves time in educational activities.  4.13 0.77 3536 17732 -1.203 0.229 
It makes measurement and evaluation more 
reliable. 

 
3.71 0.89 3229 17425 -2.016 0.044 

 Group Variable : Availability of Computer  
 

Looking at Table 9, the values of Mann-Whitney U, Wilcoxon W, Z and p have been observed. Since the p value 
showing the significance value in this table (except for that expression “It makes measurement and evaluation more 
reliable”) is bigger than 0.05, the H0 hypothesis will be acceptable. That is, in accordance with the availability of 
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absence of computers at nursery schools, it has been determined that the medians for the dimension of positive 
factors are equal in the computer usage and education in preschool education are equal. There is no significant 
difference in the availability of computers.    
 

Since the p value in the expression “It makes measurement and evaluation more reliable” is smaller than 0.05, a 
statistically significant difference can be mentioned in the availability of computers at nursery schools.  This 
difference reveals that the teachers having no computers at their schools agree that “It makes measurement and 
evaluation more reliable” rather than the teachers having computers at their schools. The reason for this is that 
there may be difficulties in making measurement and evaluation proceedings at schools having no computers by 
hand. Because when there are computers available in schools, registering the children’s forms of evaluation or 
development in a computerized environment, assessing them and transferring to the center units will be easier.   
 
3.2. Computer Usage and Education in Preschool Education With Regard to Availability of Computer, Dimension 
of Negative Factors 
 
H0: With regard to the variable of availability of computer, medians for the dimension of negative factors, that is, the 
computer usage and education in preschool education are equal.  
H1: With regard to the variable of availability of computer, medians for the dimension of negative factors, that is, the 
computer usage and education in preschool education are not equal. 
 

Table 10. Opinions about Computer Usage and Education in Preschool Education with Regard to Availability of Computer, Negative Factors, 
Hypothesis Test Values 

  X S U W Z p 
It reduces a teacher’s communication with children. 2.87 1.07 3629.5 17825.5 -0.896 0.370 
Usage time for computers should not be over 15 
min. 3.73 0.98 2948.5 4076.5 -2.776 0.006 
The computer is as complex as everybody cannot 
use it, which makes its usage difficult in education. 2.96 1.23 3521 4649 -1.189 0.235 
It causes setbacks in education due to technical 
problems. 3.03 1.07 3743.5 4871.5 -0.568 0.57 
Group Variable : Availability of Computer 

 
When Table 10 is considered; the p value showing the significance level (except for that the usage time for 

computers should not be over 15 minutes) is bigger than 0.05, that is why, the H0 hypothesis will be accepted. That 
is, with regard to the availability of computers in nursery schools, it has been explained that the medians for the 
dimension of negative factors are equal in the computer usage and education in preschool education are equal. There 
is not any significant difference in the availability of computers.  

Within the expression “The usage time for computers should not be over 15 minutes” the p value is smaller than 
0.05, in accordance with the availability of computers in nursery school, there is a statistically significant difference 
here. This difference shows that the teachers having computers at their nursery schools think “The usage time for 
computers should not be over 15 minutes” rather than the teachers working at their nursery schools where there are 
no computers. 

The teachers having computers at their schools in preschool education are more conscious of time than the 
teachers working at schools where there are no computers, the reason for this is that the teachers study on computers 
with the children of small ages, can observe the children’s developments, interests, considerations and 
concentrations well in a computerized environment, and give education to them in such a way.  
 
3.3. Computer Usage and Education in Preschool Education With Regard to Computer Education, Dimension of 
Positive Factors 
H0: With regard to the variable of computer education, medians for the dimension of positive factors, that is, the 
computer usage and education in preschool education are equal.  
H1: With regard to the variable of availability of computer, medians for the dimension of positive factors, that is, the 
computer usage and education in preschool education are not equal. 
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Table 11. Opinions about Computer Usage and Education in Preschool Education with Regard to Computer Education, Positive 
Factors, Hypothesis Test Values 

  X S U W Z p 

It is important like educational books. 4.15 0.90 3571.5 18277.5 -0.565 0.572 
It  significantly increases the quality of 
education. 4.33 0.69 3614 18320 -0.448 0.654 

It increases productiveness in activities. 4.24 0.77 3204 17910 -1.68 0.093 

It can be used in every types of activities. 3.53 1.05 3217.5 17923.5 -1.544 0.123 

It makes activities more enjoyable. 4.07 0.76 3600 18306 -0.494 0.621 
It saves time in educational activities. 4.13 0.77 3625.5 4615.5 -0.408 0.683 
It makes measurement and evaluation more 
reliable. 3.71 0.89 3323 4313 -1.261 0.207 

Group Variable : Computer Education   
 

Looking at Table 11 above, the p value is bigger than 0.05, the H0 hypothesis will be acceptable. In other words, 
with regard to the computer education in nursery schools, it has been suggested that the medians for the dimension 
of positive factors are equal in the computer usage and education in preschool education are equal. There is not any 
significant difference in the computer education.  
 
3.4. Computer Usage and Education in Preschool Education With Regard to Computer Education, Dimension of 
Negative Factors 
H0: With regard to the variable of computer education, medians for the dimension of negative factors, that is, the 
computer usage and education in preschool education are equal.  
H1: With regard to the variable of computer education, medians for the dimension of negative factors, that is, the 
computer usage and education in preschool education are not equal. 

Table 12. Opinions about Computer Usage and Education in Preschool Education with Regard to Computer Education, Negative 
Factors, Hypothesis Test Values 

 
  X S U W Z p 
It reduces a teacher’s communication with 
children. 2.87 1.07 2888.5 3878.5 -2.518 0.012 
Usage time for computers should not be over 15 
min. 3.73 0.98 3515.5 4505.5 -0.701 0.483 
The computer is as complex as everybody cannot 
use it. which makes its usage difficult in 
education. 2.96 1.23 3746.5 4736.5 -0.044 0.965 
It causes setbacks in education due to technical 
problems. 3.03 1.07 3362 4352 -1.137 0.255 

Group Variable : Computer Education   

When Table 12 is examined, the p value showing the significance level at the table (Except for that It reduces the 
teachers’communication with children” is bigger than 0.05, that is why, the H0 hypothesis will be acceptable. That 
is, with regard to the computer education in nursery schools, it has been suggested that the medians for the 
dimension of negative factors are equal in the computer usage and education in preschool education are equal. Any 
significant difference cannot be mentioned in the computer education. In the expression “It reduces the 
teachers’communication with children” the p value is smaller than 0.05, there is a statistically significant difference 
in accordance with the computer education. This difference explains that the teachers not having computer 
education think “It reduces the teachers’communication with children” rather than the teachers teachers having 
computer education. The reason for this is that the teachers do not have educational background for computer, show 
positive attributes to the computer usage and have any experiences about these subjects to share with the children. 
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4. Results and Suggestions  
 

In this study, the preschool teacher opinions about the computer usage and education have been analyzed, and the 
following results have been obtained:  
x The participant teachers attach much more importance to the expression “It significantly increases the quality of 

education”, 
x Within the dimension of negative factors, they put emphasis on the expression “The usage time for computer 

should not be over 15 min.”, 
x In nursery schools where there are no computers, the teachers agree with this expression “It makes 

measurement and evaluation more reliable”, rather than the others in nursery schools where there are 
computers,  

x The teachers not having computer education think “It reduces communication between instructors and children” 
rather than the ones having computer education. 
 
Based on these findings from this research, it is possible to make following suggestions: 

x Increasing the numbers of the credit for the computer lessons in schools cultivating teachers, 
x Providing teachers to take in-service training with a view to using computers actively, 
x Making a schedule of lesson time and teaching materials, and considering students’ developmental 

characteristics for the teachers using computers, 
x Creating the educational environments having enough equipment in terms of techniques, 
x Increasing the applied training about how to give computer education to the preschool children, the computer 

programmes, etc. as well as the computer education to be given to the teacher canditates can be realized. 
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Abstract 

This study examined the efficacy beliefs of nonnative English speaking (NNES) EFL teachers in terms of personal capabilities to 
teach English as a Foreign Language (EFL) and their perceived English language proficiency in selected language centers in one 
Middle-East country. Data were collected through a survey administered to 187 teachers. A modified version of the Teacher 
Sense of Efficacy Scale (Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001) was used to assess efficacy for classroom management, 
student engagement, and instructional strategies. The results showed that the teachers' perceived efficacy was positively 
correlated with self-reported English proficiency. 
 
Keywords: Self-efficacy; English language profociency; English as a foreign language; Language centre. 

 Introduction 

Research on teachers’ beliefs and their impact on teacher cognition has been a relevant topic for educational 
inquiry over the last four decades. Understanding teachers' perceptions and beliefs is important because teachers, 
heavily involved in various teaching and learning processes, are practitioners of educational principles and theories 
(Jia, Eslami & Burlbaw, 2006). Findings from research on teachers' perceptions and beliefs indicate that these 
perceptions and beliefs not only have considerable influence on their instructional practices and classroom behavior 
but also are related to their students' achievement (Grossman, Reynolds, Ringstaff & Sykes, 1985; Johnson, 1992; 
Prawat & Anderson, 1988). Thus, knowing the perceptions and beliefs of teachers enables one to make predictions 
about teaching and assessment practices in classrooms. One important belief that appears to be an important 
influence on teacher and student outcomes is teachers’ sense of efficacy. 

This study is based on self-efficacy theory proposed by Bandura, 1997. Self-efficacy theory, applied in the 
educational realm, has sparked a rich line of research into how teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs are related to their 
actions and to the outcomes they achieve (Tschannen- Moran et al., 1998).  

It is important to note that self-efficacy is a motivational construct based on self perception of competence rather 
than actual level of competence. Actions and behaviors are better predicted by beliefs rather than actual 
accomplishments. Bandura (1997) suggested that it is most fruitful when teachers slightly overestimate their actual 
teaching skills, as their motivation to expend effort and to persist in the face of setbacks will help them to make the 
most of the skills and capabilities they do possess (Bandura, 1977; Tschannen-Moran et al., 1998).  

Based on Tschannen-Moran et al. (1998) teacher self-efficacy is cyclical in nature. At first, information about 
one's efficacy comes from four sources: mastery experience, vicarious experiences, verbal persuasions and 
physiological arousals (Bandura, 1997). Teachers then process the information by analyzing the teaching task and 
assessing their personal teaching competence. After the information is analyzed, teachers generate efficacy 
judgments or teacher self-efficacy. Next, teachers use these judgments or self-efficacy beliefs to set their goals, 
determine the amount of effort they invest in achieving these goals, and their level of persistence. The performance 
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and outcomes of their efforts provide new mastery experiences that lead to future efficacy judgments. It is noted that 
"like all self-efficacy judgments, teacher self-efficacy is context-specific" (p. 118).   

Meanwhile, Language proficiency constitutes the foundation of the professional confidence of non-native English 
teachers (NNES). Language competence has been rated as the most essential characteristic of a good teacher (Lange, 
l990). According to Doff (1987), a teacher's confidence in the classroom is undermined by a poor command of the 
English language. Poor command of the language can affect the self esteem and professional status of the teacher 
and interfere with simple teaching procedures. Furthermore, it can keep the teacher from fulfilling the pedagogical 
requirements of a more communicative approach to language teaching. As shown by research, perceived language 
proficiency is an important issue for NNES teachers and has an impact on their professional self-esteem and 
confidence (Medgyes, 1994; Reves & Medgyes, 1994; Samimy & Brutt-Griffler, 1999; Kamhi-Stein & Mahboob, 
2005).  

As it is clear, language proficiency seems to be a factor related to EFL teachers feeling of self-efficacy. Therefore, 
the aim of this study is to examine the relationship of self-efficacy and language proficiency in EFL teachers 
working in the English language centers in one Middle-East country. To this end, the following questions were 
proposed for this study: 

1. What are the current levels of the self-efficacy beliefs of English language center teachers? 
2. What do teachers report to be their English proficiency level? 
3. What is the interaction effect between teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs and their proficiency in English? 
Based on the above research questions the following null hypothesis was suggested: 
HO: There is no interaction effect between English teachers’ reported proficiency in English and their self-

efficacy beliefs. 
 

Method  

participants 

The target population for this study consisted of English teachers working in the English language centers in the 
TESOL context in one Middle-east country in Asia. The questionnaire adopted a convenience sampling method and 
the researcher distributed more than 200 sets of the questionnaires among the teachers.   

Research Design  

     This study included both descriptive research methods and correlational research methods.  The study was 
designed to explore English language center teachers’ sense of efficacy and its interaction effect with their reported 
proficiency in English, so a descriptive correlational design was used. 

Instrumentation  

The instrument used in this study consisted of two questionnaires: 1) Teachers’ sense of efficacy in teaching 
English and 2) Teachers’ reported English language proficiency. Both questionnaires were Likert-type scale and the 
participants indicated the degree they could do with each item and assessed themselves on the scale provided. 
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Teachers sense of efficacy in teaching English  
 
This section was designed to measure the teachers’ sense of efficacy (or confidence) in teaching English. For this, 

the 12-item short version of the Teacher’s Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) by Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy 
(2001) was adapted to fit the English language center context. 

The TSES items were Likert scale from one to nine. Participants would indicate the degree to which they could 
do with each item. A rating of one indicated that the respondent could do nothing about the statement presented. A 
rating of nine indicated that the participant could do a great deal about the statement.  

Three factors were identified in the TSES: 1. Efficacy for student engagement, 2. Efficacy for instructional 
strategies, and 3. Efficacy for classroom management.  
The reliability of the original TSES was 0.90 with all of the 12 items (0.86 with the instructional strategies, 0.86 
with the classroom management, and 0.81 with the student engagement ) (Tschannen- Moran and Woolfolk Hoy, 
2001). This showed that TSES could have been considered a reliable measurement of teacher self-efficacy. 
 
Teachers’ reported English language proficiency 

 
This section was designed to examine the teachers’ self-reported current level of English proficiency that the 

teachers believed necessary for them to teach English effectively in the English language centers. To this end, 25 
items developed by Chacon (2005, 2002) and Shim (2001) were adapted based on this study. The items asked 
teachers to assess their level of proficiency in English on a 6-point Likert-type scale from “Strongly disagree” to 
“Strongly agree” to indicate how teachers evaluated themselves in listening, speaking, reading, and writing.  

After piloting the test, 4 items of the language proficiency questionnaire were deleted and it was shown that the 
reliability of the test increased significantly. So the final version of the language proficiency questionnaire which 
was later distributed among the participants of this study had 21items. 
Concerning reliability coefficient, the Cronbach alpha of the four skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing 
were .958, .912, .947, and .907 respectively. After deleting the four items the reliability increased to .973, .920, .947, 
and .947 accordingly. 
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Procedure 

 Validity 
 
The construct validity of the instruments of the present study was partially established by the instruments on 

which the current instruments drew. However, as some items were modified and some were newly added to the 
present study, there was a need to reestablish the validity of the instruments. 

 In the present study, content validity and face validity were established by the judgment of a panel of 3 experts 
and field testing. A panel of the experts and 5 English language center teachers who were teaching at different levels 
were asked to review the instruments in terms of validity, suitability, and clarity. They were requested to comment 
on appropriateness of expressions and general readability of the instruments. Comments on instrument’s wording, 
ambiguities, and appropriateness were welcomed.  Based on the advice of the panel of experts and field test 
participants, the instruments were modified and later the approved and corrected format was distributed among 
participants.  

Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy (2001) examined the construct validity of the TSES questionnaire. The 
results of the analyses indicated that TSES could be considered reasonably valid and reliable. It is of reasonable 
length and is a useful tool for researchers interested in exploring the construct of teacher self-efficacy. 

 Reliability 
 
After field-testing the instrument, the reliability coefficient of the test was calculated by using Cronbach alpha 

coefficient.  Cronbach reliability coefficients of the scales were: 0.96 (Instructional Strategies), 0.95 (Classroom 
Management), and 0.95 (Student Engagement) for the present study. The Cronbach alpha coefficient of the whole 
test was .956 which is significant and considered high. It means that all the three sub-categories of self-efficacy 
beliefs are highly correlated and it supports that the whole test is a reliable measurement of self-efficacy beliefs.   

In addition, the Cronbach alpha was calculated for each of the sub-categories of Language Proficiency 
questionnaire after conducting the main study. The Cronbach Alpha was .973, .921, .946, and .946 for each of the 
skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing respectively, which were all significant and favorable. The 
reliability of the whole test was .96 which was considered high and favorable. It showed that language proficiency 
questionnaire was completely reliable. 

Findings 

Levels of English teacher efficacy dimensions 

The mean score of each component was calculated in order to examine the teachers’ level of self-efficacy in 
teaching English. The teachers rated their self-efficacy in teaching English at rather high level in the all dimensions 
of Instructional Strategies, Classroom Management, and Student Engagement (Table 1). In other words, they 
believed that they could have some influence in the three dimensions. The teachers responded that they felt more 
confident in Classroom Management (M = 7.54) than in any of the other dimensions. In the meantime, it was found 
that the teachers felt least confident in their Instructional Strategies (M = 7.10). 
     Table 1. Means and standard deviation of teacher efficacy in teaching English 

 Mean Standard Deviation 
Student Engagement 7.21 1.558 
Classroom Management 7.54 1.550 
Instructional Strategies 7.10 1.870 

    Note: 1 = Nothing/not at all, 3 = Very little, 5 = Some influence, 7 = Quite a bit, and 9 =A great deal 
 
In examining the teachers’ self-reported efficacy or confidence levels in teaching English, note that the present 

study did not report the overall teacher efficacy level by aggregating the three factors. The researcher believed that 
each dimension had its unique domain, while not convinced of the absolute value of the overall score in explaining 
the teachers’ sense of efficacy in English teaching in general.  
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Besides that, the researcher decided to calculate the inter-item correlation of the self-efficacy items for each sub-
category. It was shown that the items in each of the sub-categories of student engagement, classroom management, 
and instructional strategy had quite high correlation with each other and all the correlations were above 0.80 which 
was considered high. 

Later, the researcher examined the correlations among all three subcategories of self-efficacy (Table 2). It was 
shown that all of them are highly correlated. The highest correlation was between Student Engagement and 
Instructional Strategy dimensions. 

 
Table 2. Correlations among dimensions of self-efficacy  
  

 Student Engagement Classroom Management Instructional Strategies 
Student Engagement 1   
Classroom Management .880** 1  
Instructional Strategies .905** .883** 1 

 

 Levels of English teacher language proficiency    

The means and standard deviations for each of the 21 items were calculated and the result is shown in table 3. 
  

Table 3. Mean and standard deviation of English language proficiency 
 
 Range Minimum Maximum Mean Mean/Max SD 

Listening Score 22 8 30 19.06 0.63 8.118 

Speaking Score 20 16 36 26.46 0.73 6.408 

Reading Score 17 13 30 23.11 0.77 5.031 

Writing Score     14    16      30   24.80    0.82   4.700 

 
By looking at Table 3 it can be concluded that the variety of scores in listening skill of the participants is more 

than the other skills (SD = 8.11). It means that we have different levels of listening proficiency among the 
participants of the study. On the other hand, the standard deviation of the speaking, reading, and writing is lower, 
6.40, 5.03, and 4.70 respectively. It shows that the variety of scores is lower and most of the teachers are relatively 
at the high level of their speaking, reading, and writing skills compared to their listening.  

Based on the value of Mean/Max, we can conclude that the participants are stronger in writing skills (.82) and 
weaker in Listening skills (.63). So, for the participants of this study the order of Language skills from the strongest 
to the weakest is Writing, reading, speaking, and listening respectively.   

This result is understandable, as the context of the study is EFL and English is not used in the society and daily 
lives of the participants. The participants have quite limited access to English in their daily lives, so they can not 
improve their listening and speaking skills of their language proficiency.  

In addition, the inter-item correlation of the language proficiency items for each skill of listening, speaking, 
reading, and writing was calculated.  

Table 4 shows that the items in Listening skills have quite high correlations with each other and all the 
correlations are above .83 which is considered high and significant. 

 
Table 4. Inter-Item Correlation Matrix of the listening skill  

 
 Eng. Pro 3 Eng. Pro 4 Eng. Pro 5 Eng. Pro 6 Eng. Pro 7 

Eng.Proficiency3 1.000     
Eng.Proficiency4 .880 1.000    
Eng.Proficiency5 .851 .959 1.000   
Eng.Proficiency6 .830 .931 .973 1.000  
Eng.Proficiency7 .836 .941 .964 .956 1.000 
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Correlation among the speaking skill items are shown in Table 5. The correlations are relatively high and 

significant.  
 

Table 5. Inter-Item Correlation Matrix of the speaking skill 
    

 Eng. Pro 9 Eng. Pro 10 Eng. Pro 11 Eng. Pro 12 Eng. Pro 13 Eng. Pro 14 
Eng.Proficiency9 1.000      
Eng.Proficiency10 .686 1.000     
Eng.Proficiency11 .681 .755 1.000    
Eng.Proficiency12 .740 .760 .764 1.000   
Eng.Proficiency13 .727 .791 .786 .857 1.000  
Eng.Proficiency14 .735 .806 .760 .843 .963 1.000 

 
Table 6 pictures the correlation among reading proficiency items. All the correlations are above .65 and are 

considered significant. 
 
Table 6. Inter-Item Correlation Matrix of the reading skill 

  
 Eng. Pro 15 Eng. Pro 16 Eng. Pro 17 Eng. Pro 18 Eng. Pro 19 

Eng.Proficiency15 1.000     
Eng.Proficiency16 .909 1.000    
Eng.Proficiency17 .853 .934 1.000   
Eng.Proficiency18 .659 .735             .721 1.000  
Eng.Proficiency19       .692       .780       .766       .902 1.000 

 
The correlation matrix of the writing proficiency items are shown in Table 7. As it can be seen, the correlations 

are high and significant.  
 
Table 7. Inter-Item Correlation Matrix of the writing skill     

    
 Eng. Pro 21 Eng. Pro 22 Eng. Pro 23 Eng. Pro 24 Eng. Pro 25 

Eng.Proficiency21 1.000     
Eng.Proficiency22 .886 1.000    
Eng.Proficiency23 .865 .821 1.000   
Eng.Proficiency24 .884 .824 .861 1.000  
Eng.Proficiency25       .816        .751       .794       .856 1.000 

 
Table 8 shows that to what degree the four skills are related together. The correlation among the skills is 

relatively high and significant. 
 
Table 8. Inter-Item Correlation Matrix 

   
 Listening.Score Speaking.Score Reading.Score Writing.Score 

Listening.Score 1.000    
Speaking.Score .925 1.000   
Reading.Score .927 .947 1.000  
Writing.Score .924 .868 .913 1.000 
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Relationship between teachers’ sense of efficacy and proficiency in English   
Table 9 summarized the correlations of the language proficiency and the three dimensions of the teachers’ self-

efficacy (i.e., Instructional Strategies, Classroom Management, and Student Engagement). Overall, the correlations 
were significant and ranged from low (r = 0.202) to very high (r = 0.844).   
 
Table 9. Correlation Matrix among teachers’ sense of efficacy and proficiency in English 

           
 L S   R W SE    CM IS 

Listening 1.000       
Speaking .925 1.000      
Reading .927 .947 1.000     
Writing .924 .868 .913 1.000    
Student Engagement .842 .811 .831 .916 1.00   
Classroom Management .816 .826 .800 .880 .880 1.000  
Instructional Strategy .798 .779 .815 .898 .905 .883 1.000 

**. Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 
L= Listening, S= Speaking, R= Reading, W= Writing  
ME=Mechanical, CM=Communicative 
SE= Student Engagement, CM= Classroom Management, IS= Instructional Strategies 
 
Very high positive relationships were found between the three dimensions of self-efficacy and the four 

dimensions of English language proficiency (i.e., listening, speaking, reading, and writing). The strongest 
relationship was between student engagement and writing (r = .916) which was considered very high. The weakest 
(yet still very high) relationship was between instructional strategy and speaking (r = .779). 

Moreover, the student engagement was found to have a stronger relationship with English language proficiency 
dimensions (r = .811 to .916) than classroom management (r = .800 to .880) and instructional strategy (r = .779 to 
.898). It could be inferred that those teachers who are more proficient in English would engage students more in the 
English classrooms than managing the class and using the instructional strategies.  

Discussion  

In the current study, the teachers rated their self-efficacy in teaching English at rather high level in the all 
dimensions of Instructional Strategies, Classroom Management, and Student Engagement. In other words, they 
believed that they could have some influence in the three dimensions. The teachers responded that they felt more 
confident in Classroom management (M = 7.54) than in any of the other dimensions. In the meantime, it was found 
that the teachers felt least confident in their Instructional Strategies (M = 7.10). 

In relation to the teacher efficacy levels among the teachers in the present study, it is important to note that the 
teachers’ self-reported English teaching efficacy or confidence levels in the present study were found to be higher 
than those in the previous studies adopting the TSES. It indicated that the teachers in the present study felt more 
confident in carrying out the teaching tasks than the teachers in other studies. For example, in the only study that 
adopted the TSES to examine teachers’ English teaching-specific self-efficacy beliefs in the EFL context, Chacón 
(2002, 2005) reported that her Venezuelan middle school English teachers rated their capabilities to carry out 
teaching tasks with their confidence at the “quite a bit” level (M = 6.59 on Student Engagement; M = 7.00 on 
Classroom Management; M = 7.13 on Instructional Strategies). Tschannen-Moran and Woolfolk Hoy (2007), taking 
a non-subject specific approach, have documented similar degrees of self-efficacy beliefs reported by U.S. teachers. 
Besides, Lee (2009) reported lower results in comparison with the others. Her teachers rated their capabilities to 
carry out teaching tasks with their confidence at the “some influence” (M = 5.53 on Student Engagement; M = 5.70 
on Classroom Management; M = 5.36 on Instructional Strategies). 

Although one should be cautious in making direct comparisons of the scores reported in different cultures due to 
the possibility that survey responses may reflect cultural biases (King, Murray, Solomon, & Tandon, 2004), Such a 
comparison can provide useful information in examining where the teacher efficacy levels reported by teachers in 
the present study are located in relation to other teachers, especially when there are no previous studies conducted in 
the Middle-East EFL context using the same instruments.  
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Regarding the self-assessment levels of English proficiency, this study found that the teachers tended to rate their 
current proficiency levels in writing skills higher than for the other skills (i.e., listening, speaking and reading). 
Based on the value of Mean/Max, it was concluded that the participants were stronger in writing skills (0.82) and 
weaker in Listening skills (0.63). So, for the participants of this study the order of Language skills from the strongest 
to the weakest was Writing (0.82), reading (0.77), speaking (0.73), and listening (0.63) respectively.  

A possible reason for the teachers’ lower proficiency in listening and speaking skills in this study could be found 
in the English education that the teachers received when they were students. English education in the EFL context of 
this study focused mainly on grammar and reading comprehension, not the development of listening or speaking 
ability. Also, in the EFL context of this study, teachers and learners have few opportunities to speak or listen in 
English for communicative purposes—the target language is not used in everyday life— but they can easily obtain 
writing and reading materials. Given this context, it seems unsurprising that the teachers felt less competent in 
listening and speaking skills than reading and writing skills (Park, 2006). 

In Lee’s (2009) study, it was found that the teachers tended to rate their current proficiency levels of receptive 
skills (i.e., Listening and Reading) higher than productive skills (i.e., Speaking and Writing). Park (2006) also 
found, by using a different instrument, that the Korean secondary English teachers rated their productive skills lower 
than their receptive skills. Meanwhile, language deficiencies particularly in listening, speaking were self-reported 
with low means in Chacon’s (2002) study. English language deficiencies in speaking were mentioned as a factor that 
affected teachers’ confidence in their capabilities to teach oral English.  

The present study has found that self-reported English proficiency levels had high relationships with all of the 
English teaching-specific efficacy dimensions (r = .779 to r = .916), so the null hypothesis was rejected. This result 
means the teachers who rated their English proficiency higher in the four skill domains tended to believe more 
strongly in their capability for teaching English. This corroborates the previous studies that have reported significant 
relationships between teachers’ sense of efficacy or confidence in teaching English and English language 
proficiency (Chacón, 2002, 2005; Lee, 2009; Shim, 2001).  

The relationships of English proficiency levels with student engagement (r = .811 to .916) dimension of English 
teaching self-efficacy beliefs were stronger than with classroom management (r = .800 to .880) and instructional 
strategy (r = .779 to .898) dimensions. These results indicated that the variance on teachers’ self-reported English 
language proficiency levels shared more variance on their beliefs about capability to carry out teaching tasks related 
to the student engagement than those related to classroom management and instructional strategies. Those who 
perceived they had sufficient English language proficiency tended to believe in their capability to carry out tasks 
related to student engagement more than the other dimensions of classroom management and instructional strategy. 

In sum, the present study corroborates studies that have documented significant association between English 
language proficiency and teacher efficacy (Chacón, 2002, 2005; Lee, 2009; Shim, 2003). This suggests that 
improving one’s English language proficiency can enhance English teaching-specific teacher efficacy or confidence. 

 Recommendation for future studies 

As the first study that adopted the notion of teacher efficacy in conceptualizing teachers’ confidence in teaching 
English in the EFL language center education context, the present study provides possible direction for future 
research as follows: 

1.  Teachers’ perceived efficacy is a multifaceted construct that varies across tasks and contexts where teachers 
do their teaching. Additional research needs to be conducted to assess teachers’ capabilities to teach English as a 
situated activity immersed in a sociocultural milieu. It would be useful to explore teachers’ perspectives through 
additional studies that provide a deeper understanding of how teachers’ sense of efficacy influences teachers’ actions 
and decision-making in planning and conducting lessons. Observations of teaching performance, teaching 
techniques as well as multiple interviews should be used as another source of data to explore teachers’ sense of 
efficacy and the teaching of foreign languages, English and others.  

2. given the fact that the present study was based exclusively on self-reported data, additional research is needed 
that could include quantitative data on teachers’ perceived efficacy in teaching English as foreign language using 
independent measures to investigate the relationship on this variable and student outcomes (e.g., ability to speak 
English as measured by purposeful sampling interviews) . This type of study is needed to determine if teachers’ 
sense of efficacy correlates in statistically significant ways with student learning of English as a foreign language in 
certain contexts (e.g., language centers in EFL context). 
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3. Longitudinal studies are also recommended to investigate whether teachers’ perceived efficacy to teach EFL 
varies across years. It is recommended to follow-up teachers to investigate whether or not and how their efficacy 
changes over the years. 
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Abstract 

This study explores the expectations and possible mismatches that arise from cultural differences between local students and 
their foreign English language teachers with a global mindset in the classroom interaction as an important domain of the 
intercultural communication.  The authors view the language classroom and teacher-student interaction as truly intercultural 
settings that need a close inspection which is likely to contribute to a high level of intercultural competence and improvements in 
the quality of language education. Thus, the aim of this study is to raise awareness in the English-medium intercultural 
communication in secondary and higher education ELT classes in Kazakhstan by describing several significant aspects of 
teacher-student interaction. The local and international teachers as well as the English language learners provided data on the role 
of the teacher, types of teacher guidance, attitudes to lateness, types of the tasks for assignments and exams, attitudes to cheating, 
responsibility for the learning process, teacher attitudes to students’ questions and the degree of student’s initiative to describe 
local ELT classes. The study includes practical recommendations particularly for international teachers of English in Kazakhstan; 
however, local teachers and educational administers, who need to work cooperatively with international teachers, may find the 
implications quite useful as well. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Recent changes in the social and economic life after the collapse of the Soviet Union revealed a need in high 

competitiveness in all spheres including the education sector. ELT has become an important market where investors 
compete with others through their publications, technological innovations, and competent teachers in order to get 
superiority.  In addition to the language schools that have been opened recently almost as many as supermarkets, 
universities, colleges, public and private schools comprise the organizations that invite ELT teachers from around 
the World. Nowadays respected language schools, universities or English courses have at least a few foreign teachers 
of English, usually native speakers. These international teachers of English are hired because they usually 
demonstrate a good standard of English at advanced levels. Since their existence also brings authenticity to the 
learning environment, they are treated with enthusiastic welcome. On the other hand, there is considerable concern 
about whether such foreign teachers really contribute to the quality of ELT services at their best. There seem to be 
three essential components that contribute to the success of English language teachers in any country. They are 
language, teaching techniques, and culture (Millrood, 1999). However resourceful a teacher is in the other two 
components, success is hardly an issue of end product that could be achieved if one of them is missing. Therefore, 
foreign language teachers’ best contribution can only be provided if they are well aware of the peculiarities of the 
local culture and mindset, which determine the norms of learner behavior during the interaction in an ELT class.  

In this paper, we will attempt to explore learner expectations on certain significant aspects of teacher-student 
interaction in ELT classes in Kazakhstan. These aspects focus on the authentic communication between the foreign 
teacher and local learners and comprise several issues such as the role of the teacher, types of teacher guidance, 
attitudes to lateness, types of the tasks for assignments and exams, attitudes to cheating, responsibility for the 
learning process, teacher attitudes to students’ questions and the like. We further will compare them to those of the 
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international teachers who we assume to have adopted a second identity as they work in Kazakhstan. This second 
identity requires the promotion of global values and trends in students’ personal development and language learning. 
We are also aware of the fact what gives these values a global acceptance is their popularity through the mass media 
rather than their truthfulness. As such an international teacher of English is likely to be a native speaker or an 
advanced speaker of English who tends to use a communicative approach to language teaching which basically 
promotes ‘facilitator’ or ‘interlocutor’ roles of teachers, ‘democratic’ and ‘indirect’ styles of guidance, ‘linear’ and 
‘exact’ concepts of time management, ‘critical thinking skills’ and ‘creativity’ in assignments, ‘accuracy’ and 
‘objectivity’ of assessment. They tend to encourage learners to develop autonomy and take more responsibilities for 
their own learning in a learner-centered class atmosphere. As one can easily notice that these features are based on 
the values of western cultures and the product of language teaching methodology that has been developed by 
English-speaking scholars who were born to or exposed to the western cultural environments.  

Owing to the fast economic growth and educational policies that emphasize the nation’s integration into the 
modern world, language teachers from abroad has been hired to work in local institutions recently. Therefore, the 
study introduces a new issue for ELT in Kazakhstan. In fact, there has been some research comparing Western and 
East Asian cultures and their influence on teaching. Kazakhstan, nevertheless, is in the Central Asia and has a 
different unique Eurasian culture, which belongs to both the East and West, without being Eastern or Western, 
remaining original according to the official identification that is given at the website of the Emblem and Flag of 
Kazakhstan.   

Thus, this study will be practically useful for both Western and local teachers as well as the ELT managers of 
local educational institutions. 

 
2. Background of the Study 
 

The first axiom for any teacher, especially in a cross-cultural setting, is to adapt your teaching to the context of 
the students, school and community in which you are working (Barnhardt, n.d). Therefore, when teachers from 
abroad come to teach English in Kazakhstan, they should be aware of the cultural peculiarities of the local students. 
In other words, they should clearly understand what local students expect from a teacher and the teaching-learning 
process on the whole. Such teacher-student interactions comprise authentic communicative situations with an 
intercultural dimension which is provided by cultural differences between learners and their foreign teacher as well 
as the expectations that arise from these differences. In order to compare the two cultural backgrounds, first of all 
there is a need to define the conceptual framework of culture and to develop a set of criteria that can at least roughly 
measure any culture as an essential component of context for communication.  
2.1. Defining and Teaching Culture 

Adopting a relevant definition of culture is an important first step of incorporating it into foreign language 
teaching. A broad definition that comes to the mind first would be “civilization” represented in manners, arts and 
crafts and their products that are acquired through education in a society. Geert Hofstede, a Dutch academic who put 
corporate culture on the map (Guru: Geert Hofstede, 2008), calls this meaning of culture as the domain of a 
“ministry of culture” on his personal website. Bennett refers to the same notion of culture with “capital C”, which is 
about the great literary works, historical figures and thinkers, as opposed to “small c” culture meaning “the learned 
and shared patterns of beliefs, behaviors and values of groups of interacting people” (Bennett, 1998, p.3). This 
second type of culture is about the particular way a group of people think, feel, and act in general. Hofstede has 
defined it as “the collective programming of the mind distinguishing the members of one group or category of people 
from another”. The “category” in this definition refers to one’s socio-cultural identity determined by nationality, 
regional or geographical belonging, ethnicity, gender, religion, occupation, or corporal organizations (Hofstede, 
n.d.). 

Culture teaching received considerable conscious attention in language teaching after the introduction of the 
construct of intercultural communicative competence. (Hymes, 1972) Culture and language are believed to be 
inseparable and intertwined. Therefore, culture has always been taught along with the language though in the forms 
of  separate courses known as background studies, area studies, British life and institutions,  in Europe (Byram, 
1989, pp.   58-60, 1998, p. 2) and country studies in the Soviet and early post –Soviet era in Kazakhstan. However 
such courses were limited to factual knowledge pertaining to the structure and functions of institutions and people’s 
lives through generalizations and stereotypical perceptions (Mountford & Wadham-Smith 2000: 1). These courses 
also viewed culture “as mere information conveyed by the language, not as a feature of language itself” (Kramsch 
1993:8). In other words, the teaching of culture, which was particularly known as ‘the capital C culture” (Bennett, 
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1998, p.3), was considered to be supplementary to language teaching, not a part of it.  In Bennett’s terms, “the small 
c culture”, which is represented in everyday lives of people and in their beliefs, values and skills, was just ignored. 
Traditional Grammar-Translation approach to teaching foreign languages in Kazakhstan probably considered 
cultural skills as inferior to the knowledge and skills of grammar and translation. Now that communicative approach 
has prevailed language teaching, it is believed that “the person who learns a language without learning a culture risks 
becoming a fluent fool” (M. Bennett, J. Bennett, & Allen, 2003, p. 237).  
2.2. Identifying and Comparing Cultural Dimensions in Intercultural Communication 

Two of the research proponents who investigated cultural differences have been Geert Hofstede and Edward T. 
Hall. Geert Hofstede researched cross-cultural groups and organizations and as a result, developed a systematic 
framework for assessing and differentiating national cultures and organizational cultures. His studies demonstrated 
that there are national and regional cultural groups that influence behavior of societies and organizations. The values 
that distinguished countries from each other could be grouped statistically into five clusters (Hofstede, n.d.). These 
groups, which have become the Hofstede dimensions of national culture, are known as ‘individualism versus 
collectivism’, ‘power distance’, ‘uncertainty avoidance’, ‘masculinity versus femininity’, ‘long-term/short-term 
orientation’(Guru:Geert Hofstede, 2008). Moreover, among the research on intercultural studies, anthropologist 
Edward T. Hall’s constructs of polychronic versus monochronic time orientation describes how cultures structure 
their time. A very brief review of such constructs enables a relative comparison and a better understanding of 
cultural peculiarities that provide a more meaningful context of ELT for foreign teachers in Kazakhstan. 

2.2.1. Individualism versus Collectivism  
As one of the Hofstede dimensions of cultural variation, ‘collectivism-individualism’ indicates the degree to 

which individuals are integrated into groups. On the individualist side of the spectrum, we find societies in which the 
ties between individuals are loose: everyone is expected to look after themselves and their immediate family. On the 
collectivist side, we find societies in which people from birth onwards are integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, 
often extended families - with uncles, aunts and grandparents - which continue protecting them in exchange for 
unquestioning loyalty (Hofstede, n.d.). In collectivist cultures, people promote respect for authority and group 
consensus. In individualist cultures, the emphasis is on self-expression and individual thinking. When individualists 
are dissatisfied with the group they leave it; collectivists tend to stay. While collectivist cultures emphasize 
developing and sustaining stable, hierarchical roles, individualist cultures are associated with equalitarian 
relationships and flexibility in roles. In collectivist cultures, the boundaries of property ownership are more 
permeable. In individualist cultures, personal items are private property and are not to be shared. (Ho, Holmes and 
Cooper, 2004). 

Education is a way of gaining higher status in collectivist cultures. In individualist cultures, the aim of education 
is to acquire knowledge and to improve one’s competence in order to earn a better living. In collectivist cultures, 
students expect to learn “how to do” and tend to perceive that there is only one right perspective to a given problem. 
Learning in individualist cultures is about how students experience and organize the subject matter of a learning task. 
It is about “how” they learn, rather than “how much” they remember. In collectivist cultures, students usually do not 
freely express their opinion in a large class situation unless they are being called upon personally by their teacher. In 
individualist cultures, students are generally more willing to speak up (Ho, Holmes and Cooper, 2004). 

The difference of student behavior is also visible in students’ acceptance of the authority of their teacher, which 
lead them to cooperation and support the teacher at all times in collectivist cultures. They avoid confronting the 
teacher even when they disagree with the opinions that their teacher or fellow students expressed. The students in 
individualist societies have a weak face consciousness, so giving appropriate information is more important than 
saving one’s face (Chang & Chin, 1999) 

2.2.2.  Power Distance  
Another dimension of cultural variation is ‘power distance’ which means to measure the degree to which power, 

prestige and wealth are unequally distributed in a culture. Cultures with high ‘power distance’ scores believe that 
control and influence should be concentrated in the hands of a few. In cultures with low ‘power distance’ picture, 
control and influence are believed to be more equally distributed. For instance, employers are expected to stand in a 
line with their employees in a low-power distance business corporation.  

In a high -power distance class, teachers are greatly respected by students because of their age and profession. 
The lesson tends to center around the teacher - they initiate most communication and students are rarely proactive or 
challenging. Teacher’s main goal is to transmit his knowledge to students. On the other hand, teachers and students 
from low ‘power distance’ cultures have equal responsibilities; both contribute to the learning process. Students are 
usually active and initiative.  
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2.2.3. Uncertainty Avoidance     
Uncertainty avoidance deals with a society's tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity. It indicates to what extent a 

culture programs its members to feel either uncomfortable or comfortable in unstructured situations. Unstructured 
situations are novel, unknown, surprising, and different from the usual. For strong uncertainty avoiding cultures 
something new and different is dangerous, whereas people from weak uncertainty avoiding cultures are curious 
about new unknown things and situations. 

Uncertainty avoiding cultures try to minimize the possibility of such situations by strict laws and rules, safety and 
security measures, and on the philosophical and religious level by a belief in absolute Truth. People in uncertainty 
avoiding countries are also more emotional, and motivated by inner nervous energy. The opposite type, uncertainty 
accepting cultures, are more tolerant of opinions different from what they are used to; they try to have as few rules as 
possible, and on the philosophical and religious level they are relativist and allow many currents to flow side by 
side.. People within these cultures are more phlegmatic and contemplative, and not expected by their environment to 
express emotions (Hofstede, n.d.).  

2.2.4. Masculinity and Femininity 
The binary opposition of masculinity versus femininity refers to the range of emotional roles between 

competitive-assertiveness and caring-sharing-modesty. Hofstede’s studies for the IBM company revealed that 
women's values differ less among societies than men's values and men's values from one country to another contain a 
dimension from very assertive and competitive and maximally different from women's values on the one side, to 
modest and caring and similar to women's values on the other. The assertive pole has been called masculine and the 
modest, caring pole feminine. The women in feminine countries have the same modest, caring values as the men; in 
the masculine countries they are more assertive and more competitive, but not as much as the men (Hofstede, n.d.).   

2.2. 5. Long-term vs Short Term Orientation 
Hofstede's fifth cultural dimension is long-term versus short-term orientation which is based upon the teachings 

of Confucius. Confucianism looks at life in the long-term rather than the short-term by promoting the stability of 
society, considering family as the prototype of all social organizations, appreciating the virtuous behavior toward 
others with the principle of treating others as one would like to be treated oneself and encouraging such moral values 
as patience and perseverance (Hofstede & Hofstede, n.d.). 

2.2.6. Monochronic and Polychronic Cultures 
The monochronic time concept follows the notion of “one thing at a time”, time is inflexible, while the 

polychronic concept focuses on multiple tasks being handled at one time, and time is flexible ( Tamas, 2007) 
A manager's office in a polychronic culture typically has an open door, a ringing phone and a meeting all going 

on at the same time. Though they can be easily distracted they also tend to manage interruptions well with a 
willingness to change plans often and easily. People are their main concern (particularly those closely related to them 
or their function) and they have a tendency to build lifetime relationships. Issues such as promptness are firmly 
based on the relationship rather than the task and objectives are more like desirable outcomes than must do's 
(“Cultural”, 2012). 

While in monochronic cultures schedule coordinates activity and appointment time is rigid, in polychromic 
culture interpersonal relations coordinate activity and appointment time is flexible. In a monochronic culture, the 
work time is clearly separable from the personal time, whereas in polychronic culture it is not. Another difference is 
that in monochronic culture’s tasks are measured by output in time, but in polychronic cultures tasks are measured as 
part of overall organizational goal. Interactions between the two types can be problematic. Monochronic 
businessmen cannot understand why the person they are meeting is always interrupted by phone calls and people 
stopping by. Is it meant to be insulting? When do they get down to business? Polychronic businessmen cannot 
understand why tasks are isolated from the organisation as a whole and how one can separate the work time from 
personal time? Why would you let something as silly as a schedule negatively impact on the quality of your 
relationships? (Bhattacharyya, 2010, p.54). 

 2.2.7. Other Approaches to Understanding Cultural Differences through Bipolar Constructs   
Obviously there are more studies on cultural differences and the ways of comparing cultures through bipolar 

constructs are not limited to the ones that we reviewed so far in this paper.  For example, a dialogic versus dialectic 
model describes whether a certain culture favors a student-centered and collaborative class or a teacher-centered and 
competitive class (Hammond & Gao,  2002, p. 235)  

Similar to Hofstede’s uncertainty avoidance dimension is Hall’s high and low context dimension. High context 
implies that a lot of unspoken information is implicitly transferred during communication.  Low context implies that 
a lot of information is exchanged explicitly through the message itself and rarely is anything implicit or hidden.  
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People in low context cultures such as the UK tend to have short-term relationships, follow rules and standards 
closely and are generally very task-oriented (“Crosscultural”,2012) (Jandt,1998).  It influences whether a direct or 
indirect style is preferred in a certain culture. (Gao and Ting-Toomey, 1998). 

The choices of formal or informal styles of communication, use of verbal and nonverbal communication styles, 
the interpretation of silence (Samovar & Porter, 2004),  the use of space or distance in high and low contact cultures 
(Nishimura, Nevgi and Tella, (2008) may be common causes of miscommunication in intercultural interactions 
between representatives of different cultures when they meet.  

 
3. Data Collection and Analysis  
 
 This study, which seeks to provide data about classroom expectations of Western teachers and Kazakhstani 
students, is based on interviews and questionnaires that revealed relevant data relying on participant observations in 
appropriate intercultural contexts where Kazakhstani students are taught by Western teachers of English. The 
participants of interviews were five Kazakhstani students studying abroad, seven Western EFL teachers who are 
currently working or worked  in Kazakhstan, and eight local teachers. Questionnaires were conducted to sixty 
students in their 2nd, 3rd and 4th year of education at Suleyman Demirel University and forty of the 8th grade pupils at 
a local secondary school in Taldykorgan. All of the participants have been to ELT classes as a student or teacher, or 
as an observer. Local teachers also have had worked with foreign teachers of ELT in Kazakhstan.  

The questionnaires were available both in English and Russian, but presented in Russian to locals and were 
responded anonymously and conducted by a third person - a senior student at the university as a part of the 
undergraduate research project - in order to achieve reliable results. Participants were asked to respond to the 
statements by choosing one of the four options on the basis of an ‘agree - disagree range’. Data from the 
questionnaires are assumed to reveal student attitudes and analyzed globally together with local teachers’ detailed 
responses to interview questions. Local teachers were asked about their own views of the description of their ELT 
classes whereas international teachers were additionally required to comment on differences in their expectations. 
One of the authors of this paper has been working as an ELT teacher and teacher trainer for almost two decades in 
Kazakhstan. Therefore the conversations with participant teachers have been productive as the author described 
himself as an international speaker of English who is originally from Turkey. 

A part of the results that is relevant to describing language learners in terms of their expectations during their 
interaction with teachers in the intercultural atmosphere of ELT classes have been shared in the following sections of 
this paper.  
3.1. Exploring Culture in Kazakhstan   

Kazakhstan is composed of a multi-ethnic, multi cultural nation. As the citizens of a post Soviet republic, people 
in Kazakhstan mainly use Russian for inter-ethnic cross-cultural communication. However, the native language of 
the majority and the titular nation is Kazakh, which is slowly becoming a dominant language in all spheres of life 
owing to its status as the state language. For quite a long time Kazakhstan has experienced a multi cultural life 
through peaceful means of successful communication in a diverse community. There is a lot in common though there 
are also differences between them. “These differences are welcome, well known and viewed as richness in the form 
of a beautiful mosaic of cultures” said a Kazakh scholar, Ahmetzhanova Z. in a roundtable discussion at the 5th 
International Conference on Building Cultural Bridges in Almaty in 2013 (personal communication, April 26, 2013)  
In the light of past activities of this conference and the public opinion reflected in other social and academic events 
and in mass media, we drew following assumptions about the cultural features of locals, their beliefs, values and 
behaviors that determine the attitudes in relationships, particularly between teachers and students in language 
education. 

   Kazakhstan is a collectivistic country where strong family relationships, loyalty to friends, neighbors and 
colleagues, hospitality towards guests, respect for the aged and mercy for someone in need are greatly valued.   
Kazakhs historically preferred to lead a collective way of life and there are many proverbs about the importance and 
power of living in groups, not alone. “Adamga adamsyz kyun zhok”, or “Kozsyz ali omyr syurup, adamdarsyz omyr 
syurmeisin”, are two of such proverbs which mean life is impossible without having people around you.  

On the other hand, power distance is quite high in Kazakhstan. Social roles are well defined in a hierarchical way 
and this is visible in a typical Kazakh family where individuals are ranked according to their age. Younger members 
are expected to be obedient to the elderly. Education is meant to shape the younger generation to serve the above 
mentioned values. In a European country children may be allowed for equal voice and encouraged to develop 
autonomy, while being consulted by their parents instead of being obedient (“Kazakhstan”, 2012). 
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The Kazakh society shows the features of a mixture of both masculine and feminine societies, though masculine 
qualities may be a bit more dominant. When there is a conflict in communication, they believe that the resolution 
depends on the loss of one of the sides. Perhaps some people who have interacted with a feminine culture would 
strive for a win – win type of resolution.  However, if you look at gender roles in Kazakh society, you would notice 
the respect for the higher status of the male which does not discourage the female to take up significant positions in 
the social, economic and bureaucratic life. Traditionally there is a strict role distribution between men and women 
and children are brought up with appropriate roles to their genders. A commercial video broadcast by an 
international brand may receive negative feedback and reaction if stereotypical gender roles are ignored in the video 
clip. For instance, the man in the family preparing breakfast and making tea with an international tea brand for the 
wife and children who get up quite later than him is not a likely picture of a Kazakh family; so it may be protested by 
some academicians and community leaders. 

People in Kazakhstan want stability, structure and security and due to this they have strong uncertainty avoidance. 
This can be seen especially in political, social, academic spheres of life. However, this does not coincide with how 
they conduct business.  Since the society has a high-context culture, unspoken rules play an important role in 
communication. Locals are well acknowledged about the unwritten regulations and they may assume that their 
international interlocutors are also aware of them.   

An interesting stereotypical opinion about Kazakhs is that they have polychronic time orientation. Therefore they 
usually do not follow an agenda (“Kazakhstan”, 2012). Completing tasks in time is subordinated to interpersonal 
relationships, which influences decisions and coordinates activities. People attempt to do many tasks at a time, and 
usually succeed them. Appointment time is flexible. As one of the authors of this paper reported, if you want to go to 
a wedding party at the exact time that you are invited, it is not unusual to wait for almost two hours until the party 
starts since everybody will almost often be late. 
3.2. The Culture of the ELT Classes 

In any class students’ or teacher’s expectations as well as their preferred learning or teaching styles are greatly 
influenced by their cultural background. Cultural expectations are often coded or implicit in intercultural 
communication. Cultural differences can have a negative impact on learning outcomes if they are not attended 
during the lesson. When a teacher and students have different cultural backgrounds teachers can misdiagnose 
cultural peculiarities as learning problems. This study shows that there are some differences in classroom 
expectations of students and international teachers of English in Kazakhstan. We have investigated the following 
peculiarities of learner preferences that can be useful for foreign teachers in Kazakhstan. 

3.2.1. Role of the teacher  
Based on the data collected from questionnaires and interviews, we can conclude that a teacher in Kazakhstan is 

likely to be viewed and expected to have adopted the roles of an authority, parent and font of knowledge. The level 
of authority is stronger with younger students than those who study at university.  Although students prefer to 
conform to teacher authority and avoid conflict with teachers, they feel rather close to them. This indicates the 
influence of the high power distance of Kazakh culture on schools.  

6. Table 1. Students’ attitudes to teachers 

Accepted teacher roles  

 

University                   
(% of positive answers) 

School                                 
(% of positive answers) 

Authority                                                  
Teacher’s word is a law for me.  

I will not contradict my teacher, even 
though he/she is not right. 

 

49 

 

35 

 

79 

 

63 

Friend                                                
Teacher is my best friend. 

I can talk about my feelings with a 
teacher 

 

56 

 

50 

 

41 

 

50 

Pupils and students show respect toward a teacher, use formal communication, address the teacher by the title 
name and surname (patronym) such as “Professor Chris Kennedy”, “Mr Holland”, “Mehmet Teacher”, “Anna 
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Ivanovna”, “Toktar Agay” or “Kymbat Apay”, which is always formal regardless of the language background of 
communication.  

Here are some of the responses to the questionnaire for international (western) teachers reflecting their 
experience and opinion about ELT learners in Kazakhstan.  

An American teacher at university said:  
“Students here in Kazakhstan act very respectfully to the most part, for the very most part. I think the students 

here are cheerful and very forthcoming to all teachers. They show to all teachers a high-degree respect. I am not 
sure if this is the case in the United States or Canada. Not so much… They have even terms…expressions of respect 
for educators: “hodjam” in Turkish or “apay/agay” in Kazakh. I feel very welcome with that reception. It 
impressed me very much – such a welcome!” (Personal communication, November 8, 2011) 

Another university teacher from a European country said: 
“They are very respectful, and very interested in people from other countries. In the bigger cities, people are very 

interested in the west and western ways.” (Personal communication, February 24, 2011)  
A university teacher from Canada said: 
“One major difference between US and Kazakhstani students is that Kazakh students may expect the teacher to 

be strict with them and force them to work. (Personal communication, April 27, 2012) 
This is different in Western countries where students address teachers just by their first names. Teacher plays the 

role of a friend. The distance between teacher and students in Kazakhstan is bigger than it is in the West. In 
Kazakhstan he is like a guru, but in West teacher and students are equals.  

One of the western teachers told a story that happened to him in an ELT class in Kazakhstan because of the 
cultural differences in expectations. Here it is: 

An international native-speaker teacher from the South East Asia working at a school said: 
“I didn’t realize that it is common in Kazakhstan for the teacher to enter the classroom after the bell has rung.  I 

like to go to my classroom early to get materials prepared, to hang up posters, write some things on the board, etc.  
When my students would enter the room (before the bell had rung) they would apologize.  I couldn’t figure out why 
they were apologizing and then I realized that since I was there they thought that they were late and that class had 
already started!(Personal communication, April 12, 2012) 

A university teacher from Canada said: 
“I am an educator but I am a learner as well.” (Personal communication, February 20, 2012)  
As the teacher comments speak for themselves, an international teachers’ tolerance for ambiguity due to the self 

view as  One more difference is that Kz teachers are supposed to have a deep knowledge about their subject, 
whereas W teacher does not have to know everything, because he is also learning.   

3.2.2. Guidance 
All students and pupils who participated in the survey agreed to teacher’s moral guidance and expect their 

teachers to set a good example for them. Local teachers approached to the same point with reservation at university 
level. As a Kazakh student in Canada reports, the international (especially western) teachers, however, focus on just 
the academic knowledge and achievements in their home culture. Those who work in Kazakhstan seem to be 
cautiously meeting students’ needs for guidance by just acknowledging them about general and universal moral 
values although they avoid teaching how to behave or take personal action on specific issues.    

3.2.3. Lateness 
Kazakhstan being a polychronic culture is supported by the results of this study. Ninety five per cent of the 

students and two third of the pupils believe that lateness is tolerated in schools in Kazakhstan. School teachers said 
that they allowed late students to get in the class, because they feel responsibility for them. If something happens to 
the late pupil outside the classroom during the lesson time, teachers will be responsible for it. 

3.2.4. Assessment 
Western institutions usually use tasks that comprise such lesson objectives as explain, justify, compare, discuss, 

contrast, describe, analyze, evaluate, and review for assignments and examinations, in order to develop independent 
thinking and problem solving skills. The preferred type of exams may be multiple-choice, true/false or gap filling 
when objectivity is more important than measuring advanced cognitive skills. Local teachers also prefer multiple-
choice tests when the number of students is high, although some 39 % believe open ended questions and oral reports 
contribute to better levels of knowledge[10]. 

Few students prefer open ended questions because they give them freedom to express their thoughts. A majority 
of university students (91 %) and school pupils (77 %) would like the exams to be in multiple-choice format. 
However, local teachers usually ask questions that students can answer if they remember the instruction. Foreign 
teachers’ questions usually require more knowledge and skills than what has been discussed during the lessons as a 
local teacher reports.  
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A major difference in assessment between local and international teachers is that local teachers tend to help with 
test instructions and even questions during an achievement or placement test.  Most of them seem to be indifferent to 
objective measurement and evaluation and they probably still think of teaching during any type of test. This might 
stem from the old Soviet habits of ideological teaching and learning which did not prioritize measurement to 
teaching, because the younger generation of local teachers rarely help or give hints to examinees when they are 
asked for.  A significant part of students (about one third) and pupils (42 %) find teachers’ help acceptable and seek 
for teachers’ help during an exam. It seems that the local culture of assessment in education does not match 
international systems. A Kazakh student from Canada said that she realized that she had not known what a real 
examination was like till she went to study there. 

Research also unveiled a big problem in Kazakhstani classrooms. That is cheating and plagiarism. It seems that 
most students are unaware of how serious it is to attempt cheating and turning in an assignment just copied from a 
wiki site. The reason might be that they interpret the issue wrongly as cooperation which is an important value in 
other spheres of life in Kazakhstan.  

3.2.5. Responsibility for the learning process 
Western educational systems use student-centered approach, which emphasizes student’s independent learning. 

The teaching style in Asian countries is mostly teacher-centered, where the teachers would give all or most of the 
information to the students. This makes the learning easier for students because they do not need to take much 
responsibility for finding the information on their own. In Kazakhstan, education is usually still teacher-centered, 
and there are some people who can blame the teacher for students’ failure by all means (one fourth of student 
participants and about the same ratio of local teachers). However, the education system in Kazakhstan has aimed to 
integrate into the global system since they signed the Bologna Declaration in 2007. Higher education of Kazakhstan 
is in the transitional period between using a strong-teacher centered approach, which was used in Soviet Union time, 
and a student-centered approach, which is one of the main requirements of western credit system adopted in 
Kazakhstan in 2010.  

3.2.6. The other issues 
The cultural issues for a description of ELT classes are not only the ones mentioned above or limited to 

everything that is referred in this study. For instance, when students voluntarily ask questions, both international and 
local teachers would view their questions in class as active learning in progress. However, few of the local students 
(5 % to 18 %) prefer to keep quite in order not to appear to be trying to check the teacher’s knowledge. So, a quiet 
classroom does not mean that students are not following the lecture. They will ask questions if they really need so, 
not for showing the teacher their activeness. Teachers and students believe that working in groups is very important 
part of the learning process, as it helps to teach collective responsibility, mutual help and sociability.  

 
4. Conclusion 

 
 In this study, attempts have been made to describe the current state of ELT in Kazakhstan with respect to a cross 
cultural comparison of learners’ expectations and international teachers’ attitudes to some key issues of discussion 
pertaining to the intercultural atmosphere of ELT setting. Initially, a review of identifying how national cultures 
differ from one another has been presented with reference to Hofstede’s dimensions, Hall’s constructs and some 
other bipolar definitions of differences. The study showed that there are several differences in classroom 
expectations of Kazakhstani students and teachers from the West. In Kazakhstan a teacher is expected to play a role 
of authority and parent, whereas in western countries he is a friend. Western student is more responsible for the 
learning process, while in Kazakhstan a teacher holds almost all responsibility, consequently, students are not 
autonomous and do not have well developed critical skills. The goal of the western teacher is often to guide learners 
only academically, whereas in Kazakhstan it is very important to educate students morally. Western teachers prefer 
to assess learners objectively through various types of questions on examinations and assignments, while 
Kazakhstani teachers’ attitudes do not match international systems of assessment as they tend to help students 
during the exams or tolerate cheating unlike the international teachers. Lateness is tolerated in Kazakhstan probably 
more than it can be tolerated elsewhere in the World. Kazakhstani students may be passive during the lesson, not 
asking questions to the teacher, but western students are more active. This is also true about answering the teacher’s 
questions. Unlike the western learners, Kazakhstani ones may keep quiet until the teacher points out particularly 
them. The last difference in classroom expectation is that in Kazakhstan doing assignments in groups is believed to 
teach mutual help, sociability, collective responsibility, while in the West it presents a risk of cheating and 
contradicting. The results of the research at school and university were similar.  
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 This study reveals some of the challenges for international EFL teachers as a result of intercultural differences. 
However, it also partly unveils the current picture of ELT in Kazakhstan. Following tips are also based on the 
authors’ selection of collective experience that is mostly acquired during this study.  

x Learn a little of source language (Kazakh or Russian). This is particularly important if you have classes 
with elementary and pre-intermediate students. Sometimes students do not understand your explanations in English, 
and then they turn to their friends, who know English better than them, to translate your words. If you know at least 
a little Kazakh or Russian, you may try to help them figure out the meaning. You will see that your students will 
appreciate your efforts for communication in a language that you do not know well. This will help you build a good 
rapport with your class. They will try to communicate in English using different strategies even when they feel they 
are unable to do so. Moreover, such code-switching is something they are familiar with when they communicate in 
both Russian and Kazakh outside your classes.  

x Give feedback. It is very important for the local students to hear or to see teacher’s comments on their 
performance. 

x Show interest in their lives. Ask them how their weekend was, for example, and really listen to their answers. 
They will appreciate it. 

x Use pair and group work. Kazakh students enjoy working in groups. However, remember different 
personality types in your class and adapt you activities and types of student interaction according to their needs. 
Group work may be an opportunity for some students to overcome anxiety before they demonstrate their skills in 
public.  

x Use games and songs fairly often. But remember that some students may feel that you are not taking your job 
seriously if there is too much fun and too often in the lesson. 

x Be ready to fight with cheating. You will be surprised to know the extraordinary ways of cheating in you 
class. Be strict from the first examination or a quiz. Show the students that you will not tolerate cheating. However, 
remember that the school authorities and the society will be unwilling to punish the students who cheat. It is still 
easier r to prevent them from attempting to cheat than catching them cheat and punishing them for it.  

x Be ready to fight with plagiarism. Tell your students that you are practicing checking the assignments with 
the help of special websites or software. Warn them about the consequences of plagiarism in real modern life. 
Persuade them that plagiarism is not only immoral, but illegal as well. Specifically, give them appropriate feedback 
on their essays on plagiarism. 

x Explain the tasks/assignments in a detailed way. Tell your students about how to produce a good 
assignment. They may need detailed guidance on where they can find possible sources for relevant information. You 
can show one example of a good essay and explain why it is good. 

x Be ready for lateness of students. Of course, this does not mean that you should welcome it, but sometimes 
you should be able to tolerate it. 

x Be strict enough when you follow your teaching agenda. This can help you to win your students’ respect. 
x Be ready for formal communication. Do not try to make them call you just by your first name. It will be 

strange and not very comfortable for them.  
x Be available at office hours. If you tell your students that you have an office hour on Friday from 3 to 4 

o’clock, this means that they can come to you at that time without making an appointment. 
We hope that the study presented above will help international speakers of English, who want to try their 

pedagogical talent in Kazakhstan, cope with the difficulties, caused by the mismatches in expectations and be very 
successful in all their professional undertakings. We also suggest that they should be provided with a cultural 
orientation training seminar before they start working in Kazakhstan. 
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Abstract 

The simulation of motor complicated applications conventionally can be a challenge for both undergraduate and 
postgraduate levels. To easy implementation for several kinds of control structures of an induction motor (IM) 
drive, some simulators such as MATLAB/Simulink to be necessary-especially for students-to develop and test 
various motor control algorithms in conducting electrical machines courses. In this paper, how to teach and 
simulate an adjustable speed drive of IM using Simulink blocks for an indirect field-oriented control (IFOC) 
algorithm is presented. The effectiveness of the adjustable IM drive is verified by simulation results at different 
operating conditions over a wide speed range.  

 
Keywords: MATLAB/Simulink, Educational tool, Adjustable speed drive, Induction motor, indirect field oriented control; 

Introduction 

To date, academics and practitioners have focused on power electronics education and new computer-aided 
teaching tools to develop a better learning environment (Keyhani, Marwali, Higuera, Athalye, & Baumgartner, 2002; 
Mohan et al., 2003). One of the challenging subjects in these areas is IMs which have been applied extensively due 
to their advantages such as quiet operation, compact form, simplicity, reliability, low maintenance, economical, 
rugged, and reliable (Saghafinia, Ping, & Rahman, 2010). However, the IM drives are nonlinear, time-varying and 
complex systems owing to their characteristics (Ojaghi, Faiz, Kazemi, & Rezaei, 2011; Qaseer, Purushothaman, & 
de Leon, 2012) which require the complex control, circuitry,  and inverter over sizing (Bakshi & Bakshi, 2009). 
Finding out of the theory and applications of the IM drives need to some courses including motion control (Lorenz, 
Lipo, & Novotny, 1994), power electronics (Goulart & Consonni, 2001; Jimenez-Martinez, Soto, Jodar, Villarejo, & 
Roca-Dorda, 2005), electric machinery, electric circuits, and electronic courses as well as the related laboratory of 
these courses. So, the IM drive is developed through some available simulation software to allow students to develop 
in all of the aforementioned areas in this paper. The simulation of  IM drive, as a teaching tool, supports the 
classroom teaching as much as its laboratory through the computer-generated graphics, to illustrate easily steady and 
dynamic state  operation of the IM drive under different  operation conditions (Hoang, 2001). One of the most 
widespread simulation software  is Mathworks MATLA/Simulink package (Ayasun & Nwankpa, 2005). The 
Mathworks MATLAB allows to user for analyzing of complex static systems to be modelled through 'numeric 
computation and visualization. Also, Simulink allows systems to be simulated dynamically and allows a controller to 
be modelled with the aid of block diagrams. Moreover, the user is allowed to concentrate on the model, rather than 
its implementation (Rodriguez-Resendiz, Herrera-Ruiz, & Rivas-Araiza, 2011). 

This paper develops a learning environment for IFOC of IM drive using MATLAB/Simulink in advanced 
electrical machine laboratory. Several MATLAB toolboxes, tools, and Simulink Blocksets including power system 
Blocksets, signal processing toolboxes, Digital motor control (DMC) library, and IQMath library are used to 
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optimize and design the Simulink model of IM drive. The Simulink model provides tracking of the speed and flux in 
the presence of an uncertain load disturbance and parameter variations using the real values of the d-axis and q-axis 
motor currents which utilized to estimate the stator flux angle. The IM drive is fed using voltage source inverter 
(VSI) which employed the space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) technique to optimize the harmonic 
content of current signal, and switching losses. To show the effectiveness of the simulated adjustable IM drive, 
simulation results are provided at different operating conditions such as a step change in command speed, load 
disturbance and parameter variations over a wide speed range. 

 
Nomenclature 

qs
e

ds
e vv ,    Synchronous frame stator voltages 

qr
e

dr
e vv ,   Synchronous frame rotor voltages 

qs
e

ds
e ii ,     Synchronous frame stator currents 

qr
e

dr
e ii ,     Synchronous frame rotor currents 

qs
e

ds
e MM ,   Synchronous frame stator fluxes 

p                 Differential operator 

.
x                 1st derivative of  x  

eZ , rZ        Synchronous speed and rotor speed, respectively 

slZ               Slip angular frequency 

P                 Number of poles 

rs RR ,          Stator and rotor resistance, respectively 

V                 Total leakage factor  
rs

m

LL
L2

1� V  

rs LL ,           Stator and rotor inductance, respectively 

mL                 Mutual inductance 

rJ                 Inertia of rotor 

B                  Friction factor 

eT                  Electromagnetic torque 

LT                  Load torque 
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Mathematical Model of  IFOC for an IM Drive  

This section explores the mathematical model of IFOC an IM drive for simulation purpose. The Control structure 
of an IFOC induction motor drive is shown in Fig. 1.   
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Fig. 1. Control structure of an IFOC induction motor 

The mathematical models of the induction motor model in d-q synchronously rotating reference axis are shown in 
(1)-(2).  
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In IFOC, the rotor flux is oriented entirely in the d-axis by setting 0e
qr  M . So, 
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The mechanical equation of an induction motor can be presented as follows (Saghafinia, Ping, Uddin, & Gaied, 
2012). 

Lerrr TTtBtJ � � )()( ZZ�  (7) 

7. Where rJ , B  and LT  are represented as rotor inertia, friction factor and the external load 
disturbance, respectively. 

8. As shown in Fig. 1, two Park’s transformation and Clarke’s transformation with along their 
inverse are used to implement IFOC for IM drive. Equations of Park’s transformation and its inverse 
and Clarke’s transformation and its inverse are shown in (8) to (10), respectively. 
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In the above equations, x  can be phase variables of voltage or current so that D   phase coordinates with d-axis. 
Since the Clarke’s transformation has two inputs (shown in Fig. 1) considering balanced three phase induction 
motor, cx   is replaced with )( ba xx �� and the Clarke’s transformation is changed as, 
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 The PI controllers and speed controller as shown in Fig. 1 are initially tuned by the Ziegler–Nichols method 
based on stability boundary. The saturation of the controller is avoided by adding a correction of the integral term 
(KC) (Franklin & Powell, 2006)  as shown in Fig. 2. This method has a good load disturbance attenuation which is 
also suggested by TI and MathWorks companies. According to the suggestion of the TI Company, KP (proportional 
gain), KI (integral gain), and KC (integral correction) are tuned (the readers are referred to (Akin; & Bhardwaj, 
2010) for more details).  
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9. Fig. 2. PI controller structure with anti-windup correction term. 

The Switching Technique of  VSI  Fed IM Drive  

The SVPWM as the best method for switching technique (Bose, 2002) is considered for VSI fed  IM drive in this 
work as shown in Fig. 3. In this method, the insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) must be controlled so that at 
no time are both switches in the same leg turned on or else the DC supply would be shorted. This requirement may 
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be met by the complementary operation of the switches within a leg. This leads to eight possible switching vectors 
for the inverter, V0 through V7 with six active switching vectors and two zero vectors as shown in Table 1.  

The IM Drive Overview and Its  Modeling  

10. The digital motor control (DMC) suggested by TI and Mathworks Companies are used to 
optimize the Simulink models. TI and Mathworks Companies also provide a library of highly optimized 
and high precision math functions in the form of the IQMath library. These libraries allow the 
engineers/students to quickly build, or customize, their own systems.  These libraries along with the 
discrete time Simulink libraries are employed to generate the IFOC of IM drive. The designed IM drive 
which configured using discrete-time Simulink with a sampling frequency 10 KHz for the tuned PI 
controller based IM drive are shown in Fig. 4. Parameters of the laboratory 1kw 2-pole IM are given in 
Table 2. To prepare the simulation of the whole system some consideration must be taken into account 
as follows: 

11. • Since the Simulink models in the MATLAB library are designed carefully, the existing induction motor 
model in the power system library is used to simulate the induction motor in the proposed model.    

12. • To implement the external load and speed reference command, the existing simulation signal in “Signal 
Processing” library along with manual switches are used to make different shapes of them as shown in Fig. 4. 

13. • To change the sampling frequency from 10 KHz for each part of the model, the “Rating Transition” block 
must be employed. 

14. • To implement the VSI inverter, the ideal switches are applied so that the switches are excited using the 
SVPWM technique as described in the previous section.  

15. • The sensors including the rotary optical encoder as speed sensor and transducer as current sensor are 
modeled using a constant coefficient in accordance with their characteristics.  

16.  
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Fig. 3. VSI fed inverter of the IM drive. 

17. As shown in Fig. 4, a subsystem block is applied to generate the three-phase inverter using 600 
Vdc. The duty cycle of this inverter is controlled using the vector control Simulink model which shown 
in Table 1. 

18. Table 1. SVPWM technique switching 

Vector Q1 Q3 Q5 Q4 Q6 Q2 VAB VBC VCA 

}000{0  V  OFF OFF OFF ON ON ON 0 0 0 
}100{1  V  ON OFF OFF OFF ON ON +VDC 0 í VDC 

}110{2  V  ON ON OFF OFF OFF ON 0 + VDC í VDC 
}010{3  V  OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON í VDC + VDC 0 
}011{4  V  OFF ON ON ON OFF OFF í VDC 0 + VDC 
}001{5  V  OFF OFF ON ON ON OFF 0 í VDC + VDC 
}101{6  V  ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF +VDC í VDC 0 
}111{7  V  ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF 0 0 0 
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19. ”Vector Control” block as the main part of the model (shown in Fig. 4) is shown in Fig. 5. As can 
be seen in Fig. 5, the currents in ABC coordinates are converted into the rotating reference frame of d-q 
axes coordinates through Clarke and park’s transformation from the DMC library. Since the prototype 
system of the model in advanced electrical machine laboratory employees an encoder 
5000puse/revolution, the rotor position obtained from the motor is scaled in pulse resolution by 
PXOWLSO\LQJ� �������Ȇ�� %DVHG� RQ� WKH� PHDVXUHG� URWRU� SRVLWLRQ�� WKH� URWRU� VSHHG� LV� FRPSXWHG� XVLQJ�
numerical backward differentiation with sampling time 1 kHz which its detail is shown in Fig. 6. Then 
according to the actual and command speed, the q-axis reference current is calculated. Considering the 
nominal value for d-axis reference current, the current controllers calculate the d-axis and q-axis 
reference voltages. Finally, the six SVM pulses for the inverter switches are made through the inverse 
park’s transformations, space vector generator, and “PWM Scaling” block as can be seen in Fig. 5. The 
“PWM Scaling” block is employed to adjust the switching frequency of SVM-PWM for 18 KHz.  

The motor currents (Ia, Ib) calculated from the motor is scaled (by multiplying their inputs by 2048/10 and the 
getting results plus by 2048) to match the transducer sensor inputs which applied in the  prototype system. It is 
worth to  note that the maximum current measured by transducers is 10A. These currents are given to “scaling” 
block (shown in Fig. 4) for preparing the suitable value (by multiplying their inputs  by 10/2048 and the getting 
results subtract from 2048) in ABC coordinates.   

20.                         Table 2. Induction motor parameters 

Parameters Value Parameters Value 

Rated power 1000W Rated torque 3.37NM 

sR  6 rJ       .0055Kg.m^2 

rR  5.72 B  .001Kg.m^2/s 

sL  428.7e-3H 5  2 

rL  428.7e-3H Rated  speed 2830rpm 

mL  416.6e-3H 
  

21.    

 

Fig. 4. The main Simulink model for the IFOC of IM drive. 
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Fig. 5. The Simulink Model of Vector control to generate the space vectors. 

To implementation IFOC algorithm properly, the real values of the d-axis and q-axis motor currents are applied 
to estimate the stator flux angle as can be seen in Fig. 7. The accuracy of this algorithm depends on the accuracy of 
some motor parameters such as rotor time constant which obtained for the model equal to 0.07149 as shown in Fig. 
7. Some parts of the laboratory 1Kw motor can be seen by right clicking on the motor and choosing the “look under 
musk”. The modelled motor parameters also can be changed by choosing “link options” and “break link” by right 
clicking on the part of the motor which must be changed.    

 

 

Fig. 6. The Simulink model of speed calculation. 

 

 

Fig. 7. The Simulink Model of stator flux angle estimator. 

Simulation Results  

For simulation tests, following cases including parameter variations and external load disturbance are considered. 
If not mentioned, other parameters are considered nominal in all the cases for the tuned PI. The PI parameters are 
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found as, Kp=0.3, Ki=0.0001, and Kc=0.0001. Step changes in command speed with no load is considered for case-
1. Also, step increase in load from ‘0’ to 75% of rated load at t=7s is done in case-2. Finally, inertia and friction 
coefficients are increased three times of nominal value at t=7s while half rated load is applied from the beginning in 
case-3. 

For case-1, simulation results are illustrated in Fig. 8. From Fig. 8a, it can be seen that the tuned PI shows the 
acceptable speed response in the case of the dynamic and steady-state performance. It can also be seen from Fig. 8b 
that the suitable tracking response of speed and flux has been obtained for the tuned PI which verifies the suitable 
performance of the implemented IFOC algorithm. 

 For case-2, simulation results are shown in Fig. 9. From Fig. 9a, it can be seen that the PI controller shows a 
significanW�GLS�LQ�VSHHG��§����530��ZKHQ�WKH�VWHS�LQFUHDVH�LQ�ORDG�LV�DSSOLHG�DW�W �V��,W�LV�DOVR�IRXQG�WKDW�WKH�WXQHG�
PI follows the q-d-axis commands despite the large uncertainties which shows the suitable performance of the IFOC 
algorithm in this case.  

In case-3, simulation results are shown in Fig. 10. It is found from Fig. 10 that the PI shows the suitable 
responses in spite of the parameter variations and it has acceptable tracking performance in both speed & current. 
Thus, the high accuracy of the implemented IFOC algorithm is obtained despite uncertainties such as external load 
disturbance and parameter variations in the simulated model.  
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Fig. 8. (a) The simulated speed response of the PI based IM drive in case-1; (b) The simulated q-axis current response of the PI based IM drive in 
case-1 
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Fig. 9. (a) The simulated speed response of the PI based IM drive in case-2; (b) The simulated q-axis current response of the PI based IM drive in 
case-2   
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Fig. 10. (a) The simulated speed response of the PI based IM drive in case-3; (b) The simulated q-axis current response of the PI based IM drive 
in case-3 

Conclusion 

A simulation model of an adjustable speed drive of IM using the optimized Simulink blocks for an IFOC 
algorithm has been presented in this paper. The work presented has verified to be effective and valid for measuring 
IM drive parameters. Also, an educational tool in learning improvement of electrical machines course through the 
Simulink models for adjustable speed drive of 1 kW laboratory IM has provided in the method described.  
Moreover, all aspects of simulation implementation have been explored through the Simulink to give the student the 
opportunity to easy implement the IM drive. The system has been found to be well suited for simulation learning of 
the various motor control algorithms in advanced electrical machine laboratory for both undergraduate and 
postgraduate levels. The simulation results verify the effectiveness of the model.  
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Abstract 

The algorithmic thinking is important in all professions, not just in the engineering work. My experiences show that the creating 
of the algorithmic thinking by the girls in secondary grammar school and in the higher education needs more time and other 
teaching methods. The numbers of the girls in not-engineering program is higher than in the engineering programs. I evolved a 
different (game-based) method to teach programming and to help them to acquire the algorithmic thinking easier for my not-
engineering students. I thought programming for Economic information technology students with two colleagues. My colleagues 
used the conventional teaching methods that they use with engineering students in teaching programming and I used my evolved 
way and we had the same time to teach the learning material. At the end of the semester I separated the paper results of students 
by different teaching methods and compared. My starting hypothesis was that the group that I used my evolved teaching methods 
would achieve better results in the papers. Significance level was 5% through the analysis. Significant divergence in knowledge 
of students who took part on my lectures and the students who followed the conventional way was found. The students could get 
a one mark better paper results when they followed my method to learn programming and pass the test in higher percent. We can 
say my evolved teaching method is productive, and the students get better result when writing papers. At the beginning of the 
second semester more than 70% of students chose my course to learn the next level of programming. 
 
Keywords: programming, teaching, algorithmic thinking, girl, higher education, method 

INTRODUCTION 

Economic information technology students of the undergraduate course Programming I get acquainted with the 
basic programming knowledge (structured programming) in PHP. The Hungarian students do not have chance to 
learn programming before finishing  the secondary grammar school and make the final exam (Kiss, 2012a; Kiss, 
2012b), except for  the students specialized in Informatics. 

My earlier personal experiences in Higher Education showed that the majority of the students can not acquire the 
algorithmic thinking by following the traditional teaching process and they do not have too much chance to pass it. 
Unfortunately, I am not alone with this feeling. Three of the expert participants claimed that the difficulty in 
understanding the concept of programming and coding is because of the ineffective teaching strategies used during 
problem solving and coding (Ismail, Ngah, Umar, 2010). We can see all students have different levels of computer 
usage abilities by same Information Technology Education in other countries too (Isman, Celikli, 2009, Gastelú, 
2013). It is the reason, that I think the creating of the algorithmic thinking by the undergraduate students need more 
time, or other teaching methods.  

First of all we need to see how the human memory is working (Bloom, B.S.; Engelhart, M.D.; Furst, E.J.; Hill, 
W.H. and Krathwohl, D.R., 1956), the taxonomy of learning, teaching, assessing (Anderson, Krathwohl and Bloom, 
2001) and the levels of learning to guide the students through the process of learning (Hoffmann, 2011). The 
performance of programming ability and thinking skills of students needs hard and concentrated work by teachers 
(Kurland, Pea, Clement, Mawby, 1986) and also subject Programming is important to attend the didactical methods 
of mathematic too (Ersoy, 2005).  

Using playing games in teaching programming is productive (Esper, Foster, Griswold, 2013) and the kids can 
take the advantage of the different teaching methods. The situation does not change by students. My experience 
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shows the LEGO-Mindstorm is a very good tool for learning programming, because the students can construct a 
robot with different functions and write programs without syntax error (Kiss, 2010a). This tool is useful by teaching 
programming for girls too and the half of the economic information technology students are girls, who have more 
problems to learn programming (Kiss, 2010b) and they are not so motivated to learn programming than the 
computer science engineering students.  

The subject Programming requires the logical and algorithmic thinking from the students and the teachers have to 
develop these skills in the students, but the teachers  have to consider the motivation and the precognition of the 
students before starting to teach any topic.  

Although I would be useful for the economic information technology students, I could not use LEGO-Mindstorm 
for teaching programming. I have to follow the formal of the programming subject and teach PHP as a first 
programming langue for these students. 

I had an idea to write card games or dice games in my course. When the students could use the basic program 
elements like selection, iteration and can use the random generator in PHP after understanding the rules of the 
games, they could write a dice or a card games. The teacher can show the students how to use selection and iteration 
to build the ground for the game programs. For example the student play a dice game against the computer. The 
developed program generated randomly two (rolled) dice value, one for the student, one for the computer.  We can 
choose a winner (who has higher value) by using selection. Another example can show how we can use the iteration 
combined with selection: the developed program generate randomly (rolled) dice values (more than one) for the two 
players (student and computer). The winner who has more rolled/generated “six” value. After this basic knowledge 
the students are able to combine these elements and write/develop complex game program with more rules.  

We could not draw graphic for the game, we used just standard output opportunities to write the results after 
rolling the dices or taking a card and the computer was the second player with own decision progress. In this case 
the students could simulate a game against a computer. The students were very motivated to write different type of 
games (black jack, dice poker and so on) and they could understand easier how we can use the different 
programming elements to write complex program. The students were more interested for these examples than the 
traditional programming examples. I supposed those who learned programming by following this teaching method 
would have better paper results later. The economic information technology students attended the programming 
lectures held at same time in two groups. In the first group (group A) of lectures (36 students) I made the course by 
using the game oriented teaching methods while the courses for the second group (group B, 38 students) were 
followed the traditional way with normal examples from real life by my colleague who teach programming for 
computer science engineering students at the university. The learning material was the same in the two groups, just 
the type of examples and exercises were different.  Now I wanted to know the usefulness of all the examples and 
exercises I used. 

My starting hypothesis was that the group where the students followed the game oriented exercises would 
achieve better results in the papers. 

After the semester I collected the paper results by groups and I tried to analyze whether this method was helpful 
or not for the students. 

ANALYSING OF THE PAPER RESULTS 

Some mathematical analysis was needed to decide whether using these game oriented exercises were helpful or 
not in understanding the lectures and get better paper results. 

 The Number of Participants in the Tests in the Two Groups and the Values of Mean and Std. Deviation 

According to the table (Table 1.) the mean of the results of papers in group A is higher. This group wrote the 
papers with a better result. It does not give enough information to state that the use of game-based programming 
education results in better written tests because this can happen accidentally, too. So, we needed more analyzing to 
keep the chance of accident low. I used the IBM SPSS Statistics v.20 by analyzing the paper results. 

Table 1. Group statistics of the test results 
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Group Number of participants Mean Std. Deviation Pass the test 

A 36 2,72 1,28 82,9% 

B 38 1,71 1,09 39,5% 

 
If we spend more time looking at this table, we can see ~83% of economic information technology students who 

took part in the game-based programming education could pass the test and the students who used the traditional 
way of education passed the test in lower percent, but we still do not know if it is a coincidence. 

Independent samples test 

My null hypothesis was that the results of the paper written by the two groups of students would not differ 
significantly. Since we have two independent samples, we can use the independent sample test in SPSS to tell if the 
means of the paper of these groups differ or not (Table 2).  
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Table 2. Independent samples test of the test results 

 Levene’s test for Equality of variances T-test for equality of means 

F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) 

Equal variances assumed 1,55 0,28 -3,67 72 0,00 

Equal variances not assumed (Welch’s t-test)   -3,66 68,85 0,00 

 
An analysis of the results of the economic information technology students showed, the variance of two groups 

are different, because the value of Levene’s test is not significant (p<0,05) (Levene, 1960). 
In this case the means could be compared with T-test (Korpás, 2006).This showed difference between the means, 

because the value of T-test is significant (p<0,05). It means the use of the game-based programming education had 
influence on the results of papers of the economic information technology students.  

Measures of Association by the Paper Results 

Earlier, significant differences could be detected between the means of the papers written by the economic 
information technology students. It means it is profitable to make a deeper analysis to reveal the influence of the 
game-based lesson on the calculated means. I could reveal the influence with the calculation of the Eta-VTXDUHG��Ș2) 
(Cohen, 1973). The calculated value in percentage shows how much grouping influences the difference between 
means. Square root from the Eta-VTXDUHG�JLYHV�D�YDOXH�EHWZHHQ���DQG����Ș��� 

This shows the measures of association, i.e. how strong the connection between grouping and the achieved result 
is. The higher the value is, the stronger the connection is. In the next table we can see the calculated values and the 
strength of the connection (Table 3.).  

Table 3. How strong the connections between grouping and the achived paper results 

Ș2 Ș Strength of the association 

15,8% 0,40 middling weak connection 
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Calculating the Eta-squared, I tried to make the effect of the web-based education on the result of the papers 
written percentable and got ~16%. This means there is a middle weak correlation existing between using the game 
oriented programming education and the results of the papers written by the students. It seems the students could 
take advantage of using a game-based learning method before the test. We can remember the students who took part 
in the game-based lessons could pass the tests in higher percent (83% vs 40%).  

Conclusion 

After the analysing process, we can say my starting hypothesis is correct; students get better paper results by 
using a game oriented programming education method.  

The economic information technology students could take advantage of this learning method tool before the test. 
The students could get a one mark better paper results when they took part in the game-based lessons and the 
number of the students who could pass the test ~doubled. The reason for this could be the fact that the game oriented 
lesson was preferred by the students who were motivated to write different type of dice or card game programs and 
passed the test in higher percentage. Before the students need to know and use it well the basic program elements 
like selection, iteration and so on. The traditional way to teach programming for economic information technology 
students was not so successful than the game-based examples. The students were more motivated to write game 
programs and more students could pass the test. It means by same learning material and test exercises the student 
who learned programming in game-based method could have better paper results and pass the test in higher percent. 
The presented game-based teaching method is successful. The economic information technology students had to 
choose from two different courses to learn Programming 2 at the beginning of the next semester and my course was 
filled and closed in 3 minutes and the other was open days long. 

Future work 

One semester later the economic information technology students started to learn object oriented programming in 
JAVA, which needs other thinking method than the structured programming that the students learned in PHP. 

It would be interesting to analyze the paper results to see the game-based learning methods working in this case 
too or not.  
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Abstract 
This study aims to analyze the productivity and effective utilization of technological devices used by faculty members of the 
College of Business Administration of Bulacan State University, Philippines.  Technological devices aids the faculty member in 
classroom instruction, report preparation and presentation, record keeping, updating and dissemination of information thru social 
networks, mobile communication and the like.  With the integration of the these technological devices in the performance of the 
function of faculty members, this study will look into its contributory improvements or dis-improvements and bring to light its 
usefulness or uselessness and other issues that might impact the user itself. 
 
Keywords: productivity; utilization; techological devices 

 
Introduction 

In the advent of technology explosion, faculty members are inclined to adapt their performance of duty for 
improvement and facilitate faster and accurate data and information recording.  As technology devices are integrated 
in their function, the delivery of their services is expected to improve and may directly affect the effective discharge 
of their roles in the transfusion of knowledge process.   But, both the faculty and the machine or technological 
devices are limited.  The objective of this study is to measure the productivity of the faculty in terms of time 
consumed to prepare lesson plan, finish the discussion of scheduled topic of the day in a business subject, evaluation 
through quizzes, seatwork and the like, and calculation of final grades.  This study also intends to measure the 
utilization of technological devices used by the faculty based on its expected capacity.  In light of the foregoing 
objectives, the research may result to the measurement of the effectiveness of the faculty with the aid of the devices 
and the over or under capacity of the devices. 
 
Research Problem 
This study aims to measure the degree of productivity of faculty in performance of function with the aide of 
technological devices.  Specifically, the study aims to answer the following questions: 

1. What technological devices used by the faculty members in teaching business subjects? 
2. What is the degree of productivity change in using these devices in instruction of faculty? 
3. What is the level of utilization of these technological devices in performance of functions of faculty? 

 
Literature Review 

In a case study published in The Technology Source Archives  at the University of Northern California, 
entitled Using Technology Productivity Tools in Teaching (Morrison, 1997),  the integration of information 
technology productivity tools in instruction results to great improvement to the students’ oral and written 
communication and competencies.  In the advent of globalization and with a massive impact of telecommunication 
in the economy, as well as downsizing and reengineering in the workload, the students are expected to be 
technologically literate and able to lead their organizations in using technology to enhance productivity and learning.  
Although the experiment resulted to a successful improvement, the students’ evaluation was low due to substantial 
incremental class workload and the author failed to convey the importance of written and oral communication skills 
and the use of technological productivity tools. 
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Research Methodology 
This study was conducted in the College of Business Administration of the Bulacan State University, 

Philippines involving thirty-five (35) faculty members.  These faculty members are teaching business subjects to 
students from different courses and they were all using technological devices in one way or another.  Survey method 
was utilized to quantitatively describe specific aspect of a given population. (Kraemer, 1991).  The survey is used to 
gather data on the teaching load of the faculty, kind of technological devices used by the faculty and the frequency 
of time they spent in using these devices.   An online questionnaire using Google documents was sent to their email 
if they were unavailable to answer the printed survey questionnaire.  Individual and focused group interview was 
also utilized in the study to determine the time spent in every phase of instruction to analyze the productivity 
changes in terms of time spent by faculty.  In some cases, a time log sheet were used to record their activity time 
spent and an observation was conducted to corroborate the time spent in preparing the lessons, discussion and 
evaluation of the students with and without the use of technological devices. A comparative analysis was conducted 
from these data to determine and calculate the changes in terms of time spent to finish each phases.  
 
Research Instruments 

The instruments used in this research were; a printed and online self-constructed survey questionnaire, 
equipment list from the College of Business Administration, time log for instruction observation, and a structured 
interview questions.  The self-constructed survey questionnaire was used to gather data related to the number of 
hours rendered by the faculty, types of teaching devices used, and time spent in using these devices.  This is a 
multiple choice survey questionnaire sent to the faculty via Google documents or personally in their faculty room.  
The questionnaire was answered in minimum time duration of about 3 to 5 minutes.   

The equipment list from the College of Business Administration is used to determine the available teaching 
devices that can be provided to the faculty for instruction.  This was used to determine the utilization rate of each 
technological device.   

The time log sheet was used to record the time spent by the faculty under observation in the conduct of 
instruction.  This is used only when the faculty was not available for personal interview or in a group interview.  
Both for with and without the use of technological devices, the time log were used.   

The structured interview questions were used during one-on-one interview and focused group discussion 
with the faculty.  This is to gather information on the time spent by the faculty in the different phases of instruction 
and to confirm or validate some data gathered in the printed and online survey questionnaire and the result of the 
observation.  Also, descriptive or qualitative data that are not included in the survey questionnaire were collected 
during the interview.  
 
Research Findings and Analysis 

After summarizing the result of the questionnaire, the data revealed the most used technological devices by 
faculty as presented below.  This data will be used to compute the utilization rate of each device to assess the 
sufficiency of supply.    
 
Table 1. Technological Devices Used by the Faculty 
 
Technological Devices* F % Rank 
LCD Projector 26 74 2 
Laptop 30 86 1 
Desktop 12 34  
Printer 19 54 3.5 
Photocopying Machine 19 54 3.5 
Digital Camera 5 14  
Mobile Phone 12 34  
Router (wifi) 9 26  
Tablet 12 34  
Lapel 0 0  
*multiple response 
 

It can be gleaned from the table that Laptop is the most used devices by the faculty due to its portability.  
Since faculty transfer from one room to another during the change of class, they simply carry with them their 
personal laptops or the one provided by the college.  And since lectures are already saved in their laptops, they find 
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it easier to present the topics or lessons.  There is no need to rewrite it again in the board.  Even during the class they 
can easily update their students records instantly.  The second most number of responses is the LCD Projector.  This 
implies that the faculty normally presents their lesson to a large class size, which is true in the university where class 
size ranges from 50 to 60 students per class.  Normally, faculty borrows LCD projector from the college or if they 
have their own, they bring it with them during the class.  The third and fourth most used devices are the printer and 
the photocopying machine.  These devices aid the faculty in printing their lesson and disseminate it to the students in 
cases where the LCD projector is not available.  Also, these devices are used to print quizzes, examinations and 
class records. 
 
Utilization Analysis 
 
Table 2. Utilization Analysis of Technological Devices based on Availability in the College 
 
Technological Devices Number of 

Units Available 
in the College  

Total Number of 
Hours* Available 

per week 

Average Number of 
Usage Hours of 

Faculty per week** 

Utilization  
Rate (%) 

LCD Projector 3 120 210 175 
Laptop 1 40 420 1,050 
Desktop 1 40 105 262.5 
Printer 1 40 210 525 
Photocopying Machine 1 40 210 525 
Digital Camera 1 40 105 262.5 
Mobile Phone 0 0 210 0 
Router (wifi) 1 40 210 525 
Tablet 0 0 105 0 
Lapel 0 0 105 0 
* 8 hours a day x 5 days x number of units available in the college 
** based on the result of the survey 
  
 The table shows that almost all technological devices are fully utilized.  In fact, it is more than 100% 
utilization, and therefore implies that there is insufficiency of available technological devices provided by the 
college.  The excess of the utilization rate implies that the faculty provides their own devices used in their 
instruction function.  Among the technological devices used by the faculty, laptop has the highest average usage 
time, and has the highest utilization rate and therefore very useful to the faculty.  This also implies that faculty 
members of the college are becoming more reliant to this technological device.   
 
Table 2. Recommended number of devices 
Technological 
Devices 

Number of 
Units 

Available in 
the College  

Total Number 
of Hours* 

Available per 
week 

Average Number 
of Usage Hours of 

Faculty per 
week** 

Deficiency 
in time 

Additional 
Units 

Needed*** 

LCD Projector 3 120 210 90 3 
Laptop 1 40 420 380 10 
Desktop 1 40 105 65 2 
Printer 1 40 210 170 5 
Photocopying 
Machine 1 40 210 170 5 

Digital Camera 1 40 105 65 2 
Mobile Phone 0 0 210 210 0 
Router (wifi) 1 40 210 170 5 
Tablet 0 0 105 105 0 
Lapel 0 0 105 105 0 
* 8 hours a day x 5 days x number of units available in the college 
** based on the result of the survey 
*** deficiency in time / total number of hours available per week per unit of device 
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 Table 2 presents the number of additional units needed by the college to support the full utilization of 
technological devices by the faculty.   
 
 

On the average, all faculty members render a total of 420 hours a week, or about 12 hours per faculty.  The 
table below shows the utilization of technological devices within the hours of instruction of faculty. 
 
Table 3. Utilization Analysis of Technological Devices per week during Teaching Hours 
 
Technological Devices Average weekly 

Teaching Hours 
of Faculty 

Average Number of 
Usage Hours of 

Faculty per week 

Utilization during 
teaching hours  

 
LCD Projector >9 but <15 >3 but <9 partial 
Laptop >9 but <15 >9 but <15 full 
Desktop >9 but <15 <=3 partial 
Printer >9 but <15 >3 but <9 partial 
Photocopying Machine >9 but <15 >3 but <9 partial 
Digital Camera >9 but <15 <=3 partial 
Mobile Phone >9 but <15 >3 but <9 partial 
Router (wifi) >9 but <15 >3 but <9 partial 
Tablet >9 but <15 <=3 partial 
Lapel >9 but <15 <=3 partial 
 
 As presented in the table, the faculty fully utilizes their laptops during instruction while other devices are 
partially utilized.  This means that during instruction function, their teaching strategy is fully aided with 
technological devices and therefore makes them a techi-teacher. 
 
Productivity Analysis 
 
Table 4. Comparative analysis and Productivity Change 
 
 
 
Activities 

Average Time  
Spent 

Difference in 
Time Spent 

(min) 
without 
devices 

with 
devices 

 

1. Preparing and Conveying the Lesson Phase 
(i.e. reading and writing the lectures on the board and 
allowing the students to copy/preparing the power point 
presentation including set up of equipment/typing and 
printing and/or photocopying of lesson) 

 49 mins 120 mins 71 mins 

2. Discussion Phase 
(i.e. explaining each topic in details, giving situational 
examples or applying sample calculation, interacting 
with the students thru question and answer) 

87 mins 123 mins 36 mins 

3. Evaluation of Students Phase 
(i.e. students were given quizzes, check it and record the 
score) 

20 mins 30 mins 10 mins 

 
 The table above shows the average time spent by the faculty in each phases of instruction.  It shows that in 
the preparation and conveying of lesson phase, the faculty took more time with the use of technological devices as 
compared to without the use of the devices with a computed productivity change rate of -1.45%.  This implies that 
the faculty consumes more time in choosing and arranging or editing the topic from the source to the power point 
due to the fact they are not very much aware of the different shortcuts or functions. This includes choosing the 
amount of information to be included in the slides, rephrasing the sentence from the source, choosing the right font 
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size, color, font style and animation if necessary.  Also, the faculty consumes more time in encoding formulas, 
tables, figures, operations and sample computations in the power point presentations. Other factors that increased the 
time spent are the set-up time, or the time used to set the projector and laptop; photocopying time and printing time.  
But, according to the faculty, it is more easy and convenient on the part of the students to have a copy of the lessons, 
since they can easily download it from their emails, group accounts, and social network site or simply reprint or 
reproduce for early distribution.  And since the lessons in soft copy were available in advance, the students could 
study the topic before the scheduled classroom discussion.   
 The discussion phase shows that the faculty has more time of discussion and explanation of topic presented 
when technological devices are employed with productivity rate of 41%.  This means that the time saved from 
writing the lessons in the board and allowing the students to copy were converted to additional time for more 
explanation and healthy discussion of additional topics.  Also, since the topics are flashed on the board in a more 
concise form, and only a small space in the board is used, more topics were able to cover within the time allotted per 
meeting, and there is more space for writing of sample computation if necessary.  
 The student evaluation phase shows productivity rate of 50%, which means an additional time for the 
faculty to broaden the coverage of the quiz, seatwork or board work.  The additional time available for evaluation is 
correlated to additional time saved from the discussion phase.   
 
Result of the Interview  
 The individual and focused group discussion revealed other factors that affect the productivity of the 
faculty.  In terms of preparing and conveying of lesson phase, the faculty states that they have difficulties in 
comprising as much information as possible in each slide, since the content in the slides is limited to the space 
available.  On the discussion phase, they tend to focus on the topics flashed on board and forget other important 
information, which were not included in the slides but were provided in the source.  The students also tend to limit 
their research and study on the topics included in the power point presentation only.    
 
Conclusion 
 In general, the faculty of the College of Business Administration of Bulacan State University, Philippines is 
more productive when they use technological devices in their instruction in business subjects.  Specifically, the 
study shows that there is a positive productivity in the discussion phase and evaluation of students phase during the 
instruction function of the faculty. The coverage of the discussion was broadened beyond the topics allotted within 
the day when the faculty utilized technological devices in instruction such as LCD projector, Laptops and printing 
devices.  But since the preparation and conveying of lesson phase has a negative productivity, the study suggest that 
the faculty should be provided with ready-made power point presentation of topics in each business subjects to 
lessen the time of encoding and editing.  A collection of the power point presentation of each subject should be 
maintained for updating and use of faculty.  The research also shows that most of the technological devices are 
partially used during teaching hours.  If funds will warrants, the technological devices needed to achieve full 
utilization of the faculty must be provided.   
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Appendix A. Structured Questionnaire for Personal Interview 
 

1. What technological devices do you use in performing your function as a faculty? 
2. How often do you use these devices? 
3. What are your considerations in choosing these devices? 
4. In what area do you use these devices in performance of your function? 
5. What are benefits or advantages do you derive from these devices? 
6. How about disadvantages? If there is any. 
7. Do you consider yourself productive? If yes, how did you say so? If not, why? 
8. Do you prefer to use teaching devices? Why or why not? 
9. Have you encountered any difficulties in using these devices in preparing your lesson, discussing it, and 

evaluating your students? 
10. Have you encountered any difficulties in not using these devices in preparing your lesson, discussing it, and 

evaluating your students? 
 
Appendix B. Self-made Survey Questionnaire 
Name: (optional)__________________________________________________________ 
Please mark with check (/) the choices that correspond to your response. 
Number of hours of teaching per week: 
( ) 3 hours     ( ) more than 15 hours but less than 21 hours 
( ) more than 3 hours but less than 9 hours ( ) more than 21 hours but less then 27 hours 
( ) more than 9 hours but less than 15 hours ( ) more than 27 hours 
 
What technological devices you use in instruction? 
1. LCD Projector    _____  6. Digital Camera  _____ 
2. Laptop   _____  7. Mobile Phone  _____ 
3. Desk top   _____  8. Router (wifi)  _____ 
4. Printer   _____  9. Tablet   _____ 
5. Photocopying Machine  _____  10. Lapel  _____ 
 
How many hours do you use theses devices in a week in instruction? 
1. LCD Projector   
( ) 3 hours or less    ( ) more than 15 hours but less than 21 hours 
( ) more than 3 hours but less than 9 hours ( ) more than 21 hours but less then 27 hours 
( ) more than 9 hours but less than 15 hours ( ) more than 27 hours 
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2. Laptop   
( ) 3 hours or less    ( ) more than 15 hours but less than 21 hours 
( ) more than 3 hours but less than 9 hours ( ) more than 21 hours but less then 27 hours 
( ) more than 9 hours but less than 15 hours ( ) more than 27 hours 
   
3. Desk top 
( ) 3 hours or less    ( ) more than 15 hours but less than 21 hours 
( ) more than 3 hours but less than 9 hours ( ) more than 21 hours but less then 27 hours 
( ) more than 9 hours but less than 15 hours ( ) more than 27 hours 
   
 
4. Printer   
( ) 3 hours or less    ( ) more than 15 hours but less than 21 hours 
( ) more than 3 hours but less than 9 hours ( ) more than 21 hours but less then 27 hours 
( ) more than 9 hours but less than 15 hours ( ) more than 27 hours 
 
5. Photocopying Machine 
( ) 3 hours or less    ( ) more than 15 hours but less than 21 hours 
( ) more than 3 hours but less than 9 hours ( ) more than 21 hours but less then 27 hours 
( ) more than 9 hours but less than 15 hours ( ) more than 27 hours 
 
6. Digital Camera  
( ) 3 hours or less    ( ) more than 15 hours but less than 21 hours 
( ) more than 3 hours but less than 9 hours ( ) more than 21 hours but less then 27 hours 
( ) more than 9 hours but less than 15 hours ( ) more than 27 hours 
 
7. Mobile Phone  
( ) 3 hours or less    ( ) more than 15 hours but less than 21 hours 
( ) more than 3 hours but less than 9 hours ( ) more than 21 hours but less then 27 hours 
( ) more than 9 hours but less than 15 hours ( ) more than 27 hours 
 
 
8. Router (wifi)  
( ) 3 hours or less    ( ) more than 15 hours but less than 21 hours 
( ) more than 3 hours but less than 9 hours ( ) more than 21 hours but less then 27 hours 
( ) more than 9 hours but less than 15 hours ( ) more than 27 hours 
 
9. Tablet   
( ) 3 hours or less    ( ) more than 15 hours but less than 21 hours 
( ) more than 3 hours but less than 9 hours ( ) more than 21 hours but less then 27 hours 
( ) more than 9 hours but less than 15 hours ( ) more than 27 hours 
 
10. Lapel   
( ) 3 hours or less    ( ) more than 15 hours but less than 21 hours 
( ) more than 3 hours but less than 9 hours ( ) more than 21 hours but less then 27 hours 
( ) more than 9 hours but less than 15 hours ( ) more than 27 hours 
 
Appendix C. Time Log Observation 
 
Faculty Name:________________________ 
 
Activities 

Average Time  
Spent 

Difference in 
Time Spent 

(min) 
without 
devices 

with 
devices 

 

1. Preparing and Conveying the Lesson Phase 
(i.e. reading and writing the lectures on the board and     
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allowing the students to copy/preparing the power point 
presentation including set up of equipment/typing and 
printing and/or photocopying of lesson) 
2. Discussion Phase 
(Explaining the each topic in details, giving situational 
examples or applying sample calculation, interacting 
with the students thru question and answer) 

   

3. Evaluation of Students Phase 
(Students were given a quizzes, check it and record the 
score) 
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Abstract 

Malaysia has embarked Malaysia has embarked on several ICT programmes since 1996. These programmes have contributed to 
developing the ICT skills of the digital natives in the institutions of higher learning. This study was aimed at determining the 
technology applications which digital natives in the first year undergraduate studies in a Malaysian public university had utilized. 
A survey of 50 undergraduates in their first semester in the Faculty of Education showed that social media in the form of 
microblogs like Facebook, was used by all the undergraduates. Popular applications are repositories for video, mainly Youtube; 
website development, namely blogs; discussion tools, as well as maps and location applications. File sharing, online games and 
digital materials were used by some of the undergraduates but were less popular. The findings show that microblogs, discussion 
forums, content repositories and blogs were used by digital natives. The significance of this study is that these undergraduates 
were more likely to use these applications for learning, and in their careers when they graduate. 
 
Keywords: Information communication technology tools; digital natives; technology use, software applications 
 

Introduction 

Media has been used to deliver lessons effectively. Audio-visual (AV) aids were used in Malaysia since the 1950s 
(Shamsuddin Hassan, 2012). The advent of educational radio, Radio Pendidikan, in 1966, and educational 
television, TV Pendidikan, in 1972 saw a further increase in the use of teaching aids in schools (Shamsuddin Hassan, 
2012). The advancement in the field of technology has transformed media from the analogue form to the digital 
form. During the Smart School Pilot Project (1999-2002), teaching-learning materials in the form of browser-based 
courseware were developed for access on the school’s Local Area Network (LAN), and was complemented with 
courseware on CD-ROMs (Ministry of Education, 2001). This was the era of browser-based courseware for learning 
(Roblyer & Doering, 2010). When the internet era commenced in 1994, the shift was towards delivering learning 
objects and digital materials such as educational videos (www.eduwebtv.com) online. These digital materials could 
be accessed through online learning portals.   

  The Ministry of Education had initiated several ICT programmes for computer literacy before embarking on the 
Smart School Pilot Project in July 1996: 'Introduction to computer', 'Computer Literacy Project', and ‘Computer 
Assisted Learning’ Project (MOE, 2001). The Smart School Pilot Project was a project which integrated the various 
aspects on the use of technology in schools for the 88 pilot schools. Both the teaching and learning processes as well 
as school management was catered to in the Smart School Integrated Solution. The Smart School concept was rolled-
out to all schools following the end of the project (Multimedia Development Corporation, 2006).  

The Smart School Pilot Project and other computer projects, such as the School Computerization Project (Projek 
Pengkomputeran Sekolah), assisted in introducing Information Communications Technology (ICT) faciliticies in 
schools, The SchoolNet project provided all schools with internet access, and the policy of teaching Mathematics 
and Science in English helped in equipping the infrastructure in schools as laptops and LCD projectors with 
courseware for teaching mathematics, science and English language were provided (MOE, 2008) 
The undergraduates students in our universities are the digital natives who have been exposed to the use of 
computers and its applications for learning. They should be skilled in the use of ICT applications usch as word 
processing, spreadsheets, and digital editing tools. In addition, these digital natives would have used social media 
and online repositories of knowledge to gather information for learning.  
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Objective of the study 

This study provides an insight into the technology tools and applications undergraduates in their first semester in 
the selected public university are familiar with in order to answer the research question: What technology tools do 
first-year undergraduate students in a Malaysian public university use? 

This study is important, firstly because lecturers need to be aware of the digital literacies of the digital natives 
they are teaching. This will in turn assist lecturers in planning and designing useful instructional experiences for the 
digital natives, optimizing the tools they are familiar with for learning.  

This study is also useful for university administrators and policy planners can determine what systems need to be 
put in place for the strategic planning in producing a critical thinking and creative technology–literate work force. 
Effective staff development programmes can also be planned to equip lecturers with the technology skills to face 
these digital natives.  

Finally, it is important for teachers in secondary schools as they would be aware of the technology applications 
their students have used in school before being enrolled in institutes of higher learning. Teachers could also 
determine how these tools can be optimized in schools for teaching and learning. 

. 

Digital Natives 

The students in the school system are the digital natives who are more knowledgeable than their teachers in using 
ICT tools (Prensky, 2001). These natives were raised in an environment which applies technology, both at school 
and outside school for teaching and learning, social interaction and entertainment. (Gu, Zhu, & Guo, 2013). Most 
digital natives have easy access to computer and internet connection and use ICT tools intensively and more 
effectively than digital immigrants (Jones, Ramanau, Cross and Healing, 2010; Balkan Kiyici, 2012; Lei, 2009). 
Digital natives are able to multitask, prefer multimedia to text, can process information rapidly and view technology 
as friend (Prensky, 2001).  Hence there is a need for teachers who educate digital natives, to recognise the abilities 
of digital native abilities so as to make teaching more effective and productive (Pinheiro and Simões, 2012). 

Research has shown that students use ICT for a longer period at home as compared to school (Gu, Zhu, & Guo, 
2013). In addition, high school students used ICT more than primary school students, both in school and out of 
school (Gu, Zhu, & Guo, 2013). Girls scored significantly higher than boys for in-class use of ICT, while boys had 
significantly higher scores for use of ICT out-of-class (Gu, Zhu, & Guo, 2013). It was interesting to note that Gu, 
Zhu, & Guo’s (2013) study showed that digital natives in Shanghai did not use more ICT than their teachers, but 
accessed more ICT applications and used a larger variety of tools at home than at school. In addition, these students 
had higher self-efficiency and ICT competency on ICT (Gu, Zhu, & Guo, 2013).  

$YDLODELOLW\�RI�,&7�IDFLOLWLHV�LQ�VWXGHQWV¶�KRPH�LV�VWURQJO\�UHODWHG�WR�VWXGHQWV¶�,&7�XVDJH��*�P�ú���������+HQFH��
initiatives to increase ICT programmes in schools, such as programmes implemented in Malaysia, will be effective 
in increasing opportunities for students to be involve in ICT-related tasks. On the other hand, increasing the 
hardware, such as the number of computers or other ICT devices, does not contribute to the students’ usage of ICT 
�*�P�ú���������0RUH�LPSRUWDQW�LV�WKH�GHYHORSPHQW�RI�KXPDQ�FDpacity for both teachers and students. 

ICT competency is important for teachers and teacher trainees. A study of Science teacher trainees who are 
digital natives showed that those who could use ICT tools at an expert level were more likely to use these tools in 
their teaching activities (Balkan Kiyici, 2012). Hence, it is advantageous for teacher trainees in public universities to 
use ICT throughout their undergraduates’ studies for them to be expert users of ICT in schools. 

 

Applications Software 

Social Media Tools 

Social media tools, or Web 2.0 tools refers to the interactive use of the internet in which tools where the user can 
contribute to in terms of generating content, promoting collaboration and interaction as well as sharing new 
knowledge (Balkan Kiyici, 2012; Oliver, 2007).  The highest usage of ICT tools among Turkish science teacher 
trainees was social media. The use of instant messaging was popular, while least popular were blogs and wiki 
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(Balkan Kiyici, 2012).  Although teacher trainnees used wiki, they were passive users who just read wikis but did 
not contribute (Balkan Kiyici, 2012).  Although there was a difference in the use of image and document sharing 
between the gender, with males using it more than females, there was no significance difference in the use of blog, 
wiki, social networks and instant messaging among gender (Balkan Kiyici, 2012).   

The media for social interaction and communication, or social media, affords social interaction and dialogue 
between peers, as well as between experts and learner. In this study, social media tools considered are emails, 
forums, chats, blogs and microblogs, wiki and Youtube. The tools allow for media content to be shared and for 
interaction to take place.  

Interactions through e-mails allow for messages to be transmitted immediately to an individual or a group using 
attachments of document, audio and video files. Google or Gmail, and Yahoo mail are examples of free email 
services. This relative control of privacy and readership allows discussion to be on a more personal nature (Andrews 
& Haythornthwaite, 2009).  

Forums provide a platform for discussion, dialogue and social interaction where questions and suggestions to 
solutions can be formed. Forums are also learning communities for support, which has features such as threading of 
postings and groupings of topics for easy review (Andrews & Haythornthwaite, 2009).   

Instant messaging or chats are immediate text-based interaction delivered either through the internet or short 
message text (SMS) on mobile phones. The number of characters or words is limited. Yahoo Messenger, Whats 
Apps, Google Chat,  Facebook Chat, and online conferences and online games have the chat feature combined 
(Andrews & Haythornthwaite, 2009). The privacy settings can be adjusted to the intended audience.  

Blogs are an abbreviation of Web logs and is a diary of events or a personal journal published on a web page on 
the world wide web. Blogs written by experts on topics of interest may have followers from a community of 
practioners. Edublogs exmples are Cerita Ginggo and E-learning Coach. Blogs in different media can also be 
distinguished: video logs are vlogs; a log of links is linklog, and of photos is a photolog; and blogs writen on a 
mobile device is a moblog. Example of platforms for blogs to be created are Blogger and Wordpress.  

Mircoblogs such as Twitter and Facebook enables logs in the form of status posts, or tweets with a limit on the 
file size on the text, graphic and video posted.  In Twitter, a follower of the Twitter account holder to receives tweets 
in text form. Photo and video links can also be tweeted. Facebook enables friends to view, like and comment on 
status posts and share text documents, photos and videos can be uploaded and shared. 

A wiki is a website or webpage for collaborative writing as users contribute to building the website by adding 
new pages and information. Wikis are useful for collaborative writing and problem-solving tasks as learners 
collaborate in publishing their work, they not only gather information by representing it in a new way, generating 
novel ideas and knowledge (Bonk, Lee, Kim, & Lin, 2009). 

 

Repository For Information and interaction 

A repository is a platform for storage of digital content. Repositories may be specific video repositories, such as 
EduwebTV are for curriculum materials and related guidelines issued by Ministry of Education (MOE, 2008), TED 
Talks for inspirational talks by famous people; Teacher TV for teaching resources.  

YouTube is considered a repository for materials and many instructional resources can be found on YouTube and 
on the Teachertube channel. However, the quality of the material may be questionable as the content is user-
generated and there is no quality control. Both Blogs and YouTube have features such as interactivity, where 
comments and questions can be given online. Social interaction can continue through comments on the uploaded 
video, and is also considered as social media. However, because of its storage capacity, we classify it as a 
repository. Blogs and some social media tools like Facebook can be used for storage or links to videos and other 
learning materials. These are almost like a repository of content materials but offer limited storage.   

Content Interactive Tools 

The interactions in content interactive tools are limited to interaction between learner and content (Moore & 
Kearsley, 2005). It differs from social media which affords social interaction among peers, between experts and 
learner. These content interactive tools are the mindtools (Jonassen, 2000) which encourages the cognitive processes 
to occur. 

Glogster, a graphicblog, which forms a portfolio to summarize, organize and present content and information in 
a visual manner. The interactivity enables learning to take place. Padlet is another interactive mindtool which 
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enables postings in the form of "stickies" to be made on a wall and allows brainstorming, concept formation and 
comparisons to be done. Wordle is a category of online web resources called “Word clouds” in which words and 
paragraphs of text are converted to visuals. Higher level skills such as concept and principle formation are 
developed.  Google Earth is an online interactive portal which uses satellite images for virtual learning in an 
environment controlled by the user. The learner can experience moving in different parts of the world and control 
the experience.   

Content Development Tool  

Content development tools are tools used to develop digital materials in the form of learning objects to be linked to 
repositories and learning management systems like Spectrum and, FrogAsia. Some tools are Storybird (for digital 
stories), Bitstrips (for cartoons), and Camtasia (for video screen captures). The advantage of using these tools is that 
the animation and graphic features engage young learners. Web pages are also content materials in the form of 
hypermedia which is published on the world wide web.  

User generated content, developed by teachers for instruction or assigned to students for learning can be 
developed using these tools. The benefits of employing user-generated content for learning is that is that the users, 
or students are actively engage in the construction of knowledge, and allow for the development of soft skills as they 
collaborate on their projects (Balkan Kiyici, 2012; Mason & Rennie, 2007). This in turn motivates and engages the 
student. 

Method 

Sample 

First year undergraduate students in their first semester in a public institution of higher learning were selected to 
participate. The students were new to life in the university as they had completed their standardized examinations in 
school several months earlier.   

Instrument 

An online survey form was prepared using Google Drive application, and the url was posted as a link for students 
to access during their coursework. The instrument listed the major applications and ICT tools such as mircoblogs, 
repositories, discussion groups, collaborative workspaces, website development, file sharing, website and digital 
materials development, online games and maps-location which the student might have used. Specific tools, such as 
Facebook, Twitter and Google+ was suggested and there was a open-ended option where the student could add other 
tools that might have been used. The survey was done to indicate the applications the student as a digital native has 
used. 

Results 

The use of ICT tools among first year undergraduates was high (Figure 1). The survey showed that all 
undergraduates (100%) used social media in the form of microblogs. This was followed by video repositories 
(97.2%), discussion tools (91.7%) and maps and location (88.9%) and website development (86.1%). Almost two 
thirds of the undergraduates surveyed participated in file sharing (69.4%), online multi player games (66.7%), and 
development of digital materials (66.7%).  
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Figure 1: Use of ICT applications among first year undergraduate students in the Faculty of Education 

A survey of the technology tools which were actively used showed that some tools were more popular than 
others. The most highly used tools is tabulated below (Table 1) The social media tool in the form of microblogs: 
most popular is Facebook (97.2%) while Twitter was less popular (36.1%). Among the video repositories, only 
Youtube was the prominent tool (97.2%). Discussion tools which were actively used included Skype (58.3%) and 
Yahoo (58.3%), while chat tools like MSN (33.3%) and WhatsApps (30.6%) had lower usage. The prominent Map 
and location application was Google Maps (86.1%), while other Global Positioning Systems (GPS) for location such 
as PaPaGo (22.0%) was also used. Website development tools were also used, with blogs being the most prominent 
application (77.8%). The other website development tools which were less user-friendly was lower in use.  

Table 1: Technology Tools Highly Used by Undergraduates 

Technology Tools Percent 

Microblogs 
 

Facebook 97.2 

Twitter 36.1 

Goggle+ 77.8 

Others 8.3 

Discussion Tools 
 

Skype 58.3% 

Yahoo 58.3% 

MSN 33.3% 

WhatsApps 30.6% 

Freewebs 8.3% 

Video Repositories 
 

Youtube 97.2% 

TEDtube 2.8% 

Teachertube 5.6% 

Others 2.8% 

Maps and Location Percent 

Google Maps 86.1% 

Google Earth 30.6% 

Waze 13.9% 

Others 22.2% 

Website Development Percent 
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Blog 77.8% 

Frontpage 13.9% 

Freewebs 13.9% 

Dreamweaver 11.1% 

Others 2.8% 

Other technology tools were used less but had significant numbers of students using is also listed (Table 2). File 
sharing applications were moderately popular with SlideShare (36.1%) and Tumblr (30.6%), followed by 
Photobucket (25.0%).  The application the undergraduates were most familiar for collaborative work online was 
Google Documents (52.8%). Other wikis were used less often. The online games which were surveyed was limited 
to multi player games in which the most popular was Farmville (50.0%) which might indicate that the social media 
tool which hosted the game, in this case Facebook, was popular among undergraduates for entertainment. World of 
Warcraft was one of the massive multiplayer online role playing game (MMORPG) more popular among the serious 
game player (19.4%).  As for development of digital materials, Flash was the most popular (50.0%). It was also 
interesting to note that audio editing applications such as Soundforge (5.6%) and Audacity (13.9%), was also used. 
In addition screen capture tools such as Screenr and Jing were being used. 

Table 2: Other Technology Tools Used by Undergraduates 

File Sharing Application Percent 

Photobucket 25.0% 

Tumbler 30.6% 

Dropbox 11.1% 

Prezi 8.3% 

Slideshare 36.1% 

Collaborative Workspaces Percent 

Goggle Documents 52.8% 

PBWiki 11.1% 

Seedwiki 2.8% 

Role playing games Percent 

Farmville 50.0% 

Maplestory 13.9% 

World of Warcraft 19.4% 

Second Life 8.3% 

Runescape 5.6% 

Shadow Vanguard 2.8% 

Others 11.1% 

Development of Digital Materials Percent 

Macromedia 16.7% 

Authorware 5.6% 

Flash 50.0% 

Audacity 13.9% 

Exe 16.7% 

Sound Forge 5.6% 

Screen capture tools Percent 

Screenr 41.7% 
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Jing 22.2% 

Snagit 2.8% 

Discussions And Conclusion 

Digital natives of the twenty first century are immersed in the use of technology. Social interaction is very 
important as blogs, microblogs, discussion tools and video repositories with social interaction were used by many. It 
is interesting to note that online social interaction was lacking in the teaching and learning materials developed by 
the Ministry of Education in the 1990s, but the digital natives have naturally undertaken this digital socialization. 

The digital natives used tools which had a purpose. Maps and location finders such as Google Maps and Global 
Positioning System (GPS) devices, such as Gamin and PaPa Go were used. In addition blogs were used to develop 
their own content. Although less popular, digital content was also shared as well as developed by the digital natives. 
The culture of user-generating their content is not new to the students.  

The implication of this study is that in institutes of higher learning, digital natives are highly socially interactive 
and used technology for a purpose while developing their own content. Lecturers in these institutes of higher 
learning should optimize these characteristics and design lesson that require online interaction to engage their 
students. In addition, opportunities for these learners to create user-generated digital materials may have attractive 
results. Further studies could be done to determine if the digital content generated by these digital    natives were 
suitable and could fulfil their objectives. And what media was preferred in generating digital content.  

This study also shows that teachers in schools could optimize their students’ skills for social interaction and user-
generated content to design their lessons for integrating ICT. The students were already using the internet for social 
interaction and developing digital content. Could not the students develop their own digital content for project-based 
learning? This may internalise learning and make learning more meaningful and relevant. This is relevant now as the 
Ministry of Education has provided a learning management tool for social interaction and storage of digital content, 
FrogAsia, which can be used by both teachers and students. 

This study is significant as it shows the technology tools, and games, being used by the digital natives at present. 
The tools which are used by the digital natives may differ after three years in the institution of higher learning, and 
when they start to work.  New tools may be developed and new literacies may be required. Teachers and lecturers 
will need to be aware of the changes in the world of technology and update themselves to take advantage of what 
technology has to offer. 
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Abstract 

Low qualification of Technology Transfer professionals has been identified as a significant obstacle to improvement of TT in the 
CR. Trainings in this field are numerous but unsystematic and lack necessary quality standards. Situation being similar in many 
EU countries, EC funded two projects aimed at establishing standards for accreditation of TT training providers and certification 
of their students. As their outcome EuKTS was launched as EU-wide TT accreditation and certification body. The paper reports 
implementation of this initiative in the Czech Republic: in three related projects more than 900 students were trained and about 
300 obtained the EU certificate.  
 
Keywords: knowledge and technology transfer; accreditation; certification; training quality standards 
 

Introduction 

European Union pays a great deal of attention to improving competitiveness of its economy. In its Lisbon 
strategy approved in 2000 (Presidency Conclusions, Lisbon European Council, 2000) and again in its Europe 2020 
strategy (Europe 2020, 2013) approved recently and still tuned, necessity to build knowledge-based society is 
stressed. An important role in this endeavour is attributed to increasing intensity and efficiency of the technology 
transfer (TT), nowadays more often denoted as transfer of knowledge and technology (KTT), between academia and 
industry and valorisation of R&D results by their practical utilization in all fields of industry and services. However, 
in spite of billions of EURs allocated to reach this goal, results are still regarded as not fully satisfactory (State of the 
Innovation Union 2012, 2013). 

Czech Republic is a small country in the heart of Europe (10,5 million of inhabitants, area of 78 867 km2) with 
long and colourful history. It has fairly educated populations and comparably robust R&D base of universities and 
other research facilities. It has become a member of EU in 2004 and currently occupies an average position among 
the EU countries in majority of parameters scoring the competitiveness, innovativeness, productivity of labour etc. 
Problems with low intensity and effectiveness of TT (KTT) and hence insufficient valorisation of knowledge 
resulting from R&D activities of its universities and research institutes trouble its government and scientific 
representatives equally, if no more, than officials of the European Commission (EC) and governments of many other 
EU countries.  

Various analyses have been performed in the last decade on the EU as well as on the member states´ level aimed 
at finding out and analysing reasons of this unsatisfying situation and proposing appropriate measures for remedy. 
As early as in 1995, ERAC (European Research Area Committee, formerly CREST) has been established as a 
strategic policy advisory body of the European Commission and the Council of the European Union for research and 
technological development (see: Council of the European Union: Resolution on the developments in the governance 
of the European Research, 2010) and it has made many recommendations in this respect since. In the Report of the 
CREST OMC Expert Group on Intellectual Property (2006) is stressed, among other, that significant problem lies in 
the insufficient and unsystematic training of TT/KTT professionals in the EU. It pointed out namely 
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x lack of TT/KTT skilled people in general, 
x absence of registered TT/KTT profession,  
x absence of TT/KTT education / training standards recognised,  
x absence of career path for TT/KTT professionals 
and gave several strong recommendations how to improve this weakness. 

Cert-TTT-M and EuKTS projects 

As a reaction to findings and recommendations of CREST (ERAC) in the field of training of TT/KTT, a bottom-
up initiative has arisen among EU institutions interested in active promotion of TT/KTT professionals. It gave birth 
to two subsequent projects (funded from FP 6., and FP 7., respectively) that have marked out the direction how to 
implement the CREST (ERAC) recommendations. 

 

Cert-TTT-M  project 

Already in 2006 consortium of 11 members coordinated by Austria Wirtschaftsservice GmbH (and bolstered by 
experts from nine other renowned institutions later on) designed a project Certified Transnational Technology 
Transfer Manager (Cert-TTT-M project, 2011) that won funding for its realization from FP 6. The project started in 
2007 and was terminated in early 2009. Its aim was 
x to create a training framework for technology transfer managers in order to professionalize their role,  
x to help to create a more defined career structure for them and to assist with mobility of managers within the 

European Union,  
x to provide a legal and organizational framework for the mutual recognition aiming at  accreditation of the course 

on a pan-European level.  
These goals were successfully reached and  thus in this project a framework to qualify TT(KTT)-managers on a 

trans-national level and with mutual recognition in Europe has been built up.   
 

EuKTS project 

From Cert-TTT-M project grew up another project entitled European Knowledge Transfer Society (EuKTS 
project, 2013) financed from FP 7. In this project 14 European institutions, mostly participant in the Cert-TTT-M 
project,  joined efforts under co-ordination of ERDPA (Emilia Romagna Region, Italy). Its realization started in 
2010 and ended up in early 2013. 

The original aim of this project was elaboration of a detailed Feasibility Study how to implement outcomes of the 
Cert-TTT-M project. During  its realization, however, this aim was substantially extended to more ambitious one – 
not only the way how to build up the EU-wide structure for accreditation and certification of TT/KTT professionals 
was elaborated in detail, but also the accreditation and certification body (EuKTS, an association under the Belgian 
law) was launched and properly registered, and three pilot accreditation and certification projects were realized at 
the Charles University in Prague, University of Bologna, and Management Center Innsbruck (affiliated to Innsbruck 
University). 
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TT/KTT Curriculum 
The pivotal role in the devised system is played by the “EuKTS TT/KTT curriculum” (EuKTS official brochure, 

2013). It defines eight basic competences that should be mastered by TT/KTT professionals: 
x Information analysis and management 
x Strategy and IP portfolio 
x Intellectual Property protection  
x Opportunity assessment and valuation 
x Knowledge transfer and innovation marketing 
x Negotiation and contracting 
x New businesses development and financing 
x Project management 

These competences are industry independent, it is supposed, however, that for different industry specializations, 
as well as for different TT/KTT the depth and broadness of mastering of these competencies may be different.  

Moreover, the competencies are further structured into two levels – basic and intermediate – in accordance with 
structured certification levels (see below). Detailed breakdown of all competencies into teaching themes has been 
developed for both levels. 
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System of training and recognition of TT/KTT professionals 

The system for accreditation and certification of TT/KTT professionals consist of two basic components: 
x accreditation of training providers, 
x certification of successful trainees (students). 

Accreditation for training in TT/KTT according to EuKTS curriculum is granted to training providers upon 
request. The accreditation process encompasses demonstrating of the teaching curriculum compatible with the 
EuKTS curriculum, teaching history and capacity, as well as availability of qualified teachers. International 
committee supported by verdict of a local expert has the final word. 

Certification of trainees – TT/KTT professionals is performed on three levels: basic, intermediate and advanced. 
For the level basis, which can by taught in any local language, is certification awarded by the training provider after 
successful passing the multiple choice quiz. The title for professionals certified on this level is “associate”. Certified 
TT/KTT professionals are then registered with EuKTS. For the level advanced, which can be taught only in English, 
the certification is awarded directly by the EuKTS after successful passing the standardized multiple choice quiz. 
The title for TT/KTT professionals certified for this level is “professional”. Certification for the level advanced is 
awarded by EuKTS on the basis of general assessment of the applicant by an international jury. The title granted to 
TT/KTT professionals certified for this level is “expert”. 

The whole system of certification developed by EuKTS is depicted in the Figure 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.: EuKTS certification scheme 
 
 
The three certification levels described above are supplemented here by a fourth “grandfathering” level important 

for the take-off of the system, when at the beginning there will be virtually no certified TT/KTT professionals on 
higher levels. It is also intended for awarding of high qualified life-long experienced TT/KTT professionals who 
cannot be expected to pass the certification system from the very beginning.  

Take-off and deployment of the whole accreditation/certification structure is a question of today. More than 30 
institutions from 15 EU countries + Turkey, Macedonia and Serbia already expressed their interest to enter the 
scheme. Intensive discussions on further funding of the take-off (the structure is supposed to be self-financed from 
the accreditation and certification fees in the mature state) and official recognition by the EC authorities are going 
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on. The latter is a bit hampered by similar activities of ATTP (http://www.attp.info), but reasonable way of co-
operation and mutual recognition of both systems is already on the horizon. Hopefully, in the next EU planning 
period (2014-2020) we shall see full deployment and thriving of the devised system. 

Pilot implementation in the CR 

Authors of this contribution participated in both Cert-TTT-M and EuKTS projects, first as external experts and 
later as representatives of the Charles University in Prague. Access to funding from EU Structural funds together 
with the close contact with the EuKTS “think tank” rendered them possible to initiate three successive projects in 
KTT training in the years 2009 – 2014. These projects originated first at the Charles University in Prague followed 
E\� WKH� %LRORJLFDO� &HQWUH� RI� WKH� &]HFK� $FDGHP\� RI� 6FLHQFHV� LQ� ýHVNp� %XGČMRYLFH� �6RXWK� %RKHPLD��� ZKHUH�
subsequently another 9 partners entered them.  

Thanks to close coordination of these projects with EuKTS project the Charles University won a chance to 
register the junior level of these training as pilot project for EuKTS accreditation on the level “basic”, which paved 
the way for awarding a part of students by the EuKTS certificate. 

As already mentioned, similar pilot projects were also realized at the University of Bologna and Management 
Center Innsbruck, but the number of registered and certified students was significantly lower there. 

 

Structure of the teaching projects 

In these teaching courses the curriculum followed strictly the EuKTS curriculum. Because of historical reasons 
the levels “basic” was labeled as “junior” and level “advanced” as “senior”. The level “expert” was modified – 
instead on peer assessment it was developed as “project-based”.  

Teaching method used a blended model with introductory and closing seminary and tutored distant learning. Each 
course was composed of 16 to 24 modules devoted to all important topics of TT/KTT theme. One third to one half 
of modules have been explanatory texts, while another half or even two thirds of modules have brought the case 
studies. 

 

Project KTT in the regions I 

The first project of the series, which was realized in the years 2010-2012, was entitled Knowledge and 
Technology Transfer in Selected Regions based on European educational model "Technology Transfer Manager"   
(abbreviated “KTT in regions I”). It relied heavily on experience of the Charles University in Prague in teaching 
KTT accumulated during preceding project IPUK, which was realized in the years 2006-2008. In this project a 
blended teaching model with strong distant component (using MOODLE e-learning platform) was successfully 
tested and a core of trainers in all necessary specializations was formed. 

The main coordinator of this project was Biological Center of the Czech Academy of ScieQFHV� LQ� ýHVNp�
%XGČMRYLFH��&KDUOHV�8QLYHUVLW\� LQ�3UDJXH��DV� WKH�PDLQ�EHDUHU�RI� WKH�NQRZ-how, was a partner. Six other partners 
including the South-Bohemian University joined the project and send their students to the courses. ILA s.r.o. was a 
managing partner and the professional supervisor of the project. A part of students of the “junior” level, who passed 
successfully special tests, was awarded the EuKTS certificate for the KTT level “basic”. The project was financed 
from Operational Program Education for Competitiveness funded from European Social Fund.  

 

Project KTT at the CUNI 

The second project of the series called Transnational Technology Transfer Manager - Application of European 
Educational Model at Charles University in Prague (abbreviated “KTT at the CUNI”) was fully engaged with 14 
faculties of the Charles University located in Prague. It was realized again in 2010 – 2012. In this project were no 
partners, its structure and teaching method was very similar to the preceding project. Experts of ILA s.r.o. 
guaranteed the high level of the courses. Also in this project a part of students of the “junior” level, who passed 
successfully special tests, was awarded the EuKTS certificate for the KTT level “basic”. The realization of the 
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project was financed Prom the Operational program Prague – Adaptability, funded again form the European Social 
Fund.  

 

Project KTT in the regions II  

The third project Knowledge and Technology Transfer Manager – Extension of European Educational Model 
“Technology Transfer Manager” in other regions in the Czech Republic (abbreviated KTT in regions II) started in 
2011 and it is still running on until February 2014. It was launched by the Medical faculty of the Charles University 
in Pilzen. Its structure and teaching method was very similar to preceding two projects. In addition to the Charles 
University, other three partners joined the project - University of West Bohemia in Pilzen, University Hradec 
Králové, and ILA s.r.o., who again guaranteed the high level of the teaching. Also in this project a part of students of 
the “junior” level, who passed successfully special tests, has obtained the EuKTS certificate for the KTT level 
“basic”. This project is also being financed from Operational Program Education for Competitiveness funded from 
European Social Fund.  

 

Number of students  

Number of students that were registered and passed successfully the tests in all training courses in 
aforementioned three projects up to date is summarized in the following table: 

22. Table 1. Number of successful students 

 

 

         /* The number is not final as the last courses “S” and “E” in the project KTT in the regions II are still going on. 
/** EuKTS certification of the courses “S” was available only for the second runs. 

Number of students registered and their positive reaction in feedback questionnaires confirm that both the 
substance and the form of courses have been rather popular. Average success rate in the course basic (that are all 
completed now) has been about 70 %.  

Lessons learned 

As each course was repeated twice in each project, it was possible to tune the teaching materials with respect to 
students´ reaction. Among many interesting findings following  main conclusions were made - the first of which 
resulted in rather considerable reworking of the teaching courses: 

1. The first version of the teaching materials was descriptive and rather dry. After repeated remarks and 
complaints of students many case studies were added, not only “success stories”, but also “brilliant failures 
stories”. These studies were tied with the explanatory text into an organic “flow of knowledge”. Reaction 
of the student was much more positive thereafter. 

2. The students coming from different scientific branches were lost in the specific KTT terminology, thus 
asking for an explanatory dictionary, which has been added to the introduction of the 2nd run courses.  

Project  
Level Basic 

Registered   Passed     EuKTS certified 

Level Advanced 

Registered     Passed 

Level Expert 

Registered     Passed 

KTT in the regions I 144     93    27      82     64   14  5 

KTT at the CUNI 112     68   18      42     37     2  2 

KTT in the regions II 344  277 256    238      ?/*     3/* ?/* 

Total 600  438 (73 %) 301(50,2 %)/**    362 101/* 19/* 7/* 
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3. In the last course the budget was cut by the regulatory body so that the tutors for the distant learning were 
not available. Alas this resulted in considerable decrease of the course quality and commitment of the 
students. Unfortunately, it was not in powers of the course designers to correct this failure, but importance 
of tutors is a message for the future continuation of teaching activities. 

In addition to these conclusions another interesting finding concerns the accreditation of teaching providers. All 
the trainings were in fact realized under one umbrella of accreditation obtained by the Charles University in 
Prague, though they concerned several different institutions. In the pilot project it caused no harm, but in the 
mature state of the accreditation and certification system the same approach would reduce the number of 
accredited bodies, bringing thus considerable decrease of accreditation fees for the accreditation body (that is 
EuKTS). This problem has not yet been solved. 

Conclusion 

Accreditation of KTT training providers and certification of their students in Europe is still in its early stage. The 
foundation has been laid, but there remains a lot to accomplish. Current state of the art is encouraging: system for 
accreditation and certification has been worked out and is being step by step implemented. Its formal recognition by 
the European Commission is being negotiated. Curriculum for KTT professionals training is generally consented 
and developed and improved further on. Hopefully also appropriate funding is found for take-off of the whole 
process. Experience gained in the pilot projects realized in the Czech Republic, where more than 900 students were 
registered, more than 400 of them successfully passed the tests in the course basic, and 301got the EuKTS certificate 
for this level, shows interest of students in EU accredited courses and their positive reaction to the devised 
curriculum. It discovered, however some unclear steps in the accreditation process that should be fixed in the future. 
The accreditation and certification process is not strictly limited to EU member states, it is open also to training 
providers and students from non-EU European countries and non-European countries as well.  
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Abstract 

When the educational Technologies, which are used in the process of learning-teaching process, are associated with sensory 
organs, the least used one becomes the olfactive stimuli. Nowadays, because of being foreground of visual-audio Technologies, 
Positivism is based on vision and audition but it ignores the other senses. Although seeing and hearing play important roles, the 
ineffectiveness of other senses is delusion in this process. In this delusion the impact of visual-audio Technologic devices from 
telescope to television, internet, mobile phones is inevitable. However sensation and learning is wholistic and based on 
togetherness of five senses. Thus, with the delusion olfactive stimulus which is rejected from the educational field is effective on 
senses, attention, concentration and memory in learning. 
The purpose of this study, which is in form literature review, is to discuss the nature of olfactive stimulus , the effectiveness in 
education, areas of usage in context of educational technology, to deduce and to make suggestions. 
 
Key Words: Olfactive stimulus, Olfactive educational technology, Sense of smell and learning. 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Can many notions, strategies and methods used in classes at present as if they were pedagogical principles 
and necessities in fact be composed of an inclination? When these practices, which are called inclinations since they 
have been implemented for a long time are considered closely, the case can be understood better. Moreover, it is a 
fact that these practices that are implemented without questioning in the classrooms are indeed inclinations “dressed 
with pedagogy”, impositions, inducements and deceptions. This case is more common in countries like Turkey, 
which constantly import without knowing (in terms of source, meaning and context) what they get.         

A typical example of this deception is concerned with the role of sense organs in the process of learning. 
Currently, sight and hearing have been regarded as the sole ways of learning in the notion of education in Turkey. 
This presupposition resulting from positivism, the source of which is a reality of the civilisation of the west, prevails 
all the phases of education in theory and practice. As a matter of fact, philosophers like Aristoteles, Darwin, Freud, 
Arnheim, Condillac and Kant, who are the important keystones of western culture, consider sight and hearing as 
intellectual “superior” senses; and other senses as animal “inferior” senses. Darwin and Freud among them overshot 
the mark and stressed “sight” as the sense of civilisation. These views gained ground and accepted as culture with 
the support of visual technologies like photograph, cinema, telescope and television that became widespread in the 
west especially in 19th and 20th centuries (Howes, 2002 as cited in Classen, 1997).   

Another reason of ignoring the senses except for sight and hearing in the perception and learning process is 
that research on these senses is limited. Even though some part of this results from cultural bias, the subjective 
quality of senses with bio-chemical transmission system (olfaction and tasting) depending too much on personality 
characteristics is an important factor (Finnegan, 2002; Köster, 2002; Hudson and Distel, 2002; Bodnar et al., 2004). 
Finnegan (2002) stated that underestimating the olfaction in daily culture was an approach that is ideological and 
having a historical content. Departing from the studies carried out by Paabo, Holden (2004), who considered the 
subject anthropologically stated that smell genes adapted themselves to visuality by transforming as visuality was 
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assigned more importance. If all these are true, it can be said that visuality leads to functional defects in olfactive 
perception and it usurps the roles of olfactive sense not only in cultural respect but also in biological respect.  

The culture (ideology) deeming sight and hearing senses as the sole way in education prevails in Turkey as if 
it were a scientific principle. All the central exams having a critical role in determining the destiny of individuals in 
Turkey are carried out with this presupposition in mind. When the issue is handled in the context of Multiple 
Intelligences Theory, it can be claimed that central exams favour the ones with dominant “visual” ability. The fact 
that people are mostly visual or sight has a significant role in perception and learning does not alleviate this problem. 
In education, each individual no matter what his/her personal qualities are is valuable and should not be pushed out 
of the system. Above all, this is necessary for “justice in education”. The example cited here is a typical example of 
the fact that what wrong presupposition concerning pedagogy, epistemology, intelligence etc. can lead to in practice.  

Another drawback of deeming the senses of sight and hearing as the unique ways of learning in education is 
that this viewpoint delays the comprehension of the phenomena of perception and learning with all their dimensions. 
Furthermore, this viewpoint, which can be summarised as sight and hearing’s shadowing the roles of other senses, 
has resulted in an error (at least a deficiency) of “prioritising only visual-audio stimuli and ignoring others” in the 
practices of instructional design and educational technology. This notion has led to a one-way pedagogical notion 
like “the setting teaches” in the realm of educational technology with the support of behaviourism and resulted in the 
underestimation of instructional methods in the process of instruction and learning. Focusing on just the setting or 
prioritising one or two senses in the class restricts holistic perception and learning. It also prevents the stimuli other 
than sight and hearing in educational technology. All the senses should be used as ways to reach the individual in 
learning. Otherwise, how can stimuli-method variety be ensured in the process of instruction and learning. All these 
risk the quality in education. Also, although sight and hearing have important roles in perception and learning, the 
possibility of other senses’ having significant roles in this process can open up new horizons for education.           

For years, this information (perhaps statement) has been almost imposed on educators without questioning 
and doubt: “The influence of sensory organs in the process of learning; sight 83%, hearing 11%, olfaction 3.5%, 
touch 1.5% and taste 1%” (Ergin, 1998 as cited in Cobun). Is this information true for every culture and period? Or 
is it valid for all the ages? If this information was obtained through an experiment or observation as is the case with 
natural sciences, how many times was the experiment or observation repeated? These questions the number of which 
can be increased obscure whether the ratios pertaining to learning process-sensory organs should really be 
understood with quantitative reasoning or not. For example, is 3.5% role of olfactive sense in learning quantitative or 
qualitative? Is this 3.5 ratio valid for the realms of gastronomy and perfumery? These questions support the 
suspicion that visual and audio stimuli disabled the other stimuli in the process of instruction and learning after the 
enlightenment era (Howes, 2002 as cited in Classen, 1993). The experimental studies carried out especially in recent 
years have shown that olfactive sense may have an effect far more than the 3.5% allocated to it in learning process. 
Research on olfactive sense has demonstrated that it has significant influence on attention, perception, memory and 
mood. What is more, it was stated that olfactive stimuli used in learning environment in the context of olfactive 
sense had positive effects on cognitive performance, creativity, mathematical achievement and writing skill 
(Tildesley et al., 2005; Ceccarelli et al., 2004; Moss et al., 2002; Sprinkle, 1999). Hudson and Distel (2002) have 
described olfactive stimuli as cognitive organisers and they have attracted attention to their roles regarding 
behavioural, physiological and psychological functions. All these point to the fact that sight has limits in learning 
process and other senses should be involved so as to understand the learning process fully with all its dimensions. In 
order to acquire alternative perspectives on the implementations in both learning and educational technology, the 
roles of olfactive stimuli in the processes mentioned will be discussed in this study.         

2. Olfactive Stimuli and Learning  

 The most important output of education process is undoubtedly learning. In order to regard any activity or 
attempt intended for people as “education”, the process has to end in learning. Currently, complaints are made 
frequently about the issue that labour and money allocated to education aren’t converted to learning at the same rate. 
It is undeniable that some of the complaints are concerned with the “transmission losses” in this process. So, these 
transmission losses should be minimised to increase productivity in education. Although there are a lot of 
dimensions of the problem of transmission losses in instructional process, the issue is somewhat concerned with 
extrinsic stimuli, which are intended to stimulate intrinsic processes, which we think lead to learning. It is known 
that multiple stimuli (rich environments) result in more efficient and permanent learning in this process. However, 
when the related literature is examined, it can be seen that multiple stimuli are restricted with visual-audio stimuli. 
Moreover, what is meant by multiple stimuli and rich environments is just visual-audio stimuli. Psychology, 
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philosophy, anthropology and medical data support the idea that these two stimuli play a significant role in learning. 
However, is it possible to ignore other stimuli in such an important issue even if they have relatively less 
contribution to the process? Isn’t it a waste of resources to say the least not to take into consideration “the 
contributions regarded as minor” on the way to obtain a very precious product (learning), which has cost 
considerable money, labour and effort? The point where the learning environments taking into consideration the 
variables (stimuli), which are known and considered serious regarding learning have taken us is quite clear. This 
point, which houses a number of transmission losses is far from being satisfactory. 

 At the point where it is obvious that what is achieved in education is far from being satisfactory, what is lost 
by paying attention to alternative ideas that means a paradigm shift in learning process? These alternative 
perspectives may contribute to the understanding the nature of “learning”, which is fairly complicated. At this point, 
discovering whether olfactive stimuli are efficient in learning process or not may contribute to the literature in terms 
of determining the limits (framework) of the phenomenon of learning. Because, learning is not only a phenomenon 
based on sight and hearing but it is also a multidimensional, complicated process, which interests learners as a 
whole. This process is a true living. If learning is a living, then doesn’t this living process include sight, hearing, 
smelling, touching and tasting? Otherwise, basing learning on just sight and hearing is considering that other senses 
are “dead”.                      

 In this study, the roles of olfactive stimuli as alternative or more precisely complimentary learning variables 
have been studied departing from the fact that the objectives achieved in learning with variables, which are known 
and taken into consideration is not satisfactory. The roles of olfactive stimuli in learning process are handled in 
different contexts based on the literature. First of all, when the subject is handled in accordance with the existing 
literature, it is seen that the effect of olfactive sense in learning process is 6% �.�o�NDKPHW���������5Õ]D��������and 
3.5% ((UJLQ������DV�FLWHG�LQ�ùDKLQ�DQG�<ÕOGÕUÕP�������proportionately. The effects of olfactive stimuli in learning 
process can be classified as pharmacological (interaction with groups such as hormones and enzymes), physiological 
(stimulant effect) and psychological (Durell, 2004). Some information is found in the literature regarding the effects 
of olfactive stimuli on learning even though its framework hasn’t been drawn clearly for today (Artan, 2003; Given, 
1999; Getzels 1974 as cited in Türnüklü, 2000; Johnson, 1990 as cited in 7Dú��������$NSÕQDU�DQG�(UV|]O���������7KH�
problem is concerned with not taking into consideration this information and how to utilise this information or how 
to reflect it in educational technology.       

 When the roles of olfactive stimuli in learning process are handled in the context of classroom atmosphere, 
which is an important factor in this process, the following can be said: the data in hand demonstrate that stress 
resulting from psycho-social and physical conditions of the classroom affects learning negatively; the comfortable 
and peaceful environments facilitates learning. This case is concerned with the chemistry of learning. During 
learning, the messages reaching the brain as a result of a complicated process are stored as chemical softwares. The 
learning capacity of the brain is explained through the relations among neurons and the number of bonds among 
them rather than its physical structure and number of neurons. When an individual feels well, the brain excretes 
“endorphin”, which is called as “the chemical of pleasure” and this facilitates the formation of bonds among neurons 
and paves the way for more bonds. During this process, stress prevents the development of message receptors on 
brain neurons and restricts the bonds among neurons. This case affects the thinking process, reduces learning and 
even leads to mental retardation (Özden, 1999; Given, 1999). At this point, olfactive stimuli (Hofmann 1987 as cited 
in Mccutcheon, 2004), which are known to be influential in this case may help to facilitate learning. Keeping the 
genetic, personal and cultural characteristics of students in mind, the right olfactive stimuli serving to ease learning 
can make classrooms more peaceful for students than they are today.  

   Olfactive stimuli can be studied in the context of making the learning messages meaningful. Research has 
demonstrated that students don’t perceive the messages only but they perceive them with environment properties. 
Concerning this issue, Özden (1999) points out that we should upload images, sounds and experiences into our 
brains regarding learning messages. To this end, olfactive images can be used as well as music and images. At this 
point, olfactive stimuli (aromas) (Donald et al., 2005; Hofmann, 1987 as cited in Mccutcheon, 2004), which are 
known to be supportive of memory and have effects on the perception of environment in learning process, can be 
used. The effect of olfactive stimuli in this process results from their ability to manipulate emotions, which are pretty 
important in attributing meaning to messages. Because, there is close relationship between considering a message 
attractive or repellent.  

 Olfactive stimuli can contribute significantly to the cognitive and affective education of normal students and 
the ones with learning disabilities. In literature, some information is available regarding the roles of olfactive stimuli 
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like controlling emotions and organising long-term memory (Aromafloria 2004, Brosh and Barkai, 2004; Dade et al., 
2001). For instance, abstract and difficult concepts can be perceived more easily by matching them with aromas. 
Moreover, the concepts to be learned can be matched with nice scents and concepts to be avoided with bad ones and 
thus the efficiency of affective education in classrooms can be increased. When the fact that olfactive stimuli support 
memory and mental imaging (Herz, 1997; Bodnar et al., 2004) is taken into consideration, olfactive stimuli can be 
effective in supporting the codification of messages in learning process. Besides, since some olfactive stimuli are 
quite stimulative, these can be utilised in emergency as life saving association factor (Herz, 1997). Education intends 
to prepare individuals for life and all phases of life are important. In this case, olfactive sense can have role in 
preparing individual for life phases in which sight and hearing don’t intervene.                     

    3.     Olfactive Stimuli and Instructional Technology  

  Educational technology, in the widest sense, is a bridge between information and learner; instructional 
technology is to organise (design) human and non-human resources in the classroom in the light of psychological, 
pedagogical and communication data so as to ensure maximum learning. Instructional technology basically focuses 
on solving instructional problems. One of the series of implementations that instructional technology applies to 
reach this aim is message design. The purpose in the design is to produce (fictionalise) the most effective message 
leading to maximum learning and to transmit it to receivers (intended population) with the most efficient ways 
possible. It is seen that visual-audio stimuli are employed to a great extent in current practices and other stimuli are 
neglected when the existing instructional technologies are evaluated from this perspective. If the receiver, learner 
(human), of instructional technology were composed of only eyes and ears, this application would be enough or true. 
In fact, instructional technology’s sufficing with just visual-audio stimulants is a fortuitous case caused by 
enlightenment. However, this case, which has an ideological dimension, has by time been adopted as a pedagogical 
inclination. What is overlooked in this fortuitous case is that other senses including olfaction may have important 
effects in this process even though the senses of sight and hearing have the dominant effect in perception and 
learning. Besides, departing from the fact that senses work together, olfactive stimuli may increase the perceiving 
quality of visual and audio messages. Because, perception and learning are holistic like individual himself. 

 The holistic nature of learners each of whom are basically “human” consisting of a number of dimensions 
(body, mind, emotions, and spirit) and sensory organs requires that stimulants to be employed in the process of 
teaching should be designed so as to address maximum number of sensory organs if not all of them. Because, as a 
philosopher says, a person has a single sense with five channels rather than five separate senses. The efficiency of 
these senses in transmitting messages to the brain depends on their supporting eachother. Accordingly, it is pointed 
out that senses of sight and hearing have limits and efficient learning can be achieved through all the senses’ 
working together (Howes, 2002). Hebbe (1959, as cited in Özyurt and Girgin, 2000) explains this as “sensory 
richness helps the organism to form more cell masses and successive phases”. Based on this information, olfactive 
stimuli can play significant roles in augmenting the efficiency of visual-audio messages in teaching process. This 
role doesn’t have to be equal in teaching each discipline or each of the areas of intelligence. For example, olfactive 
stimuli can play important roles in teaching gastronomy and educating individuals with dominant naturalist 
intelligence as well as supporting the efficiency of visual-audio stimuli in general.             

 The basic role of olfactive stimuli in teaching process is not getting ahead of visual-audio messages by 
playing a major role in sending messages to brain but augmenting the efficiency of these messages. For instance, the 
efficiency of a visual or audio message employed to teach an abstract subject can be increased by matching it with 
an appropriate olfactive stimulus selected in accordance with the genetic, individual and cultural characteristics of 
the learner. Here, the olfactive stimulus, in a sense, helps the visual or audio (or both) message to be coded by brain 
more efficiently by adding an emotional mode to them. Because, there is a close relationship between cognitive 
interpretation and emotional mode. In literature, it is stated that olfactive stimuli (aromas) may have important 
effects on efficiency, speed and permanence of learning by affecting the mood, which has a considerable effect in 
directing human behaviour (Barocelli et al., 2004; Tildesley et al., 2005; Roberts and Williams 1992 as cited in 
Mccutcheon, 2004; Buchbauer et at., 1991; Van Toller and Dodd, 1988 as cited in Moss et al., 2002). Regarding this 
subject, Hudson and Distel (2002) describe scents as cognitive organisers.   

  Supporting visual-audio messages with olfactive stimuli can be done as follows. During the learning process, 
learner can be directed towards positive information, attitudes and behaviour by matching positive information, 
attitudes and behaviour to be acquired by the learner with pleasant scents; and undesired information, attitudes and 
behaviour with unpleasant scents. This matching is directly related with message improvement mission of 
instructional technology. Besides, the use of olfactive stimuli in learning environment can contribute to make this 
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learning environment more attractive and peaceful. The peaceful learning environment mentioned here can 
contribute to reduce stress, which is an important barrier to learning. This, in turn, can support coding the messages 
in learning environment by learners more efficiently.       

 Attention is one of the most important factors in launching and ensuring learning on which instructional 
technology focuses. The research on this subject demonstrates that olfactive stimuli have notable effects on attention 
(Field et al., 2005; Kelvin, 2005; Warm, Denber and Parasuraman 1990 as cited in Köster, 2002; Degel and Köster 
1999 as cited in Köster, 2002; Teerling and Köster 1988 as cited in Köster, 2002; Baron 1990 as cited in Köster, 
2002; Sprinkle, 1999). The roles of olfactive stimuli on attracting attention can be made use of in teaching process. 
To this end, various olfactive stimuli can be employed by being arranged in accordance with the principles of 
instructional technology. For example, at the beginning of the class, the main themes can be presented in company 
with various scents or class materials can be adorned with different scents. This presentation can be in such a way 
that pure essence oils can be released to the setting by vaporising or the attraction of various materials can be 
increased by scenting them. It shouldn’t be doubted that various technological applications will be developed in this 
subject as long as we believe in the importance of olfactive stimuli in educational process.  Similarly, olfactive 
stimuli can be used in increasing concentration, an important variable in learning, and focusing. Because, it is known 
that olfactive stimuli have positive effects in this subject (Tildesley et al., 2005; Almedia et al., 2004; Barocelli et 
al., 2004; Moss et al., 2002). One of the reasons of using scents in temples and sanctuaries is this fact. So, olfactive 
stimuli that are selected in the light of the data of aroma literature and medical data can be released to the classroom 
setting in different phases of the course or scenting the stationery and class equipment may increase learners’ 
concentration or at least sustain it.      

Another very important variable of learning is memory. Memory is the ground of all perception and learning 
although it isn’t emphasized much. This ground can be developed to code stimuli and messages more efficiently and 
easily. This development has a crucial significance for learning process. Thus, instructional technology, the main 
aim of which is to provide and develop learning, shouldn’t neglect any method or means in supporting memory. 
Olfactive stimuli can contribute significantly at this point. It is known that aromas have positive effects on memory 
(Howes and Houghton, 2003; Engen 1991 as cited in Hudson ve Distel, 2002; Finnegan, 2002; Moss et al., 2002; 
Herz, 1997; Welzl and Stork, 2003; Lamprecht and LeDoux; 2004). Toller (2000 as cited in Köster, 2002) ,as an 
evidence of memory being supported by scents, has demonstrated that people who lose their olfactive sense have 
troubles in remembering. Thus, olfactive stimuli can be used in supporting memory. This support provided by 
olfactive stimuli is fairly important in terms of the permanence of the knowledge learned. This importance is more 
significant these days on which it is stated that intensive use of technology weakens memory. The use of olfactive 
stimuli in supporting memory can be in such a way to match the messages with scents, to release scents into the 
learning environment (for association), or to repeat the class with some scents. However, the use of olfactive stimuli 
isn’t restricted with these applications and different ways of use are needed with the help of research to be carried 
out in the field of instructional technology.                 

Conclusion 

 Olfactive stimuli, which have been pushed out of the realm of perception and learning with the effect of 
positivism and enlightenment to a great extent, can contribute to the solution of problems regarding learning, the 
basic study domain of instructional technology. According to the existing literature, the contribution of olfactive 
stimuli to learning ranges from 3.5% to 6%. Can a proportion of 6% be neglected on the way to obtain a very 
precious jewel like learning, which is the most important focus of teaching process? Moreover, research 
demonstrates that this contribution can be more. Besides, focusing solely on visual-audio stimuli in education is in 
contrast with the contemporary educational notions like “enriching learning environment” and “referring to all 
domains of intelligence in education”. Olfactive stimuli can contribute in preparing the individual for life more 
holistically by enriching the learning environment and referring to all domains of intelligence.              

 The contribution of olfactive stimuli to learning is increasing the effects of visual and audio messages or 
adding some value to them rather than replacing visual and audio messages, which are believed to have dominant 
roles in learning. Olfactive stimuli can do this by adding emotional mood to visual and audio messages, making 
them more meaningful and enabling the coding of them more meaningfully. To this end, classrooms can be 
converted into more peaceful learning environments which are filled with proper scents that are selected keeping the 
genetic, personal and cultural characteristics of learners in mind. Thus, learning rate can be increased by reducing 
stress, which is an important barrier to learning. This increase can be achieved by enhancing the secretion of 
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learning chemicals, which are admitted as the chemical software of learning and help brain cells come together. For 
this purpose, natural essence oils can be emitted to classroom environment by vaporizing and in proper doses.    

 Olfactive stimuli can contribute significantly in supporting attention, focusing and memory processes, which 
are important learning processes. For this purpose, olfactive stimuli selected accordingly (preferably obtained 
through natural essence oils) can be used by being added to stationery and instructional equipment used in teaching 
process somehow. Besides, olfactive stimuli can be used in affective learning. So, olfactive stimuli can be arranged 
in accordance with the principles of instructional technology. For example, learners’ acquiring positive attitudes can 
be supported by matching the desired learning messages (or concepts) with pleasant scents and undesired messages 
or concepts with unpleasant scents.    

 Another possible usage area of olfactive stimuli is supporting the learning of individuals with learning 
disabilities. To this end, olfactive stimuli can be used to support attracting attention, focusing and memory as well as 
coding the learning messages for learners having learning disabilities. There are applications like “scent garden” in 
literature concerning this issue.    

 As the final analysis, olfactive stimuli should be considered as an alternative in addition to the existing 
processes and applications on the way to ensure maximum learning, which is the basic aim of educational and 
instructional technology. However, there are a lot of uncertainties on this issue due to the fact that olfactive sense is 
the least-known sense and there are few studies examining the relation of this sense and education. So, research 
findings are needed on the nature and use of olfactive stimuli.          
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Abstract 
The study seeks to establish the requirement for the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) competency among 
counselors in the effort to assist clients that is in need of guidance and counseling. A total of twenty students from the 
Department of Educational Psychology and Counseling, Faculty of Education, University of Malaya that is currently undergoing 
professional training in various organizations have been selected as respondents in this study. The study establishes whether or 
not the knowledge in ICT benefits the trainers in their professional training and facilitates their counseling activities at the 
respective organizations. Data collected through a combination of interactive observation, documentary analysis and recording 
sessions of structured interviews are analyzed utilizing a qualitative data analysis approach. Initial findings show that the 
knowledge and skills in ICT assist the trainers in assessing the needs requirements of the clients based on four areas identified as 
problematic to the client namely; (1) personal (2) social (3) education and (4) career. The findings also hoped to be able to further 
assist trainee counselors at institutions of higher educations to augment their skills in counseling and ICT in the pursuit to become 
competent counselors of the future. 
 
Keywords: ICT Competency – Professional Training – Trainee counselors – Needs Assessment – Qualitative Approach 

Introduction 

The global advancement of technology today is also affecting counselors. Competent 
counselors must now possess skills in the ICT and adapt themselves to keep abreast with 
contemporary technology. 

Research Background 

Counseling is a process of assisting an individual carried out by the counselor through 
various number service approaches. These approaches have expanded and transcend the temporal 
and spatial limitations. Counseling process no longer is confined to a face-to-face approach. 
Rather it had gone beyond the usual use of available media and information technology. The Use 
of ICT in counseling processes is intended to provide a more efficient, interesting, interactive 
counseling service that is not confined to mere space. Despite that, the counseling process is still 
rooted in the counseling codes of ethics. 

The Department of Educational Psychology and Counseling, Faculty of Education University of 
Malaya offers this program in the objective to prepare professional counselors that have the skills to 
function in a variety of organizational settings both public and private. All trainee counselors must 
complete132 credit hours and professional training (PPEC 3172) which is also known as practicum 
undertaken in Semester 8 for the duration of 3 months. The main objective of the practicum is to ensure 
that trainee counselors would be able to apply all the skills and knowledge gained throughout the duration 
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of the study in real time environments. In addition the practicum also serves as mediator to gauge the 
knowledge, skills and competency of trainee counselors in real time environment. 

The objective of this research is to identify the effectiveness of the ICT application to trainee 
counselors in undertaking the practicum in the effort to prepare them for employment. In addition the 
findings of the research are integral in informing the institutions with regard to enhanced effectiveness of 
the delivery of the counseling programs here in the University of Malaya. It is further expected that the 
trainee counselors at this faculty would become a competent and confident counselor. 

The research questions are as follows: 

a. What are the expectations of the trainee counselors when undergoing practicum? 
b. How would a trainee counselor apply the ICT in preparing counseling materials during the 

practicum? 
 

Research Method 

This research is qualitative in nature in the effort to investigate in detail the perceptions of trainee 
counselors of their own expectations when undergoing practicum. As such, data are collected from a 
combination of methods such as interactive observation, structured interviews and review of documents in 
order to verify the collected data.  

Data Analysis 

Data obtained from interactive observation, structured interviews and review of documents are based on 
the discussions of earlier mentioned research objectives, that is: 

a. What are the expectations of the trainee counselors when undergoing practicum? 
b. How would a trainee counselor apply the ICT in preparing counseling materials during the 

practicum? 
 

Expectations of trainee counselors undergoing practicum 

Trainee counselors are required to answer a questionnaire on “what are your expectations in undergoing 
the professional practicum at your current training organization?” The response to this question is 
dependent upon their environment (public, private or school sectors) which provides for amenities during 
their stay as interns. 

However, all 20 trainee counselors agree that they expected to be able to apply all the learned skills both 
in theory and practice at the faculty to their internship organizations. They responded that all the 
knowledge and skills obtained are very useful and assisted in their in their practicum. In addition, the 
mastery of counseling techniques in subjects PPEC2132, PPEC2133 and PPEC 3170 increased their level 
of confidence and competency in handling counseling sessions effectively.  

 

Reports from field supervisors are also in agreement that ICT-savvy trainee counselors are able to master 
counseling techniques better that those who lack ICT competency. 
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ICT Assistance in preparing counseling materials 

Respondents list the reasons for the need of ICT skills, among others: 

a. Understand and able to apply ICT 
b. Skilled in ICT 
c. Able to vary the use of ICT in counseling process 
d. Able to create, innovate and evaluate an interactive program 
e. Able to use technology as a counseling tool  

 

The benefits of utilizing ICT 

The use of ICT would be able to facilitate the counseling works in matters such as: 

a. Facilitate counselors in arranging, finding and using data 
b. Ensure data confidentiality through encrypting and secured access 
c. Facilitate communication among individuals and groups with ease and relatively lower costs 
d. Allow for non F2F communication with clients 
e. Transforming the ICT as enhancement tools in counseling programs  
In undergoing the practicum, all trainee counselors utilize ICT in preparing counseling materials 
through needs assessment questionnaire forms. In this respect there are 4 emerging themes of clients’ 
requirements; individual problems, social problems, academic problems and career problems. All 
programs are designed to overcome the problems are prepared in ICT assisted material such as poster, 
modules, booklets, pictures and comics. 

Guidance and counseling activities that are assisted by electronic media are, among others: 

Audio recording (role playing) 

- Psychodrama 
- Sociodrama 
Video recording , Multimedia, Interactive CD and films 

 

- Psychodrama 
- Sociodrama 
- Games 

 

Proposals to enhance ICT in counseling 

Findings of this research prove that the need for trainee counselors to master ICT skills would assist them 
in discharging the counseling functions effectively. Competencies in ICT have become a critical need for 
a counselor. In the digital age, this would mean that the competency would facilitate the works of a 
counselor saving precious time in accessing counseling materials and latest information. Counselors are 
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becoming more creative, enhanced knowledge and are able to vary teaching and learning techniques to be 
more creative and effective. Learning is no longer a dull process when ICT is utilized optimally. 

 

Counselors that are ICT competent would benefit, among others: 

a. Access to information, electronic documents and information from the internet 
b. The use of email, webpage and others 
c. Online counseling process 
d. Software of interactive counseling program delivery 
e. Enhanced counseling materials with interesting visuals and graphics 
f. E-learning media platform, a new teaching and learning platform that uses the internet 

 

Summary 

In line with the advancement of ICT, the relevant skills and competency has become 
indispensable in the curriculum of counseling at institutions of higher learning. The spatial and temporal 
limitations of and individual need for counseling is obviated with the use of ICT. Counselors are now 
accessible with on-line sessions, emails and internet.   

Proposals to enhance ICT in counseling 

Findings of this research prove that the need for trainee counselors to master ICT skills would 
assist them in discharging the counseling functions effectively. Competencies in ICT have become a 
critical need for a counselor. In the digital age, this would mean that the competency would facilitate the 
works of a counselor saving precious time in accessing counseling materials and latest information. 
Counselors are becoming more creative, enhanced knowledge and are able to vary teaching and learning 
techniques to be more creative and effective. Learning is no longer a dull process when ICT is utilized 
optimally. 

 

Counselors that are ICT competent would benefit, among others: 

a. Access to information, electronic documents and information from the internet 
b. The use of email, webpage and others 
c. Online counseling process 
d. Software of interactive counseling program delivery 
e. Enhanced counseling materials with interesting visuals and graphics 
f. E-learning media platform, a new teaching and learning platform that uses the internet 

 

Summary 

In line with the advancement of ICT, the relevant skills and competency has become 
indispensable in the curriculum of counseling at institutions of higher learning. The spatial and temporal 
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limitations of and individual need for counseling is obviated with the use of ICT. Counselors are now 
accessible with on-line sessions, emails and internet.   
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Abstract 

The Assessments of Media for Sufficiency Economy Project Public Relations in Krabyai Sub-District, Ratchaburi 

Province, Thailand aims to 1) Study the status and problems in the farmer’s work. 2) Study the media exposure of 

the community. 3) Design and develop the media for project public relations. 4) Evaluate the project public relation 

media. 

 

 The research found that 1) the farmer needed to develop the knowledge in agricultural development, such 

as, appropriate soil management, farm management, and pest management for economic crops in the community, 

good practice for economic crops in the community and utilization from farm and household waste for cost 

reduction. 2) About the media exposure, there were a billboard, broadcasting tower, website, journal and personal 

media, moreover, there were four community radio stations in Ban Pong District that could broadcast to Krabyai 

Sub-District and three local newspapers. 3) The researchers brought the information from the studied of media 

exposure in the community to analyze, design and develop the media to suit for the media exposure in the 

community and conform to the project plans, which consisted of brochure, leaflet, radio spot, billboard, newsletter 

and website. These media has been approved from the media specialists and community leaders who worked as 

public sector committee. 4) About the public relation media assessment, the researchers had set up the focus group 

discussion to evaluate the media and project public relation plans by media specialists, executives and officers who 

concerned with public relations in the community, representatives from mass media associations in Ratchaburi 

province and concluded that the dissemination and public relation plans should be separated to two stages, that 

meant, before conducting the activities, they should use television, community radio and billboards because these 

media could be produced and disseminated immediately, which were appropriated to motivate, provide information 

and encourage the community to participate in the activities. Another stage, after the activities finished, they should 

use the local newspapers to provide the information of the activities or public relations. The contents should be 

mainly focused on the benefit for the community and the farmers. For the radio spot, they should make the public 

relation spot with no longer than one minute length because it would be suitable for radio station in broadcasting. 

Furthermore, there should be more project public relation sources in the schools in Krabyai community. The 
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members of municipal council should be responsible for public relation in their own area. About the number of 

media and frequency in project public relations, there should be more dissemination by the mass media.  
Keywords: Media assessment; Public relations media 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Media for development communication plays a major role in information distribution in developing countries. 

Communication is defined as a systemic process in which individuals interact with and through symbols to create 

and interpret meanings. It is ongoing and always in motion, moving forward, and changing continuously. 

Communication is a process, which depends on communicator’s perception including culture, communication skill, 

physical-emotional states, experience, attitudes, memory, and expectation.  Communication does not to inform but 

also influences the behavior of the receiver of information.  

 

Media is also very important in agricultural extension; it is utilized for development in agriculture. However, the 

effective of utilized media for development in agriculture should be use participatory communication method under 

rural development as a shift from the dominant paradigm of top-down to self-development wherein villagers and 

urban poor would be the priority audience, and self-reliance and building on local resources would be emphasized. 

Participation is the exchange of information from both parties the people and organization. In this process, it is the 

people or grassroots that identifies the problem and the solutions for those problems. The people are given the 

opportunity in the decision-making.   

 

Kasetsart University, Kamphaeng Saen campus has the community development for sufficiency economy project in 

Krabyai sub-district, Ratchaburi province. For this project to be successful, it should design development media for 

public relations the project for community members to motivate and transfer the knowledge. Consequently, it is 

interesting to explore the assessments of media for sufficiency economy project public relations in Krabyai sub-

district, Ratchaburi province. The results will be used to determine and improve strategies for public relation the 

project in Krabyai sub-district, Ratchaburi province and could be used as reference for future studies concerning 

media for public relation in the community. This study can also provide policy-makers, researchers, agricultural 

extension workers, and community development workers, information that can be used as bases for evolving a 

functional framework of media for public relation, and help the Thai government to analyze, develop, implement, 

and evaluate media for public relation in the future. 

 

OBJECTIVES OF THIS RESEARCH 

This research generally aimed to study the assessments of media for sufficiency economy project public relations in 

Krabyai sub-district, Ratchaburi province in Thailand. Specifically, the study targets to:                        1) Identify the 

status and problems in the farmer’s work. 2) Study the media exposure of the community.                3) Design and 

develop the media for project public relations and 4) evaluate the project public relation media. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The research followed these processes: 1) Surveyed the status and problems in the farmer’s work by review of 

secondary data and available information about the research site is gathering from secondary source and personal 

inquiries 2) Determined media exposure of the community through key informants interviews and observation. 3) 

Design and develop the media for project public relations. 4) Evaluate the project public relation media by focus 

group discussion. The populations of this study were 16 respondents. They are media specialists, executives and 

officers who concerned with public relations in the community, representatives from mass media associations in 

Ratchaburi province.  

 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

1.  The status and problems in the farmer’s work the research found that the farmer needed to develop the 

knowledge in agricultural development in five issues 1) appropriate soil management, 2) farm management,                  

3) pest management for economic crops in the community, 4) good agricultural practice for economic crops in the 

community 5) utilization from farm and household waste for cost reduction.  

 

2. The media exposure the research found that there were eleven billboards for eleven villages, broadcasting tower 

for announcement community news, community website, community journal publishing by municipal and personal 

media such village headmen, municipal committees, moreover, there were four community radio stations in Ban 

Pong District:  The community radio Ban Pong Mass Media FM 102. 75 MHz, My House FM 96. 25 MHz, Amazing 

Radio FM 95. 35 MHz, and the Life Style Radio FM 101.00 MHz that could broadcast to Krabyai Sub-District and 

three local newspapers.  

3. Design and develop the media for project public relations. The researchers brought the information from the 

studied of media exposure in the community to analyze, design and develop the media to suit for the media exposure 

in the community and conform to the project plans, which consisted of brochure, leaflet, radio spot, billboard, 

newsletter and website. These media has been approved from the media specialists and community leaders who 

worked as public sector committee.  

4. Evaluate the project public relation media. the researchers had set up the focus group discussion to evaluate the 

media and project public relation plans by media specialists, executives and officers who concerned with public 

relations in the community, representatives from mass media associations in Ratchaburi province. The results of the 

focus group discussion can concluded following this: 

4.1 The dissemination and public relation plans should be separated to two stages, that meant, before 

conducting the activities, they should use television, community radio and billboards because these media could be 

produced and disseminated immediately, which were appropriated to motivate, provide information and encourage 

the community to participate in the activities. Another stage, after the activities finished, they should use the local 

newspapers to provide the information of the activities or public relations.  
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4.2 The contents should be mainly focused on the benefit for the community and the farmers. For the radio 

spot, they should make the public relation spot with no longer than one minute length because it would be suitable 

for radio station in broadcasting.  

4.3 The participating of community for public relation there should be more project public relation sources 

in the schools in Krabyai community and practice the students to be the press in their community. The members of 

municipal council should be responsible for public relation in their own area.  

4.4 The number of media and frequency in project public relations, there should be more dissemination by 

the mass media such as television, radio, and newspaper.  
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Abstract 

This study was carried out to assess the usage of e-journals amongst education lecturers at a public university in Malaysia. A total 
of 55 education lecturers participated in the study by completing a self-developed questionnaire to answer the following 
questions: (1) What are the challenges or constraints that they faced in using e-journals? and (2) What are their suggestions which 
would improve the use of e-journals for academic purposes? The major findings revealed a “neutral” perception amongst the 
education lecturers on the challenges that they faced in using e-journals; although they were challenges none were too detrimental 
towards the usage of e-journals. The education lecturers also responded by giving 5 aptly suggestions on how to improve the 
usage of e-journals; by providing more training for lecturers, provide training for students, providing better Internet facilities, 
encouraging more sharing of information on e-journals, as well as encouraging the use of e-journals in teaching and learning. 
 
Keywords: challenges, education lecturers, e-journal, teaching and learning  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Electronic journals, also known as ejournals, e-journals, and electronic serials, are scholarly journals or intellectual 
magazines that can be accessed via electronic transmission. In practice, this means that they are usually published on 
the Web. It is therefore probable that in this modern age of technology one can presume almost everybody has 
access to e-journals due to the simple fact that the Internet in its truest nature is basically, free. One only needs to 
have access to any piece of technology which allows them the ability to surf the web such as computers, personal 
digital assistant or commonly known as PDA, or even mobile phones which is considered to be an essential item for 
our every-day living nowadays. 

 
 Together with this presumption of the ease of accessibility of the Internet, one could also presume that it is 
not only logical that all academicians; lecturers and students, are able to easily use this advantage for their academic 
purposes but should also greatly integrate this technological advancement of e-journals into all of their scholarly 
works. In any practice of education, a piece of scholarly work is considered to be more exquisite in terms of its 
content, validity and professionalism if a good amount of journals related to its field is used as one of its data and 
referential tool. Furthermore even the effort of proclaiming the journals itself is highly deemed as one of the act of 
the true pursuit of knowledge and in some cases, being current. 
 
2. THE USAGE OF E-JOURNALS  
Journals therefore play a major part in any academicians’ scholarly work and are also one of the most preferential 
tools of the trade apart from books. A survey done by Kling (2003) indicated that 85% of scholars preferred e-
journals over print and additionally other research shows how this preference is transformed into reading patterns 
(Tenopir & King, 2003). Kling (2003) indicated that scholars highly value e-journals access and most of the scholars 
preferred e-journals over print mostly for the following reasons: e-journals saves time, makes work easier, result in 
better quality research, and enable the scholar to find more materials. One of the main key point in Kling’s study 
(2003) is that the ease of accessibility and the wide range of e-journals on the Internet; literally being able to access 
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a plethora range of journals from as many field as possible, highly promotes the usage of e-journals amongst 
scholars. Supported by this it is by all means safe to make the assumption that most scholars largely tend to use and 
accommodate e-journals in their scholarly works. 
 
 According to Isman (2012) educators are increasingly using technology in all aspects of the profession 
including work assignments. This trend can be enhanced by educating the educator about cultural and cognitive 
aspects of technology and technikos. 
 

Ansari and Zuberi (2010) explore the use of electronic resources among academics at the University of 
Karachi, Pakistan. About one-third of 70 respondents use electronic resources for research. One-quarter to one third 
use it to prepare lectures and gain subject knowledge. The 90% of academic staff believe electronic resources are 
reliable, however majority of the respondents consider only those electronic resources are reliable which are 
produced by authentic organization or publisher (p.5). 

 
Ollé and Borrego (2010) conduct a study of the impact of e-journals on scholarly information behavior of 

academics at Catalan universities.  About 75% of the survey respondents stated that they consult more journals and 
read more articles than they did in the past.  Regarding the benefits of electronic access the respondents stated that 
speediness and convenience of electronic access meant that they have more reading time and, more generally, more 
time for doing research (p.6-7). 

 
A study by Upadhyay and Chakraborty (2008) shows that Science Direct and IEL online are the two most 

popular online journal packages about which researcher’s and faculty members of Banaras Hindu University are 
aware. All 64 respondents answered the question on satisfaction with existing online journal and databases. 43.75% 
respondents indicated average, 34.37% indicated good, 12.5% indicated excellent and 9.37% indicated fair about 
satisfaction with content, coverage and availability in the subject area (p.651-653). 

 
Gulbahar (2008) investigated the ICT usage in higher education in Turkey. Results show that 95% 

academic staff used computers for communication, preparing examination ad course material (92%) and research in 
Internet (90%). Majority of academic staff recognized computer as a supportive tool for instruction and other 
activities. Almost all of the respondents were willing to use technology in their courses effectively (p.35). Shuling 
(2007) conduct a study on the use of electronic resources in Shaanxi University of Science and Technology among 
the library users. It was found that that nearly 80% of respondents knew little about electronic resources. Nearly 
50% the respondents use both printed and electronic resources. 

 
Apart from these preferential, this study aims to uncover other aspects of characteristics which may or may 

not factor in the usage of e-journals. Certain preferences which would directly be in question relates to the possible 
constraints faced during the search and usage of e-journals online which would determine if any constraints might 
exists, and if it does would it discourage the usage of e-journals amongst students. Although it is suggested and 
proved that lecturers and scholars are avid users of e-journals, a study needs to be done to discover and assess their 
preferential characteristics in an e-journal and whether they are advocating or influencing their students to purposely 
accommodate and integrate e-journals in their studies. Due to mainstream use of e-journals by scholars, there is 
definitely a pre-emptive assumption that students should by all means incorporate the same tool in their works as not 
only is e-journals easily accessible but it is also held in high regards in the education world. As to how far scholars 
advocate the use of e-journals on their students, a study to determine this current situation needs to be carried out 
especially amongst lecturers and students at an institution of higher learning in Malaysia. 

 
3. OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this study are to look at the challenges or constraints faced by the academic members or lecturers 
at the Faculty of Education at a public university when using e-journals and to identify their suggestions which 
would improve the use of e-journals for academic purposes. In order to achieve these research objectives these 
following research questions were developed for this study: 

x What are the challenges or constraints that they faced in using e-journals?  
x What are their suggestions which would improve the use of e-journals for academic purposes? 
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This study involves respondents who are academic members or lecturers from the Faculty of Education, 
Universiti Teknologi Mara (UiTM), which is one of the largest public universities in Malaysia. The selected 
participants in this study will be assessed by gauging their usage and preference of using e-journals for academic 
purposes and their usage of e-journals in their instruction. Through assessing the compiled data, it would represent 
the best model of influential power as by principle; it is the medium with the highest probability in spreading the 
influence as their main profession and perfection is in molding and developing future teachers. 

 
4. METHODS 
A mixed method combining both quantitative and qualitative research design was employed in order to get both 
quantitative and qualitative data. According to Creswell (2005), mixed methods research is a good research design 
as it allows the researcher to assess both outcomes of the study (quantitative) as well as the process (qualitative). 
The combination of research design provides a rich and comprehensive picture of any social phenomena. There are 
three types of mixed method research designs presented by Creswell (2005) which are the triangulation design, 
explanatory design and exploratory design. For the purpose of this study, the exploratory design was used as it 
permitted the researcher to simultaneously collect both quantitative and qualitative data, merge the data compiled 
and use the results to understand a research problem. A survey method using a questionnaire specially designed for 
this study was utilized to gather both quantitative and qualitative data. 

 
The research population will consist of 70 lecturers from the Faculty of Education, UiTM, comprising of 

lecturers, senior lecturers, associate professors and professors. A minimum of 50 samples represents more than 70% 
of the total academic members of the faculty thus is adequate to provide a valid and reliable research data for the 
study. The total sample of this study is 55 lecturers from the faculty. The former will be implemented in the form of 
questionnaires which would assist in answering the study’s two research questions.  The questionnaires will attempt 
to identify what are the challenges or constraints of e-journals which factors in its usage amongst the respondents. 
This section contains eight (8) items which are constructed according to a 5 point Likert-scale from 1-Strongly 
Disagree to 5-Strongly Agree. Each question directly assesses the level of specific challenges or constraints of e-
journals amongst the respondents for academic purposes. The questionnaires will ask for suggestion by the 
respondents which could improve the usage of e-journals amongst education lecturers. 

 
5. ESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
5.1 The challenges on using e-journals 
Table 1 presents the respondents’ perception on the challengers or constraints of e-journals. Of the 8 items that were 
listed, 7 were rated as “Neutral” and one “Disagree”. The data is presented in order of agreement as follows: were 
listed; (i) Internet connection issue (mean=3.34), (ii) limited facilities (mean=3.23), (iii) monetary issues 
(mean=3.20), (iv) technical difficulties (mean=3.12), (v) validity of e-journals (mean=2.90), (vi) too many to choose 
from (mean=2.72), (vii) lack of exposure (mean=2.69) and (viii) time consuming (mean=2.47). Each item was given 
a 5-point value ranging from 1 “Strongly disagree” to 5 “Strongly agree”. 

 
A mean of 3.34 or “Neutral” was achieved on respondents perception that Internet connection issues is one 

of the challenges of e-journals; which 3 (5.5%) respondents rated “strongly disagree” and 13 (23.6%) respondents 
rated “disagree”. 8 (14.4%) respondents rated “neutral”. However 24 (43.6%) respondents rated “agree” and 7 
(12.7%) respondents rated “strongly agree”; with a standard deviation of 1.14. 

 
A mean of 3.23 or “Neutral” was also achieved on respondents perception that limited facilities is one of 

the challenges of e-journals; while 2 (3.6%) respondents rated “strongly disagree” and 16 (29.1%) respondents rated 
“disagree”. 9 (16.4%) respondents rated “neutral”. 23 (41.8%) respondents rated “agree” and 5 (9.1%) respondents 
rated “strongly agree”; with a standard deviation of 1.08. 

 
A mean of 3.20 or “Neutral” was achieved on respondents perception that monetary issues is one of the 

challenges of e-journals; with another 2 (3.6%) respondents rated “strongly disagree” and 15 (27.3%) respondents 
rated “disagree”. 12 (21.8%) respondents rated “neutral”. 22 (40.0%) respondents rated “agree” and 4 (7.3%) 
respondents rated “strongly agree”; with a standard deviation of 1.04. 
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A mean of 3.12 or “Neutral” was achieved on respondents perception that technical difficulties is one of the 
challenges of e-journals; with 3 (5.5%) respondents rated “strongly disagree” and 15 (27.3%) respondents rated 
“disagree”. 11 (20.0%) respondents rated “neutral”. 24 (43.6%) respondents rated “agree” and 2 (3.6%) respondents 
rated “strongly agree”; with a standard deviation of 1.03. 
 

A mean of 2.90 or “Neutral” was also achieved on respondents perception that the validity of e-journals is 
one of the challenges of e-journals; with 5 (9.1%) respondents rated “strongly disagree” and 20 (36.4%) respondents 
rated “disagree”. 8 (14.5%) respondents rated “neutral”. On the other hand, 19 (34.5%) respondents rated “agree” 
and 3 (5.5%) respondents rated “strongly agree”; with a standard deviation of 1.14. 

 
A mean of 2.72 or “Neutral” was achieved on respondents perception that there is too many e-journals to 

choose from is one of the challenges of e-journals; with 7 (12.7%) respondents rated “strongly disagree” and 17 
(30.9%) respondents rated “disagree”. 17 (30.9%) respondents rated “neutral”. However, 12 (21.8%) respondents 
rated “agree” and 2 (3.6%) respondents rated “strongly agree”; with a standard deviation of 1.06. 
Table 1. Challenges of E-journals 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Frequency and Percentage 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Perception on the   Strongly     Disagree     Neutral    Agree     Strongly  Mean    Std. Dev. 
challenges with    Disagree           Agree 
E-journals 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Internet connection issue            3        13             8          24           7                 3.3455 1.14209 

   5.5%      23.6%        14.4%     43.6%      12.7% 
Limited facilities        2        16             9          23             5  3.2364 1.08804 

   3.6%       29.1%       16.4%     41.8%        9.1% 
Monetary issue       2        15           12          22             4  3.2000 1.04350 

   3.6%      27.3%        21.8%      40.0%       7.3% 
Technical difficulties      3        15           11          24             2  3.1273 1.03735 

  5.5%      27.3%        20.0%      43.6%       3.6% 
Validity of electronic journals     5        20            8          19             3  2.9091 1.14298 

  9.1%      36.4%        14.5%       34.5%      5.5% 
Too many to choose from      7       17          17          12             2  2.7273 1.06205 

12.7%      30.9%        30.9%       21.8%      3.6% 
Lack of exposure      6       21         12          16             0  2.6909 1.01603 

10.9%     38.2%        21.8%       29.1%      0.0% 
Time consuming      6      27         14            6             2  2.4727   .95945 
    10.9%     49.1%        25.5%       10.9%      3.6%  
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
1.00 – 1.49 = Strongly Disagree  2.50 – 3.49 = Neutral 
1.50 – 2.49 = Disagree   3.50 – 4.49 = Agree 
4.50 – 5.00 = Strongly Agree 
 

A mean of 3.20 or “Neutral” was achieved on respondents perception that lack of exposure towards e-
journals is one of the challenges of e-journals; while 6 (10.9%) respondents rated “strongly disagree” and 21 
(38.2%) respondents rated “disagree”. 12 (21.8%) respondents rated “neutral”. 16 (29.1%) respondents rated 
“agree”; with a standard deviation of 1.016. 

 
All the data suggests that respondents were neutral or unsure with the statements as some who disagreed 

with the statements while there were also some who agreed with the statements. Only one items was rated as 
“Disagree” with a mean of 2.47 “Disagree” was achieved on respondents perception that e-journals is time 
consuming is one of the challenges of e-journals. 6 (10.9%) respondents rated “strongly disagree” and 27 (49.1%) 
respondents rated “disagree”. 14 (25.5%) respondents rated “neutral”. 6 (10.9%) respondents rated “agree” and 2 
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(3.6%) respondents rated “strongly agree”; with a standard deviation of 0.95. This data suggests that overall, they 
disagree that using e-journals is time consuming. 

 
Analysis on open-ended question shows that perception on other challenges of using e-journals is the 

limited access to quality articles from cited or high impact journals as many are not readily available electronically 
since they are only available to subscribers.  As such, in certain cases, lecturers only get access to abstract and titles 
only and not the full paper or article. 
 
5.2. Suggestions on the use of e-journal for academic purposes 
The following suggestions and recommendations based on the findings of the study are intended to assist the Faculty 
to increase the usage of e-journals amongst education lecturers for academic purposes and to incorporate e-journals 
in teaching and learning. 
 
Training for Lecturers 
The study indicated a high percentage of lecturers who preferred to use e-journals for academic purposes and in their 
teaching sessions. Respondents suggested training and retraining to be organized by the faculty on how to carry out 
better and efficient online searches while some suggested the faculty to organize workshops, seminars or talks on 
on-line search.  Based on the feedback, it is recommended that the faculty conduct occasional training sessions 
through formal training, workshops, seminars or talks on effective online searches in order to increase the usage of 
e-journals amongst education lecturers. 
 
Training for Students 
Respondents also indicated that they encouraged students to use e-journals and some preferred their students to use 
e-journals in terms of their academic studies. Some respondents suggested that similar training be given to students 
on conducting online searches. Based on the data and to further encourage students to use e-journals for their 
academic studies, similar training, workshop, seminars or talks should also be organized for the students. 
 
Better Internet Facilities 
In relation to their perception on the challenges with regards to e-journals, four of the top challenges that 
respondents indicated were Internet connection issues, limited facilities,  monetary issues, and technical difficulties. 
Respondents also indicated on the need to improve Internet connection and Internet facilities. Based on the 
responses, it is recommended that the Internet and related facilities be improved as an effort to increase the usage of 
e-journals amongst education lecturers. 
 
Sharing of Information on E-Journals 
Respondents also recommended that the faculty establish a sharing of information through bulletin, blogs or 
newsletter on current and related e-journals which are available. Based on these responses, it is recommended that 
the Faculty of Education, UiTM establish a printed bulletin or online information on current e-journals available in 
order to keep lecturers updated. 
 
Encourage the Usage of E-Journals in Teaching and Learning 
Responses on open-ended items indicated lecturers use e-journals in their teaching sessions and also encourages 
students to use e-journals for their academic studies. It is recommended that the faculty encourage more lecturers to 
incorporate e-journals in their teaching sessions as well as encourage students to do assignments involving the use of 
e-journals for their academic studies. 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
This study examined the challenges that the educations lecturers faced in using e-journals for academic purposes.  
The findings revealed a “neutral” perception amongst the education lecturers on the challenges that they faced in 
using e-journals. However, they gave some suggestions in improving the use of e-journals in teaching and learning. 
With more exposure, training and encouragement, the usage of e-journals amongst education lecturers for 
preparation for teaching may increase in the future. 
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Abstract 

As a part of national education system under the authorization of the Ministry of Education and Culture, the objective of Higher 
Education in Indonesia must be in line with those of national education, namely: Indonesian national education based on 
Pancasila to improve the quality of Indonesian students, human possessing faith and belief to A Supreme God, noble character, 
good personality, high discipline, hard working, tough and responsible, self reliant, smart, and skill as well as physically and 
spiritually well.  
To achieve such objectives above, the Higher Education in Indonesia needs to own a high quality of performance in running their 
education activities. To put more clearly, there must be directive standards on teaching activities at Higher Education in order to 
produce qualified human resources as national education objectives mentioned above. 
The research is aimed at observing the possibility of the implementation of the ISO 9000 in Higher Education to yield an 
expected standard. Specifically, the objectives of the research is to make assessment as well as to design quality documentation 
system based on the ISO 9000 model – A Translation for Education extended by Edward Salis. The Higher Education selected, as 
observation object is Institute of Home Affairs Governance. 
The result of assessment using the elements of the ISO 9000 – A Translation for Education shows that the entire performance of 
Institute of Home Affairs Governance is a weak category. In other words, there are many aspects not yet associated with the ISO 
9000 requirements – A Translation for Education. 
What to do in the following step is to design quality documentation system for the ISO 9000 – A Translation for Education linked 
with academic activities in Institute of Home Affairs Governance, for the system already operated and still has weaknesses 
according to ISO 9000 requirements – A Translation for Education.  
 
Keywords: A Tranlation for Education; Higher Eucation; ISO 9000 Model 

 

Introduction 

Higher Education in Indonesia is an organization engaged service education for Indonesian people. Activities 
undertaken Higher Education always refer to Three Responsibilities of Higher Education that include: education, 
research, and community service. As a part of national education system under the authorization of the Ministry of 
Education and Culture, the objective of Higher Education in Indonesia must be in line with those of national 
education, namely: Indonesian national education based on Pancasila to improve the quality of Indonesian students, 
human possessing faith and belief to A Supreme God, noble character, good personality, high discipline, hard 
working, tough and responsible, self reliant, smart, and skill as well as physically and spiritually well. 

To achieve such objectives above, the Higher Education in Indonesia needs to own a high quality of performance 
in running their education activities. To put more clearly, there must be directive standards on teaching activities at 
Higher Education in order to produce qualified human resources as national education objectives mentioned above. 

One of the most popular quality management system standards now, and has been adopted by more 70 countries, 
is ISO 9000.  At first, this standard only be considered as a market driven, but in its development, it provides a lot of 
value added for the companies that apply this standards, such as the increasing of productivity and efficiency, 
decreasing of cost, and increasing of customer satisfaction, so it began to be felt as a necessity for the companies. 
Edward Salis had developed an ISO 9000 model for education that known as ISO 9000 – A Translation for 
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Education. This research wanted to see how far the possibility of ISO 9000 implementation in Higher Education to 
produce standards expected by all parties.  

Research Objective 

1) Doing assessment to performance of quality system and quality management in Institute of Home Affairs 
Governance based on ISO 9000 requirements. 

2) Designing documentation system appropriated for Institute of Home Affairs Governance based on ISO 9000 
requirements.  

ISO 9000 – A Translation for Education 

At first, both British Standards Institution and International Standards Organization were just talking about 
manufacturing. The increasing of industry practices on professional services such as lawyers, architects, and 
management consultants, so the registration was start to be required. However, not enough educational practices 
provide definitive answers about the feasibility of ISO 9000 in education. Edward Salis had held a variety of 
adjustments of ISO 9000 into the world of education as in Table 1, called as the term of ISO 9000 – A Translation of 
Education, and then became elements of this research. 

Research Method 

The design used in this study was exploratory study. Through exploratory, the researchers developed the concept 
more clearly and make a priority. Some of the tools used in the exploratory study are: literature review, experience 
surveys, focus groups, and two-stage approach. Sources of data used in this study are as follows: (1) primary data, 
there are data obtained directly from the original respondents. In this study, the respondents were: students, 
lecturers, the leader of institute, faculties, and departments, staffs, and public society; (2) secondary data, that are 
data obtained from the first data sources that has been collected and reported by other outside researchers, such as 
the organizations, number of employees, and the result of previous relevant studies.     
Table 1 ISO 9000 – A Translation for Education 
 

ISO 9000 Translation for Education 
1. Management Responsibility 
2. Quality System 
3. Contract Review 

 
 
 

4. Document Control 
5. Purchasing 
6. Purchased Supplied Product 

 
 

7. Product Identification & Traceability 
8. Process Control 

 
9. Inspection & Testing 
10. Inspection, Measuring & Test Equipment 
11. Inspection & Test Status 

 
12. Control of Nonconforming Product 

 
13. Corrective Action 

 
 

1. Management’s Commitment to Quality 
2. Quality System 
3. Contracts with Internal & External Customer 

(Student/pupil entitlements, & the 
entitlements of the external customer e.g. 
parents) 

4.  Document Control 
5. Selection and Admission Policy 
6. Pupil/Student Support Services, including 

Welfare, Counseling, and Pastoral & Tutorial 
Arrangements 

7. Records of Pupil/Student Progress 
8.  Curriculum Development, Design & Delivery 

– Teaching & Learning Strategies 
9. Assessment and Testing 
10. Consistency of Assessment Method 
11. Assessment Records including Records of 

Achievement 
12. Diagnostic Procedure & Methods of 

Identifying Underachievement & Failure 
13. Corrective Action of Pupil/Student 

Underachievement & Failure, The System for 
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14. Handling, Storage, Packaging & Delivery 
 
 
 

15. Quality Records 
16. Internal Quality Audits 

 
17. Training 

 
 

18. Statistical Techniques 
 

Dealing with Complaints and Appeals 
14. Physical Facilities & Environment, Other 

Entitlement Offered e.g. Sport Facilities, 
Clubs & Societies Unions, Drop-In Learning 
Facilities 

15. Quality Records 
16. Validation Procedures & Internal Quality 

Audits 
17. Staff Training & Development, including 

Procedures for Assessing Training Needs & 
Evaluating The Effectiveness of Training 

18. Methods of Review, Monitoring & Evaluation 
 

The next step was data collection. This step has an objective to collect information about actual condition of 
quality management system in Institute of Home Affairs Governance. The data collection was done through some 
ways, namely:  

- Interview that was guided by the use of questionnaire, made with focusing to assessment criteria explained 
above; 

- Documentation of Institute of Home Affairs Governance related to research problems. 
 
 
The assessment system was done based on scoring method, because the assessment developed was focused to see 

the appropriateness between actual conditions and standards, related to the existence of quality system element 
required ISO 9000. So, the questionnaire was not the assessment of internal party preferences about good or bad 
actual management system of Institute of Home Affairs Governance. 

Each question in the questionnaire has own score, with 10 is the maximum score. The accumulation of questions 
score formed score for each element with 90 is the maximum score. Considering that quality system and quality 
management in Higher Education was specific, so the assessment obtained from respondents will be changed into 
the same of scale score that are 0-100. The assessment structure completely can be seen in Table 2. 
 
Table 2 Structure of Questionnaire Assessment 
 

Element Number of Item Maximum Score 
1. Management’s Commitment to Quality 
2. Quality System 
3. Contracts with Internal & External Customer  
4.  Document Control 
5. Selection and Admission Policy 
6. Pupil/Student Support Services 
7. Records of Student Progress 
8.  Curriculum Development, Design & Delivery  
9. Assessment and Testing 
10. Consistency of Assessment Method 
11. Assessment Records including Records of Achievement 
12. Diagnostic Procedure & Methods of Identifying 

Underachievement & Failure 
13. Corrective Action of Student Underachievement & Failure  
14. Physical Facilities & Environment 
15. Quality Records 
16. Validation Procedures & Internal Quality Audits 
17. Staff Training & Development 
18. Methods of Review, Monitoring & Evaluation 

9 
3 
5 
7 
5 
4 
4 
9 
3 
5 
4 
7 
 

4 
5 
4 
5 
7 
5 

90 
30 
50 
70 
50 
40 
40 
90 
30 
50 
40 
70 
 

40 
50 
40 
50 
70 
50 

Amount 95 950 
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However, the interpretation of each element can be seen in Table 3. 

 
Table 3 Interpretation of Criteria Assessment Score 
 
Score Interval Category Description 
����3����� Nil Practically there is no appropriateness with the requirement of ISO 9000 standards  
�����3����� Weak Many aspects were not appropriate with the requirement ISO 9000 standards  
�����3����� Fair Many aspects that were appropriate with the requirement of ISO 9000 standards  
�����3������ Strong Most aspects that were appropriate with the requirement of ISO 9000 standards  

P: score in 100 scale 
 

To see the performance of Higher Education quality system at whole, score each element was summed then 
converted into 0-100 scale, so it will be visible the category of Higher Education quality system performance as 
shown in Table 3 above. 

Data processing that was done on the next step cover the calculation of each element performance score and the 
sum of whole element. Processing method used is scoring method, with the objective to gain performance score for 
element that was measured. The steps are as follows: 

- To add item score of each quality system element to gain each element performance score; 
- To add each element of quality system score to gain Higher Education performance score based on the 

requirement of ISO 9000 – A Translation for Education; 
- To transform performance score above into scale of 100 to uniform maximum score of the whole of quality 

system element. 
 
Next step is analysis with the main focus to: 
- Performance of Higher Education quality system elements and its interpretation; 
- Analysis of Higher Education quality records and documents; 
- Analysis of running system in Higher Education. 

 
Based on the result of analysis above, so the next step is designing quality documentation system for Higher 

Education that consists of Level I Document (Higher Education Policy); Level II Document (Work Procedures); and 
Level III Document (Work Instruction and Supported Documents).  

Result 

Table 4 Performance Score of ISO 9000 – A Translation for Education Elements 
 

Element Assessment 
Result 

Maximum 
Score 

Score (Scale 
of 100) 

1. Management’s Commitment to Quality 
2. Quality System 
3. Contracts with Internal & External Customer  
4.  Document Control 
5. Selection and Admission Policy 
6. Pupil/Student Support Services 
7. Records of Student Progress 
8.  Curriculum Development, Design & Delivery  
9. Assessment and Testing 
10. Consistency of Assessment Method 
11. Assessment Records including Records of Achievement 
12. Diagnostic Procedure & Methods of Identifying 

Underachievement & Failure 
13. Corrective Action of Student Underachievement & 

25 
5 

30 
0 

35 
15 
25 
50 
20 
25 
30 
30 

 
20 

90 
30 
50 
70 
50 
40 
40 
90 
30 
50 
40 
70 
 

40 

27,78 
16,67 
60,00 
0,00 

70,00 
37,50 
62,50 
55,56 
66,67 
50,00 
75,00 
42,86 

 
50,00 
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Failure  
14. Physical Facilities & Environment 
15. Quality Records 
16. Validation Procedures & Internal Quality Audits 
17. Staff Training & Development 
18. Methods of Review, Monitoring & Evaluation 

 
40 
10 
15 
35 
5 

 
50 
40 
50 
70 
50 

 
80,00 
25,00 
30,00 
50,00 
10,00 

Amount 415 950 43,68 
 

 
Table 5 Interpretation of Each Element of ISO 9000 – A Translation for Education 
 
Group Score Interval Category ISO 9000 Quality Element 

1 ����3����� Nil Document Control 
Methods of Review, Monitoring, & Evaluation 

Quality System 
2 �����3����� Weak Quality Records 

Management’s Commitment to Quality 
Validation & Internal Quality Audits 

Pupil/Student Support Services 
Diagnostic Procedures & Methods of Identifying 

Underachievement & Failure 
THE WHOLE OF PERFORMANCE 

3 �����3����� Fair Consistency of Assessment Methods 
Corrective Action of Student Underachievement & Failure 

Staff Training & Development 
Curriculum Development, Design and Delivery 
Contracts with Internal & External Customers 

Records of Student Progress 
Assessment & Testing 

Selection & Admission Policy 
4 �����3������ Strong Assessment Records including Records of Achievement 

Physical Facilities & Environment 
 

Discussion 

The grouping above shows the performance difference among each quality system element. The performance 
difference indicates the degree of appropriateness of quality system and standards requirement, which also shows 
the weak point of standards. Table 6 below shows the strength and the weakness of each element of quality system 
in Institute of Home Affairs Governance. 
 
Category ISO 9000 Quality Element Strengths Weaknesses 

Nil Document Control 
 
 
 
 

Methods of Review, Monitoring, & 
Evaluation 

 
 
 
 

 No document master list, 
no written procedures to 
identify, publish, and 
replace documents, no 
responsible parties. 
No method that be 
committed by all parties 
about monitoring and 
evaluation; no 
identification, usage, and 
evaluation of the methods 
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Quality System 

used  
 
 
No quality guidance, no 
procedure and work 
instruction based on the 
requirements of ISO 9000 

Weak Quality Records 
 
 
 

Management’s Commitment to Quality 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Validation & Internal Quality Audits 
 

Pupil/Student Support Services 
 

Diagnostic Procedures & Methods of  
Identifying Underachievement & Failure 

 

 
 
 
 
There is quality policy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Internal quality audits 
every year  
There are academic 
supervisors 
There improvement 
action  

No guidance and system 
to identify, use, 
maintenance and replace 
of quality records. 
No job description; no 
work instruction; no 
management 
representative; 
documentation of 
management review result 
is still weak 
No follow up of audit 
results 
Not effective and no 
written procedure 
No written procedure, the 
causes of failure are not 
identified 

Fair Consistency of Assessment Methods 
 
 

Corrective Action of Student 
Underachievement & Failure 

 
Staff Training & Development 

 
 
 

Curriculum Development, Design and 
Delivery 

 
Contracts with Internal & External 

Customers 
 

Records of Student Progress 
 
 

Assessment & Testing 
 
 
 
 
 

Selection & Admission Policy 

There are assessment 
method to evaluate 
student achievement 
There are corrective 
action to help students 
who are fail 
There are training 
program depends on the 
invitation from another 
party 
There are curriculum 
based on national 
curriculum 
The requirements of 
student and lecturer are 
complete  
Records of student 
progress are well 
documented. 
Records of assessment 
and testing are well 
documented. 
 
 
 
- There are special 

committees for new 
admission. 

- Clear criteria for new 

Rarely to evaluate the 
methods 
 
Rarely to evaluate 
corrective action 
 
No initiative to create 
training based on needs 
assessment 
 
No written procedure and 
work instruction for 
lecturers 
No written procedure 
 
 
No written procedure 
 
 
No written procedure 
 
 
 
 
 
No written procedure 
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admission and lecturer 
Strong Assessment Records including Records of 

Achievement 
 

Physical Facilities & Environment 

There are some records 
about student status and 
achievement completely.  
- There are many 

physical facilities that 
can be used by 
lecturers, students, 
and staffs. 

- The responsible of 
physical facilities 
inventory, store, and 
maintenance has been 
defined, that is under 
Affairs Section 
authorization; 

- The activities of 
inventory, store, and 
maintenance have 
been run well that 
proofed by tidy 
records about it. 

No written procedure to 
identify student status and 
achievement. 
No written and 
documented procedures 
for the activities of 
physical facilities 
inventory, store, and 
maintenance. 

 
 

Closing 

1) The whole of quality system performance in Institute of Home Affairs Governance based on ISO 9000 – A 
Translation for Education was include weak category. It means many aspects were not appropriate with the 
requirements of ISO 9000. The un appropriateness indicator are: 
- No job description for all function; 
- Work procedures just cover some works; 
- No written work instruction for all works; 
- No good controlling about quality records and documents. 

2) The reform priority that must be done by Institute of Home Affairs Governance in order to improve the 
process of education service providing was the design of quality documentation system that appropriate with 
the requirements of ISO 9000 – A Translation for Education.  
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Abstract 

In this study, we proposed a cubic net assisted learning system by using Kinect sensor technologies for enhancing learners’ 
spatial ability. The content of the system is based on the geometric learning theory, and 3D real-time objects used to provide the 
different viewing angle control. The goal of the proposed system is to facilitating learners' motivation by providing realistic 3D-
visual materials and to evaluate the effects of specific operating experiences. As the advantages of Kinect SDK (Software 
Development Kit), our system employs body and depth tracking function to help learners using their hand to operate objects. The 
result of the System Usability Scale (SUS) showed that our system is usability and learnability. According to the evaluation 
results, we concluded that Kinect sensor assisted learning system not only could promote in developing the students’ spatial 
visualization skills, but also encourage them to become the active learner. 
 
Keywords: Kinect sensor; augmented reality; spatial ability; geometric learning theory; system usability scale 

Introduction 

Learning with virtual objects integrated into reality interactive technologies has led to new digital learning type 
(Lin, Chen, Hsieh, Lee, & Huang, 2012) in recent years, and has become the heated discussion issue of e-learning 
research. However, in order to guide learners to learn scientific knowledge quickly and efficiently, the integration of 
innovative technologies into scientific learning activities without distracts their focus of learning should be an 
important research topic. 

With the increasing usage of physically interactive and augmented reality, game-based learning requirements for 
digital learning application have become more critical. Learners are able to learn better since they use multimedia 
assisted learning system, which would make them more motivated to pay attention to the information presented and 
better retain the information. Lu & Yao (2002) also stated that presenting abstract material using multimedia enables 
learners to understand the material better, and audio and visual displays allow learners to interact with the material. 
Although teachers’ professional education seemed to play an important role in the teaching process, but we still 
need an innovation instructional designs which differ from traditional teaching. We have to change education mode 
from “Technology-adapted Instruction” to “Instruction-adapted Technology” (Sung, Chang, & Hou, 2005). It is 
difficult for most learners to reasoning and conversion of Shape and Space in the field of elementary school 
mathematics education, so it causes lower learning achievement than the other units (Wang & Wang, 2008). 
However, spatial ability plays a very important role in the learning of mathematics geometry (Wheately, 1990; Wu, 
2004; Wei, 2005).  

The NCTM (2000) consider that the geometry help students to analyze characteristics of geometric shapes, as 
well as to use visualization, spatial reasoning, and geometric modeling to solve problems. Van Hiele (1986) 
describes a theory of mathematics education, the development of geometric thought, to enhance the achievement of 
learning and to promote learners’ comprehension. Van Hiele suggested five teaching phases to design teaching 
methods and materials step-by-step. This model of teaching phases is used as the main theoretical framework for this 
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study. Game-based learning (GBL) is an instructional method that incorporates educational content or learning 
principles into video games with the goal of engaging learners. The use of this method in the field of natural science 
and technology has increasingly been the object of study in recent years. Learning through digital games not only 
increase motivation, active learning, and provide individual learning opportunities, but reduce the learning pressure 
of learners (Wu, 2007).  

The main issues of this study focus on developing and evaluating a cubic net interactive system by using Kinect 
sensor for enhancing learners’ spatial ability. We will develop a courseware for interactive learning on cubic net in 
elementary school refers to a lesson of “Mathematics Space Geometry”. The content of the system is based on the 
geometric learning theory, and 3D real-time objects are used to provide the different viewing angle control. A 
qualitative analysis is also performed to show learners’ interactive of the Kinect sensor design through observation 
record, video recording, and structural interviews. And the questionnaire of system usability scale is utilized to 
evaluate system usability. 

For these objectives to be achieved, the article is structured as follows. The first section deals with the 
foundations for the development of the research. After which research methodology is presented, with full details of 
the system development, and of the instrument and procedures used. Results and then presented, with a thorough 
description of the system usability. Finally results are discussed and conclusions are drawn. 

Literature Review 

Spatial visualization skill 

Bishop (1989) refers to the power of spatial ability to help learner in visual and figural representation and to 
introduce complex abstractions in mathematics. Piaget & Inhelder (1967) think that the child first recognizes various 
objects by sense of touch alone and is followed by building up and using certain primitive relationships (topological 
space). Contrary to the historical development of geometry which began with treatment of straight lines, angles, 
distances, and plane figures, the child begins by noting the topological as opposed to the metric properties of objects 
(projective space and Euclidean space). Lohman & Kyllonen (1984) and Linn & Petersen (1985) think that spatial 
ability includes spatial visualization, spatial perception, spatial orientation, spatial imagination, and spatial 
translation and transformation. In this study, we focus on the spatial visualization skill which is the ability to 
mentally manipulate complex spatial 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional figures. Van Hiele (1986) describes a theory 
of mathematics education, Development of Geometric Thought, to enhance the achievement of learning and to 
promote learners’ comprehension. Van Hiele suggested five teaching phases to design teaching methods and 
materials step-by-step (see Table 1).  

Table 1. The model of the Development of Geometric Thought 
Level Phases of learning 
Level0 Visualization Inquiry/information 
Level1 Analysis Directed oriented 
Level2 Informal deduction Explication 
Level3 Formal deduction Directed oriented 
Level4 Rigor Integration 
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Kinect for Windows 

Kinect for Windows gives computers eyes, ears, and the capacity to use them (Kinect for Windows, 2013). Its 
OpenNI framework and SDK architecture show in Fig. 1. Kinect sensor gets the information stream (such as video, 
depth, and audio stream) and delivers to Natural User Interface (NUI) library. We operate through application 
interface (API) to control all functions of Kinect sensor, such as hand tracking, skeleton tracking (Kar, 2010), speech 
commands, and face tracking. 

 
Fig. 1. Kinect for Windows OpenNI framework. (Data source: http://yannickloriot.com/) 
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Game-based learning 

Game based learning (GBL) is a specific term of instructional strategy or activities that deals with applications 
that have defined learning outcomes. As an emergent learning process, game-based learning is designed to balance 
the subject matter with the gameplay and to help the player to retain and apply the subject matter to the real world 
(Kiili, 2005; Prensky, 2001). Game-based learning usually uses video-game technology, scoring strategy, interactive 
interface, flexibility course, and real-time feedback to engage learners into their learning (Drummond, 2003). It not 
only makes learning more meaningful but also creates a mental model which is response to participants’ motivation 
(Chumbley & Griffiths, 2006; Provenzo, 1992). 

With the rapidly development of information and communication technology, computer and simulation games 
have become the most popular leisure activities in our daily life. Many educational scholars claim that computer 
game is the natural and necessary element of student’s learning and it should be integrated into the instructional 
design as well as learning environments (Kiili, 2005; Prensky, 2001). They also believe that playing computer games 
applies the concept to “learning by playing”, which helps students overcome the boredom of learning in the 
classroom (Nanjappa, 2001; De Freitas, 2006). However, there are still some weaknesses and drawbacks in the 
implementation of game-based learning: (a) Game-based learning needs a lot of preparations and efforts; (b) the 
subjects and contents usually are pre-defined and fixed. More specifically, the workload of these tasks is very large 
and the completion of the application may not really meet the demand (Charles, Charles, & McNeill, 2009). On the 
other hand, e-learning systems are usually designed to support alternative methods for traditional instruction in order 
to improve the quality of student learning and to reduce the costs of instruction (Twigg, 2003). Hence, the game-
based e-learning has been proposed. As Clark and Mayer (2003) noted in their review of e-learning, well-designed 
system can help generate the contents of entertaining scenario that correspond to the learning subject. Stated another 
way, game-based e-learning system should make the preparations of learning applications with less efforts and better 
efficiency. 

System Development 

Teaching materials 

To develop material employing Kinect sensor, different programming frameworks must be surveyed, the OpenNI 
architecture to control Kinect sensor and OpenTK to provide cross-platform library (Fig. 2). By employing Kinect 
senor to present the questions and interactive games, and including a hand-mouse function, learners can learn the 
geometric learning theory and related information (Fig. 3 shows the system process.). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 2. System stack overview 
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Fig. 4. Kinect sensor assisted learning system process. 

Experimental subjects and operation 

Subjects are 98 students from the University of Technology in north Taiwan and they take information 
technology and science courses. We utilize System Usability Scale (SUS) (Brooke, 1986) which is a questionnaire 
of Likert Scale to assess system usability, learnability and users’ subjective satisfaction with specific aspects of the 
interactive interface. In addition, we add an adjective scale to rating our SUS scale (Fig. 5), this SUS was highly 
reliable (alpha = 0.91) and useful over a wide range of interface types (Bangor, Kortum, & Miller, 2009). While 
SUS was only intended to measure perceived ease-of-use, Lewis, & Sauro (2009) show that it provides a global 
measure of system satisfaction and sub-scales of usability (items 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) and learnability (items 4 and 
10) (multiplied their summed score contributions by 3.125 and 12.5, respectively).  
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Fig. 5. Mean SUS score ratings corresponding to the seven adjective ratings.  
(Data source: Bangor, Kortum, & Miller, 2009) 

 
The teaching materials employing Kinect sensor developed in this study required the use of computers. The 

learners were stand in front of Kinect sensor and provided information regarding the course (see Fig. 6). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6. Learner operation example. 

Evaluation Results 

Subjects finish operating the system and fill out the SUS questionnaire. As summarized in Table 2, the mean 
score of SUS is 71.73 (SD=13.06). According to the adjective ratings score, the assisted learning system in this 
study closely matches subjective label between Good and Excellent. We have discussion with these subjects on their 
idea about the interactive learning system after they complete operating the system and filling out the SUS 
questionnaire. Subjects generally agreed that interactive learning system increase their interest in the concept and 
make them to find different things. 

For the analysis of the questionnaire, will further discuss the mean score, usability score, and learnability score 
and help us to improve system. Hence, we summarized the following reasons may affect the system satisfaction.  
x The control and learning interface are not smooth enough. 
x The materials cannot display properly due to the angle and distance, this situation may confuse learners’ 

operation. 
x Learners need the support of technical assistant. Some learners do not understand how to operate the system. So 

we will provide teaching documents or assistant to help them. 
Table 2. SUS scoring 

Mean SD Min Max Median Usability Learnability 
71.13 13.06 45 100 70 71.08 74.36 

Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we present the results of the usability and the learnability of cubic net assisted learning system by 
using Kinect sensor. Regarding the SUS questionnaire, most learners highly appreciated the teaching materials 
employing Kinect sensor and considered the materials interesting, easier to control and play, and easy to operate 
using the interactive functions. The learners also reported that the teaching employing interactive system enhanced 
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their motivation to learn and was helpful for learning spatial skills. In the future, there are still many parts of system 
to improve. A small portion of the learners reported that the teaching material employing Kinect sensor performed 
less desirable response speed during interactive operation. The buttons should be clearly defined, the cubit net 
knowledge should be highlighted, and proper instructions should be provided to ensure the learners are more 
focused on learning the knowledge expressed in the teaching materials. 
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Abstract 

This paper discusses the development and testing of Multimedia-assisted Mastery Learning Courseware (MMLC) 
with regard to the learning of cellular respiration. The model for the instructional system design and the a combined 
theory of instruction are introduced as the macro and micro stages of developing the courseware. The design of the 
prototype is reported followed by the alpha test using usability evaluation. Beta testing was carried out after 
revisions were made based on expert comments. The findings of this study show that the courseware is well 
designed in terms of using mastery learning elements which goes through a series of  systematic testing stages. In 
conclusion, the  MMLC is ready to be implemented in order to discover the effectiveness in terms of enhancing 
student’s performance with regard to learning cellular respiration. 
 
Keywords: multimedia learning, learning biology, computer-assisted learning, e-learning, mastery learning, testing prototype 

1. Introduction 
  

Recently, the advent of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) systems offers new capabilities for the 
delivery of instruction throughout the range of educational settings. At the moment, educators are exploring ways of 
providing flexible learning systems that will meet the ever-increasing demands of a complex and diverse student 
group. Moreover, many cases regarding student performance are reported, such as the difference between low 
achievers and high achievers (Guskey, 2007). To overcome this problem, various interventions have been suggested, 
including curriculum-based assessment (Hintze, Christ & Methe, 2006), tutoring (Sleeman & Brown, 1982), mastery 
learning (Bloom, 1984), formative assessment (Guskey, 2010) and so forth. Unfortunately, most of these 
interventions required additional resources such as teachers’ effort, workload and time. However, the advancement 
of ICT has eased the burden on the resources needed for teaching and learning processes. The employment of 
computers in teaching and learning is seen as the only way to maintain and promote the quality of instruction.   
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2. Multimedia-assisted Mastery Learning Courseware in Biology 

Biology is one of the subjects offered as part of the Matriculation science programme in Malaysia. This subject 
contains many abstract concepts that are difficult to understand. Students must be able to conceptualise and 
construct abstract concepts in biology in order to understand and make sense of them. Many students’ demonstrate 
common misconceptions concerning biology, including their understanding of topics such as respiration, 
photosynthesis, ecology, genetic, classification and the human circulatory system (Tekkaya, 2002). Furthermore 
complex processes and the use of technical terms such as in the topic of cellular respiration, make them difficult to 
learn (Patro, 2008). Hence, it is important to design a high quality instructional system to enhance the teaching and 
learning of difficult and abstract topics as part of the subject of biology. 

 
The mastery learning method divides subject matter into units, each of which has a module with predetermined 
objectives which has to be completed.  In doing unit tests, students should achieve mastery, typically 80%, before 
moving on to subsequent units. Students who do not achieve mastery receive remedial instruction, while students 
who achieve mastery have the opportunity to participate in enrichment activities. With the use of computers, 
mastery learning has a high potential to become an effective and extensive teaching and learning tool (Kulik et al., 
1990; Fike et al., 2011) For each learning module, students are allowed to test and re-test until competency is 
achieved with regard to each unit. This allows students to proceed at their own pace based upon their unique 
learning styles and capacities for learning.  Each time that students complete a test on a learning module, they are 
informed promptly of their performance, and receive immediate feedback on those items with regard to which they 
have not demonstrated competency. Accordingly, students who learn at a slower pace or who have an inadequate 
academic background, are provided with an opportunity to catch up with those students who have stronger 
backgrounds or who learn at a more rapid pace. This tends to create an equalizing effect for students. In this 
research, all the instructional elements as part of the mastery learning strategy, are delivered via multimedia 
interactive tools. With the advent of ICT as a teaching tool, and the availability of computer hardware in schools, the 
problem of applying mastery learning can be improved by using interactive courseware. Feedback activities could 
also be easily conducted using computers. In addition, in terms of recording the students’ performance, the 
technology could also reduce the time and effort required to implement the comprehensive interventions needed as 
part of the mastery learning process. 
 

3. Methods  
 

Learning courseware is a relatively recent application with regard to Computer Based Learning.  This refers to the 
use of computers for the delivery of instruction involving an interactive approach. The researcher had developed 
courseware entitled "Cellular Respiration" to improve student’s performance and understanding with regard to this 
topic. The design of the courseware was based on a macro and micro design. Bloom’s mastery learning strategy 
(Bloom, 1984), Mayer’s Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning (Mayer, 2003) and Alessi and Trollip’s 
instructional design model (Alessi and Trollip, 2001) were used for the macro design. Gagné’s nine events of 
instruction (1985) was used for the micro design of the courseware. Motivational elements were incorporated into 
the courseware which was created based on Keller’ ARCS model of motivation.  These were incorporated into the 
courseware which was created based on Gagné’s nine events of instruction. Keller’s model suggests strategies for 
increasing the motivation to learn. ARCS is an acronym for the four essential strategy components for motivating 
instruction, namely (1) Attention strategies for arousing and sustaining curiosity and interest, (2) Relevance 
strategies linked to learner’ needs, interests and intentions (3) Confidence strategies that help students develop a 
positive expectation for successful achievement, and (4) Satisfaction strategies that provide extrinsic and intrinsic 
reinforcement for effort. Attention involves the arousal of interest on the part of learners, the stimulation of an 
attitude of inquiry and the maintenance of attention. Relevance refers to tying instructions to the student’s personal 
interest or goals. Confidence refers to the students’ expectations for success, while satisfaction refers to the process 
or results of the learning experience. In this research, an authoring software, Adobe Flash CS4, was used to design 
the courseware. Thumbnails that allow the development of the courseware through rapid prototyping were created 
by using this software. It allowed and illustrated the correct navigation within and among the modules. Furthermore, 
objects in the form of animations, graphics, texts and sounds were built as a knowledge base by using Micromedia 
Fireworks, Adobe Photoshop and Sound Forge. Figure 1 explained the flowchart of the courseware in general.  
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Figure 1 : Flow chart of Multimedia-assisted Mastery Learning Courseware 
 

4. Testing and Revision 
 
The final step of the development process was  testing and revision. At first the researchers checked in advance with 
their two experts biology lecturers experienced in the Matriculation program to ensure that all the teaching content 
be included in the courseware was correct, accurate and timely before the programming process. After the prototype 
was developed, the  researchers conducted a comprehensive evaluation involving two phases. The first phase was 
the alpha testing while the second phase was the beta testing. These two phases were part of the assessment process 
as proposed by Alessi and Trollip (2001) to ensure the validity and reliability of the courseware being developed. 
Alpha testing involves the process of quality inspection involving content experts who undertook an evaluation of 
the courseware design. The evaluation process was done by each evaluator using a checklist evaluation of 
multimedia instructional materials. Three other biology teachers and two instructional design experts determined the 
validity of the content and evaluated the accuracy of the design and content presentation. 
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5  Results 
 

5.1 Alpha testing 
 

The alpha test results involving content experts indicated that the courseware met the learning needs associated with 
the cellular respiration topic. The contents of this courseware was accurate, complete and timely in terms of the 
Matriculation biology syllabus. Content experts also found that the  audio quality used by the narrator was good and 
matched the quality of the animated video presentation that had been constructed. However, the content experts 
identified several minor errors in spelling such as acetyl-CoA, mitochondria and the symbols for oxygen (O2) and 
carbon dioxide (CO2). Some of the illustrations used such as in the Krebs cycle and the oxidative phosphorylation 
process was not clear and could be further improved. They also advised that the researchers used graphics relevant 
to the topic as a display montage and interface.  
 
From the instructional design experts’ point of view, they were not satisfied with the selection of the background 
graphics for the montage display and the interface. In addition, the control button arrangement was also thought to 
be disorganized. The video animation did not have a complete set of control buttons (just a stop and a pause button). 
A video control button should be included so that students can control the speed of the video to match their 
individual needs. This is relevant to one aspect of multimedia design principles in the form of the principle of 
segments as proposed by Mayer (2009). The experts also suggested that the researchers should build a more uniform 
systematic control buttons set up below the display interface to clarify the teaching segments. However, they found 
that the design and programming of the mastery learning strategy was easy to follow. Using a biology teacher as a 
character is suitable since it acts as an important guide during the exploration of the courseware. Based on the 
feedback, a few modifications and amendments were carried out. All the modifications were carried out before the 
beta testing was done on students from the target population. Figure 2 shows prototype interface screen displays 
before and after a series of modifications were done. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.2 Beta Testing 
  

Beta testing follows revisions and utilises the full product for testing. The beta test was performed by the students 
with collaboration with the researcher. It was a formal process to determine the usefulness and the usability of the 
courseware, with clear procedures about what to do and what to observe. Usefulness refers to the extent that the 
courseware was useful in supporting the learning process. Meanwhile, usability was related to software technical 

Before modification 

Figure 2 : Ordering interface display reconfigured to create a more systematic button control. 
Background graphic interface display changed to be more relevant to the topic and the video display 

  

After modifications 
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operations which consisted of the interface and the interaction. The beta test was carried out to serve as a useful trial 
run of the courseware. Also, it provided the researcher with information with regard to any unexpected problems  
which may arise from the usage of the computer or the contents of the courseware. Indirectly, the researchers were 
able to identify any weaknesses or problems from the perspective of the students in relation to the use of the 
developed software. The researcher conducted two stages of beta testing namely; 1) one-to-one evaluation and 2) 
small group evaluation by students. One-to-one evaluation involved three target users with a range of biology 
academic achievement. Firstly, the researcher explained the procedure by informing the learners the reasons they 
were testing the courseware. During the evaluation session, the researcher observed the students going through the 
courseware.  The researchers unobtrusively made note and observed the changes in behaviour, facial gestures, and 
the body language of the students. A short interview was conducted to get their reactions and feelings. From the 
testing, the three of them were satisfied with the courseware they explored. They responded positively especially 
from the aspect of language level, animated graphics and exercise provided. After the one-to-one evaluation, the 
researcher continued with the same method to a small group of students in a real classroom environments. Twenty 
seven students were brought to the computer laboratory to run the courseware and give feedback. This is regarded as 
a summative evaluation whereby a student’s approval is needed (Alessi & Trollip, 2001). Overall, it was found that 
the students were satisfied and could cope with the courseware without any problems. Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 
5 show two scenes of the MMLC for the topic of cellular respiration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: The presented instruction material created through enhanced cues 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         
Figure 4 : Screen shot of a biology teacher character giving  immediate feedback 
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Figure 5 : Screen shot of the feedback given on a formative test 

Conclusion 
 

Based on the evaluation carried out at all levels, it was found that the courseware was built to consider ideal 
characteristics such as interface design, audio quality, quality graphics, use of appropriate colours, good quality 
animation and ease of use. In addition, the results of the beta test and feedback from random interviews conducted 
with the students showed absence of programming errors. Overall, the students were satisfied with the content and 
operation of the courseware. It is hoped our MMLC will be a viable alternative approach for students leading to a 
significant increase in student achievement in terms of learning about cellular respiration. There are also positive 
possibilities to extend this courseware beyond biology with fruitful results. 
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Abstract 

This research explore that the model of knowledge management and social media technology for graduated student as well as its 
impact in the classroom on learning and teaching, especially in graduated student’s self-directed learning skill and practices that 
refer to knowledge creating, analyzing, nurturing, disseminating, and optimizing process as part of the learning quality 
improvements. In this process, web technology particular social media has a necessary role to drive and integrate knowledge and 
learning activities within the knowledge management process. In this respect, this research aims to study the appropriate model of 
knowledge management via social media and enhance the graduate student’s self-directed learning skill. 

Keywords: Knowledge Management (KM), Social media, Self-Directed Learning skill. 

Nomenclature 

A Knowledge Management via Social media 

B  Self-Directed Learning skill 

C Graduated student 

Introduction 

Graduate student quality is the top contributing factor to student achievement. Quality ongoing professional 
development contributes to student growth and success. The needs for professional development that can meet 
today’s educators’ demanding schedules, that uses quality content and resources that are available to teachers from 
any place and any time,  and that can deliver relevant, accessible, and ongoing support has stimulated the 
development of online teacher professional development programs. Online teacher professional development 
programs make it possible for educators to communicate, share knowledge and resources, and reflect via 
asynchronous interactions. Moreover, Dabner (2011) suggest that the many current ICT-supported reform efforts 
demand teachers to assume the role of epistemic facilitator of knowledge construction supported by technology. In 
addition, Davis et al. (2011) explored the characteristics of such technology training programs were discussed to 
help students learn how to use technologies as instructional tools to enhance their teaching and students` learning. 
The condition of education in Thailand today still has several problems. Especially, the quality of learners seems 
shortages (Secretariat of the Council of Education, 2010: 53). Along with the lack of pedagogy skills that is not 
match in the actual practical needs for higher education. Particularly, the lack of the self-directed learning skill of 
graduate students to use that knowledge management let the opportunity to exchange and share knowledge is 
decreased between them and focuses on the upstream of training from real situations process furthermore, Lee, et al 
(2010) have suggests that the common difficulties and limitations regarding the implementation of knowledge 
management into classrooms cultures. In addition, Erkunt (2010) exhibited that students’ collective inquiry relied on 
socially distributed cognitive resources that were generated by their social interactions in class and online using 
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technology. The concept of social media that based on the appropriate tool and the medium to deliver knowledge, 
and helps learners can communicated with each other (Catherall, 2008) especially in teaching and learning using the 
potential of internet network to access with various sources of learning (Belleghem, 2011). The main purpose of this 
study is to research and develop activities to be appropriate with the learners that integrated with the concept of 
knowledge management and social media. The question then becomes, “How to develop the appropriate model of 
knowledge management via social media”. The expected benefits are the appropriate model that is the systematic 
approach to enhance graduated student’s self-directed learning skill. More over the results of quality assessment of 
model that is body of knowledge to develop the learning skill of graduated students. In addition the results can be 
the information to support the higher education systems policy maker. 

Objective 

This research primarily sought to study, develop, and evaluate the model of knowledge management via social 
media to enhance graduated student’s self-directed learning skill. 

Methodology 

The first phase: Studying the model of knowledge management via social media to enhance graduate student’s 
self-directed learning skill. 

1. Analyzing the elements of knowledge management (KM) are included the knowledge management 
activities: Creating (Explore and Capture), Analyzing (Identify and Organize), Nurturing (Utilize and 
Demonstrate), Disseminating (Transfer and Diffuse), and Optimizing (Evaluate and Improve) 

2. Analyzing the elements of social media are included the elements of web-based learning (instruction, 
interaction, and internet) and web technology (collaboration, communication, and storage technology). 

3. Analyzing the elements of self-directed learning skill. 
4. Integrating the elements of knowledge management, social media and self-directed learning skill. 

The second phase: Developing the model of knowledge management via web-based learning to enhance graduate 
student’s self-directed learning skill and assessment tools.  

1. Developing the model of knowledge management via social media. 
2. Developing the competency assessment tools that include the achievement test, attitude test, and 

performance test. 
3. Developing the efficacy of the model of knowledge management via social media to enhance graduate 

student’s self-directed learning skill.  
The third phase: Evaluating the model of knowledge management via social media to enhance graduate student’s 

self-directed learning skill. 
1. Research design by following the Two-Group Posttest Only Design. 
2. Population and samples: 

2.1 Population is the graduate students (Master and Doctoral degree) who study in 2nd semester, 2012 
academic year at Faculty of Education, Kasetsart University, Thailand.  

2.2 Samples are random sampling the 60 graduate students that divided into 2 groups: The first group is 32 
peoples for experimental group and the other group is 30 peoples for control group. 
3. Research tools:  

3.1 The model of knowledge management via social media.  
3.2 The competency assessment tools (knowledge test, attitude test, and performance test). 

4. Data analysis:  
����'HVFULSWLYH�VWDWLVWLFV��[ࡄ��DQG�6�'���DUH�XVHG�WR�GHVFULEH�WKH�EDVLF�IHDWXUHV�RI�WKH�GDWD� 
4.2 Inferential statistics (t-test with independent sample) are used to compare the data between control and 

experimental group. 
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Results 

The model of knowledge management via social media to enhance graduate student’s self-directed learning skill 
was appropriated with the criterion of quality, detail are as follow: 

1. Knowledge management are include the KM activities of Creating (Explore and Capture), Analyzing (Identify 
and Organize), Nurturing (Utilize and Demonstrate), Disseminating (Transfer and Diffuse), and Optimizing 
(Evaluate and Improve). 

2. Social media are driven the Knowledge management by Facebook, Tweeter, YouTube, Wikis, and Blogs. 
3. Self-directed learning skill are include the components of Planning, Strategies, Resources, Motivation, 

Monitoring, Evaluating, and Summary (Figure 1). 
 
 

 

Figure 1: the model of knowledge management via social media to enhance  
graduate student’s self-directed learning skill. 

Conclusions 

The research results exhibited that the model of knowledge management via social media to enhance graduate 
student’s self-directed learning skill was appropriated and fit to the quality of educational media. Online learning 
skills development is an emerging trend it is still a “new frontier.” Educators around the world experience many 
demands on their knowledge, time, and professional development. Developing and sustaining an effective online 
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learning community can be challenging even in the midst of an era of much technological advancement. More over 
developing and sustaining an effective large-scale online community is even more challenging. In addition, 
professional development has mainly centered on learning processes that involve updating knowledge, yet it has 
made little headway as a construct that includes both the professional and personal characteristics and working 
conditions. It has also focused more on developing. Finally, online learning technologies have the potential to 
transform the professional development of students; penetrate cultural, discipline, and other barriers; bring educators 
together to learn, share successes and challenges; and co-construct and transfer learning. 
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Abstract 

This study aimed to develop a u-learning instructional model using project-based learning approach to enhance the students’ 
creating-innovation skills. In addition, this model will be used as a framework in the development and evaluation of effective u-
learning systems in higher education in Thailand. The design of the model was based from the analysis of various researches and 
literatures on u-learning. The model illustrated the four factors that influence u-learning. This research highlighted the interplay 
of these factors in the processes of project-based learning. Finally, the model discussed the four creating-innovation skills for 21st 
century learners. 
 
Keywords: u-learning instructional model, project-based learning approach, creating-innovation skills 

Nomenclature 

A U-Learning Instructional Model 

B  Project-Based Learning Approach 

C Creating-Innovation Skills 

Introduction 

Developments in science and technology have continuously evolved through time. Everybody has moved to an 
era of an information society that affects the ways of living of the consumers regarding using technology to make 
life easier and more efficient in the social, political, economic and educational aspects.  

In the field of education, recent developments in science and technology applications have influenced the 
learning process. The education in this present time is classified as the education for a social learning focusing on 
the integration of modern technology. A result of the integration of information technology with borderless 
communication makes this society become a timeless learning society. In the 21st century learning, computer and 
internet technologies have greatly affected the delivery of learning. These technologies made learning accessible to 
everyone, anywhere, and anytime. One of the learning approaches that have been used today is Ubiquitous 
Computing which responds to continuous learning that happens anywhere and anytime and leads to Ubiquitous 
Learning or U-Learning.  

In Thai educational context, a model of U-Learning has yet to be developed and designed in order to effectively 
facilitate and implement the learning approaches adopted by various higher education institutions. Educational 
management is one important mission of any educational institution, especially in higher education, which is 
expected to produce qualified graduates to the labour market and to develop the country. Thai education has to 
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develop both educational management, and engaging teaching and learning activities in order to make it at par with 
recent innovations in educational communications and technologies and to cope with the recent issues trends in the 
international educational system.  

Objective  

This study primarily aimed to develop a u-learning instructional model using project-based learning approach to 
enhance the creating-innovation skills of students in higher education in Thailand. 

Methodology 

The development of a u-learning model is the first phase of a research on u-learning applications in  
higher education in Thailand. The second phase of the research will involve the testing and evaluation of this model 
to different higher education institutions in Thailand.  
 
 This study only discussed the first phase. In developing the u-learning instructional model in higher 
education, this study analyzed various researches and literatures on u-learning. The process of developing the model 
included the following: 

1. Analyzing the elements of the u-learning  
2. Analyzing the elements of project based learning 
3. Analyzing the elements of creating-innovation skills  
4. Designing and developing the model. 

Results 

Based from the analysis of various literatures on u-learning, this research highlighted the three factors that 
influence u-learning. 
 

The first group of factors includes the elements of u-learning. These elements are Person, Approach, Context, and 
Technology. Person refers to the participants of the learning process – student and teacher. They possess different 
characteristics and share knowledge and skills. They engage in different Contexts or learning environments using 
various Approaches such as using internet and computer applications and Web Blog. Learning activities inside the 
classroom such as teacher-learner approach and learner-learner approach can also be utilized. To facilitate the 
learning process, different Technologies are used. These educational technologies include mobile and wireless 
technologies such as tablet PC and smart phones. 

 
The second group of factors involves the six processes in project-based learning – Introduction, Selection, 

Planning, Collecting, Presentation and Evaluate of U-Learning activities. The first process, Introduction, aims to 
attract the attention of the students to motivate them to learn, The second process, Selection, allows the students to 
carefully choose topics during the learning process that interest them. In the third process, Planning, students design 
and develop their own work plans and implement these plans. The fourth process, Collecting, involves gathering of 
data, information, and other resources to prepare them for the fifth process, Presentation. The last process, 
Evaluation, assesses the project implemented and all the components involved in the implementation such as goals 
and objectives, tasks, and resources used, among others.  

The third group of factors includes the levels of creating-innovation skills developed by the students after 
engaging in u-learning. Tenkely (2010) explained these creating-innovation skills of Bloom’s taxonomy at various 
levels from Plan (Level 1), Design (Level 2), Imagine/Invent (Level 3), Create/Compose/Construction (Level 4) 
(Tenkely, 2010). 
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Figure 1: The U-Learning Instructional Model Using Project Based Learning Approach to 
Enhance Students 

 

Conclusions 

This study reported the first phase of the research on u-learning in higher education in Thailand. This showed the 
three groups of factors that were involved in the development of a u-learning instructional model using project-
based learning approach to enhance the  creating-innovation skills of the 21st learners. This model will be evaluated 
during the second phase of the research which involves the actual implementation of u-learning in higher education 
using this instructional model.  
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The Development of Working Design through Characterized 
Technology Pedagogy and Content Knowledge in the Elementary 

Schools’ Instructional 
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Faculty of education, sriwijaya university Indonesia 

Abstract 
ICT-based characterized instructional can lead the learners become more creative and get higher quality output. This study aimed 
to determine the practicalities and potential effects of the use of characterized technology pedagogy and content knowledge to the 
learners’ outcome. This study is a development research through characterized TPACK model and the evaluation will use 
Tessmer’ procedure. The sample of this research is 38 students of the third class of elementary school in Palembang. The steps in 
doing this study are: 1) emerging, 2) applying, 3) infusing, and 4) evaluating. This model possess a very good validity, the 
potential effect of this model can be seen from the students’ outcome, that is 65,79% success with good score, which means more 
than half of the students manage to learn based on this model. 
 
Keywords: Technology, pedagogy and content knowledge, character education 

Introduction 

 Nowadays, the ICT relevance in the instructinal which was originally only as a tool to 

increase its role as a learning resource. According Hinostron JE, et al (2008) (Sutrisno, 2012:11) 

in his paper entitled "Traditional and emerging ICT applications for learning" stated that there 

are  three trends of instructional based ICT, namely: 1) provide opportunities in broadening the 

learning opportunities in flexible and easy way, 2) teachers can develop their creativity in 

developing the instructional scenarios, 3) ICT can enhance the instructional process for teachers 

and students. Teacher readiness in responding ICT integratively in the instructional is the main 

goal in developing the instructional activity, the ideal and competitive students need creative, 

innovative, and reflective teachers. to respond the demands, it is needed supporting program: , 

standardization, assessment, curriculum development, instructional development, professional 

development and the provision of a conducive learning climate. Especially  in the development 

of teaching programs and profesional teacher, the teacher should be able to use ICT and the 

develops the instructional by integrating ICT. According to the American Associon Colleges of 

Teacher Education (AACT 2010) (in Sutrisno, 2012:16) it is stated that 21st century’s teacher 

must master the competencies that can facilitate the students in accordance the learning 

outcomes that have been required, so the teacher must: 1) successfully combines the technology 
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with instructional materials pedagogy, 2) incorporate appropriate instructional with specified in 

the curriculum with 21st century the demands of, 3) the balance of the instructional strategies 

and problem-based learning method. 4) masters the various assessment models to determine 

student performance, 5) acts as a mentor and exchange the ideas with the students, 6) always 

develops his/her professionalism. 

The integration of ICT in the instructional  

In 2010, there were three important issues concerning the development of what is called 

the Technology Pedagogy and Content Knowledge (TPCAK), namely: 1) professional teachers 

development on strategies, understanding and application of TPACK, namely the relationship 

analysis with technology (T), pedagogy (P ) and subject matter (C) applied in the instructional 

process. 2) TPACK focused on learning technologies which are designed in accordance with the 

stages. 3) designing an observation measurement  

Instructional-based Tecnology Pedagogy, Content dan Knowledge (TPACK)  model 

 Tecnology Pedagogy, Content dan Knowledge (TPACK) model: this model was 

developed by Mishra and Kohler, (2008). The focus of this model as a framework for teacher or 

designer in integrating ICT in the instructional. This model is based on the development of 

models of Pedagogy Content Knowledge (PCK) proposed by Shulman (1986) (in Sutrisno, 

2012). The basic concept of TPACK emphasis more on the relationship among the subject 

matter, technology and pedagogy. The interaction of the three has the power and appeal to foster 

active learning focused on students, can also be interpreted that it was teacher-centered learning, 

and TPACK student-centered learning. TPACK in the model is described as follows: 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

TPACK 
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Explanation:  TPACK = Tecnology Pedagogy, Content dan Knowledge 

  TPK      = Tecnological PedagogicalKnowledge  

  TCK      = Tecnological Content Knowledge 

  PCK      = Pedagogy, Content dan Knowledge  

 

Figure1: Tecnology Pedagogy, Content dan Knowledge (TPACK) Model  adopted from Koehler dan Mishra 2008 

The Form of Character Education in School 

 The implementation of character education in all life aspects, especially school life, refers 

to the basic form of character education that writer can explain based on the configuration of 

elements of character education. Can be seen in the following table: 

          Table 1    value and material proposed by teacher in subject and material taught 

Basic value 
of character Instructional material 

Honesty 

 

The concept of self-knowledge, self-motivation, self-control, relationship with God, 
self righteousness, self-value system, sincerity, and sincerity, self-sacrifice, giving 
and sharing 

Smart Self concept as an achiever, analyzing ability, decision making ability 

Tough The concept of environmental influences destructive or constructive, working 
ability, resilience 

Caring Realize a wide range of interests, the community concept, understand social ethics, 
the concept of the common goodness, the concept of tolerance 

Discipline Consistent, clear, paying attention to self-esteem, praise reward, punishment, being 
supple, be firm, not be emotional 

Self 
confident 

Giving compliments to every achievement, teaching students to be responsible, 
teaching students to be friendly, glad to help others, do not reprimand in front of 
many friends, support something that interests the students, not coddle students 

Independent Forming students’ independent attitude, allowing students to organize their own 
time, students are given the responsibility, implementing a healthy body condition 
and strong, giving freedom to the students to define their own goals, students 
realize that teachers are parents who are always at their side 

Firm Giving the students opportunity to express their opinion, giving a freedom to be 
creative, giving a chance to make decision. 
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Responsible Giving tasks and reprimand, amends when doing wrong, consequent, discussing 
about the importance of responsibility 

Creative Learning beyond the facts, learning the correct way of thinking, constructing 
learning new facts 

Critical Explaining about the forbidden cause and effect thinking, thinking about 
something that happens for some reason. 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 Widely, the application character education in school can be classified into three events, 

namely: the development in instructional from each subject, the development in extracurricular 

activities and in school culture development, strategy development of character education in 

school subject of elementary school included in sport, religious, Indonesian, science, math and 

social studies. Ahmad Tafsir (2009:85) states that the process of integrating the character 

education in the instructional can be done in several ways, among them: (1) instructional 

material, (2) selecting material, (3) selecting instructional media integration. 

Reserch problem: Tecnology Pedagoy, Content dan Knowledge (TPACK) model which 

is developed suit to the indonesian society, namely: technology pedagogy model, content and 

characeterized knowledge. The research question is: do Tecnology Pedagoy, Content dan 

Knowledge (TPACK) model have practical character and have potential effect to the learners’ 

learning, while the objective of this research: to find out the potential effect of the use Tecnology 

Pedagoy, Content dan Knowledge (TPACK) model to the learners’ outcome. 

Research Methodology 

 Research methods: the initial apporach is by using survey, observationa, interview and 

documentation, then proceed by research and development proposed by TPACK theoretical 

framework developed by Mishra dan Kohler, (2008), and Tessmer (1998) will be applied as the 

evaluation. Then, this model is developed into certain situation, tested, revised and retested until 

it becomes perfect and productive result. Finally, it is found a characterized TPACK instructional 

model. The sample of this research is the third class of elementary school in Palembang 
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                     Figure 2:   Characterized TPACK Model Development and Tessmer (2011) 
The Development Results and Discussion 

This instructional model is a student-centered instructional model and provides 

opportunities to use strategies and ICT-based instructional method. The instructional model 
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which is developed in this research is characterized TPACK instructional model that is intended 

to foster critical thinking skill and ICT mastery for third grade elementary school. Instructional 

model created in this study include, the design, implementation, characterized TPACK 

instructional evaluation, in terms of practicality and potential effect. 

Validity test of TPACK model  

1) Design 

Material validation and media accuracy were done three times. The final validation get 

very good score (90%) were seen on the accuracy model with characterized TPACK model and 

the scope of character values to the used media was appropriate (87%). The validity test of 

instructional material is compliant to the theme taken from the third class with 85% score. 

Lesson plan validity is 88% or very good because it contains materials and characters and the 

media related to ICT in elementary school 

2) Practicality 

The result of small group or one to one: instructional activity: respondent A category low 

scored 40, respondent B good category scored 75 and respondent C very good category scored 

88. While the achievement gained by each student in small group is respondent A get 80, B get 

90, and C get 60. It means they get high achievement 

3. Final evaluation (potential effect) 

To see the potential effect of the use of characterized Tecnology Pedagoy, Content and 

Knowledge model, it is done a small group and carried on with test. The potential effect of 

instructional media in the application of  PATCK viewed by learner’s activity: 1) the students 

can follow the instruction of the used media, 2) they can listen teacher’s explanation, 3) learners 

take note to the important aspect, 4) learners can solve the task given, 5) they can answer 

teacher’s question and express their arguments, the potential effect of the instructional media  to 

the learners’ outcome. It can be gained through three ways, they are: a test which is conducted 

after teaching and learning process, exercises, and homework. The final score was analyzed by 

combining the test result, exercises, and homework, then, it is gained from 38 students, 10  

(26.32 %) categorized very good, 25 (65.79%) are in good category and 3 (7.90%) in fair 

category 
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Conclusion 

The development of characterized TPCK model in the instructional development for 

elementary teacher is vey useful. It has good validity level, practicality and potential effects from 

characterized TPACK model. The experts say that this model is valid. In practicality test , 

characterized TPACK is effective in the third class of elementary school, while the potential 

effect of this model  shows very high level, where 65.79% of the students applies ICT-based 

instructional 
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Abstract 
Analytical Chemistry plays a very important role in the modern world. The main  reasons are; the need of environmental 
monitoring, quality of food and water control, human health, quality of industrial production control, nanotechnologies and 
material science. Together with Inorganic Chemistry, Organic Chemistry and Physical Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry is a 
fundamental chemical course. The education of Analytical Chemists is carried out in 52 Polish universities introduced already in 
the Bolonia Process, ECTS points and three steps of education: Bachelor’s degree (at universities of technology – Engineer’s 
degree), Master’s degree and Doctoral Studies. The first level, Bachelor’s degree, contains the basic knowledge: gravimetric 
analysis, electrogravimetry, acid-base titration, oxidation-reduction titration, precipitation titration, complexometric titration and 
quality assurance and quality control of results. The second level (Master’s degree) contains more developed analytical 
techniques: gas and liquid chromatography, spectrophotometric methods, electrochemical methods, elemental analysis etc. A 
bachelor’s projects as well as a diploma and doctoral thesis very often are prepared in the field of Analytical Chemistry. It is very 
popular with students, each year we have in Poland about 100 doctorate in this field. The laboratory on Polish universities are 
well equipped in specialist apparatuses, but it’s strongly depended on university profile and how big it is. Some students are 
doing studies and thesis abroad, in the frame of LLP ERASMUS Program or other international programs. It promotes the 
international dimension and improves the quality of education by encouraging innovation in education. 
 
Keywords: analytical chemistry, teaching, Polish universities 

Analytical Chemistry plays a very important role in the modern world. From the society there is the huge demand 
for information on various material objects that can be obtained in the course of analytical examination of collected 
samples. Therefore, the analytical information resulting from the work of analysts is a response to society’s 
demands, as is pictured in the diagram shown in Figure 1. The crucial role plays the specialist education.  

During the 20th century Analytical Chemistry had expanded from the discipline treated commercially to the 
independent and very important science. Analytical Chemistry can be divided into:  

- Analytical Chemistry - the basic discipline about the analytical process, which covers 
development of new analytical methods and techniques together with apparatus, and 

- Chemical Analysis, named Analytics - practical application of analytical methods. 
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Fig. 1. Demand for analytical information as a stimulus for the development of analytics 
 

 
Generally, Analytical Chemistry responds to a few basic questions, such as: what is in our surroundings? 

(qualitative analysis), how much is it? (quantitative analysis), how is it organized? (structural analysis) and how does it 
change over time? (process analysis and monitoring). The source of information is the analyzed sample. A information is 
obtained by decoding the analytical signal (of the measured physical or physicochemical value). Almost each physical or 
physicochemical property can be the basis for determination of a given element or compound. On this stage, it should be 
underlined that Analytical Chemistry can be treated as a challenge for scientific staff and people, who are responsible for 
the arrangement of the programmes of studies. 

Analytical information is indispensable in different industrial branches, medicine, biology, agriculture and food 
industry, judiciary and criminology, atomic power engineering, environmental protection, archeology, history and 
geology. The obtained result should be reliable, it is extremely important in analysis. Analytical chemist is officially, 
disciplinarily, penally and financially responsible for the reliability of the analytical results. The quality control of the 
results of measurements can be treated as a next challenge for Analytical Chemistry programmes and teachers. The 
Committee on Analytical Chemistry of the Polish Academy of Sciences developed the main assumptions and standards 
for education in Analytical Chemistry. The aim of education within the framework of the subject named „Analytical 
Chemistry” is to introduce the students to the chemical and physical principles of analytical techniques, basic chemical 
operations, analytical apparatuses and to prepare them to take an active part in the analytical process. It means the 
knowledge of the particular steps of the analytical process, specificity of the analytical problem, collection and preparation 
of the sample for analysis, analytical measurement and interpretation of the obtained results. Each graduate of the 
chemical studies should have the ability to : 

- use monographic and normative treatises and original literature, 
- calculate masses and volumes of the reagents appropriate for preparation a solution of a given 

concentration, 
- prepare the standard solutions for volumetric determinations, 
- choose the appropriate analytical method in relation to the type of the analyzed material, determined 

analyte(s) and the aim of analysis, 
- collect the representative sample and prepare it for analysis, 
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- choose the separation method and apply it to a given analytical problem, 
- make the measurement by applying chemical and physical techniques suitable for a given analytical 

problem, 
- calculate the analytical result, estimate the possible uncertainties, determine the parameters 

characteristic for a given analytical method and the obtained results, 
- know the basics of validation process of a given analytical procedure and apply it in practice. 

The course Analytical Chemistry should be included in the programmes of studies after, or in the worst case during, 
the subjects, such as: Inorganic Chemistry, Organic Chemistry and Physical Chemistry. The knowledge of these subjects 
is essential for proper understanding of Analytical Chemistry.  

The education of Analytical Chemists is carried out in 52 Polish universities, including medical universities. All 
these universities are introduced already in the Bolonia Process, ECTS points and three steps of education: Bachelor’s 
degree (at universities of technology – Engineer’s degree), Master’s degree and Doctoral Studies. The lectures are carried 
out by a highly qualified scientific staff. The main university and the staff carrying out courses from Analytical Chemistry 
and related subjects are listed in Table 1. The number of independent employees (professors and habilitated doctors) 
UHDFKHV� ��� DW� $GDP� 0LFNLHZLF]� 8QLYHUVLW\� LQ� 3R]QDĔ�� ��� DW� :DUVDZ� 8QLYHUVLW\� RI� 7HFKQRORJ\� DQG� ��� DW� *GDQVN�
University of Technology and Poznan University of Life Sciences. Other employees have in a great measure long teaching 
experience. Obviously, it is difficult to compare well-known universities with diploma profiles connected with analytics 
with small institutes of other teaching profile.  
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University 

 

Faculty/Department 

Teaching staff Docto-
rants 

Ȉ Prof. 

University of Bialystok Faculty of Biology and Chemistry, Institute of Chemistry  19 5  

8QLYHUVLW\�RI�*GDĔVN Faculty of Chemistry, Dept. of Analytical Chemistry, 
Dept. of  Environmental Analytics,  Chair of 
Environmental Chemistry and Ecotoxicology 

29 4 18 

Jagiellonian University in 
Krakow 

Faculty of Chemistry, Department of Analytical 
Chemistry  

14 5 17 

Collegium Medium, Departament of Inorganic and 
Analytical Chemistry  

17 2  

Maria Curie- 6NáRGRZVND�
University in Lublin 

Faculty of Chemistry, Department of Analytical 
Chemistry and Instrumental Analysis, Department of 
Chromatographic Methods, 

19 7 6 

University of Lodz Faculty of Chemistry, Department of Instrumental 
Analysis, Department of General and Inorganic Chemistry  

20 4 5 

University of Warmia and 
Mazury in Olsztyn 

The Faculty of Environmental Management and 
Agriculture, Department of Agricultural Chemistry and 
Environment Protection 

7 3 2 

The Faculty of Food Science Chair of Commodity Science 
and Food Analysis 

8 3  

The Faculty of Environmental Sciences and Fisheries, 
Department of Environment Protection Engineering 

6 3  

Opole University Faculty of Chemistry, Department of Analytical and 
Ecological Chemistry 

4 1 7 

Adam Mickiewicz University 
LQ�3R]QDĔ 

Faculty of Chemistry, Department of Water and Soil 
Analysis, Deportment of Analytical Chemistry, 
Department of Supramolecular Chemistry, Department of 
Water Treatment Technology, Department of Rare 

28 13 12 
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Earth's, Department of General Chemistry, Advanced 
Chemical Equipment and Instrumentation Facility 

University of Silesia Institute of Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry, Inst. of 
Chemistry, Department of Analytical Chemistry 

16 3  

University of Szczecin Faculty of Life Science, Department of Chemistry and 
Environment Protection  

4 1  

Nicolas Copernicus University 
in Torun 

Faculty of Chemistry, Department of Environmental 
Chemistry and Ecoanalytics Dept. of Analytical 
Chemistry 

28 9 19 

University of Warsaw  Faculty of Chemistry, Dept of Inorganic and Analytical 
Chemistry  

26 9 9 

University of Wroclaw Faculty of Chemistry, Dept. of Analytical Chemistry 16 4  

University of Zielona Góra Faculty of Civil and Environmental Engineering,  Institute 
of Environmental Engineering  

11 2  

0HGLFDO�8QLYHUVLW\�RI�*GDĔVN Fac. of Pharmacy, Chair and Department of Analytical 
Chemistry, Dept of Food Science 

21 8  

Medical University of 
Wroclaw 

Fac. of Pharmacy, Chair and Department of Analytical 
Chemistry  

10 2  

Poznan University of Medical 
Sciences 

Fac. of Pharmacy, Chair and Department of Analytical 
Chemistry 

13 4  

Medical University of Lublin Department of Chemistry  25 5 9 

Medical University of Warsaw Fac. of Pharmacy, Chair and Department of Inorganic and 
Analytical Chemistry  

21 1  

The Jan Kochanowski 
University in Kielce 

Faculty of Mathematics and Sciences,  

Department of Analytical Chemistry 

13 6 6 
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Poznan University of Life 
Sciences 

Faculty of Food Science and Nutrition Website, Dept of 
Chemistry, Dept of Food Concentrate, Dept of 
Biochemistry and Food Analysis  

31 11  

*GDĔVN�8QLYHUVLW\�RI�
Technology 

Chemical Faculty, Department of Analytical Chemistry  13 11 36 

The Silesian University of 
Technology 

Chemical Faculty, Department of Analytical and General 
Chemistry 

10 2 3 

Koszalin University of 
Technology 

The Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 
Division of Water, Sewage and Waste Technology, 
Division of Water-Sludge Technology and Waste 
Utilization 

4 1  

AGH University of Science 
and technology 

Faculty of Materials Science and Ceramics, Dept. of 
Analytical Chemistry  

13 6 12 

Cracow University of 
Technology 

Faculty of Engineering and Chemical Technology, Dept. 
of Analytical Chemistry  

11 2  

Poznan University of 
Technology 

Faculty of Chemical Technology, Departament of 
Analytical Chemistry  

8 2  

Technical University of 
Radom 

Faculty of Materials Science and Technology, Dept of 
Environmental Protection, Dept of Chemistry, Dept of 
Polymers  

13 2  

Rzeszow University of 
Technology 

The Faculty of Chemistry, Dept of Inorganic and 
Analytical Chemistry, Dept of Organic Chemistry, Dept 
of Polymers  

17 5  

Warsaw University of 
Technology 

Faculty of Chemistry, Dept of Analytical Chemistry, Dept 
of Microbioanalytics, Fac. of Chemical and Process 
Engineering 

25 12 19 

 :URFáDZ�8QLYHUVLW\�RI�
Technology 

The Faculty of Chemistry, Dept of Analytical Chemistry 15 4  

Table 1. Polish universities and the staff teaching Analytical Chemistry and related subjects 
 
The following aspects should be involved in the fundamental course of analytical chemistry : 
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- basic determinations in the model systems as a test of competence for people working in the laboratory : 
titration (acid-base titration – preparation of the titrant solutions, chemical indicators, chemical equilibrium, 
titration curves, pH determination by means of pH indicators and potentiometric methods; redoxometry and 
precipitation analysis – titrant solutions, indicators, chemical equilibrium, titration curves, determination of the 
end point of the potentiometric titration; complexometry – complex formation equilibrium, stability constants of 
complexes, properties of complexons and indicators), gravimetric and electrogravimetric determinations; 

- separation techniques in the multicomponent systems: ion-exchange chromatography, solvent 
extraction, precipitation without and with carrier. Volatility, electrolytic separation. Selectivity. Analysis of real 
multicomponent systems; 

- evaluation of the reliability of the analytical results: statistical evaluation of the analytical results, 
quantitative characteristics of analytical methods, elements of information theory in Analytical Chemistry, 
evaluation of precision and accuracy. Basics of chemical metrology. Method validation, reference materials, 
interlaboratory studies; 

- application of physical and physicochemical techniques to analytical chemistry. Spectroscopic methods 
(flame atomic emission spectroscopy, atomic absorption and emission spectroscopy, UV, VIS, IR spectroscopy, 
mass spectrometry), electrochemical methods (potentiometry, amperometry, voltamperometry, coulometry, 
conductometry); separation methods (chromatographic and electromigration techniques); 

- apparatus aspects of instrumental methods and their analytical application; 
- application of analytical methods to particular analytical processes (for example : environmental, 

industrial, clinical etc.). 
 
Table 2 Examples of courses carried out at chosen Polish universities  

University Courses 

Jagiellonian 
University in 
Krakow 

Basis of Statistics and Chemometry, Chemometry and Biometry, Flow Analysis, 
Pharmaceutical Analysis, Ecotoxicology and Environmental Toxicology, Clinical 
Toxicology, Forensic Toxicology, Radiometric Analysis, Analytical Calibration, 
Criminological Physicochemistry, Mass Spectrometry, Environmental Chemistry 

 University of 
Lodz 

Applied Electrochemistry, Electrochemistry and Nanoelectrochemistry as Methods and 
Tools for Modern Technology,  Environmental Analytical Chemistry, Monitoring and 
Analysis of Surface Water, Speciation Analysis, Basis of Chromatographic Analysis and 
Its Application in Modern Environmental Research, Application Modern Analytical 
Techniques in Monitoring and Environment Protection, Affinity Chromatography, 
Hyphenated Analytical Techniques in Environmental Analysis, Basis of Criminological 
Analysis, Analytical Techniques in Archeology  

Adam 
Mickiewicz 
University in 
3R]QDĔ� 

Cosmetic Analysis, Spectrophotometric Methods, Environmental Monitoring, 
Bioanalytic Chemistry, Water and Soil Pollutants Analysis,  Chromatographic Methods, 
Atomic Spectrometry, Air Pollutants Analysis, Speciation Analysis 

Copernicus 
University in 
Torun 

Environmental Chemistry and Ecology, Analytics and Control in Environmental 
Chemistry, Separation Techniques in Trace Analysis, Statistic Methods, Biomedical 
Chemistry, Toxicology, Basis of Separation Techniques, Mass Spectrometry in 
Analytics, Miniaturization and Automatization in Analytics, New Materials for 
Chromatography 

University of 
Warsaw  

Chemical Metrology, Methods of Isolation and Preconcentration,   Chemometry, Liquid 
Chromatography, Instrumental Analysis, Environmental Analysis, Electrochemical 
Sensors, Automatization in Chemical Analysis, Speciation Analysis in Biological 
Samples, Trace Analysis of  natural Samples 

Medical Univ.  
RI�*GDĔVN 

Spectroscopic Methods in Drug Analysis, HPLC as a Method for Phenolic Extracts from 
Plants Analysis  

Medical 
University of 

Analytical Chemistry, Instrumental Analysis, General and Inorganic Chemistry, Medical 
Analysis, Environment Protection, Toxicology,  Drug Analysis, Food Science,  
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Wroclaw 

*GDĔVN�
University of 
Technology  

Analytical Chemistry, Modern Analytical Techniques, Monitoring and Analysis of 
Environmental Pollutants, Water Quality Control, Air Quality Control, Ecotoxicology, 
Statistical Methods and Data Analysis, Chemical Metrology, Chemometry, Separation 
Techniques, Methods of Structural Analysis, Modern Techniques in Food Analysis, 
Biological Methods in Environmental Analysis, Process Analysis, Technical Analysis,    

The Silesian 
University of 
Technology 

Instrumental Analysis in Environment Protection, Speciation Analysis, Industrial 
Analysis, Analytics in Environment Protection and Clinical Research,  Modern 
Apparatus in Physicochemical Measurement, Monitoring and Analysis of Environmental 
Pollutants, Trace Analysis, Separation Methods in Bioanalytics, Bio- and 
Electrochemical Methods in Analytics, Electrochemical Methods and Biosensors,  

Warsaw 
University of 
Technology 

Environmental Pollutants Analytics and Monitoring, Modern Analytical Techniques, 
Miniaturizations in Analytical Chemistry, Analytical Control in Industry, Chemical 
Sensors in Analytical Control,  Spectrochemical Methods for Material Research,  
Chromatographic Techniques in Materials Characterization, Analytical Ford Control 
Using Mass Spectrometry, Bioanalytic Methods, Spectroscopic and Spectrometric 
Techniques,  Analytical Electrochemistry,  Methods and Techniques for Separation, 
Chromatography and Electrophoresis,  Speciation Analysis 

 
Both a Bachelor’s (engineer’s) projects as a diploma thesis very often are prepared in the field of Analytical 

Chemistry. The same is with Doctoral Studies, very often students choose subject matter connected with Analytical 
Chemistry. It is why each year we have about 100 doctorate (Table 3) in the field of Analytical Chemistry. The 
laboratory on Polish universities are well equipped in specialist apparatuses (HPLC, GC, GC-MS, LC-MS, NMR, CI, 
ICP-OES. ICP-MS, AAS) but it’s strongly depended on university profile and how big it is. Students can participate in 
the scientific research carried on by the didactic staff, especially doing diploma thesis or doctorate. Other way of 
teaching are summer schools, postgraduate studies and courses from specific techniques organized at the most of 
Polish universities. 

The big challenges for teaching is its international dimension. International cooperation is very important for education. 
It gives the chance for students to realize their ideas in different laboratories, where their can meet new problems and new 
tools for solving the problems. It’s very important also for a students self-development. Such cooperation is especially 
profitable in the field of analytical chemistry. Students can utilize a modern and expensive equipment, which doesn’t  exist 
at home university, for example for neutron activation (INAA) methods there is a need of nuclear reactor, which can be 
available only in few scientific centers.  

 
Table 3 Masters, PhD, habilitation and professors in 2003-2012 
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University Master Bac. PhD Habilita-
tion 

Prof. 

University of Bialystok 96 48 8 3 1 

8QLYHUVLW\�RI�*GDĔVN 82  36 7 1 

Jagiellonian Univ. in Krakow 166   49 9 1 

Maria Curie- 6NáRGRZVND�8QLYHUVLW\�LQ�
Lublinie 

45 71 19 2 1 

University of Lodz 40 40 16 3 1 

University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn 70  7 2 0 

Opole University 26  7  1 

A. MiFNLHZLF]�8QLY��LQ�3R]QDĔ   10 4 2 

University of Silesia 75  18 2 0 

Nicolas Copernicus Univ. in Torun  120  16 8 1 

University of Warsaw  198  47 2 5 

0HGLFDO�8QLYHUVLW\�RI�*GDĔVN 179  20 6 2 

Poznan Univ. of Medical Sciences 75  26 2 5 

Medical University of Lublin 290  35 11 4 

Medical University of Warsaw 35  4 0 1 

The Jan Kochanowski University in Kielce 74 58 3 2 0 
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*GDĔVN�8QLYHUVLW\�RI�7HFKQRORJ\ 357 229 67 10 5 

The Silesian Univ. of Technology 248 87 13 1 0 

Koszalin University of Technology   4   

AGH Univ. of Science and Technol.  120 17 6 4 2 

Cracow Univ. of Technology 43  6 0 0 

Poznan University of Technology 30  5 0 0 

Technical University of Radom 61  1 1 0 

Rzeszow University of Technology 40  0 0 2 

Warsaw University of Technology 222 76 29 4 4 

 :URFáDZ�8QLYHUVLW\�RI�7HFKQRORJ\ 75  8 2 1 

 
Students and staff exchange can be realized in the frame of LLP ERASMUS Program, very popular in Europe. Our 

department (Department of Analytical Chemistry, Gdansk University of Technology) has more then 50 Bilateral Agreement 
with different universities in Europe. Each year about 10-12 students are doing their thesis abroad in the field of Analytical 
Chemistry. Also some of our doctoral students are preparing part or even all their PhD thesis abroad in cooperating 
universities. Each year about 5 foreigner students and doctoral students are doing their thesis or part of Ph.D. thesis in the 
field of Analytical Chemistry in our department. We cooperate in this field not only with European universities, but also 
with Canada, USA, South Africa, Israel etc. 

Our department participates in two European projects for Master Studies. The first  one - European Joint Masters in 
Quality in Analytical Laboratories (emQal) (in the frame of ERASMUS-Mundus) -  is coordinated by University of 
Algarve and except of University of Algarve and Gdansk University of Technology also universities from Barcelona, 
Cadiz and  Bergen participate in this project. GUT in the academic year 2009/2010 played role “the host university”. The 
second program, Euromaster, Analytical Science at the Interface is coordinated by University of Pau and University of 
Aberdeen, Gdansk University of Technology, University of Oviedo and University of Liege are the member of the project. 

23. The other activities in the frame of international cooperation are exchange of teaching staff. Our teachers 
give lectures at other European universities and we invite teachers from abroad (each year about 15 scientists), the best 
specialists, for courses at our university, especially for doctoral students. Its courses (free of charge) are open also for 
teaching staff from our university as well as for students from other universities located in Gdansk and the vicinity. It 
promotes the European and world dimension and improves the quality of education by encouraging innovation in 
education. From 2003 to 2006 Gdansk University of Technology has the Centre of Excellence in Environmental Analysis 
and Monitoring (CEEAM) financially supported by the European Commission. During this time CEEAM, among other 
things, edited 6 books in the field of Analytical Chemistry and organized as  the educational activity: 

- summer school 2003 “New Horizons and Challenges in Environmental Analysis and 
Monitoring” (50 participants); 
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- summer school 2004 “Analysis of Environmental and Food Pollutants (30 part.); 
- summer school 2005 “Chemometric Aspects of Environmental Analytics” (30 part.); 
- 3 courses: High Performance Liquid Chromatography, Sample Preparation for Analysis and 

Biotests in Assessment of Environmental Pollution; 
- International Seminar for PhD students. 

Similar activity you can find also in other Polish universities. Very popular is also CEEPUS (Central European 
Exchange Program for University Studies). Other activities, for example: 
- Nicolas Copernicus University from Torun has more then 10 Bilateral Agreements in the frame of Erasmus 

Program. In The Research Educational Center BioSep, located at Faculty of Chemistry,  each year more then 25 Polish 
and more then 10 from abroad participants attend courses from Analytics in Environment Protection. It’s the center 
training in the field of chromatographic and electromigrative methods, validation and sample preparation. There are 2 Net-
programs CEEPUS; 

- Jagiellonian University in Cracow has very active cooperation with Nottingham Trent University (common 
diplomas), Université des Sciences et Technologies de Lille (courses),  Lund University, Strathlyde University etc. UJ is a 
member of Erasmus-Mundus (ASC – Master of Science: Advanced Spectroscopy in Chemistry) and TEMPUS, projekt nr 
JEP_41105_2006 pt. „Education System in Forensic Sciences for the Republic of   Macedonia” (EDUFORMAK); 

- Wroclaw Univeristy organizes summer schools from analytical chemistry for students from University of 
Minnesota, Duluth, USA (for 11-16 students);  

- Warsaw University of Technology has more then 20 Bilateral Agreements in the frame of Erasmus Program; 
- Technical University of Radom participates also in a lot of programs, as: courses „Principles and Applications of 

Metrology in Chemistry; TrainMic - Training in Metrology in Chemistry (network in the frame of EC Research Center, 
coordinated by Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements, Belgium) and  SURUZ -  Scientific Network- 
Surfactants and Dispersed Systems in Theory and Practice, AIRCLIM – NET.  

In our opinion teaching of Analytical Chemistry at Polish universities is on good level and is realized by well 
prepared stuff with modern aspects of teaching. The courses contains, except of traditional classical Analytical Chemistry, 
also very modern techniques and the assurance of results quality and validation of methods are included. The practice part 
is carried on in well equipped laboratories with modern apparatuses. The graduated students are well prepared to the work 
in modern industrial and environmental laboratories. 
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Abstract 

The study examines the effect of different interaction levels on instructional design learners, the instrument of this research was a 
Assessment  sheet to collect data about students' instructional design course, The sample consisted of (26) males and (21) females 
from master program students at the Islamic university of Gaza- faculty of education, the web environment of this study based on 
different interaction  types such as learner to (learner, teacher, content and interface), the web environment also used different 
interaction  levels (passive interaction, limited interaction, complex interaction and real time interaction). The findings from this 
VWXG\�VKRZHG�WKDW�WKHUH�ZDV�DQ�VWDWLVWLFDO�GLIIHUHQFH�DW�Į�������EHWZHHQ�LQVWUXFWLRQDO�GHVLJQ�VNLOOV�EHIRUH�DQG�DIter the study in 
IDYRU�WR�XVLQJ�GLIIHUHQW�LQWHUDFWLRQ�OHYHOV�DIWHU�WKH�VWXG\��DOVR�WKHUH�QR�VWDWLVWLFDO�GLIIHUHQFH�DW�Į�������EHWZHHQ�PDOHV�DQd females  
in instructional design skills after the study 
 

Key words: Instructional design, interactive levels, web environment.  

Introduction 

Interaction in a traditional classroom is much different than the interaction that occurs in a Web-based course 
(Thurmond &  Wambach, 2004), This difference due to the environment of the web, it consist of much stimulus and 
response. 

 
Gilbert and Moore (1998) note that an accepted definition of interactivity in the literature on computer-mediated 

instruction is a reciprocal exchange between the technology and the learner, a process which he says is referred to as 
"feedback." Gilbert and Moore use the terms "interaction" and interactivity" interchangeably, Wagner (1994, 1997) 
draws a sharp distinction between them. Like Gilbert and Moore, she says that "interaction" is an interplay and 
exchange in which individuals and groups influence each other Roblyer & Ekhaml(2004), Chickering & Gamson 
(1987) also define The concept of interaction as a core element of the seven principles of good practice in education. 

Literature review 

Types of interaction 

This research used four types of web-based interaction (learner-teacher, learner-learner, learner-content and 
learner-interface), see fig.1, these types of interaction are used the most by previous studies (Moore & Kearsley, 
1996; Swan, 2001; Leasure et al., 2000; Palloff & Pratt, 2001; Chen, 2002; Ehrlich, 2002) 

                                                           
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +970-59-9994713. 
E-mail address: msaqel@iugaza.edu.ps 
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Fig. 1. Types of interaction 

levels of Interaction  

"The Levels of Interactivity as defined by the Department of Defense (DoD) provide a basis for developing 
effective and interactive eLearning in accordance with your corporate and training objectives". (Carter & Lange, 
2005). 
Carter & Lange(2005) also classified the interaction into Four  levels: 
Level I: Passive 

The interaction in this level is so simple, The learner acts solely as a receiver of information. The learner is 
required to read the text on the screen, view graphics, illustrations, charts, and use the navigational buttons to 
progress forward through the program or move back. 
Level II: Limited Interaction 

The learner makes simple responses to instructional stimulus, The eLearning includes learning activities that 
listed in Level I as well as scenario-based multiple choice and column matching related to the text and graphic 
presentation. 
Level III: Complex Interaction 

The learner makes a variety of responses using varied techniques in response to instructional stimulus, The 
responses include those listed for a Level II as well as text entry boxes and manipulation of graphic objects to test 
assessment of the information presented.  
Level IV: Real-time Interaction 

The learner is directly involved in a life-like set of complex responses.This involves engaging the learner in a 
simulation that mirrors the work situation with stimuli-and-response coordinated to the actual environment.  

This research used all of previous levels in learning the student how to start there instructional design, see fig.2-6, 
web-based environment was built using all the previous levels, students used very simple interaction(Passive) as 
button navigations, also the students used the others levels such as answering question(Limited Interaction), Write 
sentences(Complex Interaction) and work in simulation screen(Real-time Interaction) to design an activity. 

 
Fig. 2.Ineraction levels 
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Fig. 3.Passive Interaction level(hyperlink navigation) 

 

 
Fig. 4.Limited Interaction level(explore the content) 

 

 
Fig. 5.Complex Interaction level(internal email) 
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Fig. 6.Real-time Interaction level(Using simulation) 

Instructional Design  

Effective teaching begins with effective planning, Instructional design provides a systematic process for 
planning instructional events based on a systematic process of applying principles of learning and instruction to 
plans for instructional systems (Gagné & Driscoll, 1988; Gagné, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005), instructional 
designers and developers use principles of learning and instruction to inform their instructional design practices 
(Seels & Glasgow, 1998). 

In this research, students tried to build their suitable instructional design by themselves, that is like shifting 
instructional design principles and practices from objectivism to constructivism (Bonk & Cunningham, 1998; 
Cooney, 1998; Jonassen, 1992). 

In this research, The researcher developed web-based environment with different interaction levels, see fig7, 
learning course management system(Moodle) was used in this research that is already available at the Islamic 
university of Gaza(IUG), also the students learned many instructional design software such as (MS PowerPoint, 
Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Audition, Windows moviemaker and adobe Captivate), as shown in figure6, all interactive 
levels mixed in the web-based environment. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7.Instructional design environment 

Passive Limited Complex Real-Time 

Interaction levels 

Web Based Environment (Moodle) 

Instructional design 
S ft  
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The Aim of Research 

The aim of this research is to examine The effect of different interaction levels on instructional design learners, 
This study seeks to answer the following research questions: 

x What are the interaction levels that need to learn the master student how to design their instructional 
program? 

x LV�WKHUH�DQ\�VWDWLVWLFDO�GLIIHUHQFH�DW�Į�������EHWZHHQ�LQVWUXFWLRQDO�GHVLJQ�VNLOOV�EHIRUH�DQG�DIWHU�WKH�VWXG\" 
x LV�WKHUH�DQ\�VWDWLVWLFDO�GLIIHUHQFH�DW�Į�������EHWZHHQ�PDOHV�DQG�IHPDOHV��LQ�LQVWUXFWLRQDO�GHVLJQ�VNLOOV�DIWHU�

the study? 

Scope and Limitations 

the sample of this study consisted of (26) male students and (21) Female student from the master program at the 
faculty of education level(1), the sample included all that students at level(1) in the term (2012-2013), Four 
interaction levels were used in this study(passive, limited, complex and real time). 

Instruments 

The research develop an Assessment  sheet to measure the difference in students skills before and after the 
study (appendix A), the Assessment  sheet consisted of (7) main domain and (30) sub domain, The instrument has a 
Cronbach alpha reliability score of (0.82). 

The content of the instrument was validated by three methodology  teachers and five instructional technology 
teachers with more than 10 years working experience. 

Results 

To answer the first question of this research which titled " What are the interaction levels that need to learn the 
master student how to design their instructional program?", the researcher used four levels of interaction (passive, 
limited, complex and real-time) that classified by Carter & Lange(2005). 

The second question of this research titled as ",V�WKHUH�DQ\�VWDWLVWLFDO�GLIIHUHQFH�DW�Į�������EHWZHHQ�LQVWUXFWLRQDO�
design skills before and after the study?", the researcher used t-test to determine if there were significant differences 
between the groups in the instructional design skills. Table 1 and Table 2 shows the results of t-test comparison of 
pre/post test skills for (males). 

Table 1. t-Test comparison of pre/posttest instructional design skills for males 

Group N Mean  SD t-value p Effect size 
Pre Test 26 7.78 5.33 58.9 < .05 0.9 
Post Test 26 84.28 4.51  

Table 1 shows that there is a significant difference between pre-test (mean = 7.78, SD=5.33) and post-test (mean 
= 84.28, SD=4.51) marks, t (25) = 58.9, p < .05. The mean scores indicate that post-test have significant higher 
achievement towards the interaction levels than pre-test. 

Table 2.t-Test comparison of pre/posttest instructional design skills for Females 

Group N Mean  SD t-value p Effect size 
Pre Test 21 7.71 4.95 75.02 < .05 0.9 
Post Test 21 84.648 3.66  

Table 2 shows that there is a significant difference between pre-test (mean = 7.71, SD=4.95) and post-test (mean 
= 84.64, SD=3.66) marks, t (20) = 75.02, p < .05. The mean scores indicate that post-test have significant higher 
achievement towards the interaction levels than pre-test. 

The Third question of this research titled as" LV� WKHUH� DQ\� VWDWLVWLFDO� GLIIHUHQFH� DW�Į������� EHWZHHQ�PDOHV� DQG�
females  in instructional design skills after the study?", the researcher used t-test to determine if there were 
significant differences between the males and females  in the instructional design skills. Table 3 shows the results of 
t-test comparison of males/females after the study. 
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Table 3: t-Test comparison of males/females instructional design skills after the study. 

Group N Mean  SD t-value p  
males 26 84.28 4.51 0.29 > .05  
females 21 84.64 3.66  

Table 3 shows that there is no a significant difference between males (mean = 84.28, SD=4.51) and females 
(mean = 84.64, SD=3.66) marks, t (45) = 0.29, p > .05. The mean scores indicate that males have not significant 
higher achievement towards the interactive levels than females. 

CONCLUSIONS  

This study aimed at investigating how different interaction levels affects students' skills in instructional design, 
four interaction level(passive, limited, complex and real-time) were used at web based environment(Moodle). 
Assessment sheet was developed to collect data about students' instructional design, From the results of this 
research, using interaction levels was very effective table(1,2), also males have not significant higher achievement 
towards the interaction levels than females. 
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Appendix A. Assessment sheet 

Excellent Good Weak Instructional design Skills 

A-Analysis in instructional design model. 

   1. Use exact instructional model. 

   2. Follow the instructional model steps. 

   3. Write the learning objectives in details. 

   4. Using suitable evaluation. 

   5. Detect the learning content. 

   6. Design content scenario. 

B- Learning Resources. 

   7. Collect the needed learning object from the web. 

   8. Design the suitable learning object. 

   9. The learning resources suitable for  learning objectives 
   10. Use learning object in high quality. 

C- Texts in instructional design.  

   11. Use the font color with suitable background 

   12. Highlight the main object learning 
   13. Use suitable font size 

   14. Use suitable font style 

D- Images in instructional design (Using Adobe Photoshop). 

   15. Add a suitable filter for the used image. 

   16. Use high quality image. 

   17. The image relate to leaning object. 

   18. Merge one more image file. 

E- Sound  in instructional design (Using Adobe Audition). 

   19. Add a suitable filter for the used sound . 

   20. Use high quality sound. 

   21. The sound relate to leaning object. 

   22. Merge one more sound file. 

F-Implementation in instructional design(MS PowerPoint). 

   23. Build his/her master slide.  

   24. Use button navigation. 

   25. Use specific motion. 

   26. Detect interactions navigation. 

   27. Use mouse effects. 

G- Evaluation in instructional design. 
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   28. Use suitable evaluation after each learning objective 

   29. Validate the instructional design by the experts 

   30. Build the suitable feedback according  to student results 
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Abstract 

Many previous studies have demonstrated that learning motivation and efficiency can be enhanced through 
educational games, and the recent introduction of enriched gaming elements has made such games increasingly 
popular. The main purpose of this study was to help elementary school student learn science-related concepts by 
participating in an educational card game, named Conveyance Go. We then investigated the perceptions of students 
regarding the integration of the game into science learning as well as the educational benefits of the game with 
regard to learning performance. A one-group pretest-posttest design was used with eighteen 5th grade students from 
a single elementary school in northern Taiwan. The students demonstrated positive attitudes toward the use of the 
educational card game in science learning. Our results also demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed education 
card game in improving the students’ scientific knowledge of transport and energy. 
 
Keywords: game-based learning; educational card game; science learning; game design 

INTRODUCTION 

Papert (1991) advocated the promotion of learning through real-life situations and the shaping of concepts 
through making. In recent years, many researchers have investigated the effectiveness of digital technology in the 
promotion of learning, the process of which is often conducted using games. The incorporation of games into 
education is often more effective than traditional teaching methods in enhancing learning motivation, active 
participation, and concentration among students. Furthermore, games can enhance the social skills of students as 
well as improve their skills in understanding and solving problems (Kirikkaya, Iseri, & Vurkaya, 2010). 

Game-based learning has recently become an important domain of research. In a review of articles in seven 
major SSCI journals associated with technology and learning between 2001 and 2010, Hwang and Wu (2012) 
discovered that Taiwanese researchers published 22 articles on game-based learning, second only to researchers in 
the US (30 articles) and followed by researchers from the UK (20 articles). These studies focused primarily on the 
achievements, motivation, and attitude of students involved in learning various subjects and most of the researchers 
in Taiwan investigated the issue of learning achievements (Liu, Lin, Hsiao, Chen et al., 2009). Game-based learning 
has been applied in many science-related school subjects. Yien, Hung, Hwang, & Lin (2011) used game-based 
learning in a nutrition course, discovering that this approach was more effective in enhancing the learning 
effectiveness and attitudes of students than traditional PPT teaching and even influenced their dietary habits. Using a 
game similar to Monopoly to teach students about the area of circles (Lin, Liu, Chen, Liou, Chang, Wu, & Yuan, 
2013) and obtained similar results. Through game-based learning, participants learn more actively and with greater 
interest, enabling the learned content to leave a deeper impression than would be possible using conventional 
methods (Papastergiou, 2009).  
 Most studies on game-based learning have focused on digital game-based learning. Digital games provide 
animated graphics and audio effects as well as immersive stimulation. Lin and Liu (2009) included game 
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mechanisms in typing practice, inviting learners to beat their rivals. Although the progress of these learners was not 
significantly greater than that of learners using conventional teaching techniques, their typing skills were 
significantly better than before the experiment. Lin and Liu also observed that learners in the game mechanism 
group spent considerably more time practicing typing than their counterparts in the regular class, thereby 
demonstrating that multimedia can influence the learning motivation of students. Chiang, Lin, Cheng, and Liu 
(2011) explored the influence of various computer games on the flow experience and positive emotions of students 
and discovered that violent games did not induce violent emotions or conduct in students. Moreover, they found that 
both violent and non-violent games were capable of eliciting flow experience and positive emotions. As shown in 
these studies, digital games can enhance learning motivation and arouse positive emotions in students; however, a 
digital game environment cannot provide face-to-face interaction.  

In a classroom situation, teacher-student interactions and student-student interactions exert a profound 
impact on learning. Unlike interactions in digital games via computers, face-to-face interaction exposes people to 
human expressions, physical action, and verbal tones (Billinghurst & Kato, 2002). Thus, using educational card 
games as a medium for game-based learning could enhance the direct interpersonal interaction between teachers and 
students as well as among students to a degree unmatched by the sound and audio effects of digital games. This 
study designed a science lesson using an educational card game. By handling the cards and moving the character 
pieces themselves and competing or cooperating with peers through direct verbal communication, students can 
interact with one another and learn happily from within.  
 In recent years, research on learning with card games has made a substantial contribution to the discipline.  
Siegler and Ramani (2008) speculated that a lack of skills in the use of numbers among children from low-income 
households might be due to their limited opportunities to play number games during their childhood. Thus, a series 
of number card games for children from low-income households was designed to narrow the differences between 
poor children and those from middle-income households. Their results demonstrate that the learning effectiveness of 
high-priced equipment for digital games can be matched by using inexpensive or even self-handmade card games. 
Alexander, Sevcik, Hicks, and Schultz (2008) designed a card game to teach students the symbols of chemical 
elements and gain subject knowledge. Kirikkaya, Iseri, and Vurkaya (2010) designed a card game to assess one’s 
knowledge of galaxies and space; the game is also applicable in areas other than learning. Through semi-structured 
interviews, they discovered that this educational card game not only increased the learning motivation of students 
but also assisted them in the formation of higher conceptual abstractions. The use of such a card game for 
assessment purposes could help to reduce test anxiety and promote better learning effectiveness. Using thematic 
cooperative learning, Huang, Liu, Liu, and Lin (2012) had participants in a teacher education program divide into 
groups to design card games with subject knowledge for secondary level students. Their results showed that the 
process of designing educational card games significantly increased self-efficacy.  
 Few Taiwanese studies have explored game-based learning in the form of educational card games. It is 
hoped that the achievements of this study will demonstrate the effectiveness of card games in promoting 
interpersonal interaction during the process of learning. 

2.  Methodology 

2.1. Research participants 

This study recruited 18 students from an elementary school in northern Taiwan, of which 10 were male and 
8 were female. In age distribution, the participants comprise 3 third graders, 2 fourth graders, 7 fifth graders, and 6 
sixth graders. 

2.2. Procedure 

The total duration of the teaching experiment was 120 minutes. Prior to the formal learning activity, a 20 
minute pre-test was administered to assess science knowledge according to a standard assembled by the authors. 
Following the pretest, the participants were randomly divided into groups of 4 or 5 students. The rules of the game, 
Conveyance Go, were outlined in a 10 minute explanation. The formal learning activity with educational card game 
then proceeded for 60 minutes. After the learning activity, a a post-test (containing the same questions as the pre-test 
but reordered) as well as a learning satisfaction questionnaire were administered. The post-test and questionnaire 
required 30 minutes for completion. 
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2.3 Design of science educational card game Conveyance Go 

This study referred to the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy established by Anderson and Krathwohl (2001) as 
the design standard for the educational card game. In the knowledge dimension of the revised Taxonomy, 
knowledge is divided into four levels from concrete to abstract: factual knowledge, conceptual knowledge, 
procedural knowledge, and meta-cognitive knowledge. Cognitive processes are divided into six levels from low 
complexity to high: remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and create. The primary scientific concepts 
selected for development in the card game were found in the “Means of Transport and Energy” unit of a fourth 
grade science text. The subject knowledge was divided as follows (Chen, Liu, Lin, Chang, Hsin, & Shih, 2012): 

1. Remember – Factual knowledge: Pictures and text on the game cards present the appearances and names of 
various forms of transport. 

2. Remember – Conceptual knowledge: Game cards explain the amount of energy required by each type of 
transport. 

3. Understand – Conceptual knowledge:  
(1) If a given form of transport consumes petroleum products (oil), then the game card will also show a pollution 
value, demonstrating the principle that the use of oil produces pollution. Transport modes that use electricity, wind 
power, or solar power, do not produce pollution.     

(2) Solar power energy cards can be used to replace other energy cards such as oil to demonstrate the convenience 
and wide applicability of solar power. 

(3) Two types of terrain are included in the game (land and sea) and three forms of transport travel by land, sea, or 
air. This helps students to understand the differences among various modes of transport with regard to their 
appearance and the environment in which they operate. In the game, ship transports can only travel by sea, land 
transports can only travel by land, and aviation transport is not limited by terrain. This helps students to understand 
the limitations of each form of transport.  

(4) Problem cards require that students group transport modes according to energy source, appearance, or function. 
Based on the answers provided by the students, appropriate feedback may be given.  

4. Understand – Meta-cognitive knowledge: 
 (1) Event cards integrate daily environmental concerns (such as vehicle emissions testing) into the content 
of the game. 

 (2) The event cards also include an ‘Oil Crisis’ card. When this card appears, all oil energy cards are 
useless, demonstrating that oil depletion will occur someday.  

5. Apply – Procedural knowledge: Once the students understand the rules of the game, they can play the game 
smoothly according to a given procedure. 

6. Analyze – Procedural knowledge: Two strategies are provided to score the games and students may adjust their 
tactics according to the circumstances of the game. 

7. Evaluate – Meta-cognitive knowledge: During the game, students learn via self-discovery by evaluating the pros 
and cons of each transport mode. 

 
 In designing the educational card game in this study, we referred to the seven design principles proposed by 
Liu (2011): Analyze the traits of the learners and understand their prior knowledge; establish clear teaching 
objectives and select appropriate gaming equipment, combine the teaching objectives with the game content; 
remember that teaching is the primary goal and that the game is a supplementary tool; take advantage of game 
characteristics to arouse student interest; enable students to enjoy learning while they take control of learning; and 
periodically assess learning effectiveness and improve teaching.  

We also evaluated the game design according to the five indices proposed by Liu and Lin (2009): Whether 
the game information is in accordance with the game descriptions of the learners and the game includes a learning 
theme; whether the pictures in the game are associated with the learning theme and can arouse student interest; 
whether the structure of the game is simple and operations are easy to learn; whether the overall content of the game 
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is interesting, and include many pictures for presentation; and whether the game provides instant feedback. By 
referring to these principles, we ensured that the card game designed in this study is capable of conveying subject 
knowledge that is easy to learn and elicits the interest of participants. 
 

2.4 Learning satisfaction scale 

We developed a satisfaction scale according to the structure of the technology acceptance model (TAM) to 
evaluate the degree to which students accepted the educational card game according to four constructs: Perceived 
usefulness, perceived ease-of-use, attitude towards usage, and intention to use (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989). 
Each construct included five question items. To improve scale validity, we enlisted the aid of three experts (two 
elementary school science teachers and a scale development expert), to revise the descriptions in the question items. 
A pilot test was administered to twenty students. Reliability analysis of the piloW�WHVW�UHVXOWV�UHWXUQHG�D�&URQEDFK
V�Į�
DQG� UHPDLQLQJ� QXPEHU� RI� TXHVWLRQ� LWHPV� LQ� HDFK� FRQVWUXFW� DIWHU� LWHP� HOLPLQDWLRQ� ZHUH� Į ���� DQG� �� LWHPV� LQ�
SHUFHLYHG�XVHIXOQHVV��Į ����DQG���LWHPV�LQ�SHUFHLYHG�HDVH-of-XVH��Į ����DQG���LWHPV�LQ�DWWLWXGH�WRZDUGV�XVDJH��and 
Į ����DQG���LWHPV�LQ�LQWHQWLRQ�WR�XVH��7KH�TXHVWLRQQDLUH�LQFOXGHG����TXHVWLRQ� LWHPV�DIWHU�LWHP�HOLPLQDWLRQ��ZLWK�D�
UHOLDELOLW\�RI�Į �����:H�HPSOR\HG�D�ILYH-point Likert scale in which the students answered strongly agree (5 points), 
mostly agree (4 points), agree (3 points), disagree (2 points), or strongly disagree (1 point) based on their learning 
satisfaction. 
 

2.5 Science assessment 

The primary objective of the science assessment tool was to gauge the comprehension of elementary school 
students with regard to scientific concepts associated with transport modes and energy. The content of the 
assessment was based on the learning content in the unit. In the development of the assessment, we referred to 
problems and questions in textbooks compiled by Ministry of Education and made revisions according to 
suggestions provided by three elementary school science teachers. The assessment included eight true or false 
problems, six multiple choice problems, and six matching problems, each contributing points for a total score of 100 
points. The assessment was given to the participants before and after the learning activity, with the problems from 
the pretest reordered in the posttest to reduce the effects of repeated exercise. 
 
 

3. Results 

3.1 Acceptance of elementary school students towards educational card game 

Mean and standard deviation derived for each construct of the satisfaction scale are presented in Table 1. 
The results show that the students exhibited consistently positive responses for all constructs. Perceived usefulness 
and intention to use received particularly high scores, indicating that the students felt they could gain scientific 
knowledge by learning with the card game and that it was useful to the learning of science knowledge. These results 
also show that game-based learning aroused student interest. The results in future intention to use and perceived 
ease-of-use show that the students readily accepted this learning method, felt that it facilitated learning, and hoped to 
continue using this method in the future. 

Table 1 Mean and standard deviation of scores in the student satisfaction scale 

 Mean Standard deviation 
Perceived usefulness 4.14 1.08 
Perceived ease-of-use 3.85 1.16 
Attitude towards usage 4.00 1.10 
Intention to use 3.85 1.21 
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3.2 Influence of educational card game on science learning achievement among elementary school students 

We performed a dependent sample t-test to examine whether the participants improved in the science 
assessment after playing the educational card game. The results indicate that the posttest scores of the students 
(M=92.13, SD=8.80) were significantly higher than the pretest scores (M=83.33, SD=11.43) (t=-3.319, p<0.01), as 
shown in Table 2. According to these results, we can infer that the scientific card game designed in this study, 
Conveyance Go, can assist students in gaining knowledge regarding transport modes and energy. 

Table 2 Results of paired sample t-test on science assessment for elementary students 

 Mean 
Standard 
deviation t 

Pretest 83.33 11.43 
-3.32** 

Posttest 92.13 8.80 

     ** p<0.01 
 
 
 

4. Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether game-based learning using cards could assist 
elementary school students in the acquisition of knowledge related to energy and transport. The participants 
displayed positive attitudes toward the use of the science card game and felt that the approach contributed to 
learning. The majority of students accepted this learning method and hoped to continue using this approach in the 
future. The students also expressed that learning with the educational card game could assist them to gain scientific 
knowledge and that the game-based learning method increased their interest in modes of transport and energy. The 
pretest and posttest results demonstrate that the card game significantly increased the student’s scientific knowledge 
related to energy and means of transport. These results correspond to the use of digital games in game-based 
learning in previous studies (Lin et al., 2013; Papastergiou, 2009; Siegler & Ramani, 2008; Yien et al., 2011). 
Moreover, the use of the card game to promote game-based learning also enhanced learning motivation and learning 
effectiveness.  

 We suggest that future studies conduct in-depth surveys on student attitudes towards learning using card 
games to identify the elements that arouse interest and how knowledge is acquired from playing games. The authors 
and the homeroom teachers discovered that following the interactions elicited by the card game, the students became 
closer to their teacher and their peers. The students also preferred a grouped arrangement rather than single 
separated arrangement in rows. Thus, future studies could conduct further analysis on the learning process and 
student-student interaction during educational card games and investigate how they influence game-based learning. 
Finally, this study focused on science; we suggest that future researchers create educational card games for other 
subjects such as English and mathematics. 
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Abstract 

Today, the situation of the higher education in the state and the society has been more important. While the values of higher 
education have been determining by the external factors, itself has been increasing the effect power on higher education 
institutions as an external factor. The cause and result of this transformation has been intersection ares of universities with the 
dynamics of global competition. As a result in this process universities have taken care of their relationship with stakeholder to 
able to read the changes beter. Academicians are in the first place among stakeholders without a doubt. Gaining qualifications of 
universities in the sense of regional and international in this environment is appearing as an important result of this process. This 
point has provided a platform of European Higher Education Areas theorotical reasons. Thus, both the variation process and the 
discussions about theories and applications of European Higher Education Area have always been tha agenda. 
From this point the subject of this study is researching the correlation between the changing higher education values and EHEA 
requirements in the axis of a conceptual model designed for the satisfaction of stakeholders and the quality level of universities. 
In this study first, historical and conceptual transformation of higher eduation and university has been discussed. Second, an 
analytical evaluation of changing values of higher education has been presented. Also the history of European Higher Education 
Area and its components have been searched with a critical view. Consequently the process and system suggestions have been 
developed for building up cooperation with stakeholders and meeting the targets of EHEA through a conceptual model. 
 
Keywords: Changing values, EHEA, higher education,  

1. Introduction 

Higher education is a description which has problem and discussion in what accepted as “higher” in higher 
education and used for third degree education institutions after all second degree education (high school) that awards 
diploma or not at the end of study (Denman, 2005: 17). 

Until the 19th century, according to the dominated thought, Universities, the most fundamental higher education, 
is a place where universal knowledge is taught and its purpose is intellectual.  In the 20th century, under pressure of 
commercial thoughts, education has been redefined with thought of that education should be practicable to daily 
living immediately and practical. According to this understanding, education is considered as a process which has 
been generated as a public sphere, collecting these people as nationals who have power on knowledge generation 
and acquisition and being generated political agents at the same time with not only knowledge (Giroux, 1996). 

Today, universities have an important role to develop and advance countries. Universities, which are ranked as 
head actor in social transformation in itself and contributing for changing, rank on focus point of transformation 
based knowledge society and globalization. Generally, reflection of political, economic and social developments on 
higher education brings up management and quality into the agenda (Vidovich, 2002). 

Influences of middle age, which is called as feudal period, generating agricultural society and after then modern 
period which nation states increase with industrial revolution after commercial development and post-modern period 
with knowledge age and globalization, are great to the history of world. In research of university history, it is shown 
that three periods have been based on literature.   

Three mentioned periods are called as three generations as well as being transition period among these periods. 
Obtaining three generation as interactive with together, being principles of modern period university influences 
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which has been accepted commonly among today’s university, show that university history is an articular and 
integrated structure (Wissema, 2009; Kyrö and Mattila, 2012). Three periodic university histories under Middle Age 
have been summarized on Figure 1.1: 

 

 
Resource: Wissema, 2009; Kyrö and Mattila, 2012.  

Figure 1. Universities development history  

University, which has taken shape in Middle Age, has brought some qualifications into today. A name and central 
place, academicians, students, courses, exams and degrees which have autonomy in a certain extent, an 
administration, which has “faculties”, may be shown samples for extant fECTS. Besides, Bachelor of Arts, master’s 
degree and doctor of philosophy terms have been used for Middle Age (Kerr, 1982). 

According to Humboldt who is the founder of the first sample of modern university, ideal university purpose is to 
be increased total human knowledge with research method. It is required to be redefined the relation between 
student and academician. According to this, one sided relation led to from academician to student between these 
give way to a relation based on interaction. Thus, true science may be generated from interaction between 
experience and excitement. Here, lecturer presents experience while students present excitement. Relation based on 
interaction, provides to reach true science. Thing to relate is to reveal the characteristic structure of model. 
According to this, university institution should have academic freedom. Academic freedom has two dimensions 
called “lehrfreiheit” and “lernfreiheit”. It is defined that Lehrfreiheit is freedom to choose the subject which lecturer 
will research and teach and lernfreiheit is freedom to choose thing that the student want to learn. This freedom, 
given to lecturer and student provides to relate priceless intellectual relations between them (Lay, 2004: 48). 

Modern university is organized in various shapes in different counties from 1900s until today and relates different 
relations with society, state and business world. Especially, at the end of the 20th century, it is considered that 
university institution is not organized and arranged around only one idea with globalization, incorporating-business 
administration and becoming marketable in a part of countries influenced by America and America. “Market” is 
replaced instead of “government” on higher education policy of some countries with free market conditions. Student 
leads to “customer”, lecturer/assistants lead to “supplier” and learning/teaching relation lead to “a secret contract” 
between seller and purchaser (Peters, 2007). 

For 1980s, the mentioned developments, which generate in the field of innovation policies, result to be 
established close relations different from past between university and industry. This tendency concretized with 
science parks, innovation center and autonomous brokerage establishment which has been established in order to 
generate the required ground for cooperation and gathering the university and industry, has been referred as rise of 
“entrepreneur university” system (Lazzeroni and Piccaluga, 2003: 38-39). 

The other important name which contributes to development of “entrepreneur university” term is J. G. Hans 
Wissema. In 2009, published “Towards the Third Generation University: Managing the University in Transition” he 
stated that research and education activity are two fundamental components of modern university mission; pointed 
out that entrepreneur university mission includes knowledge sage in addition to this two activity (Wissema, 2009: 
29).  
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According to Wissema, typical modern university deals with only research and education activity. In the end of 
this activity, it is not made effort to practice the produced knowledge; this field is left for other institution 
entrepreneur (Wissema, 2009: 39).  

Increasing role of knowledge in society and university in economy, results to be analyzed with triplex of 
university-industry-government (Triple Helix) relations. This triplex has been generated around university, industry 
and government as interlocking circles with motivation of encouraging the academic research and economic 
development. Entrepreneur University, which is a product of constellation, goes beyond education and research 
functions limits which are primer academic mission. Economic development mission contributes to systematic 
scientific innovation development and re-establishment of knowledge base (Leydesdorff and Etzkowitz, 2001). 

 
In current situation, change dynamics, which influence the higher education over the world, can be summarized 

as follow (Aktan, 2007): 
x Globalization  
x Regional cooperations 
x Knowledge society and new Technologies  
x Competition 
x State reforms  
x Increasing the higher education demand in result of population increase  
x Becoming widespread of English  

 
 
The changing process of higher education has driven the universities to create regional and international 

cooperations. The most widespread of these dynamics developed to keep up with the internationalizing tendency is 
the Bologna Process. Bologna Process is a structure in which the member countries have no obligation to obey any 
treaty among nations and put no force over them and in which they are also free to go in accordance with this 
process. This process, started with the participation of 29 countries – into which Turkey has become a member in 
2001, initially aimed to create a European Higher Education Area, but reached to 47 member countries today with 
their participation outside Europe.  

The most important development transforming the European higher education system after the Bologna Process 
is the transition to the two-three-level system. Most of the member countries in Bologna Process completed their 
transition to two-three-level system. However, such countries as Germany, Spain and Austria didn't complete their 
process yet and they have a low number of students involved in this new system (Rauhvargers et. al., 2009). For 
such applications as ECTS and diploma supplement, taken as a key to success in an easily comprehensible and 
comparative higher education system, which is another important dynamic in Bologna Process, the process has been 
completed thoroughly in 23 countries starting from the year 2012. The application level of this system is between 
50-77% in Turkey (Eurydice, 2012).  

In the framework of qualifications, it is seen that such countries as Germany, England and Portugal completed the 
process in terms of work load, level, learning outcomes, skills and profile description and work steps, and that 
Turkey has completed most of them. The area in which the countries fail in these terms is the inability to provide a 
systematic integration by defining the previous education system (Eurydice, 2012).  

In terms of quality assurance system, 28 agencies from 13 countries got involved into the European Quality 
Assurance Register for Higher Education (EQAR) in 2012, which was established in 2008. Such countries as 
Germany, Austria, Romania, Holland, Spain, Finland, Denmark, France and Ireland are involved in this list at least 
with a single agency (Eurydice, 2012). 

The realization level of the objective to increase the mobility of students, researchers and academicians and to 
make European Higher Education Area (EHEA) more competitive as one of the biggest aims of Bologna Process 
was quite low. The rate of becoming a member of EHEA other than EHEA itself was lower than 5% (Eurydice, 
2012). 

 
2. Aim and Methodology of the Study  

 
This study aims to contribute to the explainability of the connection between the changing values of higher 

education and the requirements of European Higher Education Area, which is a regional cooperation, within the 
transformation process in terms of historical and conceptual context of higher education as evaluated in the 
introduction in a conceptual model framework. By using the conceptual resolution methods via literature review and 
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research model in the investigation, the interaction between EHEA requirements are explained within the context of 
changing values of higher education.  

The changing values of higher education and the interaction of EHEA requirements are explained via four main 
elements. These elements are as follows:  
x Quality Level of Higher Education  
x Stakeholder Satisfaction in Higher Education 
x Cooperation with Stakeholders in Higher Education  
x Requirements of European Higher Education Area  

 
 

Figure 2. Interaction Scheme for the changing values in Higher Education and requirements of EHEA  
 
While the elements of cooperation with stakeholders seen in quality management systems as a variable to affect 

the quality level and stakeholder satisfaction in higher education are prioritized as a primary factor in the dynamics 
given in Figure 2, the dynamics of EHEA objectives seen as an exit gate to internationalize the regional universities 
are taken as a secondary factor. While the circular and integrated interaction setup of the model makes a reference to 
the dynamic and complicated structure of the changes in higher education, the phenomenon of student-focus, the 
applications of which have increased a lot inside EHEA and American Universities, is placed in the center. As the 
models, in which the students are actively involved within all processes and active participation and student centered 
issues other than student-focus are classified as other elements under this concept, “center” is preferred instead of 
using the term “focus” in this model. Therefore, it is believed that the participation of both internal and external 
stakeholders must be involved in all processes at universities. It is agreed that the priority in stakeholder 
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participation (because the students are both the important stakeholders of the process and direct benefactors of this 
service) must be directed to the student participation.  

3. Conclusion 

Bologna Process aims to increase the international power of competition in European higher education system, to 
generalize the cooperation and mobility among universities in Europe and to protect the autonomy, uniqueness and 
diversity of these universities. There is also another criticism, which claims that a uniform higher education system 
removes the diversity in Europe in spite of the positive developments on this issue. Examples of these claims are 
indicated as overloaded bureaucracy in ECTS, qualifications and quality assurance studies after the transit into two-
three –level system (Appleton, 2009; Grove, 2012; Keim and Keim, 2010). 

On the other hand, it is thought that the connection and interaction between European Higher Education Area and 
one of its biggest competitors in American higher education within the competitive system of European Higher 
Education Area. The studies in accordance with leveling structures of Europe and ECTS applications have increased 
the interest of America into Europe. With this new three-level structure, it is expected that higher education 
institutions in EHEA will be more appealing to American students just like the other countries (Ward, 2007). 

Many harsh criticisms have been made upon this process in such countries as Germany in which a serious 
structural transformation underwent in higher education systems after the Bologna Process. The most important 
criticisms made are that the process has not realized most of its objectives. The scope of these criticisms involve the 
development of European competitiveness, inability to bring in more students outside of the EHEA, and inability to 
realize the objectives of student, academician and researcher mobility in higher education  (Rauhvargers et al., 2009; 
Eurydice, 2012).  

The most important criticism is that uniformization is seen as the worst feature in terms of the standards and 
qualifications of higher education system in relation to the Bologna Process. It is argues that learning quality is 
degraded by the shortening of learning durations and lessening it into three years besides compressing the curricula 
in higher education. In addition to this conclusion, it is also determined that early-graduated students are unable to 
bring in the economy (Eurobarometer, 2007). 

The criticism made to EHEA is summarized under these titles:  
x Standardization (Accreditation, ECTS, work load, plans and programs)  
x Uniformization (ranking system and qualifications framework) 
x Decrease of learning quality (reducing the learning duration) 
x Quality control and commercialization of higher education by accreditation  
x Starting of a paid education  
x Bureaucratization  
x Weakness of student mobility 

In parallel to the criticisms made so far, the interrogative systematic provision of formational requirement of 
universities in terms of local needs in European Higher Education Area will cause the perceptions of internal and 
external stakeholders to be positive in relation to the European Higher Education Area. Taking the criticism into 
consideration about the applications basing on the systems other than Continental Europe tradition in order to 
increase the competition between European Higher Education Area and American Universities will contribute to the 
effectiveness of this process. As a result, the evaluation of this issue with a critical viewpoint on the qualifications 
levels of European Higher Education Area will reduce the dilemma between standardization and uniformization of 
European Higher Education Area.  
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Abstract 

The accounting information system, considered as sub-branch of the management information system, produces needed 
information about internal and external environment of enterprises to make major decisions. In this sense, the accounting 
information system can be defined as a system that produces financial and nonfinancial information about enterprises’ goods, 
services, market, and consumers etc. 

In today’s global competition environment, the accounting information system offers information that entrepreneurs need to 
make versatile decisions about past, present, and future periods. Moreover, a business manager takes various strategic decisions 
and directs the operations to ensure sustainability of business by using accounting data. 

Developing technology, increasing competition and changing consumer demands affect production. These developments have 
brought the necessity of realization a number of changes to enterprises, as well. In other words, the changes accounting at 
external around of businesses have forced internal changes within businesses. As a requirement of sustainability, businesses have 
had to change/renew the strategies (policies) of management, production, and marketing in accordance with the current changes. 
These changes have also affected the accounting information system which has direct relation with other units of businesses. 
Furthermore, changes have made the accounting information system insufficient and have made it necessary to turn to the new 
systems.  

The accounting information system, besides the functions it holds within the enterprises, provides enterprises with healthy 
communication with tax and social security institutions by preparation (submission) of information and documents timely and 
accurately. 

In this study, a research about today’s accounting education sufficiency, enterprises’ owners and top managers’ expectations 
related to accounting information system have been carried under the accordance of business with current changes at the Aksaray 
Organized Industrial Zone. The Enterprises’ expectations and satisfaction level in today’s accounting education have been 
examined in the research. 

 
Keywords:  Accounting Education, Entrepreneurs, Accounting Information System 

 

1. Introduction 

It requires moving systematically to get, classify and canalize truly of continuously renewed information in 
today’s era of information, because management of information has become a more important term than getting it. 
So, various systems have been developed in order to manage information that continuously rises and becomes more 
sophisticated effectively, and focus has been on the right use of the gained information truly in mechanism of 
decision making.  

Obviously, enterprises also need the information element that leads the steps of countries, states, non-profit 
organizations and consumers in daily life, and they make their movements in the light of information. Like any 
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organization or individual of the society, enterprises that always interact with the environment also get information 
and they use it appropriate to their aims (Rebele, 2002). Here, information is an important input element like other 
production factors. In other words, the required element in order an enterprise to be successful in its decisions is 
information (Gökçen, 2007: 3). Especially, the information produced by accounting departments that are directly in 
relation with all departments of enterprises and its (inner/outer) environment is vital in the point of sustainability of 
enterprise operations. 

2. Accounting Information System (AIS) 

As being a sub-branch of management information system, AIS is related to following increases and decreases of 
an enterprise’s assets and resources, evaluating and reporting it. In other words, AIS is the process of recording 
assets that an enterprise has and are represented as money and the resources of those assets. AIS passes the 
information it produces, such as changes in assets and resources, measurement of the performance related to the 
business, to managers, shareholders, credit providers etc. Presenting the outputs gained as a result of activities to 
information users, AIS holds an important role in delivering the information completely, at the right time and rightly 
(Atabey et al, 2012:3).  

Besides presenting information in order to enlighten the public, AIS gives information about how the enterprise is 
managed and the performances of enterprise units and in general. Managers take decisions related to the future and 
existing activities depending on this information. This situation makes AIS more important (Güzel and Mersin, 
2007). 

Enterprises states the necessity of having enough AIS knowledge to meet the needs of the enterprises by those 
that take professional accounting education and/or students taking accounting education at university (Chang and 
Hwang, 2003), because accuracy, timing and reporting of the information provided by AIS are directly related to 
system user’s vocational adequateness. No matter how well the system is built, knowledge and ability level of AIS 
user effects system outputs like any other interactive systems. In addition, sub systems of AIS, financial accounting 
and cost and management accounting systems provides basic information on financial decisions, such as product 
pricing- costing- investment- production volume, related to the future.  As being the system that produces the 
information which stands as the basic of important decisions for the enterprise, AIS users’ adequacy in knowledge 
and ability becomes more important. 

x 2.1. Accounting Education and AIS Relation 

AIS has the feature of being basic information source of the enterprise through its life, starting from foundation 
until ending its activities and divestment. AIS- due to the information it provides- is at the center of the process of 
activities such as planning enterprise activities, determining the amount of the investments, counting the costs and 
determining product sale prices etc. Also, it provides light to the steps through the future by showing the past in 
HYDOXDWLQJ� WKH� HQWHUSULVH� DFWLYLWLHV� �+DWXQR÷OX�� ������� *HQHUDOO\�� $,6� SURYLGHV� LQIRUPDWLRQ� UHODWHG� WR� IROORZLQJ�
aims (Güzel and Mersin, 2007): 

x Creating long-term plans and developing strategies related to them, 
x Taking decisions on distribution of enterprise resources, 
x Costing planning of activities and its control, 
x Evaluating and analyzing of performance, 
x Creating of financial information required by laws and its reporting. 

Technologic developments affect AIS as well as the production. An important part of data processing and 
recording have been transferred to the electronic environment together with technologic developments. This 
situation has made information management and commenting on the financial status of the enterprise and 
developments it make easier. Besides, it enables reports that make the results of enterprise activities understandable, 
reliable, adequate and comparable with the past. Control of these results have also been adapted to technologic 
developments and the operations of making the reporting appropriate to the laws and determining its reliability have 
become easier (Acar and $NWDú�� ������� (QWHUSULVHV� JHQHUDOO\� H[SHFW� WKH� IROORZLQJV� IURP� DFFRXQWLQJ� HGXFDWLRQ�
�.RUXNR÷OX�������� 

x Integrating the theory and practice in accounting education and increasing practice part, 
x Sharing education programs, publication and information by establishing a cooperation with enterprises, 
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x Increasing the knowledge of the personnel by forming practice centered (master’s etc.) programs for 
accounting staff of the enterprises, 

x For sustainability of accounting science, organizing seminars and conferences on accounting; providing an 
environment in which practical information and experiences are shared by invited experienced 
accounting managers, 

x Providing students with integrating the theory and practice by giving more importance in their 
apprenticeships. 

The expectations of the enterprises from AIS and accounting education take place in various studies. 
+RZHYHU�� DFFRUGLQJ� WR� .DUDVLR÷OX� DQG� 'XPDQ¶V� ������� VWXG\� RQ� IXQFWLRQ� RI� WKH� DFFRXQWLQJ� LQ� WKH� SRLQW� RI�
practitioners and taxpayers, practitioners apply AIS due to the enforcement by legal obligations.  From this point of 
view, it is possible to say that the expectations of enterprises from accounting education and AIS will be in the frame 
of legislations and legal obligations. So, we can say that enterprises expect from individuals educated in accounting 
to have required knowledge and ability in using AIS to form and report the information required by laws rather than 
using it in activity planning, performance evaluation and distribution of resources. 

3. Literature Review 

In the studies on accounting education, there generally exists the idea that theoretical and practice sides of 
accounting education do not match up with each other. Accounting education is typically given theoretically in the 
frame of basic terms of accounting related to AIS, widely accepted accounting principles and standards and 
legislations in effect. Although it is stated in the studies that participants with an education on accounting should 
have an ability to transfer theory into practice, it is observed that participants have inadequate education in terms of 
practice (Boyce, 2004; Rebele, 2002; Dellaportas and Hassal, 2012). Determining educational policies that will train 
the staff adaptable to the developments in economy, technology and legislations and meet the expectations of the 
entrepreneurs and forming the education standards and quality that will carry out these policies hold great 
importance (Demir, 2012). 

Kelly, Davey and Haigh (1999) claim the necessity of using “holistic education” that combines the student and 
environmental factors in education.  Similarly,   Boyce (2004) states that accounting education given at universities 
does not carry out needed functions in today’s conditions in which rapid changes are experienced due to 
globalization, so reforms should be done. The reasons of this inadequacy are stated as lack of communication 
between academicians and students and not taking environmental conditions that are prominent in practice into 
account in accounting education. In the study, it is argued to use “critical accounting classes” model as a suggestion 
for efficiency of accounting education.  

,Q� KLV� VWXG\�� .RUXNR÷OX� ������� WULHV� WR� VKRZ� WR� ZKDW� H[WHQW� HQWHUSULVHV� LQFOXGH� DFFRXQWLQJ� HGXFDWLRQ� DQG�
practices in their organization and current situation in cooperation of enterprises with universities in this education 
process. The results show that enterprises do not give enough importance to their accounting personnel’s education, 
and they prefer to employ personnel studied accounting instead of educating their staff.  

Study by Acar and $NWDú� ������� DUJXHV� WKDW� DFFRXQWLQJ� HGXFDWLRQ� FDQQRW� FDUU\� RXW� LWV� IXQFWLRQ� EHFDXVH� RI�
changing conditions and suggests using “practice education model” in order to meet the expectations from 
accounting education.  

d�U�N�DQG�'R÷DQ��������UHVHDUFKHG�H[SHFWations of large scaled enterprises in Turkey on accounting knowledge 
level of and which accounting courses should be taken by the staff that they would employ. According to the results, 
enterprises expect from the staff they will employ to take courses on practice centered accounting education. Also, 
they expect accounting classes to be given in detail to students that are educated in accounting. Besides, enterprise 
managers state their expectations on directing students towards apprenticeship that will support theoretical 
information given in accounting education and increasing the opportunities of apprenticeship.  

hQDO�DQG�'R÷DQD\��������PDGH�D� UHVHDUFK�RQ�H[SHFWDWLRQV�RI� OHDG�DXGLWRUV��DXGLWRUV��YLFH�DXGLWRUV�ZRUNLQJ�DW�
Audit Court from accounting education given in undergraduate level and adequacy of these courses. The results 
show that accounting group courses are adequate among all the courses given in undergraduate level, but curriculum 
of accounting cannot meet the expectations and needs of organizations. Followings are suggested: this inadequacy 
can be resolved by updating accounting curriculum; efficiency in accounting education can be increased and the 
shortfall between theory and practice can be resolved by joining of experienced managers and practitioners to the 
lessons. 
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Çelik and Ecer (2009) evaluated the adequacy of accounting education in 45 public universities in Turkey 
according to American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) criteria. According to the study, 
while the education is found to be generally adequate, the quality of it can be increased more in the condition of 
improving use of resources.  

<ÕOGÕ]�DQG�'XUDN��������HYDOXDWHG�WKH�H[SHFWDWLRQV�RI�VPDOO�DQG�PHGLXP�VL]HG�HQWHUSULVHV�LQ�.ÕUNODUHOL�UHJLRQ�
from accounting education. The data gained by the survey shows that accounting education at universities does not 
satisfy the needs of enterprises LQ�.ÕUNODUHOL�UHJLRQ� 

øELú�DQG�dHOLNGHPLU��������HYDOXDWHG�WKH�H[SHFWDWLRQV�RI�EDQNLQJ�VHFWRU�IURP�DFFRXQWLQJ�HGXFDWLRQ��7KH�UHVXOWV�
show that knowledge of legislations and judicial information will generally enable accounting education to be 
permanent; however, those that have been educated on accounting cannot transfer the information they learned at 
school into practice. According to the study, the expectations of banking sector, in short, is an accounting education 
in which theory and practice are combined, supported by real examples and case analysis and adaptable to the 
developments rapidly. 

In their study on thoughts of independent accountants working in Antalya about vocational adequacy of students 
that are educated in accounting at universities, KuOWXN�� '|QPH]�� 8WNX� DQG� (UGR÷DQ� ������� IRXQG� WKDW� WKHLU�
knowledge of accounting is inadequate. Defending that students graduate without adequate accounting knowledge, 
accountants also think that students are inadequate in understanding modern enterprises’ AIS processes and financial 
structures and satisfying  the expectations of enterprises. 

Dellaportas and Hassal (2012) state that students getting their knowledge by traditional teaching methods used in 
accounting education may have difficulties in using them in professional life. The study supports using concept of 
experiential and situated learning in order to resolve the inadequacy of theoretical information given to students in 
meeting the needs of professional accounting occupation.   

Empirical studies show the need of a reform in increasing efficiency and productivity of accounting education. 
AS a result of International Accounting Standards’ becoming local by converging, a student educated in accounting 
in any university in the world will need to have the adequacy of carrying out this occupation in any country and/or 
region. So, a model of accounting education should be presented that will satisfy the needs of modern entrepreneurs 
globally, enable students to get minimum vocational adequacy, lead the theoretical information into practice within 
the enterprise, take vocational ethical codes into account and infuse life-long learning into students. The important 
point here is the requirement of providing the harmony by critical thinking on both accounting education that is 
affected by economic developments and changes and professional life (Çelenk, Atmaca and Horasan, 2010). By the 
enforcement of change by business world, it is really important in accounting education: how an organization will be 
designed and managed; constructing an information system on determining problems and solutions; carrying out the 
activities that will change risks-opportunities caused by the change into advantages in terms of organization and 
business; infusing life-long (Kaya, 1999). 

4. Research 

In order to determine the expectations of entrepreneurs from Today’s accounting education and the level of the 
expectations met survey study was carried out in the Aksaray organized industrial zone (AOIZ). Research findings 
are evaluated through data obtained from one to one meetings and e-mail. 

x 4.1. Scope and Method 

 About 130 businesses that operate in the Aksaray organized industrial zone is crossed and from 92 businesses 
survey data obtained. The survey measuring the expectations of enterprises from accounting training consists of 2 
parts. The first part aims to obtain demographic characteristics of enterprises; with the questions in the second part is 
intended to measure the expectations of enterprises from the accounting education and accounting staff. The 
questions in second part are organized on a scale as 1 = Never/None and 5 = Complete (Likert scale). The research 
process the data obtained analyzed with the SPSS package program, 20.0. Demographic characteristics of 
enterprises took part in the survey carried out, are shown in table 1. 

Table 1 : Demographic characteristics 
 Frequency Percent (%)  Frequency Percent (%) 

Business-Type   Facility Field Of the Business   
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Private 47 51,1 Manufacturing 24 26,1 
Limited 34 37,0 Service 32 34,8 
Joint-stock 11 12,0 Trade 32 34,8 
Other - - Other  4 4,3 
Total 92 100,0 Total 92 100,0 

Level of education of the person Answering the questionnaire Number of Employee Employed in enterprise 
High School 19 20,7 1-30 59 64,1 
Associate 8 8,7 31-60 16 17,4 
Undergraduate 56 60,9 61-90 4 4,3 
Graduate 9 9,8 91 and over 13 14,1 
Total 92 100,0 Total 92 100,0 

Position of the person answering the questionnaire The preferred method of accounting personnel's employment 
Owner of the business 60 65,2 Having Professional experience 37 40,2 
General manager 3 3,3 Raising  in the company 8 8,7 
Manager of the business 6 6,5 Purchase service outside 28 30,4 
Manager of the accounting 7 7,6 Conduct by myself 19 20,7 
Chief of the Accounting 9 9,8 Other - - 
Other 7 7,6    
Total 92 100,0 Total 92 100,0 

According to the results of the survey 47 enterprises in AOIZ continues their activities as private (51.1%), 34 as 
limited (37%) and 11 as joint stock (12%) company. 32of enterprises in the sample (34.8%) are in the service sector, 
32 are in trade sector (34.8%) and 24 are (26.1%) in the manufacturing sector. 59 of the enterprises (64.1%) employ 
between 1-30 staff, 16 (17.4%) between 31-60, 4 (4.3%) between 61-90 and 13 employ 91 and over staff. 65% of 
survey respondents is the owner of the business, and 60.9% have a graduate degree. Survey respondents who consist 
of business owners (60 people) and Bachelors (56 people) makes the research findings acceptable and reliable in 
today's competitive environment in order to meet the expectations of the accounting education of entrepreneurs. 
According to the survey, businesses would like to have professional staff having experience in employing 
accounting staff (Table 1). Training accounting personnel within the company is not preferred. 

x 4.2. Findings and Analysis 

Before the assessment of the data obtained from the survey for measuring the reliability of posed questions to the 
participants Cronbach alpha value is determined (Table 2). Cronbach alpha value is greater than 70% (90%) and the 
scale is reliable and the analysis is appropriate to do. 

Table 2 : Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha : ,905 N of Items : 41 

As a result, enterprises ' accounting unit interviews entrepreneurs employed staff receive training in universities 
(s) of expectations reached the conclusion that it should be "sufficient" level. In this respect the value of test is 
determined 4 (sufficient) in the research and analyses conducted over this value. Here are the research hypotheses. 

H0 = the average level of today's accounting training meeting the expectations of entrepreneurs is 4.  
H1 = the average level of today's accounting training meeting the expectations of entrepreneurs is not 4. 
In the process of analysis of the study the questions in the second part of the scale (41) has been converted into a 

single question and the One-Sample T-test was performed. One-sample t test, the results shown in Table 3. 
Table 3 : One-Sample Test 

  
          Test Value = 4 

T df N Sig. (2-tailed) Mean 

Mean -11,590 91 92 ,000 3,4401 

Corresponding to the value of the Sig-test performed -11,590 T (2-WDLOHG��YDOXH�RI�3��������VR�+1 hypothesis is 
accepted whereas H0 hypothesis is rejected. According to the H1 hypothesis, the expectations of entrepreneurs in 
AOIZ from today's accounting training are not met in adequate levels. So business owners cannot meet the 
expectations from the accounting staff that they employ. 

Similarly, the questions in the second part of the survey are grouped as factors according to their content of 
accounting courses given at universities. These factors are identified as follows;  
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1. Tax laws: sufficiency in legislation, applicable tax laws and accounting standards Turkey,  
2. General Accounting: sufficiency regarding accounting registration scheme, preparation of financial statements 

and the use of accounting programs. 
3. Cost accounting: sufficiency in cost calculations and the inventory process 
4. Managerial accounting: sufficiency regarding investment decisions, capacity, sales and performance 

evaluation 
5. Entity and resource management: sufficiency in management of entity and resources effectively,  
6. Market: sufficiency in making healthy relations with market and public institutions of enterprises. 
Depending on the outcome in Table 3 accounting education offered in universities do not meet the expectations 

of entrepreneurs. in order to determine the factors which impact this, accounting courses given at universities are 
grouped and factors are determined. In other words, it is tried to name the accounting courses that do not meet 
entrepreneurs’ expectations. For this purpose, the survey questions are grouped according to accounting courses and 
their content. As for the question groups created on factors One-Sample T test is done, and the analysis are made 
according to the hypotheses test value. The results achieved are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 : One-Sample Test 
 Test Value = 4 

T df N Sig. (2-tailed) Mean 
1.Tax_Acts_Compute 1,559 91 92 ,122 4,0408 

2.General_Accounting_Compute 1,865 91 92 ,065 4,0628 

3.Cost_Accounting_Compute 1,519 91 92 ,132 4,0696 

4.Management_Accounting_Compute -12,871 91 92 ,000 2,8090 

5.Assets_Resource_Compute -11,020 91 92 ,000 2,8540 

6.Market_Conditions_Compute -14,224 91 92 ,000 2,7138 

According to Table 4, the result obtained from table 3 is affected by Tax laws, General Accounting and cost 
accounting factors in a positive direction; Management accounting, asset and resource management and market 
factors in a negative way. According to Table 4;  

x In terms of tax laws factor accounting education meets entrepreneurs’ expectations (T = 1,562 corresponds 
to the value of the Sig (2-WDLOHG��3���������� 

x In terms of general accounting factor accounting education meets entrepreneurs’ expectations (T = 1,865 
corresponds to the value of the Sig (2-WDLOHG��3���������� 

x In terms of cost accounting factor accounting education meets entrepreneurs’ expectations. (T = 1,519 
corresponds to the value of the Sig (2-WDLOHG��3���������� 

x In terms of management accounting factor accounting education does not meets entrepreneurs’ 
expectations (T =-12,871 corresponds to the value of the Sig (2-WDLOHG��3���������� 

x In terms of asset and resource management factor accounting education does not meets entrepreneurs’ 
expectations (T =-11,020 corresponds to the value of the Sig (2-WDLOHG��3���������� 

x In terms of market factor accounting education does not meets entrepreneurs’ expectations (T =-14,224 
corresponds to the value of the Sig (2-WDLOHG��3��������� 

According to the factors shown in Table 4 the first three factors which meets the expectations of the 
entrepreneurs from accounting education may be accepted as a result of law and legal legislation. Tax laws and 
legislation requires all transactions of cost accounting and general accounting transactions to be accurate and 
complete. In this case the accounting information system and accounting personnel are employed as system users are 
naturally sufficient. Especially the entrepreneurs’ preference of employment of trained personnel in the field 
indicates that students have theoretical education in universities will not meet the expectations of entrepreneurs 
unless they get sufficient level of experience in the business. Therefore, the evidence of the first three factors in 
terms of the expectations of entrepreneurs are met, in addition to the accounting education in the universities of 
individuals is a result of the experience in business life. For inexperienced individuals first three results can be said 
to be negative. 

The study reached the conclusion that the formal accounting education at the college level and ahead cannot meet 
entrepreneurs ' expectations. The reason for this is that changes occurring in commercial activities with the 
globalization are also affects the accounting profession. In order to train staff who has professional competence and 
WR�PHHW�WKH�H[SHFWDWLRQV�RI�HQWUHSUHQHXUV��OLIHORQJ�HGXFDWLRQ�FHQWHUV�VKRXOG�EH�IRXQGHG��ùHQJHO�������� 
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Conclusion and Suggestions 

AIS is an important element in the company sustainability. It provides important and useful information in the 
establishment, continuing their activities and liquidation periods of businesses. The expectations from AIS, which is 
in a continuous interaction with both the company's internal environment and the external environment, is changing 
due to the globalization and the changing environmental conditions and hence associate and graduate accounting 
education is also affected. 

In order to measure the expectations of today's entrepreneurs from accounting education the data were obtained 
via research carried out in Aksaray Organized Industrial Zone. The analysis carried out in accordance with the data 
obtained and it has been concluded that accounting education in general does not meet the expectations of today's 
entrepreneurs. Similarly, as a result of the analysis of the survey data it has been concluded that accounting 
education is focused on the tax laws and the functioning of AIS required by legislation. This result met the 
expectations of entrepreneurs in terms of financial reporting required by the tax laws, so it can be said that AIS is 
used to the extent required by the legal obligations. Entrepreneurs cannot get a large part of the benefits offered by 
AIS because of poor accounting education received by the staff employed to use AIS. 

Entrepreneurs prefer qualified personnel in the accounting field rather than training accounting personnel and 
external service procurement, this indicates that individuals receive accounting education are insufficient in terms of 
the ability to combine theory and practice. In general, we can say that today's entrepreneurs and universities have 
some tasks to increase the efficiency of accounting education and to meet the expectations. These are: 

x In accounting education offered in universities more focus should be given to practice-oriented education. 
With this education that supports and assimilates the theoretical knowledge, the participants will be able 
to have an advantageous position in business life and be able to meet the expectations of entrepreneurs. 

x Lecturers of accounting education in universities should shift learners from passive to active learners by 
interacting with them. Lecturer and learners may review the issues together by questions and discussions 
and increase the efficiency in accounting education with of case studies. 

x In cooperation with enterprises students should be guided to do internship during their university education 
so that they may learn about the business world and to combine their theoretical knowledge and practice. 
This may also help to create job opportunities after graduation. 

x It should be provided to discuss the expectations of business world from students by contacting accounting 
firms operating in different sectors during the training of entrepreneurs and inviting accounting 
managers to give a seminar. In this way, students will be able to find the opportunity to learn the 
business world and structure their study in line with expectations. 

x The use of technology in accounting education and teaching practical accounting package software will 
enhance the effectiveness of accounting education as a large portion of accounting transactions are on 
the electronic environment.  

x The tutor factor which is one of the factors affecting the effectiveness of the accounting education, also 
affects the effectiveness of the students. In this context, to make tutors have pedagogical formation will 
increase the effectiveness of an accounting education and so entrepreneurs’ expectations will be able to 
get met. 

x With the provision of university-industry cooperation and mutual sharing of information and 
documentation effectiveness in accounting education will be provided. 

x Establishing and supporting lifelong education centers will increase effectiveness of both students after 
graduation and individuals employed in enterprises in their fields with the philosophy of lifelong 
learning. 

x Harmonization of the teaching content and teaching resources of universities to change is important for the 
effectiveness of accounting education. Similarly, accounting education should be supported with 
practices adapted from real business world to course content and resources. 

x By increasing internet facilities in universities, reaching scientific databases should be facilitated and by 
providing access to these databases the students should be encourage to follow innovations in their 
fields. 

To meet the expectations of today's Entrepreneurs on accounting education will be provided with the 
improvement and harmonization of factors affects accounting education such as the tutorial, the student and the 
physical facilities. Similarly, the provision of university and industry cooperation will enhance the effectiveness of 
accounting education in general. This is because of that measurement of the quality of education is only possible to 
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know the expectations beneficiaries and to reform the process in line with the expectations. As well as universities, 
entrepreneurs also have some tasks to do at this point. Exchanges will take place with increased interaction with 
entrepreneurs and expected and inaccurate trends will be able to be determined. With the innovations in this context, 
process will be improved and the quality of the outputs will be increased. 
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Abstract 

 The present time, which is described as the information age, internet is a very important source of 
knowledge. It is known that students widely make use of internet resources for their courses, research and projects. 
However, at this point, it is discussed that how reliable the internet resources are. Regarding this issue, there are 
people defending that internet resources are reliable as well as people suggesting that they are not. In order to make 
the discussions on this issue clear, it is useful to evaluate internet resources epistemologically and scientifically. So, 
students’ views on internet resources, their point of view and finally getting information about their awareness 
concerning this issue are important. 

 In this study, the aim is to determine university students’ views on internet resources and to analyze them 
interms of different variables. The analyses will be realized in the context of educational technology. The study is a 
descriptive one and the data are obtained through likert-type items and analyzed with descriptive statistical 
techniques. It is expected that the results obtained through analyses will contribute to the discussion in question.          

 

Keywords: Internet, Internet resources, Epistemology, Educational technology and internet 

 

Introduction 

 Mankind, who got knowledge from oral and written sources of knowledge for a long time, met a new source 
of knowledge in late 20th century described as virtual. Being different from the one stored in mind, tablet, signboard 
and paper, this knowledge travels on internet, which is called the virtual environment. Internet (web) is basically a 
strong communication system linking a computer anywhere in the world to another (Davenport ve Erarslan, 2001). 
In another definition, internet is the largest network of communication and data bank consisting of computers linked 
WR�HDFKRWKHU��ùDKDQ���������7KLV�VRXUFH�RI�NQRZOHGJH�RQ�WKH�LQWHUQHW�OLQH�KDV�OHG�WR�D�UDGLFDO�FKDQJH�LQ�KDELWV�OLNH�
accessing, saving and sharing knowledge to the extent that it has given 21st century its name, the information age.  

 In short, the knowledge in virtual environment described as internet resources, has changed the progress of 
philosophies, theories and activities concerned with knowledge. Thus, with the pervasion of the internet technology, 
accessing knowledge (information) is no longer a problem. So, internet is accepted as the fastest and cheapest way 
to access knowledge at present. When it is remembered that people went far away from their hometowns in the past 
to to access knowledge facing a lot of difficulties, this transformation can be onderstood better.       

One of systems that the internet has fundamentally changed is the education. Essentially being a "knowledge-
making process” and have organized for this purpose, the school system has been degraded almost to a centreless 
circle with the widespread of internet. As a result, to establish schools and classes only to reach knowledge has 
largely lost its meaning. It is because the internet has made knowledge (and education as well, if it is merely 
transferring knowledge) free from time and space. Internet is a time-and-space-free technology that offers the whole 
world to school, teachers and students. Furthermore, the internet frees students from  chalkboard, teacher, and book 
trilogy and provides them opportunity-rich environment full of visual materials, resources, and experts; and thus 
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learning becomes more meaningful, more enjoyable and longer lasting (Sen, 1999). Removing the boundaries of 
learning, the internet provides students the opportunity of virtual school without walls and global learning (Halis, 
2001; Askar, 2003). From a different perspective, internet eliminates significant differences in education such as 
age, class, gender, nationality, religion, special needs etc. (Ergun, 1998). As for the internet which is called as wider  
source of information than a teacher, Baykal (2008), has evaluated that “computer is a more patience test expert, 
magnetic memory has already left organic memory in the lurch, artificial intelligence is at the door" and asks “what 
is left to school?” and answers himself that “what is left to school is a pair of eyes gazing into your eyes, a head 
leaning on your shoulder, a compassionate hand patting you on the back, the taste of the anger, the pain of 
separation”. 

What is the point in erecting buildings costing a lot which are so-called schools and which have been 
established on valuable premises particularly in cities merely for teaching while the internet cut the ground out from 
under school that they have deployed for centuries (school for transferring knowledge and teaching)? When the 
matter is handled from the perspective of accessing to knowledge or getting knowledge, it can be said that school 
has experienced a significant loss of meaning against to the internet reality. In this case, it can be foreseen that the 
school system cannot lean to a goal like merely teaching but it will have to find some other rightful bases in these 
times when the internet is common as such. If school will remain as its present form (a centre for information or 
knowledge distribution) in the future, it will have to find new forms and bases concerning its mission by making 
radical knowledge-based changes. The leading debate about education in the years to come can already be estimated 
to be on school’s mission of giving knowledge. It is because epistemological problems have always been at the 
forefront in educational process, which is a process of giving knowledge in a sense (Büyükdüvenci, 2001). 

In the last twenty years, internet has been included in every aspect of life in Turkey as in the world. According 
to the data, %30.5 of the world population is internet users in 2011. This rate is %41.6 in Turkey (Esgin, Baba and 
Aytaç, 2011). Correspondingly, it is observed that there is a radical change in school systems. This change can be 
seen in a wide range from using the internet as the source of knowledge or learning environment to online 
universities. However, in Turkey, the reflection of internet to school systems appears in the classrooms equipped 
with internet facilities and students to access it. The most typical example of it is Fatih Project which is put forward 
with great hope and with its huge cost. 

Internet which has been included into the education system resulting in important changes may have a lot of 
functions. One of them is to use it as the source of knowledge in the classrooms. With this function internet has 
become one of the fundamental learning variables. In the historical process, in terms of knowledge book-teacher-
student triplet with the addition of the internet has changed into quartet or internet has replaced the book and the 
system has turned into student- internet- teacher.  

 With different forms and positions internet is now one of the fundamental variables in the classrooms as 
well as in higher education. It can be said that internet has been gradually replacing the teacher and the book and is 
candidate to become the unique source of the classroom and the problems occur at this point. These problems are all 
about the new position of internet as the source of knowledge. The first problem is that internet is seen as the only 
source of knowledge. And this situation is not appropriate for Constructivist approach which has been applied since 
2005-2006 education year.  The first problem is the inconsistency between internet and the current education system 
principles because in constructivist approach the primary source of knowledge is individuals like teacher, students, 
others…etc. The second one is that based on a verbal culture if the social culture will adjust to an imaginary culture 
constructed via internet and how correct it is.  The third one is that basically based on informative approaches. 
Turkish education system has lost its prestige and the question is that how this situation will be prevented. The 
fourth problem which is arising from the perception of internet as the only source of knowledge in the classroom is 
also the focus of this study. This problem is the reliability of internet sources in the process of learning. As the 
school and education construct mind, this problem in fact is a problem which has roots in philosophy, epistemology, 
and axiology. This construction problem is a future problem for the society, because the survival of a society is also 
a problem of national mind construction. In this sense, it is important that internet sources are studied to understand 
the problem.  
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Method 

This study was carried out in survey design and it is a descriptive one. Survey design is a model based on 
describing and explaining the existing situation by taking samplings from the population (Arseven, 1994; 
%DOFÕ��������.DUDVDU��������� 

2.1 Population and Sampling  

7KH�VWXG\LQJ�SRSXODWLRQ�RI� WKH�VWXG\�LQFOXGHV�WKH�ODVW�\HDU�VWXGHQWV�DWWHQGLQJ�YDULRXV�IDFXOWLHV�RI�)ÕUDW�DQG�øQ|Q��
Universities in 2012-2013 Spring term. The sampling consists of 517 students chosen from the population using the 
random sampling method and volunteered to be involved in the study. The distribution of these students into 
XQLYHUVLWLHV�LV�DV�IROORZV��)ÕUDW�8QLYHUVLW\��Q �������������øQ|Q��8QLYHUVLW\��Q �������������:KHQ�WKH�IDFW�WKDW�D�
sampling of 356 participants is enough for a population of 5000 people in 95 % confidence interval in a scientific 
VWXG\��%DOFÕ�����������DV�FLWHG�LQ�$QGHUVRQ���������LW�FDQ�EH�VDLG�WKat a sampling consisting of 517 students for this 
study is enough. The distribution of students making up the sampling according to some variables is seen in Table 1.  
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Table 1. The Distribution of Students Making up the Sampling According to the Variables  

Variables N % 

Gender 
Female 273 52.8 

Male 244 47.2 

Faculty 

Education 169 32.7 

Science 115 22.2 

Humanities and Social Sciences 105 20.3 

 Engineering 67 13.0 

 Divinity 61 11.8 

Total 517 100 

2. 2. Means of Data Collection 

The data in this tudy were obtained through questionnaires developed by the authors. While preparing the 
questionnaire, an item battery was formed consisting of a sum of 22 items, 2 items for personal information and 20 
for internet resources, as a result of searching the related literature. And then, these items were given to five 
academicians to get their views on content validity. Following this, the draft questionnaire was ready for pilot study 
as a result of making necessary corrections in accordance with the suggestions of the experts. The pilot application 
was carried out for 68 students who weren’t involved in the study. Factor analysis was made for the data obtained 
from the pilot study so as to test the content validity of the questionnaire. The results obtained from the factor 
analysis were KMO= 0.631; Bartlett= 151.890 (p=0,000) Cronbach Alpha= 0.67. In the analysis, the items with a 
factor load of 0.35 or more were taken and eight items below this value were omitted and a questionnaire of fourteen 
items was shaped finally. The factor loads of the items in the questionnaire were between       0.381-0.657. Taking 
these values (Büyüköztürk, 2002:120) into consideration, it can be said that the questionnaire was reliable. The 
items in the questionnaire was graded as “yes”, “partly” and “no”.      

2. 3. Collection of Data and Analysis  

In this study, the items were analyzed with percentage and frequency techniques. Chi square (X2) technique was 
applied to determine whether there were significant differences among students’ views according to the variables. 
Only the items with a significant difference among students’ views were involved in the study.  
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3. Findings and Interpretations 

Table 2: Students’ Views on Internet Knowledge Sources  

 

Views 

(1) Yes (2) Partly (3) No 

% f % f % f 

1 Do you make use of internet as a source of knowledge? 46.8 242 42.9 222 10.3 53 

2 Do you question the knowledge sources on the internet?  17.6 91 28.6 148 53.8 278 

3 Is the knowledge on internet reliable in your opinion?  62.9 325 27.5 142 9.7 50 

4 Is the knowledge on internet reliable in terms of ethics in your opinion? 52.4 271 40.2 208 7.4 38 

5 Is the knowledge on internet scientific in your opinion? 66.5 344 24.6 127 8.9 46 

6 Do the resources on internet have the quality of knowledge in your opinion? 47.2 244 37.7 195 15.1 78 

7 Do the resources on internet have the quality of knowledge  in your opinion? 51.1 264 39.7 205 9.3 48 

8 Can knowledge at  wisdom level be reached on internet in your opinion?  42.9 222 37.9 196 19.1 99 

9 I s your aim of reaching knowledge sources on internet just “getting knowledge”?  63.6 329 24.0 124 12.4 64 

10 I s your aim of reaching knowledge sources on internet just “learning”? 50.7 262 35.4 183 13.9 72 

11 I s your aim of reaching knowledge sources on internet just “surfing”? 64.5 334 20 103 15.5 80 

12 Is the primary source of knowledge in the class course boks in your opinion? 54.2 280 33.3 172 12.6 65 

 

When the opinions of students in Table 2 are analyzed, it is understood that they take advantage of the 
internet to a large (%46.8 yes+%42.9 partly) extent. This evidence could be interpreted in a way that the monopoly 
of the teacher and books has been overcome as a traditional source of knowledge. If it is considered that the internet 
is involved in every phase of life, it also reflects on education process as a matter of course. 

Here 42.9% “partial” rate could be related to the problem of students in getting access to the internet rather 
than their distrust of the internet. Because same students find it reliable to a large (62.9%) extent. Also the students 
accept knowledge on the internet without questioning and it supports this interpretation. Furthermore, the students 
consider knowledge on the internet reliable by 66.5% and they find the knowledge ethical by 52.4% and these can 
be considered as a sign of reliance. This would be pleasing if the source of knowledge on the internet was really 
reliable. 

However in literature many suspicions are uttered against knowledge originating from the internet. 
(Ergönül, 2011). In this case, students’ reliance on knowledge from the internet might be based on two possibilities. 
First, students might be unaware of the aspects of knowledge as the source of knowledge, its types or its being 
ethical, since students are epistemologically inefficient. Hence there is no (except one or two) epistemological 
lectures or contents in higher education. Second, students’ reliance on the internet sources might be related to easy 
access to this source. Because it is more difficult to obtain knowledge from textbooks and lecturers than the internet. 
Therefore in this regard, it is defined as a technology developed in accordance with needs of humanity on 
“sharing/keeping the produced knowledge and getting access to it easily”. It is possible to reach knowledge on many 
subjects with the help of this technology in an easy and a cheap, fast, reliable way (Korcuklu and Balay, 2005). 

The internet has three functions as a source of knowledge. These are scanning, presenting and linking. 
(Syido÷OX�� �����������$NNR\XQOX� DQG�2UKDQ� ������� VWDWH� WKH� EHQHILWV� RI� WKH� LQWHUQHW� DV� ³UHVHDUFKLQJ�� UHYLHZLQJ��
answering questions, sharing knowledge”. When the answers of students participating in the research are analyzed it 
is understood that 64.5% of the students use the internet “for browsing”, 63.6% of them use it “to obtain knowledge” 
and 50.7% of them “to learn something.” These evidences can be interpreted in a way that students use the internet 
to receive superficial knowledge and for browsing as well as they use it for the purpose of learning and education. In 
fact, the knowledge (more like information) obtained pointlessly and acontextually (almost through skimming) does 
not mean so much for learning. Because the benefits of knowledge for mankind make it valuable and meaningful 
�<DOoÕQ������� 
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Knowledge can be defined differently in literature. This diversity is related to adoptions about knowledge. 
0HQJ�úR÷OX��������$NW��&LKDQ��������GHILQHV�NQRZOHGJH� LQ�JHQHUDO�DV�³WKH�UHVXOW�RI� UHODWLRQ�EHWZHHQ� WKH�Vubject 
and the object.” The diversity in the definitions of knowledge -according to its nature, dealing context and the 
philosophy relied on- is also a case in classification of it. For instance, the most classical classification of knowledge 
in educational sciences is Bloom’s Taxonomy. In this taxonomy the simplest form of cognitive knowledge is 
“remembering”, the most complex one is “evaluation.” (Bloom, 1998). 

Knowledge can be classified as verbal and cognitive knowledge. Knowledge, with a more traditional 
approach, is classified as “ilm-el yakin” (knowing by knowledge), “ayn-el yakin” (knowing as seeing) and “hakk-el 
yakin” (knowing all about). In literature, information is classified as “phenomenon”,”information”, “knowledge” 
and “wisdom”. Bellinger, Castro and Mills (2013) grade this classification as: Data, information, knowledge, 
understanding, wisdom. In this classification the nuance between information and knowledge is missed. In contrast 
to information, knowledge provides a sound base. (Akgün, 2000). Furthermore, within the context of diverse 
disciplines, knowledge is also classified as phenomenal knowledge, conceptual knowledge, principle-generalization, 
law-hypothesis (Kaptan and Korkmaz, 2012). Apart from those, in respect of its sources, knowledge can be 
classified as given and gained knowledge. 

In this study, several questions are added to find out how the students perceive internet-based knowledge 
and whether they are aware of various forms of knowledge. The answers given by students are seen in table 2. 
According to this, %51.1 of the students perceive internet-based knowledge as information, %47,2 of them perceive 
it as knowledge and %42.9 perceive it as wisdom. Although this finding can be interpreted as students are aware of 
the order of knowledge from simple to complicated or from superficiality to profundity, the fact that the rates of 
grading are close to each other brings presence of students’ awareness into question. Hence, the same students 
considering schoolbook as the primary source of knowledge at the rate of %54.2 supports this suspicion. When these 
findings are handled as a whole, it can be said that students don’t have information about knowledge indeed or they 
are confused. Taking into account that they haven’t had classes related to this in education process, the situation can 
be considered as normal. In order to demonstrate the depth of students’ perception of internet based knowledge in 
the context of classification of knowledge, more comprehensive studies (including interviews) are needed.   

Chi square test was applied to determine whether there are significant differences among students’ views on 
the items included in Table 2 in terms of variables. Test result shows that there is significant difference according to 
gender for the items 1. (X =17.135; p=0.000) and 7. (X =8.465; p=0.015). The difference of the 1st item is in 
countenance of male students. Accordingly, male students has answered as ‘yes’ to the question ‘Do you make use 
of internet as the source of knowledge?’ at the rate of %60.3 while female students has given the same answer at the 
rate of %39.7. Consequently, it can be said that male students make use of internet as the source of knowledge more 
than female students do. Similarly, the significant difference in 7th item is in the countenance of male students. 
According to this difference, male students answer ‘yes’ at the rate of %56.8 to the question of “Do the resources on 
internet have the quality of knowledge  in your opinion?” while female students do at the rate of %43.2. When this 
finding is taken into account, we can say that male students find internet based knowledge more superficial than 
female students do.  

Among the students opinions about the items in Table 2, only the item 5 (X =20.192; p=0.027) has the 
significant difference in terms of faculty variable. According to this, Faculty of Science students are the ones who 
said ‘yes’ to the question of “Is the knowledge on internet scientific in your opinion?” more than other 
faculties(%80) while Faculty of Social Sciences students do the opposite (%55). This finding shows us that students 
of Science Faculty consider internet sources as scientific more than students of Social Science Faculty do. One of its 
potential reason could be the way students of Social Science Faculty approach knowledge. They do it more 
questionable as the nominees of social scientist.   

4. Results and Discussion 

The results found out in this research which aims to evaluate the views of students on internet sources and 
the suggestions asserted through these results are pointed out below: 

Ɣ7KH� ,QWHUQHW�� RQH� RI� WKH� PDLQ� UHDOLWLHV� RI� WKH� ,QIRUPDWLRQ� $JH�� KDV� LQIOXHQFHG� WKH� VWUXFWXUHV� DQG�
representations of curricula in instruction process through education and school system just as it has influenced 
almost every area of life. The internet has not only cheapened and facilitated the way to reach the information but it 
also has made the knowledge independent of time and location. Apparently, it is no more a problem to reach the 
information. From this point, universities which are based only on the instruction phase have faced a gradual erosion 
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on their chance of leading status with this only mission. Furthermore, it seems that lecturers, against the internet, 
have lost their role as the only authority from the aspect of knowledge in class forever. In light of these 
circumstances, universities and lecturers are required to take on valid and effective positions against this recent 
information source. 

Ɣ�,QWHUQHW�LV�RQH�RI�WKH�ZD\V�ZKLFK�DUH�IUHTXHQWly utilized to reach information in all instruction levels as 
well as higher education. However, this virtually-unlimited information source brings about a reliability problem. 
Nevertheless, according to the conclusion of this study, university students define their web sources as reliable and 
get each piece of information without questioning through these sources. This circumstance is likely to cause 
troubles on students' intellectual stimulation and their perceptions of science and reality. On this point, universities 
should take the necessary precautions in order to enable students to be competent at questioning, deciding and 
recognizing the correct information. For this purpose, new courses can be added into the curriculum or present 
course contents can be reconstructed if necessary. Moreover, informative activities can be arranged. 

Ɣ�$QRWKHU�UHVXOW�DFKLHYHG�LQ�WKLV�VWXG\�LV�WKDW�WKH�SXUSRVHV�RI�VWXGHQWV
�LQWHUQHW�XVH�DUH�DV�LQ�WKH�VHTXHQFH�RI�
surfing, getting information and learning. The purpose of surfing on the internet should especially be converted into 
a learning objective. Thus, universities should encourage the students to use the internet for sharing, reinforcing, 
rewarding and extending the information they learn.            

Ɣ�,W�LV�FRQFOXGHG�WKDW�WKH�XQLYHUVLW\�VWXGHQWV�LQ�WKLV�VWXG\�FRQVLGHU�WKH�LQWHUQHW-based knowledge mostly as 
information. However, it is a suspicious fact whether this kind of an evaluation depends on an epistemological 
awareness according to the answers achieved in this study. From this point, extensive research is required to 
determine students' epistemological perceptions on internet-based information. 

Ɣ�,QWHUQHW-based knowledge may bring out scientific and ethical problems. Universities, from this aspect, 
should carry out studies for developing scientific and ethical criteria on internet-based information. 
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Abstract 

When properly trained through training programs via the internet on webpage designing and eForm 
creating, members’ organizations could be helpful for their work and carrier system. During 2009-2012 the 
Extension and Training Office of Kasetsart University has organized periodic editions of a training program for 
representatives of organizations. After four editions of this training program, a survey of the satisfaction, the 
utilization and the impact on follow up activities has been carried out.  

A follow-up questionnaire has been developed. The sample comprised 123 sampling people who had taken 
part in the training program edition. The data were analyzed by descriptive statistics: percentage, mean and standard 
deviation.  

 For web designing, it was found that 56.70 percent of them used this knowledge gained in their work, and 
36.70 percent used this knowledge gained to develop their work. Photoshop was the most useful topic. For eForm, 
most of them did not use it. The factors impacted on follow up activities on the training via the internet were 
computer accessories, communication infrastructure via internet net work. The difference between the utilization 
according to the impact factors were significant at 0.05  

The trainees suggested that the duration of the course should be increase, the software should be update, 
should be emphasis on practical aspect, and should have more templates. 

Keyword:  trainee, training via internet 

Introductions  
Education one of the most important  tool in developing human  resource. Both government and non government 
organizations are focus on and interested in developing their personnel.Human resources policies and practices in 
Thailand have become the mainstream of national development, and has been listed in the National Economic and 
Social Development Plan No. 7 and No. 8 (Suchart: 2540). 

    Training  is one of the strategies using  in human resource development to increase individual knowledge, 
abilities, and skills. This is pinpoint to the better efficiency and effective of work .The final process of training is 
follow up. The follow up will reveal that the trainee applied the knowledge and skills they have got to their work 
appropriately, the problems of utilization. The results from this follow up can be used to improve and develop the 
training courses for more efficiently. As Suchart  (2540:14) state that 

 ... follow up is necessary and more necessary in the future for the professional human resource development 
training conductors. This is because of the competition in conducting the training course. It should be authentically 
prove that it can developed human resource, useful to the trainees, and direct to the objectives. And also showed the 
problems on training management, and how to make it more efficiently... 
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Kasetsart University, with various of research units, is one of educational institutions that focus on professional 
development and training. The university provides services and trainings by Extension and Training Office.  

Objective 

After four editions of this training program on wave, a survey of the satisfaction, the utilization and the impact 
on follow up activities has been carried out. 

Methodology 

A follow-up questionnaire has been developed. The sample comprised 123 sampling peoples who had taken 
part in the training program edition. The data were analyzed by descriptive statistics: percentage, mean and 
standard deviation. 

Results  

The study of this follow up is used to develop the curriculum of the training course. The training program were 
issued during the year 2009-2012 by Extension and Training Office of Kasetsart University. The purposes are to 
study the satisfaction, and the utilization of the trainees on two training courses: "Designing and building a website" 
and "Creating electronic form (e-Form)" and to study the impact factors to the follow up through the internet.  

The study of the knowledge gained from the training adapted to the design and building professionals found that 
most of the trainees have the knowledge to good use. 56.70 percent was used in the development of most 
applications accounted for 36.70 percent of the knowledge in the course of designing and building a website. To 
deploy in occupations classified by topic, the results show that subjects who trained with knowledge in 
Photoshop to design the home page with the most benefit. 

For the program to create an electronic form (e-Form), it was found that most of the trainees, 63.50 percent, did 
not use the knowledge and 36.50 percent used the knowledge after training. 25.40 percent used the knowledge 
to solve problems in their work. For the application of creating electronic form (eForm), classified by topic, 
found that most of the trainees create the form by using Adobe Acrobat 8.0 Pro program and print with highest 
average. 

For web designing, it was found that 56.70 percent of them used this knowledge gained in their work, and 36.70 
percent used this knowledge gained to develop their work. Photoshop was the most useful topic. For eform, 
most of them did not use it.  

The factors impacted on follow up activities on the training via the internet were found that  there were factors 
totally impact to follow up activities with high level (3. 94 score). Those factors were  computer accessories, 
communication infrastructure via internet net work. The difference between the utilization according to the 
impact factors were significant at 0.05 

The trainees suggested that the duration of the course should be increase, the software should be update, should 
be emphasis on practical aspect, and should have more templates. 
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The Impact of Digital Mind Maps on Science Achievement among 
Sixth Grade Students in Saudi Arabia 
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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of digital mind maps on science achievement among sixth grade students in 
Saudi Arabia. A total of female 44 students at the second-semester of the academic year 2012 /2013 participated in the study. The 
students were randomly assigned to two experimental groups to receive different treatments. The first group (DMM) utilized 
digital mind maps during their learning process, while the second group (PMM) utilized paper mind maps. The results revealed 
that using digital mind maps had a significant effect on students’ science achievement. Based on the obtained results, it was 
concluded that the utilization of digital mind maps for Saudi sixth students could be helpful in improving their achievement. 
 
Keywords: Digital mind maps; paper mind maps; science; achievement 

 
1. Introduction 

Instructional design has moved through a series of development phases. The move from behaviorism 

through cognitivism to constructivism represents shifts in emphasis away from an external view to an internal view 

of learning. To the behaviorist, the internal processing is of no interest; to the cognitivist, the internal processing is 

only of importance to the extent to which it explains how external reality is understood. In contrast, the 

constructivist views the student as a builder of her knowledge (Terhart, 2003). This turning point of learning 

processes asks for designing of instruction that deals with students as builders not receivers of knowledge, students 

who construct knowledge through interaction and connecting their experiences and their prior knowledge with the 

current situations, and students who have learning strategies to help in building their knowledge and understanding. 

Therefore, effective instruction emphasizes on the teaching of strategies that enable students to learn with 

understanding. 

Based on a constructivist approach principles, the utilization of mind maps facilitates meaningful learning 

(Akinoglu & Yasar, 2007, Buzan, 1993, Erdogan, 2008).  Researchers confirmed that visual presentation is an 

essential for students to understand new knowledge. One of the most powerful tools for visual presentation is mind 

map which is a “useful tool for helping younger students with the process of building conceptual understanding of 

content and promoting achievement” (Mona & Khalick, 2008, p. 298). Buzan (1993, p.59), defined the mind map as 
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“an expression of Radiant Thinking and is therefore a function of the human mind. It is a powerful graphic 

technique which provides a universal key to unlocking the potential of the brain”. The mind map has four essential 

characteristics: The subject attention is crystallized in a central image, the main themes of the subject radiate from 

the central image as branches, branches comprise a key image or key word printed on an associated line, and the 

braches form a connected nodal structure. 

 
Learners who utilize mind maps are more likely able to learn effectively by organizing maps and add 

images and color to them (Nesbit & Adesope, 2006). Mind maps let learners to produce a visual image to enrich 

their learning (Budd, 2004). Farrand, Hussain, and Hennessy (2002) found that mind maps not only aided medical 

students in studying, but also encouraged a deeper level of learning, especially when paired with a problem-based 

learning curriculum. Mind maps have also been used as reflective tools that allow for broader associations to be 

made to the material (Budd, 2004). Moreover, utilizing mind maps aids teachers vary their teaching methods which 

may be more likely to reach diverse learners (Nesbit & Adesope, 2006). The utilization of mind maps can be 

assisted with “the adoption of colors, images, codes, and multidimensional approaches to help human memory, so 

that one could concentrate the mind on the central part, which is, the crucial subject” Chen, 2008, p.1034). Buzan 

(1993) stated that mind maps help learners to use graphic representation which may help in the brainstorming 

process. McGriff (2000) confirmed that relating images to concepts is a creative task which requires thinking instead 

of memorizing. Adam and Mowers (2007) found that learners who could express their learning with visual skills had 

a 40% higher retention rate than that of just verbal learners. 

 
Although many research findings (Akinoglu & Yasar, 2007; Buzan, 1996; Chiou, 2008; Erdogan, 2008; 

Farrand et al. 2002; Riley & Ahlberg, 2004) have showed the effectiveness of employing the paper mind maps, 

paper mind maps have been considered by some writers not to be a useful skill. For example, sometimes it could be 

time consuming for the teacher to present and for the student to understand, especially if the student is 

inexperienced, or uncreative (Buzan, 1993). In the digital word and the age of ICT, writing anything out long hand is 

unfavorable, and therefore, paper mind maps creation seems to be time consuming and a huge step backward. 

However, it is valuable to benefit from computer to create mind maps, namely, digital mind maps. 

By utilizing digital mind maps, students can move objects and concepts around simply by drag and drop 

them, in contrast, with paper mind maps, students need to erase and rewrite again and again (Erdogan, 2008). 
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Moreover, digital mind maps can be saved as files, the file can be shared among learners, and bits of it may be 

copied for other maps. Further digital mind maps enable students to include hyperlinks and email links to their 

maps. Students can also attach and view video clips, animated pictures, and images (Riley & Ahlberg, 2004). 

1.1 Purpose of the study 

To date, however, various research studies have been conducted to investigate the effect of paper mind 

maps on learning science. Research has provided relatively little insight into the role of digital mind maps on young 

learners' science achievement. Thus, the purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of digital mind maps on 

science achievement among sixth grade students. Particularly, the study was conducted to investigate if there were 

any statistically significant differences in science levels between students who were taught and learned by utilizing 

digital mind maps (DMM) and students who were taught and learned by utilizing paper mind maps (PMM).  

1.2 Research Question and Hypotheses 
This study seeks to answer the following research question: 

Does the utilization of digital mind maps make more significant difference on students’ achievement in 

learning science when compared to paper mind maps? 

Based on the above research question the following hypothesis was formulated: 

There is no statistical significant difference in science achievement between Students taught via the utilization of 

digital mind maps and students taught via the utilization of paper mind maps. 

1.3 Significance of the Study 
It is hoped that the findings of this study will contribute to further understanding of the role of digital mind 

maps in improving science academic achievement. If the utilization of digital mind maps proves its effectiveness in 

improving science academic achievement, teachers in Saudi Arabia will have additional instructional media that can 

be used to support students’ learning with understanding. Moreover, this will help educators in Saudi Arabia in their 

search for an effective and efficient pedagogical strategy or model for improving learning with understanding. 

2. Method 

It is important to note that everyday classroom instructions and all reading materials used in the participating 

school are in the Arabic Language (except for classes focused on the teaching of English). Therefore, all the 

materials and instruments used in this study were in Arabic. 

2.1 Population and Sample 
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The population of this study comprised of all female sixth grade students enrolled in the National Guard 

elementary schools in the capital city of Saudi Arabia –Riyadh- during the second semester for the academic year 

2012 / 2013. The National Guard Office includes (15) female elementary schools that comprise (729) sixth grade 

students. Schools in Saudi Arabia are not coeducational. 

 
In order to implement this study in a naturalistic school setting, existing intact classes were selected. One 

school from the (15th) elementary schools was randomly selected and two classes from the selected school were 

randomly selected. The sample consisted of (44) female students who were studying in two sixth-grade classrooms. 

The size of the classes was similar (22 and 22) and the mean age of the students was 11.6 years. Students in the 

selected classes were from approximately equivalent socioeconomic status as defined by the National Guard Office.  

2.3 Experimental Conditions 

The two groups were different from one another in terms of the mind map type. The DMM group was taught and 

learned by using the digital mind maps. The PMM group was taught and learned by using the paper mind maps. The 

followings are the details of each group: 

DMM Group (N = 22): In this group, the teacher and learners used digital mind maps two weeks before 

the formal experiment with practice lessons. In the present study, in each session, the teacher introduced and 

explained the new topic for about 10 minutes to the whole class by using and presenting digital mind maps. After the 

teacher’s explanation, students worked individually using the digital mind maps that guided and supported students 

to achieve the learning objectives. In other words, students under this condition were instructed and reminded 

frequently to use the digital maps to facilitate their learning. During the learning process, the teacher monitored each 

student and intervened by guiding student to the usage of the digital mind maps if necessary. At the end of the 

session, the teacher asked student to turn off their computers and assessed and evaluated students’ performance, 

discussed with the whole class to ensure that students carefully processed the effectiveness of their learning.  

 
PMM Group (N = 22): In this group, the teacher and learners followed the same method in the DMM 

group, except they utilized the paper mind maps instead of digital mind maps, and at the end of the each session, the 

teacher collected all paper mind maps. 
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After three weeks of implementing the study, namely in the last science session of this experiment (session 

15), students in both groups were asked to complete the science achievement test. 

   
2.4 Instructional Materials  

In order to investigate the students’ science achievement in a naturalistic setting of the classroom, the 

instructional materials that used in this study were based on the fifth unit from the science textbook (Matter) 

designed by the Ministry of Education for all fifth-grade students in Saudi Arabia, teacher’s lesson plans, digital 

mind maps, and paper mind maps. Both types of mind maps were developed by the researcher and one of his 

graduate students who have B.Ed. major in science.  

2.5 Measurement Instruments 

To measure students’ science achievement, a pre- test and a post-test were developed in this study. The pre-

test and post-test questions were similar in content but their order and numbering were randomized. Two weeks 

before the beginning of this study, the pre-test was conducted; the results were collected and used as a covariate.  

 
2.6 Test Validity and Reliability 

 
Three experienced science teachers, two education science supervisors, and three science education 

university lecturers reviewed the test. Each viewed all question and rated their confidence in their response, using 

scale from 1 (very weak) to 5 (very strong). Only questions, which had received 4 or more scores from all 

evaluators, were selected as test questions. The evaluators’ suggestions, feedback, and comments were taken into 

account until there were no discrepancies among them. Prior to the beginning of the study, a pilot test was carried 

out and the scores from the pilot study test were collected to determine the Cronbach’s Alpha reliability coefficient. 

Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient of the test was .91. 

 

3. Results 

Testing the study hypothesis:  "There is no statistical significant difference in science achievement between Students 

taught via the utilization of digital mind maps and students taught via the utilization of paper mind maps". 

Table 1 presents means and standard deviations of the pre-test and post-test by the group, DMM and PMM. 
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Table 1: Means and standard deviations of the pre-test and post-test by the group, DMM and PMM 
 

Group Pre-test Post-test  

N Mean SD N Mean SD Adj.mean 

DMM 22 5.93 1.14 22         17.90        .97     17.90a 

PMM 22 6.25 2.32 22         16.09       1.53     16.10a 

Maximal Score: 20  
a. Evaluated at covariate appeared in the model: pre-test = 6.0909 
 
To examine if there was statistically significant differences in science achievement adjusted mean scores 

between the DMM and the PMM groups, while controlling the pre-test, analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was 

conducted. Table 2 presents the results of ANCOVA. 

Table 2 
 ANCOVA Results 
 

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig 

Pre-test .468 1 .468 .279 .600 

Group 35.35 1 35.35 21.11 .000 

Error 68.66 41 1.67   

Total 12821.5 44  

 

The results of ANCOVA indicate that there is statistically significant difference between the groups (DMM 

and PMM). The F ratio was 21.11 ( p = .000). This means that the instructional method had a main effect on science 

achievement. These results indicate that the DMM students (Mean = 17.9, SD = .97, Adj.mean = 17.9) significantly 

outperformed the PMM students (Mean = 16.1, SD = 1.5, Adj.mean = 16.1) with an adjusted mean difference of 1.8.  

4. Discussion and conclusion 
 

The results of the current study indicate that the digital mind maps improved students' science achievement 

more than the paper mind maps. The improved science achievement could be referred to the following reasons: 

x Digital mind maps had a much more consistent appearance than paper mind maps, and had the potential to 

appear much cleaner. 
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x Hide and show features helped students to concentrate on a specific idea and to avoid visual clutter. 

x Digital mind maps supported students to arrange information in expandable and collapsible topic trees. This 

enabled students to store much more information without overwhelming them.  

x Students saved digital mind maps as files, shared files with colleagues, and easily retrieved them. 

x Multimedia (videos, sounds, and animations) reinforced students to use different senses, and therefore to 

learn with understanding (Lih-Juan, 1997). 

x Hyperlinks, email links, file attachments, and pictures are essential features that enabled students to achieve 

higher. Riley and Ahlberg (2004, p.253) indicate that "ICT capacity enables storage and revisiting of 

mapping and automatic functions, and creating concepts and vectors enable immediate linking and labeling 

that increase the ease and speed of mapping". 

x Colored pictures and videos may assist students' learning motivation and attention (Lamberski, 1980), and 

accordingly influence their performance (van Schaik & Ling, 2001). 

x The use of keyboard and mouse as input devices, enabled students to navigate through the digital mind 

maps easily and faster than the paper mind maps.  

x Digital mind maps offered a dynamic, distributed learning environment which expanded the physical 

learning space and afforded students a means of developing, organizing and structuring their ideas using 

higher-order thinking skills and thereby enhanced their understanding (Novak & Cañas, 2006.p.15) 

It can be concluded that the utilization of digital mind maps enhanced students' science achievement. When 

students actively employed the features of digital mind maps such as hyperlinks, hide and show, navigation, 

attachments, video, audio, animations, and file saving, they could achieve higher than employing the paper mind 

maps in science.  
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Abstract 

PowerPoint, one of the most well known ICT tools, plays a vital role in our society nowadays as it has been utilized widely and 
actively in facilitating the process of teaching and learning, especially in the educational domain. The study examined the effect 
of PowerPoint lecturing on undergraduates’ Technical Communication final examination grade. The experimental group was 
taught in a PowerPoint lecture format while the control group in a traditional whiteboard lecture format. The results revealed that 
the experimental group grades were significantly higher than the control group at p = 0.00. 
 
Keywords: Final examination grades, PowerPoint, Technical Communication 

Introduction 

The importance of ICTs in the education changes has been recognized by the Government of Malaysia by 
inaugurating Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) status to higher learning institutions that use ICTs to produce and 
enhance their teaching and learning experiences. This award symbolizes “world-class service and achievement” 
(Multimedia Development Corporation, 1996-2012). In this context, the use of applications, such as PowerPoint, 
enriches the teaching and learning processes. PowerPoint application enriches teaching and learning experiences in a 
number of ways. First, it enables lectures to be delivered through a neat and organized presentation which eventually 
gets the students’ attention (Holzl, 1997; Hashemi et al., 2012).  Second, the uses of multimedia in the application 
enable the lectures to cater for different learning styles (Hashemi et al., 2012). In addition, the file format of 
PowerPoint is generally compatible to most systems, and thus, students can easily download the presentation slides 
and add more relevant information after or during lecture.  Finally, PowerPoint presentation revolves around the 
most important points of the topic lectured.   

Many studies have been carried out to examine the impacts of ICTs on teaching and learning but there are limited 
empirical studies of the effect of PowerPoint in learning. The European Higher Education Area (EHEA) is evolving 
their teaching and learning processes to provide better education experience. Valentín et al. (2013) reported that 
universities are transforming from a traditional controlled and directed instruction to autonomous learning, and 
hence, it is essential to focus on developing diverse competencies based instructions. ICTs play important roles in 
restructuring the educational setting, transforming it from teacher centered to students centered. In their study, 
Valentín et al (2013) proved that there were significant associations between the uses of different ICTs and 543 
undergraduates’ improved performance and satisfaction.    

Gürbüz et al. (2010) explored the effect of PowerPoint as a learning tool. The sample for the study was a group of 
109 freshman undergraduates taking a biology education program. They were assigned to two different groups: 
experimental group (n = 56) preparing and presenting with PowerPoint, and control group (n = 53) learning through 
traditional approach. To inquire the effect on academic achievement and attitude, two different tests were 
administered as pre- and post-tests, namely the Biology Achievement Test (BAT) and the Biology Attitude Scale 
(BAS). The results supported that using PowerPoint as learning tool may improve academic achievement and 
attitudes among undergraduates enrolling biology education program. This is due to the PowerPoint presentation 
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itself promotes auditory and visual information representations, reflecting the cognitive benefit of multimedia 
learning.   

Szabo and Hastings (2000) conducted three studies to investigate the efficacy of PowerPoint lecturing on 
undergraduates’ academic achievement and attitudes in different modules: Motor Learning, Strength, Power and 
Endurance in Sport and Exercise, Research Methods in Sports and Exercise, and Social Psychology of Sport and 
Exercise. In the first study, comparisons were made between (i) the students’ attitudes towards PowerPoint lectures 
and traditional overhead or blackboard assisted lectures, and (ii) the effect of the lecture styles on students’ test 
result. The students were found to have positive attitudes toward PowerPoint lectures because they felt that 
PowerPoint lectures were interesting, able to get their attention, and help them to have better understanding. 
However, this did not reflect their achievement; both lecture styles had no significant differences on the students’ 
test result. In the second study, a series of mock tests was conducted on the three groups of students receiving three 
different lecture styles respectively (i) overhead or blackboard lectures, (ii) PowerPoint lectures, and (iii) PowerPoint 
lectures with distribution of lecture notes. The results indicated that students performed better with PowerPoint 
lecturing. In the third study, two groups of students were compared for their performance in two mock tests using 
counterbalanced research design (PowerPoint and overhead). Both groups obtained higher grades for Test 1 
compared to Test 2 despite different lecture styles.  

Susskind (2005) provides the latest account on PowerPoint lecturing. In this study, the effects of PowerPoint 
assisted instruction were examined on two sections of students in Introduction to Psychology college classes. 
Lectures for section one and section two were conducted by the same instructor using whiteboard and PowerPoint 
presentation software in two blocks of time. Lectures were conducted in counterbalanced order for the two sections. 
After each block of the two different lecture methods, a test was carried out. In total there were two tests. Both 
sections obtained higher grades for test one compared to test two despite the two different lecture methods.  

Although these four studies in the last decade provide some emerging evidences on the benefits of PowerPoint 
lecturing, there has been no attempt to undertake an inquiry on language and communication classes to our 
knowledge. In order to address this, the aim of the present paper is to report a preliminary study on the efficacy of 
PowerPoint lecturing on undergraduates’ academic achievement in Technical Communication classes.  

 

Methodology 

Participants  

Participants were engineering undergraduates of College of Engineering at Universiti Tenaga Nasional 
(UNITEN). All participants were enrolled in two of 11 Technical Communication sections. Each section met two 
times a week for 60 minutes and 120 minutes each session. The first section was composed of 60 students and the 
second section was composed of 60 students also.  

Research Design  

Experiments were carried out on two different groups of participants. They were identified as sections one and 
two. Section one students received PowerPoint-assisted lectures in contrast to section two receiving traditional 
lectures. PowerPoint lectures were referred as “Lectures delivered with the aid of PowerPoint presentation software 
and with minimum uses of whiteboard.” On the other hand, traditional lectures were referred as “Lectures delivered 
with the aid of whiteboard and with occasional uses of PowerPoint presentation software.” Each class was 
conducted by different lecturer. The participants were tested after 14 weeks of classes.   

Instrument 

The only instrument used was the final examination questions developed by the Department of Languages and 
Communication in the university. This exam paper contained 20 multiple choice and two long answer questions. 
The multiple choice questions were about theories in writing experimental research report, business proposal, and 
information gathering processes. Each of the multiple choice questions was worth two marks. Meanwhile, the 
students were tested on the ability to review previous research studies and present research results on the other two 
long answer questions. This section was worth 60 marks. The total marks for the exam paper were 100 marks.  
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Procedure  

The experiments were conducted for 14 weeks during the second semester of 2012-2013 academic year. All of 
the 120 students and two lecturers were given the same course outline which contained the scheme of work to be 
covered for the semester. The same lecturer provided the same lectures and notes to the same section of students.  

All classes for section one students were lectured via PowerPoint slides prepared by the lecturer herself. The 
slides were displayed to the students on a screen in a lecture hall. After every main concept presented by the 
lecturer, students were given opportunity to ask questions and/or discuss short task assigned in groups. When needed 
occasionally, whiteboard was used by the lecturer to write down explanations for certain questions asked by the 
students. In contrast, all classes for section two were conducted by a different lecturer throughout the semester via 
traditional method by using mainly whiteboard, with PowerPoint presentation occasionally. The students were given 
in-class writing assignments to complete. Nevertheless, class discussions were encouraged as well in this section. 
After 14 weeks of lectures, all students took the final examination in week 15 in an exam hall at the same time.   

Statistical Analysis  

The final examination marks were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 20. An independent-samples t-
test was carried out to compare means, standard deviations and the level of significant differences at p <0.05 
between the experimental group and control group. The experimental group received PowerPoint lectures, but the 
control group received traditional lectures. Table 1 clarifies the data labeling used to key in data into the software.  

 
Final examination marks Grade awarded for the marks obtained Value used to represent the grade 

85 – 100 A 1 
80 – 84 A- 2 
75 – 79 B+ 3 
70 – 74 B 4 
65 – 69 B- 5 
60 – 64 C+ 6 
55 – 59 C 7 
50 – 54 C- 8 
45 – 49 D+ 9 
40 – 44 D 10 
0 – 39 E 11 

Table 1. Data labeling used in the study 

Results and Discussion 

The results of the analysis (Table 2) revealed that there was significant difference between section one and 
section two students’ grades (p=0.00). Students in section one had better and higher grades (M = 3.95) for their final 
examination than students in section two (M = 6.28). The average grade obtained by section one students was B+, 
and section two scored C+ at average.  

 
 n M SD t p 
Experimental group (section one) 60 3.95 1.44 -7.54 0.00 
Control group (section two) 60 6.28 1.91   
Table 2. Means (M), standard deviation (SD), and t test scores of students’ final examination marks or grades  
 

These findings reinforce partially those of Szabo and Hastings (2000), who conducted a study on the effects of 
blackboard or overhead projector lecturing, PowerPoint lecturing and PowerPoint with lecture notes lecturing on 
students’ academic achievement. It was found out that students performed better with PowerPoint lecturing. The 
current results imply that lecturing with PowerPoint has significant effect on students’ academic achievement. As 
described by Susskind (2005) and Szabo and Hastings (2000), lecture delivered with PowerPoint presentation is 
more organized and systematic which might assist students to understand the content better. In other way, students 
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might be more attracted by the design of the slides, and hence, they would pay more attention during the lecture. 
Paying attention to lectures is important in the sense that this facilitates effective teaching and learning to take place. 
In fact, interesting and well-design slides with animation and variation of color could capture the students’ attention 
better, leading to establishing of interaction between lecturer and students. Lecturers would have more control over 
the teaching and learning processes.    

 

Conclusion 

The current findings show that the uses of PowerPoint in lecturing could help technical communication 
undergraduates to perform better academically compared to traditional lecturing where whiteboard is used mainly in 
lecturing. Lectures for both control and experimental groups were conducted by two different instructors; this was 
seen as a limitation for the current study. Distinct teaching notes or experience could have play significant role in 
affecting the students’ understanding and academic performance in addition to using PowerPoint slides and 
whiteboard as teaching aids. Researchers should examine the uses of PowerPoint slides and whiteboard as teaching 
aids by the same instructors to determine whether the PowerPoint-assisted lecturing establishes differences in 
students’ academic achievement or not. This would also allow improvement in result reliability.    
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Abstract 
A large number of literature on education of women clearly suggest that educating a woman is equal to educating a family and 
that woman are worth training more than their counterparts, men, in many respects. However, despite the fact that positive 
contribution of women education to the economy and society has long been known, education of women in many nations, 
particularly in developing countries, needs to attract more attention. 
The education level of women is quite low in Muslim countries which are mostly developing countries. Increasing the level of 
education is dependent upon eliminating gender inequality in education. Muslim countries need to use all of their resources in 
order to reach their economic development targets. Women participation in economy is a major economic resource which is not 
frequently used in Muslim countries. A large amount of literature (Dollar and Gatti, 1999; Barro, 2001; Schultz, 2002; Klasen, 
2002; and Knowles, 2002) suggests that, gender equality has a positive effect on economic growth. Taking Muslim countries into 
account, one can reasonably claim that the rate of the effect of gender equality on economic growth is higher in developing 
countries.  
In this paper, the impact of gender inequality in education on economic growth for Turkey will be explored, using econometric 
techniques. The relationship between such variables as primary school graduation, high school graduation, vocational high school 
education and university graduation with economic growth will be discussed in detail. The paper will take into account of all 
variables for the period 1968-2005. 
The contributions of educated women in an economy are threefold. First of which is that increasing the level of human capital, 
correspondingly, decreasing the fertility rate of the women. Second argument is that infant mortality rate might decline by virtue 
of decreasing the fertility rate of the women. Thirdly, increasing women education level may affect the education level of next 
generation positively. 
Within this framework, co-integration approach will be applied in order to understand long run relationship between these 
variables which is gender inequality in education and economic growth. The empirical results indicate that there is a long-run 
relationship among these variables.  
Although Turkey has the biggest national income among OIC countries according to 2011 data, she has not been successful in 
fully eliminating gender inequality. Furthermore, Turkey is an interesting case in terms of education level of women and position 
of women in labor force. For instance, women are represented in academic life with 38% in Turkey, while the rate of women in 
quite low in many other sectors. Similarly, it is quite interesting to note that the rate of university graduates among Turkish 
women are only 3.9%, the rate of women participation in Turkish labor force is 28% and the rate of schooling among women are 
32%, while women representation in academic life in quite high. Another interesting and unique situation in Turkey is that half of 
the female workers are placed in agriculture sector. These facts reflect significance of our study and its contribution to the field. 
 
Keywords: Gender inequality, education, economic growth, Turkey 

Introduction  

Education is considered to be one of the most important driving forces of economic and social development. The efficiency of 
education in economic development emerges depending on its level and distribution. For this reason, as well as increasing levels 
of education, training levels of women needs to be raised. Since, half of the qualified labor potential, which is one of the 
important components of competiton in economic life, formed by women, makes women's education important. The potential to 
increase a country's human capital significantly depends on raising the level of women's education. 
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Increase in the level of education of women provides their active participation in the economic life. An increased level of 
education is primarily an effect on women's participation rates to labor force. Women's labor force participation as an employer 
or as an employee provides, effective use of the labor factor, and consequently a higher level of production achievement. Increase 
in the level of women's education, increases productivity through education, which is considered as a form of human capital.  
Recognition of equal opportunities for women in economic and social life provides the rise of their level of education, such as 
increasing their participation in market activities and enables households to give better decisions. The inclusion of women in 
working life is effective on the current and future economic growth through the channels of income, consumption and 
expenditure. In addition, increase in the level of women's education, developes human capital by increasing the quality of child 
care and education. This is especially effective on the performance of future growth. On the other hand, elimination of gender 
inequality in economic and social life, lead to an increase in the levels of education of children and an increase in the women's 
labor force participation rate, as well as the feedback effect of these two developments help to ensure gender equality. 
Education investments, provides positive returns both for the individual and for the society. Education, increases individuals 
personal gains, at the same time, creates positive externalities for society. When the personal and social returns provided by 
education are calculated according to gender, types of programs, education level and level of development of the countries, 
determining the priorities of education policies to be applied and increasing the achievements in practice will be possible. 
The conclusion of the studies in order to calculate the returns of education are that the personal gains of education is higher than 
calculable social gains, and the education level that provides most personal and social gain is primary schoool. In addition, 
education provides higher returns to women than men. Personal and social gains of education in developing countries, is higher 
than developed countries. 
According to these findings, personal and social gains to be obtained from women's education are higher than the gains that the 
men will get. In developing countries, gains provided by the education are higher than the developed countries. Therefore, in 
developing countries, women's education is more important than in other countries. Developing countries must remove the 
gender gap in education by giving more prominence to women's education, and must give priority to policies aimed at expanding 
primary education. 
Women’s education has significant gains except the market-oriented activities. Especially the time women spend on household 
chores such as cooking, cleaning and child care, is much more than men. Since these activities are not performed market-
oriented, there may be some difficulties in identifying the exact equivalents in the market. However it is obvious that, considering 
the costs incurred when the works that, are carried out by women without expecting any fees, are met from the market, it 
provides a significant gain to the family budget. While, providing household chores such as cooking and cleaning from market 
has quite low alternative cost, especially providing childcare from market may have higher alternative cost since the child would 
be away from his mother. In addition, to increase the level of women's education by reducing their interest in household chores 
can positively affect the efficiency of home affairs. In economical literature, empirical evidences between women's education and 
the efficiency of housework are generally positive. While the studies within the framework of economics are in this direction, in 
some studies except the economics literature has negative effect. In non-economics literature the negative effects between the 
education of women and household chores are generally depends on their decreasing attention towards household chores and not 
satisfying them quite well. In studies investigating the economic size of the education, the number of findings concerning the 
gender inequality has negative effects on economic development is very high. 
These effects are both emerge directly or indirectly and not simultaneous or not the same degree in each country. The researches 
examining the economic effects of education inequality, cannot fully measures many factors or ignores some of them. Despite 
these shortcomings, achieving gender equality in education can be considered as a strategy that allows their development for 
developing countries. 
1. Relationship between Women's Education and Economic Development 

The importance of women's education in the economic and social development is well known. Comparative studies between 
countries and evidences obtained from households’ investigations a show that, educating women has contributed to the 
community in many ways. Development economists also emphasize the importance of girls' educational attainment in reaching 
out development goals. In developing regions, it is stated that the investment with the highest rate of return is investment in girls. 
Studies about positive relationship between national income and gender equality in education and/or positive contribution of 
women's education on national income and economic growth is substantially increased since the last ten years (Lewis and 
Lockheed, 2008: 2-3).  
Impacts of the provision of women's education or gender equality in education, on the growth and development, occur in 
different channels. First of all, increase in the level of education of women, is being effective by enabling human capital form’s 
development. At the same time, in parallel with an increase in levels of education, increasing the participation of women in 
economic life, thus manufacturer aspects become efficient. On the other hand, there is a significant association between women's 
educational level and population growth, fertility and infant mortality rates. 
Despite the absence of sufficient empirical studies of education in terms of macro-economic externalities, it is generally agreed 
that education to children, by cutting the consumption of the current year, increase investments in the next period. Thus, positive 
externalities that the future generations will gain through education, are subsidized. According to empirical studies, raising 
maternal education increases the quality of children more than father’s education for the reasons such as, good and healthy 
nutrition of children and well-education before and during school (Schults, 2002: 212). According to the findings of Thomas, the 
effect of the income earned by the mother on the child to live longer is 20 times more than the income derived by the father 
(Klasen, 1999: 8). 
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The low level of women's education causes negative consequences on growth, due to environmental influences. There are plenty 
of evidences that, environmental impacts are decisive factors in the success of children (Engin-Demir, 2009:27). In a study by 
Chen, it is indicated that, not being able to provide gender equality in education with the intellectual environment, by affecting 
adversely the abilities of children and the quality of students, caused negative effect on quality of labor, productivity, and 
therefore on growth. In this study, the second channel that is formed on the growth by gender inequality is, reducing the marginal 
product of capital by low quality of labor, through the household’s life-long learning level, it does cause less investment and 
growth. In addition, employment gender inequality impresses on the growth by means of the quality of labor (Chen, 2004:31).  
In the studies about, raising the level of education of the women would be effective on growth through population increase, a 
right way relationship is determined between gender equality in education and growth. According to one of them, since 
increasing the women’s level of primary education reduces the fertility, it may alert economic development indirectly (Barro, 
2001: 38). According to a study of Lagerlöf by using a dynamic method, the initial gender gap in education causes continuation 
of the deficit by a later period, through the high fertility and low economic growth. This result constitutes an important reason to 
break the vicious circle of gender gap (Ghulam, 2005:8). In addition, the elimination of gender inequality in education reduces 
child mortality as well as fertility (Klasen, 1999: 23).   
Whether male or female, enhancing the quality and number of employees with higher education levels, will reduce the income 
and technology diversity between the countries that has higher levels of education and produce new technologies, and the 
countries that are applying them (Kim and Lawrence, 1994: 235-6). Closing the gender gap in education will provide more 
efficient use of resources for developing countries, and will allow more easily to close their the difference between developing 
countries.  
There is not a definitive answer to the question if, making lower levels of human capital investment in women in terms of 
education and health, can be considered as a market failure or not. However it is referred, reduction of gender inequality that 
causes an increase in the income level can be regarded as a market failure for the developing countries (Dollar and Gatti, 1999: 
21-22). In addition, it is stated that with the development of the pension and social security system, to ensure their senility parents 
will reduce the investments in sons. Hence, with the increase in national income of the countries, market failures experienced in 
women's education is expected to decrease (Ghulam, 2005:5).  
The theoretical basis of the researches examining the relationship between women's education and growth starts with the studies 
of Schutz and Denison, dating back to Solow, Roemer, Lucas, Barro’s studies. Especially in studies using endogenous growth 
models, emphasizes the importance of human capital form on growth, which consists of investments in education and health care. 
In these studies, women's education is often considered as an element of the form of human capital, it is considered as a part of 
the educational factor. Studies’ examining the effects of women’s education on growth independently is fairly new. 
Studies done by Dollar and Gatti (1999), Lagerlöf (1999), Schultz (2002), Klasen (2002), Knowles (2002), are the major studies 
that reveal the relationship between women's education and economic growth, and development in the last decade. In these 
studies, the nature of the relationship between women's education and growth are analyzed. Women's education, as measured by 
indicators such as women's enrollment rate, literacy rate, indicators which measures the inequality between women and men in 
education also used in. In studies, however measured the women's education is concluded to be effective on growth, albeit on 
different channels. 
2. Impact of Gender Inequality in Education on Economic Growth 

The work of Dollar-Gatti, significantly sheds light on the subject of macro-economic effects of Women's education. According to 
this study of Dollar-Gatti, there is a strong correlation between secondary education enrollment rates of women and per capita 
income. In this study, concluded that gender inequality in education leads to a negative impact on the growth, as well as 
economic reasons for women compared to men receiving a lower level of education, cultural elements and civil rights are also 
effective. 
In a study by Chen, achieving gender equality in education on national income per capita, is explained by the demographic 
impact channels. According to this study, providing gender equality in education enables the rise of the level of women's 
education. Indeed, except for a limited number of countries, especially in developing countries, educational inequality is 
disadvantage of women. The most important demographic effect of the rise in women's level of education, reduce the number of 
children, by decreasing fertility. Reduction in the number of children ensures, reduces in the expenditures of children and thus 
provides increase in savings and therefore investments. Another effect of the decrease in the number of children, takes place in 
the form of increasing the relative size of the working age population. Reduction in the number of dependent children decreases 
the dependent population. Decline in the dependent population, increases the marginal efficiency of capital through investments, 
but also directly increases national income per capita (Chen, 2004:31). 
Of the grounds for girls receiving a lower level of education, since boys seen as a tool of social security in old age, girls’ 
education investments have lower returns, women’s low-income from education and socio-cultural preferences are included. 
However, considering that, in the majority of developing countries, women return from education is more than men; it is not 
possible to say that the economic reason for the occurrence of low investment in women’s education is available in all countries. 
Together with the economic reasons, it is more accurate to take into account socio-cultural structure and other conditions in the 
country (Ghulam, 2005: 3-4).  
According to one of the studies that deal the economic size of the dimension of women’s education, in the framework of macro-
economic indicators, positive effect of women's education on economic development is statistically more clear than the effect 
provided by men. At the same time, the educational gap between men and women hinders economic development (Knowles, 
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2002: 143). According to a study by Klasen, education gap between women and men in East Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North 
Asia and in the Middle East, explains %0.4 and 0.9 of differences in the annual growth increase and this ratio shows the trend of 
increase. According to this study, a small gender gap in education affects a high growth rate decisively (Klasen, 2002: 367).  
3. Econometric Methodology, Data Set and Implementation Results 

In order to determine the effects of women education in Turkey on growth, the relationship between gender indicators in 
education and annual growth rates will be investigated. 
Since population censuses are pentetric, it has not been able to reach an annual education indicator. Since 1996, annual training 
series are displayed. 12 years of data is not possible to make the econometric analysis. For this reason, for gender inequality in 
education covering the period 1968-2006, series of sex ratio will be used for, elementary school, middle school, high school, 
vocational and technical high school and university graduates. 
3. 1 Econometric Methodology 

The changes in political and economic life that occur at various times for various reasons, can be effective between relationships 
on the time series related to changes. When examining the relationship between the analyzed variables, not taken these changes 
into consideration, even in the lack of structural change taken into account, it causes to obtain incorrect results. 
In this study, if there is a relationship between gender inequality in education and economic growth, and if this relationship exists 
in which years these changes have occured will be investigated, by cointegration test that does not allow the structural break as 
well as cointegration tests that allow single and double structural breaks. In this way, which events are effective in this 
relationship will be understood. In this context, firstly, at which level the variables that are conducted a survey have become 
stagnant will be investigated, then it will be investigated whether there is a long-term relationship between them. 
3.2. Unit Root Tests 

In order to understand whether are there long rung relationship between all variables, applying cointegration test, it should be 
checked that all variables at the same level stationary or not. If these series not stationary at level, it should be precede first 
deference to get stationary positions. When all series become stationary at the first difference level, it can use cointegration test. 
The Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP)159 Unit Root Tests are employed to test the integration level and 
the possible cointegration among the variables (Dickey and Fuller, 1981; Phillips and Perron, 1988). The ADF test is proceeded 
to check out whether the series are stationary or not and the ADF test is based on the following regressions: 
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Equation is consisting of lag of dependent variable. In the equation y is a time series, t is a linear time trend, '  is the first 

difference operator, 0D  is a constant, n is the optimum number of lags on the dependent variable, and H  is the random error 
term. The main difference between  Phillips-Perron (PP) Unit Root Tests and the ADF test, in the PP unit root tests in order 
remove autocorrelation it is adding lag of its and  it is applying a nonparametric correction.  
3.3. Cointegration Tests 

3.3.1. Engle Granger Cointegration Test 

Engle-Granger (1987) cointegration test is consist of two stages, first stage regression model is set up:  

0 1t t ty x uD D � �                         (2) 

In the second phase, error terms that is acquired from the model is applied the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) 
Unit Root Tests.   
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                     ( At this point it should be considered that applied critical values are different from Augmented Dickey-Fuller 

(ADF) Unit Root Tests. 

3.3.2. Gregory-Hansen Cointegration Test 

In order to determine long-run relationship between the variables generally applied to cointegration tests, because of time series 
sometimes have some structural breaks it will not submit the correct results. Therefore instead of standard tests for cointegration 

                                                           
159 PP approach allows for t he presence of unknown forms of autocorrelation with a structural break in 
the time series and conditional heteroscedasticity in the error term.  
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if the presences of structural breaks are time series, it has been applied tests that deal with structural break in the cointegrating 
relations.    
Cointegration that is developed by Gregory and Hansen (1996) is considering possible structural breaks in the series. Gregory 
and Hansen developed tree different models that are considering changing in intercept or trend, through those models investigate 
is there any cointegration vector among the variables.    

  (Model CC)     (4) 

In the model while µ1 represents constant term µ2 is changing in the represent constant term that time in the structural shift. 
Structural shift included in model by dummy variable that can be defined as here:   

 

While  UHSUHVHQWV�WKDW�QXPEHU�RI�REVHUYDWLRQV��Ĳ�SDUDPHWHU�VKRZ�GDWD�WKDW�DUH�EHWZHHQ������7�DQG�����7��� 
When level shift with trend inclusion of a linear trend it would get model that regime shift where Intercept, slope 

coefficients and trend change (C/T).    

   (Model C/T)    (5) 

%HIRUH�WKH�VWUXFWXUDO�FKDQJH�VORSH�FRHIILFLHQW�LV�Į1 DQG�DIWHU�WKH�VKLIW�RFFXUUHG�VORSH�FRHIILFLHQWV�LV�UHSUHVHQW�ZLWK�Į2. 
In the Gregor\�DQG�+DQVHQ�WHVW���������WR�GHWHUPLQH�EUHDNLQJ�WLPH��WURXJK�WLPH�SHULRG��DOO�SRVVLEOH�EUHDNLQJ�SRLQW��Ĳ��ZLOO�EH�
calculated by applying contiguous ELS methodology. The residuals from the calculations employed in Phillips-Perron (PP) Unit 
Root Tests and the ADF test by which to get minimum value to determine the breaking time.  

ADF*  �LQI�$')��Ĳ� 

It is known that standard tests for cointegration are biased towards non-rejection of no cointegration if the data is subjected to a 
structural break. Hence a researcher relying on standard cointegration tools may erroneously fail to reject the null of no 
cointegration if the presence of a structural break is not accounted for. In a response to this problem there have in recent years 
emerged a number of tests that deal with structural breaks in the cointegrating relations. If in the time series is there more than 
one endogenous break Gregory and Hansen (1996) test will not be fit for it. In this situation, we should apply the Hatemi-J 
cointegration test.  
3.3.3 Hatemi-J Cointegration Test 

The method that is developed by Gregory and Hansen (1996) is taking account just a breaking however, Hatemi-J (2008) 
cointegration test developed for two endogenous breaking. Hatemi-J (2008) model that is explain the effect of two structural 
shifts, has showed below.    

+        (6) 

,Q�WKH�HTXDWLRQ�Į0 LV�FRQVWDQW�WHUP�WKDW�LV�EHIRUH�WKH�VWUXFWXUDO�VKLIWV��Į1 LV�DSSHDU�EHFDXVH�RI�ILUVW�VWUXFWXUDO�EUHDN��Į2 is second 
VWUXFWXUDO�VKLIW�WKDW�LV�OHDG�WR�FKDQJH�LQ�WKH�FRQVWDQW�WHUP���ȕ0 is before the structural shift represent of slope paramHWHU��ȕ1 is effect 
RI�ILUVW�VWUXFWXUDO�VKLIW�RQ�VORSH��ȕ2 is represent that second structural shift in the model.  
In the model the unknown parameters Ĳ1 (1 ,0) א and Ĳ2 (1 ,0) א signifying the relative timing of the regime change point and the 
bracket denotes the integer part.  D1t and D2t are dummy variables defined as 

       

 In order to test the fundemental hypothesis which shows a cointegration relationship among the variables, ADF* statistics are 
frequatly used. ADF* statistics are got out of applying unit root test statistics on the remainders of Model 2. 
ADF test statistic does not standard normal distribution. The applicable test statistics are the smallest values of these three tests 
across all values for Ĳ1 and Ĳ2, with Ĳ1 א T1 = (0.15, 0.70) and Ĳ2 א T2 = (0.15+Ĳ1, 0.85).  The critical value of these test statistics 
are in the Hatemi-J (2008) table.  
3.4. Data Gathering Methodology 

In this study, the relationship between gender indicators in education and annual growth rates will be investigated, in order to 
determine the effects of women education in Turkey on growth. Gender in education is calculated through the rate of girls among 
all graduates from primary, secondary and high schools as well as university graduates. These variables are as follows: 
lgrt: Logaritm of growth in Turkey by years 
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prm: rate of girls among all primary school graduates by years          
hgh: rate of girls among all high school graduates by years          
unv: rate of girls among all university graduates by years          
As population census is carried out in each 5 years in Turkey, the researchers failed to get all annual education indicators. 
Therefore, for gender inequality profile, gender rate series among primary, high school and university graduates between 1968 
and 2006 are used.  Growth rates data used within the framework of this research have been taken from World Bank databanks 
and education data from Turkish National Statistics Institution. 
1968-2006 data about above-mentioned variables are presented below in graphs. As a general outlook for these graphs, it seems 
to be that these series are not static. The rate of girls among primary school graduates were increased in 1997 when a law (Law 
Number 4306) about uniting primary and secondary schools and making education in these levels mandatory. 
Dickey-Fuller method which is used to analyse whether time series are stable or not will also be used fort his research. 
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Figure 1: Time Series in Economic Growth and Gender Inequality in Education in Turkey  

3.5. Empirical Results 

Within the framework fort he research presented in this paper, the effect of gender inequality on long term economic growth is 
investigated, through using “cointegration analysis” econometric method. First of all, whether these series are integrated series 
I(1) and these series are cointegrated CI (1,1), in other words whether all series are stable when their differences are taken into 
account from the first level are investigated. In order to understand stability levels of the series, ADF and PP unit root tests have 
been carried out and the results of these tests are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: The Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP)160  Test Results  

Variables ADF-Level ADF- First 
difference 

PP –Level PP- First 
difference 

Lgrt -0,4547 -5.9559** -0,4547 -5,9559** 
Prm -2.5655 -5.7868** -2.5754 -5.7828** 
Hgh -2.0907 -5.9645** -2.1627 -5.9652** 
Unv -0.9654 -6.0124** -0.9654 -6.0126** 

Note: Lag length criteria is chosen with Schwarz information criteria. (**) Critical values at 1% levels. 
* MacKinnon (1996) critical values for rejection of hypothesis of a unit root; %1 critical value -3.639407, %5 critical value -2.951125, %10 
critical value -2.614300 

As can be seen from the table above, when ADF and PP results are scrutinized, it is clearly seen that these series are not stable at 
their levels, in other words they include unit roots in their levels. When taken primary differences, series become stable in 1% 
significance level. Taking together results of both tests, it is seen that all series are I(1). Engle-Granger (1987) cointegration test 
which does not take structural breaking into account has been carried out in order to test whether there is a long term relationship 
between economic growth and gender rates among different education levels. The results are presented at Table 2 below. 
                                                           
160 PP approach allows forthe presence of unknown forms of autocorrelation with a structural break in the 
time series and conditional heteroscedasticity in the error term.  
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Table 2: Engle-Granger Cointegration Test Results 

Dependent Variable:  
Engle-Granger Test Statistic 

Prob* 

LGRT -2.835054 0.5273 
Note: (*) MacKinnon (1996) p-values.  

 
As can be seen from Table 2, results of the Engle-Granger test show that there is no long term relationship between the variables. 
The main reason why we feel that there is no relationship between the variables is that structural breaking is not allowed in this 
test. (Test statistics -2.8350 in 10% level is smaller than Mackinnon critical value 3.73). 
In the next phase, Gragory Hansen cointegration test which allows a structural breaking in long term relationship has been used. 
As the result test statistics -6.1536 is greater than table value -6.00 in terms of absolute value, we consider thatrelationship 
between the variables.   Lumsdaine ve Papell (1997) find out that more than one breaking would be possible when examining 
long term series and that the analyses which take only one structural breaking into account would cause incorrect results. 
Therefore, in this study, Hatemi-j cointegration test which allows two structural breaking is also used.   
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Table 3: Gregory Hansen and Hatemi-J Cointegration Test Results 

 

Cointegration Test Results 
Test  

Statistic 
First Break  

Point 1 
First Break  

Point 2 Lag Length  
ADF TB1 TB2 k 

Engle Granger Number of break=0 -2.835 - - 2 
Gregory Hansen Number of break =1 -6.1536** 1979 - 0 
Hatemi-J Number of break =2 -7.1937** 1989 1991 0 

Note: Engle-Granger critical value at %10: 3.73; Gregory Hansen critical value at %5: -6.00; Hatemi J critical value at %10: -7.118.  
As the results of this tests the gained test statistics -7.1937 in 10% level is greater than critical level of -7.118 in terms of absolute 
value, we can conclude that there is a long term relationship between variables in structural breakings which occurred in 1989 
and 1991. 
      Table 4: Correlation Matrix between gender in education and economic growth  

  LGRT PRM UNV HGH 
LGRT 1.0000 

  
  

PRM 0.6170 1.0000 
 

  
UNV 0.9308 0.6202 1.0000   
HGH 0.8869 0.7294 0.9205 1.0000 

The indicator which has the greatest impact upon the level of growth is gender rate among university graduates. In deed, 
university graduates enter into business life sooner than people in other categories. Another interesting result is that increase in 
women rate among university graduates is much higher than other series.  
CONCLUSION 

Women’s low level of education generates negative results on growth, due to its environmental impact. There are plenty of 
findings about environmental impacts’ decisiveness on children’s achievements. Not being able to obtain gender inequality in 
education effects intellectual environment, competences of children and students’ quality negatively and leads negative effect on 
qualification of labor, productivity and thereby on growth. The second path that has occured on growth by gender inequality, by 
means of households’ lifetime learning level, low labor qualification decreases marginal product of capital, and it leads less 
investment and growth. Besides, gender inequality in recruitment also causes negative effects on growth by means of 
qualification of labor 
Ensuring gender equality in education brings with it, increasing women’s education level. Yet, except limited number of 
countries, especially in developing countries, education inequality is against women. The most significant demographical effect 
of women’s high educational level is, to reduce the children population by decrasing fertility rate. Reduction in the number of 
children causes less spending towards children and thus increases savings and investments. Another effect of reduction in the 
number of children is, realized as increasing the relative size of working-age population. Reduction in the number of dependent 
children decreases the dependent population decreases. Decline in the dependent population incresing the marginal efficiency of 
capital through investments, but also directly increases national income per capita. 
According to the results of the econometric analysis, a long-term relationship is seen between the sex ratio of higher education, 
elementary and high school graduates and GDP (Gross Domestic Product) in Turkey. However, this relationship contains 
fractures especially in the periods before and after the 1980 military intervention. These periods that have breaks, were the times 
both have economical, social and legal significant impacts. So that, military rule which was effective in this period, sees a large 
segment of society as objectionable and guilty and, needed to intervene in every area of life. Military goverment’s interventions 
to the right of education, both with constitutional regulation and the regulations within the framework of the trade union and the 
Higher Education Act, have been effective in the formation of these breaks. On the one hand with the prohibition of headscarves 
caused a further increase gender inequality in education, on the other hand large number of educators removed from the 
profession because of their proximity to the left ideologies. The indicator that has the highest influence on the rate of growth is 
sex ratio of higher education graduates. According to other levels of graduates, higher education graduates to participate in 
working life in a shorter time reinforce this findings’ accuracy. At the same time the increase in sex ratio of graduates of higher 
education is much higher than other series. 
Whether male or female, enhancing the number and the quality of highly educated employees will reduce the income and 
technology difference between the new technology producing countries and the countries that implement them. Increasing the 
level of women's education, both micro-and macro-economic point of view provides more benefits than men. Closing the gender 
gap in education, will allow more efficient use of resources in developing countries and their difference from developing 
countries will close more easily. A well-educated population is one of the most important sources of economic growth, but also a 
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key element to ensure the efficient use of other resources. As a result, education is the flower, as well as the seed, of economic 
development (Krueger, 2000: 44). 
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Abstract 
To date, lots of research was carried out solely on the effectiveness of Authentic Learning principles in service learning. The 
results showed positive relationships between theories and practices because students had become relatively analytical thinkers, 
problem-solvers and collaborators. The uses of Authentic Learning and Facebook in service learning, however, are under 
research.  Hence, this paper tends to investigate the effectiveness of Authentic Learning Principles and Facebook in promoting 
active learning among students in their service learning curriculum. These students are from Albukhary International University 
(AiU) whereby service-learning curriculum also known as Community Engagement Project (CEP) has been introduced to all 
undergraduate students across their 3-year curriculum. Purposive samplings were employed to find out the students’ preferences 
in using Authentic Learning Principles together with Facebook as a social media tool in their service learning projects. Surveys 
which consisted of Likert-scale questions were administered to ninety-six (99) students from 20 different countries. Fifty-one 
percent (51%) of the students were males and the other forty-nine (49%) were females. The results have shown that Authentic 
Learning Principles and Facebook as a tool of communication have effectively enhanced students’ learning experience in service 
learning.  
 
Keywords: Authentic Learning Principles, Facebook, Service Learning / Community Engagement Project 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Albukhary International University (AiU) is established under the concept of “Waqf” – a charitable university which 
offers full-fledged scholarships to the underprivileged students during the duration of their studies. The ultimate goal 
of the concept aims at providing equal education opportunities to academically qualified students from 
disadvantaged, underprivileged and marginalized backgrounds. In line with the ultimate goal, the students are 
expected to possess good characters in terms of valuing discipline, being caring and generating contributions to the 
society upon their graduations. It is also a model university to the world characterized by high quality and relevant 
education and universal humanitarian values. In order to produce students who have good characters and experience 
in social activities, they are requested to participate in planned service learning projects during their course of 
studies. The service learning projects provide an authentic learning phenomenon in which they have to employ real-
world and discovery-based problem solving skills to resolve the problems. They are expected to learn the passion to 
serve and the meaning of contribution for the betterment of the society. Previous research on the integration of 
authentic learning in service learning projects showed positive outcomes because they had become relatively 
analytical thinkers, problem-solvers and collaborators (Brown, 2002; Lombardi, 2007; Tan, Teo & Chy, 2009). 
Technological-based authentic learning also presents its significant role in creating and applying new knowledge by 
using higher thinking cognitive processes (Churchill, 2005). Hence, this paper tends to investigate the effectiveness 
of authentic learning and the use of Facebook as a social media tool in the process of students’ active involvements 
in the service learning projects.  
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Authentic Learning in Service Learning Environment 
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Authentic learning (Herrington & Kervin, 2007), also known as experiential learning, has created a new paradigm 
shift for students because it dismisses rote learning. The principles of authentic learning promote learning 
knowledge and skills useful in real life (Collins, 1988), link the classroom theories with real world practices 
(Bennett, Agostinho &  Lockyer, 2002; Borthwick, Bennett,  Lefoe & Huber, 2007), develop problem solving skills 
and construct knowledge (Hui & Koplin, 2011) during the authentic activity learning process. Research has also 
shown the fact that students who have engaged in authentic learning activities tend to have the flexible competency 
such as “the judgment to distinguish reliable from unreliable information, the patience to follow longer arguments, 
the synthetic ability to recognize relevant patterns in unfamiliar contexts and the flexibility to work across discipline 
and cultural boundaries to generate innovative solutions” (Chang, Lee, Wang & Chen, 2010, p.1572). Lombardi 
(2007) further commented that authentic learning activities can go beyond the content of curriculum where students 
are exposed to different disciplines and cultures. Consequently, students can face and manage their problems easier 
because the higher order of thinking skills they possess give them strength to make the right decision in their future 
working atmosphere (Herrington & Kervin, 2007; Lombardi, 2007).  
 
Service learning has become the curriculum in higher education institutions which aims to improve the quality of 
live especially to underprivileged and maginalised people on a voluntary basis. It gives authentic contexts to 
students to apply their knowledge and skills.  Therefore, students are encouraged to be involved in service learning 
which provides authentic activities. Students can learn new experience by real experience and they can remember 
the content for a long time (Ammon, Furco, Chi, & Middaugh, 2002). Apart from this, the students learn about 
social responsibilities such as being empathic, ethical and helpful to needy people in their surroundings (Berham, 
2006; Ikeda, 2005; Wigginton, 1985). Such learning experience also certainly enriches the life of learners in schools. 
Erlich (1996) and Furco (1996) had clearly stated that students best learned not by the printed materials but 
experiences. Jacoby (1999) further explained that service learning is the authentic activity which accommodates 
“human and community needs” besides being a popular activity and contextual relevant to culture and experiential 
learning (Settle & Smith, 2008).  In addition, service learning requires participants to give up their time, comfort and 
finance (Perold & Omar, 1997) for the benefits of others. In this process, students have to be self-sacrificed to 
handle and solve the complicated problems externally and internally.  Learners are given opportunities to strengthen 
their skills of thinking process as they freely explore, discuss, reflect, construct concepts from the project they are 
involved (Mims, 2003).  Positive characters such as team-spirit, leadership, conflict resolution, communication, 
organization, and time management (Tucker, McCarthy, Hoxmeier, & Lenk, 1998) are inculcated when they are 
committed to service learning. A previous research (Campus Compact 2005) showed that 95 percent of interviewees 
recognized and accept the outcomes of positive character building through service learning. With the positive 
outcomes, the students are able to make use of their existing good characters, knowledge and skills in their real-life. 
They are the practicalities of authentic learning activities in service learning. 
 
2.2 Authentic Learning in Facebook (Social Networking) 
 
Because of the popularity and usefulness of social networking, teaching and learning from the traditional setting has 
now moved to the virtual world setting. Previous research in Malaysia mainly focused on interface design and 
interactive multimedia elements (Sivapalan & Wan Fatimah, 2010) which did not offer authentic learning contexts 
and activities for students to interact. The focus on authentic learning in social networking particularly in the use of 
Facebook is under research.  
 
The invention of Facebook, a popular communication tool, has offered the virtual communities for students to 
communicate. Facebook has broken its records of active users from 350 million in 2010 (Facebook, 2010) to 526 
million in 2012 (Facebook, 2012). The drastic increase of users has signified its existence not only as a 
communication tool but also an avenue for the people to share their leisure and lives. It is also a tool to befriend and 
simultaneously joins the connections and interactions from a physical setting into a virtual world (Wang, Chun, Yu 
& Wu, 2013). Shih (2013) has proven that the virtual world in Facebook is enticing because users are given the 
opportunities to “exchange, interact, collaborate and socialize” (p.52) with other people. Before its invention, 
multimedia technologies which lacked of interactive components were regarded as inhumane and the community 
felt bored to use them (Zaidieh, 2012). However, the introduction of Facebook with interactive advertisements, 
chatting tools, colourful pages, pictures and games has gained its fame among students and teachers. It encourages 
students to communicate with their teachers after school hours for their projects and most importantly, Facebook 
promotes learning through authentic contexts and activities. Students are given leverage to express their thoughts, 
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opinions and suggestions on Facebook. Simultaneously, they will receive comments, feedback and support from 
their teachers and peers. In this case, strong relationships in the culture of learning for both teachers and students are 
strengthened (Zaidieh, 2012).  
 
Teachers and students gain the advantages of using Facebook as a tool to allow students to come together to discuss, 
co-ordinate, collaborate and resolve subject-related problems in the virtual platform (Salaway, Caruso, Nelson & 
Ellison, 2008). Besides, students using Facebook as an educational tool are encouraged to spend more efforts to 
work in teams for their academic activities (Kennedy, 2000). With the convenient features in Facebook, students and 
teachers can experience authentic learning environment when they share the resources, make the announcements, 
discuss the details of the projects and exchange ideas in groups. As a result, merging Facebook with teaching and 
learning breaks the four walls of classrooms and provides students more room to interact with the aim at enhancing 
effective learning. Students are now more able to improvise their thinking and communication skills which are 
beneficial to their work in the future. The skills go hand in hand with “engaging students in disciplinary practices of 
professional practitioners” (Land, Hannafin & Oliver, 2012, p. 11). 
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
 
AiU has tailored the Community Engagement Projects (CEP) as compulsory curriculum to all the undergraduate 
students during their 3-year studies. They are from 50 different countries and are expected to be the agents of change 
to their respective communities after their studies. CEP focuses on empowering underprivileged and disadvantaged 
students by transferring social entrepreneurship qualities, moving towards a non-conventional paradigm - social 
business mind set and ability to plan, implement, monitor, identify, scale up and evaluate a “holistic” development 
programme by taking into consideration social, economic and environmental dimensions. 
 
Indeed, CEP promotes “learning from each other and taking action together” (Chamberlain, 1993, p. 31) in which 
learning has moved into real social contexts. He further observed that “it is not only what's being done that is 
impressive, but how – against the odds; and why – the motivation and the spirit that produces such a determination 
to succeed’ in community development (Chamberlain, 1993, p. 32). Ideally, it is linked together with a common 
goal of combining activities and working together so as to build good relationships and sharing available resources 
in the communities or villages. It also goes further to encourage the AiU students with community members and 
other interest groups to be involved in learning by identifying the potential development, making the proposals and 
action plans based from the demographic findings and monitoring the progress of the development programme at the 
specified community areas.  
 
A total of 232 undergraduate students had registered themselves in CEP. They were divided into 21 groups. Each 
group comprised 9 to 13 students. The names of the groups consisted of Enactus 1, Enactus 2, Heptanations, Global 
SLA and 7-Heaven. Students were able to choose their own group of 3 from different countries.  Besides, each 
student had a Facebook account. AiU had made use of Facebook to make announcements on community service 
activities and academic matters. Students liked the flexibility of Facebook because it could update the 
communication in the community fast and also the ability to share multimedia contents. Hence, Dwyer, Hiltz and 
Passerini (2007) has advocated in the research that Facebook is an easier mean of communication with staff leaders 
and group members since most undergraduate students are online with Facebook daily.  
 
As part of the preparation process in CEP, Facebook is used as the social media tool for communication. Facebook 
has become their source of interaction among the project leaders, student group leaders as well as among the group 
members. They needed to develop their own digital identities in order to become the community of professionals 
utilizing educational technology to the community. The Year 1 group leader would create a Facebook group at the 
beginning of the first semester. All group members were required to join the Facebook group. It was not public 
viewing Facebook groups. Only group members could access and view the groups’ announcements, shared 
documents and online discussions. Figure 1 is an example of a Facebook group created by one of the groups. There 
were 13 members who came from various countries namely Somaliland, Myanmar, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, 
Indonesia, Uzbekistan and Bhutan.  
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Figure 1: An Example of a Facebook Group 

Facebook functioned as a social media tool does support the authentic learning via service-learning. It has also 
provided information and resources that help students in CEP. By engaging students in Facebook, they were able to 
flexibly communicate with each other and it was a cost-effective way of communication. Most importantly, 
Facebook also gave the opportunities to many university students to explore and manage their daily communication 
in a safe and ethical mode (Ahmedani, 2011).  
 
Purposive samplings also known as random or probability samplings were used in this study. Purposive samplings 
are a “strategy in which precise settings, persons or events are selected purposely in order to gather important 
information that can't be obtained from other choices” (Pickard, Child and McLeod, 2007, p. 64). We chose selected 
CEP groups and they were required to complete 30 items in the Likert-scale survey form. In the survey form, the 
students were asked about the average time spent on Facebook and whether or not they liked the idea of using 
Facebook in their CEP.  
 
4. RESULTS ANALYSIS 
Out of 232 students, there were only 99 students involved in the survey. They consisted of 51 males and 48 females. 
Out of 99 students, 83 students used Facebook Group as a communication tool in the CEP. Using Facebook Group 
triggered the critical discussions and shared field trips experience among the group members. They could also 
upload and update the common group report to meet the objectives of respective tasks. It goes in line with the 
objective of this paper which tends to investigate the effectiveness of Authentic Learning Principles and Facebook in 
promoting active learning among students in their service learning curriculum.  
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Figure2: Conceptual framework of CEP in AiU 

 
In this study, we integrated the ten authentic learning principles into the community engagement project activities as 
indicated in Figure 2. The students went on field trips to study the socio-economic environment of the rural local 
community. The activities included addressing means of living, strengthening the ability to cope and recovering 
from stress and shocks, incorporating relevant aspects of people’s lives and livelihoods into development planning, 
implementation and evaluation, and the ability to be responsive to changes and people’s needs and ensuring 
sustainable resources for today and tomorrow’s generation. 
  
The outcome of the finding is reflected in the Table 1. Students felt that using Facebook had helped them in 
achieving a successful outcome in their CEP. The students also agreed that the Facebook group provided a useful 
medium for them to share and display information and resources. Facebook was as if a noticeboard for any updates 
of their CEP activities. From this survey, 83% of the respondents had accessed to Facebook all the time and 
frequently visited the site every day. Only 12% of the respondents were not frequent Facebook users.  
 
Besides, about 90% respondents agreed that Facebook had allowed them to communicate effectively and 
conveniently between group members and staff group leaders. They could communicate freely in texts for any 
discussions related to CEP. Facebook had also provided them an easy, cost-effective, safe and friendly environment 
to voice out their views and opinions. 
 
Almost all the students (93%) agreed that Facebook had promoted authentic learning contexts and activities in CEP 
by learning the roles, delegating tasks among group members. This was done through Facebook groups and events. 
Facebook had allowed the students to articulate their views and opinions, discuss issues and process activities via 
status updates and comments.  By uploading the related Youtube, videos and visual elements to Facebook, the 
experts of performance were able to identify how service learning was conducted as well as to explore more topics 
through external links. 
 
Two thirds of respondents (66%) agreed that coaching and scaffolding were done through Facebook discussions and 
it had given the opportunity to instructors to observe the activities and comments made by the students. When 
students had made a comment or asked for a question, feedback could be given by the project leader or the group 
leader. Somehow, only 70% of the students agreed that the feedback had helped the students to reflect on what they 
had learnt during the CEP activities. The overall result of this study had implied that Facebook was a social media 
tool that could be used as platform to implement authentic learning principles in AiU CEP activities. 
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Table 1: The Students’ Perceptions on Facebook and Authentic Learning Principles 

Authentic Learning Principles N Mean Std Dev 
Principle 1: Authentic Context 
a. Facebook allows you to bring the real life learning experience into community engagement 

activities. 
b. Facebook provides you a place to display pictures, YouTube or visual elements about 

community engagement activities. 
c. Facebook is a tool to motivate you to learn more about the community engagement activities 

during the process. 

99 

 
 

2.4693 0.7587 

3.0202 0.7518 

2.4141 0.8042 
Principle 2: Authentic Activities 
a. Facebook provides you a place to determine the roles of each team members in the 

community engagement activities. 
b. Facebook provides you a place to delegate the tasks of community engagement activities 

among the team members. 
c. Facebook provides you a place to connect with team members regardless of their locations 

about the community engagement activities easily. 

99 

  

2.616 0.7876 

2.889 0.7899 

3.071 0.7726 
Principle 3: Expert Performance 
a. Facebook provides a place to project leaders to demonstrate the steps to begin and manage 

community engagement activities systematically. 
b. Facebook provides you a place to observe the communication skills of the project leaders to 

other students.  
c. Facebook allows easy and cost-effective communications among team members and project 

leaders. 

99 

  

2.745 0.7601 

2.633 0.8130 

3.072 0.7766 
Principle 4: Multiple Roles and Perspectives 
a. Facebook provides you a place for different comments and opinions about community 

engagement activities. 
b. Facebook provides you a place to investigate the reliability of information about community 

engagement activities.  
c. Facebook provides you a place to update your group members about any news and 

discussions on community engagement activities. 

99 

  

2.990 0.7491 

2.663 0.8800 

3.265 0.6784 
Principle 5: Reflection 
a. Facebook provides you a place to write reflections about your strengths and weaknesses in 

community engagement activities. 
b. Facebook provides you a place to record the incidents take place throughout the community 

engagement activities. 
c. Facebook is a place to express your feelings freely without being judged. 

99 

  

2.459 0.8227 

2.633 0.8498 

2.691 0.9235 

Principle 6: Collaboration 
a. Facebook provides you to collaborate among members of the community engagement group. 
b. Facebook provides you as a medium to collaborate their work and ideas about community 

engagement activities. 
c. Facebook allows you to share the group reports about community engagement activities. 

99 

  

2.857 0.6999 

2.888 0.6528 

3.010 0.6308 

Principle 7: Articulation 
a. Facebook provides you to discuss issues or processes of community engagement activities. 
b. Facebook provides you the opportunity to debate about the views on community engagement 

activities. 
c. Facebook is a tool to adopt a new learning method in community engagement activities. 

99 

  

2.816 0.7333 

2.724 0.8053 

2.546 0.8618 
Principle 8: Coaching and Scaffolding 
a. Facebook provides project leaders to observe students, offering resources and providing 

feedback about community engagement activities. 
b. Facebook provides the opportunity to you on the skills and knowledge transfer from project 

leaders about community engagement activities. 
c. Facebook provides you an effective channel for the project leader’s feedback and areas of 

improvements about community engagement activities. 

99 

  

2.691 0.7231 

2.670 0.7828 

2.753 0.6740 
Principle 9: Integrated Authentic Assessment 
a. Facebook can capture rich information about student performance in community engagement 

activities. 
b. Facebook allows you to upload reports about community engagement activities for project 

leader’s assessment. 
c. Facebook has the mechanism for you to continuously revise your reports based on project 

leaders’ feedback about community engagement activities. 

99 

  

2.408 0.8186 

2.867 0.7645 

2.732 0.7253 
Principle 10: Professional Learning 
a. Facebook allows students to keep informed about new technology developments in teaching 

and learning techniques related to community engagement activities. 
b. Facebook allows student to update information relevant to their future professional 

development. 
c. Facebook is a social media tool to learn about community engagement project in innovative, 

challenging and creative ways. 

99 

  

2.816 0.6903 

2.847 0.7050 

2.714 0.8081 
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5. CONCLUSION 

There were some limitations in this study. Firstly, four groups had not adopted Facebook as a social network media 
tool in the CEP.  The students felt that Facebook was merely for their social lives and it was not for academic 
activities. Some students found that the staff leaders did not extend their co-operation in assisting them to complete 
their activities and tasks related to CEP. It had affected the results for the principle in coaching and scaffolding. 
 
Secondly, Facebook had a constraint of only accepting a certain type or format of document to be uploaded. Thus, it 
restricted the students and project leaders to share the resources among the group members. 
 
Finally, students appreciated very much the flexibility of Facebook in terms of communication and sharing 
information and resources. Facebook has already been an integral part of undergraduate students’ daily lives. 
Students could improve better through their CEP with the integration of Facebook as a social media tool and ten 
authentic learning principles. Hence, the study has shown that students favourably responded well to this 
framework. 
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Introduction 

Videos as social media 

Learners remember and understand better when they see, hear and do. The level of a students’ understanding of a 
subject when they see, hear and produce materials during instruction is higher (75%) compared to students who only 
see during instruction (20%), and see and hear only (40%) (Lindstorm, 1994). Learning with multimedia elements, 
such as videos, has been shown to be effective for learning activities (Krauskopf, Zahn & Hesse, 2012; Zahn, Pea, 
Hesse, & Rosen, 2010). Learners are able to see, hear and produce the required behaviors.  

There is a variety of online media, including videos which enable these elements to be available. YouTube, 
TeacherTube and Vimeo are online video repositories in which videos are made available (Norlidah Alias, DeWitt, 
Saedah Siraj, 2013). Users are able to download, view and share video clips on an extensive variety of content which 
includes film clips, television shows, music and instructional videos, vlogs or videoblogs, as well as amateur video. 
The YouTube becomes social media when the videos are shared and comments and other forms of interaction occur 
on the site.  

Social media has been shown to be effective for learning. Learners are able to develop higher level thinking skills 
such as decision making and problem solving, as well as communicate and collaborate using social media (Bunus, 
2010; Greenhow and Robelia 2009). In addition, connections can be made to what they learnt in their classrooms 
(Greenhow and Robelia 2009) and learning becomes more engaging (Bunus, 2010). Hence, there is a potential for 
YouTube, as both a video with audio and visual elements, as well as a social media to be used for instruction.  

The Performing Arts 

The performing arts is sometimes considered unrelated to education and morality as glamorous lifestyles of some 
professional artists may indicate. However, there are many elements of values involved in performing arts. character-
building, self-discipline, collective discipline and creativity.  

Performing arts educates the public on the culture of the community: the values, beliefs, interaction and lifestyle 
(Schecner, 1988). These would include ways of obtaining their daily sustenance, hunting for food, worshiping and 
daily living (Torrez, 2010). Performing arts can address the formal, non-formal and informal aspect of education. 
Drawing on the Performance theory of Richard Schecner (1988) the function of performing arts in the educational 
context should be strengthened and "refreshed" in line with the current technology. Conventional teaching and 
learning methods need to be reviewed to keep pace with the rapid development of technology in the 21st century. 
The role of the teacher is important to make sure the teaching strategies and resources have a maximum impact on 
student learning. Learning is observed through changes in terms of skills, knowledge and attitudes of students after 
instruction (Noraini Idris, 2009). 

ASWARA, or the Academy of Arts, Culture and National Heritage, is an institute of higher learning for the 
performing arts. ASWARA aims to produce highly skilled and competent artists and employees for the continuity of 
the national art heritage. Learning emphasizes practical work to ensure that students are skilled. ASWARA graduates 
are expected to fulfill the human capital requirement in the field of performing arts and music by producing 
songwriters, singers, actors, script writers, dancers, painters, directors and experts in other careers related to the 
creative arts industry. Specialized areas of study which include video film, dance, music, theater, creative writing, 
fine arts and animation makes ASWARA the premier higher education institution which functions as a parent for 
other institutions of education for culture, arts and heritage.  

 

Videos for performing arts 

Studies have shown that the use of multimedia, including videos are effective for learning. The use of multimedia 
in teaching and learning has been found to be effective for enhancing knowledge (Mohd Arif Ismail, Zamri 
Mahamood and Norizan Abdul Razak, 2000). In addition, videos in particular have been used for courses in Java 
computing, and have been shown to be effective for learning while minimizing time spent on lectures (Carlisle, 
2010).  Videos help in the cognitive and social development of students in problem solving tasks (Zahn, Pea, Hesse, 
& Rosen, 2010). When videos are shown at the appropriate phases in the teaching process, it aids the effectiveness of 
teaching (Hsu, 2013).  
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There have not been many studies in the use of Youtube in education. Studies have been done using YouTube for 
instruction in the academic fields such as medicine (Koya, 2012) and architecture (Ham and Schnabel, 2011). In 
Salman Khan’s Flipped Classroom, videos are used for instruction out of the classroom in academic subjects, while 
face-to-face training with the instructor is done in the classroom (Webley (2012). 

A Delphi study on the use of YouTube for instruction did show that experts concur that further research is 
required on the use of social media tool in 5 areas (Snelson, Rice & Wyzard, 2012). The social content was ranked 
first, followed by the teaching and learning category, social and political impact, video creativity and production and 
finally legal and ethical aspects. The potential for the use of YouTube in transforming education in the classroom 
was listed as an important area of research (Snelson, Rice & Wyzard, 2012). 

   However, the role of the teacher is still important in monitoring the access to social media sites (Troy & 
Kristen, 2011; Yong Zulina, Asma Ahmad and Mohd Sapiyan, 2000. In addition, the selection of videos on 
education on video repositories is limited, as more popular video is uploaded (Torres, Finamore, Kim, Mellia, 
Munafor and Rao, 2011). 

The studies related to the use of Youtube have focused mainly on academic achievement (Koya, 2012, Ham and 
Schnabel, 2011) with very few studies conducted in the performing arts. Hence, there is a need for more studies on 
YouTube (Snelson, Rice & Wyzard, 2012) to determine if this form of social media can be taken advantage of and 
used for instruction in the performing arts.  

The findings from this study will help the academics at ASWARA in developing new curriculum is important to 
determine the learning experiences that lecturers may need to attract students to learning the performing arts in 
future. In addition, schools and other institutes of higher learning can also benefit from this study as it will determine 
if innovative and creative ways for achieving academic performance can be implemented while the objectives of the 
performing arts is attained.  

Research Objective 

The objective of this study was to get consensus among experts on the use of Youtube in teaching and learning 
the performing arts at the Academy of Arts, Culture and Heritage (ASWARA). The research questions are as 
follows: 

1. What are the benefits of the use of YouTube as a tool for teaching and learning in the performing arts? 
2. Can students’ interest and achievement be maintained in learning the performing arts using YouTube? 
3. Is the YouTube suitable as a tool for teaching the performing arts in future? 

 

Design of the Study 

The design of the study employs the Fuzzy Delphi technique, which uses a combination of interview and survey 
to collect data among experts. The Delphi technique, a method for obtaining consensus among experts, was first 
introduced by Kaufman & Gupta (1988). It consists of several rounds of data collection and verification, making it 
reliable.  

Interviews were conducted in the first phase. Interviews are invaluable in capturing the perception and 
understanding the meaning constructed by the respondent. In the semi-structured interview process, the questions 
were formulated in advance, but the sequence and modification of the questions were made based on the 
participants’ reactions (Noraini Idris, 2010). 

The data from the interviews would be used to develop a questionnaire which would be use for the Fuzzy Delphi 
technique for data collection among the experts. 

Sample 
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The sample comprises of 20 lecturers and trainers from an institution specializing in performing arts. There were 
three lecturers each in the following specialist areas: theater, dance, music, fine arts, animation, and creative writing 
and an additional two from TV-movie production. The experts were chosen based on their credibility and experience 
in the field of performing arts. The choice of experts was justified based on their academic qualifications, and 
expertise in the field of performing arts with a minimum of five years teaching experience. 

Instrument 

The instruments in the study consist of the interview protocol, a list of structured interview questions; and a 
questionnaire, Potential Use of You Tube in Teaching and Learning Performing Arts, developed using the Fuzzy 
Delphi technique.  

The questionnaire is divided into 2 parts. Firstly, data on the profile of the respondent (gender, age, academic 
qualification, experience and position in ASWARA) was collected; and secondly, the opinions and views of the 
experts on the use of Youtube for instruction.  

The second part of the questionnaire was developed from the analysis of the transcripts of interview with the 
experts. The areas in which the opinions and views of the experts were collected are on the prospects of performing 
arts learning Malaysia, efficient teaching methods that can be used by lecturers in practical classes in the performing 
arts, the problems detected by these lecturers in teaching and learning the performing arts, the contribution of 
Youtube to teaching and learning, and student interest and achievement: whether the visual elements displayed in 
Youtube attracts the attention and interest of students. 

 

Data collection and analysis procedure 

Firstly, six experts with differing areas of expertise were interviewed to determine their views on the potential of 
using Youtube in the instruction of the performing arts. The interview was audio-recorded and observations on non-
verbal features were noted during the interview. The transcripts of the interview were analyzed to facilitate the 
construction of the Potential Use of You Tube in Teaching and Learning Performing Arts questionnaire.  

The questionnaire consists of 52 survey questions on the potential use of Youtube for instruction. A 5-point 
Likert scale was used as follows: 1- Strongly agree; 2- agree; 3 – unsure; 4 – disagree; 5 – strongly disagree. 

The analysis of data was done using negative Triangular Fuzzy Number to produce a negative scale (similar to a 
Likert scale). In this study, the scale used to translate negative linguistic variables to fuzzy number. 
 Strongly agree Agree Unsure Disagree Strongly 

disagree 
Likert scale 1 2 3 4 5 
Triangular 
Fuzzy Number 

0.60, 0.80, 1.00 0.40, 0.60, 0.80 0.20, 0.40, 0.60 0.10, 0.20, 0.40 0.00, 0.10, 0.20 

 
 
Two key points in the fuzzy rules are triangular fuzzy number and deffuzification process. For the triangular 

fuzzy number is used to produce a scale (similar to a Likert scale). This scale is used to translate the variables to the 
fuzzy number. For this study we use a scale of 5 for strongly agree (0.60, 0.80, 1.00), 4 for agree (0:40, 0.60, 0.80), 
3 for unsure (0.2, 0.4, 0.6); 2 for disagree (0.1, 0.2, 0.4), and 1 strongly disagree (0.0, 0.1 and 0.2). 

The deffuzification method for determining the position of each of the variables and sub variables is done using 
the formula Amax = 1/3 * (a1 + a2 + am). 

Findings and Discussion 

23.1. Benefits of the use of Youtube as an educational tool in the performing arts. 

The results show 8 themes emerged when the analysis of experts’ opinions using Fuzzy Delphi was done (Table 3). 
The analysis shows that the experts agreed and ranked as being the most important: instructional messages for 
teaching and learning the performing arts can be effectively channelled through Youtube (Delphi deffuzication of 
14.16 points). The experts also agree that Youtube is beneficial for providing information (13.16 points), as well as 
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for teaching and learning in the performing arts (13.1 points). In conclusion, the experts seem to agree that Youtube 
can contribute to the teaching and learning of performing arts.  
 

Table 3: Contribution of Youtube in teaching and learning  

Position Question  Deffuzification Marks 
1.  Instructional messages in performing arts can be channelled effectively through 

the Youtube application 

14.16 

 Youtube is not the main learning tool but a support tool for providing information 
on issues in performing arts. 

13.16 

 Youtube is beneficial to teaching and learning in the performing arts. 13.1 
 Teachers play an important role as advisor in the process of teaching and learning 

in using Youtube 

12.86 

 The use of video in teaching and learning sessions are more effective compared to 
Youtube 

11.4 

 The use of Youtube in the performing arts does not develop an internal sense of 
producing works of fine art 

10.1 

 Youtube is suitable for the use of the introduction part of instruction in performing 
arts 

9.13 

 Youtube is not suitable to be used as an instructional aid 6.36 

 
 

3. 2  Student interest and achievement using Youtube for instruction in the performing art 

Novel methods and teaching resources can motivate students to continue learning to improve their performance. 
However, using Youtube is not a preferred method of teaching among specialists in this area of study as the experts 
agree that face-to-face instruction is more relevant than using Youtube (deffuzification score of 13.8) (Table 4).  

Conventional methods were perceived to have more impact on the teaching and learning process as through the 
face-to-face training, problems can be identified and corrected immediately, thus improving the quality of 
instruction. However, experts agree that Youtube is motivating and can increase student achievement in the 
performing arts (ranked 9 position with a deffuzification score of 9.2).  
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Table 4: Student interest and achievement using Youtube for teaching and learning  
Position Question  Deffuzification Marks 
2.  Face-to-face teaching methods is more relevant compared to using YouTube for 

instruction 

13.8 

 Youtube can be used as a platform for the promotion of performing arts among 
students. 

12.9 

 Visual elements are displayed through Youtube to attract the attention and interest 
of students 

12.5 

 Teaching and learning the performing arts is more efficient if coupled with 
Youtube applications  

11.75 

 Effectiveness in terms of student achievement cannot be measured  using Youtube 
applications 

11.5 

 The use of Youtube in the teaching and learning of the performing arts can create 
two-way communication between lecturers and students  

11.1 

 Negative issues such as copyright of the work of performing arts will affect 
teaching and learning using Youtube  

9.7 

 Learning through the use of Youtube is less effective in terms of student 
motivation and achievement  

9.2 

 

3.3 Implications on using YouTube in performing arts education in the future  

The experts agree that in the future, learners of the performing arts need to improve their information technology 
skills as this is related to globalization (Table 5). The experts realize that the use of YouTube in instruction cannot 
be used to acquire detailed techniques and skills in the performing arts. Furthermore, the experts also agree that 
learning the performing arts through YouTube requires complete supervision by lecturers. Nevertheless, the experts 
agree that YouTube does not negatively affect the learners.  
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Table 5: Implications on using YouTube in performing arts education in the future  
Position Question  Deffuzification Marks 
3.  Lecturers in the Performing arts need to enhance skills related to information 

technology and be sensitive to globalization issues in the IT world 

14:03 

 Detailed accuracy of subject matter of performing arts cannot be acquired in detail 
in the presentation through the use of YouTube 

13.06 

 The lecturer needs to be control when using Youtube for teaching and learning in 
the performing arts lecturer 

12.36 

 You tube can be used for documenting results of work in the performing arts for 
future reference  

12.33 

 Creative and innovative approaches, appropriate to the subject of the performing 
arts should be applied in using Youtube for teaching 

11.73 

 Knowledge of the cultural identity of a society can be explored through the use 
YouTube  
 

11.06 

 Language is a key constraint in learning the performing arts using YouTube 
presentations  

9.66 

 The exclusiveness of learning the performing arts is eliminated using Youtube 8.93 

 The openness of YouTube has a negative impact on students' acceptance and 
perception of issues in the performing arts.  

8.76 

 
 
4. Conclusions and Recommendations 

    The findings of this study indicate the integration of information technology in learning and teaching the 
performing arts can be done using YouTube.  In the context of teaching and learning, YouTube is used as a video 
repository to assist both lecturers and students. At the same, innovation and creativity among lecturers and students 
can be triggered. 

The study found that the importance of using technology other than YouTube is also required and that lecturers 
needed to pay attention to this new shift in the performing arts education. Based on the experts’ opinion, the 
performing arts can become a commodity for Malaysia to market.  

Efficient teaching methods should be practiced to specifically deal with practice in the performing arts. Thus, 
lecturers must keep pace with the needs of the present generation of students but at the same time maintain the 
artistic value and originality. YouTube can be used to enhance the knowledge base in performing arts.   

Policy planners and implementers of the performing arts curriculum should consider the integration of the 
subject with information technology and develop the information technology skills among lecturers and learners.  

The limitation of this study is that the experts were from the same institution, ASWARA. It would be interesting 
to determine if experts in the performing arts in other institutions had the same opinions. In addition, it would also 
be useful to determine if there was a correlation in the age of the experts and their perception towards the use of 
technology for the performing arts. The implementation of this tool in instruction in the various specialized areas of 
performing arts can be also studies.  

This study can be replicated to determine if the use of YouTube can be extended to other subject matter areas. In 
addition the effectiveness of YouTube can be studied to determine its strengths and weakeness in the priority areas 
in education (Snelson, Rice, and Wyzard, 2012).  

In this day and age of information and digital technologies, more effective methods are being used to encourage 
innovation and creativity. Hence, it is even more necessary to encourage this elements in the performing arts to instil 
the appreciation of the arts and performance in the general while convincing society of the importance of the 
performing arts.  
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Abstract 

Faculty of Technologies, which is incorporated to Turkish Educational System by modifying Faculty of Technical Education, 
carries the purpose of producing the needs of tecnolog defined as production engineer. During the recent years when the Turkish 
industury improves, it becomes very significant of Faculty of Technology to train technologs who have this vision. Training 
needed and well-qualified techno-technologs for our era depends on using educational technoloy during training besides, many 
variables. However, having crucial problems in this subject is a reality.  
The purpose of this study is to identify the problem of using educational Technologies according to opinion of lectures and 
students. The data which is going to be collected by using Likert scale is going to be analysed according to arithmetic mean, 
Standard deviation, The results of analysis can be expected to identify the problems which come across while using technology in 
the Faculty of Technology and to make some suggestions. 
 
Keyword: TeNQRORML�)DN�OWHOHUL��(÷LWLP�WHNQRORMLVL��7HNQRORJ��hUHWLP�P�KHQGLVOL÷L 

 
1. Login 

At the beginning of the establishment of the Republic, which is very important given the services of 
7HFKQLFDO�(GXFDWLRQ�6FKRROV��$ONDQ�HW�DO��������,úÕNVROX÷X���������DQG�ODWer experienced serious difficulties due to 
various reasons. In time, many steps have been taken towards overcoming these problems. The first of these 
affiliated teaching continued for many years TEF, issued on 20 July 1982, by legislative decree No. 41 "Technical 
Education" (TEF) was restructured under the name transferred to the universities, the program was redesigned in 
terms of structure and management. After the transfer of the universities, it is a form of organization of schools and 
programs, significant changes have taken place. The differentiation of technical teacher training institutions and 
HPSOR\HUV��HPSOR\PHQW��DQG�SODQQLQJ�KDV�OHG�WR�SUREOHPV��0DKLUR÷OX���������([FKDQJH�SURJUDPV��PRUH�SUDFWLFDO�
courses realized in the form of reduction and increase engineering courses. Need to reduce the practical courses, as 
well as a form of organization, the quality of graduates, and therefore, their negative impact on employment 
(Ulusoy, 2003; Sezgin, 1992). TEF graduates employment problems in time grow and has become chronic. TEF 
model have been raised as a result of this restructuring needs (Ozer, 2003), and finally in 2010 to change once again 
exposed TEF, published in the Official Gazette No. 27405 dated 13.11.2009 2009/15546 by the Council of Ministers 
No. (www.tmmob . org.tr) "Technology Schools" what transformed. This transformation, the graduates of the 
Faculty of Technology "engineer" has achieved the title that this is an important achievement. Because the students 
who graduated from a higher education institution with the name of the title, finding a job, the promotion of business 
success and an important factor that determines the degree of satisfaction (Karasar, 1981). Today in our country due 
to various colleges of education operates in 21 Faculty of Technology. 

 
Faculty of Engineering and management of project engineers, having produced mainly different, the main 

aim of the Faculty of Technology, application oriented engineers (in a sense, production engineers) to train. This 
goal has long been directed to vocational and technical education "is mainly theoretical, not giving enough weight to 
WKH�DSSOLFDWLRQ�WKDW��FULWLFLVP��6DYDúÕU��������EHFRPHV�HYHQ�PRUH�LPSRUWDQW�FRQVLGHULQJ��7KDW� WKLV�LV� WKH�QDPH�RI�
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the faculties of technology, science, manufacturing, service, transportation and so on. areas of application problems. 
Educational technology in the teaching-learning process design, implementation, evaluation and improvement of the 
job (Alkan, 2009). 

 
This mission, in accordance with the Faculties of Technology is expected that application oriented teaching 

process. The application of a weighted in the educational process, of course, require the use of educational 
technology intensive. At this point, two issues stand out. The first is about the lack of educational technology in the 
Faculty of Technology TEF'den convertions configured. Second, the use of educational technology competence of 
the instructors at these faculties are unknown. 

 
These two problems are closely related to the original purpose of the Faculty of Technology, the 

employment of graduates in the medium term is the potential risk. Mainly because the application of efficient and 
effective education, and their effective use, but requires the presence of a sufficient amount of educational 
technology. These issues, the problems, the predictable negative effect on the quality of graduates. Who had been 
through the historical process, and many have been forced to prove his mettle repeatedly recruited TEF'den Faculty 
of Technology, can not tolerate a similar failure. Therefore, Faculty of Technology, to be available in the future, 
almost doomed to be successful in all respects. This conviction of the Faculty of Technology, in the teaching process 
requires extensive use of educational technology. The aim of the problems of educational technology Faculties of 
Technology, based on feedback from students, this study was to determine expected to contribute to the relevant 
literature. 
2. Method 

This study is a descriptive survey model is of quality. Screening model, the current state of the universe by 
sampling a model based on the description and explanation. ���$UVHYHQ��������%DOFÕ��������.DUDVDU��������� 
 
2.1. Population and Sample 

The universe of this study, Firat University, 2012-2013 academic year studying at the Faculty of 
Technology I. and II. Teaching students. In the sample, it can be the universe (who accepted the survey) created a 
total of 214 students. 
 
2.2. Data Collection and Analysis 

In this study, data were collected through a questionnaire. Questionnaire prepared by the researchers, in 
addition to the personal information, education, technology is about using the eight items on five-point Likert type. 
Likert-type items, 1 I strongly disagree (1.00-1.80), 2 Less agree (1.81-2.60), 3 moderately agree (2.61-3.40), 4 Very 
agree (3:41 to 4:20), and 5 Many agree (4:21 to 5:00), including in the form of five-point Likert rated. Faculty and 
students of faculty of technology in the preparation of the survey interviews created an item pool. These materials 
will be reviewed in accordance with the opinions of the teaching staff, the survey was finalized. In the study, the 
data obtained were analyzed by mean and standard deviation. 

 
3. Results and Comments 
 
3.1. The Evaluation of Educational Technology Faculty of Technology 

Faculty of Technology students participated in the study, faculty views on the current state of technology in 
education is seen in table 1. 
 
Table 1 Students of the Faculty of Technology, views on the current state of educational technology: 
Mad.no Student Feedback X  S 
1 Please see section Learning educational technology. 2.89 1.27 
2 Educational technology education section we have seen is not enough. 4.41 .64 

3 Please see section features educational laboratories. 3.66 1.21 
4 Please see section features educational technology education classrooms. 2.88 1.40 
5 Education saw the episode, writing about the course in terms of resources and 

sufficient documentation. 
2.50 1.26 
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6 Education saw the episode, in terms of information resources related to the course 
is sufficient. 

3.34 1.06 

7 Please see Education section features internet. 2.79 1.28 
8 Education saw the episode, in terms of number of faculty members is sufficient. 3.60 1.28 
9 Education saw the episode, workshop and laboratory expediting sufficient for use. 2.00 1.04 
 

Table 1 is examined, Faculty of Technology students receive education educational technology section 
moderately passable ( X = 2.89), they understood. According to the students participating in the study, they study 
very adequate laboratory section ( X = 3.66), a high degree of educational technology classes ( X = 2.88) is sufficient. 
Students of the Faculty of Technology, sections of the written sources and documents related to the course ( X = 
2.50) with the expediting ( X = 2.00) less; computing resources ( X = 3:34) and internet hardware 'intermediate' ( X = 
2.79) were adequate, it is understood that the same table. 
Of Human Resources, Faculty of Technology students, faculty members and the number of sections is very adequate 
( X = 2.79) found. 
 

These findings are evaluated collectively, Faculty of Technology, is moderately adequate in educational 
technology, while in the written sources and documents expediting not be said enough. Mission on behalf of the 
Faculty of Technology and are not suitable for this situation can lead to application-oriented engineers in raising the 
difficulty. Some of these problems any relevant financial and administrative problems, though, being a part of any 
relevant step of the restructuring of these faculties can not. Faculty of Technology to serve the purpose of effective 
and efficient service to continue their education, as well as classes and workshops and laboratories need to be 
equipped with educational technology. 
 
3. Evaluation in terms of using education technology of Technology faculties  

Opinions of Technology Faculty students participated in research related using of education technology  is 
shown at table 2. 
Table 2: Opinions of Technology Faculty students related  using of education technology  

øWHP�
number Student Opinions X  S 

10 Instructors usually teach lectures by education technology support 2.59 1.29 

11  Instructors teach lectures by conventional presentation strategy 3.72 1.11 

12 Instructors make use of visual education technologies at lectures. 3.41 1.12 

13 Instructors make use of auditory education technologies at lectures. 2.12 1.06 

14 Instructors make use of visual-auditory education technologies at lectures. 3.54 1.03 

15 Instructors generally make use of written source and documents at lectures. 3.70 1.16 

16 Instructors generally make use of the real objects at lectures.  4.01 .83 

17 Instructors make use of humanistic resources at lectures. 2.53 1.28 

18 Instructors make use of internet resources at lectures. 3.34 1.07 

 
According to table 2, included student opinions related using of education technology at Technology 

Faculties, students put forward that instructors teach lectures by conventional presentation( X =3.72) rather than 
education technology support( X =2.59). 
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This is an important inadequacy. Because, teaching materials motivate student and encourage them to study 
by providing accession to information and evaluation facility(Akkoyunlu, 2002). Furthermore, teaching materials, is 
DQ�LPSRUWDQW�HOHPHQW�LQ�LQFUHDVLQJ�TXDOLW\�RI�HGXFDWLRQ����ùDKLQ�DQG�<ÕOGÕUÕP���������VSHFLILHG��WKDW�VRPH�WHDFKLQJ�
materials prepared effectively  can be substituded all activities(drawing attention, representing information, clue, 
participation, application and repetition, feedback, correction and evaluation) represented by instructor at teaching 
HQYLURQPHQW�$NW�*�QG�]� DQG� 2GDEDúÕ�� ������� $FFRUGLQg to students, instructors generally make use of  real 
objects( X =4.01), written sources( X =3.70),visual-auditory( X =3.54), ,visual( X =3.41),internet sources( X =3.34), 
auditory( X =2.12) technolgies respectively as education technology. This findings demonstrate that real objects 
generally used as education technology at lectures at  Technology Faculties and conventional written sources 
followed this. At Technology faculties, given an application-oriented vocational and technical education, generally  
being used of real objects at lectures  is an expected condition. But, being followed written sources this is 
engrossing, so that can be interpreted as that instructors still have pursued teaching process by using conventional 
methods. At Technology faculties, generally teaching lectures by visual-audio educational technology support can 
be evaluated as promising. At this subject, to be informed and convinced of instructors at using subject of education 
technology can be increased using ratio of education technology  at Technology Faculties. 
Results and Proposals 

At this project, the objective is specified of student opinions regarding using of education technology at 
Technology faculties, reached results and advanced proposals based on this results are reported below: 

Ɣ�7KH�PDLQ�REMHFWLYH�RI�7HFKQRORJ\�IDFXOWLHV�FRQILJXUDWHG�E\�UHXVLQJ�IURP�7()�7HFKQLFDO�(GXFDWLRQDO�)DFXOW\���
constituting a critical ring of vocational and technical education in Turkish education system is to train application-
oriented engineers, need for industry. The subject of having education technolgy and using this effectively has 
critical importance for reaching this objective of Technology faculties. Accordingly, This subject should be 
considered when established Technology faculties. 

Ɣ(GXFDWLRQ� Wechnology facilities, owned by Technology faculties are inadequate. This inadequacy can 
compromise in the medium term to the mission of this faculties. In this regard, existing capacity regarding education 
technology of workshop and laboratories at Technology faculties should be supported and if that has shortcomings, 
they should be fulfilled.  

Ɣ�$OWKRXJK�7HFKQRORJ\�IDFXOWLHV�KDYH�DSSOLFDWLRQ-oriented education, theoretical lectures have great importance 
to reach objective of this faculties. In this regard, classes at this faculties mentioned, should be equipped in terms of 
education technology. Thus, effectiveness of teaching and consequently qualification of  graduate students can be 
increased. 

Ɣ�7HFKQRORJ\�IDFXOWLHV�VKRXOG�EH�VXSSRUWHG�LQ�WHUPV�RI�LQWHUQHW�VXEVWUXFWXUH�LQ�DFFRUGDQFH�ZLWK�WKH�DJH����DW�WKH�
present time referred to the informartion age. Because, at the present time ,internet has a critical importance in terms 
of being informed regarding vocational improvements besides being the main means of transportation to 
information. 

Ɣ�+RZHYHU�6FLHQFH�DQG�7HFKQRORJ\�GHYHORSHG��LQVWUXFWRUV�DUH still the most critical constituent within teaching 
process of Technology faculties as each level in. Thus, to be specified quality of an educational institution,  
qualification of instructors owned by this institution is accepted as an important factor . To be made use efficiently 
of instructors owned by Technology faculties, these instructors should be supported in terms of information and 
skills related using of  education technology. For this reason, education activities should be organized and 
instructors should be persuaded in the matter of increasing their efficiency and productivity by education 
technology.  

Ɣ�7R�VXSSRUW�LQIRUPDWLRQ�DQG�VNLOOV�UHODWHG�XVLQJ�RI�HGXFDWLRQ�WHFKQRORJ\�RI�LQVWUXFWRUV�DW�7HFKQRORJ\�IDFXOWLHV��
should be provided them to see appilications at different universities in the country, abroad through various 
exchange programs. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to measure the quality of service of the distance education that received from the educational 
institutions which are among  the leading service enterprises, to find out students’ expectations, to what extend students 
expectations are met and whether or not the acquired findings vary by demographical information of the students. In this paper, 
the data obtained from the questionnaire with 463 students is evaluated. The examination of partial SERVQUAL scores indicate 
that expectations are not met for all five dimensions effecting service quality in the universities providing e-MBA education.  
 
Keywords: distance education, service quality, servqual; 

Introduction 

Our century seems to be an age to witness a lot of political, social and technological changes. Similar changes has 
been also undergone by previous centuries. But globalization appears to push these changes to expand and continue 
with an increasing efficiency. These developments and changes have significant impacts on life's, demands and 
needs of people, while affecting styles and approach of meeting those needs. Therefore these changes in this century 
have required a new way of understanding in education service. 

Since, it intends to train those who are willing to join in professional life in the future, education service is one of 
the most critical service fields in the service sector.  In this respect, increasing the quality of higher education in 
universities serves for the purpose of training people individually so that they provide society with maximum benefit 
in their own professional field. On the other hand, educational service quality is also a factor effecting university 
preferences of the youth. It is seen that students, applying for university entrance exam, place the name of the 
universities known for their qualified educational services on the top of the lists on the preference forms.  

In the 21th century, it is obvious that all the societies has become in more need of education owing to an 
information explosion. In turn it has led to the development of new educational technologies and methods to have 
caused change in education by degree. Traditional educational institutions fall behind the increasing education 
demand. Resulting education deficit has been gradually growing day by day. This situation has urged people to 
search for alternative education to traditional one and the concept of “Distance Education” is an output of this 
search. The main driving force behind these developments is the effort of meeting educational demands of people as 
a result of rise in numbers of student, education demand of different student populations, former students, rise in 
jobs and working bringing with it a lifelong learning.  

Education is a concept on which much stress is placed in the world. It is clear that those societies with high level 
of education feature fast development course and have caught competitive advantage in various areas. This potential 
could not be achieved by a common educational system. Here the importance of educational quality reveals. 
Education leading to development means quality education.  

Quality is a relativistic concept which varies depending on personal needs. Also, goods quality and service 
quality are two separate concepts, because of their peculiar characteristics. Yet, it is possible to determine the 
expectations and perceptions of service receivers. Literature review shows that SERVQUAL is one of the common 
models for measuring service quality. This model is used to measure the service quality perceived based upon the 
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gap between perceived and expected services. And in this study SERVQUAL model is used in order to measure 
quality of service of distance education. 

1.1. Quality, Service and Service Quality  

    Turkish Language Society (Türkçe Sözlük, 2005, p.896) defines the “Service” as standing someone in good stead 
or performing work good for somebody. According to Mucuk (2004, p.299) service is the benefit bought by 
consumers, which has nothing to do with ownership; Kotler (2003, p.444) says that "A service is any act or 
performance that one party can offer to another that is essentially intangible and does not result in ownership of 
anything. Its production may or may not be tied to a physical product". Today, we live in a service economy in 
which relationships are much more important than physical products. Howsoever high the share of technology in a 
service offered may be, main component is human being. Hence, service, provided either by machine or human, is a 
whole of intangible activities oriented to meet demands of people. As for service organizations, they lie across a 
broad spectrum ranging from education, health and communication to banking, insurance business and tourism.  

Concept of quality, according to Deming (1998, p.137), is  “Judgement of consumer on product or service 
produced by a business firm” and is “Conformity degree of a product to requirements” for Crosby  (1979), Turkish 
Standards Institute (TSE) defines quality as “Whole of the features of a product or a service, based on its capability 
to meet the given or possible needs”. 

According to American Society for Quality  (ASQC) "Quality is the totality of features and characteristics of a 
product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs."     

Generally, all the quality definitions concern product quality, falling behind explaining service quality. Whereas 
the concept of service quality is defined by Parasuraman, Zeithaml & Berry (1988 p.45 ) as the direction and degree 
of the gap between expectations and perceived performance based on comparison made by customers between their 
expectations before receiving service and their real service experience.  

In its broadest sense, service quality implies rendering great or perfect service to meet customers’ expectations. 
$FFRUGLQJ�WR�2GDEDVÕ��������S�����LW�LV�DQ�DELOLW\�RI�D�EXVLQHVV�ILUP�WR�PHHW�RU�JR�EH\RQG�H[SHFWDWLRQV�RI�FXVWRPHUV�
as is seen, both definitions attach more importance to customer expectation than other quality determinants. So, the 
quality here is the one which is perceived by customer. 

In terms of expectations and perceptions of customer, service quality can be defined by Parasuraman, Zeithaml 
and Berry (1985, p.42), as comparison between those expectations and perceptions. Perceiving many factors, 
customers interpret quality in his/her way and compare service rendered with service he/she perceived. What is 
important here is that customers should perceive high level of service. If a comparison gives a negative difference 
between expected and perceived qualities, it is obvious that customer interpreted negatively the service quality. If 
the result is a positive difference then it may be said that customer made a positive interpretation.  

Thus, service quality can be described by Sekerkaya (1997, p.14) as “A measure of realization level of service by 
customer’s expectations”. Howsoever difficult to define service quality, business managements should know these 
two things: At first, quality is defined by customer not by producer. Second, service quality which has failed to 
satisfy customers’ expectations is condemned not only to lose existing customers but also to fail to gain new 
customers in (Stanton, Etzel and Walker, 1997, p.524). Again the point is that quality determinant is the customer 
and so firms should give weight to demands of their customers.  

2. Measuring Service Quality 
 

Although many methods and equipment have been developed for measuring service quality by this time, 
questionnaire survey method has been combined with SERVQUAL as an assessment method while conducting the 
research project designed for measuring service quality of education service rendered with e-MBA programs in 
distance education.  

 
2.1. Conceptual Model of Service Quality-Gap Analysis 
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This model developed by Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (1985, pp. 48-49) prefer “Perceived service quality” 

instead of service quality. Perceived service is a result of comparison between customer’s expectations before 
receiving service (i.e. expected service) and actual service experience of that customer. Expectations include 
demands and desires of customers related to given service. Relationships between expected and perceived services 
as follows:  

If expected service is > perceived service, then perceived quality is far from satisfactory and implies an 
unacceptable quality level. 

If expected service is = perceived service, then perceived quality will be satisfactory. 
If expected service is <  perceived service, then perceived quality will be quite over satisfactory level and reach 

the ideal quality level.  
 
This model includes approach and implementations of the service firms along with gaps between expected and 

perceived service and source of these gaps. In this context  five types of gap is shown in figure 1 (Parasuraman, 
Zeithaml & Berry, 1994, p.4).  
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Fig. 1. Conceptual Model of Service Quality 

Zeithaml, Berry and Parasuraman (1990) revealed that 10 criteria used by consumers in evaluating service 
quality. These (dimensions) are reliability, responsiveness, competence, access, courtesy, communication, 
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credibility, security, empathy and tangibles. Having assessed surveys with factor analysis and reduced 10 
dimensions determining service quality for 5 dimensions. Those five dimensions determining service quality as 
explained below:   
x Tangibles: Physical facilities, equipment and appearance of personnel and communication instruments. 
x Reliability: Performing the service based on principle of accuracy and honesty. In other words, organizations 

should fulfill their promise to customers. 
x Responsiveness: Employees being ready and willing to perform service. 
x Assurance (Contains competence, courtesy, credibility and security): Knowledge and kindness of employees 

and their ability to inspire trust and confidence. 
x Empathy (Contains access, communication and understanding the customer): Making effort to know customer 

and learn his/her needs.          
  

3. An Application Of The Quality Of Service Of The Distance Education 
3.1. Purpose 

 
The purpose of this paper  is to measure the quality of service of distance education that received from the 

educational institutions which are among the leading service enterprises. It intends to evaluate what students expect 
from education service they receive, to what extend their expectations are met and whether or not the acquired 
findings vary by demographical information of students. Moreover,  it is tried to determine whether or not there are 
any differences among similar higher education institutions implementing distant learning program in terms of  their 
educational service quality. It is aimed at helping increase the quality of existing higher education services by 
evaluations based on the results of this comparative study.  

 
3.2. Method 

 
The survey which was conducted in this study was composed of four pages plus a briefing note addressing 

respondents. First two pages of the form includes 22 likert type questions, while last two pages includes questions 
related to demographical variables.   

In the study it is to be determined at which level perceptions meet expectations by measuring expectations and 
perceptions of students as customers according to SERVQUAL methodology. SERVQUAL model suggests that 
perceived service quality is based on discrepancy/gap between customers’ expectations from a service and the 
performance of the service firm rendering that service. Therefore, Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berry's (1996, p. 23) 
model is composed of two main parts: Expectations which include 22 variables representing five dimensions 
(Reliability, responsiveness, assurance, empathy and tangibles), help understand customers' general expectations 
related to the service. These 22 variables were found out by investigating possible inherent features in a quality 
service in accordance with SERVQUAL criteria, i.e. the customer’s value judgement (Degermen, 2006, p. 38). 

Second part of the model, developed by Zeithaml, Berry and Parasuraman (1996, p.23), consists of perceptions. 
In this part all the 22 variables, which are to be used for measuring customers’ judgements about a service firm, are 
compared. As a result, if a received service meets  or is over expectations, service will be decided as a quality one. 
But received service is less than expected, dissatisfaction will occur. Thus, SERVQUAL is also called as “Gap 
analysis”. 

First part aims at measuring the students’ expectations and the second part includes measurement of students’ 
perceptions. However, in this study the respondents were subjected to a 5-point likert type scale (1=Strongly 
disagree, 5=Strongly agree) which is converted from the original 7 point type. This conversion was because of 
common usage, relatively easy assessment and answering of the 5 point type.  

In Turkey, universities implement distance education including associate degree, undergraduate degree, degree 
completion, non-thesis master degree and master degree programs. In recent years, there has been a significant 
increase in the number of students taking distance education. Since they have seen this potential, many universities 
started to give weight to establish distance education programs. Today, there are 156 universities (54 of them are 
foundation universities) in Turkey ( www.yok.gov.tr ). Among those implementing distance education programs 
there are 21 universities with e-MBA program, including newly opened ones with no student yet. These include; 
Anadolu University, Ankara University, Ataturk University, Bahcesehir University, Beykent University, Cukurova 
8QLYHUVLW\��(JH�8QLYHUVLW\��)DWLK�8QLYHUVLW\��*D]L�8QLYHUVLW\��*D]LDQWHS�8QLYHUVLW\��,VÕN�8QLYHUVLW\��,VWDQEXO�$\GÕQ�
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University, Istanbul Bilgi University, Karabuk University, Karadeniz Technical University, Maltepe University, 
Mersin University, Ondokuz Mayis University, Sakarya University, Suleyman Demirel University and Zirve 
University. 

Population is composed of students receiving education in the universities having e-MBA programs. Having 
identified those 21 universities with distant learning e-MBA programs in Turkey and considering difficulty of access 
to all and time limitation, the survey form prepared for this study was applied to only five universities selected by 
means of random sampling. Survey sample group is composed of all students of those five selected universities. 
Simple random sampling is a method by which samples from the population are chosen in such a way that every 
sample has an equal chance to be chosen. According to Gegez (2010, p.211); it is intended to make the units of the 
population equally likely to be selected. All the students taking distant learning e-MBA programs at those five 
selected universities are incorporated to the sampling. At the beginning students were informed about the study and 
asked to participate online. Each student with his/her assigned username and password was given right to participate 
online in the survey. In total, 463 students participated in the study. 
 
3.3. Data Analysis and Methods  
 

Data obtained in this survey were computerized in Microsoft Excel and SPSS 18.0 programs. Specific 
calculations and statistical analysis used in SERVQUAL model were made by SPSS system.  

Generally, a survey is prepared having 22 questions related with five dimensions - reliability, responsiveness, 
credibility, empathy and tangibles- on SERVQUAL scale. According to the model, consumer have expectations 
about those five variables before receiving service and then compare these expectations with the service given. If 
service they receive meet their expectations it is concluded that the service is of quality. In other words, service 
quality is equals to discrepancy/gap between expected and perceived service.  

In this study, 22 statements were put into each survey form with a view to determine expectations and 
perceptions in accordance with five dimensions standard SERVQUAL scale developed by Parasuraman, Zeithaml 
and Berry. Students were asked to state to what extent they agree with 22 statements at a scale of 1 to 5 at first for an 
ideal university having e-MBA program and next, their current universities. Agreement degrees were designed as 1-
Strongly disagree, 2-Disagree, 3-Neutral, 4-Agree, 5-Strongly Agree.  Next comes the scoring part for each 
dimension assessment on the scale of 100 to calculate importance weights of  each quality dimension.  

The other part includes questions directed to obtain students’ demographic information, their satisfaction level 
with the e-MBA programs that they chosen, whether or not they faced with any problem during education and 
whether or not they find the solutions offered adequate,  how they think about recommending the program they 
attended. 22 questions prepared for expectation and perception levels on the scale are distributed as follows and the 
statements composing dimensions are shown in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Statements Composing Service Quality Dimensions  

Statement PHYSICAL/TANGIBLE FEATURE 

1 Distance Education Portal should always be accessible/usable  

2 
Sufficient number of most recent sources (Book, Journal, Article, Electronic Databases, etc...) in library should be 
accessible 

3 Web page should have striking, clear, understandable and good view. 

4 Safe environment should be ensured in the Distance Education Portal. 

 RELIABILITY 

5 Courses, in large part, should be practice-oriented (e.g. case study) 

6 Students should be prompted to group works in practice oriented parts of courses  

7 Students should be allowed to contend for prize such as degree, incentive etc... 

8 Students should be in interaction with faculty members and other students 

9 Program should offer elective courses to meet personal needs for career   

 INTEREST-RESPONSIVENESS OF FACULTY MEMBERS AND ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
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10 Faculty members should help students in every matter for which they need counselling immediately. 

11 Faculty members should be available at extracurricular times 

12 Administrative staff should deal with each student one by one (registration procedures, course selection, etc...)  

13 Library staff  should meet  demands and  needs of students immediately 

 CREDIBILITY 

14 Lectures should be given by the faculty members who are expert in their fields 

15 Course contents should be prepared in accordance with course schedule 

16 Course content should be prepared conspicuously  and given by faculty members  

17 Faculty members should be fair in grading 

18 Faculty members should be experienced 

19 Coursed should be largely given by faculty members with Prof. title 

  EMPATHY 

20 Faculty members should help students and give advices on their career planning 

21 Advisers should help students complete the program smoothly 

22 
Students should be provided with advisory service about employment opportunities offered by the diploma they are to 
get by this program 

      
Service quality determinant is the gap/discrepancy between performance of and expectations for a given service 

as to its receiver.  For the analysis,  gap score calculation is made by subtracting the expectation score from the 
perception score for each item that e-MBA students give. This operation is open to two types of SERVQUAL 
scoring:  Unweighted SERVQUAL Score and the Weighted SERVQUAL Score. First step is calculated without 
taking into account the importance weight rated for each quality dimension by  students while the later takes 
accounts of the importance weight given by students.  

Next step is the calculation of average SERVQUAL Score involving service quality dimensions. Two stages are 
followed for each dimension: 
  
x Sum up the SERVQUAL scores for each of the statements (Perception-Expectation) and divide the sum by the 
number of the statements making up the dimension.  
x Sum up the scores obtained per students in the first stage and divide the sum by the number of students.  
x Resulting SERVQUAL Scores are averaged, that is, SERVQUAL score found out for each dimension are summed 
up and divided into five (number of dimensions) and so obtained value gives the Unweighted SERVQUAL Score.  
x The Weighted SERVQUAL Score is calculates at four stages as follows: 
x Average SERVQUAL Score is calculated for each student for each of five dimensions. 
x Obtained score per each dimension for each student at the first stage is multiplied by the importance weight given 
to that dimension by each student. (Importance weight is obtained by dividing scores rated by customer to given 
dimension into 100) 
x Resulting Weighted SERVQUAL Scores per student for five dimensions in the second stage are added up and thus 
a overall Weighted SERVQUAL Score is obtained.  
x Calculated scores for overall customers of which number is represented by “N” at the third stage is summed up 
and divided into overall “N”. 
 
 
 
4. Research Findings and Comments  
 

SERVQUAL scale applied here was analysed in terms of its reliability and its alpha coefficients are established 
in a view to determining its internal coexistency.  

In these analyses, definitive statistics including frequency tables, crosstabulation tables and averages were used as 
well as t-test and anova in comparing service quality scores by participants’ demographic aspects and universities. 
Anova analyses conducted in comparing service quality levels by demographic features and universities are 
accompanied by Levene test for homogeneity between groups and Tukey post hoc test for determining between 
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which groups discrepancies occur. But when Levene test results in inhomogeneity between groups Welch test is put 
into use not Anova.  It is shown on statistic tables that which analysis was used. Survey findings were assessed by 
distinctive calculation method of SERVQUAL system and analysed by some statistical techniques.  
 
4.1. Findings of Reliability Analysis  
 

Reliability is a concept related with research findings. Gegez (2010, p.184) explained that basically reliability 
indicates whether or not the same results would be obtained when a research is repeated and whether respondents 
would give same answers in case of no change of their state. For reliability analysis of research Cronbach’s alpha 
model was used. Cronbach’s alpha model is the one used for measuring internal consistency, in the words of George 
and Mallery (2001, p. 209), it is an indicator of to what extent all the items in a scale can successfully measure any 
dimension.  

Table 2. Reliability Coefficient 

 Expectation Perception 
 Cronbach D 
Total scale 0,947 0,959 
Tangibles 0,887 0,812 
Reliability 0,791 0,873 
Responsiveness 0,841 0,886 
Credibility 0,857 0,873 
Empathy 0,843 0,907 

         

Reliability analysis comes to the front to gauge inter-closeness degree of questions when calculation is made by 
summating the values of answers to certain numbers of questions. This is also called as internal consistency. Most 
preferred method for reliability analysis is Cronbach Alpha model. This model calculates the coefficient alpha. 
Coefficient is obtained by comparing overall variations of question to general variation in a scale. Alpha is a 
standard change mean and varies between 0 and 1. In social researches, alpha value of 0,70 is accepted as adequate 
for reliability (Nakip,2006, p.146). For in this study reliability values of scales and sub-dimensions are at acceptable 
levels, t-tests, variation and SERVQUAL analyses were proceeded for testing research hypotheses. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
4.2.  Demographic Features 
 

34,1% of total participants was female and 65,9%  were male, while 50,5% participants were married and 40,5% 
single. Initially students from age group between 21-30 with 60,7% and then age group between 31-40 with 33,7% 
were enlisted. These two age groups  (between 21-40)  make up 94,4% of whole participation.  

Table 3. Demographic Distribution  

Gender Distribution  Age Distribution 

  Number %    Number % 
Female 158 34,1       Under 20  1 0,2 
Male 305 65,9       21-30  281 60,7 
Total 463 100,0       31-40  156 33,7 
         41-50  23 5,0 

Distribution by Marital Status       51-60  1 0,2 
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  Number %       61 and Over 1 0,2 
Married 234 50,5       Total 463 100,0 
Single 229 49,5     
Total 463 100,0     

 
Distribution of the professional sectors that e-MBA service quality measurement study participants work, is like 

this: 14,3% is in Banking , 8,4% in Health, 8% in Service, 7,3% in Informatics, 6,9% in Education, 5,6% in 
Construction while of them 27,6%  serves as engineer, 16,4% as manager, 12,7% as banker, 6,3% as accountant. 
                                         
Table 4. Professional Experience 
 

Occupational Distribution  Distribution by Professional Field 

  Number %    Number % 
Engineer 128 27,6  Other 169 36,5 
Other 111 24,0  Banking 66 14,3 
Manager 76 16,4  Health 39 8,4 
Banker 59 12,7  Service 37 8,0 
Accountant 29 6,3  Informatics 34 7,3 
Teacher 20 4,3  Education 32 6,9 
Self Employment 10 2,2  Construction 26 5,6 
Economist 9 1,9  Food 18 3,9 
Academician 7 1,5  Communication 18 3,9 
Security officer 6 1,3  Logistics 11 2,4 
Medical Doctor 5 1,1  Security 7 1,5 
Architect 3 ,6  Economy 6 1,3 
Total 463 100,0  Total 463 100,0 

 
Almost all of the participatory e-MBA students (96,8%) resides in Turkey. In this distribution striking point is 

that participation from Afghanistan with 1,3% was the highest one among the participation ratios from abroad. 
When participation by city is examined, it is seen that the most participation was from Istanbul with 50,5%, and then 
comes Bursa with  7,3%, Ankara with 6,3%, Kocaeli with 5,2%, Izmir with 4,3%, Sakarya with  3,7%  and Balikesir 
with 1,7%. 

Table 5. Distribution by Country of Residence   

  NUMBER % 

AFGHANISTAN 6 1,3 
GERMANY 3 ,6 
IRAQ 1 ,2 
SPAIN 1 ,2 
UZBEKISTAN 1 ,2 
RUSSIA 1 ,2 
TURKEY 448 96,8 
UKRAIN 2 ,4 
TOTAL 463 100,0 

 
 
SERVQUAL Scores Comparisons by Demographic Features 
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In order to determine whether or not the expectations of e-MBA students were met in terms of their demographic 
features, t-tests were used for comparison by gender and marital status and  variance analyses for comparison by age 
and income status.  

Table 6. Comparison Test for Service Quality Dimensions by Gender  

 Gender N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean t p(sig.) 

Tangibles 
Female 158 -,172848 ,2554850 ,0203253 

-2,298 ,022* 
Male 305 -,121369 ,1644927 ,0094188 

Reliability 
Female 158 -,178658 ,2489990 ,0198093 

-,378 ,706 
Male 305 -,168774 ,2755989 ,0157807 

Responsiveness 
Female 158 -,186092 ,2197352 ,0174812 

-,611 ,542 
Male 305 -,171451 ,2563722 ,0146798 

Credibility 
Female 158 -,167954 ,2550665 ,0202920 

-2,108 ,036 
Male 305 -,119978 ,2193538 ,0125602 

Empathy 
Female 158 -,174072 ,1881578 ,0149690 

-1,654 ,099 
Male 305 -,142295 ,1999835 ,0114510 

SERVQUAL SCORE 
Female 158 -,175925 ,1658452 ,0131939 

-1,928 ,055 
Male 305 -,144773 ,1643642 ,0094115 

 
Overall SERVQUAL scores do not differ by gender for e-MBA students. But, service quality score differs at sub-

dimension of tangibles. Satisfaction level of female students from tangibles are less male students’. In other words, 
males are satisfied with their universities in terms of tangibles in comparison with females. 
 
 
 

Table 7. Comparison Test for Service Quality Dimensions by Marital Status 

 
Marital 
Status 

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean t p(sig.) 

Tangibles 
Married 234 -,136325 ,1786907 ,0116814 

,282 0,778 
Single 229 -,141605 ,2226850 ,0147154 

Reliability 
Married 234 -,188333 ,2920399 ,0190912 

-1,322 
0,187 

  
 Single 229 -,155607 ,2372965 ,0156810 

Responsiveness 
Married 234 -,164306 ,2262274 ,0147889 

1,081 0,280 
Single 229 -,188854 ,2614847 ,0172794 

Credibility 
Married 234 -,136467 ,2345957 ,0153360 

-,011 0,991 
Single 229 -,136230 ,2318680 ,0153223 

Empathy 
Married 234 -,142863 ,1892568 ,0123721 

1,138 0,256 
Single 229 -,163639 ,2033258 ,0134361 

SERVQUAL SCORE 
Married 234 -,153659 ,1635900 ,0106942 

,229 0,819 
Single 229 -,157187 ,1674767 ,0110672 

 
 

Overall and sub-dimensional perceptions of service quality about universities having e-MBA programs differs by 
marital status of students. As for service quality scores comparison by age variance analyses were used. 

Table 8.Payoff Table of Homogeneity Tests for Age Groups Variations  

  Levene Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 
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Tangibles ,379 2 457 ,685 
Reliability 1,072 2 457 ,343 
Responsiveness ,126 2 457 ,882 
Credibility 2,581 2 457 ,077 
Empathy ,536 2 457 ,586 
 Servqual ,573 2 457 ,564 

*Welch test is to be made 
**One-way-Anova is to be made 

 
According to the variance analysis hypotheses variances of groups to compare should be equal (Homogeneity). 

Homogeneity of age groups SERVQUAL scores variances were subjected to Levene tests. By means of one-way 
variance analysis it was found that total SERVQUAL scores and service quality score variances between age groups 
for each sub-dimension are homogeneous.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 9. Comparison Tests for Service Quality Scores by Age Groups 

  Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Tangibles 
Between Groups ,071 5 ,014 ,350 ,882 
Within Groups 18,678 457 ,041   
Total 18,749 462    

Reliability 
Between Groups ,190 5 ,038 ,533 ,751 
Within Groups 32,644 457 ,071   
Total 32,834 462    

Responsiveness 
Between Groups ,090 5 ,018 ,301 ,912 
Within Groups 27,493 457 ,060   
Total 27,584 462    

Credibility 
Between Groups ,199 5 ,040 ,731 ,601 
Within Groups 24,882 457 ,054   
Total 25,081 462    

Empathy 
 

Between Groups ,082 5 ,016 ,422 ,833 
Within Groups 17,739 457 ,039   
Total 17,821 462    

Servqual 
Between Groups ,066 5 ,013 ,477 ,793 
Within Groups 12,566 457 ,027   
Total 12,632 462    

*Significant at p=0,01 level  

As a result of variance analyses, service quality perception from universities with e-MBA learning programs 
differs by age groups of students attending those universities. Variance analyses were also used in comparing service 
quality scores by income groups.  

Table 10. Payoff   Table of  Homogeneity Tests for Income Groups Variations  

  Levene Statistic df 1 df2 Sig. 

Tangibles 6,785 5 457 ,000* 
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Reliability 1,305 5 457 ,261** 
Responsiveness 1,332 5 457 ,249** 
Credibility 1,079 5 457 ,371** 
Empathy 1,063 5 457 ,380** 
 Servqual 1,307 5 457 ,260** 

 
*Welch test to be made 
**One-way-anova to be made 
 

According to the variance analysis hypotheses, group variances to compare should be equal to each other. Levene 
tests were conducted for testing homogeneity of SERVQUAL score variances by income groups. Having used one-
way variance analyses, test results show that service quality score variances between age groups are homogeneous 
for sub-dimensions, except for total SERVQUAL scores and tangibles. Welch test was used in variance analysis for 
sub- dimension of tangibles because homogeneity hypothesis was not corresponded there. 
 

Table 11. Investigation of   Service Quality Scores Between Income Groups by Welch Test 

Welch Test Statistica df1 df2 Sig. 

Tangibles 1,339 5 141,289 ,251 

Table 12. Comparison Tests for Service Quality Scores by Income Groups (One-way Variance Analysis) 

  Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Reliability 
Between Groups ,557 5 ,111 1,578 ,165 
Within Groups 32,277 457 ,071   
Total 32,834 462    

Responsiveness 
Between Groups ,233 5 ,047 ,779 ,566 
Within Groups 27,351 457 ,060   
Total 27,584 462    

Credibility 
Between Groups ,371 5 ,074 1,372 ,233 
Within Groups 24,710 457 ,054   
Total 25,081 462    

Empathy 
 

Between Groups ,151 5 ,030 ,779 ,566 
Within Groups 17,671 457 ,039   
Total 17,821 462    

Servqual 
Between Groups ,169 5 ,034 1,242 ,288 
Within Groups 12,463 457 ,027   
Total 12,632 462    

                    *Significant at p=0,01 level 

As a result of variance analyses it was understood that service quality perception from the universities having e-
MBA learning programs do not differ by income status of students.  
 
4.3. General SERVQUAL Scores and Its Assessment  

 
Values which were obtained as a result of calculations made for realizing SERVQUAL analysis are shown in 

Table 13.   
Without taking into account colleges at which students have education, it is seen that service quality score 

(SERVQUAL score=0,80456)  of institutions rendering e-MBA service is subtractive. 
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Table 13. Expectation And Perception Averages Of All Participants And Expectation-Perception Gap Scores 
 

   Perception   Expectation  
Discrepancies of 

Averages Su
m

 o
f 

Fa
ct

or
  G

ap
 

Fa
ct

or
 G

ap
 

A
ve

ra
ge

s 

Dimension Statement Number Average 
Standard 
Deviation 

 Average 
Standard 
Deviation 

Expectation-
Perception 

 
 

Total Gap./k 
 

Ta
ng

ib
le

s 1 463 4,1512 1,0355  4,7603 ,7092 -,6091 

-3,1037 -,7759 
2 463 3,4233 1,1798  4,6091 ,8168 -1,1857 
3 463 3,7775 1,0651  4,5680 ,7917 -,7905 
4 463 4,0778 ,9178  4,5961 ,7722 -,5184 

R
el

ia
bi

lit
y 

5 463 3,3499 1,1727  4,2527 ,9574 -,9028 

-4,0043 -,8009 
6 463 2,8877 1,2691  3,6307 1,1878 -,7430 
7 463 2,8251 1,3050  3,5875 1,2381 -,7624 
8 463 3,7797 1,0985  4,2981 ,9008 -,5184 
9 463 3,4795 1,2445  4,5572 ,8247 -1,0778 

R
es

po
ns

iv
en

es
s 10 463 3,4946 1,1046  4,4039 ,8622 -,9093 

-3,5594 -,8898 
11 463 3,4428 1,1864  4,3197 ,8982 -,8769 
12 463 3,4600 1,2388  4,3672 ,8992 -,9071 
13 463 3,3585 1,0756  4,2246 ,9148 -,8661 

C
re

di
bi

lit
y 

14 463 3,8186 ,9723  4,3758 ,8908 -,5572 

-3,2246 -,5374 

15 463 3,9503 ,9303  4,5443 ,7824 -,5940 
16 463 3,7343 1,0489  4,5659 ,7613 -,8315 
17 463 3,8596 1,0339  4,6328 ,7917 -,7732 
18 463 4,0238 ,9078  4,4492 ,8611 -,4255 
19 463 3,4255 1,1312  3,4687 1,1800 -,0432 

Em
pa

th
y 20 463 3,3737 1,1644  4,3434 ,8905 -,9698 

-3,0562 -1,0187 21 463 3,6350 1,0904  4,5767 ,7401 -,9417 
22 463 3,1814 1,2731  4,3261 ,9302 -1,1447 

       SUM -4,0228 

       SUM/5=SERVQUAL SCORE -0,80456 
* k:Number of statements composing dimension 
 

This state indicates that students are not satisfied with service quality of colleges from which they receive e-MBA 
education.  Moreover, it is an evidence that SERVQUAL scores estimated for service quality dimensions, -tangibles, 
reliability, responsiveness, credibility and empathy- are also subtractive and expectations for none of them were met. 
SERVQUAL scores calculated in the Table above are the values estimated without considering importance weight 
given by students to service quality dimensions. Service quality SERVQUAL score including importance weights 
given by students to dimensions is calculated as follows: 

SERVQUAL SCORE= (Reliability*importance of reliability  + Empathy*importance of empathy 
+credibility*importance of credibility + tangibles*importance of tangibles + responsiveness*importance of 
responsiveness) / Number of dimension. 

In this calculation importance weight is expressed as percentage of importance that student give to a dimension.  
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Table 14. Weighted SERVQUAL Scores Table 
 

 N Weightless Average Gaps Weighted Average Gaps T p (Sig.) 
Tangibles 463 -,7759 -,138936 -14,840 ,000 
Reliability 463 -,8009 -,172147 -13,895 ,000 
Responsiveness 463 -,8898 -,176447 -15,538 ,000 
Credibility 463 -,5374 -,136350 -12,592 ,000 
Empathy 463 -1,0187 -,153139 -16,777 ,000 
TOTAL GAPS  -4,0228 -0,77702   
SERVQUAL 
SCORE 

 -0,80456 -0,1554   

 
Before assessing dimension SERVQUAL scores it was examined that whether or not the discrepancy between 

perceived and desired service for each dimension is significant, that is, whether or not the discrepancies are 
statistically valid. For this examination hypothesis “H0: Gaps equal to "0” was tested throught the instrument of 
single sample t-test.  As a result of t-tests it was found that gaps for all dimension were significant at level of 
p(sig.)= 0,000, that is discrepancies were non zero.  

It was found that service quality scores estimated without regarding importance weights are = -0,80456, while 
servqual scores including importance weights are = =-0,1554. Here the striking point is that results of both 
estimation are subtractive, meaning that expected service was not met. Next assessments were realized on the basis 
of weighted SERVQUAL scores.  

Absolute value of SERVQUAL score approximation to zero implies an increased service quality. When partial 
SERVQUAL scores are examined, although service expectations were not met for five dimensions effecting service 
quality in the universities rendering e-MBA education, most dissatisfied dimension was responsiveness, followed in 
order by reliability, empathy, tangibles and credibility. 
 
5. Conclusion And Suggestions    
 

Today education system is faced with many problems, including falling behind developments and technology, 
lacking equipment, personnel and resource, scarcity of scientific researches, personnel having no skill and quality 
demanded by the system, education programs under efficiency standards. It is important to have educational 
organizations restructured and operated according to contemporary understanding of quality in order to find 
solutions to these problems and make education organizations efficient.  

Today, in a globalized world where competition has increased and quality has gained importance over other 
factors such as price for national development it is crucial to reorganize education system conforming the quality 
standards so as to train people in accordance with demands of competition environment. For ensuring development 
and advancement in a country education system should be carefully protected and improved by following the 
developing and changing conditions.  

Information technologies leading a reorganization of all institutional procedures have become one of the integral 
parts of education sector over time. Today computers and communication technologies are the factors which  
provide training education services unlike in 90’s when they were used as supportive devices in education service.    

One of these education services is an Internet based distant learning model. This model basically is applied for 
two goals: First, to provide support service for traditional education programs and secondly, servicing education 
programs over the web. In this framework Internet based distance education is considered among the most efficient 
and the best instruments to meet today’s educational needs. 

Distance education enables people to receive various certificates as well as associate, bachelor’s, postgraduate 
and doctoral diplomas from foreign universities whilst staying at their country.  

In service quality measurement literature it is the SERVQUAL method emerged as marketing research instrument 
that is the most common, most valid in its dimension structure and most reliable in terms of its internal consistence. 
Thanks to the SERVQUAL method it can be calculated to what extend each dimension and general service quality 
to have been affected by structural innovations and changes in services realized by enterprises rendering service. 
And in the light of this calculations it can be decided on vital and costly issues such as whether or not full-scale 
innovation or change is feasible.  
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If results show a low grade in quality, it must be looked for which dimension is the crux of the problem and to 
what extent and then improvement should be initiated starting with statement of minimum quality level in that 
related dimension. To be able to make improvements based on that statement, a customer-oriented service approach 
should be adopted and the best effort should be made.  So, rise in the perception statements scores would lead to a 
rise in perceived service quality.   

Service quality of distance education applications in education sector was examined including five quality 
determinants, tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, credibility and empathy. For five dimensions determining 
service quality and total service quality, discrepancies between expectation and perceptions of students were 
analysed regardless universities that render distance education. Discrepancies among scores that students rated for 
perceived and expected service for each were found statistically significant for each dimension.  

When partial SERVQUAL scores are examined, although service expectations were not met for every five 
dimension effecting service quality in the universities rendering e-MBA education, most dissatisfied dimension was 
responsiveness, followed in order by reliability, empathy, tangibles and credibility. It can be said that students’ 
perceptions of services are under their expectations. As survey results show, averages of overall expectations are 
higher than perceptions. It was found that expectations of survey participants were not met, leading to a 
dissatisfaction. And it is remarkable that dissatisfaction become more glaring especially as for the variables of 
responsiveness. Therefore, it is obvious that general perception is under general expectation, resulting in a 
dissatisfaction.  

When the customer oriented approach, which is important in terms of modern marketing, is adapted to education 
service marketing, focal point appears to be is educational expectations of students, parents and society. Education 
institutions marketing educational services should specify the marketing mix strategies. 

Service quality measurement is an opportunity for enterprises to accurately define their goals and correctly 
perceive needs of their customers accordingly to reshape their services. Moreover, measuring service quality allow 
for productive usage of operating assets.  

Enterprises operating in education sector should work on increasing service quality. Therefore, it is necessary to 
employ and to train quality faculty members as the backbone of education system. It is also significant to empathize 
with students in order to understand their educational problems and to ensure that courses made just in time in 
accordance with the curriculum by well-made organization. Besides, employees should have enough knowledge and 
experience to meet the expectations students. Universities, especially at the stage of planning and executing the 
services, should form administrative and academic cadres in pursuant of defined quality targets. As a result, these 
adjustments increase educational service quality and student satisfaction. 

In the light of these results, general perspective is under general expectation and there comes a dissatisfaction. In 
this case to enhance service quality and thus increase student satisfaction, it is obvious that sensitivity should be 
shown primarily to responsiveness. In this sense responsiveness is followed in order by reliability, empathy, 
tangibles and credibility. So students’ expectations can be met by making necessary regulations starting with 
statements under responsiveness dimension. Faculty members should be available for students and provide every 
kind of consultancy about university and education program. Administrative staff should deal with students one by 
one. Library staff should have competence to address the needs and demands of students. And then comes 
statements of reliability dimension to be treated. Courses  should be heavily practice-oriented. A competitive 
environment should be provided for students. Students could find an educational climate with interactive 
relationships among themselves and with faculty members as well. Furthermore, elective courses should be included 
in programs. In order of importance statements of third dimension, empathy, should be examined to be used in 
career orientation by faculty members. Advisers should help students pursue education programs smoothly and 
inform them about job opportunities that program diploma/certificate would create. Tangibles, as fourth dimension, 
are a point on the basis of which distance education portal can be designed. Accordingly, distance education web 
pages should be attention-grabbing, clear and understandable and kept updated. Also, universities are to be 
responsible for safety of that distance education portal. Last dimension in order of importance is credibility. 
Examining statements under credibility dimension, necessary regulation should be made to meet students’ 
expectations.  

Demands and needs of students have critical place in designing and improvement of education systems. It would 
be one of the most important factors which higher education institutions would pay attention to in developing quality 
management system to determine students’ expectations from higher education and measure the service quality by 
empathising with students. Related units of universities should examine thoroughly reasons and results of 
assessments made by students  and accordingly produce solutions addressing negative assessments. These works 
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should be made regularly and it should be monitored to what extent solution proposals could be realized. If regularly 
and continuously applied this and such like studies could be used by universities as  important instruments in 
enhancing educational quality. 
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Abstract 

The paper investigated the relationship among 153 tertiary level EFL students’ Big Five personality traits, online learning 
motivation and online learning satisfaction in a digital English learning environment. Participants completed questionnaires 
regarding the Big Five personality traits, online learning motivation and satisfaction. Results revealed that personality traits were 
correlated with online satisfaction, and that extraversion and conscientiousness were the two important traits among the Big Five 
in predicting motivation and satisfaction. Also, motivation was a strong predictor of satisfaction. Five constructs of motivation, 
including escape, social contact, desire to learn, self-development and academic progress, were significantly related to 
satisfaction. 
 
Keywords: Personality; online learning motivation; online learning satisfaction  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Application of online learning technology not only enhances teaching effectiveness but also makes up for the 
inadequacies of traditional education. In other words, online learning provides a facilitative environment where 
students could engage in learning. It allows students’ repeated exposure to the learning activities at their own pace 
and learning sites are not limited to physical classrooms. Students can engage in their individual learning and their 
learning styles are changed from the passive acceptance to more active self-oriented learning. In colleges and 
universities across many countries, online courses continue to enhance their presence in the schedules of 
undergraduate and graduate students, and many studies have been conducted to evaluate students’ online learning 
programs and satisfaction. While some of the online learning studies focused on the development of technology 
acceptance model (Jung, Loria, Mostaghel, & Saha, 2008; Masrom, 2007), others focused on online learning 
satisfaction, a key factor that determines the success or failure of online programs in this competitive global 
environment (Dziuban, Moskal, Brophy-Ellison, & Shea, 2007).  

2.  LITERATURE 

2.1. Factors related to learners’ online learning satisfaction 

    Studies have been conducted to investigate factors related to learners’ online satisfaction. Based on 1,056 
participants’ responses, Muilenburg and Berge (2005) identified factors that explained student difficulties to online 
learning. It included barriers related to administrators and instructors control, obstacles to online learning caused by 
a lack of interaction, obstacles to online learning caused by a lack of academic skills, obstacles to online learning 
caused by a lack of technical skills, factors related to learner motivation, factors related to time and support for 
studies, factors related to cost and access to the Internet, obstacles caused by technical problems (Mulienburg & 
Berge 2005). Similarly, Sun, Tsai, Finger, Chen, and Yeh (2008) identified seven factors that influenced online 
learners’ satisfaction based on 295 responses from students enrolled in 16 different online learning courses. They 
were computer anxiety, instructor attitude, course flexibility, course quality, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of 
use, and diversity of assessment. 

Other scholars also have found that learners’ on-line learning satisfaction was affected by factors like learners’ 
technology acceptance behaviors, learners’ experience in online learning, quality of institutional support, academic 
environment, and instructional interaction (Biner, Dean, Mellinger, 1994; Changchit, 2007; Chute, Thompson, & 
Hancock, 1999˗Conrad, 2002; Fulford & Zhang, 1993; Palloff & Pratt, 2005; Song, Singleton, Hill, & Koh, 2004; 
Swan, 2003). For instance, learners who had more experiences in online learning were more likely to be satisfied 
with learning online, and were less likely to feel anxious about online learning (Arbaugh & Duray, 2002; Conrad, 
2002). In addition, the issues of academic environment and instructional interaction also contributed to students’ 
online learning acceptance and satisfaction in higher education online programs (Artino, 2009; Driver, 2002; Osman 
& Herring, 2007). However, these perspectives do not account sufficiently for the influence of individual differences 
in online satisfaction since motivation, a predictor of achievement in academic settings (Chute et al., 1999), and 
personality, the description of an individual’s pattern of personality interaction with the environment to satisfy 
needs, both help in understanding why individuals process and respond to the same online learning situations 
differently. There have been fewer studies of online learning that account for the impact of personality and 
motivation differences on online learning satisfaction. 

2.2 Personality traits 

One person’s values and preferences were often reflected in their personality traits. They could explain the 
occurrences of certain individual behaviors and were regarded as an individual's disposition to particular patterns, or 
as enduring dispositions that caused characteristic patterns of interaction with one’s environment (Goldberg, 1993; 
Olver & Mooradian, 2003). Previous studies had different development and categorization of personality traits 
(Buss, 1991; Digman, 1990; Funder & Sneed, 1993; Goldberg, 1992; Hogan, 1996; McCrae & Costa, 1997; Sneed, 
2002˗Sneed, McCrae, & Funder, 1997). Among them, NEO-FFI, developed by Costa and McCrae (1992), consists 
of 60 items, 12 for the factors of Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, Extraversion, Agreeableness and Openness to 
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Experience. It was the most widely used measure of personality traits and has demonstrated good internal and 
external validity (Costa & McCrae ,1992).  

2.3. The relationship among personality, satisfaction and motivation 

In previous studies, most scholars investigated the relationship between personality and work satisfaction (Judge, 
Higgins, Thoresen, & Barrick, 1999; Organ & Lingl, 1995; Tsai, 2001) and they found individuals with high 
agreeableness were easy to get along and cooperated with others; when individuals with high agreeableness, they 
were satisfied with their work. It seemed to support that high agreeableness could predict work satisfaction. Among 
the few that studied the relationship among personality and learning satisfaction, Morahan-Martin and Schumacher 
(2003) found lonely people were more likely to be satisfied with their online interactions than were nonlonely 
people. Similarly, Chou (2002) reported that learners’ learning satisfaction was affected by their personality; 
specifically Neutricism, Agreeableness, and Extraversion had significant influence on learning satisfaction. 
Personality influences learners’ learning satisfaction.  

In terms of the relationship between personality and motivation, many studies have been conducted to uncover the 
relationship among the big five and learners’ motivation (Komarraju & Karau, 2005; Meera, Steven, & Karau, 2005; 
Meera, Steven, Karau, Ronald, & Schmeck, 2009). Personality had a significant influence on their learning 
motivation; learning motivation in turn had a significant effect on learning satisfaction (Chuang, 2008). For instance, 
Heaven (1989) reported that achievement motivation was positively correlated with extraversion, and negatively 
correlated with impulsiveness and psychoticism among high school students. Also, Busato, Prins, Elshout, and 
Hamaker (1999) reported that conscientious and extraverted students were more achievement oriented and preferred 
meaning, reproduction, and application directed learning styles. Individuals high in conscientiousness, extraversion, 
and openness showed the strongest learning goal orientation (Payne, Youngcourt, & Beaubien, 2007), whereas high 
neuroticism and low extraversion students were most likely to experience a fear of failure and pursued avoidance 
performance goals. Similarly, Chuang (2008) found undergraduates’ personality had a significant influence on their 
learning motivation; learning motivation in turn had a significant effect on learning satisfaction.  

For the relationship between motivation and online learning satisfaction, it is reported that motivation is an 
essential prerequisite for learners’ learning in web-based environments (Hoskins & van Hooff, 2005; Song, 
Singleton, Hill, & Koh, 2004), and the relationship between learning motivation and on-line satisfaction were 
positively interrelated (Biner, Dean, Mellinger, & Tallman, 1994˗Chute, Thompson, & Hancock, 1999; Lim, 
2004). A review of these studies showed that there was conflicting findings related to the role of personality and 
learners’ online satisfaction (Chou, 2002). For instance, Summers, Anderson, Hines, Gelder, and Dean (1996) 
reported no significant relationship between satisfaction and learners’ personality. On the other hand, Biner, Bink, 
Huffman, and Dean (1995) investigated 16 personality variables in a web-based instruction and discovered strong 
relationship between satisfaction and participants’ personality. In addition to the conflicting evidence in previous 
research, earlier studies focused on the technology dimension of a learning system while ignoring the influence of 
learners’ affective factors (Jones & Issroff, 2005; Kreijns, Kirschner, & Jochems, 2003; Miltiadou & Savenye, 
2003). In order to fill in the gap, the research investigated whether personality and motivation of tertiary level EFL 
college students were related to online satisfaction in a digital learning environment. The research questions were as 
follows:  1. What is the relationship among learners’ Big Five personality traits and their on-line learning 
motivation? Among the Big five, which factors can predict their online learning motivation? 2. What is the 
relationship among learners’ Big Five personality traits and their online learning satisfaction? Among the Big five, 
which factors can predict their online learning satisfaction? 3. What is the relationship between learners’ motivation 
and their online learning satisfaction? Among the factors of motivation, which factors can predict their online 
learning satisfaction? 

3.  METHODOLOGY 

3.1.Participants 

To ensure the homogeneity of learners’ background, all 153 (116 male and 37 female) tertiary level university 
freshmen recruited from three classes, participated in this study. College students are appropriate samples for 
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Internet study because they have Internet experience and access to the Internet on and off campus (e.g., Bonebrake, 
2002). These students majored in engineering, aged from 18 to 19, and have learned English as a required subject 
for 10 years at school. Based on their performance of the Mock TOEIC test administered to the participants at the 
beginning of a semester, the participants scored around 412 on average. The data was collected during the years of 
2009 to 2010.  

3.2. Instruments 

The instruments employed in this study included NEO-FFI personality questionnaire developed by Costa and 
McCrae (1992), the on-line learning motivation questionnaire by Huang (1985), and online learning satisfaction 
questionnaire developed by Wu (2003) and Yu (2004). The personality traits were measured by NEO-FFI, 
developed by Costa and McCrae (1992). NEO-FFI is the most widely used measure of personality traits. This 
inventory has been proved to reliably assess the Big five personality variables and has demonstrated good internal 
and external validity (Costa & McCrae, 1992). Participants indicated their degree of agreement with each statement 
using a 6-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (6). In terms of the reliability of the 
test, the Cronbach’s Į�value of the questionnaire was 0.88.  

Based on Huang (1985), the 27-item on-line learning motivation questionnaire was developed to evaluate 
participants’ online motivation in the factors of escape or stimulation, social contact, desire to learn, self-growth, 
and academic progress. Participants indicated their degree of agreement with each statement using a 6-point Likert 
scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (6).With regard to the reliability of the test, the Cronbach’s Į�
values of the five constructs were 0.91, 0.88,0.85, 0.84, and 0.94 respectively. This confirms that the questionnaire had 
high reliability.  

Adopting the online satisfaction inventory of Wu (2003) and Yu (2005), we measured participants’ online 
satisfaction in four dimensions: course content, learning outcomes, learning environment and relationship. 
Participants indicated their levels of agreement with 25 statements on a 6-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 
6= strongly agree). The reliability of each factor in the questionnaire of online learning satisfaction was 0.86, 0.85, 
0.82 and 0.92 respectively.  

3.3. Data analysis 

To address the research questions, the collected data were analyzed by applying a few statistical measures run by 
the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 15.0. First, the Pearson product-moment correlation analyses 
were performed to see the relationship among the three variables –big five personality traits, online learning 
motivation and online learning satisfaction. As a rule of thumb, correlations were less than 0.3 were deemed low or 
weak. Those in the range of 0.4 to 0.6 were moderate, and those were greater than 0.7 as being strong or high 
(Bryman & Cramer, 2004). Next, the data were subjected to regression analyses to determine the predictive power 
of each variable. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. Personality and learning motivation 

Research question 1: What is the relationship among learners’ Big Five personality traits and their on-line learning 
motivation? Among the Big five, which factors can predict their online learning motivation? 

Pearson’s product-moment correlation analyses showed that the personality and motivation had low but 
significant relationships(r= .206, p<.05). Linear regression was conducted to explore the contribution of big five in 
predicting online learning motivation. The amount of contribution of big five personality traits can account for 
12.7% of the variance in motivation (R2 =.155, adjusted R2 change= 0.086, p < .01).  

R2 change indicates the amount of the contribution of each of the variables to the percentage of the explained 
variance. Specifically, as shown in Table 1, extraversion (R2 change= 0.086, p<.01) contributed most variance to 
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motivation. This was followed by conscientiousness (R2 change= 0.006, p < .01), which accounted for an additional 
0.6 percent of the variable. On the other hand, Openness to Experience (R2 change=.003, p > .01), Agreeableness (R2 

change=.001, p > .01), and Neuroticism (R2 change=.0001, p > .01) did not have any significant contribution to 
motivation. Therefore, compared with other big five personality traits, extraversion and conscientiousness seemed to 
better predict students’ motivation. 

Table 1. Multiple regression of motivation by big five personality 

 

Variable R2 change p value 

Extraversion .086 .000*** 

Openness to Experience .003 .470 

Neuroticism .000 .840 

Conscientiousness .006 .043* 

Agreeableness .001 .775 

Note:*** p<.001 

 
The results showed that extraversion and conscientiousness affected positively on learners’ online learning 

motivation. People who were in extraversion were more active and willing to receive new learning style; so they had 
higher online learning motivation. Similarity, people who were classified into conscientiousness were achievement 
oriented and were willing to receive different learning ways to strengthen their professional ability; so online 
learning can activate their learning motivation. The results were in agreement with previous studies (Busato, Prins, 
Elshout, & Hamaker, 1999) which reported that conscientious and extraverted students were more achievement 
oriented, and individuals high in extraversion and conscientiousness had the strongest learning goal orientation 
(Payne, Youngcourt, & Beaubien, 2007).  

 

4.2. Personality and learning satisfaction 

Research Question 2: What is the relationship among learners’ Big Five personality traits and their online learning 
satisfaction? Among the Big five, which factors can predict their online learning satisfaction?  

To explore the relationship between learners’ Big Five personality traits and their online learning satisfaction, 
Pearson product-moment correlation analyses were conducted. Although Big Five personality traits significantly 
correlated with online learning satisfaction, the strength of association was weak(r = .205, p < .01). Linear 
regression was conducted to explore the contribution of big five in predicting online learning satisfaction. The 
amount of contribution of Big Five personality traits can account for 12.2% of the variance in online satisfaction (R2 
=.151, adjusted R2 change= .122, estimated standard error p < .001). Specifically, as shown in Table 2, Extraversion 
(R2 change= .093, p < .01) significantly contributed most variance to motivation (9 per cent). This was followed by 
Conscientiousness (R2 change=.072, p < .01), which accounted for an additional 7 per cent of the variable. However, 
the amount of contribution for Neuroticism (R2 change=.008, p > .01), Openness to Experience (R2 change=.001, p > 
.01), and Agreeableness (R2 change=.0001, p > .01) were low and insignificant. It seemed to imply that Extraversion 
and Conscientiousness were the two more important traits among the Big Five in predicting online learning 
motivation. The results corresponded to the studies of Chou (2002) and Tsai (2001) in which they reported that 
Extraversion and Conscientiousness were positively correlated with satisfaction. 

 

Variable R2 change p value 

Extraversion .093 .000*** 

Openness to Experience .001 .718 
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                                    Table 2. Multiple 
regression of online learning 
satisfaction by big five personality 

 
               

Note:*** p<.001 

4.3. Online motivation and learning satisfaction 

Research question 3: What is the relationship between learners’ motivation and their online learning satisfaction? 
Among the factors of motivation, which factors can predict their online learning satisfaction? 

Results showed that motivation had significantly high relationship with online learning satisfaction(r=.747, 
p<.01). Also, all of the five constructs of motivation, including escape, social contact, desire to learn, self-
development and academic progress, were significantly highly related to four constructs of online learning 
satisfaction. The results were in agreement with Chuang (2008), who found learning motivation had a significant 
effect on learning satisfaction.   

A follow up linear regression was conducted to explore each factor’s contribution to online learning satisfaction. 
The amount of overall contribution of motivation can account for 57.4% of the variance in online 
satisfaction(R=767, R2 =.588; adjusted R2 = .574; Standard Error=10.65953; R2  change=.588; F change=41.897, p < 
.001). Specifically, as shown in Table 3, self-development (R2 change=.498, p < .001) significantly contributed most 
variance to online learning satisfaction. This was followed by social contact (R2 change=.482, p < .001), desire to 
learn (R2 change=.381, p < .001), academic progress (R2 change=.334, p < .001) and escape or stimulation (R2 

change=.287, p < .001) which accounted for an additional 28.7 per cent of the variable. It proved that self-
development and social contact were the two more important constructs among motivation in predicting online 
learning satisfaction. The findings correspond with the study of Blumenfeld, Kempler, & Krajcik(2006), who 
indicated  that students’ motivation was a crucial factor for their academic performance and learning satisfaction. 

 
Table 3. Multiple regression of online learning satisfaction by motivation 

 

Variable R2 change p value 

Academic progress .334 .000*** 

Escape or stimulation .287 .000*** 

Social contact .482 .000*** 

Desire to learn .381 .000*** 

Self-development .498 .000*** 

                        Note:*** p<.001 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

The findings of this study extend our knowledge of the influence of learners’ big five personality traits and online 
learning motivation on leaning satisfaction. It also provides valuable information about the amount of contribution 
of these variables in online satisfaction. For this study, we know that extraversion and conscientiousness were the 
two important traits among the Big Five in predicting motivation and satisfaction. Compared with personality, 
motivation seemed to be a stronger predictor of satisfaction. Therefore, in order to increase EFL learners’ online 
learning satisfaction, instructors and online program designers should design more interactive courses based on 
learners’ personality traits and provide more interesting activities to motivate their learners in online learning.  

Although the present study has yielded findings that have pedagogical implications, it has some limitations. First, 
there were only 153 participants in this study and the number of males and females involved in this study was not 
equal. For future studies, it would be beneficial to include more female students, and replicate this study on larger 

Neuroticism .008 .276 

Conscientiousness  .072 .001** 

Agreeableness  .000 .923 
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and different populations. Furthermore, this research focused on the variables of personality traits, motivation on 
learners’ online learning satisfaction. Investigating other potential variables across different learning systems is 
needed for future studies.  
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Abstract 
Advances in technology closely related to science, with the development of science, the technology will also be growing rapidly. 
Therefore science is a great way to introduce technology to children. Technology is the application of scientific concepts. With 
the various concepts of science, man can create a useful technology to facilitate people in solving everyday problems. Indirectly 
when parents and teachers (educators) introduced the concept of science, is to introduce technology to children. Early childhood 
had a curiosity that is very high on the phenomena that occur in the environment. especially on the technology that is around 
children. But the child's curiosity about this technology is sometimes not appropriately stimulated both parents and teachers. 
During these educators had erred in introducing the technology on children. They tend to introduce sophisticated electronic 
equipment such as computers, laptops, tablets, gadsget, smartphones, and other. By way of introducing the technology through 
electronic device, can stimulate children to become users. Indirectly inhibit the children to think creatively in finding a 
technology. Should be able to make a child happy in finding a technology, not just users only. The process of finding a child in 
technology can be stimulated through simple science activities. This positive impact on aspects of child development and 
scientific attitude. Expected in the future, these kids are going to make a big change in the world through technology invented. 
 
Keywords: Activity Science, Technology, early childhood 
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Background 

During this time parents and teachers with the technology to introduce advanced electronic 
devices such as laptops, tablets, smart phones, gadgets, and more. Indeed, these children look very 
modern and follow the times. Moreover, the sophisticated electronic devices have own prestige for 
owners and users. Behind the fame of existing electronic devices, stored real negative thing when children 
use them constantly. This makes children and kids addicted to using it more as a user are not alone. 

Though parents and teachers should be introduced to the concept of technology is not the 
technology results in the form of an electronic device. With children recognize the concept of technology 
children will be motivated to create a technology. When someone creates a technology professional, of 
course, when childhood, he must know in advance the technology and enjoys. In order for a child enjoys 
the concept of technology, parents and teachers should introduce the concept of technology in a fun 
activity, namely through science activities.                                    . 

Greatly affect the progress of science technology, with the development of science, the 
technology will also be growing rapidly. Therefore science is a great way to introduce technology to 
children. Technology is the application of scientific concepts. With the concept of science, can create a 
useful technology to facilitate people in solving everyday problems. So is the case with the children. 
When children do science activities, as well as children are finding a technology, though simple. 

Science activities will have a positive impact on the children, not just on the introduction of 
technology, it can stimulate children to think creatively in finding a technology, it does not directly 
stimulate adult child later became a scientist. Direct positive impact on aspects of child development and 
scientific attitude. Later in the future, these kids are going to make a big change in the world through 
technology he created. 

Based on the above explanation, that parents and teachers play an important role in introducing 
the technology in early childhood. The introduction of technology on children to the concept of 
technology, compared to the results of the technology. The introduction of technology can be provided 
with a fun activity that is through science activities. 
 
 
B. Theory of the Study 
 
1. Role of Parents and Teachers in Introduce Technology 

 
  Parents and teachers play an important role in introducing the technology on children. Not only as 
modeling for children, parents and teachers are a main gate that determines the child's first impression of 
the technology. Because with a good first impression, make children motivated to megenal more deeply 
about the technology. 

The term technology cited by Badarudin (2006:122) mentions that the technology means the 
study (the Greek: logos, which means conversation, speech, word) systematic about skill (techne, 
meaning art, craft, or skill). Three centuries later, the notion of widespread technology, in addition to the 
mean machine, the definition also includes the way technology, processes, and ideas. In the twentieth 
century, technology is broadly defined as "ways or activities that allow humans alter or tamper with the 
environment (natural, human, and all creation)". By that definition, he has covered everything possible be 
done to improve human life. Parents and teachers how to introduce technology to children is to introduce 
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the benefits of the technology. That technology is a means used by humans to solve everyday problems 
that it faces.                                               . 
  This is supported by the National Science Teacher Association in Martin (2001:12) "Children 
should construct understanding of science concepts and processes, see aplications of science and 
technology to everyday life". This means that children must construct their own understanding of the 
concepts and processes of science and technology, to observe the application of science and technology 
on everyday life. In other words, in addition to its benefits, parents and teachers also have to introduce the 
concept and process technology that is very close to the child's environment, for the child will more easily 
find a way to solve simple problems in daily life through science concepts. 

 
   Engineering Technology". Reinforced by Kumar (2000:10-12) which states that "Basic Science 
Abstract Applied Science  Based on this, it is clear that a technology created by the foundation of science. 
For the science very big influence on a technology. By teaching science to children as well as teach 
children to learn the concept and the process of finding a technology. 
So the role of parents and teachers in introducing technology in early childhood is to introduce the 
benefits, concepts, and processes simply from a technology through science activities. 

 
2. Science Activity 

 
  Science is a systematic knowledge about the various things that are around us that can be verified. 
Science activities at school, very rarely involve children actively. Schools are more likely to give 
evidence in theoretical. Whereas in science learning children are expected to be actively involved in the 
process of finding the problem, determine the provisional hypothesis or conjecture, to what is the most 
appropriate way to handle it. The rights of children to actively participate during this constrained because 
the parents and teachers who do not understand what essence contained in a child's active involvement in 
the activities of science.                                                         . 
  The National Science Teacher Association (NSTA) is extremely active in the reform of science 
education at all levels in Martin (2001:12) argues, the NSTA says that elementary science should 
emphasize learning science concepts and process through the use of activities that children involve; 
manipulating materials and thinking about the activity curricula should be organized around conceptual 
themes and should provide opportunities for children to study real-life, personal, and social problems 
related to science and technology. 
  Means NSTA is a very active association in the reform of science education at all levels. NSTA 
said that science should emphasize learning basic science concepts and processes through the use of 
activities that engage children in manipulating materials and thinking about activities in the curriculum 
should be organized on the theme of conceptual and should provide opportunities for children to learn 
about real life, personal, and social issues related to science and technology. NSTA based on active 
involvement of children in science activities is highly recommended. Both in the manipulation of material 
to think that eventually the child will have many opportunities to learn to surrounding environment. 

  Surely there are many positive benefits when children are active in science activities. In line with 
that expressed Lawson (2008:1) that, 
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  Students develop scientific literacy trough active inquiry, problem solving, and decision making. 
With each activity program, student are encouraged to explore, investigate, and ask questions as a means 
of heightening their own curiosity about the world around them. Students solve problems through 
firsthand experiences, and by observing and examining objects within their environment. In order for 
young students to develop scientific literacy, concrete experience is of utmost importance-in fact, it is a 
essential. 

  This means that in developing the scientific literacy of a child can be done through the activity of 
an active investigation, problem solving, and decision making. With each program of activities, children 
are encouraged to explore, investigate, and ask questions as a means of enhancing their own curiosity 
about the world around them. Children solve problems through direct experience, and by observing and 
examining objects in their environment. So that preschoolers can develop science literacy, the real 
experience is very important and in fact, it is the most important. In other words that there are many 
positive effects and benefits when children are actively involved in running the activity of  science. 
Where the real experience is the cornerstone of this activity. 

  Furthermore, Martin (2001:32) reveals "The six basic processes of science. They are as follows: 
"the basic processes in the implementation of science activities will provide many opportunities for 
children to engage actively and positively impact the child's ability to recognize and resolve simple 
concept that is simple problem around the environment in everyday life.                                    . 
1. Observing, observing the child's activity in the objects, all the events, even the phenomena through the 
five senses.                                                                      .  
2. Classifying, children in group activities, classify objects, events, and phenomena that children 
encounter in everyday life environments of children.                                                               . 
3. Communicating, child's activity in communicating a variety of objects, events, and phenomena 
encountered in the child's daily life with the child's own language. Obviously with simple language, both 
verbal and nonverbal.                                                       . 
4. Measuring, measuring the activity of the child in the extent to which objects, events, and phenomena 
observed child. Children were able to observe changes in the physical and concrete through the senses. 
5. Predicting, in predicting a child's activity or making hypotheses or conjectures will be changes to 
objects, events, and phenomena that children observe through the five senses. 
6. Inferring, concluding activity of the child in the child the facts observed through the proofs by using a 
simple experimental process. As well as comparing the predictions with the fact that going from a simple 
proof. 

  (McCormack & Yager, 1989; Padilla, nd) in Martin (2001:33) states "these 6 processes, Referred 
to as the" basic ". Process are fundamental to all scientific investigation. Each process you are asked to 
develop an activity of your own dealing with the process you can use in early childhood science 
classroom. "In other words, the above six processes, a fundamental process in all science activities. Any 
process can be developed on science activities for early childhood level, of course, with a much simpler 
process. 

  Science activities for young children is a simple science activities. Where children were 
introduced the concept and were actively involved in the process. This was disclosed by Tim Doctorrabit 
(2005:3) argues that science is the basis of various knowledge. Appropriate science learning will provide 
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the ability to think conceptually and develop students' logic. Thus, it is important to instill understanding  
to children from an early age that learning science is fun and very beneficial to their lives. 

  Science learning activities are divided into the paper, experiments, and games 
1. Activities with paper, to teach children to understand the concept of science with various activities 
including: cutting, folding, and pasting paper, connect, classify, sort, and coloring. 
2. Experiments, intended to make children familiar with the concept of science is not only a theory but as 
children thought to express the question of what, why, and how so that children get their own answers 
through experimentation activities they do. 

3. Game intended to facilitate the understanding of concepts through a variety of fun games. 
to impact science learning will positively to the development of scientific attitude and child. Surely the 
five aspects of the development include: moral-religious, physical, cognitive, language, and socio 
emotion. Scientific attitude of a child involves, as expressed by Salandanan (2002:17-20) that, 

  Scientific attitudes is a way of thinking and reacting in an orderly, systematic and Methodical 
Manner. Commonly exhibited is an Analytic approach and a conscious effort to find clues or Evidences 
that may serve as instant guides in choosing a course of actions. Simple inquisitiveness can easily be 
Considered scientific as opposed to habitual, unaffected, easy acceptance of strange Happenings. An 
objective way of interpreting occurrences rather than a wiki way likewise reveals a scientific mind. The 
attributes of a scientific mind (critical-mindedness, persistence, creativity, responsibility, open-
mindedness, curiosity, Objectivity, humility)                                                               . 
 
  Means scientific attitude is a way of thinking and reacting in an orderly, systematic and 
methodical. Commonly exhibited an analytical approach and have a high curiosity to find clues or 
evidence that can serve as an instant guide in choosing a program of action or actions. Simple curiosity 
can be considered scientific as opposed to habit, is not affected, receptive and open to the strange 
happenings. How to interpret objective events rather than subjective manner and also revealed to the 
scientific mind; critical-thinking, perseverance, creativity, responsibility, open-mindedness, curiosity, 
objectivity, humility. By providing a stimulating science, will give children the opportunity to develop a 
scientific attitude. 

  So based on the above opinion, the science activities are activities of children in observing, 
classifying, communicating, measuring, predicting up to conclude the facts, objects events and 
phenomena in the environment through the five senses as a form of introduction to the concepts and the 
active involvement of children in activities that will positively affect aspects of child development and 
scientific attitude.  

 
3. Linkages between Technology and Science 

  Science is the basis of a technology. Impact on the advancement of science an technology 
advancement. Such opinions expressed Kumar (2000:11) that the conventional wisdom about the 
relationship between science and technology is represented as a tree. If the roots are watered, the science, 
the fruit, in the form of technology that will automatically grow. In this case the technology is the result 
of the application of science. Which is when the science is well developed, it will be manifested on the 
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technological advances that good anyway.                                                       . 
 

  Lowson further argues (2008:1) in view of the relationship between program hands-on science 
and technology (1) To relate science and technology to society and the environment, (2) To develop the 
skills, strategies, and habits of mind required for scientific inquiry and technological problem solving, (3) 
To understand the basic concepts of science and technology. This means that program hand-on science 
and technology that aims to link science and technology to society and the environment, (2) To develop 
the skills, strategies, and habits of mind required for scientific inquiry and problem solving in technology, 
(3) To understand the basic concepts of science and technology. 

  Gonzales (2005:10) He has 5 different models proposed for considerations, roommates take into 
account the views that have been more Influential in the relations between science and technology. In this 
he proposes 5 different models for consideration, in view of the relationship between science and 
technology. 

 
1. Technology is reducible to science (ie, ontologically technology depends on science), roommates 
means that either it is applied science or is an application of science                                                                 
. 
2. Science is reducible to technology (ie, science depends on technology ontologically) 'roommates can be 
seen as an instrumentalist position insofar as science Appears as an instrument to dominate nature trough 
technology (a view held by some Philosophies focused on praxis, such as different version of pragmatism, 
Marxism ... or even nihilism)                                                          . 
3. There is an identify of science and technology. This thesis is a way of understanding "techno science", 
but is so strong that even its supporters-mainly contructivitist -try to emphasize the identity in 
methodological terms-as a common process-rather than in ontological terms (as being the same entity) 
4. Science and technology are both ontologically and causally independent. It is a parallelist view: they 
move According to the same rhythm but without interaction                                                                  . 
5. There is an ontological independence between science and technology, but they are in a causal 
interaction. 

  This means that (1) can be reduced to a science technology (ie, depending on the ontological 
technology of science), which means that the technology is applied science or a science applications, (2) 
Science is relegated to technology (ie science depends on technology ontological ) 'which can be seen as 
an instrumentalist position as far as the instrument of science appear to dominate nature through 
technology (a view held by some philosophy focused on the practical, such as different versions of 
pragmatism, Marxism ... or even nihilism), (3) There identifying science and technology. This thesis is a 
way to understand the "techno science", but so powerful that even the supporters-especially 
contructivitist-try to emphasize the methodological identity in general terms-as a process-rather than in 
terms of ontological (as the same entity), (4) Science and technology independent both ontologically and 
causally or causation. This is the view parallelist: they move with the same rhythm but without 
interaction, (5) There is an ontological independence between science and technology, but they are in a 
causal interactions. 5 models of the relationship between science and technology to prove that they have a 
relationship and influence between each other. 
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  Powered by Kilmer & Hofman opinion Brewer argues in "Science as the more speci" knowledge 
about specific phenomena, the processes used to collect and evaluated information ... and as a recently 
added aspect, (technology when defined as) the application of science to problems of human adaptation to 
the environment. Science means specifically as "knowledge about a particular phenomenon, a process 
used to gather and evaluate information and a new aspect was added, (defined as current technology) the 
application of science to problems of human adaptation to the environment". In this case again touted the 
technology as the application of science. And science is the basis for the development of a technology. 

  So the relationship between science and technology have clearly illustrated the various opinions 
of various experts from the above, science and technology have a relation to one another. Science a 
positive impact on technology, nor is the container application science technology. With children too 
young to know the science means to know technology                                                                         . 
 
4. Early Childhood 

  Early Childhood is the young man who created God with all unique personalities, behavior, and 
appearance. Division called the age range of early childhood is children aged 0 to 8 years old. This 
statement is in line with Bredekamp: NAEYC in Deiner (2010:574) states "Developmentally Appropriate 
practice in early childhood programs serving children from birth through age 8". This means the DAP in 
early childhood programs serving children from birth through age 8 years. "In other words, children who 
are under 8 years of covering baby, toddler, toddlers, preschoolers and early school children referred to as 
early childhood                                                              . 
  But the Indonesian government split into baby's early childhood up to 6 years. It is listed in the 
Ministerial Regulation No.58 (2009:1) that "In the process, the public has shown concern for the 
problems of education, parenting, and early childhood protection for 0 to 6 years with various types of 
services in accordance with the conditions and capabilities of existing , both formal and non-formal. "In 
other words, the Indonesian government established that the said younger children in Indonesia are 
children aged 0 to 6 years include: infant, toddler, toddlers, and preschoolers. Supported                                      
by the opinion of the reviewing Sheridan range of early childhood through the stages of play. Sheridan 
(2002:2) states that "It provides a detailed description of children's play from birth to 6 years, Including 
an outline of elements of spontaneous play in roommates most engage children during the early years of 
their lives." Opinions above means that provide a detailed description of play that carried the children 
from birth to 6 years. Broadly speaking, the elements of spontaneity play, performed most of the children 
involved during the early years of their lives. That is Sheridan believes that the process of spontaneous 
play is felt only on infants to preschool children. For the early childhood learning for the right done 
playing. Same play activities provide a fun activity for children is one of them with science activities. 
  Associated with providing science activities for young children. According to Tim Doctorrabit 
(2005:3) states that science is the basis of various knowledge. Appropriate science learning will provide 
the ability to think conceptually and develop students' logic. Thus, it is important to instill understanding  
to children from an early age that learning science is fun and very beneficial to their lives. In other words, 
science is given to early childhood, is a fun activity for the benefit of those in the future. 

  Based on the above theory, it can be concluded that early childhood conceptual thinking skills 
and develop logic through stimulation in the form of a fun science activities. 
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C. Conclusion 

  Parents and teachers have an important role in introducing the technology in early childhood. 
Stimulated the introduction of this technology through science activities. science activities are activities 
children in observing, classifying, communicating, measuring, predicting up to conclude the facts, objects 
events and phenomena in the environment through the five senses to solve everyday problems. This is 
done as a form of introduction to the concepts and the active involvement of children in science activities 
that will positively affect aspects of child development and scientific attitude. Indirectly to make children 
happy and motivated in finding a technology, not only to the user only. Later in the future, these kids are 
going to make a big change in the world through technology he created. 
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Abstract 

The awareness in the diversity of using arts as a medium to infuse culturally responsive arts education classroom is on 
the rise. Despite gaining interests globally, it has yet to be introduced in Malaysian schools. This paper will use interactive 
multimedia as teaching tools and materials in enhancing culturally responsive pedagogical module. Using developmental 
research design, the study takes up samples consisting of sixty secondary school students of cross ethnicity and two arts 
education teachers. Findings from this study show that by ‘re-purposing’ the technology and by including teachers as co-
designers in the development of modules and teaching materials assist in creating cultural awareness and increases the knowledge 
regarding cultural diversity. Subsequently, the findings demonstrate that teachers are more culturally tolerant and students 
become more engaged in the learning process. There is yet to be any research performed in this area in the Malaysia setting. 
 
Keywords: culturally responsive pedagogy; traditional craft 

1.0 Introduction 
The aim of this research is to develop a Culturally Responsive Pedagogical Module for Visual Art 

Education at the secondary school level. A culturally responsive pedagogy is a teaching and learning approach 
developed based on the knowledge of culture, and extant experiences that student from multi-ethnic backgrounds 
possess, built upon references and the performance styles of these multiracial students so as to make the learning 
process more relevant and effective to them. Rasool and Curtis (2000) as well as Gollnick and Chinn (2009) 
conclude and assert that a culturally responsive pedagogical approach is an important fundamental component for a 
multicultural education. At the international level, research in the field of a culturally responsive pedagogical 
approach is not new. Although researches and critical writings on the approach of a culturally responsive pedagogy 
are many, they are more oriented toward theoretical analyses and researches in the field of language literacy and 
special education. 

Research into a culturally responsive pedagogical approach in arts education is still lacking and is in need 
of more in depth studies. Consequently, the lack of research references in the approach of a culturally responsive 
pedagogy in arts education at the global level as well as the lack of research at the local level has paved the way for 
the need to conduct a more comprehensive study in the field. Hence, these researchers feel that it is most appropriate 
for a study on the development of a culturally responsive Visual Art Education module at the secondary level be 
conducted in order to aid teachers to integrate and to implement a multicultural education in the teaching and 
learning practices at schools with the aim of enhancing students’ knowledge and awareness regarding the elements 
of art and culture inherited by each race that makes up the multiracial society in Malaysia. It is also hoped that with 
the existence of this culturally responsive pedagogical module for the Education of Visual Art at secondary level, 
there will be an improvement in students’ interest and academic achievements and that they will become more 
responsive towards their own culture and those of others. 
 
1.1 The Development of Interactive Multimedia Teaching Material 
  According to Norasiah Abdullah, Nor Risah Mat Zain and Rosnah Ahmad Zain (2009), education 
technology fulfils the role as a teaching aid material which constitutes an important component to teachers. 
Classroom activities require interesting and creative teaching materials in order to inspire students to learn. In 
developing the teaching aid materials for this culturally responsive pedagogical module for traditional craft in Visual 
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Art Education for secondary schools, these researchers have chosen to develop an interactive multimedia teaching 
material in the form of a Microsoft Power Point’ slide presentation so as to make the process of teaching to be more 
effective. 

These researchers used the ’Microsoft Power Point 2010’ software as the main authoring tool for the 
interactive multimedia teaching material. This software was chosen due to its advantage as being universal software 
that is easily accessible to all computer users. This software also has the capability to operate at multiple levels of 
usage consisting of multimedia authoring software, graphics software and animations as well as object-oriented 
programming that are uncomplicated and effective. 

 The choice of Microsoft Power Point 2010 software as the main authoring tool was also based on the 
suggestion of Koehler and Mishra (2005) in their research that encourages us to make use of existing technology or 
to ‘re-purpose the technology’. Bearing in mind this suggestion of Koehler and Mishra (2005), these researchers feel 
the usage of Microsoft Power Point 2010 software to develop the interactive multimedia teaching material for a 
culturally responsive pedagogical module for traditional craft in Visual Art Education for secondary schools  will 
enable teachers to be directly involved as co-designers in the improvement process whereby teachers may gain 
access to the interactive multimedia teaching material that has been developed and to allow them to add new 
information from time to time. This suggestion corresponds with the proposals presented by Brown and Duguid 
(2000) and Fischer and Giaccardi (2006). 
 
2.0 Background of the Research 

Multicultural education has long been an issue at the global level. Researches and critical writings in the 
field of multicultural education were first mooted after the break of the Second World War Banks (2010) elucidated 
that the outbreak of the Civil Rights Movement was responsible for the introduction of the Multicultural Education 
in the United States in the 1960s.  Among the better known researchers who are still actively pursuing the study and 
critical writing of multicultural education until today are Banks (1989), Nieto (1992), Banks and Banks (1993), and 
Grant and Sleeter (1993). To  date,  the research of multicultural education that broaches into the field of specific 
curriculum such as language and arts education is gaining momentum throughout the world that it produces new 
researchers such as Jacobs (2002), Hatton (2003), Glazier and Seo (2005), Anita Malhotra (2006), Bastos (2006), 
Gina Martin (2006), Graham (2009) and a host of others.  

In Malaysia, the study of multicultural education is also receiving more attention from academicians.  
However, a majority of the researches conducted are set towards theoretical analyses and general perspective either 
at the school level or at the level of institution of higher learning. These local researches include those conducted by 
Najeemah (2005:2008), Raihanah (2009a:2009b), Malakolunthu, Saedah and Rengasamy (2010), Malakolunthu 
(2011) as well as Abdul Razaq, Norhasni, Zalizan and Anisa (2011). In his research, Samsudin (2010) used comics 
as a teaching aid material in Malay language subject which saw the integration of a multicultural education element. 
Likewise with the research performed by Ahmad Ali, Zahara and Abdul Razaq (2010) pertaining to the effectiveness 
of a multicultural approach in the national integration of history subject.  Badrul Isa (2006)  had included to consider 
the issue of multicultural education within the the context of Visual Art education in Malaysia but once again, the 
consideration that he put forth was limited to theoretical analysis and general perspective only. These researchers 
feel that the time is ripe to venture into the need to focus and establish a research in the application of theory in P&P 
practices in schools. 

As such, the research in the development of a Culturally Responsive Pedagogical Module for Visual Art 
Education for secondary school is not only important but meets current requirements. This pedagogical module will 
provide the opportunity for a diversity of cultures to be exposed to students by improving and purifying the Visual 
Art Education curriculum. Through this culturally responsive teaching, teachers are able to teach Visual Art 
Education while incorporating elements of culture or art from the Indian or Chinese communities in a Malay 
handicraft lesson, for example. This way, students indirectly learn art in a comprehensive manner as it encompasses 
every race from the context of history, medium or motive employed by certain races. This classroom process may be 
able to inculcate sensitivity and tolerance among students of different backgrounds and cultures.  
 
3.0 Research Problem 

UNESCO (2010) advocates a school curriculum that is based on the principle of equality and to ensure that 
student’s combat discrimination and stereotyping involved in the development of multicultural education in a 
learning environment. Current researches in the field of multicultural education show that multicultural curriculum 
strategy that emphasizes a holistic approach encourages students to achieve better (Bank & Bank,2004; Pang, 2003). 
The research conducted by Najeemah (2005) showed that the practice of multicultural education among teachers in 
Malaysia is below the desirable level. The teachers involved in the research adduced four reasons for their lack in 
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practising multicultural education in schools. Firstly, teachers do not know or do not understand as to what 
constitutes a multicultural education.  Secondly, teachers lack the knowledge in applying the pedagogical approach 
relating to an effective multicultural education. Thirdly, teachers do not receive any encouragement to learn about a 
pedagogical approach that leads to multicultural education. Fourthly, teachers lack the awareness of their full 
responsibility as educators to prompt them to utilize a pedagogical approach relating to an effective multicultural 
education. The research carried out by Abdul Razaq, Norhasni, Zalizan and Anisa (2011) also suggested that the 
Ministry of Education Malaysia (PKM) seeks a mechanism to improve on the degree of acceptance toward the issue 
of diversity in schools among teachers in order to ensure that the quality of education is one that is free from any 
form of prejudice toward any race in Malaysia. Malakolunthu (2011) is of the opinion that to successfully 
implement and achieve the aim of an effective multicultural education, emphasis should be placed on several critical 
actions which include the aspect of developing the professional teacher, the development of the curriculum 
framework, the pedagogy strategy, teaching materials and textbooks as well as the evaluation process. 

It is evident here that we need to introduce a multicultural responsive pedagogical approach system that 
provides more room to the element of knowledge and awareness of the diversity of culture to assist teachers in the 
matter. In addition, this module will create the opportunity for the sharing of knowledge to students for them to 
become more sensitive to the practice of culture of the society around them. This is in tandem with what was 
proposed by Mitchell (2009) who suggested that specific exercises will help teachers to generate understanding 
regarding the diversity of culture in the minds of students. Subsequently, students need to be exposed not only to the 
recognition of various cultures, but also to look for similarities that exist in their respective diverse cultures. This 
will prevent them from being culture-illiterate or turning into an ethno-centric group. One of the aspects that need to 
be given attention to is the art that the multiracial society in Malaysia possesses and which is shaped through the 
practice of their culture. Gina Martin (2006) stressed that art plays a major role in a multicultural education as it 
inherently exists in the context of any culture. Hence, it is imperative for the young generation to have an awareness 
of the cultures of Malaysian society with a high degree of aesthetic value, as well as to possess imaginative, critical, 
innovative and creative minds. Art can be one of the ways or tools to build and strengthen a harmonious and 
integrated society that is culturally responsive.  

There are constraints from the aspect of reference materials such as books and articles that touch on the 
culture of Malaysian society particularly on other than the Malay society like the Chinese, Indian and Indigenous 
groups as well as the various tribes from Sabah and Sarawak with regard to their culture and heritage arts have 
resulted in the lack of knowledge and awareness of their customs. This makes learning and understanding the 
essence of these groups’ customs and community arts difficult for every strata of society.  It is possible that these 
materials are written in that particular society’s languages like the Chinese or Indian language and that these 
materials are not published for public reference. It is of utmost importance for all of us to own these reference 
materials on the subject matter of customs and community arts for the sake of teaching and learning especially for 
the young generation in order to empower them with knowledge about their own community and others so that they 
will not be counted as a generation that is ignorant of their own culture as stated by Moncrief (2007) whereby this 
condition may give rise to certain segment of society to be ‘blind’ to the effects of culture when there exists a 
dominant culture in a society as what happened to the dominant Euro-Americans. 
 
4.0 Research Objective 

The aim of this research is to explore the experiences of teachers during the conduct of a culturally 
responsive pedagogical module for Visual Art Education for secondary schools and to apply the multimedia 
interactive teaching aid material that has been developed.  
 
 
5.0 Methodology  

This research applies the Design and Development of Research approach (Richey & Klein, 2007) that 
focuses on the processes of developing a Culturally Responsive Pedagogical Module through the subject of Visual 
Art Education at secondary schools. In line with the research aim, this research has three phases that contain specific 
procedures following the sequences outlined in the ADDIE Model. Phase 1: (Analysis), Phase 2 (Design and 
Development Process) and phase 3 (Implementation and Evaluation Process).  Every procedure differs according to 
its specific phase in the development of the module. For the purpose of this presentation, these researches will 
discuss the research findings for Phase 3: (Implementation and Evaluation). 
 
5.1 Interview 
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  To identify the benefits and effectiveness as well as the weaknesses of the module, in addition to 
understanding the experience of the teachers conducting the teaching and learning process by using the Culturally 
Responsive Pedagogical Module for Traditional Craft in Visual Art Education for secondary schools and the 
interactive multimedia teaching material that has been developed for improvement purposes, these researchers have 
elected to use interview as the approach for the research. For the purpose of accumulating data, researchers will 
carry out an in-depth interview on teachers who use the pedagogical module that thus has been developed. The 
rationale behind the choice of interview as the approach for the research by taking into account several aspects and 
characteristics of qualitative research as stated by McMillan (2008) and Creswell (2009). 
 
5.2 Research Participants 
 Research participants for Phase 3: Implementation and Evaluation will be selected using the Purposive 
Sampling approach in view of the fact that the research participants are teachers and students who are undergoing 
the process of teaching and learning applying the culturally responsive pedagogical module for Visual Art Education 
in secondary schools and the interactive multimedia teaching material. In this research, the participants chosen were 
two experienced teachers of Visual Art Education subject in a national secondary school. The selection of research 
participants were also motivated by several factors which include: 
 

i. Background of the subject taught 
ii. Teachers’ experience in teaching PSV subject 

iii. Teachers’ experience in using a culturally responsive pedagogical module for Visual Art Education in 
Secondary schools. 

 
5.3 Data Analysis 

For Phase 3: Implementation and Evaluation, narrative analysis was be used for data obtained from 
interview sessions conducted on two teachers who taught using the module and the interactive multimedia teaching 
material.  
 
6.0 Findings 

 
Views and experience of teachers toward the culturally responsive pedagogical module for traditional craft in 
Visual Art Education for secondary schools and the presentation of the interactive multimedia teaching 
material. 
 
 The research findings discussed in this section was based on the analysis of the interview transcription 
conducted on both the Visual Art Education teachers chosen through the purposive sampling approach whereby 
these Visual Art Education teachers were involved in the teaching of the culturally responsive pedagogical module 
for traditional craft in Visual Art Education for secondary schools developed by researchers. For a more in-depth 
discussion regarding the teachers’ perception on the culturally responsive pedagogical module for traditional craft in 
Visual Art Education for secondary schools that has been developed, researchers will make the analysis based on the 
following themes: 
 

x New experience and knowledge 
x High potential for module to be integrated in the current curriculum  
x New pedagogical approach that is responsive to the current multicultural education Visual Art Education 

 
a. New experience and knowledge 
 Overall, both teachers gave highly positive responses regarding their experience in handling a culturally 
responsive pedagogical module for traditional craft in Visual Art Education for secondary schools and the 
presentation of the interactive multimedia teaching material. This is evident from what was stated by one of the 
teachers: 
 
Cikgu Adi stated that:  

As for me puan …so enjoyable lah …..my experience aaa…..  teaching the module is a new experience 
because the subject aaaa…….I have never taught this subject before except tekat. Aaaa I mean those 
Chinese and Indian craft activities that I myself had not learned before this ….. If like ah…… observe what 
is Indian embroidery …..aaaa…… and that lantern, never before whether at school during practicum a long 
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time ago or in the art and art design programs at the Education Faculty before .... as for me …..aaaaa…….. 
(L31-37:Respondent 1:22 Oct 2012) 

 
He added: 

even as a teacher I myself was excited…..when teaching this module I myself had fun learning how to 
make a lantern with Indian embroidery .... further ... I learned many new facts like its history ....to me, 
when there is a module like this teachers will automatically become more responsive and aware of the 
cultures among students ……(L171-175:Respondent 1:22 Oct 2012) 

 
Further, Cikgu Raiha said: 

even for me myself ...... more homework on Chinese and Indian cultures before teaching this module ... 
afraid that students will not understand ... so I myself must be fully familiar with the craft to be taught ..... 
then I realized ..... actually there are much that we do not know about the customs of other  people or races 
... so, as teachers ... we should learn more about crafts ... other races’ culture ... because we are ignorant of 
all these ....I think we can become closer with our students ..... that sounds fun ..... when we can share with 
our students ... I noticed when I talked about the crafts of other races .... students become more comfortable 
to interact with me .... as if they are not shy or intimidated by us ... it gives them the impression that we are 
more sensitive and concerned about their culture .. not just the culture of the Malays only ….(L176-
187:Respondentt 2:22 Oct 2012) 

 
b. High potential of module to be integrated into the current curriculum 

Both teachers asserted that this culturally responsive pedagogical module for traditonal craft in Visual Art 
Education for secondary schools that has been developed is extremely suitable to be integrated into the Visual Art 
Education curriculum since the existing curriculum only emphasizes on the crafts of the Malays only. Below are the 
statements from both teachers: 
 
Cikgu Adi stated that:  

it is a good approach because it exposes urm what do you call it ... the diversity of culture of the Malaysian 
Malay, Chinese and Indian and also the Bumiputra to be learned together in the context of the given 
module lah ... aaaa….further ….. actually students also don’t know about the crafts of other races….lah 
(L37-42:Respondentt 1:22 Oct 2012) 

 
Further, Cikgu Raiha stated: 

my opinion ah…… like this ah……..this Culturally Responsive Craft module is actually very suitable for 
schools because we know even in schools there are a diversity of Malay Chinese Indian cultures 
so..aaaaa……. mostly if we look at the art education syllabus um……. much is emphasized on the Malay 
traditional craft all like us um…… like this module there is tekat um……. and then handicrafts ah…… 
Chines Indian so from there we ah….. indirectly learn ah….. very ah……. interesting ah…….. the 
activities are very interesting lah. I think puan ... it is time ... our psv .aaa…..has ….new things like this 
module …..then only students become more interested to learn (L44-53:Respondent 2:22 Oct 2012) 

 
She added: 

This module is very suitable for PSV curriculum ….. in my opinion we and Malaysia have diverse cultures 
... they will learn the cultural crafts of every ethnicity la …...(L390-392:Respondent 2:22 Oct 2012) 

 
 
c. New pedagogical approach that is responsive to multicultural education  

Both teachers opined that this culturally responsive pedagogical module for traditional craft in Visual Art 
Education for secondary schools that has been developed is a novel teaching approach that can assist teachers in the 
integration of the elements of multicultural education over the existing curriculum in tandem with the aspiration of 
1Malaysia. According to them: 
 
Cikgu Raiha stated:  

this module is timely .... aren’t we now embracing the concept of 1Malaysia….. by right all these students 
have already learned or we must expose about the traditional craft of all races ….. (L145-148:Respondent 
2:22 Oct 2012) 
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Cikgu Adi explained: 

As a teacher I myself was excited..... when teaching this module I myself had fun learning how to make a 
lantern using Indian embroidery ... furthermore .... I learn many new facts, for example its history.... to me 
when there is a module like this teachers will automatically be more responsive and sensitive to the cultures 
that exist among the students ….(L171-175:Respondent 1:22 Oct 2012) 

 
Cikgu Adi added: 

The learning outcome from this module is effective on the students because.... now there is the 1Malaysia 
concept it’s like we are strengthening that concept of 1Malaysia lah. Meaning the education transformation 
happens indirectly ….., based on culture….. I totally agree if this module can be integrated into the existing 
PSV curriculum today .... Really ….this culturally responsive modue is ......one……product-based teaching 
and learning process that is considered  ... this is really a culture ….(L354-360:Respondent 1:22 Oct 2012) 

 
The strengths and advantages of a culturally responsive pedagogical module for traditional craft in Visual 
Art Education for secondary schools and the presentation of the interactive multimedia teaching material. 
  

To discuss the research findings in this section obtained from the analysis of the interview transcriptions 
conducted on both the Visual Art Education teachers who were involved as the teaching staff in the culturally 
responsive pedagogical module for traditional craft in Visual Art Education for secondary schools that the 
researchers developed, the researchers will make a thorough analysis based on three themes which are; improves 
two-way communication, effective tools and teaching aid materials enhance IT skills, module has high potential to 
be integrated into current curriculum. 

 
a. Improves two-way communication. 
 Both the Visual Art Education teachers who conducted the teaching and learning process based on the 
module developed by the researchers agreed that a culturally responsive pedagogical module of traditional craft in 
Visual Art Education for secondary schools have the features for an effective communication and two-way 
interaction. 
  
Explained Cikgu Raiha: 

…..interactions do exist ... and to me indirectly when teachers are supplied with a module complete with an 
interactive multimedia teaching aid material like this …..(L124-126:Respondent 2:22 Oct 2012) 

 
Cikgu Adi added: 

In terms of two-way communication and interactions between teachers and students, it is obvious that they 
exist …..because the students gave such positive responses during P&P….many asked all kinds of 
questions ... when I gave the students chance to give more comments ... they would comment .... some 
commented about motives, …aaaa….colour … all kinds lah …..(L130-133:Respondent 1:22 Oct 2012) 
 

b. Effective tools and teaching aid material enhance IT skills 
 Based on the analysis of the interview with both Visual Art Education teachers who used the module 
developed by the researchers, on a very positive note they stated that the tools and teaching aid material provided 
together with the module are highly effective and their IT skills improved after using the culturally responsive 
pedagogical module for traditonal craft in Visual Art Education for secondary schools. 
 
Cikgu Adi stressed that:  

one thing that I think is good when using this module …ar….Because the approach is by way of 
multimedia and it is student-centered and teacher-centered  means students can give their attention from the 
attraction of its audio, music, videa and visual and as the likes. So students could get attracted ……could 
get attracted by what was presented by the multimedia. From another angle, maybe ..... maybe ah ... to the 
teacher handling the module will find it easy to use the multimedia. Just click it ……. information comes 
out…..I really like a multimedia presentation that only used power point because it is easy to use as I think 
everybody already has the basic …..to me, it is easy to add any new information ….no need for teachers to 
take the trouble to learn a new software …not like there is a courseware that is not user friendly …like 
using a director ....aaaaa.... or flash….because not all computers have those and …sometimes it is too 
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heavy….cannot even support it …. in the end, teachers are reluctant to use it …....(L100-113:Respondent 
1:22 Oct 2012) 

 
Cikgu Raiha stated: 

that is true …. when there are tools and teaching aid material as complete as this module then I think it is 
no longer difficult to teach ….Because we know nowadays technology ah…..is widely used in schools but 
not all schools ……. so from the aspect of multimedia technology it attracts students to learn because if we 
are used to anything, chalk and board so it is rather effective for students to learn from whiteboards. So 
multimedia is even  more attractive to students …..(L114-119:Respondent 2:22 Oct 2012) 

She added: 
Teachers can also enhance their ICT skills ….because of the interactive multimedia teaching aid 
material…. this can be improved by teachers …in case they have new materials ….…..(L127-
129:Respondent 2:22 Oct 2012) 

 
Cikgu Adi also commented on the tools and teaching aid material found in the module:  

The use of all those teaching materials was very helpful lah ….haaa…..(laugh)…. plenty of object-based 
learning material there …… to make P&P more interesting and effective …aaaa… because students can 
touch can see …aaaaa…….. can feel. (L330-333:Respondent 1:22 Oct 2012) 

 
He added: 

Actually ABM – teaching aid tool like …this OBL…… only one but it can be used in many classes. 
Meaning it’s not burdensome and they can make a collection for teaching. (L331-338:Respondent 1:22 Oct 
2012) 

 
Cikgu Raiha’s reaction : 

Furthermore……. that powerpoint is already in the module set ….. teachers only need to add information if 
necessary……the OBL …. by right the school needs allocation ….. as teaching material and tool …..let it 
be a collection in the art room….all art teachers can share them ……like what Adi said….(L334-
338:Respondent 2:22 Oct 2012) 

Cikgu Adi added more: 
So, when there is a module like this it facilitates teachers to …..what’s that, teaching material lah …..so 
…..we need to guide properly lah….because all information is already in the module we only need to 
deliver the lesson ….(L369-371:Respondent 1:22 Oct 2012) 

 
7.0 Conclusion 

Results in this study prove that teaching tools and materials used in the Culturally Responsive Traditional 
Crafts Pedagogical Module for Visual Art Education  at the secondary school level is very effective and succeeds in 
increasing the teachers’ IT knowledge and skills. Additionally, the findings corroborate with the findings by 
Kampouropoulou, Fokiali, Athanasjadis and Stefos (2011) that multimedia technology is very supportive in the 
production of an art piece among school students. Moreover, the results give light that the Culturally Responsive 
Traditional Crafts Pedagogical Module for Visual Art Education improves teachers’ level of dedication and 
responsiveness. Subsequently, the module used in this study is timely and corresponds to the claims highlighted by 
teachers in Najeemah (2005) and Malakolunthu et. al. (2010) on matters such as teachers must be equipped with 
relevant sources, trainings, and exposures to culturally responsive teaching. 

The Malaysia Ministry of Education is able to provide teachers with the knowledge, preparation and 
exposures needed for art teachers in the form of training in service (LADAP) to empower teachers who are 
culturally responsive. Therefore, findings from this research also prove that in developing the application of 
interactive multimedia the Department of Education Technology needs to raise the awareness for teachers to utilize 
‘repurposing the technology’ technique as suggested by Koehler and Mishra (2005) based on knowledge, skills and 
aptitude of the teachers without overloading them with the current teaching loads. 

The results also prove that the Culturally Responsive Traditional Crafts Pedagogical Module for Visual Art 
Education improves teachers IT skills and accelerates teaching and learning. It is also encouraged that teachers to be 
given encouragement and be permitted to be co-designers in developing and reconstructing the module and 
designing teaching materials. Teachers may contribute in designing the presentation of interactive multimedia in 
which they will have access to information and upgrade the materials which they co-designed aligned  
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With the findings and suggestions listed above, it proves that teachers are more dedicated in performing 
their duties and are more culturally responsive through co-designing. Subsequently, they improve in developing 
their Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPCK) as proposed by Koehler and Mishra (2005). Based on 
the study, experiences through workshops and courses are not effective in instilling and developing in depth 
understanding to assist teachers to use new technology in performing their jobs. 
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Abstract 

There is great importance of accounting lessons on the professional careers of students that studied economics at 
universities. Most of the lessons includes theme of accounting, finance, tax, and law. In this context, the success or 
failure of students in accounting lessons affect both the students’ professional careers and undergraduate education 
period. 

The success and the failure of the students at accounting lessons depend on several factors. As an example of 
these factors, educator factor: the ability of imparting the theoretic information to the practical, physical feasibility: 
the laboratories besides classes, etude, working, and counseling services etc.  

This study, at the first part, has a sample of two similar universities. Accordingly, this study aims to assert a 
comparison of the students which studies at similar cities, universities, and departments, failure or success of 
accounting lessons. 

At the second part of the study, a model have been suggested which has prevented the factors that causes the 
failure of accounting lessons. On the other hand, the model also have been mentioned that success should be an 
organizational culture which has based on the life-long education. 
 

Keywords:  Accounting Education, Entrepreneurs, Accounting Information System 
 

1. Introduction  

Knowledge, which is one of the most important capital factor in today’s competitive environment, should be 
exact, proper for need, understandable, significant, reliable, objective, right, comparable and presented in time 
during the decision process for current and future.  

Accounting, which is assistant function of business, provides financial and non-financial information that 
management needs to take routine and strategic decision (AAA169, 2013). It also helps current and potential 
investors to or not to invest with financial data (AICPA170, 2013). To advance accounting effectively and efficiently 
while it stands those important functions in the business, accounting education that combines theory and practice is 
needed.  

Uçma and Beycan (2009) define accounting education as “inform students about determining, gathering, 
measuring, processing, saving, checking validity of information that is useful for business decisions, summarizing as 
reports in an easily understand way, using the result of examination of information and develop skills to use that 
information.” According to AICPA (2013), the objective of accounting education is to give high-level of accounting 
education for preparing students to the business and make them graduate. While concept and objective is examined 
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in this respect, it is understood that the harmony of theory and practice is significant for effective and efficient 
DFFRXQWLQJ�HGXFDWLRQ��.RUXNR÷OX��������RUJDQL]H�WKH�REMHFWLYHV�RI�DFFRXQWLQJ�HGXFDWLRQ�DV�IROORZV� 

x To constitute business record system in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, 
x To reach business goals rapidly and effectively by educate people toward basic concepts of accounting, 
x To create and develop accounting standards,  
x To teach accounting applications and reporting techniques, to transfer right and reliable information to the 

management, 
x To enhance knowledge and skill of accounting, to raise the quality of personnel,  
x To follow current developments and changes related to accounting applications,  
x To represent technological developments into the accounting applications,  
x To inform personnel about legal regulations by following changes and developments, 
x To follow developments on managerial accounting section,  
x To minimize errors and raise productivity, 
x To educate beginners, to provide an understanding at working personnel about what the company’s 

structure and conditions of accounting system,  
x To provide communication and coordination among branches by informing other executives (technical staff 

etc.) about accounting  
x To provide teaching professional ethics codes oriented at application.  

The objective and significance of this study arise at this point. Faculty of Economics and Administrative Science 
students’ qualified accounting education is an important factor for students’ both university and professional life’s 
success or failure. Hence, a model is going to be constituted.   

2. Literature Review  

In this section, results gained from academic studies about accounting education will be reviewed and presented. 
6D\ÕQ��<H÷LQER\�DQG�7HNW�IHNoL��������PDNH�D�UHVHDUFK�DERXW�HYDOXDWLRQ�DQG�PHDVXUHPHQW�RI�HIIHFWLYHQHVV�RI�

accounting and finance education for students from Faculties of Economics and Administrative Science. It is 
revealed from the study that students should be informed about qualities, opportunities and process of accounting 
profession, training opportunities should be created for students during their university education because of the fact 
that accounting education comprise of both theoretical knowledge and implementation and, financial means should 
be enhanced in order to prevent the negative effect of crowded classroom. 

Nouri and Shaid (2008) examine students’ learning and attitudes to Powerpoint presentations’ effect, while 
Green, Reinstein and Mc Williams (2000) research the performance differences between students have education 
with conventional teaching methods and students have education with computer supported education methods. It is 
founded that information technologies supported learning methods different from conventional increase the learning 
efficiency at accounting education. Usage of information technologies also provides combining theory and practice 
by using more visual image and having effective time management. 

Özcan, Ünal and Helhel (2009) state that female students are more satisfied about accounting program rather than 
male students and female students think that accounting program enables students to find better jobs at the study 
with title of “The Relationship Between The Gender and Formation of Accounting Program Students and Their 
Attitudes Towards Accounting Careers.” 

Harwood (1999) investigate classroom assessment techniques (CAT) in accounting education in his study. 
Differences occurred on student’s learning feature while teacher uses one CAT or more than one CATs is observed 
in the study. In consequence of this study, it is reached that evaluation of student’s success or failure with single 
criteria creates scarce and wrong results, hence it should be evaluated with multiple criteria.  

Çelenk, Atmaca and Horasan (2010) who make a research about assessment of students’ perspective toward 
accounting profession examine the impact of teacher factor on students’ tendency to accounting profession. It is 
found that teacher factor is effective on choosing accounting profession. Study also states that high rate of job 
placement in accounting profession is an important factor for students to choose accounting profession and students 
who follow developments at accounting profession are being more satisfied with accounting profession.  

Kealey, Holland and Watson (2005) examined that whether critical perspective to accounting principles have 
impact on students’ performance. As a result of the study, it is reached that basic accounting principles need to have 
critical thinking feature. 
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Demir and Çam (2006) reached that insufficient use of accounting application during accounting education and 
ignorance of student’s satisfaction are the reason of failure at the study where they examine negative factors that 
affect accounting department students during accounting education. The other findings of their study are as follows; 

x Students want to work accounting related departments, 
x While students are pleased to study at accounting department, their tendency to choose accounting 

department again is low,  
x Lack of interest of students to the profession and again lack of future goals are important factors that affect 

success.  
Chiang (2008) investigate the impact of teachers’ use of case studies on student performance which are 

performed from real accounting professionals at managerial accounting courses.  Collecting, saving and reporting of 
financial transactions’ documents are not only routine operations, but also acquired information is historical fact. 
Managerial accounting is in use to make future oriented decisions. In this respect, it is reached that in addition to 
historical facts, transferring and analyzing real cases to managerial accounting to minimize risks and uncertainties 
raise students develop a lifelong learning philosophy and have a mission.  

Gençtürk (2007) aimed to measure vocational school students’ success at accounting-finance lectures in 
comparison with their high school graduation and education style. He stated that students who took accounting and 
finance lesson at high school level are more successful at general accounting lectures.  

Baker and Logan (2006) investigate in-class activities at learning methods. The study revealed that besides 
conventional learning, in-class activities where students participate actively increase students’ learning efficiency 
and adopted as a professional role. It is reached that these cases provide students’ exploration of his/her own skills, 
increasing and adoption of his/her interest about accounting profession.  

Bekçi, Titiz and Ömürbek (2006) stated that students consider that they can use software programs which they 
learn during the accounting lectures in different areas. Another significant finding is the fact that while the computer 
laboratory is open for student use after lectures increase the students’ success. In this research, they suggest making 
computerized accounting course compulsory lessons in faculties and vocational schools as computerized accounting 
courses provide implementation of accounting knowledge and gain to use this knowledge after school.  

When studies about teaching methods investigated, it is seen that Bashir (2000) study open learning, Bremser and 
White (2000) deal with learning by trying, Nikolai (2006) research active learning and Norman et al. (2004) explain 
learning with collaboration.  

2WOX��'XUPXú�DQG�6RODN��������PHQWLRQ�YRFDWLRQDO�VFKRROV¶�PLVVLRQ�RI�HGXFDWLQJ�LQWHUPHGLDWH�VWDII��7KH\�VWDWHG�
that bringing new responsibilities to accounting executives in parallel with new developments that new Turkish 
Trade Act brings. Another highlighted point is with these new responsibilities, there will inevitable work load. With 
this respect, the study suggests to close accounting and tax departments of vocational schools and constitute faculty 
departments.   

3. Research 

x 3.1. Extent and Method 

The H[WHQW�RI� WKH� VWXG\� LV� VWXGHQWV� IURP�$NVDUD\�8QLYHUVLW\� �$68�� LOH�.DUDPDQR÷OX�0HKPHWEH\�8QLYHUVLW\¶V�
(KMU) faculty of economics and administrative sciences. There are Business Administration, Economics and Public 
Administration departments at related faculties.  

Constraints of the study are as follows; 
x Since there is not sufficient accounting education in Public Administration departments, students from this 

department exempt from the research. 
x Due to the fact that there are no third and fourth year students at ASU Economics department, students 

from this department exempt from the research. Same restriction is made for KMU Economics 
department to be able to make comparative analysis. 

x Research conducted on Business Administration department third and fourth year students since it is 
considered that they had sufficient accounting education. 

The data of the research is collected from ASU and KMU Business Administration students. Total 3rd and 4th year 
students of ASU, Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences, Business Administration department is 465 
and 147 of them respond the survey. Likewise, Total 3rd and 4th year students of KMU, Faculty of Economics and 
Administrative Sciences, Business Administration department is 600 and 197 of them respond the survey. Total 3rd 
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and 4th year students of both universities are 1.065 and 344 of them participate the study. 5-point Likert scale was 
used during the developing statements and data is analyzed with SPSS 20 software program. In the beginning, it is 
thought that comparative analysis would be meaningful between two university students. However, there were no 
significant result found after conducting comparative analysis, that is why analysis is made after colliding two 
datasets from two different universities. Reliability analysis has been made by Cronbach Alpha method and the 
coefficient is seen on the table below.  

Table-1 Reliability Coefficient 
Number of Survey 344 Number of Statement 38 Alpha Coefficient 0.736 

When all statements added to analysis, reliability coefficient is found 0.736. The value of coefficient shows that 
reliability of the survey is at desired level.  

x 3.2. Objective 

The objective of the research is to create a model by presenting the factors influencing ASU and KMU students’ 
success or failure on accounting education  

x 3.3. Findings and Analysis 

Total number of respondents is 344 and 147 of them are male students and 197 of them are female students. 
Demographic data of respondents is given at Table 2. 

Table-2 Demographic Findings of the Respondents 
 Frequency Percentage (%) 
Gender   
Male 147 42.7 
Female 197 57.3 
Age   
17-20 8 2.3 
21-24 303 88.1 
25-30 28 8.1 
31 and more 5 1.5 
Type of Graduated High School   
Trade Vocational High School 56 16.2 
Vocational High School 48 14 
Science High School 26 7.6 
High Schools gives Social Sciences Education 214 62.2 
The Reason of Choosing The Faculty   
Professional Career  96 27.9 
Legal Obligation 41 11.9 
Family Related Choices 30 8.7 
Personal Choices  177 51.5 
Intended Area of Profession    
Banking and Finance 104 31 
Public Accountant 27 8.1 
Self-Employment 14 4.2 
Public Sector 138 41.2 
Marketing  18 5.4 
Entrepreneurship 28 8.4 
Others 15 4.3 

The most salient demographic finding according to Table 2 is 62,2% of respondents (n=214)  are graduated from 
High Schools gives Social Sciences Education, 16,2% of them(n=56)  from Trade Vocational High School, 14% of 
them (n=48) from vocational high school and 7,6% of them (n=26) from Science High School. 
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When Table-3 is examined, it is seen that accounting lectures improve students’ analytic thinking skills, as a 
result of that they can have a critical perspective; it provides students to have social responsibility; it gives perpetual 
learning skill and students are able to use this in their daily lives; finally it also provides the skill of analyzing 
professional theory and practice together. 

According to Table-4, students consider Corporate Accounting, General Accounting, Cost Accounting and 
Inventory Balance Sheet lessons are efficient. It could be said that since students take general accounting lesson 
efficiently and effectively, they have a solid background of accounting and that is why they will not struggle so 
much on other accounting lessons.  

According to Table-5, the main reason of lesson productivity is lecturer’s effective and productive teaching and 
second reason is students’ personal knowledge, interest and skill. It is seen from the table that another important 
factor that is effective on accounting lessons’ productivity is supporting theoretical education with practice. With 
this respect, it is hard to say physical facilities of school have impact on accounting lessons’ productivity.  

When Table-6 is examined, it is seen that students learn when they study by themselves and while lecturer is 
giving. Thus, it might the stated that students less adopt collaborative and interactive learning techniques.  

Table-3 Frequency, Percentage, Mean and Standard Deviation Values of the Impact of Accounting Lectures on Career and Personality 

The Impact Of Accounting Lectures On Career And Personality  

Certainly 
Important-  
Important 

Neutral 
Certainly 

Unimportant- 
Unimportant 

n:344 

f % f % f %  s 
It revealed my leading skill. 159 46.2 89 25.9 96 28 2.85 1.131 
I had the skill of analyzing professional theory and practice together.  210 61.1 68 19.8 66 19.2 2.51 1.559 
It provided that I have social responsibility.  216 62.8 58 16.9 70 20.3 2.41 1.152 
It improved my analytic thinking skill. 229 66.5 66 19.2 49 14.2 2.29 1.084 
I had perpetual learning understanding.  190 55.2 97 28.2 57 16.6 2.48 1.093 

Table-4 Frequency, Percentage, Mean and Standard Deviation Values of Productivity Level of Accounting Lessons 

Productivity Level Of Accounting Lessons  

Certainly 
Important-  
Important 

Neutral 
Certainly 

Unimportant- 
Unimportant 

n:344 

f % f % f %  s 
General Accounting I-II 234 68 20 5.8 70 26.2 2.44 1.232 
Inventory Balance Sheet 204 59.3 31 9 109 31.7 2.66 1.220 
Corporate Accounting 270 78.4 26 7.6 48 13.9 2.05 1.121 
Cost Accounting I-II 232 67.4 44 12.8 68 19.8 2.22 1.261 
Computerized Accounting 85 24.7 173 50.3 86 25 3.03 1,098 
Managerial Accounting 86 25 195 56.7 63 18.3 2.97 0.979 
Accounting Audition  70 20.3 213 61.9 61 17.7 3 0.905 
Financial Statement Analysis 112 32.5 179 52 53 15.4 2.76 1.044 

Table-5 Frequency, Percentage, Mean and Standard Deviation Values of Factors that Effective on Accounting Lessons’ Productivity 

Factors That Effective On Accounting Lessons’ Productivity  

Certainly 
Important-  
Important 

Neutral 
Certainly 

Unimportant- 
Unimportant 

n:344 

f % f % f %  s 
My personal knowledge, interest and skill 249 72.3 48 141 47 13.6 2.17 1.030 
High rate of general success level of the class  132 38.4 84 24.4 106 37.2 3.02 1.097 
Lecturer’s effective and productive teaching  273 79.3 36 10.5 35 10.2 1.90 1.998 
Physical facilities of school (Library, internet connection, etc.) 123 35.7 65 18.9 156 45.4 3.15 1.288 
Supporting theoretical education with practice  186 54 60 17.4 98 28.4 2.61 1.389 

Table-6 Frequency, Percentage, Mean and Standard Deviation Values of Students’ Learning Techniques of Accounting Lessons 

Students’ Learning Techniques Of Accounting Lessons 

Certainly 
Important-  
Important 

Neutral 
Certainly 

Unimportant- 
Unimportant 

n:344 

f % f % f %  s 
I learn the lesson while lecturer is giving.  281 81.6 37 10.8 26 7.5 1.82 1.064 
I learn when I study by myself.  304 88.4 25 7.3 15 4.4 1.80 0.811 
I learn when a friend of mine tells me. 217 63 56 16.3 71 20.6 2.48 1.153 
I learn when I study with a group of my friends.  180 52.4 57 16.6 107 21.1 2.76 1.302 
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When Table-7 is examined, it is seen that respondents mostly choose “neutral” and “unimportant” answers for 
reasons of failure statements. Thus, it might be stated that students influenced from all the reasons but they are 
indecisive about which factor affect them most. As is seen from Table-7, first five reason of failures according to 
students are; “It is because of lack of my previous learning”, “It is because examination system and difficulty of 
questions”, “I struggle to understand the content of the course”, “It is because lecturer can’t have my attention to the 
lesson” and “It is because of inappropriate teaching methods”.  

  It has been asked to respondents that if their expectations for education have been met or not. Group means were 
compared in order to check if respondents’ answers have an impact on students’ career and personality. Hypothesis 
according to these factors are as follows; 

H0= There is no significant difference between students that their expectations have been met and those haven’t 
been met.  

H1= There is significant difference between students that their expectations have been met and those haven’t been 
met.  

Hypothesis are analyzed with Independent samples t Test.   
Table-8 t Test Result in Terms of Level of Meeting Expectations (p*< 0.05) 

Meeting Expectations n Mean Standart Deviation t df p* 

Yes 139 2.3065 0.67343 -4.610 298 0.000 
No 161 2.7503 0.94685    

According to Table-8 values, the mean of students that their expectations have been met is 2.3065 and the mean 
of students that their expectations haven’t been met is 2.7503. The mean of students that their expectations haven’t 
been met is higher. The difference between the groups seems to be meaningful.  

To measure perception levels of students’ reasons of failure, 3 (neutral) value is accepted as reference. This value 
is also midpoint of 5-point Liker scale. The reason to use the reference values as 3 (neutral) is to measure whether 
students have idea about their success and failure reason. Hypothesis according to these factors are as follows; 

H2= The average of perception levels of students’ reasons of failure is 3 (neutral).  
H3= The average of perception levels of students’ reasons of failure is not 3 (neutral). 
The results of one sample t Test is as follows. 

Table-9 t Test Results in Terms of Perception Levels of Students’ Reasons of Failure 
Test Value=3 t df Sig.(2-tailed) 
The average reasons of failure statements  -0.159 343 0.874 

When Table-9 is examined, due to the fact that Sig. (2 tailed) value is P< 0.05 H3 is declined and H2 is accepted. 
According to this result, it is seen that students do not have any idea why they have failure on accounting lessons.  

Table-7 Frequency, Percentage, Mean and Standard Deviation Values of Students’ Reasons of Failure 

Students’ Reasons Of Failure 

Certainly 
Important-  
Important 

Neutral 
Certainly 

Unimportant- 
Unimportant 

n:344 

f % f % f %  s 
It is because I don’t like the lecturer.  124 36 62 18 158 46 3.14 1.370 
It is because lecturer can’t have my attention to the lesson. 170 49.4 47 13.7 127 36.9 2.80 1.314 
It is because I don’t like issues of lesson.  144 41.8 75 21.8 127 50.3 2.91 1.250 
I struggle to understand the content of the course.  180 52.4 56 16.3 108 31.4 2.78 1.580 
It is because of lack of my previous learning.  204 59.3 57 16.6 83 24.2 2.49 1.289 
It is because the content is numerical  106 31.1 62 18 179 50.9 3.28 1.329 
It is because examination system and difficulty of questions 196 57 58 16.9 90 26.2 2.55 1.304 
I don’t make an effort to succeed.  128 37.2 55 16 161 46.8 3.15 1.380 
It is because I don’t have enough support from my family. 53 15.4 34 9.9 257 74.7 3.95 1.223 
It is because of inappropriate teaching methods.  163 49.4 73 21.2 108 31.3 2.82 1.463 
Lack of course material which make me understand the lesson  147 42.7 68 19.8 129 47.5 3.17 4.608 
It is because I don’t want to work in this profession in the future. 127 46.9 79 23 138 40.1 3.03 1.327 
Lack of support from lecturer both in and out of class 146 42.4 75 21.8 123 35.8 2.92 1.272 
It is because I don’t think I am talented at accounting lessons. 119 34.5 73 21.2 152 44.2 3.17 1.283 
It is because I am not informed enough about what I gain from accounting 
lessons. 160 46.6 72 20.9 112 32.5 2.81 1.270 

It is because of insufficiency of success measurement tools used in 
lessons. 157 45.6 56 16.3 131 38.1 2.90 1.292 
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4. Result and Recommendations  

To determine success and failure reasons of Business Administration department students in accounting lessons, 
344 survey forms were collected and following results are stated.  

x 16.2% of students state that they are graduated from trade vocational high school. The fact that rest of the 
students did not take accounting education during their high school can be counted as one of the reasons 
of failure in accounting lessons. High mean and rate of “It is because of lack of my previous learning” 
statement in reasons of failure part of support this finding, also. 

x Another high rated statements in reasons of failure part are; “It is because lecturer can’t have my attention 
to the lesson” and “It is because of inappropriate teaching methods”. This shows the importance of 
“teacher” factor. Teacher’s utilization of class assessment techniques and use of learning techniques 
(active learning, open learning, etc.) effectively will cause positive influences on student’s learning 
action. In this respect, supporting lecturers with pedagogical education will cause an increase on 
students learning. 

x Another factor of students’ failure in accounting lessons is students do not understand the content of 
lessons. It is seen that when students do not understand the content, they cannot see the whole picture of 
course. Students diverge from their objectives and targets and this circumstance cause that they become 
suspicious on the benefit of course. Lecturer should make students to comprehend the content, objective 
and target of the course and teach how students can use the beneficial knowledge gained from lessons in 
educational and professional times of their lives.    

x When students’ learning techniques for accounting lessons are examined, it is seen that they do not adopt 
interactive and collaborative learning methods and understand the lesson when lecturer tells or when 
they study by themselves. Thus, efficient and productive use of educatory learning methods should be 
used to influence students’ learning, positively.  

x It is seen that students whose expectations have been met in terms of education in Faculty of Economics 
and Administrative Sciences are better career and personality scores. Hence, it might be stated that 
students gain critical perspective by having analytic thinking skill.  

Conventional accounting education methods are generally occurs as giving lecture and solving problems. 
Lecturers who use this method determine the content of the course, course material and measurement techniques and 
generally lesson are performed by lecturer tells the issues and chapters. However, lecturers who choose modern 
education techniques in accounting education should pay attention the factor below (Bonwell and Eison, 1991); 

x Delivering course content via course material that consist visual communication, 
x Use of strategies that encourage students to write during giving lecture,  
x Giving computer-supported education, 
x Use of case studies, 
x Accustoming students to group studies with collaborative learning methods.  

As a conclusion, non-realization or struggle of realization of course content and subjects in accounting education 
is important in terms of accounting education. The solution of the problem is use of modern accounting techniques 
by lecturer. Group studies, combining theory and practical education, computer-supported education use of visual 
tools are factors that lecturers should gravitate to more. It could be said that students’ accounting learning will 
increase by doing this.  

5. Model Proposal 

When the result of survey conducted on ASU and KMU Faculty of Economics and Administrative Science, 
Business Administration students, a model that raise the quality of education should have steps mentioned below. 

First Step: Students who deserve to enroll Faculty of Economics and Administrative Science, Business 
Administration department should participate “Basic Skill Survey” which tries to determine students’ professional 
skills.   .  

Second step: Giving basic business administration courses to students. 
Third step: According to results of basic business administration courses and basic skill survey, students will be 

able to take lessons for specialization in the 2nd and 3rd year. With this step, due the fact that an education is provided 
which is appropriate for students’ wants and able to present their skills a factor that increase students motivation will 
be created.  
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Fourth step: In this step, students will take lesson (in 4th year) in which they can transfer theory to practice. These 
lessons will be practical, able to help students to plan their career and, make them gain experience. 

During the actualization of these steps, there are some important factors that needed to consider. These factors are 
as follows; 

x To provide students not having so much course load, taking the basic courses and bend to 
specialization, 

x To make accounting education an active learning where lecturers are guiding,  
x To develop software programs to transfer accounting education theory to practice, to establish 

professional laboratories and to make case studies, 
x To provide an understanding of lifelong learning philosophy both for students and lecturers as an 

organizational culture,   
x To constitute interactive education surface that makes out-of-class learning effective  
x To provide physical infrastructure that is needed for student success, to organize social and cultural 

activities.  
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Abstract 

Technological developments in ubiquitous computing and wireless communication together with the adoption of mobile 

multimedia devices and applications have translated into huge opportunities for English as a foreign language (EFL).  Operating 

systems like Google’s open source Android, Apple’s iOS, and Microsoft’s Windows 7 are getting more sophisticated and now 

have the potential to dramatically change this field. These handheld devices support individual and collaborative learning and 

offer the opportunity to develop technology that will assist students to learn anytime and anywhere and a large amount of 

applications for mobile phones, tablets and i-pod players has already been widely employed in EFL.  

Mobile learning (m-learning) refers to the use of mobile technologies for educational purposes. These devices can offer 

learning opportunities that are: spontaneous, informal, contextual, portable, ubiquitous, pervasive, and personal (Kukulska-Hulme 

et al, 2011). Thus, as Pilling-Cormick and Garrison (2007) explained, learners take primary responsibility and control of their 

learning process, including setting goals and evaluating outcomes. They are no longer the passive recipients of education, but 

consumers making choices in the learning market.   

However, although the stimuli from multi-channels (sound, image, interaction, etc.) may be very advantageous for the 

learner, mobile technologies also require the thoughtful integration of EFL pedagogy. In this paper, we intend to examine both 

the qualities and limitations of some mobile applications available by assessing their features from a pedagogic and technical 

point of view with the aid of a quality rubric. The results here presented are the starting point for the development of MALL 

(Mobile Assisted Language Learning) applications for EFL teaching/learning as part of the work carried out by linguists and IT 

engineers within the context of the SO-CALL-ME project in Spain.     
Keywords: MALL; EFL; m-learning 

Introduction 

MALL is a teaching and learning methodology that uses mobile phones or other handheld devices with some 
form of wireless connectivity, such as phones, PDAs and tablets, among others. O’Malley et al. (2003: 6) defined it 
as ‘‘any sort of learning that happens when the learner is not in a fixed, predetermined location, or learning that 
happens when the learner takes advantage of the learning opportunities offered by mobile technologies”. It is 
considered a booming future trend, thanks to its ubiquity, which facilitates education anywhere and anytime, and the 
ever-increasing interest among the growing number of users of smart-phones and portable devices.  

The world is changing at high speed, we are moving from an industrial economy to one that is media-driven and 
based on information. As the world that surrounds us is becoming smaller and communication and media are 
becoming more global and diffuse, the nature of society, and of ourselves as human beings, is being defined quickly 
on the basis of our ability to be consumers but also producers of knowledge. The nature of knowledge - how and 
who creates it-, as well as the spaces where it is possible to find it are evolving rapidly (Kress, 2003). In the 21st 
century, the need for inserting the principles of lifelong learning in education and in broader development policies 
seems to be more urgent than ever before. These principles, if implemented systematically, will contribute to the 
establishment of more just and equitable societies. Lifelong learning comprises learning at all ages and forms: 
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formal, non-formal and informal. Two UNESCO reports, which constitute real milestones in learning throughout life 
(Faure et al., 1972; Delors report, 1996), articulated its fundamental principles (UNESCO, 2013). 

MALL is without any doubt the next step in the evolution of educational technology, reflecting the digital 
convergence of mobile technology and e-learning in response to a more dynamic society that seeks a personalized, 
lifelong and universal education (Romero et al., 2010). It is, therefore, the educational technology of the new 
century, as it can provide frequent and comprehensive access to systems and applications that support formal and 
informal learning. It gives the learner the opportunity to control and to take advantage of the free time that most 
people have during a typical day: while travelling to and from work, having a lunch break, or waiting to see 
somebody. Learning spaces have departed from the traditional classroom and have expanded their horizons: it is 
now possible to learn at home connected to a virtual space, or even walking down the street with a virtual 
application that provides information added to the place that you are visiting, or to an object that you are looking at 
in real time. MALL also presents a number of very attractive features that prove very useful for universities and 
educational institutions and rewarding for the students, such as: ubiquity of access to information, resources, 
materials and educational content; flexibility which promotes independent and collaborative learning; interactivity, 
usability and efficiency which enhance the learning environment, develop professional skills and encourage 
learning.  

MALL took off in the 1980s, when Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) developed the Dynabook, a device 
very similar to what it is now known as a tablet. In the 90s, it continued to develop in universities in Europe and 
Asia, where the possibilities of m-learning were evaluated. Since the year 2000, the European Commission has 
financed large domestic companies in the creation of contents development projects. Thus, there have been several 
projects of the European Union related to MALL in the last decade: 

4. MOBIlearn, a research and development of technologies project for mobile learning which included several 
universities from Australia, America and Europe between 2002 and 2005.  

5. Mobile learning took its first steps in the M-Learning program for the Learning Skills Development Agency 
(LSDA) designing educational products. In 2001, it started with the M-Learning project that presented different 
portable devices programmed with games and educational materials. 250 young people from Sweden, Great 
Britain and Italy aged between 16 and 24 had to interact with them. At the end of this study, 80% of the 
participants considered that these applications could help them improve their reading and spelling skills. 

6. The eMapps project (Motivating Active Participation of Primary Schoolchildren) which focused on demonstrating 
how games and mobile technologies could be combined to provide motivating experiences on schoolchildren 
from 9 to 12 years of age. Its main objectives were to support creativity in the classroom and to contribute to 
practice for developing new teaching methodologies based on learning games, such as problem solving, memory 
and physical activity exercises. 

7. There has also been a rising number of references to MALL at well-known international conferences. IADIS 
International Conference and Online Educa Berlin, the largest global conference on technology, provide forums 
for the presentation and discussion of m-learning research which sketches the developments in the field. 

In this light, the ATLAS research group (Artificial Intelligent Techniques for Linguistic ApplicationS), (reference 
no. 87H31), started its latest project, SO-CALL-ME (Social Ontology-based Cognitively Augmented Language 
Learning Mobile Environment), (reference no. FFI2011-29829), in Spain with funding from the Spanish Ministry of 
Science and Innovation. The project’s aim is twofold: firstly, to design and develop a theoretical framework for a 
new model of EFL computer-assisted learning carried out from mobile devices with permanent access to the Internet 
to enhance a very flexible, adaptive, interactive and dynamic form of learning. Secondly, to design and develop a 
linguistic ontology of audiovisual learning objects that allows the enhancement of EFL avoiding the inherent 
problems in the standard teaching materials, which are largely static and de-contextualized from daily socio-cultural 
contexts.  

In order to develop our own apps and seeing the large number of those already available on the market, it was 
considered very important to review some of the existing ones. This study was carried out in several phases: a first 
one focusing not on technical details but on the educational objectives of such applications; and a second one – the 
object of this paper – which analysed the technical and pedagogical values of some of those apps. 
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First phase of the evaluation of EFL apps 

The potential of audiovisual materials is already well known as they present a combination of sound, image and 
creative elements that allow the learners to interact with them (Squire, 2002). This type of stimuli is ideal for 
learning, as Glasser (2000) remarked that humans retain 10% of what they read, 20% of what they hear, 30% of 
what they see and 50% of what they see and hear. Nevertheless, there are over 28,000 apps for educational purposes 
available on the market at present172, and it would be difficult to conclude that all of them are designed with a sound 
theoretical approach to teaching or the necessary cognitive scaffolding mechanisms to be of real value for the 
learners. Scaffolding is based on Vygotsky's (1978) concept of the zone of proximal development (ZPD), which he 
defined as the distance between the "actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and 
the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration 
with more capable peers" (p. 86).  

In a first evaluation phase for our project (Arús, Rodríguez-Arancón and Calle, in press), the aim was to analyze 
some of these apps in order to gain knowledge and insights into the features that are effective and suitable for 
learners using MALL. This original assessment phase did not focus on the technical specifications of the apps, but 
rather on their pedagogic goals, in a most general sense. No in-depth methodological analysis of any particular app 
was therefore intended at that stage. In order to carry out this evaluation process, two templates were created, and 
shared through Google Drive: the first was a table with two columns and an extendible number of rows where each 
of the three evaluators could indicate the app assessed and their URL to avoid any possible repetitions. The second 
template consisted of a rubric created by the authors of this paper for this purpose, with three criteria and a scale 
from one to five. The intention was to keep the rubric simple and in line with our project’s specific needs. The 
purpose was to assess as many apps as possible within a relatively short space of time and guarantee the 
homogeneity of the process. The three criteria considered were: 1) the apps cognitive value; 2) similarity of the app 
with the pedagogic aims of the SO-CALL-ME project; and 3) the app´s complementarity with the project. Each 
rubric was also accompanied by a brief description of the app and a final evaluative remark.   

This process concluded with 67 assessed EFL apps through a combination of the study of the information 
available on websites that described them and, whenever possible, the testing of how they work on a mobile device. 
Each evaluator assessed different apps, which has the advantage of providing information about a larger number of 
them but also the potential disadvantage of less reliable assessments. However, the comparison of the rubrics in the 
only two cases in which two evaluators accidentally assessed the same app proved to show rather similar criteria of 
analysis.  

There were interesting conclusions at the end of this first phase, as the study had put forward several aspects to 
take into consideration for the following stages. There was a high number of apps that presented technical problems 
at the time of downloading or when starting them. In fact, more than one third of the apps downloaded by the 
evaluators proved not to work properly or not to work at all. Concerning software, the vast majority of apps assessed 
were available for Apple devices –iPhone, iPad and, sometimes, iPod Touch – and around one in four were also 
available for Android; very few were only available for the latter. Other operating systems such as BlackBerry OS, 
Bada or Ovi do not seem to be targeted by app developers to the same extent. A few of them could also be directly 
run from the Internet on a conventional computer. 

Another interesting observation regarded prices, as three marketing approaches were defined: expensive apps, 
which are in fact mobile versions of traditional dictionaries, textbooks, vocabulary or grammar tests, etc. have prices 
as high as 30 euros. A second group are downloadable for a small amount (1 to 3 euros) such as Cambridge’s 
English Monstruo, or have an initial free sample and the possibility to download further packs as, for instance, the 
British Council’s LearnEnglish Grammar. A third group is represented by English courses such as Busuu or EF’s 
EnglishTown, in which the price depends on the needs of the user and/or seasonal offers. 

The apps were also categorised in several groups according to their contents: a) Games, very often aimed at 
children, e.g. the apps available from Cambridge English Online; b) app versions of dictionaries, handbooks and 
textbooks, e.g. Cambridge’s EFL methods, dictionaries, etc.; c) apps providing vocabulary, grammar and/or 
pronunciation practice, such as My Word Book, Johnny Grammar’s Quiz Master, 60 Second Word Challenge or 
Sounds Right; d) the adaptation of online courses such as Busuu and EF’s EnglishTown to mobile devices; e) most 
closely related to the interests and goals of the SO-CALL-ME project are those apps exploiting the use of language 
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in context and presented in a variety of ways, such as podcasts –e.g. Learn English, Talking Business English– 
videos –e.g. Learn English Audio & Video, Conversation English– films –e.g. English Attack– and cartoons –e.g. 
Big City Small World.  

A last conclusion resulting from the assessment and which will be very relevant for the future development of 
our own apps concerns those features found which differentiated some apps from the rest and provided and added 
value. Features such as “drag-and-drop” available in Learn English Grammar; the possibility to draw with your 
finger, as in Premier Skills; connectivity with social networks, as offered by Language City, Learn English, 60 
Second Word Challenge and Tongue Mystery English; or the inclusion of an Avatar, as in Cambridge’s Quiz up 
which could be particularly appealing from a pedagogical point of view. 

A quality guide and rubric for the evaluation of educational apps 

In the second evaluation phase here described, a guide was created containing the quality criteria for the 
evaluation and creation of educational apps. This guide, based on the one created by Fernández-Pampillón et al. 
(2012) for the creation of Learning Objects, has the purpose of guiding app assessors and creators when carrying out 
their tasks, specifying those aspects, or criteria, that should be taken into account to identify or create quality apps 
and spelling out the specific points to be considered within each criterion so as to try to reduce subjectivity to a 
minimum.  

The app quality guide takes the ten criteria used by Fernández-Pampillón et al. and adapts them to the 
characteristics and goals of educational apps. Table 1 shows the ten original quality criteria for Learning Objects and 
our adaptation for educational apps. An important aspect of this guide is that it combines pedagogical criteria (1-5) 
with technical ones (6-10). This avoids the risk of evaluating apps only from a technical point of view, which, as 
stated by Balance (2013) “is to discuss little more than mobile-enabled CALL” (2013: 44) but also reflects the fact 
that apps are very much dependant on technology and should therefore not be evaluated from an exclusively 
pedagogical perspective.   

 
Table 1. Quality criteria. From Learning Objects to educational applications.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As we can see in table 1, changes concern criteria 1, 3, 9 and 10. The change in criterion 1 can be simply 
considered a nomenclature one, seeking to widen the assessment’s scope, as under ‘cognitive value’ we can include 
not only the application’s goals but also the specification of its target users and skills to be developed (see table 2, 
below). Conversely, the change in criterion 3, also chiefly terminological, tries to simplify matters, as the allusion to 
‘reflection’ and ‘critical thinking’ as found in the original Learning Objects guide does not seem to go hand in hand 
with something as transient as an app (see Stockwell 2012 about apps and transience). In addition, ‘capacity to 
generate learning’ allows a neat contrast with the ‘cognitive value’ in the first criterion, which refers to the potential, 
whereas criterion 3 has to do with the actual achievement of the promised goals. ‘Reusability’ in the original 
criterion 9 is a key feature in Learning Objects, as their modular nature precisely seeks to make different parts of 
them reusable. When dealing with mobile applications, however, the reusability of their different parts is not 
something essential to the quality of the app, even if it is always convenient for app designers to be able to reuse 

Quality criteria in Fernández-Pampillón et al. (2012)  Adaptation to Educational Applications 

1. Goals and pedagogic coherence 

2. Content quality 

3. Capacity to generate reflection, critical 
thinking and innovation 

4. Interactivity and adaptability 

5. Motivation 

6. Format and layout 

7. Usability 

8. Accessibility 

9. Reusability 

10. Interoperability 

 1. Cognitive value and pedagogic coherence 

2. Content quality 

3. Capacity to generate learning 

 

4. Interactivity and adaptability 

5. Motivation 

6. Format and layout 

7. Usability 

8. Accessibility 

9. Visibility 

10. Compatibility 
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already created materials. When speaking of mobile apps, a key concept is ‘visibility’, and that is why this has 
substituted for ‘reusability’ in our guide.  Finally, ‘Interoperability’ in 10 has been replaced with ‘Compatibility’ as 
the former may sound too much of a buzzword for those outside the specialized IT jargon, where it is usually 
employed to refer to the capacity of two products or systems to work with each other. Since this reciprocity involves 
looking at both ends, i.e. the app and the mobile device, and we are here focusing on the former, we found that the 
more widely known ‘compatibility’ served our purposes better. 

Space constraints bar us from showing the whole guide here, yet, to give an idea of what the quality guide looks 
like, we show the complete specification of criterion 1 in table 2. It must be noted that the sub-criteria within each 
criterion have also been adapted to meet the needs of educational applications. For instance, one of the points within 
this first criterion for the evaluation of Learning Objects refers to the existence of a metadata file specifying goals, 
skills, etc. Since this kind of files are specific to Learning Objects but irrelevant to apps, the mention of metadata 
files has disappeared from our quality guide. 

 
Table 2. Criterion 1 and its sub-criteria in the quality guide for the evaluation and creation of educational applications. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Based on this guide, a new rubric was designed to facilitate the app evaluation process. As seen in table 3, which 
illustrates the first row in the rubric, the information in the cells is based on the specifications made in the quality 
guide. The way in which we proceeded was to first fill in the cell corresponding to the maximum punctuation, i.e. 5, 
with the fulfillment of all the sub-criteria and gradually slacken such fulfillment as we move down the scale until the 
minimum punctuation, i.e. 1, is reached, where none of the sub-criteria is fulfilled.  
 

Table 3. Criterion 1 in the educational app evaluation rubric. 
 

 1 2 3 4 5 

1. Cognitive value 
and pedagogic 
coherence 
  

Not very clear 
learning goals 
and/or target 
users; contents are 
hard to justify  

There is coherence 
between skills and 
target users but the 
learning goals are 
unclear 

Clear learning 
goals but lack of 
coherence 
between these 
goals and skills 
and target users; 
contents are not 
well-suited to the 
goals, skills and 
target users 

Clear learning 
goals but lack of 
coherence 
between these 
goals and skills 
and target users 
OR contents are 
not well-suited to 
the goals, skills 
and target users 

Clear learning 
goals; coherence 
between these 
goals and skills 
and target users; 
contents are well-
suited to the goals, 
skills and target 
users 

 
This is by no means the first rubric for the evaluation of educational apps in the field of MALL. For instance, 

Toni Vincent’s rubric (Vincent online), drawing in turn on Walker 2010, spotlights the following five criteria: 
relevance, customization, feedback, thinking skills, engagement and sharing. While this rubric is highly practical by 
virtue of its simplicity, we find that, by the same token, its scope is somewhat limited. For instance, the fact that, as 
said above, our rubric –the same as the original quality guide in Fernández-Pampillón et al.– includes a number of 
technical criteria, makes it more complete, with these technical aspects complementing the pedagogical ones. 
Additionally, the accompanying quality guide provides an important back up to the use of the rubric.  
 

   

1. Cognitive value and pedagogic coherence 
This criterion assesses if the teaching aim(s), the target users and the skills to be developed are clearly set from the 
beginning. In particular, it must be assessed whether: 
a. The app’s download page, or the app itself, includes a description or a demo clearly specifying and/or showing 
the pedagogic aims, the skills to be developed and the users’ type/level/needs. 
b. There is coherence between the aims, the skills, and the target users. 
c. There is coherence between the aims/users/skills and the app’s contents, resulting in a potential high cognitive 
value. 
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8. Results and discussion 

In this paper we have reported on the work carried out in order to develop the necessary tools to evaluate and 
create educational apps within the context of the SO-CALL-ME research project. A quality guide and a rubric were 
the results of such work, as seen in the previous section. Before tackling the quantitative evaluation of educational 
apps with the use of our rubric, as well as using it as a guide in the creation of apps within our project, a first step 
was taken to test the reliability of the rubric. To that end, two of the authors of this paper undertook the evaluation of 
four EFL apps so as to get their impressions on the use of the rubric and to check whether the rubric allowed a rather 
objective evaluation (in addition, of course, to obtaining information about the evaluated apps). In the next few 
paragraphs, we show and discuss the preliminary results obtained.  
Out of the 63 EFL apps previously evaluated with a simpler rubric, as reported in Arús, Rodríguez-Arancón and 
Calle (in press), four of those obtaining the highest punctuation, i.e. with the highest potential to serve as sources of 
inspiration for the apps to be developed, were chosen for this preliminary evaluation. The four apps were: 
Englishfeed, SpeakingPal English Tutor, Clear Speech and Learn English Audio and Video. Table 4 summarizes the 
results of the evaluations and compares the punctuations given by both evaluators. 

  
Table 4. Evaluation results (Ev.1= evaluator 1; Ev.2= evaluator 2). 

 
 Evaluation 
 Englishfeed SpeakingPal Clear Speech Audio&Video 
 Ev.1 Ev.2 Ev.1 Ev.2 Ev.1 Ev.2 Ev.1 Ev.2 

1. Cognitive value and pedagogic coherence 5 3 4 5 5 5 4 4 
2. Content quality 5 3 5 5 3 3 5 5 

3. Capacity to generate learning 4 4 5 5 3 3 4 3 
4. Interactivity and adaptability 4 2 4 4 2 3 3 4 

5. Motivation  5 4 5 5 3 2 4 3 
6. Format and layout 5 3 5 5 2 2 5 5 

7. Usability 5 4 5 5 3 3 5 5 
8. Accessibility 5 5 4 5 4 4 4 4 

9. Visibility 3 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 
10. Compatibility 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 

 
Although the number of apps so far evaluated is still too small to statistically measure the evaluators’ agreement, 

the results shown in table 4 do seem to show consistency between the two evaluators and therefore allow us to be 
optimistic as to the usability of the rubric. An interesting point that stands out is that criterion 4 –Interactivity and 
adaptability– seems to be the weakest one in the apps evaluated. If a wider-scale evaluation confirms this, it will 
mean this is the aspect on which special emphasis must be made when developing new educational apps. In fact, it 
comes as no surprise that this should be the weakest point in educational apps. A look at table 5, which shows the 
specification for this criterion in our quality guide, reveals that these are the essential requisites for successful 
Foreign Language teaching, and precisely the ones with which teaching methods in general have traditionally found 
it the hardest to comply.  
 

Table 5. Interactivity and adaptability in our quality guide. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The interactivity criterion is related to the fact that the presentation of the content is not static but that it depends 
on the use by the learner. It must be taken into account if:  
a. The content presented to the users is related to the questions, answers or actions that they have previously 
carried out.  
b. The content presented depends on the previous knowledge of the learners or on their needs. 
c. Users feel that they really control and manage their learning process. 
d. Conditioned content presentation is automatic, through programming, or manual, through the apps’ instructions 
for use.  
The adaptability criterion is related to the ease with which the app adapts to the different types of users. It must be 
taken into account if: 
e. The app proposes different contents/activities for different competence levels.   
f. The app can be used independently of specific teaching or learning methods. 
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The discussion in this section has highlighted the educational affordances of the rubric here presented, with the 
back-up provided by our quality guide, both for the evaluation of educational apps and for the design of new ones. 
Pending tasks are the extension of the evaluation to a higher number of apps and, most important for the goals of the 
SO-CALL-ME research project, the actual implementation of the quality criteria for the development of EFL mobile 
applications that successfully combine technical prowess (criteria 6-10) and a sound pedagogy (criteria 1-5). 
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Abstract 

Nowadays, the information and communications technology (ICT) plays a vital role in every university 
most specially those universities who are offering distance education.  The University of the Philippines Open 
University (UPOU), being the Philippine’s pioneer in online teaching is no exception to this.  The UPOU personnel, 
including its administrative staff are making use of all available ICTs to be able to accomplish their functions well.  

 
This paper presents the importance of ICT among the administrative staff of UPOU.  Specifically, this 

study will enumerate all the ICTs used in UPOU and rank all these according to use and importance. 
 
Keywords: ICT; distance education 

In this day and age, the information and communications technology (ICT) plays a vital role in every 
university most specially those universities who are offering distance education.   
 

The University of the Philippines Open University (UPOU) being one of those universities that offers 
distance education makes use of ICT.  A pioneer in online teaching and learning, the UPOU was established on 
February 23, 1995.  It continues to lead the practice of open learning and distance education in the Philippines. 

 
Being the nation’s most comprehensive education institution, the UPOU offers two undergraduate 

programs, nine post-baccalaureate certificate and diploma programs, eleven master’s programs, two doctoral 
programs and nine non-formal degrees. 
UPOU Staff Profile (by Class).  Based on the records of the Human Resources and Development Office (as of 
April 2013), the UPOU has a total of one hundred eleven (111) staff, classified into four categories, namely: 
administrative, research and extension professional staff (REPS), faculty and temporary second appointment.  As 
shown in the table below, majority (56.76%) of the staff are the administrative staff while there are twenty-eight 
(25.23%) faculty, eighteen (16.22%) REPS and two (1.80%) Temporary Second Appointment. Table 1 and Figure 1 
present the UPOU staff Profile by class.  

Class               Count      Percentage 
Administrative 63 56.76 
REPS  18 16.22 
Faculty 28 25.23 
Temporary Second Appointment 2 1.80 
TOTAL 111 100.00 

Table 1. UPOU Staff Profile by Class 
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Figure 1. UPOU Staff Profile by Class 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Composed of various offices, each office at UPOU is assigned administrative staff to provide essential 
support and ensure the smooth operations of each office.  Delegated with a wide range of duties and responsibilities, 
the administrative staff serves as support to the UPOU system.  Figure 2 shows the Organizational Chart of UPOU. 

56.76% 

25.23% 

16.22% 

1.80% 
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Figure 2. The Organizational Chart of UPOU 

 
 

Having the most number of staff, this study considered the administrative staff as the respondents.  With 
the aim to present the importance of ICT among the administrative staff of UPOU, this study enumerates all the 
ICTs used in UPOU and rank all these according to use and importance.  A survey was used to gather data and the 
following were the results of the study. 

 
Personnel/Group that Administrative Staff communicate with. Results showed that all the administrative staff 
communicate with their supervisors and other administrative staff.  Some of them communicate with the officials, 
REPS, faculty and affiliate faculty.  Table 2 and Figure 3 present the personnel/group with whom the UPOU 
administrative staff usually communicate with. 
 

Personnel/ Group                   Yes                     No 
Supervisor 16 0 
Officials 11 5 
Faculty  9 6 
REPS 11 5 
Administrative Staff 16 0 
Affiliate Faculty 3 13 
Students 3 13 
Other Government Agencies 1 15 

Table 2. Personnel/ Group that Admin Staff communicate with 
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Figure 3. Personnel/ Group that Admin Staff communicate with 
 

For this study, the following are considered as the Information and Communication Technology (ICT): 
telephone, cellular phone and internet.  Specifically, call and text messaging were individually considered under the 
cellular phone while e-mail, yahoo messenger and skype were counted under the internet. 

 
Rank of ICTs According to Use.  The respondents were asked to rank the ICTs according to use.  The results 
indicate that six (37.5%) of the respondents ranked telephone as first while five (31.25%) of the respondents ranked 
internet using e-mail as first.  Sixteen or 100% of the respondents ranked internet using skype as last.  Table 3 and 
Figure 4 detailed the ranking of ICTs according to use. 

 

ICTs            1st          2nd         3rd          4th          5th          6th 
Telephone 6 6 2 2 0 0 
Cell Phone (Call) 1 0 0 4 11 0 
Cell Phone (Text 
Messaging) 

3 1 6 5 1 0 

Internet (e-mail) 5 2 1 5 3 0 
Internet (yahoo 
messenger) 

1 7 7 0 1 0 

Internet (skype) 0 0 0 0 0 16 
Table 3. Rank of ICTs According to Use 
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Figure 4. Ranking of ICTs According to Use 
 
Considerations in Using ICT.  When asked what their considerations are in using ICT, all the respondents pointed 
out the need for immediate feedback.  While ten (62.5%) answered the cost as their considerations in using ICT.  
Thirteen (81.25%) confirmed that they consider the availability of ICT.  Table 4 and Figure 5 detailed the 
respondents’ considerations in using the ICT.  
 

Reasons                   Yes                     No 
Need for Immediate Feedback 16 0 
Cost 10 6 
Availability 13 3 

Table 4. Considerations in Using ICT 
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Figure 5. Considerations in Using ICT 
 

Importance of Using ICTs. The respondents considered the telephone (81.25%) and the internet using yahoo 
messenger (75%) as very important.  While 37.5% of the respondents considered the internet using skype as not 
important.  Table 5 and Figure 6 present the level of importance of using the different ICTs. 
 

ICTs Very      
Important 

   Important Not So     
Important 

Not  
Important 

Telephone 13 3 0 0 
Cell Phone (Call) 4 8 4 0 
Cell Phone (Text 
Messaging) 

10 4 1 1 

Internet (e-mail) 10  5 1 0 
Internet (yahoo 
messenger) 

12 4 0 0 

Internet (skype) 2 3 5 6 
Table 5. Importance of Using ICTs 
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Figure 6. Importance of Using ICTs 
 

Purpose for Using ICT.  The purpose of using ICT among the UPOU administrative staff includes: setting a 
meeting; coordination of activities; communicating with scholars, faculty, staff, officials, REPS and affiliate faculty; 
verification of information, payroll concerns and online remittance; submission of reports, and information 
dissemination. 
 
Problems in Using ICT.  Among the UPOU Administrative staff, the problems encountered in using ICT are: 
unstable or intermittent internet connection, hacking of account, failure of communication devices, power 
interruption, weak signal for cellular phones, and accidental distribution of confidential information. 
 

Looking at the results, the majority of the UPOU Administrative staff ranked the telephone either as first or 
second in the list and consider it as either very important or important.  While all the respondents ranked the internet 
using skype as the last. This is due to the reason that the respondents consider the importance of immediate 
feedback.  The use of skype is not being practiced by the UPOU administrative staff at the moment as this 
technology has not yet been introduced to them.  Within the university, skype is currently being used for meetings 
that involve two or more locations: UPOU Headquarters, Diliman and Manila. 

 
If the university administration would like to consider cutting the cost on its communication and travel 

expense, using of skype should be introduced to everybody specially those who have constant contacts with other 
staff based on another locations. 
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Abstract 

This exploratory study report findings on the profile of Malaysian young adults age 20 to 24, also known as the Generation Y 
and/or the Millennial generation, with special regard to their use of Internet and social media technologies. Data were collected 
from 379 youth from a public Malaysian university across six schools of studies in a Malaysian public research-based university: 
the Academy of Islamic Studies, School of Economics and Administration, School of Engineering, School of Education, School 
of Business and Accountancy, and School of Arts and Social Sciences. Findings indicate that the most preferred activities are 
online communication and socialization, followed on researching on specific information for the purpose of completing 
assignments, “how-to” and “do-it-yourself” information. The least preferred activity is buying things such as books and clothing 
online. Additionally the Academy of Islamic Studies students are more active in discussing political issues online compared to 
their peers from other schools. Data from this study will allow social researchers to utilize Internet and social media technologies 
for the teaching and learning activities. 
 
Keywords: social media; youth; technology 

INTRODUCTION 

Mobile technologies, Internet and social media have become social phenomenon especially among young adults age 
18 to 29 or also known as the Millennial generation (Lenhart, Purcell, Smith, & Zickuhr, 2010). Among others, their 
findings indicated that the use of social networking sites American teenagers and young adults has risen 
significantly since 2006. They are found to be more engaged in many social relation activities such as sending daily 
messages to friends, sending bulletins, group messages and private messages on these sites.   
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This paper intends to investigate the Malaysian youth online activities within the various social networking sites 
(SNS). This study is designed to answer three main questions:  
x what are the general characteristics of Malaysian young adults with reference to their access to 

telecommunication technologies and Internet across these six schools?    
x what are the online activities Malaysian young adults are engaged in across these six schools?   
x what are the social media activities Malaysian young adults are engaged in across these six schools?   

 

Social networking and online activities 

Social networking is a technology that allows two-way communication and interaction between specific 
individuals and/or organizations in an online environment. Many of these social networking sites (SNS) such as 
Facebook and Twitter are built with microblogging technology that supports blogging activity with smaller size of 
word posts (Chin & Yusop, 2011).  

The user-friendly feature of SNS invites its wide usage among youth and adults. The Pew Internet and American 
Life Project (2010) has identified several activities carried out by these two groups of people using SNS. The 
activities include: 
x sharing content like photos, videos and stories with others  
x remixing online content such as music and videos together to make “artistic creations” (p.23) 
x blogging and commenting on others’ blogs 
x building websites 
x posting comments to news group, website, blog or photo sites 
x information searching on topics like health, news and political news, and  
x online purchasing.  

Except for blogging, all of these activities are reported to be either steadily maintained or increased since 2006.   

Methodology  

A survey on online social media activities are distributed to a sample of 379 young adults in the age of 20 to 24 
years old (referred to as young adults throughout this paper) across six (6) main faculties in a Malaysian public 
research-based university. These schools are Academy of Islamic Studies, School of Economics and Administration, 
School of Engineering, School of Education, School of Business and Accountancy, and School of Arts and Social 
Sciences.  

73% of the respondents are female, thus, the ratio female to male is 2.7. For ethnicity, 53% of the respondents are 
Malay and 37% are Chinese which is aligned with Malaysia’s population in 2010 (Department of Statistics 
Malaysia, 2010). The number of respondents surveyed is representative of the Malaysian population, and the gender 
and ethnic distribution in Malaysian higher education institutions. Table 1 presents the background of the 
respondents based on their schools, gender and ethnicity. 

9.  Table 1. Background information on survey respondents: schools, gender and ethnicity.  

Background information Frequency (n) Percentage (%) 

Schools   

Academy of Islamic Studies 49 13% 

School of Economics & Administration 60 16% 

School of Engineering 73 19% 

School of Education 99 26% 

School of Business and Accountancy 57 15% 

School of Arts and Social Sciences 41 11% 

Totals 379 100% 

Gender    

Male 103 27% 
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Female  276 73% 

Totals  379 100% 

Ethnicity   

Malay  201 53% 

Chinese  140 37% 

India  14 4% 

Others  24 6% 

Totals  379 100% 

Findings  

Data from this study reveal several interesting findings on students’ access to technologies and their activities 
both online and on social media. Findings are presented by the three main research questions of this study.  

Malaysian young adults access to telecommunication technologies and Internet 

Table 2 indicates that more than 90% of the respondents own various types of handheld telecommunication 
devices such as cell phones and smart phones, and close to 100% of the students own computers. All of them have 
access to the Internet and most utilize the Internet to check, send and receive emails. This finding confirms the initial 
assumption that the surveyed groups are technology-savvy and do utilize their technological devices for 
communication purposes.  

10. Table 2. Access to telecommunication devices, computers and Internet to send and receive emails.  

Schools  Have 
telecommunication 
devices (%) 

Use computer  
(%) 

Use Internet  
(%) 

Send and 
receive 
emails (%) 

Academy of Islamic Studies 98% 96% 98% 98% 

School of Economics & Administration 98% 98% 100% 100% 

School of Engineering 93% 95% 100% 99% 

School of Education 91% 97% 100% 98% 

School of Business and Accountancy 95% 100% 100% 100% 

School of Arts and Social Sciences 95% 98% 100% 100% 

Totals 94% 97% 100% 99% 

 
However, as displayed in Table 3, it is interesting to note that majority (90%) of the respondents access the 

Internet on campus compared to from home (73%). This finding suggests that majority of their times are spent on 
the university’s campus for academic purposes such as attending lectures, having group discussions and completing 
assignments. It also suggests that the students rely heavily on the free Internet access provided by the university due 
to high costs of subscribing to commercial telecommunication providers.   

 

11.  Table 3. Access to Internet based on locations. 

Schools  From home 
 (%) 

From campus  
(%) 

From other 
places  
(%) 

Academy of Islamic Studies 51% 94% 45% 

School of Economics & Administration 77% 90% 53% 

School of Engineering 82% 89% 56% 

School of Education 70% 92% 52% 
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School of Business and Accountancy 89% 88% 56% 

School of Arts and Social Sciences 61% 83% 34% 

Totals 73% 90% 51% 

Online activities Malaysian young adults are engaged in 

To understand the online activities Malaysian young adults are engaged in, a crosstab analysis on the online 
activities across five activities was conducted. The activities are:  
x reading personal, political and social issues online and on blogs;  
x share comments, photos and videos related to political and social issues in social media, blogs and websites; 
x searching for information online including information to complete assignments, do-it-yourself (DIY) and self-

improvement information; 
x online shopping such as buying flight tickets, reserve for hotel rooms and/or services; and 
x socializing and sharing latest updates using various social media sites such as MySpace, Facebook, LinkedIn. 

 
Results, shown in Table 4, indicate that, on daily basis, socializing via various social media sites is the most 
popular online activities among majority of the students across schools (88%). This result is similar to of other 
reports that young adults socialize and interact with one another via social media very frequently compared to 
adults beyond 25 year old (Lenhart, Purcell, Smith, & Zickuhr, 2010). This activity is followed by information 
searching activities (65%), reading (28%) and sharing information (23%). The least popular online activity 
across schools is online shopping (12%).  
 
 

12. Table 4. Online activities across schools. 

Schools  
Reading  

(%) 
Sharing  

(%) 
Information 

Searching (%) 
Online Shopping 

(%) 
Socializing 

(%) 
Academy of Islamic Studies 41% 25% 71% 14% 90% 

School of Economics & 
Administration 

26% 24% 68% 20% 92% 

School of Engineering 23% 23% 60% 10% 88% 

School of Education 31% 24% 64% 9% 88% 

School of Business and 
Accountancy 

16% 22% 67% 19% 89% 

School of Arts and Social Sciences 29% 18% 66% 2% 80% 

Total 28% 23% 65% 12% 88% 

 
 

Social media activities Malaysian young adults are engaged in 

Zooming into Malaysian young adults’ social media activities, we categorized respondents’ activities into 4 
categories. They are: 

x discussions on political issues; 
x social sharing;  
x click “Like” to show preferences and supports towards comments and/or organizations; and 
x sharing both positive and negative comments. 

 
As shown in Table 5, it is found that preference of “Like” clicks has the highest weights (67%). Among schools, 
both students of the Engineering, and Business and Accountancy schools have relatively low percentage (59% and 
54%) of being involved in this activity. It may due to the fact that they are much more burdened with academic life 
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and thus spend less time on social behavior of clicking “Like”. Additionally the Academy of Islamic Studies 
students (56%) are more likely to involve in online political discussions compared to students of other schools. This 
finding aligns with the current situation in the country where students of Islamic Studies are among the most active 
group of young adults interested and engaged in both on-campus elections and national political discussions.  
       

13. Table 5. Social media activities across schools. 

Faculty Political Purpose Social Sharing Click "Like" Opinions Sharing 

Academy of Islamic Studies 56% 63% 74% 35% 

School of Economics & Administration 49% 70% 68% 37% 

School of Engineering 43% 58% 59% 26% 

School of Education 42% 59% 70% 24% 

School of Business and Accountancy 42% 56% 54% 26% 

School of Arts and Social Sciences 43% 66% 78% 27% 

Total 45% 61% 67% 28% 

 

Conclusion 

14. In conclusion, we noted that there are different behavior patterns between students from each school who 
participated in this study although they are all in the categorized as Generation Y (Gen Y). It is mainly due to other 
factors such as their backgrounds, the courses they are pursuing, peers’ influences, and access to technologies. 
However, this group of young adults does share some characteristics. They are actively engaged in the social media 
sites both for sharing information and for educational purposes. This shows they are comfortable in using 
technology for teaching and learning process, and are aware of and interested in political and social issues around 
them. From academic point of view, findings from this study reveal that academics of higher educational institutions 
should utilize the technologies in communicating with this young generation of students and design their teaching 
and learning tasks to encourage them in social activism tasks relevant to their academic programs.    
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Abstract 

The presence in the new media and internet of the Second Generation of immigrants in Italy enriches the cultural 
offering of the web. Many young immigrants started websites of sharing, training and dialogue in order to maintain 
their culture of origin. The paper reports some results of a research conducted with in-depth interviews to thirty 
young immigrants Chinese, Arabs, Romanians, Albanians. Research shows that the offering and consumption of 
cultural arguments  through the web is a way to encourage young migrants in the development of an attitude of 
double belonging in order to positively overcome the task of constructing identity. 
 
Keywords: Web, cultural consumptions, training, identity, Second Generations immigrants 

1. New media and second generation immigrants in Italy 

The use of internet has increased the possibility of exchanging remote informations on a global scale: the cultural 
consumption through the web involves people distant united by interests curiosity and similar problems. It is a way 
to establish links which exceed the virtual field, affects on the change of habits of the subjects, their communicative 
languages on interpersonal relationships. Teachers and educators should try to get closer to the cultural consumption 
of the second generations, so they should try to approach what young immigrants themselves process and make it 
accessible to everyone with the ways at their disposal. 

The web for young people is a powerful medium of offering and cultural consumption, stimulates the curiosity of 
the users and can be an alternative to the rigidity of the cultural offer provided by the schools. Thanks to its 
autopoietic nature (because active processes of creation) and deconstructed, the web stimulates the action of 
individual actors, makes users responsible for their own learning process.  The young natives and migrants make a 
wide use of new technologies in the educational process of offering and cultural consumption. From the interviews 
conducted for a qualitative research in the north of Italy in 2011, the references to the use of the internet were quite 
frequent. The strengths seem to be at least two: a) the web is used to transmit traditional contents of different 
cultures; b) the web is used a lot for keeping in contact with the ethnic community and for references to current 
events. 

The research (conducted through semi-structured interviews) showed that more and more users experiment and 
share new codes of communication on the web (Giusti, 2011). This is especially true for young second-generation 
Chinese immigrants in Italy: they are grown up watching Italian and Chinese television, they attended all grades of 
the Italian school, they absorbed habits and customs Western/Italian but, at the same time, they not want to lose the 
characteristics of the community they come from, where they lived and to which they feel they belong. They listen 
to the stories from adult people of the community of traditions and fragmentary details of their roots. 
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The swing of identity, from one community to another, means that these girls and boys are not seen as entirely 
Italian in the eyes of the natives and are not seen as completely Chinese in the eyes of their families. Use the 
channels of the web means have innumerable possibilities to confront on subjects shared, on feelings that, if 
experienced firsthand, can be understood. The web becomes communication, information, comfort and support. 

From several interviews collected during the research we encountered several references to some online portals 
where the second generation of Chinese immigrants, Albanians, Romanians are the protagonists. An example is in 
the testimony of a girl, Sun Wang, in Italy from fourteen years from China: 

...We use internet very much ... me and also all my friends ... the people I know ... For a population very busy with 
little free time, internet is a major form of entertainment. A separate discussion is about the Chinese in Italy: the 
web and instant messaging programs provide users an incredible capacity , that is the possibility to find and meet 
other Chinese in Italy, an important form of communication, socialization, often in the labyrinth of servers we found 
countrymen or even former neighbors in China ... The main function of the web for young Chinese is socialization 
(Sun Wang, 23, from China) 

The second generation of Chinese people in Italy are the protagonists in several portals: www.secondegenerazioni.it, 
www.qqinternational.it, www.associna.it  are instruments of life and culture that also italian teachers in the schools 
should know, schoud use in teaching perspective. 

 

2. Collect culture and transmit culture: the case of the site www.associna.it 

Associna is an association that operates on the Italian territory with a number of initiatives in major cities where 
there are people of Chinese origin: Milan, Prato, Rome, Padua, Genoa, Turin, Bologna, Florence. Associna has the 
merit of opening and spreading the debate on the second generation of Chinese origin between the institutions, the 
Italian organizations and the Chinese associations. Associna represents a point of reference not only for the Italian-
Chinese second generation, but for all those who want to know more about Chinese culture and multiculturalism of 
guys who grew up in Italy looking east. The portal  www.associna.it  has been created by the sons of Chinese 
immigrants and dedicated to themselves. Almost all of the site's members possess an account of QQ, the most 
popular instant messaging program in China, with a graphical interface with many functions. These young people 
have created with their imagination a virtual and real community, a diasporic public sphere, a shared memory, the 
result of memories and reworkings of those who take part: there are articles written by users, chat, forums, 
discussions, meetings . Through a participatory and cultural use of the internet, the everyday reality emerges and 
affects young members of the community. 

The second-generation immigrants develop and recreate a new form of cultural consumption and put it in circulation 
through the web. It has created a sort of updated tradition: the site collects tales, stories, anecdotes heard from 
parents and grandparents; reconstructs events and symbols that are not experienced first hand. We understand the 
desire to forge a third identity, not Chinese and not Italian but Italian and Chinese. It is a path from the past to the 
present, from a tradition rebuilt and reworked a current condition they are in doubt about the identity light questions 
on problems relating to the inclusion in the Italian community, about being Chinese and Italian. The real find in the 
virtual space and vice versa, in a sort of circularity that moves constantly thinking between reality and fiction. 

2.1 The purpose of Associna.it  

The portal Associna was founded in 2005 by a meeting on the internet of a group of boys and girls of the second 
generations born and raised in Italy. The purpose of Associna is to create a bridge (virtual and not only) among the 
Chinese community and the Italian one, between the past (which usually it has been lived in China in the first person 
by the parents, not by the kids), the present and the future. The portal tends to perform certain functions: 

* Support a project of opening of the Chinese community towards the host society and greater cohesion within the 
Italian society; 
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* Give voice to the second generations by providing informations, views, insights on various topics (news, politics, 
events) that can complement those transmitted by the media; 

* Build a virtual meeting place, where people can communicate, discuss issues of tradition and current. 

The site is organized in different sections: some reserved for registered users (chat and forum), other free. The topics 
covered are many, they are presented in the form of articles written by members of the community. We find 
biographies, culture, curiosity, economy, parties, events, opinions, politics, stories. Any registered user of the site 
can contribute to the presentation of the issues by providing comments, suggestions, fueling debates connected with 
it. 

The popularity of the internet, among young Chinese makes this media very powerful , capable of spreading cultural 
consumption and to disseminate like wildfire thoughts and ideas. In fact, the site gives examples of how you can 
pass on notions related symbolic codes, traditional cultural elements, known in the first person by the guys that run 
the site, which are the children of immigrants born or raised in Italy. For example, several post in the forum can be 
found on the symbols meanings in Chinese décor. The epistemology of intercultural education aims attention to the 
symbols as they create points of contact between distant universes of reference. Symbols allow you to get closer to 
another culture, they have features that are transmitted with knowledge and education. 

The symbols allow young Chinese, born and lived outside of China, to find in their lives some traces of an identity 
distant but present. Similarly Italians are in contact with symbolic Chinese decorations or of Chinese origin more 
than we can think, many of them have come in the course of history also as a part of the decorative universe that is 
considered Italian. In particular, teachers often do not know the meaning of the symbols used in the decorations and 
know it can be a value the intangible items (historical and cultural) that belong to the family estate of the students. 
For example, in a post on Associna can be found complex explanations of the symbols of the Horse, Dragon, Lion 
how to provide elements of cultural education, information, details, explanations for Italians possibly intrigued by 
the Chinese symbolism and for the Chinese who may have heard of these symbolic elements in the stories of their 
parents, but without having knowledge. The text seems to use various contaminations, indirect restorations, 
historical, economic, cultural traits not related to a particular culture, but to a third reality: cultural, historical, 
informative at the same time. A sort of symbolic handbook that can be used by anyone who wants or has curiosity. 

2.2 Some subjects, some topics 

The site deals with many subjects: events, stories from adult people and presentations. The users are in contact with 
particular visions of history, tradition, modernity; arguments that the imagination and the curiosity of young Chinese 
brings to light. Associna is a real reservoir of cultural references, presented by those who, like the Italians, they have 
not lived in the first person, but that may have them absorbed in part by the tales and the stories of family and 
friends. The cultural offer of Associna includes episodes and characters extracts of the decorative universe history, 
culture or literary of China. For example, are presented and summarized some of the pillars of Chinese literature, 
one of which is The Dream of the Red Chamber (Hong Lou Meng) with a trace of the plot, the context, the extent of 
the value of the novel. 
These are cultural basic indications for those who do not already possess them (in fact it is probable that the Chinese 
who live far from China, do not know this literary work). This is one of the tasks that the virtual community 
Associna has given itself: to create a bridge between the present and a past that needs to be rebuilt, not with regard 
to the individual sphere, but as regards the traditional culture, which for young immigrants can not follow the usual 
route transmission of knowledge (from parents and institutions to children) but takes many forms and accomplishes 
different paths. 
Another important figure of the Chinese cultural world, of which the second-generation youth may have heard the 
stories by parents, is  Wu Chengen, became famous all over the world thanks to numerous television series and the 
cartoon Dragonball. The figure of the little monkey is the protagonist of the novel  Xiyou Ji  or  The journey to the 
West, inspired by an ancient cycle of folk tales, one of the most popular in China and abroad. The novel, composed 
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by Wu Chengen probably between 1570 and 1580, is allegorical: the monk Xuanzang can be construed as a man in 
search of enlightenment; the horse that carries him as his will;   the pig  as the symbol of physical strength and 
inclinations;  the monkey as a symbol of the heart and mind. 
The user Quifeng begins his long post on Associna about the myth of Sun Wukong:  
«If you were to ask a child or teenager who is Son Goku, entered in the Western imagination through comics Hakira 
Toriyama Dragonball, would answer but maybe not everyone knows that Goku is inspired by a Chinese legendary 
monkey....». 
The words with which the user introduces readers to the mythological story can be compared to those of a parent 
who describes his son a myth of his childhood, a character who a guy could hear without knowing it and without 
knowing what role did the figure in the memories of adults and countrymen. These actions on the site are meant to 
tell what is usually taught in Chinese schools. The stories posted on the site by the young of Associna serve as the 
glue between one community and another, between the present and a past not lived in full (or at least not seen as 
peers in China). 
Another figure that is part of the Chinese legendary and must be included in the cultural background of those who 
are from China is Mulan. The user Kai Asuma writes in his post abouto Hua Mulan, the legend of an intrepid 
orchidea: «The first praises to Mulan are in an anonymous epic poem of the period the Northern Dynasties 
(386/581). Later storytellers and playwrights have given her a name (Hua) and have enriched her adventures with 
many details...». 
 In other post are described China's traditional celebrations, events of Chinese culture that the Chinese can not miss. 
Immigrants in Italy, especially on festive occasions, they can feel even more the weight of the distance from home 
and believe that it is essential to transmit the knowledge of these occurrences to their children in order to safeguard 
the tradition: the Lantern Festival, the festival of five May, the feast of the moon... 
It 's a kind of guide to traditional Chinese festivals for those who have not had the chance to experience them 
directly. The precision and the attention to details  that characterizes the descriptions of events in the portal 
www.assoocina.it  is felt to be necessary because those descriptions will become part of the cultural background of 
young immigrants or born in Italy. It is understandable that those who write about Associna you need to rebuild and 
imagine what happens in the streets and homes in China on feast days, even to understand the strong attachment that 
their countrymen may feel toward those customs. Probably by even a superficial knowledge of these cultural 
traditions of second-generation immigrants may diminish the generational and cultural gap that separates them from 
their parents and try to savor, even with the story and the images, the atmosphere and the habits to which fathers and 
mothers exhibit melancholy. The authors who have put these interventions on the site have accompanied the texts 
with images that bring very effective real places or fanciful elements with which the young second-generation 
immigrants have never had to do either directly or, if not, whose contact is happened a long time before turning into 
distant memory, more and more nebulous. Internet helps to fill a void and to share words and stories, images and 
visual elements suitable to rebuild something that you are not able to experience it firsthand. The measures collected 
in the portal www.associna.it not only affect the reconstruction of everything that is considered traditional but also 
cultural events and anniversaries that can touch up close and daily Chinese youth in Italy, for example: the 
celebrations in various cities of Italy on the occasion of Chinese New Year of 2011. In a post signed with two 
initials, a user describes the Chinese New Year along an ideal trip to China to discover the customs and practices 
that the children of immigrants have  never lived in the first person, but they definitely some notions thanks to the 
reports of family members. It emerges that a party or an typical event  Chinese traits can take new and original in the 
land of welcome and that the same situation is experienced differently by parents and children. 
The topics in the portal are not unique to the field of history and culture, but also the contemporary. In the post 
below (almost a chronicle/story) a user woman who signed Shaoyan highlights what traits of change can take 
Chinese traditions, such as marriage, in the context of the host society: 
«No gifts but money. And the bride toasts with everyone. Voices, music, dragees, fireworks. We are in Via Giannone 
in Milan, in front of a Chinese restaurant in Chinatown. In a Sunday covered with clouds a couple of young Chinese 
decided to pray to the heavens and the earth. Which, in the Chinese tradition, it means marry». 
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From the distant past, focusing on the symbolism, of literary and mythological figures and legends, handed down the 
path of identity of young immigrants led to the discovery of the traditional Chinese holidays and customs to changes 
that may be in the contexts of migration. If the glimpses of the past and of ancient Chinese cultural elements 
typically may appear frosty unknown to the boys, everything about the contemporary experience of migration 
appears to be very close and heard. The children of Chinese immigrants in Italy can speak in the first person begin to 
feel like your memory and identity, not just the result of a meticulous reconstruction and imagination. The stories 
that young second-generation Chinese publish on the portal are also experiences in the first person by those who 
have taken the path of migration, in which many children of immigrants can identify with. For example, Shaoyan 
writes: 
«The dream of the Chinese is to become Lao Ban. Lao Ban means "to be masters." It 's important owning a 
business,  even if small. I tell you three stories from the triangle Brescia-Bergamo-Milan. It 's the dream of all 
Chinese people to be called Lao Ban (masters). Owners of restaurants, shops, hawker stalls of clothing and various 
chinoiserie. And the Lao Ban in Italy increased, moving from side to side to increase the turnover and win an 
indispensable economic stability». 
The glimpse of this is offered in the site also touches issues that affect the daily lives of Chinese young people, often 
in contact with uncomfortable questions or situations of confrontation between the original and the indigenous 
community. For example, there are debates about the importance of the attribution of a name in China (in order to 
give an analytical tool to those which are asked the meaning of his name in the host society); discussions and 
exchanges of views on articles published on the major Italian newspapers, such as occurs on the doubts related to the 
burial of corpses in Chinese culture or the fact that Chinese young people in Italy are spies for the Chinese 
government. Are ways to give answers to prejudices and stereotypes that often characterize the relationship between 
the Chinese community and the Italian and immigrant youth may hear directly weigh on their shoulders in the 
contexts of daily socialization. 
The comparison between the two worlds may also include simple comparisons between different light on issues 
habits of life of the society of origin and the host. The discussion can also be imprinted on the ways in which the 
media (web, television, newspapers, advertising, radio) talk about the Chinese world. Often the messages conveyed 
can be captured in different ways according to the interlocutors and what the eyes of an Italian can arouse curiosity 
or irony, can be perceived as offensive or stereotyped by an immigrant. In addition to the session that contains 
articles published by users, the portal provides young people with different opportunities for discussion and venting, 
as well as a valuable tool for mutual aid. Those registered to Associna can communicate via chat and participate in 
forums that touch on various themes: Italian news, sports events, issues related to integration in the host society, 
international politics, issues of study, work, relationships. The relationship between the users of the portal can cross 
the boundaries between virtual and real communities, thanks to numerous opportunities to meet the association gives 
life. There have been two meetings in Prato, are organized football tournaments, meetings dedicated to the cinema, 
mixed groups of conversation, during which events to exchange views about the political world and the issues that 
are common to the second-generation immigrants. And 'interesting is the ability for users to converse in Chinese 
section of the portal "Chatting in Chinese!", “Let's talk in Chinese! ". Not to lose confidence with the language of 
origin, which, over time, is likely to be stifled by the gradual familiarity that children acquire the Italian. 
Shared memory and built by the children of Chinese immigrants appears to be a new reality, not due to any alleged 
criterion of objectivity of interpretation, nor purely cultural canons in Chinese or Italian. The site analysis has 
allowed us to bring out the desire of the boys to share culture and experience, re-weave, thanks to the contribution of 
so many people feel similar to his own experiences, the plot of a past that migration is not allowed to know directly. 
The tradition handed down to second-generation Chinese immigrants, it becomes a tradition developed, not 
received, the positive counterpart of this lack is that, in search of the roots, the role of young people is more active, 
you can implement with non-traditional means such as the Internet and virtual communities. 
The role that the web has to creating the identity handed down does not replace that of the people of flesh and blood 
(parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles), real possible transmitters of knowledge and experiences. The portal is a 
cultural offer that is at the same time, searching for the roots and the design of the future for young second-
generation immigrants. With the web, you create an imagined community and diasporic, a bridge between past and 
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present, between Chinese and Italian companies, including the world of adults and one of the youngest. The identity 
handed down is not something static, absorbed in a passive way: it is a continuous process of research and selection 
of cultural consumption, construction and interpretation 
The migration process has strong repercussions on the balance and stability of the society of emigration and the host 
community, especially the family and the individual. The breakup of the landmarks of cultural and social turns out 
to be even more pronounced in the case of a teenager who immigrated as a child or who are foreign born. In the new 
context of the family emigrated to life seems to no longer be able to provide its members with a valid support in 
coping with the difficult integration into host communities. Each original shall develop a strategy to overcome these 
shortcomings, with results that vary from subject to subject, difficult to define. 
In the contemporary world the impact of the means of mass communication, especially the web, has a strong effect 
on how young people create (and change process) to the tradition and identity. Looking at the site yields a 
conception of identity absolutely no statuary, no fixed or sent by osmosis. The reality that surrounds each individual 
is subject to forces that change, it is not possible to give a universal definition of identity, nor think that will be built 
in the same way in different situations. We must recognize the power of change that characterizes the phenomenon 
of identity. In the face of today's dynamic, it makes no sense to talk about definitions of ethnicity, nation, culture or 
community. You must bring the original elaborations that individuals develop in different contexts depending on the 
variety of situations, thanks to the action of the imagination. In the example that is shown emerges one of many 
possibilities through which second-generation immigrants, through a medium of mass communication (internet) try 
to create a tradition that is not only passed, but created by them stess, and an identity that takes on the traits of a real 
active process. This, however, is not a substitute cultural ties, social and relational, which are woven into the daily 
reality: it is a significant part. 
 

3.Websites born multi-ethnic and managed by the second generations 

In the collected interviews the witnesses contacted for research have referred many examples of websites that are 
born multi-ethnic and that are managed by the second generations of boys and girls or children of immigrant 
families. In Italy, the experience very significant (now closed for lack of funds) is that of Crossing Tv 
(www.crossingtv.it) a web tv designed by a team composed of intercultural boys aged between sixteen and twenty 
five years. The experience started in February 2008 in Bologna (with funding from the Ministry of Social Solidarity 
of the Italian Gouvernement) and ended in 2012. The communicative intent of Crossing Tv was to give visibility and 
voice to teenagers and young people who are not represented by the mainstream media, trying to undermine the 
prejudices and counteract the stereotypes that young people see themselves and suffer daily. 
Through this medium communication, the boys try to act to build new images of young children of immigrants to 
understand and comply with all the differences in each person, a sort of Yalla Italia the web. Then, Internet is a tool 
used by the second generations, in that it gives the possibility to obtain (in addition to providing) information in a 
more democratic thanks to its characteristics of an interactive medium. Several young people can have their own 
blogs and use social networks with the intent to express themselves freely and seek alternative opportunities to 
exchange ideas. They also represent an instrument of solidarity and sharing since, as said Stella, a young second-
generation: «networks do not make you feel lonely, I'll just say that there are people that have the same trouble, 
that's when you feel more optimistic and see things from another point of view, often for the better. Through 
dialogue, the exchange of ideas, everything becomes a little lighter.» 
 
3.1 About Muslim word 
Over the last few years, were born several internet sites with the intention of giving space to questions about various 
issues concerning the Muslim world;  an example can be given by www.islamonline.it  that caters to Muslims and 
Muslim Italian Italian speakers living in Italy or have Italy as an important reference and is a tool of information, 
analysis utilities. It is a online magazine through which we discuss marriage, sex, use of the beauty products halal 
(permitted) haram (forbidden), they share recipes religious songs. It is "sites that help to present Islam in a more 
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clear and concrete, away from the deformation produced by the media or fanatical interpretations, which are far 
away from the essence of faith .. Internet is seen as an area in which every citizen is well received, is perceived as a 
space that transcends national borders by being «above the parties and becoming accessible to all. By islam-online 
other sites You can express their views freely, feeding processes of criticism and self-criticism: «The 
communication of self is not real but it is mostly virtual and my peers Moroccans have well understood and have 
started their silent revolution precisely this way. So it is true, no one is a prophet in his homeland, but we are all 
prophets on the internet». 
Internet makes it possible to bring together the various Islamic communities scattered throughout the West, so they 
were born Palestian initiatives such as the Youth Network www.palyouth.org, a site designed to allow 
communication between of Palestinian origin, aged between 18 and 35 years old, living in different parts of the 
world. The aim is to build a town that is not in order to keep alive the stories that the G2 have heard the voices of 
their grandparents and increase awareness of themselves trying to stay together regardless of language, culture, 
religion residence. It is 'necessary for us, and not second-generation youth, go on the pitch we strive to create an 
alternative system to that of barriers and boundaries. We begin to feel ourselves members a people without a land, a 
land of many peoples. It is at that point, we will be able to fly on every border. 
Other interesting experiences born thanks to the use of internet you can find on the site and the network Altmuslim 
www.altmuslim.com Cedar www.altmuslim.com. Through the first trying to "influence, producing information, 
three areas of interest the traditional media and the government the mainstream Islamic organizations. This website 
arises intent of politically motivated showing sensitivity towards the issues of contemporary forms of the Cedar 
network has social objectives: to propose the development of "European Muslims model" sustaining promoting their 
visibility, wants to be a network of interchange intellectual and professional . 
Another interesting initiative proposed by the Cedar is the Emwi www.cedaremwi.com (European Muslim Women 
of Influence), time to honor and reward European Muslim women, giving them a positive image for their capacity to 
play "a vital role in a wide range that includes the spheres cultural, economic, professional and social. 
 
3.2.  Toward the cultures of Eastern Europe 
 
Equally interesting in terms of training and cultural exchange sites are centered themes go cultures of the countries 
of Eastern Europe, aimed at users undifferentiated. The landscape is vast. They are sites monographs on individual 
artists in the country of origin: an example is the site designed and maintained by Sabrina Arpini  about the artistic 
life of Gheorghe Iancu, star of the ballet, as a tribute to the great artist. The site is setup properly 
cultural/encyclopedic (http://www.gheorghe-iancu.com) contains all the information in a detailed and 
comprehensive career past and present G. Iancu. 
There are also sites with a broader offering current topics, debates and opportunities. In this second category belongs 
the site of the 'Observatory Balkans and the Caucasus (OBC), a project of the Foundation Peace Bell in the middle 
between an electronic medium, a study center a service center that explores the social and political transformations 
in the south-east Europe, Turkey and the Caucasus. The Observatory website Balkans the Caucasus, 
http://www.balcanicaucaso.org, exploits the potential of multimedia, using open source technology and is present on 
the main social networks. 
It includes a very wide range social and cultural issues: environment, gangs, human rights, economy, European 
Union, media, migration, politics, civil society, governance, customs, tourism and travel, peace, conflict, justice, art 
and culture, news, religions. Through the interaction between a working group with headquarters in Rovereto 
(Trento province) and a network of correspondents and collaborators over forty local produces and provides 
information and analysis that are posted on the web. The portal Observatory weaves information, research and 
stimulation of international cooperation, is visited by over a hundred thousand readers per month teachers and 
researchers journalists, students diplomats and officials of local authorities, regional and national policy makers and 
volunteers and professionals international solidarity and economic operators; citizens of diasporas in South-east 
Europe and the Caucasus tourist, travelers and visitors. 
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Another significant site as an example of supply and consumption of cultural products was carried out by the Centro 
Culturale Italo-Romanian Dacia by the Association of Milan and Livorno, a bilingual portal, which seeks to raise 
awareness of the cultural values of Romanians in Italy, highlighting also, as much as possible, cultural relations 
existed between Italy and Romania through time. The portal, http://www.culturaromena.it, was the brainchild a 
group of young students, researchers, professors, men and women of culture, Italian and Romanian, engaged in 
cultural and artistic research and some Romanian journalists that for several years living in Italy to be a medium of 
intercultural communication between the Romanian community living in Italy and the Italian, through literature, art, 
theater, music, etc. .. 
The curators www.culturaromena.it in an attempt to bring the portal as a small mirror of Romanian culture in Italy 
as a diffuser its values in the world, following the meetings of major cultural Romanian and activate dialogue with 
the most important personalities who have for many years held a rich activity in this area in Italy. The portal 
supports and promotes in its pages groups, associations, institutions that operate in the 'sphere of culture. It is 'a 
project open and evolving with these subject areas History (to know the elements of Romanian history and cultural 
relations Romania through time) Publications (to present the books written by Romanian authors, or relate to 
Romania , written by Italian authors) 
Events (to present cultural events, conferences, debates, organizing exhibitions, book presentations etc.). Spirituality 
(to acquaint readers with some spiritual values of the Romanian Orthodox Church) Articles and studies (to present 
the studies and articles that dealing with items of common interest, cultural interference Romanian) personality (to 
raise awareness of important personalities of Romanian culture history) Community (to present the personality 
Romanian living in Italy know even more, their artistic activity) photo and video galleries covering various cultural 
events. 
There is another important site that is worth mentioning for knowledge of Romanian culture 
http://firiweb.wordpress.com, the site of the Forum of Romanian intellectuals of Italy (FIRI) who was born at the 
beginning of November 2007. The main purpose of FIRI is to conduct and promote activities to foster intercultural 
dialogue, understanding, mutual respect and friendship between individuals, communities and peoples. 
The supply and consumption of cultural products through the web seems to be a way to promote encourage the 
young people who live migration the development of an attitude of dual membership, which can enable them to 
overcome the positive task of constructing one's own identity. Thanks also to the possibility of cultural training these 
guys could be introduced into the host society while remaining true to themselves, keeping that part of himself that 
refers to another culture. Even cultural consumption through the web should facilitate the integration, understanding 
it as the outcome of the choice of keeping their origins along with an opening towards the new construction. 
Analyze the cultural offerings found on websites used as a benchmark allows you to guess the young Italian 
immigrants in the development of a sort of dual ethnicity, through which those who habitually frequents these sites 
feel they belong both worlds reference: the company host community and the society of origin. This small window 
of opportunity that opened on cultural consumption conveyed through the web should be useful to teachers and 
educators to fortify the point of view of intercultural pedagogy, that is able to harmonize the values and recognize 
the positives and negatives of both the other's sphere of influence, while maintaining the overall balance of the 
alternating biculturalism that allows you to move freely from one culture to another, from time to time responding to 
requests from different stakeholders and different situations. 
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Abstract 

The present work evaluates time perception in children with dyscalculia (DD) to verify whether DD can interfere with timing 
tasks. Sample includes: 12 DD subjects (M=9.5 years) and 12 healthy subjects (M=9.2 years). Two studies are carried out: a time 
comparison task (to judge whether an interval was longer or shorter than a reference interval) and a time reproduction task. The 
ANOVA shows the effect of factor GROUP on temporal relationship and errors on temporal comparison. In sub-second duration 
timing task, DD children are less accurate than healthy children; boys seem to have a lower level of performance than girls. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The quality and quantity of  learning in school age requires optimum efficiency of cognitive functions: perception, 
memory, information processing abilities, and associative capacity, and functions requiring multiple data processing, 
as for example reading with the comprehension of a text. So, during school period, the cognitive disorder 
(underestimated or not relevant disorders) can became Learning Specific Disability. 
The learning specific disabilities are classified in three subtypes: reading learning (RLD), written learning (WLD) 
and mathematic learning disability (MLD). 
Developmental Dyscalculia (DD) is a congenital and specific learning difficulty of the calculation; it is a primary 
cognitive disorder of childhood affecting the disability of an otherwise intelligence and healthy child to learn 
arithmetic (the understanding of numerical concepts and arithmetical information).  
A classification of developmental dyscalculia divides this disorder to (Badian, 1983): a) Alexia and agraphia for 
number; b) Spatial dyscalculia; c) Anarithmetia; d) Attentional sequential dyscalculia; e) Myxed type. 
Although poor teaching, environmental deprivation, and lack of intelligence are involved  in the etiology of 
developmental dyscalculia, current data indicate that this learning disability is a brain-based disorder with a familiar-
genetic predisposition. Developmental dyscalculia is a common cognitive handicap; its prevalence in the school 
population is 5-6%, a frequency similar to developmental dyslexia and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
(Barberesi, Katusic, Colligan, Weaver, & Jacobsen, 2005).  
Developmental dyscalculia is the most frequently encountered in neurologic disorders (fragile X carriers, epilepsy 
and Turner’s syndrome) and developmental disorders of childhood such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
and developmental language disorder (Jordan, Hanich, & Kaplan, 2003; Pellerone, Schimmenti, & Collura, 2012; 
Shalev & Gross-Tsur, 2001). Whereas isolated learning disabilities other than developmental dyscalculia are more 
common in boys, developmental dyscalculia is more prevalent in girls with epilepsy and in female carriers of fragile 
X (with a combination of low arithmetic, digit span and block design subtest scores).  
Recent literature shows the presence of some measures as indicators of potential Mathematical Disorder in 
kindergartners, that is (Gersten, Beckmann, Clarke, Foegen, Marsh, Star, & Witzel, 2009): a) magnitude comparison 
(i.e., knowing which digit in a pair is larger); b) sophistication of counting strategies; c) fluent identification of 
numbers;  d) working memory (as evidenced by reverse digit span). 
Among the possible errors in comprehension and production systems there are: a) lexical errors, or errors concerning 
the production or comprehension of single figures; b) syntactic errors, since child is able to encode the single digits 
but he cannot establish the relationship between them in a correct syntactical structure. 
The development of mathematical competence originates from the activation of the frontal and parietal areas of the 
brain. The execution of timing tasks for shorter periods than a second shows a cluster of activation in the right 
inferior parietal lobe (IPL). Many recent imaging studies have revealed the involvement of the frontal cortex, 
particularly the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, in the processing of brief (< 1 sec) intervals (Tregellas, Davalos, & 
Rojas, 2006), and in the right hemispheric prefrontal cortex with sub and supra-second intervals (Koch, Oliveri, 
Carlesimo, & Caltagirone, 2002). This evidence confirms what electrophysiological investigations have already 
indicated regarding the role of the frontal lobe in the coding of temporal information.  
Recent evidences (Frassinetti, Magnani, & Oliveri, 2009; Vicario, Caltagirone & Oliveri, 2007; Vicario & Martino, 
2010) documents the disposition to spatial coding from left to right of the intervals timing respectively from shorter 
to longer ones in healthy children; from these results we could deduce that a trend toward the left (along the mental 
number line) is supposed to be responsible for the underestimation of time in children with dyscalculia. 
Time, space and numbers are closely linked in the world of the psyche, however, the effects exerted by the space 
and other variables on the time estimation processes remain poorly investigated.  
A recent study (Vicario , Caltagirone, Turriziani, Koch, & Oliveri, 2008) shows that the feedback of the duration of 
visual stimuli can be influenced by their location (left vs. right) along the space, as well as from information related 
to the number’s magnitude. Several groups of healthy subjects have executed tasks of temporal evaluations about 
various types of visual stimuli. In the first two experiments, the visual stimuli consisted of decimal numbers, 
presented at the center of the screen or on  the right and left of the space. In a third experiment, visual stimuli were 
constituted by circles blacks. The duration of the reference stimuli was set at 300 msec: the subjects had to indicate 
the relative duration of the test stimulus compared with the reference one. The main results showed that the duration 
of the stimuli presented in the left hemisphere is underestimated, and the duration of the stimuli presented in the 
right hemisphere is overestimated. On the other hand, in the median position, the feedback of the duration is affected 
by the number’s magnitude of the stimulus presented, with a time underestimation of the test whether its dimension 
is smaller than the reference stimulus and vice versa an overestimation of the test if the number’s magnitude is 
higher than the reference stimulus. 
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A further investigation (Oliveri, Caltagirone, Turriziani, et al., 2008) shows a similar trend of results: in a first 
experiment, a group of healthy subjects was subjected to a time estimate task, requiring to assess whether the 
duration of the test stimulus was longer or shorter than a previous reference stimulus. The main results show that the 
perception of time was influenced by the digit’s magnitude: for the lower numbers (for example: 1) the 
underestimation prevails whilst as regards higher decimal numbers (for example, 9) dominates the overestimation of 
duration. These findings confirm a functional interaction between time and numbers in the cognitive system. 
 

1.2 METHOD 
 
1.2.1 Objectives and research hypothesis 
The present work aims to measure the perception of time in children with dyscalculia. The aim of the study has been 
to examine whether a deficit in calculation ability could influence with a time comparison task and a time 
reproduction task in sub-second and supra-second intervals. 
In accordance with the literature (Vicario et al., 2008) it is assumed that there is no gender difference in sub- and 
supra second timing tasks. 
The group dimension is also assumed (healthy subjects and subjects with dyscalculia) to have an influence on the 
factor of temporal relationship and on percentage error in time comparison in sub- and supra second intervals, 
according to the literature (Oliveri, Vicario, Salerno, Koch, Turriziani, Mangano, Chillemi, & Caltagirone, 2008; 
Vicario, 2011). 
 
1.2.2 Participants  
The sample is formed by 24 students of primary school in Sicily: the first group is composed of 12 subjects (a 
experimental group), including 7 males and 5 females (M = 9.5 years; SD = 0.57), with pure dyscalculia (that is a 
form of dyscalculia in which is excluded any other form of co-morbidities); the second group of 12 healthy subjects 
(control group), including 7 males and 5 females (M = 9.2 years, SD = 0.50). 
 
1.2.3 Procedure: Study one (Time comparison task) 
The task was earlier described to participants; afterward they have been requested to perform a series of practical 
tests to verify whether participants had understood the progress of the test. The subjects were placed in front of 
monitor of a laptop. 
The purpose of the experiment was to determine whether a test stimulus (a black circle) was presented for a time 
interval longer or shorter than the duration of a standard stimulus (a red circle). 
For each session, there were two separate and consecutive blocks, the first one including sub-second intervals and 
the second one the supra-second  intervals. 
In the block of sub-second intervals, the duration of the standard stimuli was 400 milliseconds in each test. This 
block consisted of 18 trials including subjects, estimating 6 sub-second intervals (300, 440, 500 ms), each of which 
was submitted for 6 times in random order, but immediately after the stimuli reference. The standard stimuli were 
presented immediately before the test stimuli in each of the 18 tests. 
In the block of supra-second intervals, the duration of  stimuli reference was of 1400 milliseconds in every test. This 
block consisted of 18 trials,  including  subjects estimated 3 supra-second intervals (1200, 1440, 1520 ms),  
presented in random order for 6 times. The standard stimulus was presented immediately before the test stimulus in 
each of the 18 trials. 
In both blocks, thus, 9 trials contained stimuli tests major than standard stimulus, and 9 trials contained test stimuli 
lower than standard stimulus. Each interval between the trials was 2000 msec. The order of presentation of the sub-
second blocks and supra-second blocks was counterbalanced between subjects in each group. 
The performance of each subject was analyzed by calculating the average percentage of wrong answers (errors) on 9 
sub-second trials and 9 supra-second trials. 
 
1.2.4 Procedure: Study two(Time Reproduction task) 
The subjects were positioned in front of the monitor to a laptop. Each of them completed two tasks in a random 
order for the production of time intervals: in the first task, the way of production was independent (Self Time 
Production - STP), in the second task the way of production was given by the computer (Computer Time Production 
- CTP), according to indications Van Der Meer, Marzocchi and DeMeo (2005), who had applied this methodology 
in subjects with ADHD. 
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The two tasks were presented in a counterbalanced way. The execution of the task was preceded by a training phase 
in which (through the use of a stopwatch) the experimenter showed the real length of each interval. The data were 
collected in the form of response time expressed in milliseconds. 
In the first task, the way of production was independent; it is consisted of a block of 18 trials in which subjects 
estimated 3 independent intervals presented in random order, each of which was submitted for 6 times; alia block 
consisted of 50 trials in which subjects estimated 3 sub-second intervals (300, 400, 500 ms), presented in random 
order for 6 reps too.  
 
1.2.5  Measures 
Instruments used are: AC-MT Test for evaluation of calculus disorders (Cornoldi, Lucangeli & Bellina, 2002) and 
Weschler III for QI evaluation (Wechsler, 1991). 
Ɣ�7KH�WHVW�$&-MT was born as a response to the need to have an instrument to assess the numerical and calculation 
skills, in children from 6 to 11 years. 
The tool serves to determine the detail of calculation (baseline assessment) and the difficulties of calculation 
(diagnosis of the first level), through six specific indices: the first two indices refer to the “accuracy” variable, the 
third index refers to the speed of calculation, provides an individual administration; the fourth index regard the 
presence of basic elements, related to the ability to lexical  comprehend and produce, syntactic and semantic 
number; the other two indexes refer to written operations and solving mathematic problems. 
Ɣ�7KH�:,6&-III (Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children; Wechsler, 1991) is a clinical tool for the diagnosis and 
evaluation of intellectual abilities of children aged from 6 to 16 years and 11 months;  it is constituted by it 13 
subtests divided into two groups: verbal subtest and subtest performance. Verbal subtests are oral questions without 
time limits except for Arithmetic; performance subtests are nonverbal problems, all of which are timed and some of 
which allow bonus points for extra fast work. The subtest select different mental abilities which will together 
contribute to the overall intellectual ability (IQ).  
The verbal subtests measure: Information, Similarities, Arithmetic (Numerical Reasoning), Vocabulary, 
Comprehension, Digit Span. The Performance subtests are: Picture Completion, Coding, Picture Arrangement, 
Block Design, Object Assembly, Symbol Search, Mazes. 
The ability of the child is synthesized through three different scores: Verbal IQ, Performance IQ, and Total IQ, (a 
combination of subtest scores for verbal and performance).  
 
1.3 DATA ANALYSIS  
 
The Univariate Analysis of Variance tree way (ANOVA) is used to measure the percentage of errors in temporal 
comparison task; in particular the Anova between subjects is used in the experimental group (child with dyscalculia) 
and in the control group (healthy child); The Anova within subjects is used to measure the dimension of BLOCK 
(sub and supra-second intervals) and the dimension of TEMPORAL REPORT between the test and standard 
stimulus (test stimulus longer than the reference test, against shorter than the reference stimulus). 
Student's t test for independent samples was used for the inter-group and intra-group comparison. 
 
1.4  RESULTS: PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS  
 
A preliminary analysis is made in order to measure the level of IQ in both groups (subjects with dyscalculia and 
healthy subjects).  The WISC III test shows that all participants have an IQ in the standard. 
Another preliminary analysis is done to confirm the absence of symptoms of dyscalculia in the group of healthy 
children. The test AC MT- indicates that the 12 healthy child reported a normative score. 
The Univariate Analysis of Variance to verify the influence of gender variable on performance tests emphasises the 
following: 
Ɣ�the significant effect of gender on time comparison task in sub-second block (F (1,11) = 5.16, p < .05) and supra-
second block (F (1,11) = 13.78, p < .01 ): specifically boys obtain higher average score than girls in sub and supra-
second intervals than girls; 
Ɣ�the effect of the variable of gender on temporal relationship in supra-second intervals (F (1,11) = 9.76, p < .05): 
boys show a highest average score than girls in time relationship task with supra-second intervals. 
 
1.4.1 Temporal Comparison 
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The three-way ANOVA for repeated measures shows the influence of the factor GROUP on temporal relationship 
(F (1,11) = 7.34, p < .05), and on the percentage of error in temporal comparison (F (1, 11) = 5.42, p >  .05), but also 
a significant effect of the within-subjects factor BLOCK (F (1,11) = 6.92, p < .05).  
The factor REPORT TIME has a main effect (F (1,11) = 5.48, p <.05) on the percentage of errors in the work of the 
temporal comparison. 
Comparing the average scores, data show that: there is no difference between the two groups in the percentage of 
errors for the block supra-second intervals; while in sub-second test, children with dyscalculia are significantly less 
accurate than healthy children. 
In children with DD, the temporal relationship is broader compared with healthy children but only in  tasks of sub-
second timing. 
The interaction GROUP * BLOCK * REPORT TIME proves statistically significant (p <.05). 
 
1.4.2 Temporal Reproduction 
Student's T for independent samples shows a significant difference between experimental and control group 
in sub-second intervals (F = 5.31; p < .05). 
The two-way ANOVA for repeated measures shows a main effect of factor BLOCK (F (1,11) = 64.2, p < .01), while 
there was found no main effect of the factor GROUP (F (1, 11) = 1.35, p = .275). 
1.5 DISCUSSION  
 
The present study is designed to assess the ability of children with DD to compare and reproduce time intervals. 
Compared to the tasks of temporal comparison, the research has shown that there are differences due to gender 
variables: in particular in the group of children with dyscalculia,  boys seem to have a lower level of performance 
than girls. This result confirms some studies that show an increased incidence of disorder on girls than boys, because 
dyscalculia is associated to dysfunction in both hemispheres brain with a significant contribution of right 
hemisphere. As the girls are probably more dependent on verbal cognitive processes  are higher than boys in this 
cognitive function they may be more phone to learning disabilities that depend of right hemisphere (Badian, 1983). 
Disconfirming the initial hypothesis, there isn’t difference between children with dyscalculia and healthy children as 
regards to the percentage of errors demonstrated in the resolution of the task. 
Furthermore, confirming the research hypothesis, the factor Temporal Relation has a major effect on the percentage 
of errors: in detail, the interaction Block * Temporal Relation is also found to be significant as the Group * Block.  
In reference to this interaction, the difference between the two groups concerns only the sub-second intervals, that is 
to say children with dyscalculia were significantly less accurate than the control group in the timing test of sub-
second durations, because they manifest more errors in over timing comparison task, giving a judgment of 
underestimation compared to the standard stimulus. 
Moreover, the post hoc analysis showed that the dyscalculia group significantly underestimates the duration of 
visual stimuli compared to the control group, whereas it was reported no difference between the subjects for the 
supra-second block.  
In the task of reproduction time, the only significant value concerns the temporal factor BLOCK in the sub-second 
intervals: in fact children with DD give a judgment of underestimation compared to the standard stimulus, that is to 
say children with dyscalculia reproduce the test stimulus for a shorter duration than the standard stimulus. 
The research shows that participants with dyscalculia did not differ from control group in comparison of supra-
second intervals, but only in sub-second intervals. This temporal abnormality of child with DD is confirmed by the 
literature, that shows the presence of parietal and frontal activation during performance of works similar to ours. 
The execution of timing tasks for sub second periods shows a cluster of activation in the right inferior parietal lobe 
(IPL) for perceptual and motion timing works. 
 
1.6 CONCLUSION 
 
The examination of neuroimaging studies (TMS - Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation) allows us to explain the 
temporal abnormalities in our group with dyscalculia, but it remains to explain why children with DD underestimate 
the time. 
According to some recent evidence documenting a spatial encoding from left to right of the time intervals 
respectively from shorter to longer ones  (Frassinetti et al., 2009; Vicario et al., 2008) one might assume that a trend 
toward the left along the mental number line may be responsible for the underestimation of time. 
The results of a recent work document the presence of a pseudo-neglect (ie an attentional bias to the left) higher in 
the DD group compared with the control group, when they are asked to perform a task bisection of mental number 
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line (Ashkenazi & Henik, 2010). In particular, these authors showed that the group whit dyscalculia tends to identify 
the center of a segment leftmost of the control group. This study is the first to highlight the difficulty of spatial 
attention in children with DD (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002). 
Knops and colleagues (Knops, Thirion, Hubbard, Michel & Dehaene, 2009), has further highlights the presence of a 
pattern of involuntary eye movements to left or to right, during the execution of arithmetic operations (subtraction 
vs. Addition, respectively) in association with activation of  posterior parietal cortex. 
On the basis of this evidence, it is assumed that an attentional bias to the left like the one recently reported by 
Ashkenazi and Henik (2010), may reflect the phenomenon of underestimation highlighted in children with DD, as 
predicted by the Time line model (Vicario et al., 2007) which proposes a similar orientation from left to right also 
for time intervals as well as for the numbers (Dehaene, Bossini & Giraux, 1993). 
It was recently proposed a possible association between poor math skills and visual deficits in the temporal 
processing, considering the performance of DD in exploration tasks of sensitivity to visual motion (Sigmundsson, 
Anholt & Talcott, 2010). This study provides the first direct evidence on changes in the processing capacity of the 
explicit time in children with DD in absence of comorbidities. These deficts seem to be selective for sub second 
intervals. 
The results of this study corroborate the hypothesis of a recent Mental Time Line (Vicario, Caltagirone, Pecoraro, et 
al., 2008;. Oliveri et al., 2008) in which the representation of the inferior duration is positioned in the left side of a 
mental space, while the representation of a longer duration is positioned in the right side of the same mental space. 
 
1.7 IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE  
 
Research in literature should be conducted in order to test the impact of arithmetic training sessions, which have 
been recognized to be able to improve the dyscalculia  deficiency, changing the activation of both parietal and 
frontal circuits (see Ansari, 2008, for a comprehensive review), the ability to perform time estimate tasks. 
There are four type of treatment to increase the math abilities: 
Ɣ�HDUO\�LQWHUYHQWLRQ�ZLWK�FKLOGUHQ�ZLWK�GLIILFXOWLHV�LQ�UHDGLQJ�DQG�ZULWLQJ� 
Ɣ�global training on the difficulties of numerical processing and calculation; 
Ɣ�WUDLQLQJ�RQ�WUDQVFRGLQJ�QXPEHUV� 
Ɣ�training on specific components of numbers and calculation with the use of compensatory instruments.  
In the first arithmetic tasks (such as sets, perceptual and manipulative activities), these children haven’t particular 
difficulties because these activities do not provide abilities that are really difficult for them. 
The first treatment is focused about the recovery of lexical labels (to read and write numbers, to count backwards, 
for multiplication tables), the working memory (to read and write numbers, to count); the ability to automate 
procedures (for calculating written and counting). Skills that would be favored with this type of intervention are: a) 
Increased efficiency in the number line, with exercises  ascending and descending count,  games such as the 
identification of the following or preceding number; b) The identification of the semantic aspects of numbers, such 
us their arrangement and placement on the number line, the mental calculation, the addition and subtraction. 
The second model of treatment  promotes: a good control of the processes of transcoding number; good executive 
skills and control measures relating to the calculation in children who started the second cycle of elementary school. 
Among the most frequent difficulties, together with those in arithmetic facts, there are the tasks of numerical 
transcoding and serial backward counting. A good ability in the use of the number line helps in the performance of 
any activity with numbers and calculations.  
The training of numerical transcoding is intensive and of short duration; this is made during the last years of primary 
and secondary schools; it rests mainly on exercise of transcoding numbers, but also draws from some activities 
related to the number line. This treatment promotes a more efficient reading and writing of numbers in terms of 
speed and accuracy. 
At the last, training on specific components of numbers influences: the specific components of numerical and 
calculation abilities; the promote awareness and the use of compensatory measures (using timing and mode of 
intervention shorter). During this treatment, you can teach, depending on requirements, to: a) use the calculator and 
the multiplication table; b) monitor the written calculation; c) to learn strategies to simplify mental calculations. 
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Abstract 

Teacher’s behavior has a significant role in influencing the truanting behaviors among the students. The 

objective of this study is to identify the characteristics of teachers’ behavior which impact on truancy among 

secondary school students. The sample consisted of 472 truants who have routinely skipped school from 10 to 

more than 40 days per year. Information about the samples’ truancy was provided by the school 

administration. The findings indicated that there were 15 types of teachers’ behaviors which affect truant 

behaviors of students. The characteristics of ‘teacher serious in teaching’ has the highest mean and ‘teachers 

are biased toward male students’ has the lowest mean. Further analysis showed that there were significant 

differences in mean in the construct of teacher’s behavior based on gender and type of school. 

 
Keywords: Teacher’s behaviors; truancy; gender; type of school 

 

1. Introduction 

School is a significant setting in the process of development for every individual in the country when public 

education is made compulsory. School is considered as the extended home for individuals as a lot of time is spent in 

school. Thus, the members in the school setting especially the teachers have a vital role to play in many aspects of 

students’ attitude and motivation. Truancy is a type of behavior displayed by students that has drawn the concerns of 

parents, educators, society and the Ministry of Education. Truancy is defined as habitual engagement in unexcused 

absence from school (Zhang et al., 2010).  

 

According to the Ministry of Education records, in 2010, out of 111, 484 discipline problem cases, 19, 545 cases 

involved truancy. In 2011, from the 108, 650 discipline problem cases, 18, 550 involved truanting behavior. Truancy 

is the beginning point to many lifelong problems (Garry, 1996). Literature review has reported that truanting 

behavior among the students is an early sign to many social problems. Truancy is related to dropout from schools 

(Baker et al., 2001, Balfanz et al., 2008; Furgusson et al. 1995; Hibbett et al. 1990), low academic performance 

(Chang & Romero, 2008;  Nauer et al., 2008; Seeley, 2008a; Wilson et al., 2008), problems in academic (Balfanz et 

al., 2008; Heilbrunn, 2007), delinquency (Wang et al., 2005), and substance abuse  (Heilbrunn, 2007; Herny & 

Thornberry, 2010; McAra, 2004; Seeley, 2008a).  
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The Ministry of Education has introduced the system of warning letters in deterring truancy. The school 

administration is given the authority to assign three types of warning letter to students who play truant. Warning 

letter type one will be given to students who are absent from school unexcused for more than ten days. Students who 

skip school unexcused for more than twenty days will receive warning letter type two. Warning letter type three will 

be issued to students deemed truant for more than forty days. Students will be expelled from school if they continue 

to truant. However, parents and guardians can appeal for the students to be re-registered into the school system.  

 

Burley and Harding (1998) reported that school policies, rules, curriculum and teachers’ characteristics can result in 

significant impacts on students’ attitudes and attendance in school. Research has shown that teachers as the closest 

social agent to students in school have contributed to truanting behavior among students. Teachers’ characteristics 

and attitudes can contribute to truancy (Baker et al. 2001; National Centre for School Engagement, 2005). Teachers 

who show lack of respect for students and disregard the different needs among the students can make students 

attempt to truant (National Centre for School Engagement, 2005).  

 

Bartholomew (2009) stated that truants like to use “dislike teachers’ teaching methods” as the most common excuse 

for playing truant. Truants favor interaction with teachers and students besides being granted autonomy in the 

learning process (Bartholomew, 2009). Bartholomew (2009) further asserted that positive teacher-student interaction 

can encourage students’ attendance in class. Teachers’ characteristics such as rude, sarcastic, unfair, insult and 

embarrass students can influence truanting behavior though the impact is rather small (Bartholomew, 2009). Aligned 

with Bartholomew (2009), Britten (2002) reported that teachers’ unpleasantness and hatred toward certain students 

can contribute to students’ truanting behavior. Besides that, students are also inclined to skip school when they feel 

that teachers and schools do not care for them (Van Breda, 2006) or teachers apply authoritarian teaching methods 

(Wiles, 2000). 

 

In the Malaysian context, Azizi Yahaya et al. (2007) revealed that the aspect of teachers has the highest mean among 

all the predictors for truancy. Pursuing this further, Azizi Yahaya et al. (2007) point out that teachers who like to 

assign a lot of homework to students, are always late to class and fail to perform effective teaching will discourage 

students from staying in school. Findings of Mohamed Sharif and Hazni (2010) and Johari and Nik Selma (2011) 

support the role of teachers in influencing students to become truant. Muhammed Sharif and Suria (2012) reported 

that teacher’s attitude can cause students’ unexcused absence from schools. In their findings, 59.4% of the truants 

feel that their discipline teacher is unfair in punishing students, thus keeping students away from school. 

Furthermore teachers who are very strict, serious and mean can make students skip school. Bartholomew (2009) 

stressed that high expectations of teachers on students’ performance outside and inside the classroom produce 

positive impacts on students’ truanting behavior. 
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The major objective of this study is to determine the role of teachers in the problem of truancy among secondary 

school students. It is aimed at identifying the types of teachers’ behaviors that will influence secondary school 

students to involve themselves in truancy. Besides that, this study also intends to identify the mean differences of 

teachers’ behaviors based on gender and type of school.  

 

2. Methodology 

Respondents for this study were 472 students consisting of 322 males and 150 females from public schools which 

have been identified as schools with a high rate of truancy by the Ministry of Education in Malaysia. The 

respondents are 346 Malay, 64 Chinese and 62 Indian students aged between 13 to 16 years.  Some 236 of the 

sample have been given warning letter one, 183 have been given warning letter two and 53 have been given warning 

letter three by the school administration.  

 

Samples were obtained using purposive and random sampling procedures. We randomly selected 15 schools of high 

rate in truancy from the list given by the Ministry of Education of Malaysia. Selected schools have to prepare a 

name list of all the students who have been given warning letters of three types. All the students in the name lists are 

classified as sample. Data were obtained via survey using a self-administrated questionnaire. Samples were gathered 

and given 30 minutes to answer the questionnaire. The questionnaire has been developed by the researchers based 

on educational theory and literature review. The questionnaire consists of two parts,  part A elicits the respondents’ 

demographic data whereas part B is about teachers’ characteristics. There are twenty-five items in the questionnaire. 

The instrument has undergone pilot study for validation.  

 

3. Results of Research 

The reliability of the instrument was assessed using estimates of internal consistency (Cronbach alpha). The cut-off 

value for Cronbach alpha is .70 and above (Hinton et al., 2004). Data of the study were analyzed based on SPSS 

(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) to generate the descriptive and inferential statistics of the respondents 

and to achieve the objectives of this study. The Cronbach alpha value for the instrument is .79 which means the 

instrument has reached acceptable reliability (Hinton et al., 2004).  

 

Table 1 reveals the mean and standard deviation of items on teacher’s behavior. The means of all items were within 

the range of 2.34 and 3.49. Item ‘teachers are serious in their teaching’ has the highest mean (M = 3.49, SD = 1.06) 

whereas item ‘teachers are gender biased, favor male students’ has the lowest mean (M = 2.34, SD = 1.08). Items 

with mean within the range of 3.40 and 3.17 are ‘teachers are serious in their interaction with students’ (M = 3.40, 

SD = 1.06), ‘teachers are biased, attention is given to students with high academic achievement’ (M = 3.32, SD = 

1.24), ‘teachers emphasize on academic only’ (M = 3.31, SD = 1.12),‘teachers are fierce’ (M =3.29, SD = 1.21), 

‘teachers like to scold and nag at students’ (M = 3.27, SD = 1.33), ‘teachers are biased, attention is given to students 

who contribute to school such as prefects, librarians’ (M = 3.17, SD = 1.29) and ‘teachers are not concerned about 

my problem’ (M = 3.17, SD = 1.23). Items with mean within the range of 2.72 and 2. 2.34 are ‘teachers rarely enter 
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class to teach’ (M = 2.72, SD = 1.23), ‘teachers are not pretty/ handsome’ (M = 2.70, SD = 1.33), ‘teachers have no 

initiative to teach’ (M = 2.65, SD = 1.19), ‘teachers understand my feeling’, (M = 2.58, SD = 1.24), ‘teachers are 

gender biased, favor female students’  (M = 2.54, SD =1.17), ‘teachers never check/ mark my homework’ (M = 2.53, 

SD = 1.19) and ‘teachers are gender biased, favor male students’  (M = 2.34, SD =1.08).  

 
The report further illustrates that 77.1% of the respondents do not agree that their teachers understand their feeling, 

53.6% of the respondents agree that their teachers are too serious in the teaching and learning process, 47.7% of the 

respondents feel that their teachers are serious when interacting with students. 44.3% of the respondents find that 

their teachers are biased as they give more attention to good academic achievers because 43.2% of the respondents 

find that their teachers are very academic orientated. Besides that, the findings also show that 41.7% of the 

respondents agree that their teachers are fierce, 43.9% feel that their teachers like to nag and scold students and 

42.2% of the respondents find teachers are biased as they give more appreciation to students who can contribute to 

schools such as prefects and librarians.  

 

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of items on teacher’s behavior 

 
  

Item  
SD (%) D (%) SA 

 (%) 
A  

(%) 
SA  
(%) 

Mean  Standard 
deviation 

E1. Teachers are fierce   
 

9.5 14 34.7 21.4 20.3 3.29 1.21 

E2. Teachers are biased, attention is given to students 
with high academic achievement  
 

7.8 19.7 28.2 21.6 22.7 3.32 1.24 

E3. Teachers are gender biased, favor male students  
 

25.4 31.4 32.2 5.7 5.3 2.34 1,08 

E4. Teachers are gender biased, favor female students  
 

22.0 27.8 32.8 8.9 8.5 2.54 1.17 

E5. Teachers are biased, attention is given to students 
who contribute to school such as prefects, librarians  
 

10.8 23.7 23.1 22.9 19.5 3.17 1.29 

E6. Teachers are serious in their teaching 
 

5.3 11.0 30.1 36.9 16.7 3.49 1.06 

E7. Teachers are serious in their interaction with 
students  
 

5.5 12.1 34.7 32.4 15.3 3.40 1.06 

E8. Teachers emphasize on academic only  
 

7.0 14.8 35.0 26.9 16.3 3.31 1.12 

E9. Teachers rarely enter class to teach  
 

18.6 26.7 29.0 14.8 10.8 2.72 1.23 

E10. Teachers understand my feeling 
 

25.8 21.0 30.3 15.3 7.6 2.58 1.24 

E11. Teachers are not pretty/ handsome  
 

22.9 24.2 28.8 8.3 15.9 2.70 1.33 

E12. Teachers have no initiative to teach  
 

18.0 30.7 29.0 12.5 9.7 2.65 1.19 

E13. Teachers are not concern about my problem  
 

11.4 17.6 30.3 24.2 16.5 3.17 1.23 

E14. Teachers like to scold and nag  at the students 
 

11.9 18.9 23.3 22.0 23.9 3.27 1.33 

E15. Teachers never check/ mark my homework 
 

21.6 31.6 27.8 10.6 8.5 2.53 1.19 

 

Keys 

SD = strongly disagree    A  = agree 
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D = disagree      SA  = strongly agree 
SA = slightly agree 
 

Table 2 shows the comparison of mean for teachers’ behavior based on gender. Independent-sample t-test is used to 

determine if the mean differences is significant at the .05 level. As indicated in Table 2, the analysis yield a t-value 

of 3.67 which is significant at the specified level (p = .000). This implies teachers’ behavior can produce difference 

effect on male and female students’ truanting behavior. Further analysis displayed that the mean of teachers’ 

behavior for male is higher than female students. Teachers’ behavior results greater impact on influencing male 

students than female students to commit themselves in truancy.  

 

Table 2: Comparison of teachers’ behavior between male and female students 

 
Construct Mean Standard deviation t- value p 

Gender  
 

    

Male  45.00 8.76 3.67* .000 
Female 42.26 9.31   
 
Table 3 displays the comparison for mean of teachers’ behavior based on types of school namely urban, rural, Felda 

and island. One-way ANOVA is used to determine if the mean differences are significant at the .05 level. As 

reported in Table 3, the analysis yielded a significant result with F-ratio of 6.54 which is significant at the specified 

level (p = .000). This denotes that teachers’ behavior can produce difference impacts on truancy among students 

from urban, rural, Felda and island schools. The mean of students from Felda schools is the highest whereas the 

mean of students from rural schools is the lowest.  

 

Post hoc test was conducted using Scheffe correction for multiple comparisons as shown in Table 4. The mean 

differences of teacher’s behavior on truancy between urban schools and rural schools and between rural and Felda 

schools are 3.329 and 6.649 respectively and they are both significant at .05 with the value of p being .028 and .000 

respectively. However the mean differences of teachers’ behavior on truancy between urban and the Felda and the 

island schools are 3.162 and 1.079 respectively and they are not significant at the .05 level. Moreover, the mean 

differences between island and rural and Felda schools are 2.249 and 4.241 correspondingly are also not significant 

at the 0.05 level.  

 

Table 3: Comparison of teachers’ behavior One-way ANOVA based on types of schools 
 
 Mean Standard deviation F- value p 
Types of school 
 

    

Urban  44.71 9.13 6.545*** .000 
Rural  41.38 7.50   
Felda 47.87 9.58   
Island  43.63 8.72   
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Table 4: Teachers’ behavior on truancy differences among the schools 

 

 Mean differences P 
Types of school 
 

  

Urban and rural      3.329* .028 
Urban and Felda -3.162 .920 
Urban and island  1.079 .947 
Rural and Felda   -6.649* .000 
Rural and island -2.249 .728 
Felda and island  4.241 .235 
 

 

4. Discussion 

The findings of the study reveal that teachers’ behavior plays a vital role in effecting the truanting behavior among 

the secondary school student as supported by Burley and Harding (1998), National Center for School Engagement 

(2005), Bartholomew (2009), Baker et al. (2001) and Azizi Yahaya et al. (2007). One of the most noteworthy 

findings of this study is more than two-third of the truants feel that their teachers do not understand their feeling and 

this input need to be considered seriously by the Ministry of Education particularly the teachers themselves. Most of 

the truants in this study feel that their teachers are too serious when they deliver their teaching in class therefore 

make learning process very boring. This is agreed by Bartholomew (2009) as the findings reported that truants 

always used ‘dislike teacher’s teaching method’ as the reason for skipping class. According to Bartholomew (2009), 

truants prefer lessons where students are given a lot of opportunities to interact with the teacher and other students 

besides liking to attend classes where they have the autonomy to channel their opinions of things happening in class. 

Applying authoritarian teaching pedagogy will influence truancy among students. Teachers who like to use lecturing 

in class and assign many tasks for students to work on their own will discourage students from attending class. This 

is supported by the findings of Azizi Yahaya et al. (2007).  

 

Teachers who like to practice seriousness when interacting with students affect truancy as truants state that they will 

skip class if they are discouraged from interacting with the teachers as reported by Bartholomew (2009). Teachers 

who treat students unfairly will stimulate students’ truanting behavior. Teachers have to provide equal attention to 

all students though truants usually cannot perform well in academic and others aspects in school. Lack of attention 

from the teachers will increase the tendency of students to commit in truanting behavior. Furthermore, teachers 

should not focus on the academic aspect only in educating students as each student has different potential that can be 

developed as stated in Gardner’s multiple intelligence theory. Learning settings that are academic oriented will 

demotivate students who cannot excel in academic aspect and lead them to truancy.  

Teachers who are fierce, rude, sarcastic and unfair are not favored, thus they will discourage students from attending 

class (Bartholomew, 2009; Britten, 2002; Muhammed Sharif Mustaffa & Suria Abdul Jamil, 2012). According to 

Van Breda (2000), students will be tempted to involve in truancy if they cannot feel cared for by the school and 

teachers especially. At the same time, the findings of this study also confirmed that students who like to truant 

express that their teachers are not concerned and do not care about their problem. This will make students face 

loneliness and helplessness in solving their problems; consequently they will turn to peers where the feeling of 
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togetherness can be fulfilled. Teachers who like to scold and nag have proven to be one of the factors that influence 

truanting behavior among the students. Teachers’ scolding and nagging has demotivated students from attending 

classes because they feel that learning is an unpleasant process injurious to their self-esteem. 

 

Further analysis demonstrates that teachers’ behavior can result in different impacts on the truanting behavior among 

the male and female students. Male students are more likely to play truant as a result of teachers’ behavior. This may 

because most of the teachers are female. Additionally, the findings also reveal the teachers’ behavior can influence 

the students of urban, rural, Felda and island schools to commit truancy differently. Students of Felda School most 

probably will skip school because of teachers’ behavior followed by students from urban and island schools. In 

contrast, students from rural schools are least affected by teachers’ behavior to become truants.  

 

The findings of this study have revealed that teachers play a very crucial role in resolving the problem of truancy. 

Teachers themselves should have the awareness that they can contribute a lot of effort in helping truants to stay in 

school. It is essential that teachers have the initiative and capability to create a conducive and enjoyable learning 

process for the students to motivate them to keep coming to school. Learning activities should be student- centered 

and hand-on activities which focus on students’ involvement should be emphasized. Besides that, teachers should 

prepare learning activities and create a learning environment that fulfills students’ multiple intelligences. 

Developing a sense of belonging among students in the school system will attract them into continued attendance.   

 

As for the psychological aspect, teachers have to foster good and close interaction with students whereby students’ 

opinions and suggestions on the teaching and learning process and the school setting can be shared. Two-way 

communication ought to be practiced between the teacher and students to facilitate good relationship thus 

encouraging students to stay in school. Teachers with friendly and caring personality can prompt students to attend 

school as all students like to be taught by teachers who are very approachable and concerned about their students. It 

is of upmost importance for teachers to convey the message that they do care and understand how students feel. 

Teachers need to be aware that their characters can produce different influences on truancy based on the students 

gender and the school type.     
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Abstract  

Today’s managers are facing the problem of turnover intentions due to lack of skilled workers. Most of the organizations are 
using rewards, recognition to retain them but, how POS and organizational commitment helps them to retain key employees still 
need to explore. A total of 412 respondents participated in questionnaire based survey conducted in Malaysian banks. Results of 
the study revealed that POS positively affect on AC and NC while negatively on turnover intentions. Furthermore, AC and NC 
perform the role of mediator between POS and turnover intentions. Limitations and implications are also discussed.   
 
 
Keywords: Perceived organizational support (POS), Affective commitment, Normative commitment, Turnover intentions;  

 

Introduction  

   Leaders are of the view that committed and skilled employees are the only source of competitive advantage for 
organizations. In addition to this, skilled employees are of much importance for the organization’s effectiveness, 
therefore it has become essential for employees to retain such employees (Mayfield and Mayfield, 2008). This issue 
has realized the importance of commitment to employers because committed employees are more adaptable to 
change, learn efficiently, work efficiently and less likely to leave the organization (Mowday, 1998). As a result HR 
managers are paying more attention in recruitment and retention of skilled employees. Management’s policies which 
support their employees also play a vital role in enhancing their commitment and retention (Perryer et al., 2010). 
 
Retention of employees with positive attitudes and skills has become difficult in the Malaysian context because of 
skills shortage. The breadth of the skill shortage was of major national concern in manufacturing, engineering, 
health service, IT and banking. This issue has created huge problem for the HR managers regarding high cost of 
employee’s retention. Organizations are trying to retain its employees through promotions, rewards and incentives 
(Perryer et al., 2010), while some are providing them learning environment (Islam et al., 2013; Islam et al., 2012). 
One of the positive organizational aspects is perceived organizational support (Mowday, 1998). This aspect has 
strong impact on employee’s organizational commitment and turnover intentions.  
 
POS can be defined as “the overall extent to which employees believe that their organization values their 
contribution and cares about their well-being” (Eisenberger et al., 1986). Organizational support theory proposed by 
Eisenberger and colleagues was the base behind the concept of POS. researchers in the field of management and 
organizational behavior has identified POS as antecedent of employees organizational commitment and turnover 
intentions (Kim & Chang, 2012; Su, Baird and Blair, 2009; Yi & Lee, 2012). Organizational commitment can be 
defined generally as the relative strength of an individual’s identification with, and involvement in, an organization 
(Mowday, Steers & Porter, 1979). Organizational commitment is an important factor of organizational outcomes and 
performance. Committed employees are more likely to engage in productive behaviors and less likely to leave the 
organization (Meyer, Allen & Smith, 1993). Organizational commitment is considered as multidimensional 
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construct i.e. affective, normative and continuance commitment (Allen and Meyer, 1990). Affective commitment is 
the employees emotional attachment with the organization, Normative commitment is the obligation to remain with 
the organization while Normative commitment is related to the cost associated with leaving the organization (Allen 
and Meyer, 1990). Researchers in the past have identified that employees who are emotionally attached, or thing 
obligation to be with the organization are less likely to leave organizations (Hsu, 2009, Meyer et al., 2002). 
 
The current study is aimed to investigate the mediating effect of affective and normative organizational commitment 
between POS and employees turnover intentions among the employees of Malaysian banking sector to explore the 
social exchange relations in a new way. In addition to the direct relations the present study is also aimed to see how 
affective and normative commitment performs the role of mediator between POS and turnover intentions. Because 
Recently Galletta et. al., (2011) while exploring the relationship between POS and TI proposed to investigate the 
mediating role of organizational commitment between POS and turnover intentions.   
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Figure 1: Hypothesized model 

Methodology  

Sample and procedure 

   A questionnaire based research was employed using 412 employees working in Malaysian Banking sector, chosen 
on the basis of simple random sampling technique. A total of 600 questionnaires were distributed after getting 
permission from the branch managers with the response rate of 68%. Respondents were asked to be realistic 
regarding questionnaire and were assured that their information would be used only for research purpose. Out of 
total 78% of the respondents were female, 69% were having master’s degree and 54% of them were having more 
than 5 years working experience with the same institutions.  

Instrumentation 

   All the respondents were judged on the basis of five points Likert scale ranging from 1 = strongly agree to 5 = 
strongly disagree. To measure employee’s turnover intentions 3 items scale was used from the study of Lichtenstein 
et al. (2004) who reported its reliability 0.83. Meyer and Allen (1990) introduced 16 items scale for affective and 
normative commitment. In a recent study Gellatly, Meyer, and Luchak, (2006) reduced this scale up to 6 items and 
reported that it is better than original scale. The same 6 items scale was used in the present study containing 3 items 
for each dimension. Researchers have continusly reduced Eisenberger’s 36 items scale regarding POS. Recently 
Paillé, Bourdeau, and Isabelle, (2010) used 3 items scale and reported 0.89, 0.88 and 0.89  as factor loading with 
0.92 reliability. The same three items scale was used in the present study. 

Data Analysis  

    Table 1 shows the mean, standard deviation, reliabilities and correlation among all the variables. Mean score of 
the variables (POS, AC, NC and TI) are near to neutral (M= 3.61, 3.57, 3.68 and 3.29 respectively). POS was found 
to be positively associated with affective and normative commitment (i.e. r = 0.65 and 0.47 respectively) but 
negatively related to employees intentions to leave the organization (r = -0.54). On the other hand affective and 
normative organizational commitment were also found to be negatively related with employee’s turnover intentions 
(r = -0.53 and -0.46 respectively). All measures demonstrated adequate levels of reliability (0.79–0.88). 

Table 1. Descriptive, Statistics and Reliabilities   
Variables Mean S.D 1 2 3 4 

1.POS 3.61 0.39 (0.88)    
2.AC 3.57 0.58 0.65** (0.79)   
3.NC 3.68 0.71 0.47** 0.68** (0.81)  
4.TI 3.29 0.65 -0.54** - 0.53** - 0.46** (0.83) 

          Note: Mean, Standard Deviation, Pearson correlations and Reliability. **p < 0.01; n = 412. 
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 3.1   Structure equation model assessment:  
 

   Diamantopoulos and Siguaw (2000) demonstrated that the main objective behind SMA is to determine whether 
data support the conceptual explanation or not. Figure 2 shows the strength of the relationship with path coefficients 
and model fit. The hypothesized model indicated a good fit in all indices i.e.  p < 0.01, nonnormed fit index (NNFI) 
=. 94, root mean square of approximation (RMSEA) = 0.063, standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) = 
0.052 and comparative fit index (CFI) = 0.96, All the hypothesis were significant. 

   In addition to this another alternative model was tested. This model turned two paths i.e. POS to turnover 
intentions and NC to turnover intentions as non-significant. This model exhibit almost identical fit to the model 
except CFI. The results from alternative model were p < 0.01, CFI = 0.95, NNFI = 0.94, RMSEA = 0.063, SRMR = 
0.052. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Hypothesized Model with Path coefficients 

      Both model fit almost gave the same results the difference was found in alternative model which showed two 
insignificant paths. In addition hypothesized model is good in parsimony. So, hypothesized model was accepted and 
the alternative model was rejected. Thus Affective and Normative commitment mediate the relationship between 
POS and employee’s turnover intentions. 

Discussion and Implications 

   The present study was aimed to find how employee’s perceptions of organizational support help them in 
enhancing their commitment level with the organization and change their intentions to leave the organization. 
Firstly, POS was found to influence affective and normative commitment positively and turnover intentions 
negatively. This shows that when employees feel support from organizations they reciprocate it by showing more 
commitment and changing their intentions to leave the organization. These results are in accordance with the basic 
motive behind Eisenberger’s (1986) theory of organizational support.  Following the same theory some other 
researchers have also found the same results (e.g. Hsu, 2009; Kim & Chang, 2012; Su, Baird and Blair, 2009; Yi & 
Lee, 2012). Secondly, both AC and NC were found to be negatively related with employee’s turnover intentions. 
These results are in accordance with Meyer et al., (2002) that highly committed employees are less likely to leave 
the organizations. Thirdly, SEM was applied to find the mediating role of AC and NC between POS and turnover 
intentions considering the call of Galletta et. al., (2011). Results revealed that AC and NC perform the role of 
mediator between both constructs. This means that, to reduce turnover intentions both POS and commitment are 
necessary.  
 
   The present study also has lots of implications for managers. As it was said earlier that now managers are facing 
problem in retaining their key employees so, they should implement those policies in organization which support 
employees this will not only enhance employee’s organizational commitment but also reduce employee’s intentions 
to leave the organization. on the other hand while making decisions they should consider the opinion of their 
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employees this will not only encourage them but also enhance their working capacity which ultimately affect on 
organizational effectiveness.  

Limitation and future direction: 

The present study was not free from limitations. Firstly, the study was conducted at one point in time future 
researchers should conduct longitudinal studies. Secondly, respondents of the present study were well educated this 
might turn the results in the favor of researchers, in future data should be conducted from different educationalists. 
Thirdly, most of the respondents in the present study were female which might raise a question on gender biasness. 
As this was the first study to determine the mediation role of AC and NC between POS and turnover intentions 
future researchers should explore the same in different geographical areas to make the results more generalize. 
Furthermore, future researchers should also focus on CC as mediator although this is related to the cost associated 
with leaving the organization but practically may employees are there who leave the organizations due to lack of 
support.  

Conclusion: 

The current study was aimed to resolve the issue of employee’s turnover intentions among the employees working in 
Malaysian banking sector. For this, two aspects i.e. POS and organizational commitment were chosen. Results of the 
study revealed that POS helps employees to enhance their affective and normative commitment which ultimately 
reduces their intentions to leave the organization. SEM has confirmed that affective and normative commitment 
performs the role of mediator between POS and turnover intentions.  
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Özet 

7ZLWWHU�� NXOODQÕFÕODUÕQD� ³WZHHW´� DGÕ� YHULOHQ� ���� NDUDNWHUOLN� PHWLQOHU� \D]PD� LPNDQÕ� YHUHQ� ELU� VRV\DO� D÷� VLWHVLGLU�� 7ZLWWHU�
NXOODQÕFÕODUÕ�� LOJLOHQGLNOHUL� NLúLOHULQ�� JUXS� YH\D� WRSOXOXNODUÕQ� HQ� J�QFHO� KLND\HOHULQL�� G�ú�QFHOHULQL�� KDEHUOHULQL�� ILNLUOHULQL� DQOÕN�
RODUDN� |÷UHQHELOPHNWHGLUOHU�� 7ZLWWHU�� oRNOX� RUWDP� SD\ODúÕPÕQD� YH� EX� SD\ODúÕPODUD� \RUXP� \DSÕOPDVÕQD� RODQDN� WDQÕPDNWDGÕU��
$\UÕFD� ILNLUOHULQ�� ELOJLOHULQ�� VRQ� GDNLND� KDEHUOHULQLQ�� NLúLVHO� GHQH\LPOHULQ�� oDOÕúPD� \DúDPÕQÕQ�� WRSOXPVDO� ROD\ODUÕQ�
SD\ODúÕODELOHFH÷L�VDPLPL�ELU�VRV\DO�RUWDP�YH�oRN�L\L�ELU�]LKLQ�RNXPD�YH�]LKQL�DoPD�DUDFÕ�RODQ�ELU�:HE�����WHknolojisidir (O'Reilly 
& Milstein, 2011).  Henüz 6-�� \ÕOOÕN� ELU� JHoPLúH� VDKLS� ROPDVÕQD� UD÷PHQ� G�Q\D� JHQHOLQGH� ���� PLO\RQ� FLYDUÕQGD� 7ZLWWHU�
NXOODQÕFÕVÕ� EXOXQPDNWDGÕU�� %X� |]HOOLNOHUL� LOH� 7ZLWWHU� NÕVD� V�UHGH� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP� V�UHFLQGH� NXOODQÕOPD\D� EDúODQPÕúWÕU� Bu 
DUDúWÕUPDGD��NRQX�LOH�LOJLOL�\DSÕODQ�OLWHUDW�U�WDUDPDVÕ�ÕúÕ÷ÕQGD��G�Q\D�JHQHOLQGH�\D\JÕQ�RODUDN�NXOODQÕODQ�7ZLWWHU�VRV\DO�D÷�sitesinin 
H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�V�UHFLQGH�NXOODQÕOPDVÕQÕQ�HWNLOHUL�WDUWÕúÕOPÕúWÕU� 
 
Anahtar Kelimeler:  WZLWWHU��ZHE������H÷LWLP��WZHHW��VRV\DO�D÷� 

Abstract 

Twitter a social networking site that allowing the users to write 140-character text. This text is called “tweet”. Twitter users 
interested people, groups or communities can learn instantly most recent stories, thoughts, news, and ideas. Twitter allows 
sharing multimedia and commenting these shares. Furthermore ideas, information, individuals experiences, working life, social 
events can be shared in a friendly social environment and a very good mind reading and illumination are a Web 2.0 technology 
tools (O'Reilly & Milstein, 2011).  Twitter has approximately 600 million users worldwide, just in spite of having a history of 6-7 
years. With these features, Twitter has been used in the process of education and training. øQ�WKLV�UHVHDUFK��ZLWKLQ�WKH�IUDPHZRUN�
of the review of the literature, widely used around the world use twitter social networking site effects are discussed in the process 
of education and training. 
 
Keywords: twitter, web 2.0, education, tweet, social network. 
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*LULú 

%LOJLVD\DU� YH� LQWHUQHW� WHNQRORMLOHUL� JLGHUHN� JHOLúPHNWH�� \D\JÕQODúPDNWD� YH� KHPHQ� KHPHQ� KHU� DODQGD� EX�
WHNQRORMLOHU� NXOODQÕOPDNWDGÕU�� 7�UNL\H� øVWDWLVWLN� .XUXPX� %DúNDQOÕ÷Õ¶QÕQ� ����� \ÕOÕ� 1LVDQ� D\ÕQGD� JHUoHNOHúWLUGL÷L�
³+DQHKDONÕ�%LOLúLP�7HNQRORMLOHUL�.XOODQÕP�$UDúWÕUPDVÕ´�VRQXoODUÕQD�J|UH����-���\Dú�DUDVÕQGDNL�ELUH\OHUGH�ELOJLVD\DU�
NXOODQÕP�RUDQÕ��������øQWHUQHW�NXOODQÕP�RUDQÕ�LVH�������RODUDN�YHULOPLúWLU��%X�RUDQODU������\ÕOÕQGD�VÕUDVÕ\OD�������
YH�����RODUDN�EXOXQPXúWXU��$\UÕFD��7�UNL\H�JHQHOLQGH�HYGHQ�øQWHUQHWH�HULúLP�LPNkQÕQD�VDKLS�RODQ�NLúLOHULQ�RUDQÕ�
�����\ÕOÕQGD�������LNHQ��EX�RUDQ������\ÕOÕQGD������¶\H�\�NVHOPLúWLU��7�UNL\H�øVWDWLVWLN�.XUXPX�%DúNDQOÕ÷Õ���������
%LOJLVD\DU� YH� LQWHUQHW� NXOODQÕP� RUDQODUÕ� J|]� |Q�QH� DOÕQGÕ÷ÕQGD� NLúLVHO� ELOJLVD\DUODU YH� LQWHUQHWLQ� RNXO�� HY� YH� Lú�
RUWDPODUÕQGD�J�QO�N�\DúDPÕQ�ELU�SDUoDVÕ�KDOLQH�JHOGL÷L�J|U�OPHNWHGLU��%LOJLVD\DU�WHNQRORMLVLQLQ�JHOLúPHVL\OH�ELUOLNWH�
ELUoRN� \HQL� DUDo� YH� �U�Q� RUWD\D� oÕNDUNHQ�� LQWHUQHW� WHNQRORMLVLQLQ� JHOLúPHVL\OH� ELUH\OHULQ� DUWDQ� LKWL\DoODUÕQa daha 
HWNLOL�ELU�úHNLOGH�\DQÕW�YHUHQ�WHNQRORMLOHU�RUWD\D�oÕNPÕúWÕU��%DúODQJÕoWD�YDU�RODQ��\DOQÕ]FD�VWDWLN�PHWLQOHUGHQ�ROXúDQ�YH�
NXOODQÕFÕODU� WDUDIÕQGDQ� LoHUL÷H� KHUKDQJL� ELU� P�GDKDOHGH� EXOXQXODPD\DQ� VLWHOHUGHQ� ROXúDQ� LQWHUQHW� WHNQRORMLOHUL�
JHOLúHUHN� \HULQL NXOODQÕFÕODUÕQ� LQWHUQHW� VLWHOHULQL� GDKD� HWNLOHúLPOL� ELU� úHNLOGH� NXOODQPDODUÕQD� LPNDQ� YHUHQ���
NLúLVHOOHúWLULOHELOHQ�LQWHUQHW�WHNQRORMLOHULQH�\DQL�:HE�����WHNQRORMLOHULQH�EÕUDNPÕúWÕU�� 

:HE������NXOODQÕFÕ�NDWÕOÕPÕ�VD÷ODQGÕ÷Õ�ELU�RUWDP�ROXúWXUPD\D�\DUD\DQ�VLVWHPOHU�YH�LoHULVLQGH�ELUoRN�X\JXODPD\Õ�
JHUoHNOHúWLUPH\L� VD÷OD\DQ� DUDoODU� EXOXQGXUDQ� WHNQRORMLOHUGLU� �+RU]XP�� ������� :HE� ���� X\JXODPDODUÕQÕQ� WHPHO�
DPDFÕ��NXOODQÕFÕODUÕQ�UDKDWOÕNOD�SD\ODúÕPODUGD�EXOXQPDODUÕQÕ�YH�LQWHUQHWLQ�VD÷ODGÕ÷Õ�VRV\DO�HWNLOHúLP�RODQDNODUÕQGDQ�
\DUDUODQPDODUÕQÕ� VD÷ODPDNWÕU� �$WD�� �������:HE������ WHNQRORMLOHUL� J�Q�P�]GH� \D\JÕQ�RODUDN� NXOODQGÕ÷ÕPÕ]� LQWHUQHW�
WHNQRORMLOHULQGHQ� ELULGLU�� �dHNLQPH]�� ������� 7ZLWWHU� VRV\DO� D÷� VLWHVL� GH�:HE� ���� WHNQRORMLOHUL� LOH� JHOLúWLULOPLú� YH�
J�Q�P�]GH�\D\JÕQ�RODUDN�NXOODQÕODQ�LQWHUQHW�WHNQRORMLOHULQGHQ�ELULGLU� 

Twitter 

7ZLWWHU��JHUoHN�]DPDQOÕ�ELU�ELOJL�D÷ÕGÕU��7ZLWWHU���������.XOODQÕFÕODUÕQD�WZHHW�DGÕ�YHULOHQ�����NDUDNWHUOLN�PHWLQOHU�
\D]PD� LPNkQÕ� YHUHQ� 7ZLWWHU�� ����� \ÕOÕQGD� JHOLúWLULOHQ� YH� oHúLWOL� DUDoODUOD� GDKD� HWNLQ� NXOODQÕODELOHQ� ELU� \HQL� QHVLO�
LOHWLúLP� DUDFÕGÕU� �:HEUD]]L�� ������� 7ZLWWHU� NXOODQÕFÕODUÕ� LOJLOHQGLNOHUL� NLúLOHULQ�� JUXS� YH\D� WRSOXOXNODUÕQ� HQ� J�QFHO�
KLND\HOHULQL�� G�ú�QFHOHULQL�� KDEHUOHULQL�� ILNLUOHULQL� |÷UHQHELOPHNWHGLUOHU�� %XQXQ� LoLQ� LOJLOL� 7ZLWWHU� KHVDEÕQÕ� EXOXS�
WDNLS� HWPHOHUL� �)ROORZ�� \HWHUOL� ROPDNWDGÕU��ZZZ�WZLWWHU�FRP�DGUHVL� �]HULQGHQ� HULúLOHELOHQ�7ZLWWHU¶D� D\QÕ� ]DPDQGD�
PRELO� DUDoODUOD� YH\D� 7ZLWWHU¶D� HULúHELOPH� |]HOOL÷L� RODQ� FHS� WHOHIRQX� VHUYLV� VD÷OD\ÕFÕODUÕQÕQ� VXQGX÷X� NÕVD� PHVDM�
hizmeti ile de erLúLOHELOPHNWHGLU� 

dHúLWOL� |]HOOLNOHUL� VD\HVLQGH� 7ZLWWHU� NXOODQÕFÕODUÕQD� ELUoRN� LOHWLúLP� RODQD÷Õ� VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU�� %D÷ODQ�
�#NXOODQÕFÕDGODUÕ-#PHQWLRQHG�� |]HOOL÷L�� NXOODQÕFÕODUÕQ� LVWHGLNOHUL� NXOODQÕFÕODU� LOH� GR÷UXGDQ� LOHWLúLP� NXUPDVÕQÕ�
VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU� YH� NHQGL� DUDODUÕQGD� VRKEHW� GHYDP� HWWLULOHELOPHNWHGLU�� $\UÕFD�� .HúIHW� ��� HWLNHWOHUL�� |]HOOL÷L� LOH� ��
LúDUHWLQGHQ� VRQUD� \D]ÕODQ� �|UQH÷LQ�� �GHUV�� LIDGH� LOH� |]HO� RODUDN� G�]HQOHQPLú� NXOODQÕúOÕ� YH� H÷OHQFHOL� ELU� ELOJL� DNÕúÕ�
VD÷ODQDELOPHNWHGLU�� %X� úHNLOGH� \DSÕODQ� SD\ODúÕPODU� ELU� DUDGD� WRSODQÕS� ELU� E�W�Q� KDOLQGH� J|VWHULOHELOPHNWHGLU��
%|\OHFH�RUWDN�ELU�NRQX�KDNNÕQGDNL�W�P�SD\ODúÕPODU�ELU�DUDGD�J|U�QW�OHQHELOPHNWHGLU� 

+HQ�]� ����� \ÕOÕQGD� NXUXOPDVÕQD� UD÷PHQ� 7ZLWWHU�� J�Q� JHoWLNoH� \D\JÕQODúDUDN� J�Q�P�]GH� oRN� ID]OD� NXOODQÕFÕ�
kitlesine XODúPDNWD�YH�KDOD�GD�NXOODQÕFÕ�VD\ÕVÕ�DUWPDNWDGÕU��<DSÕODQ�DUDúWÕUPD\D�J|UH������2FDN�D\ÕQGD�����PLO\RQ�
7ZLWWHU� NXOODQÕFÕ� KHVDEÕ�� ����� 7HPPX]� D\Õ� LWLEDUL\OH� LVH� G�Q\D� JHQHOLQGH� ���� PLO\RQ� 7ZLWWHU� NXOODQÕFÕ� KHVDEÕ�
EXOXQPDNWDGÕU� �*HRORFDWLRQ� DQDO\VLV� RI� 7ZLWWHU� DFFRXQWV� E\� 6HPLRFDVW�� ������� � %X� NXOODQÕFÕODUÕQ� E�\�N� ELU�
oR÷XQOX÷XQX� �������� ��-��� \Dú� DUDVÕQGDNL� ELUH\OHU� ROXúWXUPDNWDGÕU�� 7�UNL\H� KHU� LNL� DUDúWÕUPD� VRQXFXQD� J|UH� GH�
G�Q\DGD� ���� 6ÕUDGD� \HU� DOPDNWDGÕU��<LQH� D\QÕ� DUDúWÕUPD\D� J|UH�� 7ZLWWHU¶GD� �����2FDN D\ÕQGD� \DNODúÕN� ��PLO\RQ�
7�UNL\H�NXOODQÕFÕVÕ�EXOXQXUNHQ�������7HPPX]�D\ÕQGD�\DNODúÕN���PLO\RQ�7�UNL\H�NXOODQÕFÕVÕQD�XODúÕOPÕúWÕU��<DSÕODQ�
EDúND�ELU�DUDúWÕUPD\D�J|UH�GH������0DUW�D\ÕQGD�����PLO\RQ�7�UNoH�LoHULN��UHWHQ�7ZLWWHU�NXOODQÕFÕVÕ�ROGX÷X�VRQXFXQD�
ulDúÕOPÕúWÕU� �7�UNL\H
QLQ� 7ZLWWHU� 3URILOL�� ������� � 7ZLWWHU� NXOODQÕFÕODUÕQÕQ� VD\ÕVÕQÕQ� oRN� ROPDVÕ� VHEHEL\OH� 7ZLWWHU�
�]HULQGHQ� ELUoRN� NRQX\OD� LOJLOL� RODUDN� SD\ODúÕPODU�WDUWÕúPDODU� \DSÕOPDNWDGÕU�� 7HNQRORML�� VDQDW�� H÷OHQFH�� DLOH� YH�
H÷LWLP�G�Q\D�JHQHOLQGH�HQ�oRN�SD\ODúÕP�\DSÕODQ�NRQXODU�DUDVÕQGD�EXOXQPDNWDGÕU��$Q�([KDXVWLYH�6WXG\�RI�7ZLWWHU�
8VHUV� $FURVV� 7KH� :RUOG�� ������� g]HOOLNOH� H÷LWLP� DODQÕQGDNL� SD\ODúÕPODUÕQ� \�NVHN� RUDQGD� �G�Q\D� JHQHOLQGH� ���
6ÕUDGD�� ROPDVÕ�� 7ZLWWHU¶ÕQ� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP� V�UHFLQGH� NXOODQÕODELOLU� ELU� VRV\DO� D÷� VLWHVL� ROPDVÕ� KXVXVXQGD� |QHP� DU]�
HWPHNWHGLU�� %X� ED÷ODPGD� DUDúWÕUPDGD� NRQX� LOH� LOJLOL� \DSÕODQ� OLWHUDW�U� WDUDPDVÕ� ÕúÕ÷ÕQGD�� G�Q\D� JHQHOLQGH� \D\JÕQ�
RODUDN�NXOODQÕODQ�7ZLWWHU�VRV\DO�D÷�VLWHVLQLQ�H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�V�UHFLQGH�NXOODQÕOPDVÕQÕQ�HWNLOHUL�WDUWÕúÕOPÕúWÕU� 

(÷LWLP-g÷UHWLP�6�UHFLQGH�7ZLWWHU�.XOODQÕPÕ 
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:HE� ���� WHNQRORMLOHUL� ELUoRN� NRQXGD� ELOJL� SD\ODúPDN�� LOLúNLOHU� NXUPDN� YH� NHúIHWPHN� DPDFÕ\OD� ROXúWXUXOPXú��
DQODPOÕ�YH�GH÷HUOL�DUNDGDúOÕNODUÕ�� LOJL\L�YH�DNWLYLWHOHUL� WHPHO�DODUDN�NXOODQÕOPDNWD�RODQ�LQWHrnet siteleridir (Kwon & 
:HQ�� ������� 6DPLPL� ELU� RUWDP� ROPDVÕ�� PXOWLPHG\D� SD\ODúÕPÕQD� YH� EX� SD\ODúÕPODUD� \RUXP� \DSÕOPDVÕQD� RODQDN�
WDQÕPDVÕ�� ILNLUOHULQ�� ELOJLOHULQ�� VRQ� GDNLND� KDEHUOHULQLQ�� NLúLVHO� GHQH\LPOHULQ�� oDOÕúPD� \DúDPÕQÕQ� YH� WRSOXPVDO�
ROD\ODUÕQ�SD\ODúÕODELOPHVL�YH�oRN� L\L�ELU�]LKLQ�RNXPD�YH�]LKQL�DoPD�DUDFÕ�ROPDVÕ�DoÕVÕQGDQ�7ZLWWHU�P�NHPPHO�ELU�
:HE� ���� WHNQRORMLVLGLU� �2
5HLOO\� 	�0LOVWHLQ�� ������� � %X� |]HOOLNOHUL� LOH� 7ZLWWHU� GD� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP� V�UHFLQH� GDKLO�
ROGX÷X�V|\OHQHELOLU��/LWHUDW�UGH�7ZLWWHU��]HULQGHQ�JHUoHNOHúHQ�ELUoRN�H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�DNWLYLWHVL�EXOXQPDNWDGÕU��/LX��
Li, ve Guo, 2012; McPherson, Huotari, Humphrey, Cheshire, Cheng, ve Brooks, 2012; Chang, 2011; Cheng, 2012; 
Lalonde, 2011; Maxwell, 2012; Orman, 2010; Kanter ve Fine, 2010; Kassens-Noor, 2012; Veletsianos, 2011; 
Wright, 2010). 

7ZLWWHU� NXOODQÕODUDN� JHUoHNOHúWLULOHFHN� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP� DNWLYLWHOHULQGH� 7ZLWWHU¶ÕQ� |÷UHQFLOHUH� VXQGX÷X� SD\ODúÕP�
|]HOOLNOHUL� YH� SD\ODúÕPODUD� LVWHGLNOHUL� ]DPDQ� XODúDELOPH� RODQDNODUÕ� ROPDVÕ� VD\HVLQGH�� |÷UHQFLOHU� UDKDW� Eir bilgi 
SD\ODúÕP� RUWDPÕQD� VDKLS� ROPDNWDGÕU�� $\UÕFD�� 7ZLWWHU� LOH� RNXO� GÕúÕ� HWNLQOLNOHU� G�]HQOHQHUHN� VÕQÕI� |÷UHQPHOHUL�
GHVWHNOHQHELOPHNWHGLU� �0DGGLQ�� ������� gUQH÷LQ�� 7ZLWWHU� �]HULQGH� NXOODQÕFÕODUÕQ� SD\ODúÕPODUÕ\OD� KLND\H� \D]PD�
etkinlikleri düzenlenebilmekteGLU�� %X� HWNLQOLNOHUGHQ� ELUL� ����� \ÕOÕQGD� 7ZLWWHU� �]HULQGHQ� ELU� |÷UHWPHQ� N�UHVHO�
G�]H\GH� ELU� LúELUOLNOL� oDOÕúPD� VRQXFXQGD� LON|÷UHWLP� YH� OLVH� |÷UHQFLOHUL\OH� JHUoHNOHúWLUPLúOHUGLU� �#PDQ\YRLFHV��
������� #PDQ\YRLFHV� RODUDN� DGODQGÕUÕODQ� EX� oDOÕúPD� LOH� DOWÕ� IDUNOÕ E|OJHGHNL� ���� |÷UHQFL� LOH� JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ�
DNWLYLWHGH�W�P�|÷UHQFLOHU�D\QÕ�7ZLWWHU�KHVDEÕQD�ELU�NH]�JLULú�\DSÕS�KLND\H\L�ROXúWXUDFDN�ELU� WZHHW�J|QGHUPLúOHUGLU��
%|\OHFH�������|÷UHQFL�JLULú�\DSÕS�SD\ODúÕPÕQÕ�\DSWÕNWDQ�VRQUD�KLND\H�WDPDPODQPÕúWÕU�� 

Dünya geneOLQGH� ELUoRN� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP� NXUXPX�� JUXS�� NXO�S� YH� ELUH\VHO� oDOÕúPDODU� LoLQ� DoÕOPÕú� KHVDSODU� �H-
WRSOXOXNODU�� EXOXQPDNWDGÕU�� %X� KHVDSODU�� LONRNXO� G�]H\LQGHQ� LWLEDUHQ� \�NVHN|÷UHWLP� VHYL\HVLQH� NDGDU� ROPDNOD�
ELUOLNWH� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP� YH� |]HO� H÷LWLP� DPDoOÕ� GD� RODbilmektedir. TheHomeSchoolMom (MaryAnnKelley), 
ABCTeach (Abcteach), Classroom 2.0 (classroom20),  Education World (education_world), Science Blog 
(ScienceBlogTwit), Extreme Biology (extremebiology), YourDictionary.com Foreign Language Dictionaries 
(YourDicWLRQDU\��� 'LFWLRQDU\�FRP� �GLFWLRQDU\FRP�� YH� *OREDO6FKRODU� �*OREDO6FKRODU�� EX� KHVDSODUGDQ� ED]ÕODUÕGÕU�
(Riley, 2011).  Bu ve benzeri hesaplar ile hemen hemen her alanda ve hemen hemen her kesme hitap eden 
SD\ODúÕPODU� \DSÕOPDNWD�� EX� SD\ODúÕPODU� �]HULQGHQ� \DSÕODQ� \RUXPODU�� WDUWÕúPDODU� LOH� GH� LOJLOL� NRQX� LOH� LOJLOL� GDKD�
derinlemesine bilgiler edinilebilmektedir. 

7DUWÕúPD 

:HE�����WHNQRORMLOHULQLQ�H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�V�UHFLQGH�NXOODQÕOPDVÕ�LOH�\�NVHN|÷UHWLP�G�]H\LQGHNL�VÕQÕI� LoL�|÷UHWPH�
YH� |÷UHQPH� IDDOL\HWOHUL�� ]HQJLQOHúPHVL� YH� GHVWHNOHQPHVL� ED÷ODPÕQGD� oRN� E�\�N� ELU� SRWDQVL\HOH� VDKLS� ROGX÷X�
J|U�OPHNWHGLU� �$MMDQ�	�+DUWVKRUQH�� �������%X� ED÷ODPGD�:HE� ���� WHNQRORMLOHUL� NXOODQÕODUDN� VÕQÕI� LoL� |÷UHQPHOHUL�
GHVWHNOH\LFL�WDPDPOD\ÕFÕ� HWNLQOLNOHU� G�]HQOHQHELOLU�� $\UÕFD�� :HE� ���� WHNQRORMLOHUL� RNXOODUÕQ� JHOLúLPLQH� YH�
ND\QDNODUÕQ�SD\ODúÕOPDVÕQD�NDWNÕODU�VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU��0XLMV��:HVW��	�$LQVFRZ�������� 

/LWHUDW�UGH� :HE� ���� WHNQRORMLOHULQLQ� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP� V�UHFLQGH� NXOODQÕOPDVÕ� LOH� LOJLOL� RODUDN� \DSÕOPÕú� ELUoRN�
oDOÕúPD\D� UDVWODQÕOPDNWDGÕU� �%DUDQ�� dXNXUEDúÕ�� dRODN�� YH� 'R÷XVR\�� ������$WD�� ������dHNLQPH]�� ������'XUXVR\��
������0F/RXJKOLQ�YH�/HH��������+RU]XP��������%H]LU��dXNXUEDúÕ�YH�%DUDQ��������.HVNLQ��������$WÕFÕ�YH�<ÕOGÕUÕP��
������+DUULV�YH�5HD��������.DUDO�YH�.RNRo���������%X�oDOÕúPDODUGD�genel olarak Web 2.0 teknolojilerinin lehine 
VRQXoODU� DOÕQPÕú� YH� \DSÕODQ� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP� DNWLYLWHOHUL� NDSVDPÕQGD� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� JHOLúLPOHULQH� NDWNÕODU� VD÷ODGÕ÷Õ�
J|U�OP�úW�U��%X�DUDúWÕUPDODUGDQ�0F/RXJKOLQ�YH�/HH��������WDUDIÕQGDQ�\DSÕODQ�DUDúWÕUPDGD�:HE�����WHknolojilerinin 
H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�V�UHFLQGHNL�VD÷OD\DFD÷Õ�PXKWHPHO�\DUDUODUÕ�ú|\OH�VÕUDODPÕúWÕU� 

• %D÷ODQÕODELOLUOLN�YH�VRV\DO�X\XP�VD÷ODPDVÕ 
• øúELUOLNoL�ELU�úHNLOGH�ELOJL\L�NHúIHWPH�YH�SD\ODúPD�RODQD÷Õ 
• 9DU�RODQ�LoHUL÷H�ED÷OÕ�ROPDN�\HULQH�\HQL�LoHULN�ROXúWXUXOPDVÕ 
• %LOJL��KDEHU�WRSODPD�YH�LoHULN�J�QFHOOHPH�IÕUVDWÕ 
 
:HE�����WHNQRORMLOHULQGHQ�ELUL�RODQ�7ZLWWHU��|÷UHQFLOHU�DUDVÕQGD�ELU�DUND�NDQDO��WHúYLN�HGLFL��VRKEHW�DUDFÕ�YH�KD\DO�

HWPHN�LoLQ�ELU�\HU�RODUDN�NXOODQÕODELOLU��)HUULWHU���������g÷UHQFLOHU��oDOÕúPD VÕUDVÕQGD�ILNLUOHULQL�SD\ODúPDN�YH�GL÷HU�
NLúLOHULQ�J|U�úOHULQL�DOPDN�LoLQ�7ZLWWHU��]HULQGHQ�SD\ODúÕPODU�\DSPDNWDQ�KRúODQDELOLU��7ZLWWHU�JLEL�VRV\DO�D÷�VLWHOHUL�
LOH� EHOLUOL� NRQXODU� DUDVÕQGD�JUXSODúDQ�� LOHWLúLPL� DoÕN�YH� V�UHNOL� ELU� \DQVÕWPD� V�UHFL� VD\HVLQGH WHPHOLQL� ROXúWXUGX÷X�
DNUDQ�YH�ELUH\VHO�|÷UHQPHQLQ�|]HOOLNOHULQH�EHQ]H\HQ�H-WRSOXOXNODU�ROXúWXUXODELOPHNWHGLU��g]PHQ��$N�]�P��6�QN�U��
	� %D\VDO�� ������� 7ZLWWHU� NXOODQÕPÕ� LOH� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� \DUDWÕFÕOÕNODUÕQÕ� DUWÕUPDNWD�� H÷OHQPHOHULQL� YH� VÕQÕI� RUWDPÕQÕQ�
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içinde YH� GÕúÕQGD� DQODPOÕ� |÷UHQPH� DNWLYLWHOHUL\OH� PHúJXO� ROPDODUÕ� VD÷ODQDELOPHNWHGLU� �%XOO� 	� $GDPV�� �������
%|\OHFH�7ZLWWHU¶Õ�NXOODQDQ�YH�7ZLWWHU�RUWDPÕQGD�SD\ODúÕPODU� \DSÕS�� \DSÕODQ�SD\ODúÕPODUÕ� WDNLS�HWPHNWHQ�KRúODQDQ�
\DQL�ELU�EDNÕPD�7ZLWWHU�VRV\DO�VLWHVLQL�EHQLPVH\HQ�|÷UHQFLOHU�LoLQ�7ZLWWHU�DUDFÕOÕ÷Õ\OD�JHUoHNOHúWLULOHFHN�RODQ�H÷LWLP-
|÷UHWLP� IDDOL\HWOHULQLQ� YHULPOL� JHoHFHNWLU�� g÷UHQFL� ]DWHQ� RUWDPGD� YDNLW� JHoLUGL÷LQGHQ� GROD\Õ� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�
IDDOL\HWOHUL� LoLQ� HNVWUD� ELU� ]DPDQ�D\ÕUPDVÕQD�JHUHN�NDOPD\DFDN� \D�GD�|÷UHQFLQLQ�ERú�YDNLWOHULQLQ�YHULPOL� JHoPHVL�
VD÷ODQPÕú� RODFDNWÕU�� %|\OHFH� |÷UHQFL� KHP� LVWHGL÷L� VRV\DO� RUWDPGD� YDNLW� JHoLUHFHN� KHP� GH� LOJLOL� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�
IDDOL\HWLQL� JHUoHNOHúWLUPLú� RODFDNWÕU��hVWHOLN� EX� HWNLQOLNOHU� JHQHOOLNOH� GHUVL� GHVWHNOH\LFL� |]HOOLNWH� HWNLnlikler olarak 
WDVDUODQGÕ÷ÕQGDQ�� GHUVLQ� KHGHI� YH� GDYUDQÕúODUÕQD� XODúÕOPDVÕ� KXVXVXQGD� GD� 7ZLWWHU� YDVÕWDVÕ\OD� |QHPOL� NDWNÕODU�
VD÷ODQDFD÷ÕQD�LQDQÕOPDNWDGÕU�� 

7ZLWWHU�VRV\DO�D÷�VLWHVLQL�GDKD�|QFH�NXOODQPDPÕú�|÷UHQFLOHU�LoLQ�7ZLWWHU�RUWDPÕ�KDNNÕQGD�ELOJLOHQGLUPH�\DSÕOÕS��
RUWDPÕ�NXOODQPDODUÕQÕQ�NHQGLOHULQH� VD÷OD\DFD÷Õ� \DUDUODUÕ��RODVÕ� ]DUDUODUÕ�EHOLUWLOLS�� VLWH\L�QDVÕO�NXOODQDFDNODUÕQD�GDLU�
ELU�DQODWÕP�\DSÕOÕUDN�|÷UHQFLOHU�7ZLWWHU�RUWDPÕQÕ�NXOODQPD\D�WHúYLN�HGLOHELOLU��%|\OHFH�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�7ZLWWHU�RUWDPÕQÕ�
benimsHPHOHUL� VD÷ODQDELOLU� YH� EX� RUWDPGD� JHUoHNOHúWLULOHFHN� RODQ� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP� IDDOL\HWOHULQH� NDWÕOPDODUÕ�
VD÷ODQDELOLU��%X�KXVXVWD�5RJHUV�WDUDIÕQGDQ�JHOLúWLULOHQ�<HQLOLNOHULQ�<D\ÕOPDVÕ�.XUDPÕQÕQ��'LIIXVLRQ�RI�,QQRYDWLRQ��
H÷LWLFLOHUH�\DUGÕPFÕ�RODFD÷Õ�G�ú�Q�OPHNWedir. 

7ZLWWHU� NXOODQÕFÕODUÕQD� GL÷HU� NXOODQÕFÕODUOD� GDKD� L\L� HWNLOHúLPH� JLUHELOPHOHUL� LoLQ� ELUoRN� VHoHQHN� VXQPDNWDGÕU��
.XOODQÕFÕODUÕQ�\DSWÕNODUÕ�SD\ODúÕPODU� �7ZHHW��� W�P�7ZLWWHU� NXOODQÕFÕODUÕ� WDUDIÕQGDQ�J|U�OHELOPHNWHGLU��$QFDN� LVWH÷H�
ED÷OÕ�RODUDN�VDGHFH�NHQGLVLQL�WDNLS�HGHQ�NXOODQÕFÕODUÕQ�J|UHELOHFH÷L�úHNLOGH�VÕQÕUODQGÕUPD�JHWLULOHELOPHNWHGLU��$\UÕFD�
NXOODQÕFÕODU��WDNLS�HWWLNOHUL�YH�NHQGLOHULQL�WDNLS�HGHQ�NXOODQÕFÕODUÕ��EX�NXOODQÕFÕODUÕQ�WDNLS�HWWLNOHUL�YH�WDNLS�HGLOGLNOHUL 
NXOODQÕFÕODUÕ�J|UHELOPHNWHGLUOHU� $\UÕFD��.HúIHW����HWLNHWOHUL��|]HOOL÷L�LOH���LúDUHWLQGHQ�VRQUD�\D]ÕODQ��|UQH÷LQ���GHUV��
LIDGH� LOH� |]HO� RODUDN� G�]HQOHQPLú� NXOODQÕúOÕ� YH� H÷OHQFHOL� ELU� ELOJL� DNÕúÕ� VD÷ODQDELOPHNWHGLU�� %X� úHNLOGH� \DSÕODQ�
SD\ODúÕPODU� ELU� DUDGD� WRSODQÕS� ELU� E�W�Q� KDOLQGH� J|VWHULOHELOPHNWHGLU�� %|\OHFH� RUWDN� ELU� NRQX� KDNNÕQGDNL� W�P�
SD\ODúÕPODU� ELU� DUDGD� J|U�QW�OHQHELOPHNWHGLU�� 7ZLWWHU� RUWDPÕ� �]HULQGHNL� HWNLOHúLP� |]HOOLNOHULQL� ID]OD� ROPDVÕ�� EX�
RUWDPGD� ELU� oRN� |÷UHWLP� \|QWHP� YH� WHNQLNOHULQLQ� NXOODQÕODELOPHVLQH� RODQDN� VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU� $OWÕ� úDSNDOÕ� G�ú�QPH�
WHNQL÷L��URO�R\QDPD�WHNQL÷L��EH\LQ�IÕUWÕQDVÕ�YH�EHQ]HUL�WHNQLNOHU�7ZLWWHU��]HULQGHQ�X\JXODQDELOLU�� 

7ZLWWHU� RUWDPÕQGD� H÷LWLP� LOH� LOJLOL� \DSÕODQ� SD\ODúÕPODUÕQ� E�\�N� RUDQGD� ROPDVÕ�� EX� RUWDPÕQ� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP�
RUWDPODUÕQD�DGDSWH�HGLOHELOHQ ELU�LQWHUQHW�WHNQRORMLVL�ROGX÷X�VRQXFXQD�XODúWÕUDELOLU��%X�ED÷ODPGD�\DSÕODFDN�GR÷UX�ELU�
|÷UHWLP�WDVDUÕPÕ�LOH�7ZLWWHU�DUDFÕOÕ÷Õ\OD�YHULPOL�YH�HWNLOL�ELU�|÷UHQPH�DNWLYLWHVL�JHUoHNOHúWLULOHELOHFHNWLU��$\UÕFD�oRN�
JHQLú� NXOODQÕFÕ� NLWOHVLQH� VDKLS� ROPDVÕ� YH� KHPHQ� KHPHQ� KHU� DODQOD� LOJLOL� SD\ODúÕPODU� \DSÕOPDVÕ� 7ZLWWHU¶GD�
WDVDUODQDFDN�|÷UHWLP�DNWLYLWHOHULQLQ�HWNLOLOL÷LQL�DUWWÕUDFD÷ÕQD�LQDQÕOPDNWDGÕU� 

7�UNL\H¶GH�|]HOOLNOH�0LOOL�(÷LWLP�%DNDQOÕ÷Õ��0(%��WDUDIÕQGDQ�JHOLúWLULOHQ�)$7ø+��)ÕUVDWODUÕ�$UWÕUPD�7HNQRORML\L�
ø\LOHúWLUPH�+DUHNHWL��3URMHVL�GR÷UXOWXVXQGD�7ZLWWHU�RUWDPÕQGD�ID\GDODQÕODUDN�|÷UHQPH�DNWLYLWHOHUL�\DSÕODELOLU��3URMH�
NDSVDPÕQGD� KHU� |÷UHWPHQH� YH� KHU� |÷UHQFL\H� 7DEOHW� ELOJLVD\DU� YHULOPHVL�� KHU� LONRNXO� YH� RUWDRNXO� VÕQÕIÕQD� GD�
HWNLOHúLPOL� WDKWD� ED÷ODQPDVÕ� YH� LQWHUQHW� HULúLP� RODQD÷Õ� YHULOPHVL� SODQODQPDNWDGÕU�� 3URMH� NDSVDPÕQGD� YHULOHQ� YH�
7ZLWWHU�RUWDPÕQÕ�NXOODQDELOPHOHUL�LoLQ�X\JXQ�FLKD]ODUGDQ�ELUL�RODQ�7DEOHW�%LOJLVD\DU�KHU�|÷UHWPHQ�YH�KHU�|÷UHQFLGH�
V�UHNOL� RODUDN� NDODFDNWÕU�� <DQL� KHU� ]DPDQ� KHU� \HUGH� LVWHGLNOHUL� ]DPDQ� NXOODQDELOHFHNOHUGLU�� )$7ø+� 3URMHVL¶QLQ�
VD÷ODGÕ÷Õ� EX� LPNDQODU� GR÷UXOWXVXQGD� |÷UHWPHQOHU� 7ZLWWHU� JLEL�:HE� ���� WHNQRORMLOHULQL� GHUVOHULQH� HQWHJUH� HGHUHN�
NXOODQDELOPH�RODQD÷ÕQD�VDKLS�RODFDNODUGÕU��+HPHQ�KHPHQ�KHU�GHUV�LoLQ�GHUVL�GHVWHNOH\LFL�|÷UHWLP�DNWLYLteleri Tablet 
%LOJLVD\DUODU�YH�7ZLWWHU�DUDFÕOÕ÷Õ\OD�JHUoHNOHúWLULOHELOHFHNWLU��%X�úHNLOGH�JHUoHNOHúWLULOHQ�ELU�|÷UHWLP�DNWLYLWHVLQGHQ�
VRQUD�|÷UHWPHQ�GHUVWH�HWNLOHúLPOL� WDKWD\Õ�NXOODQDUDN�7ZLWWHU�RUWDPÕQGD�JHUoHNOHúHQ�DNWLYLWH\L�J|VWHUHELOLU�YH�GHUVWH�
ek çaOÕúPDODU�\DSDELOLU��%X�QRNWDGD�|QHPOL�RODQ�|÷UHWPHQLQ�7ZLWWHU��]HULQGHQ�JHUoHNOHúWLUHFH÷L�DNWLYLWHOHUH�\|QHOLN�
|÷UHWLP�WDVDUÕPÕQÕ�GR÷UX�ELU�úHNLOGH�\DSPDVÕGÕU��$\UÕFD�\DSÕODFDN�|÷UHWLP�WDVDUÕPÕQD�HN�RODUDN�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�7ZLWWHU�
RUWDPÕQÕ�EHQLPVHPHOHULQL�YH�EX�RUWDPGD�|÷UHWLP�DNWLYLWHOHUL�JHUoHNOHúWLUPH\H�\|QHOLN�J�G�OHQPHOHULQLQ�VD÷ODQPDVÕ�
JHUHNPHNWHGLU��%XQODUD�HN�RODUDN�|÷UHWPHQLQ�7DEOHW�%LOJLVD\DU�YH�7ZLWWHU�NXOODQÕPÕ�NRQXVXQGD�\HWHUOL�ELOJL\H�VDKLS�
ROPDVÕ�YH�|÷UHQFLOHUH�HWNLOL�UHKEHUOLN�HWPHVL�GH�|QHPOL�ELU�GL÷HU�QRNWDGÕU� 
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Kaynakça 

7�UNL\H� øVWDWLVWLN� .XUXPX� %DúNDQOÕ÷Õ�� �������� ����� +DQHKDONÕ� %LOLúLP� 7HNQRORMLOHUL� .XOODQÕP� $UDúWÕUPDVÕ�� �� $UDOÕN� ����� WDULKLQGH� Türkiye 
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Abstract 
The rise of the Internet has drastically changed the means by which people obtain information and communicate in the Malaysian 
society. The Internet has become possibly the most popular medium to connect with others particularly through social networking 
tools, like Facebook, Twitter and other. For the field of counseling, the Internet offers a new way to reach, facilitate and 
communicate with individuals who need help from all over the world. Little is known, however, about the implications of 
interacting with clients online. The purpose of this writing, therefore, is to address the possible advantages and disadvantages of 
online counseling, as well as ethical and legal considerations in the use of online counseling by summarizing the past research. 
Additionally, suggestions for better practice are also discussed so that counselors and therapists are able to have a better 
preparation before practicing online counseling. Overall, this writing has several important implications for counseling 
practitioners in Malaysia and beyond. It contributes to a better understanding of the role of the Internet in counseling practice in 
an increasingly electronic world. 
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Introduction 

As the number of Internet users across the globe continues to rise, more and more resources are becoming accessible 
online. The possibilities of services that can be offered on the Internet are endless. Today, anybody can receive professional 
mental health services such as counseling online rather than through a traditional face-to-face counseling service. To date, 
numbers of professional individuals as well as organizations have commenced offering online counseling services to various 
populations of clients. This development marks the integration of technology use in the provision of mental health services. 
Therefore, this paper aims at discussing the possibilities and limitations of using online counseling as a modality to help needy 
individuals in the Malaysian context.  

Online counseling by asynchronous e-mail is a primary focus, given that it is the most frequently used method of online 
counseling provided by counselors and therapists (Chester & Glass, 2006). There are other methods of online communication, 
such as private chat, text messaging and video conferencing, are famous as well as its have been used simultaneously with 
asynchronous e-mail. However, online counseling is a relatively new service. Hence, the long-term implications of such an 
experience are little known.  

There are many concerned with the ethical dilemmas associated with online counseling. It is essential to identify the 
probable advantages and disadvantages of online counseling. Hence, this paper summarizes the existing research with respect to 
online counseling. Then, it outlines suggestions for conducting online counseling in a manner that maximizes its benefits and 
minimizes its risks. The goal is to provide information for helping professions concerning the benefaction of online counseling to 
clients of all ages and populations, where available.   

Online Counseling 

Online counseling is the transmission of therapeutic interventions in World Wide Web in which the computer-mediated 
communication technologies is facilitated as a medium of communication between a trained professional counselor and client. 
There are several terms used for online counseling including online or Internet therapy, e-counseling, e-therapy, cyber therapy, e-
mail therapy, web counseling , Internet counseling, cyber counseling, synchronous single-session counseling, and therapy-e-mail.  

Above all, synchronous (chat and video conferencing) and more popularly asynchronous (e-mail) communication have 
been used by clients. Additionally, online counseling has been provided as a stand-alone service and as an adjunct to other 
services. Virtual reality environments have also been used to conduct counseling whereby it’s allowing both synchronous and 
asynchronous communication (Bambling, King, Reid, & Wegner, 2008). 

Defining the term online counseling often invites controversies and sometimes becomes a continued source of debate. 
There are numerous definitions of online counseling which have been proposed in literature. These definitions suggest that online 
counseling can take many forms. For instance, Bloom (1998) describes online counseling as “the practice of professional 
counseling that occurs when client and counselor are in separate or remote locations and utilize electronic means to communicate 
with each other 

Next, Mallen and Vogel (2005) provides a comprehensive definition of online counseling,  “any delivery of mental and 
behavioral health services, including but not limited to therapy, consultation, and psych education, by a licensed practitioner to a 
client in a non-face-to-face setting through distance communication technologies such as the telephone, asynchronous e-mail, 
synchronous chat, and videoconferencing”.  

It has been argued that online counseling is an inversion of face-to-face counseling online, with technologies 
facilitating the therapeutic communication and impacting the process with their related advantages and limitations (Castelnuovo, 
Gaggioli, Mantovani & Riva, 2003). From this perspective, online counseling is not seeming as anew and discrete way of likable 
therapeutically with clients. Therefore, it is not seen as obliging a different theoretical framework from face-to-face counseling.  

On the contrary, it is argued that online counseling should be considered a new type of therapeutic intervention which 
characterized by basically unique features (Fenichel et al., 2002). This perspective views online counseling as an adaptable and 
flexible resource with the potential to complement and support other types of interventions and definitely not a substitute to face-
to-face interventions.  

Advantages and Disadvantages of Online Counseling 

No doubt, online counseling has both probable advantages and disadvantages. One of the primary advantages of online 
counseling is its potential for increased accessibility mental health services. This means online counseling may become the 
solution for potential clients with constraints to access mental health services such as those who are residing in in geographically 
remote areas (Sussman, 2004), and also those who are having difficulties to leave their home due to certain illness, physical 
limitations, transportation difficulties or family commitments (Maples & Han, 2008).  
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In particular, online counseling may also be a constructive and therapeutic modality for those clients who have socially 
phobic. This include persons who are fearful to seek for a face-to-face counseling therapy due to anxiety or stigmatization 
(Lange, Van de Ven & Schrieken, 2003), or who are hesitant and cautious about the in-person counseling process (Barnett, 
2005). Moreover, family therapists may be able to engage absent family members in family therapy with the use of computer-
mediated communication (King, Engi & Poulos, 1998). Economically, online counseling services are more affordable by clients 
because private therapists usually offer online-services at lesser cost than the regular cost of a face-to-face counseling session 
(Griffiths, 2001).  

On the other hand, online counseling is also a convenient service whereby it can be provided at any time of the day and 
clients can send messages whenever they feel most in need of or interested in therapy (Bailey, Yager, & Jensen, 2002). 
Essentially, online counseling is accessible from any corner of the world as long as there is Internet access (Maples & Han, 
2008).  

Subsequently, it also lets individuals to access therapists comfortably from their home or even office (Manhal-Baugus, 
2001). Therefore, therapists have more flexibility in their work schedules as the hassles and difficulties in having to schedule a 
specific appointment time is lessened as the therapist and client may not have to be sitting at their respective computers at the 
same time (Suler, 2000). Thus, it increases a therapist’s accessibility, especially for those clients with inconsistent as well as 
demanding personal schedules (Peterson & Beck, 2003).  

Although time delay is regarded as a disadvantage of e-mail counseling as it is integral in asynchronous 
communications, it can also being seen as advantages. Time delay allows both counselor and client to have sufficient time to 
compose a thought or question that precisely reflects their concern and issue – both presenting and real issues (Tate & Zabinski, 
2004). Hence, the client can reply when he or she is ready to reply in detail as there are no pressures to think hastily (Suler, 
2000).  

Online counseling is also able to provide a lasting and concrete record of counseling sessions whereby it can provides 
many benefits to both clients and therapists as a reminder of things they had expressed previously (Barak, 1999). For instance, 
clients are able to re-read e-mails to evaluate the methods they have used in previous issues as well as to review positive and 
encouraging comments that their therapist has made about them (Murphy & Mitchell, 1998). Furthermore, both the client and the 
therapist can fully reflect on issues discussed in previous sessions or communications (Manhal-Baugus, 2001) as well as to 
explore the client’s progress at various stages in the course of treatment (Oravec, 2000).  

Finfgeld (1999) emphasized the higher standards of accountability that can hold clients and therapists by the 
recordkeeping provided by online counseling. Later, a permanent record also has the potential of as a tool for both supervision 
and consultation (Murphy and Mitchell, 1998).  

Walker (2007) underlined that the act of writing itself can be therapeutic. Writing has been viewed as a facilitative 
method of self-disclosure, externalization of problems and conflicts, ventilation, and essentially it can promote self-awareness 
(Barak, 1999). Besides that, writing may also lessen the emotional burden on individuals by allowing them to say of any kind 
they want to say (Yager, 2001). It was suggested that some individuals are more honest and more expressive in writing compares 
to face-to-face counseling sessions.  

The anonymity of online counseling may also be beneficial because being an “invisible” client can help individuals to 
reduce or eliminate the stigma related in seeking mental health services (Suler, 2000). This is especially important for clients with 
issues of shame and also for individuals who are scared of being judged. When certain social markers such as age, gender and 
ethnicity are removed, it may be easier for individuals to disclose information about themselves (Tate & Zabinski, 2004). Thus, 
clients may become more honest and sincere when they cannot see the therapist as they feel less defensive and vulnerable 
(Maples & Han, 2008), and feel more ease on the plausibly embarrassing and stigmatizing disclosure of behaviors and thoughts 
(Manhal-Baugus, 2001).  

Online counseling can potentially enhance individuals’ autonomy in the therapeutic relationship as clients are able to 
say whatever they want to say and to initiate contact. Therefore, it can reduce the power discrepancy between client and therapist 
(Yager, 2001). For instance, e-mail therapy may empower clients to convey their unique ideas without interruption by the 
therapist’s premature phenomenology and it is particularly beneficial for clients who have been frustrated by therapists’ lack of 
sensitivity to their uniqueness (Finfgeld, 1999).  

Some of the study revealed that online therapy can be viewed as a way to enhance traditional treatments whereby it can 
be used as an extended support of the clinical process such as follow up and an expansion of face-to-face counseling sessions 
during the central and final parts of therapeutic sessions (Castelnuovo, Gaggioli, Mantovani, & Riva, 2003).  

On the other hand, chat and instant messaging can assist more direct and immediate communication in which like e-
mail therapy, they also provide for constant and instant feedback in two ways. Rees and Stone (2005) emphasized that the use of 
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videoconferencing can increase the access of mental health services to isolated and demoted populations including rural 
populations, disadvantaged populations, as well as individuals with disabilities.  

To summarize, there are many advantages of online counseling and these include more accessibility, lesser cost, and 
wider clientele market. However, there are always two sides of a coin. This means that using online counseling is also subjected 
to several disadvantages. The following paragraphs discuss some of these disadvantages. 

Initially, computers simply do not offer the human interaction that is crucial in the counselor’s office (Maples & Han, 
2008). Hence, the lack of physical presence within human communication may decrease the sense of intimacy, trust, and 
commitment in the therapeutic relationship. Consequently, it may weaken the development of a therapeutic foundation between 
the counselor and the client. The absence of visual and vocal cues, such as facial expressions, body language and voice tone can 
result in a greater potential for miscommunication.  

Peterson and Beck (2003) asserted that some crucial emotions such as sighs, frustrated emotions, terseness, irritation, to 
name a few, may be lost in the process of the e-mail transaction. Without sufficient presence of visual and vocal cues, therapists 
and clients may face difficulty, or even inability to establish a strong therapeutic relationship foundation. It would be difficult for 
clinicians and therapists to correctly assess and diagnose disorders without enough access to non-verbal behavior. In most face-
to-face counseling, therapists heavily rely on non-verbal cues in order to explore what clients feeling or thinking (Maples & Han, 
2008).  

Text-based communication is also seeming to be stark and cold. It is because typed text may feel or look more formal 
with lacking of supportive and empathic tone (Suler, 2000). Consequently, some words may perceived and come across as 
sounding harsher than anticipated. On the other hand, greater potential for misinterpretation will happen as different individuals 
can also have difference understanding of text messages as compared to verbal exchanges (Ybarra & Eaton, 2005). In addition, 
misinterpret aspects of e-mail communications might happen on hypersensitive individuals who are prone to alteration of facts 
and events (Yager, 2003).  

During face-to-face session, counselors and clients communicate mostly with facial expressions, posture, eye contact 
and so forth. Needless to say, reading nonverbal is an essential element of counseling. If one is being counseled online, these 
nonverbal signs are unobservable and their absence can be disadvantageous to the counseling process. For instance, nonverbal 
signs which cannot be observed during an online session are nervous behaviors, whether eye contact is maintained or not, angle 
and distance of body in relationship to the counselor, to name a few. 

Also, a client may be typing content which appears to be enriching, but at the same time he or she may be crying. 
Conversely, a client may be typing distraught messages but may be laughing while doing so. These inconsistencies in feeling, 
thinking and behavior are significant cues and can be a good indicator of possible mental diagnoses. 

Internet access was previously noted as an advantage of online counseling, yet it can also be viewed as a limitation. It 
said that in online counseling, it is only available to clients who have access to a computer and the Internet. Hence, therapists 
who have the utmost desire to serve particularly those in traditionally underserved populations may have the least access to the 
desirable technologies (Barnett, 2005).  

In order to fully utilize the Internet and the chosen method for example by e-mail or chat efficiently in online 
counseling, clients and counselors are required to have necessary skills and must be fairly good readers and writers (Abbott, 
Klein & Ciechomski, 2008).  

In asynchronous communication, time delay is a seeming natural result. However, it is also caused from technological 
failure. Time delay can become an advantage in online counseling but it can also change the flow of the counseling process 
(Rochlen, Zack, & Speyer, 2004). Nonetheless, time delay can lead to uncertainty that may result in self-questioning or self-
doubt and also frustration of the client (Maples & Han, 2008). As for time delay caused by technological failure, it may delay and 
interfere d the services. Subsequently, feelings of isolation and alienation may arise if a client is cut off with no means of 
reconnection.  

Ethical and Legal Considerations in Online Counseling  

In any practice of counseling be it face-to-face or online, professionals must always make rooms for ethical and legal 
ramifications of such practice. Therefore, the following are potential ethical and legal issues associated with providing online 
counseling services that counselors and therapists must take into consideration.  

Substantially, threats to confidentiality occur at two levels in which during transmission and at the end of the session. 
Prior, what’s under concern is that e-mails may be misinterpret by typos in the “to” field or hacked by computer hackers 
(Recupero & Rainey, 2005). Later, things that must take into account are the possibility where other persons may have access to 
the client’s e-mail, such as employers or family members and at the same time, client e-mail may be accessible to the therapist’s 
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office staffs. Other than that, the storage of transcripts of online counseling sessions by either the therapist or the client might 
bring up confidentiality issues (Mallen, Vogel & Rochlen, 2005).  

As the era changed, the range of the Internet spreads beyond state and even international boundaries. When this 
happen, there will be an unclear application of laws as the client resides in a different jurisdiction than the therapist (Kanani & 
Regehr, 2003). Which one to be used –the jurisdiction in which the therapist is providing the counseling services or the client 
resides? The issue of jurisdiction also applies to the rights of clients to recompense complaints and not only to the legitimacy of 
the activity. 

On the other hand, if the counselors and therapists are practicing outside of their jurisdiction whereby their experiences 
are inadequate within a given culture or a language barrier exists in the helping process it can result competence issues. 
Counselors may oversight some important signs without the aids of non-verbal cues and they might make incorrect presumptions 
regarding the client’s cultural identity. Therefore, lack of knowledge about client’s cultural issues may limit counselor credibility 
and eventually will lead to inappropriate counseling interventions (Sampson, Kolodinsky & Greeno, 1997).  

Peterson and Beck (2003) assert that clients may perceive the accessibility of e-mail to mean that the counselor’s door 
is always open. In addition, there is an expectation that whoever, include therapists with an e-mail address is instantly available 
and responsive as well as reachable all the time. By that, some of the clients may continue to send the therapist e-mails although 
they have terminated the session or some clients may even harassing and stalking their former therapists by using the Internet. 
Misunderstanding regarding the nature of the relationship between counselor and client may arise as e-mail appears to encourage 
familiarity and spontaneity (Bailey, Yager, & Jenson, 2002).  

Codes of ethics in helping profession oblige counselors and therapists to be competent in their chosen practice and have 
sufficient education to declare their expertise so that clients’ welfare are protected as well as free from professional misconduct 
(Kanani & Regehr, 2003). Some therapists may not have high level of technological knowledge of computers that is requisite for 
online counseling. For instance, some practitioners may not have had specific training in text-based psychotherapeutic. 

It is an ethical duty for therapists of various disciplines to warn or protect if clients present a danger to either 
themselves or others.  However, it is harder to access and to intervene in an emergency via online counseling. This is because 
when therapy is conducted face-to-face, therapists are on hand to evaluate and manage psychological crises (Carlbring & 
Andersson, 2006).  

Contrarily, Internet communication does not always allow or limit counselors to access the violence signs or potential 
of a client (Kanani & Regehr, 2003). Hence, there are possibilities that counselors failed to perceive and responded appropriately 
to existing communications problems. Then, as anyone can lie about their information such as age, gender, and situation, identity 
authentication can be an issue when working online (Ragusea & VandenCreek, 2003).  

Therefore, online counseling services can provide challenges regarding to client identification (Fisher & Fried, 2003). 
Counselors and therapists may be facing difficulties to determine whether the client holds an appropriate mental capacity to 
consent because there is no pre-existing relationship between therapist and client beforehand. For instance, it is common for 
youth to use Internet and thus there is a likelihood whereby underage youth is using online counseling services without getting 
the consent from their parents or caregivers.  

Essentially, instead of getting informed consent from the client it is also crucial for the client to understand the possible 
risks and probable benefits of a suggested intervention. However, to date the benefits of various forms of online counseling are 
still being examined and debated in the literature and thus it can be a difficult task to mental health and helping professions. 

Barak (1999) pointed out those professionals without sufficient credentials tend to offer online counseling services as it 
is easy to access. Therefore, scam is much easier to constrain in the anonymous online world. Other than that, individuals whom 
seek for online counseling and to make an accurate decisions about which services are good and which are not good may also be 
difficult as there is a long list on this services at the time being. 

Suggestions for Better Practice 

Suggestions for a better practice based on the relevant research findings are discussed next after addressing numbers of 
disadvantages and ethical concern identified in online counseling. The following paragraphs discuss some of these summarized 
suggestions in respect of the identified disadvantages and ethical concern. 

Initially, it is crucial for counselors to inform clients of the standard limits to confidentiality for example child abuse 
and suicidal ideation, and the threats to confidentiality regarding to transmission of information through electronic, as well as  the 
procedures being used to protect confidentiality (Fisher & Fried, 2003). On the other hand, clients should also be informed of 
their own confidentiality affliction whereby they should be advised to do their online counseling in a room with privacy where 
they wouldn’t get intruded by anyone (Ragusea & VandeCreek, 2003). Essentially, the risk of records keeping of online therapy 
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sessions should also be informed to the clients which includes the methods and the time period of online sessions records are 
being retained (Kanani & Regehr, 2003). For some practicing novice counselors and therapists, there will be supervision sessions 
and thus clients should be made aware of the access to the records of online sessions (Oravec, 2000).  

Concerning to jurisdiction issues, Zack (2008) emphasizes online counselors should be familiar with the licensure 
restrictions and exemptions in their jurisdiction as well as the jurisdictions in which they clients are reside. Hence, counselors and 
therapists shall only provide their services in jurisdictions in which they are licensed. Online therapists should also provide links 
to websites of all relevant certification and licensing boards. Besides, sensitivities to the diverse cultures shall develop by 
counselors as well. For instance, counselors must be alert in making assumptions about things such as names and expressions and 
familiar with clients’ local cultural norms and local events.  

Intake form basically contains certain information regarding to the ethnic and cultural background of the client. 
However, for some culture and populations, this may seem as bias part of the counselor and therapist. Therefore, Sampson Jr., 
Kolodinsky, and Greeno (1997) suggests if the therapist is happening to come across this unexpected situation, therapist should 
proceed slowly and clarifying to the client about their perceptions of thoughts, feelings, and behaviors  

In online counseling, vague relationship between counselors and clients might happen. Hence, steps must be taken by 
the counselor in order to avoid encouraging unnecessary excessive dependence. Kanani and Regehr (2003) suggest counselors 
can establish a time frame for responses to maintain boundaries rather than immediate responses expected by clients. Thus, 
counselors and clients shall establish appropriate rules with regard to suitable use of e-mail communication. 

As online counseling is different from face-to-face counseling session, tone and language might perceived wrongly by 
the clients. Therefore, the tone of e-mails should always be professional in which avoid anger, annoyance and other 
unprofessional tones. Inappropriate jokes, unprofessional social or self-disclosing statements should be avoided and counselors 
should use professional tone and language that is usually used in the office. It is important to note that for clients who are 
suffering from severe boundary problems, e-mail should not be used.  

Concerning the competency of online counseling services, counselors should seek out necessary training (Zack, 2008) 
which cover technology, theory, applications and ethics, as well as licensing laws. Online training should also take account of 
skills in text-based communication and protecting client’s welfare and information online. Thus, counselor shall only use online 
software that is within their capabilities or if new software is used to expand their competencies. 

Concerning the language used in online counseling, counselors may need to develop an ability to understand the style 
and interpret the content of e-mails written by the client particularly youth as they have developed their own language on the 
Internet. This includes language that is characterized by abbreviations, spelling phonetically, and the absence of many of the rules 
of grammar (Fenichel et al., 2002).  

Counselors can use emotional bracketing and descriptive immediacy in online counseling (Murphy & Mitchell, 1998). 
Emotional bracketing includes bracketing the emotional context behind the typed words in order to allow the client to hear the 
intended vocal tone in the words whereby descriptive immediacy includes providing the client with images for better 
understanding the counselor’s words.  

Counselors can also use spacing and pacing techniques to exercise a higher degree of control over the online counseling 
process. Variety of emotional nuances and facial expression can conveyed by using “smileys”, emoticons and other commonly 
used symbols. With that, clients and counselors can develop a set of standardized emoticons and acronyms in the session. In 
order to prevent misinterpretations and to make sure the client understands what the counselor is saying and that the counselors 
understands what the client is saying, the counselor should check with the client continuously (Stofle, 1997).  

It is important to note that online counseling is not suitable for individuals who are having psychosis problems. 
Therefore, counselors should aware about not taking on clients who are suffering from psychiatric disorders for online counseling 
and needing immediate attention,  clients who are significantly depressed (Carlbring & Andersson, 2006), individuals who might 
give danger to themselves or others, such as serious substance abusers and those who presenting psychotic or actively suicidal 
ideation. Besides, counselors should not take on individuals who are highly reactive and potentially dangerous, such as those with 
borderline personality disorder, paranoia or dissociative disorders.  

Concerning on crisis situations, it require quick responses and should not be addressed online whereby clients who are 
experiencing such situations should be encouraged to seek face- to-face counseling. Moreover, online counseling websites should 
disclose topics that are not appropriate for online counseling, such as sexual abuse and violent relationships. Lastly, online 
counseling websites should have notices for individuals who have suicidal ideation with information about hotlines, crisis centers 
and emergency departments of hospitals (Manhal-Baugus, 2001).  
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Conclusion 

Overall, online counseling has both advantages and disadvantages and a number of legal and ethical considerations 
surrounding its offering and provision. Research in the area of Internet therapy or online counseling focuses primarily on self-
help interventions with little therapist involvement and there is limited certain empirical evidence with respect to the efficacy of 
online counseling between therapist and client.  

Online counseling is a great responsibility as is counseling an individual face to face. Both face-to-face and virtual 
relationship should be treated with the highest ethical professionalism. It is important to note that whenever an online client is 
communicating in a virtual world, his or her problems are still very much real. 
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Abstract 

Com port is the interface of choice for most of the projects that require communication between a computer and external device 
or peripherals. This study has developed an experimental tool that serves as a practical hands-on learning kit for novices in 
exploring and mastering hardware-software interfacing in visual environment. After exploring the developed experimental tools, 
learners could understand the use of computer to configure, control and connect external devices via com port in visual 
environment. Based on the questionnaire feedback, the developed tool seems very useful and helpful for beginners, which have 
minimum skills in electrical and electronic engineering in understanding hardware-software interfacing programming better. 
15.  
Keywords:hardware-software interfacing; programming; visualization  

1. Introduction 
 

The ICT is a bustling new industry with programming, database, software engineering, project 
management, networking and creative multimedia appears to be the most-wanted skills (Ungku Harun Al’Rashid, 
2004). Research findings show that industries’ requirements for software engineers are high, and this indicated that 
programming personals are critical needs for industries nowadays (Ahmad Rizal, Nurliana & Yahya, 2008). 
However, the programming skills needed by the industries were lacking in most of the local graduates, which forces 
industries to hire software engineers from abroad to fulfil their requirement (Knowledge Worker Exchange, 2004). 
Due to these, institutes of higher learning strive to plan, design and develop or revise programming courses in their 
curriculum to fulfil the current industries’ needs. Question arises, were the students really being prepared to meet the 
needs, especially in hardware-software interfacing programming areas? Basically, university's aims are mainly to 
produce graduates with highly-developed intellectual, rather than practical capabilities (Moreira, 2004). The lectures 
in university were very theoretical and even weekly laboratory sessions were very textbook-based (Moreira, 2004). 
It is also found that only two to four percent preferred hands-on programming, while the majority preferred to do 
technical writing, software analysis and design (Moreira, 2004). Unavailability of adequate teaching and learning 
aids for students to experience proper practical skills might be among the reason contributing to these drawbacks. 
Therefore, efforts are needed to develop tools specifically designed to fulfil the requirements of beginner 
programmers (Pears et al., 2007).  
 
2. Research Objective 
 

The objective of this study is to design and develop program visualization and test its effectiveness among 
novice learners. The initial phase of this study was only focused on design and development of the program 
visualization kit for hardware software interfacing programming, specifically for beginners. The study was focused 
on hardware software interfacing, since most of the previous studies found on program or algorithm visualization 
were mainly emphasized on software and very rare or almost none on hardware software interfacing programming, 
specifically for beginners. Research findings have shown; educational aids developed without considering the 
educational principles may and may not work well. It is unarguable on the existence of abundance of hardware-
software interfacing teaching aids in the commercial market. However, most of these kits were not grounded on 
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educational research outcomes. Furthermore, most of the kits emphasized more on microcontroller technology, 
which is unsuitable for novice programmers in mastering hardware-software interfacing fields.   
 
3. Development Methodology 
 

The designing, developing and testing of hardware-software interfacing kit (ComPort V1.0) process was 
mainly grounded on ADDIE Instructional Design framework, which consists of the analysis, design, development, 
implementation and evaluation phases. 
 
3.1 Analysis 
 
The big picture of the complete instructional design process was established during this phase as follows: 
 
3.1.1 Identify the content 

A first step in exploring hardware software interfacing is learning how to get most from a port with the everyday 
application and peripherals, which include find, configure and handle (Axelson, 2000). Computer ports are mainly 
differentiated into two categories that are parallel communication ports and serial communication ports. 
Fundamentally, a port is a set of signal lines that microprocessor uses to transmit and receive data with other 
components. Most computer ports are digital, where each signal or bit is 0 or 1. Parallel port transfers multiple bits 
concurrently, while serial port transfers a bit at a time. Most personal computers come with one parallel port and a 
number of serial ports. On newer personal computers and laptops, parallel port is mostly not included, since nearly 
all the newer peripherals use serial port. Therefore, the serial port appears to be the port of choice in this study. 

There are many types of serial ports available, ranging from the ubiquitous RS-232 port to a newer RS-485, USB, 
IEEE-1394 and IrDA interfaces (Axelson, 2000). Almost all the computers have at least one RS-232 port. This 
interface is useful when the computer, and the peripherals need to be connected are physically far apart. RS-232 
links are slow. Along with each byte, the transmitting devices normally add a start and stop bit. Even at 115 200 bits 
per second, which is a typical maximum rate for a serial port, the data transfer rate with  one start and stop per byte 
is just 11 520 bytes per second. RS-485 is another serial communication choice in computers, which can use cables 
as long as 4000 feet and allows up to 32 devices to connect to a single pair of wires. Other interfaces similar to RS-
232 and RS-485 are RS-422 and RS-423. A better option for serial interfacing is Universal Serial Bus (USB), a 
project of a group that includes Intel and Microsoft (Axelson, 2000). A single USB port can have up to 127 devices 
communicating at either 1.5 Megabits per second or 12 Megabits per second over a 4-wire cable. The USB standard 
also describes both the hardware interface, and software protocols. Newer computers may have numerous USB port 
built-in that can be used without any added hardware and software drivers. The IEEE-1394 high-performance serial 
bus, also known as Firewire, is another serial interface of choice. It allows up to 63 devices to connect with a 
computer, with transmission rates of up to 400 Megabits per second. The 6 wire cables can be as long as 15 feet, 
with daisy chains extending to over 200 feet. The interface is popular for connecting digital audios and video 
devices. The Infrared Data Association (IrDA) interface is a wireless serial communication over distances of 3 to 6 
feet. The link transmits an infrared signals at up to 115 200 bits per second. It is intended for short-range 
communication where cabled interface is inconvenient. Newer computers and peripherals now have IrDA interfaces 
built-in. In conclusion, USB is the serial interfacing of choice in this study, based upon its ability, speed and 
availability in most of the computer system nowadays.   

Notably, serial port is harder to interface than the parallel port for parallel communication. Any peripherals 
connected to the serial port need the serial transmission converted to parallel for parallel interfacing. This can be 
done using UART. On the software side, there are many more registers need to be attended to than on a Standard 
Parallel Port (SPP). This study intended to develop the serial to parallel conversion hardware and the software 
compatible to it. Since the kit is for novice, the conversion circuit and program were not the main concern to be 
introduced to the learners. The main concern would be on ways to access the hardware in software. In conclusion, 
the main objective of this study is to develop a hardware interface to facilitate hardware visualization and software 
interface to facilitate program and algorithm visualization.  

3.1.2 Identify the target learners 
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Programming tools were generally developed to meet professional preference's requirement; they often have 
extensive sets of concepts and features that are problematic for novices. For that reason, efforts are needed to 
develop tools specifically designed to fulfil the requirements of beginner programmers. Thus, the target learners of 
the kit developed would mainly be secondary and tertiary level students who have very minimum skills in electronic 
and electrical engineering, and hardware software interfacing programming. 
 
3.1.3 Identify the environment, delivery and instructional strategies 
 
No matter how well the visualization tool was designed, is educationally ineffective if students were not engaged 
actively in the learning process. Therefore, lab activities which engage various active learning approaches in 
promoting problem-solving skills will be the delivery and instructional strategy. This will be done in following 
phase. 
 
3.1.4 Identify the suitable software and hardware  
 
The main concern for beginners should be on understanding the basic programming concepts instead memorizing 
the rigid syntaxes and rigid commands; simpler command and syntax should be the language of choice for them. 
Consequently, after gaining experience with these simpler languages, students can move to more general-purpose, 
commercially available languages more effectively. Therefore, Visual Basic and VB.net would be the language of 
choice in this study, since it’s the simplest and preferable visual programming environment in most of the 
institutions.  

For communicating with computer, the PIC microcontroller would be the choice. The PIC microcontroller uses a 
component called Universal Synchronous Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (USART) for serial to parallel 
conversion. This component will be configured as a Full-Duplex asynchronous system that can communicate with 
peripheral devices, such as CRT terminals and personal computers. As pointed out earlier, USB would be the port of 
choice for hardware software communication.  

3.1.5 Identify the constraint and quality assurance 
 
Rapid changes in software technology might be a challenge in ensuring the long term relevancy of the kit developed. 
For that reason, the kit and the lab activities developed do not stress much on specific programming language. The 
main objective would be on assisting learners in mastering the fundamental skills of hardware software interfacing 
programming in visual environment.  
 
Enough hardware visualization kit for usability testing on the larger number of samples appeared to be another 
challenge. The challenge was due to funding constraint. However, this challenge could be tackled by employing 
presentation or collaborative learning strategy in gathering feedback on usability and performance. 
 
3.2 Design and development 
 
As pointed out in analysis phase, the main concern of the kit developed would be on assisting novice to understand 
the fundamental of hardware software interfacing. Programming in hardware software interfacing often involves 
number systems. Binary and hexadecimal appears to be an easy-to-read way of expressing the bit and byte oriented 
values for addressing in hardware software interfacing programming. Binary is also known as base 2 since there can 
only be two values that are 0=OFF and 1=ON. Binary representations are useful in seeing the value of each bit in a 
byte. Numbers representing 0 are not counted. Meanwhile, numbers representing 1 are counted. Hexadecimal or 
base 16 is another major numbering system, which is easier to work on large numbers. The numbers are counted 
from 0 to 9 and followed by letters A to F. The letters A through F represent decimal values 10 through 15, 
respectively. Hexadecimal numbers have either h suffix or 0x prefix. Each character in hexadecimal number 
represents 4 bits that make hexadecimal numbers a convenient way to express 8 or 16 bit numbers. In particular, the 
content of ComPort V 1.0 was mainly focused on assisting novice learners in mastering these skills before proceed 
to programming part, particularly in visual programming environment.  
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Sweller, Van Merrienboer & Paas (1998) claimed, “Learners often view worked example, rather than explanatory 
texts, as the primary and most natural source of learning material” (p. 274). For that reason, text explanation was 
minimized and the worked example approach will be emphasized more. Mostly, this will be tackled in the lab 
manual which will be designed in the following study. However, the approach was also imposed minimally in the kit 
developed. Basically, worked example refers to description of how to solve problem, or in other word, states and 
steps needed for the solution (Caspersen & Bennedsen, 2007). Worked example approach will be followed by 
engagement and problem-solving approach in sequence to assist novice learners’ schema acquisition and automation 
in a more systematic manner. Considering the limitation of working memory, the above-mentioned tasks would be 
segmented and presented in different tabs with minimizing the extraneous load in mind. The first tab is brief 
introduction on addressing; the second tab is binary output and input manipulation; the third tab is hexadecimal 
output and input manipulation; the fourth tab is algorithm visualization, which consists of one worked example, and 
learners could practice their own programming as well. The final tab is brief explanation on interfacing in Visual 
Basic. 
 
Beside the standard VB commands, customized commands were also developed to minimize the complexity of 
hardware software interfacing programming (example: out to manage output, inp to manage input, goto to manage 
looping, delay to manage timer). Since, the main concern of the kit is to assist novice programmers in understanding 
the fundamental concepts, simplified commands are expected to minimize intrinsic load throughout the learning 
processes. A VB component was also developed for actual interfacing in Visual Basic or VB.net environment.  
Basically, the software architecture is depicted in Figure 1. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. ComPort v 1.0 software architecture 
 
The design and development of software and hardware visualization were carefully grounded on educational 
principles gained from literature. Besides the layout, typography, colour and font, and other basic principles such as 
prevent distraction elements, avoid cluttered information, consistency, several other principles were also employed 
to improve cognitive economy as proposed in Naps et al. ( 2003) and Khuri (2001). The completed hardware 
visualization and software visualization are as in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 
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Fig. 2. Hardware visualization of ComPort V 1.0 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Software Visualization of ComPort V 1.0 
 
3.3 Implementation and evaluation 
 
Throughout the development process, expert review from both academia and industry was conducted on attribute 
related to pedagogy and technical as well. Usability study was conducted once the design and development 
processes were wholly completed. The usability and user satisfaction questionnaire, which was adapted from Post-
Study System Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ), was used to obtain feedback from the participants. Originally, 
PSSUQ is a research instrument that was developed for use in scenario based usability evaluation at IBM. The 
modified version of the questionnaire for this study consists of 21 items, which were divided into seven categories 
namely design/layout, functionality, ease of use, learnability, satisfaction, outcome/future use, and errors/system 
reliability. The questionnaire’s items are 7-point scales with 1 for strongly agree, followed by next numbers in 
sequence with the end point 7 for strongly disagree.  
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The research participants were 35 university students, whose ages ranged from 19 to 21, and were enrolled in a 
Diploma in Games course. The study was conducted during the final session of their first programming course in the 
curriculum. Therefore, participants have basic knowledge in structured programming. However, they have no 
experience in hardware software interfacing programming. Moreover, the participants also lack of skills or none at 
all, in electronic and electrical engineering. 
 
Enough hardware visualization kit for usability testing on a larger number of samples appeared to be a challenge. 
Adding to this, the participants were beginners, it is impossible for them to explore the kit on their own due to no 
prior knowledge about the content. Mainly, without the lab manuals with worked examples, that will only be 
developed in the second phase of the study. Nevertheless, these challenges were tackled by employing presentation 
learning method in gathering feedback on usability and satisfaction.  
 
The study was performed in the computer lab session that lasted for one hour. The features of ComPort V 1.0 were 
presented in projected presentation condition. Detailed explanations with several worked examples were given 
before moving to practice and discussion session. The participants went through the presentation session for about 
15 minutes; they were allowed to ask question and discuss throughout the session as well. The discussion session 
last for around 15 minutes. The session was ended with participants answering the questionnaire. 
 
4. Results and Discussion 
 
Cronbach alpha for usability and user satisfaction questionnaire was .95, indicating that overall the scales had 
acceptable reliability.  
 
Design/Layout: Overall in design and layout aspects, the learners liked the interface of the kit (M=2.60, SD= 1.26), 
organization of the information presented was clear (M=2.49, SD=1.22), and the interface was pleasant to be used 
(M=2.51, SD=1.33).  
 
Functionality: The kit has all the functions and capabilities that the learners expected (M=2.60, SD=1.41), the 
information retrieved from the kit was effective in helping them to complete related tasks (M=2.4, SD=1.59), and 
the learners agree that all the features in the kit functions well (M=2.60, SD=1.58). Additional individualized testing 
is needed to further affirm this claim. This will be done in following phase of the study. 
 
Ease of use: The learners agree that the kit was simple to use (M=2.17, SD=1.69), the information needed was easy 
to find (M=2.20, SD=1.47), the information provided was clear (M=2.14 , SD=1.29), and overall; the kit was easy to 
use (M=2.34, SD=1.64). 
 
Learnability; The learners agree that it was easy to learn to use the kit (M=2.22, SD=1.51). They found that, there 
was too much information to read before able to use the kit (M=2.97, SD=1.65). Even so; they agree the information 
provided was easy to understand (M=2.56, SD=1.27). According to the written comments by learners, the 
information appearing in the addressing table, need to be simplified to avoid confusion. Taking this into 
consideration, in the following study, the addressing table will be simplified with only the related information will 
be displayed in each respective tab.  
 
Satisfaction:  In general, the learners felt comfortable using the kit M=2.57, SD=1.48), they enjoyed exploring it 
(M=2.29, SD=1.32), and overall they were satisfied with the kit (M=2.51, SD=1.58). 
 
Outcome/Future use: The learners agree that they could become productive quickly using the kit (M=2.17, 
SD=1.40), they were convinced that the kit could improve their programming skills (M=2.31, SD=1.71), and based 
on their current experience using the kit; they would use it regularly (M=2.37, SD=1.23). 
 
Errors/system reliability: The learners agree that whenever they made mistake using the kit, they could recover 
easily and quickly (M=3.17, SD=3.36). They agree that the kit gave error messages that clearly told them how to 
solve the problem (M=2.86, SD=1.62). 
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Overall outcome of the questionnaire clearly indicates learners’ satisfaction of ComPort V 1.0. However, the 
outcome of this questionnaire is only limited to projected presentation use of the kit. Further study needs to be 
conducted on personalized learning condition. By experiencing more challenging hands-on practices, the finding 
may differ. As discussed in earlier section, for this to take place, more organized lab manuals is needed. Further 
study on performance will also be conducted in the following research. 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
No doubt, programming appeared to be among the challenging course to be taught and learned, specifically if it 
involves novices. Combination of adequate teaching strategies, customized teaching aids and suitable language 
selection, unquestionably plays the potential role in eliminating the problems faced by novices in learning 
programming. Therefore, this study series intended to design and develop teaching kits to assist programming 
learning, focusing on hardware software interfacing programming for novice. The first phase of study was mainly 
concentrated on design and development of hardware visualization and software visualization. The design and 
development processes were carefully grounded on educational principles to ensure the maximum effectiveness of 
learning. The outcome of usability and user satisfaction questionnaire clearly indicates learners’ liking of the kit 
developed. Notably, no matter how well the visualization tool was designed, is educationally ineffective if students 
were not engaged actively in the learning process. Therefore, lab activities which engage various active learning 
approaches in promoting problem-solving skills will be the aim of second phase of the study. 
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Abstract 

Facebook can increase interaction between teachers and students in web-based communication. Many 
research studies related to the use of Facebook by students and impact on their academic achievement 
but none of the research focused on futures study related to Facebook in education. The objective of 
this study was to get consensus on the benefits of the use of Facebook as a tool for teaching and 
learning in the future, student participation in teaching and learning process, suitability of subject in 
teaching and learning process via Facebook in the future, the impact of the use of Facebook in skills 
of students and the impact of the use of Facebook in terms of students' character in the future. In this 
study, Fuzzy Delphi Method using a seven-point Linguistic scale was used to get consensus of 20 
experts consisting of 10 specialist teachers, five IT specialists and five lecturers in the Faculty of 
Education. This study can be beneficial not only to teachers and students, but also as a reference to 
the education system in Malaysia to transform education through collaboration with social networking 
technology in the future. All the domains and subdomains in this study obtained consensus from the 
experts. 

 
Keywords: Facebook; Fuzzy Delphi; The Future Impact 
1. Introduction 

Launched in February 2004, Facebook is a social networking service with a mission to make the world 
more open and connected (Facebook, 2012). People use Facebook to keep in touch with friends and family, to find 
out what is happening in the world, and to share and express their opinions. Facebook, which is a popular social 
networking site, is one of the most-used social networking sites today with millions of users (Bicen & Carvus, 2010; 
Cain, 2008; Mazman & Usluel, 2010; Ross et al., 2009). Facebook has quickly become one of the most popular 
social sites (Ross et al., 2009). As of October 2012, Facebook has more than one billion monthly active users; about 
81% of monthly active Facebook users are outside the United States and Canada, and 552 million active users daily 
on average in June 2012 and 600 million monthly active users are using Facebook through a mobile device in 
September 2012 (Facebook, 2012). 

Facebook is basically a social networking site online where individuals can share pictures, their biodata  
and join a group of friends who are online (Buckman, 2005; Cabada et al., 2009). Although many online websites 
such as MySpace and Friendster are also designed to connect people, Facebook is generally considered the leading 
social networking site used by college students (Golder, Wilkinson, & Huberman, 2007). For example, in the United 
States, the use of Facebook is now very popular among the students with the participation of over 90% among 
undergraduate students, as reported in a number of surveys (Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2007; Stutzman, 2006). It 
has also become one of the social networks most used by British students (Madge, Meek, Welles, & Hooley, 2009) 
and South African students (Shambare et al., 2011). 
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A motivating factor for popularity of social networking sites among young consumers is that the social 
networking site provides users with more flexibility and freedom to express their feelings (Shambare et al., 2011). 
This is because technology use has changed the way we communicate with each other, the way we use language, the 
way we read and write, the way we think and the way we teach (Crystal, 2008a, 2008b; Johnson, 2009; O'Brien & 
Sharber, 2008). Thus Facebook is said to have a positive impact on the lives of college students (Munoz & Towner, 
2009). By offering virtual office hours through Facebook teachers have a positive impact on student satisfaction as 
they are able to communicate with students outside of the classroom (Li & Pitts, 2009). This presents a clear 
opportunity to bring Facebook into education. Students should be given information on the use of Facebook in 
education because Facebook can facilitate the sharing of information related to school and student learning and 
students can also have discussion in FB about a difficult topic. 
 

Facebook allows the exchange of information among the students on one hand, and between students and 
teachers on the other, potentially making it an important educational tool for effective teaching requires educators to 
guide, nurture, develop and transmit knowledge to students on an ongoing basis (Alger, 2009). To find strength in 
technological progress along with the development of pedagogy, academics suggest the ideal combination of 
technology integration in learning and social constructivism in order to achieve the objectives of contemporary 
education (Koohang, Riley, Smith & Schreurs, 2009; Neo 2010; Sadik 2008). Thus, technological tools such as 
Facebook can be used to communicate and clarify the concept and content of the course to engage students with 
information (Solvie & Kloek, 2007). For that reason, it is expected that the implementation of Facebook in the 
curriculum will enhance the effectiveness of teaching and learning. 
 

Many research studies on Facebook lead to the use of Facebook, the effects of teacher self-disclosure via 
Facebook on teacher and student relationship and increase academic achievement among Facebook users.  Reynol 
(2011) used the method of statistical analysis to examine the relationship between frequency of use and the students' 
participation in Facebook. Neil (2009) used qualitative analysis to study the frequency of students using Facebook 
for educational purposes while Muhammad Kamarul Kabilan et al. (2010) used statistical analysis to examine 
whether university students assume Facebook is a useful and meaningful tool in the educational environment that 
can support the learning of English. However, not many studies about Facebook have covered the use of Facebook 
in implementation of the curriculum. Total study about Facebook is not broad enough, especially about the future 
studies using Fuzzy Delphi method. Therefore this study was conducted in order to see the use of Facebook among 
students and its impact on the future implementation of the curriculum in Malaysia using Fuzzy Delphi method. 
 
 
2. Purpose Of The Study 

 
         The purpose of this study was to obtain expert consensus on the impact of the use of Facebook among students 
and teachers on the implementation of the curriculum of the future. 
 
This study is aimed at answering the following research questions: 
 

1. What is the consensus of experts on the impact and benefits of the use of  Facebook in terms of teaching 
aids in teaching and learning in the future implementation of the curriculum? 

2. What is the consensus of experts on the impact and benefits of the use of 
Facebook in terms of student involvement in the teaching and learning process in the future implementation 
of the curriculum? 

3. What is the consensus of experts on the impact and benefit 
the use of Facebook in terms of the suitability of the subject in the process of teaching and learning in the 
future implementation of the curriculum? 

4. What is the consensus of experts on the impact and benefits of the use of 
Facebook in terms of the suitability of the subject in the process of teaching and learning in the future 
implementation of the curriculum? 

5. What is the consensus of experts on the expected impact of the use of Facebook 
on the skills of students in the future implementation of the curriculum? 

 
3. Methodology 
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        To get future expectations, recommended information collected through the survey data obtained from experts. 
For example by using the Delphi method (Afghan, 2007). The Delphi method was explored in 1950 by the RAND 
Corporation (Dalkey, 1969). This method includes survey conducted in two or more rounds. After each round, the 
researcher will give the results of the previous round so that experts can review or retain their original answers. 
Questionnaires carried out separately and the experts do not know each other. This method is often perceived to 
create a good interaction within the group (Rowe, 1991). 
 
             Although the Delphi method has been widely used in education, especially in anticipation of the future, this 
method have its drawbacks. Among the weaknesses of the Delphi method (Saedah Siraj, 2007): 
 

1. Reliability of the data depends on expertise; if the researcher fails to deliver real experts mean the study 
will lose credibility. 

2. Experiments are repeated on a sample and this will cause boredom to the sample. 
3.  A small number of experts are not able to resolve all the issues studied. 
4. Less chance of getting a response from the emotional aspect. 

 
To solve the problem of ambiguity in the consensus of experts, researchers from around the world have created 

new methods. Murray, Pipino, and Gigch (1985) proposed the application of Fuzzy Delphi Method Teory into 
semantic variables used to solve the problem of ambiguity in the Delphi method. Kir and Folger (1988) suggests the 
use of average normalization modes and Ishikiwa et al. (1993) used the maximum-minimum along with the 
cumulative frequency distribution and scoring for organizing fuzzy expert opinion on fuzzy numbers. Expert 
prediction interval value is then used to derive the fuzzy numbers that will form the fuzzy Delphi method. Hsu and 
Chen (1996) proposed a fuzzy aggregate equation. By using this similarity function, the similarity between experts 
can be collected and fuzzy numbers can be built directly into each expert to determine the degree of agreement 
between them. Then the coefficient of consensus is used to get value assessment fuzzy numbers for all specialists. If 
the degree of agreement is too low among all experts then the questionnaire must be administered again. 
 
         The advantages of  Fuzzy Delphi Method are: 
 
        1.    Saves time on the questionnaire. 
        2.    Save costs. 
        3.    Reduce the total number of surveys, questionnaires increase the recovery rate. 

 4.     Experts can fully express their opinions, ensure completeness and consistency of opinion. 
5.  Taking into account the ambiguity that cannot be avoided during the study. This method does not 

misinterpretate original expert opinion and gives their real reactions. 
 

Therefore this study using Fuzzy Delphi method as the main method of review as the advantage obtained in 
Fuzzy Delphi method over the Delphi method. Expert questionnaire is a very good tool and is useful in the process 
of data collection conducted in Delphi method if the method and process of interviewing individuals cannot be done 
due to time constraints and group composition (Dalkey, 1963). Data Analysis  
        Expert evaluation was collected through a questionnaire survey. A total of 20 questionnaires were recovered 
and verified. All assessment that measured were converted into fuzzy sets based on expert response using a 7 point 
linguistic scale for the benefit of the use of Facebook in the implementation of the curriculum in the future from 
aspects of teaching aids, student involvement in teaching and learning, expectation of suitability to subject for the 
use of Facebook, for aspects of the students' skills and personality had been analyzed based on the actual response. 
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Figure 1. The expected impact of the use of Facebook in the implementation of curriculum 

 

The distance between two fuzzy numbers is calculated by measuring the average deviation between the 
data evaluation experts. From the data analysis of the threshold value is greater than 0.2 then the second round of 
questionnaires is run. In the second round if the threshold value is less than 0.2 it means consensus from all the 
experts has been achieved. 
 

In this study, the criteria used to evaluate the group consensus on the basis that the agreement is more than 
75% (Chu & Hwang, 2008; Murry & Hammons, 1995). In first round of acceptance of the group is 89.10%. Group 
consensus estimates in the second round is 91.43%. 
 

After obtaining the consensus of the group, the averages of the Fuzzy number were obtained.  
 

 

Table 2: Average Fuzzy Number for benefits of implementing the use of Facebook in the future curriculum for aspects of 

teaching aids 

Criteria  Average Fuzzy No 

Using a Facebook page for an announcement  (0.81, 0.96, 1.00) 

Inform students about homework to do. (0.71, 0.88, 0.97) 

Inform learning objectives that will be implemented. (0.63, 0.80, 0.94) 

Share information about teaching and learning. (0.65, 0.82, 0.94) 

Plan learning activities to be carried out. (0.64, 0.82, 0.96) 

Teacher observations of student homework. (0.62, 0.80, 0.94) 

 

Table 3: Average Fuzzy Number for benefits of implementing the use of Facebook in the future curriculum for student 

involvement in aspects of teaching & learning 

Criteria Average Fuzzy No 

Impact the use of 
Facebook in terms of 

  
Impact the use of 

Facebook in terms of 
  

Use of Facebook in 
terms of the impact of 

t d t i l t 
  Impact of Facebook in 

terms of suitability of 
 bj t  

Impact of Facebook 
terms of use Teaching 

Aid  
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Building a 'group' for the class being taught. (0.74, 0.89, 0.97) 

Handle or discussion forum online. (0.74, 0.90, 0.98) 

Weekly tutorials conducted. (0.72, 0.89, 0.98) 

Question and answer session conducted in FB. (0.70, 0.86, 0.96) 

Students prepare early after getting information from the teachers through a Facebook 

page. 

(0.67, 0.84, 0.96) 

Students who have difficulties communicating in simple class interact in FB. (0.70, 0.87, 0.97) 

 

Table 4: Average Fuzzy Number for benefits of implementing the use of Facebook in the future curriculum for appropriate 

subjects  

Criteria Average Fuzzy No 

Science subjects (Biology, Physics, Chemistry) and Mathematics (0.63, 0.82, 0.95) 

History and Geography (0.69, 0.86, 0.96) 

Bahasa Malaysia / English / Tamil / Chinese (0.71, 0.87, 0.97) 

Islamic Education / moral. (0.64, 0.82, 0.95) 

Subject Art Education / Physical / Music (0.69, 0.86, 0.97) 

 

Table 5: Average Fuzzy Number for  benefits of implementing the use of Facebook in the future curriculum for the skills 

of students 

Criteria Average Fuzzy No 

Have the skills to find information (0.68, 0.84, 0.95) 

Skills appropriate to the needs of the current job market. (0.65, 0.82, 0.95) 

Have skills in technology. (0.70, 0.86, 0.96) 

Have the skills to think critically and creatively. (0.68, 0.85, 0.96) 

Lack of social communication skills for many students to interact in cyberspace. (0.74, 0.89, 0.97) 

 

Table 6: Average Fuzzy numbers for the benefit of the use of Facebook in the implementation of the curriculum in the 

future for aspects of students' character 

Criteria Average Fuzzy No 

Increase student motivation. (0.61, 0.80, 0.94) 

Make students self-reliant. (0.70, 0.87, 0.97) 

Students are more interested in their studies. (0.61, 0.80, 0.94) 

Religion and moral values eroded. (0.60, 0.80, 0.95) 

Students take an active part in the discussion. (0.62, 0.80, 0.94) 

Build a sense of having a Facebook account. (0.70, 0.87, 0.97) 
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To find out the ranking of each variable, defuzzifying was conducted. Table 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 show the position or 

ranking for each of the variables and sub variables. 

 
 

Table 7: Position for the benefit of the use of Facebook in the implementation of the curriculum in the future for 

aspects of teaching aids 

Criteria Fuzzy Evaluation Score Ranking 

Using a Facebook page for an announcement  (16.20, 19.10, 20.00) 18.6       1 

Inform students about homework to do. (11.20, 15.10, 18.30) 14.925       2 

Inform learning objectives that will be implemented. (11.40, 15.10, 17.80) 14.85       3 

Share information about teaching and learning. (10.60, 14.60, 17.90) 14.425      4 

Plan learning activities to be carried out. (9.80, 13.80, 17.20) 13.65      5 

Teacher observations of student homework. (9.40, 13.40, 17.10) 13.325      6 

 

Table 8: Ranking for the benefit of the use of Facebook in the implementation of the curriculum in the future for 

student involvement in aspects of T & L 

Criteria Fuzzy Evaluation Score Ranking 

Building a group for the class being taught. (11.40, 15.30, 18.20) 15.05     1 

Handle or discussion forum online. (11.60, 15.20, 18.00) 15     2 

Weekly tutorials conducted. (11.20, 15.00, 18.10) 14.825     3 

Question and answer session conducted in FB. (10.20, 14.20, 17.60) 14.05     4 

Students prepare early after getting information from the 

teachers through a Facebook page. 

(10.00, 14.00, 17.50) 13.875     5 

Students who have difficulties communicating in  class 

interact in FB. 

(10.00, 14.00, 17.30) 13.825     6 

 

 

Table 9: Rating for the benefit of the use of Facebook in the implementation of the curriculum in the future for 

appropriateness aspect of subjects 

Criteria Fuzzy Evaluation Score Ranking 

Science subjects (Biology, Physics, Chemistry) and 

Mathematics 

(13.20, 16.40, 18.80) 16.20      1 

History and Geography (11.80, 15.10, 17.70) 14.93      2 

Bahasa Malaysia / English / Tamil / Chinese (10.20, 14.20, 17.70) 14.08      3 

Islamic Education / moral. (9.80, 13.80, 17.20) 13.65      4 

Subject Art Education / Physical / Music ( 9.20, 13.20, 16.90) 13.13      5 
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Table 10: Ranking for the benefit of  Facebook  use in the implementation of the curriculum in the future for the 

skills of students 

Criteria Fuzzy Evaluation Score Ranking 

Have the skills to find information (11.20, 15.20, 18.50) 15.025      1 

Skills appropriate to the needs of the current job market. (11.20, 15.20, 18.40) 15      2 

Have skills in technology. (11.00, 15.00, 18.30) 14.825      3 

Have the skills to think critically and creatively. (10.60, 14.60, 18.00) 14.45      4 

Lack of social communication skills for many students to 

interact in cyberspace. 

( 10.60, 14.60, 17.90) 14.425      5 

 

Table 11: Ranking for the benefit of  Facebook  use in the implementation of the curriculum in the future for 

aspects of students' character 

Criteria Fuzzy Evaluation Score Ranking 

Increase student motivation. (11.60, 14.90, 17.50) 14.73       1 

Make students self-reliant. (10.80, 14.80, 18.10) 14.63       2 

Students are more interested in their studies. (10.00, 14.00, 17.60) 13.90       3 

Religion and moral values eroded. (9.80, 13.80, 17.40) 13.70       4 

Students take an active part in the discussion. ( 9.60, 13.60, 7.30) 13.53       5 

Build a sense of having a Facebook account. ( 8.80, 12.80, 16.70) 12.78       6 
 

5.Discussion and Conclusion 

 
Based on the results of this study, of the five variables to measure the benefits of the use of facebook in curriculum 
implementation in the future is accepted by consensus by the experts involved. This shows that the use of facebook 
in the future implementation of the curriculum is very desirable because it coincides with the advanced technology 
nowadays where the use of very high virtual space. 
 
             Ranking needs in this research is to identify the most important subvgariable for each variable. The aim is to 
put the variables according to priority, from the highest priority until the lowest priority.  
 
               For variable Facebook as teaching aid, the sub variable with the first ranking is "using the Facebook page 
for an announcement telling" and the final ranking is "Plan learning activities to be carried out". This statement is 
supported by Mazman & Usluel, 2010; Bicen & Carvus, 2010; Ross et al., 2009; Cain, 2008 stating that Facebook is 
a social networking site popular nowadays because it is used by millions of consumers; this implies that facebook is 
a medium  suitable for making an announcement to students in the future implementation of the curriculum. 
 
              For the second variable, namely aspects of student involvement showed sub variable ranked first is "to 
build a group of classes taught" and the final ranking is "conducting weekly tutorials". The findings in the first 
ranking for this second variable is very timely with the opinion of Alger (2009) which states that the ability of 
Facebook is to promote the exchange of information among the students in one hand, and between students and 
teachers on the other, and potentially make it an important educational tool for effective teaching requires educators 
to guide, nurture, develop and transmit knowledge to students. Indirectly, facebook can be used as a tool to build a 
group in class and tutorials regularly scheduled to be delivered to each group. 
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                For variable suitability subjects, the sub variable that gets ranked first is "Bahasa Malaysia / English / 
Tamil / Chinese" and the final ranking is the "subjects of science and mathematics". This shows that it is very easy 
to use FAcebook for subjects involving only theory without involving calculations. Findings ranking for variable 
findings suitability subjects clearly shows us that Facebook is a tool that is useful and meaningful educational 
environment that can support the learning of English (Muhammad Kamarul Kabilan et al., 2010).  
 
             The fourth variable, namely the students' skills, shows knowledge gets first ranking is "have the skills to 
find information" and "skills to think critically and creatively" has fallen into the final ranking. It is known that the 
use of Facebook really is capable of helping students get the information quite easily available from virtual search. 
But the disadvantage is to produce students who are relatively less use common sense and think to produce an idea.  
 
             The last variable is the aspect of students’ character. Ranked first show is "build morale to have a Facebook 
account" and the last is "religious and moral values being eroded". This can be proved by the many social problems 
arising with the use of control and understanding of facebook. This is proved by Galiffa (2009) which states that the 
uncontrolled use of Facebook  also allows students to engage in immoral activities during the communication 
process.  
 
              The conclusion to be drawn from this scientific research is the use of Facebook is seen as a medium and an 
effective tool for curriculum in the future. This is supported by the efforts made by the government in creating a free 
wifi zone in selected areas. This effort is seen as being able to expand and maximize the use of Facebook in the 
curriculum of the educational system of our country. The respondents from the experts were also seen reaching a 
consensus agreement that Facebook be made a medium in the teaching and learning process in the future because it 
is capable of affecting the education system as well as in line with current technology. Apart from the benefits of 
using Facebook, researchers feel the negative effects also exist, because if students use so much time on social 
networking sites such as Facebook this will leave them less time to learn and have a negative impact on their studies 
such as low academic achievement. According Zuwairi (2010), logging on to Facebook a long time can cause active 
students to turn passive. Therefore, we suggest that the government and experts involved in either of the fields of 
education and ICT study and create a model that is believed to be able to compensate and prevent the negative 
effects arising from the use of Facebook in teaching and learning systems for implementation of the curriculum in 
the future. 
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Abstract 

ICT is a resource that is used by many science teachers worldwide. An evaluation of ICT use in learning science was 
carried out by Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) 2011. Resources used by teachers as 
classroom instruction is one of the major factors that influence students’ achievements. The objectives of this paper 
are to examine the use of ICT in teaching science in Malaysia and the effects on students’ achievement based on the 
TIMSS 2011 results. The results revealed that the average science score of Malaysian Form Two students was 426 
which was lower than the international TIMSS scale average and Malaysian Form Two students were ranked 
number 32 in science among 45 participating countries. This study revealed that 33% of students were taught by 
teachers who used ICT for science instruction. This was about doubled the international average (16%).  However, 
the percentage of students who had computers available for science lessons was 17% and the use of computers in a 
month was very low (14-17%). Students seldom use ICT to look up ideas and information, to perform scientific 
procedures or experiments, to study natural phenomena through simulations, to process and analyze data and to 
practice skills and procedures.  Based on these findings, implications towards science teacher  
education will be discussed. 
 
Keywords: Student centered; Information and Communication Technology (ICT); Science Education; Malaysian Students’ Achievement; 
Secondary education: TIMSS 2011. 
 

Introduction 

Information and communication technology (ICT) includes a wide range of approaches to teaching based 
on various traditional and innovative instructional theories. Although instructional technology can be used to support 
student-centered inquiry-based learning, however simply installing computers and using computer software in 
schools has done little to change the didactic teaching methods that is prevalent instructional approach in schools 
(Cohen & Ball, 1990; Cradler, 1994; Cummins, 1996; Goodlad, 1993; Lim, 2007; Niederhauser & Stoddart, 2001; 
Stoddart & Niederhauser, 1993; Van Dusen & Worthen, 1992, 1995). 

Malaysia education system has emphasized the use of ICT in classroom.  School inspectorates, school 
management and lecturers of universities and institutes always ensure the use of ICT in the classrooms.  All schools 
were supplied with computers and computer laboratories under Program Komputer dalam Pendidikan (Computer in 
Education Programme) and ICT Literacy Programme for secondary school (Curriculum Development Centre, 2007).  
Besides that, science and mathematics teachers also received personal laptop and educational software under 
Pengajaran and Pembelajaran Sains dan Matematik dalam Inggeris (Teaching and Learning Science and 
Mathematics in English hereafter state as PPSMI) policy since 2003. Prior to this, these subjects were taught using 
the Malay language, the national language for Malaysia. The move from Malay to English as a teaching medium is 
to take advantage of the vast resources available in English worldwide.  To overcome the lack of English proficiency 
of teachers, Curriculum Development Centre (CDC) of the Malaysian Ministry of Education developed several 
educational softwares which were teaching courseware.  All Malaysian schools were supplied with the teaching 
courseware and are easy to be accessed by teachers. 
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According to Niederhauser and Stoddart (2001), educational software can be grouped into two categories.  
Software that draws on the didactic tradition is grouped in the Skill-based Transmission category, while software 
that can be used in more constructivist ways in the Open-ended Constructivist category.  Two types of traditional 
skill-based transmission software were identified; namely Drill-and-Practice and Keyboarding. Software included in 
these categories draw on objectivist behavioural principles of learning aimed at helping students internalize basic 
facts and skills. According to Niederhauser and Stoddart, this category of software is used to introduce content in 
hierarchical steps, present stimuli, provide immediate feedback and reinforcement, allow for repetition and practice, 
and monitor students’ progress.  There are three types of open-ended constructivist software; namely Interactive and 
Educational Game, Exploratory, and Tool programmes. 
 The use of information communication technology (ICT) was one of the instructional activities investigated 
in Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) 2011.  TIMSS is a series of international 
assessments of students’ achievement in mathematics and science and this assessment is done once in every four 
years among participating countries. TIMSS’s report provides vital information on key curricular, instructional, and 
resource-related factors that can impact teaching and learning process in Mathematics and Science (Martin et al., 
2012). Malaysia has participated in TIMSS since 1999.  

In 2011, national representative samples of students in 63 countries and 14 benchmarking entities (regional 
jurisdictions of countries, such as states) participated in TIMSS.  Countries and benchmarking participants could 
choose to participate in the Year 4 assessment or the Form 2 assessment, or both. Forty five (45) countries and 
fourteen (14) benchmarking entities participated in the Form 2 (Grade 8) assessment. However, Malaysia had 
chosen to only participate in the Form 2 assessment. 

Science assessment framework for TIMSS 2011 consists of a content dimension specifying the subject 
matter domains to be assessed within science (for example, biology, chemistry, physics, and earth science at Form 2) 
and a cognitive dimension specifying the cognitive domains or skills and behaviours (that is, knowing, applying, and 
reasoning) expected of students as they engage with the science content. The content domains differ for the Year 4 
and Form 2, reflecting the nature and difficulty of the subjects taught at each level. At the Form 2 level, physics and 
chemistry are assessed as separate content domains, and receive more emphasis than at Year 4, where they are 
assessed as one content domain i.e. physical science. The cognitive framework, however, is the same for both levels, 
encompassing a range of cognitive processes involved in learning science concepts and engaging in scientific 
inquiry right through the primary and lower secondary school years. 
       
2.  Malaysian Science Result in TIMSS 

 
Malaysia average achievement in the Form 2 content domains of biology, chemistry, physics, and earth 

science showed differing strengths and weaknesses. Although Malaysia has an overall science average scale score of 
426 in TIMSS 2011, but we scored higher in physics with a score of 435 (see Table 1).  The overall average scores 
for biology and chemistry were 427 and 426 respectively.  The problem was the earth science domain which we 
only scored 401.  Although our content domains score were slightly different, the most important aspect is to 
analyse the problems in our science education and improve the overall results. 
Table 1.Malaysia overall and content domains average scale score 

Rank. Country Overall Science 
Average Scale 

Score 

Average Scale Score for content domains 
 

Biology Chemistry Physics Earth Science 
1 Singapore 590(4.3) 594(4.8) 590(4.7) 602(4.2) 566(4.5) 

2 Chinese Taipei 564(2.3) 557(2.5) 
 

585(3.9) 552(4.5) 568(2.9) 

3 Korea, Rep. of 560(2.0) 561(2.4) 551(2.2) 577 (2.8) 548 (3.2) 

21 Turkey 483 (3.4) 484 (3.7) 477 (4.0) 494 (3.7) 468 (3.5) 

27 Thailand 451(3.9) 460 (4.3) 436 (4.6) 430 (4.5) 466 (4.1) 

32 Malaysia 426 (6.3) 
 

427 (6.2) 
 

426 (6.6) 
 

435 (6.6) 
 

401 (6.5) 
 

40 Indonesia 
 

406 (4.5) 
 

410 (4.7) 
 

378 (4.9) 397(5.4) 
 

412(5.6) 
 

( ) Standard errors appear in parentheses. Some results may appear inconsistent due to rounding.  
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There are four domains at Form 2; biology, chemistry, physics, and earth science. The same three cognitive 
domains; knowing, applying, and reasoning, were used at both the Year 4 and Form 2.  Knowing covers the 
students’ knowledge of science facts, procedures, and concepts. Applying focuses on the students’ ability to apply 
knowledge and conceptual understanding in a science problem situation. Reasoning goes beyond the solution of 
routine science problems to encompass unfamiliar situations, complex contexts, and multi-step problems. (Martin et 
al., 2012) 

In general, participants in TIMSS 2011 with the highest overall science average scale score also had the 
highest achievement in the cognitive domains, although most countries showed a relative strength in one cognitive 
domain or another (see Table 2).   Malaysian students were strong in the reasoning domain (439 average score), 
average in the applying domain (424 average score), but weak in the knowing domain.  This is quite different from 
other countries.  Malaysian students were found to be able to do higher order thinking, but were knowledgeably 
weak. 

 
 

Table 2. Comparisons of Countries’ Achievement in Science Cognitive 
 

No. Country Overall Science 
Average Scale 

Score 

Cognitive Domains 

Knowing Applying Reasoning 

1 Singapore 590(4.3) 
 

588(4.9) 
 

589 (4.4) 
 

592 (4.5) 
 

2 Chinese Taipei 
 

564 (2.3) 
 

569(2.7) 
 

570(2.7) 
 

551(2.9) 
 

3 Korea, Rep. of 
 

560(2.0) 
 

554(2.9) 
 

561(2.0) 
 

564(2.2) 
 

21 Turkey 483 (3.4) 
 

490 (3.8) 
 

478 (3.4) 
 

483 (3.4) 
 

27 Thailand 451(3.9) 
 

443(4.7) 
 

451(4.1) 
 

453(4.2) 
 

32 Malaysia 426 (6.3) 
 

403(7.0) 
 

424(6.2) 
 

439(5.8) 
 

40 Indonesia 
 

406(4.5) 
 

402(5.4) 
 

398(4.7) 
 

413(5.2) 
 

( ) Standard errors appear in parentheses. Some results may appear inconsistent due to rounding.  
 
 

Besides students’ science achievement in content domains and cognitive domains, TIMSS 2011 also 
evaluated five assessments and their effects on a student’s achievement.  The five assessments that were evaluated 
are: home environment support for science achievement, school resources for teaching science, school climate, 
teacher preparation and classroom instruction.   

This article will focus on the use of ICT in Malaysian science teaching resources. In addition, this article 
will also discuss other classroom resources and activities employed in science lessons such as the use of textbooks, 
workbooks or worksheets, and science equipment and materials. 
 
Method 
 

Data were extracted from the results of TIMSS 2011.  Only data on the ‘types of resources used in science 
lesson’ and ‘how computers were used during science lessons’ were analyzed. Descriptive statistics was used in the 
analysis to describe the types of resources used in their science lessons, and the various strategies employed in using 
computers in teaching science. 
 
Findings 
 
1.  Use of computer software for science instruction 
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The result of TIMSS 2011 revealed that 33% of Malaysian students were taught by teacher using computer 
software for science instruction. This was about doubled the international average (16%). Please see Table 3. 
However, the Malaysian students’ science achievement was still low (score of 426).  From the result, it can be 
inferred that Malaysian science teachers used computer software for science instruction; however, it appears that 
only marginal benefits are derived as reflected in the students’ achievement. 
 

Table 3.Resources Teachers Use for Teaching Science  
Reported by Teachers  

 
Country 

 
Percent of Students Whose Teachers Use 

Textbooks Workbooks or Worksheets Science Equipment and 
Materials 

Computer Software for 
Science Instruction 

As Basis 
for 

Instruction 

As a 
Supplement 

As Basis 
for 

Instruction 

As a 
Supplement 

As Basis 
for 

Instruction 

As a 
Supplement 

As Basis 
for 

Instruction 

As a 
Supplement 

Malaysia  83 (2.5) 16 (2.3) 39 (3.8) 61 (3.8) 40 (3.4) 59 (3.4) 33 (3.8) 59 (3.8) 
International 
Avg.  

74 (0.4) 24 (0.4) 35 (0.5) 60 (0.5) 43 (0.5) 
 

54 (0.5) 16 (0.4) 61 (0.5) 

( ) Standard errors appear in parentheses. Some results may appear inconsistent due to rounding.  
 

In the classroom resources and activities for teaching science, we found that textbooks were the main 
resources used by the science teachers as the basis of science instruction. The percentage of Malaysian students 
(83%) who were taught with these methods was higher than the international average (74%).  Science equipment 
and materials were the next most frequently used with 43% of theinternational average. Workbooks or worksheets 
were less frequently used (35% of international students on average) but still heavily used in some countries. 
Computer software was less frequently used as a basis for instruction; which is only 16% on average.  All of the 
following materials except textbooks were popular as supplementary instructional resources at the Form 2 level: 
workbooks or worksheets, with 60% of students; science equipment and materials, with 54%; and computer 
software, with 61%. 

The result also revealed that Malaysian science teachers were more didactic than their international 
counterparts in teaching science.  Majority of students (83%) were taught with textbooks as the basis for instruction. 
Less than 50% of the students were taught with workbooks or worksheets, science equipment and materials, and 
computer software as the basis for instruction. Please see Table 3. These findings showed that Malaysian teachers 
are influenced by the Confucian education culture where a greater proportion of science lessons are centred on 
learning from textbooks and memorizing facts.  This is different from the Australian education system which has a 
longer historical influence from social-constructivist theorists such as Bruner and Vygotsky. Teaching in Australian 
schools involved a greater proportion of activities such as designing and doing science experiments, and working in 
small groups (Ying et al., 2012) 
 
2.  Computer Activities during Science Lessons 
        

According to TIMSS 2011, countries are investing in technology as a way to enhance teaching and 
learning. Availability of computers and other technology in the science classroom can facilitate successful 
implementation of the curriculum. According to the Contextual Framework outlined in TIMSS 2011 Assessment 
Frameworks, computers and the Internet provide students with ways to explore concepts in-depth, trigger 
enthusiasm and motivation for learning, enable students to learn at their own pace, and provide students with access 
to vast information sources. 

Internationally, on average, less than half (46%) of Form 2 students had computers available during their 
science lessons, ranging from 12 % in Ghana to 84% in Kazakhstan. Students with computers available during their 
lessons had slightly higher science achievement than students without computers available. On average, one-third 
(28–39%) of Form Two students, were asked to do the following on at least a monthly basis: look up ideas and 
information, do scientific procedures or experiments, study natural phenomena through simulations, process and 
analyze data, and practice skills and procedures.  We found that only 17% of Malaysian students had computers 
available during their science lessons (see Table 4).  Furthermore less than one-fifth (14-17%) of Malaysian Form 2 
students, were asked to do the following on a monthly basis: look up ideas and information, do scientific procedures 
or experiments, study natural phenomena through simulations, process and analyse data.  
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Table 4. Computer Activities During Science Lessons  
Reported by Teachers 

 
Country  Computers Available for 

Science Lessons 
Percent of Students Whose Teachers Have Them Use Computers At Least 

Monthly 
Percent of 
Students 

Average 
Achievement 

 

Yes  Yes  No To Look Up 
Ideas and 

Information 

To Do 
Scientific 

Procedures or 
Experiments 

To Study 
Natural 

Phenomena 
Through 

Simulations 

To 
Process 

and 
Analyze 

Data 

To 
Practice 

Skills and 
Procedures 

Malaysia  17 (3.3)  447 
(13.1)  

421 
(6.8)  

17 (3.2) 15 (3.0 17 (3.2)  15(3.0)  14 (2.9) 

International 
Avg.  

46 (0.5)  481 
(1.0)  

475 
(0.8)  

39 (0.5)  28 (0.5)  30 (0.5)  31 (0.5)  
 

33 (0.5) 

( ) Standard errors appear in parentheses. Some results may appear inconsistent due to rounding.  
 
 

Although computer software was used for science instruction, teachers seldom cultivate cognitive skills of 
their students.  Malaysian science teachers used computer software didactically and as a result of this, students are 
weak in knowing, applying and reasoning (see Table 2).  
 
 
Discussion 
 
 TIMSS 2011 revealed that the science results for Malaysian students dropped drastically when compared to 
the results of TIMSS 2007.  Although PPSMI was abolished in 2012 (Curriculum Development Centre, 2011), many 
teachers are still using the teaching courseware which were developed by Malaysian Ministry of Education.  This 
could explain the higher average scale score obtained by our teachers in using computer software as compared to the 
international average score. They used the teaching courseware frequently as it was developed by the Ministry of 
Education. 

Singapore also has its own ICT programme and is called as the Masterplan for ICT in Education (MP1) 
which was launched in April 1997.  Clear objectives were set in the policy.  The main goal of MP1 was not only to 
ensure that schools integrated ICT in their curriculum but also developed a culture of thinking, lifelong learning, and 
social responsibility (Singapore Ministry of Education, 1997).  The ministry emphasized the use of Internet, 
software designed for the curriculum, open tools such as word-processing, spread sheets, and mind mapping 
packages, and learning management systems.  The use of ICT in Singaporean education then changed from 
information receiving towards finding, collecting and synthesizing relevant information, and from learning to 
problem solving and communicating ideas effectively.  Singapore teachers supported learner autonomy of the 
students by providing them with worksheets and checklists, and engaged them in dialogues to scaffold the learning 
processes. (Lim, 2007)   

However in Malaysia, the microanalysis of TIMSS 2011’s data on how the students use computers revealed 
that  less than one-fifth (14-17%) of the Form 2 students  used it to look up for ideas and information, do scientific 
procedures or experiments, study natural phenomena through simulations, process and analyse data, and practice 
skills and procedures.  This shows that most teachers did not use the computers to enhance their students’ cognitive 
skills. This could be related that the low average scale score obtained by our students in the science domain. As 
described by Niederhauser and Stoddart (2001), ICT-based learning, can be used in the didactic tradition and 
constructivist ways. In the Malaysian scenario, ICT was used as this tradition. On the other hand, constructivism in 
science teaching was highlighted in many studies  (Cheung & Toh, 1992; Yager, 1991). If students construct new 
knowledge out of the experiences that they encounter, then it makes sense for the teacher to grasp some part of their 
experience and connect it to the knowledge to be taught. In order to ensure students’ understanding requires active 
involvement, ample opportunities to practice what has been learnt should be given.  Though the emphasis is on the 
student, constructivism does not dismiss the active role of the teacher or the value of expert knowledge. 
Constructivism modifies that role, so that teachers help students to construct knowledge rather than reproduce a 
series of facts. The constructivist teacher provides tools such as problem-solving and inquiry-based activities with 
which students formulate and test their ideas, draw conclusions and inferences, and pool and convey their 
knowledge in a collaborative learning environment (Toh et al., 2004) 
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Thus, our students were not trained or instructed to obtain maximum benefit from the use of computer. 
There are computer softwares such as the tool software programmes (e.g. the spreadsheet, Internet and graphic 
organizer) that can support learners in their learning as they find, organize, manipulate and present information. 
However, the instructional value of these programmes lies in how they are used. Students can use the Internet to 
access information, a spreadsheet to organize data collected in experiments, a graphics package to prepare diagrams 
and charts, a word processor to organize and present textual information, and a multimedia presentation programme 
to prepare and present a final report. Such activities promote independent and group interaction in completing tasks 
(Niederhauser & Stoddart, 2001) , thus support learner autonomy to achieve students’ engagement in higher-order 
thinking. 
         
 
Conclusion 
 
       It is evident that TIMSS 2011 revealed that Malaysian science teachers used computer in their science 
instruction however they seldom cultivate cognitive skills of their students.  Malaysian science teachers used 
computer software didactically and as a result of this, students are weak in knowing, applying and the skill of 
reasoning. This issue need to be addressed in the science teacher education programme; both pre-service and in-
service level. Besides that, all schools should have sharing sessions of successful or unsuccessful ICT-mediated 
lesssons at school among the teachers. These sessions can provide ideas to the teachers how to conduct computer-
based lessons and motivation that if others people can do it, we can also do it.  They need to be trained in using ICT 
in constructivist ways in order to provide a flexible learner-directed workspace. The computer should be seen as a 
tool for learning, rather than a teaching machine. 
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Abstract 

        Daily classroom teaching is still inefficient although a lot of time and money has been spent on it; one of the 
main reasons being that some vital aspects of teaching, like nonverbal communication are either neglected or not 
understood by the teachers. This descriptive study investigated the teachers’ use of nonverbal communication in the 
classroom and how it enhances teacher effectiveness as an instructor and as a disciplinarian.  The research combined 
observation and interview data collection methods. It was established that, although teachers have relatively limited 
knowledge on nonverbal communication, they use quiet a number of them with positive impact on pupils’ learning.  
 

Keywords: Nonverbal; cues, oculesics, haptics, paralanguage; proxemics; disciplinarian; instructor; chronemics 

 

1. Main Text 
1.1. Introduction 

       Teaching is an old profession which is heavily based on social competence and prospective teachers have been 

trained for decades in the field so that they can effectively teach pupils in the classroom. A lot of teaching assisting 

technology is also employed in the classroom. However, in Zimbabwe (Solusi High School inclusive) pass rate is 

still low, for instance, according to Zimbabwe Students Solidarity Trust, for the 172 698 pupils who sat for “O” 

Level examinations in 2012, only 31 767 passed with at least five subjects which is the “O” Level pass-cut-line. 

        One of the tools which might seem to be ordinary but can be of great importance for teaching instruction and 

classroom management is nonverbal communication.  

Fie, fie upon her! 
There is language in her eyes, her cheek, her lip. 
Nay her foot speaks…. 
Ulysses in Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida 
 
Shakespeare clearly indicates that messages can be derived from parts of the body movement and behavior.  
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        Nonverbal communication has been defined by Gamble and Gamble (2002) as any communication we 

communicate without using words. Nonverbal communication, due to the popularity it is gaining especially in the 

education circles, has spawned a vocabulary of its own which includes proxemics, chronemics, among other terms 

(Portch 1982). It constitutes most of the communication that takes place between the teacher and the pupils in the 

classroom. Mehrabian (Undated) from his experiments established that 93 percent of communication among his 

sample was nonverbal. This means that teaching necessitates, on the part of the teacher, the ability to accurately 

encode and decode elements of nonverbal communication. 

1.2. Statement of the Problem 

        Although it has been proved by research that most of the communication in the classroom is nonverbal, its 

value is still underestimated. Some teachers either lack the skill of interpreting the nonverbal cues or they do not 

value them. As a result, classroom teaching is still inefficient and pass rate, at both “A” and “O” levels, is still low. 

       This research is therefore geared at answering the following questions: 

x Which nonverbal cues do the teachers use in the classroom? 

x What is the relationship between teacher-pupil interaction, classroom management and lesson delivery?    

x What are the profiles of teachers in terms of age, gender, professional qualifications and teaching 

experience and what impact does it have in the use of nonverbal communication? 

1.3. Purpose of the Study 

        The study investigated the teachers’ use of nonverbal communication in the classroom and how it enhances 

teacher effectiveness as an instructor and as a disciplinarian.  

1.4. Materials for Data Collection 

        Audio-visual tape recorders, check lists and interview schedules were used. Okon (2011) propounds that the 

videotaped material captures an unbiased evidence of teacher behaviour and teaching situation. 

1.5. Subjects of the Study 

        All academic ZJC teachers at Solusi High School, Matabeleland South in Zimbabwe were used for this study. 

1.6. Research Procedure and Methodology 

       The researcher obtained written research permission from the following authorities before the research could be 

embarked on: Solusi University Faculty of Education and Solusi High School Headmaster.  
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        The researcher combined the observation and interviews as tools for data collection. As a nonparticipative 

observer, the researcher used the ZJC Solusi High School academic subject teachers to find out how teachers use 

nonverbal cues in their classrooms. She invited audio-video shooting specialists who brought and installed audio-

visual tape recorder equipment at strategic positions soon before the lessons began. Each teacher was shot twice on 

different occasions. The obtained videos were used by the researcher and experts from the Solusi University English 

and communication Department to fill in the prepared checklist for teachers’ nonverbal cues. SPSS was used to 

analyze data from the check list. Regression was computed in order to find the relationship between teacher-pupil 

interaction, lesson delivery and classroom management. 

       An inventory of the information gathered from the observations was strengthened by structured interviews 

which were conducted to the teachers in question after the last day of observation. The obtained data was 

synthesized into a coherent description. 

1.7. Results and Discussion  

1. It was established that teachers used quite a number of nonverbal cues in the classroom with positive impact on 

pupils’ learning and discipline.  

x Chronemics (the use of time) was respected by the teachers in accordance to suggestion by Payne (2001) 

that the way teachers perceive time, structure it and react to it helps set the stage for classroom 

communication.  

x Teachers were also conscious of proxemics (working environment and space) in line with finding by Papa 

(2008). On the same note, one interviewee exclaimed, “A neat environment facilitates learning”.  

x However, the absence of haptics (touch) during the teaching-learning process can prove that the 

Zimbabwean culture, just like the Asian culture (Hybels & Weaver 1997), has a negative attitude toward 

the touch.   

x Professional dressing was valued by teachers since dress is associated with a person’s character, dedication, 

mood and behavior (Manombe, 2009). Teachers also agreed that is important for pupils to be dressed for 

the occasion, “The smart ones (pupils) seem to be serious with everything including school activities, thus 

they are likeable”, one interviewee echoed.  

x Oculesics (facial and eyes expressions) and kinesics (body movement) have pivotal roles to play in both 

lesson delivery and classroom management. Neil (1989) has similar findings in his research. 
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x Appropriate use of chalkboard enhances learning. On the part of the pupils’ handwriting, two of the 

interviewed teachers said that it has nothing to do with pupils’ performance while the other three concurred 

that it impacts pupils’ performance.  

x Paralanguage (nonverbal communication that is associated with a person’s use of voice) was mainly 

depended on. The following table shows the teachers’ use of voice for effective lesson delivery. 

On the table, it can be seen that in almost all the occasions, teachers used their voices to advantage as 

shown by a fairly high mean of 3.4 to 4.6.   

Table 1: Teachers’ paralinguistic cues    

Description of Teachers’ paralanguage                                                      min            max            sum           mean               std 
 
Modulates voice accordingly                                                                          4                   6                23             4 .6               0.894 
                                                                                                                                                                         
Speaks fluently                                                                                               3                   5                19              3.8                1.095 
                                                                                                                         
Accents word meaning through tone                                                              3                   6                19             3.8                1.304 
                                                                                                                         
Speaks rapidly when exited                                                                            0                   3                 5               1                  1.414 
                                                                            
Vocal qualities contributes to pupils’ understanding                                     3                   5                 20             4                  1.000 
                                   
Modulates voice to retain pupils’ interest                                                      2                   5                 17             3.4               1.517 
    
 Has vocal pauses (“ums”, “uhs” etc)that disturbs fluency                            0                   3                 3               0.6               1.342     
                          

2. It was also discovered that classroom management was directly related to lesson delivery.  

x The relationship between classroom management and lesson delivery, as exposed by regression analysis on 

Table 2(a) and by partial correlation analysis, Table 2(b) was found to be strong with a coefficient of .855 

in both occasions. 

Table 2(a): Predictive validity of classroom management on lesson delivery 
 

Mode R R Square Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

 
 

 
                        Change statistics 

     
R Square 
Change 

 
F Change 

 
Df1 

 
Df2 

 
Sig. F 
Change 

1 .855(a) .731 .641 .38576 .731 8.136 1 3 .065 
 
F=8.136, Sig=.065 
 
Table 2(b):  Partial correlation analysis 
 

Model Unstandardized 
coefficients 

Standardized 
coefficients 

 
t 

 
 Sig                                Correlations 

  Beta  
 

 
 

 
Zero 
order 

 
Partial 

 
Part 

1 (Constant) 
CM 

.641  
.855 

-.581 
2.852 

8.136 .855 .8553 .855 
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Table 2(a) shows an F value of 8.136 and a significant F Change of 0.65, which is fairly high. The Adjusted 

R Square is 64.1% meaning that the contribution of classroom management to lesson delivery is 64.1%. 

Such a percentage is high and indicates that relationship is true and is not a matter of chance. 

This shows that the more the classroom is managed, the more effective is the lesson delivery. This finding i 

agrees with that of Sidney (2005) who remarked that there is no learning in a class where pupils misbehave. 

x A correlation analysis on teacher-pupil interaction, classroom management and lesson delivery was done 

and the results are shown on the table below.  

Table: 3: Correlations of teacher-pupil interaction, lesson delivery and classroom management 
 

                                                                               TPI                                                    CM                                                  LD 
TPI         Pearson correlation                                  1                                                        .050                                               -.384 
               sig.(2-tailed)                                                                                                       .936                                               .524 
               N                                                               5                                                         5                                                      5 
CM       Pearson correlation                                    .050                                                    1                                                   .855 
               sig.(2-tailed)                                             .936                                                                                                         .065 
               N                                                               5                                                        5                                                       5 
LD         Pearson correlation                                   -.384                                                .855                                                    1 
               sig.(2-tailed)                                             .524                                                   .065  
               N                                                               5                                                       5                                                        5 

 

The computed correlation analysis showed that there was neither relationship between teacher- pupil 

interaction and classroom management (.050) nor between teacher- pupil interaction and lesson delivery    

(-.384) as indicated in table above. This means that teacher-pupil interaction does not necessarily enhance 

both lesson delivery and classroom discipline. 

However, it can be argued that teacher-pupil interaction was nonverbally motivated as shown below. 

 
Table 4: Teacher-pupil interaction  

                                                                                                              
95% Confidence interval 
 

TPI   Mean Std. Error Lower bound Upper bound 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

3.240 
3.640 
4.320 
5.000 
3.400 
 

.279 

.360 

.395 
1.616 
.342 

2.665 
2.897 
3.506 
1.66 
2.695 

4.832 
4.383 
5.134 
8.334 
4.105 

 

Teacher Five has the highest teacher-pupil interaction mean with a mean of 5.00 while the other teachers 

were also doing fairly well with mean ranging from 3.24 to 4.32.  
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3. It was gathered that teachers’ nonverbal competency is affected by age in agreement to Knapp and Hall (2004) 

who argue that nonverbal signs and signals develops from childhood till the age of 30 and seems to decrease later on 

in life; but in contrast to Bov’ee and Thill (1997) who assert that age has no effect on nonverbal communication.  

4. The study exposed that professional qualifications affects teachers’ nonverbal competency in line with Knapp and 

Hall (2002) who say that the understanding of socially agreed meaning for nonverbal signs is key for effective 

professional communication and requires proper training. Okon (2011:1) in his study also recommends, “Teachers 

should learn to use nonverbal communication in order to improve the quality of classroom teaching.” 

5. Many years of teaching proved not to result in nonverbal competence just as Knapp and Hall (2002) discover that 

experience (which they termed on-the-job-training) on its own, without proper training, is insufficient for the 

teachers. However, in contrast to the findings, f Neil (undated) proposed that experienced teachers use nonverbal 

tactics in a sophisticated way based on their previous teaching knowledge.  

6. What proved not to affect nonverbal knowledge and animation is sex. This finding is similar to that of Klinzing 

and Aloisio (2004) where no significant differences, on different sexes, were found between university students and 

school principals in Germany. The finding, however, negates that of Hall (1998) and Knapp and Hall (2002, 97) 

which revealed that women are more effective decoders and encoders than men.  

1.8 Implications 

       Nonverbal cues are powerful tools for both lesson delivery and for class management; hence they should be 

skilfully used to enhance classroom teaching. 

1.9 Recommendations 

        Finally, based on the findings of the study,   it can  be recommended that further research on nonverbal 

communication should be done in Zimbabwe at all levels of education with the hope that, when such information 

can be available, it can lead to teacher improvement. This is of paramount importance because, currently, very little 

research in this field has been done. 
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Abstract 

Several years into a collaborative professional development programme to build the Leadership for Learning capacity of Basic 
school headteachers throughout Ghana, the challenge is to sustain commitment, deepen understanding and share learning among 
the school leaders. Employing ubiquitous mobile phone technology, weekly text messages have been sent to the programme’s 
175 initial participants. During the year of the pilot project different forms of messages have been tried, and feedback from 
recipients suggests their value. The paper reports experience and findings from the pilot, and considers plans for scaling-up to 
reach all 18,000 Basic schools across the country.  
 
 
Keywords: professional development; mobile phone; text messages; SMS; Leadership for Learning; headteachers; school leaders; Ghana 

Introduction 

Scalability and sustainability are issues central to many educational reform efforts, not least a programme of 
professional development to support school leaders in Ghana, in the west of Africa. Three years into the programme 
we started experimenting with mobile phone texting (Short Message System or SMS) as a way of maintaining 
regular contact with 175 core participants. This paper begins with a brief overview of the programme, followed by a 
review of literature relating to the use of SMS, before reporting our experience of using text messages in different 
ways during a year-long pilot. We analyse the types of message sent and the replies received, discuss what we have 
learnt and consider the possibilities for using SMS to support thousands of headteachers. 

1.1 The Leadership for Learning Ghana programme 

Internationally headteachers (ie school principals) are recognised as pivotal to school improvement (Robinson, 
Hohepa & Lloyd, 2007), and research in Ghana (Oduro 2008; Zame, Hope & Respress, 2008) has identified the lack 
of leadership preparation and ongoing professional development in the country as key issues. Since 2009 the Centre 
for Commonwealth Education at the Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge 
(http://www.educ.cam.ac.uk/centres/cce/) has been working in collaboration with the Institute for Educational 
Planning and Administration at the University of Cape Coast, Ghana to address this need. The Leadership for 
Learning (LfL) programme in Ghana (MacBeath, Swaffield, Oduro & Ampah-Mensah, 2012) aims to enhance the 
leadership capacity of headteachers in kindergarten, primary and junior-high schools (collectively known as Basic 
schools) and thus improve the quality of learning. It is based on a framework developed through an international 
project (MacBeath & Dempster, 2009) which has at its centre five principles for practice, namely: a focus on 
learning; conditions for learning; dialogue; shared leadership; and a shared sense of accountability. 

15 Ghanaian ‘Professional Development Leaders’ (PDLs) comprising lecturers from the University of Cape Coast 
and other higher education institutions, officers of the Ghana Education Service (GES), and a headteacher undertook 
an accredited course at the University of Cambridge during which they considered the applicability of LfL to Ghana 
and prepared to lead programme workshops. An initial cohort of 124 headteachers from all over Ghana attended a 
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residential workshop in 2009, reconvening in 2010 and 2011 to share their experiences, provide mutual support and 
continue learning. Other key groups particularly circuit supervisors and district, regional and national directors were 
also introduced to LfL, and through these early participants many other headteachers became involved. The GES 
adopted the LfL framework as national policy and incorporated it into its headteacher handbook. It is estimated that 
over 3,000 school leaders throughout the country have now attended sessions on the Leadership for Learning 
principles. While official activity accounts for much of this expansion many of the original cohort of headteachers 
have also shared their knowledge and experience with local colleagues. We were keen to encourage this organic 
spread while being concerned that the fidelity of the framework and principles should be maintained as practice 
adapted to local circumstances. Continued support for the first group of leading edge headteachers seemed essential 
but more face-to-face meetings were impossible. Printed newsletters (which continue) are welcomed but are 
infrequent and expensive to produce and distribute. 

We therefore began to consider the possibilities of using mobile phone texting to support the capacity of school 
leaders in Ghana to practise LfL. 

The use of SMS to support professional development 

Across large proportions of Sub-Saharan Africa people rely on mobile phone technology and in particular SMS 
for daily communications. In Ghana mobile phone penetration could be described as 100 per cent since subscriptions 
reached 24.4 million in 2012 (ITWeb Africa, 2012), nearly matching the national population of 25 million. Mobile 
phones and SMS are the preferred method of communication in Ghana as in other countries in the region, with only 
14 per cent hard line internet access (Ghana Internet Service Providers Association, 2013). 

SMS has been used to deliver a number of services in developing economies with good success, especially 
banking services (Porteous, 2006; Peevers & Douglas, 2008) and to support population health programmes and 
clinical trials (Armstrong et al., 2012; Dean et al, 2012; Ollivier et al., 2009). Education and SMS is notably absent 
from the research literature, save for a few research projects spanning the last decade and an emerging interest in the 
opportunities that have, as yet, remained underdeveloped (Kidd & Murray, 2013; Ford & Batchelor, 2007; Traxler & 
Dearden, 2005; Traxler, 2007; Visser & West, 2005; Valk & Rashid, 2010). The case for integrating SMS in 
education to support learning and professional development has largely arisen from the work of non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) such as Front-line SMS (http://www.frontlinesms.com/) and English in Action (EIA) (Walsh 
& Power, 2011; Walsh et al., 2013).  

Walsh et al.’s (2013) recent paper reviewing the work of EIA highlighted the potential of mobile phones for 
supporting increased access to professional development, citing the ubiquity and cost effectiveness of the technology 
as a key rationale. The benefits of using mobile technology and infrastructure for creating professional development 
opportunities are clear, yet it has not been widely used for this purpose. In part this may be because, as Ramli, Ismail 
and Idrus (2010) point out, effective professional development is about more than simply providing access to 
resources (important as they are) and providing a conduit for communication. Practitioners need to be continually 
applying their learning in practical situations, to adopt a spirit of enquiry, and to reflect on experience, all in the 
context of collaborative learning. Meaningful interactions among colleagues and with critical friends and supportive 
frameworks are key. Duncan-Howell (2010) reported teachers participating in online communities teachers spending 
up to three hours a week engaged with CPD, but as Walsh and colleagues pointed out these web-based discussion 
forums require easy, reliable and affordable internet access. Similarly, the lack of ICT infrastructure constrains use 
of the Open Education Resources (OER) available through the Teacher Education in Sub-Saharan Africa project 
(Harley & Simiyu Barasa, 2012). Accepting that there are differences in what can be achieved through e-learning 
that includes regular access to email, video content, video conferencing and so forth in regions where this 
technology is widely available, we imagined that benefits could be achieved through text messaging alone using 
simple mobile phones.  

 Piloting text messaging in Ghana 

In March 2012 we began sending weekly text messages to core participants in the LfL programme. The recipients 
comprised 116 headteachers (the original cohort allowing for attrition through death and redeployment), 36 circuit 
supervisors and 23 others including the Professional Development Leaders, Ghana Education Service Directors, and 
members of the research teams in the Universities of Cape Coast and Cambridge. 
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The video, voice and text messaging service Skype was used to send and receive text messages. Skype was 
chosen as it was a cost effective solution that offered the functionality required of the pilot, namely, to send and 
receive messages to large numbers of recipients efficiently with the opportunity to maintain a record of activities 
over time. The messages were typically 30 words / 150-160 characters in length. A Skype account called LfL Ghana 
was established, enabling recipients to clearly identify the source of messages, and to ensure they could text or call 
replies.  

The pilot study came to an end in April 2013, transitioning to a monthly information sharing service while the 
outcomes of the pilot were reviewed and a proposal for an expanded and extended SMS programme finalised. 

3.1 Messages sent 

43 messages were sent during the year’s pilot study beginning in March 2012.  They were sent on Monday 
mornings during the Ghanaian school terms. 

The focus and wording of the messages were worked out through dialogue among the LfL teams in Cambridge 
and Cape Coast, with the programme researcher and co-ordinator taking the lead. We agreed that the initial 
messages would focus on the five LfL principles; thereafter we developed the texts predominantly through 
experimentation and response to circumstances. The messages created fell into five categories: announcements; 
prompt to thought or action; request for feedback – open; request for feedback – ‘yes’; and sharing participant 
response. The totals and percentage of each type of message, together with two examples of each type for illustrative 
purposes are given in table 1.  

Table 1. Types, numbers and examples of messages sent (with message number and date) 

Category Example 1 Example 2 
Announcements 
 
n = 12  ie 28% 
 

SMS5: Welcome to the 3rd term! We 
hope you had a restful holiday. We wish 
you the best in Leadership for Learning 
this term! A new Monday message 
coming next week. (02/05/12) 

SMS41: LfLGhana shared your story at 
the ‘Year of Ghana Conference’ in 
Atlanta, USA. Participants were 
impressed at your hardwork. Keep it up! 
Keep the LfL flag flying. (25/03/2013) 

Prompt to thought or action 
 
n = 9  ie 21% 

SMS7: LfL Ghana supports Shared 
Accountability across the whole school: 
What are you doing this week to 
encourage a shared responsibility for 
learning? (14/05/12) 

SMS23: LfLGhana believes in Critical 
Friendship as a tool for effective school 
leadership. For this week, we want you 
to reflect on the qualities of a critical 
friend. (15/10/2012) 

Request feedback – open 
 
n = 13  ie 30% 

SMS10: LfLGhana wants to know what 
YOU think is the biggest change in your 
school/classroom since starting with 
Leadership for Learning? We'll share 
results next week! (04/06/2012) 

SMS34: Good morning! How could 
Monday messages help you more from 
week to week? What leadership 
topics/issues would you like to discuss 
or share? (21/01/2013) 

Request feedback – ‘Yes’ 
 
n = 3  ie 7% 
 

SMS27: LfLGhana is now in over 2000 
schools across Ghana. Reply YES if you 
have shared your LfL expertise with 
other Headteachers (12/11/2012) 

SMS20: LfLGhana is looking for BIG 
IDEAS on how to develop shared 
leadership with teachers. If you have an 
idea, reply YES and we will contact 
you. Thank you! (24/09/2012) 

Sharing participant responses 
 
n  = 6  ie 14% 

 

SMS14: LfL Ghana wants to share a 
msg we received: “The greatest change 
in my school is teachers’ attitude 
towards work… with BECE results 
up… 54% to 81% since 2009” 
(03/07/12) 

SMS25: LfLGhana shares this response 
to last week’s msg. I've adopted 2 schs 
around me. I share the good news with 
them. I also take advantage to share 
some good practices with heads I get 
into contact with. (29/10/12). 

 
The categorisation of messages is a retrospective analysis to summarise the types of messages sent, although the 

categories are not entirely mutually exclusive. For example SMS8 ‘LfL Ghana wants to share this text from an 
STL186: “Use yourself as a practical example to demonstrate leadership and learning for others.” What do you 
think? (21/05/2012)’ both shared a response and prompted thought. Other messages could be classified or 
interpreted in different ways. This was particularly the case with those messages that were prompts to thought or 

                                                           
186 STL = School Transformational Leader, the term adopted for themselves by the initial cohort of headteachers in the programme. 
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action (for example SMS7 in table 1 above), which initiated feedback even though this was not their original 
intention. 

As we experimented with different types of messages and responded to circumstances some patterns in the types 
of messages sent developed. Most obviously, ‘announcement’ messages were typically sent at the beginnings and 
endings of school terms, although in addition these kinds of messages were sent as the need or opportunity arose, for 
example to announce the death of a leading member of the programme and to inform everyone of LfL Ghana 
programme developments such as workshops for District Training Officers. The first messages sent (SMS1-4 and 
6&7) focused on the LfL principles, prompting participants to think about and hopefully extend their current 
practice. These initial messages were phrased as questions without explicitly asking for responses, and we were 
pleasantly surprised to receive unsolicited feedback. We therefore started sharing some of the participants’ responses 
(SMS 8&9) and directly requesting their ideas (initially SMS10, 11, 13). Mindful that recipients could only send text 
replies at their own personal cost we experimented with the form of feedback request, on occasions (SMS 20, 27, 
29) asking for a simple ‘Yes’ reply. The first of these messages asked for ideas about how to develop shared 
leadership with teachers, and said that a ‘yes’ reply would initiate contact for further details. The programme co-
ordinator in Ghana then made telephone contact with each of the respondents, which proved to be difficult and time 
consuming. Subsequent ‘reply yes’ messages were used without a promise of follow-up to seek feedback about (and 
also indirectly prompt) the prevalence of an aspect of practice (sharing LfL expertise with other headteachers), and 
to gauge interest in developing the text messaging service (by the opportunity to text other headteachers directly). 
 
3.2 Responses received 
 

All bar two of the 43 messages sent during the year generated text responses from recipients, even though only 16 
of the messages (37 per cent) were explicitly designed to do so. In total 390 text replies were received, giving a 
mean average of nine replies per message. One message (SMS27) elicited 42 replies, the greatest number received in 
any one week. Not surprisingly this text was in the form ‘reply yes’, and the other messages that prompted 
particularly large number of responses (SMS21&31) were the other two of this type. The 13 messages that requested 
open feedback generated an average of nine replies each, with the totals for individual messages ranging from four 
to 18. Replies to the ten messages that were prompts to thought or action, and the six that were sharing participants’ 
responses to previous messages were fewer, although as explained above some of these also prompted thought (‘... 
What do you think?’) and could also have been interpreted as a direct request for feedback. The 12 announcement 
messages precipitated a total of 60 replies, an average of five per message although there was considerable variation. 
14 people responded to the news of the death of one of the Professional Development Leaders, expressing their 
shock, condolences, and appreciation of his work. 

Responses to announcements were typically expressions of thanks; quite a few people replied to seasonal 
greetings in similar vein. Two of the open feedback messages (SMS26&33) explicitly asked for programme 
participants’ views about the text messages. The 16 responses were all positive, welcoming the regular texts as 
reminders of the LfL principles and practices, as in: ‘Messages we get from LfL Ghana serve as buck-ups that 
refresh our minds on the five principles’. The SMS messages were described as ‘… highly inspiring and motivating’, 
and for some at least reduced the sense of isolation: ‘It also brings us closer to our coordinator/ PDLs even though 
we are apart’. Only three participants mentioned anything about short-comings of the messaging system: ‘… at 
times you may not see the message early enough to reply’; ‘what is not good is that sometimes it comes in broken 
messages which entails missing texts’; and ‘using SMS much cannot be discussed’. This latter point resonated with 
the 31 positive replies received in response to SMS29: ‘LfL Ghana wants to know if you would like to have the 
opportunity to text other Headteachers about LfL through our messaging system. Reply YES if you do’. 

The majority of the 390 replies focused on details of the Leadership for Learning programme and the way the 
participants were putting the LfL principles into practice: detailed analysis of their content is beyond the scope of 
this paper. Beyond the one word replies ‘yes’ and ‘thanks’, responses ranged in length from a few words, to a 
sentence or two, to quite extended paragraphs. The longest reply received was 117 words (728 characters). 

The patterns of replies from different categories of participants are shown in table 2. 71% of all participants 
responded at least once, although there were differences among the groups with 66% of headteachers and 69% of 
circuit supervisors doing so compared with 100% of those in the ‘others’ category. However, it was among the 
headteachers that the most frequent respondents were found, with 14% of them replying more than six times and 7% 
sending more than 10 responses in the year. The most prolific respondents were headteachers, with one replying to 
26 of the 43 messages sent. 
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Table 2. Responses by group 

 Headteachers Circuit 
supervisors 

Others* All 
participants 

Number of recipients 116 36 23 175 
Total number of replies 304 60 26 390 
Average number of replies 2.6 1.7 1.1 2.2 
Replied at least once 76      66% 25      69%  23    100% 124      71% 
Replied 1-5 times 60      52% 23      64%   23   100% 106       61% 
Replied 6-10 times 8       7% 2       6%  0     0% 10       6% 
Replied more than 10 times 8       7% 0       0%  0     0%   8       5% 

 
*Professional Development Leaders, Ghana Education Service Directors, University Staff. 
 
4. Discussion 

 
A year of experimenting with text messages in the context of the LfL programme in Ghana convinces us of the 

value and potential of supporting professional practitioners in this way. Our pilot had a number of limitations, not 
least the lack of an evaluation process that systematically gathered feedback from all the participants and related 
participation to a range of professional development outcomes particularly student learning. Nevertheless through 
reflecting on the experience and reviewing data generated we are able to contribute to the small but growing body of 
research knowledge in the area, and have learnt a number of lessons to inform our continued support of the LfL 
Ghana programme. 

Ubiquitous mobile phone ownership and network coverage throughout Ghana, together with what is now 
considered fairly basic communication technology, provide the means for cheap and reliable messaging with large 
numbers of school leaders. There are however practical issues and time requirements for setting up the recipients’ 
phone numbers in the Skype messaging system and for administration. Wording concise messages takes practice, 
and although the ambiguous nature of some of our messages yielded unexpected benefits (as in alerting us to the 
readiness of recipients to respond), in retrospect we could have been clearer about the precise purpose of each 
message and ensured the wording conveyed that purpose. Nevertheless we were able to send weekly messages that 
had the potential to sustain commitment, deepen understanding and share learning among the 175 core participants 
of the LfL programme. 

Perhaps the most important finding from the pilot is that nearly three-quarters (71%) of participants replied at 
least once, indicating that SMS is a practical method of communication with school leaders in Ghana. However, we 
do have to be cautious in drawing conclusions and interpreting patterns of responses. In particular we do not know 
how to interpret the complete lack or paucity of responses from individuals: it may be that our messages were not 
received, that the cost of replying was prohibitive, that participants were fully committed to practising LfL in their 
schools but did not wish to send text messages themselves, or that some school leaders were disengaged. Responses 
to direct requests for feedback about the messages were overwhelmingly positive, and suggested that the messages 
provided a sense of community, valued direct and frequent connection to the co-ordinator at the University of Cape 
Coast, and helpful reminders of key aspect of the programme. Whilst recognising that in any group there will be 
individual differences we continue to be heartened by the desire of a number of headteachers in particular to 
communicate, some responding fulsomely even to simple end of term greetings. We are convinced that regular text 
messaging supports the engagement and commitment of LfL programme participants, aids programme fidelity, and 
has the potential to enhance learning through the sharing and development of practices. 
 
5. Looking ahead 
 

Our challenge now is to build on the experience of experimenting with text messaging as a means of supporting 
school leaders and find a way of extending it to many more school leaders across Ghana. We are currently working 
together with the SHM Foundation (http://www.shmfoundation.org/) to develop a system that is scalable, 
sustainable, and meets the LfL programme participants’ expressed desire to be able to communicate directly with 
one another. The proposed model is based on considerable work already undertaken by The SHM Foundation in 
using SMS in this way. Multiple small groups of say 12 headteachers would be established, each with a more 
experienced facilitator who would be attached to a total of 15 headteacher groups and who in turn would belong to a 
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support group with 15 others aided by a senior facilitator. This approach would allow approximately 3000 
headteachers to join a small support group with whom they could interact directly via SMS, and through the 
facilitators could be in contact with the LfL Ghana programme co-ordinator, Professional Development Leaders and 
university teams. A six-fold replication would have the potential to include all 18,000 Basic school headteachers 
across Ghana. 

There is much work to be done to bring this vision to a reality, not least to secure the funding necessary for such a 
large-scale, albeit cost effective, model of on-going professional development support and LfL capacity building. 
All our experience, and particularly the dedication, enthusiasm and commitment of educators throughout Ghana and 
at all levels of the system, suggests the value of the endeavour and prospects for success. The infrastructure, systems 
and communication habits developed would be a strong foundation for future more multi-media ICT-supported 
professional learning if smart phones and broadband internet connection become common in Ghana. No doubt there 
will be considerable difficulties to be overcome, but mobile phone technology could be the key to quality learning in 
Ghanaian schools where the LfL principles of a focus on learning, conditions for learning, dialogue, shared 
leadership and a shared sense of accountability are embedded and sustained. 
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Abstract 

Internet is shown among the main ways of learning in many recent research findings. Many masses like personnel and 
students prefer meeting their need for obtaining knowledge with internet above all. This positive impact of internet on learning 
can be better increased with the determination and direction of various psychological perceptions of the learners’. One of these 
psychological traits is attitude towards internet. In this study, 265 undergraduate students’, from various departments of Tunceli 
Vocational School of Tunceli University, attitudes towards internet were investigated. The Attitude Towards Internet Scale was 
used as the data collection instrument. The opinions gathered with the application of the scale were compared in terms of gender, 
grade, experience of computer education, age and field of study variables. Some of the findings are as following: the attitude 
towards internet does not differentiate meaningfully in terms of gender and grade variables; whereas there is a meaningful 
difference of opinions in terms of the field of study variable.  
 

Keywords: Attitude Towards Internet, Internet, Learning, Vocational School Students  

INTRODUCTION 

Internet has been widespread in other fields as well as in education. Learners consider internet as the main and 
initial VRXUFH�RI�LQIRUPDWLRQ��7XQFHU��<ÕOPD]�DQG�7DQ��������7XQFHU�DQG�.D\VL�������� With the spread of internet 
technology, the tendency of getting information via books or library has become gradually less. About half of the 
students begin using computers during their undergraduate years, and nearly two-thirds of them make use of internet 
IRU�HGXFDWLRQDO�SXUSRVHV��8VWD��%R]GR÷DQ�DQG�<ÕOGÕUÕP���������7KXV��LW�FDQ�EH�FODLPHG�WKDW�WKH�LQWHUQHW�WHFKQRORJLHV�
will have an ever-increasing importance as either the source of learning or a part of the learning activity itself in the 
future. Yet, it should not be thought that internet is beneficial under every circumstance and situation, and can be 
resorted to regardless of any regulation concerning it. As it is in other kinds of learning activities, the learners’ 
psychological perceptions concerning internet should be known, and thus actions should be taken accordingly. And 
one of these psychological perceptions is attitude towards internet.  

The attitude towards internet is defined as the feelings, thoughts and experiences regarding internet activities 
(Erkan, 2004; Esgi and Bardakci, 2007).  As regards its educational use, the learners’ feelings, thoughts and 
perceptions towards the object are quite significant. And sometimes these psychological properties create an effect 
as a generalization. For example, Mitra and Steffensmeir (2000) state that easy internet access encourages positive 
attitudes towards computers. When the fact that internet has already begun to be used in learning environments so 
frequently is taken into consideration, it is possible that students’ negative attitudes towards this technology may be 
generalized for schools, and thus there could be increases in loss of learning. 

This study aims to investigate the vocational school students’ attitudes towards internet. As the vocational schools 
conduct educational activities for any given profession, it is thought that the students receiving education in this 
departments will be so closer with internet very soon and in their future lives as well. Within this study, it was 
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questioned whether the vocational school students’ attitudes towards internet change in terms of gender, grade, 
experience of computer education, age and fields of study variables.  

METHOD 

The design of this study can said to be a survey model. As Karasar (2009:76) puts it, it is aimed to describe past or 
present situations in the survey model. The survey model is resorted to in the case of larger samples differently from 
other research designs (Büyüköztürk et al., 2008:177). 

The Attitude Towards Internet Scale, developed by Nickell and Pinto (1986) and adapted by Tuncer (2012), was 
used as the data collection instrument. As a result of the adaptation of this 19-items and one-factor scale, it was 
observed that the scale consists of 15 items and four dimensions. The factors of the scale were labeled as “Internet 
Anxiety”, “Future of Internet”, “Internet Facilities” and “Drawbacks of Internet”. This four-factors structure 
accounts for 51.860 % of the total variance. The cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient of the scale is .81.  

The sample of the study consists of 265 students receiving education at various departments of the Tunceli 
Vocational School of Tunceli University. 200 of these students are females (75.5 %), and 65 of them are males (24.5 
%). 160 of the students are in the first year (60.5 %), while 105 of them (39.5 %) are in the second year of their 
study. The students are from 7 different programs. The ages of the students range from 16 to 28, and the age mean is 
22.13.  

FINDINGS 

The attitudes towards internet were compared in terms of gender, grade, and experience of computer education, 
age and field of study variables. The results of the independent groups t-test which compares the vocational school 
students’ attitudes towards internet in terms of gender variable are given in Table 1 below.  

Table 1: Comparison of Attitudes towards Internet in terms of Gender  

  Levene’s test  T test 
Dimension Gender n X  

SS F p df t p 

Internet Anxiety Female  200 2,58 ,98 ,852 ,357 263 -1,705 ,089 Male 65 2,82 1,02 

Future of Internet Female  200 3,44 ,98 ,017 ,897 263 1,915 ,057 Male 65 3,17 1,00 

Internet Facilities Female  200 3,66 ,82 5,275 ,022 263 - U=6013,00 
Male 65 3,59 ,70 p=,303 

Drawbacks of Internet Female  200 3,47 ,95 5,667 ,018 263 - U=6295,00 
Male 65 3,44 ,80 p=,612 

The Whole Scale Female  200 3,29 ,61 3,450 ,064 263 ,213 ,832 Male 65 3,27 ,50 

As can be seen in Table 1 above, the vocational school students’ attitudes towards internet do not present any 
meaningful differences in the sub-dimensions of the scale and in the whole scale itself in terms of gender.  

Another variable investigated within the study is the grade variable. The results of the independent groups t-test 
which compares the vocational school students’ attitudes towards internet in terms of grade variable are given in 
Table 2 below.  

Table 2: Comparison of Attitudes towards Internet in terms of Grade Variable 

  Levene’s test  T test 
Dimension Grade n X  

SS F p df t p 

Internet Anxiety 1st Year  160 2,61 ,95 2,105 ,148 263 -,746 ,457 2nd Year 105 2,70 1,07 
Future of Internet 1st Year  160 3,42 ,97 ,127 ,722 263 ,949 ,343 
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2nd Year 105 3,30 1,03 

Internet Facilities 1st Year  160 3,64 ,72 8,979 ,003 263 - U=8114,500 
2nd Year 105 3,65 ,89 p=,639 

Drawbacks of Internet 1st Year  160 3,47 ,90 ,514 ,474 263 ,173 ,863 2nd Year 105 3,45 ,93 

The Whole Scale 1st Year  160 3,29 ,54 2,821 ,094 263 -,022 ,982 2nd Year 105 3,29 ,63 

As a result of the analyses, no meaningful difference was found in terms of the grade variable.  

There were also comparisons of the internet attitudes of those students who had somehow received computer 
education before and those who had never received any computer education before.  It was tried to identify whether 
experience of computer education is an effective variable on attitudes towards internet. The results of this analysis 
are shown in Table 3 below.  

Table 3: Comparison of Attitudes towards Internet in terms of Experience of Computer Education Variable 

  Levene’s test  T test 
Dimension Experience of 

Computer 
Education 

n X  
SS F p df t p 

Internet Anxiety Experienced  101 2,48 1,02 ,478 ,490 263 -2,061 ,040 Unexperienced 164 2,74 ,97 

Future of Internet Experienced  101 3,30 1,03 ,810 ,369 263 -,932 ,352 Unexperienced 164 3,42 ,97 

Internet Facilities Experienced  101 3,79 ,71 4,210 ,041 263 - U=7052,500 
Unexperienced 164 3,55 ,82 p=,042 

Drawbacks of Internet Experienced  101 3,56 ,79 5,920 ,016 263 - U=7774,500 
Unexperienced 164 3,41 ,97 p=,398 

The Whole Scale Experienced  101 3,30 ,54 3,492 ,063 263 ,231 ,818 Unexperienced 164 3,28 ,61 

According to the analysis results in Table 4, in the “internet anxiety” dimension of the attitude towards internet 
scale, a meaningful difference was found in favour of those who had not received computer education before 
(t(263)=2,061, p<.05). As the distribution was not homogenous, a Mann Whitney U test was conducted, and  a 
meaningful difference was observed in the “internet facilities” dimension of the scale in favour of those who had 
received computer education before (U=7052,500, p<.05).    

Another problem that was scrutinized in this research was whether the internet attitudes change according to age. 
The Kruskal Wallis H test analyses conducted in order to explain this problem are in Table 4 below.  

Table 4: Kruskal Wallis H test comparing Attitudes towards Internet in terms of Age Variable 

Dimension Chi-Square df p Difference 
Internet Anxiety 3,238 3 ,356 - 

Future of Internet 5,292 3 ,152 - 
Internet Facilities 1,127 3 ,771 - 

Drawbacks of Internet 2,406 3 ,492 - 
The Whole Scale 2,093 3 ,553 - 

Age: (16-19, 59 people), (20-23, 154 people), (24-27, 39 people), (28 and over, 13 people)    

As can be understood from the data in Table above, no meaningful difference was identified in terms of the age 
variable. The last problem that was scrutinized in this research was whether the internet attitudes change according 
to the field of study. The Kruskal Wallis H test analyses for this are given in Table 5 below.  

Table 5: Kruskal Wallis H test comparing Attitudes towards Internet in terms of field of study  

Dimension Chi-Square df p Difference 
Internet Anxiety 9,840 6 ,132 - 

Future of Internet 10,934 6 ,090 - 
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Internet Facilities 12,848 6 ,046 7-1,7-2,7-3,7-4,7-5 
Drawbacks of Internet 6,568 6 ,363 - 

The Whole Scale 8,145 6 ,228 - 
Field of Studies: (1.Child Development, 120 people), (2.Electricity and Energy, 22 people), (3.Accounting and Tax Practices, 26 people), 
(4.Fashion and Design, 51 people), (5.Hair Care and Beauty Services, 11 people), (6.Construction Technology, 8 people), (7.Computer 
Technologies, 27 people)    

Upon comparisons in terms of field of study variable, some meaningful differences were found in the “internet 
facilities” dimension of the attitude towards internet scale between the department of Computer Technologies 
( X =4,04) and the departments of Child Development ( X =3,65), Electricity and Energy ( X =3,48), Accounting 
and Tax Practices ( X =3,58), Fashion and Design ( X =3,53) and Hair Care and Beauty Services ( X =3,45) 
(X2=12,848, p<.05).  

DISCUSSION 

As a result of the study, it was identified that attitudes towards internet do not present any meaningful differences 
in terms of gender, grade and age variables, but present meaningful differences in terms of experience of computer 
education and field of study variables. The meaningful difference in terms of experience of computer education is in 
the “internet anxiety” and “internet facilities” dimensions of the attitude towards internet scale. And the meaningful 
difference found in the “internet facilities” dimension in terms of field of study is between the department of 
Computer Technologies and the departments of Child Development, Electricity and Energy, Accounting and Tax 
Practices, Fashion and Design and Hair Care and Beauty Services. 

The find that the attitudes towards internet do not present any difference in terms of gender is compatible with the 
fiQGLQJV�RI�WKH�UHVHDUFKHV�GRQH�E\�7XQFHU�DQG�%HUNDQW���������8VWD��%R]GR÷DQ�DQG�<ÕOGÕUÕP���������%LULúoL��0HWLQ�
DQG� 'HPLU\�UHN� �������� dDYXú� DQG� *|NGDú� �������� *H]HU� DQG� 6HYLP� �������� 7DYúDQFÕO� DQG� .HVHU� ��������
7HNLQDUVODQ���������<ÕOGÕUÕP�DQG�%DKDU������� DQG�=KDQJ���������+RZHYHU��(UGR÷DQ��������FRQFOXGHV�WKDW�WKHUH�LV�
a meaningful difference in terms of gender in the “social interaction” dimension of the attitude towards internet in 
KLV�VWXG\��DQG�<ÕOGÕUÕP�DQG�%DKDU��������ILQG�WKH�VDPH�UHVXOW�LQ�WKH�³FRmmunication” and “Anxiety” dimensions of 
WKHLU� LQWHUQHW� DWWLWXGHV� VFDOH�� %DKDU�� 8OXGD÷� DQG� .DSODQ� ������� DQG� .RO� ������� DOVR� FRQFOXGH� WKDW� WKH� DWWLWXGHV�
towards internet change in terms of gender. 

The find that the attitudes towards internet do not present any difference in terms of grade variable seems to be 
FRPSDWLEOH� ZLWK� WKRVH� RI� %R]NXUW�� 'HPLUHU� DQG� ùDKLQ¶V� �������� 0RUHRYHU�� WKH� ILQG� WKDW� WKHUH� LV� D� PHDQLQJIXO�
GLIIHUHQFH�LQ�WHUPV�RI�ILHOGV�RI�VWXG\�LV�WKH�VDPH�DV�WKRVH�RI�<DQÕN��������7DYúDQFÕO�DQG�.HVHU�������DQG�<ÕOGÕUÕP�
and Bahar (2008).  

The fact that internet is utilized so much in daily life makes it more significant to know the users’ attitudes towards 
it.  The positive attitudes towards internet contribute to the increase in the success of learning activities. It is 
especially essential to create and improve a positive attitude towards internet in younger age groups for educational 
objectives. Families should be informed about the negative aspects of internet environment for young children, and 
there should be taken some precautions in order for children to perceive the internet as a safe environment. In 
addition, it should be made sure that teachers and members of other professions develop a positive attitude in this 
regard with the help of the activities organized by their institutions.   
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Özet 
%LOJL� YH� LOHWLúLP� WHNQRORMLOHULQLQ� \DUDWWÕ÷Õ� GH÷LúLPOHU�� H÷LWLPL� W�P� \DúDP DODQODUÕQD� \D\PÕúWÕU�� 8]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP�� H÷LWLPGH� IÕUVDW�

HúLWVL]OL÷L� VRUXQODUÕQÕQ� DúÕOPDVÕQGD� YH� GH÷LúHQ� WRSOXPVDO� NRúXOODUÕQÕQ� \DUDWWÕ÷Õ� \DúDP� ER\X� H÷LWLPH� GX\XODQ� JHUHNVLQLPLQ�
NDUúÕODQPDVÕQGD�|QHPOL�DODQ�KDOLQH�JHOPLúWLU��'ROD\ÕVÕ\OD�ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPLQ� IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷Õ��J�Q�P�]�Q�NHQGL�NHQGLQH�|÷UHQPH\L�
|÷UHQHQ��NHQGL�JHOLúLPLQL�YH�NDUL\HU�SODQODPDVÕQÕ�\DSDELOHQ�ELUH\OHULQ�\HWLúWLULOPHVLQGH�|QHPOLGLU��7RSOXPXQ�JHQHOLQGH�ROPDVD da, 
�QLYHUVLWH� |÷UHQFLOHUL� EX�NRQXGD�GDKD�ELOLQoOL�RODELOPHNWHGLU��%X� oDOÕúPDGD�� �QLYHUVLWH� |÷UHQFLOHULQLQ�ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPH� \|QHOLN�
IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕ� WHVSLW� HGLOPH\H� oDOÕúÕOPDNWDGÕU�� g÷UHQFLOHU� �]HULQGH� \DSÕODQ� DUDúWÕUPDGD� HOGH� HGLOHQ� YHULOHU�� 6366� SURJUDPÕ� Lle 
GHPRJUDILN�GH÷LúNHQOHU�WHPHOLQGH�VRUJXODQPDNWDGÕU�� 

Anahtar Kelimeler: UzaktDQ�(÷LWLP��:HE�7DEDQOÕ�(÷LWLP��:HE�WDEDQOÕ�(÷LWLP�)DUNÕQGDOÕ÷Õ� 
 
Abstract 
Changes created by information and communication technologies spread education to all fields of life. Distance education has 

become an important field in fulfilling the need for lifetime education created by changing public conditions and in overcoming the 
opportunity inequality problems. Therefore, web based education awareness is important in bringing up individuals who can learn 
self-learning and perform self-development and career planning. Although not common in public, university students can be more 
conscious about this issue. In this study, the aim is to determine the web based education awareness of university students. Data 
obtained from the research made on students is questioned by SPSS program in basis of demographical variables.  

Keywords: Distance Education; Web Based Education; Web Based Education Awareness. 
 
��*LULú�� 
 
*�Q�P�]GH�ELOJL�YH�LOHWLúLP�WHNQRORMLOHULQGHNL�JHOLúPHOHULQ�HWNLVL�H÷LWLP�DODQÕQD�GD�\DQVÕPÕú�YH�N|NO� GH÷LúLPOHU�

\DUDWPÕúWÕU��:HE�RUWDPÕ��ELUH\OHULQ�NHQGL�NHQGLQH�|÷UHQPH�V�UHFLQL�\|QHWPH�RODQD÷Õ�VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU��%|\OHOLNOH�ZHE�
WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP��\DúDP�ER\X�|÷UHQPH�GH�JHUHNOL�RODELOHFHN�ELOJL�YH�EHFHUL\L�ND]DQGÕUPD\Õ�VD÷OD\DQ�X\JXQ�\D]ÕOÕPD�
sahiptir.  Söz konuVX� H÷LWLP� X\JXODPDODUÕ�� oD÷GDú� H÷LWLP� JHUHNVLQLPOHULQL� NDUúÕOD\DELOHFHN� ELU� H÷LWLP� ELoLPLGLU��
:RUOG� :LGH� :HE� YH� RQOLQH� NRQIHUDQV� VLVWHPOHU� JLEL� WHNQRORMLOHU�� �� J�Q� ��� VDDW� DoÕN� |÷UHQPH� RUWDPODUÕ�
VD÷ODGÕ÷ÕQGDQ��QLYHUVLWHOHUH��NDPX�YH�|]HO�NXUXPODUD�X]DNWDQ�H÷LWLPL�JHUoHNOHúWLUPH�LPNDQÕ�VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU��%|\OHFH�
u]DNWDQ�H÷LWLP�NXUXPODUÕQÕQ�VD\ÕVÕ�JLGHUHN�DUWPDNWDGÕU�� 

*HOHQHNVHO��QLYHUVLWH�H÷LWLPL�H÷LWPHQOHULQ�GHUVOHUL�YH�GHUV�QRWODUÕ�LOH�VD÷ODQÕUNHQ��ELOJL�YH�LOHWLúLP�WHNQRORMLOHULQLQ�
KÕ]OD� DUWPDVÕ\OD�� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP� YH� H-|÷UHQPH� RUWDPODUÕ� ROXúWXUXOPXúWXU� �0DOOH\�	�0F&UDZ�������� %X� QHGHQOH��
ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPGH�ELOLúLP�WHNQRORMLOHULQLQ�NXOODQÕPÕ�YH�IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷Õ�H÷LWLPLQ�EDúDUÕVÕ�LoLQ�JHUHNOLGLU��(÷LWLPLQ�ZHE�
WDEDQOÕ� ROPDVÕ�� ELUH\OHU� DUDVÕQGD� IÕUVDW� HúLWVL]OL÷LQL RUWDGDQ� NDOGÕUPDNWD�� ]DPDQ� WDVDUUXIX� VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU�� d�QN��
PHNDQ�NÕVÕWÕ�ROPDGDQ� LVWHQLOHQ�\HUGHQ�YH�|÷UHQPH\H� LVWHNOL�NLúL� LoLQ�X\JXQ�]DPDQ�DUDOÕ÷ÕQGD�ED÷ODQPD�|]J�UO�÷��
VXQPDNWDGÕU�� � %LOJLVD\DU� EHFHULOHULQH� VDKLS� RODQ� ELUH\OHU� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPH� NROD\OÕNla adapte olabilmektedir. 
7RSOXPXQ� GL÷HU� NDWPDODUÕQD� J|UH� �QLYHUVLWH� JHQoOL÷L�� J|UHFH� ELOLúLP� WHNQRORMLVLQH� GDKD� oRN� NXOODQPDNWD� YH� EX�
DODQGD�GDKD�oRN�GRQDQÕPD�VDKLS�ROPDNWDGÕU��%X�GXUXP�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPH�JLULúWHNL�WRSOXPVDO�YH�ELUH\VHO�HQJHOOHUL�
oldukça D]DOWPDNWDGÕU�� (÷LWLPGH� EX� DODQGDNL� GH÷LúLPLQ� \D\JÕQOÕN� ND]DQPDVÕQGD� V|]� NRQXVX� |÷UHQFLOHULQ�
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IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕ�� |QHPOL� ELU� XQVXUGXU��$QFDN�EX� H÷LWLPLQ� \D\JÕQODúWÕUÕOPDVÕ� YH�EX� NRQXGDNL� ELOLQoOHQGLUPHQLQ� KÕ]OD�
\DSÕOPDVÕ�JHUHNPHNWHGLU�� 

g÷UHQFLOHU� DUDVÕQGD� EX H÷LWLPLQ� \D\JÕQODúDELOPHVL� LoLQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ�ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLP� KXVXVXQGD� ELOJL� G�]H\L�
|QHPOLGLU�� %X� DODQ� |÷UHQFLOHUH� oLIW� GDO� YH� \DQ� GDO� \DSPD� RODQDNODUÕ� VD÷ODGÕ÷ÕQGDQ�� H÷LWLPGH� \HQL� IÕUVDW� DODQODUÕ�
VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU�� gUJ�Q� H÷LWLPOH� GHUV� VDDWOHULQLQ� oDNÕúPDVÕ� YH� EX� NRQXGD� |÷UHQFLGH� IDUNÕQGDOÕN� VD÷ODQDPDPDVÕ� YH�
RQODUD� VXQXODQ� IÕUVDWODUGDQ� \HWHULQFH� \DUDUODQDPDPDNWDGÕUODU�� %X� QHGHQOH� |UJ�Q� H÷LWLP� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� RODUDN�
GHVWHNOHQLUVH�� H÷LWLPGHNL� IÕUVDW� HúLWVL]OLNOHUL� D]DOWÕODELOPHNWH� YH� NDUL\HU� JHOLúLPOHULQGH� NHQGLOHULQH� \HQL� H÷LWLP�
RUWDPODUÕ�VXQXOPXú�ROPDNWDGÕU�� 

%X� H÷LWLP� RUWDPÕQÕQ� \D\JÕQ� NXOODQÕPÕQÕQ� DUWWÕUÕOPDVÕQGD� �QLYHUVLWH� |÷UHQFLOHUL� ELOJL� WHNQRORMLOHUL� NXOODQÕP�
EHFHULOHUL�YH�\HQLOLNOHUH�GX\DUOÕ�ROPDODUÕ�GDKD�\R÷XQ�LOJL�J|VWHUHELOPHNWHGLUOHU��2\VDNL�W�P��QLYHUVLWHOHU�EDúWD�ROPDN�
�]HUH�� OLVH�� RUWD|÷UHWLP�� GHUVKDQH� JLEL� H÷LWLP� NXUXPODUÕQGD� V|]� NRQXVX� H÷LWLPOH� |÷UHQFLOHUH� GHVWHN� VD÷ODQDELOLU��
g÷UHQFLOHULQ� ]DPDQGDQ� YH� PHNkQGDQ� ED÷ÕPVÕ]�� ELUH\VHO� JHOLúLP� VD÷OD\DELOHFHNOHUL�� VDGHFH� RNXOGD� GH÷LO�� PHVOHN�
JHOLúLP� YH� H-VHUWLILND� SURJUDPODUÕQGD�� Lú\HULQGH� |÷UHQPH� RUWDPODUÕQGD�ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPGHQ� \DUDUODQDELOHFHNOHUL�
IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷Õ� VD÷ODQÕUVD�� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLPLQ� DQDKWDUÕ� RODQ�� � NHQGL� NHQGLQH� |÷UHQPH�� NHQGL� NHQGLQL� GH÷HUOHQGLUPH��
LOHWLúLP� DUDoODUÕQÕ� NXOODQPD�� LúELUOLNoL� |÷UHQPH� NRQXODUÕQGD� GD� ELOLQoOHQGLULOHELOLUOHU� �0DUWHQV�� %DVWLDHQV� 	�
Kirschner,2007). %|\OHFH�ELUH\OHU�VDGHFH�H÷LWLP�KD\DWODUÕQGD�GH÷LO��Lú�KD\DWODUÕQGD�GD�\DúDPODUÕ�ER\XQFD�\HQL�ELOJL�
YH�EHFHULOHU�ND]DQPD\D�LKWL\Do�GX\GX÷XQGD��GH÷LúLPOHUH�X\XP�VD÷OD\DELOHFHNOHUL�H÷LWLP�RUWDPÕQÕ�GD�WDQÕPÕú�ROXUODU��
%X� QHGHQOH� J�Q�P�]� H÷LWLP� VLVWHPL�� KHU� \DúWD� YH� |]HOOLNWHNL� ELUH\OHULQ� ID\GDODQDELOHFH÷L� úHNLOGH� \DSÕODQGÕUÕOPDVÕ�
gerekmektedir �'HPLUDOD\	�.DUDGHQL]�� ������'ROD\ÕVÕ\OD�ELUH\OHU� LoLQ� \DúDP�ER\X�|÷UHQPH�RUWDPÕ�GD� VD÷ODQPÕú�
olur.  

<DúDP�ER\X� |÷UHQPH� UHVPL� YH� JD\UL� UHVPL� ELoLPOHUGH� JHUoHNOHúHQ� ELU� V�UHoWLU��%LU� EDúND� GH\LúOH� \DúDP�ER\X�
|÷UHQPH�LOH�KÕ]OD�GH÷LúHQ�HNRQRPLN��N�OW�UHO��VRV\DO�YH�WHNQRORMLN�oHYUH\H�X\XP�VD÷ODPD�DGÕQD��JHUHNVLQLP�GX\XODQ�
ELOJLOHUH� oHúLWOL� ND\QDNODUGDQ� XODúPD�� EX� ELOJL\L� GH÷HUOHQGLUPH� YH� NXOODQPD� EHFHULOHULGLU�� %X� V�UHFL� WDPDPOD\DQ�
GL÷HU� ELU� XQVXU� GD� NHQGL� NHQGLQH� |÷UHQPHGLU�� %X� QHGHQOH�� ELOJL\H� XODúPD� YH� ELOJL\L� NXOODQPD� EHFHULVL� RODUDN�
WDQÕPODQDQ�ELOJL�RNXU\D]DUOÕ÷Õ�\DúDP�ER\X�|÷UHQPHQLQ�GH�WHPHO�WDúÕGÕU�(Polat& 2GDEDú���������:HE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�
VLVWHPL�ELUH\OHUH�NHQGL� NHQGLQH�|÷UHQPH�� ELOJL\H�XODúPD�� WHPHO� H÷LWLPH�GHVWH÷LQ� \DQÕQGD�NDUL\HUOHULQL� JHOLúWLUPHN�
LoLQ�GH�ELU�IÕUVDW�VXQPDNWDGÕU��6|]�NRQXVX�H÷LWLP��\DúDP�ER\X�|÷UHQPH\L�DNWLI�KDOH�JHWLUGL÷LQGHQ��\�NVHN|÷UHWLPLQ�
\DQÕQGD� KHP� NDPX� KHP� GH� |]HO� VHNW|U� EX� H÷LWLP� ELoLPLQGH� \DUDUODQDELOPHNWHGLU�� d�QN��� V|]� NRQXVX� H÷LWLP� LOH�
VDGHFH� \�NVHN|÷UHWLPGH� GH÷LO�� NHQGLQL� JHOLúWLUPHN� LVWH\HQ� ELUH\OHU� PHVOHNL� JHOLúLPOHUL� LoLQ� H-sertifika 
SURJUDPODUÕQGDQ�GD�\Drarlanabilirler. 

:HE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPGHQ� \DUDUODQDELOPHN� LoLQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� V|]� NRQXVX� H÷LWLPGHQ� KDEHUGDU� ROPD� YH�
IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕQÕQ� DUWÕUÕOPDVÕ� JHUHNPHNWHGLU�� <DSÕODQ� DUDúWÕUPDODUGD�� �QLYHUVLWH� |÷UHQFLOHULQLQ� EDNÕú� DoÕVÕ� IDUNOÕGÕU�
fakat olumlu yöndedir. Çünk��|÷UHQFLOHU�DUDVÕQGD�JHOHQHNVHO�ROPD\DQ�|÷UHQFL�SURILOOHUL�PHYFXWWXU��g÷UHQFLOHU�KHP�
oDOÕúPDNWD� KHP� DLOH� VRUXPOXOX÷X� DOPDNWDGÕU�� %X� DUDGD� GD� H÷LWLPOHULQL� WDPDPODPDN� LVWHPHNWHGLUOHU�� %X� QHGHQOH�
|÷UHWLPGH� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� |÷UHWLPH� G|Q�ú�P�� JHUHNOL� J|UPHNWHGLUOHU�� :HE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLP� LOH� LQWHUQHW� HWNLOHúLPL� YH�
ELOJLQLQ� NDOLWHVLQH� HULúPHN� |÷UHQFLOHU� WDUDIÕQGDQ� FD]LS� NDUúÕODQPDNWDGÕU�� +DWWD� :HE� LOLúNLOL� H÷LWLPVHO� DNWLYLWHOHU��
|÷UHQFLQLQ� PRWLYDV\RQX� QX� YH� NHQGLQH� VD\JÕVÕQÕ� DUWÕUPDNWDGÕU�� :HE� WDEDQOÕ� |÷UHQPH� RUWDPODUÕ�  |÷UHQPH\L�
GHVWHNOH\HQ� YH� WHúYLN� HGHQ� LoHUL÷L� \DUDWPDN� LoLQ� ZHE� ND\QDNODUÕQÕ� NXOODQPDNWDGÕU�� :HE� KHP� H÷LWLPFL� � KHP� GH�
|÷UHQFL� LoLQ� GH� SHN� oRN� |]HOOLNOHU� VXQPDNWDGÕU��gUQH÷LQ� GHUV� NLWDSODUÕQGD� YH\D� H÷LWLPFL� WDUDIÕQGDQ� YHULOHQ� QRWODU�
içerisinde yer almayan oRN� JHQLú� ELOJL� ]HQJLQOL÷L� VD÷ODU�� (-SRVWD�� NRQIHUDQV� DUDoODUÕ�� VDQDO� WRSOXOXN� RODQ� KDEHU�
JUXSODUÕ�\ROX\OD�|÷UHQFLOHU�ELOJL��ILNLU�DOÕúYHULúL�\DSDELOPHNWH�  :HE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�J�Q�Q�KHU�VDDWLQGH�
H÷LWLPOHULQL� DOPDODUÕ� LoLQ�|QHPOL�ELU� IDNW|U�ROPDNWDGÕU�� �%X�H÷LWLP� IRUPDWÕ\OD��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�PRWLYDV\RQXQXQ�DUWWÕ÷Õ�
G�ú�Q�OPHNWHGLU��'L÷HU�ELU�|÷UHQFL�JUXEX� LVH��ZHE� WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�LOH�PDWHU\DO�YH�GHUVWHQ�GDKD�oRN�úH\�|÷UHQLOGL÷L�
VDYXQPDNWDGÕU��$\UÕFD�:%(��NHQGL� NHQGLQH�GLVLSOLQL�YH� L\L� ]DPDQ�\|QHWLP�EHFHULVLQL�|÷UHWPHNWHGLU��:HE� WDEDQOÕ�
H÷LWLP�NXOODQPD\DQ� IDN�OWHOHUGH� WHNQLN�GHVWHN�� \D]ÕOÕP�� LoHULN�KD]ÕUODPDN� LoLQ�]DPDQ�\HWHUVL]OL÷L��|÷UHQFLQLQ�ELOJL�
HNVLNOL÷L�JLEL�ELU�WDNÕP�NÕVÕWODU�EXOXQPDNWDGÕU (Daugherty  & Funke,1998). 

 O'Malley&McCraw(1999) tDUDIÕQGDQ� \DSÕODQ� DUDúWÕUPDQÕQ� DPDFÕ�� RQOLQH� YH� X]DNWDQ� |÷UHQPHQLQ� HWNLOLOL÷LQGH�
ö÷UHQFL� IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷ÕQÕQ� YH� DOJÕVÕQÕ� DUDúWÕUPD\D� \|QHOLNWLU� 'L÷HU� ELU� DUDúWÕUPD\D� J|UH�� RQOLQH� |÷UHQPH� YH� X]DNWDQ�
|÷UHQPH�WHNQRORMLOHULQLQ�|÷UHQFLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ�JHUHNOL�ELOJL�LOH�LOLúNLOL�ROPDGÕ÷Õ�G�ú�Q�OPHVLQH�UD÷PHQ��\LQH�GH�ED]Õ�
\DUDUODUÕQÕQ�ROGX÷XQXQ�|÷UHQFLOHU�WDUDIÕQGDQ�DOJÕODQGÕ÷Õ�RUWD\D�oÕNDUPDNWDGÕU� 

*HOHQHNVHO� H÷LWLP� V�UHFLQLQ� |÷UHQFLQLQ� JHUHNVLQLPOHUL�� H÷LWLP� SUDWLNOHUL�� VRV\DO� GH÷LúLNOLNOHU� JLEL� ELOHúHQOHUOH�
\DSÕVDO� HQJHOOHULQ� V|]� NRQXVXGXU� %X� QHGHQOH� VRV\RHNRQRPLN� |]HOOLNOHUL�� SHUVRQHO� GH÷LúNHQOLNOHULQL� YH� LOHWLúLP�
EHFHULOHULQLQ� WHPHOLQGH� GH÷LúLNOL÷H� X÷UDGÕ÷ÕQÕQ� GLNNDWH� DOÕQPDVÕ� JHUHNOLGLU��8]DNWDQ� YH� RQOLQH� H÷LWLPLQ� IDUN� GLOHQ�
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|]HOOLNOHULQ� DúÕOPDVÕQGD�� |÷UHQFL� YH� GHUV� X\XPX�� ELU� WDNÕP� �VW�QO�NOHUL� LoHULU�� 6�UHo� � VRQ� RODUDN�� SXDQODU� YH�
SURJUDPODU�RQOLQH�YH�X]DNWDQ�H÷LWLPLQ�IDUN�HGLOHQ�HWNLOLOL÷LQLQ�E|O�POHULGLU��0DUWHQV��%DVWLDHQV�	�.LUVFKQHU������� 

2QOLQH�H÷LWLPLQ���QLYHUVLWHOHULQ�OLVDQV��\�NVHN�OLVDQV��GRNWRUD�SURJUDPODUÕQGD�G�]HQOHQPHVL�JLGHUHN�DUWPDNWDGÕU��
g÷UHQFLOHU�RQOLQH�HULúLPL�WDOHS�HWWLNOHULQGH��QLYHUVLWHOHU�YH�NXUXPODU�EX�WDOHEL�NDUúÕODPD\D�oDOÕúPDNWDGÕUODU��$QFDN�
SURJUDPÕQ�JHUoHNOL÷L�YH�X\JXODQDELOPHVL�|]HOOLNOH�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕQÕQ�DUWÕUÕOPDVÕ�LOH�P�PN�Q�ROPDNWDGÕU 
(Song vd.,2004). %X� IDUNÕQGDOÕN�� |÷UHQHQLQ� NHQGL� |÷UHQPHVL\OH� LOJLOL� RODUDN� LQLVL\DWLI� YH� VRUXPOXOXN� DOÕS��
|÷UHQPHVLQL� \|QOHQGLUHELOPHVL� YH� NHQGL� NHQGLQH� |÷UHQHELOPHVL� LoLQ� oRN� |QHPOLGLU�� %|\OHFH� ELUH\�� ³|÷UHQPHVLQL�
planlayabilme, izleme vH� GH÷HUOHQGLUPH´� \HWHQH÷L� ND]DQÕU� �%DOWDFÕ� 	� $NSÕQDU�� ������� Çünkü, deneyimi olan 
|÷UHQFLOHU�V|]�NRQXVX�H÷LWLPLQ�YHULPOLOL÷LQL�ELOGL÷L�LoLQ��H÷LWLPGH�NXOODQÕODQ�WHNQRORMLOHUL�UDKDWOÕNOD�NXOODQDELOL\RU�YH�
GROD\ÕVÕ�LOH�H÷LWLP�SHUIRUPDQVÕ�GD��DUWÕ\RU��g÷UHQFLQLQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�NRQXVXQGD�ELOLQoOHQGLULOHUHN�PRWLYDV\RQX�
VD÷ODQÕUVD�� |÷UHQPH� GHQH\LPL� GDKD� EDúDUÕOÕ� ROPDNWDGÕU� d�QN�� IDUNÕQGDOÕN� YH� ELOLQoOHQPH�� |÷UHQFLQLQ� NXUV�
PDWHU\DOOHULQL� WDNLELQLQ� GHYDPÕ� LoLQ� NDWDOL]|U� ROPDNWDGÕU� �Picciano,2002). USA’da 2008 \ÕOÕQGD� \D\ÕQODQDQ� ELU�
DUDúWÕUPD� GD�� IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷Õ� \�NVHN� RODQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� � GDKD� ID]OD� V|]� NRQXVX� H÷LWLPGHQ� PHPQXQ� ROGXNODUÕ� RUWD\D�
oÕNPÕúWÕU��6R	�%UXVK���������%LU�EDúND�oDOÕúPDGD�GD��RQOLQH�|÷UHQPH�GH�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�\�NVHN�|÷UHQPH�G�]H\OHUL�YH�
memnuniyetleUL�� \�NVHN� DNWLYLWH� G�]H\OHULQH� ED÷OÕGÕU�� 2QOLQH� |÷UHQPH� GH� EDúDUÕ� LoLQ�� NHQGL� NHQGLQH� |÷UHQPH�
becerisi ve artan ilgi gerekmektedir (+RZODQG�	�0RRUH���������%X�QHGHQOH�H÷LWLP�HWNLOLOL÷L�YH�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPLQ�
\D\JÕQODúPDVÕ�LoLQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕQÕQ�DUWWÕUÕOPDVÕ�JHUHNPHNWHGLU� 

 
:HE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�X\JXODPDODUÕQÕQ�V|]HO�GHUVOHUGH�GDKD�EDúDUÕOÕ�RODFD÷Õ�G�ú�Q�OPHNWHGLU��)DNDW�VD\ÕVDO�GHUVOHUOH�

LOJLOL� NDQDDW�� H÷LWLP� WHNQRORMLOHULQL� NXOODQDUDN� EX� GHUVOHULQ� DQODWÕODELOLUOL÷LQLQ� NDYUDQDPDPDVÕQGDQ�
kaynaklDQPDNWDGÕU��6|]�NRQXVX�H÷LWLP�X\JXODPDODUÕQÕ�JHUoHNOHúWLULOHFHN��QLYHUVLWHOHU��H÷LWLP�KDNNÕQGDNL�NDQDDWOHUL�
ROXPOX� \|QH� oHYLUPH� NRQXVXQGD� oDED� J|VWHUPHOLGLUOHU�� (÷LWLPLQ� EDúDUÕVÕQGD�� DOJÕ� YH� IDUNÕQGDOÕN� VRQ� GHUHFH�
|QHPOLGLU�� 8]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP� LOH� LOJLOL� ROXPVX]� GH÷HUOHQGLUPHOHULQ� |QHPOL� ELU� NÕVPÕQÕQ�� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP� KDNNÕQGD�
\HWHULQFH� ELOJL� VDKLEL� ROPDPDNWDQ� ND\QDNODQGÕ÷Õ� G�ú�Q�O�UVH�� �QLYHUVLWHOHULQ� EX� DODQGD� \HWHUOL� G�]H\GH�
ELOJLOHQGLUPH�\DSPDOÕGÕU���g]HOOLNOH�H÷LWLP�WHNQRORMLOHUL�LOH�QHOHULQ�EDúDUÕODELOHFH÷L DQODWÕOPDOÕGÕU��$QWDO\DOÕ�������� 

 
���/LWHUDW�U�7DUDPDVÕ 
 
%X�NRQXGD��\DSÕODQ�ELU�oRN�DUDúWÕUPD�PHYFXWWWXU. O'Malley&McCraw (2007)’de  ���¶��NDGÕQ�����¶VÕ�HUNHN�����

NLúL� �]HULQGH� \DSWÕ÷Õ� DUDúWÕUPD� GD�� � � |÷UHQFLOHULQ� RQOLQH� H÷LWLPLQ� JHOHQHNVHO� H÷LWLPGHQ� GDKD� HWNLOL� ROGX÷XQX�
G�ú�QG�NOHUL�RQOLQH�H÷LWLPL�JHOHQHNVHO�H÷LWLPH�WHUFLK�HWWLNOHUL�J|U�OPHNWHGLU��*HOHQHNVHO�H÷LWLP�V�UHFLQH�J|UH�]DPDQ�
WDVDUUXIX�� �SURJUDPODU�LOH�X\XP�VD÷ODPD��|÷UHQFL\H�GDKD�ID]OD�NXU�RODQDNODUÕ�VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU��2QOLQH�H÷LWLPGHQ�oRN�
úH\� |÷UHQHPH\HFHNOHULQL� G�ú�QPHOHULQH� UD÷PHQ�� VÕQÕI� WDUWÕúPDODUÕQÕQ� GD� � V�UHFH� NDWNÕ� VD÷OD\DFD÷ÕQÕ� G�ú�QG�NOHUL�
RUWD\D� NRQXOPDNWDGÕU�� 2QOLQH� H÷LWLP� NRQXVXQGD� � LVWHNOL� ROPDODUÕQD� UD÷PHQ�� \LQH� GH� JHOHQHNVHO� � NXUVODUÕ� WHUFLK�
HWPHPHNWHGLU�� d�QN�� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP� \ROX\OD H÷LWLPLQ� GDKD� \DUDUOÕ� RODFD÷ÕQD� \|QHOLN� WXWXP� LoLQGH� ROGXNODUÕ�
J|U�OPHNWHGLU� �0DUWHQV�� %DVWLDHQV� 	� .LUVFKQHU�� ������� 'ROD\ÕVÕ\OD� |÷UHQFLOHU� JHOHQHNVHO� YH� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP�
DUDVÕQGDNL�IDUNOÕOÕNODU�YH�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP��VW�QO�NOHUL�NRQXODUÕQGD�ELOLQoOHQGLULOPeleri gerekmektedir. 

�����\ÕOÕQGD�86$¶GD�����|÷UHQFL��]HULQGH�\DSÕODQ�ELU�DUDúWÕUPDGD�����PDGGH�/LNHUW�|OoH÷L�(1-asla, 2-nadiren, 3-
bazen, 4-VÕN� VÕN�� �-her zaman)LOH� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLPGHNL� DOJÕODUÕ� DUDúWÕUÕOPÕúWÕU�� *HOHQHNVHO�� NDUPD� YH�
X]DNWDQ�H÷LWLP�NRQXVXQGD� �|÷UHQFLOHULQ�DOJÕODUÕ�NDUúÕODúWÕUÕOGÕ÷ÕQGD��|÷UHQFLOHUL� WDUDIÕQGDQ�HQ�\�NVHN�RUDQ�H÷LWPHQ�
GHVWH÷LQLQ�JHOHQHNVHO�H÷LWLPGH�GDKD�HWNLQ�ROGX÷XQD�LOLúNLQGLU��*HOHQHNVHO�H÷LWLPGHNL�RUWDODPD�������NDUPD�H÷LWLPGH�
�������� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLPGH� � ������� µGLU�� (÷LWPHQOHU� JHOHQHNVHO� H÷LWLPGH� SR]LWLI� YH� QHJDWLYH� JHULELOGLULP� VD÷ODU� �����
\HWHUOL� GHUHFHGH� VRUXODUÕ� DoÕNODUODU� ����� NDWÕOÕPFÕ\Õ� FHVDUHWOHQGLULU����� VRUXODUD� ]DPDQÕQGD� FHYDS� EXOXQXU�������
H÷LWPHQ�LOH�LOHWLúLP�NXUPDN�NROD\GÕU�������g÷UHQFL�HWNLOHúLPOHUL YH�LúELUOL÷L�NRQX�ROGX÷XQGD�NDUPD�VLVWHPOHUL�GDKD�
HWNLOL�ROGX÷X�G�ú�Q�O�U��Biggs,2006).  $QFDN�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�VLVWHPLQGHNL�Hú]DPDQOÕ�YH�Hú�]DPDQVÕ]�LOHWLúLP�YH�
HWNLOHúLP� DUDoODUÕ� J|]� |Q�QH� DOÕQGÕ÷ÕQGD� V|]� NRQXVX� H÷LWLP� JHOHQHNVHO� H÷LWLPGHQ� VXQGX÷X� IÕUsatlar da göz önüne 
DOÕQGÕ÷ÕQGD�GDKD�ID]OD�WHUFLK�HGLOHFHNWLU� 

(WNLOL� |÷UHQPH� oHYUHOHULQGH� VRV\DO� HWNLOHúLP� JHUHNOLGLU�� øQWHUQHW� YH� ZHE¶OH� JHOLúWLULOPLú� |÷UHQPH� oHYUHOHUL��
LOHWLúLPOHULQ�GL÷HU�PRG�OOHUL�DUDVÕQGD�J|UHFH�HWNLOL�RODUDN�J|U�OPHNWHGLU�������\ÕOÕQGD�86$¶GD����|÷UHQFLQLQ��VÕQÕI�
HWNLOHúLPOHUL� YH� PHPQXQL\HW� IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕ� /LNHUW� |OoH÷L� LOH� GH÷HUOHQGLULOPLúWLU�� g÷UHQFLOHULQ� ���¶�� W�P�
HWNLOHúLPOHUH�NDWÕOÕUNHQ����¶X�JUXS�HWNLOHúLPOHULQH�NDWÕOPDNWDGÕU��'ULYHU��������(WNLOHúLP��ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPLQ�HQ�
önHPOL�|]HOOLNOHULQGHQ�ELULVL�ROGX÷XQGDQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�VDGHFH�JUXS�HWNLOHúLPOHULQH�GH÷LO��ELUELUOHUL�YH�H÷LWPHQOHUL�LOH�
GH�HWNLOHúLPOHULQLQ�DUWÕUÕOPDVÕ�NRQXVXQGD�ELOLQoOHQGLULOPHVL�JHUHNPHNWHGLU�� 
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<�NVHN� |÷UHWLPGH� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPOHULQ� \D\JÕQODúWÕUÕOPDVÕ\OD�� HQ� X\JXQ� |÷UHQPH� oHYUHOHULQL� VD÷ODPDN�
DPDFÕ\OD��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�GHQH\LPOHULQL�NRQWURO�HWPHN�|QHPOLGLU�� �+RZODQG�YH�0RRUH������¶QÕQ�\DSWÕNODUÕ�oDOÕúPDGD�
DPDo�� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLP� KDNNÕQGDNL� SR]LWLI� WXWXPODUÕQÕ� YH� NHQGL� NHQGLQL� \|QHWPHN� NRQXVXQGDNL� WXWXPODUÕQÕ 
UDSRUODPDNWÕU�� dDOÕúPDGD�� QHJDWLI� WXWXPOX� |÷UHQFLOHU�� NHQGL� NHQGLQL� GH÷HUOHQGLUPHGH� YH� H÷LWLP� LoHUL÷LQL� HQ� D]�
DQOD\DELOGLNOHUL� J|U�QPHNWHGLU�YH�GDKD� ID]OD� \DUGÕPD� LKWL\DoODUÕ�EXOXQPDNWDGÕU�� �$\UÕFD��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�EHNOHQWLOHUL��
RQODUÕQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�GHQH\LP�YH�VWUDWHMLOHULQGHNL�HWNL\L�WDQÕPODPDNWDGÕU�� 

<DSÕODQ� oDOÕúPD����|÷UHQFL� �]HULQGH��o� IDUNOÕ� RQOLQH� H÷LWLP�DODQ�NDUúÕODúWÕUÕOPÕúWÕU�� � ��¶VÕ� NDGÕQ���¶VL� HUNHNWLU��
g÷UHQFLOHULQ����¶VÕ�LoLQ�LON�NH]�RQOLQH�H÷LWLP�DOÕUNHQ����¶VÕ�GDKD�|QFHGHQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPGHQ�\DUDUODQPÕúODUGÕU��
g÷UHQFLOHULQ� ���¶Õ� � ELOJLVD\DU� NXOODQDUDN� UDKDWODGÕNODUÕQÕ� YH� EX� QHGHQOH� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLP� DOGÕNODUÕQÕ�
EHOLUWPLúOHUGLU�� 6|]� NRQXVX� H÷LWLP�� NHQGL� NHQGLQH� |÷UHQPH�� NHQGL� NHQGLQH� J�YHQ�� |÷UHQHQLQ� EHNOHQWLOHULQL�
GR÷UXODPDN�:HE�WDEDQOÕ�|÷UHQPH�GHQH\LPOHULQLQ�EDúDUÕVÕ�LoLQ�|QHPOLGLU���g÷UHQFLOHU�g÷UHQPHGH�GDKD�DNWLI�YH�GDKD�
ED÷ÕPVÕ]� ROPDODUÕ� JHUHNWL÷LQL� IDUNÕQD� YDUPÕúODUGÕU�� � dRN� EDúDUÕOÕ� RODUDN� GHQH\LPOHULQL� RUWD\D� NR\DQ� � |÷UHQFLOHU��
|÷UHQPHOHUL�LoLQ�ED÷ÕPVÕ]OÕN�YH�VRUXPOXOXN�G�]H\OHULQLQ�GDKD�\�NVHN�ROGX÷X�J|U�OPHNWHGLU��'L÷HU�WDUDIWDQ�QHJDWLI�
WXWXPOX�|÷UHQFLOHU��H÷LWPHQOHUL�LOH�GDKD�ID]OD��JHULELOGLULPH�LKWL\Do�GX\PDNWDGÕUODU��.HQGL�NHQGLQL�GH÷HUOHQGLUPH\L�
GDKD� D]� J�YHQLOLU� EXOPDNWDGÕUODU�� (÷LWPHQLQ� JHULELOGLULPL� YH� HWNLOHúLPL� ROPDNVÕ]ÕQ� NHQGLOHULQL� WHUNHGLOPLú� RODUDN�
KLVVHGHFHNOHULQL�LIDGH�HWPLúOHUGLU��+RZODQG	�0RRUH�������� 

����� \ÕOÕQGD� ���� RQOLQH� H÷LWLPGHQ� PH]XQ� RODQ� |÷UHQFLOHU� �]HULQGH� \DSÕODQ� � GL÷HU� � ELU� DUDúWÕUPD� GD� �� HUNHN�
|÷UHQFLOHULQ����¶L��NÕ]ODUÕQ����¶L�RQOLQH�H÷LWLPGHQ�PH]XQ�ROPXúODUGÕU�������¶VÕ�ELOJLVD\DUÕ�oRN�L\L��������¶Õ�RUWD�
G�]H\GH������¶VÕ�GD�D]�G�]H\GH�ELOJLVD\DU�NXOODQDELOPH�EHFHULVLQH�VDKLSWLU�� ������¶��GDKD�|QFH�KLo�RQOLQH�H÷LWLP�
DOPDPÕú�� ���¶�� ELU� NH]�� �����¶VÕ� �� YH\D� GDKD� ID]OD� � RQOLQH� H÷LWLP� DOPÕúWÕU� �&DUVZHOl & Venkatesh, 2002). 
g÷UHQFLOHULQ�RQOLQH�H÷LWLP�DOPDVÕ�ELOJLVD\DU�EHFHULOHULQH��QH�NDGDU�VDKLS�ROGXNODUÕ�LOH�LOLúNLOLGLU��d�QN���WHNQRORML\H�
RODQ�LOJL�YH�PHUDN�ELUH\OHULQ�]DPDQÕQÕ�NXOODQPD�YH�\DúD�ER\X�|÷UHQPH\H�NDWÕODELOHFH÷LQLQ�J|VWHUJHVLGLU�� 

����� \ÕOÕQGD� ��� NLúL� �]HULQGH� \DSÕODQ� ELU� � EDúND� � SLORW� oDOÕúPD\D� � J|UH�� JHOHQHNVHO� YH� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP�
|÷UHQFLOHULQLQ� LOHWLúLPOHUL�DUDVÕQGD�ELU� IDUNOÕOÕN�RUWD\D�oÕNPÕúWÕU��*HOHQHNVHO�H÷LWLP�\DSDQ�|÷UHQFLOHU�G�]HQOL�RODUDN�
KDIWDGD� ELU� NH]� H÷LWPHQOHUL� LOH� LOHWLúLP� NXUDUNHQ�� RQOLQH� H÷LWLP� DODQODU�� WHOHIRQ�� YLGHR-konferans- e-posta gibi 
DUDoODUOD�GDKD�UDVJHOH�ELU� LOHWLúLP�VD÷ODPDNWDGÕUODU��:KHHOHU���������:HE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPLQ�]DPDQGDQ�YH�PHNDQGDQ�
ED÷ÕPVÕ]�ROXúX��|÷UHQFLOHUH�LVWHGLNOHULQGH�LOHWLúLPOHULQL�DUWÕUPD\Õ�VD÷ODPDNWDGÕU�� 

�����\ÕOÕQGD�&KLFDJR¶GD����|÷UHQFL��]HULQGH�\DSÕODQ�DUDúWÕUPD\D�J|UH��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�KLoELUL�GDKD�|QFH�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�
H÷LWLP�DOPDPÕúWÕU��g÷UHQFLOHULQ������¶VÕ�NDGÕQ�������¶��HUNHNWLU��:HE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�HVQHN�]DPDQ�\|QHWLPL�VD÷ODU��
%X� |]HOOLN� |÷UHQFLOHU� NHQGL� NHQGLQH� GLVLSOLQLQ�� DNWLI� |÷UHQPHQLQ�� V|]� NRQXVX� H÷LWLPH� EDúODPDN� LoLQ� JLULúLPGH�
EXOXQPDODUÕ� JHUHNWL÷LQLQ� IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷Õ� LoLQ� |QHPOLGLU�� $QFDN� EX� |÷UHQFLOHU� LoLQ�� Lú\HULQGH� LQWHUQHW� HULúLPLQH� VDKLS�
ROPD� HYGH� JHoLULOHQ� ELOJLVD\DU� ]DPDQÕ� |QHPVL]� NRQXODUGÕU�� (VQHNOLN� YH� ]DPDQ� \|QHWLPL� EDNÕPÕQGDQ� GHUV�
PDWHU\DOOHULQLQ�GD÷ÕWÕOPDVÕ�LoLQ�WHNQRORMLQLQ�X\JXODQPDVÕQÕQ�ID\GDOÕ�RODFD÷ÕQÕ�IDUNÕQGDGÕUODU��g÷UHQFLOHULQ�FLQVL\HWH�
LOH�|÷UHQPHQLQ�HOYHULúOL�ROGX÷XQX�G�ú�QPHOHUL�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�ELU�LOLúNL�V|]�NRQXVXGXU������HUNHN������NDGÕQ�ZHE�
WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPL�NROD\�EXOPDNWDGÕU� g÷UHQFLOHULQ�FLQVL\HWOHUL� LOH�H-|÷UHQPHGHNL�VRV\DO�HWNLOHúLP�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�ELU�
LOLúNL�V|]�NRQXVXGXU������NDGÕQ�EX�ILNUH�NDWÕOÕUNHQ�HUNHNOHUGH�EX�RUDQ����¶GÕU�� �(÷LWLPGHNL� LoHULNOHUL�GD÷ÕWÕOÕUNHn 
WHNQRORMLGHNL� X\JXODPDODUÕQ� ID\GDOÕ� ROGX÷XQX� G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU�� (÷LWLPH� NDWÕODQODUÕQ� ELUELUOHUL� LOH� WDUWÕúÕS�
NRQXúPDODUÕ� LoLQ�|]HOOLNOH�|QHPOLGLU�9DOHQWD�YG���������$\UÕFD�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�H÷LWPHQOHUL� LOH�\DSDFDNODUÕ�HWNLOHúLPLQ�
|QHPL�GH�J|]�DUGÕ�HGLOPHPHOLGLU��+HU�]DPDQ�\�]�\�]H�LOHWLúLP�YH�HWNLOHúLP��GDKD�HWNLOL�ROPDNWDGÕU� 

����� \ÕOÕQGD� %HDWW\� WDUDIÕQGDQ� \DSÕODQ� oDOÕúPD\D� J|UH� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� \DNODúÕN� ���¶L� |÷UHQPH� PDWHU\DOOHULQLQ�
ND\QD÷Õ�RODUDN�LQWHUQHW��RUWDPÕQÕ�NXOODQPDODUÕQGDQ�GROD\Õ�PHPQXQODU��%X�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�GR\XPX�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPH�
HULúPH�KÕ]ODUÕQD���HVQHNOL÷H��|÷UHQFL�YH�H÷LWPHQ�DUDVÕQGDNL�HWNLOHúLPH�ED÷OÕGÕU��3HWHUV���������d�QN��|÷UHQFL�H÷LWLP�
V�UHFL� LoLQGH� ELUWDNÕP� WHNQLN� VRUXQODU� \DúDUVD�� EX� VRUXQ� |÷UHQFLQLQ� H÷LWLPGHQ� X]DNODúPDVÕ� \|Q�QGH� ELU� H÷LOLPin 
GR÷PDVÕQGD�HWNLOL�RODELOPHNWHGLU� 

 7�UNL\H¶GH� 6�OH\PDQ� 'HPLUHO� hQLYHUVLWHVL� øNWLVDGL� YH� øGDUL� %LOLPOHU� )DN�OWHVL� øúOHWPH� %|O�P�� �o�QF�� VÕQÕI�
|÷UHQFLOHUL� �]HULQGH� \DSÕODQ� DUDúWÕUPDGD�� � |÷UHQFLOHULQ� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP� DOJÕODUÕQÕ� |OoPHN� LoLQ� DQNHW� X\JXODPDVÕ�
kXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU�� g÷UHQFLOHULQ� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP� GH÷HUOHQGLUPHOHUL� JHQHOOLNOH� ROXPVX]GXU�� <DSÕODQ� NRUHODV\RQ� WHVWLQGH��
VÕQÕI� RUWDPÕQGD� GHUV� GLQOHPHNWHQ� GDKD� ID]OD� YHULP� DODQODUÕQ� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLPH� GDKD� ROXPVX]� EDNWÕ÷Õ� DQODúÕOPÕúWÕU��
%XQXQOD� ELUOLNWH� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� ELOJLVD\DU� ELOJL� G�]H\L� LOH� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP� GH÷HUOHQGLUPHOHUL� DUDVÕQGD� ELU� NRUHODV\RQ�
ROPDGÕ÷Õ�WHVSLW�HGLOPLúWLU��'HUVL�X]DNWDQ�H÷LWLP�LOH�DODQ�JUXEXQ�����¶LQLQ�X]DNWDQ�H÷LWLP�LOH�LOJLOL�NDQDDWOHUL�ROXPOX�
\|QGH�GH÷LúPLúWLU��%X�GD� J|VWHUPHNWHGLU� NL� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP� LOH� LOJLOL� ROXPVX]�GH÷HUOHQGLUPHOHULQ�|QHPOL� ELU� NÕVPÕ�
X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP� X\JXODPDODUÕ� KDNNÕQGD� \HWHULQFH� ELOJL� VDKLEL� ROPDPDNWDQ� ND\QDNODQPDNWDGÕU�� g÷UHQFLOHULQ� LoHULN�
GH÷HUOHQGLUPHOHUL�LOH�LOJLOL�VRUXODQ�VRUX�GD�EX�NDQDDWL�GHVWHNOHPHNWHGLU��$QWDO\DOÕ���������'ROD\ÕVÕ�LOH�IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷ÕQ�
|QHPL�ELU�NH]�GDKD�RUWD\D�oÕNPDNWDGÕU�� 
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*�UFLVWDQ¶GD������\ÕOÕQGD�\DSÕODQ�DUDúWÕUPD\D�J|UH��0H]XQ�RODQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ����¶���PH]XQ�ROPD\DQODUÕQ����¶L��
RQOLQH� DNWLYLWHOHUH� NDWÕOÕUNHQ�� H÷LWPHQOHUL� YH� VÕQÕI� DUNDGDúODUÕ� DUDVÕQGDNL� LOHWLúLPLQ� NDOLWHVL� YH� GHUHFHVL� KDNNÕQGD�
ROXPOX�G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU��g÷UHQFLOHULQ����¶VL�H-SRVWD�KL]PHWOHULQL�G�]HQOL�RODUDN�NXOODQPDNWDGÕUODU��$QFDN�PH]XQ�
ROPD\DQODUÕQ����¶���PH]XQ�RODQODUÕQ����¶VÕ���ELOJLVD\DUD�HULúLP�]RUOX÷X�YH�WHNQRORML�NXOODQÕP�EHFHULVi eksiklikleri 
ROGX÷XQX� LIDGH� HWPLúOHUGLU��0H]XQ�RODQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ����¶VL�:HE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPLQ� ]DPDQGDQ� WDVDUUXI� HGHFHNOHULQL�
G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU��Daugherty & Funke, 1998). 

&DOLIRUQLD� �QLYHUVLWHVLQGH� \DSÕODQ� EDúND� ELU� DUDúWÕUPDGD�� JHOHQHNVHO� |÷UHQHQOHUOH�� VDQDO� RUWDPGD� |÷UHQHQOHULQ�
SHUIRUPDQVODUÕ�YH�DOJÕODUÕ�NDUúÕODúWÕUÕOPÕúWÕU������-�����H÷LWLP�\ÕOÕQGD�����JHOHQHNVHO�H÷LWLPGHNL�|÷UHQFLOHU�����VDQDO�
RUWDPGD�H÷LWLP�DODQ�|÷UHQFLOHUGHQ�ROXúDQ�����|÷UHQFL��]HULQGH�\DSÕOPÕúWÕU�����DQODPOÕOÕN�G�]H\LQGH��KHU�LNL�JUXS 
DUDVÕQGD��FLQVL\HW��VÕQÕI�G�]H\L��RNXO��KHP�VD\ÕVDO�KHP�GH�V|]HO�\HWHQHNOHUL�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�ELU�LOLúNL�V|]�NRQXVXGXU��
dDOÕúPD� \DSÕOÕUNHQ�� VDQDO� RUWDPGDNL� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� SHUIRUPDQVODUÕQÕQ� GDKD� \�NVHN� RODFD÷Õ� EHNOHQLUNHQ�� DNVLQH�
SXDQODUÕQGD� oRN� D]� ELU� RUDQGD� IDUNOÕOÕN� EXOXQPXúWXU�� 6DQDO� RUWDPGDNL� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� ILQDO� VÕQDYODUÕQGDNL�
SHUIRUPDQVODUÕ��FLQVL\HW��VÕQÕI�G�]H\L�YH�HWQLN�N|NHQH�J|UH��ELU�IDUNOÕOÕN�J|VWHULUNHQ��VRV\DO��VD÷OÕN��IHQ�ELOLPOHULQGH�
RNXPDODUÕQD�J|UH�ELU�IDUNOÕOÕN�EXOXQPDPDNWDGÕU (Navarro & Shoemaker, 2000). 

g÷UHQFLOHULQ� ELOJLVD\DUD� HULúLP� |]HOOLNOHUL�� RODUDN� DGODQGÕUÕODELOHFHN� HYGH� \D� GD� GÕúDUGD� NXOODQPD� GXUXPXQXQ�
RQOLQH� H÷LWLPOHULQH� NDUúÕ� RQODUÕQ� WXWXPODUÕQÕ� HWNLOHPHNWH� ROGX÷X� J|U�OPHNWHGLU�� %LOJLVD\DUD� HYLQGH� VDKLS� RODQ�
|÷UHQFLOHU��X]DNWDQ�H÷LWLP�DNWLYLWHOHULQL�GDKD�HOYHULúOL�NXOODQDELOLUOHUNHQ�GD�0F0DKRQ�YG��������WDUDIÕQGDQ�\DSÕODQ�
DUDúWÕUPDGD�� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� RQOLQH� H÷LWLPH� NDUúÕ� WXWXPODUÕQÕQ� GH÷LúNHQOLNOHULQLQ� ���¶VL� ELOJLVD\DUD� HULúLPGHQ�
ND\QDNODQGÕ÷Õ� RUWD\D� oÕNPÕúWÕU��g÷UHQFLOHULQ� HULúLPOHULQLQ� \DQÕQGD� ELOJLVD\DU� � NXOODQÕP� EHFHUL� G�]H\OHUL� GH� RQOLQH�
H÷LWLP�LOJLVL��]HULQGH�HWNLOL�ROPDNWDGÕU� 

2QOLQH� H÷LWLPL� QHJDWLI� RODUDN� \DNODúDQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� |]HOOLNOH� SDUW� –time yada full-WLPH� oDOÕúDQ� |÷UHQFLOHUGLU��
(YOHULQGH�ELOJLVD\DU�VDKLS�ROPD\DQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�LoLQ�ELOJLVD\DU�ODERUDWXYDUÕQÕ�NXOODQDELOPHN�LoLQ�
HN�]DPDQD�LKWL\DoODUÕ�YDUGÕU� %X�HULúLP�HNVLNOL÷L��oDOÕúDQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�QHJDWLI�UHDNVL\RQODUÕQD�NDWNÕGD�EXOXQXU��2QOLQH�
H÷LWLP�DODQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�ED]ÕODUÕ��EHOLUOL�]DPDQGD�ROXúDQ�RQOLQH�VRKEHW�YH�Hú]DPDQOÕ�LOHWLúLPGHQ�KRúODQPD\DELOLUOHU��
g÷UHQFLOHULQ�GL÷HU�úLND\HWOHUL��RQOLQH�H÷LWLPOH�LOJLOL�DNWLYLWHOHUL�JHUoHNOHúWLUPHN�LoLQ�H-posta okuyup göndermek için 
\HWHUOL�]DPDQODUÕQÕQ�ROPDPDVÕGÕU��3HWHUV�������� 

%LU� DUDúWÕUPD\D� J|UH� LQVDQODU� KD\DWODUÕ� ER\XQFD� |÷UHQGLNOHULQLQ� ���¶LQL� RNXOGD�� ���¶LQL� RNXO� GÕúÕQGD�
|÷UHQPHNWHGLU ((UVR\���������$%'¶GH�RNXOODUGD�YHULOHQ�H÷LWLPLQ�WHPHO�KHGHIOHULQLQ�QHOHU�ROPDVÕ�JHUHNWL÷LQH�LOLúNLQ�
����� \ÕOÕQGD� KD]ÕUODQDQ� ELU� UDSRUGD�� ELOJL� WRSOXPXQGD� \DúD\DQ� ELUH\OHULQ� EDúDUÕOÕ� ELU� Lú� SHUIRUPDQVÕ�
J|VWHUHELOPHOHULQGH�JHUHNVLQLP�GX\DFDNODUÕ�DUDoODUGDQ�ELUL�GH�\DúDP�ER\X�|÷UHQPHGLU��3RODW� & 2GDEDú������� 

 
3.Uygulama 
 
3.1. Amaç ve Yöntem 
 
dDOÕúPD�EHWLPVHO�|]HOOLNOL�ELU�DUDúWÕUPD\D�GD\DOÕGÕU��(JH�hQLYHUVLWHVL�)HQ��6RV\DO�YH�6D÷OÕN�E|O�POHULQGH�RNX\DQ�

���� |÷UHQFL� �]HULQGH� JHUoHNOHúWLULOPLúWLU�� 9HULOHU� DQNHW� WHNQL÷L� LOH� HOGH� HGLOPLúWLU�� g÷UHQFLOHULQ� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP�
NRQXVXQGDNL� IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕ� YH� EX� NRQXGDNL� G�ú�QFHOHULQLQ� E|O�PH� YH� EXOXQGXNODUÕ� VÕQÕID� J|UH� GH÷LúHELOHFH÷L�
varsa\ÕOPÕúWÕU��g]HOOLNOH�VRV\DO�ELOLPOHUGH�RNX\DQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�X]DNWDQ�H÷LWLP�NRQXVXQGDNL�IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕQÕQ�YH�V|]�
NRQXVX� H÷LWLPH� H÷LOLPOHULQLQ� YDU� RODFD÷Õ� G�ú�Q�OP�úW�U�� $\UÕFD� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� IDUNOÕ� VÕQÕIWD� ROPDODUÕQD� J|UH� EX�
NRQXGDNL� IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕQÕQ� H÷LWLPOHULQLQ� EDúODQJÕFÕQGD� YH� ELWLúLQGH� HWNLOL� RODELOHFH÷L� G�ú�Q�OP�úW�U�� � %X� QHGHQOH�
E|O�P��VÕQÕI�YH�FLQVL\HW�ED÷ÕPVÕ]�GH÷LúNHQOHU�ROXUNHQ��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�ZHE� WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�NRQXVXQGDNL� IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕ�
YH� EDNÕú� DoÕODUÕ� ED÷ÕPOÕ� GH÷LúNHQOHU� RODUDN� NDEXO� HGLOPLúWLU�� dDOÕúPDGD� DPDoOÕ� |UQHNOHPH� \|QWHPL� NXOODQÕOPÕúWÕU��
(OGH�HGLOHQ�VD\ÕVDO�YHULOHU�6366�LVWDWLVWLN�SDNHWL�NXOODQÕODUDN�WHVW�HGLOPLúWLU��%D÷ÕPOÕ�GH÷LúNHQOHU�IUHNDQV�GD÷ÕOÕúODUÕ�
LOH�DQDOL]�HGLOLUNHQ��D\QÕ�]DPDQGD�FLQVL\HW��E|O�P�YH�VÕQÕI�GH÷LúNHQL�LOH�|÷UHQFLOHULQLQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPH�\|QHOLN�
IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕ�Ȝ2 DQDOL]L�LVWDWLVWLN�WHNQL÷L�LOH�GH÷HUOHQGLULOPLúWLU�� 

 
����$UDúWÕUPDQÕQ�+LSRWH]L� 
 
H0��g÷UHQFLOHULQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕ�FLQVL\HWH�J|UH�GH÷LúPHPHNWHGLU�� 
H1��g÷UHQFLOHULQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕ�FLQVL\HWH�J|UH�GH÷LúPHNWHGLU� 
 
H0: g÷UHQFLOHULQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕ�H÷LWLP�IRUPDV\RQXQD�J|UH�GH÷LúPHPHNWHGLU� 
H2 g÷UHQFLOHULQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕ�H÷LWLP�IRUPDV\RQXQD�J|UH�GH÷LúPHNWHGLU� 
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H0�� g÷UHQFLOHULQ� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLP� IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕ� H÷LWLP� IRUPDV\RQX� V�UHFLQGHNL� GXUXPODUÕQD�VÕQÕID�� J|UH�

GH÷LúPHPHNWHGLU� 
H3�� g÷UHQFLOHULQ� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLP� IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕ� H÷LWLP� IRUPDV\RQX� V�UHFLQGHNL� GXUXPODUÕQD�VÕQÕID�� J|UH�

GH÷LúPHNWHGLU� 
 

3.3.Bulgular 
 
Demografik Özellikler 
 
Cinsiyet: dDOÕúPD�������NDGÕQ�YH��������HUNHN��]HULQGH�X\JXODQPÕúWÕU� 
Bölüm: $UDúWÕUPD\D� NDWÕODQ� |÷UHQFLOHUGHQ� ���¶�� 6RV\DO� ELOLPOHUGH�� ���¶VÕ� )HQ� ELOLPOHULQGH� YH� ���� µVL� GH�

6D÷OÕN�ELOLPOHULQGH�H÷LWLP�J|UPHNWHGLU� 
6ÕQÕI��dDOÕúPD\D�NDWÕODQ üniversite |÷UHQFLOHULQGHQ������¶��E|O�POHULQGH���VÕQÕIWD�������¶VL����6ÕQÕIWD�������¶��

��VÕQÕIWD�������GD���VÕQÕIWD�RNXPDNWDGÕU�� 
 
 
�����:HE�WDEDQOÕ�(÷LWLP�)DUNÕQGDOÕ÷ÕQÕQ�'H÷HUOHQGLULOPHVL 
 
:HE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPL� NXOODQDELOPHN� LoLQ� |QFHOLNOH� ELOJLVD\DU� EHFHULOHULQLQ� YH� LOHWLúLP� WHNQLNOHULQLQ� EX� H÷LWLPL�

NXOODQDFDNODU�WDUDIÕQGDQ�\HWHULQFH�X\JXODQDELOPHVL�JHUHNPHNWHGLU��%X�ED÷ODPGD�DUDúWÕUPD\D�J|UH��Jençlerin %75.8’i 
ELOJLVD\DU� EHFHULOHULQL� NXOODQDELOPHNWHGLU�� %LOJLVD\DU� YH� LOHWLúLP� J�Q�P�]�Q� YD]JHoLOPHVL� LPNDQVÕ]� DUDoODUÕQGDQ�
ROGX÷XQGDQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ������� H-SRVWD� JLEL� LOHWLúLP� DUDoODUÕQÕ� NXOODQPDNWDGÕU�� *�Q�P�]GH� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPLQ�
|QHPL�JLGHUHN�DUWPDNWDGÕU��$QFDN�EX�NRQXGDNL�H÷LWLP�IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷Õ�ELOLQPHPHNWHGLU��%X�QHGHQOH�\DSÕODQ�oDOÕúPDGD�
DUDúWÕUPD\D�NDWÕODQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ����¶L�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPGHQ�KDEHUGDU�LNHQ����¶X�EX�NDYUDPÕ�KLo�GX\PDGÕNODUÕQÕ�
EHOLUWPLúOHUGLU�� :HE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPL� GX\DQ� |÷UHQFLOHUGHQ� VDGHFH� ���¶�� EX� H÷LWLPGHQ� \DUDUODQPÕúODUGÕU�� $QFDN�
\DUDUODQPD\DQ�|÷UHQFLOHUGHQ�\DNODúÕN����¶L�EX�H÷LWLPL�DOPDN�LVWHPHNWHGLUOHU��:HE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�DOPÕú�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�
���¶L� EX� H÷LWLPL� DUNDGDúODUÕQD� WDYVL\H� HWPHNWHGLU�� (÷LWLP� DODQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� ����¶VÕ� OLVH� �����¶VL� �QLYHUVLWH�
H÷LWLPOHULQGHQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPGHQ�\DUDUODQPÕúODUGÕU��6|]�NRQXVX�H÷LWLPGHQ�KDEHUGDU�RODQ�JHQoOHUin %37’si web 
WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPLQ�JHUHNOL�ROGX÷XQX�G�ú�QPHNWHGLU�� 

dHúLWOL�JHUHNVLQLPOHUOH�EX�H÷LWLP�X\JXODQDELOHFH÷LQGHQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ����¶X�RNXOD�JLGHPH\HQOHU� \D�GD�H÷LWLPLQL�
\DUÕGD� EÕUDNDQODU� LoLQ�������¶�� LNLQFL� YH� �o�QF�� ELU�PHVOHN� VDKLEL� ROPDN� LVWH\HQOHUH�������¶VÕ� \HQLOLNOHUH� X\XP�
\DSPDN� YH� NHQGLQL� JHOLúWLUPHN� LVWH\HQOHUH�� ����¶VÕ� NDUL\HU� JHOLúLPLQGH� IÕUVDW� \DNDODPDN� LoLQ�� ��¶VÕ� ELU� PHVOHN�
VDKLEL�ROPDN�LoLQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPL�X\JXQ�EXOXUNHQ��|÷UHQFLOHULQ�\DNODúÕN����¶L�NLúLQLQ�GXUXPXQD�J|UH�KHU�]DPDQ�
kuOODQDELOHFHNOHUL�ELU�H÷LWLP�úHNOL�ROGX÷XQX�G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU��g÷UHQFLOHULQ����¶VL�GHUVKDQHOHUGH�������¶L�OLVHOHUGH��
�����¶L� �QLYHUVLWHOHUGH�� ���¶VÕ� LVH� H÷LWLP� NXUXPODUÕQÕQ� KHSVLQGH� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPL� GHVWHNOH\LFL� RODUDN�
X\JXODQDELOHFH÷LQL� G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU� g÷UHQFLOHULQ� ���¶L� H÷LWLP� NXUXPX� VHoHUNHQ� � ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLPLQ�
PHYFXW� ROPDVÕ� WHUFLKOHULQL� HWNLOHGL÷LQL� EHOLUWPLúOHUGLU�� � d�QN�� OLVH�� �QLYHUVLWH� YH� GHUVKDQHOHU� JLEL� H÷LWLPOHULQLQ�
|QHPOL� DúDPDODUÕQGD� |÷UHQFLOHU� DQODPDGÕNODUÕ� NRQXODUÕ� ]DPDQGDQ� YH� PHNDQGDQ� ED÷ÕPVÕ]� RODUDN� WHNUDU� HGHELOPH�
RODQD÷ÕQD�VDKLS�ROPDNWDGÕUODU�� 

7RSOXPXQ�H÷LWLP�G�]H\L�R��ONHQLQ�JHOLúPLúOLN�G�]H\LQL�J|VWHUPHNWHGLU��g]HOOLNOH�J�Q�P�]GH��QLYHUVLWH�PH]XQX�
RODQ� JHQoOHULQ� VD\ÕVÕ� JLGHUHN� DUWPDNWDGÕU�� (÷LWLPOL� JHQoOHULQ� DUWPDVÕ� Lú� EXOPDGD� JHQoOHULQ� DUWÕODUÕQÕQ� ROPDVÕ�
NDoÕQÕOPD]�KDOH�JHOPHNWHGLU��%X�QHGHQOH�|÷UHQFLOHU��QLYHUVLWH�GH�RNXUNHQ�NHQGLOHULQH� VD÷ODQDQ�oLIW�GDO�YH�\DQ�GDO�
LPNDQODUÕQÕ�NDoÕUPDN� LVWHPHPHNWHGLU��$QFDN�|UJ�Q�H÷LWLPOHULQGH�]DPDQ�NÕVÕWÕ�ROPDVÕ�QHGHQL\OH�EX� LVWHNOHULQL�Jeri 
SODQGD� WXWPDNWDGÕUODU��%X�ED÷ODPGD��|÷UHQFLOHULQ����¶L�oLIW�YH�\DQ�GDO� \DSPDN� LoLQ�ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPL�ELU�XPXW�
RODUDN�G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU��� 

:HE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPL� KD\DWÕPÕ]ÕQ� KHU� DúDPDVÕQGD� NXOODQDELOGL÷LPL]GHQ� � PHVOHN� YH� ELUH\VHO� JHOLúLP� LoLQ� GH�
vazgeçilmH]GLU��d�QN��ELUoRN�VHNW|U�LúH�DOÕQDQ�HOHPDQODUÕQÕ�NDUL\HU�JHOLúLPOHULQL�GHYDP�HWWLUPHN�LoLQ�ELU�VHUL�H÷LWLP�
]LQFLUOHULQGHQ� JHoLUPHNWHGLU��$QFDN� EX� GXUXP� LúYHUHQH� KHP�PDOL\HW� JHWLUGL÷LQGHQ� KHP�GH� LúJ�F�Q�Q� R� G|QHPGH�
HNVLOPHVL�QHGHQL\OH�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPL�WHUFLK�HWPHNWHGLUOHU��*HOHFH÷LQ�PHVOHN�VDKLEL�RODFDN�RODQ�JHQoOHULQ����¶X�Lú�
KD\DWODUÕQGD� GD� H÷LWLPLQ� YH� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPLQ� X\JXODQGÕ÷ÕQÕ� ELOPHNWHGLUOHU�� 6|]� NRQXVX� H÷LWLPL�� |÷UHQFLOHULQ�
���¶L� OLVDQV������¶X� \�NVHN� OLVDQV������¶VÕ� GRNWRUD� H÷LWLPOHULQGH��%12.5’u e-VHUWLILND� SURJUDPODUÕQGD�������¶VL�
ELUH\VHO� JHOLúLPOHULQGH�������¶�� GHUVOHULQH� NDWNÕ� VD÷ODPDN� LoLQ�������¶��PHVOHN� JHOLúLP� SURJUDPODUÕQGD������¶��
DQODúÕOPDVÕ�J�o�SURJUDPODUGD������¶X�Lú�\HUOHULQGHNL�|÷UHQPH�SURJUDPODUÕQGD�����¶��GH�KHU�GXUXPGD�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�
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H÷LWLPLQ� NXOODQÕOPDVÕQÕ� X\JXQ� EXOPDNWDGÕUODU�� :HE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPLQ� ]DPDQGDQ� YH� PHNDQGDQ� ED÷ÕPVÕ]� ROPDVÕ��
]DPDQGDQ� WDVDUUXI� VD÷ODPDVÕ�� IÕUVDW� HúLWVL]OL÷LQL� RUWDGDQ� NDOGÕUPDVÕ� QHGHQL\OH� KHUNHV� WDUDIÕQGDQ� NXOODQÕOPDNWDGÕU��
dDOÕúPD\D�NDWÕODQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ������¶X�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�����¶X�PHVOHN�VDKLEL�NLúLOHULQ������¶L�HY�KDQÕPODUÕQÕQ�����¶��
H÷LWLPLQL� WDPDPODPÕú� Lú� DUD\DQODUÕQ�� �����¶X� LVH� DoÕN� |÷UHWLP� GH� RNX\DQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ�����¶VÕ� LVH� KHUNHVLQ� EX�
H÷LWLPL� DODELOHFH÷LQL� G�ú�QPHNWHGLU�� g÷UHQFLOHULQ������¶�� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPLQ� |UJ�Q� H÷LWLPGHQ� WDPDPHQ� IDUNOÕ�
ROGX÷XQX�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU�� 

6|]� NRQXVX� H÷LWLPLQ� ELUoRN� DYDQWDMÕ� EXOXQPDNWDGÕU�� g÷UHQFLOHULQ� ���¶L� PHNDQ� NÕVÕWÕ� ROPDGÕ÷ÕQGDQ������¶VÕ�
]DPDQ� NÕVÕWÕ� ROPDGÕ÷ÕQGDQ�� �����¶�� HNRQRPLN� ROPDVÕ� \|Q�QGHQ�� �����¶X� WHNUDU� HGLOHELOPH� |]HOOL÷LQH� VDKLS�
ROGX÷XQGDQ�� �����¶VÕ� LVWHQLOHQ� NRQX\D� XODúPD� LPNDQÕ� YHUGL÷LQGHQ�� ����¶VÕ� VÕN� J�QFHOOHQHELOGL÷LQGHQ�� ����¶L�
VÕQÕUVÕ]�ELOJL�ND\QD÷Õ�ROGX÷XQGDQ������¶L�GHYDP�HGLOHQ�H÷LWLP�NXUXPX\OD�Hú�]DPDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�LPNDQÕ�VD÷ODGÕ÷ÕQGDQ��
%7.8’L�ELUH\VHO�JHOLúLP�LoLQ�����¶VL� LVH� VD\ÕODQ� W�P�|]HOOLNOHULQ�KHSVLQL�NDSVDGÕ÷ÕQGDQ�ZHE� WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPL�|QHPOL�
EXOPDNWDGÕUODU��g÷UHQFLOHU�EX�H÷LWLPLQ�NXOODQÕPÕQÕ�\DúD����������FLQVL\HWH���������E|O�PH��������J|UH�GH÷LúWL÷LQL�
G�ú�QPHNWH�YH�FR÷UDIL�E|OJHOHUOH GH�ED÷ODQWÕOÕ�������ROGX÷XQX�EHOLUWPHNWHGLUOHU��$\UÕFD�����|÷UHQFL�LVH�NXOODQÕPÕQ�
EHOLUWLOHQ�G|UW�GH÷LúNHQH�J|UH�GH�GH÷LúWL÷LQL�G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU��*HQoOHULQ�����¶VL�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�LOH�Lú�KD\DWÕQGD�
EDúDUÕOÕ� ELU� NDUL\HU�� �����¶VÕ� \DúDP� ER\X� |÷UHQPH� VD÷ODQDELOHFH÷LQL�� �����¶L� IÕUVDW� HúLWVL]OLNOHULQLQ�
JLGHULOHELOHFH÷LQL�����¶X�H÷LWLPLQ�QLWHOL÷LQ�DUWDELOHFH÷LQL�������¶VÕ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�GHUVOHULQH�NDWNÕ� VD÷ODQDELOHFH÷LQL��
����¶L�H÷LWLPGH�EHOOL�ELU�VWDQGDUW�VD÷ODQDELOHFH÷LQL�LIDGH�HWPHNWHGLU��������µX�LVH�EHOLUWilen kriterlerin hepsi için web 
WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLP� NXOODQÕODELOHFH÷LQLQ� IDUNÕQGD� ROGX÷XQX� EHOLUWPLúOHUGLU�� g÷UHQFLOHU� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPLQ� |QHPLQL� YH�
QHGHQOHULQL� J|]� |Q�QH� DODUDN�� �����¶VÕ� KHU� H÷LWLPLQ� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP� RODUDN� :HE¶OH� GHVWHNOHQHPH\HFH÷LQL�
G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU�� g÷UHQFLOHULQ� �����¶X� |UJ�Q� H÷LWLPOHULQGH� GHVWHNOH\LFL� RODUDN� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPL� NXOODQPDN�
LVWHUNHQ��D]�ELU�RUDQ�ROVD�GD����¶��úX�DQ�EX�GXUXPGDQ�ID\GDODQPDNWDGÕU� 

 
 
�������&LQVL\HW�LOH��*HQoOHULQ�:HE�7DEDQOÕ�(÷LWLP�)DUNÕQGDOÕ÷Õ�øOLúNLOHULQLQ�'H÷Hrlendirilmesi 
 
g÷UHQFLOHULQ�FLQVL\HWL�LOH�ELOJLVD\DU�EHFHULOHULQL�X\JXOD\DELOPHOHUL�DUDVÕQGD����DQODPOÕOÕN�G�]H\LQGH��ELU�LOLúNL�V|]�

NRQXVXGXU�S �������� (UNHN� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� ���¶�� ELOJLVD\DU� EHFHULOHULQL� X\JXOD\DELOL\RUNHQ�� EX� RUDQ� NÕ]ODUGD�
%69.7’dir.  Buna J|UH�HUNHN�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�WHNQRORML\H�GDKD�UDKDW�D\DN�X\GXUGXNODUÕ�RUWD\D�oÕNPDNWDGÕU��%X�NRQXGD�
NÕ]�|÷UHQFLOHU�ELUD]�GDKD�SDVLI��NDOPDNWDGÕUODU��&LQVL\HW�LOH�|÷UHQFLOHULQ��QLYHUVLWH�H÷LWLPLQLQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�LOH�
GHVWHNOHQHELOPHVL� WHUFLKLQGH� GH� DQODPOÕ� ELU� LOLúNL� V|]� NRQXVXGXU�S ������� (UNHNOHU�������� NÕ]ODUGDQ�������� GDKD�
ID]OD� RUDQGD� �QLYHUVLWHOHULQ� EX� H÷LWLPOH� GHVWHNOHQHELOHFH÷LQL� G�ú�QPHNWHGLU�� $\UÕFD� |÷UHQFLOHU� FLQVL\HW� LOH� � ZHE�
WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�NXOODQÕPÕ�DUDVÕQGD�GD�\LQH�WHNQRORML�NXOODQÕPÕQD�ED÷OÕ�RODUDN�ELU�GH÷LúLP�V|]�NRQXVXGXU�S ��������� 

 
�������%|O�P�LOH��*HQoOHULQ�:HE�7DEDQOÕ�(÷LWLP�)DUNÕQGDOÕ÷Õ�øOLúNLOHULQLQ�'H÷HUOHQGLULOPHVL 
 
g÷UHQFLOHULQ�E|O�POHUL�LOH�KHU�E|O�PH�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�YHULOHELOPHVL�NRQXVXQGDNL�IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕ�GD�DUDVÕQGD�GD�

anlamOÕ� ELU� LOLúNL� V|]� NRQXVXGXU� �S �������� 6D÷OÕN� E|O�POHULQGHNL� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� ���¶VL�� )HQ� ELOLPOHULQGHNL�
|÷UHQFLOHULQ�����¶L�YH�6RV\DO�E|O�POHULQGHNL�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�����¶VL�V|]�NRQXVX�H÷LWLPLQ�KHU�E|O�PH�X\JXQ�ROGX÷XQX�
G�ú�QPHNWHGLU��%X�RUDQODUÕQ�G�ú�N�ROPDVÕ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�NHQGL�DOGÕNODUÕ�H÷LWLPOH�ED÷ODQWÕOÕGÕU��8\JXODPD�H÷LWLPOHULQLQ�
ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�RODUDN�QDVÕO�YHULOHFH÷L�NRQXVXQGD�HQGLúHOHUL�EXOXQPDNWDGÕU�� 

dDOÕúPDGD� IDUNOÕ� E|O�POHUGHNL� |÷UHQFLOHUL� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLP� LOH� LOJLOL� ILNLUOHUL� DOÕQGÕ÷ÕQGD�� E|O�PH� J|UH�
|÷UHQFLOHULQ�DoÕN�|÷UHWLPGHNL�RNX\DQ�DUNDGDúODUÕQÕQ�V|]�NRQXVX�H÷LWLP�LoLQ�X\JXQ�ROGXNODUÕ�G�ú�QPHOHUL�DUDVÕQGD�GD�
DQODPOÕ� ELU� øOLúNL� V|]�NRQXVXGXU� �S �������6D÷OÕN�ELOLPOHULQGH�RNX\DQODUÕQ������¶VL�� IHQ�ELOLPOHULQGH�RNX\DQODUÕQ�
%21.7’si, sosyal bilimlerde oNX\DQODUÕQ� LVH� �����¶�� EX� H÷LWLP� úHNOLQLQ� DoÕN� |÷UHWLP� GH� RNX\DQODU� LoLQ� X\JXQ�
ROGX÷XQX� G�ú�QPHNWHGLU�� � %X� GXUXP� H÷LWLPLQ� |]HOOLNOH� VD÷OÕN� YH� IHQ� ELOLPOHULQGH� RNX\DQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� X\JXODPD�
GHUVOHULQLQ� ROPDVÕ� EX� IDUNOÕOÕ÷D� \RO� DoPÕúWÕU�� d�QN�� NHQGL� E|O�POHULQGHNL� GHUVOHUOH� DoÕN� |÷UHWLPGH� RNX\DQ�
DUNDGDúODUÕ� LoLQ� HPSDWL� NXUGXNODUÕQGD� VDGHFH� EDVÕOÕ� PDWHU\DOOHUOH� GH÷LO�� D\QÕ� ]DPDQGD� J|UVHO� YH� H÷LWPHQ� GHVWH÷L��
HWNLOHúLP�YH�WHNUDU�RODQD÷ÕQÕ�VD÷OD\DQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPH�JHUHNVLQLP�GX\GXNODUÕQÕ�G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU� 

 
3.4����6ÕQÕI�LOH��*HQoOHULQ�:HE�7DEDQOÕ�(÷LWLP�)DUNÕQGDOÕ÷Õ�øOLúNLOHULQLQ�'H÷HUOHQGLULOPHVL 
 
hQLYHUVLWH�|÷UHQFLOHULQLQ�RNXGXNODUÕ�VÕQÕIODU�LOH�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPL�|QHUPHOHUL�DUDVÕQGD�GD�DQODPOÕ�ELU�LOLúNL�V|]�

NRQXVXGXU� �S �������� � g]HOOLNOH� ��� YH� ��� VÕQÕIWD� RNX\DQODUÕQ����¶L� EX� H÷LWLPL� |QHULUNHQ�� ��YH� ��� VÕQÕIWD� EX� RUDQ�
���¶\H�G�úPHNWHGLU��%XQD� J|UH����9H����6ÕQÕI� GHUVOHULQLQ� WHPHO�ROPDVÕ� YH�EX�NRQXGD� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� WHNUDU� YH� \HQL�
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ELOJL�ND\QD÷ÕQÕQ�VÕQÕUOÕ�ROPDVÕ�QHGHQL\OH�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPH�\|QHOHUHN�LVWHGLNOHUL�]DPDQ�PHNDQGDQ�ED÷ÕPVÕ]�RODUDN�
LVWHGLNOHUL� NDGDU� WHNUDU� HGHELOLUOHU�� $QFDN� ��� YH� ��� VÕQÕI� |÷UHQFLOHULQLQ� GHUVOHUL� EUDQúD� \|QHOLN� � X\JXODPD\D�
G|Q�úW�÷�QGHQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPH�R�DQ�LKWL\DoODUÕ�ROPDGÕ÷ÕQGDQ�|QHUPHPHNWHGLUOHU��2\VDNL�PHVOHN�HGLQLPOHULQGH��
kDUL\HU�JHOLúLPOHULQGH�YH�H-VHUWLILND�SURJUDPODUÕQGD�oRN�HWNLOL�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�NXOODQÕOPDNWDGÕU�� 

*HQoOHULQ� RNXGXNODUÕ� VÕQÕI� LOH� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPOH� QH� ]DPDQ� WDQÕúPDODUÕ� DUDVÕQGD� GD� DQODPOÕ� ELU� LOLúNL� V|]�
NRQXVXGXU��S ���������g÷UHQFLOHULQ���YH���VÕQÕIWD�RNX\DQODUÕQ�����¶��OLVH�H÷LWLPLQ�GH�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�DOÕUNHQ�EX�
RUDQ� ��� 6ÕQÕIWD� �����¶D� G�úPHNWHGLU�� $\UÕFD� ��YH� ��VÕQÕIWD� RNX\DQODUÕQ� �� ����¶VL� �QLYHUVLWHGH� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLPL�
DOÕUNHQ�� VÕQÕI� LOHUOHGLNoH�QX�RUDQ�������ROPDNWDGÕU��d�QN��JLGHUHN� V|]�NRQXVX H÷LWLP�\D\JÕQODúWÕ÷ÕQGDQ�KHU�JHOHQ�
\HQL�QHVLO�GDKD�HUNHQ�EX�H÷LWLP�úHNOL\OH�WDQÕúPDNWDGÕU��� 

g÷UHQFLOHULQ�RNXGXNODUÕ� VÕQÕI� LOH�KDQJL�H÷LWLP�NXUXPX�ZHE� LOH�GHVWHNOHQHELOPHVL�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�ELU� LOLúNL� V|]�
NRQXVXGXU� �S �������� ��YH� ��� 6ÕQÕIWD� RNX\DQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� �����¶VÕ� 'HUVKDQHOHUGH� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPL� JHUHNOL�
J|U�UNHQ�� ��YH� � ��� 6ÕQÕIWDNL� |÷UHQFLOHUGH� EX� RUDQ� GDKD� D]GÕU��������%XQXQ� VHEHEL�� ��� VÕQÕI� |÷UHQFLOHUL� GHUVKDQH�
RUWDPÕQGDQ�\HQL�oÕNWÕ÷ÕQGDQ�RUDGD�NDUúÕODúWÕNODUÕ�J�oO�NOHUL�EX�H÷LWLP�úHNOL\OH�DúDELOHFHNOHULQL�G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU� 

6ÕQÕI�LOH�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�NXOODQÕPÕ�\DúD�J|UH�GH÷LúPHNWHGLU�G�ú�QFHOHUL�DUDVÕQGD��DQODPOÕ�ELU�LOLúNL�
V|]� NRQXVXGXU� �S �������� g]HOOLNOH� ��� 9H� ��� 6ÕQÕIODUGD� RNX\DQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ������¶VL�� EX� ILNUL� GHVWHNOHPHNWHGLU. 
.HQGLOHUL� HY� DUNDGDúODUÕQÕQ� WHNQRORML� NXOODQÕPÕQÕQ� IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷ÕQÕ� ELOHUHN� GDKD� oRN� JHQoOHULQ� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPH�
\|QHOHELOHFHNOHULQL� G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU�� � *HQo� QHVLO� JLGHUHN� ELOLQoOHQPHNWHGLU�� %X� QHGHQOH� H÷LWLPLQ� \DúDP� ER\X�
JHUHNOL� RODFD÷ÕQÕQ� IDUNÕQGDGÕU�� %X� IDUNÕQGDOÕN� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� NDoÕQFÕ� VÕQÕIWD� RNXPDODUÕ� LOH� \DúDP� ER\X� |÷UHQPH�
VD÷ODQGÕ÷Õ� G�ú�QFHOHUL� DUDVÕQGD� DQODPOÕ� ELU� IDUNOÕOÕN� VD÷ODQÕU� �S �������� ��� YH� ��� VÕQÕIWD� RNX\DQ� |÷UHQFLOHU� \DúDP�
ER\X�|÷UHQPHQLQ�VD÷ODQPD\DFD÷Õ�ILNULQH�GDKD�D]�RUDQGD�NDWÕOPDNWDGÕU��d�QN��JHOHQ�\HQL�QHVLO�YH�WHNQRORMLQLQ�KÕ]OD�
DUWPDVÕ�|÷UHQFLOHUL�GDKD�ELOLQoOL�\DSPDNWDGÕU� 

g÷UHQFLOHULQ� RNXGXNODUÕ� VÕQÕI� LOH� � � � |UJ�Q� H÷LWLPL� GHVWHNOH\LFL� RODUDN�ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPL� NXOODQPDN� LVWHPHOHUL�
DUDVÕQGD� DQODPOÕ� ELU� LOLúNL� V|]� NRQXVXGXU� �S �������� � ��� YH� ��� VÕQÕIWD� RNX\DQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� �����¶VL� � � EX� ILNUL�
GHVWHNOHPHNWHGLUOHU��d�QN���H÷LWLPOHULQLQ�EDúÕQGD�ROGX÷XQGDQ�YH�WHPHO�GHUVOHULQ�GDKD�oRN�WHRULN�ROPDVÕ�QHGHQL\OH�
EX�H÷LWLP�úHNOLQH�LKWL\Do�GX\PDNWDGÕUODU� 

 
4.Sonuç 
 
%LOLúLP�WHNQRORMLOHUL�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�H÷LWLPOHUL��]HULQGH�|QHPOLGLU��:HE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPLQ�JHOHQHNVHO�YH�VRV\DO�PHG\D�

RUWDPODUÕQGDNL� PHVDMODUGD� SRS�OHUOL÷LQLQ� DUWPDVÕ� JHOHQHNVHO� H÷LWLPOHUGH� RQOLQH� H÷LWLPOH� GHVWHNOHQPHVL� QHGHQL\OH��
|÷UHQFLOHULQ� �EX�NRQXGD�ELU�|Q�ELOJL\H�VDKLS�ROGXNODUÕ�J|U�OPHNWHGLU��$QFDN�RQOLQH�H÷LWLPLQ�EDúDUÕVÕQÕQ�DUWPDVÕ�YH�
H÷LWLPH� \|QHOLN� WDOHELQ� DUWPDVÕ� LoLQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕQÕQ� DUWÕUÕOPDVÕQÕQ� JHUHNOL� ROGX÷X� J|U�OPHNWHGLU��
%LOJLVD\DU� RNXU\D]DUOÕ÷ÕQÕQ� DUWPDVÕ\OD� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPLQH� \|QHOLN� WXWXPODUÕQÕQ� GD |QH� oÕNWÕ÷Õ� J|U�OPHNWHGLU��
'ROD\ÕVÕ� LOH� KHU� \DúWDQ� |÷UHQFL� V|]� NRQXVX� H÷LWLPLQ� DYDQWDMODUÕQÕ� |÷UHQL\RU� YH� H÷LWLPGH� EDúDUÕOÕ� ROPDN� LoLQGH�
ELOJLVD\DU� EHFHULOHULQL� JHOLúWLUPHNWHGLUOHU�� $\UÕFD� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� ELOJLVD\DU� VDKLSOL÷L� YH� NXOODQÕP� EHFHULVL�� ELUH\OHULQ 
ELOJLVD\DU�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷ÕQÕ�HWNLOHPHNWHGLU�� 

:HE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�NHQGLQL�V�UHNOL�JHOLúWLUPHN�LVWH\HQ��ELUH\OHU�LoLQ��ELUoRN�IÕUVDW�VXQPDNWDGÕU��%XQXQOD�ELUOLNWH��
H÷LWLP� NXUXPODUÕQÕQ� ]DPDQ� YH�PHNDQ� NÕVÕWÕQGDQ�� NDSDVLWH� \HWHUVL]OL÷L� � JLEL� VHEHSOHU� LOH� H÷LWLP� DODPD\DQ� ELUH\OHU�
G�ú�Q�OG�÷�QGH�� � WHN� EDúÕQD� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP�� EX� W�U� NLWOHOHU� LoLQ� X\JXODQPDVÕ� ]RUXQOX� RODQ� YH� JHUHNOL� úDUWODU�
ROXúWXUXOGX÷XQGD�|÷UHWLP�DoÕVÕQGDQ�JHOHQHNVHO�H÷LWLPLQ�JHULVLQGH�NDOPD\DQ�ELU�X\JXODPDGÕU� $\UÕFD�NHQGL�NHQGLQH�
|÷UHQPH��GH÷HUOHQGLUPH�YH�PRWLYDV\RQ�RQOLQH�|÷UHQPHGH�GDKD�|QHPOLGLU� 

g÷UHQFLOHU� WHNQLN�SUREOHPOHUGHQ�YH�GHQH\LP�HNVLNOLNOHULQGHQ�GROD\Õ�RQOLQH�|÷UHQPH\L�]RU�EXOPDNWDGÕUODU��%D]Õ�
|÷UHQFLOHU�� GRN�PDQODUÕQ� RQOLQH� RUWDPGD� J|U�QW�OHQPHVLQL�� GRV\D� WUDQVIHUOHULQLQ�  QH� NDGDU� JHUHNOL� ROGX÷XQXQ�
IDUNÕQGD�GH÷LOOHU��$QFDN�ELOJLVD\DU�EHFHULVL�RODQ�YH�RQOLQH�NXUV�GHQH\LPL�RODQ�ELUH\OHU� LoLQ�ZHE� WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�]RU�
GH÷LOGLU�� %LUoRN� |÷UHQFL�� NXUV� LoHUL÷L� H÷OHQFHOL� YH� LOJLQo� RODUDN� KD]ÕUODQGÕ÷ÕQGD� RQOLQH� H÷LWLPLQ� NXOODQÕPÕQÕ� Nolay 
ROGX÷XQX� G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU�� =DPDQGDNL� HVQHNOLN� YH� HULúLP�� J|UHYOHULQL� WDPDPODPDN� LoLQ� NROD\GÕU�� 2QOLQH�
|÷UHQPH\H� SR]LWLI� EHNOHQWL� LOH� \DNODúDQ� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� EDúDUÕODUÕ� GDKD� \�NVHNWLU (Peters, 2001).  Howland ve 
0RRUH������¶ÕQ� oDOÕúPDVÕQGD� QHJDWLI� WXWXPOX� |÷UHQFLOHULQ�� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLP� LoHUL÷LQL� \HWHULQFH�
DQOD\DPDGÕNODUÕQGDQ��\DUGÕPD�LKWL\DoODUÕ�EXOXQPDNWDGÕU��� 

<DSÕODQ�oDOÕúPDGD��|÷UHQFLQLQ�oR÷XQOX÷X�ELOJLVD\DU�EHFHULOHULQL�NXOODQPDNWDGÕU��g÷UHQFLOHULQ�\DUÕVÕQGDQ� ID]ODVÕ�
ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPGHQ� KDEHUGDU� LNHQ�� EX� H÷LWLPGHQ� \DUDUODQDQODUÕQ� RUDQÕ� G�ú�NW�U�� %X� QHGHQOH� H÷LWLP�
\D\JÕQODúWÕUÕOPDOÕ�� |÷UHQFLOHU� DUDVÕQGD� GD� IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷ÕQ� ROXúWXUXOPDVÕ� JHUHNPHNWHGLU�� g÷UHQFLOHU� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ�
H÷LWLPLQ��|]HOOLNOH�H÷LWLPLQL�\DUÕGD�EÕUDNDQODU�LoLQ�X\JXQ�ROGX÷XQX�G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU��%XQD�NDUúÕQ�oLIW�GDO�YH�\DQ�GDO�
\DSPDN� LVWH\HQ� |÷UHQFLOHU� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLP� VLVWHPLQGHQ� \DUDUODQPDN� LVWHPHNWHGLUOHU�� %LUH\OHULQ� JHOHFHNWHNL�
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PHVOHN� HGLQLPOHULQGH� YH� PHVOHN� JHOLúLPOHULQGH� V|]� NRQXVX� H÷LWLP� |QHPOL� ROGX÷XQGDQ� KHUNHVLQ� EX� H÷LWLPL�
alabiOHFH÷LQL�G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU��$\UÕFD�|÷UHQFLOHU��ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPLQ��FLQVL\HWH��\DúD��E|O�PH�J|UH�GH÷LúWL÷LQL�YH�
FR÷UDIL�E|OJHOHUOH�GH�ED÷ODQWÕOÕ�ROGX÷XQX�G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU��d�QN��EX�H÷LWLP�úHNOL\OH�IDUNOÕ�FR÷UDIL�E|OJHGH�EXOXQDQ�
LoLQ�IÕUVDW�HúLWVL]OL÷L�GH�RUWDGDQ�NDONPDNWDGÕU�� 

California’da 1DYDUUR�	�6KRHPDNHU�������¶ÕQ�DUDúWÕUPDVÕQGD�FLQVL\HW��VÕQÕI�YH�KHP�VD\ÕVDO�KHP�GH�V|]HO�E|O�PGH�
H÷LWLP�DODQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�DUDVÕQGD�DQODPOÕ�ELU�LOLúNL�ROGX÷X�JLEL�EX�oDOÕúPDGD�GD�D\QÕ�EHQ]HUOLN�V|]�NRQXVXGXU��(UNHN�
|÷UHQFLOHU�GDKD�ID]OD�ELOJLVD\DU�EHFHULOHULQH�VDKLS�ROGX÷XQGDQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPH�\DNODúÕPODUÕ�GD�GDKD�SR]LWLIGLU��
.Õ]� |÷UHQFLOHU� � � EX� NRQXGD� SDVLI� NDOPDNWDGÕUODU�� %|O�POH� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPL� NLPOHU� LoLQ� X\JXQ�
J|UPHOHUL�DUDVÕQGD�GD�DQODPOÕ�ELU�LOLúNL�YDUGÕU��g÷UHQFLOHU�EX�H÷LWLP�úHNOLQLQ�DoÕN�|÷UHWLPGH�RNX\DQ�|÷UHQFLOHU�LoLQ�
X\JXQ�ROGX÷X�G�ú�Q�OHELOLU��d�QN��NHQGL� E|O�POHULQGHNL� GHUVOHUOH� DoÕN�|÷UHWLPGH�RNX\DQ� DUNDGDúODUÕ� LoLQ� HPSDWL�
NXUGXNODUÕQGD� VDGHFH� EDVÕOÕ� PDWHU\DOOHUOH� GH÷LO�� D\QÕ� ]DPDQGD� J|UVHO� YH� H÷LWPHQ� GHVWH÷L�� HWNLOHúLP� YH� WHNUDU�
RODQD÷ÕQÕ� VD÷OD\DQ�ZHE� WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPH�JHUHNVLQLP�GX\GXNODUÕQÕ�G�ú�QPHNWHGLUOHU��g÷UHQFLOHUL�RNXGXNODUÕ�VÕQÕI� LOH�
ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLPL�|QHUPHOHUL�� IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕ�� EX� H÷LWLP� VLVWHPLQGHQ� \DUDUODQPDN� LVWHPHOHUL� DUDVÕQGD� DQODPOÕ� ELU�
LOLúNL� V|]� NRQXVXGXU�� hQLYHUVLWHGH� DOÕQDQ� WHPHO� GHUVOHULQ� V|]HO� ROPDVÕ� QHGHQL\OH� LVWHGLNOHUL� ]DPDQ� PHNDQGDQ�
ED÷ÕPVÕ]�RODUDN�LVWHGLNOHUL�NDGDU�WHNUDU�HGHELOGLNOHULQGHQ�V|]�NRQXVX�H÷LWLPL�|QHUPHNWHGLUOHU��$QFDN����YH����VÕQÕI�
|÷UHQFLOHULQLQ�GHUVOHUL�EUDQúD�\|QHOLN�X\JXODPD\D�G|Q�úW�÷�QGHQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPH�R�DQ�LKWL\DoODUÕ�ROPDGÕ÷ÕQGDQ�
|QHUPHPHNWHGLUOHU��:HE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLP�\D\JÕQODúWÕ÷ÕQGDQ�KHU�JHOHQ�\HQL� QHVLO�GDKD�HUNHQ�EX�H÷LWLP�úHNOL\OH�GDKD�
HUNHQ�WDQÕúPDNWDGÕU�� �hQLYHUVLWH\H�\HQL�DGÕP�DWPÕú�|÷UHQFLOHU��GHUVKDQHOHUGH�EH�H÷LWLPL�JHUHNOL�J|U�UNHQ��ELWLUPHN�
�]HUH� RODQODU� \DúDP� ER\X� |÷UHQPH� VD÷OD\DFDNODUÕQGDQ� PHVOHNL� JHOLúLP� YH� H-VHUWLILND� SURJUDPODUÕ� LoLQ� X\JXQ�
EXOPDNWDGÕUODU��%|\OHFH�EDúODQJÕoWD�RUWD\D�NRQXODQ�KLSRWH]OHU�\DSÕODQ�DUDúWÕUPD�LOH�GR÷UXODQPÕúWÕU�� 

&DUVZHOO� YH�9HQNDWHVK������� WDUDIÕQGDQ� \DSÕODQ� oDOÕúPDGD������¶�� YH�9DOHQWD� ������¶QÕQ� \DSWÕ÷Õ� DUDúWÕUPDGD�
|÷UHQFLOHULQ�WDPDPÕ�KLo�RQOLQH�H÷LWLP�DOPDPÕúNHQ��(JH��QLYHUVLWHVL�|÷UHQFLOHUL¶QLQ����¶VÕ�V|]�NRQXVX�H÷LWLPGHQ�KLo�
\DUDUODQPDPÕúWÕU�� $\UÕFD� ���¶L� EX� H÷LWLPGHQ� \DUDUODQPDN� LVWHPHNWHGLU�� d�QN�� |÷UHQFLOHULQ� ELOJLVD\DUOÕ� H÷LWLP�
IDUNÕQGDOÕ÷Õ� ROPDGÕ÷Õ� � YH� EX� NRQXGD� ELOLQoOHQGLUPHQLQ� HNVLNOL÷LQGHQ� ND\QDNODQPDNWDGÕU�� O'Malley&McCraw 
(�����¶ÕQ� oDOÕúPDVÕQGD� GD� |÷UHQFLOHU� RQOLQH� H÷LWLPL� JHOHQHNVHO� H÷LWLPGHQ� GDKD� HWNLOL� ROGX÷XQX� G�ú�Q�\RU� YH�
JHOHQHNVHO�H÷LWLPH�WHUFLK�HWPHNWHGLUOHU��%X�oDOÕúPDGD�LVH�|÷UHQFLOHU�\�]\�]H�H÷LWLPL�WHUFLK�HGHUNHQ�������¶X�|UJ�Q�
H÷LWLPLQ�ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLP�LOH�GHVWHNOHQHELOHFH÷LQL�VDYXQPDNWDGÕUODU� 

'ROD\ÕVÕ� LOH� |÷UHQFLOHU� JHOHQHNVHO� YH� X]DNWDQ� H÷LWLP� DUDVÕQGDNL� IDUNOÕOÕNODU� YH� ZHE� WDEDQOÕ� H÷LWLP� �VW�QO�NOHUL�
NRQXODUÕQGD�ELOLQoOHQGLULOPHOLGLU��:HE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPLQ�\D\JÕQODúPDVÕ�LoLQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�IDUNÕQGDOÕNODUÕQÕQ�DUWWÕUÕOPDVÕ�
JHUHNPHNWHGLU��(WNLOHúLP��ZHE�WDEDQOÕ�H÷LWLPLQ�HQ�|QHPOL�|]HOOLNOHULQGHQ�ELULVL�ROGX÷XQGDQ�|÷UHQFLOHULQ�VDGHFH�JUXS�
HWNLOHúLPOHULQH� GH÷LO�� ELUELUOHUL� YH� H÷LWPHQOHUL� LOH� GH� HWNLOHúLPOHULQLQ� DUWÕUÕOPDVÕ� NRQXVXQGD� ELOLQoOHQGLULOPHVL�
gerekmektedir.  
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Abstract 

The purposes of this research were to firstly construct the web-based Instruction model using the constructionism approach for 
critical thinking development of undergraduate students. Secondly, to compare critical thinking score between before and after 
learning via the web-based instruction and lastly to study the student satisfaction toward the web-based instruction that 
constructed by researcher. Results of the research were shown as follows: the web-based Instruction model using for critical 
thinking development the constructionism approach should include ten phases: 1) critical preparation, 2) review the issue,      3) 
elaborate learning, 4) arranging data, 5) thinking and diagnosing, 6) interpersonal communication, 7) verify the solution,     8) 
implementation, 9) transfer of innovations, and 10) yielding evaluation. It was found that after learning from the web-based 
Instruction the student’s critical thinking score was higher than before learning at .05 level of significance. The student’s 
satisfaction toward the web-based instruction were at the high level. 

Keywords: Web-based Instruction Model, Constructionism, Critical Thinking. 

Nomenclature 
A Web-based Instruction Model  

B  Constructionism 

C Critical Thinking   

Introduction 

The critical thinking is an important element of all professional fields especially in the field of education 
and student’s development. In order to achieve the outcomes set out in the school curriculum framework, all the 
students should obtain the critical thinking skills. Critical thinking is a process of thinking carefully based on the use 
of knowledge, reflection, reasoning, and experiences in the interpretation, analysis, and rational evaluation. 
Integration of technology into a lifelong learning process according to constructionism model is one of the teaching 
and learning method, which requires the students to create knowledge by themselves and complete the tasks. The 
method focuses on learning by doing to create projects, works and results according to the interest of the learners by 
using media and technology on a computer network based learning program. The learners will understand 
themselves, understand the importance of their endeavour and practice on patience and problem solving. The media 
suitable for this method is one that correlates to the subject matter and can be self-taught. It can be seen that web-
based learning is gaining popularity in today’s education system through its ability to bridge the knowledge gap 
between students, especially on the higher education (Tongdeelerd, 2004). Thailand’s education system is moving 
towards a network learning system and the web-based instruction is a teaching and learning method that has been 
supported by the attributes and resources of the internet. It means that teaching and learning methods on the internet 
can support the constructionism model. The learners must have the ability to push themselves for self-improvement, 
control their learning environment and gain support for learning material (Bumrungcheep, 2012). Also, the previous 
research concluded that web-based instruction with mixed media can help the learner develop and create their own 
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knowledge base, with the learner being the central focus of critical thinking process (Mai, 2005). Therefore, the 
author chose to apply the web-based instruction model to develop her teaching method, focusing on constructionism 
and critical thinking. 

Objectives 

The objectives of this research were to: 1) to construct the Web-based Instruction model using the 
constructionism approach for critical thinking development of undergraduate students 2) to compare critical thinking 
score between before and after learning via the web-based instruction and 3) to study the student satisfaction toward 
the web-based instruction that constructed by researcher. 

Methodology 

1. Population and Sample of Student: The population was 190 students in 2nd semester, 2012 academic year, Faculty of 
Education, Kasetsart University. The sample of this experimental research was 28 students selected by simple random 
sampling.  

2. Content: The 28 students who enrolled in the course 01173112 Personal and Community Health were selected as                  
the subjects in this research study. This research experiment took 7 weeks and each week the students learn the contents by 
using the constructionism cycle on the internet and study the materials as planned. In each week, the students will 
choose one health problem issue that they were interested in, and study through the web-based instruction designed 
by the researcher. Before the experimental started on the first week and after the experimental was ended on the 7th week, 
the students were given the critical thinking test. 

3.Research Instruments 
x 3.1 Web-Based Instruction under Constructionism for Critical Thinking Development 
x 3.2 Web-Based Instruction Assessments suitability 
x 3.3 Satisfaction questionnaire 
x 3.4 Lesson plan 
x 3.5 Cornell Critical Thinking Test (Level Z) (Ennis, R.H. and Millman, J. 1985)  

The Cornell Critical Thinking Test was developed and translated into Thai language by Asst. Prof. Dr. Panita 
Wannapirun. It took 50 minutes for 52 questions, 6 skills in critical thinking test (Ennis,1985) as follows:  
1) interpretation 2) analysis  3) evaluation 4) inference 5) explanation and 6) self-regulation. 

4. Data collection and analysis: Data were analyzed by mean, standard deviation, and Dependent Samples t-test. 
The research focus was to develop the Web-Based Instruction model. This research experiments were designed into three 
phases to achieve the objectives as follows. 
Phase 1: Literature review related research studies in the current state in order to find out a way to develop a new 
form of teaching and learning method. The conclusion of the literature review was for creating a prototype method 
of the Web-Based Instruction to develop critical thinking skills and then use for discussion among ten experts in a 
focus group.  
Phase 2: Developing Web-Based Instruction under model to develop critical thinking skills (Rampai N. and 
Sopeerak S. 2011).  
Phase 3: Evaluating Web-Based Instruction Model under Constructionism for Critical Thinking Development on the 
subjects. The research experiment was the One Group Pretest-Posttest Design. 
 
Analysis and discussion  

 
The analysis, synthesis and comparison of the teaching curriculum according to the constructionism method for 
developing critical thinking was done through a focus group between ten experts. The conclusion of activities can be 
concluded as follows to be a model for web-based instruction model under constructionism for critical thinking.  
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Figure 1  CREATIVITY CT Model 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Critical preparation 
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Figure 3 Review the issue 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Elaborate learning 
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Figure 5 Arranging data 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Thinking and diagnosing 
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Figure 7 Interpersonal communication 
 

 

 

Figure 8 Verify the solution 
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Figure 9 Implementation 
 
 

 

Figure 10 Transfer of innovations 
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Figure 11 Yielding evaluation 
   

Result CT test n X  S.D. t p 

Pre-test 28 35.93 4.27 
18.97  0.00 

Posttest 28 42.36 3.42 

 
Table 1 Result Critical Think test 

 
Table 1: Depicts the comparison between critical thinking test results before and after going through         

the web-based instruction model under constructionism for critical thinking. It was found that students achieved an 
average pre-test score of 35.93 and a post test score of 42.36 from a total of 52 points. Hence, it was found that after 
learning from the web-based instructions, the students’ critical thinking score was higher than before learning at .05 
level of significance.  

 
The result of this study for the satisfaction of the students towards the web-based instructions found that the 

students using the new type of learning method have a satisfaction score of X  = 4.91. The student’s satisfaction 
toward the Web-based Instruction was at the high level. 

Conclusions and recommendation  

The process, activities and method of learning that were developed can be improved the critical thinking of 
the students and can be applied in real teaching environment. The testing and evaluation for each learning program 
can be done when the learning activities for each process was completed such as assignment completion, activities 
participation level, class participation during brain storm process and evaluation of six dimension of critical thinking 
of Ennis (1985) including interpretation, analysis,  evaluation, inference, explanation, and  self-regulation. 

Learning method developed through the web-based instruction under constructionism for critical thinking 
development has created a web-based learning system that can help the students challenge themselves, satisfy their 
own need for realization of their learning potential and ultimately improve the learning process of the students.  
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Abstract  
The purpose of this research is to understand in depth the perceptions and lived experiences of the postgraduate students whose 
lecturers are using PowerPoint in the classroom. The sample of this research is the postgraduate students of the University of 
Malaya in the Faculty of Education. The sampling is purposive and they have passed at least one semester in the Faculty of 
Education.  This study searched to describe what it was like for a UM postgraduate student in the Faculty of Education to learn 
through PowerPoint. Data collection was based on focus group and individual interviews. The results have shown that the 
research participants have opposite feelings toward PowerPoint. Some of the students consider PowerPoint interesting at the 
beginning of the lecture but boring and tiring a few minutes later. Others feel happy when lecturers refer to PowerPoint in 
delivering the lecture’s content. However, participants hold PowerPoint does not support face-to-face interaction in the 
classroom. The analysis of the interviews shows that some factors like PowerPoint construction and management, subject 
knowledge and the teaching skills are potentially effective in using PowerPoint in the classroom. 
 
 
Keywords: PowerPoint; Postgraduate Student; University; Experience 
 
Introduction 

 During the last several decades, the application of technology in education has overcome the traditional methods 

of teaching. One of the most common tools of technology in classrooms is the presentational software Microsoft’s 

PowerPoint (Bates & Poole 2003). Since it was developed in 1990, PowerPoint has been debated as an effective 

presenter in education. According to Brown and Harlin (2007), PowerPoint became widely available and used for a 

variety of purposes in today’s university and public school classrooms. To Anderson (2004) electronic slides are 

becoming an important presentation tool in the classroom. They allow advanced preparation of material, improving 

organization of the presentation and giving a means of showing information-rich content such as complex tables, 

formulas, programs, and diagrams. Roblyer and Doering (2013), consider three advantages for PowerPoint; 

organizing thinking about a topic, enhancement the impact of spoken information and providing collaboration on 

presentations. 

 However, the positive effectiveness of PowerPoint in classroom teaching and learning has been the main topic of 

many articles, the ways instructors use it in their classrooms is still limited in research.  Some argue that it has 

negative effects according to the poor use of it. Voss (2004) stated that students feel ignored in lecture halls when 

the instructor is focusing on the presentation and not paying attention to the class. She also viewed that the instructor 

may not be able to leave the podium because he doesn’t have a remote mouse to advance to the next slide. Young 

(2006) explained in a survey that a good PowerPoint presentation can enliven a lecture by offering imagery to 

support key points, and having a prepared set of slides can keep professors from straying off on tangents. Many 

students also praise PowerPoint slides for being easy to read, noting that professors' chalkboard scrawls can be 
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illegible. Nevertheless, students say some professors simply dump their notes into PowerPoint presentations and 

then read them, which can make the delivery even flatter than it would be if the professor did not use slides. Tufte 

(2003) disapproved PowerPoint for poorly designed presentations, stating that the program’s templates limited the 

options that presenters have in communicating with their audiences. 

PowerPoint in Higher Education 

 In higher education, lectures are rapidly giving way to PowerPoint presentations. Usually the slide ware is 

combined with a computer, an LCD projector, and a screen in the classroom setting. So many colleges and 

universities have rooms equipped with technology necessary for any instructor to display information via 

PowerPoint presentations (Bartsch & Cobern 2003).Graig  and Amernic (2006) have shown that students like to be 

taught using PowerPoint. Also Bartsch and Cobern (2003) have found that students believed that they learned more 

from PowerPoint lectures. Despite of the effectiveness of PowerPoint presentations to both teachers and students, 

they are one of the most easily misused teaching aids (Priya, 2012).  

 Focusing on teaching, Creed (1997) argued about PowerPoint in several points: first, “You may get less feedback 

from the class because your eyes and theirs are on the screen rather than looking at each other;”  second, students 

don’t have a chance to synthesize what they’ve heard;  and third, the emphasis is on the quality of your presentation 

rather than your students’ learning. 

  Bates and Poole (2003) outlined that it is important for any instructor to ask himself before advancing a 

PowerPoint-based lecture to the students, for whose benefit is the PowerPoint software being used. Is it primarily to 

help you as the teacher to ensure that you cover the main points and follow the careful preparation you have invested 

in the lecture or is it to help the students to ensure that they have a record of the main points of the lecture? (p. 110). 

They also stated that the teacher should care about the amount of the information in the slides and because of large 

amount of information students become tired of the presentation.Young (2006) has shown that without training 

professors, good technology will mean bad teaching. The study also stated that students said that some professors 

simply dump their notes in the presentations and read them, which can make the delivery even flatter than it would 

be if the professor did not use slides.Cernamo (2011) said that the instructor doesn’t have to worry about the design 

of his presentation; he can leave this to the students. Instead, the instructor has to worry about the content. In this 

research, we will consider PowerPoint as an educational tool, which would be studied according to its addressees. 
Aim and research questions  

Most research about the integration of PowerPoint into teaching have focused on satisfaction and/or reaction of 

the users, whose purposes are mainly to evaluate the result of PowerPoint integration, but in this research the 

purpose is to understand in depth the perceptions and lived experiences of the postgraduate students whose lecturers 

are using the PowerPoint in class. The results of this research will be useful for the lecturers to consider learning 

experiences of their users as a baseline for further improvement. For achieving this aim, the researchers attempt to 

answer the following questions: 

1.   What are postgraduate students’ experiences in learning through PowerPoint? 

2.    What contexts or situations have influenced postgraduate students’ experiences in learning through 

PowerPoint? 
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The sample of this research is the postgraduate students of the University of Malaya (UM) in the Faculty of 

Education. The sampling is purposive and they have passed at least one semester in the Faculty of Education.  

 

Research Methodology  

 The research purpose requires focusing attention on the qualitative aspects of the experience itself. So 

phenomenology was chosen as an appropriate methodology to answer the research questions.  This study searched 

for a thick and holistic analysis to describe what it was like for a UM postgraduate student in the Faculty of 

Education to learn through PowerPoint. In this research, phenomenology is an appropriate methodology to answer 

the research questions. It involves both a descriptive and interpretative analysis of an experience. We have 

conducted focus group interview and semi-structured individual interviews. 

 This phenomenological study was designed to investigate students’ perspectives of classroom interaction 

when PowerPoint is used for delivering information about the lecture’s topic to them, their feelings when attending a 

PowerPoint-based lecture and their views on the use of PowerPoint presentations by their lecturers in the classroom. 

The study also tries to understand if the students perceived as part of their learning in classroom to learn efficiently 

from PowerPoint about the topic at hand. For data collection, we have used individual and focus group interviews. 

Thirteen postgraduate students participated voluntarily in this study. The individual and focus group interviews were 

audio recorded for transcription purposes.  

Procedure 

   Data analysis involves making sense of the text and provides an interpretation of the 

larger meaning of the data. In this study data was collected through open-ended questions asked to the participants 

then an analysis evolved from the replies provided by the participants. Multiple level of analysis was done by the 

researchers from specific to general levels. First, the interviews were transcribed into a text form. Transcriptions 

were read repeatedly to get some concepts.  By concept meant a single thought or idea. Initially concepts like 

“Boring”, “tiring”, “irrelevancy”, “wordy”, “gaining information”, “No face to face interaction” etc. emerged.Then 

the concepts were grouped into categories and the text was analysed by correlating the categorized data to the 

research questions. 

Findings 

As part of this study, an attempt was made to discover the main concepts that would come from the analysis of 

the data collected from the interviews. The study of these concepts was intended to provide a better understanding of 

the students’ experiences in attending PowerPoint-based lectures. 

 

7.1. Experiences of attending PowerPoint based lectures.  

Participants considered PowerPoint as a supporting tool for the lecturer but decrease the interaction between 

them and him/her. Most of them agreed that PowerPoint is so boring in the classroom setting. It can be drawn from 

participants’ responses that they only benefited from PowerPoint in having the information that can be reached at 

any time needed. Some of the main themes of their experiences are as follow: 
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PowerPoint as a supporting tool for outlining the lecture: 

The focus group participants mentioned that PowerPoint is beneficial in the classroom when it is used to deliver 

the lecture. They suggested that better way to read the topic is through the PowerPoint slides. 

“I feel very happy when we have PowerPoint slides because I know. Ok. That is what we are going to learn. So my 

mind will not be diverted because we are focusing on the words on the PowerPoint so… PowerPoint gives me a 

clear idea of what the lecture is about.” 

Students see that via PowerPoint presentations they can have clear ideas about the topic and the objectives of the 

lecture. Moreover, it helps them in understanding what the lecturer is talking about. 

Susskind (2005) in his study shows that students have positive attitudes about the course and greater self-efficacy 

with PowerPoint. According Priya (2012) PowerPoint is very easy to be learned and used. PowerPoint encourages 

and supports teaching by facilitating the material presentation. It is a support to the oral regular lectures as it 

provides outlines for the discussions. It also gives structure to the lecture by dividing it into several steps. The study 

of Hill, Arford, Lubitow and Smollin (2012), shows the majority of undergraduates consider slides the most useful 

when they outline lectures and they believe PowerPoint is the best way to organize and simplify course material. 

PowerPoint brings boredom to class and distracts learners 

 Most of the research participants have negative feelings toward PowerPoint. They consider PowerPoint 

interesting at the beginning but boring and tiring after a few minutes. One student tells: 

“For me PowerPoint seems to be interesting at the beginning of the class but later on it becomes a bit boring because 

I become tired to get the words and I tend to lose focus and switch off” 

Some others think the cause behind the feelings of boredom and the impact of distraction is that some PowerPoint 

presentations are uploaded with excessive information: 

“PowerPoint is too wordy and somehow it distracts my attention, it even makes my eyes tired and I lose focus” 

According Hill et al. (2012 students desire presentations which are “not too much text on each slide”(P. 249). 

 

PowerPoint doesn’t support Classroom interaction: 

Participants hold “It doesn’t support face to face interaction in the classroom”. Many participants expressed they 

had limited interaction either with each other or with the lecturer, and they hesitated to ask questions as hardly can 

find an answer, and interacted only if the lecturer asks a question so they refer to the slides in front to provide 

answers. They described preferred lecturers as those who present detailed explanations about the topic guidelines in 

the slides rather than those lecturers who read only.  The read only-lecturers leave negative effect on them and may 

distract them from the main core of the lesson. Instead, participants viewed that it will be interactive if lecturers 

include some hypermedia to their presentations. 

 “PowerPoint doesn’t allow for any collaborative learning and basically lecturers use PowerPoint just for 

presentation but not for any other purposes. Their Presentations are all in a linear basis just bullets and after bullets. 

If they can merge it with some video files or YouTube videos that are relevant to the lesson it may not be so boring.” 
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     Adams (2006), holds, PowerPoint disrupt dialogue between lecturer 

and students and favours “pre-determined monologue and teacher-centred pedagogy over unpredictable dialogue 

and other pedagogical 

forms” (P. 403). According Hill et al. (2012) research in some subjects like sociology, which requires discussion, 

critical thinking and debate, PowerPoint inhibit the development of these characteristics. Some researchers criticize 

PowerPoint which, change teaching from conversation into presentation (Adams, 2006). 

Also, if we accept the idea of Marambe, Vermunt, and Boshuizen (2012) that Asian culture (including Malaysian 

culture) discourages the expression of thought, we could tell, PowerPoint stabilize this characteristic of the culture. 

 

Influential contexts on postgraduate students’ experiences in learning through  

        PowerPoint. 

PowerPoint construction and management  

Participants feel that they are lacking concentration when the lecturer only read from the slides, as they do not 

have to follow or to listen to him/her because they can read what is on the screen. 

“…because I know later I would read the same slide again, so why do I have to listen”. 

The majority of the participants commented that the lecturers use the PowerPoint in a boring way, which 

consequently leads to having a boring and distracting lecture. Some said that the information provided in the slides 

is sometimes not relevant to the topic of the lecture.  

“Some lecturers put in the PowerPoint something that is irrelevant to what we suppose to know so the lecture 

becomes very boring” 

Bartsch and Cobern (2003) study approve this view that PowerPoint can be beneficial, but material that is not 

pertinent to the presentation can be harmful to students’ learning. 

While others viewed that the lecturer is only using it as a support tool or a guideline to a boring lecture. For better 

using PowerPoint one of the students recommends as follows: 

“So the PowerPoint is important but not for the entire lesson. Lecturer can use it in part of the lesson but certain 

parts of the lesson should be group discussions or just simply talking with teacher, answering his questions. It should 

be used as part of the lecture but not the entire lecture” 

Another participant holds that: 

“Three-hour lecture is a very long time when the lecturer use PowerPoint and he must check from time to time if his 

students understand or not the topic of the lecture. For example in my case, my English is not so good so it will be 

better if he checks our understanding of the lecture” 

Young (2009 cited in Roblyer & Doering, 2013) cites a British study that reported students’ perceived use of 

PowerPoint-based lectures among the most boring they experience.  

 

 

 

Subject knowledge, teaching skills and the PowerPoint usage 
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Most participants agreed that the lecturers mainly use PowerPoint for presentation purposes only to demonstrate 

that the lecturer is using technology in his or her classroom. 

“PowerPoint is a one way tool, it is only used to present”. 

One student who is a college teacher believes, lecturer use PowerPoint because in the evaluation form, one item 

is application of the technology in the class, so it requires lecturers to use PowerPoint as a symbol of technology. 

Hill et al research  shows some lecturers, particularly” newer lecturer who do not have the security of tenure and are 

often adjunct or contingents lecturers”(2006 P. 253), use  PowerPoint, because teaching evaluation form requires 

them. 

Some researchers think many instructors are hiding behind the slides. Priya (2012) said that teachers could get 

away with not having an understanding of the subject by presenting pre-prepared presentations on topics, thereby 

avoiding oral lectures completely. 

The study of Yilmazel-Sahin (2009) reported that instructors (a) use PowerPoint as a straight lecturing tool, (b) 

read directly from slides, (c) present the whole class in PowerPoint, (d) present information on the slide that is 

directly copied from the textbook. In addition, significantly more undergraduate students reported experiencing 

PowerPoint overload due to overfull presentations and the rapid pace of instruction. 

Also the results research of Burke and  James (2008) indicated that (a) students have a significantly less 

favourable overall view of PPT’s influence on cognitive learning and classroom interaction than faculty members; 

(b) unlike faculty members, students do not believe that posting notes on the Web will decrease their motivation to 

attend class; and (c) both faculty members and students perceive that PPT has a favorable impact on notetaking 

quality, content recall during exams, emphasis on key lecture points, and holding student attention during class. The 

authors offer implications for instructors and future research. 

Two different things enrich using PowerPoint. First using all features of this software and not limiting to linear 

style and words. One student tells: 

“I can understand more when the lecturer uses a simple picture to explain the topic. By using the animations or 

pictures, the lecturer ensures that I still want to listen to his lecture” 

Klemm (2007 cited in Roblyer & Doering, 2013) offers several tips for using PowerPoint, better, including 

showing only a few slides at a time before having students apply the information, having some slides with  just 

images or diagrams. Moving around the room while showing slides, taking the last slide off the screen when moving 

on to student work, and not giving out hard copies of slides. 

One clear message from the participants was that the use of PowerPoint in the classroom overtime switched them 

off, they lacked attention and could not follow the lecturer but only focus on the words appeared in the slides 

knowing that later they would read them or just copied them during the lecture. However, they could do some 

discussions with their peers if the points are cleared to them or at least laid in front of them.  

The only thing that participants considered to gain from PowerPoint presentations is the information about the topic. 

“I guess I gain from PowerPoint some sort of information”. 

Participants also expected from PowerPoint attracting them or engaging them in the lecture but they said it was 

boring and distracting. 
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Finally it is necessary to mention that according to Hardin(2007), the impact of PowerPoint on students learning 

is more dependent on instructor variables than on whether PowerPoint was used. In other words, the PowerPoint is 

more influential if is used by a knowledgeable and skilful instructor. 

 When it comes to the use of PowerPoint in the classroom, the general feelings of students would like to 

have more attractive and interactive PowerPoint Presentations. Much can be learned from taking students’ views and 

opinions about their lecturers’ use of technology in the classroom. Through students’ perspectives on the classroom 

interaction when technology is integrated, a problem of focusing on the technology and ignore the students always 

manifest in their discussions. 

This study provides particular guide that we need to attract the lecturer’s attention that technology is important 

but might not be the solution for most of the educational problems. The study shows that the views of students are of 

great importance specifically when the targets are directed towards enhancing the teaching and learning 

processes.Further study of this issue with a larger sample of students with diverse educational backgrounds and 

characteristics would give us more insights into the perception of gaining the desired learning outcomes by 

technology in the different educational settings. 
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Abstract 

With a great potential for enriching and vivifying all kinds of educational applications, web-based instruction is becoming a 
progressively more impressive apparatus for language learning resource delivering around the world. In this study, a web-based 
language learning (WBLL) system was employed to support college students’ English as foreign language (EFL) learning. Based 
on the concepts of social cognitive theory (SCT), this study proposes a conceptual model that examines the determinants of 
college students’ learning satisfaction in a web-based language learning environment. The model is validated using a cross-
sectional survey of 306 college students. The partial least squares (PLS) method was applied to validate the measurement 
properties and proposed hypotheses. The empirical findings demonstrate that college students show positive incline towards the 
use of the web-based language learning system for EFL courses and signify a possible benefit from its use in the long run. The 
results can provide insight into those factors that are likely significant antecedents for planning and implementing a web-based 
language learning system to enhance student learning satisfaction. 
 
Keywords: social cognitive theory; learning satisfaction; second language acquisition; web-based language learning 

Introduction 

Over the past decades, the use of web-based technologies for second language instruction has become a critical 
issue of interest for language learning since the advent of multimedia computing and the Internet has reshaped the 
mode of computer use in language instruction (Warschauer et al., 2000; Zhao & Lai, 2008). With either synchronous 
or asynchronous communication through the Internet, language learners can communicate and interact with other 
learners or native speakers of the target language throughout the world in a time-saving and cost-effective way 
(Cavus& Ibrahim, 2009). Given this intensive learning environment, language teachers world-wide encounter a new 
challenge in how to create effective language instruction through web-based technologies with the goal of preparing 
students for the new information society and equipping them with the ability to communicate effectively in English 
via computer networks. 

Even though web-based environments provide flexibility in time, space and distance and are well recognized by 
students, some students report feeling isolated, lacking confidence or lacking support and feedback, which 
consequently leads to poor language learning performance (Hara & Kling, 2000; Hauck & Hurd, 2005; Yang et al., 
2008). This necessitates research in several disciplines to justify what factors actually influence students’ satisfaction 
with the use of the web-based language learning systems, how that influences students’ perceptions as well as the 
causes and effects of such a virtual learning environment. Increasingly, as web-based language learning (WBLL) 
continues to impact students around the world, it is important to gain a better understanding of the influencing 
factors to improve teachers’ instruction and students’ learning activities. Moreover, the integration of Internet 
technology and language learning curriculum has shifted the focus from a teacher-centered classroom to a learner-
centered environment which empowers the learner through control over lesson content and the learning process 
(Fotos & Browne, 2004). The adoption of web-based systems in supporting language learning has made it significant 
to probe the crucial determinants that would entice learners to use WBLL systems and enhance their learning 
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satisfaction. The degree of student learning satisfaction with WBLL courses plays an important role in evaluating the 
effectiveness of WBLL systems adoption. Hence, comprehending the essentials of what determines student learning 
satisfaction can provide second language acquisition insights into developing effective strategies that will allow 
educational institution administrators and instructors to create new educational benefits and value for their students 
(Zhao & Lai, 2008). 

Because WBLL environments differ from typical classroom, a review of previous research in language learning 
technology shows that there is a lack of studies that have examined the crucial factors that determine student learning 
satisfaction with WBLL systems, such as individual cognition, technological environments, and the social contexts. 
There is a need for more in-depth research to understand what determines student learning satisfaction in a WBLL 
environment and to investigate how these factors influence student perceptions of WBLL contexts and their causal 
relationships. Drawing upon the perspective from social cognitive theory, in this study, we proposes a nomological 
network to identify the underlying factors and causal relationships in predicting language students’ satisfaction with 
web-based language learning, the results of this study can enable administrators and faculty members to make 
necessary improvements. The research questions thereby stand out clearly to address the followings questions: (1) 
What are the influencing factors of college student’s satisfaction with WBLL? (2)What are the relationships among 
the cognition, technological, and social factors and student satisfaction with the use of a WBLL system? 

Theoretical foundation and conceptual model 

Web-based Language Learning 

A web-based language learning (WBLL) environment integrated the use of multimedia and web-based 
technologies and became a new method for language learning. Related research (Chang, 2005; Chang & Ho, 2009) 
indicated that the nature of interactivity and immediate feedback of web-based learning environment has a positive 
effect on the stimulation of students’ interest and ability in language learning. Taylor and Gitsaki(2004) stated that 
the students participating in web-based activities showed that use of the Web makes the course more interesting 
because of the varied and current information it provides. In general, the Internet and the WWW contributed to the 
enhancement of learners’ active involvement and satisfaction toward learning in the web-based environment as well 
as the opportunities for learners to access and share information without the limitation of time and space. 

Learners’ perceptions and satisfaction regarding technology application in language learning have been the focus 
of numerous studies (Salaberry, 2001; Wu et al., 2010). Ayres (2002) pointed out that students appreciated and 
valued the learning process while they experienced using information and communication technologies (ICT). Fotos 
& Browne (2004) found that students participating in an e-mail exchange program enjoyed their learning because of 
the reduced fear of making mistakes in English and improved their self-confidence in using English. A survey, 
conducted by Taylor and Gotsaki (2004), investigated English as a foreign language (EFL) students’ attitudes 
regarding the use of the Internet and web-based activities. It indicated that the use of the Web made the course more 
interesting and more enjoyable for the students because the Web offered timely and a variety of information. 
Moreover, the majority of students agreed that they felt comfortable using the Web to find information. As a result, 
their confidence using a computer increased. As to their intentions to use computer in learning processes in the 
future, most students indicated that they will continue to use the Web because they recognized the Web as a valuable 
learning tool and should be integrated in the course. 

Social cognitive theory 

Social cognitive theory is a widely accepted and empirically validated model for understanding and predicting 
human behavior and identifying methods in which behavior can be changed. According to Bandura (1986), the 
symbolic environment occupies a major part of people’s everyday lives in modern society. Much of the social 
construction of reality and shaping of public consciousness occurs through electronic acculturation. The change of 
focus from teaching to learning has often been called a paradigm shift in education. Bandura’s theory of self-
regulation and self-efficacy can be seen as a paradigm shift within the individualistic approach, although it 
emphasizes the social environment in the learning process. The social context is considered as a determinant for the 
individual human being. The learning environment can be defined as a combination of the environmental 
determinants and behavioral determinants the learner can be interacting with. The applications of information and 
communication technologies (ICT) could be educational products that can be distributed via different methods and 
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media like electronic self-study materials. The cognitive idea of knowledge would lead to developing ICT teaching 
strategies (Web pedagogy, etc), goals and means to change the schemes of thought in the individual. Several studies 
have applied it as a theoretical framework to predict and explain an individual’s behavior in IS settings. The theory 
argues that the meta-progress of a human being occurs through consecutive interactions with the outside 
environment and the environment must be subjected to one’s cognition process before they affect one’s behavior. It 
proposes that a triadic reciprocal causation among cognitive factors, environmental factors, and human behavior 
exists. Behavior is affected by both cognitive factors and environmental factors (Wood & Bandura, 1989). Cognitive 
factors refer to the personal cognition, affect and biological events. Environmental factors refer to the social and 
physical environments that can affect a person’s behavior. 

Research Model and Hypotheses Development 

In this study, cognitive factors stand for the college students’ cognitive beliefs that influence their behaviors in 
using WBLL systems. Two main cognitive variables: computer self-efficacy and learning outcome expectations are 
believed to be the most relevant factors affecting human behavior in using an information system (IS) (Ventkatesh et 
al., 2003). The social cognitive theory defined learning outcome expectations as the perceived consequences of a 
behavior and further noted they are a strong force guiding individuals’ actions. The learning outcome expectations 
are derived from individual judgments regarding valuable outcomes that can be obtained through a requisite 
behavior. Individuals are more likely to perform behaviors that they believe will result in positive benefits than those 
which they do not perceive as having favorable consequences. 

Learning outcome expectations are defined as the degree to which a learner believes that using WBLL systems 
will help him or her to attain gains in learning performance. Individual attitudes are a function of beliefs, including 
the behavioral beliefs directly linked to a person’s intention to perform a defined behavior (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). 
User acceptance is an important indicator that measures a user’s positive attitudes toward the IS and predicts their 
behaviors while using the system, based on theory of reasoned action. Satisfaction is a good surrogate for user 
acceptance and is often used to measure learners’ attitude in computer-mediated learning studies (Chou & Liu, 
2005). Thus, we conceptualize the student’s attitude toward WBLL systems as the learning satisfaction with the 
WBLL systemsˉdefined as the sum of student’s behavioral beliefs and attitudes that result from aggregating all the 
benefits that a student receives from using WBLL systems. Therefore, the following hypothesis is proposed. 
H1: A higher level of learning outcome expectations for WBLL systems use will positively associate with a higher 

level of learning satisfaction with WBLL systems. 
 

We define computer self-efficacy as the confidence in one’s ability to perform certain learning tasks using WBLL 
systems. Prior research has shown that increases in computer self-efficacy improve initiative and persistence, which 
lead to improved performance or outcome expectations (Francescato et al., 2006), including attitude and behavioral 
intention (Venkatesh & Davis 2000). In the context of computer-mediated learning, empirical evidence indicates that 
increases in computer self-efficacy improve students’ confidence in their computer-related capabilities, which in turn 
leads to a perception of positive learning outcome expectations to the learning courses (Santhanam et al., 2008). That 
is, computer self-efficacy could reduce learning barriers in using WBLL systems. If students have higher computer 
self-efficacy and can control WBLL systems, they will perceive the systems’ usefulness and value, which in turn 
motivates their intention to use WBLL systems. Accordingly, the following hypothesis is proposed: 
H2: A higher level of individual’s computer self-efficacy will positively associate with a higher level of learning 

outcome expectations for WBLL systems use. 
 

System characteristics and digital material functionality have the potential to directly affect perceived usefulness 
of IS (Hong et al., 2002) that are thought to be similar concepts in learning outcome expectation. Several empirical 
evidences have argued that both digital material functionality (Zhang et al., 2000) and system characteristics (Pituch 
& Lee, 2006) affects the effectiveness of computer-mediated learning. That is to say, learners perceiving a higher 
level of system characteristics and digital material functionality in WBLL systems will lead to a higher level of 
learning outcome expectations for WBLL systems use. In addition, in the WBLL systems environment, the diverse 
digital material functionality can be delivered and accessed depending upon the support of appropriate system 
characteristics WBLL systems facilitated (Pituch & Lee, 2006; So et al. 2008). Thus, we consider that the digital 
material functionality highly depends on the power and quality of system characteristics of WBLL systems. 
Therefore, the following hypotheses are proposed: 
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H3: A higher level of system characteristics of WBLL systems will positively associate with a higher level of learning 
outcome expectations for WBLL systems use. 

H4: A higher level of system characteristics in WBLL systems will positively associate with a higher level of digital 
material functionality of WBLL systems. 

H5: A higher level of digital material functionality in WBLL systems will positively associate with a higher level of 
learning outcome expectations for WBLL systems use. 

H6: A higher level of digital material functionality in WBLL systems will positively associate with a higher level of 
learning satisfaction for WBLL systems use. 

In computer-mediated instructional design, there is an increasing focus on facilitating human interaction in the 
form of online collaboration, virtual communities, and instant messaging in the WBLL systems context. From the 
group interactions perspective, social environment factors, such as collaborative learning (Francescato et al., 2006), 
learning climate (Chou & Liu, 2005) and social interaction (Johnston et al. 2005) are important antecedents of 
beliefs about using an e-learning system. Prior research shows that social interaction has a direct effect on the usage 
of an e-learning system. The interactions among students, between faculty and students and learning collaboration 
are the keys to learning process effectiveness. In addition, the emotional learning climate is an important indicator of 
learning effectiveness. A positive learning climate encourages and stimulates the exchange of ideas, opinion, 
information, and knowledge in the organization that will lead to better learning satisfaction. That is, when learners 
believe that WBLL systems provides effective student-to-student and student-to-instructor interactions and improves 
learning climate, they will be more satisfied with WBLL systems. Therefore, the following hypotheses are proposed: 
H7: A higher level of digital material functionality in WBLL systems will positively associate with a higher level of 

learning climate in WBLL systems. 
H8: A higher level of interaction will positively associate with a higher level of digital material functionality of 

WBLL systems. 
H9: A higher level of interaction will positively associate with a higher level of learning climate. 
H10: A higher level of social influence will positively associate with a higher level of learning climate in WBLL 

systems. 
H11: A higher level of learning climate will positively associate with a higher level of learning satisfaction with 

WBLL systems. 
Based upon the foregoing theoretical underpinnings, we consider that the social cognitive theory is applicable to 

the WBLL context. The research framework is thus proposed and shown in Fig. l. 
 

 

35. Fig. 1. The conceptual framework 
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Research Design 

Instrument development 

Constructing the survey instrument began with developing the related influencing factors of college students’ 
satisfaction towards the use of WBLL systems and generating the corresponding scale items. Prior research was 
reviewed to ensure that a comprehensive list of items was developed. Once the item list for the initial questionnaire 
was generated, an iterative personal interview process (including faculty, teaching assistants, and representative 
students) was conducted to refine the draft instrument. These interviews enabled the researcher to gauge the clarity 
of the tasks, assess whether the instrument captured the desired phenomena, and verify that important aspects have 
not been omitted. This process continued until no further modifications to the questionnaire were necessary. 
Feedback from the interview processes served as the basis for correcting, refining, and enhancing the experimental 
scales. For instance, scales were eliminated if they represented the same aspects with only slightly different wording 
and modified if the semantics were ambiguous in order to enhance the psychometric properties of the survey 
instrument.  

Then, after completing the development of the related scale items, several small-scale pretests were conducted 
with a small group of respondents to ensure the completeness and appropriateness of the scale items developed. A 
self-administered survey instrument was then developed and used to collect the data for this study. The finalized 
questionnaire for the study consisted of two parts including participants’ demographic data and their responses to the 
scale items. The participants’ basic information included gender, age, academic major, experience in web usage, 
experience in language learning and frequency of using the web. The second part recorded the participants’ 
perceptions on the scale items for each latent variable. All items are measured via a seven-point scale ranging from 1 
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 

Participants 

The empirical data was gathered using a self-administered questionnaire. At first, students were comprehensively 
told to respond to the survey as candidly as possible; there were no right or wrong answers regarding the items in the 
questionnaire, and that their participation in the survey was irrelevant to his or her final grade for the course. This 
study was focused on assessing their perceptions regarding usage of WBLL. The participants were self-administered 
the 36-item questionnaire after the mid-term examination of the WBLL course to ensure that they have actually used 
the WBLL system. For each question, respondents were asked to circle the response which best described their level 
of agreement. As mentioned above, the approach taken to test the relationships posited in the proposed research 
model and the research hypotheses was a field study using a survey methodology for data collection.  

The study was conducted at a well known university of science and technology, located in southern part of 
Taiwan. The targeted population for the study consisted of all students enrolled in the WBLL courses in this college. 
This WBLL course was a compulsory course for the students in the night college and the affiliated continuous 
college of this institute. As a result, 763 students in this college had to enroll in the WBLL course. Students taking 
the course were from different majors including gemology, business administration, early childhood education, 
information management, beauty science, social work. All of the students who had ever taken the WBLL courses 
were qualified to be invited to participate in the survey. The potential non-response bias was assessed by comparing 
the early versus late respondents that were weighed on several demographic characteristics. The results indicated that 
there were no statistically significant differences among demographics between the early and late respondents. The 
results indicated that none of the chi-square values were statistically significant (p > 0.05, two-tail tests). 

Analysis methods 

The empirical data collected were analyzed using the partial least squares (PLS) method, which is particularly 
suitable for identifying the variance and validating the causal relationships between latent variables comprising 
complex theoretical and measurement models (Chin, 1998). The proposed hypotheses for the predictive and 
nomological validity of the principle constructs of the research model were simultaneously validated. The PLS 
method allows for the validation of the measurement model and the estimation of the structural model. The 
questionnaire we administered in the large-scale survey included items worded with proper negation, and the items 
were shuffled to reduce the monotony of questions measuring the same constructs. The statistical analysis strategy 
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involved a two-phase approach in which we first assessed the psychometric properties of all scales through 
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), and then validated the structural relationships by bootstrap analysis. 

Data Analysis and Results 

Measurement properties 

All the constructs in the conceptual model were modeled as reflective and were measured using multiple 
indicators. The assessment of item loadings, reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant validity was performed 
for the latent constructs through a CFA. Reflective items should be unidimensional in their representation of the 
latent variables, and therefore correlated with each other. Factor loadings of scale items should be above 0.707, 
showing that over half of the variance is captured by the constructs (Straub et al., 2004). Also, all constructs in the 
measurement model should exhibit good internal consistency as evidenced by their composite reliability scores. The 
composite reliability coefficients of all constructs and the AVE in the proposed conceptual framework were also 
checked for the adequacy. The analysis results of CFA show that all constructs exhibit good internal consistency as 
evidenced by their composite reliability scores. The composite reliability coefficients of all constructs and the AVE 
in the proposed model are adequate, ranging from 0.93 to 0.97 and from 0.73 to 0.90, respectively. 

There are two requirements used in assessing discriminate validity: (1) indicators should load more strongly on 
their corresponding construct than on other constructs in the model; and (2) the square root of the average variance 
extracted (AVE) should be larger than the inter-construct correlations (Chin, 1998). The percent of variance captured 
by a construct is given by its AVE. We also evaluated the discriminant validity of the major constructs of the 
conceptual framework using the PLS analytical method. The results show that all constructs meet the requirements. 
The values for reliability coefficients are all above the suggested minimum of 0.7. All constructs share more 
variance with their indicators than with other constructs. Thus, the convergent and discriminant validity of all 
constructs in the proposed research model can be assured. 

Hypotheses testing 

The path coefficients and explained variances for the conceptual model in this study are shown in Fig. 2. T-
statistics and standard errors were generated by applying the bootstrapping procedure with 200 samples and the path 
coefficients were re-estimated using each of these samples. A test of the structural model was assessed to confirm to 
what extent the causal relationships specified by the research model were consistent with the available data. The PLS 
method does not directly provide significance tests and path coefficient confidence interval estimates in the proposed 
model. Hypotheses and corollaries testing were performed by examining the size, the sign, and the significance of 
the path coefficients and the weights of the dimensions of the constructs, respectively. The statistical significance of 
weights can be used to determine the relative importance of the indicators in forming a latent construct. We found 
that all specified paths between constructs in our research model had significant path coefficients. The results 
provide support for our research model. As shown in Figure 2, the analysis results indicate that the model explained 
64 percent of the variance in learning satisfaction. Similarly, 76 percent of the variance in digital material 
functionality, 69 percent of the variance in learning outcome expectations and 67 percent of the variance in learning 
climate were explained by the related antecedent constructs. The magnitude and significance of these path 
coefficients provides further evidence in support of the nomological validity of the research model. 

As for the students’ cognitive factors, hypotheses effectively drawn from computer self-efficacy to learning 
outcome expectations (H1) and learning outcome expectations to learning satisfaction (H2) are supported by the 
significant path coefficients, respectively. That is, students who had higher computer self-efficacy will have higher 
learning outcome expectations, which in turn will lead to higher learning satisfaction. Regarding to the effects 
caused by the principle WBLL technological influencing factors, the analysis results also confirm the proposed 
hypotheses drawn from system characteristics to digital material functionality (H3) and learning outcome 
expectations (H4). In addition, hypotheses drawn from digital material functionality to learning outcome 
expectations (H5), learning satisfaction (H6) and learning climate (H7) are also supported by the significant path 
coefficients. Pertaining to the aspect of social environment factors, the plausible hypotheses drawn from interaction 
to digital material functionality (H8) and learning climate (H9) are supported, respectively. That is, interaction 
significantly influences the learning outcome expectations and learning climate. The two hypotheses, drawn from 
social influence to learning climate (H10) and from learning climate to learning satisfaction (H11), are also 
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confirmed by the significant path coefficients. Explicitly, social influence will have direct effect on learning climate, 
which in turn will influence students’ perceptions on their learning satisfaction. As a whole, positive learning 
outcome expectations, superior digital material functionality and high-quality learning climate will have direct 
effects on learning satisfaction; among them, digital material functionality provide the greatest contribution to 
college students’ satisfaction in the WBLL environment. 

 

 

36. Fig. 2. Results of PLS analysis. 

Discussions and Conclusion 

Today, the importance of the applications of web-based technologies into English as a foreign language (EFL) 
learning has increased significantly around the world. In order for the success and effective implementations of 
WBLL systems, it is crucial for researchers to cumulate efforts from the continuations of rigorous scientific 
approaches, educational theories, and well-targeted procedures and techniques in the area of web-based language 
instruction. This study proposed a comprehensive model to investigate the influencing factors of college students’ 
satisfaction in using a WBLL system, developed measures for these constructs, and validated the conceptual model 
through a rigorous PLS analysis. Drawn from the empirically results, this study provided interesting insights into the 
applicability of the related constructs, with respect to explaining perceptions, belief, and satisfaction of EFL students 
in using the WBLL system. 

Although our study provided interesting insights into college students’ satisfaction with the use of WBLL 
systems, it has several limitations that also represent opportunities for future research. This research was conducted 
in Taiwan, the findings in the study might not hold true in other countries. Thus, the valid instrument was developed 
using the large sample gathered from only one vocational-technology college in Taiwan, a confirmatory analysis and 
cross-cultural validation using another large sample gathered elsewhere is required for improving the generalizability 
of the instrument. Hence, other samples from different areas in Taiwan or other nations should be gathered to 
confirm and refine the factor structure of the instrument, and to assess its reliability and validity. These issues are 
worth of further pursuance in the future study. Future research, in different samples and longitudinal studies, are 
necessary. The validity of a measure cannot be truly established on the basis of a single study. Measure validation 
requires the assessment of the measurement properties over a variety of samples in similar and different contexts. In 
the future, an instrument for measuring students’ intentions to use a synchronous web-based learning system should 
also be developed. More attention also can be directed toward understanding the antecedents and consequents of 
other web-based instruction systems. In addition, the status of gender gap between female and male groups of 
students in using web-based instruction systems for language learning remains unclear. In view of that, there is a 
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need for further studies to elaborate upon this issue and enhance our understanding of how gender difference impacts 
on the adoption and use of WBLL. 

By and large, the main theme of this study was to enrich our understanding of college students’ satisfaction with 
web-based language learning. Given the undeniable reality that IT is ubiquitous in all sorts of educational contexts, 
such research has value for theory development as well as for practice. There is no doubt that the validation of a 
measure or a conceptual framework concerning the WBLL systems cannot be established only on the basis of this 
single study. Several avenues for future work remain and the researcher hopes the findings of this study can 
stimulate others to extend this line of research further. Measure validation requires the assessment of the 
measurement properties over a variety of samples in similar and different contexts. The future research can place 
efforts on developing the instrument for measuring students’ behavioral intentions to use synchronous or blended 
web-based learning systems in e-learning environments. Also, more attentions can be heading towards understanding 
the antecedents and consequents of other web-based learning systems. 
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<HQL�(÷LWLP�7HNQRORMLOHUL�YH�'HULQOL÷LQ�.D\EÕ (Yeni Teknolojilerin 
(÷LWLPGH�<DEDQFÕODúWÕUÕFÕ�(WNLVL�YH�%LOJLQLQ�0HWDODúPDVÕ�6RUXQX� 

Ali Öztürk192 

Özet: 
 
7HNQRORMLGHNL� E�\�N� JHOLúPHOHU� W�P� DODQODUGD� ROGX÷X� JLEL� H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP� IDDOL\HWOHULQGH� GH�
|QHPOL�GH÷LúPHOHUH�\RO�DoPDNWDGÕU��%X�JHOLúPHOHU�ELOJLQLQ�GDKD�NROD\�XODúÕODELOLU��DQODúÕODELOLU��
VLVWHPOL� YH� GHQHWOHQHELOLU� WDUDIODUÕQÕ� J�oOHQGLUPHNWHGLU�� %HONL� EXQODUOD� ELUOLNWH� ELUoRN� \HQL�
ROXPOX�JHOLúPHGHQ�GH�EDKVHWPHN�JHUHNLU��$QFDN�H÷LWLP-|÷UHWLP� IDDOL\HWOHULQGH� \R÷XQ�ELoLPGH�
NXOODQÕODQ� WHNQRORMLN�PHNDQL]PDQÕQ�ELOJL\L�YH�RQXQ�DUDoODUÕQÕ�GD� \HQLGHQ�G�]HQOHGL÷L��EX�\HQL�
VLVWHPDWL÷LQ�LVH�G�ú�Q�OG�÷�QGHQ�GDKD�E�\�N�\HQL�oÕNPD]ODUD�ND\QDNOÕN�HWWL÷L�J|]OHQPHNWHGLU��
Öncelikle bilgiyle-erdem, bilgiyle-derin anlama ve dolayVÕ\OD� EX� \HQL� JHOLúPHOHULQ� \�NVHN�
PXKDNHPH� YH� VRUJXOD\ÕFÕ� DNOÕ� GÕúOD\DQ� ELU� VLVWHPDWL÷H� G|Q�N� ELU� \DSÕODQPD\D� QHGHQ� ROGX÷X�
G�ú�Q�OPHNWHGLU��%X�oDOÕúPD�WHPHOGH�EX�\HQL�WHNQRORMLOHULQ�EX�GH÷LúLPH�QDVÕO�ND\QDNOÕN�HWWL÷L�YH�
EX�VRUXQODUÕQ��VWHVLQGHQ�QDVÕO�JHOHELOHFH÷LPL]H�GDLU�WHPHO�WDUWÕúPDODUÕ�LoHUPHNWHGLU� 
 
 $QDKWDU�NHOLPHOHU��øPDMRORML��6LP�ODV\RQ��%LOJL��+LNPHW�YH�<HQL�7HNQRORMLOHU 
 

*LULú 
 

7HNQRORMLQLQ� KD\DWÕPÕ]Õ� NROD\ODúWÕUGÕ÷Õ�� G�Q\D\Õ� N�o�OWW�÷�� ]DPDQ� YH� PHNDQ� PHIKXPXQX�
EDúNDODúWÕUGÕ÷Õ�YH�GH�ELOJL\H�XODúPD\Õ�KHUNHV�LoLQ�KHU�DQ�LPNDQ�GDKLOLQGH�NÕOGÕ÷Õ�KHUNHVoH�NDEXO�
HGLOPHNWHGLU��%X�V�UHo�LQVDQOÕ÷D�ELUoRN�\HQL�LPNDQODU�ND]DQGÕUPÕúWÕU��1LWHNLP�|QFHOHUL�ELOJLQLQ�-
|]HOOLNOH�GH�EDWÕ�V|]�NRQXVX�ROGX÷XQGD- ]RU�XODúÕODELOLU��LPWL\D]OÕ�HOOHUGH�NDSDOÕ�LúOH\LúH�VDKLp ve 
GH� SDKDOÕ� YH� XODúÕODPD]� QLWHOL÷L� EDVNÕQGÕ��0RGHUQ� WHNQRORMLOHULQ� JHOLúPHVL� W�P� N�OW�U� YH� ELOJL�
GH÷HUOHULQLQ� WHNQRORMLN� DUDoODU� �]HULQGHQ� KHU� DQ� YH� KHU� \HUGH� XODúÕODELOLU� ROPDVÕQÕ� VD÷ODGÕ�� %X�
ELOJLQLQ�\D\JÕQODúPDVÕ�YH�XODúÕODELOLUOL÷L�DoÕVÕQGDQ�GHYULP�QLWHOL÷LQGHGLU��%X�YH�EHQ]HUL�ROXPOX�
JHOLúPHOHULQ� \DQÕ� VÕUD� WHNQRORMLQLQ� ELOJL\L� NHQGL� WDELL� KDOLQGH� EÕUDNPDGDQ� RQX� NHQGL� IRUP� YH�
LoHULNOHULQH� X\DUOD\ÕFÕ� GHVSRWLN� NDUDNWHUL� QHGHQL\OH� ELOJLGH� |]J�Q� YH� |]J�O� ND\ÕSODU� PH\GDQD�
JHOGL÷LQH� YH� GDKL� ELOJLQLQ� G|Q�úHUHN� \DWD\� ELU� oR÷XOOXN�� GLNH\� ELU� EHQ]HUOLN� DU]� HWWL÷L� GHKúHWH�
G�ú�UHQ�ELU�DQODPD\OD�EL]L�\�]�\�]H�EÕUDNPDNWDGÕU��<DQL�ELOJL�\D\JÕQODúPÕú��oR÷DOPÕúWÕU��$QFDN�
LoHULN�YH�PDKL\HWL�IDNLUOHúPLú�YH�o|OOHúPLúWLU��%LOJLQLQ�SODVWLN�PDN\DMÕ�P�NHPPHOOHúPLú�DQFDN�
içerL÷L�E\WH�YH�ELW�G�]HQH÷LQH�J|UH�VH]JLVHO��GX\JXVDO��KLNPHWOL��PXKDNHPH\H�GD\DOÕ�� LQVDQL�YH�
WDQUÕVDO� RODQ� QLWHOLNOHULQL� \LWLUPLúWLU��+HU� W�U� ELOJL�dLQ�PDOÕ�� LNLQFL� GHUHFHGHQ� D\QLOHúHQ�� E�\�N�
oRNOX÷D�UD÷PHQ�JHUoHNWH�E�\�N�ELU�\RNVXOOXNOD�NDUúÕ�NDUúÕ\D�NDOPÕúWÕU� 
 
<HQL�7HNQRORMLOHU�YH�(÷LWLP 
 
6DQD\LOHúPHQLQ� JHOLúLPLQL� WDPDPODGÕ÷Õ� LON� G|QHP� DoÕVÕQGDQ� LQVDQODU�� ELOJL� YH� WLSRORMLOHULQL�
VDQD\LOHúPHQLQ� JHUoH÷LQH� LQGLUJH\HUHN� DQODPODQGÕUPD\D� oDOÕúPÕúODUGÕ�� $QFDN�� VDQD\LOHúPH\H�

                                                           
192<UG��'Ro��'U��%DUWÕQ�hQLYHUVLWHVL�(GHEL\DW�)DN�OWHVL�6RV\RORML�%|O�P�� 
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indirgenen bilgi ve tipolojik korteksin ]DPDQOD��LKWL\Do�KLVVHWWL÷L�GL÷HU�LúOHYOHULQL�VDQD\LOHúPHQLQ�
VRQXoODUÕQÕ� \HQLGHQ� WDVDUOD\DUDN�� VDQD\LOHúPH\H� LQGLUJHQPLú� ELOJL� \HULQH� VDQD\LOHúPHQLQ� LQVDQ�
WLSRORMLVLQLQ� LKWL\Do� KLVVHWWL÷L� �VW� N�PH\H� \�NVHOWHUHN� FHYDS� EXOPD� \ROXQX� VHoPLúWLU�� %|\OHFH�
insana GDLU� ELUoRN� WHVSLWL� PHNDQLN� YH� GLMLWDO� DOHWOHULQ� GD\DQGÕ÷Õ� NDYUDPODUOD� UDKDWOÕNOD� L]DK�
HGHELOPHPL]�ELU�WHVDG�I�GH÷LOGLU193.   

%�W�Q�EXQODUD�ED÷OÕ�RODUDN��UHWLOPLú�úH\OHU�\HQL�ELU�DQODP�ND]DQDUDN�HJRQXQ�ELUH\VHO�YH�NROHNWLI�
kendini yüceltme edimi olarak ürün��� QDUVLVW� W�NHWLPL�� IHGDNDUOÕN� G�]H\LQGH� ELU� D\LQ� IRUPXQD�
G|Q�úW�UP�úW�U�� %|\OHFH� ELUH\LQ� NHQGLQL� WDQÕPODPDVÕ� VDKLS� ROPD� DU]XVXQD� LQGLUJHPLúWLU��
6HPEROOHU�N�OW�UHO� GH÷HUOHUL� NRGODGÕ÷Õ�JLEL� DU]XODUÕ� GD�NRGODPD\D�EDúODPÕúWÕU194��$UWÕN�GR÷DQÕQ�
ED]Õ�NDUHOHULQL�DQFDN�ELU�WDNÕP�PDUNDODUOD�|]GHúOHúWLUHUHN�DOJÕODGÕ÷ÕPÕ]�V|\OHQHELOLU195. Bu durum 
VRV\DO�ELOLPOHULQ�NDYUDPODUÕQÕ�KÕ]OD�LúJDO�HGHQ�WHNQR-metodik süreçlerle devam edip gitmektedir. 

hUHWLOPLú�GR÷D��\HQL�ELU�DNÕO��\HQL�ELU� WLSRORML��\HQL�ELU�|]J�UO�N�DQOD\ÕúÕ�Ye yeni bir medeniyet 
WDQÕPÕQD� JHoLW� YHUL\RUGX�� 3DUD\D� VDKLS� ROPD\Õ� ELOHQ� LQVDQGDQ�� SDUD\Õ� IDUNOÕ� KDUFDPD\Õ� ELOHQ�
LQVDQD�� WHNQRORMLQLQ� RUJDQLNOHúWLULOLS� UXKODUÕQÕQ� SD]DUD� oÕNDUWÕOGÕ÷Õ� KRPRMHQ� ND\QDNOÕ� KHWHURMHQ�
GDYUDQÕúODUD�� EX� HNRORML� GLOHGL÷LQL]FH� IDUNOÕ� RNXPD� YH� �UHWPH� |]J�UO�÷�Q�Q� NDSÕODUÕQÕ�
DoÕ\RUGX196.   
%X� V�UHFLQ� JHUoHNWH� ELUoRN� DODQGD� \DúDQDQ� \DSÕVDO� GH÷LúLNOL÷LQ� ELU� VRQXFX� ROGX÷X� GD� DoÕNoD�
J|U�OPHNWHGLU��1LWHNLP�EX�GH÷LúLPLQ�VRV\RORML�JLEL�W�PF��VLVWHPDWLNOHUL�|QHPOL�|Oo�GH�HWNLOHGL÷L�
gözlenmektedir. <DSÕVDO� ER]XOPD� G|QHPL� �6DQD\LOHúPH� YH� )UDQVÕ]� 'HYULPL\OH�� LOH� ELUOLNWH�
|QHPOL�\HU�DODQ�VRV\RORML�YH�GLOELOLP�JLEL�ELOLPOHULQ�NUDOOÕ÷ÕQÕ�VRQD�HUGLUGL197��%DWÕ�NODVLN�PRGHUQ�
|÷UHWLOHUOH� N�UHVHOOHúPHQLQ� VRQXoODUÕQÕ� WRSODPDNWD� J�oO�N� oHNHFH÷LQLQ� IDUNÕQGD\GÕ��%u yüzden 
GH� GDKD� SUDWLN�� \D\JÕQ�� HVQHN� NÕVPHQ� GH� NDRWLN� VDSWDPDODUOD� \RO� EXOPD\D� oDOÕúPDNWDGÕU��
6WUDWHMLOHULQL�EHVOH\HQ�PDNUR��X]XQ�YDGHOL�HQVWDQWDQHOHU�\HULQH�J�QGHOLN�NXOODQÕPD�DLW�HQWHOHNW�HO�
EH\LQ� IÕUWÕQDODUÕ� GDKD� FD]LS� ROPD\D� EDúODGÕ��%XQD� ED÷OÕ� RODUDk bilimsel analizler çok kolay bir 
biçimde talk-VKRZ�SURJUDPODUÕQGD� \HU�DOPD� LPNkQÕ�EXODELOPHNWHGLU��.DYUDPVDO�JHUoHNOL÷LQ�EX�
V�UHoWH� \HQLGHQ� �UHWLOPHVL�� N�OW�U� HQG�VWULVL� oHUoHYHVLQGH� JHUoHN� ELU� N�OW�U� ROPDNOÕ÷Õ� \RN�
HWPLúWLU198. 

%X�V�UHFH�ED÷OÕ�RODUDN�VLPJHVHO�RODUDN�IDUNOÕODúDQ�DQFDN�GL÷HU�W�P�\|QOHUL\OH�EHQ]HúHQ�NDUúÕWOÕN�
LOLúNLVL� �]HULQGHQ� GDKD� oRN� \ÕNÕFÕ� ELU� NLPOLN� DQOD\ÕúÕGÕU�� 1LKD\HW� V�UHFLQ� oRN� |QHPOL� EDúND� ELU�
ER\XWX\VD� %DXGULOODUG¶ÕQ� WHVSLW� HWWL÷L� ³VLP�ODV\RQ� oD÷ÕQGD´� JHUoHNWH� QH� ELU� |]QHQLQ� QH� GH� Eir 
NLPOL÷LQ�P�PN�Q�RODPD\DFD÷Õ�ELU�\DEDQFÕODúPD�ELoLPLQLQ�\DúDQGÕ÷ÕGÕU199.   
*HUoHNWH� N�OW�U� VDQD\LVL�PRGHUQLWHQLQ�PHNDQLNOHúWLULFL� YH� LQGLUJHPHFL� E�W�Q�QGHQ� GR÷PXúWXU��
+DLGHJJHU� VDQD\L� WRSOXPXQXQ� LQVDQOÕ÷Õ� JHWLUGL÷L� EXJ�QN�� QRNWD\Õ� úX� DFÕPDVÕ]� LIDGHOHUOH�
elHúWLUPHNWHGLU��(QG�VWUL�WRSOXPX��EDúOÕ�EDúÕQD�|]QHOOLNWLU��7�P�QHVQHOHU�EX�|]QH\H�J|UH�G�]HQH�
VRNXOPXúWXU�� (QG�VWUL� WRSOXPX� NHQGL� W�P� QHVQHOOL÷LQLQ� VRUJXVX]� VXDOVL]� WHN� |Oo�V�� GXUXPXQD�
JHOPLúWLU�� (QG�VWUL� WRSOXPX� NHQGL� \DUDWWÕ÷Õ� NDSDWÕOPÕúOÕN� LoLQGH� YDU� ROPDNWDGÕU200. Böylece 
D\GÕQODPDQÕQ� HOHúWLUHO� DNOÕ� \HULQH� ELOLQoWHQ� \RNVXQ� EÕUDNÕOPÕú� ELU� WRSOXPVDO� G|Q�ú�PGHQ�

                                                           
193 g]W�UN��øPDMRORML��øVWDQEXO������� 
194 Wernick, 1996, 60-71. 
195 Kearney, 1988 
196 Öztürk, 2008. 
197Armond Mattelart, %H\LQ�ø÷IDO�ùHEHNHVL, s. 258.  
198 Öztürk, 2008.  
199 Jean Baudrillard,The Consumer Society, SagePubkications, London, 1998, p. 188. 
200 Martin Haidegger, 7HNQLN�YH�'|Q�ú��dHY��1HFDWL�$oD��øVWDQEXO��%LOLP�6DQDW�<D\ÕQODUÕ��������V����� 
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EDKVHGLOHELOLU��0RGHUQLWHQLQ� HQ� |QHPOL� VDYÕ� RODQ� |]J�UO�÷�Q� ND\QD÷Õ� ³|]J�U� LUDGH´�� EX� E�\�N�
\HQL� �UHWLP� ELoLPL� NDQDOODUÕ� DUDVÕQGD� N|UOHúPHNWHGLU�� øúWH� EX� V�UHo� PRGHUQ� LQVDQÕQ� VLVWHP� YH�
HNRQRPL� �]HULQGHQ� WDQÕP� EXODQ� LOJLVLQL� N�OW�U� YH� \DúDPVDOOÕN� �]HULQGHQ� HOHúWLULOPHVLQH�
GD\DQDNODU� �UHWWL�� 1LWHNLP�%DWÕOÕ� G�ú�Q�UOHU� YH� RNXOODUÕ� ³HQG�VWUL� WRSOXPX´� EDúWD� ROPDN� �]HUH�
%HOO� YH� DUNDGDúODUÕ�� ³VDQD\L� VRQUDVÕ´� Woplumu, Frankfurt okulu bünyesinde “endüstri 
kültürü”201%DXGULOODUG� ³VLP�ODV\RQ� WRSOXPX¶�� ³W�NHWLP� WRSOXPX´�� YH� ELUoRN� G�ú�Q�U� ³ELOJL�
WRSOXPX´��³NLWOH�WRSOXPX´�YH�SRVWPRGHUQ�WRSOXP´�JLEL�\HQL�WDQÕP�DODQÕ\OD�NODVLN�PRGHUQLWHGHQ�
\ROODUÕQÕ�NÕVPHQ�D\ÕUDFDN�HOHúWLUHO�VDYODU�JHOLúWLUGLOHU���� 
%DWÕGD� \DúDQDQ�YH�KHU� úH\L�PHWDODúWÕUDQ�EX� V�UHFLQ�JHUoHNWH�PRGHUQLWHQLQ� VDYODUÕQD� WDP�RODUDN�
D\NÕUÕ� ROGX÷X� LGGLD� HGLOHPH]�� 1LKD\HWLQGH� LQGLUJHPHFL� YH� DUDoOD� \RO� EXODQ� LQVDQÕQ� \HQL�
PDFHUDVÕQD� LúDUHW� HGHQ� ELU� V�UHoWLU�� *HUoHNWH modernitenin ilk hallerinin daha mitolojik 
V|\OHPOHUOH�\RO�EXOGX÷X�GDKL� LGGLD�HGLOHELOLU��%HONL�GH�E�\�N�SDUDGRNV�PRGHUQLWHQLQ� LON�KDOOHUL�
JHOHQH÷H�DLW�\D�GD�PHWDIL]LNL�RODUDN�DGGHGLOHQ�XQVXUODUÕ�QHUHGH\VH�PLVWLN�YH�PHWDIL]LN�ELU�IRUPOD�
HOHúWLULUNHQ�� SRVW-GXUXPVDO� V|\OHPOHULQ� JHOHQHNVHO� YH�PLVWLN� XQVXUODUÕ� ROGXNoD� úH\OHúPLú� \D� GD�
PDGGHOHúWLULOPLú�ELU�IRUPGD�VDYXQGX÷X�J|]OHQPHNWHGLU� 
7RSOXPVDO�LOHUOHPHGH�WHNQLN��DPDFÕQ�|Q�QH�JHoPH\H�EDúODGÕNoD�GH÷HUOHULQ�\HULQL�UROOHU�DOPD\D�
EDúOÕ\RU�� 'H÷HUOHULQ� \LWLPLQLQ� VD÷GX\XQXQ� \HWLPLQL� GH� EHUDEHULQGH� JHWLUPHVL� NDoÕQÕOPD]� ELU�
V�UHo� RODUDN� NDUúÕPÕ]GD� GXUX\RU�� <HQLG�Q\D� EL]H� VWDW�� YH� URO�Q� WRSOXPVDO� KD\DWÕ� EHOLUOH\HQ�
WHPHO� úH\� ROGX÷XQX� V|\O�\RU��5RO� YH� VWDW�� |QH� oÕNÕQFD� R� GD� NHQGLQH� |]J�� GH÷HU� G�Q\DVÕ� LQúD�
HGL\RU��'R÷DO�RODUDN�EX� \HQL� \RO� LPDM� \ROXGXU��%XQD�EDSOÕ� RODUDN�JHOLúHQ� LPDM�ROXúWXUPDFÕOÕ÷Õ�
YH\D� \DSÕFÕOÕ÷ÕQÕQ� SURIHV\RQHO� VHYL\HGH� LúLQ� X]PDQODUÕ� WDUDIÕQGDQ� LFUDVÕQÕQ� \DQÕQGD�� � DUWÕN�
LQVDQODU� GD� DGHWD� V|]GHQ� WDVDUUXI� HGL\RUPXúoDVÕQD�� LQVDQODU� DUDVÕ� LOLúNLOHULQGH� LPDMODUÕQÕ�
NRQXúWXUPDNWDGÕU��1HUHGH\VH��LPDM��oD÷GDú�LQVDQÕQ�NDUWYL]LWL�GXUXPXQD�G|Q�úP�úW�U202. Böylece 
VR\XW� G�ú�QPHGH� WXWDUOÕOÕN� |QHPOL� ELU� GRQH� LNHQ� EX� \HQL� VR\XWODPDODU� WXWDUOÕOÕ÷Õ� WDUD]OÕ\RU��
d�QN��DUWÕN�|QHPOL�RODQ�J|VWHUJH�VD\ÕVÕQÕ�DUWÕUPDNWÕU��%X�GD�%DXGULOODUG¶ÕQ�LIDGHVL\OH�GL\DOHNWL÷L�
\RN�HGL\RU�RQD�J|UH�³VLPJHVHO�HYUHQGH�GL\DOHNWLN�GL\H�ELU�úH\�\RNWXU203” 

%LOJLVD\DUODúPD� V�UHFL�� oL]JL� ILOP�� UHNODPVDO� DQODP� J|VWHUJHOHULQLQ� WHPHO� ROXúWXUPDVÕ�� ELUoRN�
\DSÕGD�GH÷LúLP�PH\GDQD�JHWLUGL÷L�JLEL�H÷LWLP�YH�|÷UHWLPGH GH�\HQLGHQ�úHNLOOHQPHOHU�GR÷XUDFDN�
ve bu çerçevede bilgi özne-QHVQH� YH� úH\� LOLúNLVLQLQ� VRUXPOXOXN� YH� LQVDQVDO� ROXú� WHPHOLQGHQ�
H÷OHQGLULFL� ELU� ILJ�UDV\RQ� HYULPLQH� X÷UDGÕ÷ÕQÕ� GDKD� \DNÕQGDQ� KLVVHGHFH÷L]�� %HONL� GH� DUWÕN�
VÕQÕIWDNL� ELU� GHUV� LOH� WDON-showlar araVÕQGDNL� IDUN� NXUXPVDO� PHNDQGDQ� EDúND� ELU� D\UÕNOÕN�
LoHUPH\HFHNWLU��6R\XW�G�ú�QPH�YH� VRUJXODPD�ELoLP�YH� LoHULNOHUL� KD]ÕU� LPDMVDO� DUJ�PDQODUD�YH�
JUDILNOHUH� \HULQL� WDPDPHQ� EÕUDNDFDN� JLEL� J|U�QPHNWHGLU�� � %X� GD� DGDOHW�� HúLWOLN�� DKODN� YV�� JLEL�
LQVDQÕQ� VD÷GX\XVXQD NDUúÕOÕN� JHOHFHN� WHPHO� YH� ROPD]VD� ROPD]� NDYUDPODUÕQ� KD\DWÕPÕ]GDQ� KÕ]OD�
oÕNÕS�JLWPHVLQH�VHEHS�YHUHFHNWLU��<HQL�\HWLúHQ�NXúDN� LoLQ�ELUHU�QRVWDOMLN�H÷OHQFH�DUJ�PDQODUÕQD�
G|Q�úHFHNOHUGLU�� 'DKD� DFÕPDVÕ]� RODQÕ� LVH�� LQVDQODU� NDKNDKDODU� DWDUDN� L]OH\LS� H÷OHQGLNOHUi 
dizilerdeki H÷OHQFH� NXUEDQÕ� LQVDQODUÕQ DVOÕQGD�NHQGLOHUL� ROGXNODUÕQÕQ� IDUNÕQD�ELOH�YDUDPD\DFDN��
UROGHNL� NDKUDPDQÕQ� NHQGLVL� ROPDGÕ÷Õ� LoLQ� GH� D\UÕFD� �]�OHFHNWLU�� � � 1HJDWLI� DODQÕQ� QHJDWLI�
G�]OHPGHNL� SDUDGRNVX� LQVDQ� KROLVW� VHULPLQLQ� QHUHVLQGHQ� QHúHW� EXOX\RU� EX� FLGGL� ELU� DUDúWÕUPD�
NRQXVX�RODUDN�DoÕ÷D�oÕNPDNWDGÕU204. 

                                                           
201 Douglas Kellner, SocialTheoryandCulturalStudies,SociologyAfterPostmodenizm, London, Sage Publications, 
1997, p. 141. 
202 $oÕN|]��0���(WNLOL�øOHWLúLP��(OLV�<D\���$QNDUD������������ 
203 Baudrillard, 2002: 30 
204 Öztürk, 2008: 112 
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0RGHUQ� G|QHPGH� H÷LWLP� WHN� NDQDOGDQ� IDNDW� oRN� HOGHQ�� VDQD\LQLQ� �UHWLOPHVLQH� YH� PHUNH]L�
WRSOXPD�DGDSWDV\RQD�YH\D�PXKDOHIHWH� \|QHOLN�ELU� KDPOH� LNHQ�� ,,��0RGHUQ�G|QHPGH�H÷LWLP�� WHN�
HOGHQ� IDNDW� IDUNOÕ� NDQDOODUGDQ��SVLúLNOHúWLULOHQ�GH÷HUOHULQ�GLQDPLNOHúPHVLQH� \DUGÕPFÕ�RODQ� \D�GD�
EX�V�UHoWH�IDUNOÕ�WDUDIODUÕQ�ROXúWXUXOPDVÕQD�\|QHOLN�ELU�UHNDEHW�DODQÕ�RODUDN�WH]DK�U�HWPHNWH\GL� 
.�OW�U� D\UÕP� YH� EHQ]HUOLNOHULQ� D\ÕUW� HGLFL� GRQHOHUL� RODUDN�� VRV\DO� KD\DWÕQ� ELoLPOHrini ve 
PHGHQL\HWOHúPH� VHU�YHQLQLQ� IRUPXQX� HWNLOH\HQ� WHPHO� GRQHOHU� úHNOLQGH� WH]DK�U� HWWLNOHULQH� WDQÕN�
ROXQPDNWDGÕU�� .XWVDOÕQ� DoÕOÕPÕQÕQ� H\OHPVHO� G�]H\GH� PXD\\HQ� ULWOHUH� G|N�OPHVL� RQODUD�
LNRQRJUDILN�YH� LPDMVDO�ELU� \�]�NDWWÕ÷Õ� V|\OHQHELOLU��)DNDW�NXWVDOÕQ� LoNLQOL÷L� LPDMVDO�ELU� LoHULN� LOH�
DQODúÕODPD]�� RQXQ� VRPXWODúPÕú� NLPOLNVHO� DoÕOÕPODUÕ� EX� G�]OHPGH� GH÷HUOHQGLULOPHN�
GXUXPXQGDGÕU205. 

7�P�EX�JHOLúPHOHU�JHUHN�H÷LWLP�NXUXPODUÕ�JHUHNVH�P�IUHGDW�YH�JHUHNVH�H÷LWLPH�NRQX�RODQ� W�P�
bireyleri yeni düzenekler üzerinden sisWHPDWL]H�HWPHNWHGLU��gQFHOLNOH�ELUH\LQ�H÷LWLPGHQ�EHNOHGL÷L�
HQ� E�\�N� úH\� KLNPHW� YH� WHFHVV�V�QH� NDUúÕOÕN� JHOHFHN� LOPL� DUD\ÕúODU�� PHGHQL\HW� YH� N�OW�U�QH�
LQWLVDE� HGHFHN� N�OW�UHO� YH� DKODNL� GRQDQÕP� YH� NLúLVHO� PHQNÕEHVLQGHQ� VÕoUDPD� \DUDWDELOHFHN�
HQWHOHNW�HO� DUD\ÕúODUÕQD� ELU� FHYDS� EXOPDNWDQ� oRN� VHUWLINDV\RQ� YH�PHNDQLN� VRV\R-N�OW�UHO� D÷ODU�
içerisinde pür-SUDJPD\D� GD\DOÕ� JHOHFHN� ND\JÕVÕ\OD� P�FHKKH]� ROXQDQ� ELU� PHNDQL]PD\Õ�
|UJ�WOHPHNWHGLU�� 0RGHUQ� GHYOHWOHULQ� LQúDVÕ� HVQDVÕQGD� NDWÕ� YH� KDQWDO� LGHRORMLN� SDUDGLJPDODUÕQ�
kurbDQÕ� RODQ� H÷LWLP� PHNDQL]PDODUÕ� LQVDQÕQ� WDELL� DUD\ÕúODUÕQD� FHYDS� EXODFDN� PHNDQL]PDODU�
kurmazdan hemen evvel günümüz post-modern ve küresel araçlar üzerinden pazara dönük 
W�NHWLFL�DNOÕQ�ELU�SDUoDVÕ�KDOLQH�JHOPLú�GXUXPGDGÕU��%X�VRV\R-politik gerçeklik tercih edilse bile 
DVÕO�VRUXQ�WHNQLN�PHNDQL]PDGDQ�ND\QDNODQDQ�VÕ÷ODúWÕUÕFÕ�YH�VÕUDGDQ�oR÷DOWÕFÕ�\HQL�SDUDGLJPDODUD�
LPNDQ� WDQÕPD\DQ�PHNDQLN� ELU� ELOJLOHQPH� ELoLPLQH� \RO� DoPDVÕGÕU��gUQH÷LQ� ELU� WÕS� |÷UHQFLVL� ELU�
KDVWDOÕ÷ÕQ� W�P� NRPSOLNDV\RQODUÕQÕ� GHQH\LPOH\HFHN� ELU� ELUikimle yorumlama yolunu seçmek 
\HULQH� VÕUDGDQ� ELU� JUDILNHU� JLEL� ÕúÕN� R\XQODUÕQD� ED÷OÕ� RODUDN� ROXúPXú� ELUWDNÕP� J|VWHUJHOHU�
�]HULQGHQ� WHúKLVOHU� NR\PD\Õ� GDKD� JHUoHNoL� EXOPDNWDGÕU�� .XúNXVX]� EX� |÷UHQPH� YH\D� DUDúWÕUPD�
ELoLPL�\DGVÕQDFDN�YH\D�GÕúODQDFDN�ELU�ELoLP�GH÷LOGLU��$QFDN�NDVWHGLOHQ�VDGHFH�\DUGÕPFÕ�ELU�XQVXU�
RODFDN�ELU�PHNDQL]PDQÕQ�KHPHQ�KHPHQ�WHN�\RO�RODUDN�DQODúÕOPDVÕ�YH�\D\JÕQODúWÕUÕOPDVÕGÕU� 

Sonuç 
(÷LWLPLQ� LúOHYOHULQGHQ� ELUL� GH� HOEHWWH� \HQL� JHOLúPHOHUH� X\JXQ� DUDo� YH� LPNDQODU� JHOLúWLUPHNWLU��
Ama bunu yapaUNHQ� NHQGL� N|NO�� LúOHYLQGHQ� WDPDPHQ� NRSDUDN� DUDoVDO� DNOÕQ� ELU� DUDFÕ� KDOLQH�
JHOPHPHOLGLU�� (÷LWLP� |QFHOLNOH� LQVDQÕQ� HUGHP� DUD\ÕúÕQÕ� YH� XOYL� V�UHoOHULQLQ� ELUHU� \DQVÕPDVÕ�
RODUDN� KL]PHW� J|UPHOLGLU�� $\UÕFD� PHGHQL\HWLPL]LQ� WDúÕ\ÕFÕ� URO�Q�� XQXWPDPDOÕGÕU�� <HQL�
geliúPHOHUOH�ELUOLNWH�ELUH\LQ�NLúLVHO�PHQNÕEHVLQH�NDWNÕODU�YHUHQ�LPNDQODUD�GD�\RO�DoPDOÕGÕU��%X�GD�
WHN� EDúÕQD� WHNQRORMLN� LQGLUJHPHFL� ND\QDNODUÕQ� NXOODQÕPÕ\OD� LPNDQVÕ]GÕU�� 7HNQRORMLQLQ� DPDo�
KDOLQH�JHWLULOGL÷L�ELU�X\JDUOÕ÷ÕQ�LQVDQOÕ÷D�PXWOXOXN�JHWLUPHVL�GH�WHN�EDúÕQD�P�PN�Q�GH÷LOGLU��%X�
GD�ED]Õ�J|VWHUJHOHULQ�DUDoODUÕQÕ�NDYUD\DQ�RNXPD�ELoLPOHUL\OH�ROPD]��%XQXQOD�ELUOLNWH�PXKDNHPH�
HGHQ� GX\DUOÕOÕN� J|VWHUHQ�� NULWH� HGHQ�� KLNPHWL� |QHPVH\HQ�� GH÷HUOH� ELOJL� DUDVÕQGDNL� LOLúNL\L�
NRSDUPDNVÕ]ÕQ�ELOJLQLQ�DKODNLOL÷L��]HULQGH�WLWUH\HQ�ELU�PHNDQL]PD�YH�GX\DUOÕOÕN�LOH�P�PN�QG�U�� 
Kaynakça 
$oÕN|]��0���(WNLOL�øOHWLúLP��(OLV�<D\���$QNDUD������� 
%DXGULOODUG�-���dDUHVL]�6WUDWHMLOHU�dHY��2÷X]�$GHP��%R÷D]LoL�hQY��<D\��øVW�������� 

                                                           
205 Ellul,1997: 49 
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Abstract 
In a multicultural classroom, second language learners' silence has always been related to the lack of understanding the target 
language or psychological or linguistics withdrawal. However, the findings of the study reported in this paper presented a 
different explanation. The study employed an ethnographic case study research design exploring the second language acquisition 
experiences of three six year old Malaysian children who were attending a mainstream multicultural classroom in the United 
Kingdom. Data were gathered through interviews with the children, their class teacher and their mothers. Classroom and home 
observations were also carried out as a means of triangulation. Findings from the teacher and parents' interviews illuminated that 
the silence was due to cultural practices as well as a display of personality. Meanwhile the children’s responses as well as 
observations of their behaviours indicated their silence as a coping mechanism in their language learning process as well as their 
way of expressing their identity.  This implies that teachers of multicultural classrooms need to understand and be aware of the 
different meanings of silence and be better prepared in dealing with children from different cultural backgrounds.  
 
Keywords: Silence • Multicultural Classrooms•Young Malaysian Children•Identity•Ethnographic Case Study 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Silence in classrooms among second language learners are always related to the lack of understanding the target 
language or psychological or linguistics withdrawal [1]. However, studies also provide culturally related explanation 
for silence in multicultural classrooms [2; 3]. More recent study illuminated silence as the result of increasing 
student diversity which caused learners to develop identity in the learning process [4]. These different explanations 
have an impact on the role of teachers in multicultural classrooms as they now need to be aware of the cultural 
differences and how these would affect the students’ behaviours in the classrooms. It also has impact on the training 
teachers need to have prior to teaching in a multicultural classroom.  
 

However, according to reviews of research on preparing pre-service teachers to work with diverse students, 
the cultural gap between teachers and students is growing [5; 6].  This is because pre-service teachers come to 
multicultural classrooms with little cross-cultural experience and knowledge and tend to have limited visions of 
what multicultural teaching entails [6].  
 

This phenomenon underpins the purpose of this article which aims to explore what silence in a 
multicultural classroom means to three young Malaysian children who were experiencing acquiring English as their 
second language. It illuminates a better understanding of what silence means in a multicultural classrooms from the 
perspectives of three young Malaysian children aged six, their mothers and teacher. This paper also discusses other 
studies conducted on students from various cultural background to see what silence means to the different cultures. 
This paper also provides pedagogical implications for teachers of multicultural classrooms.  

 
MULTICULTURAL CLASSROOMS AND DIVERSITY 

 
A multicultural classroom not only blends students from various countries but also creates a learning environment in 
which culture is defined by a myriad of things [7]. Although culture generally focuses on ethnicity, diversity can be 
defined by numerous student characteristics and other factors related to learning. These factors include ethnicity, 
place of birth, immigration status, age, gender, lifestyle, and educational and career background. These contribute to 
the cultural diversity in multicultural classrooms.  
 
                                                           
206 Corresponding author. 
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Diversity does not exist if all students represent the same background, regardless of the background. In 
addition, diversity also requires children to cope in a different school environment which may affect their socio-
emotional conditions. In other words, children in a multicultural classroom are not only learning new subjects, but 
they must also acquire the language of instruction; not only for learning purposes but also for communicating and 
interacting with their peers and teachers. Both tasks are not easy because when the children enter their classroom, 
apart from their cognitive ability, they also bring along their own language or mother tongue, learning styles, 
attitude and many other social cultural variables that will have an impact on their learning process in general and 
language acquisition process specifically. This often ends with children not participating in the communication or 
learning process. In other words, they become quiet or silent. However, does this mean that they do not understand 
what they are doing or learning? Or are they not interested in the learning process? Another important aspect is how 
to manage this silence and maximize its effects on learning? This means that teachers need first to understand what 
silence means to these diverse learners.  

 
UNDERSTANDING SILENCE  

 
Studies conducted on second language learners from various cultural backgrounds indicate the existence of different 
uses of silence; that, the use of silence may be differently interpreted in an EFL context [2]. This study on the use of 
silence among Japanese learners learning English as a foreign language (EFL) illuminated the use of silence for deep 
thought. While among Chinese students, silence has been associated with the classroom communication behavior of 
Chinese students studying in American universities [3].  
 

A multi-case ethnographic study on 20 Asian graduates from China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, Japan and 
Indonesia revealed that these students’ silence were related to five different categories of factors, respectively: 
cognitive, pedagogical, affective, sociocultural and linguistic [3]. This implies that the linguistic factor is not the 
most significant factor leading to their silence. It also implies that silence may be a part of their learning style which 
will have an impact on teachers’ teaching style. The match between these two is vital as studies have shown that 
learning takes place much better if students’ learning styles match teachers’ teaching styles.  
 

The question now is how a students’ learning be enriched with this knowledge and the understanding of 
silence. The final decision is to what extent and how negotiation between learners and teachers in terms of learning 
style, teaching style and methods, itself needs to be negotiated in each learning circumstances. It is valuable to be 
flexible and open to appreciate good aspects of our own and others through the negotiation between learners and the 
teachers. Also, this is not a matter of winning or losing a better position. Both learners and the target cultures’ 
identity and the way in which people express themselves should be respected in a culturally sensitive way. 

Another challenge in managing diversity is related to teachers’ readiness or preparedness in dealing with 
diversity in multicultural classrooms. A review of literature on teacher education for multicultural education reveals 
that despite the changing demographics that make public schools more culturally and linguistically diverse and the 
growing body of knowledge on issues of diversity and difference, multicultural teacher education continues to suffer 
from a thin, poorly developed, fragmented literature that provides an inaccurate picture of the kind of preparation 
teachers receive to teach in culturally diverse classrooms [5].  
 

As student diversity in the classroom increases, it is imperative that teachers use a variety of teaching 
methods. Hence, it is recommended that diversity be conceptualized as comprising three main components: input, 
process, and output. Input refers to the student’s background, or what the student brings to the educational setting 
[7]. Process refers to the educational setting or learning environment where learning is maximized. The interaction 
of input and process leads to output, measured by student success. Similarly, [8] illuminated the important role of 
teachers in designing and monitoring learning activities for culturally diverse groups that are perceived as personally 
rewarding, academically enriching, and professionally relevant.  
 

This could best be achieved by deliberate efforts to constructively capitalise on cultural diversity for raising 
students’ awareness of future workplace demands and by embedding the relevance of intercultural competencies in 
the context of prospective professional practice. Group learning activities that incorporate cultural dimensions of the 
professions and that are carried out with continuous, structured teacher support are expected to lead to positive, 
secure, and rewarding experiences for all students involved. As part of regular teaching, teachers need to be 
sensitive to and prepared for potential challenges arising in culturally diverse group work.  
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MATERIAL AND METHOD 
 

The purpose of the study discussed in this paper was to explore young Malaysian children’s experiences acquiring a 
second language; that is English. Three research questions underpinned the whole study. This paper however, 
presents the findings and discussion on one of the findings related to the first research question: How do young 
Malaysian children experience Second Language Acquisition in the U.K? This study was qualitative in nature and 
employed an ethnographic case study design.  
 

An ethnographic case study enables knowledge to be obtained through encounters with the subjects and 
their views and behaviours are continuously being interpreted to give meaningful explanations [9]. The techniques 
of data collection in this study were interviews and observations. Three children aged six named Azlan, Hazwan and 
Aida (pseudonyms), their class teacher and the children’s mothers were interviewed and tape recorded. The children 
were also observed at school and home. All adult participants had given a written consent and their identities were 
kept anonymous. Parents’ consent included their children’s participation in the study.  
 

There were three phases of the data collection in a six months time frame. A total of 27 interviews (3 
interviews with each adult participant and 4 interviews with each child, and 3 group interviews), 19 classroom 
observations and 12 home observations were carried out. Copies of the transcriptions were given to the adult 
participants for correction or addition of information. This was to ensure clarification of what the participants had 
said during the interviews and to show the interpretations made in deriving the themes which represented the 
concept or idea that the parents conveyed. Transcriptions of the children’s interviews were also given to the parents 
as a means of validating the children’s responses because the children would not be able to remember what they 
said. The children’s responses or answers would indicate the children’s perception which the parents would expect 
of their children. All the transcriptions were analysed according to the principles of grounded theory through 
constant comparative analysis to derive themes and categories. 
 

The study was conducted in a mainstream elementary school in Devon, United Kingdom. According to the 
school’s population analysis taken in the 2004/2005 session (the time of data collection for the present study), there 
were 264 children enrolled at St. Peter’s Church School. 60 (15%) were non-English as their first language pupils. 
Some of these children were local families who have come from Vietnam, China, India, Pakistan or the Caribbean. 
There were also children whose parents were postgraduate students or lecturers at the university such as the children 
from Malaysia, Iran and Egypt [10] The variety of student backgrounds indicates that the school had its own 
‘unique’ learning context and the children were familiar with cultural and language differences. Meanwhile, the 
composition of the pupils in the classroom involved in this study was 22 pupils with English as their first language 
pupils and 11 with English as An Additional Language (EAL) pupils. The EAL pupils were 3 Malaysians, 3 Indians, 
4 Iraqis and 1 Japanese pupil. 
 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
Data from the interviews with the children, their mothers and teacher as well as observations of the children’s 
behaviour are presented in this section and discussed in relation to understanding why these three Malaysian 
children were silent in their classroom. The observed behaviour such as being quiet, not participating actively or not 
raising their hands to respond are interpreted as them being ‘silent’. These responses and observations were coded as 
‘characteristics’ which was also related to diversity and cultural differences. 
 

According to the teacher, Mrs. Smith (pseudonym), the children “… are quite reserve… they don’t always 
have their hands up …they tend to understand before they speak … they haven’t got the confidence to speak out or 
to put it in any sentence … this is about confidence in large group… I still wonder if it is a cultural thing, compared 
to the Iranian who are extrovert and loud all the time … the Malay children are very polite, very considerate … 
conscientious in their presentations…” (Interview Teacher Phase 1).  

 
This reflects the teacher’s perception and observation that the Malay children may not behave as actively as 

indicated by them not raising their hands to volunteer answers. Although she believes that this may be due to the 
children’s lack of confidence or attempt to make sense before they speak, the teacher felt that it may be also be a 
cultural driven behaviour. This is because she compared the Malaysian children’s behavior with the Iranian children 
whom she observed were more extrovert and loud. Also she felt the Malaysian children may be quiet because they 
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were being polite and considerate. This indicates that the teacher was observing and comparing the children’s 
different behaviours to understand why and how silence may take place. It would be easier for her to understand had 
she been given the training or knowledge on how children from different cultures behave as well as knowledge on 
what to expect of them.  

 
As responded by the teacher that she received no specific training and that her knowledge was gathered a 

lot from experience (Teacher interview Phase I). Nevertheless, she also admitted that she received support from 
teachers and advisor (Teacher Interview Phase I), From her experience, she concluded that there is a need to have a 
good relationship with the children, knowing a bit more of the background of the children because if [we] know, 
[we] can see why [the children] are making the error. The teacher also felt that there should be more dual language 
text to help the children in their learning. The teacher’s concern was however on the need to know the difficulty … is 
it learning difficulty or language difficulty (Interview Teacher phase 3). The teacher also described what she did in 
teaching English to the culturally diverse children in her classroom, She [did not] have a formal grammar lesson. 
However, she used visual materials, things around the room and illustrations of pictures – the words next to the 
pictures, more practical thing … encourage speaking … through role play and classroom assistants’ model 
conversations. These show that a teacher needs to be creative and sensitive teaching multicultural diverse learners. 
  

Meanwhile, according to Azlan’s mother, when the first few months in nursery … [Azlan] just kept quiet, 
he just listened… he looked at how people talk… from there he became brave to ask .. he started to practice. This 
was interpreted as Azlan’s way of trying to make sense of want he was listening. He was actually observing and 
listening and ‘silently’ learning and acquiring the language. His mother felt that he started participating or using the 
language when he became more confident. Perhaps because then Azlan’s repertoire of the language was then to him 
large enough that he was brave enough to participate.  

 
Hazwan’s mother on the other hand said that Hazwan likes to think… he is the type who observes and then 

thinks back… he will think and then he can do it… She also felt that Hazwan was quiet in the class because that’s 
their (L1 students) language… they (Malay children) would let others answer the question or respond… they (Malay 
children) do not want to compete. This shows that Hazwan’s mother felt that her son’s silence was more related to 
his characteristics of being observant; not that he was not understanding or not wanting to participate. Similarly, 
Aida’s mother said that Aida is not a talkative child but she is interested in learning English. Hence, Aida was 
observed to be very quiet in the class during the lessons.  

 
It may be concluded that the children’s mothers felt that their children were quiet and it was not an 

indicator of them not understanding but as their way of dealing with the learning environment as well as a display of 
their characteristics. Nevertheless, not raising hands or not being actively participating in classroom discussion is a 
common scenario in Malaysian as well as other Asian   classrooms. The children’s responses also indicate similar 
beliefs. Both Azlan and Hazwan said that they would just follow what they (his friends) do and watch teacher first 
(said Aida). Interestingly Aida also said I don’t know what that mean … I don’t put up hand.  

 
When observed, these Malaysian children were quiet in comparison to the other children with English as 

their first (L1) or another language (EAL). They volunteer less in terms of raising their hands to answer questions. 
When asked, Hazwan said that he did not put up his hands because somebody else answer. There were also instances 
where he wsas observed whispering answers to Azlan to answer. However, the teacher said that she had to ask them 
quite direct questions… address specifically to them if she wanted these Malaysian children to participate. These 
responses and observations indicate that the children were silent and the teacher as well as the children’s mothers 
understood this behavior and did not have any negative interpretations. They understood the children’s silence. 
 
 One interesting finding was of the school observation. It was observed that there were attempts to make the 
school and all its pupils receptive of other mother tongues by having names of rooms written in English and Arabic 
(the majority of the children with EAL had Arabic as their mother tongue). The school also employed a Pakistani 
lady to work as a dinner lady. The  
children with EAL were allowed to speak in their mother tongue at school. These were attempts made by the school 
to create an environment that is familiar and non-threatening to the children. They will feel comfortable as there are 
many people of different cultural background that are accepted and welcomed in the school. Hence the children will 
not feel afraid to participate in the classroom as well as the school’s activities and no longer be silent. 
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All these created an environment that was ‘friendly’ to the children with EAL. The environment also 
enabled children with English as their mother tongue to be familiar with different cultures and language. This 
situation reflects the first form of provision mentioned by [11] who identified three potential forms of provision 
made by local authorities and schools for EAL learners. These forms may be found either exclusively of one another 
or combined in different ways within a school. The first form is by supporting language awareness in multilingual 
classrooms. This is where attempts are made to make the school and all its pupils receptive to the various mother 
tongues the children bring to school. The second form is through community language teaching. This is where the 
school sets up classes in the languages shared by a certain percentage of pupils within the school and local 
community. The third form is through bilingual support for curriculum learning. This means that children with 
English as an additional language have full access to the curriculum through bilingual support to enable them to 
draw on their full linguistic competencies in the development of their cognitive concepts and knowledge of the 
different subject areas of the primary education. 

 
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION 

 
In conclusion, based on the qualitative data gathered through this ethnographic study, silence in a multicultural 
classroom carries different connotations for these young Malaysian children, their mothers as well as their teacher. 
This finding further supports that silence is culturally related – perhaps an identity of the Asian identity. 
Nevertheless, silence is not perceived as a negative impact or an indicator that the children were not learning or 
acquiring the language. It shows that they were actually learning or acquiring the language ‘silently’. What is more 
important is that teachers need to understand this and find means to enhance their students’ learning experiences. 
This includes creating a classroom environment that fosters respect and welcomes diverse viewpoints. Parents as 
well as other members of the schooling community too should understand the diversity in multicultural classroom 
and support the growth and development of all learners in the classroom. One significant implication is that 
teachers should be aware and understand the different meanings of silence as perceived by different cultures. This 
also means that teachers teaching in multicultural classrooms should be prepared and trained to manage these 
differences. Hence, teacher training should include multiculturalism not as an aspect of differences but rather as a 
means to manage the differences. More studies from a cultural lens should also be conducted to illuminate other 
learning aspects that are interpreted differently across cultures.  
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Abstract 

 The research examines the usability of gender factor which is important in educational softwares. Math educational 
software is used in the research and software's level is primary education. Used method in the research is case study with eye-
tracking and video record. Eye- tracking technology, screen captures, mouse and keyboard movies and one-way mirror 
observation used in the research. While students doing their task the application area, students behaviors  have been recorded by 
camera.  Study group is consist of six primary education's student. This student's eye movements to be examined while they used 
the software. The areas are defined where the students looked the longest and the most frequent in the educational software’s 
interface. Heatmap, scanpath and fixation count analyzes are used in the research. Usability researches which used eye-tracking 
method are limited in Turkey. This research will contribute the literature for developing primary educational softwares. Findings 
to be discussed and overtured for the educational softwares. 
 

© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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Introduction 

Features such as “configurability to facilitate learning” and “quality of software” provide usability (user-
friendliness) to educational software. Usability in this context can be defined as easy and effective performance of 
tasks specified in an application by users defined as target group, under suitable environmental conditions, following 
provision of required training and technical support. In practice, usability can be defined in terms of measurement of 
efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction levels shown by users in the target group, while performing the tasks 
assigned. Effectiveness reflects the extent of success achieved by users in performing tasks using the application, 
and in this sense, effectiveness can be measured as the percentage of ability to perform a task. For instance, if the 
task expected involves finding the location of specific information on a webpage, effectiveness can be expressed in 
terms of user’s success achieved in finding the correct information. Measurement of effectiveness is not alone 
sufficient to evaluate usability. Other sources (time, cost, etc.) used for performing a specified task are evaluated by 
measuring the efficiency. In the webpage example, efficiency can be measured by the time spent or by the ways 
followed by a user to perform a given task, or by the total number of steps taken to complete the task, etc. 
Satisfaction is the measure of opinions developed by users while using the application (e.g. likes, dislikes, etc.). 
Satisfaction does not have a critical importance with respect to usability at the same level as the efficiency and 
effectiveness; it is directly affected by efficiency and effectiveness. Satisfaction can be measured using satisfaction 
questionnaires prepared for this purpose(dD÷ÕOWD\�DQG�2WKHUV������).   
According to Nielsen (1993) usability has five attributes:  
Learnability: How easy is it for users to perform simple tasks at their first sight of the design?  
Efficiency: Once they learn the design, how fast do users perform the tasks?  
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Memorability: After some time away from the design, how easily do users use it once they return to it?  
Errors: How many mistakes do users make and how easy is it for them to recover from mistakes?  
Satisfaction: How much does the design satisfy users?  

Methods of measuring usability as seen in the literature include Think Aloud, Cooprative Evaluation, Protocol 
Analysis, Automated Analysis, Interviews, Questionnaires, Eye-tracking, and Psychological measurement. 

Eye-tracking method stands out in that data are obtained from the primary source. Like the example of recording 
movements of eyes during reading, the eye-tracking method has been used in the field of psychology for 
approximately 100 years(Schiessl  and Others, 2003). This method has been utilized in usability researches 
conducted on information sharing interfaces such as the Internet, e-mail and video-conference, etc. since the 1990s 
in the field of human-computer interaction(%HQHO� ��2WWHQV�	�+RUVW�� ������(OOLV� YH�GL÷HUOHUL�� ������&RZHQ�����). 
Objective and quantitative data related to how long users look at the target can be obtained utilizing special state-of-
the-art devices designed to track the movements of the eyes(Duchowski, 2002). Movements of the eyes provide 
information as to where individuals focus their attention, what information they disregard, what they are disturbed 
by the most, etc(Russell, 2005). When the usability studies conducted using eye-tracking method in the literature are 
examined, one can see many usability studies conducted in many fields such as webpage use, evaluation of the 
university websites, computer games, and TV programs, etc(Ça÷ÕOWD\� DQG� 2WKHUV�� ����� Byerly, 2007; Russell, 
2005). However, there are no studies conducted on usability of educational software, utilizing the eye-tracking 
method. This study aims to assess usability of Primary Education seventh-grade mathematics course software based 
on the gender factor, using the eye-tracking method, and to contribute to the literature in this context. 

Within the scope of this study, usability of primary education seventh-grade mathematics course software was 
evaluated based on the gender factor. Answers to the following questions were sought:  
1. “Do the scanpaths involve differences, when the gender factor is considered in educational software?” 
2. “Do the heatmaps involve differences, when the gender factor is considered in educational software?” 
3. “Do the fixation counts involve differences, when the gender factor is considered in educational software?” 
4. “Do behaviours  involve differences, when the gender factor is considered in educational software?” 
 

Method 
 

Case study was used as the research model in this study. Qualitative and quantitative data collection methods 
were used concurrently. Quantitative data obtained from eye-tracking processes were used together with the 
empirical qualitative data. Movements of the eyes of the subjects were recorded during performance of two tasks 
assigned. After recording the subjects’ experiences with the educational software, the eye movements of the subjects 
were analyzed using the SMI software, and the findings and results are provided in the study. 

The study group consisted of primary education students. The study covered six primary education students in 
total. Written permissions of the guardians of the students were obtained. All participant students had minimum 2-
year experience in using computers. The study was conducted at the Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory (HCI 
Laboratory) of the Marmara University Ataturk Faculty of Education, Department of Computer and Instructional 
Technologies. The HCI Laboratory is equipped with cameras, eye-tracking devices, test computers, observer 
computers, observer room, control unit, microphones and amplifier, sound mixer, and sound insulation. 

 
Findings 

 
Subjects used within the scope of the study consisted of three male(subject 1-2-3) and three female(subject 4-5-

6)  students. Scanpaths of the subjects were recorded and screenshots were captured within the scope of the question 
“Do the scanpaths involve differences, when the gender factor is considered in educational software?”.  
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Tasks assigned to the subjects were to “quit the test” and “quit the software” . Findings relating to the scanpaths 
of the six subjects were as follows.  

 
Figure 1. Subject 4 scanpath figure about  “quit the test”  task and Subject 3 scanpath figure about “quit the software” task 

The following findings were made when the scanpath results for the “quit the test” task were analyzed: 
x The Subject 1 looked at the test button, answer card button, and quit test button respectively.  
x The Subject 2 looked at the answer card button, test button, quit test button, page change buttons, and quit 
test button respectively.  
x The Subject 3 looked only at the quit test button.  
x The Subject 4 looked at the question field, company logo, quit test button, page change buttons, and 
question field respectively.  
x The Subject 5 looked at the answer card button, quit test button, and answer buttons.  
x The Subject 6 looked at page change button, quit test button, answer card button, company logo, page 
change buttons, answer choices, question field, and help button respectively.   

The following findings were made when the scanpath results for the “quit the software” task were analyzed:  
x Subject 1, Subject 3 and Subject 4 looked only at the quit software button.  
x Subject 2 looked at the subject - test buttons, and the quit software button respectively.  
x Subject 5 and Subject 6 looked at the answer choices and the quit software button.   
Heatmaps of the subjects were recorded and screenshots were captured within the scope of the question “Do the 

heatmaps involve differences, when the gender factor is considered in educational software?”.  
Tasks assigned to subjects were to “quit the test” and  “quit the software”. Findings relating to the heatmaps of 

the six subjects were as follows 

 
Figure 2. Subject 6 heatmap figure  about “quit the test” task and Subject 3 heatmap figure about "quit the software" task 

 
The following findings were made when the heatmaps results for the “quit the test” task were analyzed:  
x Heatmaps of the Subject 1 concentrated on the test button, answer card button and quit test button.  
x Heatmaps of the Subject 2 concentrated on the answer card button, test button, quit test button, and page 

change buttons.  
x Heatmaps of the Subject 3 concentrated only on the quit test button;  
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x Heatmaps of the Subject 4 concentrated on the question field, company logo, quit test button, page change 
buttons and question field.  

x Heatmaps of the Subject 5 concentrated on the answer card button, quit test button and answer buttons.  
x Heatmaps of the Subject 6 concentrated on the page change buttons, quit test button, answer card button, 

company logo, page change buttons, answer choices, question field, and help button.  
When the heatmap findings relating to the “quit the software” task were analyzed, it was seen that the heatmaps 

of the Subject 1, Subject 3 and Subject 4 concentrated only on the “quit software” button; heatmaps of the Subject 2 
concentrated on subject-test buttons and exit software button, and the heatmaps of the Subject 5 and Subject 6 
concentrated on answer choices and exit software button.  

Fixation counts of the subjects were recorded and screenshots were captured within the scope of the question 
“Do the fixation counts involve differences, when the gender factor is considered in educational software?”.   

Tasks assigned to the subjects were to “quit the test” and  “quit the software”. Findings relating to the fixation 
counts of the six subjects were as follows.  

 

 
Figure 3. Subject 4 fixation count figure about “quit the test” task  and subject 1 fixation count  figure about "quit the software" task 

 
  The following findings were made when the fixation count results for the “quit the test” task were analyzed:  

x The Subject 1 focused on the test button, page change buttons, and the answer card button the most.  
x The Subject 2 focused on the quit test button, answer card button, page change buttons, test button and 

answer choices the most.  
x The Subject 3 focused on the quit test button, answer buttons, answer card, and answer choices the most.  
x The Subject 4 focused on the question field, quit test button, page change buttons, company logo and 

answer choices the most.  
x The Subject 5 focused on the answer buttons, answer choices, and answer card buttons the most.  
x The Subject 6 focused on the page change buttons, quit test button, answer buttons, answer choices and the 

question field the most    
The following findings were made when the fixation count results for the “quit the software” task were analyzed: 

The Subject 2 focused on the question field, subject button, answer choices, answer buttons and the quit button the 
most; the Subject 3 focused on the question field and the quit button the most; and the Subject 6 focused on the 
question field the most. The Subjects 4 and 5 focused on the empty spaces of the page during the task.  
      Videos of the subjects were recorded and grafics were demostrated within the scope of the question “Do 
behaviors  show differences, when the gender factor is considered in educational software?”.  

 

Timeline Area 
Timeline of  Speaking Color  
Timeline of  Silence Color (pink) 
Timeline of  Positive Mimic Color  
Timeline of  Negative Mimic Color  
Timeline of  Neutral Mimic Color (orange) 

Timeline of  Inactive Color (green) 
Timeline of Active Color  

                Figure 4: Graphic of  Subject 3's behaviors and mimics  about “quit the test” task  and "quit the software" task  
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Subject 3 was doing task silence, neutral mimic and inactive. These findings were similar to eye tracking findings. 
. 

 

Timeline Area 
 
Timeline of Speaking Color  
Timeline of  Silence Color (pink) 
 
Timeline of  Positive Mimic Color 
Timeline of  Negative Mimic Color (green) 
Timeline of  Neutral Mimic Color (orange) 
Timeline of  Inactive Color (green) 
Timeline of  Active Color (blue) 

        Figure 5: Graphic of  Subject 6's behaviors and mimics  about “quit the test” task  and "quit the software" task 

During the task, subject 6 was silent in general; however, she sometimes spoke. She displayed neutral mimic and the 
body was inactive. These findings were similar to eye tracking findings.  

Based on the findings obtained from the eye-tracking method, it was seen that the female subjects’ fixation 
spread over a larger area and that they focused in more details compared to the male subjects. Distribution of the 
fixation and fixation counts relating to the “quit the test” task, and the heatmap findings relating to the “quit the 
software” task support the interpretation that fixation of females spread over a larger area and in more details 
compared to males. 

Conclusion   

Based on the fixation count, scanpath and heatmap findings of this study, it can be said that females have higher 
scanpath performance and that their fixation counts spread over a larger area on the page. This finding is similar to 
the findings of the study conducted by Schiessl et al (2003).  

The study revealed that similar symbols used for similar tasks caused confusion. It was noticed from the eye-
tracking findings that the subjects tended towards the quit test button that was similar to the quit software button, 
when they were asked to quit the software on the test screen. Likewise, the subjects tended towards the top right 
section of the screen, which they considered to be the location of the quit button, when they were asked to quit the 
software on the test screen. It was seen that past experiences and habits with respect to the design of the educational 
software influenced behaviors of the subjects. Sennersten (2004) included in his findings the opinion that pre-
knowledge and experiences influenced behaviors of his subjects.  

Recommendations for development and design of educational software:  
x Interfaces can be designed based on the differences in eye-tracking results of different genders. Thus, a 

different interface can be offered to users according to their gender. This would enable development of 
more personalized and user-friendly software serving the purpose. 

Recommendations to researchers:  
x Educational software can be designed based on distribution of fixation between genders. Such software can 

be studied in terms of usability using the eye-tracking method.  
x In educational software or other interactive media environments, fixation times, fixation counts and fixation 

orders on a number of other objects (graphics, text, animation) can be studied in other dimensions such as 
age groups, gender, etc.  
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Abstract 
An instructional design refers to the current plan and procedures for any instruction and serves as a guide helping 

about the implementation of an instruction. Almost all instructional design models have the same routine with 
ADDIE process- analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation. The main goal of the ADDIE 
instructional design model is to increase the value and efficiency of teaching and training by fitting instruction to 
jobs while guaranteeing that students learn the knowledge required and get the expertise to do their jobs. 5E model 
is a helpful framework that guides instructors to provide learning experiences for students which consists of five 
phases: Engagement, Exploration, Explanation, Elaboration, and Evaluation. In the 5E model, “E” symbolizes every 
phases of the model. The 7E instructional model which is developed format of 5E instructional model. The proposed 
7E model expands the engage phase into two components—elicit and engage. Also, in the 7E model, elaborate and 
evaluate phases expand into three components— elaborate, evaluate, and extend. In this paper, it is suggested that 
5E or 7E model can be used as an instructional design model. 5E or 7E teaching model can serve as an instructional 
design model for future studies conducted in different disciplines. Also, the effects of this type of use of 5E or 7E 
model can be examined. In conclusion, it is clear that 5E and 7E teaching models are quite suitable for designing the 
content and the teaching process. 

Keywords: Instructional design model, 5E and 7E models 

Introduction 
An instructional design refers to the current plan and procedures for any instruction and serves as a guide helping 

about the implementation of an instruction (Baturay, 2008). Reigeluth (1983) defined as instructional design is “a 
discipline that is concerned with understanding, improving and applying methods of instruction” (p.4). Instructional 
design is a complex and circular process which is creative and active (Gustafson & Branch, 2002). Many different 
variations of instructional design models have been described (Dick & Carey, 1996; Kemp, Morrison, & Ross, 1998; 
Seels and Glasgow, 1998; Smith & Ragan, 1999), however, almost all models have the same routine with ADDIE 
process-analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation (Allen, 2006; Baturay, 2008; Gustafson & 
Branch, 2002). ADDIE is general model for instructional design process also it is not linear, but more of a loop 
(Özbek, 2009). The main goal of the ADDIE instructional design model is to increase the value and efficiency of 
teaching and training by fitting instruction to jobs while guaranteeing that students learn the knowledge required and 
get the expertise to do their jobs (Allen, 2006). The first step of ADDIE model is the analysis phase that is the basis 
for all other phases (Gillespie, 1998). During this phase, some important areas should be analyzed: identification of 
instructional needs, recognizing of learner characteristics and capacities, determination of educational goals and 
purposes (Özbek, 2009). In the design phase, learning objectives and assessment techniques are developed; 
instructional contents, activities, processes and resources are defined by teachers or designers (Gillespie, 1998). The 
development phase involves preparing student and instructor materials through the results from the analysis and 
design phases (Kemp, Morrison, & Ross, 1998). The implementation phase is concerned with delivering of the 
instruction and achievement of the objectives and goals as a designed previously (Gillespie, 1998). The evaluation 
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phase involves both summative and formative evaluations which often appear in various phases of the model 
(Baturay, 2008). Formative evaluation is used to identify needed revisions of the instruction besides summative 
evaluation involves collecting data to assess the whole instruction (Gustafson & Branch, 2002).  

5E Instructional Model 
Constructivism is a dynamic and interactive notion of learning (Ergin, 2012). Based on the constructivist 

approach, students should construct their own knowledge and understanding by themselves, instead of transfer 
knowledge to them by teachers. The approach mostly cares about students’ real life e[SHULHQFHV��øúPDQ��%D\WHNLQ��
%DONDQ�� +RU]XP�� 	� .Õ\ÕFÕ�� ������� ,Q� WKLV� DSSURDFK�� WKH� XVH� RI� OHDUQLQJ� F\FOH� LQ� WKH� FODVVURRP� KHOSV� VWXGHQWV�
redefine, rearrange, elaborate and change their initial concepts through interactions and connect their new 
knowledge to real-life situations (Bybee, 1997; Duran, Duran, Haney, & Scheuermann, 2011). Constructivist theory 
can be implemented through many different teaching models or designs, one of these are the 5E instructional model 
(Ergin, 2012). 5E instructional model grounds on the constructivist approach. 5E instructional model has been 
modified over time. After the 5E learning cycle model created by J. Myron Atkin and Robert Karplus in 1962 and 
later modified from the Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS) program in the late 1980s, 5E instructional 
model was developed as a component of the Science for life and Living curriculum created through the Biological 
Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS) (Bybee & Landes, 1990).  

In 5E learning cycle, while teacher presents a problem and materials to investigate, students execute their own 
procedure to solve the problem under the teacher guidance therefore this cycle can be considered like a guided 
inquiry (Fazelian, Ebrahim, & Soraghi, 2010). 5E model is a helpful framework that guides instructors to provide 
learning experiences for students (Tanner, 2010). Also, it is the most effective way for engaging students in learning 
(Ergin, 2012). The 5E model consists of five phases: Engagement, Exploration, Explanation, Elaboration, and 
Evaluation (Figure 1). In the 5E model, “E” symbolizes every phases of the model. Each phase has a specific 
function and contributes to the teacher’s coherent instruction and to the learner’s formulation of a better 
understanding of scientific and technological knowledge, attitudes and skills (Bybee et al., 2006). 

Engagement Phase: The first phase engages students in the learning task (Bybee et al., 2006). In this phase, 
teacher uses short activities to take attention and generate curiosity about topic of the lesson. The activities should 
make connections between past and present learning experiences (Bybee et al., 2006). In this way, teacher assesses 
students’ prior knowledge through responses to the questions and helps them to become engaged in new concepts. It 
also helps students create connections between their prior knowledge and the new learning concept.  
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Table 1. Teacher and Learner Role in Engagement Phase of 5E model (Akar, 2005, p.21) 
Teacher Learner 
calls up prior knowledge poses problems 
has an interest asks questions 
experiences doubt or disequilibria reveals discrepancies 
has a question(s) causes disequilibria or doubt 
identifies problems to solve, decisions to be 
made, conflicts to be resolved 

assess prior knowledge 

Exploration Phase: While students are engaged in activities and ideas in the first stage, they need time to 
explore these ideas in this second phase. Students use prior knowledge to generate new ideas, explore questions, and 
test possibilities (Bybee et al., 2006). Exploration is an opportunity for students to think what they understand or 
misunderstand in the learning process. Exploration phase involves active participation by students.  

Table 2. Teacher and Learner Role in Exploration Phase of 5E model (Akar, 2005, p.22) 
Teacher Learner 
hypothesizes and predicts questions and probes 
explores resources and materials models when needed 
designs and plans  makes open suggestions 
collects data  provides resources 
builds models  provides feedback 
seeks possibilities  assesses understandings and processes 
self reflects and evaluates 

Explanation Phase: The explanation phase is “to present concepts, processes, or skills briefly, simply, clearly 
and directly” (Bybee, 1997 p.80). First, students give their own explanation or interpretations which acquire from 
the engage and explore parts of the lesson after teacher introduces scientific or technological explanations about 
topic of the study in a direct or formal manner (Bybee et al., 2006). Teacher helps students in understanding the 
connections between their own explanations and formal facts through uses many multimedia elements (Campbell, 
2000). In the end of the phase, students should explain their exploratory experiences with using common scientific 
knowledge (Bybee et al., 2006).  

Table 3. Teacher and Learner Role in Explanation Phase of 5E model (Akar, 2005, p.23) 
Teacher Learner 
clarifies understandings  provides feedback 
shares understandings for feedback asks questions, poses new problems and issues 
forms generalizations models or suggests possible modes 
reflects on plausibility offers alternative explanations 
seeks new explanations enhances or clarifies explanations 
employs various modes for 
explanation (writing, art, etc) 

evaluates explanations 

Elaboration Phase: Students are encouraged to develop broader and deeper understanding and skills, what they 
have experienced through the above three phases (Campbell, 2000). This phase helps students to transfer of 
concepts, ideas, explanations or skills to closely related but new situations (Bybee et al., 2006). At this phase, 
students try to extend the concepts which they already learned before also make connections to other related 
concepts and apply their understanding on real-life situations. Moreover, students apply elaboration strategies to ask 
questions, solve problems, projects, experiments and make decisions (Akar, 2005). 

Evaluation Phase: Although informal evaluation can be occurring throughout the 5E sequence, this phase 
especially involves formal assessment (Bybee, 1997). Teacher evaluates students’ progress toward achieving the 
learning outcomes and can complete the formal assessment after the elaboration (Bybee et al., 2006). Evaluation 
phase encourages students to assess their own progress. In this phase, alternative evaluation techniques can be used 

Figure 1. 5E model phases (Ergin, 2012) 
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such as performance evaluation, portfolio, concept map, structured grid, project, drama, poster, peer assessment, and 
individual assessment (Turgut & Gürbüz, 2011). 

7E Instructional Model 
The 7E instructional model which is the developed form of 5E instructional model by Eisenkraft in 2003. 

Although the basic steps are the same for the theoretical parts of the two teaching models, there might be some 
differences between the two tHDFKLQJ� PRGHOV� EDVHG� RQ� WKHLU� XVHV� �g]EHN�� dHOLN�� 8OXN|N�� 	� 6DUÕ�� ������� 7KH�
proposed 7E model expands the engage phase into two components—elicit and engage. Also, in the 7E model, 
elaborate and evaluate phases expand into three components— elaborate, evaluate, and extend. The transition from 
the 5E model to the 7E model is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Then proposed 7E learning cycle and instructional design model (Eisenkraft, 2003) 

In 7E model, engagement phase does not exchange with elicitation phase and the engagement phase is still a 
necessary component in an effective instruction. Elicitation is the phase in which the prior knowledge of the learner 
LV� HOLFLWHG� WKURXJK� TXHVWLRQV� DQG� VFHQDULRV� E\� WHDFKHU� �%DOÕP�� 7�UNR÷X]�� $\GÕQ�� 	� (YUHNOL�� ������� 6WXGHQWV�
construct new knowledge in relation to existing knowledge, therefore teacher needs to find out existing knowledge 
in learning process (Eisenkraft, 2003). This phase is helpful to enhance the role of eliciting students’ prior 
knowledge without reducing the engagement phase (Fazelian et al., 2010).  

The elaboration phase is called “transfer of learning” in psychology (Thorndike, 1923). The addition of the 
extension phase to 7E model may encourage students to practice the transfer of learning (Eisenkraft, 2003). In this 
way, teachers can prepare students to apply their understanding in daily life and adapt their constructed knowledge 
into other subjects. 

Conclusion 

In the literature, there are many instructional design models. In the present work, the ADDIE model of 
instructional design serving as the basis of the design models is mentioned. 5E and 7E teaching models, which are 
mainly used in science education in recent years (Moseley & Reinke, 2002; Özsevgeç, 2007; Türker, 2009; Temiz 
������ùDKLQ��������EXW�DUH�QRW�LQFOXGHG�DPRQJ�WKHVH�LQVWUXFWLRQDO�GHVLJQ�PRdels, are presented in this paper. When 
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the instruction is taught according to 5E model, students activate their prior knowledge, overcome with 
misunderstanding, and use technological equipment more effectively (Ergin, 2012; Fazelian et al., 2010). Previous 
studies show that 5E instructional model helps to enhance students achievement, conceptual development and 
SURYLGHG�SRVLWLYH�DWWLWXGHV�WRZDUGV�OHDUQLQJ��%D\DU��������g]VHYJHo��������6D÷ODP����������(�LQVWUXFWLRQDO�PRGHO�
also enhances teachers’ classroom behaviors. Besides, it develops students’ understanding and achievement (Akar, 
2005). When the 5E instructional model is analyzed, it can be concluded that any teaching should have multiple 
phases and help the instructor build learning environments that are available to all students who may have different 
learning styles and preferences (Tanner & Allen, 2004). In this paper, it is suggested that 5E or 7E model can be 
used as an instructional design model. 5E or 7E teaching model can serve as an instructional design model for future 
studies conducted in different disciplines. Also, the effects of this type of use of 5E or 7E model can be examined. In 
conclusion, it is clear that 5E and 7E teaching models are quite suitable for designing the content and the teaching 
process. 
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Abstract 

A comparison of the effects of transactional and transformational leadership in synchronous and a synchronous online teamwork 
was conducted. In the study, groups of four participants interacted in online text chat and online text forum in problem solving 
tasks. The groups were leaded by a confederate who acted as a transactional or a transformational leader. Satisfaction in the 
interactions and participations communicative styles were assessed. Results indicated that transformational leadership is more 
satisfying, and cognitive and metacognitive style oriented than transactional leadership that is more participative style oriented. 
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With the advent of new media technologies and the recent advances in networking environments and 
telecommunications, many researchers have improved their study to the proliferations of teams that do not work 
face-to-face, but interact over a computer-mediated-communication network. 

One of the most important characteristics of groups that discuss in virtual and direct interactions is leadership. In 
the last twenty years research has increasingly focused on leadership in work groups. The growing amount of 
research on interaction in face-to-face contexts does not correspond to a similar increase in research on groups 
interacting with computer-mediated-communication.  

Leadership in computer-mediated-groups 

Zigurs (2003) maintains that virtual groups afford us a unique opportunity to redefine leadership. According to 
the traditional model, leaders are supposed to offer encouragement, reward, and motivation – mostly through their 
physical presence or comments – and reinforce the development of relations inside the group. A virtual environment 
makes it necessary to revise some aspects of leadership, partly due to the fact that interaction now takes place with a 
machine. One of the fundamental characteristics of this new context is the recognizability of the leader’s status. In 
face-to-face interactions, leadership indicators involve body language, vocal inflection, eye contact, clothing, etc., 
which in a computer-mediated-communication can be difficult to detect. Consistent with the media richness theory 
(Daft & Lengel, 1984), the medium forces the leader to adopt other indicators to let followers know he/she is in 
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charge, which include frequency of intervention, small delays between request and responses, being (almost) always 
available. 

Among the approaches to the study of leadership that accurately describe the complexity of the changes under 
way in our society and in modern organizational contexts, one of the best known is the transformational/transactional 
framework (Bass, 1985, 1990, 1997). 

In this perspective, the leader is the person who not only adapts to various situations, but is also able to transform 
the reference context. Bass (1990) discusses the difference between a transactional leadership model, in which the 
leader emerges as the result of transactions and exchanges with group members, whereas a transformational leader is 
a person willing to adapt to the changes and instability of situations and is also able to involve, motivate, and support 
collaborators in a manner consistent with the required transformations. The transformational style goes beyond the 
exchange of incentives and corrective transactions between leaders and subordinates and pushes collaborators out of 
the individual dimension so as to privilege the group, the mission, and the vision, focusing on long-term objectives 
and attempting to change existing situations. For Bass (1997) a leader can embody both types and constitute a model 
of leadership that moves along a continuum ranging from a transactional to a transformational style. 

The transactional leadership model considers leaders “negotiating agents” who conciliate and sometimes 
compromise in order to obtain greater decision-making power within the group. To achieve this goal, leaders 
perform a series of actions that enable them to influence and convince those individuals who are capable of 
providing valuable support. Their activity consists in implementing interpersonal transactions in which tasks, 
expectations, and related awards are indicated and clarified. Followers are motivated by the opportunity to obtain the 
personal rewards that only the leader can grant, and prefer to replicate behaviors that have been successful and 
discard unproductive ones (Bass & Riggio, 2006). 

Transactional leadership is based on two factors: contingent reward and management-by-exception. The leader 
administers positive reinforcement, awards, praise, and rewards when pre-determined goals are achieved; he utilizes 
negative reinforcement like punishment, reprimands, and negative feedback when mistakes and violations or failures 
occur (Bass & Riggio, 2006).  In any case, rewards and punishments aim to ensure that the expected results are 
achieved and not at a transformation of the followers (Boal & Hooijberg, 2007). 

The operational mode of a transformational leader brings individuals to seek rewards within themselves, favoring 
the personal growth of individuals and groups, as well as their self-awareness (Scaffidi Abbate & Ruggieri, 2008, 
2011) According to Boal and Hooiberg (2007), while the transactional leader exploits interest that already exists in a 
group, the transformational leader tries to change the value system of each individual in order to construct a new one 
based on common goals. He/she actively engages with followers, obtaining their collaboration and encouraging them 
to identify with a vision of the job that goes beyond their immediate individual interests. 

A way has thus been found to transcend the exchange of incentives and corrective transactions between leaders 
and followers – indeed, it is a way to amplify interests and raise consensus and awareness of the group’s goals. 
People are encouraged to abandon their individual dimension in order to enhance the group and the organization, 
concentrating on long-term goals and attempting to change existing situations. This is accomplished by a leader who 
accompanies his collaborators, acting as a guide and motivator within a process of change and growth. 

In general, research focusing on the effectiveness of transactional and transformational leadership within the 
context of virtual teams is relatively scarce (Hambey, O’Neill & Kline, 2007; Ji & Chuang, 2012). 

In virtual teams transactional and transformational leaders are likely to play a vital role in facilitating the 
attainment of goals by providing structures, motivating and engaging team members, and attending to socio-
emotional aspects of the team (Huang, Kahai & Jestice, 2010). By facilitating certain processes, these leaders 
introduce changes in followers’ behaviors and in the way they interact with one another, thereby changing the 
capabilities of a team. Past research supports this view (Sosik, Avolio & Kahai, 2010), suggesting that transactional 
and transformational leadership in virtual teams can overcome process-based losses, thereby improving team 
creativity and strategies. The facilitation enabled by transactional and transformational leadership styles is likely to 
be more effective when a virtual team faces more challenging situations (Avolio, Kahai & Dodge, 2000; Joshi, 
Lazarova & Liao, 2009; Purvanova & Bono, 2009). 

Moreover, virtual team research based on situational perspectives of leadership suggests that transformational 
leadership becomes more effective than transactional leadership in situations involving anonymity. Within these 
groups, transformational leaders are able to establish higher levels of trust, performance and job satisfaction 
compared to those of transactional leadership, but that the average level of satisfaction is lower than in face-to-face 
conditions (Hoyt & Blascovich, 2003; Ruggieri, 2009). 
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In summary, transactional and transformational leaders are expected to play a greater ‘‘process facilitation” role 
in virtual teams than established practices for face-to-face teams (Huang, Kahai & Jestice, 2009) . 

Communication styles in virtual teams 

According to media synchronicity theory (Dennis & Valacich, 1999), there are two types of communication 
characterizing virtual team interaction: synchronous and asynchronous.  

In synchronous interactions team members communicate in real time, such as through teleconferencing, 
videoconferencing or chat. Synchronous communication media allow individuals to work on the same task, with the 
same information, at the same time (Baker, 2002). In asynchronous interactions team members communicate  at 
different times, to solve a problem, to play a game or to join a project. The most used media are e-mail or online text 
forum and threaded discussions. 

Comparing several communication media with each other will help increase our understanding of the 
technologies that allow virtual teams to collaborate most effectively (Baltes, Dickson, Sherman, Bauer & LaGanke, 
2002). 

Although in recent years there is a growing interest in the use of video (i.e. videoconferencing), the majority of 
studies that have examined computer-mediated-communication have used text-based systems. Particularly, online 
text chat and online text forum are the most common media used��$� VXJJHVWHG�EHQH¿W� RI� this type of text-based 
interaction is that it PD\�DOORZ�IRU�PRUH�UHÀHFWLRQ�DQG�WKH�DELOLW\�WR�FKRRVH�RQH¶V�ZRUGV�PRUH�FDUHIXOO\�WKDQ�LQ face-
to-face or telephone communication (Wolfe, 2002). Online text-based communication can also allow team members 
to more efficiently share ideas in brainstorming tasks because everyone can speak at once, thereby minimizing 
process losses (Griffith & Neale, 2001). Additionally, text-based communication may neutralize the tendency for 
LQFUHDVHG�UHODWLRQDO�FRQÀLFW�RIWHQ�REVHUYHG�LQ�GLVVimilar groups, because these differences are less salient (Mannix, 
Griffith & Neale, 2002). Conversation in this medium, however, has also been criticized for lacking focus because 
multiple group members may be speaking at the same time (synchronous interaction) or overcommunicate 
(asynchronous interaction). Also, different rates of typing and reading can lead to more or less delayed responses by 
individuals within the group discussion, and could result in low contributions by some members who could 
otherwise improve the team’s performance (Hambley, O’Neil & Kline, 2007). 

In studies of computer conferencing there is a relatively little use of content analysis technique compared to other 
techniques such as surveys, interviews, participant observation and computer generated statistical manipulations. In 
the past, the most common methods for assessing the content and outcomes of online forums have been limited to 
frequency counts, message maps showing numbers of replies and message chains, and other similar quantitative 
measures. One notable exception to this was Henri’s (1992) work, arguably one of the most influential and 
sophisticated cognitive analysis models for online interaction. Henri was a pioneer in utilizing content analysis to 
analyze the transcripts of discussions, in order to evaluate the quality of online learning communities. Influenced by 
this, researchers have been prompted to take up more challenging methods of content analysis in order to answer 
crucial questions related to social negotiation of meaning in computer-mediated-communication. Content analysis 
provides an opportunity to reach a better understanding of learning in a computer-mediated-communication 
environment since it can help to clarify the students’ cognitive processes and ways of handling information during 
studies. 

In Henri’s (1992) model, a central concept in view of the content analysis instrument is interactivity. The 
definition of interactivity is borrowed from Bretz (1983), who states that interactivity is a three-step process: (1) 
communication of information, (2) a first response to this information, and (3) a second answer relating to the first. 
Her instrument to analyze the transcripts of discussions is based on a cognitivist approach to learning; although she 
also refers to particular concepts, such as learning in a cooperative mode and to the concept of collective knowledge. 

Henri’s analytical framework consists of five dimensions of the learning process that can be found in online text 
messages. Her work has laid the foundation for subsequent research. Particularly, Henri developed a quantitative 
approach which analyzed messages into units of meaning and attempted to measure social dimensions, interactivity, 
cognitive skills, levels of processing and metacognitive knowledge and skills.  

The participative dimension comprises two categories: (1) overall participation, which is the total number of 
messages and accesses to the discussion and (2) the active participation in the learning process, which is the number 
of statements directly related to learning made by learners and educators. As she believes that messages of unequal 
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length cannot serve as precise measures of active participation, she proposes to divide messages into statements 
corresponding to units of meaning. 

The social dimension comprises all statements or part of statements not related to the formal content of the 
subject matter. This operationalization is derived from the model of Berger, Pezdek and Banks (1987) that states that 
social presence is at work in any statement not related to the formal content of the subject matter. 

The interactive dimension is first divided in two parts: interactive versus non-interactive (independent) 
statements. Secondly, the interactive statements can be further subdivided into explicit versus implicit interactions. 
Furthermore, two different types of interactive messages are distinguished: responses and commentaries. This leads 
to five categories, namely (1) direct (explicit) responses, (2) direct (explicit) commentaries, (3) indirect (implicit) 
responses, (4) indirect (implicit) commentaries, and (5) independent statements (Wever, Schellens, Valcke, & Van 
Keer, 2006). 

The cognitive dimension consists out of five categories: (1) elementary clarification: observing or studying a 
problem identifying its elements, and observing their linkages in order to come to a basic understanding, (2) in-depth 
clarification: analyzing and understanding a problem which sheds light on the values, beliefs, and assumptions which 
underlie the statement of the problem, (3) inference: induction and deduction, admitting or proposing an idea on the 
basis of its link with propositions already admitted as true, (4) judgment: making decisions, statements, 
appreciations, and criticisms, and (5) strategies: proposing coordinated actions for the application of a solution, or 
following through on a choice or a decision. Furthermore, surface processing is distinguished from in-depth 
processing, in order to evaluate the skills identified (Wever, Schellens, Valcke, & Van Keer, 2006). 

The metacognitive dimensions comprise metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive skills. Metacognitive 
knowledge is declarative knowledge concerning the person, the task, and the strategies. Metacognitive skills refer to 
‘‘procedural knowledge relating to evaluation, planning, regulation, and self-awareness’’ (Henri, 1992, p. 131). 
Henri does notice however that although the messages can reveal useful information, it is impossible to reveal the 
totality of the metacognitive processes. This means that ‘‘even if no metacognitive activity was noticed, one could 
not conclude that the students are weak in this area’’ (Henri, 1992, p. 133). 

The research 

The aims of the present research project was to analyze if and how leadership style and communication medium 
used, interact with the followers communication style. As mentioned above, the status of group leader is definitely 
less recognizable in computer-mediated-groups due to the difficulty in the use of implicit indexes of status such as 
vocal inflection or eyes contact. The medium force the leader to adopt other indicators to let followers know about 
his/her being in charge: frequency of intervention, small delay between request and responses, being (almost) always 
available etc. This difference in leader’s behavioral style may result in different ingroup dynamics which, in turn, 
may affect followers’ interaction styles and satisfaction. Moreover, these possible difference may vary according to 
leadership style. In particular, transformational leaders are expected to be more effective in enhancing cognitive and 
metacognitive styles and job satisfaction. 

Participants and design 

Ninety-six Web user (51 males and 45 females) took part in this study. Participants’ age ranged between 18 and 
46 years (mean = 28.6; s.d. = 3.4). They were all enrolled, on a voluntary basis, from face-to-face and online friends, 
and explicit request in online communities, from two undergraduate students. 

The participants were randomly assigned in a two conditions of a 2 (interaction mode: online text chat vs. online 
text forum) X 2 (management style of the group: transactional vs. transformational) mixed between-within 
participants design. 
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Procedure 
The experiment was presented as problem solving activity. Specifically, the participants were given the task to a 

solve a brain teaser in online virtual groups that had to be solved in five days. 
The groups use a Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) context using text chat (for those interacting 

in synchronous mode) or a forum (for those with asynchronous interaction). 
Each group consisted of four participants and one senior expert – the confederate – who directed the group’s 

activity. Every participant took part in two different conditions. On the whole, there were 48 groups composed of 
four participants plus the senior expert who acted as leader, who did not suggest the solutions, but who helped the 
groups to find itself. In one half of the groups, the senior expert was instructed to act as a transactional leader, and in 
the other half as a transformational leader. Instructions were created by following Mindgarden’s (2000) Multifactor 
Leadership Questionnaire and its scales and subscales. Senior experts did not know the real aims of the research. 

All activities of the groups (online chat and forum) were recorded. After completing the task, job satisfaction was 
assessed via self-report questionnaire. 

Instruments 

Content analysis. The content of the online chat and web-forums was coded according to Henri’s (1992) 
framework. The messages were divided into “message units” for analysis. A message unit can be divided “by words, 
by a group of words, by proposition, by sentence, or by paragraph” (Henri, 1992, p. 134). Henri also notes that an 
objective determination of the unit of meaning is difficult to make. In the present study it turned out that message 
units tended to correspond to paragraphs, as this is the way that written communication is organized. This kind of 
analysis is considered more effective in analyzing discussion where a message often answers more than a question 
or presents more phases of the same contribution. Leader’s message were excluded from the present analysis. 

Job satisfaction. This was measured using the Satisfaction with Job - General (Dubinsky & Hartley, 1996; Italian 
version translated, validated and adapted by Barbaranelli, Bortone and Di Matteo, 2010), on a seven-point scale 
(from “very unsatisfied” to “very satisfied”), and specifically, five questions aimed at evidencing a person’s level of 
satisfaction with respect to a performed task. 

Results 

Manipulation check. In all, 4515 units were coded. Two researcher, independently each other, coded all the 
messages. The coding reflected a middle-good agreement (for the five dimensions, 0.62<Cohen’s k<0.74). 

The analysis of univariate effects revealed the existence of significant differences between the effects of 
transactional and transformational leadership in four of five dimensions of Henri’s model. Specifically, it was 
observed that relating to participative dimension, no differences were observed (p=n.s.). Transactional leaders 
conditions create higher score in social and interactive dimensions than transformational leaders (social: 
F(1,4515)=24.23; p<.01; interactive: F(1,4515)=22.11; p<.01). Differences also can be found in cognitive and 
metacognive dimensions. Indeed, transformational leaders generate more messages in this dimensions than 
transactional leaders (cognitive: F(1,4515)=18.56; p<.01; metacognitive: F(1,4515)=19.17; p<.01). 

As regards to interaction mode, online text chat and online text forum, no differences were observed in 
participative dimension (p=n.s.). More messages in social and interactive dimensions were observed in online text 
chat than in online text forum (social: F(1,4515)=54.14; p<.01; interactive: F(1,4515)=15.06; p<.01). On the other 
hand, more messages in cognitive and metacognitive dimensions were observed in online text forum than in online 
text chat (cognitive: F(1,4515)=27.32; p<.01; metacognitive: F(1,4515)=46.08; p<.01). 

No interaction effects emerge between leadership style and media in all five dimensions (p=n.s.). 
Job satisfaction was analyzed in the two interaction conditions and the existence of a main effect was found 

(F(1,96)=17.3; p<.01), ascribable to an higher level in chat than in forum condition. It was also observed that 
individuals in situations of transformational leadership possess higher levels of satisfaction with respect to the 
performed task (F(1,96)=12.4; p<.01). 
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Discussion and conclusion 

On the whole, these results enlighten a coherent scenario of the functioning of leadership in virtual teams 
and on the communicative styles which leaders evoke, examining the nature of online interactivity in problem 
solving processes. Interaction is one of the most important components of any learning experience and it is a 
crucial concept in online problem solving and education. The approach used, based on Henri’s (1992) model of 
analysis, offered insights to understanding how the online leaders addressed discussions in online context. As 
Lally (2001, p. 401) points out: “One of the major strengths of Henri’s approach to content analysis using 
categories is that it focuses on the social activity and the interactivity of individuals in a group at the same 
time as giving a picture of the cognitive and metacognitive processes of those individuals. However, one 
of its major limitations is that it gives no impression of the social co-construction of knowledge by the 
group of individuals as a group, in a discussion or a seminar”. Although the instrument has been criticized 
(i.e. Pena-Shaff & Nicholls, 2004), it can be considered as pioneering work and has been the base for 
subsequent research.  

A particularly interesting result concerns the distinction between transactional and transformational 
leadership. As shown by this study, working in an on-line group on the Web and being led by a leader 
who seeks the transformation of individual motivations (rather than a simple transaction involving 
resources) induces an increased level of cognitive and metacognitive communications. 

The transformational leader is able to produce behavior that promotes individual potential and inspires 
an optimistic vision of the future that is oriented towards longer-term goals. These characteristics enable 
him to provide his group with incentives for self-aware thinking: being aware of one’s own thoughts 
ensures that behavior truly useful for personal growth is adopted. Reinforcing forms of higher-level 
reasoning thus helps individuals to become more aware of their own untapped capabilities and offers 
continuous intellectual stimulus, encouraging people to do more than what they expected of themselves in 
the beginning; all this enhances levels of proactive personality and team identification. 

Job satisfaction results are also consistent with what was postulated by Bass (1990) and confirmed by 
subsequent research on interaction via Web (Hoyt & Blascovich, 2003; Ruggieri, 2009), that is, that a 
primary characteristic of the transformational leader is his interest in satisfaction and, in particular, the job 
satisfaction of his co-workers, which also entails holding in high consideration their individual skills and 
aspirations. The transformational leader has thus the ability to influence the emotional climate of the work 
group, generating an effect on the job satisfaction of each individual collaborator. McColl-Kennedy and 
Anderson (2002) maintain that these leaders have a positive impact on the optimistic vision of their 
followers and also create a pleasant general emotional state in relation to the job itself. 

Results show also how the choice of interactive tools for virtual exchanges has a fundamental role in 
guiding communication within virtual contexts. These media are not however used in a “neutral” and 
transparent way, but rather are instruments to which communication must adapt; they are therefore able to 
generate their own domains and relations that are not necessarily analogous to those that occur in face-to-
face interaction. 

These findings have significant consequences for groups that interact on the Web. Providing incentives 
for adopting specific models of leadership and media in virtual work groups represents in fact the first 
step towards creating motivated and effective groups. It follows that a worker who is more satisfied and 
aware of his own resources can guarantee greater personal success and, consequently, better results for 
the organization. 
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Abstract 

With the advances of technology, thin-client / server architecture has become popular in multi-user / single-
network environments. Thin-client is a user terminal in which the user can login to a domain and run programs 
by connecting to a remote server. Recent developments in network and hardware technologies (cloud computing, 
virtualization, etc.) have made the thin-client / server architecture more efficient with respect to total cost of 
ownership, administration, maintenance and security simplicity, and finally efficient power consumption. 
Therefore, the usage of thin-client / server architecture in computer-aided education has scaled up exponentially 
since 2010. In this study, we present our architecture in Public College with 270 user terminals and 9 servers. We 
describe the planning, design, testing and implementation phases of the new architecture and analyze the 
outcomes of this implementation in regard to students and staff. 

Keywords: Computer Aided Education; thin-client / server architecture 

1. Introduction

Thin Client / Server Architecture, which has been one of the hot topics in the information systems literature
for the last decade, nowadays, becomes a powerful, secure and cost-efficient solution for Health, Finance, 
Education and other industrial sectors [1]. For instance, several public/private companies/institutions have 
tendency for cloud computing, virtualization, etc. to keep up with the speed of hardware/software technology 
development, and this improves the preference of Thin Client / Server Architecture. In addition to this, Thin 
Client / Server Architecture has different characteristics according to classical personal computer usage, which 
are described below in detail. 

Thin Clients improve information system efficiency at several institutions. In Thin Client / Server 
Architecture, software and data are stored at the remote server on the network. However, it is possible to 
communicate and do data exchange with other clients on the network. As there is no local disk or portable media 
drive on thin client, user data is stored on the remote file servers on the network. Software upgrade is done 
remotely on the network. Thin clients have more lifetimes according to personal computers as they have less 
vulnerable hardware parts. Moreover, it is easier to user thin clients as they have standard software and user 
interface all over the related institution. In addition to this, ease of thin client installation makes recovery in case 
of system crash faster and lessens the need for technical assistance. 

The information and data security can be improved with the usage of thin clients. As they do not have local 
disks or portable media drives, they are less vulnerable to anti-viruses and spy wares. Users can only store data 
on remote file servers and cannot copy or move critical data to a portable media. The usage of thin clients in a 
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domain on the network makes system administration easier and safer with respect to the remote user control and 
system policy checking in the domain that lessens the system internal threats. 

Criteria P C THIN CLIENT 
Operating 
System 

Manual installation on local disk Installed on flash memory (DOM). No 
need for manual installation. 

Anti-Virus 
Protection 

Needs anti-virus protection software No need for anti-virus protection for 
portable media 

Software 
Upgrade 

Needs for manual software upgrade 
periodically. 

No need for manual software upgrade. 
Only remote software upgrade. 

System 
Recovery 

Risk for system crash according to user 
faults. 

Remote system recovery in case of 
system crash. 

Local Drive 
Crash 

Risk for local drive crash (bad sector, etc.) No local drive and no data loss. 

Hardware 
Upgrade 

Needs for hardware upgrade periodically. No need for hardware upgrade. 

Data Backup / 
Recovery 

Needs for data backup periodically in case of 
recovery after system crash. 

Usage of remote file server. No local 
backup. 

Power 
Consumption 

300 - 350 watt. (avg) 8 - 20 watt. (avg) 

Technical 
Assistance 

Needs allocated technical staff for frequent 
hardware/software problems with respect to 
more portable hardware parts and software on 
local drive. 

Less hardware/software problems and 
less allocated technical staff with respect 
to lower risk for system crash. 

Emulation Needs emulation software for connection to 
servers such as AS/400. 

Pre-installed emulation software for 
connection to several server types. 

Cost of 
Purchase 

600 – 1000 $ (avg) 250 – 400 $ (avg) 

Noise and 
Physical 
Appearance 

Works more noisy according to several 
hardware parts. Needs more space. 

Works quieter and needs less space. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of PC and Thin Client with respect to several criteria. 

 
Thin Client / Server Architecture is a cost-efficient information system infrastructure. Thin clients are cheaper, 

have less hardware parts and more lifetimes. At the same time, system management and maintenance is easier as 
software upgrade and data storage/backup are done on remote servers. Finally, thin clients have less power 
consumption than personal computers.According to above-mentioned characteristics, a detailed comparison of 
thin clients and personal computers with respect to several criteria is summarized in Table 1. 

An example total cost of ownership analysis is presented in Table 2 with respect to purchase costs, software 
license costs, network support costs, desktop support costs, upgrade costs, security costs, power consumption, 
heat generation and office real estate. 
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Criteria PC Thin Client Saving ($) 

Purchase Cost 650 350 300 

Hardware Upgrade (CPU, Memory, Disk 
etc.) 

320 - 320 

Software Upgrade (OS, User Programs, etc.) 250 - 250 

Virus Protection 30 - 30 

Upgrade labor Cost 250 - 250 

Technical Staff Cost. 
(per 100 users) 

3 staff = 180.000 
(annual) 
1800 (per user) 

1 staff = 60.000 
(annual) 
600 (per user) 

1200 

Data Backup and Storage Maintenance 200 - 200 
Power Consumption (watt/h) 350  20  450 

Total savings per client after 5 years: 3000 $ 

 
Table 2. Comparison of PC and Thin Client in terms of Total Cost of Ownership. 

 
In the light of above analysis, we conclude that: 
 
* Using thin client instead of PC saves 3000$ after 5 years (50$ monthly). In other words, thin client redeems 
itself after 7 months. 
 
* In a middle-sized unit, using 100 thin client instead of 100 PC saves 300000$ in total. Besides, the fact that 
hardware is an imported product and has foreign currency cost shows the contribution of usage of thin client to 
country’s economy. 
 

Thin Client / Server Architecture has a prominent difference in terms of power consumption [1]. Forrester 
Research Inc. in 2008 shows that thin clients reduce power usage by 24% and carbon dioxide emission by 23% 
and increases the life span by five to ten years. By replacing the desktops by thin clients, nearly two-thirds of the 
power consumption can be reduced [2-4]. 

 
Thin Client / Server Architecture is used by educational institutions as they allow students to analyze real data 

in their research without modifying or removing data either deliberately or unconsciously [5]. Also, this 
architecture disallows unauthorized access to critical data from outside the institution. Moreover, computer-aided 
education has overlapping characteristics with Thin Client / Server Architecture in terms of multiple usage of 
digital resources and cost-effectiveness [6]. 

There are a lot of benefits of Cloud computing in education, (e.g. providing educational resource storage and 
databases, e-mails, educational applications and tools for students and teachers and clients located all over the 
world involving in an educational program) and advantages in cost for improve quality of system in terms of 
Total Cost of Ownership [7]. This encourages the use of thin clients in several implementation areas and has 
renewed people’s interest in the thin client concept [8]. 
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2. Implementation 

To make use of Thin Client / Server Architecture in our public college having approximately 1000 students 
and 500 staff, we install 270 thin clients in total (222 for students and 48 for staff) at the moment. We also install 
7 terminal servers and 2 file servers. The network diagram of this architecture is represented in Figure 1. 
 

 

Figure 1. Thin Client / Server architecture in our college  
 

We use thin clients having model as ASTC TA-1381 and terminal/file servers having model as IBM X3650-
M3. We utilize VMware ESXi 4.5 software on terminal servers for the purpose of virtualization. We install 
Windows 2008 R2 Enterprise operating system on the servers. Also, we install Libre Office, Foxit Reader, 7zip, 
IrfanView, Mozilla Firefox, Thunderbird, Notepad++, VLC player, Eclipse and Dev C++ software programs on 
the terminal servers for users through thin clients. 
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We reserve one-gigabyte data storage on the file server for each student and the owner student can only access 
his/her corresponding data storage. In addition to this, we define roaming profiles for each student so that each 
student can define and use personal settings (shortcuts, program settings, etc.) on different thin clients without 
any loss of information. 

 

 
Figure 2. Usage of bandwidth before Thin Client / Server Architecture 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Usage of bandwidth on Thin Client / Server Architecture 

 
We define two different server profiles on each terminal server with the usage of VMvare ESXi virtualization 

software. The first one is defined for students and the other one is defined for staff use. There are different 
settings and software programs on two virtual terminal server types. We define different hardware (SPU, RAM, 
etc.) usage settings on two servers at different times during the day. For instance, we reserve most of the 
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hardware capacity for staff during working hours as the students are taking classes. And, we reserve most of the 
hardware capacity for students after working hours as students mostly use thin clients on those times. 
 

After the implementation, 10 hours labor force per daily is needed for maintenance problems. A survey about 
the new architecture is applied on the users and 91% of them express their satisfaction about the usage of thin 
clients. In addition to this, we analyze that the usage of bandwidth has increased after the implementation of the 
new architecture. At the moment, we have 30 Mbit/s Internet connection bandwidth in our college. The usage of 
bandwidth before this implementation is plotted in Figure 2, whereas, Figure 3 represents the usage of bandwidth 
on the new architecture. 
 

Consequently, we make cost-effectiveness analysis of the new architecture by using several tools implemented 
in the literature and web. The overall analysis is described in Table 3. 
 

Tool Total saving Period Parameter 
www.xiteb.net 107154 £ Annual 270 PC 
www.netvoyager.co.uk 9,614,000$ Five year period 1000 Users 
www.2x.com 312660$ Annual 270 PC 
www.eu-energystar.org 79595€ For six year 270 Thin Client instead of 270 

PC 
 

Table 3. Cost saving analysis of our architecture according to several tools 

3. Conclusion 
 

The usage of Thin Client / Server Architecture for the purpose of computer-aided education scales up with 
respect to developments in the information systems technology. In this study, we present our architecture in a 
public college in which we install 270 thin clients for students and staff. The increase of bandwidth usage 
represents the effectiveness of this new architecture on the education in our college. 

Students and staff can access to their data from several units (dormitory, lab, library, etc.) by using the same 
settings and interface (which is more user-friendly) as a result of roaming profile definitions. The need for new 
software in education can be met easily by installing them on a small number of terminal servers. In addition to 
this, we adjust the usage of resources by students and staff by using virtualization technologies so that, all users 
can use thin clients more effectively. 

We also apply a survey on the users about the performance of new system and most of the users show their 
satisfaction through the survey. We also serve need?? less maintenance labor for the hardware/software problems 
on the client side. 

We analyze the cost of new architecture according to literature and several tools exist on the web. One of the 
important results is the less power consumption of thin clients, which is approximately 10% of personal 
computers. This has a big contribution not only to the total cost of ownership but also to  reducing environmental 
impact. This can be seen as a social responsibility. After getting a primary saving and social responsibility 
contributions by implementing new computer architecture in education, we conclude that, the usage of Thin 
Client / Server Architecture will become widespread on educational institutions. 
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Özet 

Bu makalede Yüksekte Çalışma İş Güvenliği İçin Yeni Bir Proaktif Eğitim Programı(NOFALL) isimli AB Yenilik Transferi 
projesinin İhtiyaç Analizi İş Paketinin sonuçları ve değerlendirilmesi sunulmuştur. İhtiyaç Analizi Anketi,  Bilgi Ölçümü, 
Duygu ve Tutum Ölçümü ve Geri Bildirim bölümü olmak üzere üç ana bölümden oluşturulmuştur. Anket, yüksekte çalışma 
gerektiren İnşaat, Elektrik, Telekomünikasyon ve Maden sektörlerindeki çalışanlara uygulanmıştır. Söz konusu proje 
kapsamında yapılan İhtiyaç Analizi Anketi çalışmasının sonuçları projeye olan gerekliliği açıkça ortaya koymuştur. Yüksekte 
çalışma iş güvenliği konusundaki sorunları tespit etmesi, eğitimlere olan ihtiyacı ve bilinç eksikliğini göstermesi bakımından 
da literatüre sunulmasına gerek duyulmuştur. 
 
Keywords: NOFALL, falling from heights, occupational safety, work safety; 
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1. Giriş 

Düşmeler ve Yüksekten Düşen Cisimler sonucu oluşan iş kazaları, kayıtlı tüm iş kazaları içerisinde yaklaşık 
olarak  %30 oranındadır. Bu oran istatistiklere bakıldığında, bir veya birden fazla cisim tarafından ezilmeler, 
batmalar, kesmeler vb sınıfına giren iş kazalarından sonra ikinci sıraya oturmaktadır. Yüksekte çalışma iş 
güvenliği konusu Türkiye’de AB üyeliği sürecinde hız kazanan ve yasalaşmaya başlayan bir süreçtir. Türkiye’de 
son yıllarda yüksekten düşme sonucu gerçekleşen kazalar ve ölümlerin AB ülkelerine göre daha fazla olması 
durumun ciddiyetini göstermektedir. Gelişmişlik düzeyi yüksek olan ülkelerde, Yüksekte Çalışma İş Güvenliği 
konusunda ayrı yasal düzenlemeler bulunmaktadır. Bunlar, Yüksekte Çalışma konusunda Risk Değerlendirmesi, 
eğitim, yeterlilik, ekipman konularında düzenlemeleri açıkça ortaya koymaktadır.  

Yüksekte çalışma iş güvenliği ile ilgili literatürde birçok çalışma bulunmaktadır. Bu çalışmalar problemi ortaya 
koyan ve probleme çözüm üreten çalışmalar olarak iki kısımda incelenebilir. Başta inşaat sektörü olmak üzere 
meydana gelen iş kazalarının büyük bölümünün yüksekte çalışma esnasında olduğunu gösteren ve problemi 
ortaya koyan çalışmalar mevcuttur (Türkmen, Şenel, Şam, Üzün, 2005; Dizdar, Toprak, 2012). Bunun yanında 
çeşitli alanlarda yüksekte çalışma ile ilgili önlemleri ve önerileri içeren çok sayıda çalışma yapılmıştır (Görücü, 
Müngen, 2011; Naalcosh, 2012). 

Yüksekte çalışma iş güvenliği konusunda birçok proje çalışması gerçekleştirilmiştir. Bu projelerden birisi 
NOFALL projesine de kaynaklık eden, Letonya PSI Darba Medicina firmasının gerçekleştirdiği LV/04/B/F/PP-
172012 no’lu  “The Development of Occupational Health and Safety Training Programme” isimli B tipi AB 
projesidir. 

Makalenin 2. Bölümünde NOFALL (Yüksekte Çalışma İş Güvenliği İçin Yeni Bir Proaktif Eğitim Programı) 
Projesi tanıtılmıştır. 3. Bölümde İhtiyaç Analizi İş Paketi Faaliyetleri ve Sonuçları anlatılmıştır. Değerlendirme 
bölümde ise İhtiyaç Analizi Anketinin sonuçları değerlendirilmiştir. 

2. Yüksekte Çalışma İş Güvenliği İçin Yeni Bir Proaktif Eğitim Programı Projesi(NOFALL) 
Aralık 2011 tarihinde, Avrupa Birliği Eğitim ve Gençlik Programları Merkezi Başkanlığı, Leonardo da Vinci 

programı kapsamında, “Yüksekte Çalışma İş Güvenliği İçin Yeni Bir Proaktif Eğitim Programı” isimli Yenilik 
Transferi Projesi uygulanmaya başlamıştır.  

 
Projenin amaç ve hedefleri şunlardır; 

1. Yüksekte çalışma ile ilgili kaza oranlarını/yüzdelerini en aza indirmek, 
2. Yüksekte çalışma ile ilgili eğitim programı hazırlamak, 
3. Eğitim materyalleri geliştirmek, 
4. Internet üzerinden iş güvenliği ve yüksekte çalışma iş güvenliği hakkında teorik eğitim 

vermektir. 

Proje ortaklık konsorsiyumu içerisinde Kaya Yapı Şirketi yürütücülüğünde 4 ülkeden 8 ortak bulunmaktadır. 
Ortaklar Letonya’dan PSI Darba Medicina, İrlanda’dan EazySafe Learning Center, Almanya’dan Elmoba, 
Türkiye’den TEİAŞ, Sakarya Üniversitesi Teknoloji Fakültesi, Sakarya Teknik Ve Endüstri Meslek Lisesi, Sivil 
Toplum Kuruluşu olan MEGVEY Derneğinden oluşmaktadır.  Proje, Yönetim, WEB Sitesi, İhtiyaç Analizi, 
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Adaptasyon, Pilot Uygulama, Ürün,  Değerlendirme ve Yaygınlaştırma olmak üzere 8 adet iş paketinden 
meydana gelmektedir. Proje tamamlandığında elde edilecek sonuçlar şunlardır; proje hakkında bilgilerin 
paylaşılacağı ve interaktif eğitimlerin verileceği Türkçe, İngilizce ve Almanca WEB siteleri, Eğitim programı, 
Kitap, DVD, Genel iş güvenliği e-öğrenme modülü, Yüksekte çalışma iş güvenliği e-öğrenme modülü, Proje 
sonuçları ile ilgili dergi. Tüm bu sonuçlar ayrıca poster, broşür, yerel ve ulusal basın haberleri, çeşitli toplantı ve 
seminerler, İş sağlığı ve güvenliği fuarları gibi değişik platformlarda yaygınlaştırılacaktır., 
 
 

 3. İhtiyaç Analizi İş Paketi Faaliyetleri ve Sonuçları 

Yenilik transferi projeleri AB ülkelerinde daha önce uygulanarak başarı ile tamamlanan projelerin farklı 
ülkelerde geliştirilerek uygulanması esasına dayanmaktadır. NOFALL projesinde Letonya’dan PSI Darba 
Medicina tarafından 2002 yılında tamamlanan LV/04/B/F/PP-172012 no’lu  “The Development of Occupational 
Health and Safety Training Programme” isimli B tipi AB projesinin Türkiye’ye geliştirilerek transfer edilmesi 
amaçlanmıştır. Projenin 3. adımı olan İhtiyaç Analizi İş Paketine, kaynak proje LV/04/B/F/PP-172012 (The 
Development of Occupational Health and Safety Training Programme) ve diğer ortak ülkelerde yapılan 
çalışmaların incelenmesi ile başlanmıştır. Ayrıca AB ülkelerindeki ve ülkemizdeki yasal düzenlemelerle ilgili 
literatür araştırması da yapılmıştır. 

Gerçekleştirilen İhtiyaç Analizi İş Paketinin amaçları şunlardır; 
1.Yüksekte çalışma iş güvenliği ile ilgili sorunları tespit etmek, 
2. Sektör çalışanlarının iş güvenliği ekipman ve kullanım bilgilerini ölçmek, 
3. Sektör çalışanlarının iş güvenliği önlemlerine karşı tutumlarını ölçmek, 
4. Sektör çalışanlarının iş güvenliği konusundaki görüş ve önerilerini tespit etmek. 
 
Bu amaçlar doğrultusunda yapılan ihtiyaç analizi anketi üç ana bölümden oluşmaktadır.  Bunlar; 
a. Çalışanların ekipman ve kullanım bilgilerini ölçmek için Bilgi Ölçümü bölümü, 
b. Çalışanların iş güvenliği önlemlerine karşı tutumlarını ölçmek için Duygu Ölçümü bölümü, 
c. Çalışanlarını iş güvenliği tedbirleri ile ilgili sorunlarını ve görüşlerini belirlemek için Geri Besleme 
bölümü olarak belirlenmiştir.   
 
İhtiyaç analizi anketi, yüksekte çalışma gerektiren İnşaat, Elektrik, Telekomünikasyon ve Maden sektörlerindeki 
onlarca şirket çalışanları, Sakarya Üniversitesi öğretim elemanları ve Meslek Liseleri öğretmenleri olmak üzere 
toplam 120 kişi üzerinde uygulanmıştır. Anket, çoktan seçmeli sorulardan oluşan bilgi ölçümü bölümünde 15 
soru, “Tamamen Katılıyorum, Katılıyorum, Fikrim Yok, Katılmıyorum ve Hiç Katılmıyorum” seçeneklerinin 
sunulduğu duygu ölçümü bölümünde 15 soru ve görüş ve önerilerin alındığı geri besleme bölümünde 5 soru 
olmak üzere toplam 35 sorudan meydana gelmiştir. 
 

Anket sonunda bilgi ölçümü bölümünden elde edilen sonuçlar şu şekildedir; 

• Temel seviyedeki bilgiler %70 civarında bilinmektedir. 
• Her dört kişiden biri seyyar merdivenin güvenli kullanımını bilmemektedir. 
• Enerji ve Telekom sektöründe her beş kişiden biri hangi donanımları kullanacağını bilmemektedir.  
• Her beş kişiden biri düşme riskini ortadan kaldıracak önlemlerin farkında değildir.  
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• Deneklerin % 55’i Güvenlik ve Sağlık İşaretleri Yönetmeliğini bilmemektedir. 
• Her üç kişiden biri emniyetli bağlama tekniğini bilmemektedir. 
• Deneklerin % 45’i salınımlı düşmeyi engellemek için yapılması gerekenleri bilmemektedir. 
• Eğitim seviyesi düştüğünde bilgisizlik düzeyi artmaktadır. ( % 55 İlkokul, % 30 Lise ve % 22 Yüksek 

Öğretim ) 
Yukarıdaki sonuçlar Şekil 1 ve 2’de grafiksel olarak sunulmuştur. 

 
Şekil 1. Bilgi ölçümünden elde edilen bilgi düzeyleri 
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Şekil 2. Eğitim seviyesine göre bilgi düzeyleri 

Anket sonunda duygu ölçümü bölümünden elde edilen sonuçlar şu şekildedir; 

- Her dört kişiden biri acil nedenlerden dolayı kontrol amacıyla yükseğe çıkan personelin emniyet kemeri 
takmasına gerek olmadığı düşünmektedir. 

- Her üç kişiden biri işverenin kuralların uygulanmasındaki gevşekliğinin kazalara neden olabileceğini 
düşünmemektedir. 

- Her iki katılımcıdan biri iş güvenliği donanımlarının yeteri kadar güvenli olduğunu düşünmektedir. 
- Her iki katılımcıdan biri donanımları fiziksel rahatsızlık verdiği için kullanmamaktadır. 
- Her iki katılımcıdan biri yüksekte çalışma iş güvenliği ile ilgili ek mevzuatlara ihtiyaç olduğunu 

düşünmektedir. 
- Her iki katılımcıdan biri donanımların kullanımında yanlışlık yapmaktadır. 
- İnşaat sektöründe daha iyi bir bilinç vardır.  
- Her dört katılımcıdan biri düşmeyi önlemek için, iş ortamı tecrübesinin ekipmandançok daha önemli 

olduğunu düşünmektedir. 
 
Anketörler geri besleme bölümünde, sağlam ekipmanların kullanılması, daha fazla eğitim, denetim ve 
kontrollerin artırılması ve fiziksel düzenlemeler ile ilgili konulara dikkat çekmişlerdir.   
 

1.Değerlendirme 

Yüksekte Çalışma İş Güvenliği İçin Yeni Bir Proaktif Eğitim Programı(Nofall) isimli AB Yenilik Transferi 
projesinin İhtiyaç Analizi Anketi, İnşaat, Elektrik, Telekomünikasyon ve Maden sektörlerinde yüksekte çalışma 
yapan 120 kişiye uygulanmıştır. Anket, Bilgi Ölçümü, Duygu ve Tutum Ölçümü, ve Geri Bildirim bölümü olmak 
üzere üç ana bölümden oluşturulmuştur. 

Anketin Bilgi Ölçümü kısmından çıkan sonuçlara bakıldığında en temel seviyedeki bilgilerin bile çalışanlar 
tarafından %30 oranında bilinmediği görülmektedir. Enerji ve Telekom sektöründe çalışan her beş kişiden 
birisinin hangi donanımları kullanacağını bilmemesi dikkat çekmektedir. Her beş kişiden birisi düşme riskini 
ortadan kaldıracak önlemlerin farkında değildir. Her üç kişiden birisinin emniyetli bağlama tekniğini bilmemesi 
ve % 45 oranında kişinin de salınımlı düşmeyi engellemek için yapılması gerekenleri bilmemesi gibi sonuçlar 
potansiyel düşme risklerini açıkça ortaya koymaktadır. Deneklerin %55’inin Güvenlik ve Sağlık İşaretleri 
Yönetmeliğini bilmemesi, bilgi eksikliğini gösteren diğer bir sonuçtur. Anketörlerin eğitim seviyesi yükseldikçe 
bilgisizlik düzeyinin azalması da eğitimlere olan ihtiyacı gösteren önemli bir sonuçtur. 

Anketin duygu ölçümü bölümünden elde edilen sonuçlara bakıldığında yüksekte çalışma faaliyeti yapanların 
iş güvenliği önlemlerine karşı tutum ve duygularında ciddi bir oranda gevşeklik olduğu görülmektedir. Örnek 
olarak her dört kişiden birisinin acil nedenlerden dolayı yükseğe çıkan personelin emniyet kemeri takmasına 
gerek olmadığı düşünmesinin ciddi bir risk oluşturduğu açıktır. Her üç kişiden birisi, işverenin kuralların 
uygulanmasındaki gevşekliğinin kazalara neden olabileceğini düşünmemektedir ki bu çok büyük bir eksikliktir. 
Her iki katılımcıdan birisi iş güvenliği donanımlarının yeteri kadar güvenli olduğunu düşünmemekte vefiziksel 
rahatsızlık verdiği için kullanmamaktadır ki, bu da tehlikenin boyutlarını gözler önüne sermektedir.  

Anketörler geri besleme bölümünde, sağlam ekipmanların kullanılması, daha fazla eğitim, denetim ve 
kontrollerin artırılması ve fiziksel düzenlemeler ile ilgili konulara dikkat çekmişlerdir.   
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NOFALL projesi kapsamında yapılan İhtiyaç Analizi Anket çalışmasının sonuçları projeye olan gerekliliği 
açıkça ortaya koymuştur. Yüksekte çalışma iş güvenliği konusundaki sorunları tespit etmesi, eğitimlere olan 
ihtiyacı ve bilinç eksikliğini göstermesi bakımından da literatüre sunulmasına gerek duyulmuştur. Proje ortağı 
Sakarya Üniversitesi Teknoloji Fakültesi tarafından, anket sonunda elde edilen verilerin ve verilerden elde edilen 
sonuçların yer aldığı bir sonuç raporu hazırlanmıştır. Sonuç raporunun değerlendirilmesi ve literatüre sunulması 
amacıyla da bu makale hazırlanmıştır. 
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